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CALDER NEWMAN - BROKERS offer the most comprehensive service available
to all members of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in
the light of ever-changing circumstances it is now more important than ever before that
all ranks should have the benefit of professional and personal attention.
Consult:

CALDER NEWMAN
BROKERS
Head Office:

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) or Richmond 2159

Life Assurance for :Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Security for your Family

General Insurance for:Kit I nsuran ce, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

Branches throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns
Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you
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FOR

LIFE

Class 1Technicians
Openings over seas and in U. K .

Cable
and
Wireless
has
vacanci es from time to time for
the following catego ries of ex
Royal Signals Class 1 Technicians:

or microwave or tropospheric scatter or satellite communications.
Experience of MF and HF would
be an advantage.

1. Telegraph Techn ic ians with

3. Rad io Relay, Line or Tele-

suitable experience. to work on
teleprinters and telex installations.
either overseas or as members of
our home service staff.
2. Radio Techn i c i ans who
would normally be employed at
one of our overseas radio stations
and would. at least initially, work
as technical watchkeepers doing
equipment maintenance and adjustment. Applications would only
be considered from those who
have already had substantial technical experience of multi-channel
wideband systems (60 channels
upwards) including either U.H .F.

graph Tech nicians with suitable
experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links.
voice frequency telegraph and
solid-state electronic equipment.
teleprinters and associated telegraph machines. for employment
overseas in our Central Telegraph
Offices.
Where employment is offered
overseas. married staff would
normally be accompanied by their
family. passages and fully furnished
accommodation being provided
free of charge, and salary and
allowances being free of income

tax. Overseas employment would
be offered on a two-year contract
basis initially, with excellent prospects of renewa l or of established
pensionable service thereafter.
Where employment is in the
U.K. only, it would be either on a
Contract basis or on pensionable
service following 6 months probation. but staff would be responsible for their own accommodation.
income tax. etc.
Suitably experienced Class 1
Technicians who would be available for engagement within the
next 9 months are invited to
write for an application form.
giving concise details of qualifications and relevant experience
and stating in which job they are
interested. to The Staff Manager.
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If you know just where to go, you can
get a new Rover cheaper than a used one
Go to any Rover Dealer. And should you
have posting orders from the U .K. to overseas,
or from one overseas country to another,
he will tell you that you qualify for
special concessions.
In the form of about £500 off the list price
of a new Rover 2000.
Here's what you get for your money. A car,
though built with up-to-date production
methods, still built with painstaking care at every
stage.
And instead of brief checks, we give every
engine a full bench test. And drive each car

around the test track until we are satisfied.
Instead of mere padding, a safety cage
surrounds and protects you.
And the cage is surrounded by 22 more
very real safety features.
It's these standards, these features and the
thinking behind them, that make a Rover a
remarkable car at any price. Even more so, at
£500 off.
Your Rover dealer will tell you more about
the car and tax concessions. Or write to: Personal
Export Dept., the Rover Company Ltd., Solihull,
Warwickshire.
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Mercury House. Theobalds Road. London W .C.1 .
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EDITOlllAL- ( continut~ d)

Sali11buru /IJlandlord f;athering
N umbers wishing to attend; numbers requiring seat in
church; numbers marching after church and ni.µnbers requ iring buffet lunch and tea at Blandford, on payment.
For accommodation see below.
C attericli Reunion
N umbers wishing to attend; numbers requmng accommodation; numbers requiring seats at church.

Our Cove r Picture
We make no apologies for publishing another Display Tean:i photog~aph
depicting as it docs that ideal combination, vivid colour allied to lively
subject matter.
It al o forms an appropriate lead-in to the eight-page section in t~e
middle of this WIRE in which we highlight the exploits of ' The White
Helmets' in North America during the autumn of 1969.
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1910 is with us
IMPORTANT

DATES

Royal Signals Association Branch l_lepresent~tives'
Meeting, 31st. (Great L ondon) Signal R egrmem
(V).

I Ith April

Indian Signals Annual Dinner, Duke of York's
H.Q.

18th April

Editor:
13th Hay

Royal Sign als Officers' D inner, Hyde P ark H otel.

20th June

Royal Signals
Camp.

21st June

Royal Corps of Signals 5oth Anniversary Service,
Salisbury Cathedral, n.15 a.m. Open Day, School
of Signals, Blandford Camp, 2.30 p.m .

Assistant Editor:
Hr. L . Wood

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRB, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF T HE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
ro : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).
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Please m ake a note of the following dates in your diary now if they
concern you:

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association

BRIGADIER P. M. P. H ODSO N,
D .S.O.

IN

Officers'

Tea Party, Blandford

27th/ 28th .June Old

Comrades' Weekend
Brigade, Catterick Camp.

Reunion,

Training

27th N"o,,ember

Officers' Buffet Supper, 31st (Greater Lond on)
Signal Regiment (V)

I O• h D1..-eeutber

Joint Lecture-Institution of Electrical E ngineers/
Royal Signals Institution, London.

P lr.OVISIONAL

ATTENDANCE FIGVll.ES
GATHElr.INGS

AT

COICPS

As mentioned in our Editorial columns (October/Nov:mber WIRE),
we are most anxious to receive provisional details of all retired memb~rs
of the Corps as well as of the Royal Signals Association, who would like
to attend either or both of the gatherings on the 21st June and the 27th/28th
June, mentioned above: These figures are requir:ed by the 2~th Febr~ary,
so that we can have some idea as to the numbers i~vol_v~d. It is appreciated
that these figures can be only p~ovisional, a!"ld all tndiv1duals an_d ~ranches
who write in in response to this appeal will be contacted again m May,
so that their figures can be confirmed. If you belong to a. Branch of the
Association, please ensure your: fi_gures arc included by the Hon. Secretary
on his return due in at Association H.Q. by the end of February. If you
do not belong to a branch, write direct to the General Secretary, Roya.I
Signals Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. (Tel.·
01-730-4129) giving details as follows (see overleaf):
( Continue d on n ext pt1ge)
T HE WIRE , JA N UARY - FEBRUARY
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Ac(•ommodatlon
Accommodation a t Blandford is strictly limited, and it
will only be possible to make the barest bed and breakf 1 t arrangements on the Saturday night for Standard
Bearers, escorts and branch parties (not individuals) coming
from more than 100 miles away. Even then, there may not
be enough accommodation to go round, and those branches
which apply first will get priority.
Accommodation at Catterick is much easier, and it is
hoped to be able to accommodate all who apply to be put
up on the Saturday night. It is emph asised that accommodation is only available for single members attending.
T hose coming with families m ust m ake private a rrangements, and in this connection, they are w arned that the
hotel situation is not easy in the immediate vicinity of
Blandford. They should endeavour to book in early at
nearby towns, such as Bournemou th, Poole, Salisbury,
Andover.
It is also hoped to make camping facilities available at
Blandford for those who can bring caravans or tents.
Branc h Standards
It is h oped to have a good turnout of Branch Standards
at the Salisbury Cathedr al Service, and where branches
cannot conveniently bring Standard Bearers and escorts
with them in their own transport, the Association is pre-·
pared to p ay the cost of petrol and incidental expenses of
Stand ard Bearers and escorts travelling together in one
car to Salisbury. Travel by rail to Salisbury /Blandford is
not recommended. If necessary, escorts can probably be
found from other Branches a ttending the service for those
Branches who cannot find their own.
F t1under Members
It is planned to form up a special ' Founder Members '
section to lead the march past after the Catterick church
service. At Salisbury a place of honour will be reserved for
them at the saluting base. Founder members are deemed
to be those who were actually serving in the Corps in 1920
-the year in which the Corps was formed. Individuals and
Branches, when submitting attendance figures, should
specify ' Founder Members ' by name if any are proposing
t o come.
Sf'rvi.ng Officers and Soldiers
The arrangements for officers and soldiers, regular and
T.A.V.R., who wish to attend the Salisbury /Blandfoi:d
celebrations, are being co-ordinated by H.Q., r Signal
G roup, Erskine Barracks, Wilton, Salisbury, who will
shortly be issuing a proforma to all Headquarters and
u nits for completion in respect of those wishing to attend.
Anyone wishing to attend the Catterick celebrations
should get in touch with the Training Brigade, Royal
ignals, Catterick Camp.

AUGUST/ SEPTDmEn 'WDlE,• 1 9 8 9
Omitted from this WIRE was the acknowledgement of
a very generous donation of £100 from 227 Signal
Squadron (AFCENT) ro Association Benevolent Funds.
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From time to time enquiries are made about the position of
the above fu nd which was subscribed to by many after me
1939-45 war.
The situation is as follows: The War Memorial Fund appeal
resulted in some £3 1,000 being collected and after considerable
thought had been given to its possible use by a speciallv
appointed Corps Committee, it was decided that the money
could best be spent in purchasing and setting-up two sea-side
boarding houses at Colwyn Bay and Bournemouth. These
boarding houses would primarily cater for those members of
the Corps (serving and more particularly retired) who required
a holiday but could ill afford to meet the expenses of a proper
sea-side vacation. The proposed scheme was given full publicity
throughout the Corps and the Association and, as it generally
received popular support, it was put into operation. Unfortunately, the plan did not work out financially and, despite the
hard work and loyalty in particular of Major and Mrs. Dunningham, at Bournemouth, after struggling along for some years
both boarding houses had to be sold up at considerable capital
Joss to the fund .
The residue of the original capital was then handed over
to the Royal Signals Association to be held in tr"l.!St. Th.e
interest deriving from mis capital i now used to provide holidays for ex-members of the Corps-particularly the old, the
infirm and widows-who cannot otherwise afford to get away
for a change and a rest.
Holidays in the last few years have been provided for
individuals as follows:
1967 - 35
1968 - 32
1969 - 37
It will be seen, therefore, that the fund is still doing good
work despite its reduced resources.

From our "In" Tray
Sir,

' "\l' IUE '

TITI.E

ow that we have a new-look WIRE magazine may I suggest
that it is time that we brought the title up-to-date. The present
name has nostalgic connections with the past, but ~c are
living in a time of change, and the younger element m the
Corps may well take a greater inte~est in a ma.gazine which,
by its title, appears to have something. to ~o "".1th _them- the
pictorial cover is a great step forward m this drrecuon.
Many suitable titles spring to mind, but some are already
in use, e.g., ' The Communicator '- Royal Navy and '.Aerial ' B.B.C. Perhaps opinions as co whether a change is desirable, and
suggested titles, could be canvassed throughout the Corps (not
just present readers). How about 'The Signaller.'
Yours faithfully,
P. H . Grant (Captain).
Bielefeld Signal Troop,
B.F .P.O. 39.
(THE WIRE has appeared every month for fifty years (ex~pt
during World ll7ar II) ttnder its well-known and proud mle
Tw: WIRE. Do we really want io change it? 'Punch,' the
' lllusrrated London News' and similar publications have had
facelif1 s but still retain their original 1itles, dating back many
yem·s.-Edi ror).

~ OLDE

WORLDE' WIRELESS S TALWART

S om e m e mories rf't•r•
Sir,
A flood of memories returned when I read M r. Scantlebury's
plea (November/D cember) regarding olde worlde Indian wireless operators of yesteryears. As one who received the R.A.F.
Miranshah me sage many times, which, of course, should read
FI E FINE CALM CLEAR GOOD YES, I have often
yearned for a reunion of Waziri tan Signal personnel. Where
have all the old soldiers gone? They cannot all have faded
away. It would be good to meet them all again. Paddy Burk,
Jacky Easton, Mooshe Castle, Burr Baron, Dodger Green,
Jock Morrison, Fred Wyatt, Charlie McDonald, Pinto Pyne,
Shorty Oddonnel, Joe Carrot, Lofty Langley, Charlie ChisneU,
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Satch, Sweeny, Toddy, to mention but ~ few of the overworked and unpaid stalwa~ts o~ the era m quesuon. Happy
clay indeed, except when lt rained on column, and ct:ic rum
ration was in a yak-dan on the back of a mule, with ~he
advance party. I remember 'Busty ' Allen and myself taking
refuge under a Popham Panel O?e st.ormy night, miles. out
in the blue and waking up lookmg like a couple of mggcr
min trcls. I~ took a long time to get. all the . dye .off.
I remember vividly the day the piano arrived m the mud
hut we had built ourselves at \Xlana. " Another ~ack, Geo~ge,"
was the cry of the evening and Murree breweries must nave
been hard put to to keep up with the beer demand that went
on all night. The putting to bed of our popular O.C., the
one and only G - D, and the carol si.nging with Paddy Burk
holding the lantern . . . Shades of Salig Ra~!
.
Memories also returned, of the ASA savmg scheme (Mane
Lloyd in charge) where rumow:: ha? it that if we saved too
much there would be a reducuon m our Army pay; and of
repor~ing sick, to receive the u ua~ sick re_POrt of. IAT three
days, which meant in medical 1argon mflai:nauon ?f th e
arterial tissues, bed down for three. d~ys, 1rrespecuve of
.
whether one bad sandfly fever or consupauon.
Who can forget the heartbreaking ' bull' ct:iat went on pr.1or
to guard-mounting, in a vain effort to ~et s~ck-man, kn.owmg
full well that unless one played a musical mstrument, 1t was
u eless to try, anyway.
There must be quite a few of ~s left ' ".ho can re~ember
the holy man in bi priest hole, 1ust outside me mam gate
of Fort Akal Garb Dera Ismail Khan, of Shaffee, the bearer,
lofty, the head boy, and the Regimental trumpeter who pla)•ed
• Retreat ' so well when the flag was lowered each evenmg,
although I must say his sounding of ' ~eveille ' wasn'. t appreciated quite so much. Of . long .hours m the transmitter roo.m
and the inevitable tinkering with the . relays to reduc;:e aerial
output, and so clo~e down the group, .m order to get in a few
.
games of tennis before darkness set Jt.
I sincerely trust that we shall hear more m the future from
those who received the one medal that ~onty nev~r got, a~d
that • Arora ' photographs will be prominently displayed m
future copies of THE WIRE. I enclose one myself.
Yours faithfully,
Don Banham, Major (Retd.)
Bellapais, 12, Greenways,
Egtiam Hill, Surrey.

A postscript by Colonel R. M. Adams-Corps Historical Officer
The Faqir mentioned by D on Ban~ gradually increased
his shrine so that it was propped up against the oucer mud wall
of the armoury of Fort Akal .Ga~h. It appear~d impossible for
the Resident to evict the Faq1r without provokm g a Jehad (hol y
war), so the Sappers lined the armoury with steel plates.
In Razcol, the Section Sergeant, Micky Woolh~use, . was
uaditionally entitled to sleep in the Popham Panel. His Bngade
ignal Officer could occasionally use ' the cheese,' the thre_cquarter circle which indicated column headquarters to aircraft. On the snowy Sham Plain column of 1935, the only
signals tent was that allotted to ~e ' C ' ~et, .and ~ mule
had chewed a hole in my ' cheese. The Bngad1er, Su John
M arshall, scrounged an 80lb. tent from the Field A~bulance
and this he shared with the B.M. and Staff Captain. T he
2/ l st P unjab were accompanied by their rations on the hoof
(live goats) : these rations, seeking shelter from th~ snow, got
into the Brigadier's tent at about 03 .00 hours, and 1t was dawn
before p eace was restored. Sir John ate the. C.O. of .the
2/ l st for breakfast and was pernickety about his commurucaR .M .A.
tion for the rest of the day.

My co-operator and self had some difficulty at lnalts in trying
to open up as the camel we used had to be hobbled each
time to allow us to get near enough to load and unload. The
result was we were always struggling to catch up the Brigade.
A visual signal terminal (this was the time of lamp, flag and
heliograph) had found it impossible to unload their equipment
through the viciousness of the camel who picked up one of the
operators, ' Busty ' King, by the shoulder of his greatcoat and
shook him like a terrier shaking a rat. Eventually the Brigade
Signal Section Sergeant, ' J ack ' Laurie, appeared to find out
the cause of delay in communications. He then attempted to
show us how to unload the camel, but to the great amusement
of the rest of the section he was observed doing even time
over the sand dunes with the camel in hot pursuit. I never
did find out the outcome.
Yours,
B. J. Jordon, ex-R.Q.V.S. 2318559.
15, Downview Close,
Downside, Cobham,
Surrey.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL A. J. HAMILTON
A. J. Hamilton, who died on 29th November, after a
long illness, joined in 1931. U ntil 1938, when he reached 'B'
Corps Signals, India, b e had served in Aldershot and Blackdown.
He served in 1 Wireless Regiment from 1950 until joining
18 Air Formation in 1953. He was then S.0.2 in Middle East
Air F orce and from 1956 had a similar appointment in North
West District. He retired in 1959.
Our d eep sympathy is expressed to his wife, Joan, and their
children.

LANCE-CORPORAL E. WIDDOWSON
260 Signal Squadron (SAM) write:
It is with the greatest regret that we have to report . the
death of Lance-Corporal Edmund Widdowson as a result of a
traffic accident on the night of 21st November. He was the
driver of a four-ton truck which collided with a civilian car
and then overturned.
Lance-Corporal Widdowson joined Royal Signals in July,
1950, and served in Malaya during the emergency, Kenya
during the Mau Mau troubles and in B.A.O.R. He left the
Army for a period of four years between 1955 and 1959, but
decided to return and was completing a 22-year engagement.
Recently he had served with 19th Signal Regiment, joining 260
Signal Squadron (SAM) in September of this year.
Ted Widdowson was one of those capable, experienced
tradesmen who are the backbone of the Corps. He was a Bl
lineman, a cinema projectionist and a driving instructor who bas
passed on his skill to many young soldiers in the units in which
he has served.
The sympatl1y of all who knew and respected him goes out
to his wife and two young daughters in their tragic loss.

MAJOR

Sham Plain co lumn reaches Damdil, 1935

Major Banham, then Lance-Corporal Don Banham, at Eggerton Lines,
Bannu, India, in 1935. The motor cycle, a 350cc horizontal twin
cylinder Douglas, the standard issue mount of the day . The owner
was Spike Stanley

SINGAPORE JlJDGE PRAISES
PUBLIC-SPIRITED SOLDIER
(From a P.R. Report)

<!&hitnarp

Changing guard at Fort Akal,Gark, 1934

FUN WITH A CAMEL
Sir,
Your front cover picture, December /January issue remind~d
me of an exercise held in Egypt in the mid-thirties. I was in
Egypt Signals with the Canal Brigade Signa! Section, under
Brigadier Pile, later A.A. Command boss, ·durmg the la~t war.
In this exercise all stores and equipment were earned on
camels. Something like 2,000 were used. I was with a pack
wireless set detachment. The set used was the 'A' set, a onevalve transmitter on I.c.w. and on three-valve receivers. This,
I believe, was the first set used for pack wireless.

(«t.M.)

II.

G.

Mr. Justice Kulasekaram, when sentencing two thugs to ten
years for attempted murder, praised three members of the
Services from RAF Seletar for their " excellent team work and
public spiritedness " in breaking up a knife attack by three
thugs and the apprehension of one of them.
Corporal James Rodger, of 19th Signal Regiment, Royal
Signals, based at RAF Seletar, was walking home for an early
lunch, " with his mind on other tilings," when about twenty
yards from his front door he heard the cry "Stop those men."
Bearing down on him were two men on bicycles with a third
running between them. " I flung out my one free arm and
grabbed without success, so lashed out at a back wheel with
my foot." As Corporal Rodger's foot happened to have an
Army boot on, the rider lost control and Corporal Rodger,
having dropped what he was carrying, struggled with the rider
and had him almost under control when the RAF Flight
Lieutenant caught up. The apprehension of one thug led to
the arrest of a second. After numerous statements the early
lunch was not quite what it might have been.
The incident took place in June when there was considerable
racial tension in Singapore after the riots in Malaysia. The
Judge went on to say that "Had it not been for their pre ence
and assistance, the vicious and cruel attack might have been
repeated elsewhere."

STICKLEY

Many of the older members of the Corps will remember
that well-known figure Harry Stickley. Prominent in pre-war
days at the Depot and later in India, he was a byword with
many for his erect soldierly figure and his very military, Guards
Sergeant-Major-type approach. During the war he wa R.S .M.
with the Guards Armoured Divisional Signals, and later he
promoted to a Q.M. Commission. Harry was undoubtedly a
character, much liked by many. His death will come as sad
news to his many friends.
Francis Grant writes: Harry wa buried in Hamburg on 17th
November, 1969, after a comparatively short illness, which
stemmed from a tumour operation which he underwent about
a year ago. Harry settled here after his retirement in 1957
from 28th Signal Regiment. I was fortunate to be present at
his dining-out, and the then C.O. of the Regiment was Colonel
THE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1970
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Peter Goodeve-Docker who had, as a young subaltern 10 India,
the good fortune to have as his Troop Sergeant, Harry Stickley.
From time to time I met Har ry in Hamburg, and la. t saw
him a few months ago. He r emained, as always, a typ:cal
old soldier-spick and span and ram-rod uaight. He was,
for years, a teacher of English in the Berlitz School here, and
latterly conducted private classes with an imponant oil firm .
He was treasured as a teacher and, as far as I can learn, remained a typical Army instructor to the last; his methods
were uncompromising-" repeat, repeat, repeat." It is said
that in the thousands of hours that Harry taught English to
German D irectors down to typists, he never spoke a word of
German and that ~ii s results were phenomenal. He was a wellknown figure in the English Community in Hamburg and remai ned, always, an English gentleman.
After leaving the Corps (35 years' service) he was happy
and dedicated in his life in Hamburg and the Corps is the
poorer of one of its ' originals.'

HE HELPED TO BREAK UP A KNIFE ATTACK
Corporal James Rodger of 19th Signal Regiment with his wife and
seven month old daughter

s

Visit of the Signal Ollicer-in-Clliel to 1st British Corps
AJOR-GENERAL P . F. Pentreath, M.B.E., and Mrs.
Pentreath had a ver y full programme when they
vlsited the I st British Corps. If the aim of the visit was to see
a much of our activi tie and to meet as many of th~ Corps as
wa humanly possible, this aim :-vas ~ore than achieved. '!f e
are all most grateful for m e ustamed mterest hown by M a1orGeneral and Mrs. Pentreath in our on and off-duty hves and
in our families.
There follows an account from ea<;h Regiment .of their own
visit. A central occasion not ~ov e re d m th.ese R.eg1mental no!es
wa the talk given by the S1gnB1: 9fficer-m-Ch1ef to all senior
Royal Signals' officer in l s ~ Bnush. Corp~ on Tuesday, 28th
October. This frank and w1de-rangmg br:1ef :-vas parnc.ularly
timularing for those of u who spend our rune immersed m our
own day-to-day problem.s, with li.ttle time to look much further
ahead than the next ma1or exercise.
At a cocktail party given by C.C.R. Signals? .Brigadier J. M.
Sawers, M.B.E., on the 31st .Octol;ler, our v1saors met many
Royal Signals' officers and their ladies.
7th SIGN'AL REGDIENT -

28th OCTOBER

Having been met by the Commanding Officer, Adjutant. and
R.S.M. of the Regiment he once commanded, the S.0 .-m-C.
inspected the quaner guard. Aftc::r coffee he moved on to ~e
Training School, where he unveiled a name b~ard endowmg
one of the Training School's three blocks with the name
' Pentreath Block.'
Then W.O.Il T. J. Cushen, W.O.II J. K. Roberts, Sergeant
K Le Montais and Sergeant A. T. Green were presented
wlth their L.S. and G.C. W edals. Foreman . Kitche!1 re~eived
his Corps Colours to add to h;is already unpress1ve list of
sailing achievements and the Regimental small-bore team (Staff
Sergeant Hassal Staff Sergeant Meachin, Staff Sergeant
Treharne Staff ' Sergeant Kitchen (again!), Staff Sergeant
Taffinder: Corporal Preston and Signalman Maddock) were
presented with their Regimental Colours.
The S.0.-in-C. then moved down into South Camp :-V~~re
he visited the Technical Workshops before meeting the civilian
staff, wbo had been assembled by Frau Brose in 'H.Q.'
Squadron offices.
After drinks with the Senior N.C.O.s and Warrant Officers,
and a buffet lunch in the Officers' Mess, Major-General
Pentreath saw a ' Bruin ' demonstration. This consisted of a
Cornhead situated in their barracks. The next item on the
programme was to see 4 Squadron - H.Q. Covering Force demonstrating V.H.F.
Meanwhile, back at the L.A.D., frantic efforts were b~ing
made to receive our visitors. Having watched the preparauons
within the Regiment with some complacency, an item on the
programme was discovered at the last moment. "And there
it was-' Visit L.A.D.-tucked away on the BACK of the - programme," was all Captain Kelly, O.C. L.~.D:, . was hear?,
to say for a considerable time afterwards.
V1s1t L.A.D.
passed off successfully, however, and ended the visit of the
S.0.-in-C.
Mrs. Pentreath spent a busy day meeting the wives of the
Regiment and visiting our married quaners in Herford, Brake
and Enger.

2 DIV. H.Q. & SIG::\'AL REGHIENT
- 29th OCTOBER
After almost two weeks of good weather for 6 and 12
Brigade full troop exercises, 2nd Division gre.eted the S.O.:inC's flying visit with rain, fog and high wmds. So Ma1orGeneral Pentreath was grounded from the start, but managed
to arrive at Schamhorst to be greeted by Lieutenant-Colonel
H. A. J. Sturge. 2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment ~as
forming control headquarters for the FTXs and was drymg
out after the downpour when tine S.0.-in-C. arrived.
Because of other commitments, 27 Flight A.A.C. were not
ab!e to provide its usual back-up for VIP flights, so the
6

THE SO-in-C AT COMCEN FOXTROT

With Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Adams, Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. J.
Sturge, Captain G . Maude, (hair only) , Major J. Fender
General's Sioux was hotly p ursued to Comcen ' Foxtrot ' by
a Land Rover as TSB transport (and finding a comcen b.Y
following helicopters with the aid of a B.A.0 .R. road map 1s
not easy!).
Captain Geoff Maude's hilltop empire, in addition to its
othec delights, arranged a telephone call to MOD London
for the General with the connivance of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Adams Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) McDermid, and the aid of the
techni~ians, radio relaymen, linemen and operators.
Moving (again pursued by a Land Rover) to , M.ajor Dav.id
Milton's Squadron at 6 Brigade, the 'sha!p _end d1splaye.d .us
warlike abilities in camouflage, trench-d igging and prov1dmg
excellent VIP lunches.
On returning to Scharnhorst, R.S.M. Brian Cleaver conducted a mystery tour around the Regiment at C.on~rol H.Q.
until Major-General Pentreath left for Verden, agam m a gale,
by car.

I DIV. H.f~. "''°'SIGNAL REGIMENT
- 29th and 30th OCTOBER
01un·ation Bre1ne11 1989
From the work that went on behind the scenes for the
evening of 29th October, the whole affair sh<;>uld have w~rked
like a well-oiled machine. The idea was to give the S.,O .-m-C.
and Mrs. Pentreath an evening's entertainment wir:1 a difference
-not the usual formal guest night.
The evening was unusual. It started in ' Jimmy's' (our
cellar bar) with a small stimulant. A 'bus was booked to
transport us, smoked-salmon sandwiches and several magn1:1ms
of champagne, to Bremen. However, it broke down at?d failed
to arrive to pick us up. Undaunted, we all leapt mto 0';11'
cars. A long convoy of vehi~les m?".ed to the autobahn .m
the direction of the metropolis, arnvmg at the theatre with
t NO minutes to ' curtain-up.'
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The evening's entertainment was ' Pariser Leben,' by
Offenbach. There was a little consternation as to which
Offenbach this was--Fred, Hans, or the famous Jacques. It was,
in fact, ]. Offenbach, and the operetta is better known as •Vic
Parisienne.' It was a most spirited performance.
The performance over, it was decided to walk to the famous
Rathaus, where we had booked a room. The walk was just
over a mile, but the town was in fest ive mood, in the middle
of one of the Bremerfreirnarkt festivals.
In the Rathaus, the locals were celebrating to the music of
a teutonic band. The atmo~phere was intoxicati ng, with
massive wine-barrels down one side of the cellar and equally
massive Germans down the other.
The journey back to Verden was steady and no records
were broken. The following day it was decided that General
and Mrs. Pentreath, having been rushed at breakneck sp eed
to Bremen, watched an energetic performance and dined in
a very noisy Rathaus, would probably now enjoy a 'dull old
guest night.' The only regret is that the evening could never
be repeated.
The following morning, General Pentreath, accompanied by
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant - Colonel W. T.
MacFarlane, visited the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess, the Regimental Training Centre, and 1 Squadron. T~1e latter were
formed up in the glorious array on Caithness Square, practising
for Exercise ' Small Pack.' Unfortunately torrential rain curtailed their moment of glory, and the S.0 .-in-C.'s well-remembered penchant for checking the underside of veh icles
was not evident on the day.
Lunch was taken in the Officers' Mess in company with the
G.O.C., 1st Division, Major-General A. M. Taylor, M.C., and
his senior staff officers. All Royal Signals officer s were, of
course, present.
General Pentreath showed a great interest in all members
of the Regiment whom he met, and quickly put everyone at
ease.
The impression was gained that he would have welcomed
more time with us-we hope so, anyway!

4 DIV. U.Q. & SIGNAL REGIMENT
- 30tlt and 31st OCTOBER
On Thursday, 30th October, Major-General and Mrs.
Pentreath motored from Verden to Herford, arriving in rime
for tea at the Commanding Officer's residence before launching into the evening's programme, which consisted of drinkscum-buffet supper-cum-dance in the Officers' Mess. We were
delighted that Brigadier and Mrs. Sawers and our two Brigade
Squadron Commanders and their wives were able to join all
the Regimental Officers on th:s occasion.
During the evening a number of officers were astounded at
tile General's knowledge of their past!
The S.0.-in-C. did not arrive in the Regiment until mid
morning on Friday as, accompanied by his ADC, SecondLieutenant Stuart, he left Herford after breakfast to keep an
appointment with the Corps Commander, and then returned
to Wentworth Barracks to meet the G.O.C. 4th D ivision, MajorGeneral D. W. Fraser, 0.B.E.
To start the General's tour of the Regiment, Y. of S.
Travers and his team successfully demonstrated the remov11!
of a BRUIN container from its flat p!atform by high-lift jacks.
Our ' novel ' armoured t actical headquarters then provided
some controversial talking points-the three ACVs on troop
trials were of particular interest to the S.0.-in-C.
The above programme was punctuated with a visit to the
C.R.A., 4th Division, Brigadier D. F. A. T. Baines, M.B.E.,
and an officers' group photograph-the latter being accompanied by the usual cries- " canes! no canes! gloves! no gloves!"
Drinks and lunch were taken in the Sergeants' Mess. The
R.S.M., W.0.1 A. R. Hill, and his committee had laid on an
excellent meal, and curry or beef stroganoff proved too difficult a choice for some, who only solved the problem by
'seconds ' of the or.her dish! Sergeant McMahon was very
disappointed that the General had insufficient time in the
Me s to demonstrate his prowess at conkers or carpet bowls.
The tour continued with visits to the Training Wing,
soldiers' accommodation, ' M ' Troop, the L.A.D. and the
Quadrant Club.
The culmination of the afternoon was provided by potted
sports and a comhead race. The potted sports, or mass hysteria,
were arranged by Major Stork and C.S.M.I. Tye. The
General was intrigued at some of the 12 fiendish activities
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which were bemg tackled by 12 teams of five men ea h, with
enthusiasm and determination. The S.0 .-in-C. presented the
prizes to the winners-M .T . T roop, ably led by Corporal
Rafferty, and the runners-up, Al Troop, led by Captain Lance.
The Cornhead r ace was started by the S.0 .-in-C. dropping
a flag. A burst of activity, a flurry of cable and the roar of
generators left no doubt that the race was on. The cornheads
set up with their radio relay detachments, establisiting a working circu it, arid a line was laid with buried and pole cro sings.
A message was first passed by phonogram over the line to the
message centre and then by ' printer' over the radio rela}
link to the comcen. Time penalties were added for faults and
bad workrnan ship. Major Hartnett judged the 'Tac' comhead, led by Sergeant Moore, to be narrow victors over Corporal
Lund's ' Div ' team.
Before departing, Major-General Pentreath returned to
R.H.Q. for a final discussion with Lieutenant-Colonel Stonham.
Mrs. Pentreath had a no less active day. With Mrs. Stonham,
and conducted by Lieutenant Thomas, she visited three different
types of quaners. Those of Mrs. Shaft, Mrs. Cole and Mrs.
Lynch were chosen. Mrs. Pentreath was also interested to
see the Families' M edical Centre in action. A mammoth Wives'
Club coffee party in the· Quadrant Club proved a very successful mid-morning interlude.
A lunch party at the Commanding Officers' residence wa a
pleasant lead into a well ..eamed and rela tively quiet 2fternoon.
We sincerely hope the General and Mrs. Pentreath enjoyed
their visit as much as we enjoyed having them with us.

22nd SIGNAL REGDIENT -

3rd N'OVE..."lffiER

General and Mrs. Pentreath visited the Regiment when it
was deployed in the field on a local Regimental exercise. The
visit was unfortunately a brief one, but the General was
invited to visit No. 3 Squadron in the field location and
spoke to many of the Squadron's tradesmen. A quick trip
back to the barracks enabled the R.S.M. to entenain the
Signal Officer-in-Chief in the Sergeants' Mess. The numbers
present were considerable ; it is surprising how many fleetfooted Warrant Officers and Sergeants managed to return from
the exercise areas in order to talk to the General!
The Officers of the Regiment were also able to regroup
quickly enough to entertain the General and Mrs. Pentreath
to lunch. It is only to our regret that the time available was
so short, but all ranks were delighted to have had the opportunity to receive the visitors.
And so the S.0.-in-C's first visit to the 1 (BR) Corps soon
came to a close. We hope that the programme was not too
rushed, and that he and Mrs. Pentreath will be with us again
soon when perhaps time can be found to see some of the
Brigade Squadrons as well.

One million pound# is the target

Gurkha Welfare Appeal Funt/
Our reade s may remember che article in THE Wnm of
August/ September describing how Gurkhas have served
ottr country for 150 years, bui are "WW being run down
to almost nominal strengch. The result is thai welfare
funds for their pensioners will now be quite inadequate.
The Brigade of Gurkhos is trying to escablish a ftmd
to p ~ovide help for the many ex-soldiers and their
families after they reti:e in Nepal. The following article
describes an activity of the Gurkha Signal Regiment
and indicates how the Regiment maincains the tradition
of the Gttrkhas and che Corps.
Colltributed ""
17th G•rkltt• Signal
Regiment
c/o G.P.O.~ Serembnn

T the beginning of the
A
year, when the title of the
wider appeal was till under

di cussion the aim of the
Brigade of Gurkhas had been
firmly decided. To raise money
through the efforts of members,
past and present, in order to form a solid foundation for a
world-wide appeal to be launched at the end of the year. The
funds so raised would be put in the hands of Trustees, invested, and the interest u ed at the discretion of the Trustees
to alleviate hardship amongst ex-H.M. Gurkhas and their dependants in the hills of Nepal.
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The Regiment was set its own target, and the first conference was held to decide how to achieve this end. Ultimately
it wa decided to hold a ' Gurkha Week ' on the most ambitious
scale ever attempted in the area.

F irst Dny - ttd the r ni11 t>o nu~s Ilnshin~ down
Like the ' Execution of N ontro e ' the first day of the week,
unday, dawned very dull and the rain came flashing down.
Our ' wanner • was to be a 'flag march, through the town.
The word 'flag' wa a misnomer, because there were not many
flags in the process.ion, but a pipe band, marching troops, floats
on 3-tonners, and some mounted radio detachments whetted
the appetites of the locals, who materialised from nowhere to
line the damp streets. Minutes before the start, the rain
stopped and the sun came out. This, according to those wise
Chinese, was a good omen fo r the week.
The Q3f. wns building his c a s tle
Monday was the day of the football match, to be played in
the Town Padang. The British Combined Services X were
matched against a Negri Sembilan Invitation XI. The game
was well attended, exciting and prolific in goals. The Services
won, 5-3, but it was an exhibition ga me to be remembered.
As the players left the pitch O.C. 2 and his instant tattoo
moved in. Our r esident Sappers •nad some problems in exp laining the intricacies of scaffolding techniques to enthusiastic
signallers, but over the next two days the stand, the control
tower a nd the castle graduall y took shap e. The Q.M. was

The Q.M.'s Castle .. .. was one of t he many and varied attractions
of the Gurkha Welfare Week
building his castle whilst preparing the stage for the concert
scheduled for Tuesday night. The T.0.T. was installing sound
effects and lighting on both Padang and stage whilst practising
the odd bit of magic in his quieter moments. O.C. 3 had
somehow assembled his cast of Maoris, Malays, Thais, Gurkhas,
T .0 .T.s, Chinese, Indians, Fhilippinos and, with one rehearsal .
under his belt, put on a show that would have graced the
Royal Alben Hall. The climax of the evening (apart from
the T.O.T. sawing his wife in half) was the Maori concert
party of I R.N.Z.I.R., which practically raised the roof. Altogether, it was a miracle of multi-racial co--0peration.
Wednesday was a breather, with a comparatively simple
invitation hockey match between a Brigade of Gurkhas XI and
a Negri Sembilan XL It was a good game, and the State
avenged their defeat on · the football fie ld by winning 6--2.
As the hockey teams left their pitch, the helicopters of the
opening tattoo act flew in to join the scrum of rehearsers on
the next door Padang.

The witch d ector was given strict instructions •••
Throughout Thursday morning and afternoon, chairs, men
and materials were swapping locations at alarming speeds.
The castle appeared finished, as if by magic (not the T.0.T.,
but the Q.M. this time). The Bomoh (witch doctor) had been
given strict instructions on the amount of rainfall that could
be tolerated. His services had been recommended by H.R.H.
The Yang Di-Pertuan Besar of the State, and so his was
8

a Royal Command Performance. He did not fail us on either
nights of the tattoo, and he was therefore re-enlisted for a complete day on Sunday, the day of the funfair.

Six thousand children
At the rehearsal we had our first taste of crowd control
as six thousand children swarmed into the stadium. Lessons
learnt-it is easy to get a thousand children out of their seats
for a better view of a free-fall drop (which unfortunately never
happened, due to negative wind) but it is very difficult to get
them back into the stand again. Some of the d1ildren spent
most of the time peering skywards awaiting a visitation. The
performance went very well and the children were delighted.
There were many people outside the ground, being moved on
by the ever-busy police, but this crowd and the returning
children were to be our best ambassadors for the next night.
• • • and five tho u sand adults
There was some apprehension about the control of five
thousand adults, and extra barriers and roped ways were installed on Friday morning. These proved very necessary for
the performance that evening.
Activity in the Chinese Hall continued all Friday in preparation for the gala ball. The tattoo cast polished their acts,
and O.C. 2 continued in prayer. He need not have worried,
as the performance, in the presence of the G.O.C. and H .R.H.,
would have been worthy of the Royal Tournament. The
Adjutant learnt more about crowd control at first hand. Never
feel sorry for the one ticket holder on the wrong side of the
closed gate. To open it for his admission is to get oneslf
trampled underfoot by a dulge of bodies and to be locked out
oneself, as the final insult.
T h e zenith o f c o ncurrency
On Saturday, activity reached a zenith of concurrency, and
at least one officer found himself telephoning himself at another location. Men and tentage released from the tattoo
were immediately whisked away to prepare the funfair. 'F '
shelters may have been intended for field hospitals, but they
do m ake excellent funfair stalls. Our crane driver put together a great concrete pipe for the .22 range; a static display
of apparently fascinating military vehicles, and plant started
to form up, and the Noddy Train had a few dummy runs.
T he E ducation Officer's empire, sited in the local town hall,
adjoining the fairground, began to look like a supermarket.
The jumble stall was especially reinforced and armour plated,
and the bottle stall, with close on t wo thousand bottles to win ,
stretched from floor to ceiling. The wives took one last look
at the inviting array of toys and goods, so carefully laid out,
before the hall was locked for the night. T h at same quiet scene
presented a very frenzied spectacle at 10 a .m . the following
morning when the doors opened.
The ball, on Saturday evening, organised for us by a committe of influential local p eople, was graciously attended by
the Royalty of the State and many other notable personalities.
The climax of the evening was the draw for the grand raffiefirst prize, an Austin Mini ; second prize, a trip to Hong Kong
for two; and eight other excellent items. The Paymaster's
paper computer was such that from 50,000 tickets sold, he was
able to produce the names and addresses of winners, as the
tickets were drawn. First prize went, appropriately to an
Indian cowherd, who was partially crippled by polio. We have
since heard that he now owns his own herd. The curfew
unfortunately signalled the end of the ball at 2 a.m., but the
stalwarts remained clearing up until 4 a.m., when the curfew
lifted and they were able to escape for a couple of hours' sleep.
Eighth day-puneh-drwtk, but happy
Rather punch-drunk, but happy, the Regiment entered its
eighth day of activity under clear blue skies. What a Bomoh!
O.C. 2 Squadron had retired, happy, with a virus (nervous
exhaustion, poor chap) to his bed. The town hall was in
turmoil and outside, on the fairground, thousands of Serembanites tried their hands at Aunt Sally, Bomber, Blowpipe
and Treasure Hunt, etc. Free-fall parachutists had the crowd
spellbound for most of the day, dropping in on the small,
·
cleared area with amazing accuracy.
As the day cooled into evening, more and more people kept
arriving, but stocks of Mee and toffee apples, as well as the
stallholders, were all exhausted. At 19.00 hours we started
to clear away and Gurkha Week was over.
(Continued on page 9)
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It h~d been a_ very busy eight days, preceded by months
of detailed plaD?JOg and hard work. It was an undoubted success and financially very worthwhile. Throughout, our watchW<?rd had been value for money, and in this, immodestly, we
thmk _we s~cceeded. Th_e. essence of success was close coopera!-1on with the local cmzens; one clearly-written instruction
cove~mg every aspect of each event, and monthly co--0rdinating
~e~tmgs .. It was hard. work, good _f~, and _- proved that by
anrung h1gJ:t and applymg normal military pnnciples, a small,
but dct.ermmed Regiment, can successfully carry off any major
entcrpnse. Any volunteers for a Gurkha fortnight?
·

The lle..~ult
Due to P!Ogressive redundancy, the strength of the 17th
Gurkha Regunent has hovered at about the 300 mark during
1969. The R_eg~ent has, however, raised M.$100,000 during
the year. This 1s over £12,SOO. The 'Week' realised more
than £7 .~00. W}th the sum raised by our two Brigade Squadrons
(48th Brigade m Hong Kong and 99th Brigade in Singapore)
the Gurkha .Signals' total is now over £15,000. The target for
the world-wide Gurkha Appeal is, however, £1 million, and
even greater efforts than ours are necessary to achieve it.
If. 8;DY r~aders have had service with or experience of
sold1ermg with Gurkhas they may well want to contribute to
this appeal. Any contributions will be gratefu'.ly received by:
Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Parkinson, M.B.E.,
Hon. Secretary, Gurkha Signals Association,
Lowfields House,
933 Leeds Road,
Dewsbury, Yorks.,
who will provide more information if it is required.

====
Movements====
flllicers
~ajor K. E. P . Andrews
...
. .. To M.O.D. Signals 31
L~eutenant-Colonel (Tft.) R. Barrett
M.O.D. Signals 4

Lieutenant C. W. Bone ...
Lieutenant-Colonel J. N .

...
,, School of Army Aviation
Burre"ii;
• ••
M .O.D. A.G.rr, as Colonel
Captain (T.O.T.) )l. C. Boulter
22nd Regimen t
Captain A. H. Boyle
.. .
.. .
Cambridge Univ . O.T.C.
Colonel E. J. Bardell, o.B.E.
4 Signal Group
Major J. C. Campbell
2(E) Cadet Training Team
Major J . R. E. Cross
nth Regiment
Captain J. Crich ...
,, 11th Regiment
Captain R. F . L. Cook
R.M.C. of S.
Major G. J. Chitty
4 Comas. Unit
Lieutenant-Colonel A. A ...Dac;e;
M .B.E.
•••
..•
• .•
rrth Regiment (H.S.)
Lieutenant R. G . Drake
I
Div. H .Q. and Signal Rcgt.
Major G. W. Gittins ...
1 Div. H.Q . & Sig. R egt. as C.O .
Major C. J . Gilbert
19th R egiment as C.O .
Major R. Holmes
...
. ..
School as Lieutenant-Colonel
Captain (T.O.T.) L . C. Hooper
Telecomns. Group, B. A.O.R.
Major G. A. M. Holland
...
3 Div. H.Q . and Signal R egt.
Capt. D. Hunt
. ..
. ..
. ..
School
Major (Q.M.) P. H. Johnstone
SHAPE Sub Unit
Captain K. B. S . Ken t
. ..
H.Q. Gurkha L. of C.
Major D. P. J . Lavender
School
Captain F. A. May
. ..
•..
,, 13th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. J. Massey;
M.B.E.
.. .
. ..
H.Q. Southern Comd. (U.K.L.F.)
Major J. D. Morris
.. .
. ..
7th Regiment
Captain (Tfc.) J . J. M . N utt
18th R egiment
Lieutenant I. J . Oddie . . .
. ..
3 Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
Lieutenant-Colonel D . L. Pounds
M .O.D. (U.K . rep. A.RF.A.)
Major C. A. M. Robertson
13th Regiment
Captain (Tfc.) R. R eid
241 Squadron
Major P . S . Reader
19th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
Lieutenan t V. J. Recd .. .
21st R egiment
Lieutenan t I . D . Reading
A.A.C ., H arrogate
M ajor F. Smith
. ..
. ..
16th Regiment
Captain J. E. Stockill
...
M .O .T . (E.Q.D .)
Lieutenant-Colonel H . A. J . ·· sturg~ " M.0.D . (D .I . Staff)
Captain D. W. Stubbs . ..
A .A .C., 'Harrogate, as Ma jor
Major C. R. A . Sumner
.. .
21st R egiment
Captain A. L . W . G . Steane .. .
:u 222 Sq undron
Capuri n G . W. T acey . . .
. ..
., ~ Squadr on
Major J. T . T reglown
,, 18th Regiment
Ma jor R. J. Tanner
Telecommunications Br. Tech.
Group, R.E.M.E.
Captain J. R. Turpin
18th Regimen t as Major
Captain M . J . P. Vann
28th Regiment
M ajor G . C . Verdon
,. 4 D fv. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Lieutenant M. J. Young
A.A .C ., H aorrogatc
M.B.B.

...

•••

•..

KEEP US IN THE PICTURE

With several thousand Individual subscribers 'The
Wire' cannot bope ,to keep up with postings, changes in
ran k, decorations a.warded. I! you are going' to be-J)06ted
or promoted or have som.etblng new to add after your
name drop us a card so th.at we can address your · Wire '
properly . Tba.n!c you.

Warrant Olllcers a3d
W .O.II
W.O.II
W.0.II
WW.OO.II

w.

SergeantR. Walker .. .
Sergeant J . Morrissey
.. .
Sergeant C. H . D avidson
Sergeant T . P. D . R oberts
Sergeant R. C. Warren ...
A/Sergean t R. G . Graham
. ..
A/Sergeant V. D. Jinks .. .
. ..
Sergeant G . A. M. Chapman . . .
Sergeant R. A. Lee
Sergeant T . Tanner
Sergeant A . Morpeth
Sergeant R. Ridley
Sergeant R. Lynch
Sergeant C . S. Gledhill
Sergeant F . Ward ...
Sergeant R. F. Jones ...
Sergeant R . E. Hambleton
Sergeant L. W. D . Atherton
Sergeant D . A. Lamerton
A/ Sergeant P. J . Skinner
Sergean t D . R. E. Taylor
Sergeant T . Keating
...
Sergeant A . Turner
Sergeant T . J. Friend
Sergeant T . G. Fisher ...
Sergeant R. E . Crossland
Sergeant A . C. Robertshaw
A/ Sergeant P. F . T aylor
A/ Sergeant J. W . Groves

ROYAL

SIGNA~

To 38 Cadet Training Team
18th Regiment
,, School of Sienals
,. Sheffield Umvenity 0 .T .C.
39th Regiment (V)
;; 7th Regiment
36th Reg;mcnt (V)
:: 4th Div. Signal Regiment
,, 3rd Div. Signal Regiment
14th Regiment
,. 14th Regiment
., 227 Squ.-dron
,. 24th Reg'ment
,, 26o Squadron
,, H .Q ., Land Forces, Hong Kong
H.Q., BR Troops, Malta
14th Sig'lal Regiment
., Royal Brunei Malay Regiment
School of Signals
18th Regiment
,, 6o8 Troop
,. 55 Squadron (V)
School of Slgnals
,. ISt Div. Signal Regiment
223 Squadron
,, 10th Regiment
,, 242 Squadron
,, 240 Squadron
,, 242 Squadron
,. 24.2 Squadron
., 262 Squadron
n
222 Squadron
.. 28th Regiment
2.0d D iv. Signal Regiment
1st Div. Signal Regiment
8th Regiment
28th Rcg;ment
Royal Signals Records
H. Q., 3rd Signal Group
,, H. Q., 4th Signal Group
28th R egiment
24th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 13th Regimen£
.. 7th Regiment
13th Regiment
222 Squadron
,, 8th Regiment
8th Regiment
16th R~giment
,, 222 Squadron
,, 8th Reg'.mcm
8th Regiment
Anny Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
8th Regiment
., 20th Arend. Bde. Signal Sqn.
1 t th R egunent
,, 7th Regiment
.u
21st R egiment
,. 24th Regiment
,, 7th R egiment
18th Regiment
.. 18th Regiment
,, 255 Squadron
,, 1st D~v. Si_gnal R egiment
2nd Div. S!gnal Regiment
,, 2nd Div. Signal Regiment
4th Div. Signal Regiment
., 4th D iv. Signal Regiment
., 3rd D iv. Signal Regiment
30th Regiment
,, 30th R egiment
30th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
3oth Regiment, 4 Sq uadroo
,, 16th Regiment
7th Regiment
,. 3 Cadet Training T eam
,, 223 Squadron
,, 9th R egiment
,. 3tst R egiment
,, 71st Regiment (V)
224 Squadron

ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

AND
I969 :

Tlrn fo llowing dot1ation s were gratef"ully receitJed during Nounnbn
M ayor of Blandford (through Commander HQ Blandford Camp)
Captain E. J. Brooks
' · ·
F . B. F oulds, Esq.
...
Major R. F . C. Ashford
F . G. K ey, Esq. ...
...
...
...
...
G . A . J. Feal<es, Esq. (Oirlstmas Fund )
F. Veness, Esq., M.B.B. (Christmas F und)
Major M .Mc G . Simmonds
...
CG. A. W Freeman, E sq.
. B. Hollings, Esq.
Various small donations

£S •·S
3

O
:l
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d.

o
o

O

~ ~

1

1

0

1~

0

16

~

1
:l

5 O
18 6

Total •• • f.= 19
Expenditure during N ouember, 1969
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ergeanu

W. L . Marchant
...
P. Smith ...
...
...
(Y. of S.) G . E. Rawlins
L. J. H. Merry ·· ·
...
· .II D. Chambers
W.O.II (Y. of s) R. S.
B~iggs :::
W.O .II P. W. V. Hammond
W.O.II R. C. Shaw
...
...
W.O.II (Y. of S.) K. Fre;,·ch :::
W.0.II R. B. Coleman
W.0.II J. A. Morris
:::
·· ·
W.O.U (Y. of S.) C. Heaps
. ..
W.0.II (F . of S .) T. M. Stoddart ...
W.O.II (F. of S.) J. H . Cordey
Staff Sergeant D . A. Ewer
Staff Sergeant R. L . Suett
Staff Sergeant W. Skimming ...
Stff Sergeant (F. of S.) C. B .
Bumphrey
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) H . J. Paul ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. N. Howie
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. Jepson ...
Staff Sergeant H. Birtle
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) R. Botii"am :::
StMf Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. J. M.
Peters
Staff Sergeant L. Davies
Seregant A. W. Gillham .. .
Sergeant J . Rowdon
.. .
Sergeant L. G . Drayton .. .
Sergeant F. C. Kavanagh
Sergeant C. T . Hall
...
. ••
Sergeant J. W. McCormack
Sergeant P . D . Carre
.. .
Sergeant V. B. Selby .. .
Sergeant P. Gorman
.. .
Sergeant L. G. P. Collie
Sergeant G . T. I. Riddy
Sergeant A. J. Whydell
Sergeant A. D . Hewett ...
A/Sergeant F. M . Dempster
A / Sergeant D . J. Dove .. .
Sergeant L. A. Peake .. .
Sergeant S . M. Fowler .. .
Sergeant R. A. Leech .. .
A / Sergeant W. H . Bates
Sergeant E. E. Jones
...
Sergeant P. Thornborough
Sergeant L. C . Kybert
Sergeant R. Freeman
Sergeant C. Costigan
Sergeant P. G . Alford
Sergeant G. F. Hutton ·- ·
Sergeant D . F. H. M e!huish
Sergeant J . H . Moody ...
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REFLECTIONS ON THE SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE, FAR EAST
Submitted by 18th Signal Regiment

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon's new MF/HF receiver-the R.550 •Altair'gives a choice of •free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 1O Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
lo synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stability. In
frequency selling accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking charaderistics.
It has a remarka ble dynamic range with unriva lled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it ope rates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to me et the most

Division,
S.W.18.
from

A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation .

HOME OF SIGNALS IN THE FAR EAST
Originally located at Ayer Rajah camp (just off the bottom of the photograph) the Signal Training Centre F. E. moved to Calcutta Camp on the
left of the road running up from the centre of the photograph. It's final home was Mektilla Barracks on the right of the same road . Calcutta
Camp is now occupied by 249 Signal Squadron with 18th Signal Regiment adjacent - quite a Corps stronghold

Delving back into history
On 3rd October a military parade took place on the square
of Princess Mary Barracks, Dover Road, Singapore. The
occasion was a sad, albeit a proud one, as it was the disbandment parade for the Signal Training Centre, FARELF, 0.
Squadron, 18th Signal Regiment.
S.T .C. (F.E.), as it was known for years, existed for a
generation, and delving into its past-a pleasurable occupation
- it is obvious that it has always given a good account of itself.
There is a dearth of recorded information, but here in Singapore
we are blessed with Jong-serving, locally enlisted personnel.
People like Sergeant Kadir, who can recall the days in 1948
when the unit was known as ' C ' Squadron, Singapore District
Signal Regiment. Another link with the earlier days is Staff
Sergeant Mahmood Ghani. He started his career with the
Squadron m October, 1949, and has served continuou ly with
the Regiment ever since.
In those days the Squadron, commanded by Major Padget,
Royal Signals, was located at Yio Chu Kang village. It was
actually a tented camp situated on a rubber estate-a far cry
from the superb barracks of today- and had a strength of
60-70 all ranks. As far as is known it was here for the first
time that locally enlisted men were taught a trade. The first
trade attempted was Lineman, and some of the fir t tradesmen
are still around today, over 20 years later. They are excellent
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uadesmen and a credit to the Squadron. Before that local
enlistments from many races went from their Kampongs to
one of the three basic training centres. After 16 weeks of recruit
uaining they were posted to units, where they gave loyal
service as general duty men.
In 1949, 'C' Squadron took over Ayer Rajah Camp from an
Indian Army unit. The camp, a tented one, was located off
what was then a track, but is now Dover Road, the home of
18th Signal R egiment. Here, from a modest beginning, was
created the Signal Training Squadron Far East, a mini Catcerick
of the East. In 1952 the Squadron made the short move to
Calcutta Camp, where the accommodation was still primitive
to say the least. The main camp area was rebuilt by 1957 /58
and better facilities were provided. This enabled the Squadron
to start upgrading training for B.O.R. and Gurkha technicians,
who previously had to return to U.K. for it.
In 1951/52 the Squadron was comma.1ded by Major P. A.
Toombs, Royal Signals, now retired. By this time the trength
had increased considerably and training included basic trades
of: Drivers Lineman, Operators Wireless and Line, Radio
Technicians Technical Storemen, and Drill and Duties courses.
It was a busy time, a time of rapid turnover of National
Servicemen. Cntterick, too, was busy and at some time alth ugh
exactly when it not clear the Squadron took on the overflow
of basic trade training from Catterick. Thi must have been
a challenging period and one can imagine the problems gener-

II

ated by young soldier being trained so far from home. In
1952 M ajor R. G. Blackman assumed command. H e is now
Deputy Director of Public Relations in the M .O.D . He writes
of this as his happiest time in the Army, of the improvisations
and trUggles to maintain old training equipment and of the
ever-pressing need to adjust for the changing manpower and
trade structure. D uring this time a training radio link to Kuala
L umpur was established, which was at times pressed into
servi e for live traffic during the emergency. Also at this time
S.Q.M.S. L atimer and Sergeant N ewton received the B.E.M.
for their efforts. In 1955-56 Major M . S. Hancock was in comma nd; he is now Chief of Staff, H .Q. FARELF.
The Squadron ha always been either part of, or associated
with 1 th Signal Regiment, which was previously called Singapore District Signal Regiment. In 1954, the Squadron became
known as the Signal Training Centre F ar East. In June 1963,
it was redesignated 263 Signal Squadron (T raining) and in
ovember, 1965, wa reorganised as the fourth Squadron of
1 th ignal Regiment. From then on it was designated 3
Squadron (S.T.C. F ARELF). Up until 1957 the Squadron was
under direct operational control of G .H .Q. FARELF. In 1957 it
came under C.R. Signals, Singapore Base District. At the same
time, however, H .Q. Signal Training Brigade, Catterick, has
always taken a great intere t in t.:1e Squadron and has been
kno.vn to refer to the 0 .C. as " our man in the Far East."

ProDJ.b1ent in many activities
I t is tempting, when reflecting on the p ast, to think only in
terms of numbers of students, courses run and achievements
at the job on hand. However, the Squadron can also be proud
of it s record in other fields of activity, as can be seen by browsing through old copies of ' Signal.' This excellent weekly news
of 10th Signal Regiment was inaugurated in 1961 by the present
C.S.O., Brigadier D. E. Warren, who then commanded the
Regiment. The Squadron constantly appears in the columns of
sporting success. It had, too, its gladiators, such people as
Major J. 0. S. Prince, a one-time Army rugby full-back, and
in more recent times Staff Sergeant Tony Pfeiffer, the wizard
of the boxing ring. The Squadron also had two of me Corps'
bener sailors in Major J. E. Denton and Major L. D. Line, as
its O.C. Again recently, a good musician in Sergeant R. Starling,
without whom the organ of me fine Garrison Church of St.
John's would remain silent.
Adventure training was another highlight in Squadron life
and this again is reflected in 'Signal,' particularly in 1964.
There are some good-quality articles depicting the various
adventures. Staff Sergeant Shahibullah led several parties
which went by motor cycle and boat to Pulau Perhentian.
This island is 12 miles off North Malaya across the South
China Sea. On another occasion a party from the Squadron
climbed the 4,187 feet Mount Ophir in North Johore. There is
also a thrilling account of a rafting party navigating their way
some 126 miles from Gua Musang in Kelantan to Kota Bahru.
The Squadron was, for some years, renowned for its outstanding successes in both shooting and driving. In 1963 it
'just about swept the board ' in the British Army Motoring
Association championships of Singapore. In 1964 the Squadron
won nearly all the trophies, including the local ' Falling Plate
Invitation,' at the Royal Signals shooting meeting.
Another adllevement, in a different field, was largely due
to the efforts of W.O.Il (F. of S.) Hazel, now Major Hazel.
In 1957, thanks to him, the Squadron was the first station in
Singapore to monitor the original ' Sputnik ' signals, which
were recorded and later broadcast on Radio Singapore.

A hlg challenge
Commitments change, charters change, and challenges of
one kind are changed for challenges of another kind. In
1968, the big challenge was the conversion of technicians.
There was a deadline to convert radio technicians, heavy and
light, to technicians, radio; radio relay technicians and line
technicians to technicians, radio relay; electrical technicians
and telegraph technicians to technicians, terminal equipment.
The task was a formidable one, but practically every Royal
Signals technician in me Far East, over 150 in all, attended, and
for the most part passed the conversion course. Each course
was addressed at the beginning and end by C.R. Signals,
Colonel C. E. Tonry, 0.B.E., who took a tremendous interest
in the whole project. The very fine team of keen instructors,
led by W.0.11 (F. of S.) D. Harvey, can be justly proud of a
magnificent achievement, for which he was awarded the
B.E.M.

The programme for 1969 and the planning for the closure
were finalised by the then C.0 . of the Regiment, LieutenantColonel A. A. G. Anderson. The commitments up to March,
1970, were now to be completed by December, 1969, and,
if humanly possible, no courses were to be cancelled. In
actual fact, four additional cour es were undertaken, and
few men in the Far East remain unqualified through inability to get on an upgrading course.

Final parade
T o return to the parade of 3rd October. In the first p lace
the weather was good, and the rai n, which had been threatening since early morning, held off. True, it was hot, but there
was a gentle breeze throughout. 18th Signal Regiment, watched
by many ladies of the Regiment, marched on to Princess
Mary square to me stirring sounds of the Royal New Zealand
Infantry Regiment Band. T aking up the centre position, 3
Squadron (STC (FE)) paraded 123 men and women from 16
different units-including a sergeant from Ceylon.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild,
M.B.E., commanded the parade, and an old friend of STC,
Colonel C. E. Tonry, 0 .B.E., took me salute. Colonel T onry,
with his many associations with the Squadron, certainly knew
95 per cent of the Cadre, if not of the entire Regiment on
parade.
After the advance in review order, eight members of the
Regiment, including three past members of the SquadronCaptain M ansur Bin Mohd D esa, Royal Signals, W.0.1 (R.S.M .)
Othman Tasi and Sergeant P. Nichols, were presented with
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
At me march-off, the band played and the Regiment gave
a general salute. The Squadron, commanded by Major J. G .
Fleming, dug their heels in, held their heads high and marched
off in fine style up the slope from Princess Mary Square, for
the last time.
A few days before the parade, the C.O. addressed the
management side of the Regiment. With no particular reference to me Squadron, he said: "The period of run-down
should not be one of gloom and despondency, but of pride
and professionalism." The Squadron had obviously listened
to these words of wisdom. It was a good parade, which
brought forth the following:
T o the C.O., from Colonel C. E. T onry, O.B.E.:
" I would like to congratulate you, your officers, W.O.s,
N.C.O.s and soldiers for the very high standard of turnout
and drill demonstrated at the parade this morning. I t is
probably the last parade of many I have seen on that
square, and certainly qualifies as the best. I know, from
my own experience, how difficult it is to weld together
soldier s from many different nationalities and units, and for
that reason alone, the standar d displayed by No. 3 Squadron
was an outstanding achievement. As they marched off, one
could not help thinkin g of the many, many hundreds of
similar soldiers who have passed through the STC (FE)
during 'its existence.''
Over 10,000
Colonel Tonry mentions h undreds; in actual fact, the
nominal roll of all those connected with the Squadron since
its inception exceeds ten thousand. (See figures for 19631969 at end). Many of its old associates have gone on t o
greater things, and a selected list of them would read like a
' Burkes Peerage ' of the Royal Corps of Signals.'
The Squadron officially disbanded on 1st October, 1969.
However, there are still 120 students hard at work. The last of
the operator, linemen, E.D., clerk tech and potential F . of S.
courses are due to end in December, 1969. Soon the sounds
of me teleprinters and morse keys will give way to the noise
·of the armoured cars of the Queen's Own Hussars, who are
to occupy Meiktila Barracks-the last home of STC (FE).
Squadron ~mmanders since J !J5 l
1951, Major P. A. Toombs (now retired Major); 1952, Major
R. G. Blackman (now retired Major); 1955, Major M. S.
H:izicock (now Major-General); .1956, Major J: L. Pnrdon (now
Lieutenant-Colonel); 1959, Ma1or L. D. Lme (now retired
1:-ieute~t-Colonel); 1999, Major B; H. Parsonage (now retued Maior); 1962, Maior J. B. Prmee (now retired Major)·
1963, Major J. E. Denton (now Major); 1964, Major J. Harwood
(now Major); 1965, Major G. M. Allen (now retired Major)·
1966, Major D. Lycett-Gregson (now Major); and 1968, Majo;
J. G. Fleming (now Major).

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN STC (F ARELF) FROM
1963 T O 1969 (DEC.)
T ype of

Trade

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

T otal

394

519

565 804

676 664
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1969

57
32
43
48
21
2
35
27
5
67
11

23
4

30
405

Grand Ttotal: 4,027

Three oltl comratles who always lint/ a way •

..

Overcoats from £39.
Subscription terms
available.

to meet somewhere, or somehow, at least
once a year
(left to right):
. Major A. (Q.M.) ('_Darkie ') Penfold (Retd.), 1915-1948, R.E.
S1gi;ials and Royal Signals. Served : France, Salonika Turkey,
India, G_errn..any, Maresfield, Crowborough, Bulford, Aldershot, Ed~bu rgh, Scar borough, and Kirkburton. Introduced
tent-peggmg to the Corps at home and overseas.
. Ex-R.S.M. S. A. ('Romany') Rose, M.S.M., 1915-1946, Royal
Signals from 1921-1946. Served : France, India, Palestine
Egypt, M a resfi~ld, Crowborough Bulford, Aldershot Scarborough and Kirkburton.
'
Ex- Signa~an W. ('

Nobbie ') Clarke, 1919- 1925, then 19391940, R.E. Signals and Royal Signals. Served : Bedford, Alder ~ h ot, Maresfield, Crowborough, Turkey and France.
These £!iree comrades correspond regularly. One lives in
Hayes,. Middle.sex, one in Weybridge, Surrey and ex-R.S.M.
Rose . 1~ Chairman of the Huddersfield Branch of the
Association. But whatever the distance or the circumstances
they alway_s manage to. meet together at least once a year'.
The _occasion ~hen this photograph was taken was at the
wed~g. recepo_o n of ex-Signalman Clark's daughter, held at
the Bntish Legion Club, Hayes.
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1968

Technicians
51
51 77 81 81 257
Radio Operators . .
19
25
56
54 59
20
Comcen Operators
22 101 102 76
91 61
Telegraph Operators ... 45 74 48
63
57
31
Switchboard Operators ... 23
21 19
4
16
Teleprinter Ops. ...
5
5 · 25 20
8
Pre Y. of S.
. ..
21
10
6
Linemen
74
87 114 182 47
67
Clerk Tec~cian~ ··
7
19
12
21
20
14
Drivers
27
15
55
1
5
M.P.T.
66
58 45 154 237 131
Electrician D~ive~~.
7
15
9
16
16
13
Technical Storemen
17
33
26
18
4
21
ta ff Sergeants Course : : : 12 34
25
21
11
taff Operators
1
2
9
Draughtsmen
2
2
7
3
6
DU
...
5
Radio Procedure
9
Radio Relayman
7
Pre F . of S.
6
1
12
11
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BuYyour
better clothes
at

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, W.C.2 (nearest station Leicester Square)
Lime Street, E.C.3 and Branches. And now
Au Bon MarcM in Paris

Official Tailors to The Royal Signals
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The Silent World
By L ieutenant D avid Moir, of 18th Signal Regiment

o

most people the idea
of ' cuba ' Diving is
frightening, they are prepared to make occasional
brave stabs at piece of
coral but are not prepared
to stay below the surface for
long. Last March I decided
to join FARELF Sub-Aqua
Club and to learn some of
nature's submarine secrets.

T

A Jo t to b e l e a r n t
As I soon found our,
learning to ' Scuba ' dive is
nor just a matter of putting
on an aqualu."lg and jumping
imo the sea; one bas to
learn to snorkel correctly
and attend a series of
lectures on diving theory and
The aut hor of t his ar t icle, lie ut enan t
safety. After two weeks of
David Moir. co ming o ut of th e w ater
afte r making o ne of his many dives
finning up and down the
training pool, I was allowed
to progress to the aqualung. T he ability to lie on the bottom of
the swim.ming pool and breath normally gives one a tremendous feeling of independence. Three more weeks of pool training and finally I was ready ro rake the plunge and dive in
the open sea for the first time.
I remember little of the sampan journey to the diving area
except that my bead was spinning with thoughts of all the
lectures and lessons of the past six weeks. Eventually we
reached the diving site and I was told to get ready to dive.
Everything seemed to come easily now as I prepared myseff;
life-jacket, fins, aqualung, mask and snorkel. After turning my
air on I checked my demand valve and then jumped into the
sea. The dive assembled beside the boat and after a final
check we began our descent. The noise of people on the boat
stopped as we floated almost weightlessly towards the seabed,
and all that could be heard was the air bubbling from our aqualungs.
The needle on my depth gauge rose slowly, 10-20-30-40-50
feet; stop; we were on the sea-bed. The dive leader led us
across the sandy sea-bed in a square pattern looking for shells.
After twenty minutes in this ' Silent world ' we made our
ascent back to the boat. My first dive was over.
Running ent of air - a tense moment
Probably the biggest worry that a diver has is running out
of air on the sea-bed, and I experienced this on my second
dive. We were examining a length of coral reef about fifty feet
down, when suddenly I had great difficulty in breathing. It
was rather like trying to suck juice out of a dried-up orange,
there was no air in my aqualung. I looked around for my
fellow divers but couldn't see them so I had to make a ' free
ascent' without air. I remembered all the lessons of previous
weeks and as I finned slowly upwards blowing out, I kept
repeating " Don't panic . . • Don't panic." At last I reached
the surface, my ordeal was over; the whole incident had lasted
less than 40 seconds but it seemed a lifetime.
My fellow divers, realising that something was wrong, were
already on the surface waiting for me and slowly we made
our way back to the boat. My first day's diving was over.
Come and Jein 1l8
Since that day almost six months ago I have completed over
one hundred dives and am now a B.S.A.C. 2nd Class diver.
There are now six other members of the Regiment who have
taken up 'Scuba' diving: Lance-Corporal Les Eagles (B.S.A.C.
3rd Class), Staff Sergeant Pete Thornber, Sergeant Ray Cox
and Craftsman John Young (L.A.D., R.E.M.E.), Lieutenants Pat
MacCulloch and John Young and Lance-Corporal Pete White.
All are active divers and we hope that it won't be long before
all are qualified as 3rd Class divers.
At present it is monsoon time so we are unable to run any
expeditions; we are using the break to train new divers and to
improve our own diving technique. We extend an invitation to
anyone coming to Singapore to come and join us and explore
the ' Silent world.'
1-4

Gurkhas at Sea
N 26th November, 48th
The story of an Army
Communicator
with
the O Gurkha Infantry Brigade
Senior Service is written for in Hong Kong began its major
us by Second-Lieutenant
John D. Stokoe of 48
Gurkha Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron (246 G u r k h a
Sqn.), B.F.P.O. 1.

exercise of the year, Exercise
' Seahorse.' Playing a vital role
on the exercise was the L.P.D.,
H .M.S. Fearless.
My first view of H.M.S .
Fearless was a of a cavernous
hold, not unlike the entrance to Darlington bus station. At the
rime I was standing in a L.V.C.P. (small, platoon-sized landingcrafr) trying to peer over the ramp, and at the same time avoid
getting covered in spray. With me was L ieutenant (Q.G.0.)
Prembahadur Gurung, Gurkha Signals, also, unsuccessfully,
trying to do the same thing.

Sp rawled in various attitndP-s o f m isery
We had made a fairly rough crossing from the Kowloon
side of the harbour, with the result that the Gurkha Signals
detachment with us, normally very lively and cheerful, were
sprawled in various attitudes of misery on the floor of the
L.C.V.P. Needless to say, once safely on board the unmoving
H.M.S. Fearless, spirits soon picked up.
The ship wasn't due to sail until later in the day, so we had
plenty of time to wander around, and generally get our elves
orientated. The everyday shipboard locations, such as wardroom, messdecks, cabins, etc., were quite easily found, but the
most important of all required much hard work and diligence
to discover. The elusive 'heads ' were so well hidden that two
full days after we had sailed a certain G urkha Officer came to
me with a very troubled expression on his face and asked, in a
strained voice, " D id I know where the heads were?" He went
away a much relieved and happy man.
C&ntinually moving in eithe r s quares or circles
During the course of the exercise I was to act as Battalion
Signal Officer for 2/7th (DEO) G urkha Rifles, but I foun d
myself just as much involved with the umpire communications.
As part of the latter, a C41 link was provided from the ship
at sea to Exercise Control, allowing telephone access for the
Chief Umpires of land forces and seaborne forces respectively.
The C41 and CST 1 + 4 No. 3 were installed in a deck
housing on the starboard gun deck (I think that's the correct
name, if not apologies to all concerned). It was manned by a
three-man crew, under Corporal Lalitsing Chhetri. Much credit
to him in that for at least the initial three days of the exercise
his two crew members were sprawled on the deck, feeling very
ill and undergoing the most remarkable colour changes. It was
during this period that the ship was continually moving, either
in squares or circles, so one can imagine the problems
encountered in keeping the yagi antennae properly aligned, with
two not really ' with it ' crew members to help.
When units of the embarked force started going ashore for
night operations, voices from above decreed that an RRB should
be established ashore, ready for instant forward communication.
So a three-man A4l RRB crew duly climbed into a Wessex
helicopter, which duly took off, and landed the RRB crew who
were swiftly, and not surprisingly, caught. At this point the
ship was steaming in such an area that a very large mountain
existed between it and the proposed operational area. What
else to do but move the ship! A word with the captain and we
did move-to an ancborage that was a V.H.F. communicator's
Utopia, from anywhere to anywhere without a single RRB to
worry about, every net as solid as a rock. From then on, the
Battalion command net was no problem at all, so I turned my
attentions to the umpire side.
••• having a little trouble with the coax feeder
We were having a little trouble with the coax feeder to the
receiver antenna, and one afternoon, about half-way through
the exercise, it decided to give up the ghost. With this sudden
breakdown, levels went haywire and affected our four remote
telephones, all of which were marked,..-Umpire. First one
started ringing, then another, and so on, until all four were
ringing. The Umpire didn't realise quite what had happened
and tried answering first one, then another, until eventually
he was holding all four handsets, screaming his callsign into
each one in turn. He was soon put in the picture, but after
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thaL lir~e incident he refused point blank to have anyth ing
to d? w1th Alexander Graham Bell again.
.Life on board wasn't all wo•k, though, nor by any means.
Laeutenan.t (Q.G.O.) Prembahadur Gurung and I worked a
Naval Shift Systems., so we each h~d a spell away from the
confii:ies of the operauons room. At night the ship was darkened
an.d it wa.s very pleasant to stroll about in the cool air and
think of signallers signalling on windy hi~ ! tops.

IS
:

Dantes Purgatery
The first evening at sea I wandered aft to have a look at the
l'.1en's accommodation. We had over 900 Gurkhas on board and
t.1ey "."ere all accommodated on the vehicle and rank decks.
The sight I saw, looking down the ramp from the flight deck
I shall not forget for a long rime to come. The lower deck~
were bathed in r.e d light and covered with rows of sleeping
G urkhas. It was hke an. extract from Dantes Purgatory. During
the course of the exercise I had two visitors to entertain and
~ach expressed the sam(' comment when shown this particularly
1nterestmg spectacle.
. T o help .occupy me long, sun-filled hours when no operata o~ s were m prog~ess I would sit on rhe guns deck (apologies
agam) near the radio. relay cabin, and tune my way through the
A4l m the hcpe of mtercepting dushman (enemy) frequencies
I o~tained one or two that didn't really mean much, but on~
I d '.d find was a God~send. It was the frequency of a particular
cham of O.P..s watchmg_ movements to and from the ship.
They remamed on this frequency for the rest of the exercise
and provided many an interesting couple of hours' entertainment once the A41 had been remoted to a loudspeaker in the
operations room. Unbeknown to us, however, not SO feet above
a ~.M. Sergeant and Corporal were busily transmitting all our
acuons to the enemy. Check mate?
T h e big h e adac h es
One of the biggest headaches arising from communication
on board was the problem of mutual interference. Many of the
an~en~s were close togeth ~r and a change in frequency meant
a 1ugglmg of antennas unu l the best permutation was found .
Here the ship's signal troop, commanded by Captain Rolo
Rumf?rd, Royal Signals, came into its own. They were forever
changmg antennas and checking likely interference areas. One
typical e>iample of such interference occurred whilst listening
on an enemy frequency on the remote A41. One could also
hear the battalion command net, the U mpire net and the Air
Co-ordination net. Perm any one from three?
·
T his was also the cry when operating the radio pressel
wuch from the control consoles in the operations room.
There were three ways:
A floor-mounted switch.
A switch on the panel.
A switch on the headset breastplate.
One rather harassed operations officer, who could not quite
?rasp the fact, that ~t w~s only essential. to press one, got himself
mto rather ~cky s1tuauons by attempung to press one with hi
foot, one with his left band and one with the right, and take
down a coded message! All this done on a revolving chair with
the headset cable caught up in the revolving mechanism can
make even the stoutest of men blanche !
You will notice that I haven' t attempted to describe the
tactics that were involved or the troop dispositions. That will
no doubt be done in the official record of Exercise ' Seahorse.'
P.S. The exercise lasted six days, Ambre Solaire works and
we did have a cocktail party on board!

·--~
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what's so
special
about Wilsons?
0

. . . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers. Our leaflet
"Keys to Security " tells you more.
I

WILS,O N & CO I
(INSURANCES) LTD
lnc01porated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 431 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes.
Branches in U.K. and Overseas

Please send, without obligation, your leaflet " KEYS TO SECURITY "

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL

NAME

. .. . .. • •.• ..•.• . •• .. •• •• • •.•.•. ... .• ••

ADDRESS

6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.
Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances

Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.
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The Royal Military College of Science
P f'lr s onaUt ies
T i perhaps not widely appreciated that the strength of
the Royal Signals' contingent at me Royal Military College
of cience i , at this momenc, 62 officers.
This number is composed of three members of the D irecting
taff, Colonel R. H . Maxfield, who is the Military Director of
tudie in the Electronic and Guid d Weapons Division, and
Lieutenant-Colonels P . J. Garratt and R. A. King who are
Directing Staff in that Division.
Of the remaining 59, 17 are students on the Army Staff
Course , 41 are young officers on Degree Courses, and one
officer, Captain A. J. H ervey, is doing two years' research which
will lead to a higher degree.
Last but not least W.0 .11 (F. of S.) MacKay, who in addition
to playing football for the College cheerfully turns his hand to
anything from cabinet making to the construction of Guided
Weapon Simulator, to keep the Electronics and Guided
Weapons D emonstration Hall up to Earls Court standard.
Ba •kgrou.nd
A brief description of the history and background of the
College may be of interest to readers.
!t wa born of the Royal Artillery Advanced Class at Woolwich wh:cti was or iginally intended to teach selected Royal
Ar tillery officers the more technical aspects of guns and gunnery.
This became the Military College of Science and moved to
Shrivenham after the second world war. It acquired its 'Royal'
in 1953. I ts role had expanded fro m the teaching of purely
G unner subjects, to providing a m ilitary organisation for training young officers of all Arms for External London University
D egrees, and for training T echnical Staff Officers for what are
now termed Weapon Staff Appointments. With the evolution
of the College and the changing needs of the Army, Sbrivenham
i now rurtning courses for its own C.N.A.A. D egrees in
E ngineering and Science, which are sp ecifically designed to
meet the Army' requirements. With the change in policy for
Staff training, and the req uirement that all Staff Officers should
have a technological background, the old T.S.0. course has
ceased, and all potential Staff Officers spend a part of their
course here before going on to Camberley. The length of time
they spend at Shrivenham dep ends on their technical background, and varies from three months to 15 months.
The staff of the College is both civilian and military. The
academic staff is entirely r esponsible for the D egree courses.
They also provide considerable suppon to the Military D irecting Staff whose primary responsibility is the running of the
Army Staff Course and a number of other courses, notably the
Guided Weapons course and Ammunition Technology courses.
The co-operation between soldier and civilian is excellent and
the result is a high standard of technical teaching. It is wonh
recording that in this year's London External Engineering
Degree results (the last course for this examination to be run
at the College) of a total of six first class honours awarded over
the whole country, five came from Shrivenham.
As in all well-organised universities, Shrivenham supports
a multitude of extra mural activities, and Royal Signals officers
can be found taking part in all of them from acting and writing
the revue through the major sports to croquet. Of 18 awards
of College Colours this year half went to Royal Signals' officers.
R ecent even:ts
It was very gratifying that the Signal Officer-in-Chief was
able to visit the College so early in his tour, and was able to
include Commemoration Day on 21st October in his visit.
He had an opportunity to look round the College and meet the
Commandant and Dean. He and Mrs. Pentreath were enterta.i ned by the Royal Signals Officers and their wives at a cocktail
pany on the evening of 20th October and afterwards at dinner.
It gave us great pleasure that Mrs. Pentreath was able to
accompany the General.

•

12 Signal Group (V) •

QN

Successful stud11 period hl'ltl

ITH the kind permission of Brigadier F. L. Clarkson,
M.B.E., 12 Signal Group descended from far and wide
on the Training Brigade, Catterick, over the weekend of 15th/
16th November to hold their two-day Study Period and annual
dinner.
Over llO officers attended the Study Period from 34th
(~orthern) ~ignal Re~iment (V) (Middlesbrough), 36th (Eastern)
Signal Regunent (I/) (Wanstcad), and 40th (Ul~ter) Signal
Regiment (V) (Belfast) to hear what was generally agreed to bt:
a very stimulating series of lectures and presentations covering
a wide range of subjects. The principal speakers were Mr.
Colin Jackson, M .P., Major-General D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E.,
C.S.O. B.A.0.R. and Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. King, G.S.0. 1
(W) Royal Military College of Science.
The Commander Brigad:er A. J. Jackson, in his opening
address, stated that 1969 had been a year of considerable progre s and achievement. The recruited strength of the Group had
risen steadily throughout the year from 77 to 89 per cent and
it was stressed that officers must go all out to recruit to 100
per cent in 1970. Five new T. & A.V.R. Centres had been
taken over and were going well. The role of each Regiment
in B.A.0.R. had now been clearly defined and following on from
this establishments had been rewritten and new equipment
would be provided to meet the new roles.
M ajor-General Horsfield gave a most interesting review of
communications in B.A.0.R. and Lieutenant - Colonel King
described in some detail the Bruin system of communications.
The annual dinner was held in the Royal Signals Mess on
the Saturday evening. A well as the speakers at the Study
Period and Brigadier Clarkson, the guests included the Honorary
Colonels of the three Regiments, Brigadier C. C. Fairweather,
C.B., C.B.E ., T.D ., J .P ., D .L., Colonel Sir Derek Greenaway,
Bt., T .D., J.P., and Co!onel J . McCann, T.D . The Regimental
Band of 34th (Northern) Signal Regiment (V) played during
the evening and the Fanfare Trumpeters of the Royal Signals
played the dinner call and the fanfare for the loyal toast.
:r?e events of th~ evening highlighted how successfully the
spmt of comradeship had developed between the Regiments
of the G roup.
Our thanks are d ue to M ajor F. W. Leatherland and Major
R. 0 . Wilson for looking after us so well over the weekend.

W

AT 12 SIGNAL GROUP DINNER
Captain A. L. Felton and Major R. W . Fawcett, T.D.

Make this your Resolution for 1970 !
BE BIG
BUY YOUR OWN COPY O F THE W IRE
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Headquarters 4 Signal Group
B.F.P.O. 40
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1st

~ctober

C.A.F.S.O. Branch, R.A.F.G., was
reorga~1sed and r.edcsignated H.Q. 4 Signal Group. The
Group H.q. is located m the comparative luxury of Block 13
at the Jomt Headquarters, Rheindahlen. We are on neutral
ground under the sha~ow of the Marconi mast which links
the . present R.A.F. radio relay system with the new Starrnet
radio relay system.
The r~spons!bilities of Commander 4 Signal Group, Colonel
J. C. Cltn~h, includ~ the command of 16th Signal Regiment
and 21st. Si~nal Regiment and the supervision of all the static
commumcauons used by the British Forces in Germany.

Fnrew••ll to A.Ir Formation Signals in Germany
On 3~th .September 21 Air Formation Signal Regiment
changed its Ude to 21st Signal Regiment (Ai.r Support) and thus
brought. to a close another chapter of service and achievement
m the history of our Corps. Since 1944 the following Regiments
ha..,e served the Royal Air Force in Germany:
10th Air Formation Signal Regiment
11th A~ Formation Signal Regiment
12th ~ Format!on Signal Regiment
.
15th Air Formation Signal Regiment
11th Air Fo_rmatio!l Signal Regiment moved to Europe with
the 2nd Tactical Air Force soon after 'D' Day and were
followed by 12th and 1St;h Air Fo;t"mation Signal ' Regiments.
In 1946, ~2th and IS!h Air Fo.rmau~n Signal Regiments were
absorbed into 11th A.u: Formanon Signal Regiment. In 1954 a
quadron of 1.1th Air Formation Signal Regiment moved to
Wahn ~o pr?v1de a ~ucleus for the re-forming of 12th Air
Fon.nauon Signal Regrment. In 1955 10th Air Formation Signal
Re~rment _was fo~ed at Goch and in 1957 moved to Butzw_e1lerhof J_llSt outsJde .Cologne. In 1958 ll th Air F or mation
S1g~al Regunent was disbanded and 10th Air Formation Signal
Re.g1ment was run down to Squadron strength and moved to
Wil?enrath. At the same time 12th Air Formation Signal
Regiment moved from Wahn to Laarbruch.
I~ 1959 12th Air Formation Signal R egiment was redes1gnated 21st Signal Regimei:t and ab~orbed the remaining
Sq1:1adrons of 10th and 11th Air Formation Signal Regiments
which had b.een renumbered 220 and 221 Signal Squadrons.
~e api;>ointmen~ of C.A.F.S.O. was established with 2nd
Tacucal Air -!"orce m early 1944. At this time 2nd Tactical Air
Force comprised of 93, 84 and 85 G roups, R.A.F. Brigadier
J. D. Bastin, C.B.E., was the first C.A.F.S .O., appointed on
7th May, 1944_. In 1945 H.Q. 2nd Tactical Air Force moved on
t~ German soil for the first time to Suchten and later to Bad
Eilsen.
When hostilities ceased, Headquarters 2nd Tactical Air
Force was set up as a static. headquarter s at Bad E ilsen and
on 15th .July, 1945, was redesignated ' The British Air F orce of
Occupation,' ~ut rever~ed to its original title in September , 1951.
On 2nd. Aprll, 1952, it was renamed 2nd Allied T actical Air
Force with Headquarters still at Bad Eilsen.
In October, 1954, Headquaners 2nd Allied Tactical Air
Force m oved to the new H eadquarters at Rheindahlen and on
1st January, 1959, was given its present title, Royal Air Force
(Germany).
Di:ring the period M ay, 1944, to 1st October, 1969, the
appomtment o.f C.A.F.S.O. remained with H.Q. R.A.F. (G )
and the following officers have held the appointment:
!Jrig:i<lier D . T . B~stin, C.B.E., May, 1944, to October, 1945;
Brigadier B. S. Watkins, C.B.E.1 October, 1945 to March 1947·
Colonel W. D. McGregor, O.B.E., March, 1947, to June; 1948;
Colonel R. W. Morgan, O.B.E., June, 1948 to May 1949·
Colonel L. de M . Thuillier, O.B.E., May, 1949, to Jun~, 1951 ;
Colonel T . A. R. Scott, C.B.E., June, 1951, to November 1953·
Colonel H . L. Lewis, C.B.Ji'.., November, 1953, to April: 1956;
Colonel. J. W. Gordon, ;April, 1956, to April, 1958; Colonel D.
E. Harrison, O.B.E., Aprll, 1958, to November, 1961; LieutenantColonel J. J. H . Swallow, November, 1961, to February, 1964;
Colonel B. R. M. J!ayles, February, 1964, to March, 1966;
and Colonel J. C. Clinch, June, 1966, to September, 1969.
Farewell signals
0~ 30th September Air Marshall Sir Christopher F oxleyNorris, Commander 2 A.T.A.F. and Commander-in-Chief
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~h1~f" (G), ~cnt the following signal co the Signal Olliccr-m " For S.0.-in-C. from C.-in-C. Today Royal Air For
Ge~ma~y says _fa rewell to Air Formauon Signah in the form m
h1ch Jt has given loyal and devoted service to the Command
or over 25 years: The 21st Signal Regiment will continue to
serve n:1Y . Operational Command and its responsibilitie~ and
work will increase. I know that this Regiment and 'o 4 G
H~adquarters, formed mainly from my C.A.F. .0. and his :~~
will meet the new challenge
and
., give the R .A.F . th e same
.
e ~cc 11 e_nt support w h 1ch countless members of the C
h ..
given m the past.
orp~ a\c
" I and all R.A.F. personnel in my command thank vou a
head of yo_ur Corps for_the ~ervice which the officers and me~
of ~oy.al Signals have given m the past in Air Formation Signal
Umts m R.A.F. Germany.
" lv' Y confidencve of success in the future i based on the
rnO\dl~dge that the respect and understandmg that has deveope. m ~wenty-five years will continue and that the excellent
relationships at a ll levels will be maintained "
Major-General P . F. Pentreath MB E .S 1'gnal Offi
·
f
l"
'
· · .,
cer-inC h.
'~e, rep 1~d to Comm ander-in-Chief R.A.F. (G) as follows:
For C.-m-C. from S.0 .-in-C. M uch appreciate your ki nd
m~ssage. A~ who have ser ved in Air Formation Signals have
enJoye~ theu: to~s. The i:ew role of 4 Signal G roup, including
?lst Signal Regunent (Au: Support), promises greater sco e
mterest and challenge in support of the Royal Air F orce whfch
they are very proud to serve. All ranks Royal Signals will do
their utmost as befor e to meet your requirements and to just"fy
1
the confidence which you so kindly express."

f

Ris tacomm
U nder ~e R istacomm charter, 21st Signal Regiment (Air
Su.pport) will ~e respons!ble to the R.A.F. for land communicau~ns. 21 st S~gnal ~egunent are at present taking over the
Stauc (Marcom) radio relay sys tem which link H eadquarters
(G) ~d the main airfields, and later will man the
rman. terminal of the Germany /United Kingdom Troposcatter link. Early next year the Harrier Signal Squadron will
be formed as ~ Squadron, 21 st Signal Regiment, to provide the
field commumcanons for the Harrier Squadrons based in
~Be~ny. !he Squadr on will be equipped with the Jastest
rum equipment.
21 st. Signal. Regiment is currently employed on a major
recablin~ p~oJect o~ all R.A.F.G . airfields to meet th e ne w
commurucau?n requirement~ which will arise in 1970 when th e
new generation of R.A.F. alfcraft come into service.

tA.F.

ROYAL SIGNALS TAKE OVER AT BRUGGEN
Air Commodore K. B. S. Willder, C.B.E., Air Officer Engineering
H.Q. R.A.F.G., inspects the H Troop technicians before the
ceremony, while the Commander 4th Signal Group looks on .
Escorting the Air Commodore is Major K. Powell, O.C. I Squadron
21st Signal Regiment
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ARMY APPRENTICE COLLEGE CANOEISTS SHOW OFF SOME OF THEIR
TROPHIES
After a year of succeses-thc fo t u re looks very bright ind eed
Seated, left to right: A/T K. Pilley, A IT K. P. Robinson , Mr. J. H. Johnston, Captain
P. A. Arthur-Sm ith, Roy al Signals, A/T W . Ridley, A/T J. G Sm ith
Sta nding, left to right: A T S. McMah on, A/T L. Linton, A/T K. W. Thurston ,
A ;T Lance-Corporal C. J. Thomas, A/T K. Tubman, A/T Thom as Hamilton,
A/T D. K. Pawlow, A/T M. L. Drake
Photo by Mr. John Stockley, civilian instructor at the College

Corporal B. J. Toynton R.A.F. hands over the key to the Marconi
Radio Relay installation at Bruggen to Sergeant A. Bradshaw, H
Troop 2 1st Signal Regiment

Army Apprentices College
Harrogate
f'unoe Club
HE club has slowly, but surely, found its feet again this
year. During the previous year the College lost the able
services of Captain D. Braund, R.A.E.C., and Mr. E. Hopper,
and an extremely well-equipped Canoe Club, which was destroyed by fire in August, 1968.
There are now about 20 regular members, who make use
of a growing fleet of K2 and Kl Slalom canoes. Tradition,
also is strong in the club, since we have the youngest of
the famous Pawlow brothers, and the small brother of McMahon,
who won the Devizes-Westrninster event about three years
ago. There are several others who have relatives in the Corps.
We have had an active year, which started with the DevizesWesrminster race at Easter. We entered four crews, in order
to compete for the team prize, and we are proud to say
that four crews reached the finish. We were extremely pleased
to have the services of Sergeant M. Brett, who is now on a
Foreman's course at the School. He very kindly gave up some
of his leave to give us his expert advice. A/T K. Robinson and
A/T W. Ridley were 13th; A/T J. Linton and A/T C. Tucker
were 20th; A/T J. Smith and A/T K. Chapman were 29th,
and A/ T Corporal A. Robinson and A/T K. Pilley were 40th.
The club became the third team home and, in fact, were the
first Services team to finish.
Following the Easter break, the club moved into the Slalom
field. A/ T Corporal A. Robinson represented d1e Corps in the
Army Championships and came second in his class. He now
goes on to represent the Army and the Corps, since he has
left us for the Corps Canoe Club. We attended national-ranking Slalom events and increased the experience of our members.
We also put a strong team into the first Northern Command
Slalom Championships, held on the River Swale, near Catterick.
The club did very well here, and now feel fairly well blooded.
After the summer break, we began to build up our K2 team

T
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once more. We competed in the first River Srour LD Race
and did well. Then came rhe Northern Command Sprint and
Long Distance Championships. This proved a very successful
competition for the club, which was canoeing on home waters.
A/T K. Robinson and A/T W. Ridley featured prominently
in the events, including the LD, in which they capsized SO
yards from the finish, regained control and went on to win-the
Press gave a good write-up of this. We participated in the
Leven Test again and A/T J. Smith and A/T S. McMahon
managed to earn bronze awards.
Our latest effort consisted of an expedition along the LeedsLiverpool Canal. Eight crews started from Liverpool and
covered 74 miles and 26 portages before both time and
weather rart out for us.
If the present level of enthusiasm is maintained, no doubt
we shall have further events and successes to record next year;
certainly the future looks bright.
A successful first s.-:1so11 for youn~ soldie•rcyclist
A/T M. F. (Calum) Watt, aged 17, has just completed a
highly-successful first season in Army cycling competitions.
Second son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Watt, of 42,
Murrayfield,
Fochabers
Moray, Calum Watt joined
the Army Apprentices' Col·
lege, Harrogate, in September, 1968, after attending
Milne's High School, Fochabers, where he gained five
G.C.E. '0' Levels. He is
now in his fourth term of
training as a technician of
the Royal Corps of Signals.
In May, this year, he
A/ T Calum Watt-dedicated to cycling,
J·oined the College Cycling
also a ve r y successful cross country
Club and, although entirely
runner
without previous cycle racing
experience, quickly showed great determination and promise.
His first real success came when he qualified for the finals of
the Army Junior Cycling Championships by finishing second in
a 10-mile road time trial at Rhyl.
In the finals, held at Chepstow (Monmourhshire) on llth13th July, he finished fifth in the 10-mile road time trial in
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the very good time of 27 mins. 52 ~ccs.; he improved on thi~
performance in the 25-mile trial by coming third in 68 mins.
28 ·ccs.
Later i~ the sa~e mo~th, . on 27th July, at Ripon, he entered
the 25-mile road time trial m the Inter-Services and Northern
Command Chan;pio.nships; . in this, ~thoug~ ,racing against
~dult ~s well as Junior soldier" he fi01shed eighth overall and
first . in Northern Command, completing the course in
67 m~ns. 20 secs. On. 2nd August, at Cambridge, he finished
17th m the Inter-Services 10-mile road time trial, again against
adulcs, with a time of 25 mins. 54 secs.
On 5th October, in a 30-mile road time trial under the
ausI?ices of the ~cnnin~ Cycling Club, he created a new Army
Ju01or Record with a time of 83 mins. 21 secs. (This is still in
process of ratification).
As a gauge of A/T. Watt's performance over the whole
season, he is placed fifth in the Combined Services' Cycling
Association's :'kst All-Rounders' Competition, having averaged
22.54 m.p.h. m 10, 25 and 30-mile road time trials.
In th~ Army Junior Roller Championships, held at Arborfield
(Berkshire) on 8th November, he was placed fourth in the 1 km.
event, despite having to ride twice owing to a mishap to the
timekeeper's watch.
Apart from his prowe s in, and dedication to, his new sport of
cycling, Calum Watt is also an automatic choice for the very
successful cross-country running team of the Army Apprentices'
College, Harrogate.

2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment

B.F.P.O. 46
Ex••r(liS•' • S11u11l Pack •
J.,"I ARLY in 1969 the annual forecast of events showed an
CA exercise called ' Small Pack ' in November, with an
anotation-Annual F .F.R. Inspection in the Field. Everyone
said impossible!
However, with the usual 2 Div. Signals' foresight and planning, preparations began immediately after the Summer
Squadron and Adventure Training camps.
The exercise began at 06.00 hours on Tuesday, 18th
November, when the ' Quick train ' alert was sounded. Amidst
fev erish activity the Reece and Line Parties were soon loaded
and leaving camp. Later that night the Regiment moved out
in two long convoys. These were headed by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. J. Sturge, and O.C. 3
Squadron, Major Colin Bunce, and ' tail-end-Charlie ' was the
Adjutant, Captain T. I. M. Waugh. The reader can imagine how
complicated the movement plan was when it involved some
40,000-plus soldiers of 1 (BR) Corps with all their thousands
of tanks, A.P.C.s and wheels criss-crossing their way from
barracks to exercise locations in Westphalia. We seemed to go
round in ever-decreasing circles.
2 Div. Signals achieved the impossible by not only being
checked in full C.W. kit for the F.F.R. inspection but also
communicated with all systems ' Go ' throughout. Comcen
' Foxtrot ' were for once acclaimed to be primary Comcen and
bore the brunt of 1 Squadron's inspection. Rumour has it that
even Second-Lieutenant Tony Sugdon spent a little time i n
Comcen Command. The inspection went well until an overconfident Staff Officer soaked himself with the contents of an
' empty ' water bottle.
Comcen ' Echo ' suffered from natural tree blow down and
until told to go home were quite happy to remain cut off from
the world. CorporaJ John Ledger's CSO in particular was badly
trapped, and but for Sergeant Alex Johnstone's athletic feat
would still be there.
' Papa ' Group, under Major Bob Savage, Captain Adam
Rassim, and AI Troop, Lieutep.ant Graham Litchfield, fielded
the operational H .Q. for the staff in the village of Retzcn.
'Echelon,' under Captain (Q.M.) Stuart Dunlop, were olocated with ' Oscar ' Group, with Second-Lieutenant David
Sharpe, and AII Troop, Lieutenant Phil Cooper. Thi was a
powerful Regimental Grouping under the Second-in-Command,
Major John Clapp, and included an unusually strong administration team. It was a delight to have the Paymaster, Captain
David Price, and his pay clerks, R.Q.M.S. Jim Bridges, Staffords,
with most of the Q.M. Gen's men and the Orderly Room staff,
under O.R.Q.M.S. Roy Fairhurst, in the field. Special mention
must be made of that ' blinking ' obvious ammo truck, under
R.Q.M.S. Danny Hughes, driven by Driver Jim Regan, R.C.T.,
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and escorted by Signalman Ken Kearn . What a pity they had
to leave the exercise so early.
Exercise ' mall Pack ' struck us aJl m 1 (BR) Corps in one
way or a~other, and for. driver Corporal George age, 3
Squadron, It was a traumatic experience-he relate :
" Whilst on the exercise of the year, the dreaded ' Small
Pack,' I was ' scrimmed up ' with ' Oscar' Group m a wood
near Retzen. As we faced the elements that nature threw at u
in the way of rain and gale-force winds, most of u~ were taking
cover in our vehicles. Unluckily for me I was in my cab. I say
~iding, others, alright I'll ~t it, say I wa skiving, when
1t so happened that a certa10 80-foot beech tree decided to
~art company with its roots and land on my roof! My past
life flashed before my eyes, as I tangled with the beech
branches now protruding into my cab through its now nonexistent windows."
He was last seen, lucky fellow that he was, scratching his
head with an FM T 3 (Rev) muttering something that his troop
commander will never believe that "a tree jumped out on me!"
The C.R.A., Brigadier W. D. Mangham, inspecting officer,
was obviously pleased because he said:
" I much enjoyed the interesting tour of inspection and
would like to say how impressed I was with everything I saw.
To be able to produce 99.S % of your vehicles in the field at
any one time for an exercise is a fantastically good performance."
Farewell to J•opular Commanding Offie·er
On Wednesday, 19th November, the Warrant Officers,
Sergeants and their ladies gave a farewell dinner/dance to
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. H. A. J. Sturge.
A.mammoth task of seating 126 persons in tile Mess was very
efficiently mastered by W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Colin Binks, with
enough pairs of willing hands, including the Civilian Mess staff,
who are more than experienced at a quick change of scenery.
Dinner was served at 20.30 hours and an excellent fare was
laid by W.O.ll Ron Rennoldson, assisted by Sergeant Jim
Squires and Sergeant John Evans. During dinner the band of
the 5th Inniskilling Dragoon Guards played a fine selection of
musical scores, culminating in 'Beyond Dull Care."
The R.S.M., Brian Cleaver, on behalf of the Mes , presented
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Sturge with a large wooden wall
clock, which we all hope will remind tilem of their tour with
the 2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment. Lieutenant·
Colonel and Mrs. Sturge then presented the Mess with a silvet
tray, which will have a place of honour in the Mess.
Dancing then followed, and the party finally ended in the
early hours of the morning, the stalwarts had breakfast at the
normal time, but in Mess kit, and for tile remainder of the
day the rather faded appearance of the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants will take time to forget.
The Regiment wish Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. H. A. J.
Sturge and their family succe s and happiness for the future.

FAREWELL TO COLONEL AND MRS STURGE
The R.S.M., W.0.1 Brian Cleaver of 2 Divisional Signal Regiment
and members of the W .O.s and Sergeants' Mess toast a farewell to
Colonel and Mrs. Sturge
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3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Cam.p

E

XERC~SE

'Autumn Leaf' . proved a very interesting
exercise for us. For some ume now all of our exercises
had been in the Airportablc J.F.H.Q. role where, though very
mobile to our destination, once there, and the R.A.F. Air
Support Command 'planes have gone, we were a bit big and
had not enough transport to be in any sense tactically mobile
' Autumn Leaf ' exercised us in a purely Divisional role and
!t was amazing just bow quickly and easily one slipped back
mto the old skills and drills of movement and camouflage. It
worked out to five moves in five days, including a night move
and we were pretty satisfied that, though we have some lesson~
to hoist in, we have the ability to fit in with the full-scale
conventional role in Europe, or anywhere else for that matter.
" Bang, you"r•• dead!"
Th~ exercise produced the usual funny situations, such as
Captain Keeley, the O.C. L.A.D., who having had his lunch
~traight compo incidentally, was told by Major Reed "Didn't
you k_now you were to lunch with: the G.O.C.?" Whereupon
Captain Keeley nobly sat down with the aristocracy and ate
a second lunch. Then there was Captain Finnister, the Traffic
Officer, who was walking through the woods to the Comhead
wht;n a 1elightful old lady, out .exe~cising her dog, crept up
behind him, stuck her umbrella m his back and said " Bang
you're dead!" And he nearly was, of fright. But of c~urse th~
one that really made everybody's day was when Staff Sergeant
' Tarka ' Johnson, our M.T. Troop Staff Sergeant, took the
wrong turning into the last location and got bogged down, tbc
0°:1Y person to do so. His protestations about wrong signs, wrong
gnd references, acts of God, etc., have been summarily
dismissed.
S1•rc•adiug Hs wings
. 8 ~· Western) Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron has spread
its ':"mgs and departed from the nes~. They had a busy time
getting stores sorted out, men slotted in and all the other things
that a. new ~it has to do, but ~ey managed it all very well
and .snll had ume to help us out m sport and social life before
movmg out to Chester to marry up with their Brigade H.Q.
We wish Major Colman and his Squadron all the best of good
fortune in tile future and hope they will always remember
the mother Regiment with affection. And anyone who can see
a chance for a quick crack there is too late.

B.20 HF SSB Statian Radia
The B.20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicle and light aircraft.
The B. 20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which ha an RF output of 30W
p.e.p., repre ents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitterreceiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthe ized frequency control
s; tern developed by Plessey
specially for this equipment, and
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which provides 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilities are also provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft. (2.4m) whip antennae at ranges
in excess of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distances in excess of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. Using sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achieved.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award to Industry
1969 for the export achievements of its Electronics
Group.
:::::::;.~·~:::
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

PLESSEY Electronics
The Plessey Company Limited,
Radio Systems Divis~on,
Ilford, Essex, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex: 23166
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1•ortrait of the n.s.:u.-ut fh-e bob u go
!he Wives' Club has been pretty active of late, what with
domg the decor for the Hallowe'en dance, having their usual
meetings and getting in first with their Christmas fair. This
pro_ve~ a great draw and made bags of money, which was the
mam idea. Mrs. Bohannan, the C.0.'s wife, who is a bit of
an artist" did lightning sketches at 5/- a go. The R.S.M ., whom
she depicted as a lean, cadaverous figure, was heard to mutter
darkly some remarks about it being a caricature, especially
when he saw Major Reed's portrait making him look like a
latter-day Rupert Brooke.
The Regimental soccer team had a good win against the
chool of Artillery whom they beat 2-1. This was their first
and so far their only win. The rugby and hockey teams have
not gone so far as to say, " Don't write about us,'' but they
have very little in the way of success to report so we shall
draw a veil.

4 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
" VARIET"X is the spice of life." Perhaps it is because of
the variety that the term of ' Happy Herford ' is in
regular use these days! November wa a full month with an
abundance of work for both 'Chiefs' and 'Indians.' Some of
our activities are described below and, if to these are added
the ,normal day-to-day requirements of a B.A.O.R. integrated
Regiment, there is a very good reason for introducing a 26-hour
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day. Perhaps January will sec Ul> able to thmk about omc
' l~mg periods of rest ' which seem to be a regular featur of
trips to the moon!
\ ' ••biele iuspe>t}tion
This annual event took place immediately before Excrc1.c
' Small ~ack.' All those N.C.0.s and men involved in preparing
the veh_1clcs worked ex~remely hard and the Regiment, under
the g_mdancc and assistance of Captain Greene (M.T.O.),
Captam Bird (0.C. L.A.D.) and their staffs, produced a result
which the inspectors commented upon favourably. Well done
all concerned.
Ex •rcise • Smull I•auk •
What a misnomer! It was more like all pack than :.mall
pack with the amount of kit we had to take out. Many brain
were taxed before the exercise and many lcsl>ons were learned
before we left barracks. In fact, apart from withstanding the
cold and wet, a high percentage of the hard work was completed before we deployed, on preparations for the annual
F.F.R. inspection by the G.O.C. 4th Division, Major-General
D. \\'.. Fr.a~~r, O.B.E. The Gen~ral spent the first day of the
exercise v1s1ung all elements of his H.Q. and Signal Regiment in
the field. S.S.M. Fred Common introduced an clement of
civilisation into the ' Sig. Ops. ' 432 at ' Tac' when he produced
two bottles of champagne one evening to celebrate the last
exercise for the S.0.2, Major Ted Andrews. C.R. Signals must
have a~ ~ood a ~ose as Gina (that well-known yellow labrador)
-he v1s1ted whilst the bubbles were still very active. We have
heard rumours that this exercise is likely to be an annual
affair!
lloekey-\Vot no goals%
Fru~tration in the extrem~. The team have been playmg
attracnve hockey up to the circle but lacked finish and scored
no goals against two teams which we had hoped to beat. The
first round of the Army Cup was a reptition. After extra time
we were held to a goalless draw by 13th/18th Hussars on ow:
ground. We may have missed Corporal ' Stew ' Bromidge (on
a U.K. course) in the forward line but we still had Sergeant
(congratulations on promotion) ' Paddy' O'Gorman and
Corporal Reg Smith.
In the replay against 13th/18th at Munster, we were a goal
down ~fter 15 . minutes' play and were still in that unhappy
state with 12 mmutes to go. Then hey presto! Three quick goals
- all scored by Lieute.pant Wagstaff - saved the day. What
caused this sudden improvement? It may well have been one
of the opposing spectators who suggested in a very loud voice
that our skipper, Major Hartnett, would have a heart attack
any minute if the 'lillywhites' kept at him! Certainly the !a~t
ten minutes of that game was most encouraging hockey and we
must find a formula for playing more of it.
Cross-country
Our team this year has been more active than in the past
two or three seasons. We have held our own inter-Squadron
meetings and the Regimental team have been running in
invitation and league meetings. Signalmen Fred Barton and
David Richardson are our most consistent runner . Their
supporting_ !=ast have included members, hoping for selection
for the ski-mg team, who may have had an ulterior motive in
g~ning fit! The team we.nt. Ori~nteering . recently and certainly
did not let us down, fimshmg m the middle of a big field in
their debut in this activity.
Golf-glorious finish
Our golfers ended the season on a high note. The stalwart
were Majors Hodgson and Ellis, Captain Field and Staff
Sergeants Kll:k and Cochrane. In fact the latter two had the
audacity to lead the Sergeants' Mess team to their fir t-ever
victory over ttle Officers in the autumn encounter.
The team's recent successes included being the winner ol
the 4th :J?i.v~sion inter:unit team championship (a new event).
In the D1v1s1onal meeung second and third places in the medal
competition and first place in the greensome foursome came
our way. We took second place in both the Regimental foursomes and the four-a-side team Stableford competition in the
Royal Signals' autumn meeting.
So all in all they have kept the flag flying and their driving
has been getting longer and longer as ucce sc have been
achieved!
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St•ri;eanhi' . 1 '
ovember has provided a lull between the social storm in
October a nd the Christmas programme.
D inner nights for the departures of the Divisional Commander, three Warrant Officers cla s I and visit by the Signal
Officer-in-Chief, Major-General Fraser and M ajor-General
Horsfield, were enjoyed. The Mes. also had a riotous weekend
celebrating the marriage of our confirmed bachelor, Colour
Sergeant ' Nick ' Nicholson, with 170 guests at the reception.
H is complaint, in hi appreciation of presents, was the absence
of the kitchen sink! T his was soon rectified by Lieutenant Bob
Aitken (late R.S .M.) and W.O.I Alan Graham! R.S.M. Hill
and his committee are now planning the bumper ball and
Christmas draw, which are combined this year for the fir t
time, together with a wealth of other Christmas entertainment.

9th Signal Regime nt (Radio)
B.F.P .O. 53
.'.\" ew Co mmand bag Ofilcel'
N 18th November, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Bate, O.B.E.,
handed over command of the Regiment to LieutenantColonel A. W. Mc L . Kinnon. Colonel Bate returns to the U .K.
where he will take up an appointment at the Imperial D efence
College, London, thus joining the serried ranks of brollycarrying, bowler-wearing commuters.
This is Colonel McK.innon's first tour in Cyprus. His only
other visit here was for a two-week holiday in 1960. H e joins
us from 1 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment. The Regiment
wishes Colonel McKinnon a Jong and happy stay here.
' Lang may yer lum reek."

mental Provost staff, dog-handlers, M.F.O. team and other
jobs in the unit. Ever ' man is a volunteer and is serving with
a Signal Regiment for the first time in his career. Many have
had special vocational training to fit them for their new tasks.
We wish them a very happy tour with XI.
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( 'ha ngP of 1ui11d
Recently the P.R. Unir here sent a reporter and photographer
to have a poke around. They were escorted around by the
leading dog handler Lance-Corporal Mick Stevens. During
their stay here they were treated to a display by Signalman
Len Bell's war dog, Marco. Many naps were snapped and
eventually the photographer announced that he wanted a
' clo e-up ' of Marco.
" I wouldn't," said Len, " if I were you." The photographer,
however, insisted, being fooled by Marco's slight build. Unfortunately Marco seemed to consider the P.R. man as just
an extra ration of marrow-bone-jelly, with a camera. Fortunately Len restrained Marco and the net result is shown.
Needless to say the photographer reached a rapid decision
regarding the closeness of clo e-ups hereafter .

PRC-316 ...
long range HF radio

O

Promise fulfilled
There was so much trouble with our new incinerator since
building started many months ago that Lieutenant-Colonel
Bate went on record as saying, " The day we get the thing
going we'll crack a bottle of champagne." True to his wordas ever, although now departed from the U .K .-he left instructions for the Second-in-Command to do the necessary ' on the
day.' The 'day' arrived a couple of weeks ago when you might
have seen two V.l.P. visitors, the Colonel (AQ), Colonel H. W.
Clarke, and his designated relief, Colonel T. M. Braithwaite,
out on the wadi solemnly sipping ' champers ' with several
others who finally got the monster to go.
A wi gging for t h e lads
S.S.M. 1 Squadron, W.O.n Bert F ugill, found it difficult to
keep his hair on recently. The problem seemed to be that during
off-duty hours he kept seeing hippie types who looked remarkably like soldiers in his Squadron. But they can't be, he thought
to himself, none of my lads has hair over his shoulders. However, one day he met Signalman Charlie Morrison; it was without doubt the M orrison he knew well, but this particular
Morrison wore shoulder-length hair, yet only two hours before
he had seen the same M orrison with a short back and sides.
The lads, it seemed, had taken to wearing wigs to fall in with
the fashion at local discotheques, etc.
But what could our crusty Sergeant-Major do? Forbid the
wearing of wigs and find himself faced with rows of balding
soldiers who had been hiding their guilty secret under a hairpiece?
Sergeant-Major F ugill's solution is simple. "Wigs," he says,
" are quite acceptable - provided they conform to Queen's
Regulations," and that means short back and sides!
Bonfir N i g h t
Once again the Regiment put on its own fireworks display
on the evening of the 5th. It attracted a crowd of about a
thousand, adults and children of all ages, who were keen to
sample the delights of toffee apples and hotdogs before the
show. Having such a good response for a second year running
ha encouraged the P.R.I., M ajor Terry M oynan, to plan for
an even bigger display in 1970.

Royal Pioneer Co r 1•s arri ves
By the beginning of December most of the Special Services
Detachment of about 40 Royal Pioneer Corps personnel had
arrived, and were settling in to their new duties as the Regi-

The PRC-316 was designed and developed by the Signals Research and
Development Establishment as a highly reliable transmitter/receiver
for long-range patrol operations. Because the set will often be used
under arduous conditions by non-ski lled operators, equipment op eration
has been kept to its simplest form.
The unit is designed primarily for skywave CW communications over
distances of hundreds of miles and AM voice communications over shorter
distances. The equipment carries its own sealed primary battery which
plugs into a compartment beneath the set. An integral morse key is provided.
The basic station kit weighs less than 4kg (9 lb).

MITRE ...

two-way pocket phone
Mitre is a personal transceiver, offering a rruly pocket size
V.H.F. transmitter1receiver. It uses a slide-on rechargeable nickelcadmium battery.
The operator can carry out tasks unrestricted by elaborate and
weighty communications equipment. The compactness of the unit
enables it to fit undetected in the pocket of the operator when used for
security operations.
The communicator has four, preselected, crystal controlled channels
suitable for single or two frequency simplex operation. Versions suitable for
12! , 20, 25 or 50kHz channel spacings are available. It is designed with
automatic squelching of unwanted channel noise so that the receiver is silent
until the incoming signal is received.

[Photo by S ergeant R. Palmer, Army P.R. S eroices, Dhekelia.

" YO U'VE BEEN W A RNED!

N OW CLEAR O UT! "

Marco the guard dog belonging to Signalman Len Bell of 9th Regiment makes his meaning very clear, when P.R. photographers come
a bit too near

Jlugby

Five members of th e Regiment, Sergeant Ken Bagnall,
Corporal Mick T urner, Corporal ' Chippy" Wood, LanceCorporal T ony Lynn and Signalman Terry Bone, were recently
selected to play in an Army (Cyprus) trial · rugby match;
Corporals Turner and Lynn were successful. They later went
on a tour of Malta with the Army XV and have played several
representative matches.
Two of our Royal Air Force players also had a trial for the
R.A.F. (Cyprus) XV and were both successful.

THE MA N
WITH THE GO N G
A MAN
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OF MANY SKILLS
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SEVENTY TREMENDOUS DAYS
An account of the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team grand
tour of North America with the British Army Tournament and Tattoo
" The sun hasn't set on the Empire - it shines in the eyes of the people, especially the 300 military members of
the British Tournament and Tattoo "-BOSTON DAILY GLOBE.
Th.- ~orth .\.meriean Tattoo
T was a wet day on Sennelager Ranges in B.A.O.R. when
Captain Barry Rowe received a signal informing him that,
in le s than two weeks, he would be flying to America in
command of the Royal Signals Display Team who were to
form part of the North American Tattoo organised by the
Parachute Regiment. The • White Helmets ' formed part of the
300-strong tattoo consi ting of the mas ed bands of the Royal
Scots Greys, 1 r and 2nd Battalions the Parachute Regiment
a team of gymnasts from the Parachute Regiment which included six W.R.A.C., the Royal Air Force police dogs' display
team and the Pipes and Drums of the Royal Scots Greys and
Gordon Highlanders.

I

First impressions a11d oh those customs!
After an exacting hour-and-a-half battling through American
customs and immigration we decided that we would never,
ever, complain about British customs again-there seemed to
be a block at all the counters at the same time and in front of
us a large Moroccan was having tremendous difficulty in obtaining clearance for his numerous family yet all with only one
passport. It was very strange arriving in New York to find that,
due to the six-hour time difference, New Yorkers were partaking of lunch and we had already eaten dinner on the plane.
Our thoughts were only of bed and rest when New Yorker3
were about to start an afternoon's work and we were gathered
into the hum-drum activity of East Coast life. However, when
in Rome . . . Eventually we reached our hotel and were told
that "definitely, the English could not carry their own suitcases," and we should wait for a bellboy. At last, after half-anhour of carrying Americans' suitcases a bellboy came up, took
one look at our luggage, tried the cases for weight, sighed and
gave up; so we ended up carrying our own baggage upstairs
anyway.
Triumph ov.-r teethh1g troubles
When we arrived in New York we found that administration
by military standards was chaotic, even the modifications to
the Triumph GT6, which was to be used as part of the show,
had yet to be completed. The British Leyland Motor Corporation acted with their usual speed and efficiency and the car
was soon with the New York agents in the capable hands of
Gene, the workshop's foreman. Gene was a huge American
with a very forceful character and he soon had five men working on the GT6. True to his promise, he had the car ready
by 7 p.m. the next evening, and while the team captain wa<i
waiting for the finishing touches to be completed Gene was
heard muttering, "Foreigners, foreigners! There's a foreigner
demanding the car immediately and all I have to work on ;t
is foreign ers!" Sure enough, working busily all round the car
was a veritable League of Nations consisting of two Italian
brothers, one Spaniard, one Gennan and a Jamaican called
Kipling Marks. As Captain Rowe drove away in the GT6
Kipling Marks called, in a very aristocratic voice, "We :;pend
all day fixing his car and I bet he smashes it up on his way to
the arena!" Two hundred yards down the highway the Triumph
hit a New York taxi causing considerable damage to the front.
Ten dollars, a policeman and a recovery wagon later the car
was heepishly returned to a horrified Kipling Marks and was
left there to be worked on in the morning. When Gene arrived
next day he nearly went berserk. He phoned the British Leyland
Corporation and asked them what the h - - they meant bv
the joke, to which they replied, with great presence of mind,
that they had no idea, but that he was to get it fixed that day.
And Gene set his Lea~e of Nations on it once again, delivering
the car to Madison Square Gardens himself!
The incident with the car was only the first of a string of

accident which lasted the first week of the tour. After this
initial disaster period the whole tattoo gave exceptionally good
performances and things ran smoothly.
Our itinerary
The tattoo was to tour North America for ten weeks, covering ten thousand miles. Starting in New York in September,
we arrived in the middle of a heat wave, fortunately, both
hotel and arena were air-conditioned. From New York we
moved to Montreal, where, even at the beginning of October,
the weather was still very warm. Toronto and Ottawa followed,
with an almost English climate, but then we started to move
outh into the States again, and air-conditioning was required
in New Haven, Connecticut and Philadelphia, North Carolina.
We took our buses to Atlantia Citv and then flew to Houston,
Texas. In Houston, we were certain that nobody could survive without air-conditioning, although we discovered that the
Texans play tennis in the summer heat. On from Houston,
still in Texas, to San Antonio and a brief stop-over in El Passo,
where we imagined ourselves as true cowbor,s and bought all
the right gear. Our next halt was in beautiful Arizona, with
perhaps the most pleasant climate of all-it is very dry and
the temperature remains at a steady 80-90° at midday all
the year round, and here we performed our only outside performance in the Rodeo Arena. California followed, San Diego,
Anaheim, Los Angeles and San Francisco. The famous Californian weather did not impress at all, because the fog was
worse than at home, and the air so polluted by exhaust fumes
that it stung the eyes. Anaheim will be remembered for our
visit to Disneyland, where everything is so realistic, that one
is soon imagining that all of Disney's characters are real. Some
of us managed a visit to the Paramount Studios, in Hollywood,
where Leif Erickson very kindly took us to watch filming on
the High Chaparral set, where we were fortunate in finding
all the stars of the show on set that day. From California,
we travelled up to Oregon in our ten-coach-long wagon train.
Through Washington and into Vancouver, D.C., we . continued
for a one-night stand before flying to the grim chill of Boston,
Massachusetts, and back to the United Kingdom.
i'lovin~

around America - loading and
transporting
We were rather concerned to know how we were going to
move all our equipment, motor cycles and Triumph sports
car, but we had no cause to worry-half way through our
last show in New York a big man in a white cowboy hat
appeared. The rest of his outfit consisted of a blue cowboytype shirt with a shoestring tie, held together with a large
serpent-shaped silver clip, cowboy boots and tight-fitting
trousers. He introduced himself, not surprisingly, as Tex,
and claimed to be a Texan, but we later discovered that he
came from Philadelphia. With him was one of the smallest
men we had seen, an Italian, who he introduced as Ralph,
and who he bullied unmercifully in a very loud voice. In fact,
Tex had only one volume-very loud!
He explained that he was the driver of the motorcycle
transporter and that Ralph was the driver of the vehicle which
was to carry the equipment belonging to the rest of the
tattoo. He made it quite clear from the start that to transport
the White Helmets was a much superior task to transporting
such things as gymnasts' mats and bandmasters' rostrums.
We inquired whether all our equipment would ever fit into
his truck, but it took him only one glance to decide that it
would. He certainly knew his job, but he warned that if ANY
man smoked, after so much as the first wheel had entered
the transporter, he would fell them with one blow.
The loading of the truck, under the watchful eye of the

THE TEAM IS HONOURED BY THE U.S. SIGNAL CORPS
Brigadier General Richard C. Horne Ill, Commanding General U.S. Army Signals Centre and School meets the "WhiteHelmets"
Left to right : Signalman Blaikie, Corporal White, Signalman Robinson, Signalman Weeks, Lance-Corporal Lloyd, Signalman Perks,
Brigadier General Horne Ill, Captain B. H. Rowe, Royal Signals

Team's Corporal, Corporal Hank Hancock, soon became second
nature to us, and by the time we reached Ottawa, it could
be done in half-an-hour. It was said by those who had seen
us load that it was probably the best part of the White Helmets'
show! The motor cycles were ridden from ground level
straight up a narrow ramp to the upper platform of the trans~
porter. As they entered the truck there was only about six
inches left between the handlebars and the top of the truck,
and the bikes had to be going at sufficient speed to climb
the one-in-two gradient. The riders looked like apaches as
they clung on to the sides of their motor cycles to avoid decapitation at the top.
Unloading proved equally entertaining, when people disper ed rapidly as bikes hurtled down the ramps, seemingly out
of control.
To move 300 men and women, plus 20 dogs, we were
supplied with ten buses of the • Greyhound ' type. By
American standards they were a bit ancient, being four
years old, and most of them listed about 20 degrees to one
side or the other. As the dog had occupied all the first-class
compartments on the aircraft out to America, we were not at
all surprised when we heard that they were to have two buse
all to themselves for the tour of North America.
The third bus was used to carry all the band uniforms, and
the remainder carried the rest of the tattoo. The White Helmets
were altogether in one bus, which we shared with a few of the
Royal Scots Greys. The bus driver was a little man who
looked like Sammy Davis Jr. He was most unreliable, and
we could never rest assured that he would arrive on time,
and on many occasions the team found themselves stranded,
but when he did arrive, he drove so much faster than all

the other drivers and knew all the best places (o eat, so that
. the team forgave him for his other faults.
We took great delight in teaching •Tommy' all the
English slang that we knew, and he, in his turn, would then
go and try it out on the Commanding Officer, which sometimes bad interesting repercussions.
Travelling from city to city took a lot of time, but we
weren't without entertainment during the long trips. New
words were worked out to old songs (most of which, unfortunately, are not printable in thi magazine) and the
standard of guitar accompaniment became extraordinarily high.
Signalman Chris Edwards could always be relied u~n to produce a laugh with his version of the commentary given during
the tour by the Production Manager, Tony Kraber.
Surprisingly enough, in all the 10,000 miles we travelled,
not one bus broke down, but we did have our incidents. On
one occasion, just outside Atlanta City, Dog Bus No. 1 pulled
to the side to allow Dog Bus No. 2 to catch up. Unfortunately,
in ilis concern, the driver did not see a deep hole in the surface and the vehicle finished up supported on the rear axle. All
the other buses sto~ped and, as usual on these occa ions, everyone gave their advice on how best it could be moved. Everyone had a go at pushing or lifting it off, but to no avail, and
eventually, due to shortage of time, Dog Bus. No. 1 was left
to its own devices. We never found out how they got it out,
but it joined us at Houston right on time.
ArNias anti idndloms

Some of the stadiums we performed in were most impre sive. For example, Maddison Square Garden., which ~
a fairly new building, is built over the top of the Penn ylvama
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in the morning a pipe major was brought before him but with
astonishing confidence, the oipe major was able to ~ay : " Sir
I am certain it was none of m y men." Such great confidenc~
in his men was truly inspiring until it was learned that it was
the pipe major himself playing the bagpipes late at night I
l•'IHln #f tla.- s how Co .'\111Prl N 111 c•otu li fion s

The show for America had to be modified in a number of
respects to allow for the smaller enclosed arenas and for the
time limits imposed by the production manager. Also a
number of our tricks that were a great success in Emrland
did not go down as well in the States; for example, the 'Brick
Wall' trick, where a motor cycle jumps through a wall of
wooden bricks, as the Americans felt that we were trying to
hoodwink them into thinking it was a proper brick wail! But
most of our tricks that are so famous here were a great success
in America.
We started with our figure of eight ride 'Helmets,' the
trick that was described in the ' Houston Chronicle ' as " courting death in split-second manoeuvres of intertwining figure
eights." Unfortunately, most women in the audience did not
see this because they all covered up their eye~. and those
that were brave enough to look screamed hysterically. For the
sake of the ladies' nerves, we then went on to some slower,
but nonetheless difficult tricks, like the one where three people

v

sit on one bike; one steers by sitting backward~ on the ha ndlebars, another sits in the saddle, and the third man stands on
his moulders. Then we performed the famous ( Jimmies , where
two riders adopt the position of our cap badge, one on top
of the other, allowing the bottom man to keep cont rol of the
bike. A favourite with the ladies was the trick we call the
' Tableau' and what the Americans called the ' Bouquet.' T en
men on one bike, at a word of command, lean away from the
machine so that the bottom men are practicallv scraping their
helmets on the ~ound. The ooening of the ' Bououet' always
brought gasps of delight and was one of the big moment of
every show. Another crowd - oleaser was Lance-Corporal
' Clicky' Lloyd on his ladder. H e climbs up the ladder, balances on the very top and then climbs down the other side
while the bike make two circuits of the arena.
Cn shin~-ha

on n 211iit birtl1da~'
One of our more dangerous tricks, starting the second part
of our show, consists of eight bikes making inter twining figure
of eights with the riders sitting on the handlebars . One light
slip can cause a very nasty fall,. and this accounted for one
of our serious accidents, when Signalman Mick Wedeman, who
had ridden so well earlier in the tour, fell and broke his
wris t. After this came the most soectacular jump of the show.
when Signalman Cheesey Launder jumped the full length of

The Grand Parade of a ll pe rform ers a t t he finale, Raleigh, North Carolina

Railway Station, and the arena in which we performed, was
on the fifth floor! Below us was the famous forum where
world boxing titles are fought for. The Gardens seated some
twenty thousand people, and so even when the crowd reached
the exalted number of twelve thousand, it only looked half
full. The lighting here was exceptional in its design, but for
practicality it was not the best. The spotlights could only
rotate through a very small circle, and no one light could beam
the whole length of the arena, occasionally we Jost a ' Jimmy '
in the dark.
The floor was the shiniest concrete surface we had ever
een, and there was virtually no grip on it. At first we had to
practice very slowly, and we thought at this speed the show
would not be worth watching, but evenutally the team mastered
the surface and every show became faster than the last. Here,
of course, the special Dunlop racing tyres proved a god-send.
Unfortunately, unfamiliarity with inside arenas and highlypolished floors caused a lot of spills, but at no stage did the
team reduce speed.
For sheer size, the Astradome Stadium in Houston, Texas,
was incredibly spectacular. It is the world's first domed, airconditioned, sports stadium. The roof is 208 feet high, and
ttie dome spans 642 feet, with an astronomical outside diameter of 710 feet. To keep the building cool, there is 6,000
tons of air-conditioning equipment. It's true that in Texas
everything is bigger and better!
In Seattle, the town had built a large civic entertainments
centre consisting of two large covered arenas, both of which
we played in, and a vast football stadium.
In between the arenas was a large fountain which looked
a bit like a sea mine with more than a thousand spikes sticking
out. Each of the spikes contained a nozzle, controlled by sound
sensitive valves, and around the fountain were hundreds of
multi-coloured lights which effectively coloured the water.
On the outer perimeter of the fountairl were loudspeakers
through which classical music was played. As the sound in-

tensified from one side the founta in appeared to lean to that
side, and as the volume increased, the amount of water and
the height of the fountain increased also. When the music
faded away, the swell of the fountain water subsided. It was
so beautiful mat some members could not be dragged away
from it.
At the other end of the scale, we experienced some very
primitive arenas, and · in the little cowboy town of Tucson
we performed in a very dusty rodeo arena, giving the only
open-air show on the whole of the tour. We performed in
the middle of the afternoon in a temperature of 84 °. We
thought that very few people would come out to see us,
as there was no overhead cover for the spectators, but nearly
the whole town sat to watch ttie 2t-hour shown in the hot
sun.
Standing ovntlon
In Tucson, a particularly enthusiastic town, when one of the
gymnasts was injured during the show, many of the crowd
stayed behind after the performance to ask how badly he was
hurt, and while he was in the hospital there, he was inundated with gifts, visitors and telephone calls from well-wishers
who were total strangers. Almost the whole town came to
see our show, and at the end of the performance, we were
given a standing ovation-a thing almost unheard of in Tucson.
Throughout the whole of the tour, the American public invited members of the team to visit their homes, to parties and
for meals or drinks. Unfortunately, the tour was so hectic that
t~e majority were happier going out for a quick meal and a
few beers and then back to the hotel and bed . There were
always those that couldn't sleep though, and there was always
an after-show party somewhere, if you wanted one, though
most of the team watched television or played cards until
the early hours. But there was also the occasion when one of
more senior . members of the tattoo was disturbed in the
middle of the night by the playing of bagpipes. First thing

T H E PYRAMID- PROBABLY THE MOST SPECTACULAR ITEM FROM THE CROWD'S POINT OF VI EW
Performers :
Signalman Hudson
Lance-Corpo r al Lloyd, Corpo ra l Hancock,
Corporal White, Signalma n Borda, Signalman Weeks,
Signalman Bar kess, Signalman Purden, Signa lman Perks, Signal man T u r ner,
Corpora l Bark, S ignalman Blaby, Signalman Robinson, Signalman Bla ikie, Signa lma n Hanlon ,
Signalman Launder, Signalman Edwards, Corporal Button, Signa lman Wedema n, Signa lma n Billa m , Signa lma n Feir n
(Signa lma n Milburn is in t he mi dd le b u t not visible. Lance-Corpora l Coffill a nd Signalma n P ri ce a re involve d in other tricks)
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HIGH FLYER
Signalman Launder on his Triumph Tiger 100 motor cycle easily clears the Triumph GT6 Sports Car at Maddison Square Gardens,
New York
-

the Triumph GT6. Half way through the tour, Signalman
Launder had his 21st birthday and the commentator was
asked to mention this as he did the jump. It raised so much
applause from the audience that the Production Manager refu sed to drop it, and we started with consecutive night__:_yesterday; the day before yesterday; the day before the day before
yesterday; a few days ago; and the other day, until the whole
tattoo was fed up with the words "It was Signalman Launder's
birthday the other day, shall we ask him to give us all a
present and jump over the car again." This was always followed by ever-increashing applause from the audience, and
the jump was done a second time.

Our winning streak.

or two nLisha1•s
One of the more popular comedy turns is the trick where
an apparently drunken Signalman Mick Perks falls off a
motor cycle combination, and after a few atetmpts to catch
it he is eventually chased off the arena by the riderless combination. This is one of our less dangerous tricks, but mud!
to Signalman Perks' embarrassment, caused him to damage his
ankle so severely that he hobbled about Boston with a walkingstick and was unable to perform.
By far the most famous of all the White Helmets' tricks is
the pyramid on six bikes. This appears a fairly peaceful performance, but has many times caused serious accidents. While
appearing in Portland Signalman Mick Hanlon jumped down
from the pyramid but fell badly and dislocated hi elbow.
This meant that in Boston we were three men stiort, due to
injuries, and the Americans were treated to the unusual sight
of both the team officer and sergeant performing in the
pyramid.
Signalman Tom Weeks suffered from a very sore behind
011(•

The Triumph GT6 was a winning streak
from the word go. 'Accelerates with a
serene ferocity', Motor said.
The Mk2, with 104 bhp under the bonnet, puts up even whooshier performance.
In 7 1 seconds you're up to 50.
In top, the figures go like this: 40-60 in
8 seconds, 50-70 in 9seconds. But still, the
2-litre engine and its six big cylinders stay
smooth. Top speed 110.
Every inch is racy. With its tailored-forspeed bodyline it looks rarin' to go standing still.
Every inch reliable. The GT6 Mk2 takes

tight comers and fast bends-without
wagging its tail. The wishbone independent
rear suspension gives road-hold and cornering power to match the vivid performance.
And in other tight comers, it's worth
knowing that the Triumph GT6 Mk2's
turning circle is seven feet smaller than its
nearest competitor's.
And underlying all the glamour, there's
Triumph engineering. Safety engineering.
For instance, that streamlined lightweight shape hides the heavyweight
strength of a chassis with a double backbone of channelled steel girders. Radial

ply tyres are standard for extra tyre life
and added safety. The big-grip, 9·r diam.
front wheel discs stop you on a sixpence.
The adjustable steering wheel is designed to telescope on serious impact. The
rear window is heated. And the doors
have anti-burst Locks.
The price. £I, 179 l 8s. 1d. ex-works, including heater and purchase tax.
Standard-Triumph
Sale.s Ltd., Coventry.
Tel: OCO 3-75511

[l{i..\
TRIUMPH I
~
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Triumph put in what theothers leave out.

for several weeks after his motor cycle came down from the
'jump ride' at a near vertical angle, bounced twice, careered
across the arena in a trail of sparks and left him sitting in the
middle! Signalman 'Lofty' Price, in the same ride, in
another arena, also came to grief. Instead of closing down the
throttle on landing, be opened it up and was still gathering
speed when he hit the barrier. Fortunately there was little
damage done to him and he landed gracefully in a front row
empty seat of the front stalls. Although the American public
thought this was a marvellous trick, the Team Sergeant,
Sergeant Geoff Biggs, never at a loss on these occasions rose
to his commendable di ciplinarian standards and charged
Signalman Price with sitting in the audience in uniform, which
was against tatoo rules!
.\ fire• to be-at nil flrt•s

At last, in the Cow Palace an arena in San Francisco, we
were instructed to use a large straw and petrol fire jump
as opposed to the smaller asbestos fire we had used in all
other enclo ed arenas. The results were beyond anyone's
comprehension! The fire was so hot and rooking that it
blackened the faces of the performers, and the tremendous heat
caused balloon which had been trapped in the rafter since
the Kennedy election campaign to rise out and fall to the floor
of the arena. When the fire had finished there was so much
smoke (due 10 lack of ventilation) that the pipe band, which
followed, could hardly see or be een. At the end of their
performance the pipers threatened to run amok, and it wa
necessary for Captain Rowe and Sergeant Biggs to hide,
as both the pipe majors were seen heading in the direction
of the motor cycle bay clutching their 'dirks.' Needle. s to
say, straw and petrol fires were never used again.

-

.
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HNI nnd Him
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'\'hen we arrived in Lo Angele , employees of Johnson
Motors, Inc., me Triumph Motor Cycle Distributors for the
We t Coast turned out in full strength. Over a hundred of
them took ~ block booking of eats for the performance and
intended to make a spectacular formation in the audience by
forming a large blue letter ' T ' on a red background. The
idea wa tremendou , but unfortunately some of the redjacketcd girls wamed to hold han~ with their blue-jacket~d
boy friends and in the end the de 1gn was almost unrecogmsable! The); were all tremendously impres ed by our efforts
and after the show invited us all to a Pizza and Beer Party,
where we sang songs and each team member was presented
with a blue Triumph windcheater, which we wore a part of
our civilian uniform for the re t of our tour, instead of the
official tattoo blazer.
lloostina the> Triumph Trident
In California the Triumph agents were selling the first of
the magnificent new 130 m.p.h., 750 c.c., three-cylinder Triumph
Trident motor cycles, and so we decided to do all we could to
give sales a boost. In San Francisco, we borrowed a Trident
from Monroe Motors and displayed it in the arena as part
of the how alongside our 1921 model Triumph. We also
had the op~rtunity of doing tests on the motor cycle, which
turned out a bit hair-raising at times, as none of the team
had ever ridden one of the e machines before. The member
of the team who successfully exceeded 100 m.p.h. in the arena
car park shall remain nameless. To assis~ in publicity fo; the
Trident the Tanoo P.R. Officer, Captain Lorna Mortimer,
W.R.A .C., was talked into riding on the pillion. We had difficulty in finding a white helmet which would enclose her long
locks bur eventually Corporal Tony Button surrendered his
and 'sbe stormed across the Golden Gate Bridge, showing
the American oublic that the Triumph Trident had arrived on
the We<>t Coast! Later she admitted it was the second most
frightening experience of her life· the most frightening being
the evenin~ she had sat in the Triumph GT6 sports car durin~ a performance as it screamed around the arena on two
wheels and was jumped over by a 500 c.c. Triumph Tiger.

Triumph and the
Royal Corps of Signals
make abrilliant team

Snntnainl( It all up
In retrosoect, the tour of North America was memorable
and exciting. At times, the whole team felt as high as the
Empire State Building, and at other moments were too exhausted even to eat. The enthusiasm and hospitality of the
audiences and our hosts was quite overwhelminl!' and made
up for the administrative headaches. The British Tournament
and Tattoo was received with tremendous acclamation. The
Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team was an outstanding
part of its success.

UKE TO .JOI:\' TIDS FAMOUS TEA:\f?
II 11ou. arP kPPn. at?til '" nt and daring.
...ult 9t1od """llit11at and ph11stcall11 11tron.g,
tl11>• appl11 t1arou91a r1our O.C. tor a #Plt!ctlon
trial ln Ot!ttJ'bPr or Novrm'ber.

.

LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS 1:UNCTION. The main function of Life_ ~ssurance is the protection c;if present or prospective dependants against hard hip
resultmg from your premature death and pr~vision for yourself and them 10 later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. .L!.fe Assurax_ice, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment
because ~he money is m~e~ted wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the onl;
form of mvestment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.

SEL~CTIO~. There is a deal.of difference ~etween Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal dire<;t w1~ any .Company or its _rep~esentatlves. Y_ou need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligauon. I am not ued to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
~ORMATION RE~UIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
R.

~ris~jj~m•
F.C.I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Major
T. F. Williams
F .C.I.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated In urance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Broker
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association

We would draw the attention of our readers to the firms who have ta.ken
special space in this supplement and have thus helped in its production.

Last-niaht fun

Basically our performance remained very much the same
through our' the States and Canada. Only irate fire. ~hi~fs,
dangerously slippery floors, or lack of men due to m1unes,
caused the occasional change. On the last night Corpora1
Chalky White started the ball rolling while riding his motor
cycle around the arena, he stood on the saddle, with bands
outstretched to the sides and threw a final salute to Colonel
Corbould. Other performers felt that they must follow suit
and we even had Corporal ' Clicky ' Lloyd saluting from the
top of bis ladder! 1}1e late change which pleased ~e
Americans most was Signalman Rocky Hudson, top man m
the pyramid, holding a large notice up saying on one side,
'Goodbye, U.S.A.' and on the other side 'England, ~ere we
come. This caused even more applause than the night we
were able to announce the happy news that he had just become father to a bouncing baby boy-and after the announcement that Signalman Tom Weeks had also become a father
while on the tour, the team gained quite a reputation for its
virility!

,
~

The World famous Display Team of the Royal Corps
of Signals was first formed in 1931 and has thrilled.
audiences in many countries as far away as Australia
and the U.S.A. This year, their full programme of
engagements will again include the Royal Tournament
at Earls Court, London.
The Triumph Company is very proud o.f its long . .
association with the Team which has relied exclusively
upon Triumph machines from the very first .
performance. The ability of the machines ro wnhstand
the tremendous stresses of hundreds of displays is
adequate proof of their. dependability in the m~st
adverse conditions of Military and other essenual
services. More than 250 World Government
Authorities, Police organisations and Military Forces
use Triumph machines, designed and built specifically
for dependable duty and backed by technical service
of long experience.

FULL INFORMATION FROM:
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
GOVERNMENT SERVICES DEPT., MERIDEN WORKS,
ALLESLEY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
(TEL. No. COVENTRY 20221)

UNIT

NOTES

(c; outimwd from 1mge 22)

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
t•ass-ofl Jmrades
'1HE Commander of Training Brigade, Royal Signal ,
Brigadier F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E., took the salute at
the pass-off parade held on 31st October. The be t recruit of
No. 2 Troop was Signalman Michael Savage, of Morecambe,
Lanes. Signalman Savage, who was a motor mechanic before
joining the Army, is now undergoing training as a Signals
Technician at 8th Signal Regiment. A keen football player
he is also interested in rally driving.

ri

Signalman M. Savage

Si1nalman J. Hudson
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On 14th November Brigadier D. W. Scott Barrett, M.B.E.,
M.C., Commanding 6 Brigade, took the salute at a pa ·s-off
parade at which the best recruit was Signalman J. Hudsona carpenter in civilian life, Signalman Hudson is now undergoing training as a special operator.
Stb :\'ovenaber e<•lebrations

In keeping with the custom of the country to celebrate the
attempt to blow up the Houses of Parliament, a fireworks
display was organised in the Regiment. 24th Regiment took
on the ta k of catering for the multitude by providing soup
and hot dogs which helped ward off the -:old. Our Regimental
Sergeant Major, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Orr, controlled the programme
by radio from a lofty perch and the evening was voted a great
success.
Ski-iug trainlnlf
The return of Lieutenant C. J. Grant from Greenland has
led to a new interest in ski-ing in the Regiment. Those recruits
who do not wish to take their Bronze Medallion arc now able
to learn th;: basics of downhill ski-ing on the new indoor
Garrison slope a pan of the training programme. The slope
measuring 150ft. long, i a great as et to the Garri on and may
well lead to fewer accidents when real snow arrive , as it
must soon. So far we have had no injurie during training, a
feat attributed to the high standard of instruction given by
C.S .M.I. Norris and Staff Sergeant Markie. It is rumoured,
however, that Staff Markie, un atisfied with the length of the
run, tried to demolish the end wall during a stem chri tianano permanent damage re ulted.
23

Hub)·

uccess has at last shone upon the Regimental XV with a
fine win in the first round of the orthern Command Cup
again t 2 Field Regiment. The core was 8 points to 5 with
CorpOJ'al Wilson and Captain Brooks as the scorers, but the
win wa essentially a team effort with forward and threequarters combining well. Prior to the match the rugby fraternity
had been somewhat ina.:tive due mainly to the weather, but our
one club fixture in the last few week resulted in a defeat by
Roundhay Rams who won by virtue of their greater experience
in exploiting the referee.
!fqunl!h
quash in the Regiment continues to flourish with the Regimental ream scoring good wins over 8th Signal Regiment
(4- 1) and 24th Signal Regiment (4-3). The Regimental handicap
competition is now reaching its final stages with the seeds
finding their way through but not perhaps as easily as they
thougflt. The next Regimental match is against the Irish
Rangers who, with all their training in B.A.0.R., will no doubt
provide fit opposition.
Hocke)·
It bas not been a good month for the hockey XI. We lo t
again t R.A.F. Leeming by two goals to one and in the Army
Cup first round were defeated by 2 Field Regiment, R.A., by
S-2. In our last match the Royal Irish Rangers defeated us
by 3 goals to 1 but they used two secret weapons. Firstly, they
had imported an Irish bog on which to play the match and
secondly they arranged for helicopter training to take place
in the next field. However nothing daunted, we look forward
to better luck.

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40
\ ·isit of the S.0.-in-C::.
HE month of November began on a high-note visit by the
S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. F. Peotreath, M.B.E., and
his wife. During his brief visit he was able to meet and talk
to a large proportion of the Regiment at their work.

T

In September we entered a team of 14 W.R.A.C. in the
Haelen international walking competition in which we came
second, over a gruelling course of 20 kms.-oo mean feat! We
beat many male teams. In mid-December five of the Troop arc
going over to the Harz mountains for a ski-training course, and
the rest of us hope to get down to Bavaria for a week's ski-iog
in February.
.'+.d'1t"HC.urP trnlnlng

The Regimental Adventure/Initiative training has been continuing during the past month but has now ceased in preparation for ski-ing. Sergeant Taylor, with Corporals Dave Gray and
Ron Bumstead and Signalman Pat Gordon, returned at the
beginning of this month after having visited and climbed the
Wendelstein in southern Bavaria. Their visit to the area was
also nicely timed to be able to visit a local U.S. Army Base
mat was opening and new cellar bar. They were invited by
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Crowell, to attend
the opening and also to sample vast quantities of their beer, free!
Already new ideas arc being formulated for next year and
Lieutenant Craig Treeby (ex-216 Parachute Signal Squadron)
and Staff Sergeant Hazard (ex-S.A.S.) are hoping to attend a
parachute course by the U.S. 10th Special Forces Group
(Green Berets).
( ' ross-eountry

Our annual Inter-Squadron Cross-Country Competition took
place on 30th October. The weather was ideal and some 24
competitors, representing our three Squadrons, got off to a
good start with the drop of the flag by our Second-in-Command,
Major E. L. Rogers.
The course covered six-and-a-half miles through the wooded
countryside, over sand tracks and hills. Needless to say we have
one of the finest courses in this part of Germany. The first
runner home, Lance-Corporal Chris Burr, of l Squadron,
crossed the line some 40 minutes from the start followed closely
by Lance-Corporal 'Jock' McGillvrary, of 2 Squadron. The
third position was taken by Sergeant Steve Sims, H .Q.
Squadron, but despite 2 Squadron holding the 2nd and Sth
and H.Q. Squadron having the 3rd and 6th positions, 1
Squadron trumped the field, taking the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and

Training 'l\"ing
The pass-off for Military Proficiency course 7 /69 took place
on Friday 14th November, and they were inspected by
Lieutenant-Colonel Holifield, M.C. Staff Sergeant Maunder,
the parade commander, and Lance-Corporal Boyle, both
from the Intelligence Corps, came out top of their respective courses. Staff Sergeant Maunder and Corporal Underwood
hould also get a special mention for obtaining ' A ' passes on
the course - the first two this year. Perhaps this was a fitting
climax for Captain John Alexander, M.B.E., Royal Signals, to
hand-over to Lieutenant Craig Treeby, Royal Signals, the new
Wing O.C.
Ski-Ing
Tills year the Regiment has decided to take up ski-ing on a
larger scale than ever before. We have been particularly lucky
in being able to find a large farmhouse right on the ski slopes
of Bayrisdlyell in Bavaria. This will be our home from January
to the beginning of April. Lieutenant Colin Riley will be our
ski instructor and we hope that by next year we will have a
good team.

·w•

Troo1•, 2 Squadron, 13th Signal IleJ:iment
The W.R.A.C. Troop, though small in numbers, has produced a B.A.O.R. squash player in Corporal Karen Edwards,
who has just flown back to the U.K. for the Inter-Zone Squash
Racquets event. We also have a B.A.0 .R. badminton player in
Corporal Jane McPherson, and had three representatives in the
B.A.0.R. hockey match against Laarbrucke ladies, Captain
Melody Greene, Corporal Jane McPherson and Lance-Corporal
Ann Laughton. Are we down-hearted? No!
Nor have the rest of the Troop been idle. A small adventure
training party took themselves off to the Moselle in August,
where they managed to inveigle themselves- into Deiohard's
champagne factory to approve the local brew. They came back
bubbling with enthusiasm.
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GRIPPING THAT REGIMENTAL CUP A LITTLE TIGHTER
Members of 1st Squadron. 13th Signal Regiment, Cross Country Team who won
(or the second time the Inter-Squadron Cross Country Trophy. lance-Corporal
Chris Bu rr holding the trophy was the first runner homo
Left to rii:ht : Signalm an Bird, lance-Corporal Hodgson, Corporal Cray, Signalman
Wilson
Front row: Signalman Lister, Lance-Corporal Burr, Staff.. Sergeant Harding and
Signalman Burns
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12th positions to get possession of the Regimental ttophy for
the second year in succession.
Prizes were presented by our Second-in-Command's wife
Mrs. E. L. Rogers. Special mention must be made of two stout:
hearted runners, W.0.11 Stevenson, of 2 Squadron and Staff
Sergeant Harding, 18 minutes after the first runne'r home. A
pleasant. afternoon which finished off nicely with hot soup and
tea provided by the courtesy of Captain A1f Reed, our Messing
Officer.

14th Signal Regiment
Worcester
llEl0 01lT ON EXEH(;ISE • IUTTEH BHK\'l"ll

*' '

By Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. Gardner
1HE Navy calls it a 'Lark,' the Army a ' Swan,' the Air
'I
Force a 'Jolly.' Call it what you will, a small detachment from 14th Signal Regiment filled the role of observers/
liaison team during the Exercise ' Bitter Breach 6 ' in Singapore
for the first three weeks in November.
Quite an affinity has grown up between 2 Squadron, 14th
Signal Regiment, and Long-Range Communications Flight, 38
GP SU, R.A.F. Taogmere, whose exercise it was, for the
reasons that:
We both utilise the same equipment, Army SR E21/R241,
R.A.F. TGRI (AT) 26023, and between the two of us we should
eventually find out how the equipment works.
The detachment was invited to observe during Phase 1 of
the exercise to Gan, Phase 2 to Cyprus, and to liaise during
Phase 3 when communications would be established for the
first time over any distance between two similar stations, 2
Squadron providing the other at Worcester, some 7,000 miles
distant.
The detachment consisted of Sergeants Phil Vince and
Bernie Perrin, Corporals Vince McGarry and Dave Tankard,
and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Jack Gardner. We were later
joined by our 0.C., Major R. A. F. Reynolds. The best method
we thought, of observing and liaising was to offer our services
on shift. This was gladly accepted and it was nice co see how
well we all knitted in together so quickly.
The first two Phases went quite well, notwithstanding our
share of equipment failure, and communication times bear
comparison with the Static DCN terminals. But it was Phase 3,
not unnaturally, that held our interest.
Earlier this year 2 Squadron had worked, with a fair measure
of success, over a 7,500-roile path from British Honduras to
Cyprus, but Singapore to U.K. was the longest path the R.A.F.
had tried with this equipment.
If this ever gets to print I would appreciate if you Radio
Hams would not write telling me what you have done with 100
watts, for I refer to six-channel Telegraphy and Voice I.S.B.
point-to-point communications, over 24 hours-no offence!
The start of Phase 3 was marred by an earlier generator
fault at the U.K. end for 40 coinutes but, when this was repaired,
up came Worcester ZBZ S and continued that way whilst propagation allowed.
Given longer than three days' duration of exercise this circuit
could have settled down to a sixty per cent communications time
expectancy.
We had a visit during Phase 3 from Brigadier Warren, C.S.0.
FARELF, who proved not unkoowledgeablc of our equipment,
and we soon realised that we could not get away with poetic
licence in our explanation of the function of sub-equipments.
There was the odd free moment for visits, Christmas shopping, panic tans, and an educational vi it to a certain wellknown street in Singapore, the name of which escapes me for
the moment!
I steUADUON
Both domestically and operationally the Squadron has been
having a very busy time recently. For the second time this year
we have deployed all our manned Dl3 rations at the same
time, an achievement not to be repeated too frequently. Our
station in Northern Ireland is still providing a valuable back-up
to the G.P.0.'s tenuous links with Whitehall and a further
!eport i~ included at the end of this omewhat lengthy
mtroductlon.
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The other two scations, one from ' B • Troop and one from
' A,' not to be out-done, deployed one in Norton Barracks and
one on Beobecula to work to each other. Did no one else
want to?
The station for Benbecula ('A' Troop), aback R.C.T.
10-t~oncrs, negotiated the road to the Isles by courtesy of the
Alnughty and MacBraynes Ferries without rmshap. Once the
exercise was established, however, the ' distant end' in the
Hebrides experienced horizontal rains and gale-force wind .
Undeterred by this and the Gunners' coisguided mis ile ,
Captain Tim Hallchurch, aided by W.0.1 (F. of S.) Jim
Dunlevy, Sergeant 'Andy' Jamieson and Sergeant Bob Bates,
managed to provide reasonable communications over the SOO
windswept miles to Norton Barracks. The detachment in
Norton Barracks, although being chased by Second-Lieutenant
John Ambro e and Sergeant Mick Cawte, never had it so good.
The main aim of the exercise, to prove the prediction charts
wrong, was frustrated-they were right!
BENBE(;Ul,A

By Lance-Corporal Philip

llEl"OllT

~orliog

and Lance-Corporal Stanley
Grimmitt

Once again die silence of ' Alpha ' Troop was shattered by
the infamous war cry, "Check you K.D.s, we're off on exercise."'
Yes, this was going to be the major exercise of 1969. All the
way to Benbecula which, co the uninitiated, consists of lumps
of peat in a puddle called the Atlantic.
Journeying in convoy for three days, stopping overnight at
Garelochhead and Fort William, we reached our destination.
Casualties incurrl!d on the journey were Sergeant Bates (petrol
fumes), Lance-Corporal Vino Dorliog, Signalman ' Taff'
Penoingto11 and Lance-Corporal Grimmitt (mal de mer).
Having been shown the exercise site, arranged by kind permission of 632 Troop, we started by trying to establish the RX
complex. PE tests were practised for the second time this year
and PT was improvised by humping large pieces of derelict
building (relics of past efforts on this spot). Also 70 m.p.h. gales
gave excellent training and at one stage a 160lb. cent was seen
being pursued by six gesticulating Signallers and they eventually
disappeared over the horizon (we still have no idea where to
forward mail). A bedouio encampment finally emerged,
cunningly disguised as a DB station. It was later fondly
referred to as ' Kibbutz Hallchurch.'
Communications started the next day and, during the
remainder of the exercise were very good. The only mistake
made were by the distant end (of course)! The routine of the
exercise was broken only by the antics of the Troop's 'Big
White Hunter' whose greatest trophy was the Land Rover
(see Magic Roundabout Report). A bit of hair-pulling occurred
when a rather large and hairy herd of Highland beasties
wandered into the transmitter site. Lance-Corporal Dorling
stood aghast as one indolent beast decided to use one of the
guy ropes as a loofah and succeeded in pulling down the
80-foot mast; no guesses as to the entry in the shift log.
The journey back seemed a lot better, possibly due to the
fact that it only took two days and we were all back in
Worcester by 5 p.m. on the Friday.
Through to Ajax (near Canary Islands) a11d )lalcn

Immediately following this exercise, called 'Beaumont,' the
' B ' Troop detachment switched to work co H.M.S. A1ax somewhere near the Canary Islands. This again worked well.
Five days' rest and we were deployed again working to
Malta; just to keep our hands in. In the exerci e, grandiosely
called 'Monarch,' we were lucky to have Signalman Bonelle,
Signalman McKenzie and Signalman Holbrook, from 30th
Signal Regiment, to run our comcen cabin. Incidentally, they
would normally come with us if deployed on Spearhead
operations.
till in X. Ireland (and 111"'\'er a lt"pr ..c•hau11 in
sight)

Assuming they survive the censor, the e notes will appear
during the fe rive season. We take this opportunity of wi hing
all WIRE readers all the best for Chri tmas and the New Year.
Though in Northern Ireland at present we have every hope
of returning to ba e in time for Christmas.
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A I write, the new ecure comccn, which we had more
than a band in building, ha · been taken into u e by 23 Signal
'quadron personnel, and ha settled down to it job with no
teething troubles worthy of note. ome of the traffic taff arc
even prepared to admit that it's an improvement on their old
layout.
Turning m the job that brought us here, our radio rear link
continue to set new records for an air portable station. It has
been in operation non-stop for 11 weeks and i still going strong,
the only departure from our usual deployment being the use
of mains electricity in tead of generators.
Of the original workers, Sergeant Paul Lamb, Corporal Vic
Sobey, Corporal Reg Wye and Corporal Bruce Casburn have
all returned to Worcester, their place being taken by 233 Signal
quadron p ersonnel, who will utirnately have a similar station
of their own to run.
On the sporting front, 233 quadron (\vho's writing tbeir
notes, anyway?) no doubt have their reason for asking
Sergeant Roy Evers and Lance-Corporal Ken Cowsill to play
occer for them, though the latter confesses he's never let in
o many goals in his life.
Finally, our congratulations and good wishes to Corporal
' Paddy ' Crawford, who left us (and the Land of his Fathers)
to keep a wedding date in Gloucester on 25th October. Cheers!

Tile Nineteenth go wiltl
By Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Thursby-Pelham

TN October the 19th Signal Regiment travelled up to Mersing
.1.. on the east coast of Johore to enjoy eleven days' camping
and outdoor life. The main idea was to take people out of the
rut of daily life in Singapore and introduce them to the Far
Ea t's more rugged pots. We wanted to cultivate leadership
qualities, to learn about local terrain, in particular the jungle,
and also to have a lot of fun.

The • friendly' jwigle
We started off fairly gently teaching orienteering through the
local rubber plantations, building our own battle course and
doing a seven-mile hike along road and beach. We were treated
to a display of tracker dogs and then tested their skills for
ourselves by pursuing each other through rubber and jungle
armed with one dog per twenty men or so. Since we could not
escape in this country we were determined not to try it over
the Moor should we ever fall upon hard times later on! Next
we learnt about how the 'friendly' jungle (' Hutan Bail<:' was
the name of the camp) could keep us in food and water, if only
we were trained to look. Then, we went in and looked and
came out two hours later with over 40 different edibles and
some that were not!
On the Sunday we crossed eight miles of water to the neighbouring islands in a fleet consisting of one LST, one air/sea
rescue launch, six assault craft and six canoes, not to mention
rubber dinghies to use as bathing platforms on the other side.
We were subjected to boat stations on the way across with the
Captain (an R.C.T. subaltern), dressed in an S.D. hat and
green bathing shorts, inspecting us. Our return, armed with sea
shells, coral and sunburn, was somewhat marred by a long
wade ashore from the LST. One or two braved choppy seas in
canoes but all overturned before reaching shore.

.\
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month we have been visited by a nevcr-endmg ,tream
T HISof people-dignitaries
of the churches, of the R.A.O.B., mo
t

of 6 Bngade staging through L&arbruch, all the staff of Rhine
Arca on a 'let's-find-out-about-2lst-Signal-Regiment-ancl-thcRoyal-Ai;-Force ' ~our, the new taff Paymaster and the
O.
of 8th Signal Regiment, not to mention our S.0.-m-C.!
We have bid goodbye to Group Captain R. B. Roach, D .F .C.,
and welcomed our new Station Commander, Group Captain
J. G. G. Beddows.
As part of R.A.F. Laarbruch we have received with them
the ir Robert Foster Trophy for the third vear in ~uccc~sion
the sixrh time this sporting trophy has been won by the statio~
and a record in the R?yal Air Force, also, as part of the st:iuon.
we have taken part m the Remembrance Day Parade at the
Reichswald Cemetery.
~inally, we have continued lO run both a Lineman and a
Driver upgrading course and have toiled away at the project~
on our airfields.
'\' isif by tlu• S.0.-iu-C'.

This month we were honoured with a visit by Major-General
P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., and his wife. We were delighted to
h~"'.e the opportunity of brii;iging our .ex-C.S.O. up to date
w1rn the latest developments m the Regiment and showed him
our. newly formed 1 Squadron, now firmly entrenched with the
ra~10 rela:i: for R.A.F; G.', and the. projects a.t R.A.F. Bruggcn
bemg earned out by H Troop m preparauon for the arrival
of their new aircraft.
The S.O.:in-C. had ~ very. busy visit and on leaving u ~
expressed his ple~ sure m seemg the Regiment meeting the
new challenges with such confidence and excellent spirit.

Huthless • 1Uegulo11uu1iucs '
Wednesday was a very good day without rain at all. Two
opposing sides were picked. Fifty 'Dipsomaniacs,' under Colonel
(Corporal) Clarke, had escaped from a Mersing jail and, splitting up into parries of four or five, were heading south to a
rendezvous with resistance workers .
The ' Megalomaniacs,' under Colonel General (Corporal)
D'Anastasi, had placed their headquarters astride their route
and were patrolling to the north to recapture the 'Dipsomaniac'
escapees and, if possible, to find out the location of the resistance rendezvous. D' Anastasi appointed a political commissar
(Lance-Corporal) Ronnie Kuen, as his intelligence officer and
gave him the task of interrogating any prisoners captured. I
had briefed the ' Megalomaniacs ' that they were utterly ruthless
people who would stop at nothing to get what they wanted
and the' Dipsomaniacs' knew about this too! Little did I dream
how ruthless they were to become. Later in the day some 22
prisoners were taken in the rubber plantations and marched
back for interrogation. Ronnie Keun had by this time gathered
together another helper, who was a true ' Megalomaniac,' and
prisoners were subjected to a most ferocious welcome. I had
recommended a grim welcome and instant interrogation, using
subtlety in preference to brutality, but clearly the ' Megalomaniacs ' had read too many war books! Prisoners were stripped
to the waist and laid across oil drums in the sun; they were
put inside the drum which was then beaten with rods (" I have
at last discovered a cure for my Singapore ear,'' said Corporal
Probart); they were made to hold logs in front of them. Ropes

tough dn)·-nnd those leeches!

The following day was most unpleasant, except in retrospect,
and we walked up hill and down dale along jungle tracks in
blistering heat, through secondary jungle in a tropical downpour and eventually up to the top of a mountain ridge. There
we decided to take a short cut and the next few hours were
hard indeed, particularly slipping and sliding down a near
vertical ~lope. Every muscle in my body screamed for mercy
and I wished I had stayed at camp for essential administrative
reasons. For about a mile going down hill I took the lead not
to demonstrate my. u~questione? .capacity but to avoid being
suffocated by the s~ppmg and shdmg mass of humanity behind
me., My first experience was to tr~ad on a young alligator, or
so 1t seemed to me, before I realised that it was a harmless
but ' ginormous ' iguana (lizard to you). But there was another
penalty f?r intrepid leadership which I discovered back in camp
when, faint from loss of blood, I took off my jungle boots to
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discover four bloody great leeches (literally) feasting off ME.
rlaving tortured them to death with the aid of a cigarette and
my flame-throwing lighter, I then killed six others in my boots
who, having crawled through the eyelets, were making to join
the party. The le son I learnt is not to lead through the jungle
when in single file . Send someone junior and preferably fat.
My only consolation was that 0.C. 2 Squadron (Major F. V. B.
Philp) had ·omc nasty bites in the crutch and that SecondLieutenant A. T. B. Kimber, who had dreamed up the whole
horrible seven-hour pilgrimage, had his in the stomach. Neither
did it restore our morale, returning with stories of unexampled
heroism, to be told that the camp staff had caught a black
cobra and a baby scorpion alive in the Officers' and Seniors'
tent. I ordered their immediate death and overheard a whisper
chat that was the obvious place for them to be found since
birds of a feather, etc.
Tuesday we spent a quiet day on the battle course and
submitting to W.O.S.B. tests like crossing two piranha-filled
rivers witl1 ten men, an oil drum, two poles and a piece of
string whilst the pursuing Turkish cavalry were only 15 minutes
away. One person remarked that it would be a pleasure to be
nibbled to death or cut to pieces but he wished it bad happened
two days previously.

SCENE AT MEGALOMANIAC H.Q .
Colonel General D'Anastasi briefs his staff. Behind him Signalman
Ayres, Signalman Pua and Lance-Corporal Ronnie Kuen (Intelligence Officer)

were thrown over branches of trees and attached m the wrists;
a tug on the rope when hands were held above the bead was
a powerful persuader. I watched the proceedings from a convenient distance and privately hoped that no one was taking
photographs for the popular press. No one seemed to be com- ·
plaining and it was not until two days later that I was shown
rope burns on three people's wrists! It is of this quality that
British and L.E.P. soldiers are made and we are lucky that it is.
Well, the remainder of rhe ' Dipsomaniacs ' got through to their
rendezvous and were suitably armed. The 'Megalomaniacs,'
thinking that they had found out the grid reference of the
RV, went off to attack a piece of unoccupied rubber plantation
and returned to find that the enemy were in possession of their
H.Q. and had been busy torturing their torturers. A battle
royal ensued and the exercise ended.
On Thursday morning we struck camp and two men
succumbed to heat exhaustion through working too hard (not
sarcastic but really). In the afternoon we set off for a night
in the jungle and pretended to be infantrymen with defensive
perimeters, stand-to's, etc. The following morning there was
the most realistic battle when one camp made a jungle attack
on the other with masses of blank, thunder flashes, rocket
flares, coloured smoke grenades and even Chinese crackers to
boot. I can still see one defender, out of ammunition, shouting
' bang bang ' at the oncoming foe.
~le4•

to be back-ha rc•crospN~•
Of course this is 1969 and back in camp we enjoyed colour
movies, quiz competitions and our own camp concert, not to
mention a camp fire sing-song. The food was not bad and in
retrospect, I said in retrospect mind you, a good time was had
by all. There were some 140 people at camp; these comprised
British, Malays, Chinese and Indians. Each took his turn in
leading some part of the training so I think we attained our
object. But it is lovely lO be back here in civilised Singapore.

Cross-country -

o,·erwhelming victori .. s

The cross-country team have started their season with three
overwhelming victories in the Rhine Area league. Corporals
George Holden, Pete Dring and Graham Campbell have filled
the first three places in each meetini; so far; our last man ha
not been worse than 22nd and that m the first race.
Tht: outstanding individual performance was a phenomenal
26 mmutes 4 secor?ds for the five-and-a-half-mile Laarbruch
course by Pete Dring, but George Holden had a bruised foot
that day and we are still not sure who is the best. We shall nor
know fa~ some timt: either, because the trio have now developed
the hab1~ of break1~g the field and then running in together.
Fred Ro1ssetter, Keith Woodford and Dave Innes are making
great progress and they are very happy that they can now
catch a glimpse of the first three shirts at the finish, which is
more than most of the field.

The- uew boys
As readers of the August/September edition of THE WIRE
will have read, 1 Squadron was .officially ' born ' on 1st June
this year ar R.A.F. Wi!denrath. Since that dare we have been
bu y growing in strength and learning our new role of operating
the R.A.F. Germany RR system. In fact we are not yet fully
in the chair and do nor officially assume responsibility for
the whole system for another month, on ht January 1970.
However, our various detachments are all well establi hed and
busily engaged in a final polish of their skill before takeover
day .
In addition to our growin~ pains, we have, however, found
time to recruit S.S.M. Denms Sparrow's son, Kevin, into the
Junior Leaders' Parachute Regiment; take part in the H.Q.,
R.A.F. Germany autumn exercise, 'Rum Punch, and be
briefly visited, in turn, by the Representative Colonel Commandant, C.S.0. B.A.0.R. and the S.0.-in-C.
Next month we hope to report on our takeover from 11th
ignal Unit, R.A.F., and to tell you something of a aga from
the frozen south-to wit, our detachment down in rhe Eifel
Mountains, who are savouring rhe delights of a German winter
ar 2,000ft. above ea level.

Dnd"s footst .. ps
ot ro be outdone, 2 Squadron have ju t let us know that
Garry Lee, the on of Staff Sergeant Stan Lee, their S.Q.M.S .,
has just signed on to go to Harrogate to be trained a a technician, we wish him every succe .
FoUowin~

THE ULTIMATE IN REFINED TORTURE!
Corporal Probart and Lance-Corporal Fountain In the hands of the
ruthless Megalomaniacs
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TROOP

Unlike that other Troop a few month ago, who advertised
m these columns that they were the greatest, this Troop has

for ome time believed that a a high quality ' product ' we
did not need to advertise-like Rolls Royce, our fame pas ed
bv word of mouth.
· o many of our former comraqes are now spread around the
world that in response to reque ts f m them for news, we
hope we can per uade our ' Regimental writer ' to allow u into
print. (Writer note: At last!).
~ew

t•outrol tower e o111ms . c lick iu
In the early p art of the ear we watched a new Air Traffic
Control T ower gradually taking shape. At 16.00 hours on
Friday, 28th F ebruary, R.A.F . Br1;1 ggen ceased to op era~e on
irs old facility of a ' local ' tower 10 the centre of the airfield
and its ' approach ' tower in a wooden hut on the side of the
airfield. The aim wa to m ove all communications into the
new tower ro commence flying on Monday morning, 3rd March.
In the event, all our plans ' clicked ' and the operation was
fi nished by Saturday evening. W e are proud of the result,
which we unashamedly show off to our visitors.
-~

cut• is won
The next challenge-in early April-was a sporting one, the
Regimental Inter-Troop Soccer Cup, which ~ad .been hel~ in
Laarbruch for several years. Intense preparauon 10 spar e ume
and at weekends by Sergeant Michael Teague (now Staff
ergeant) and his team, combined with spirited play on the day
carried off the cup in fine style in a 4-0 win over the combined M.T. and L .A.D . teams.
Fl)·ing upside down
Finally, to close our notes at the end of this busy and exciting
period, our Troop Commander flew with the Red Arrows
aerobatic team during a show here on 2nd August, and now
he claims to be the only troop commander to have inspected
the top of a test point flying upside down during a ' hesitation
roll ' at around 600 miles per hour. He is now the proud
possessor of a Red Arrows' tie, and is trying to get his hair to
lie down flat again.

30th Signal Regiment
BLAI\"DFORD

D

CAMP

URING November there have been a wide variety of

activities on which to report. We continue to maintain
troops and detachments in Anguilla, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Libya,
orthern Ireland and one soldier with the Sappers in Ethiopia.
At the time of publication we can add to this long list four
officers and 100 soldiers in Norway.

The Aee :Mobile Foree (Laud) Radio Troop
As part of new U.K. commitments to N.A.T.O. we have now
formed the Force Radio Troop to serve Headquarters Allied
Command Europe Mobile Force (Land). H .Q. AM.F.(L ) Force
Radio Troop is as impressive as the title. It is superbly equipped
with winterised f-ton Land Rovers, the most up-to-date S.S.B.
radio, a full scale of winter clothing/equipment for its Arctic
role and over eighty professionals-Royal Signals N.C.O.s and
oldiers.
Exercise • Deep Freeze '
This proved to be a well-chosen title and for a week the
weather was at zero level temperatures during the Regimental
exercise at Okehampton, Bovington and Tidworth.
The
A.M.F.(L) Force Radio Troop detac:hments and the U .K.
Banalion R .L.S.D. were given a thorough test of their
capability to work radio over extended ranges for both HF SSB
and VHF, with the remainder of the Regiment providing representative DC and Battalion rear links. During the exercise we
were visited by the Group Commander, Colone) E. J. Winn.
W.O.I (Y. of S.) Tom Johnstone played his final role of
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' enemy· for u · and his imaginative flair for training will be well
remembered, not least by the A.M.F.(L) Force Troop rebroadcast detachments. Y. of S. Johnstone leaves us in January for
32nd Regiment (I/) and we offer our congratulations on being
awarded a commission.
After returning from Exercise 'Deep Freeze' the A.M .F.(L)
Radio T roops and the Spearhead detachments were inspected
at Blandford by C.S.0 . Army Strategic Command, Brigadier
G. Proudman, M.B.E.

Visit of the Deputy Supreme A//ieJ Commander, Europe, to 30th Signal Regiment

\-·isit of the Deputy Su1trt>J1u• Allh•tl C:o1111unnt10 ..
Europe
On 11th D ecember the R egiment was honoured by a visit
by General Sir Robert Bray, G.B.E., K.C.B., D .S.O., Deputy
ACEUR, SHAPE, accompanied by C.S.O. Army Strategic
Command. After a visit to the Regimental mounting centre and
a briefing by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel I.
M. Rose, the visitors were given a demonstration layout of the
A.M.F.(L) Force Radio Troop and the U.K. Battalion R.L.S.D .
G eneral Sir Robert Bray and Brigadier Proudman spent an
hour talking informally to the officers, N .C.O.s and soldiers
of the troops on parade. Despite the wet weather, the B.B.C.
television were able to give excellent coverage of the occasion.
R ecruitin g
D uring recent weeks the Regiment have been involved in two
recruiting activities in conjunction with the School of Signals.
The first event was the Ideal Home Exhibition at Bournemouth,
with static displays from 1 and 2 Squadrons under the direction
of Sergeant K en G riffiths. The A.C.I.0.s recorded 62 enquiries
as a result of this ten-day effort. More recently I (640) Squadron
provided detachments for the Symposium of Headmasters at
the School of Signals.
Vis i t to Borys Court School, R ei gat.e
As part of the initial work-up for the testing of AMF(L }
Force Radio T roop radio, several C ll SSB detachments, together with a D U from 1 (640) Squadron visited the school
for three days and worked voice links to Blandford . The boys
watched the detac:hments at work, and during the evening
were given film shows and demonstrations. The visit was a
great success, and at the close the whole school lined the
drive an d applauded the detachments as they departed to
return to Blandford.

The Globetrotters
Although there is a temporary reduction in 1 (640) Squadron
strength, there has been a very full programme of the InterService JOCOMEX ~ xercis es . A very successful two-day exercise was held with H.M.S. M ercury, when the operators of ou r
Dll s exchanged places with ratings from H .M.S . M ercury and
the mixed detachment joined in the exercise with a circuit from
Winchester. Exercises have also been held with H.M. S. Bulwark,
off Gibraltar, and 38 Group at R.A.F. Tangmere. The comcen
operators of 2 Squadron are now taking part in 14th Signal
Regiment rear link exercises as a regular feature of these
activities.

( I) Lieutenant Bob Baynes explai ns some of th e potentialities of the
Volvo Toolkit to Gene ral Si r Rob ert Bray, G.B.E. , K.C.B., D.S.O.,
Deputy Saceur Shape, and Brigad ier Proudman . In the photo also
Major Cross and Captai n Pay ne, Ad juta nt

(2) Sergeant Cl iff Coultish and Corporal Bob Geddes find Gener;,!

(3) The Command ing O fficer of 30th Reg iment, Lieutenant-Colonel

(4) In lighter vein-Sergeant Bill Hartland wou ld have no further

I. M. Rose, exp lains the layout of the A.M.F.(L) Troop as they

recru iting worries if he cou ld be always partnered by Miss Bournemouth-photo taken at the Idea l Homes Exhibition

pa rad e before the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander

Bray particularly interested in the full scale winter/clothing equipment-suitable even for an arctic role

Arrivals . and departures

Royal Signals SOth Anniversary 1970 Celebrations

After four years with the Regiment, we sadly record the
departure of Captain Jack Crich, to whom we offer our
grateful thanks for all his splendid work, which started
originally with 640 Signal Troop. We are pleased to welcome
back Captain Don White, and during this month we have
the return of Captain John Williams, who will be replaced in
644 Signal Troop (UNFICYP) by Captain Jonathan Cox. We
hope that all members of 661 Signal Troop (Ship) enjoy their
stay in Blandford prior to joining H.M.S. Intrepid in the New
Year.

V nique

0114'1'

'"

all Philatelists

T here will be a special issue of a Royal Signals One-Day
Cover to commemorate the 50th Anniversary in 1970.

Advance Details
The cover will be a professionally designed envelope with
an appropriate commemorative motif bearing the 9d.
Telecommunications Stamp issued by G.P.O. (1 st
October, 1969).

End piece
Congratulations to Signalman John Richardson for his success at the Combined Services Chess Tournament. He was
second in the Army Championship, only being beaten in the
final.

The stamp will be cancelled by a specially designed
handstamp dated 28th June, 1970, together with a
B.F.P.O. number allotted to the Corps for this unique
occasion.

Prlee
per completely serviced cover.
Profits
All profits are to be devoted to the Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund.
Ord4~r Forn1s
These will be published in the next three issue of
THE WIRE and will also be available in all Unit Orderly
Rooms early 1970.
Insert
Inside the envelope will be a short history of the Corps
and facsimiles of the two Royal Warrants issued in
connection with the formation of Royal Signals, bearing
the signatures of King George V and Winston S. Churchill.

This will be

5/-

(See pictures on page 29)
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Northag A ir Support Rad io Squadron
B.F .P.0. 1 8
1069 REVIEW
~
~~

we do not regularl y sPbmit artic.les to THE \YIRE,
preferring an annual review to a series of short articles,
we begin this article wi th an introductory note.
Introducti on

ing together with better mutual co-operation and understanding. Royal Signals soldiers have the great advantage that
English is the accepted common language. W e h av~ much
respect for the other nationalities for their ability to 1mpro·;e
so quickly on a basic school ~nowledgc. Ind ee~, th~ ?ronunciation and grammar of some 1s of such a cred1ta.blc sta nd~rd
that one north country soldier is all~g_ed t~, be tak1£?g ~locuu~n
les, ons and was recently heard recmng: The ram m Spam
falls mainly in ttic plain," in a corner of ~e garages. I t was
once noticeable that a junior N .C.O. of Sco.~sh descent always
used a particularly broad accent when ~xplammg. to our Netherlands Sergeant Major the reason for his not havm~ done S0;1'11ething which he ought to have done-t~at :vas _unul he received
a 'broadside ' from the ergeant Ma)or m h is own accent!

We are a multi-national quadron with a fair ly e9ual
etherlands soldiers,
representation of Belgian British and
with perhaps a German element joinii;ig in the near future. The
quadron is located in ~e small, h1stonc town of To nge~en
in Belgium, only a short di ranee froa:i the N.etherlands fr?nt 1 e~ .
Tongeren is in fact the oldest town m Belgium. It was m this
area, under the leader hip of Ambiorix. in 54 B.C ., that t he
Belgic tribes fought together for ~e first ~me to i:rieet a comm?n
enemy: J ulius Caesar. Our Belgian soldiers claim that Caesar
described these tribes as being the bravest fighters he encountered a provocative statement which usually re~ults. in Royal
ignals soldier leaping onto soap boxes to give mterestmg
accounts of the valiant deeds of their ancestors.

A further interesting aspect of the Squadron is that we ~~vc
a National Serv ice element - not some unfortunate Bnush
soldier till awa itin g demob papers, but Belgian and N ethc! la.n ds
radio opcrarors whose countries still retain sl!ch conscnpuon.
I t is most refreshing to have these young men m the Squ_adron.
Between them there is an enormous wealth of. talent : e ng~ eers,
linguists, mathematicians, historia ns, pharmacists, t? mention. a
few. Ala no sooner are they trai ned to professional soldier
operating standards than they leave.

Co-operation and CoIDmuuieation

Squadron trahtlng

This combination of soldiers of different ~ationaliti~s in a
single NORTHAG unit is unique .. We ser101:1sly .c~a1m dlat
nowhere in .A.T.O . will you see different nanonalmes work-

We will not describe th e numerous exercises in which . we
have been involved during the year. Suffice to say. tha.t SIOce
deploying in mid-February to provide a demons ~rau_on m connection with our annual Air Support C~rnm_umcat1on~ Study
hardly a week has passed wi~out our bemg mvolved m some
national or international exercise. In June we proceeded to a
summer camp at Elsenbom, close to that part of the German
border from which the German 6th S.S. Panzer Army emerged
in D ecember, 1944, to lead Hitler's futile counter ~ffensive .
In this attractive Ardennes forest the Squadron became infantrymen for a fortnight; P .T . before breakfast was followed by th e

N ational Servi ce

preparation ?f. defence positions,. patrolling, evasion exercises,
weap?n tramIOg, marches, or1.e !"ltecring and map-reading
exercises, potte~ . spor ts compet1t1ons1 cross-coun try driving,
obstacle compet1t1ons and sport. 'PostIOgs-in ' are warned that
the Squadron Comi:nai:der . believes that the best way to teach
a soldier to have fa ith IO his compass is to launch him at night
across an area of swampland at almost 2 000 feet, in thick
mist! Special mention must be made of Lan~e-Corporal Birkenhaw who won both orienteering competitions, over very stiff
l0-k1lometre courses.
Summer Camp was followed by hurried preparation for the
? A.T.A.F. major live-flying Exercise 'Sky Blue,' when it rained
incessantly, followed by the Rhcindahlen Marches. We arc
~rc;iud of . the fact that every soldier in the Squadron paruc1pated m these marches, except for a few medically cxcu~ed .
Ho ~ ?fte? d~es one see a team .of specially selected 'gladiators'
part1c1patmg m ~ese events, with those of less sturdy physique
ignored? Followmg some 130 kilometres of training marches
the actual course was completed with comparative case and it
was rewarding to see the smiles of triumph on the faces of
those soldiers from a town environment who had never believed
that they could accomplish a march of this type. Following
~ummcr leave we have participated in a multitude of autumn
exercises .and are now . e?gaged in a '".'inter training programme,
largely directed to trammg our new mtakc of National Service
soldiers . During the..winter pe.riod a number of interesting
general knowledge v1s1ts arc bemg arranged, including a visit
to the Fabrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre, the well-known
arms manufacturers who produce the F.N. rifle.
W h o'!ii '\V he

In .case ~ny reader is loo,k~ng fo: old friends (or enemies?),
here is our Rogues Gallery, mcl ud IOg 641 Troop Royal Signals
whom we administer:
Major Frank Pedley, seems to like marching! W.0.11 (Y. of
S.) Tom Brown, arrived September; already persuaded to produce the next Station play. W.0.I (Y . of S.) Gus Gurr now
with 7th Signal Regiment; hope you don't fall off your' bike !
Staff Sergeant Joe Farmer, still enjoys a good drill per iod. Staff
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Bob Scriven, our ' Super System Sorterouter.' Sergeant Mike Jones, typ es IO four languages (except
Engli h). Sergeant Barry Ibbotson, arrived November. Sergeant
George Garside, now with the White H elmets. Sergeant Dave
Hambridge, me original M aastricht Troll? Sergeant ' Tat '
Taylor, complains of the cold without his moustache. Sergeant
Dave Guy, one of the ' likely lads ' selected for the next Y. of S.
course.
1Uarriages
We .wish every happiness t~ Lance-Corporal Montgomery
an~ S1gn~an . Burns (now w1~ Sth Infantry Brigade) and
their Belgian brides. It seems fashionable for our British soldiers
to marry the very attractive Belgian girls, and there is strong
rumour that two more may be taking the plunge early in 1970.
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The
.IUSTB.ILIAI
ARMY
needs officers
For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
SeNice as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
th e British Army could qual ify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
th e Austra lia n Regular A rmy. Desira ble
maximu m age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications ) .

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a meC:i ca l or dental prac titioner
whose qualifications are reg isterable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commissi on in the
R.A.A.M .C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointmen t
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~~~

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester
inability of the G.P.O. to deliver letters in
D UEunderto the
a week, we missed the December issue of THE

CLOSE RIVALRY EXISTS TO PRESENT THE SMARTEST TURNOUT
There are many nationalities which make-up Northag Air Support
Rad io Squadron-and Royal Signals are always ready to meet the
challenge. Here Corps men are mounting 3 smart Squadron
Quarter Guard
30

WE DO NOT PICK SELECTED GLADIATORS ...
Anyone who can walk is in the Rheindahlen Allied Marches. And
It is a pretty tough exercise as (left to right) : Lance-Corporal Gardner,
Sergeant Garside and Sergeant Guy can tell you, while they take a
rest to get their second wind
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WIRE. However, what follows will, it is hoped, more than
make up for our public's disappointment.
October and ~ovember have passed rapidly, mainly due to
the amount of ume we have been away, and activities back at
Colchester.. Octobe~ featured n~erous day and night deployment exercises designed to remmd our well-trained Brigade
staff how we like to see things done; these exercises being
a work-up for a CPX, which is commented on below. Also
during October, we were visited by Major-General T. D. H.
M cMeekin, our G.0.C., who was suita~y ' baffled ' by the
'Whiz Kids ' of 'A' and ' M ' Troops. We also have a nonevent to record, and that is a visit, or rather, several attem!>ts
to visit us, by the C.S.O., Strategic Command, Brigadier

(Continued on page 32)
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If you r application is successful, you w ill be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Austral ia w ith your family. You w ill have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pens ion or gratuity scheme.
You and your fam ily can take advantagP. of
Australia's boundless opport un ities and high
standard of living in the world 's best cl imate.

For complete details call or write to:
Captain J. R. Godwin,
Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01-836 2435 extension 356

jlJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Jl lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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(Cominued from page 31)

(Captain John Atkinson, R.C.T) a s~table. farewell, it wa~
decided to hold a combined dmner mght m the Sergeants
Mess on 25th November.
The night opened quietly, wirh both sides on their best behaviour. However, after a superb meal-many thanks . to
Sergeant Coleman-and a short spech by the O.C. the evenmg
warmed up. To start with a sedate game of bowls ~as. played,
but, on the insistence of the subal~erns, that act.1vme~ ~et
physical ' off came jackets, and both sides got stuck m to High
Cock-a-Looram 30-a-side rugby,' and that.al~ Mess sport of removing everyone's trousers. To the writers a~azement, ?O
lasting injuries occurred, although the R.S .M . s head twice
came into contact with the floor after he was droi:ip~ d from a
great height. It was interesting to. note the skill at close
quarter-fighting displayed by the AdJutant and the M .T.9 . perhaps their 'Liverpudlian ' background acco~n~s for this.
The Mess itself was the main sufferer, and 1t .1s hoped t?~t
M.P.B.W. will have things straight before the Chns.tmas fesuv!ties, although, on reflection, it may be be~ter co wait and repa1t"
both lots of damage at once! The evenu:ig was votec;! a gre~t
success by all, and it i hoped that ~ombmed mess mghts will
now take place at least twice a year m the future.
Arrivals a n d Dt>1turt.ures

We welcome Captain Licence (new Q.M.), Lieutenant Watts
(new M.T.0.), Staff Sergeant Smith and Staff Sergeant
Emsley, Signalmen M ansell, Hayes, Cochrane and C::larke, and
Private Muir (R.A.0.C.). We say goodbye to MaJor Pavey,
Captain Atkinson (R.C.T.), Staff Sergeants Dun~an and Bell,
Corporal Carlile and Moulson, Lance-Corporals Pnce, Portheroe
and L apworth.

11th Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn. (2 11 )
B.F.P.O. 29
THERE'S TALKING POINTS GALORE WHEN THE G.O .C. VISITS
A UNIT
Here is Maj or-General T. D . H. McMeekin raising a point w it h
Staff-Sergeant Marr, during the visit of the G.O.C. t o t he unit
recently

Proud.man. Unfortuna tely, bad weather or unreliable vehicles
have always inrerfered and, ar the time of w_riring these ~ates,
the Squadron is encamped. a mere 15 miles from . Wilton,
and it is hoped that this will shorten the odds sufficiently to
·
.
.
allow the Brigadier co visit us.
November was taken up with bonfire rught (see article below) a Squadron Camp co practice jungle training, which t<~k
place during an East Anglian cold spell; an MPC Course; with
perhaps the mosr memorable event being a combined Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess dinner night (see report below).
• J ' Troop writes
Despite slight pressure from the other ~oops, ' J '.1:'roop remain the best Troop in the Squadron-without reahsmg there
was an inrer-Troop competition, we still managed co win ir !
The high spot of October was Exercise ' Many Colours,'. a
Brigade CPX on Salisbury Plain. It saw the Squadron movmg
four times in 24 hours which, considering the Penthouses we
have is no mean feat. 'J ' Troop took all this in rheir stride;
the Comcen was going up and down faster than a yo-yo.
The Line Secrion laid more line than in the previous five
years and the Radio Relay Section surpassed their Troop
eordnander's wildest dreams of efficiency. The fact that only
one message was passed was totally irrelevant!
Rumour has it that the co:nbined ' A' and ' J ' Troop foorball team are going to seek election to the fourth division nexr
season. Their victory over a Company of 1 P .W.O., by 13-0,
was brilliant in its conception.

Omcers' and Sergeauts' Dinner Night
With a view to improving the staying power of the Squadron
management, prior to the Christmas festivities, and in order to
bid our outgoing Q.M . (Major Fred Pavey) and M.T.0.
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ON THE SPORTING SIDE
Si~n:llmnu

Hon Turng a

Rein Turaga is a familiar
to
most
rugby
figure
supporters throughout the
Corps and to many in the
Army. Since joining from
Fiji, he 'has certainly played
a full and active part in all
unit activities, both sporting
and social. H e is now
leaving the Squadron, after
some five years in Minden
fo r a posting to Sharjah. We
all wish him well
A look into Ron Turaga's
sporting life - proves to be
very impressive. In 1961/62
he played for 8th Signal
Regiment when winning the
Northern Command Cup.
At the same time he represented both Catterick Services, as well as Northern
Command itself. Moving to
Signalm a n Ron Tu ra ga
B.A.0 .R. in 1962, h e was
. . .
.
.
soon to be found playing for 2nd D1v1s~on S 1g~al R egiment,
as well as 2nd Division. This resulted m touring D enmark
Holland and France.
It was not long before he was to be capped fo r B.A.0.R.
and play against teams such as the French A.fmy ~nd W_est
G ermany. In 1963 he joined the Squadron whilst still playmg
for B.A.0 .R. and now 1st D ivision . Since 1965 h e has also
been a member of the Corps team.
During the 1968/69 season he :was. attending a course at
Carrerick and played for Hull City m the Rugby League
a~ain st Leigh, Halifax, Bradford Northern. So keen were the
ooard at Hull that Ron was offered £3,000 and a house to turn
professional.
On the athletics field he has also been a meJDber of the
Unit's Morrison Cup team in winning the athletic trophy for
the last four years. As may be expected, h e put the shot.
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Sl~nalman

Vie (Pancho) 1Uillward
A look into the sporting
life of ' Pancha ' ~n ow s he
has been a loyal and keen
player of the unit soccer
team
since
coming
to
Minden in 1964. Since that
time he has been an automatic choice for the first
team through the seasons
when the soccer team could
match any major unit. An
extremely versatile player,
being able to hold a
position on the field as well
as in goal.
After joining the Corps in
1963, and playing for 11th
Signal Regiment, he moved
Sicnalman Vlc(Pancho) Millward
to Kingsley Barracks, and in
1965/66, 1966/67 played
for the Squadron when winning the Divisional Championship.
In 1965/66, the team also reached the final of the B.A.0.R.
Minor Units Championship.
Although soccer is his main sporting interest, ' Pancho ' also
plays cricket, basketball, as well as running in the crosscountry team.
At work, he is one of our expert FV432 drivers, with many
exercise miles behind him.
<"ontinPntal

holidn~·s

It is always very pleasing to see the younger members of
the Squadron taking full advantage of being on the Continent
by spending their leave travelling around. However, when
things go wrong, the ' cry ' comes back to Minden for help.
In the north, at present we have Signalman Pitt in hospital
in Oslo, following an appendicitis operation. In the south, in
Switzerland, we have Signalman Tommy Slater and Signalman
Sammy Barr stranded after being involved in a car accident
(not their fault). But just to stow how the wanderers are finding their holiday in the snow, the following letter has just been
received from Tommy Slater.

*

*

*

Sir,
We arrived O.K . in Switzerland, but would you believe
we had an accident between L ucerne and Interlaken? I t
happened to be snowing at the time and one of these Swiss
women overtook me on a left-hand bend at the same time as
another car was corning in the opposite direction. He then
hit the woman a glancing blow only, but bounced straight off
and collided head-on with me. Barr immediately took a dive
ttirough the windscreen, closely followed by his skis. T his
meant he needed stitching up, as he. had cut h is face near to
his eyes and nose. He is not too bad, but the doctor is keep ing
him in hospital in case of an infection or something.
As you will have realised, the woman is to blame, and the
police agree with me also, so shall not be involved in any
Swiss type criminal proceedings.
Barr was taken immediately to hospital in Sarnen by a
civvy bloke in his car. I stayed behind to answer questions
for the police. After wards, the woman took me to her house
and gave me tea-with tea rs! It turned our that the woman
is the wife of the doctor in the hospital which Barr is in, which
is very convenient, as I may be able to ease out of paying
ho pita! bills.

Ferry 1our car
home for
half-price?
This is an important offer - specially introduced
for HM Forces in BAOR and attached civilian
personnel. Between Oct I and May 31, North Sea
Ferries take your car from Rotterdam (Europoon)
to Hull (and back) at half price.
It's a convenient drive-on-drive-off service too operating at night, so you get a comfortable
night's sleep en route. All service passengers get
10% off their fares - even cheaper on special 8day return excursions - and there is a comfortable
berth, dinner, morning tea, and full breakfast
included in the fare plus 3 bars, duty free shop,
colour T. V ., even a juke box. Drive off next day
at Hull and you're home. There's no fuss, no time
wasted and no extras - everything's included
in the price.
From £9.8.6. single with
•.
...,
AMST~v .•
yourcar-from£7.8.6. single
with
cabin berth only.
*••••
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LATER
I am now staying wi th the doctor's fa mily until Barr is
released from hospital. Our main concern is getting all our
kit back to G ermany. I was hoping to get a large wooden
box an d send it by rail, but I don't think we can afford
both that and the rail fare for us.
I am writing to my insurance company to start negotiations
to get cold hard cash to get us out. However, I am quite comfortably marking time at the moment. All advice gratefully
accepted.
Your obedient, housebound, wheel-less servant,
Swiss Signalman Slater
THE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1970
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244 Signal Squadron (Air Support)
Tangmere, Sussex

departed for the comparative calm of the 1\1 inistry of Defence
taking with him our ~hanks and good ~ishes. ~ajor . Roger
Hills is now in the dia1r. We welcome him and his farruly and
promise him an interesting tour.

OR the first time in our eleven months of existence we
have had a comparatively quiet couple of weeks, which
affords the opponunity to highlight, this month, a few of the
backroom boys of the Squadron boys who carry out ~e l~ss
pectacular job in the Squadron but who upply a vital link
in the Squadron set-up.
Corporal Fuller the Documents and Movements N.C.0. in
the Orderly Roo~, who has the unenviable task of keeping
track of everyone's whereabouts as well a~ understudying th.!
Chief Clerk. He continually amazes by h1 calm, unflappable
manner and by his sheer efficiency.
Corporal Harrison, our Ciphe; Corpor3;1,. whose la~gh is
alma t a infectious as the O.C. s. In addmon to solvmg all
the Crypto problems for the R.A.F. he finds time to undertudy the Pay Sergeant (no mean feat in this Unit!) and carry
out the many and varied schell"!es of 0e P.R.!. t.o raise mo~ies.
The weekly ' ships ' tombola is rapidly becoming a full-time
job.
Corporal Abson, a technical storeman, who seems to have
an uncanny knack of knowing everything that is going on. In
addition to his normal job, complicated though it may be, he
till finds time to play soccer and keep the P.R.l.s super teamachine 'on the road.'
As in most unit these days, we have a goodly share of
Officers and Senior N.C.O.s. It is all the more gratifying,
therefore, to see Junior N.C.0.s making a name for themselves.
As Christmas approaches we thought it would be nice to
help others for a change, others who would not be as well off
as we, so, having discovered a local children's home, a raffie
was organised, the proceeds to go to the .home.. T~ our
astonishment, the re ponse was overwhelming with t;ickeLS
being sold faster than we could stamp them, as well .as. gi~ts <?f
toys and games rolling in. It would seem that Chnsuamty 1s
still alive and kicking.
Public relations is the ' in ' thing these days, every post
brings a reminder from one source or another that the image
must be projected. To this end our P.R.0. (Captain Ronnie
Sampson) has now obtained as practically a full-time member
of the Squadron, a real live newspaper reporter from th::
Porrsmouth Evening News who is ever eager to broadcast our
achievements to the world at large. This he has done most
successfully in local papers, a large coloured photograph of the
Squadron Emplaning Team adorning the front page recently
with a full-page story inside. One only hopes that the local
Army Information Office is now bulging at the seams with
recruits clamouring to join the Corps.
Finally, as time goes by and Christmas draws menacingly
close, may we at 244 wish to all members of the Corps the
merriest of Christmases and everything you wish yourselves
for 1970.

Sporfsmnn of tho yenr
Prior to his departure, Major Batty accepted, on behalf of
the unit, a most attractive trophy, presented by Sergeant Bill
Andlaw. The trophy, to be
presented annually to the
best all-round sportsman in
the unit, was Sergeant
Andlaw's farewell gift to
the unit before he left for
U.K. He reappeared soon
afterwards as Mr. Andlaw,
to take up an appointment
with the local telephone
company.
The first winner of the
A n d I a w T r o p h y was
Corporal Jan Jasiok, whose
ability and sportsmanship
were amply demonstrated
on the soccer field and
athletics track and in the
swimming pool. One of our
Corporal Jan Jasiok, 252 Squadron
more knowledgeable sports
Spornman of the Year
spectators thought that the
trophy should have been
awarded on an age-handicap basis, in which case Captain John
Selby's enthusia m for rugby, hockey, water polo, or whatever
sports he happens to be dres ed for, might well have won the
day.
~lini

:Honte Carlo
We all have our own ideas about where the world's worst
drivers are to be found. Hong Kong would surely appear in
most people's 'top ten'; and add~~ here is the pedestrian, .or
pedestrians - there are four million. of t?em - who. with
Oriental fatalism calmly go about their busmess of trymg to
get knocked down, often successfully. Our I?otoring. enthusiasts have found motor-rallying, by comparison, quite a
sedate affair, and one of our teams in the 51. Brigade night
rally had little difficulty in carrying off first pnze. The team
leader, Corporal Bill McKay, has left us to go to Germany.
He will find nothing new in driving on the right, many local
drivers here do it all the time.

NOTHER end-of-year report from Hong Kong, 'Pearl
A
of the Orient.' Rather a quiet year for us, with only
one typhoon, two cloudbursts, a summer camp and a couple
of joint exercises to vary our regular routine. The routine includes the operation of the military telephone system on Hong
Kong Island, running the communication centre and major
relay centre, providing innumerable radio detachments, beating
253 Signal Squadron at swimming and trying to beat them at
soccer. Although situated in the middle of one of the densest
concrete jungles in the world, we find that life here has its
compensations. On the material side, these come in the form
of audio gear, cameras and a profusion of other luxury goods,
available at prices which would make a U.K. retailer blush.
Recreationally, we enjoy a good sailing and swimming season,
and for the aesthete there is the local mini-skirt scene and the
view from Victoria Park, both well worthy of scrutiny.

We have said goodbye to Major Joe Batty and Mrs. Mary
Batty. Major Batty, having coped most successfully with the
problems of management peculiar to this one-off place, has
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S1•ort111 Briefs
Sergeant Tony Forrester, Sergeant Mac Fraser and Signalman David Hartley have been selected for the Army (Hong
Kong) soccer team.
Lance-Corporal Ted Gough, Signalman Chris Woolf and
Corporal Nobby Clarke are members of the 51 Brigade hockey
team.
Captain John Selby and Signalman Chris Woolf and LanceCorporal Chung Wai Keuog, now H.K.M.S.C., represented the
Army (Hong Kong) at water polo (season just fin:shed).
Corporal Pang Fu Wah has been selected to represent the
Army (Hong Kong) at basketball.
Sergeant Val Etter'ey is currently ranked No. 3 in the
Colony in the ladies' ten-pin bowling world.
Foreman Colin Smith's enthusiasm for squash has led to an
outburst of activity by some of our more static communicators, who are now ocking it to each other in no uncertain
fashion.

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.O. 53

H

ERE in Cyprus, it is the season for change; winter is upon
us, and with it comes the first change of command since
the Squadron took over its radio relay role under
RISTACOMM. Major A. S. McK. Anderson has taken over
command from Major G. J. Chitty, who had commanded the
Squadron since the last days of DCN and througtiout the
build-up of the first year of radio relay operation.
Most of our readers probably do not know anything of
our present role, here in Cyprus. The Squadron was formed
from the old DCN unit to take over the R.A.F. radio relay
system under RISTACOMM . The takeover was gradual, beginning in December, 1967, and full responsibility for the
system became ours in July, 1968, although a few long-suffering R.A.F. gentlemen remained with us until early 1969. The
smoothness of the takeover was mainly due to the large amount
of goodwill and co-operation between the two Services.

Tiiey expect us to be 1•l&used about it!
The Cyprus RR system provides a communication r!ng between the Sovereign Base Areas and ' retained sites.' It consists of nine stations, spread over the length and breadth of
Cyprus, each manned by a small detachment. We provide a
wide variery of circuits, including, amongst others, those needed·
for remote operation by the Air Traffic Control Centre at
icosia. For our sins, we took over vintage radio equipment of the Marconi 100, 300 and 500 series. PEP as ure
us that it will be replaced in 1972 by a series of equipmenb
the size of matchboxes, which will need no supervision or
maintenance. This would effectively reduce the number of
overseas postings in the Corps by about SO-and they expect
us to be pleased about it!
The Squadron consists of SHQ and three Troops-Engineering, West and East. SHQ, Engineering and West are based
in Episkopi, and the latter also look after Akrotiri and Mount
Troodos and Olympus. Each Troop lives in Dhekelia, with detachments at Nicosia, Ayios Nikolao and Cape Greco. It is intended, in the coming months to feature each Troop and detachment, in turn, in our WmE notes.

252 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1

Change of Conunand

Personality spot
The cable network in Hong Kong is as complicated as a
game of Mah Jong. Local knowledge is a valuable asset, and
we are fortunate to have on our strength as our foreman lineman Mr. Chan Tong, whose service with Royal Signals dates
b~ck ~o 1932. Mr. Cbal'!-'s pith helmet· is a familiar sight in
Victoria ~arraeks, al}d his knowledge o~ the local line layout
may be 1ustly described as comprehensive. Mr. Chan is not
Lhe onlY: men;ber o~ the .unit who can claim a pre-war acquaintance with line-laymg m the Colony. Our Admin. Officer,
Major (Retd). Leslie Bainbridge, did a similar job in 1937 as
a member of the Hong Kong Signal Section.

LITTLE DIFFICULTY IN CARRYING OFF 1st PRIZE
252 Squadron's Motor Rally team which won the Slst Brigad e night
rally competition
Left to right: Corporal Stania, Lance-Corporal Mee, Lance-Corporal
Martin, Corporal McKay, Corporal Teanby and Signalman Wooff
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About ou.r sport - and sportsmen
Despite being spread all over the island, we still manage
to field teams for most sports. Normally, the detachment
play for their host unit, and the Episkopi element provides
(Continued on page 36)
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20,000
Limbless Ex-Senice Men
await a word from you

A word of encourageme.nt and a token of help-needed, nmv,
by British Ex-Service men who have sacrificed a full life.
Many of them are completely unable to help themselves.
Money is urgently needed to help these men conquer their
handicap-money to equip and maintain homes in which
they can be given convalescence, or care and comfort in their
old age. BLESMA is not aided by the State. Will you help?
Another way you can help. Do you know any Bri1im Ex-Service
man or woman who has Jost a limb and would benefit from
specialist help and advice? Let BL ESMA know.

Donaiions and i11formatio11: Major the Earl of Ancastcr, T.D.,

Chairman of Appeal (S.49) Midland Bank Ltd., 89, Chartcrhouse
Street, London, E. C. t.

BRITISH LIMBLESS
EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION
(Registered in accmdance with the National Assistance Act 1948 and,
as a charity, imdt!T the Charities Act, 1960). '

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free lransp~rter delivery • Special
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid •3 years to pay •All
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem

Order yout new car befote you leove. When you gel back tt will be 1eady ano wailing
for you at the airpou-fully insured. With all the paperwork completed for the U.K.
Europe. or both. The Information Pac gives you the full gen f0tces disco1.1nts. 1peciaf
H.P. terms. the lot. .
Plus • aheaf of colour brochures of alt the lateat

models to browa• through• ~ leisure. Thefe's no obhgauon wNte"tet You can
weigh everything up. take vour ume choosing -and take delivery whettvet you land

Po_st to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Br1dgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

···········-·····----···-··
I f'leoso send me your lnformotlon Pock-without obliga/;on. w.r •
I N•"'•····· · ........ ...............•...... Rank ........ - ..•. ... •...• . I
Present Address .• ... ....... -···-· .•••.•. -·-··- · -·-··· •••...•.• • I
I TatfreeforU.K.andlhen •.•..••.••••• ---·-······-·· ••• (country)
I Tat pdid for U.K. only
(Ii~
~
I

I
I
I
I

Delivery Dale .............

I
~ ~1ir I
I
I

·-···-·····--····--·---·-··
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261 Signal Squadron (Air Support)

NO WORRIES HERE!

B.F.P.O. 53
..,

AIRFIELD SIGNAL TROOP SAY 'G OODBYE' TO THE STATION
COMMANDER
Air Commodore D. A. Green, C.B.E., D.S.0., D.F.C., R.A.F.
with OC Airfield Signal Troop R.A.F. Akrotiri, and Troop representatives after the presentation
From left to right: Signalman Glynne Denton, Signalman Fred Wright,
lance-Corporal Tom Hickey, Staff-Sergeant Tony Bermingham ,
the Air Commodore, Captain Tony Gatward, Sergeant John Sells
and Corporal Dave Osborne

.....
N 1st December, the Troop Commander and a representative. body of N.C.O.s and men presented an e:igraved
Royal Signals plaque to the Station Commander, R.A .F.
Akrotiri, Air-Commodore D. A. Green, C.B.E., D.S.O., D.F.C.,
on behalf of all ranks of the Troop.
The presentation marked the departure of the Station Commander from Akrotiri, prior to taking up an appointment in
the U.K. Akrotiri is now the largest operational station in the
Royal Afr Force.
The ' build-up' over rhe last 18 months resulted in an
abn_ormal workload on the Airfield Signal Troop, especially
durmg the bad weather conditions last winter.
Our task w'.ls made easier by the patience, understanding
a.nd personal mterest shown by the Air Commodore who at
times, had difficulty in recognising our soldiers through their
coating of mud.
~e recently said farewell to Sergeant Pete Gorman and
family, posted to. ? Division ~.Q. and Signal Regiment;
Sergeant John Phillips and farruly to 30th Signal Regiment·
and Sergeant Ron Warren to 21st Signal Regiment.
,.
No doubt S~rgeant War~en will appreciate the change. Instead of thrashmg around m cable pits and other odd holes in
the ground, he can now ' blast-off ' with a sand iron from all
the 'traps' of the golf courses of Bruggen and Laarbruch!
~ecent new arrival~ to .~e Troop are Sergeant Terry
Skinner, Sergeant Enc Williams and Lance-Corporal Vic
Buttery, all with their families.
The joys and hazards of the cable··entwined peninsula at
Akrotiri await them. We wish them well.

O

The WO's and Sergeants of 259 and 261 Squadrons show the world the Cyprus smile ...
Or it might be that they have just heard the U.K. weather forecast for the month
Standing: Sergeants Maynard (261), Lowry (259), Hawley (259), Mcinnes (259), R.Q.M.S. Shaw (261), Staff-Sergeant Major Wheeler
(261 ), Sergeant Hinton (259)
Middle: Staff-Sergeant Dacy Cl Coy, O.R.Q.M.S. Hughes 3 Signal Group, Staff-Sergeant Major Johnson (259), Staff-Sergeant
Edwards (259), Sergeants Anderson (259), Gore (261), W.0.1. Short (259), Staff-Sergeant Maidment (259), Sergeants Jones (259),
Martin (259), Staff-Sergeant Angell (259), Sergeant Macgilp (259), W.0.11. Lanyon (259)
Front: Staff-Sergeant Barnett (259), Sergeants Erasito (259), lngleby (259), Staff-Sergeant Ford~am (261)

teams under the Squadron title. Here we gratefully acknowledge the assistance from players of 261 and 262 Squadrons
who play for us in part exchange. The exceptions to this are
the Squadron rugby team, where players are comjng from all
detachments to participate, and the basketball team. In the
latter case, a team from East Troop regularly travel about 120
miles to represent the Squadron in the Western SBA. During
the past years Sergeants Lowry and Gibson represented the
Army (Cyprus) at rugby in the successful tour of Malta, and Staff
Sergeant Angell at hockey. Staff Sergeant Barnett has also been

selected for the Army golf team to play against R.A.F. Cyprus.
Postings out have been very few as yet but a few stalwarts
from D .C.N. days who helped form rpe new Squadron have
left, notably Captain (Q.M.) W. E. Howley, who has returned
to his native Ireland. W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Johnson has gone as
R.S.M. with the T.A.V.R. in Sheffield, Staff Sergeant (Buck)
Angell, complete with boomerang, to civilian life in Australia,
and Sergeant Martin to B.A.0.R.
Watch this space for our further doings during the months
to come. See how the other half live!

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)

B.F.P.O. 53
th~

O many management changes have taken place in
S
Squadron recently that much of our space is devoted to
followed by brief notes on the remaining
'
h~il an~ _f~rewell,'

mam acttvmes.
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LOOKING OUT OVER THE MEDITERRANEAN . . .
The forward scatter antennas pointing out over the Mediterranean,
with the mast carrying the 259 Signal Squadron radio relay antenna
in the foreground

Farewells
It is with some regret that for the last time I ' vet ' the
Squadron notes collated by Captain Jenny Bunyan, our longsuffering scribe - cum - P.R. expert - cum - 0.C. W.R.A.C.-cumliaison expert, who shortly leaves for a more peaceful post in
England. She has always worked wholeheartedly for the benefit
of the Squadron, and we shall miss her good humour and
cheerful acceptance of every imaginable task. We have also
just said farewell to Captain 'Jock ' Reid, who has relinquished
command of an efficient comcen (not to mention a strange post
euJ?hemistically entitled 'S.O. 3 COMSEC '), and has gone
to impose a completely unshakeable calm on yet another comer
of England. Sergeant Ben Lawson is bound for Blandford and
the School, where he clearly intends to become a first-class
Foreman of Signals as quickly as possible in order to get back
to the really serious business of converting the heathen in
matter both technical and sporting. W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Brian
Appleby has already disappeared to a somewhat more active
part of the world, and we are awaiting his first communication
from the ' front ' with bated bream.
To all of you, and your families Genny's excepted!) our
t.lianks for your support and very best wi hes for the future.
Greetings
. Fortunately we ~vere abl~ to throw o~r new arrivals straight
mto th~ deep end m prepanng for the Fitness for Role (F.F.R.)
Inspecuon, so explanations and introductions were brief and
to the point. W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Terry Martin has spent a month
patrolling the Squadron lines with evi:r-increasing rapidity o much so that he frequentl y flew off at tangents to Mt.
Olympus and Cape Greco, to the astonishment and consternation of the residents. Captai11 Terry O'Toole arrived (to take
over ~e comcen and 'S.0. 3 COMSEC') with raised eyebrows,
a baffling sheaf of car import forms, hair-raising stories about
customs, wharfage and unscheduled diver ions, and a cynical
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di belief that anyone could rema in sane anywhere south and
ca t of B.A.0.R. Having waved his 7th Signal Regiment Old
Comrades' flag once or twice he was welcomed by all t he other
old lags, and their welcome may even help him to urvive the
shock of coping with certain Cyprus operating p eculia rities.
Finally, welcome to our new O.C. W.R.A.C., Captain Liz Poole.
She has not actually signed the hand/takeover cenificate yet,
but we're hoping that the co:nbincd blandishments of Jenny, the
O.C. and Second-in-Command will dispel the utter disbelief
with which she currently regards her new appointment. Last,
but not least, we welcome our Second-in-Command, Captain
Alan de Bretton Gordon. Although he's been on the posted
treogth for well over a year, he has been somewhat preoccupied
of late with ' nuclear <lisper ion ' ' cordon and search ' and
• jud!fes rules ' and has only just returned to normal- for which
blessmg, heartfelt thanks all round.

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V}
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
A11111u1l Adutln.

THREE - DAY endurance exe rcise fo r Brigadiers in
Comma nd was set by this R egiment, for Brigadier
A
James Jackson, Comma nder of 12 Signal Group (Volunteers),
under the guise of the Annual Administrative Inspection. The
first hurdle, visiting the L ord M ayor of Hull, the L ady Mayoress
and Sheriff for tea in the T own H all was taken easily in a
fast time. T his was followed quickly by a cocktail party at
Londesborough Barracks, under the chairman ship of Captains
Cedric Platt and Lee Tibbs.

Twice in seven months!
Due to the NEARELF sy tern of organising F .F .R. inspections seasonally, we have achieved a near record in having two
in the space of seven months-hastening to add that the cause
is purely administrative, NOT disciplinary. Brigadier R. C.
Windsor Clive, Commander Dhekelia Area carried out the
inspection, appropriately accompanied by Captain Jenny
Barker, W.R.A.C. (Signal trained), his Staff Captain ' Q.'

W .R..A.C. successes
Io the sporting world, Corporal Sue Hamilton represented
the Cyprus W.R.A.C. in their successful Inter-Services squash
match against the W.R.A.F. on 12th November. The trophy has
been added to the others in the Squadron Commander's Office,
and always seems to shine much more than the others.
Early in November a W.R.A.C. Junior N.C.0.s' course was
run in Dbekelia, with the Squadron contingent providing
instructors in drill and P.T., lecture-room facilities and four
very successful students. Lance-Corporals Trudy Clark, Jenny
Smith, Sheila Clayton and Cynthia Grice are to be congratulated on the hard work they put in to achieve very good marks
and reports-three ' B ' and one ' C ' gradings are first class
results. Dui:ing th<: co:urse our W.R.A.C. Comcen Supervisor
(and part-wne dnll mstructor) Staff Sergeant Janice Ellis
developed a. new spon-trying to spot the Squadron Commander lurkmg at the back of classrooms, hovering (in the
bade) at the ~dge of. the drill square, _and peering around
mounds of equipment m the gym-ostensibly observing course
progress, but in reality escaping from his office, telephone, intercom. and 'In' tray.

FARAWAY

PLACES 1

VNVSVAL JOBS 1
WRY NOT WRITE YOUR STORY FOB
" TOE WIRE ''1
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New Officers
W e congratulate Second-Lieutenants John Lowe and Peter
Sutherland on gai ning their commissions and welcome SecondLieu tenants Wilson, Sharpe and Clements-all W .R.A.C.
Bnndt1m1an S. Beazley
We record with re~7t the sudden death of Bandsman S.
B~azley. Age? ~?> h~ JOmed the T .A. in 1939 and saw service
with SOth D1vJS1on m France, Africa and Italy. He rejoined
the _T.A. after the war as a bandsman, first with the Royal
Er!1pneers a~d Ia.tterly with our Regimental Band. His is a
military family. His fa ther was a Bandmaster in Royal Engineers
and his brother is Band Sergeant of our Band. We extend o~
~ mpathy to his widow and two children.

71 st Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Bromley

Belt and braces
As well a touring the
quadron lines we invited the
Brigadier to visit our F.S.S. Cape Greco. To the Squadron
Commander's horror, at the la t minute the planned helicopter
lift was declared to be unavailable-and telephone communications were also subject to temporary failure! However, as well
a being involved in infantry signallers Class I instruction and
a 17th/21st Lancers Jong-range HF radio exercise Radio Troop
had laid on a one to one Cll /R210 link from Dhekelia to Cape
Greco. Consequently, messages were passed, decisions made,
timings and transport rearranged, and the visit took place a
planned.

Parachuting - for fun
During the last few weeks, Corporal Alan de la Haye - a
confirmed 'addict' - has been 'selling' the local Free Fall
Parachute Club introductory courses in a big way. As a result,
Signalman ' Scouse ' Hogan and Corporals Mark Eaton and
' Tug' Wilson have all taken the big jump. Corporal Wilson
is now a confirmed enthusiast and finds himself involved in
high finance trying to make his budget stretch to both parachuting and sub-aqua activities. We hope to produce photographic
records of his sporting life in future notes.

Afrcr this, the T eesside military ball passed without casualty
due no _d oubt to the presence of the Regimental trumpeter~
who~e dinn.ei: calls encouraged officers to greater effon.
H ard trammg for the C hristmas all ranks' dinner and Regimental dance, followed qu ickly by the Regimental S ergeant~'
ball, proceeds with untiring devotion to duty.

I

TAKING TEA WITH THE LORD MAYOR OF HULL
I
In the photo, left to right : Captain Cedric Platt, Brigadier A. J. Jackson,
The Lord Mayor of Hull , Lieutenant-Colonel Paddy Evans and
Captain Lee Tibbs

The inspection of the Hull Detachment took place the following morning and a fast drive to Leeds in time for lunch. After
inspecting an immaculate Barrack Guard, the Brigadier toured
49 Squadron Another drive to Middleton St. George, a quick
change and then a dinner party. Early on Sunday, a slightly
worn, but still game, Group Commander motored to Gateshead,
inspected and turned back to Middlesbrough for a hard look
at the Regimental Sergeants' Mess and was revived by a lunch
party, in the Officers' Mess. Inspection of Brambles Farm
followed, reinforcements having arrived in the form of Brigadier
Claude Fairweather, the Honorary Colonel.
Another motor trip to Darlington, home of SO Squadron,
completed the hard course. The Brigadier passed the test with
flying colours-but a year's intensive training will be necessary
to improve his time for the cour e.
Advanced Officer Trnb1ing
We do not neglect to train our younger officers for the
time when they will be required to carry out administrative
inspections themselves. A carefully planned series of end urance
tests is now nearing completion. Starting with the Leeds Old
Comrades' dinner-a first-rate evening, as always-we progressed to the Regimental ball where Corporal Nelson ~rpassed
himself in providing an excellent dinner.
The survivors of the Group dinner at Catterick underwent
the stiff climb to the Remembrance Day sherry party, where
many local dignitaries, including the Mayor and Mayoress of
Teesside, cheered on those officers who were thought to be
flagging under the strain.
SO Squadron Sergeants' social evening, under the direction
of S.S.M. Hewitson, proved a formidable test. This occasion
included the traditional boat race, which the officers won- a
tribute to patient and dedicated training.
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AST March we announced our formation in THE WIRE.
Now, eight months later, having completed our first
annual camp, we can truthfully say that we are well established
and h ave made a good start in training for our role in support
of U.K.L.F.
. Ca~p, at Scarborough, was highly successful on all counts,
mcludmg the weather. It provided the first opportunity for the
S q ~ad rons to come together as a Regiment and experience a
feel mg for the Corps, to which the majority transferred upon
the di ~ bandment of the Territorials. Although the only common feature in our dress is our cap badge, all four Squadrons
fitted together very well, and very quickly; so much so that
afte r two days it was as though the Regiment had been in
exis tence for years rather than months.
<;:a.mp, 1969, of necessity, was planned to provide individual
trammg and a firm foundation in skills and knowledge. All
ranks worked hard at this, with results which reflect the enthusiasm and bard work of all concerned-organisers in~
structors and trainees.
'
j

Keyboard trainJng
We, too, were forturtate in securing the services of Sight
and Soun d Ltd., for keyboard training. With their system, 60
emb!1'o comce_n operators, telegraph operators and clerks
obta me~ a basic touch-typing skill . which, for the majority, is
now bemg converted to the telepnnter keyboard. This compa.ra tive.ly new form of training has already been described
briefly m THE WIRE, and there i no doubt that it provides
a significant short cut in training for th.is particular skill.
The trainee radio operators were likewise engaged in learning
morse and such was their keenness that instructors were.
cajoled into giving extra training during the evenings. Many
a barrack room became untenable at night because of the morse
practice taking place.
V .l.P.s present
The number of visitors at camp, twenty-one in all, indicated the great interest shown in us and how we were progressing. All made complimentary comments on wt1at they
had seen and all had no doubt that we had got off to a flying
start. Among them were the G.O.C.-in-C., Southern Command·
the S.0.-in-C.; G.O.C., Eastern District; our Commander'
13th Signal Group; and a trio of C.S .O.s, Southern Command'
Northern Command and London District. Not counted as ~
visitor, as he is really a member of the family, was MajorGeneral An_derson, C.B.E., who w~s appointed Honorary Colonel
to the Reg101ent last August. His plans to see us were twice
thwarted when, as ACDS (Signals) he was required to be in
the U.S.A. for. the satellite launch. Fonunately for us, the
launch was agam postponed and so made his visit possible at
the last moment. He very quickly met everyone and was well
and truly dined-in at the officers' first dinner night, notable
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. .. AT SCARBOROUGH
Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., SO-in-C, meets Staff-Sergeant
Cox of 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (V) at annual camp at
Scarborough

~ so for the display of two guidons and a large fortune in mess
silver. We are looking forward to seeing a lot more of the
General at our many centres on his return from the States.
Annual camp had its lighter side, and this came in the
form of a knockout football tournament. The first match
held was between the W.R.A.C. and 94 (Berkstiire Yeomanry)
Signal Squadron .. It would not be correct to quote the score,
but the men acquitted themselves well against superior numbers
3;0d, .in some case$, superior weights! The knockout competiuon itself proved very popular and, with the exception of one
broken arm-incident free. It was won by rhe P.S.I.s, who
narrowly defeated a rather weary 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry)
Signal Squadron.

Fnei11g a new training yenr
We now f~ce a new training year. 884 Sub Regional Signal
Troop, at Bnghton, have already made their mark by winning
on Exercise ' Autumn Scramble,' one week after return fro~
camp, 13 Signal Group Commander's ' barrel of ale ' for the
greatest volume of traffic pas ed over the Dll link during the
final two-hour sdnedule of the exercise.
There is a lot of work ahead of us. We have still to draw
the bulk of our general stores, and there are many more
vehicles to be issued, but recruiting is progressing well, and we
are confident that we shall soon be able to hold our own with
the best. Camp next year is at Scarborough again, although
most of the time is to be spent on field exercise , which will
keep the majority away from the 3 B's Club and other
fleshpots.
Our Squadron titles have been approved. These, and their
locations, are as follows:
H.Q. (265 London & Kent) Signal Squadron (V)-Bromlcy
and Bexleyheath.
68 (Inns of Court & City Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (V)Lincolns Inn, Camberwell and Brighton.
70 (Essex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (V}-Chelm ford,
Harlow and Southend-on-Sea.
94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (V)-Reading,
Windsor and S•n1thampton.
In conclusion, we would like to thank our mi>ny friends in
Regular and Volunteer units, The School of Signal , the Training Brigade and Royal Signal Records, who have been ~o helpful to us in overcoming so many and varied problems during
tile period of etting ourselve up.
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81 SIGNAL SQUADRON {V) IN CYPRUS

Ill Sig1uil Squad1·01i (Y) liked Cyprus - and C11prus liked them

81 Signal Squadron consists of volunteers from many parts of the country. They flew to Cyprus for two weeks and are a cheerful and efficient
team of communicators. 857 Airfield Troop, pictured above are typical of the excellent volunteer spirit in the Squadron

81 Squadron depart • • •

E, in 81 Squadron, consider ourselves very fortunate to
have carried our annual training in Cyprus from 24tn
W
October - 7th November. We are, as you will remember, the
anomaly-a wholly llB (or ex-A.E.R.) Squadron in a llA
Regiment and the Air Support (formerly known as Air Formation) element of the Reserve Army. Our parent unit is the
40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V).
One-hundred-and-twenty of us got off to a good start by
flying in a VC-10 of Air Support Command from Brize Norton
to Akrotiri. We were not so lucky on the way back. Our flight
home was cancelled (not postponed, mark you). I{owever, after
kicking up a fuss, we got back, later than expected, but just
in time to be at work on N onday. 'They' had to hire and
send out a special aircraft to pick us up!
For Alu-otiri • • •
R.A.F. Akrotiri is quite a place. Its area is 45 square miles
and when you consider that Catterick is only 34 square miles
in area, you can understand how impressive it is. It is, in fact,
tne largest R.A.F. Station in the world now. Yet, all there is
there by way of Royal Signals is an Airfield Troop and a
Project Troop under Captain Tony Gatwood and Captain
(T.0.T.) John Jupe respectively. We outnumbered the regulars
well and truly, but the hospitality shown to us wa&, nevertheless,
overwhelming. Incidentally, Group Captain Engineering, having
got used to seeing us about but not quite knowing who we
were, observed to Captain Gatwood, " I am pleased to see that
they have at last brought your establishment up to a sensible
level ... "
.,ad work
Our main job was to inst.all a new overhead line development to the Officers' married quarters so as to ensure that all
important people, including every pilot, would get a telephone.
This was just right for a Squadron that is 95 % G .P.O. It was
also an excellent exercise in public relations because, although
only a few met the Senior R.A.F. Officers, many more met
their wives! One morning, a fire broke out in the nearby bush
(not caused by us). Corporal Crainie jumped over a fence to
borrow fire-fighting equipment and found a Wing Commander's
wife sun-bathing clad in, well, nothing. Nothing daunted, he

still remembered to ring for the Fire Brigade before returning
ro fight the fire!
Whilst on this project, we were honoured with a visit from
Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E., M.C., G.O.C.
NEARELF. He spoke to everybody he met and overran his
programme by half-an-hour. We thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated his visit and are grateful for his interest in u s.
Some of the Squadron went much further afield. The technicians were the most fortunate in this respect. Two spent
most of their time in Nicosia. Four others were in Troodos,
half-way up Mount Olympus, for an important task to be done
in high altitude there. Other technicians were in Episkopi, as
were six of o'ur drivers training with the King's Own Royal
Border Regiment. Meanwhile, our linemen fulfilled a multitude
of smaller projects in Akrotiri and Episkopi, including fixing
up Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, 0.B.E., Commander 3rd
Signal Group, with a fully operational hou e switchboard.
And piny • • •

Throughout our visit the weather was beautiful. The 'locals'
thought we were mad to swim, as it was by then far too cold
for them. However, we, working summer hours, were able to
be on the beach by the early afternoon and enjoy up to two
hours with the sun and sea warm and inviting. Apart from
swimming we joined in other local sports. We beat 261 Squadron
5-1 in a keenly fought soccer match, and individuals became
champions at snooker, table tennis and darts.
The middle Sunday saw most of the Squadron off on a
day trip to the north of the I land and in particular to Nicosia
and on to Kyrenia, which we all agreed to be one of the most
beautiful places we had ever seen. This trip took us through
Greece and Turkish areas and brought us into contact with
U.N. forces and was thus fa cinating. Bur it was not all play
for everybody. A fault occurred on a major cable at Akrotiri
and two of our cable jointers, who opted out of the trip, found
they had a very busy day!
The fortnight soon sped by and we were involved with all
the usual events of the last few days. The Officers gave a
cocktail party at which Major-General Holme, many of the
Officers of 3rd Signal Group and many R.A.F. Officers from
Akrotiri and Episkopi were, with their wives, honoured guests,
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(I) Colonel D. L. Sylvester Bradley O.B.E. commander 3rd Signal Group, accompanied by Major Peter Dixon, O.C. Squadron,
has a word with Signalman M. F. Potts of Shrewsbury
(2) Sergeant Bob MacDiarmid explains the projects to Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E., G.O.C. NEARELF Background:
Major Peter Dixon
(3) General Holme in conversation with brawny Corporal Louis Edwards of Eccles, Lanes. Major Neil Grayson, O.C. 261
Squadron in the background
(4) Signalman George Tress of Manchester jointing
(5) Signalman Dennis Pountney of Hucknall, Notts "up the pole"
(6) Corporal Ray Newton of Shewsbury jointing

as were a few local nurses and school teachers, by courtesy of
Captain Tim Armstead.
The next day saw the Squadron party, which transpired to
have almost a music-hall touch with 'rums' from many, including a choir of officers, who had recovered from feeling fragile
after the previous night, only to suffer the same experience
again the next day. During this period we were delighted to
see our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Hall, who came hotfoot from Northern Ireland, where he had been C.R. Signals
as well as C.O. of our Regiment, and who flung himself into
our activities with his usual energy and enthusiasm.
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And go back again?
And so to the final day and to the great honour pa:d to u ·
when the Station Commander of R.A.F. Akrotiri, Air Commodore D. A. Green, C.B.E., D.S.O., presented to our O.C.,
Major Peter Dixon, a shield in appreciation of our activitie
on his station, and also wrote us a very kind letter demanding
our return next year. Colonel Sylvester-Bradley, in spite of
being pressed into inspecting us on parade on the middle
Saturday and thereby lo ing some two hours of sailing, tia also
requested our return, and we hope very much to oblige in
May of next year-God, and the power that be, willing!
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Embarking on a

ft4'1l'

life in the Corps

HOYAi. SIGNALS YACHT Cl.UIS

67th (Queen's Own Warwickshire
& Worcestershire Yeomanry)
Signal Squadron (Volunteers)
Stratford-upon-Avon
HIS new Signal Squadron was formed in January a year
ago and was recruited exclusively from a former Royal
Armoured Corps Regiment, The Queen's Own Warwickshire
and Worcestershire Yeomanry.
The Yeomanry was formed in 1794 and is the second senior
Territorial Cavalry Regiment. The Q.O.W.W.Y. has the unique
honour of being the only unit in the Briash Army to have Her
Majesty the Queen as Honorary Colonel of the Regiment.
The Regiment took part in the last cavalry charge in the Army
at Huj in 1917 and the Regiment was the first to break through
the German lines at El Alamein in 1942. Since the war they
have been equipped with Comet tanks, Daimler Armoured Cars
and Ferret Scout Cars. An eight-man cadre carries the previous
title of the Q.O.W.W.Y. on the Army Lists.
With this illustrious past we embark on a new life in the
Royal Corps of Signals. In our new role we are equipped with
Land Rovers and one-tonners fitted with Dlls and C12s. Everyone is busy converting from their former R.A.C. trades to
Royal Signal ones. Many N.C.0.s and soldiers have been away
to Canerick on trade courses.
The Squadron forms part of the 37th (Wessex and Welsh)
Signal Regiment based on Bristol and commanded by
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl.
Annual camp was held at Penhale Camp, Newquay, in June
when the new role and trade structure was put to the severest
tests and we feel we came through 'okay.'
The Squadron wears the Royal Signals cap badge in their
distinctive black and white bats, with the bear and ragged
taff collar badges and the W.W.Y. shoulder titles are retained.
The bear and ragged staff has very early military significance
as a cap badge, being used many years before the Regiment's
official formation. Quote from Shakespeare's (2 King Henry
VI, Act 2, Scene 1):
Lord Clifford: Might I know thee by thy household badge.
Earl of Warwick: Now, by m y faiher's badge Old Nevill's
crest, the rampant bear chained to the ragged staff, chis day I'll
wear aloft in my burgonet.
The present Squadron Leader is Major S. W. T. Birch, T.D.,
and the two Royal Signals Permanent Staff Instructors are
Sergeant W. Kitching and Corporal P. Murphy.
Squadron Headquarters is based at Stratford upon Avon
together with two Troops and one Troop is based at Stourbridge
in Worcestershire.

T

SIGNALS ADVISER/ RADIO ENGINEER
rs REQUIRED BY
THE NATIONAL GUARD OF SAUDI ARABIA
Initial contract for one year, including six weeks' paid
leave in U.K. Unmarried or unaccompanied men are
preferred. Salary and allowances approximately £3,300
per annum.
Duties include advising the Director of Signals on all
technical and staff matters and on purchase and deployment of radio equipment; supervision of repair and
maintenance of static, mobile and portable radio equipment; and organisation of training of radio operators.
The Force at present is equipped with Dll and Cll sets
but planning to adopt modern HF and VHF communication systems.
Applications giving brief details of qualifications, experience and past employment, should be made to:
Commander National Guard,
P .O. Box 182,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
by civil air mail at full postage rates.
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Membership of the Royal Signals Yacht Club is open
to all rank of the Corps, whether serving or retired.
Details of membership and forms of application are
available from:
EITHER The Unit Sailing Officer of your Unit OR
Hon. Secretary R.S.Y.C. (U.K.), c/o H.Q. Blandford
Station, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
Membership cards are issued to all members.
Sailing in U.K. in Corps boats and racing in Corps
and inter-Service events is available throughout the season
to members of the R.S.Y.C. Details of events are
circulated by Newsletter. Members wishing to receive
the e must ensure that their names and addresses are
registered either with their Unit Sailing Officer or the
Hon. Secretary R.S.Y.C. (U.K.) (as above). This is
particularly important on posting back to U.K. from
overseas.
So, please co-operate and register each year as soon
as possible after 1st January, quoting your R.S.Y.C.
membership card number.

Spotlight

OB

a Corps Cricketer

Corporal M. G. Kilvington
by Major J. R. Stephenson, Queen's, Cricket Officer,
School of Signals
ORPORAL ' Mick ' Kilvington is shortly to be posted to
21st Signal Regiment in Germany, after four years at
C
the School of Signals. During his time at the School he ha
distinguished himself on tile cricket field, and I therefore felt
that his achievments should be recorded in THE WIRE.
Corporal Kilvington joined the Royal Signals in 1964 and, on
completion of his trade training
with 8th Regiment, was posted
to the School of Signals in 1966.
Between 1966 and 1969 he
played
regularly
for
the
School of Signals, the Corps
and the Army. On moving to
Blandford with the School he
added the Dorset County side
to the list in 1968 and 1969.
I asked him to tell me about
his best performances and details of his batt:ng and bowling averages over the years he
has been with the School, but
in his unassuming way said he
did not keep records of his
Corporal M. G . Kilvington, School cricketing
exploits. However,
of Signals
after searching through scorebooks and making enquiries, I
managed to compile an outline of his achievements.

Boynl Sij!nnls
He has played 31 times for the Corps, during which he has
taken 159 wickets for 1,869 runs. In 16 matches he has taken
five or more wickets.
As a batsman, he has scored 635 runs in 40 innings with an
average of 20.9. His best score was 53 not out against Royal
Engineers in 1966.
The Army
He gained his first cap for the Army in 1966 and has
played in every inter-Service match since then.
Altogether he has played 32 times, taking a total of SO
wickets for 1,002 runs, and has scored a total of 191 runs.
His best Army performances were 3 wickets for 17 runs
against Royal Navy in 1967; 4 wickets for 25 runs against
Berkshire in 1968, and 5 wickets for 30 runs against RM.A.,
Sandhurst, in 1969 (including a hat-trick).
Undoubtedly his best season was 1969, when he took a
total of 21 wickets for 293 runs and scored 46 runs.
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Dorset
When not required for Service cricket, Corporal Ki:vington
played regularly for Dorset, gaining his cap in 1969.
I have been unable to get hold of his county averages, but
kno.v that his best performance was 10 wickets for 26 runs
against Cornwall in a Minor Counties Olampionship match in
August, 1969. This is certainly a Dorset record and is thought
to be a Minor Counties record.

over the years. He gave a special re:ninder that the Corp
celebrates its 50th anniversary in 1970 and asked member to
let the Hon. Secretary know if they intended to be pre~ent at
the celebrations in Catterick or Blandford.
The Hon. Secretary of the Branch is Mr. W. Swan on, 95,
Bloomfield Drive, Bath, and he will be very pleased to reply
to any inquiries regarding membership.

To Germany
Now, at the age of 24, he is to go to Germany, where he
will urely terrorise many batsmen on the matting wicket~. To
this fine Royal Signals cricketer go our congratulations for his
distinguished cricketing career while at the School of Signals
and our best wishes for the future. We hope that he will
continue to make the most of bis obvious cricketing ability.
BOOK REVIEW

"Fall out the 01/icers "
Spike Mays joined The Royals as a ' band-rat ' direct from
a farm cottage in Suffolk in 1924. In a racey storey, 'Fall Out
The Officers' (Eyre & Spottiswoode, 35s.) he describes in
detail his life as a failed bandsman, a successful trooper,
signaller and signalman in Aldershot, Hounslow, Abassia, Trimulgherry and Meerut. Among his officers, of whom we hear
much, was Lieutenant Wintle, later famous as the Colonel who
debagged a solicitor and per onally fought and won a case in
the House of Lords.
Spike decided to become a tradesman, against the day of
his discharge and transferred to Royal Signals. He trained
as a wireless operator in Jubulpore in 1930 with a squad of
Lahore lads who had been taught to speak English as though
they came from Llanelly.
He had the time of his life with Captain Mark Duke in 3rd
Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, training remounts, shikar and
exploring-including the harem area of a noble's house, whence
he was ejected without lasting damage to his person, the noble
believing him to be mad. The comparison between the
gentlemanly life of a British Signalman in the Raj, compared
with that of other arms, is remarked upon. The servants, the
delicious food, the soft touch of the napi's razor at dawn,
which compared more favourably with a cavalry trumpet. He
loved Indian soldiers, for whom he had the deepest respect.
Spike went to Edinburgh University late in life and finished
up as a P.R.O. at London Airport. In 1969 he has also publi hed a best seller, 'Reubens Corner.'
'Fall Out The Officers ' is modern Kipling, but better, in
that Kipling was an outsider peering into the barrack room.
If you put the book doNn, be careful where you leave it.
Your relatives would require a comprehensive dictionary of
short, sharp, Anglo-Saxon words.

DATU

&

DISTRICT

BRANCH

Ho11. Secre·ary: MR. W . SWANSON, 95, Bloomfield Drive, Bath.
The Branch held their 21st annual dinner in Bath on 15th
November. The event proved to be an outstanding success,
with a record number of members and guests present.
Before proposing the toast to the Royal Signal Association,
the Vice-Chairman, Major A. M. Keeling, O.B.E., T.D., welcomed everyone, particularly those who had travelled from
London and the local districts. A special welcome was given
to Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., the General Secretary,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl, Commanding Officer of 37th
(Wessex & Welsh) Signal Regiment (V), and to Mr. B. Clarke
and Mr. L. Butler, Chairman and Hon. Secretary respectively
of the Bristol Branch. Major Keeling went on to say that the
Branch celebrated its 21st anniversary with some pride and
thanked the members for their loyal support during the past
years. Even so, nothing would please him more than to see
young and enthusiastic ex-member of the Corps joining the
Branch to participate in its affairs and to serve on the Committee. He also wondered what happened to the regular officers
who retired to the Bath area for not one had joined the Branch
since it was formed. On behalf of the Branch he congratulated
the President, Major E. F. Hedger, O.B.E., on his recent appointment as Director General of Defence Contracts.
Brigadier P. Hobson, in reply, gave a review of the Corps
activities and congratulated the Branch on its steady progress
THE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1970

[Courtuy: Bath E1Jtning Chroniclt

ROYAL

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION - BATH AND DISTRICT
BRANCH 21st ANNUAL DINNER
Top Table, left to right: Lieutenant-Colonel G. S. Curl, Mrs. G. S.
Curl, Brigadier P. Hobson, Major E. Hedger (President), Mrs. E.
Hedger, Mr. L. Moorse (Chairman), Mrs. A. M. Keeling, Major A. M.
Keeling (Vice Chairman), Mr. W . Swanson (Hon. Secretary) and
Mr. J. Moon

Hawkes of
Savile Row
The British have regularly gone into battle with
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived
to keep the firm going •.• and on victory parades
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes'
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion.

Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the
I770's. Every year hundreds of people
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for
the 1960's. You'll know our reputation
for made-to-measure tailoring but you
may be surprised at the extent of our
hand-made ready-to-wear range.
Drop in and see both at :

SAVILE ROW

LONDON

WI

01-734 0186

12a LONDON ROAD
CAMBERLEY
SURREY
Camberley 3829
Illustrated catalogue sent free on request
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ALL SMILES WHEN

C.S.0. WESTERN

COMMAND RETIRES

ll1BBB/J
Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

MAKINGS OF A PARTY1
Colonel Ken Rees takes the waters at Saighton Camp prior to his retirement. Also "suffering" are Sergeant Hopkins, W.0.1 Hopewell, Sergeant
Wilby and W.0.1 Jones

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
present salary to:-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

PERSONNEL MANAGER

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND
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RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1970 and in subsequent years.
Specialist training courses lasting approximately nine months, according to the trainee's progress, are
held at intervals. Applications are now invited for the course starting in September, 1970.
During training, a salary will be paid on the following scale:
Age 21
£800 per annum
22
855 "
"
23
890 "
"
24
925 ))
))
25 and over 965 ,,
,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Training School.
After successful completion of the course, Operators will be paid on the Grade 1 scale:
£965 per annum
Age 21
22
1025 "
"
23
1085 "
"
24
1145 "
"
25 (highest
121 5 ,,
,,
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £1,650 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G.C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5.' \J.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.
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Over a Century-old Partnership ...

PARSONS
AND

PRINTING

Like the Servic"es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time· taking
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisatiort, yet i;naintaining, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link with. our
customers, whom we are ever willin~
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

F.J. PARSONS LTD
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford
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THE ROYAL SCHOOL
ARMAGH

BAOR. • . . .

-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new:-

Boarding (Entrance) Scholarships

'70 FAMILY MODELS

Four S holar hip ( alu £125. £75 and two
of £ -o p.a.) are offered for Open Competition
ea h year. Group
(for candidate- under
t\ elve) i ba ed on the Primary urriculum .
Group B (for candidate under fourteen) i
ba ed on the fir t two year of the G.C.E. cour e,
with choice of paper .

It is the policy of the Board of Governor to
reser e ea h year a limited number of place for
Service children.
Detail

of yllabus. pro pectu , etc .. from:
Headmaster' Secr~tary ,
College Hill.
ARMAGH,

?•

.I.

IRIUMPH 15%

1200 £453'
1300 £597

0

OFF• 2000 £844 •

'

LIST PRICES '

OR

SLASHED

PEUGEOT

•

ALL '70 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM ONLY £615 •

Then for details of U.K./ Germany Delivery, Specifications, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Call, 'Phone
or Write to:

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEP H 0 NE KREFELD 28311 < 1 ~~:r~;~~ 1 ~)'·

of

IMPORTER -

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

(We have Agents in the U.K.

Tel. FRENSHAM 3232)

Home

Ownership
made
easy

There is no need for us to highlight the posmon regarding the acute shortage of
funds for house purchase loans. Would-be HOME OWNERS who did not make positive
plans well ahead for house purchase are finding ir almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promise of loans in the foreseeable future. This could happen to YOU!
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being
able to obtain a loan for house purchase at anytime in the future. The earlier you set in
motion a positive House Purchase Plan, the easier it becomes for you to own the house
of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force, the higher the loan possible,
and the more economic the purchase.

DO N OT WAIT UNTIL CIRCUMSTANCES FORCE YOU TO PROVIDE
A "H OME FOR YOUR FAMILY-ASK OUR ADVICE NOW!

When writing for advice on
House Purchase, please give
the following details:1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Rank, name and address
Date of birth
Place of house (approx)
Loan required
Date of intended purchase
Details of policies held
Other details which you
consider will assist.

For full details, write in confidence to:
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL c. B. JOHNS, M.A.I.B., R.A.0.C. (Retd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager,
H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
27 /29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, RGI IPA

Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227

Produced tor tbc Publilhcn, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OF TIU! ROYAL CORPS OP SIGNALS, Cheltenham 1erracc, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
(Tclchone: SLOane 3477) by COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. Ja.mes's, London, S.W.1.
Printed in GTeat Britain by F. J. PARSONS LTD .. The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2, and "Observer" BuildinitS, Hastings. Advertiscmcnr
Manarers· SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James'•, London, S.W.1. (Telephone: 01-930 n oS-9)
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CALDER NEWMAN -

BROKERS offer the most comprehensive service available
to all members of the Armed Forces and as Specia list Service Brokers we believe that in
the light of ever-changing circumstances it is now more important than ever before that
all ranks should have the benefit of professional and personal attention.
Consult:

CALDER NEWMAN
BROKERS
Head Office:

Our Cover Picture

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

Our picture is of Dover Castle, and in it can be seen the Constable's
Tower, over which fEes the personal banner with Coat of Arms of the
prcsenr Deputy Constable. The interesting poinr here is that the Deputy
Constable is ~rigadier. J. M. W. Badcoc!<> M.B.E., of the Corps, and as
our readers will find, if they read the arucle on page 50, this is the some:what unusi;ial job. that has come the way of a member of the Corps
m the ordinary !me of duty. Equally unusual must it be for LanceCorporal Marsh of the Corps, who assists Brigadier Badcock in the po it!on
of Constable's Tower Corporal. (The coloured cover photo is by courtesy
of Ray Warner Ltd., of Dover, as are the photographs in the article).

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) or Richmond 2159

Life Assurance for :Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Security for your Family

General Insurance for :Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

THE

Branches throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns
Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER

NEWMAN

TAKE

CARE

OF

YOU

FOR

TOE

LIFE

WIRE

A Plea for News

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

THE WIRE aims, amongst other things, to be a source of Corps news
for all members of the Corps, both serving and retired. While a certain
amount of Corps news and gossip comes to our ears in the course of our
Editorial duties, much happens that we never get to hear about or, if we
do, it is too late to be worth publishing. We make a plea now to all our
readers to keep us informed of anything that they may think will be of
interest ·to other readers of THE WIRE. A short note, or even a telephone
call to 01-730-4129 (ask for THE WIRE) is all that is necessary.

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:

LIFE ASSURANCE

llRIGADIER P. IU. P. HODSON,
D.S.O.

ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or pro~pective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assuraqce, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and panly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. 1\fay I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and bow much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
R.

~~g;ijff..m,
F.C.I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Mai or

T . F. William•
F.C.I.B.

Assistant Editor :
Mr. L. \Vood

We can often
official closing date
as much to retired
valued members of

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Te1Tace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

Our only problem is space, and so we would urge that any news item
is kept reasonably short.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.

All will be· pleased to hear of the following awards in the New Year's
Honours:
C.B.
Major-General A. J. Deane-Drummond, D.S.0., M.C.

Be news minded and help to keep ' The Wire' interesting.

New Year's Honours

O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0. Bound

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except afr
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).

M.B.E.
Major G. D. K. Woolrych
B.E.M.
Staff Sergeant W. K. L. Bell
Sergeant P. Kinsey

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association

insert SHORT items of news in THE WIRE after the
for written copy. We would stress that this applies just
members of the Corps, and any news of these old and
the Corps is always welcome.

FmJHUARY /MARCii
\ "ol. 24

(New Series)

•
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We also congratulate Mr. C. W. Dunham, wartime Sergeant in the Corps
and now general secretary of the British Limbless Ex-Servicemen's
Association on the award of the M.B.E.
1970
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Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

- - Lanc~-Corporal Anthony Acott, an ex-member
of Gan Island Sig1Jal Troop, 19th ffcgi.nient
for being awarded an Air Commander's Commendation by
Air Marshal Sir Neil Wheeler, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
S.F.C., A.F.C., for his work during his tour on Gan. Apart
from sterling work at his trade, he devoted most of his
time to ' Radio Gan ' where as Senior Announcer he
worked extremely long hours, and by his enthusiasm and
example did much to raise the standard of broadcasting
to a high professionalism. ' Rad io Gan ' is an essential
amenity on this tight little masculine island and LanceCorporal Acott's efforts made a considerable contribution
to the spirit of !11e station and brought great credit to his
Service and his Corps. Lance-Corporal Acott is now in 261
Signal Squadron. All his ex-colleagues in the Troop and
the Regiment join in sending congratulations on this welldeserved award.
- - Lieutenant-Colonel • Jininag , Pf!rguson at
present C.S.O. Scot.land and short.lg to reiire
on being selected as Assistant Secretary to the Royal and
Ancienc, SL Andrews. This is a new app:iintment and
involves the organisation and running of championships
and other events for which the Club is responsible. A
knowledgeable golfer he has had considerable experience
in this type of work, notably when be was ecretary of the
Catterick Garrison Golf Club.
-

Lieutenant-Colonel lJlaurice Shardlo1D, retired
for going round Beeston Fields golf course, Nottinghamshire, in 70 strokes gross-two strokes less than his age
of 72. This is considered to be a county record.

- - Major .Jofus Harwood ol 21st Regiment
for being placed first in the Baron Oertzen Cup (handicap
evenc) on the Cresta Run, St. Moritz, Switzerland. The
first three places went to Great Britain.

Captain R .

r.

Wilford

Major T. H. Whcawell

.. Pers.

Selection
Tell'm,
1u h
Regiment
,, 6 Inf. Bde. & Sig. Sqn. (206) a

o.c.

Lieutenant J. C . Wollaston .. .
. .. .. 28th Rc11'mcnt
Lieutenant-Colonel F. M . S. Winter. ., H.Q. 2 Sig, al Group as Comd .
M .B .E.
(Colonel)

W.O.s and Sergf!ants
W .O .II (F . of S.) D . G. Spear
W .O.II R. A. Pea'<e
...
.. .
W.0.II G . B. Morrill ...
...
...
W .0 .II (Y. of S) R . S. W. B~iggs ..
W.O.IT A. Constantinou
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) G . H. D .
Ward
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) D. G. E.
Treharne
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. S. Pearson
Stafi Sergeant (F. of S .) F. Holland . . .
Staff Serg: ant (Y. of S .) R. M. Frost
S:aff Sergeant G . Watson
...
...
Staff Secg:ant fY. nf S.) V. W. Rayner
Staff Serg:ant H. Price ...
S:aff Sorgeant E. M 'lne
S:aff Sergeant T. Sharrock
Sergeant W. C. S:agg ...
Sergeant P. J. War:ng .. .
Sergeant B. L . J. Mundy
S::gcant D. Lightfoot . ..
Ser!t"ant P . D. Hi - ton ...
Sergca,t J. G . Tait
.. .
A/Sergeant A. Russell ...
Sergeant J. P. MrM1rhon
Serg:ant K Hornblower
Se:geant C. T. Coventry
Sergeant G. Harwood
...
Sergeant J. Hague
.. .
Serg:ant W . M. Kerr ...
Sergeant D . B. G. Rozier
Se:geant J. Spiers
.. .
Secgeant W . G . Bell
Sergea 't J . A. Andrews
Sergeant J. E. T. M ellett
Sergea"lt W. D . Smith .. .
Serg•ant G. Coa·sworth
Sergeant N. J. Wilmott ...
Se . g ~ant P. E T 'ave's ...
Sergca:it D. Whittingham
A / Sergeant B. R. B_rown
A / Sergeant G . R. N icol
A / Sergeant A. G . Parker

To
.,
..
.,
,,

7th Re11imcnt
38 th Re!fiment (V)
3rd D iv1sio:i S:gnal Regiment
CH HQ ""d T rg. Team
School of Sign1rls

.. School of Signels
., 255 Sonadron
32nd Regiment (V)
School of S.g ·als
,, 12 I - f. Bde. Sign1rl Squadron
., nth R• 11'ment
,, 7th Regunent
,, nth R :g ment (2 Squadron)
., 30th Reg"me - t
., H .Q ., 13 s ·gaal Group .
., 35th Regiment (V)
,, 10.h Reg.meat
School of Signals
,, 2nd Divis:on Sig-'al Reg!.ment
ll!h Regiment . (2 Squadron)
,, H.Q. , Army Stra:eg:c Comd .
,, 222 Squadron
,, 4 Guards Brigade Signal Sqn _
., 227 Squadro;i
.. 632 Troop
234 Squadron
., 11th Regiment
., 262 Squa<' ro,
., 3rd Divis:on Signal Regiment
.• 30th Re11:ment
7th Regiment
., nth R ·g'ment (2 Squadron )
., 18th Regiment
., t8:h Reg ment
., 252 Squadron
,, 20 AMld . B ~i gade Signal Sqn.
,, 22lld Regiment
,. 20d Division S ig:ial Regiment
,, 255 Squadron
., 38th Regiment (V)
., 37th Regiment (V )

NEW
TUE ROYAL SIGNA!.S
SOth ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
1970

=========Mo vem en ts ======:=:::

Celebrations to commemorate the Fiftieth Anniversary will
be held at Salisbury and Blandford on Sunday, 21st June.

Olllcers

Programme of events:

Bri(l3dier J. M. W. Badcock,
Ma1or E. T. Bdlt ...
A/Captain A. Burtt
Major R

M.B.E.

Bell

To M .O.D. (D.M .S.2)
., 39th Regiment (V)
., 1 (BR) Corps Outward Bound
Centre, No:-way
,. 39 Inf. Bde. & Sig. Sqn. (213)

M.B.E.

.\iajor (Q.M.) A. M. French,
Major J. R Garratt

11.15 a.m.

... o.c.

Lieutenant R W. Coe
,, 24th Rei{ment
Major J. Cox
.. .
21st Reg.ment
Colonel J. C. Oinch
A.A.C., Harrogate
Major J. E. Denton
3 S:gnal Group
Captain (T.O.T.) E ....M. ... Frost, ,, J.O.C.P.T., Salisbury
,. 233 S"gnal Souadron
NORTHAG Air Supp0n Raruo
Squadron as O.C.
Captain P. A. Lcotball . ..
...
.. . ,, 2-d Reg'ment
Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. Macfarlane ,, Cabinet Office
Lieutenant S. C. Moralee
59 A.Y.T.
Major W. F. M. Michie . . .
,. 22nd Regiment
Major J. L. McKell~ . ..
11th Reg·meot (H.S .) (r'<'tiring
8th March)
Captain J. R. S. Ove"lden
,, 14th Reg'ment
A/Major F. V. B. Philp ...
,. 28th Regiment
Lieutenaat-Colonel F. Parker
H.Q. Northern Command
Captain G. E. Parfitt
., 11th Regiment (H .S.) (retiring
4th March)
Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. Parkin ...
., r9:h Regiment
Captain W. A. Price
., 244 S:gnal Squadron
Major P. G. Rogers
., 3 Div. H.Q. & Sig-al Reg' ment.
attd. 25th Feb-21st March
Major (T.O.T.) A. V . Render
...
255 S' g1al Squadron
Captain (T.O .T.) N. A. V. R.:bchester ,, 8th R'!g'ment
Captain (Q.M.) R. R. Rose ...
30th Regiment
Major F. Smith
. ..
. ..
., 222 Squli'Qron as O.C.
Major C. M. Sinclair ...
. ..
,, 240 Souadron as O.C.
Colonel P. A. M . Tighe, M.B.E.
,, Command Trg. Bde. as Brigadier
Major M. J. H. Williams
...
,, 30th Reg'ment
Captain L. A. Woods ...
Tech . Group R.E.M.E., c/ o
S.R.D.E. as A / Major

WELCOME ON FIRST COMMISSIONING INTO THE CORPS
No. 72 ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS QUALIFY ING COURSE
Back Row:-Le(t to Right : -Second-Lieutenants Bingham, Binham, Bushell, Conlon, Conran, Crampton, Cross, Davies
Middle R~w-Le(t to Righ~:-Second-Lieutenants Donaghy, Gittings, Hand, Hill, Holden, Kennard, Kirby
Front Row-Left to R1ght :-Second-L1eutenants Lloyd-Jones, McVittie, Robinson, Sinton, Smith, Thompson, West, Whitemore
Absent :-Second-Lieutenant Jones

A Service of Thanksgiving and Rededication
in Salisbury Cathedral (dress for serving
members will be Service Dress, No. 1 Dress
hat, medals, Sam Browne as appropriate and
gloves for officers).

12.30 p.m.

March Past in Salisbury of Old Comrades and
serving contingents.

2.30 p.m.

Open Day at the School of Signals including
a pageant on the theme 'A Hundred Years of
Signalling.'

5.15 p.m.

Retreat.

B.l!.M.

CORPS

RECORD

The Corps Band, under the Director of Music Captain K
R. R .. Boulding, L.RA.M., A.R.C.M., B.B.C.M., psm, ar~
producmg a new Corps Record, which will be available for
sale through the Royal Signals Association, from April, 1970.
The record will be a 12 inch LP for stereo playing (but it
can also be played on mono equipment); it will have a fourcolour cover depicting Fanfare Trumpeters in full dress.
Side On~ will be a. typical Retreat programme: it will therefore con tam a selecuon of well-known Quick Marches, Slow
Marches and Fanfares and will include a new March "Fifty
Y~ars' Young," .which has been specially composed by the
~irector of. Mus:c to mark the Golden Jubilee of the Corps.
.1de Two 1s an album of gay and cheerful music under the
tttle of " Begone Dull Care," presenting the Band in concert
facade.
Details of cost and the method of ordering will be issued
later.

(Lunch and tea will be available at Blandford on repayment).

INDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION DINNER

All members of the Corps, serving or retired, and their
families are cordially invited to take part in the celebration ,
and it is hoped that as many as possible will attend.
Regular and T .A.V.R. members of the Corps should apply
through their units or headquarters if they wish to attend.
Retired members of the Corps should apply through the General
Secretary of the Royal Signals Association, Cheltenham Terrace,
Chel~ea, London, S.W.3 (Tel. 01-730-4129) as should members of
the Royal Signals Aswciation who do not belong to branches.
Members who belong to branches should apply through their
branch secretaries. Retired members, including Association
members, are asked to make every effort to submit pro·
visional attendance figures by the 28th February, 1970, to
assist in the planning of administrative arrangements.

W embers are reminded that the Annual Dinner takes
place, as usual, at the Duke of York's H.Q., King's Road,
C_helsea, on Saturday, 18th April. Assemble 7.15 p.m.,
dmncr 7.45 .
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All will be delighted to hear that Admiral of the Fleer
Earl Mountbatten of Burma has honoured the Association
by a~cepting an invitation co be principal guesc on this
occasion.
For full details of this dinner and membership of the
Indian Signals Association write to: Lieutenant-Colonel
G. R Gould, The Sycamores, Church Lane, Dunnington,
Yorks. Tel.: Dunnington 516.

TEA CLOTHS OF INTEREST
· Irish linen, coloured, with Corps Band playing in Richmond
Castle.
Price 6s. 9d. each (exc.lusive of postage) for quantities up to
12. 6s. 6d. each (exclusive of postage) for quantities of 13 or
more.
Suppliers: Messrs. Hodgson, Drapers, The Market Square,
Richmond, Yorks.

ROYAL SIG!\"ALS SOtb ANNIVERSARY
1970 CELEBRATIONS
SPECIAL ROY AL SIGNALS ONE-DA y COVER
Orders for these Covers can now be placed.
Please use order form below.
To: Royal Signals Philatelic Officer,
11th Signal Regiment,
Hclles Barracks,
Cacterick Camp,
Yorkshire.
Dace ...... .... . .
Please send . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . copies of the Royal
Signals 50th Anniversary One-Day Cover (5/- each,
issued on 28th June, 1970, to:

····· ············· ·········· ·· ····· ··· ·· ···
···························· ··· ·················

Give

name

and

full postal addre s

······ ·· ·············· ···· ··················
I enclose a Chequ /Postal Order for £
: :
to
cover the cost. (Nore: Cheques/Postal Orders to be made
payable to: PRI, 11th Signal Regiment).
Signed .................... . ..............•.... .. ..........
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From our "Jn " Tray
23rd ANNUAL llEUNION OF lil and :S2 ' B '
SPECIAL WlllELESS SECTIO NS AND TYPE X
P E BSONl\'EL
T he Reunion Dinner will take place on Saturday, 11th
April 1970 at the Talbot Restaurant, London Wall, City of
London. Members of 103 Special Wireless Section ~nd ~e
Mobile Section of 2 Special Wireless Group are cordially mvited to attend.
Details from: Geoff Morgan, 19, Parliament Hill, Hamp tead,
London, N .W.3, Tel. 01-435-7539, who would also be glad to
hear of the addresses of any who may be eligible to attend, so
that he can contact them.

SHADES OF MARESFIELD 1920 !

GETTI N G CAHRl'ED I N .\

CAMEL KA.IAWA

R.M.A. writes:
D id you ever have to be carried by the F ield Ambulance
on a Waziri tan column? The choice was a camel kajawa or a
riding horse. The kajawa was a wicker bed su~ p ended on one
side of a camel, a similar one occupied the other side. Unlike
other quadrup eds the camel walks in step with itself. The
result was that the wounded man's head performed a continuous
sickening helical movement througfout the eight . or nine hoo/s
of travel each day. The kind M .O. s gave the paue.nt the choice
of a ' riding' horse w~1 ich might have been sausfactory had
not the Irish M .O.'s, who only joined the service to get at the
horses, gradually replaced all the comfortable plodders with
race horses. I saw a Gurkha with a thigh wound spend a day
on a horse. His comrades held him in position and provided a
continuous rum transfusion presumably as an anaesthetic.
Other facts to bear in mind about camels are that m ey smell,
gargle their ton ils out and do the splits in the snow. The
·ickne s rate was always very low on column.

LECTURER GRADE II VACANCY
AT TllE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

A Grade II Lecturer vacancy exists, which could well be
filled by an officer at present ~erving or a . recen.tly i:etired
Corps officer, suitably qualified with. a degree m engmeenng or
physics with an interest in electrorucs.
The post, which is pensionable, commands a salary in the
range £1,827 to £2,417 plus a no_n-pensionable all~wance of
£365. Service teaching experience will count towards mcrements
W''nich are £59 a year. The successful candidate should take
up the appointment not later than the end of September, 1970.
Write now for particulars to: Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) H.
G. S. Burkett, School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
Tel.: Blandford 2581, ext. 217.

ENGAGEMENT
The engagement is announced between Lieutenant Stuart
Moralee, now with No. 59 Army Youth Team, Wolver'nampton,
eldest son of Flight-Lieutenant and Mrs. Moralee, of ~aterloo
ville, Hants., and Lynn, youngest daughter of Captam (Q.M .)
L. J. Taylor, M .B.E., Royal Signals, and Mrs. Taylor, of Krefeld,
G ermany.

®bituarp
llRIGADIEll

We are indebted to Mr. W. A. Clark of 256 Addison Way, Hayes,
Middlesex for sending us the above postcard which was circu lati ng
in Maresfield Park in the early I 920's

Make lhis your resolution

for the Seventies

BE BIG-BUY YOUR OWN WIRE

w. c.

BUCHANAN,
T.D., D.L.

c.n.E.,

M.C"..

William Carrick Buchanan, who died on 1st January at the
age of 73, enlisted in the Glasgo~ Highlanders in .1915 and
was commissioned the same year m the Army Cyclist. Corps
serving in France 1917-18 where he won the M.C., while O.C.
V Corps Observers. During the final advance in 1918 his unit
reponed progress across the Corps front and he paid tribute
to the reliable communications provided for them ~Y Col~
Vullliamy's wireless section using tre_nch sets as m<;>b1le stations
and ' Wilson ' sets as relays. This demonstration of good
signalling was one of the things ~h i~h inclined Buch.anan to
join Royal Signals on the reconsutuuon of the T .A. m 1921.
His unit was 52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals, of which
he became C.0 . in 1940, arrivin g with part of the Division ar
Cherbourg during the German offensive. They were evacuated
after the F rench capitulation. In 1941 he became S.O.I Signals
First Army in North Africa, and was later attached to the U .S.
Fifth Army, and was awarded the Legion of Merit. From 1943
to 1945 he was C.S.O. L. of C. in Italy with the rank of
Brigadier. In this capacity he did a truly remarkable job. H e
was an adept at getting the most out of his American colleague ,
his own subordinates, and the Italian telecommunication
executives. He was not an electronic engineer by profession, but
a stockbroker. Nevertheless he mastered the potentialities of

the various sophisticated equipments, bOth military and civil
and under his direction highly efficient usage was developed. '
Although his resources in personnel and equipment were
restricted he succeeded in building a common user theatre
telecommunication network, extending eventually from Sicily
ver the whole of Italy, which never failed to meet the needs
of the allied armed forces and, to a limited extent, of the civil
authorities. He was awarded the C.B.E.
He was a Deputy Lieutenant of the County of G lasgow and
a member and one-time President of the Glasgow Stock
Exchange.
The deep sympathy of the Corps is extended to his widow
and their daughter.

4 01,0~EL

'ft-".

B.

N.

D ENT,

William Harry Noel Dent, who died on 24th December
" rved in France with 1st Royal Northumberland Fusilier~
from 1916 to 1918. He was wounded.
Seconded to Royal Signals from 1923, he transferred in
1925, at which time he was ser ving in the Iraq Signal Section.
He was awarded the M .B.E. in the Arab Rebellion.
From 1930 to 1934, he was Adjutant of me 50th North umbrian Divisional Signals. In 1935 he joined B Corps Signals,
Karachi, until pro::eeding, on half pay, as a major in 1938.
He was back in harness by January, 1939, and finally retired in
the rank of Colonel in 1944. H e will be particularly remembered
by many who passed through his hands during the war period
when he commanded the Royal Signals 0 .C.T.U. at Catterick
Camp.

CAPTAIN

ALAN GRIFFIN,

M.D.E~

1970

M.S.M.

It was only recently that we came to hear, through a correspondent, of the death, a few months ago, of Captain Alan
Griffin, M.B.E., M.S.M., late of the Corp~. He will, of course,
be known to many as a Chief Yeoman Warder of the Tower
of L ondon, from which he retired some six years ago because
of ill health.
H e was or iginally R.E. Signals and served on with the Corps
until 1935, when he finished his service. He was sworn in
as a Yeoman Warder in 1939. On the outbreak of World War
II, he was re-called to service and will be remembered by
many as C.S.M. of 151 O.C.T.U., Royal Signals, at Aldershot.
Later he was promoted R.S.M., and in 1941, he was commissioned Lieutenant (Q.M.). He served in North Africa and
was released from service as Captain (Q.M.) and returned
to the Tower of London. On the 1st January, 1954, he was
honoured by being selected for the appointment of Chief
Warder, which position he held until his retirement in 1963.
Altoger.her, he spent some 45 years in uniform, of which
nearly 30 years was with R.E. Signals and the Corps.
He was a remarkable personality and had many friend ,
both from his service days and from his time at the T ower.

w .o.n

D.

G.

H.

KL.~G

News has just come in of the death of Mr. D. G. H. King,
an old and well-known member of the pre-war Corps.
Desmond King will be remembered by many as the donator
in 1946 of a handsome ship's bell to the Royal Signals Yacht
Club, to be competed for annually. The bell currently hangs
in the Princess Mary Hall at the School of Signals, Blandford. Another unofficial bell was presented by him to
' Jumbo ' Charlton, then R.Q.M .S., 1st Training Regiment.
From 1929 to 1935, and then again from 1939 to 1940, Desmond
King served as an 'Operator, Signals.' Units he served in
included 3rd Divisional Signals, 1929; 1st Indian Divisional
Signals, 1931, and 1st Armoured Divisional Signals, 1940.
He finish ed in the rank of Corporal.
Our deep sympathy goes to his wife, whose address is : 15.
Woodbourne, Augustus Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham 15.

"• WRY DIDN'T THEY LET US

K.~ OW?" "

'The Wire' is always eager to recejve items of Corps
news of interest to its readers. If short, such items can
be sent in by te:ephone or signal even after the closing
date for written copy. So let us hear about anything
that may be of interest-sporting successes, un usual fea ts
by individuals, news of retired members-anything that
you think should be in ' The Wire.'
Be newsminded and keep up informed (Tel. No.
01-730-4129).
We hate to say:
" WHY DIDN'T THEY LET US KNOW?"

At the
double!

GEORGE EDWARD LITCHFIELD

George Edward Litchfield enlisted at the age of 18t on 10th
October, 1916, into the Queen's Royal West Surrey Regiment,
transferring into the Machine Gun Corps with whom he was
in action, being taken prisoner only a month before the
Armistice.
Unable to stay away for long, he immediately joined up again
on demobilization, this time into the R.E. S:gnals, tramferring
to the Corps on its formation. He saw action in Pale tine, Greece
and the Western Desert for which he was awa rded the
Meritorious Service Medal. He took his discharge as a W.0 .II
in November, 1948, having completed his peace-time service in
this country and West Africa.
On leaving the service he settled locally and continued to
serve the Corps in various civilian appointments with the
School of Signals, O.T.W. and finally the Depot.
He died on 3rd January aged 71 years, and is survived by
his wife, Hilda, to whom we offer onr deepest sympathy.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY·MARCH
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We have been serving Her Majesty's armed forces with fine
wines, spirits and cigars since the beginning of Queen
Victoria's reign. So we know how to take an order. And how
to carry it out at the double.
We keep an excellent cellar with a very wide range of
burgundies, clarets and hocks. We ta ke so much trouble in
selecting even ou r vin ordinaire that it is qu ite extraordinaire.
Our Masters of Wine see to that.
But onlyourtrade price list can show what we have to offer.
Please send for it.

SACCONE & SPEED LTD
In associati on

with~

Kinloch House. Cumberland Avenue, London, N.W.10.
O.JI
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Deputy Constable al Dover Castle

111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111

By
Brigat!ier J. M. W. Sac/cock, M.B.E.
Scarcely a faraway place but certainly an unusual job. Brigadier John Badcock of the Corps, describes the historical
background to his appointment as Deputy Constable of Dover Castle where he is assisted by Lance-Corporal Terry
Marsh, also of the Corps, in the role of Constable's Tower Corporal - two Signallers doing two pretty unusual
jobs.
Some curioslfy - nnd amazement
L THOUGH I live in Kent, I am ashamed to say that I
have only visited the Castle of Dover once, and then as a
C:1oolboy. It was therefore with some curiosity (and amazement) that I heard that I was ro Command 2 Infantry Brigade
coupled with the appointment of Deputy Con table of Dover
Ca tie. Shortly afterwards I happened to meet the late Mr.
Gera~d Reynolds (Secretary of State for Administration) who
asked me what my next job was co be and when told :
" 2 Infantry Brigade," interjected, " oh, but you are the chap
we have just decided should take over from the G.0.C., Ho'llc
Counties D:strict as the Deputy Constable of Dover Castle." I
wondered what it was that necessitated consideration at sud1
a high level.
I hastily filled in my AF 10s in application for a quarter only
to be told that this was unnecessary as the Deputy Constable
had the p~easure of the Constable's Tower at the Castle. This
was followed by instructions to forward a copy of my armorial
bearings in order that Ordance cou!d p-oduce my personal
standard which must be flown above "my" Tower whilst
in residence. It was obviously time to find out how I came to
be appointed Deputy Constable of Dover Castle and what my
duties were to be.

A

[Courtes)' Ray Warner Ltd.

THE CEREMONY OF THE KEYS
The Keys of Dover Castle are handed by the Constable, Sir Robert
Menzies, to his Deputy

was thus probably one of the earliest examp!es of Parkinson's
Law of expansion. The first Deputy Constable was Hugh de
Montfort. Of tho. e that followed the vast m9jority were military
men, mainly knights, but one Admiral was appointed during the
end of Cromwell's reign. Since 1868, it has been a regular Army
post and has nearly always been the senior Army Officer in the
Dover/Shorncliffe area. So it was that I came to be appointed
as the 197th Deputy Constable of Dover Castle.
[Courtesy Ray Warner Ltd.

Goi n g bnck 1 9 00 yenrs
The first re::ord of a military presence in Kent dates back
to 53 B.C. and there is evidence still visible today that well
over 1900 years ago, the Romans estabEshed the first fort
on the present site of Dover Ca~tle. The Phar:ios (li!l'hthouse)
which guided their ships across the Channel still stands alongside the C''urch of St. Mary's in the Castle which is our
Garr:son O:mrch and the oldest place of Christian worship
still used as such in the U.K.

Establish men t o f t he Cinqu e Ports
A Century or so later Saxon invaders threatened the country
and under Edward the Confessor, the five ports of Hastings,
New Romney, Hythe, Dover and Sandwi~h were granted
certain legal and financial liberties as the Federation of the
Cinque Ports in return for the orovHon and manning of ships
to defenri the coast and to provide safe packets for those
travelling to and from the Continent. This group:ng arose partly
from their proximity to the Continent, partly from the fact
that ti1eir boats could be converted from their normal use as
herring boats to naval duties and also fro:n the fact that the
Ponsmen (as they were called) were of independent (some say
piratical) nature.
OrlJ{ln!i of the Lord Worde n
The Cinque Ports were governed through an " upper house "
of Barons and the Coun of Shepway. Presiding over these was
the Lord Warden, the first of which was Godwin, Earl of K ent
in 1050. At the same time, local knights and gentlemen of
Sandwich, Dover, Hythe, Romney Hastings, Rye and
Winchelsea built and developed their castles which, with the
naval forces, formed the predominant basis of defence against
invasion. The greatest of these was Dover c~stle and its
strateg:c importance demanded that its commander was of like
distinction. The origin of the term Constable is obscure but it
is thought to have originated from the Roman 'Constabuli '
and the Norman use of the word as a military Commander-inChief, who had power to hold court and dispense military
justice. Since the Lord Warden presided over the Court of
Shepway, which, in 1855 held peculiar jurisdiction over all who

so

[Courtesy Ray Warner Ltd.

THE LORD WARDEN TAKES A SALUTE
The Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports and Constable of Dover
Castle-The Right Honourable Sir Robert Menzies, K.T., C.H.,
F. R.S., Q.C.

lived and traded in the Cinque Ports or their Ancient Limbs,
it was natural that the two should be combined. Thus it was
that Godwin, Earl of Kent, combined the office of Lord Warden
with that of Constable of Dover Castle. Succeeding him was
King Harold until h is death in 1066 when he in turn was
repla:ed by Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, a man of great eloquence
and sagacity but who later became so obsessed with wealth
that he purloined a number of estates of none other than the
Archbishop of Canterbury. So the appointment has been handed
down through the ages, the nominees being either Royal
Princes, great men or statesmen; me list concludes with two
of the greatest names in modern history, Sir Winston Churchill
until his death and now, as the 117th Constable, Sir Robert
M enz'es, K.T., C.H., F.R.S., Q.C., Prime Minister of
Australia from 1949-1966.

F irst D e puty Co11stnble
The Lord Warden and Constable being a man of State could
not always be in Dover. The appointment of a Deputy Constable
T HE WIRE , F EBRUARY - MARCH
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Duties of the Constable
What t':!en were the duties of the Constable and in his
absence, the Deputy? In the first instance, he was, and still
is the Commander-in-Chief of all for: es within the Castle
coupled with its security in the King's (or Queen's) name.
In the early days and particularly under the personal
direct:on of Henry I in the 11th century, he was preoccupied
with bui'.ding and developing the defence of the Castle. It was
he who designed the fortifications and supervised its subsequent
construction. This was no mean task when the enormity of
build!ng is considered; for instance the Keep has walls 25ft.
thick at their base and lOOft. high, all of solid stone. It cost
£4,000 to build, a sum equivalent to several million pounds now.
James Fenes (Fiennes) (Constable 1084-1111) who designed
and built much of it, must have been a'Jle to do a good deal
more with h!s salary of eight pennies a day than one can today.
The Constable contracted with local knights for each to build
a certain portion of the Castle, for instance a Tower and the
curtain walls between it and the next. For this, the Knight was
paid so many Knight's fees according to t~1c size and extent
of the work involved. The Knight produced the requisite
labour force from amongst his feudal tenants under whatever
terms he thought best.
When the fortifications were built, these same kni~hts with
their men did their turn on guard duties, not for a few hours
at a time but for anything up to twenty weeks during which
period they were confined to the Castle. The Constable was
responsible for signing them in and out, for training and testing
them in their drills and musketry and for their overall discipline.
Old tame ndmlnlstrntlve 1•robleml!I
He also commanded and administered the Garrison of the
Castle which, in the 12th century consisted of himself, his
knights, their tenants, one thousand infantry and 100 horsemen.
The maintenance of such a force was naturally an administrative problem, especially as the Castle had to be stocked to
withstand a prolonged siege.
The Constable was thus
empowered to raise taxes and levies and some of these were
paid in kind to foraging parties from the Ca~tle. The following
is a list of some of the stores which the Constable had to
maintah:
Bread and Biscuit. Enough meal to make 1,000 loaves a day
for forty days.
THE W IRE, FEBRUARY-M AR CH
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A C ENT ENARY DINN ER
Eleven out of sixteen previous Deputy Constables still alive attended
with their wives a Centenary Dinner in "my" dining room with their
Lord Warden, Sir Robert and Dame Pattie Menzies. LanceCorporal Marsh, responsible for running all such functions, can be
seen top right

Wine. 800 gallons Each man to have two pints a day for
forty days.
Beef, Pork and Mutton. Each man ate meat for 18 days of
the month. They were:
100 casks of beef.
270 hogs.
162 casks of mutton.
Fish. For 22 days.
4,400 herrings.
1,300 cod.
1),000 stock fish (middle cod).
In addition there were stores of cheese, faggons, turf, tall
wood and fodder (for instance, 100 can loads of hay being
sufficient for 100 horses for fo~ days).
In return for his ref ponsibiliues and as part of his salary, he
was entitled to 4d. a week from every dealer selling goods to
his men, ld. for every barrel of ale sold in the castle, 2d. in
every £1 paid to the King's stipendiaries and 4d. for every
lady of li~t character who persisted in following the camp!
Fortunately the first two customs are still recogn! ed by the
tradesmen of Dover and in the latter case, any gueH wh
brings his wife to cay with us is charged 4d. for being a camp
follower: amongst these have been the C.G.S. and the Ma ter
of Signals!

A.ttnck e d. on a n u mber of o ccasions
During its 900 years existence, the Ca tie has survived all
but one of the attacks made upon it. In 1067 it was attacked
by the Men of K ent in league with Count Eu tace of Bo!ougnc
against William the Conqueror. The Garrison succe ~fully beat
off the attack despite the fact that both the Constable and hi
Deputy were away at the time which probably accounts tor
the very comprehensive standing orders which were prepared
for the Constable and hi Deputy thereafter. In 1216, under
SI

of his duties whilst in U.K. for advice in .the runnin~. and
organi ·ation of the Castle, for a number of soci~l. and tradit1<;>i;ial
functions concerning the Barons and the Municipal Authorit_ies
of the Cinque Ports and their Ancient Limbs and for welcommg
and hosting V.l.P.s to the area.

Account BenderPd

Heat!ing Home from Nortkem Ire/anti
Some Thoughts in retrospect by W.O.I (F. of S.) A. R. Jarratt,
of 14th Signal Regiment

A Centenary
One such occasion was the celebration of the fact that 1968
saw me centenary of the unbroken appointment of a r~gular
Army officer as Deputy Constable. To mark the occasion, I
invited all the past Deputy C.Onstables who could be muste~ed
to attend a " ceremony of the Keys " coupled with Beating
of Retreat before the Lord Warden and all the Barons ~nd
officials of the Cinque Ports. This was followed b;: a receptton
in the Keep and a private dinner for the previous Dep':1ty
Constables and Lord Warden in the lovely Norman banquetlDg
hall of the C.Onstable's Tower.
Last November saw another historic occasion when the C.Orys
C.Ommittee held its 96th "?eeting_ in th~ Tower after which
the committee and their wives dmed with us.

[Courtesy Ray Warner Ltd.

A CORPS OCCASION
The Deputy Constable's Dinner Party given on the occasion of the
96th Corps Committee Meeting held in the Constables TowerNovember 1969

Ruben de Burgh, the Castle withstood a full sc~le ass~ult :i-nd
siege by Prince Louis of France who succeeded in getung mto
the Inner Bailey but no farther.
In the Civil War, a band of townfolk surreptitiously gained
entry and subsequently control of the Castle for the
Parliamentarians, an event which probably saved it from the
mutilation that befell other great Castles at the hands of
Cromwell's men. In the Napoleonic Wars, it was greatly
altered; many of the towers were reduced by a third in height
and strengthened so that cannons could be mounted on them
and the present underground works an_d .SOft. dry moats
surrounding the outer walls were dug at this time.
Lastly, in 1939-45 war, despite t.J:e bombing and continuo';ls
shelling of Dover from 1941-1944, little damage was done to it.
It has been said that Hitler selected it as his first H.Q. in
England. In it was sited the H.Q. controlling the Dunkirk
evacuation and throughout the war, the coastal defences of S.E.
England.

Present day arrangements
What then of the Constable and his Deputy today? Sir
Robert Menzies spends about six weeks each year in U.K but,
since 1858 when the special jurisdiction of the Cinque Ports
was removed (except in Admiralty), the appointment has been
traditional and honorary. That of the Deputy still includes being
C.Ommander-in-Chief of the garrison within the Castle and of
course until 1958 the Castle was a regular army barracks with
seldom less than one battalion stationed in it. The traditional
ceremony of the Keys no longer takes place regularly except
on special occasions such as when Sir Robert Menzies visits
the Castle. Now the Castle is the responsibility of M.P.B.W.
(Ancient Monuments Department) who maintain it as a sightseeing attraction drawing the third largest number of visitors
in the country to such monuments. My duties as Deputy
C.Onstable now include assisting Sir Robert Menzies with any
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Two Signaller's and their responsibilities
This is the first time that a Royal Signals Officer, or for
that matter anyone connected with communications has held
this post. In my duties I am ably supl?orted by Lance-Corpor~
Marsh, of the Corps, who has been with me a.s _the C.Onstab~e s
Tower C.Orporal and is responsible for superv1smg ~e ~n?~g
and organi~ation of the Constable's Tower and. its _civilian
staff. The Tower contains suits of armour, heraldic sh1e~ds <;>f
all the C.Onstables since 1050, possibly ghosts and oth~r historic
furnishings which are his perogative to look after. Dmner~ for
32 guests and dances for 50 are ?Ot uncomm~n. That he is an
Electrician Driver by trade has its uses but 1s far fr~m. wh~t
one would normally expect in a job of this sort! It ~s rron_ic
that in 2nd Infantry Brigade (currently the largest brigade m
the Army), Dover/Shorncliffe Garrisoi; and the Deputy
C.Onstable's staff there are only two signallers; he a_nd _I.
Cenainly an unusual and at times, a seemingly far off JOb m
terms of history, for both of us as members of the Corps.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
A Corps Liaison Ofllcer writes ol

His way· out job - in an unusual place
AM not altogether sure that
A story of the other I the Portsmouthians would be
pleased to hear their City de-

chap's job is written by
Captain A. P. Fie'ding,
Signal Training Wing,
Royal Marines Barracks,
Eastney, Southsea.

scribed as ' unusual,' but as far
as the Corps is concerned it is
not the most common of places to
be posted, and besides, I couldn't
think of any other variation on the
introductory heading of articles
.
from the outposts.
The appointment of Army Liaison Officer, Royal Marmes,
began twenty-one years ago, and so I thought that the more
fortunate members of the Corps who have had the pleasure
of holding this appointment would be interested to know
that the title has now passed into history.
Tine nature of the appointment has changed considerably
from its original concept of instructor (with the peripher~l task
of keeping an eye on the Corps yacht), t? that o~ advisor to
the Royal Marines on Army commurucat1ons equipment and
policy-without the Corps yacht unfonunately!

A job which involves detailed planning • • •
The present function involves the detailed planning and
costing of future communica~ion re9~ireme?ts for the Royal
Marines, and, in turn, necessitates visits to md';lstry and close
liaison with all MOD departments, of all services, connected
with Signals matters. Although one is based at Eastney, in
the impressively gaunt Victorian barracks on the sea front,
at least one day a week is spent in London, where one has
a 'half desk' in the AQ side of Commandant General Royal
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH
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HE panic s!-lbsides, the sh?uting rues down and office
T
.
tumult dwmdles; office wmdows, so long ablaze with

light, now fall dark again a~ weekends and '. B ' Troop, having
seen to completion the settmg up of a static version of their
own airportable equipment, switch off at last and prepare to
dismantle and head for home
This latest job well done featured 16 weeks of continuous
operation, which f~r outstr.ip~ anything in t.J:: Troop's history,
and gave us new mformat1on on the durability of the various
equipments involved.
Mention must also be made of our unsung heroes. Although
about half the detachment were able to return home after the
first few weeks, those in at the finish were Corporals Dickinson
Maxwell and Horan, and Lance-Corporals Bell and TynaU:
nil of whom had trod the three- hift treadmiU from the day
we a.rrived. Also our joll)'. lineman, Lam:e-CorporaJ Ken
Co_wsill, goalkeeper extraordmary, and lately, Guinness connoisseur.
Captain A. P. Fielding the writer of this article presents Major J. H.
Haycock, Chief Signal Officer Royal Marines, with a commemorative
Corps plaque, on behalf of himself and previous Corps Liaison
Officers who have held the appointment

Marines' Staff. One also has constant liaison with other arm
c~oo!.s, JWE, SRDEi ~RDE, etc., as well as R.N. and R.M.
units. m U.K. AU this gives one a fascinating insight into the
workmgs of the great Service machine, and for a change
one can be far .more understan~ing of the 'They' who s~
often to field units appear to exist only to veto essential requests!

J•t•rsuading their Lordships to allot money
The briefings one is then able to give the Chief Signal
Officer, Royal Marines, allows him to determine his policy.
Although the Royal Marines are essentially a part of the Navy
the majority of their equipment is Army. It was therefor~
found more convenient to justify the signals requirements to
the ATCC rather than the Navy. This is where the ball comes
back into this court, for one then has to do the detailed
costing of all projected equipment required during the next
tei; years, persua~e ' their Lords~ips ' that tliey ought to allot
~his. mo~ey (anythmg up_ to ~ million pou~d annually), write the
JUS!Jficauon under the drrecuon ?f the Chief Signal Officer, and
ultimately arrange release. It 1s usually at this point one is
brought back soundly to earth when in the midst of 'noughts '
a travel claim is returned drawing one's attention to the fa~t
that the most direct route is three miles shorter man that
claimed.
There is also ~e out-of-office aspect of the appointment;
because of the umque role of the Royal fl/ arines most new
equipment must be able to withstand being subme:ged, swum
canoed, parachuted and heliborne, as well as the frequent
requirement to fit it into landing or light assault craft. This
is a great occupation in summer, but one's enthusiasm wanes
slightly during the winter!
When all these functions, plus a few otfiers, were considered
it was aooarent that the appointment was somewhat mor~
than an ERE instructional post, and it was therefore re-graded
as GS03 (Signals). The re-grading as an MS appointment was
confirmed in October.
The a1•1•ointment has now come of ngt,
So the appointment of Army Liaison Officer, Royal Marine ,
having come of age, been eliminated and reincarnated as a
G3, all within a space of a few MS paragraphs, I thought it
sufficiently notewonhy to present the Chief Signal Officer,
Royal Marines, Major J. H. Haycock, R.M ., with a commemorative plaque on behalf of myself and previous Army
Liaison Officers, coupled with Ifie hope that a rose by any other
name . . . or perhaps a case of ALO and goodbye . . . ?
On that appalling pun I will depart-anyway, it's almost
stand-easv, and there's talk of a run ashore during the makeand-mend . . .
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• • • ending w3th a sad tale of misunderstanding
-..:ye end w:th a tale of misunderstanding. Soon after our
arrival, we were asked to provide an 80ft. mast on the local
sport~ fie~d, which is the helicopter landing site, to support
a gwde light for the helicopter pilots. This we did, and all
went well until our departure date drew near, when the Foreman demanded the mast back. No other being available, the
BASO was asked whether the lamp was still needed now that
the landing field is floodlit. We don't know wbo passed this
query for us, but herewith BASO's reply:
"It seems a little late to object to a lamp which has stood
on top of the mast for three months.
It's a pity the mast couldn't have been built elsewhere, then
the lamp would not have been needed."
The price of generosity!

Automation comes to 229 Signal Squadron
By Captain (T.O.T.) N. A. Cox

I

SUPPOSE it was inevitable really, with all these space
craft orbiting the earth, and with man now even more
firmly established on earth's own planer moon.
No one is really quite certain when 'Merlin ' actually joined
us but, at any rate, he is now firmly established in the Squadron and proving a very willing ' body ' in helping with Ifie
forthcoming Christmas ocial functions. (For the record, we
have been promised active support with the Squadron's children's party and the unit social/dance, also it is rumoured that
he is to make an appearance at the Brigade Sergeants' M s
draw).
'.J'o be perfectly honest, though, he is also providing something of a he_adac~e ~o the powers-that-be in Squadron H.Q.
No <;me ou,ts1de . ¥. .~roop seems to have had any prior
;-rarmng of Merli~ JOmm~ 229 and, what with his being held
surplus. to es!abhshment and .not even trade qualified, as
ye_t, he !s. causmg a few gr:y ha_irs .. We ~e only hoping that
this pos1t1on can be regularised m discussions with Officer-inCharge Records wtien he visits the Squadron early next year.
I expect by now everyone i wondering " who on earth is
' W erlin?' Perhaps as this juncture, I should mention that
'Merlin ' i the robot brain-child of F. of S. Terry Jones who
with the very expert help of the radio technicians of 'M l
Troop and our civilian draughtsman and general handvman,
Herr Janssen, has. been .re~ponsible for bi 'conception.'
Perhaps a fe'Y vital stat~sncs (or should they be specifications
for a robot?) .might be of mterest to reader : Height, 2 m. (inc.
antenna); weigh~, 150 kg.; chest! 160 cm.; wais•, 160 cm.; hips,
160 c~. Functions: Speaks, listens, moves, electronic brain
computmg.
Incidentally, 'Merlin's ' electronic guidance system or
' brain ' is con~aine~ mainly within the central part of his
body; perhaps m his case 1t is quite correct to say that he
"alway has his mind on his stomach."
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Naturally, we are most anxious to make the most of his
obviou ly very superior talents, not the least of which i · his
ability to produce series of completely random numbers for
raffle , etc. and portray these suitably illuminated, on hi
hest (see photograph). For the technical Foreman Jones tells
me that the secret lies in a transistorised trigger circuit/random
counter, together with a conglomeration of uni elector and
stepping relay . Who knows, perhaps in the not-too-far-distant
future the Training Brigade will be turning our technicians,
radio, electronic and robot!
In conclusion, perilaps I ought to let you into a secret; one
thing is causing a little anxiety. In order to prepare him for
promotion (which we feel nmst come eventually), we have to
push him through a military proficiency course. With his intellectual superiority, the Army Certificate of Education and
technician upgrading qualifications present no difficulties whatoever, but skill-at-arms for MPC ! ... and not forgetting P.E.
tests! . . . oh well, I suppose he could remain as the most
highly-qualified Signalman. But please, don t let on anyone,
will you!

*

*

*

'Merlin's' fame is growing rapidly. He (or it) have already
appeared in the FBS programme ' Time Out' and he (or ii) has
made a personal appearance on the American Aimed Forces'
Television network, in their progrnmme 'Pot Pourri.'

TH IS IS MERLIN . . .
He (o r it ) can easily claim to be the most highly qualified Signalman
in t he Cor ps, flan ked by two of his (or its) creators : Herr Janssen
(l eft) and Staff-Sergeant F.o.S. T. Jones

IJth Signal Regiment run 1'ix-week eour1'e1'

"8111in Auto "comes to Catterick
8th Signal Regiment is now equipped to teach ' Bruin
Auto ' equipment to the technicians of the Corps. Thi~
sophisticated automatic telephone equipment has been in use
for over two years in 1 (BR) Corps and there has been a
definite need for courses of instruction on this subject. Up till
now, units in B.A.0.R. have had to train their own technicians
on the spot. However, from November, 1969, ~pecial 'Bruin
Auto ' courses of six weeks' duration were started by 8th Regiment, these courses being specifically designed for technicians
working with or being posted to units using ' Bruin Auto.' Our
first pilot course commenced at the beginning of November.
The equipment has been installed in the form of a ' divisional
area ' consisting of two communication centres; and three
brigade, divisional main and rear H.Q. comheads. All link,
tie line and both-way junction circuits have been wired with
witchable faults, o the emphasis will be on adjustment, faultfinding and system engineering.
The installation of the system took a total of three months,
and was carried out on a self-help basis by the in tructors
of Terminal Group. The installation team consisted of Corporal
Seaton, Corporal Smith, Lance-Corporal (' Geordie ') Spires
and Signalman Ulph, led by W.0.11 (F. of S.) Pete Steep'es.
As usual, our time margin was a narrow one, but the installation was complete and tested out in time for the annual FFR
inspection. The Inspecting Officer, Brigadier F. L. Clarkson,
M.B.E., and the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J.
L. Akass, set up calls through the system, using the preference
facility. The group supervisor, Lieutenant B. T. O'Connor,
heaved a sigh of relief when the calls were successful. F. of S.
Steeples had his heart in his mouth when the C.0. decided to
trombone up and down the system several times. Fortunately,
all went well, and the Foreman started breathing again.
The 'Bruin Auto' instructors will be F. of S. Steeples,
Sergeant Ross, Mr. Ted Ashworth and Corporal Seaton. With
the except:on of Foreman Steeples, all the instructors attended
a six-week course run by the manufacturers at Beeston; and
since then have been preparing their lectures. The mountain
of circuit diagrams, OPP - release charts, and precis grew
steadily, and we were ready to greet our first course at the
beginning of November, which consisted solely of personnel
from B.A.0.R. It is hoped that these courses will be of real
assistance to units emp~oying ' Bruin Auto ' equipment.

Out in front on all fronts
R~difon'.s n~w MF/HF receiver-the R.550 'Altair'g1ves a choice of 'free' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 ~z .or, •Jsing a simple adaptor, full frequenc
tsynthe~1s m
. 100 Hz steps · After VFO se arc h, trans fery
o synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stability In
frequ~ncy setting accuracy, cross modulation .and
blocking characteristics.
.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivall~d AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to meet the most

Division,
S.W. 18.
from

" CHECK ING THE PREFERENCE"
Foreman Steeples and Sergeant Ross routine test th e Br uin Auto
System

Make this your Resolution for 1970 !
BE BIG

BUY YOUR OWN COPY OF THE WIRE
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\VN
Number of cases assisted financially (normal
Welfare) in D cember, 1969
Number of special Christmas grants .. .

52
117
169

Amount spent in normal Welfare cases
Amount spent in Christmas grants ...

£ 958 12 8
[,356

00

£1,31{ 12 8
Number of parcels sent out during December

74

One of the Month's Cases
X-DRIVER, war-time service. His only daughter
E
died suddenly two years ago at the age of 17, and,
shortly afterwards, he fell ill, and, after a long and
distressing illness during which his wife mmed h im
devotedly he died last month. The Associat ion h elped
with comforts during his illness, and, after his death, a
grant of £15 was made to the widow to enable .her to
obtain a very badly needed new bed and beddmg. A
small cash Christmas grant was also sent to h er.

which is indeed appreciated, though one cannot always
express it in words. The children were delighted with
their Chr:stmas parcel. My husband has asked me to
say that this has been the best year for a long time, with
our financial worries off our shoulders because of the
help that the Association has given us, and for which
we shall always be grateful."

ROYAL

S IGNAL S

HE Royal Signals Demonstration Team makes its annual
T
report to the Corps with harrowing tales of our labours
and sufferings. Unlike a certain northern dit play team, we
do not boast of our amorous conquests in the pages of THE
WIRE, for our modesty is only exceded by our furtiveness!

Provid ing the Oysters f o r t h e Pearls
In January, 1969, we did our last demonstration at Camberley
to students of the Staff College, and in December we did our
last demonstration at Camberley to Sandhurst cadets. In
future, both will come to the fount of all knowledge, the
School, for whatever pearls are available for casting before
them. As usual though, the Demonstanion Team will provide
the oysters for the pearls.
' Quicksilver' went out on tour on 1st May, to sunny
Clacton. Some of the team were booked into a holiday camp
chalet, and the brochure, telling of film shows and dances, had
inspired high hopes. Of course, with our luck, the summer
festivities had not yet started, and it was more like a weekend
training camp! Early May is Clacton's time for cheap holidays
for spastics and old age pensioners, rn instead of gripping
youths on Aden, Borneo and Cyprus, we were gripped for
many hours on the Somme, Ypres and El Alamein-the biter
bit.
During the summer we did some 30 shows, from Falkirk
to Brockenhurst and Preston to Ipswich. These included the
major di~ ptays of 'New Envoy' at Aldershot and ' Armex' at
Manchester, where the M .P .B.W. showed a 'typical ' soldier's

AND

The following donatioris were gratefully received during December, 1969 :

[,
Regiment (A.S.) ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. ..
The Smith Trustee Co. Ltd. (for Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Stanley)
Mr. F. C. Wilson
Mr. J. F . Benson
Mr. C. Austin
Mr. H. L iley
...
Mr. P. B. Robinson
...
Various individual donations
...
Huddersfield Branch Royal Signals Ass~";iati~·

21st

Expenditure during December, 1969

School of Signals, Blandford Camp

ASS O C:IATION
F UND

Dfu~E VOLENT

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Roy al Signals Demonstration Team

mg ctoooffer ~e youth of the nation, don't delay, apply to
your . . now.

ince the beginning of October, gifts of clothing, toys, books,
etc. have been most gratefully received from the following:
Captain Swallow, W.R.A.C., K. J. Williams, Esq., Colonel
R. M. Adams, Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Akass, Major and Mrs.
J. L. Donne, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. R. Ham er, A. W .
Smith, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood, Major M. H .
Priestley, The Ladies of Hildesheim Garris~n, Captain N. A.
V. Ribchester, Mr. and Mrs. N . Church, Maior-General M. D.
Price Major and Mrs. C. J. Bayfield, Lieutenant-Colonel and
Mrs. H . Napper Major I. E. Simpson.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel G . A. Horner, Maior J. F. Stokes,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Baker, W.0.II (Y. of S.) Maxted,
Corporal J. A. Lund, Major J. W. Swindells, Sergeant and
/\/. rs. Spratt, Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D. Farr, LieutenantColonel, E. R. Nanney-Wynn, D.L., Mrs. Davies, M rs. G. D .
T. Harris, Major A. M . Keeling Ha nnover Station Thrift Shop,
G. J. Feakes, Esq., Mrs. J. Po""'.er, Major-Geryeral R. J .
lv oberly, Mrs. E. Fiadgate, F. C. Wilson, Esq., M aior D . J. D .
McKail Mrs. Torrin.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. J. H. Swallow, Colonel E.
J. Bardell, Major and Mrs. A. E. Carter, H. Gillibrand,
Esq., Mrs. Mather, Lady Scott, J. F. Benson, Esq., Colonel
and Mrs. I. G. Swan, Major and Mrs. D. S. Hackworth, Mrs.
V. Heath, Roger and Sarah Crowder, C. Austin, Esq., Corporal
Sanders, Brigadier and Mrs. C. H. Stoneley, M rs. J. R. West,
Mrs. A. S. Rawson.

One o f t he Month's Letters

"Mygratitude
husband and I would like to express our
for the money received for Christmas,

~,PPY in the Army, self-confident, and feel you have some-

Thank You!

s. d.
6

101 IS
10 10

0

5 3
5 0

0

3

0

0

2 16

0

18

0

0

0

Total Receipts ... £134 14

6

£1,314 12

8

6

8 6

5

~fter a final montil of n_iaking an exhibition of ourselves at
th.: Army Careers Informauon Office in the Strand the ' Q · k
~1l':'er' team has returned to Blandford Cam~ and ~~c j
\vr1t~, ~ hear their voices raised in ribald song 'as the en
rh usiastlcally scrub the urinals-how are the mighty [ ll ~
We have started doing mini-demonstrations to local sc~o~f"
and our l~t~st success was 'Magnetron's' appearance 0 s'
·rBC 'f elcv1S1on, when he educated visiting schoolmasters ~
1 e with the Royal Signals.

B
1

In closing
In closing, we welcome Captain W. H. Backhouse and Staff
Sergeant (F .. of S). Dyer to the team and wish good luck to
Corporal Brian Hobbs, posted to 22nd Signal Re iment·
Se~geant John Hume, posted to SHAPE; Lance-C~rporaI
Mic~ael. Glennon, . off to 12 Infantry Brigade, and Co oral
David Filson and Signalman ' Ner' Pearce off to • Civvy sif '
The late O.C. ' Quicksilver,' Captain D. 'w. Stubbs, is po~~:d
tho th~ll Arm Y Apprent!ces' College, Harrogate, where we hope
e w1 1ead a more restful life.

Film Club does good work
The. School ?f Signals Film Club organised a charity varietv
'h~w m the Princess Mary H~ll on 14th December, 1969. The
aru te~, all of wh_om gave ~cir services free, performed to an
en~hus!astic audience, which included the Commandant
Bng~dier J. R. Cubberley, cadre and civilian staff, and old ag~
pensioners from Castlemain House, Blandford .
Due to. the gener.osity of the artistes, and the co-operation
of the vanous agencies, over £38 was raised for Christmas food
parcels. These were distributed to old and needy peop le in the
Blandfor? area by Staff Sergeant D. G. Roberts the secretary
of the Film Club.
'
Special mention must be made of Staff Sergeant D G
~obe.rts on ""'.h~m fell the bulk of the work, worry and fru~tra~
u~n .m ~rgarusmg and producing the show, and the subsequent
d1stnbuuon of the Christmas food parcels.
Our photograph shows. Staff Sergeant Roberts with some of
the old people w'.ilose Christmas was made happier by hi efforts.

bedspace with G-Plan wardrobe and a pin-up board. Needless
to saY) the team were accommodated at the time in two-tier
bunks in Ladysmith Barracks- a barracks so evil that though
the Army had sold it, we were let back into it without quibble.

We cannot pretend that life ls anything but
enjoyable
We cannot pretend, however, that life on ' Quicksilver ' is
other than thoroughly enjoyable. The display tent would ~o
up as if by magic as soon as Staff Sergeant Miller waved his
wand; in fact, he got so good at it that he was pro~o~ed and
sent to 3rd Division, as soon as they asked for a magician. To
see Corporal Tom May ' shooting his line' to a crowd of teenagers is an education that would stun any con man, in fact
he's now off on promotion to join the professionals as a
Recruiter. To see Lance-Corporal ' Ginger' Turner elegantly
driving his 3-tonner into a Rover 2000 is a sight to bring
tears to any M.T.0 ., but our M .T.O . was cheered by a
letter from the civilian driver saying that T urner was so frightfully decent about it that could we please disregard the
accident!
The four W.R.A.C. girls of the team were, as ever, charming
and attractive; so much so, that Corporal Roger Smith has become engaged to Private Chris Land; we wish them every
happiness. We are now reduced to trying to marry off our last
surviving bachelor, ' Magnetron.' He is one of the hardest
worked members of the team; amongst his embarrassing questions this year were: " When will I get my sight back?" and
" When will I get a new Daddy?"
' Quicksilver' members this year have been midnight bathing at Gatehouse-of-Fleet, ' go-go' dancing in H ull and drinking with television stars in London. The team's p ersonnel are
now posted direct by Royal Signals Records, so if YOU are

0

A LITTLE BIT OF CHRISTMAS CHEER FO R THE OLD FOLK
Staff Sergeant D. G. Roberts distrib uti ng a little Christmas Cheer
to Mr. and Mrs. Lane of Albert Street, Blandford. Over £38 was
raised by the School of Signals Film Club for distribution as Christmas fo od parcels

Schools Sympo sium
Schoolmasters fro'? all over South-West England spent
? day at school . wit~ the Army, when they attended a
Schools Symposmm at the School of Signals 00 4th
December, 1969. The secondary school teachers included

eight headmast~rs, two deputy headmasters and ten careers
and with them were nine careers officer from the
of Labour.

llll!s~ers,
M
m1stry

M The princip~l speaker was Brigadier A. J. Wilson, C.B.E
D1rect?r o~ Army Recruiting, and his address 0~
. e ole, of Services m the 1970s ' was followed by pre~enta
~ons on. T"n~ ~ole ,of Royal Signals' and ' A Career in
. oyal Signals, m ~r~ncess M ary H all. Then, after lunch
m H.Q. Mess, the .vlSltors saw detachments from 14th Regiment. and 30th Regiment and th~ .' Quicksilver ' Display. Pan
?f this was shown on B.B.C. Television in' South Today' wh 1·ch
m fact, formed a valuable advertisement for the Army i ~
general and for Royal Signals in particular The da
cl u de.d WH
· h a ' Q ~1z
· art~ Discussion Period,'
· when aY keen
conand ~terested a.ud1ence introduced a wide ra nge of topic
covering prom?tlo? prospects, commissions, training at the
Army ApprentJ_ces College and at Catterick and transfer~
bet;ween Corps m t.he Army. Curiously enough,' only one of th~
v1s1tors (so far .as 1s known) ~ ad served in Royal Signals.
The proceedings concluded with tea in the Museum.

,~·· :·A.,

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
GRADUATION DAY, WINTER, 1969
ON We~esday,
Graduatlon ~ay
some 700 ~pprentJ.c~s
ra de~, leavmg to iom
of Signals.

10th December, we held our last
of the decade. To mark the occasion
par aded in honour of 52 of their com~
the regular ranks of the Royal Corp
s

The parade was commanded by A/T R.S.M. Stephen Bailes
a 19-year-old telegraph operator from Sunderland who ha~
represented the Ar~y Junior XV at rugby and was also selected
for the Army Juruor Judo Team.
R.eviewing Officer on the day was Lieutenant-General Sir
Cecil Blacker, K.C.B., 0 .B.E., M.C., G.O.C.-in-C.
orthern
Command; the Mayor of Harrogate, Councillor Edwin Pickard
also attended with the Mayoress.
'
D1;1ring the parade, the Reviewing Officer presented the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to W.O.II William Grierson,
S.S.M. of Permanent Staff Squadron, and to C.S.M.I. Eric
Costall, A.P.T.C., Warrant Officer-in-charge of P.T. at the
College.
After the J?aiade came prizegiving, notable for the apt •sureness and swiftness ' with which it was conducted.
The Command.a nt, Lieutenant- Col~nel D. A. Barry, welcomed
the .guests, especially the parents, wives and sweetheans of the
Semor .Term; outlined our not inconsiderable achievements,
academic and very much otherwise; bade farewell to Major
(Staff Q.M.) Trevor Luscombe, after 38 years in Royal Signals
and five at the College, ~nd to tfJe retiring S.E.O., LieutenantC'?lonel R. F oster; and mtroduced the Reviewing Officer who
said Colonel Barry, stood as a shining exmaple to all young
men. ~eneral Blacker, we were reminded, was formerly an
~lymp1c ;Pent~thlet~ ~nd h~d frequently represented his country
m show-iumpmg, ndmg his bold and brilliant 'Workboy.'
IJ,1 presenting the prizes, the Reviewing Officer rem inded hi
~udie~ce of the words spoken SO years ago by Field Marshal
Wull·e' Ro~ertson, but still very pertinent tod'ly : "Speak
the truth; thmk of others · and don't dawdle." He went on
to congratulate. the College on the high standard of the parade
and wa ~ most impressed ~at the whole thing was done by the
ap~rentJces themselves, which made him "wonder whv all these
semor officers are necessary-apart, of course, from Generals.''
In concl.usion, General Blacker offered his audience a most
valuable piece of advice: "Always expect one thing- the unexpected.''
The following major prize were presented:
Army Commander's Prize (for all-round excellence)" A/T
R.S.M. J. S . .Bailes.
·
Commandant's Prize (for conduct, discipline and example)"
A/T S.S.M. William Paterson.
•
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award (for the best all-round
tradesman): Afr Corporal Sean McHale-Smith.
Colonel Commandant's Award (for the best soldier /tradesman): Afr S.S.M. Thomas McCorkeD
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1'ffi. FRED MOUNT RETIRES

Prizes awarded by the Royal Corps of Signals
Committee:
Best Radio Technician : A/T Sergeant Kim Bryden.
Best Terminal Equipmenr Technician: A/T S.S.M. Michael
Duffin.
Best Radio Relay Technician: A/T Corporal Sean McHaleSmith.
Best Telegraph Operator: A/T Thomas Crawford.
The Champion Squadron Cup: Scott Squadron (A/T S.S.M.
V. P. Baines).

The last month of the last decade brought w:th it th€'. retirement of the College's oldest iD':1abitant on the Instrucoonal
Staff, Mr. Fred Mount, who had taught Workshop Practice
at the College for the pa t 22 years.
.
To mark the occasion of his retirement and as an ~xpress1on
of our gratitude and affection, the Commandant, L1eutenantColone1 D. A. Barry, presented him, on behalf of the staff
and students, with a silver salver and a plaque of the Corps
badge.
.
Nor is Mr. Moupt the only long-servmg member of the
family at the College: li.is wife, Dorothy, who joined the Pay
Office staff as a temporary measure, has now been there for
nearly nineteen years. Indeed, it has been said that Fred
bas not so much left the College as merely undertaken a
Change of Trade· he now acts as his wife's chauffeur! They
have one son, Rodney, at present. Sub-Principal Oboe and
Cor Anglais with the B.B.C. Scomsh Symphony Orchestra.
This is clearly a talent inherited f~om fathe~: ~red ?as for
over twenty years been First Viohn and p1arust with the
Harrogate String Orchestra. He was, to?, for . 21 years, on
the committee of the Harrogate Operaoc Society.
Now living at 18, Tentergate Gardens, Kn~esboroug~, and
an unbelievable 66 Mr. Mount hopes to cononue teaching, at
least p·ut-time 1 bu't from now on, music, rather than metalwork-" just," he says, " to keep me young.''

On 29th December, the first Special Operator ever co do so
received the Queen's Commission as Traffic Officer (Radio).
He is W.0.I Alan George Maxwell, M.B.E., aged 36, whose
home is at 62, Stenhouse Place East, Edinburgh. Granted the
immediate rank of Captain, be is now serving with 13th Signal
Regiment in B.A.0.R.
Captain Maxwell enlisted on 6th March, 1950, in the then
Boys' Squadron, Royal Corps of Signals, at Richmond, in Yorkshire. From here he was selected for training as a Special
Operator at Loughborough. M.ost of his subsequent service
has been spent in the Near or Middle East and Germany, but he
has alw served on the staff of the Junior Leaders' Regiment,
Royal Signals, and with the Aden Protectorate Levies.
He came to the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate,
in May, 1969, to start the training of Apprentice Special
58

1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment

B.F.P.O. 32
•• WE CHANGE fJVU. GENEllAL ••
Farewell to our G.0.(.'.
JNTERMINGLED with the _n~erous season;! engagements,
we had the ~ad duty of b1dd10g farewell to the Divisional
Commander, Ma1or-General A. M. Taylor, M.C.
, The G,eneral was dined-out in the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants Mess on 17th J?ecember; the Officers' Mess on
2nd January, and h~ very kmdly threw an enormous cocktail
party for cveryon~ ID the Officers' Mess on 3rd January. He
w~s. presented. wll'h two heavy cut-glass decanters, bearing
?1v1s!on and Signals crests. from the Regimental Officers as a
Chnstmas present.'
A farewell parade was held on a snow-covered Caithness
~quare on 19th December. During the parade the G.0.C. pre~ented. four Long Service and Good Conduct Medals, one
of which was to ,W.0.1 (R.S.M.) J. G. Turner, Royal Signals.
The other meda.s were presented to W.O.I I. J. P. Poole,
R.M.P.; S.Q.M.C. P. C. Woods, The Blues and Royals and
Sergeant R. Weight, R.A.
'
Welcome to the 11ew G.O.(;.
The arrival of the new G .O.C., Ma;or-General J. W. Harman,
O.B:E., M.C., was marked by a quarter guard at the gates of
Sheil Barracks on 7th January.
1st Dlvl!•lon Hockey Finni
0? Wednes~ay, 10th December, the Regiment defeated 21st
Engineer Regrment 2-1 in the Divisional hockey final .
Althou~ the Sappers took an early lead from a short corner,
the Regiment fought back strongly to score two goals in ninety
econds, just on half-time. The goalrcorers were Sergeant
Cook and Lance-Corporal Raybould. The second half provided plenty of ~xcitement, and although no more goals were
scored, the Regiment ran out worthy winners.
The cup was presented by the G .O.C. Major-General A.
M . Taylor, _M.C., and was thoroughly wetted at an unforgetable party m a Verden gasthaus the fo!.lowing evening.
The unit amateur radio station DL2VR was put on the air
for the first time for many years during the Anglo-German
Weekend, held in Verden on 6th September.
The station displa yed QSL cards from many countries and
equipment used included an American Swan transceive{ and

.

,

--

DL2VB Resuscitnted

NEW SEI\"IOR EDUCATION OFFICER
From 2nd January, the beginning of the Spring term, the
Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, has had a new Senior
Education Officer, in the person of Lieutenant-Co'.onel J. C.
(' Faddy ') Furn'.ss, M.A., R.A.E.C.
As Senior Education Officer at the College, Colonel Furniss
is responsible to the Commandant for the academic education
of up to 1,000 Army Apprentices destined for the Royal Corps
of Signals, and for the organisation and. administration o~ th_eir
leisure activities. To assist him, he bas a staff of 31 civilian
lecturers and officer instructors of the Royal Army Educational
Corps_
Colonel Furniss relieves Lieutenant-Colonel R. Foster, B.Sc.,
R.A.E.C., who had been at the College for slightly less than
two years, and has retired from the Army to become Principal
of an Industrial Training College.
TUE FIRST SPECIAL OPERATOR TO DE
(;01'L'ttlSSIOI\'ED

.,.. '

~

~

Operators-a new venture for the College. Their apprenticeship is de igned to last two years and the first cl~ss has consisted of 18 apprentices; it is hoped in future to increase the
annual output to 54.
Captain Maxwell was appointed a. Member. of the ~rder
of the British Empire for services wnh 9th Signal R egiment
between 1965 and 1968.

' I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO BEING AT THE COLLEGE
MYSELF SOON, SIR"
The younger brother of A/T R.S.M. J. S. Bailes who received the
Army Commander's prize for "all round excellence," gets a handshake from the Reviewing Officer, Lieutenant-General Sir Cecil
Blacker, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., the G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Command
after the Graduation Day Parade. On the left of the photo :
members of AfT R.S.M. Bailes family

_,.

-~

,

,,

-

/

a British KW tran~ceiver. Th~ focal point of the rand wa-. a
large _map ~f the world <Jhowmg the countries contacted that
day,_ mclu~mg many members of the Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society.
Operating the station were Signalman Clive Dodd (DLSZZJ.
Sergeant John Brown-Greaves (DLSYS), W.0.11 (0 .R.Q.M.S.)
John Worrall (DL2AH) and Staff Sergeant Ray Vasper
(DLSYT).
During dle aftern~n the station was visited by the G.0.C.
and the Commandmg Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel W. T.
MacF~l~e. They spent several minutes studying the ~ration
and . hstenmg to contacts over the loudspeakers.
S.IDc_e September,_ the station has been operating teleprinter,
ach1evmg conta.cts ID Spain, Ireland, United Kingdom, Ger
many and Russia.
St~ Sergeant Vasper now has visible evidence of his contact with _Apollo. XI from Kennedy Space Center, in the form
of a special ceruficate that has been suitably framed.

Verden Garrison Stamp (;lob
(he~e is a ~owing interest in the absorbing hobby of stamp
co.lectmg (philately) in the Garrison, and contacts to exchange
stamps are required world wide.
Co~iderable stocks of stamps are held. Who knows? We
may Just have that elud ve starnp ·that you have been searching
f~r. The club caters for all collectors, from the absolute begmn~rs to the adv~nced collector, and can supply albums at
greatiy reduced pr:ces.
Let us know your wants and exchanges.
. Contact: _W.0.11 (Y. of S.) A. L. Co!eman, 1 Div H .Q. &
Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 32.

2

SctUADRON

Exercise • Cold Feet '
Snow, a biting wind and sub-zero temperatures were encountere~ by som~ 4~0 troops of 1st Division in an escape
and evasion exercISe m December in the Soiling Mountains
area. Apart fr~m provid..:n~ administration and participating
teams, Royal Signals estabhshed all VHF control communications for the exercise.
!n the luxurious comfort of central heating and fresh rations
w~e substations suffered the .cold and compo, sat the controi
sr:ition manned. by Second-Lieutenant Tony Gibb, Corporal
Bill Earl and Signalman Merv Horsfall. Communications were
very good, greatly helped by Second-Lieutenant Neil Donaldson
and his m.erry ' Rebros ' (they suffered one mishap when
~orporal Kit Carson took on fresh rations by driving bis vehicle
mto a local apple dump. Recovery took some time).
The incentive for the escapees, aparting from drinking 18
gallons of rum during the exercise, was two weeks' leave in
the U.K. with free passage for the farthest team.
Apart from a few minor casualties, mainly due to exposure
'
all competitors finished in very good spirits.

*

*

*

Corporal Maurice Platts bas obviously got bis head screwed
on the right way. He found that the best way to evade the
G.O.C.'s farwell parade was to break his leg at the A2/A4
Christmas party.
The following Saturday, with leg in plaster, he performed
at the Corporals' Mess Christmas draw. This after the R.S.M.
h1d left.

3 St!UADBON
TWENTY-TWO YEARS WITH THE COLLEGE
Mr. Fred Mount retiring after 22 years on the Instructional Staff of
the College receives a silver salver from the Commandant, LieutenantColonel D. A. Barry

KEEP US IN TUE PICTUHE
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.

THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1970

DL 2 VR RESUSCITATED
Sergeant Brown-Greave
Signalman Dodd
Staff Sergeant Vasper
W.0.11 Worrall
Anglo-German Weekend 6th September 1969
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1970

During the summer of 1969, the Squadron Commander
Major H. S. Wilson, made a public-spirited ge ture and allowed
us to adopt the most lonely soul in Verden Garrison, a young
on of the soil named John Turner, shy by nature and R.S.M.
by profession. Our guardianship has now been running for
some six months and day by day we become more proud of
o~r S9uadron pet. For our own part of the relationship, we
g~ve him frequent c~ps of coffee and many reminders of where
his loyalty should he. In return, all we ask is that he aims
less than o~ fair share. of Regimental duties at the Squadron,
and at all times puts m a good word for us with tbe more
imJ?or~ant ~odlike occupants of R.H.Q. We offer this snippet
of mformauon as our Squadron notes in the hope that it may
be. read by whoever is. fortunate enough to be selected as a
r~hef for Mr. Turner 10 the 1st Regiment. Play your cards
right and the warmth of 3 Squadron will be open to you.
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to the show and me usual dress rehearsal snags. The songs
were, in the main, composed by Captain Jack Wishart of our
education branch. Corporal Peter Tarrant demonstrated his
potential a a compere, and found an attractive leading lady
with a figure very akin to Staff Sergeant Fred BrudenaU. The
lads of M .T. Troop made a real hiL as the chorus-' Can-Can '
being their speciality. The whole cast deserves praise for their
efforts, and the revue will undoubtedly take to the stage again
next Christmas. The talent spotters are already at work!

Quadra nt Club
Our JRC was recently adjudged the best club of fony in
tine area by a NAAFI panel and, as a result, the manager,
Mr. Harris, was presented with a cheque of DMs 250 for
his staff fund. This award was the result of Mr. H arris's enthusiasm and energetic approach and, in our view, well de~erved.

Most of the Squadron and Troop Christmas parties were
held in the club, and a most congenial atmosphere prevailed
over them all.

' Taff ' Hill and Sergeant Shanks, performed their usual
miracles, a:Jd everyone, including the children, had a good
'scoff.'

• T h ink Tnn k111 '
We bave been holding 'think Tanks' and 'brain . torming'
sessions working out the new organisation of the Regiment
with the changed emphasis in our role. Major Woodbridg , our
Second-in-Command, ha. had his hands full with new ·raff
tables, etc. Roll on the day when we all know what quad ron
we are in and the dust has settled.
We welcome Major Watson and M ajor Holland who have
come to command 1 and 2 Squadrons respectively We also
welcome Captain T horne, our new Adjutant. It's farewell to
M ajor Byrne and Captain Genders, who are off to M.O.D . and
H.Q. 4 Division respecuvely. I t is certainly all ctiangc in :i
ignals at the moment.
All in all, as the Commanding Officer told us in hb Chri~ mas message, it has been a frustrating year, what with the
cancellation of our major exercise and the Northern Ireland
operation, but we are lookmg forward to 1970 with high hopes

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
Ch.rii;jtnaas
HRISTMAS festivities this year started on the 6th
D ecember, and the momentum is being car ried on by
those intrepid Scots celebrating Hogmanay. Club dances and
Mess nights abounded, and the Wives' Club held a successfu l
dinner in the W .0 .'s and Sergeant's M ess. There was a Mickev
Hayes show on the 15th December wnere the enthusiastic
applause showed that the T urkey Leg is not the only one that
warrants appreciation at Christmas. The 20th D ecember saw
the Children's Christmas Party. It has been variously described
as wonderful, bedlam, great and terrifying. Children were
screaming, cakes flying, whilst fond mums turned ashen white
at the sight of little Mary being covered from head to toe in
jelly. Fathers must have had to pour a lot of stiff drinks when
battle closed at five-thirty. Our thanks are duet to W.0.Il's
Stuckey and Hehir for promoting the fight. to the catering
staff who provided the inter-round refreshments, and to
Signalmen Stanley Eld, Pat Dee and the remainder of the
Restaurant Work Party who salvaged the arena at the end.

C

Members of 2 S uadron 4 Division Headquarters and Signal Regimen~ p~se with ~hei r o ld chums, the
q ACV's before the latter are "posted,, after two years fai thful service
On vehicle:-D riv:r Roy Pr eston, Signal man Phil Budden, Lan ce-Co rporal Bill Hutton, Signalman Barny Barnard
Stonding :- Signalmen Jas Hynd and Neal Hurst
Squatting : -Signalmen Geordi e Scott, Mick Mallinson and Graham Shaw

However our armoured element has not vanished . i~. tpio.
We are r~taining eight AFV 432s a~d, by some
R 1~~~
·u !in
Jan to provide our G .0.C. with a~ ~r.mo~re . o .
d~up ginp the field. H ence ' the different D1v1s1on maintam s
its reputation l
· ·
d
· · g
Replanning the field headquarters wmng a_n re-eqmppm
the vehicles to the staff's requirements is keeping !llany ~eople
occupied. It looks likely to remain that way unul we epa rt
on our first exercise in F ebruary.
.
.
, M 'k , T
1. ~
roop
A change in our barrack organisation is that
has been disbanded. All the Foremen and techruc1aT now
belong to the tl! ree communicating Squadrons. The roop s
Christmas party, therefor~, served a dual purpose and was
celebrated in an appropnate manner.

Jd

4 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
Majors c hange
E said farewell to three Majors, all of whom departed
within a fortnight-M ajors T~ Andrews, Des~n~
Lavender and Mike Ellis, all found their way to U:K.
eir
res ective replacements are Majors D avid Antho~sz (S.0 .2
siinals), •Paddy' Ver don (O.C. 1 Squadron) a_nd Bn~ Clark·~j
R .T .R. (O.C., H.Q. Squadron). We trust their stay ere w1
be enjoyable and successful.

W

~fn j or

c hanges!
We have lost our three ACVs, which have, for two years,
been 2 Squadron's pride and joy. No longer do ';Ve sed
Corporal Chas Birchall, Lance-Corporal Terry D~akin .an
Si nalman Mick Mallison peering through th<: tiny_ wmdscfeens, confidently knowing that their progress is unlikely to
be impeded.
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Christmas fostiv l ties
All our customary festivities came and w~nt without any
undue 'hiccups!' In addition to the entertainment arr~nged
by and for the various Messes, we had a new venture, in thf
fo;m of a 'Regimental Revue. This consisted of 2t hours od
non-stop laughter and .fun. _No one, but no 9ne, . escape
a little cynicism in amusmg skits a~d songs. ~ econd-L1e~.tenant
Chris Barnes was the hardworkmg org9:mser, , and ~s enthusiasm was not daunted by the many d1fficulues leading up
T HE W I RE , FEBRUARY - MARCH
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THIS JUST MEANS-THANKS FO R EVERYTHIN G
T he Com manding Officer and P. R.!. join the Quadrant Club Staff for
the presentation to the Club Manager Mr. Harr is

Squash
Winter weather has brought field games to a standstill,
and so the quash court has been in regular use, and there
is no doubt mat the standards are going up by leaps and
bounds. Lance-Corporal Bill Hutton is playing very well and
is planning to enter the B.A.O.R. Championships. We wish
him luck, particularly in the oldiers' event.
3 Squadron have a flour ishing ladder up which Signalman
F red Fry has climbed rapidly.
The Pay Office Staff are also showing extreme keenness,
and their ambition is to beat the Paymaster, M ajor L aurie
Sharp--Sergeant Paddy Cummings ha already achieved this.

3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford C amp
LL of a sudden people were putting up decorations and
A
shifting furniture back and forth and the cooks were
busy with buffets. It was Christmas. Amongst those most

heavily involved in the preparations were W.0 .I (F. of S.) Pete
Hutley, assisted by S.S.M. Brian Hill, who organised the all
ranks' draw aqd dance, S.S.M . 'Chalky ' White, who masterminded the children's Christmas party with the help of W.0 .Il
Miller, a most successful Father Christmas, S.S.M . Bill Clarke
who laid on the Carol Service with the help of ' M ' Troop,
and S.S.M. J ohn Shields who, with the aid of Divisional H.Q.
Squadron, prepared the dining room for Christmas dinner. The
cooks, of course, led by Lieutenant M ansell-Ward, Q.M .S.
THE W I R E, FEB RU ARY- M A R CH
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Exercise

t

Pole Star II '
by Signalman Snow (4 Sqcadron)

It was a cold, wet morning when Sergeant Ken K ing,
Corporal Harry Bishop and myself finished preparing our Land
Rover for the Regimental Safe Driving Competition. This is an
annual competition for the Safe Driving Cup presented by
2 Squadron in memory of three oldiers killed in a road
accident just outside the camp gates in 1966. As usual M ajor
Ian Spear organised the 24 hour, 420 mile event, in the form
of a rally.
Initially the vehicles were crutinised for road worthiness and
unofficial modifications. Our vehicle was passed so we set off
on stage one, which was followed by a ' Loops ' stage resulting
in the Rovers going round in ever decreasing circles. The next
few stages were easier than expected and at one stop Mrs. Ian
Spear and Mrs. Ron Tanner prod·Jced a welcome brew of tea.
There was a momentary crisis when we discovered a map wa~
missing but, luckily, team mate Staff Sergeant H erb Atherly
offered us a spare one which he just happened to have available.
After another three sections we climbed the Koteberg, a cold,
bleak hill, where there was a compulsory night stop. Corporal
George Bardsley looked after us all very ably, the meal being
most welcomed.
After four hours stop we set off on a rhyming clues ection,
followed by one involving solutions to simple cyphers, which
brought us back to the Koteberg. Then Corporal H arry Bishop
drove 011 the courte y section, after which Sergeant Ken King
drov<. for the driving tests section, th<" last section which took
place on the square back in barracks.
The next evening was spent peculating on who would win
the various prizes, and also hearing tales from other competitor .
Apparentely one team had waved at the check point controller
until they realised that certain formalities were neces. ary !
Another team spent 36 hours in a pub waiting for the r cover)
team.
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After a welcome night's sleep, we reported to the gym to hear
the re ult . We were greeted with: "Well I see you have done
it again" and we had - in vehicle
o. 13! Second was
Lieutenant Galloway's team fro m 1 quadron in vehicle No. 33,
and third Lieutenant White Corporal Forster and LanceCorporal Perkins in vehicle N o. 4 from 4 Squadron. 4 quadron
al o won the team cup, the third squadron Rover No. 22, being
crewed by Staff Sergeant Atherly, Corporal Turner and
Corporal Gray.
I am sure everyone would like to thank Major Spear, his
as istant and marshals for all their hard work for the benefit
of the team in a mo· t enjoyable competition.
Rugby
The frost has come early, and the ground are no more
uitable for playing rugby than South Camp Square. This ha
cau ed the postponement of the B.A.0.R . R ugby Final until
25th F ebruary and has been received with rather mixed feeling ,
for the team were raring to do battle •with The Royal Regiment
of Wales - an amalgamation of The South Wales Borderer
(la t year's Army Cup winners) and the Welch Regiment. On
the other hand, the eight weeks breathing sp ace will give a
few of the lame and hitherto lazy, a chance to impress the
electors. Sergeant Alex Kubu should by then, have recovered
from the surgeon's knife Sergeant Sam Degai will have
recovered from Yabaki Vou, and it is even rumoured that
Captain Roger Thompson ha been secretly shedding tonnage
behind the gymnasium.
The team won their way through to the B.A.O .R . final early
in December by beating 34 Light Air Defence Regiment R.A.
on their home ground in Dortmund. This was a typical cup
game, with crisp tackling by the back row of Dunbar, Taylor

A very plea ant evening was spent with Lieutenant Clint
Weaver, R.A.D.C., who is secretary of the 4th Division Rugby
Referees ociety. In a forty-minute talk he explained the
enemie point of view, and after this one must sympathise
with the average unpaid chap who gives up !his afternoons, gets
freezing cold, and little thanks, whilst his very parentage and
pulheems arc called into question, by both teams. Anyway it's
very difficult to detect the chap who manages to get a mouthful
of ear, at the same time old fairy feet in the cen tre is
deliberately inching over the ten yard line. Munch, munch!
The first months of the season also aw the addition of three
new junior members to the Club. We would like to congratulate
Glen Biggs, Yvonne D unbar and E rika Kubu on their new
babies. D erek Biggs reckons his new baby ha all the making
of a good prop - lucky Sharon.

: Uajo r J ohn l'tf cKellar
Many reader of these notes will be sorry to hear that after
30 years in the Royal Signals, M ajor John McKellar has decided
to hang up his gaiters. Whether one knew John McKellar as a
colleague, friend or golf partner, one always had the benefit
of !his wide experience, kindly advice and sense of h umour.
After two years studying in Salisbury, Johp. is going to join
the church-a brave venture at a time when he could justifiably
be looking forward to a quiet retirement in his native Scotland.
On behalf of the whole Corps we would like to say thank you
to John and his wife Betty for the1!-" sincere efforts .on beh~lf
of the R oyal Signals over the past thirty years. In their new life
we wi h to say " Lang mea your lum reek.''
At the end of the decade the Regiment can look back to the
many successes in the sporting, social and communicating fields.
Bruin has come, and is now a way of life. The vast 14 pair
cable p arks have been replaced by vehicle b ardstandings, whilst
the fa iries now outnumber the bairies. Drab olive has, at last,
replaced bronze green . The R egiment has won the Army C up
at Hockey, the B.A.0 .R. Rugby C up, and the 4th Division
Rugby Cup no fewer t han five tim es. W e can now look forward
to 1970 and the fiftieth year of the Corps, determin ed to improve
on the high standards set by our predecessors, in every walk
of service life - starting with the Army Rugby Cup!

Footnote
If any reader has obtained the impression that the only sports
team in 7th Signal Regiment is the Rugby XV they are wrong.
It must be pointed out, that we also run a 2nd XV.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
TIGHT SCRUM
F. of S. George Hall of 7th Regiment gets the ball to his scrum half
Lance-Corporal Sam Mosedale. 7th Regiment have their eyes fixed
on winning the Army Rugby Cup this year

and Wilson while plenty of steam was generated up front in
the engine room. Corporal Bert Taylor had the sort of game
you read about in the Wizard and Hotspur, having a hand in
all the tries and scoring one himself. A memorable part of the
game was Corporal Derek Biggs' SO yard drop goal which must
have been demoralising for ' 34 ' who were still tackliJlg well,
yet conceding points. The game was won by 17 points to 6,
further tries being scored by skipper, Lieutenant Chris
Melhuish, and Sergeant Taffy Dunbar. This was the last game
that '34' were to play, for they have disbanded under the
latest defence cuts. Those who have been members of the club
for the last five years will know that except for the ' Dukes,' ' 34 '
were our keenest rivals in B.A.0.R. We will miss this rousing
fixture next season.
In place of the postponed final the club had a small get
together with films and a beer or six. One of the films shown
was of last year's team winning the B.A.0.R. seven-a-side
competition. Since seeing the film, Corporal Dave Higgins
hasn't stopped combing his hair and even Pat Lee has started
to look something like a well known film star - Margaret
Rutherford! At the end of the session Corporal Bert Taylor
was presented with a small wedding present by the Club. We
wish him, and Monica, a very happy life together.

Pass-off parades
HE Commanding Officer of the King's Division Depot
(Yorkshire), Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Cubiss, M.C., was
the Inspecting Officer at the pass-off parade of Nos. 1 and 4
Troops on 28th November. The best recruits were Signalman
Clancy (1 Troop) now training as a radio operator at 24th
Signal Regiment, and Signalman Barraclough (4 Troop) awaiting training as a Signals Technician.
The Worshipful the M ayor of Richmond, Councillor R. Eaton,
took the salute at the pass-off parade held on 12th December,
of Nos. 5 and 6 Troops. The best recruits were Signalman
Thompson (5 Troop), awaiting training as a Signals Technician,
and Signalman Walker (6 Troop) now training at 224 Squadron
as a Special Operator.
The Inspecting Officer at the last pass-off parade of 1969
was the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. C.
Lockwood. The Troops on parade were Nos. 2 and 3, with
best recruit Signalman Halstead (2 Troop) and Signalman
Newton (3 Troop) both waiting to train as Signals Technicians.

T

Rugby
The month of December has been extremely successful
for me Regimental XV, with a fine win against 2nd Field Regiment in the first round of the Northern Command Cup, by
8 points to 5. The team produced some of the best rugby
and team work of the season to achieve this win, and it was
only fitting that our leading scorer and captain (Captain P.
Brooks, R.A.E .C.) should score the winning points. Success

was also our against Gosfort.h 3rd XV (3-0), D.E.R.R. (11-3),
and a well-ea rned draw against 9th/12th Royal Lancers (6-6)
Unfortunati:Iy we have lost a number of regulars some posted
to other urut~ and others to civilian life. In the iatter category
tlle ~ea rn will be the poorer. without L ance-Corporal Roy
Brodi~, wh<;>se push .and .fire will be sadly missed in the pack;
we wish him well in his new care·er. ·
Coi:igratulat~ons must be extended to Captain R. P. G ravestock
on his selection for the command team against the Army
(Scotland).
Squas h
The game has flourished in the last few months to the
extent that the Regiment can now field two teams of a reason'.lble standard. With the running of a handicap competition,
mterest has b~en keen, and a.lthough the seeding committee
were proved r~ght, the seeds did not get everything their own
way. rhe .semi-finals and final were played on 17th December,
and th~ pnzes presented by Lieutenant-Colone\ F . C. Lockwood.
The wmner was ~ ergeant K . Stewart, with. Sergeant Leggott
as rur:ner-up, provmg a. very tough opponent indeed. Lieutenant
Q. y1gurs and Captam J. Radford were the losing semifinalists.
Late result: 11th Signal Regiment S; 1 Royal Irish Rangers
2.

Soc••er news
After an unen~erprising start to the season, the unit team ,
under the captaincy of W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) 'Nobby ' Styles
are. now able to m~tch the pace and power of most teams U:
their league. Consistent good pla y by Staff Sergeant Derek
Probert and Signalman Derek Taylor have put us amongst
the league leaders. Results to date: Played 6 won 4 drawn 1
lost 1, goals for 36, against 9.
'
'
'
In a keenly played game, we were knocked out of the Command K nockout Competition by 5 goals to 4 by A.A.C., Harrogate.
.B e~ter luck, though, in the Command Challenge Cup, matchwmmng play by Lance-Corporal Frank Mudie and Signalman
Graham Hedges ensuring a convincing win in the semi-final
over 5 Infantry Workshops, R.E.M.E., by 3-0, to put us in
!he first cup final this sea on. We hope for more good results
m the future.
Relles Tours,' 1970
M ~ n y .m embers of ~e. Corps will recall their days in
Contrnuat19n Troop Trallllilg. Those who passed through in
1968 I 69 will recall the weekend camps and tours in the Swaledale, Ribbledale and at Scarborough.
Well? they are at it again! Under the command of Captain
Roy Sunmons, 85 members of CT Troop, with permanent
staff, set off for Scarborough on 29th December. Some said
on a package holiday; others shook their heads and spoke of
the moors and winter.
The Troop's visit to Scarborough (still there at the time
of writing) is a combination of both field and adventure training.
The Troop saw the New year in with a party in the
' Jimmy ' Club, by courtesy of Major Beven, Commandant of
the Scarborough Training Centre. They are now looking forward to the holiday season and even more tours.
' ~elles Tours,' as we have become known, offer a two-day
all-m tour of the Troutdale, Cleveland Hills· the four-day
' package deal' includes Pickering and the 'Lyke Wake Walk '
a route of 43 miles in rarified air, from sea level to 1 500 fee~
Thes~ tours include foo.d, accomm<;><lation and a guide; trans~
port 1s. by foot! That 1s on the lighter side. Field Training
is earned out under realistic conditions in the Broxia Forest
and involves map-reading, weapon-training and field-cooking.
t

(~ hrlstnms

festlviHes
The festivities began on Saturday, 13th, when a party wa
held in the JRC for the young children.
All hands were kept busy organising games and competitions
for .the . children (in order to prevent a free-for-all) and a
hecoc time was had during the tea and ' bun-fight ' which
followed . A brit;f respit!! for the organisers came during the
!iJm show, tJ:en 1t was .tune for the children to air their lungs
in some rousmg carol smging.
The arrival of Father Christmas, complete with present
brought the party to a close, leaving the children happy and
contented (in most cases), and the parents thankful that it was
over.
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Saturday, 20th, saw an entertaining evening in both the
Sergeants' and Corporals' Messes, when the Christmas draw
wc;rc held; severa! l?eoplc returned home hea\ ily-laden with
prizes, the rest convmced, as usual, that the whole thing wa
fixed.
A carol s~rvice wa~ held on Monday, 22nd, for both 8th
and 11th ~1gnal Regiments, St. Martin's Church being full
to overflow 1 ~g, much to the delight of the Padre. Close on the
he~ls of this followed the ~oldiers' pre-Christmas dinner, at
wh ~ch all officers o~ the Regunent were called upon to display
the1~ talents as waiters-the wealt~ of talent being somewhat
dub1ous-howcve~., a. verr good dmner was enjoyed by the
troops, and the. wa1.ters had no cause for complaint, being
kept well supphed with plenty of Christmas 'spirit.'
T1;1esd~y, 23rd, brought in true tradition, a very ' liquid'
evenmg 1n the Sergeants' Mess. Desp:te the good re olve to
!tave an early evening, all resolutions went by the board when
1t a.ppeared. that there was an unlimited supply of Glcnfi~d1ch behmd the bar. The R.S.M . was congratulated on
his excellent bar stock. A hundred and four tots of Glenfiddich later, proceedings came to a somewhat reluctant dost:
when the five remaining felt they should present themsclve~
at home for breakfast.
.Festivities came to a final close on 5th January when
L~eutenant-Colone.l Atkinson, together with voluntee!s from
wives of the Reg m~e nt, took a party of children to Bradford
to s~e th~ pa n!ormme ' D ick Wh ittington.' No lack of enthusia - ~ m audience p articipation on the part of the children,
but their exuberance was not allowed to get too much out of
hand, due to the very capable control exercised by the ladies
present. The children returned very tired, but very happy.
Royal Signals Staff lland Concert
<?n 1?th Decembe!--, the Royal Signals Staff Band, under
their Director, ~ptain ~· R: R. Boulding, entertained mem~ers of the Re~1ment, their wives and families to a particularly
lively concert m the J.R.C. in Belles Barracks .
The concert was a great success, and many in the audience
expressed the wish that concerts should become a regular
part of the Regimental calendar.
Th~ ~r?gramme of music was varied and interesting; it
contami;o nems that were modern and which would have found
favour 1? the 'Top Twenty.' It must be said that many of
the .audience wi:nt along to the concert without much enthusiasm, expecung traditional military band music. Evervone in the audience, from the greenest recruit to the olde'st
and boldest soldier was treated to a big surprise by me band.
. ' Hoot N '. anny,' a sort of ' gaelic rave-up,' received the
b1~est ovation of the evening; the walls of the J .R.C. rocked
with the applause, which only ceased when the band gave
an encore.
The co~cert not only gave a great deal of pleasure to the
la~ge audience, but also showed what a versatile and accomplished band we have.

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40
NOW it is al~ over, we can u:u~y appreciate that the hard
work, put m by so many willing hands. was worthwhile
A la.rge number of Christmas parties, Chri rmas dinners, drink
parues, and far too much food, has had the de ired effcctexhaustion! Of all our functions, only a few can be mentioned.
Headquarter quadrou
The:Y were the first to have their party. Never before in
the history of the Corps, have accommodation stores been
checked so fast, m~ved so swiftly, changed so frequently, with
so few me?, as did J:Ieadquarter Squadron when preparing
the gymnasium for thetr own and subsequent parties
They held their party on 12th December ; a b~nd from
across tne ~rder ' Dutch 1:-ouie,' provided the mu ic, and we
were all . w1llmgly coerced rnto the many extraordinary twists
and shaKes by our very able ma~ter of ceremonies Staff
Sergeant Jim Goodridge.
'
2 Squadron
The peace of Saturday, 13th December, was totally shattered
by Corporal Curly Jones and his 'Buskers,' who "played for

(Continued. on page 65 J
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(Contin:ued from page 6.1)

the 2 Squadron party. The theme on this occasion was the
' 1920's-a Flapper Party.' Sergeant Vernon Merrick, Intelligence Corps, did the vocals with • help ' from various
sections of a very apprecia~ive audience.
I

Sqnaclrou
Because of shift ~ork they dec!ded to organise Troop parties.
Troops for!lled their own conumttees, and quite independently
booke!1 su:table. places, decided on the dinner menu, and
orgam~ed dancmg. Everyo!?e worked extremely hard and,
according to all reports, en1oyed themselves immensely.
Serl.(ennCs' 1'1.-ss Draw
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) and Mrs. Filder, and the members of the
~ergeants' 1':1e;s org~nise~ an extre~ely good draw and dance.
J?utch LoUJe . was m e':'1dence agam; the music was ' smooth'
with a very fair smattering of those ' slipped disc ' twists and
sh~es. As always, the prizes were excellent. Our T.0.T.,
Ma1or Don Chetwynd, is delighted with his • Match Box '
game.

All Ranks' Douce
On 19th December, the Regiment, with many friends, and
Mums an~ Dads from the U.K., 'took off' with the Dance
Ban~ sec~1on of the R.A.F. (Germany) Band. Another superb
evenmg, it was a. pleasure to s~e every_body enjoying themselves once more m our gymnasium, which was magnificently
decor~ted. "It v.:oul~ cost you ~ve ~ineas just to put you·r
f<!o_t m a place like H at home, srud one of our impressed
VISltOrS.

The 'Vh•es• Club Danc•e
This report would be quite incomplete without mention
of o~r delightful, hardworking wives, and another excellent
evenmg. Corporal ' Curly ' Jones and his ' Buskers " were a
treat .• Music and songs by •Curly' Jones and Sergeant Vernon
Merrick, ranged from westerns, oldies, twists shakes and an
'Eightrnme Reel.' Sergeant John Wallace, of 'TM Troop one
of tlie ' Buskers,' was quite carried away with the reel. '
What a pity Corporal Jones has had to· leave us for a Class
I Upgrading Course; our priorities must be wrong! The
' Buskers ' now need a leader, who is it going to be?

SP@HTS

cover, the Pt:rmy Black and Twopenny Blue, through to the
new_ly-released British C?ristmas is~ue. Several country, thcr!Dauc .and C<!ve.r collections aptly demonstrated the changes
m design, prmung standards and issuing policies whi1.:h have
taken place, especially in the post-war years.
Two nove! ite!°s w~re a display. of " 13th Signal Regiment
commemorative~,' unlikely to be listed by Gibbon , but good
enough to deceive any but the most discerning non-collector.
These had b.een presented to the C.0. by their designer/printer
ancf were kmdly loaned for the exhibition, and a • Portrait '
of ~.M. The Queen, produced by Lance-Corporal Brian Smith,
enurely from recent GB stamps.
Having flexed its muscles a little, the club is nov. lookm '
for fresh fields to enter, if not to conquer, and the Secretary,
Sergeant John Lawless, would be glad to hear from anv other
unit stamp clubs.
·

Investiture
An investiture was held at rhe residence of the Briush
Ambassador to the Federal German Republic on 9th October
W.0.11 (Q.M.S.) Laurie Storey received from the Ambassador
Sir Roger Jackling, K.C.M.G., the British Empire Medal:
W.0.11 Storey was accompanied by his wife, Olive
Exercise ' Rumbrenner.-.i. '
This exercise was planned by Staff Sergeant Robert Cockburn
ai;d executed by himself, Lance-Corporal Derek Awburn and
Signalman John Pryor. Staff Sergeant Cockburn's aim was to
visit a rum distillery-and so the name, which means rumburning-:-and to learn something of the German Navy during
the closmg stages of the last war. The latter included a tour
of the German Naval College in Flensberg." We were looked
after extreJ!lely well," said the Sta.ff Sergeant. " Our guide a
German Lieutenant who spoke perfect English, outlined the
purpose of the College and explained that in 1945 it was
the scene of Admiral Doenitz's self-styled provi ional government's confrontation with the British."

UK o r Europea n p osting?

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

Dl.'LLETIN

Basketball.- We now lead in the Rhine Area Major Units
League. The !eaders are: 13th Signal Regiment, played 5, won
5, lost 0, points 10; 514 U.S.A. Artillery Group, played 4,
woo 4, lost 0, points 8.
Cross-country.-The te~m has no.t been at full strength
recently, but has fulfilled its fu-tures in the R.A.F /Rhine Area
League. On 14th January we are t'he sponsor unit for the
Rhine Area Championships and will be competing.
Rugby.-Unfortunately there have been unavoidable cancellations in the last few weeks. We had one good win at 28th
Signal Regiment, 11--0. So far this season we have played
8, won 3, drawn 1, lost 4, point for 93, against 82.

B.20 HF SSB Station Radio
The B.20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B.20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which has an RF output of 30W
p.e.p., represents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitterreceiver weighs only 10 lb (4.S kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Plessey
specially for this equipment, and

which provides 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilities are also provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft. (2.4rn) whip antennae at ranges
in excess of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distances in excess of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. Using sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achieved.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award to Industry
1969 for the export achievements of its Electronics
Group.
:::::::;;~·::;:
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

PLESSEY Electronics
The Plessey Company Limited,
Radio Systems Division,
Ilford, Essex, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex: 23166
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Orienteering.-Teams from each Squadron and both the
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes got away to a good start on
19th December. The course took in six miles of muddy
countryside. Corporal Mich Skinner and Bi:! Bailey secured
the trophy for 2 Squadron. (One competitor thought he had
volunteered for an overseas posting).
R el(lm e ntal S tam1• C lub
The Regiment's Stamp Club has been attracting a few more
members, and on 6th December held an exhibition at Birgelen
in the B.F.E.S. school library.
The displays were arranged so as to show the history and
development of postage stamps, and ranged from a pre-stamp
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Send
now for FR~E Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special

Soccer.;--The team has not really settled down yet. As with
many umts' teams, courses and leave makes it impo sible to
play the same men all the time. 28th Signal Regiment knocked
us out of the Army Cup, after a very hard-fought and exciting
game. To date, we are fourth in the Rhine Area N ajor Units
League.
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14th Signal Regiment, Worcester
f" hristmas a t Worct>ster
HIS wa the fir r Chri rma that the Regiment has spent
as a unit concentrate<l in one place, and we we!e very
luck}•. We even had the detachme~t~ b.ack from ~ngu1lla and
Northern Ireland, just in time to JOlll . m the fcsti".e fun and
it wa very nice to see the enthusiastic support given to the
events of the sea on.
. , .
The officers led off with a most uccessful ladies night and,
apan from an e.xcellcnt dinner there was a good combo
group and some wild gambling in the background.
The all ranks' dance was held on 18th Dece.mber and, depite me influenza, it wa~ well uppor~ed and indeed . a most
uccessful occasion. Po s1bly the highlight of the evening was
the beauty competition in aid of SAFA, in which the R.S.M.
and S. .M.s received a novel form of face-pack. R.S.M . D ouglas
Rumsey even got his picture in the Evening News.

18th Signal Regime nt
c· /o G.P.O.

Sl~GAPORE

T

\\' Uaen the rain came • • •

HE only festival we shall mention is Hari Raya l'.uasa,

T notable now for the biggest flood in the recorded history
of Singapore- 14.9 inches between 11 P·1!1· and _10.30 a. n:.

which was also the time of one of the !highest udes for six
months. As the tides offset the drainage of the lower levels
of Singapore, the ensuing dramas will be familiar to all those
who beaver away at underground cables. For tho~e who
know the geography, I met a man who left the Tan ghn Club
and went to the racecourse by outboard _motor. The lev~l s
went down quickly enough, but the cleanmg-up and repa!Ts
will not be finished for some time.
Hi g hly c omnae ndnble dri v ing
We record with pleasure a small, but significant, success
in a professional capacity.
On Sunday, 30th N ovember, the S~gapore Govern~ent,
as part of their 150th anniversary celebration of I:vi?dern Smg~
pore held a National Roa? Courtesy and Safe; Dnvmg Competition. There were approximately 150 compeutors for the mot~r
vehicle section of which 12 were military personnel fro m vanous units on the island. One of the competitors was Signalman
Wan Saupik a Bil lineman serving with 2 Squadron, who
drove a La~d Rover. H e was required to drive his vehicle
over a 25-mile circuit around the island, starting and fi nishing
in the centre of the city. Wan Saupik, who h as been driving
for 12 years, drove aro.und £!le circuit without ~he aid of a
navigator and without mcurrmg any p enalty pomt_s, thereby
winning the competition. Anybody who has. served 1 ~ the J?ar
East will realise that it is quite a fe at to drive 25 miles, bemg
cautious and without infringing the law to some minor extent,
but to do it, unEke the majority, witho!-1t the aid of a _navi~ator,
is highly commendable. Wan Saup1k accepted bis v1ct~ry
quietly and with great modesty. The phot?S show him
receiving his prizes-a la rge cup and a gold com worth $150.

O NLY A WIF E DARE ... !
. . . slap a custard pie into the face of the R.S.M.-but it was all part
of the Christmas fest ivities at 14th Signal Regiment. O n the
receiving end R.S.M. Douglas Rumsey and the pie slapper Mrs.
Pamela Rumsey
The soldiers' Christmas dinner was a noisy, happy occasion ,
in which our new Messing Officer, Captain Drummond Steel,
ably supported by Staff Sergeant Owen Finnan and his staff,
filled the vacuums very tastefully.
The two children's parties, held on th e 17th and 30th
December, were a great success, due to Major Joan Parker,
W.R.A.C., and her very able team. It was nice to include the
local Dr. Barnardo's children, who appeared to enjoy the events
just as much as ours.
The Sergeants' Mess ball, held on Saturday, 20th Decem~er,
went with a real swing, right from the start, due to the organisation and planning by W.0 .11 (R.Q.M .S.) Bob Peake and his
minions. Unfortunately, the bug (influenza) reared its ugly head
and some familiar faces were unseen! Otherwise a very good
time was had by all.
There were various other minor distractions during the
period. The party for our civilian employees was notable, as
indeed the reciprocal hospitality between Officers' an~ Sergeant.s'
Messes. The Boxing Day meet of the Worcestershire Hunt, m
our barracks, frankly took us by surprise, so we can claim no
credit for that occasion.

CLOTHING is still

URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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2 4 9 Squadron-Exercise ' Sq11are Hole •
The 1969 'silly season ' ended with a one-star Joint Force
Headquarters exercise in Central Malaya.
H .Q., 3 Commando Brigade, 40 Commando and 42 Commando supported by th e Joint Warfare Branch (R.A.F.) and
elemer:ts of the Far East Fleet were our ' friendly forces ' and
the 10th Gurkha the 'enemy.'
The game began with the Squadron deploying on ~4th
November after a frantic and hectic week of preparations
(0.C. ' O;car ' only met the second half of his Troop-exTanglin comcen-six days before deployn:ient). We headed
north into the known monsoon season with fingers crossed
for good weather. The first 24 hours was warm and sunny
and enabled us to erect most of our tentage, but then it
happened- the ski es opened and the monsoon began with a
two-day ' command performance.' D rai nage tr~nches we~e ~o
no avail and soon most ' properties ' had their own built-m
fishing rights. (Dear Mr. Siemen, your TlOO do not work
well under 18 inches of water).
The weather cleared and we were joined by the JFHQ
and the Airhead and BMA units, who scoffed at our tales of
chaos and water. We grinned stupidly and waited .
The Squadron was responsible for the provision of forward
rear Common U ser DCN / logistic circ uits, exclusive R.A.F.
offensive support and tactical support communications, the
airhead comcen with SD O facilities, all the line and exchanges
in the Airhead/BMA and the complex local communications
required at an airhead airfield. These, co~ul?icati_ons w~re
available in good time and we used our spare time 1mprovmg
an irrigation system, much to the amusement of our fe llow
exercisers.
A fine 36-hour period began the exercise and the enemy
soon took a firm haf!llllerin~. JFHQ ~oved forward to its
Vietnam-type bunker m the 1ungle clearmg, known as LS 124
taking with it the Squadron support party.
Then on 8th D ecember the Senior R.A.F. Met Officer announced at the evening confe rence that the weather was going
to break for the worse, and that within the next 24 hours we
could expect the beginning of 18 hours of monsoon rai n. It
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~egan. six hours early, the next afternoon. THREE days later
1t decided to stop. By 11th December we were cut off from
the rest of. the world by five feet of flood water, stretching
back l?O miles back to Smgapore. Our drainage scheme coped
very mcely, thank you, but oh, what about our scoffing friends.
Ha~py 249~rs were not amused, however, by comments of
Chnstmas m the field . However, all good things come to
an end, and early on 14th December, the exercise closed and
we began to ~xtricate ~urselves . One hundred and twenty men
and nearly nmety vehicles waded out of the exercise area and
down the road to home. Alas, let us not forget the gallant
crew of R4 (our southern radio relay relay). They found themselves cut off at the top of a well-known mountain in Pulau.
South Johore, by one and a half miles of road subsidence and
landslides. Immediate air resupply had saved them once during
the exercise, but now what? Our friendly Wessex Squadron
(847NAS) had no chopper serviceable enough for the big lift
out _a nd the R.A.F. Whirlwind Squadrons could only carry a
maximum of 800lb. at one go. Nevertheless, 103 Squadron,
after much pre-planning and pre-positioning attempted a liftout and recovery on 18th December. No luck the cloud base
was lower than the aerial masts and the LZ uns~itable. Throwing all caution to the wind, our Operations Adjutant desp_atched Staff Sergeant Scrutton and a pany of volunteers (detailed by our Operations Adjutant!) with a road convoy wim
orders " not to return until said relay had been CARR!ED off
the mountain."
Be~ng naturally shy ~nd loathing heroic publicity, no account
of this gallant effort will ever be forthcoming, sufficient to say
the task was completed by late afternoon on 19th December.
What else can we say. A good constructive exercise, with
many lessons after so long a period without an exercise of this
type and many tales of 'war ' and humour.
The Squadron looks forward (?) to five days of hectic cleanup, return to stores, repair of equ ipment, before two weeks'
block leave (unheard of in the annals of Squadron history)
before returning to the UEI vehicles and equipment, Admin,
a third successive Squadron reorganisation and continuous
exercises between February and July. •
Past members of the Squadron still residing in H .M. Esta blishment in Netley will see very little has changed!

.lfc>1•1•a 1•ilgr imagc>
Another muslim, Sergeant Murad bin Abdul Hamid has left
on the pilgrimage to Mecca. H e is the third to go and will
return to us as Sergeant Haji Murad in March. This am bition
of all good muslims is made po sible wi rh help from the
Regiment .

Regimental ( '.re1u11-c;o u ntr y
Cross-country in the Far East is not the mm.t popular of
sports. ~owever, at the start of the i.eason the Inter-Squadron
Compeuuon was keenly supported, resulting in a close victory
for 2 Squadron over 249 Signal Squndron. The course was
O';er 3 ! miles of r.ough country and the race wa~ won hy
Lieutenant D. Gardiner, of 2 Squadron, followed bv Signalman
Stanley and Signalman Smith of 249 Squadron. ·
From the results of th is competition the Regimental team
was selected. The team has now competed three times
in the Singapore D istrict Cross-Country L eague, over course
varying from five to six miles. Signalman Palany and
Lieutenam Cardiner have regularly fi nished in th e top five,
providing a firm base on which to anchor the team, and the
Regiment has been the first Army unit team home in each race.
Next month the Regiment will be sponsoring the D:su1ct
Cross-Country Championships, and in the light of our recent
successes, our hop-::s of doing well are high.
For the coming season, the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Hild,
has been appointed Chairman of the Army Far East CrossCountry Committee and Lieutenant G ardiner has been
appointed Secretary.

21st Signal Regiment (Air Support )
B.F.P.0. 43
y mid-month, we had both our driver · and hnemcn's
B
upgrading courses completed, various visits behind
and, with the snow very much in evidence, we re ready

U'>

to

celebra te the traditional white Christmas.
Childre n 's part)·
W.0.11 Hills organised the Regimental children's party at
Laarbruch, with an excellent film show, tea, and, of course,
Father Onrisrmas himself. Fony-eight of our children attended
and spent a very happy couple of hours between school and
bed!
Entertai11mt•11 t
The Laarbrucb Singers gave us 'The Year in Song' and
acted as hosts ro the Venray M ale Voice Choir, whose singing
was a delight to listen to. The Brownies follow ed this with
a Christmas Nativity Play, playing to a packed house of proud
Mums and Dads, and the B.F.E.S. School gave one of r:1e
best Festivals of Carols for years.
Alrogether an excellent lead-in to Chri ana itself, when
we all gathered our famil ies around u and celebrated in our
O-Nn ways.

Lance-Corporal J. P. P. Flynn looks back on the most
me:norab'.e voyage of the season.

OFF TO MECCA
The Com ma nd ing Office r, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hi ld bids
fare well to Sergeant Murad abou t to em bark on t he Kuala Lumpur
fo r Mecca. He is the t hird man to go on th is an nual pilgri mage. a
jou rney made possibl e by help from t he Reg iment
T H E W I R E, FEBRUARY - MARCH 1970

The end of the rniling season left us with fe w trophies,
buc with an abundance of memories. heart-rending tales and
enough laughs to see us mrough till next summer. With this
kind of bounty, who needs trophies.
Perhaps our most memorable voyage was the 'Seven days'
Scandinavian Crui e ·- destination, Co,Jenhagcn, with ib wine,
women and song.
For the first two davs of the cruise the weather wa gloriou
and the winds most favourable. Unfortunately, we did not
leave Kiel, because the engine drove only in reverse and the
battery was ' flat ' (whether or not the two faults were connected is beyond my comprehension). However, we were left
with plenty of time to explore Peiasus and c.·po c rr.any of her
secrets, su-h as leaks, a ballast of ' meat and veg ' and
' treacle pud ' and encugh ' compo ' beans to blow u twice
round the Baltic and back to Kiel.
On tlh~ third day all was in order and we set sail for Copenhagen.
eedle s to say, by now the w~ ther was gruesome
and the winds were again t us, but our spirits were high
and Sergeant (' Jock ') Smart even managed, during a force 8
gale, to give a 'Hornpipe ' and a few ' maritime chants,' which
'he dedicated to Lance-Corporal ' Spider' Webb, who wa at
the helm when we did a 'Chine ~ e jib,' which sent the pan
of boiling water off the tove and down rile back of Sergeant
Smart's trousers.
After many hours of battering by the sea, and being blown
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in any but the required direction, we decided to give <;:openhagen a miss and visit another harbour, equally as solid and
terrestrial, although p rhaps not qu:te so well renownedkobakobing. (The guide book informed us: "a haven for male
tourist , where women outnumber men by two to one.") They
should ~1ave added " except on weekends," because all the
women catch the bus to Copenhagen; needless to say we arrived
on Saturday. Anyway, after a pleasant evening 'down town '
and a good night's sleep, we set sail and were homeward bound
for Kiel. The winds were reasonable and the weather was
almost bearable (which was more than could be said for ~e
food). After a day's sailing, and a ~urther ~vo hours o.f msiduou ly teering clear of a red light, which the Skipper
(Lieutenant Gordon Davies) recognis~d a a sha~low. ground
marker, we somehow discovered that It was the Kiel hght and
headed cowards ic.
We eventually limped back into Kiel, dishevelled and ~x
hausted, and somehow reminiscent of The Victory returning
from the Battle of Trafalgar.
Proverbially a good time was had by all, and what is more,
I can't wait to set sail next season.

24th Signal Regimen~
Catterick Camp
IRE-note writing presents its usual problem, not .so

much what to put in, but what to leave out. So, with
W
the certain knowledge of criticism from some quarters, let's
take the plunge.
Fine effort for the blind
On Monday, 15th December, the Wives' Club met in the
Corporals' Mess ante room for the. presentation of a cheq_ue
for £300 to Guide Dogs for the Blmd. Much ~o the surpr~se
of all those attending, the club was pre ented, m return, with
a replica of a guide dog as a memento of the year's hard work.

SENIOR CITIZENS' CHRISTMAS PARTY
One hundred Senior Citizens from Catterick and its environs have a
right royal time as guests of 24th Signal Regiment during Christmas
and W.R.A.C. of the Regiment. In addition, Mr. Pullen, the
Chairman of me Rural District Council, was a very welcome
'guest' waiter.
Immediately after lunch, a fleet of buses transported the
guests co the Carey Theatre, where a Christmas show was
staged by talent from within the Regiment, ably marshalled
by Sergeant Grey. Community singing and carols followed,
and our guests left, having enioyed themselves thoroughly.
"\Vbite Water Race
Sport has been hit hard this month, both by t~e weather and
the influenza outbreak. However, the Swale White Water Race
went ahead as planned on Sunday, 7th Dece~ber. The. race,
organised by the Telemark Club of 24th Signal Reg1me~t,
attracted entries from clubs as far apart as Soar Valley, m
Derby, and Gateshead in t?e North-East. Unfortunatt;ly, the
Swale was in a rather placid mood; there was l~ss ~htte and
Jess water than anticipated-nevertbeless, casualties !f1d occur,
mostly from canoes grounding in shallows.
Without doubt, the event proved highly successful, and the
Swale White Water Race will become an ' annual ' in the
canoe calendar.

WHAT WERE THEY LAUGHING AT?
The S.0.-in-C. and Captain Tony Tregoning share a joke while
studyi ng static displays showing the role of I and 2 Squadrons
Mrs. Pentreath visited quarters with Mrs. Macdonald and
Mrs. Turner. She rhen paid a short visit to the Wives' Club
and met several wives before joining her husband in the
Officers' Mess.
We hope they enjoyed their visit to ' 28 • and look forward
to welcomin? them again.
Colonel Tighe visited us briefly on 2nd December to discuss
career planning with the officers of the Regiment and would
appear to have set at ease most of the officers he saw, if faces
are anything to go by.
Anglo-German relntiom;
The culmination of our Anglo-German day with the town
of St. Tonis (as reported in December's WIRE) came when our
c.9. handed over a cheque for approximately £400 to Biigerme1ster Langels for the Red Cross of Sc. Tonis.
This money goes to refurbish and redecorate their new
premises. Their Treasurer gave a sigh of relief when the
cheque had changed hands, as most of the work ~ad already
been carried out on credit in anticipation! We are now
eagerly awaiting an inviation to the opening, sometime in
January.

Dic~son,;

y Christmas box from the Adjutant, Captain Pat
" Write THE WrRE notes," he says. "But I am gomg,
M
I says. " All r:1e more reason for you to write them then," he
says. He gets his pound of flesh this Adj., so with joyful accord
here I go.

THE WIVES MAKE FINE EFFORT FOR THE BLIND
Mrs. He!lier, wife of the C.O. receives a rep li ca of a guide dog for
the blind . The presentation was a slight token of the outstanding
work put in by the Wives' Club in raising £300 to provide guide
dogs for the blind. A typical guide dog is shown in the photograph
Entertaining one hundred senior citizens
Later in the week, on Thursday, 18th December, the Regiment entertained a hundred senior citizens to a slap-up Christmas dinner, the soldiers having elected to give up their own
in order that this might be done. The seniors, drawn from
Catterick and all its environs-Tunstall, Hipswell and Colburnarrived for pre-lunch drinks soon after mid-day and sat down
to dinner at 12.30 p.rn. During lunch, waiter service was provided by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. J.
Hellier, M.B.E., the Padre, Rev. Friend, the Adjutant, soldiers
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Tropo eourse
In November and December, seven technicians and a Foreman of Signals, future members of our Tropo Troop, attended
a five-week course on Broadband Tropospheric Scatter theorv
~d equipment. The course was held at the Marconi College
m Chelmsford. The photograph (by kind permission of the
Marconi Company Ltd.), shows me members of the cour~e
who were bein!l ta~ght how to handle the equipment which
we are to receive m the future.
Sport- Soccer
Soccer
The Regimental soccer team are having their best season
for some time. They are placed midway in the Rhine Arca
Soccer ~ea~ue and, with half of the season still to p!ay, could
well fims{1 m the first three. In the Army Cup they have disposed of three good teams so far-23rd Regiment R.C.T.
(B.A.O.R. finalists last season), 13th Signal Regiment and 45th
Medium Regiment, R.A. The next round is against 16th
Signal Regiment (our local rivals) in the Rhine Area finalthe winners of this match will go forward to the B.A.O.R.
semi-finals. A great deal of their success is due to the training
and coaching given them by C.S.M.I Jim Combe, A.P.T.C.
Good luck in the Rhine Area final.

28th (BR) Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) B ,F.P.0. 35

Visitors
During the last few months we have had two visitors-the
S.0.-in-C. and his wife and Colonel P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E.,
AAG AGII.
On 5th November, we were pleased to welcome to Francisca
Barracks, tl:1e S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. F. Pentreath,
M.B.E., and his wife. On arrival at the main gate he met
the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Macdonald, the Rs.iv.,
W.0.1 Brian Turner, and inspected the quarter guard. After
an initial brief by the C.0., the S.0.-in-C. took the salute
for the MPC III-II pass-off parade. He presented the prize
to the best student, Corporal Dave Brown. Following this
he toured the Re!!"iment, visitin~ the Training Wine, where he
met Captain Jim Chater and his staff and saw a Comcen BU
course at work. From there the S.0.-in-C. proceeded to 1
and 2 Squadrons, where he looked at static displays showing
the roles of the two Squadrons.
He stopped off in the Sergeants' Mess and met the Senior
N.C.O.s of the Regiment and fini shed his visit with afternoon
tea ,in the Officers' Mess, where he met the officers and their
wives.

ON A COURSE WITH MARCONI'S
Rear-Left to Right:-Lance-Corporal A. Llewellyn, Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) G. H. Nickson, Lance-Corporal R. Hudson, Corporal J.
Jackson
Front-Left to Right:-Corporal M. R. Everett, Corporal C. Bowler,
Corporal M. A. McMahon, Lance-Corporal P. Shepherd

Sergeants ~

A NOTABLE PRESENTATION
The photograph shows Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Macdonald handing
over a cheque (approx. £400) to Burgermeister Langels for the
local Red Cross
Others from left to right :-Major Vic Beckhurst, M.C., unit paymaster, Gemeindedinektor Reurer, Major Eric Carrel, W.0.1 (F. of
S.) Mike Butler, Captain (T.O.T.) Ken West, and three members of
the local Red Cross. (Far right with the big smile is their
treasurer I)
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~fe.s!!I

. The cold Yult;tide facts. On 17th December, everyone singmg and decoranng the Mess.
exr evening over a hundred
of us (wives included), squeezed into the Officers' Mess for
co-:ktails . . . very nice coo. Limbering up now.
ext day,
~t ~oon,, traditional drinks, then marched over by Sergeant
Ch·ppy Wood, R.A.P.C. to serve lunch to our oldier ,
accompanied by the Mess Oboir, with hymns, carols and
'blue' songs! The following evening, the great draw-33,410
tickets sold (only to the Sergeants' and Officers' Mi!· e ) at
50 pfennigs each-135 wonderful prize , plus 24 mag urn
bottles of champ3gne/brandy as consolation gifts. This wa
one of the biggest and best draws yet, and re uJted amongst
other funnies, in one of our living-in single member" Sergeant
•Dutch ' Holland, walking away with the ladie ·' prize of a
gift voucher for clothing and a vanity box- uch is the luck
of the draw.
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The Me looked like fairyland. The buffet was scrumptious
(Army champion ), ladies' gowns gorgeous, our unifo;ms pl ~ n 
did, wigs hair-raisingly marvellous, free drinks with serv1c;;
cxcel!ent, organi ation superb, BUT, alas, some of us had
to leave at 3 a.m. One unfortunate W .O.I won a colour television, just after a ' blighty one-H.M . Customs will let him
have it at cost!
There followed kiddies' partie , Squadron and departmental
sc ions. We ate, played drank laughed; waiting for Hogmanay in Hochbenweg, cei •brations around olbruggen and
blackout at Breuningstra se. W.O.II (Andy) Souter's house
was heaving at 06.00 hours with the smell of bacon. All Mess
members bought too much were drunk (not you) had flu
(and you?), rooked, danced and made resolutions. All thi
•:1appened, whil t our poor tax-free car remained idle throughout-a sobering fact.
ee you at the Commerzbank!
anti tleparfurt•s
The Regiment at last £1as a Second-in-Command. We
welcome to the Franciscan fold Major Sandy Le Gassick,
M.B.E., and bis wife, Steve, and hope they both enjoy their
cay in St. Toni .
On a more ad note we say goodbye to Captain George
Parfitt, on retirement after 26 years' service in the Army.
Many will miss him, not the least being the Sergeants' Mess
(he was one of their best members!) and certain junior officers
w'.10 looked on George as ' Dad ' in the Mess. To George,
his wife and family, all our best wishes.
Our congratulations go to W.0.11 Wally Hammond on his
promotion to W.0.1. He has left us for 36th Signal Regiment
(V), where he takes up his new post as M.T.O. and we wish
Wally and his family all the best for the future.
We welcome to the Regiment W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Alan
Webster, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) John McNaughton, Sergeant
Frank Gaffney and Sergeant Sol Pylee. Amongst departing
faces we say goodbye to Sergeants 'Tug ' Wilson, Jock Hague
(on retirement), ' Chappy ' Chapman, Jock Walker and Sol
Py:ee (is this a record for a short posting?-arrived 7th November and departed 13th December 1969).
.\.rr:~· als
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Alter weeks of preparation, AMF(l) Force Radio Troop of 30th Signal Regiment
embark for Norway

The
lUSTBlLllN

ARMY
needs officers

For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Service as Lieutenant. Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications).

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.

ELECTRONICS
TEST ENGINEERS
The U.K. Electronics and Industrial Operatio ns of
E.M .I. Ltd .. is an international organisation making a
wide range of complex electronic equipment for
commercial and military use. Due to rapid expansion
and the success of our new colour television camera
we have a number of vacancies for young men with
enthusiasm and real ability to work in the Commercial
and Military Departments of our Qual ity Assurance
Division.
There are openings for Test Engineers to test and
fault diagnose prototype electronic equipments in
accordance with draft specifications. This will involve
work on a wide range of equipments including
nucleonic instruments, automation equipment. tele vision and radar systems.
Applicants aged 21 - 30 should be qualif ied to
O.N.C. standard and have some years' experience in a
similar position in the electronics i ndustry.
These vacancies will be of particular i nterest to those
who have served apprenticeships in rad io or television,
or to ex-service radar personnel.
The salary for these positions will depend on
qualifications and experience but will be in the range
ol £1100 £1500. Assistance in finding accommodation will be given to single men .
If you are looking !or excellent career prospects.
security of employment and good working conditions
please write or telephone !or an application form to:-

I :J I'111
-

-

I

I I

-

-~~~~~~~~~~

If your application is successful, you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

___,,

I.

l.S.L. Sir Percival prepares for embarkation of A.M.F.(L)
Force Radio Troop at Marchwood

3.

A.M.F.(L) Force Radio Troop prepare for Norwegian
snow conditions before embarking at Marchwood

For complete details call or write to:
Captain J. R. Godwin,
Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01 -836 2435 extension 356

30th Signal Regiment
BLANDFORD

CAMP

A vigorous start to the Seventies
turn of the year has been a particularly busy time
for the Regiment. Many weeks of preparation for the
AFM(L) Force Radio Troop reached a climax when the
complete Troop drove to Marchwood and embarked on LSL
Sir Percivale on New Year's Day. The following morning, the
Commanding Officer. Lieutenant-Colonel I. M. Rose, emplaned at Brize Norton to visit the Regiment's detachments in

'THE

G.W. FOX • PERSONNEL OEPT • UK ELECTRONICS
ANO INDUSTRIAL OPS · E.M.I. LTO • BLYTH RO
HAYES. MIOOX. TEL: 01 -573 3888 Ext.411

~---r'J~§C4REERS._
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If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qual if:cations are registerable in the
Commcnwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M .C. or R.A.A.D.C. Yol.'r appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
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2.

Sergeant Tuite, Troop M.T. sergeant glad to go aboard

4.

Corporal Kay and Signalman Wise chain up one of the
190 troop tyres before A.M.F.(L) Force Radio Troop
embark

Anguilla and two days' later, Lieutenant Bob Baynes depaned
with the AMF(L) U.K. Battalion Signal Troop for Exercise
' Hardfall IV' in Norway. After a three-day voyage to Oslo,
the AMF(L ) Radio Troop are well establi hed with the
Norwegian School of Signal at Jorstamoen.
At the time of going to press, we wish good fortune to
Sergeant Phil Parish and the members of hi rear link detachment for their future cour with the Grenadier Guards.
1970 is also a v<:.1.y significant year for the Regiment, because
we are schedule to move from Drake Lines t ' building
adjacent to the School of Signals as oon as the Blandford
Pha e II accommodation is completed.
The Regimental Training Centre i busily engaged with the
individual training of 661 ignal Troop ( hip), which i form71

ing with the Regiment in Blandford . The Troop under Ifie
colnmand of Captain Andrew Briggs with Staff Sergeant
(Y. of S.) Derek Allen are to embark on H.M . . I ntrepid
after further training with the Royal Marine at Ea tney and
the Royal
avy at H .M .S. M ercury. Included among our
visitors to the T raining Centre are the Regimental Signallers
of the Royal Highland Fusilier , who are attending a C42/Cl 1
course on detachment from Fort George.

Festive finish t
the Sixties
The ' Cygnet Dinner ' is a ladie ' dinner night, held
annually in the Officers' Me s to mark the affiliation of the
City of London Dyers Company. Thi year, the Regiment wa
pleased to entertain Mr. J. N. Leuchars, a p ast Renter Warden
of the Company, Colonel A. R. Marshal, of the Company and
a former commanding officer, and Colonel A. J. Burrows,
M.B.E., al o a former commanding officer.

Thanks to some :fine organisation by Major Henry Scott,
R.S.M. Bill Burke, and W.O.II John Charlton, the families
have been able to enjoy a full programme of R egimental
panics. The childten's pantomime at Bournemouth Pavilion
wa an obvious succes . The Swan Centre (and our eardrums)
withstood the non-stop reverberations of me 'Mystic Tangent '
on two evenings for the all ranks' and the Corporals' Mess
dances. W.0 .11 Goodair and the cooks have excelled themselves producing well- easoned curries and splendid cold
buffets for each occasion.
The ergeants' Me s entertained the Regiment's wives to
a game evening, which wa an enormous success, and matcbed
only for popularity by their Christmas draw, a week later.
Special mention mu t be made of the splendid efforts of all
department of Headquarter Squadron to equip and despatch
the AMF(L ) Force Radio Troop and, at the same time, to
fulfil the needs of a busy social season.

The Hong Kong Festival, 1969
Submitted by Headquarters, Royal Signals, Hong Kong
FROM 9th-15th December, the Hong Kong Government
sponsored .a festival co,nsisting of five groups of events.
T h e Army. provided a week s worth of military tattoo, which
was seen ltve by well over 100,000 people.
This ma ~e sure t~a~ just .before Christmas the central areas
became a hi ve of acuv1ty, w1cb !'pen:air .fashion shows, dancing
marathons, rampant dragons, illummauons, and it was even
rum~ ured, topless film stars jumping into the harbour for
chanty.
~ven th?ugh the seven tattoo performances were given with
pnces of tickets abs~lutely at rock bottom in order to permit as
many people as poss ~ble to attend, nevertheless, the Army made
a p~ofi,t. The. star !tern was a free h ll display by foe 'Red
Devils by ~1gh t, .m o a spot target in the middle of the
t~ttoo arena, itself m a deep re-entrant, in the middle of the
city.

FAR AWAY PLA-CES-UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
632 Signal Troop, Outer Hebrides

Lile on Hirta ls/anti - the loneliest outpost
in the U.K.
As related by Corporal R. Craig of St. Kilda Detachment
HIS island bas been called many names, from the original
Gaelic ( orse?) name of Hirta, to the loneliest outpost
of the U.K. postings. Hirta is the main island of the St. Kilda
group and provides a small beacb protected by the Island of
Dun (pronounced 'Doon') and the slopes of Conachai. A
fanciful description of the whole group of islands would be, ' a
malignant cancer with out-riders.'

T

The Vikings were here
The island's tactical value dates back to when the Vikings
used to sail into Village Bay to replenish their water supply
from the cold hill streams, before setting sail for far off lands,
Now it is a radar scation, the furcbest west of a network in the
Outer Hebrides, and Royal Signals maintain a permanent
detachment of at least three men to provide the communications
to South Uist and locally on Hirta.
Wicbout using the whole magazine to describe life here it is
difficult to give an accurate picture. When one first sees it,
from the R.C.T.V. Mull during winter, or from an L.C.T .
during summer, it appears as a hostile fump of rocks fit to be
inhabited by gulls and seals only, both of which are in
abundance.
The old civilisation, present for many hundteds of years,
eventually ceased when evacuated in the early 1930's. The
Services, National Trust and Nature Conservancy took over
afcer the war. 'Ye ancients' managed to survive on a diet of
mutton, seabirds, corn and religion as boats were a rarity, and
they still are during the winter months.
Xowadays •••

Nowadays we have the A.C.C. to provide for us, the R.E.M.E.
co maintain generators and plant equipment and a couple of
Landtovers, for there is now a road from camp up to the top
of the hills. The RE's supply us with plumbing, electrical
repairs and a carpenter and the medics take it from there. In
shon, out of an average of 25 to 30 permanent staff there are
nine corps represented.
Before going further I should point out that the island is
95 per cent bills with the only flat land being just round the
beach and on the tops. Our own V.H.F. site is over 1,000 feet
above sea level and in bad weather - as it is now - this
means a stiff hill climb on foot. Roll on summer.
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The Puff Inn Dar
Socially, life r evolves around the Puff Inn Bar, which is r un
at present by myself and Corporal Mick Spinks - our th ird
member Lance-Corporal John Walsh, enables u s to do stock
checks etc., without too much interuption to work (i.e. h e mans
the exchange).
Due to civilian labourers inundating the island last spring,
reputedly to build us a new camp, life has been h ectic--0ver
one hundred personnel to cater for, provide welfare phone calls
for and to serve over the bar. With Christmas so near, and
outdoor work being cut down, we - the army - are once
again predominant and the social life is improving. Last
Saturday provided the first of cbe Christmas festivities in the
form of a ladies' night. With backing from our friends wives
in Benbecula we managed to achieve some similarity to the
fairer sex. Miss St. Kilda 1969 was chosen, crowned and
intoxicated in that order.
On the work side the three signals men have provided an
exchange op. all day and tbree nights of the week, a radio
op. for ship to shore communications, a TV repair man (yours
truly) on top of the normal work load of a signal centre and
radio relay link. The normal complement of one tech. R.R.,
one tech. T.E. and one cypher op. has to cover everything. It
is fonunate that time has no meaning over here, except for
knowing when your relief arrives. Hence a calendar as everyone knows it is unemployed. It used to be that a pay day marked
the end of one week and the start of another but under the
new pay system, and men changing to bankers payments, even
this is redundant.
By the end of next year the new camp should have been
completed and the island life returned to normal with only
military personnel left. In our case we are over here six weeks
at a time out of 24. However, with personnel on leave, courses
etc., it usually results in more frequent trips.

Getting your mail-70 per cent skill aud 30 per
cent luck
The all imponant morale booster, mail, is delivered by sea
and air. The latter means is an air drop provided by the Army
and constitutes 70 per cent pilots skill and 30 per cent luck.
Our ground to air radio cover does not guarantee safety from
flying mail sacks, chickens, butter or cucumbers - the island
O.C., Captain Steele, R.A., was bombed out of his Landtover
during one of the previous air drops. Fortunately we can
boast a 100 per cent success over the last 12 months, with
only one sack of mail requiring recovery from the 'Oggin.'
In short anyone requiring a few weeks contemplation and
isolation from the normal social life, who is interested in
ornithology, botany and a varied supply of technical and
practical jobs, should consider ~t. Kilda/Benbecula as their
next posting - my job is vacant as of next momh.
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DRAWING THE LOTTERY
~wo charming young ladies-film starlets-help to draw the lottery

tickets at the Tattoo. Flanking them Sergeant-Major Chin Ten Loy
and Lieutenant Guy Meakin

Royal Signals arranged a tattoo lottery and provided the
escort for (we quote) : "a film starlet with appropriate buildup!" who drew the winning tickets from a tractor-mounted
drum in the middle of Ifie arena.
It was a good exercise in flexibility of communications. We
· hope that the Command Secretary is equally flexible when he
sees cbe reason for loss of line stores as " eaten by Regimental
Goat and Mules."

Tai/piece • •.
" Radio Relay Conquers all-or the Royal Navy may be
The Senior Service, but . . . "
FREE FALL INTO A CITY!
A "red devil" drops into t he tattoo arena in the middle of Hong Kong

. All Royal Signals units in the Colony co-operated to provide the necessary communications for telephones, radio control
of searchlights, P.A., radio links to boats in the harbour and
in-fl ight aircraft. In addition, we manned the searchlights
o urs~lves ._ We _even managed t? communicate to the parachutists m theJr free fall. This, of course, was very important, because when our monitor on the air traffic control
!let indicated . that a large jet, short of fuel, was just barrelling
m over the hills, we could always pass the executive ' up a bit'
to the parachutist. It is rumoured that when one senior official
asked C.R. Signals what the Corps was doing for the tattoo the
'
answer was, " making it possible, sir."
Representative of the work were the effo ~ ts put in by
Second-Lieutenant Stokoe (48 Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron) who commanded the searchlight party, and Corporals
Tuffin and Cottle (252 Signal Squadron), who operated the
mass of apparatus in the control box. The Commander, British
Forces, Lieutenant-General Sir Basil Eugster, K.C.V.O., C.B.
C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., M.A., invited some of the ' backroo~
types ' to a slap-up lunch in Flagstaff House afcer Ifie tattoo-we now wonder if there really was any trucb in the rumour
that . they had starved Major G,rundy so that his in-flight controlling from the asbestos roof above the producer's box did
not become an engineering breakthrough!
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The scene is the wardroom of H.M.S. Albion (20,600 tons).
Present are all those who can find time for a lunchtime gin
when an LPH has embarked a Gurkha Battalion for an amphibious exerci e in Hong Kong waters. Amongst those present
are the Commander and Lieutenant (Q.G.0.) Prembabadur
Gurung, of 4?th Brigade H.Q. and, Signal Squadron, who comm~n~s a radio relay detachment working ship to shore in
this mstance.
SCENE 0

E

The Cor.;mander.-And how are your communicatio1.s, Prem?
one would keep this ... ship still for
five minutes, mstead of steering it in various direction
all over the ocean, I. might be able to line up my
antennas and comrnurucate.
The Commander.- Oh !

Prembahadur.~If som~

SCE E TWO
(Th _ ame, 20 minutes later)

Enter a Messenger
The messenger seeks out the only 1gnals Q.G O.
present and addtcsses him:
" C~pta!n's compliments ir. Her Majesty's Ship
Albion 1s now at anchor and he trusts you will now
be able to communicate."
Premba1iaditr.-Thank you.
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20 Arm'd Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron (200) B.F.P.O. 41
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T h e exer c i se s cen e
INCE our last contribution we have only had one exerci~e
' Small Pack,' a th ~ee-~ay exercise which gave us littl~
ro do from the c?rni:nunicanons side, but it did introduce u~
to yet another h1!~ m our area-this one being higher and
wetter than anythm~ else we h~ve seen so far . With the
passage of a few vehicles, our roam entry route became a sea
of mud1 an~ Y. of S. Chapman, who was towing a carava n
fillt!d w1r'.n kit that we don't normally use, didn't notice that his
load had overturne~ anc;I he dragged it on its side for some
way before he reahsed It. After this it was decided to leave
all the othe_r wheeled vehicles-especially the cookhousenear the roam road. This resulted in a half-mile walk from
~he. co~plex for meals. There is now some talk of roughing
1t m villages next year.

Contemplating House Purchase?
There i

S

no need for us to highlight the position regarding the availability of funds for house

purcha e loan . Would-be HOME OWNERS who did not make positive plans for house purchase loans
found it almost impossible to obtain loans or even the promise of loans in the foreseeable future.
This could happen to YOU!
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain

The spo rting s ide
In the O.C.'s ad'!ress to the Squadron, Ma;or D. B. Carnie
' Utru;ied up our attitude to sport : we do our best at all times,
an~ if. we succeed, all the better, but sport is not our primary
ob1ec~vc. Oi;ir rugby team th is year started as a very inexpenenc~d side, and consequ~ntly lost most of its first matdies
very heavily, but they have improved steadily, and their last
few results have been much more promising.
Our ho::key team, which is potentially very good indeed
has played sever_i games. Our forward line is very strong'
but. the defence 1s very shaky. This is illustrated by a match
agamst The Blues and .Royals which we drew 5-5! As someone remarked it sounded like a rugby result. Nost of our
games h~ve lots of goals for both sides, one exception being
our serm-final of the Divisional Minor Units Cup, which we
lost 3-1 to 6 Infantry Workshop.
Our so~cer team seems to be doing better, however, led by
the experienced Y. of S. Noon. The team has played some
?OOd match~s, and recently .b~~t 71 Aircraft Workshops 1---0
m the serm-final of the D1v1S1onal Minor Units Cup with
Signalman Swinhoe playing his usual good game.
'

a loan for house purchase at any time in the future.

We cannot overstre s how vitally important it

for anyone contemplating house purchase some-

time in the future, to set in motion a flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the
intended purchase date. The earlier you tart, the easier it becomes for you to own the house of your
choice and at the lowest possible cost to yourself. Moreover. the longer the Plan is in force, the higher
the loan pos ible, and the more economic the purchase.

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL CIRCUMSTANCES FORCE YOU TO BUY
TO PROVIDE A HOME FOR YOUR FAMILY
ASK OUR ADVICE NOW!

Tho festive season
Christmas is upon us once more, and all the normal activities
as.sociated with it have been going at full blast. It all started
with the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess draw on 12th
D ecember, and this excellent evening was thoroughly enjoyed
by all. R.S.M. Mercer spent most of his time on the dance
flo<?r, . although !lot all of the ti~e was spent dancing; the
~a1or1_ty of th.e tune he spent walkmg back and forth collecting
h1 pnzes which, he assured me, was just reward for last year
when he had 500 tickets and won nothing.
'
The follow!ng night .was the Corporals' Mess draw (too mudi
of a good thing?), which was an equally good evening, and I
am pleased to say that the majority of the good prizes were
won by people within the Squadron, including the star prize, a
' gianormous ' stereo radiogram, which was won by LanceCorporal Cutajar. I hope he has plenty of credits to pay the
cu ~ toms on his return to Malta early next year.
. ~ese two even~s w~re followed up by the Sergeants' Mess
dmmg out the Brigadier, who leaves us after Christmas; the
' Alpha' Troop party; children's Christmas pnty; Officers'
Mess Party, and finally wound up with the soldiers' Christmas
dinner, with the soldiers enjoying the excellent food served up
by the Officers and Senior N.C.O.s, who could also vouch for
the excellent food, judging by the way they consumed the
food that appeared to be going spare. We now have five days
to recover before the Squadron goes off to Winterberg in
early January for sbc weeks' ski-ing, which will take us into
the new exercise season.

When writing for our advice on House Purchase, please give the following information:-{!) Rank,
name and address, (2) Date of birth, (3) Approx price of house, (4) Loan required, (5) Date of intended
purchase, (6) Details of policies held, (7) Other info you consider will assist.
For foll details of the advice we offer, pl.ease telephone or write to:

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.)
Services Advisory Bureau Manager,

H.

R~

MARTIN &

co.,

LTD.

17/19 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.

Associated Insurance Brokers

If this is someone else's Wire you are
reading-

Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone : Reading 56226 and 56227

Why not be big and buy your own copy!
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D ECEMBE~ has . been a hectic month for the Squadron,
~o~e ncmg

with the horrors of the Staff Promotion

Exa.m_i~at1on for your scribe and ending with the Christma~

fesuv1t1es.

Christmas Dinner
The traditional Christmas dinner, prepared to perfection by
Sergeant Fred <;:oleman and his merry men, was served by
Officers and Semor N.C.O.s of the Squadron. Brigadier Cooper
serv~d the first meal, Major Westlake proposed a toast to the
soldiers on behalf of the Commander, who had tonsillitis and
Corporal King replied to the toast.
'
Judging by the number of cans of P.R.l. beer consumed
and the s~il~ng faces, topping swaying bodies, seen emerging
from the dining hall, the dinner was a great success.
Sergeants• Mess Draw
"It's only a bit of hardboard on some wooden batten. It'll
only take. a couple of hours to pull down; no trouble," said
Harry S~e!, our L.A.D. A.S.M. So started the crashing and
bangmg within the Mess (a long-awaited works service) that
sadly ~tilted the. merry-making over the past three months.
Bdiind. the bit of hardboard were two thick breeze-block
walls, which took several weeks to dismantle, and the services
of the L.A.D. wrecker to move some of the debris.
H_owever, the work was more or less completed in time for
Christmas and the Mess looks fresh, with a new coat of
paint.
Our CJu:istmas draw played to a full house; easy now that
the offending walls have been removed. Eric Webster our
R.Q.i'v'_.S., officiated. Our 'Duffy,' Fred Coleman Ja:d 'on a
splenclid buffet that went on and on and on.
.Obituary
The Squadron was deeply shocked by the tragic car accident
on the evening of IO:h December, when Corporal Archer and
Frivati: 1ewi~ _were killed. We wish to offer our deep sympathy
to their families.
Arrlvnls nnd Depnrtures
We welcome Signalmen Hayes, Moulding. Hatton and Hughes.
We s~y goodbye to Corpora:s Fotheringham, Hodge, Stalgis
and S1gna!man Ramsay.

216 Parachute Signal Squadron
Aldershot

A

NEW year starts with an acceleration promising to over~eat the feet, brains and pencils and there remains but
a fleeang memory of those fina l inebriated moments of 1969
from whic'1 to draft TuE WIRE notes. Well, let's have a go!
Demonstration to Il~f.A., Sandhurst
We provided the field aspect of the Corps Demonstration to
the R.M.A.,_ Sandhurst, showing a Brigade Signal Squ-idron in
the convenaonal role. The cadets were quire surpri•ed to find
that they were n_ot the only ones who ' dug in ' when we
showed tJ;iem a h1de that we use in the deep infiltration role
of the Brigade. Naturally, concealment is the main object and
we . a_crually ha~ the cadets standing on the hide without
reahsmg that Signalman Duffy was tran mitring on his Al4
three feet underneath them.
Recruiting nt Cattt'rlek
Lieutenant Tony Woodhouse and Sergeant Rollings took
a psrty from the Squad!on for five days' recruiting in Catterick.
We demonstrated radio and parachute equipment and we
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allowed the recruit to fit paracnutes. Two radio detachments
were working to Ayle bury and Aldersh?t an.d the wh?le tour
was extremely successful with n . poten ual Airborne S1gnaµers
volunteering. Per ans unknown t_ne~ to booby.-traP. our vehic~es
but they failed to apply the p rmo ple that ume m reconn.a1sance is rarely wasted and there was nobody there co walk mto
the traps. If they would like to let us know who they are we
will willingly show them how to set some decent booby-traps ..
We are especially grateful to 11th Regiment for their
trcmendou co-operation and 1ospitality.

Squadron Christm as wedd ing
We congratulate Second-Lieutenant John Griffin on the
occasion of his marriage to Miss Marion Boniface. T he
Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s provided a guard of
honour for the couple. This occasion also gave us an opportunity to celebrate Sergeant M. J. Davis's birthday. The 'groom
presented him with a bottle ~f champagne and a c;hallengc
to drink it from a pint glass m ten seconds. T he o me was
chanted by the remainder of the Squadron, much to the amusement of the rest of the guests.

.~d ve nt ure

n.c:;.c:;. lineal dem onstra tion

Train in g
A party of 20 went to Ull s~ ater f?r five. days' adventure
training. Activities were canoemg, onenteermg, fel! walkmg
and visits to local place of interest, such as L ake W~d e~me~e
and Lake Conniston where Sir Donald Campbell died m h i~
peedboat. The evenings were spent in the usual fashion a!ld
the ~ ports played were occer and darts. Our O.C., ~a1or
Williams, claim victory for his team over Sergeant Rollings'
team in both matches.
Tra i ning
Apart fro~ the norma l. tra~nmg .the Squadron has been
attending Bngade Cadres m First Aid Close Quarter Ba rtl~,
German Language and Demolition in which Corporal Campbe.l,
Corporal Cardwell, L ance-Corporal Orritt, Signalman Jenkins
and Signalman Pollard did very well. Corporal ~ogg gave an
excellent demonstration of unarmed combat m the Close
Quarter Battle dcrJ?onstration and is ?OW training a team to
give a demonstrauon at Blandford m front of H er Royal
Highness Princess Anne.
Cocpora!s Holmes and Marshall a~d S ~gnalmen .~!son and
King did a very useful comcen exefClse with 3rd D1v1S1on H .Q.
and Signal Regiment. We also !1~~ an excellent p~trols exe.r:cise against 3 Squadron, 3rd D1v1Slon H.Q. and Signal Regiment where we provided ambushes and they provided patrols.
Lanc~-Corporal Whittick and Signalman Duffy gained sev~ral
extra p airs of boots and a few of the enemy were wandenng
about on L ong Valley a little footsore. We look forward to
more exercises because they are extremely valuable rrammg.
Lance-Corporal Harewood, Signalman F iner and Signalman
Franeuz have just returned from Malta, wh~re they w~re
attached to 3rd Battalion The Parachute Regiment. Dunng
their stay they visited Greece, Cyprus and Libya, and return.ed
full of the joys of life. We hope that Lan ce- Corpo r~l Om~
Signalman Pollard and Signalman Baker, who are takmg their
place, have an equally good time.
The two Air Contact Teams of Lance-Corporal Paterson,
Lance-Corporal Campbell and Signalman Smith have also had
a busy time in lv. alta, Scotland and Germany.

Corporal Nash and Signalman Ferguson were invited to
demonstrate Racal sets at this demonstration. They travelled
to London and back in a chauffeur-driven car and were
allowed as much free drink as they could consume. Someone
said they were only there for the beer, when it ran out at
midday!

Arrivals
We welcome Signalman Brumme:I and Signalman Greene
from 24th Regiment.
Dc-partureN
Our best wishes go with the followi ng, who have lcfr u~
recently: Sergeant L awbuary, posted to 63 Squadron, S.A.S.
(V); Sergeant M acDonald, to 18th Signal Regiment, Singapore;
Corporal Rose, to 20th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron; Signalman Koto, to 7th Signal Regiment; LanceCorporal Waterworth, Signalman Rennison and Signalman
Frost, to 244 Signal Squadron, Tangmere; Private Summers,
A.C.C., to 99th (Gurkha) Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron; Lance-Corporal Parker and Signalman Bell, discharged .

234 Signal Squadron (Malta)

B.F.P .O. 5 1
L nIOUGH only a minor unit on a small island in the
Mediterranean Sea, life does not pass us by, and the
Corps flag is kept flying in more ways than one, as the follow1ng notes will show.

1.\

• .\u el

THERE WAS MORE TO IT THAN RADIO OPERATING
Signalman Ferguson at B.C.C. Demonstration

Colo nel Gordon Peat, O.D.E.
The death of Colonel Gordon Peat, 0.B.E., came as a great
shock to his many friends in the Squadron. We were proud
to provide a firing p3.rty for our old Squadron Commander
and all Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s attended
his funeral. Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife, Helen,
and her family.

Gabriel '

When one thinks of Malta, the general impression must
be of a sun-drenched island set in the blue Mediterranean.
This, in fact, is the true image for many weeks in the year,
but this was shattered at the end of September, when a sudden
and violent storm wreaked havoc throughout the island. At
tl1e height of the storm a request was received for assistance
in the rescue operations to save the crew of the 22,000-ton
tanker 'Angel G abriel,' which had been driven on to the
rocks at Marsascala. This request was to provide radio and
telephone communications from the scene of the wreck to
the rescue co-ordination centre. A line detachment, under
Captain Bob Rowland, and a radio detachment, under Sergeant
Charlie H ay, rapidly provided this servi-:e. Once telephone communication had been established, the linemen joined the other
rescuers in forming a human chain to ferry the tankers' crew
to shore and safety. As a result of this joint service/ civilian
operation, the whole of the crew were rescued, except for
one seaman who was drowned whilst trying to swim ashore.

SPOlf.T
R u gby
H .Q., 16th Parachute Brigade called on our assistance and
we supplied half of their team. We have won 11 out of 12
matches.
Corporal Marshall and Signalman Mateyawa are p~aying for
the Corps and Aldershot District.
Soccer
The soccer team is doing well under Sergeant Andreou and
is now second from top in the first division of the Aldershot
District League.
.
South-East District Cup, first round, versus 42 Survey Regiment, R.E., won 11-0; Brigade Minor Units Cup, first round,
versus I Battery, 7 RH.A., won 7-2; Army Cup, first round,
versus C.O.D., Bicester, won 9- 2, second round, versus H .Q.,
Intelligence Centre, Ashford, won 3-0.
The Squadron reached the third round of the Army Cup
and were beaten by 1 R.H.F., 2-1.
WEDDING

OF SECOND-LIEUTENANT GRIFFIN AND MISS
MARION BONNIFACE
Providing a guard of honour, W .0.11 (S.S.M.) Wells, W .0 .11 (Y. of S.)
Kell y, W .0 .11 (F. of S.) Kirton , W .0 .11 (R .Q.M .S.) Tasker, Staff Sergeant Haugh le, Sergeants Andreou , Angus, Dav is, McGovern and
Killick
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Cross- c ountry
The team is under strict trammg, led by Corporal
They are doing very well and we wish them all the
the Army Cup M inor U nits, in which they came
last year. They were firs t in the Brigade M inor Units,
hope they retain the trophy.

Baikie.
best in
second
and we
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Our C.D.S.O., Major ' Len' Sharp holding the bronze C01 ·1~ I AR
award after its presentation by the Army Commander, Brigad ·er
P. S. Ward , C.B.E., A.D.C. Others, from left to right, are Mr. J
Hamsworth, Mr. E. Mangion, Mr. W . Pellegrini, Signalman S. Grech,
Sergeant D. Bassford, Staff Sergeant W . Sawyer, Corporal J. Wesley,
and Lieutenant-Colonel C. Mitchell (C.S.O.), 0 .C.

on 7th October. Since assuming his appointment on 7th May,
the Commander had only paid a shon visit to the unit, so this
was his first opportunity to ~lave a closer look at our varied
commitments and to meet members of the unit.
Accompanied by his Staff Officer, Captain John Mills, and
the Chief Signal Officer, L ieutenant-Co one1 C. Mitchell, the
Commander started his programme with the presentation of
the COMSTAR award to our CDSO, Major (Retd.) Len Sharp;
this was followed by the tradirional parade, presentation of
medals and awards, and inspection of the barrack area, where
he made a point of meeting every soldier and civilian at their
place of work.
After welcome refreshment in the Warrant Officer ' and
Sergeants' Mess and lunch with the officers, the Commander
continued his inspection by visiting working parties at various
locations on the island. These included technicians on duty
in exchanges, cable gangs re-routing six main cables (thank
to the Sappers' pneumatic drills !), linemen connecting visiting
naval ships in the Grand Harbour to the Serv:ces' teleJJ:1one
network, Airfield Troop with the R.A.F. at Luqa, and the
Installation Troop re-equipping the DCN station at Fort
Zonqor.
This detailed in pection of the unit meant that the Commander did not leave us until 5.15 p.m. Although it was not
planned, we were able to finish the day off by watching a
30-minute display of aerobatics by the R.A.F. ' Red Arrows.'
The location of our barracks is such that we literally ~ad a
grandstand view of this display (and nearly lost our chinmey
pots!).
Grand stand v iew
Bei,1g centrally situated, and facing Indepenc:.ence Arena,
our barracks become the focal point for most ceremonial
p3Iades held in Malta. This was no exception when H.R.H.
Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, visited the island in
November to participate in the bicentenary celebrations of
the Royal University of Malta. The culmination of his visit
was a display by the massed bands of the 1st Lancashire
Regiment, 3rd Parachute Regiment, Royal Malta Artillery
and King's Own Malta Regiment. Thi was held under
floodlights and provided a fitting end to the celebration: .

Tanker "Angel Gabriel " aground at Marsascala with rescuers in
foregro u nd

1''it11ess fo r Hole I 11s p ec: tlio11
As is the case with every unit, so with us, and the annual
Fitness for Role Insp ection was carried out by the Commander,
British Troops, M alta, Brigadier P. S. Ward, C.B.E., A.D.C.,
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Christmas and
c w Year Festi v ities
Christmas and New Year were traditionally celebrated
throughout the unit at all levels, with parties and dances
almost every night from the 19th December. Fortunately, the
availability of duty-free beer and spirits is such that all
gatherings went with a zing from the word go. Such liberal
hospitality had to be carefully watched, in particular by the

n

Squadron Commander, Major Sandy Hewson, who, at one
rage was having to attend three con ecutive functions. However, with twelfth night ju t behind us, we look forward
to the many project due to come our way in 1970.

being Radio Relay Troop who beat Operating Troop in a close
and exciting final. Brigadier P. J . N. Ward presented the Pope
Cup and prizes to the winners and runners-up.
The Squadron has been running a Squash competition over
the last three months. A large number of the Squadron have
taken a keen interest in the competition which was eventually
won by the Officer Commanding, Major John Brian, who beat
Lieutenant Chris Wollaston in the final. Christmas is now
upon us, celebrations are in full swing including a most enjoyable families' supper, organised mainly by Sergeant Ted L yth,'
and a Jiving-in dinner and draw, which owed much of its
success to the hard work of Sergeant Ian Ryder.

Water Polo
I n the fiel d of spore, the ·unit water polo team, ably led
by Lance-Corporal Wilson and Signalman A. Grixti won the
Inter- ervice K nockout Competition by beating 2nd Regiment, Royal M alta Artillery. They we.re also runner -up to
the Royal E ngi neers in the Inter-Service League. In a sport
in which feeling run very hig11, particularly in Malta, it
was gratifying to hear the comments of the Chairman of the
Joint Services Sports Board, when presenting the trophy, to
the effect that he had been impressed by the standard of
play and the sport manlike conduct of both teams.

JUBILATION!
Staff Sergeant Motilal Thapa, captain of t he t ea m, holds up t he trophy
won at the Royal Signals Rifle Meet ing (Hong Ko ng) with eviden t.
ju bilat ion

THE WINNING WATER POLO TEAM
lance-Corporal C. Mizzi , Signalman J. Mizzi, Signalman V. Attard,
Major A. M. Hewson, Royal Signals, lance-Corporal F. Farrugia,
Lance-Corporal G. Zammit, Signalman E. Xuereb, Signalman A.
Grixti, lance-Co r poral F. Wilson

RetlreDJent
Many members of the Corps will be sad to hear that Major
(Retd.) Len Sharp has left us. He retired from Royal Signals
and has been our CDSO as a retired officer since 8th January,
1964. Len and Zena left N. alta on 5th January for U.K., where
they are staying only a few days before emigrating to
Australia. Both of them have jobs lined up out there, and
they are looking forward to being with their family, who are
there already and settling down. We wish them every
happiness in the future-" keep your kangaroo down boy."
To Len's replacement, Captain (Tfc.) John Cotton, we wish
a happy stay in Malta.

48 Gurkha Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(246) B.F.P.O. 1
Growing up
XTE have been working as an integrated H.Q. and Signal
~ l' Squadron for over a year now and are beginning to get
used to the idea. It's 0.K. really, and the staff are happy.
All we need now is an approval for our establishment and
we
' will be on equal footing with B.A.O.R.
Aeth·ltics
You name it . .. we've had it . . . exercises, visits, incidents,
excitement and hard work. We've even done signalling. There
has been little time to ponder and time goes quickly.
On Exercise ' Sea Horse' we were in H.M.S. 'Fearless '
and all over the New Territories, chasing bandits, whilst our
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next exercise, ' T inker's Curse,' is IS with the SAS and theGurkha Para Company trying to disrupt things. ·
R ecently John Stokoe and his T roop spent a couple of weeks
manning searchlights at the big Hong Kong Tattoo, and at
present Lieutenant (Q.G.0.) Prembahadur and his merry m en
are helping to build a basketball court at weekends for an
outlying Chinese village community, only accessible by boat.
Mean while, Lie utenant (Q.G .O.) Shyamlal is busy re-laying
lines on the Chinese border and completing final D ll test with
L'eutenant Hamish Adams, in Nep al, for the swing from
M alaya to here in a few m onti1s time.
We . won the Royal Signals Rifle M eeting this year and have
even got a G urkha Signalman p laying in the local rugby team.
F itness for Role Insp ections can be a n uisance, but this
year we were pleased to be able to ask the I nspecting Officerto present Good C onduct and Long Service Medals to W.0.11
(R.Q.M.S.) Pete Harris and Sergeant Satte Rai.

1'fovement
In November our C.0 ., Lieutenant-Colonel ' Able ' Dacre,
together with the Gurkha M ajor, Major (Q.G.O.) Harl<abirGurung, M.V.O., paiq his farewell visit. The new C.O.,.
Lieutenant-Colonel Alan Dexter, accompanied them, and with
the O.C., Major Tom Livigstone, sp ent much valuable time in
finalising the plans for me ultimate move to Hong Kong of"
the rest of the Regiment next year.
Staff Ser~eant (F. of S.) Chris Meredith h as reolaced F. of S.
Tony Porritt and occasionally puts in an appearance in his.
workshops between visits to M alaysia and N epal.
W.0.II Gangabahadur is now in the hot seat as S.S.M .,
whil st subalterns John Stokoe and Ashley Truluck have joined·
us.
Captain Kelvin Kent leaves us at the end of January (on
RHE) for his jaunt to the Himalayas with Qi.ris Bonnington's
expedition, and Capta"n Mike Walker has arrived to t!ilke over
as Second-in-Command. Kelvin had a memorable farewell!"

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrein),
B.F.P.O. 63
S.H.~.

INCE our last notes we have had a change of C.R. Signals, .
S
Gulf, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. A. J. Massey have
returned to the United Kingdom, and
and
Lieut~nant-Colonel

Mrs. A. J. Jackson are now with us. Before departing, the
Squadron presented Lieutenant-Colonel Massey with a silver
beer mug and the coveted Squadron tie. In November we held
a very successful five-a-side soccer competition, the winners
T H E
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Hc-d1Rmdon .Jnfalr
The Squadron has been largely responsible for the organisation and installation of Rediffusion Jufair. This covers the
whole of the area, including all Army, Navy and Air Force
living accommodation and certain working areas. The installation was done out of normal working houn. The work was
largely completed by Corporal Stan Stanley and S:gnalman
• andy' McBride under the technical supervision of F .O.S.
Shone. Non rhe station •~ in full swing and many members of
rhe Squadron spend happy leisure hours as controllers
engineers, directors, producers and of course disc jockeys.
rnong these we have Corporal Harry Harrison as Director of
Broad ~a:tmg, Lance-Corporal Dave Maxwell as Senior Controller /Engineer, Signalman Pete Royle librarian, Corporal
Doug Usher, the jazz king. Other prominent members are
Corporal Sam Hackett, Signalman Mick M orris, Corporal
• "ick ' Nicklin and Signalman Tod O'Brien. L ieutenant Paul
Whittaker produces a daily programme 'Roundabout Jufair ' a type of magazine of the air. Improvements continue to be
made to the station and its output which provides much-needed
entertainment in this area.

DEFIN ITELY ON THE AIR NOW
Rediffus io n Jufai r is now daily on the air providing muc h needed
ente rtainment in the area. The staff at work :
Left to Righ t :-Corporal Duoglas Usher, Corporal Mick Varvel,
Co rporal Mick Harrison and lance-Corporal Pete Roy le

M.T. Troop
Continue to carry the res t of the Squadron and regard themselves as the unsung h eroes in the establishment. Ably commanded by Sergeant ' Fergee' Ferguson and supported by such
veterans as Corporal 'Potty' Pottinger, Lance-Corporal Tom
Sinclair, and worthy Signalmen including ' Spud ' Murphy,
' Rockey ' Stone, ' Jock ' Cunningham, ' Jacko ' Jackson, 1im
(Fatman) Pagano) and others. Unsung maybe, but certamly
not indispensable !
Operating Troop
The Joint Message Centre has had the work _study team in
and as a result has undergone a complete face-lift; wall~ have
been knocked down, desks moved, doors changed, all m the
name of increased efficiency. It seems to have done the trick.
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Pemaps all this activity contributed to their defeat, as holden
of the Pope Cup in the 5-a-side final. No doubt it will make
them even more determined in the next competition.

Field T r o op
The Troop is at present engaged across the water in the
Tru-::ial States on Exercise ' Straight Flush.' Perhaps th e mo t
notable exploit in the Troop is the sad loss of their pet parrot.
Not to be downhearted for long, though, they have built a
splendid aviary which they are now stocking with budgies.
Provided they got their calculations right, we should have
offspring budgies in the early spring.
S . W.S. Troop
Major Les Knight organises freq uent fishing trips but despite
a lavish scale of equipmeru has yet to catch a fi~h. On the last
trip F .O.S. Eddie Harriss caught a 22lb. grouper-a good fis h
but not big enough to challenge A.S.M. Ron Batty for the
Squadron trophy. The T roop combined with Radio Relay Troop
to win the Pope Cup, Corporal ' Paddy ' Parkhill playing a
notable part. In the darts competition that followed the Troop
darts team, made up of Sergeant Mick Read, F. of S. Eddie
Harriss, Corporal John Ackers, Corporal Jeff Roberts and
Lance-Corporal Ray Kilby, were once again defeated finalists.
The Troop were asked to provide a ' hide ' for C hristmas for
our bird-watching Second-in-Command, Captain Bill Griffiths.
They suggested the loft in S.W .S. Troop.
Airfield Troop
Seem to have forgotten to write any notes for th is issue. T wo
points ar e worthy of note; firs tly, the high number of tickets
rhat the Troop managed to sell for the Squadron Christmas
draw, and secondly the exploits of the Troop Co~a nder,
Captain Tom Scarfi (now returned from U .K . and Smgapore
and currently ski-ing in Cyprus) who insists on taking his car
with him when he goes on his sub-aqua trips.
Adventure Training
Lance-Corporal 'Billy ' Bilimoria and Lance-Corporal Roger
Beasley, both of Radio Relay Troop, managed a visit to T eheran
at the end of the year . The journey started with a Dhow
crossing from Manama to Bushiri, a journey of some 26 hours
fo r only 35 shillings- this including food and water. Then b)'
bus to Shiraz and Abadan. After sightseeing they took the
train to Tehran. Here they visited the Second Asian Fair and
this has made a lasting impression on both of them. Because
of a shortage of time they then flew back to Bahrein. A second
venture was undertaken by Corporal ' Nick ' Nicklin. He
decided to take a leave in East Pakistan. He flew to Bombay,
took a train to Calcutta and stayed there five days. He then
went on to East Pakistan by train and finally af!ived across
the border in a rickd1aw. Then by bus and finally river steamer
to his final destination, Barisal. He made the return journey
via the new capital of East Pakista.n, Dacca . ~!s fifteen YC:US
ago was little more than a large village-now 1t s a large city.
Obviously both these journeys could be written up as full
articles in THE WIRE but the outlines given above can serve to
show that Bahrein is a good starting point for seeing some
unusual pans of the world and using unconventional means of
travel. Also that the spirit of adventure in 255 is well alive.
Fitness for Role Inspection
On going to press, we have just received our F .F .R. report.
We find that we have been given a grading of excellent. Well
done, lads. If it's sunshine and adventure you want, ~y not
come and join an excellent Squadron!
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1 st Artillery Br igade H .Q.
& S ig nal Squadron (25 7 )
B.F.P.O. 102
INCE our first chapter, in the October issue of
S
you will have been restive for the next quarterly bulletin'.
Here you are-so relax!
THE WIRE

Grectln~s

We. send our New Year best wishes to all our friends;
especially to the many who have been so directly helpful to
us over the last year. The help we have received both with
training course~ and <?n exercises . from the Corps; Divisional
and R.C.Z. Regiments m B.A.O.R. 1s very gratefully appreciated.
We would also single out for mention, Royal Signals Records
A.G.11, and all those senior to us! For 1970 then, from th~
frozen wastes of Eastern-Western Germany, we frozen-wasters
end our world-wide best wishes.

Removals and storage House hold removals. Sing le items.Any size of job.A nywh ere
in Brita in or overseas. Pickfo rd s have the
experience. Ask us for an esti mate.

Travel service Benefit from our experience ,
when you book holidays, travel tickets.
reservation s etc. No extra charge when you
use Pickford s.

Once you use Pickfords, youll never go without us
Our address is in the p hone book
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With postings, courses, ski-ing and influenza we have been a bit
short of men at times
THE W IRE, FEBRUARY -M ARCH
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P4>rsonnlitlc-s
'\!fe have had a high _rate. of change-over in personnel recently,
which has left us a bit thin on the ground, when courses and
the flu' have taken their toll.
The most. awesome change was t1ie arrival of our ' huge ' new
S.S.M. This has allowed the O.C. to relax considerably, as
the Squadron fmds its feet again, and W.O.II (S.S.M.) C. C.
Bedwell adjusts himself from the School of Infantry to our
funny little ways.
Corporal Alan Bennison, Signalman Roger Bound and Signalman Chris Ray have retired to civilian life. Corporal Alex
Milne (' The Pay '), has left for Singapore and promotion. His
place was taken at a fast trot by Corporal John Berryman,
complete with cuirass and plumes, straight from the L ife
Guards. We now enjoy a very military manner of disbursing
travel claims! ('Disbursing' is a good R.A.P.C. word!)
Corporal and Mrs. Ray Summers joined from the School of
Signals (? Museum section) to help look after our rather elderly
vehicles. Corporal and Mrs. Gerry Garland, from 10th Regiment, Hounslow; Corporal Jock Rodigan, from 18th Regiment,
Singapore, and Signalman Barry Weaver, from training with
24th Regiment-comcen ops., one and all-they have increased
our strength in that section by 52.4 per cent!
Last, but by no means least, Second-Lieutenant Leslie Fox
joined on 25th November from leave after 71 ' Q ' Course.
He enjoyed taking Communications Troop on its PE Tests
on the afternoon of 26th November. Generally, he feels that
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although there is quite a lot he didn't realbe a radio officer ha
to do, his feet will soon touch in the New Year. Two Troop
exercises, PE testing, ranges, NBC instruction, a border patrol,
and the very fact that he survived a B.A.0.R. Christmas, show
that ' Q ' courses are producing the stuff their fathers were
made of.

Tra ining cour~es
TJ:e winter individual training season produced a horde of
applicants for upgrading. All had heart-rending stories of how
badly their careers would be warped if they were not allowed
to be away during the admin istrative inspection. Many bled
on the O.C.'s carpet; nineteen were successful-even if some
did catch the admin., and miss out on Christmas/New Year
leave.
.Lance-Corporal Jock Rodgers successfully negotiated bis
Lmeman Bii test with 21st Signal Regiment-despite damaging
his ankle playing soccer at the weekend. Lance-Corporal
Charlie Moon and Signalman John Merrett have returned as
Radio Relaymen Bii- Lance-Corporal Moon glowing with
pride at being top of the course-we took due note that he
dropped two marks in the final exam! Signalman Merrett was
glowing anyway, because before he went we had an illuminated
address concerning his outstanding success on the ' Satisfied
Soldier' scheme in his native West Country.
Signalman Dave Mumford, a ' with-it kid,' and some time
driver to Squadron Commanders, has the need to wear dark
glasses most of t1ie time. However, he has now made it to
BU d :iver, and gone on Christmas leave ! He says he is
getting engaged: we haven't seen his course repon yet, so we
wish h im all the best in 1970 !
Others are now on, or about to tackle, various course , but
we won't spoil the fun for the Training Officers and Yeomen
of Signals awaiting them throughout B.A.O.R
Our star candidate is Sergeant Brian Rice who, as a Corporal,
attended a pre-Y. of S. QE course with 16th Signal Regiment
for ages and ages, much to Mrs. Rice's and our loss. Now, he
has not only passed the QE, but achieved promotion and
been selected for the Y. of S. course next March. Through
lightly-gritted teeth, we offer every congratulation!
Fitness for Role
This year we didn't have a formal administrative inspection
(you know--quarter guard, rush-round the barracks, embarrassment from G.A. & Q. staff, who should know better- and/or
return to Regimental duty, followed by a heavy lunch; in
other words knowing exactly where you were, and how deep
you were in it!) 1 (BR) Corps had a much more modem
approach. All the ancillary inspections, of course, a ' crashout ' exercise for three days, rounded off by a semi-formal
visit by the Commander and bis staff. It ran to mountains
of paper, weeks of tension, and a successful three days in
the woods. All in all, a very much better way of achieving
a most satisfactory report.
Exercises
Our autumn manoeuvre in 1968 was called Exercise 'Ramshead,' in 1969 it was Exerci e 'Ram-Rod '-we anticipate the
•
. G staff's whim for October, 1970, with some reli ~h!
Memorable events of our 15 d'.lys of ' Ram-Rod,' to the
North of Bremen, included a night approach march to a river
crossing, and the visit of the then Under Secretary of State for
War, Mr. James Boyden, M.P. This was quite an exercise
wit1iin an exercise, with extra caravans and marquees, and
DBP lines, appearing as if by magic, in the middle of woods,
to give comfort to the body and direct speech to Londor We
are told that it is coincidental political expediency that moved
him to the back bench the day after he left us!
In November we had the aforementioned FFR exerci e,
' Small Pack.' An incident worthy of note wa a muster parade
in the field to present the departing S.S.M., W.O.JI S. G.
Neill, with his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. This
event may well be unique- he certainly earned it in ' me field '
in his time with us for four years, and it wa very appropriate
method of presentation. We hope that he and his family
remember us fondly a he slaves away as an R.Q.M .S. in
Hong Kong.
Sport
Several of the Squadron have taken the opportunity to
learn to ski on the Brigade winter training scheme in Bavaria,
Bl

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.O. 53

Exen:ise • Snow Queen.' Tho e who have d~ne the course so
far certainly enjoyed themselves, and can ski
some extent.
They all commiserate with L~nce-Corporal B,og1e Harman~ who
ould have done the course if the bus hadn t left ha!f-an. h?ur
:U.1y on New Year's Day . . . that's the story hes snckmg

:o

two teams in the tournamenr, both putting up a creditable
pzrformance on the field. However, the honours should really
go to S.Q.M.S. Harry Sankey, one of the hard-worked umpires.
He started olowing his whistle at 10 a.m. and, apart from a
o~e-hour break for lunch, didn't stop w'uislling until 5 p.m.I
His only real worry was that the light would not last until
he had finished umpiring the very exciting final.

Cbnthmn C:nmp (El Adem) closes
~ ~8th November, a detachm~nt from Radio Troop, consi. tmg of Lance-Corporal 'Chippy' Wood, Mark Ashberry
and Signalman ' Lofty ' Ludlam flew to El Adem for what
proved to be the last detachment in the Libyan Desert.
After a very bumpy ride down to Chart1am Camp, the detachment settled down to a few weeks of routine HF communications, CW and voice, using a Cl 1 with mains supply through
an S.U.R. 30. Due to the proposed run-down, only a skeleton
staff from the 17th/21st Lancers was in occupation, keeping the
camp open while final negotiations with the Libyan Government were taking place. Maximum traffic between Chatham
and El Adcm was never more than six messages a day! Even
o, Lance-Corporal Wood's first letter back to the Squadron
contained a plea for a real morse key-he cla:med that the key
they took over on arrival had been manufactured from a broken
'hacksaw blade and a nail (both rusty) and two mis-shapen
blocks of wood!
On 16th December the message to close Chatham came
through, and the following day, men from 'B ' Company, 3rd
Parachute Regiment and 51 Field Squadron, R.E., arrived to
set about the task of dismantling the camp.
The removal of the Signal Centre tent, one of the last
to go, left our rear link radio detachment operating in the
open on a 6ft. table. The final message to close was received
at 12.45 hours on 19th December and Chatham Camp ceased
to exist.

O

co~. nalm
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Taff Baker is a clerk and draughtsman of some
courses clerk he has been ski~ing and fr~c-fall
a~achuting this year. He may turn pro~ess1onal later m the
~ear and carry his Jog round Aldershot with the best of them:
s eant Mick Mandy runs our Squadron football team,
the erTtave lots of port and enjoyment, . but they have not
ot y too far up the league table. Mrs. Diane Man~y, ~mong
~n other accomp'.i hments, runs the Squadron Wives foot:
ball~ b They have twice met the Squadron team. Results.
First ~tch, won 4--1; second match (Boxing Da~), won 14--3.
We are thinking very hard about transfer fees.

Developments
.
Some of our equipment, to put it mi~dly? needs replacmg.
The final chapter of stone-age commumcauons can then be
closed.
N
In 1970, we are going to get BRUI , we are, \~e !11"~. · ·. ·
we ARE Perhaps too we can replace dear old LIZ , ~1s
is our QL office box. 'Actually, she is only 27, by her b~
certificate, and we are very fond of ht;r. But all .that san ,
and the Cairo bus time-table. we found m a locker JUSt before
U.E.I. made us wonder a bit.

Football
The Squadron football team has not had a very good start
to the season. Their record to date is 17 matches played, five
wins, one draw and 11 lost. This doe~ not truly reflect on
the team's ability, as many of the Squadron players are on
detachment all over the island, and otilers arc hift workers.
It is difficult to get them all together at any one time. However,
the standard of soccer in Dhekelia is a high one this sea on
and all the matches played have been tough.
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tom Cockerill is the Secretary of
the Dhekelia Minor Units Soccer League and also team manager to the Army Team, Cyprus. The Yeoman was at one time
a very keen rugger player, but since coming to Cyprus he has
been converted to soccer. He still keeps his links with the
rugger world by undertaking the announcing and recording at
seven-a-side tournaments, one of the many commitmencs
appearing ill the Squadron's full PA detachment diary.
Soc an I
The Squadron wa plunged into a whirl of pre-Christmas
activities, starting with the children's Christmas party on
16th D ecember. Corporal Peter Wh:tham. was this year's
Father Christmas and distributed the presents to the children
in Cie approved hearty manner. All went well until one emerprising young lady decided she didn't like her gift and lined
up for a second!
The Christmas dance and draw was held on 17th December
and was voted a great success. Our thariks go to S.Q.M.S.
Harry Sankey and Sergeant Joe Albon, who put in a lot of
rime and effort to make it a very enjoyable evening.

SPORTS
Six-a-Side Hockey

As most will know, we have had to underimplement our r~
links with Gunner Regiments to a very large extent. At this
level, this is not just a matter of statistics, but prod~ces .some
very human problems. ~e 0 .C. has been muttermg, mterviewirig making calculat10ns on the back of envelopes, a?d,
in gene~al, has been well exercised in h.is ~d and ingenwty.
Some chaps seem to become so rear-link mtegrated that, as
our cartoon shows, it's difficult to know whether to reflect them
to Records for posting or to take them to the vet.1
We all look forward to the 50~h . annivers!iry year; are
determined to uphold our rather spec!alls7d role m the Corpsand know we will enjoy ourselves dorng it.
Watch this space in M ay.

Fourteen teams assembled at Slim Barracks, Dhekelia, on
Saturday, 27th December, to shake off the effects of Christmas
pudding and other forms of high living. The Squadron entered

Olivetti have plans to expand their
electronic workshops. So we need
electronics engineers to man ~hem - and
manage them. If you would hketo gn~.b.
this oppor~un~ty - and. the chance to JOm
an expanding mternational company let's hear from you. All we a~k is th~t you
be young (19- 24) and expenence.d m
discreet components and rc._1og1c.
Ini t ially you will_ be workmg m <?ur
London electromcs centre on microcomputers, advanced accoun ting
systems, real-tim e terminals and
electronic calculat ors. (But don't worry
if you have never worked on these before.
We'll train you.) Prove you've got what
it takes to be amanager and we'll want
you to start up one of the new workshops
.
we'll be opening in the future.
Wearelookingforward t o meeting
you so that we can tell you more of the
big plans for our - and your - future.
And, of course, to tell you of the above
average salary we offer and the benefits
we provide.
Write please to: Mr.W B. Can,
British Olivetti Limited, 30. Berkeley
Square, London, Wl.

Buy from Britain's·
largest exporter
ofradio-Pye
Here are just 2 models from the wonderful
new Pye Radio range. The 1214 Stereogram
and the l 382 AM/FM Portable Radio.
ORDER NOW! Both models are featured
in the current N.A.A.F.I. catalogue.

Model 1382 AM/FM Radio
At last that 'top performance' transist r portable
you've been looking for. Compact, hghtwcight
with a 'lu.inuy look' usually found in more expensive sets. The latest in circuit design offers
strong, clear reception. Wavebands: Long,
Medium and FM. s!" (13.9cms) x 10" (25.4cms) x
2t" (6.8cms).

Have y ou p laced a standing order
for a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now
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Model 1214 StereograID
A cabinet design that is matched only by the quality
of the rich, many-stranded sound of its stereophonic
record reproduction, the Pye 1214 is a connoisseur's
delight. Wavebands: Long, Medium and FM.
Output: 4 watts per channel. 23{" (59cms) high x
531" (136.5cms) wide x 15t " (39.3cms) deep.

r
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Pye Group(Radio &Television) Ltd.
295 Regent Street,
London W.1, England.
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34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
Christmas at Searborough
L THOUGH our numbers were very much ~educed b;r ~e
'flu epidemic, over 400 attended the Chn trnas training
weekend at Burniston Barracks Scarborough. After trade
te ting and training on the Saturday~ ~l volunt~ers ~acked
into the dining room for the annual iun1or ranks Christmas
dinner served by the Officers and Sergeants. Sergeant Hardy,
A cc'
and his team of cooks produced a firs~ class f~ast
a~d; ~!though there was some criticism of the waiter service,
a few diners left a tip.
The all ranks' dance, which f~llowed the dinner, was an outtanding success; the dance section of <!ur band, l_e d by W.O.I
(Bandmaster) Peacock, were up to their usual. high standard.
The Padre, Rev. Clifford Barker, . who or~a~1sed the danc~,
was on parade the foll_owi?g morrun~, offioaung at the Regimental Christmas Service m the Par;sh_ Church. For the first
time, the service included local 1?~1s~10ners, and the. churc~
was filled to capaciry. Al o oftic1aui;ig at the s<:rv1ce was
Monsignor O'Mahoney, previously Assistant Chaplain-General
(R.C.).

A

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
Wanstead
t~aditionally

th~

HE last quarter of 1969 passed.
with
commencement of the winter trammg cycle, the Regimental
T
Rifle Meeting, Remembrance Day celebration and the social
season.

Open Day at llfortl
An unusual feature was an evening demonstration of equipment and facilities laid on for representatives of the management of local firms and local organisations. This was spon ored
by the Borough of Redbridge Depury Lieutenant's. T & AVR
Committee which is chaired by the Representative Deputy
Lieutenant, Brigadier H. B. Jolly, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P.
Firms taking part . included the Ford Motor Company, . t~e
'Pfessey · Company, Ilford Ltd. and the London Electricity
Board. Local youth organisations also attended.
After an introductory talk by Lieutenant-Colonel M. L.
Willway and a projection of col_o';lr slides . showing recei;it
activitie , the visitors toured the trammg area, inspected a radio
relay detachment, comcen, the T.M. 'J?roop w~rkshop and the
L.A.D. The visitors showed a keen interest m .all mer s:iw
and we feel that the evening was most useful m convmCJDg
employers that the Regiment is a going concern and that
recruitment should be encouraged.
Annual Rifle Meeting
This year the event was held at Colchester in fine weath~r
after a misry start. There was a ~11 entry from all. ~quadrons m
the rifle, S .M.G., pistol and fallm~ plate compeuuons. A claypigeon shoot proved a ~opula~ _s1de-~how with the members
of the Regiment and their families alike. The event was ably
organised by Lieutenant I. M. Kennard and R.S.M. B. S.
Howie.
..
H .Q. Squadron won the rifle, pistol and S.M.G. competmo!ls,
45 Squadron took two _individual prizes, Sign:ilman Wes~ ~in
ning the rifle and Captain A. Woodhouse the pistol compet1t1ons.
Major B. E. M. Prophet (R.H.Q.) was the runner-up in both.
Staff Sergeant McNally was top scorer with the S.~.G .. The
falling plate competition had to be ~bandoned when p_1ck~1ckers
• trespassed into the safety area behmd the butts. This did not
marr the prizegiving, however, when we were to welcome
Mrs. Willway, who graciously carried out the task.
Remembrance Sunday
On Sunday 9th November, 1969, H.Q. Squadron and the
llford elemen't of 45th (Essex) Signal Souadron provided a
detachment lor the Redbridge Borough Civic Service held at
the War Memorial, Ilford. The detachment was under command of Captain W. Allen who laid the Regiment's wrea.th.
The Regiment also provided lance bearers round the memonal.
The Commanding Officer was invited to join the Mayoral party
on the .;aluting dais.

TWO VOLUNTEERS ENJOY THEIR TRADE TRAINING AT
SCARBOROUGH
Corporal Tony Everson and Signalman Phillip Pearson have a
cheerful approach when training is on the programme

to be Sa~ta Cl~us .. As a small reward, he was given a 'couple
of rums to mspire courage. These he drank through the
beard and then appeared before innocent children like some
later-day minotaur.

40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V)

•THEimproved,
Ulster Signal Regiment has constantly changed and
and, judging by some of the projected ideas

• nnd elsewhere
A children's party at Brambles Farm attracted 185 'cont~st
ants,' and Sergeant Punshon proved a generous and J?aUent
Father Christmas. The W.R.A.C. of 90 Squadron rallied to
the organisers and a happy afternoon (for the children) ended
with tea and toys.
The Sergeants' Mess dance and draw, social events in
Darlington and Leeds for children, Sergeants and Subalterns
were all well supported and successful.

for 1970, this situation will continue.
I shall begin by looking back at some of the events at
the end of 1969.
Major Norman Bak.e r has taken over the Training Major's
reins from Major Dick Carroll and has had his ' battle ir~ocula
tion' during the return from the Group Study Penod at
Catterick.
We have an Irish song, 'Are you right there, Midlael, are
you right'? which tells in a very comical way the inefficiency
of the old Dublin to Clare turf-burning railway. We can
now regard this song as serious, when we consider the Darlington to London express on Sunday, 16th November.

Canoe Cemmunleatlons
49 Squadron, in Leeds, were particularly commended recently
for the high standard of radio communications provided for
the Northern Command Canoe Championships. A 25-mile
race from Ripon to York produced several incidents which
were controlled and action taken through the network provided.

The last straw
We didn't mind the tour round the Norfolk Broads in the
dark, nor the fact that this ' express ' arrived an hour late,
but when the restaurant car ran out of beer, somewhere between Little Witherington and Ashton-Under-Wash, a deep
disenchantment with British Rail set in.
If anything so untoward happened in Ulster, the guard
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PROBLEM PHOTO-WHAT IS HE LOOKING FOR?
Are there leprechauns in Yorkshire? According to the Irish, of
course, there are. An incident photographed on 4-0th Ulster Signal
Regiment's exercise 'All Stir'-1969 vintage at Scarborough
would have enough wit to stop the train at the nearest offlicence and re-~tock. Major. Bak.er was elected O.C. parry, as
he was the on.y one au falt with ways of the English and
was immediately 'conned' by two taxi dr:vers into beileving
that they could get his party to London Airport in time for
our plane. We weren't even in time to wave goodbye, and
the bar was shut!
At this stage he gave up reliance on civilian services and,
with the help of the R.A.F., organised succour and accommodation for the night and got us back safely to ' God's Own
Country' next day. Details of 'Exercise Baker ' are available
from our publishers, in a plain envelope, price 6d. limp, 7d.
with a hard cover.

The long weekend
Brigadier Jackson, who was accompanied by Mrs. Jackson,
vi ited us for a long weekend. On Saturday they were guests
of the officers at an informal party in the Mess, and on Sunday
inspected both Belfast and Lurgan personnel. The Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal was presented to Staff
Sergeant Alan Till and Sergeant Bernard Caffrey; Corporal
Jack Haslam, A.C.C., received the Territorial Efficiency Medal.
Ar the same time, inter-Squadron Shields and Cups were
awarded to Signalman Ronald Gilliland and Private Annie
Bai~ey, W.R.A.C.
Somewhat of a cloud hangs over the non-attendance of
the Brigadier and the C.O. at the Sergeants' Mess annual
dance and draw on the prev:ous Friday. A phone call was
received during Friday evening explaining that Brigadier and
Mrs. Jackson were 'held up ' in Dublin. My immediate reaction was not why, but who was holding them up? The
phrase here is used in its broadest sense and :s in no way
derogatory.
Modt>rn times in Dublin!
The explanation of the true facts is quite simple. It seems
that there was a bomb scare on the way from their home to
London Airport, this required a diverfion, which caused them
to be late for their plane to Be!fast. The plane was grounded
through fog, but they took off six hour later, only to be
diverted to Dublin en route.
At Dublin, a tran port strike caused some bother, and to
add to thi , the Dublin to Belfast train didn't leave until
9 p.m. because of a derailment, and to liven things up their
luggage managed to get on the wrong train and arrived in
Belfast at 4 a.m. with the mail! Truth tranger than fiction?
We attended the local church on Remembrance Sunday. Unfortunately, the congregation were denied the spectacle of our
usual parade with band, as all parades in Ulster arc, for the
moment, not allowed.
The Regiment indulged in the usual Christmas festivities.
This year we were spared the e"llbar.rassment of explaining
why our Father Chri tmas was different! On a previous year
a member of the Regiment, who shall be nameless, volunteered
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Aim-lllunclrt>d (Der cent r••c·ru·c·ng tnrgc.>t
. A volunteer is worth ten pressed men, but in 4-0th a recruit
is wo_r~h at least ten Poseidon shares and, judging by proposed
recruitmg plans, Colonel Ha'l is going to corner the market.
Our record to date is quite good; we have the best recruiting
average of any other Regiment in Ulster. But if all the
C.0.'s ideas work, we'll be a hundred per cent over strength
before camp.
85 Squadron have moved Squadron Headquarters to Lurgan
Town. Captain D ennis Gilpin, Lieutenant Bill Malone and
Sergeant Joseph Mitchell have brought the strength of 81 RR
Troop, in a comparatively short time, to the very presentable
strength of thirty.
Finally, our W.R.A.C., of 756 Troop, are coming up to
strength nicely, and seven of them are attending a local
civilian ' Sight and Sound' course.
We wish them success.
REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Hom• -13/10 each plus 1/6 post
Abroad-12/6 each plus f/6 post
Wall Shields 7• x 6' Royal Siana!•
Pace Sticks ..
...
...
...
...
...
..•
•..
Seraeanu Walklne Canes, e .. 11, Pear or Thlmbl• Cap,
Crested. Home
...
...
...
...
...
...
Abroad •..

37/63/52/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in !he supply of Military Requisites

44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY

HIRE YOUR LEAVE CAR
from

Morleys of Kingston
MORRIS, FORD and HILLMAN
vans, saloons, estates and automatics,
VOLKSWAGEN DORMOBILE
motor caravans.
Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £7.10.0 per Week
SUMMER from £14.0.0 per Week
NO MILEAGE CHARGE
INSURANCE INCLUDED
Period hire discounts up to 25%.
Brochure :md quotation by airmail.
76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KL GSTON-ON
THAME~, SURREY, ENGLAND

or
POVEY GROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
AIRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.
CABLES : " KARHffiE," KINGSTON

as

R.A.F. Extent!etl 'Southern Ranger'

RADIO OPERATORS

Story by Lieutenant G. Davies

There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1970 and in subsequent years.
Specialist training . co17rses lasting ~pp~oximately nine months! ac~ording to the trainee's progress, are
held at intervals. Appbcauons are now mv1ted for the course starting m September, 1970.
During training, a salary will be paid on the following scale:
Age 21
£800 per annum
22
855 "
,,
23
890 ,.
24
925 "
"
25 and over 965
"
Free accommodation will be provided at the Training School.
After successful completion of the course, Operators will be paid on the Grade I scale :
Age 21
£965 per annum
22
1025 "
"
23
1085 "
"
24
1145
"
25 (highest
1215
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £1,650 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally· be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G.C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and former particulars from :
Recruinnent Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

~irst, let me briefly. e~plain wh~t is meant by the title of the
aru~le. ~ E~R? as 1t 1s ~bbreviated, differs from an SR by

SERVICE
THE DOVE GROUP
44/48 Kl NGSTO N ROAD
WIMBLEDON
LONDON, S.W.19
Tel. 01-540 1031
and at CROYDON
and WOKING

FOR THE SERVICES
Whether you are about to leave Great Britain , return to it, or
whether you're just passing through ...

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Doves can help you Buy, Sell or Hire
a Car

I

I

To :- Services Liaison Dept., The Dove Group,
44/48 Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, London,
S.W.19. Tel. 01-540 1031.

I

I

Name .................................................... -.........................................................

I

I

Address ·········-· ......................................................................................... .

I

TShe Dove Servicehfor dthe Services is efficiently administered by exervice men wit wi e experience of the serviceman's motoring
needs.
All makes of new or used cars can be supplied at preferential prices
with credit facilities arranged through us or NAAFI or as required.
Used cars carry our three month guarantee.
Personal needs and requirements can be discussed by post and the
chosen car will be ready for you when you arrive.

I

I ...-..........-.. . . . . . .. . . .-........... . . . . _.. ... .................................. . .. . . . ...... I
I
I
...... ......._ ...... ...._...............................................................................................
I w1
I
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The Courage and Pride of Corps
of an Old Comrade
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hav11:1g as its hrmt the Persian Gulf, as opposed to · merely the
!v1ed1terranean, and I was lucky enough to be allowed to go
m Canberra lv RTYO.
I ~as d1:1lY. kitted out wi.th the various accoutrements, such
as fl ymg su1~, iacket, gl~ves, mtercom/oxy~en, parachute harness,
parachute, mflatable dmgby, etc., and given a thorough brief
on W.1a~ _and w_hat not to . do. After a short delay, I took up
my pos1t1on, lymg down m the nose of the aircraft and we
finally took off.
We c:limbed s~iftly above the clouds to 45,000 feet and
on pa~ mg the Eifel we were able to see the ground for the
first time.
Snow, snow and more snow. Through Luxembourg into
france, over L yons, across the Alps; a quick look at Nice and
so ? ver the Med. Then lif~ became a little boring. Did I say
borm~? Instead of snow 1t was clouds, and the interior of
the aircraft seemed to grow steadily colder; ice had long since
formed on the bare metal and the internal temperature was
a steady -4° C. It was at this point that the Navigator passed
me my packed lunch of sandwidles and I settled down to ilie
steady routine of oxygen mask off, take a bite of one frozen
sandwich, mask on, and chew. The experience is unique to
put it mildly.
'
The crew Flight-Lieutenant Graham Hacket (Driver) and
Fligbt-Lieu~enant Malcolm Caygill (Navigator) kept the Canberra plodding steadily onwards. We caught a faint glimpse of
Southern Italy and no more until I had my first view of
Cyprus and R.A.F. Akrotiri. We duly landed, having lost an
hour in time on the way, rushed through paper work and a
meal and off to change.
In the bar we met members of anotber Squadron from
Germa~y, a?d togeili~r we decided to sample the delights of
kebab m L1massol, ltberally washed down with lots of kokinelli. I will leave readers to imagine the rest.
The following morning: 05.00 hours reveille, breakfast, and
finally take-off. We climbed to 20,000 feet and then trouble.
Both aircraft generator warning lights came on and the skipper
pressed on, hoping it would clear. Another half-hour convinced him. Both a'.rcraft generators were almost permanently
off and Flight-Lieutenant Hacker requested permission to return to Cyprus. This we did and then spent It hours burning off fuel at low level before being able to land. After landing a technician arrived and began poking and probing about;
at approximately 17.00 hours we called it a day and returned
to the Mess to have a quiet night catching up on sleep.
Wednesday found Graham dashing around attempting to
persuade everyone that we were top priority, in an effort to
get the aircraft serviceable. All this achieved was to have it
trundled into a hangar by later afternoon, where it stayed till
Thursday afternoon, when we were once more airworthy. Flight
plans. were qui.ckly made . to ensure an early take-off on Friday
morrung, and 1t was decided to have a final meal and a little
more kokinelli di.at night in Limassol.
At 05.00 hours on Friday again we rose, reluctantly, and
made our way to the aircraft. We loaded the aircraft with the
mementoes of our visit, including bottles of ilie various local
brews and took off.
At 10.30 hours Cyprus time (09.30 hours Malta time), we
landed at Malta. The plane had developed the same trouble,
and again the same dashing around to get it fixed. This time
we were lucky and it only took four hours to repair.
Another flight plan, another quick meal and a look at R.A.F.
Laarbruch met forecast, which was enough to convince us we
~hould stay; but this was not to be.
We finally lifted off at 15.15 hours, Malta time, en route
to Germany, with the prospect of being diverted to U.K. for
the weekend, but our luck held. Over Luxembourg, a quick
call to Laarbruch revealed that the freezing fog had lifted and
we would be able to land. A lot of people were still slogging
away at Laarbruch to ensure all would be ready for our return,
and we duly touched down at 18.45 hours, much to the relief
of all, including our wives.
A marvellous experience for me, and I am very grateful to
all those who made it possible for me to take part. Uncomfortable, yes; exhilarating, yes; different, very; and I can't wait
for another opportunity to do it again.
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MR. AND MRS. E. W . MASON
"You who serve in such a Corps have something to be proud of"
Courage is the keynote of this Old Comrade and his wife.
Now, at the age of 72, a cripple, he has, he says, p:enty of
time to look back on bis Service with Signals, not sorrowfully,
but with pride.

Mr. Mason writes from 1, St. Margaret's Avenue, North
Cheam, Sutton, Surrey :
"Like many other Boy Scouts, etc., at the age of 17 (just)
I ' put on ' two years and enlisted in the Signals, R.E., as it
was ilien was, and in due course, at the time of ilie Battle
of Loos, my pal, 96628 Sapper E. Henley and myself 94645
Sapper E. W. Mason were drafted to Ypres to No. 4 Section
Signals, 18 Infantry Brigade, 6th Division, where we were
a happy crowd of Comrades. Our Section Sergeant, Cook, my
pal, and myself were in the gas anack on December 1915.
Henley and I were linemen, out togeilier on a fault. Sergeant
Cook was awarded the D.C.M. for devotion to duty, and my
pal and I who managed to get the line through to 51 st Brigade
ZEA, were both Mentioned in Despatches by General Sir D.
Haig.
I am now 72 years of age and crippled in both hips and
multi-ariliritis of the spine, which gives me blackouts at any
time. So for the last eight monilis I look out from my bed
and have time to think of the days past, not sorrowfully. I
get around the room with an invalid chair and have been
· promised an electric model so that my wife can take me out
sometimes. I do not get a pension as my disability did not
show itself until 1938, when quite a lot of irreparable damage
was noticed. I have had plenty of time to reflect c:1 the comradeship that existed among Signals troops. I had a pal in
hospital when I came back from France; he was from the
Dardanelles. We split and he went to Me opotamia, Sergeant
Greetham, of Harrogate in a cable section under Allenby. He
was awarded the D.CM. I was patched up and served in
Signals in Egypt, Macedonia, Constantinople and Army of
the Black Sea, under General Sir Geo. Milne. I wonder how
many of those ' old boys ' exist. I would like to convey my
though~ of esprit de co·ps to all iliose who now serve. My on
served m Aden and Lbya. my nephew wa commissioned from
Royal Corps of Signals to Royal Warwicks attached Indian
Army in ilie last war.
You who serve in such a Corps have something to be proud
of. Although rather battered and bent, I am not sorry that I
had tbe honour of being one of the Band of Comrades."
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) Ernest W. Mason
P.S. -Remembrance day should be honoured in perpetuity.
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members at that meeting, and with his insistence on being
introduced to each member present, including their wives.
By coincidence, we h,:1d just ~cceiv.ed. the Honour Membership Award to Ted Whitfield, V1ce-Oi:ia1rman, Standard Bear~r
and ' general duties ' man, also a . Founder Member. of this
branch. Lieutenant-Colonel Curl kmdly presented this award
with literally a moment's notice in which to prepare.
The 'flu epidemic has added to the burdens of our hardpressed Welfare Officer.s, Don Gou~d and Ted Dalziel. Fo~ a
while we were strugghng along with Don only, Ted having
been laid low. Both are now operational again, we are happy
to say.
The 'flu epidemic must carry the blame for what turned
out to be a very disastrous New Year's Eve Dance. The first
' flop ' we have ever experienced and we hope the last! Our
Armistice Dance, by contrast, was a tremendous success and
enabled us to provide some token of Christmas cheer to some
of our older and less fortunate members.
We welcome Geoff. Coxe to his new post as Assitant Secretary. Geoff. recently retired fr.om servic.e with the ~egiment,
during which he devoted considerable time and assistance to
the activities of this branch. He replaces Ken Bound, who has
retired from office at bis own request, because of domestic
commitments. Ken is another dedicated member and hJIS
performed valuable work for us and for the Regiment. He
has promised continued support.
Chris. Jones has also retired from office on the comminee;
regrettably, his employment and dist.an.cc to travel has
hampered his support to some extent. This 1s most unfortun~te,
because Chris is one of our young members and we are trymg
to persuade this age group to accept office and the eventual
running of the branch. The older members have worked lo!Jg
and hard and will continue to do so, they would be far happier
though, to see a team of young members lined up in readiness
to step in.
We close with a 'thank you' note to Lieutenant-Colonel F.
Ramsbottom, our last President, who kindly remembered us
with a Christmas greeting card. We wish him all he wished
us .

to

Order your personal copy of the Wire
NOW!
- - - - - - - -·------------The G eneral Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
Order for 24/-.
My rank and name is ........... ... ...... ............ .............. ..

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to ............................. ...... .

························ ·· ·········· ·· ·· ····· ···· ·················
.

··············· ··· ······ ·· ··················· ··········· ··· ·····
OR

The Accounts Officer or P.RI.
. . .. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . Regt./Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me 2/- a month.
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Due t o continued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
presentsalaryto:-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING - AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

PE RS O N N E L M AN AG E R

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE · ENGLAND

Over a Century-old Partnership

a a

I

Name and rank .. ............. .... . .... . ..... . . ...... ....... .. ... .

.
You 're not with it - Without it!
Association News
CARDIFF

BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: M. H. Jones, 42, Cartwright Lane, Fairwater,
Cardiff, CFS 3DB.
In our last article we gave out the news that our Hon.
Secretary, Morgan Jones bad decided not to stand for reelection for office in 1970. We can now state with infinite
pleasure and relief that he later agreed to accept nomination
for at least one more year. We cannot pay too high a compliment for the great work he has, is and will be doing for this
branch and for the Association.
I have visited Morgan when he has been engaged in clearing
our correspondence, and I marvelled at the tolerance of his
wife, Rona, when I saw the mound of paperwork he had then
to deal with.
We have met our new President, Lieutenant-Colonel G. J.
Curl, M.I.E.RE., M.B.l.M., when he anended our Decemb~
meeting. He impressed us very favourably with his address
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PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HI RE

i

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time· taking
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet i:naintaining, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

Luxury Saloon Coaches
A vailablejor Military
units at short notice
TSLSPHONB :

F.J. PARSONS LTD

RICHMOND 2348

The Adelphi, john Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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CONTRACT I PRODUCTENGINEERS

'I' II E

Defence Systems Equipment
Due to the continued expansion of our activities in the Opto-Electronics field vacancies
have now arisen for two Engineers for the current and future ranges of optical and
opto-electronic equipment associated with armoured fighting vehicles.
Prime responsibi lities will be for the negotiation of development and production
contracts w ith Government Departments and Research Establishments. and continuous liaison in progressing these contracts through all required stages.
Assisting in overseas sales will entail occasional foreign travel.
Applicants, probably in the age range 35 to 45, should have a good knowledge of
the relevant viewing systems and also the associated Government Establishments
and the procurement and production branches of Ministries.
M. E. L. is part of the intern ational Philips Concern and is able to offer first class career
opportunities and conditions of employment, including assistance with re-location

The MEL Equinmenl
Company limited
Please write, in confidence, for an appl ication form to the Personnel Manager, (ref:
RH/ LH ), The M.E .L. Equipment Compan y Li m ited , Mano r Roy al, Cr aw ley,
Su ssex.

DAILY SAILINGS
AT REDUCED FARES
mENGLAND ~~:~:~0"'"

e

At l east 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY

from Zeeb r ugge and up t o 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August a n d Sep·
tember

e

Reduced fares for Briti sh and

Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians

e

Economical

catering and bar prices aboard

e

Go on

the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
t aken fo r ONE HALF of NORMA L
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.

GET FULL DETAILS FROM
M I LAT R AV E L Ofllces, Local Travel Agents,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Bismarckstrau e 89, Dusseldorf 4.
Furness Shipping Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp,
or Townsend Car ferries car Ferry Terminal,
Zeebrucge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U. K . Bookings through your nearest Motoring
Orcanisatlon, Travel Agenh or the Townsend ofllces
at:
199 REGENT STREET . LONDON W . I or
P.O . BOX 12, DOVER.
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CALDER NEWMAN - BROKERS offer the most comprehensive service available
to all members of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in
the light of ever-changing circumstances it is now more important than ever before that
all ranks should have the benefit of professional and personal attention.
Consult:

CALDER NEWMAN
BROKERS
Head Office:

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) or Richmond 2159

Ltfe Assurance for :Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Security for your Family

General Insurance for :Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

Branches throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns
Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER

NEWMAN

TAKE

CARE

OF

YOU

FOR

LIFE

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1970 and in subsequent years.
Spe~ialist training . co~ses lasting ~pp~oximately nine months, according to the trainee's progress, are
held at ~nterva~s .. Applications .are now. mvited for the course starting in September, 1970.
During trammg, a salary will be paid on the following scale :
Age 21
£800 per annum
22
855 "
"
23
890 "
"
24
925 "
"
25 and over 965 ,,
,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Training School.
After successful completion of the course, Operators will be paid on the Grade l scale:
£965 per annum
Age 21
22
1025 "
"
23
1085 "
"
24
II45 ,,
,,
25 (highest
1215 ,,
,,
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £1,650 per annum.
Exce!lent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
~pplican~s must n.ormally be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years ope~atmg ~xpenence. Preference given to those who have G.C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley, Priors Road,
'
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

B.20 HF SSB Statian Radia
The B.20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a rnanpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B.20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which has an RF output of 30\'(l
p.c.p., represents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitterreceiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Plessey
specially for thi equipment, and
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1970

which provide 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilitie are al ·o provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft. (2.4m) whip antermae at ranges
in exces of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By u ing \'ehicle whip antennae
distance in exce s of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. Using ky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) i achieved.
The Ple ey Company won the

Queen's Award to Indu try
1969 for the export achievement of its Electronics
Group.
::::;::;.~·~:::
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

e

PLESSEY Electronics
The Ple- ·ey Company Limited,
Radio Systems Divi ion,
Ilford, Essex, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex: 23166
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To convert shillings to new pence multiply the shillings
by five:
'

I/- equ als

Our Cover Picture
This month's cover picture illustrates the three souvenir articles now
on sale to mark the SOth Anniversary of the Corps, namely, a bone-china
figurine of a corps trumpeter, a crested beer mug and " Through to 1970,"
the story of the first SO years of the Corps. Further details will be found
in the descriptive leaflet inserted in this WIRE, which also includes order
forms for the souvenir articles.
No doubt many units will wish to organise bulk orders for these
souvenirs. Readers who are still serving should therefore enquire from their
P.R.I. whether they are advised to order individually or through their unit.
We are informed that there are plentiful stocks of the beer mugs and
"Through to 1970." The figurine is, however, a ' collectors item' and is
being limited to a total of 250 pieces. It will therefore, be a question of the
early bird catching the worm in order to obtain one of these.
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2/-
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3/4/5/-

,,
,,
"

6/- equals 3op
7/- ,, 3SP
8/ ,,
4op
45P
9/ ,,
10/"
sop

The following s~ows the table for conversion of old pence
o new pence. This new half-penny table will be used in
everyday shopping situations; whilst the whole n ew penny
table will be used and n eeded for banking and most machine
acl:oun•ing. Both tables round down the same number of
mounts as are rounded up so tha t if they are applied conistently losses and gams balance out. When the new half1enny tahle is used to convert a sum of money the shillings
hould first be converted simply by multiplying by five. The
pence should then be converted using the table below and
he two amounts should be added together. When the whole
new penny table is used to convert a sum of money the
largest even number of shillings in it should first be con•·erted. The remainder, i.e. the amount between 1d. and
I I I rd. should then be converted in accordance with the table
and the two amounts added together.

A

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

-- 7

Ar1nourP1I
Squ11dron

H.q.

BrigadP

for winning the Major Units Competition in the B.A.O.R.
Cross-Country Championships (see unit noteb on page 116).
Both teams now go forward to the Army Championships
at Aldershot, but see ' Stop Press ' overleaf.
- - Lientenlr.nt Leigh Tlo"d• of 22n1t Sit1nt1l 1't•gi111ent

for having, in all probability, broken the British National
two-seater gliding gain of height record in a KA 7 glider
wirh Corporal Mick Slater, R.A.F. The actual height
gained is not officially known yet, and the record has to
be officially verified, but the absolute height readied was
over 27,000 feet.

FACTS
The Pound CD is unchanged. It is divided into 100 new pence (xoop),
each worth z.4 of our present pence. The lowest value coin will be the new
halfpenny, worth 1.2 of our present pence.
The symbol for the pound will remain £; the new penny will be abbreviated to p and the new halfpenny will be written as t p.
Our seven £sd coins and the xos. note are being replaced by six decimal
coins but the changes will not all take place at once.
Cupro-nickel (silver) coins of 5p and mp came into circulation in April,
1968. Except for the designs they are iden:ical with shillings and two-shilling
pieces and are completely interchangeable with them.
A seven-sided cupro-nickel (silver) 5op coin also started to replace the
10s. note from 14th October, 1969. It has a smooth, non-milled edge and in
size and weight is about midway between a two-shilling piece and a halfcrown. Its shape is technically known as an equilateral curve heptagon.
There will be three new bronze (copper) coins: ! p, IP and 2p. Two t P
coins weigh the same as a new penny (xp) and two xp coins weigh the same
as one 2p, so weight and value are proportional. A pound's worth (£1) of the
new bronze weighs a little over tlb.
The bronze coins will not be legal tender until 'D ' day, but souvenir sets
are already available from banks.
The old halfpenny (-id.) was demonetised from 1st August, 1969, and the
halfcrown from 1st January, 1970. After demonetisation coins are not legal
tender; they cannot be spent in shops and there is no obligation on the banks
to exchange them.
On and from 'D ' day all banking documents, including cheques, will
have to be written in decimal currency using the new £p system in place
of the £sd one.
Most G overnment departments will change to decimal working on ' D '
day and income tax, social security benefits and deductions, etc., will be
decimalised. The Post Office and many shops and offices will also switch
immediately.
' D ' day will be followed by a changeover period, not exceeding 18
months in length, during which it will be legal to conduct business (except
banking) in either £ sd or £p and business will select the date for their own
changeover. Pennies, three-penny bits and sixpences will be demonetised at
the end of this period .
1970

£p
1P
IP
Ip
ri p
2p
2!p

£sd
7d
8d
IOd
nd
IS

£p
3P
31P
4P
4! P
SP

Id
2::!
3d
4d
sd
6d
7d
8d
9d

op
Ip
Ip
2p
2p
3P
3P
3P
4d
4P
SP
SP

IOd

nd
IS

I/I
1/2
1/3
1/4
1/s
1/6
1/7
1/8
1/ 9

5P
6p
6p
7P
7P
7P
8p
8p
9P
9P
!Op
IOp

I/IO
1/11
2S

(The future of the 6d. in now under re-consideration.
It is possible it may not be demonitized after all).

*

*

*

HESEUVE AU 1'1Y OFFICEns· D ALL
The Ball is being held at the Rainbow Room, Derry
Street, Kensington, W.8, on Friday, April 3rd at 7.30
for 8.15 p.m. Tickets are £2 lSs. Od. each and may
be obtained from Captain A. L. Felton, 25, Chelsea
Gardens, London, S.W.l.
Car park facilities (charge Ss.) are available on application when tickets are ordered.
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216

P11rachute

- - Cl'rporaJ ll . ~' · Jlogg, 11f 216 P11rach11ie Sign1d
Squadron

for being selected to represent the Army at judo.
- - Sergeant I. Cair ns o f
Regiment (V)

36 (E1111t('rn) Sign11l

for being selected to play for the Army rugby side againbt
Surrey, Bristol and Cambridge University, and also being
selected to play in the Combined Services' team against
Scottish District. We now learn that he has been selected
to play for the Army against the Royal Navy.

BANKING AND ACCOUNTING TABLE
(or whole new penny table)

of

for being selected to represent the Army at cross-country
running.

(or new halfpenny table)
£sd
rd
2d
3d
4d
5d
6d

.~ign11I

- - 21st .fti(ln11l RPgmi.ent

SHOPPERS' TABLE

There is now less than a year to 'D' day-15th February, 1971, when
Britain changes its present currency to decimal currency. Everybody will be
affected. Wages will be paid in the new currency and everyone's shopping
habits will be changed.

and

for winning the Minor Units Competition in the B.A.O.R.
Cross-Country Championships and . . .

- - Corporal D. S . Bailiie,
Signal Sqnadron

Decimal Currency- Some useful information

TH E WIR E, MAR C H - APRIL

SP
IOp
I SP
2op
25p

Special Mention

- - Sergeant Peter S n u • rth rcaite of J .JtJ1. Signal
Begi.ment

for being awarded his Army Soccer Colours after playing
for the British Army against the French Army in the
Kentish Cup. Sergeant Smurthwaite is a regular member
of the Army and Corps teams, and also the star player
of 14th Signal Regiment soccer team. He is an accomplished player in many fields and bis performances are
always in keeping with the best spirit of the game.
-

- 7 th A rmo nred B ri gndt> Sign al Squ a dron

'f:i

Team

for showing just what can be achieved by a comparatively
small unit by hard training and determination when it
comes to competitive ski-ing. Among many successes,
they have been chosen to find three members of the British
Biathlon team and they will have more soldiers in the
team than any other unit in the Army (see report on page
99).
-- T h e
Baskt'tball.
R e gime n t

'.l'eam

of

l 8 th

Sign 11l

for winning the Singapore and District Basketball Challenge
Trophy when they beat 14 Commando RM. by 48pts. to
38pts. Now they are ir the FARELF final which is being
piayed in Hong Kong.

P HOHOT IO::\"S
Owing to the very lengthy list submitted by Officcrin-Charge Records, these will be found at the end of thi
WIRE.
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ROYAL SIGNALS 30th ANNIVERSAR Y
1970 CELEBRATIONS

Corps 111nners dominate Anny Cross Country
Championships

SPECIAL ROYAL SIGNALS ONE-DAY COVER
Orders for these Covers can now be placed.
Please use order form below.
To: Royal Signals Philatelic Officer,
11th Signal Regiment,
Relles Barracks,
Catterick Camp,
Yorkshire.
Date .................... .

The Corps made an excellent showing at the recent Army
Cross-Country Championships. Out of a total of 19 teams in
the final no less than four came from the Corps-the 8th and
21st Signal Regiments in the major units and th ~ 7th Armoured
Brigade Signal Squadron and 216 Parachute Signal Squadron
in the minor units. In add ition there were a nun1ber of Corps
individual runners Sergeant Houston (Sdlool of Signals),
Corporal Venus (22nd Signal Regiment) and Signahnan Rideout
(224 Signal Squadron).
Final results were:
Major Unit : 21 st Signal Regiment 2nd . M inor Unit : 216
Parachute Signal Squadron, 2nd ; 7 Armoured Brigade Squadron,
3rd. Individuals : enior, Corporal Venus, 4th; Junior, Signalman Rideout, 1 c.

Please send .............................. copies of the Royal
Signals 50th Anniversary One-Day Cover (5/- each)
issued on 28th June 1970, to:
Give

name

and

full postal address
5 0th

THE ROYAL S IGNA L S
ANNl'\'E R SARY CELEBRATIONS,
1970

: :
to
I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order for £
cover the cost. (Note: Cheques/Postal Orders to be made
payable to: PRI, 11th Signal Regiment).

Celebrations to commemorate the Fiftieth Anniversar y will
be held at Salisbury and Blandford on Sunday, 21st June.
Programme of events:
11.15 a.m.

A Service of Thanksgiving and Rededication
in Salisbury Cathedral (dress for serving
members will be Service Dress, o. 1 Dress
hat, medals, Sam Browne as appropriate, and
gloves for officers).

12.30 p.m.

March past in Salisbury of Old Comrades and
serving contingents.

2.30 p.m.

Open D ay at the School of Signals, including
a pageant on the theme ' A Hundred Year of
Slirnalling.'

5.15 p.m.

Signed .... .. ....................... ................ ........ .

ROY.U , SIGN.US JJAND PHOGHAlUME, 1970
May
2nd-4th
5th-10th
17th-23rd
24th-6th Tune
29th-3 1st
June
3rd-5th
8th-13th

R etreat.

16th
20th
21st

(Lunch and tea will be available at Blandford on repayment).
All members of the Corps, serving or retired, and their
families are cordially invited to take part in the celebrations,
and it is hoped that as many as possible will attend.
Regular and T.A.V.R. members of the Corps should apply
through meir units or headquarters if they wish to attend.
Retired members of the Corps should apply through the G eneral
Secretary of the Royal Signals Association, Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea, London, S.W.3 (T el. 01-730-4129) as should members
of the Royal Signals Association who do not belong co branches.
Members who belong to branches should apply through tneir
branch secretaries. Retired members, including Association
members, are asked to make every effort to submit provisional attendance figures as soon as possible to assist in the
planning of administrative arrangements.

22nd-28th

14th Signal Regiment, Worcester.
10th Signal R egiment, Hounslow.
Victoria Embankment Gard en ~.
Eastbourne.
224 Signal Squadron, Loughborough .
Royal Visit, Blandford.
Queen's Birthday Parade and Rehearsals,
Catterick.
Corps R ecep tion, London.
Corps Tea Party, Blandfo rd .
Service of Rededication, Salisbury. Open
D ay, Blandford.
Royal Signals ' At H ome,' Catterick.

July
2nd
Freedom of R ich mond.
llti1-l st August Royal T ournament.
August
2nd-15th
16th-22nd
30th-5th Sepe.

Touring Band, Eastbourne.
St. James's Park, London.
Folkestone.

September
10th
20th-4th Oct.
26th

Concert, Blandford High School.
Touring Band, Eastbourne.
260 Signal Squadron, Shoeburyness.

October
23rd-25th
28th

13th Signal Group, Perth.
Concert, H uddersfield.

•• WHY DIDN'T THEY LET U S KNOW?"
' The Wire ' is always eager to receive items of Corps
news of interest to its readers. If short, such items can
be sent in by telephone or signal even after the closing
date for written copy. So let us hear about anything
that may be of interest-sporting successes, unusual feats
by individuals, news of retired members-anything that
you think should be in ' The Wire.'
Be newsminded and keep us informed (Tel. No.

ROYAi, SIGNALS GOUtEN .JUIULEE
CELEllRATION S-SCO TLAND
These are being held at Perth on the weekend of
24th/25th October.
The organisers are anxious to obtain the names and
addresses of all Signals and R.E. Signals who live in Scotland or have connections with Signals in Scotland.
Please write to R.H.Q., 32nd (Scottish) Signal R egiment (V), 21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N .W. (T el. 041 339-84-01) by whom fuller details will be notified later .

01-730-4129).
We hate to say:

" WHY DIDN'T THEY LET US KNOW?"
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Do you see yourself here?
Some of the British element of 3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut, India, 1932. Many Corps personalitit;s can be discerned
on close inspection of this photograph. See Mr. Sanderson's letter below. H e himself is eighth from the left m the second row.
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From our "/R " 1ray
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'Oltle Worltl ' wireless stalwarts
Sir,
d
;~
I have followed, with great interest, the correspon ence "'
THE WIRE re ' Olde Worlde · wireless stalwarts. I fully endorse
Don Banham's correction of Mr. Scantlebury's version of the
code used by CQL R.A.F. Miranshah. Although they had much
more power than the ZR Group, it was a pl~asure to work tti~m
daily with the strong clear signal. Searching ~or 2KA dw:rng
the hot season after working CQL was certainly responsible
for many ex-n{embers coming from the D.S.
Reference the photograph of Don Banham and the motorbike-I'm afraid Spike Stanley's bike was overworked that day.
I actually took that snap a~d also one of the fitter of the
Section. Was his name Palling- a country-born lad? Someone correct me, please.
By the way, for this link with the past, I have to thank
R.S.M. Ray T odd-well-known to the older mem~ers of
the Corps and especially those w~o attend the reumons at
Catterick. He lives in this same ~age. When he o/ew l!lY
attention to the Banham photos, I think I rather surpns!!d hrm
when I rooted out my old albums and showed him the
originals 1
•
As you will see, sir, I am sending .on ~ome snap \vf1ich
I hope will be suitable for reproduction m THE WrnE-1
know they will raise nostalgic memories for someone, somewhere.
Yours sincerely,
I. Sanderson, 23 18995
Ex-Bannu Signals, N .W.F.P .
3, Clifton Place,
Normanby, M iddlesbrough, Teesside.
TH E W I RE , MARCH-APRIL 19 7 0

DAYS GONE BY
Fi rst effort at Bann u wi th t he No. I set mounted on a pack·
ho rse. Morse key attached to my wrist-sometimes t he quick
release cord to the t ransmitter did not work! The one on the left
is me ! (See letter from Mr. Sanderson)
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Changing Wire Title
ir,
Refer nee Captain Grant's letter in the January /February
i ue of THE WIRE.
Being just a 'camp-follower,' my opinions may be of little
consequence, but I like the present title of the Corps magazine
for it brevity and oblique reference to the work of the Corps.
I find his suggested title too long and old-fashioned, conjuring up a picture of a little man with signalling flags and heliograph-an image I am sure we in Royal Signals would not
want to project today.
Yours etc.
Erica G. Wheeler (Mrs.)
6, Highwood Barrack ,
Lordship Lane London, S.E.22.

ir,
I so much agree with your comment on Captain Grant's
uggestion that the name of your Magazine should be changed.
Why must everything good be changed without real cause?
Anyway I have always understood that Signaller referred to
Infantry and Gunner tradesmen whereas in your Corps they
were known as Signalmen.
Yours faithfully,
B. M. Cowley, Brigadier.
Deputy Secretary, Council of Territorial,
Auxiliary and Volunteer Associations.
Centre Block,
Duke of York's Headquarters,
Chelsea, S.W.3.

Sir,
Captain Grant, January/February issue, bas a point. I would
'not disagree with him, except his suggested title ' Si1maller
0
horrible thought for this day and age.
If it is to be changed I can think of no better title than
' Through.'
Yours faithfully,
J. H. Dirs, Major.
East Riding of Yorkshire Cadet Force
. orwood Far Grove,
Beverley, Yorks.

The longest serving member of the Corps still
in unilonn?
Sir,
I hope the subject of this letter is relevant to Royal Signals
50th Anniversary Year, 1970.
During the coming weeks there will be talk in many Messes
regarding who is the longest serving member of the Corps still
in uniform.
Well, I thought it might be a good idea if I started the
ball rolling with a claim on my own behalf as the longest
serving Reservist still in uniform.
Date of enlistment: 29th June, 1931. Place: Fulham House,
Fulham S.W.6.
Present service: H.Q., Special Communications T. & A.V.R.
Yours sincerely,
F. J. Crampton, W.0.1.
15, Malvern Road,
Aylesbury, Bucks.

From Puerto Rico •
Mr. Geoffrey Wakefield, F.R.H.S. an ex-member of the
Corps writes from Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico, hoping to renew
friendships made during his service days. Mr. Wakefield joined
the Corps in October, 1936, and was demobilised in January,
1946. He served in England with ' F' Troop, Mobile Division
Signals, at Tidworth, Kohat District Signals, Kohat, N.W.F.P.,
India, Waziristan District Signals, Razmak and Debra Ishmail
Khan, Eastern Command Signals, Meerut, Calcutta Jalapahar,
Debra Dhun Digboi, Ledo, Dacca, etc., etc. " I shall be
delighted to bear from anyone in the Corps,'' he says.
Mr. Wakefield is now Resort Horticulturist at the Dorado
Beach Hotel, Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico.

The ReverenJ L. S. Petti/er
The Reverend L. S. Pettifer (ex-Major of the Corps)
formerly of 14, Gravel Lane, Ringwood, Hants., writes to say
that he has been appointed to the parishes of Knight's Enham
with Smannell, near Andover. This includes the village of
Enham Alamein-a community for disabled people, originally
Service people. A point of interest is that the wrought iron
gates from the Alamein Club in Cairo are installed there, one
on the hostel, one on the factory and one on the offices.
They bear the Army, Navy and Air Force crests.
" We will be delighted to see any of our old friends-there
is always a cold beer available at the Rectory, Enham Alamein,
Andover."

ChaineJ to the Kitchen Sink
Sir,
Shame, sir, on your usually excellent publication.
I was very interested in the account of th~ marriage of the
' Confirmed bachelor,' Colour-Sergeant A. G. Nicholson as reP_Orted from 4th Division Signal Regiment. I can confirm the
notous weekend, and the welcome gift of the kitchen sink.
However, although not mentioned originally . . . I was there,
and have been chained to the sink ever since.
Ina D. Nicholson
Nee ex-W/178062 Staff Sergeant I. D. Atkinson
Life N ember No. 22253
B.F.E.S. Ladies' Mess,
Herford, B.F.P.0. 15.

. Signalm.a.n R. M. Herbert, of ' D ' Troop, 2 Squadron, 22nd
~1gnal Reg1!11Cnt,. B.F.P.0. 16, and his wife, would like to get
m touch w1~ SignalU:-an Ted Marcus, an old friend. If this
catches the S1~alman s eye please contact Signalman Herbert
at the address given.

J,ANCE-CORl"OllAI, AND MUS. IJ0Ull1"E
J3th Signal Regiment writes:
It is with deep regret that we announce the deaths of both
Lance-Corporal Reg Boume, Royal Signals, and his wife,
Corporal Sue Bourne, W.R.A.C.
This young and popular couple died tragically within three
days of each other, as a result of an accident in their newlyfound home near 13th Signal Regiment. Reg joined the Regiment in February, 1968, and Sue, whom he met in the Regiment, in March, 1968.
Prior to joining the Army in November, 1966, Reg, as _in
his later life, enjoyed sport to the full. His acts of charity
were well-known in his home town of Warrington, more
especially by the handicapped children of that tO\V?: Su7, whose
father is now serving with the Royal Welch Fusiliers JD Hong
Kong, made an ideal and loving wife.
They were buried together, with full military honours, at
Rheindahlen Military Cemetery on 10th February.
Our deepest sympathy goes to Mr. and Mrs. Bourne and
Colour-Sergeant and Mrs. Evans and their families.
BRIGADIER F. S. STRAIGHT, C.B.E., :\-1.C:.
Frederick Stanley Giro) Straight, who died on 13th February,
1970 was born in 1895 and was educated at Stationers' Company' School and University College, ~ea~ing, :where he was
a member of the 0 .T.C. He was commissioned JD the Oxfo~d
shire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry. in 1914, servmg
with that Regiment in France and Macedorua from 1?15-1917.
He was Regimental Signals Officer and he bec~rne an mstruct?r
at the 12 Corps Signal School before retur.rung to S~T~ m
England in 1917. He then served in France with 18th D.1v1S1on~I
Signal Company. During the war he was twice Men?oned 1;Il
Despatches and won the M.C. In 1920 he marned Elsie
Freeda, daughter of Benjamin Madew, of Hednesford, Staffs.
He transferred to Royal Signals in 1920 and became
Adjutant, 2nd Divisional Sig?als. In 1922 ~e went t? Constantinople (Chanak). Retur.nmg to En~land JD 1.923 with 2nd
Divisional Signals he remamed as Ad1utant unul 1926, when
he was posted to' Catterick. He was a wise man an? always
approachable, and as a result he exerted a strong !-nf!uence
on the young officers, in whom be took the greatest mterest.
From 1928 he was seconded to the Sudan Defence Force,
whence he was seconded again, to the Posts and Telegraphs
Department as telegraph engineer, returning to the School of
Signals as an instructor in 1932. After a few months as C.S.0.,
Northern Command, he was appointed to command 1st
Armoured Divisional Signals in 1937. In 1940 he became th_e
fir t C.S.0., Armoured Formations. O_n him rested th7 r~spons1bility for evolving a common doctrme from ~e hm1ted .experience available and for raising the necessary signal ?rgamsation. During 1943 be held a vari~ty of C.~.O. appomtments,
emerging as C.S.O., 8th Army, m Italy m 1944. He was
awarded the C.B.E.
.
.
In 1945 he became Inspector of Signals, until becommg
Commandant, S.T.C., in 1945. His last appointment was C:ommandant, School of Signals, from 19.46-~8, when he reure?.
He joined the Government Co!11mumcauons Headq1;1arters JD
1949, remaining .with them until 1964, when he retired from
government servlce.
He is survived by his widow and daughters, to whom we
offer our deep sympathy.
COLONEi, C. S. KIDD. l'tf·B.E.

(Omissi.on regretted, but this was the account as received by
us.-May your chain be a flexible one.-Editor).
C.\LLl~G SIG:\"Al~f.\~ TED MARCUS

®bitnnrp

CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN THIS?
A cablewagon (ceased being used before World War II) laying cable
alongside a truck with post World War II markings includini
Southern Command formation sign. This has us baffled here.
Any suggestions to Colonel R. M. Adams, R. H.Q . Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, S. W .3

H.R.F. writes:
d' d
18th J
•
His friends will be sorry to. read that ~e, 1e on
anuar;
at his home in Eire followmg broncb1t1s.
A rather unorthodox officer, but nonetheless competent, he
started in the Canadian Action Militia i~ early 1940 and came
to England with one of the first contmgents. He had been
training with Marconis in Canada and very early c~me unde.r
the notice of Sir Leslie Phillips as one of the fe.w w1.th experience of very large wireless sets. He was SO?n JD M~ddle East
concerned with the installation and operauon of high speed

wireless telegraphy in that thea:re. In 1945 he was granted an
Emergency Commission in Royal Signals a?d . return.ex} to
England. He was seconded to the Telecommumcauons D1v.1s1on
of the Control Commission for Germany and was appomted
head of the Radio Section thereof. Immediately on the
conclusion of hostilities he set up his headquarten in Hamburg, where he and his part mi¥tary p~rt civHian. sraff .set. to
work to re-establish Shore Stup Radio, D1rectJon Fmdmg
for Shipping and much else. He had many small adventures;
clandestine visits to Siemens in Berlin and the movement
thence of much valuable replacement fo~ damaged equil?ment;
his car wa once blown up by an explosion connected with the
ignition. The administration of his rath.er unorthodox headquarters was in the capable hands of Juruor Commander P. L.
M. Congreve, A.T.S., a very experienced Staff Officer (Signals).
In recognition of his services and h~ J?Otential in pea~e, he
was in 1946 granted a Regular Commission m Royal S1gna~s,
his great ambition, and served in RegimeJ?tS of the Corps. ~n
Germany until perhaps 1948. About that u~e he and Patnoa
Congreve were married from her home in Salisbury. While they
were serving in Malta in 1954 his father be<;:ame _very sen.cu.sly
ill and Charles Kidd reluctantly had to resign his commission
to take over the family farm at Maidenhead, Ballickmoyler,
Carlow.
·
Those who have not kept in touch with them will also be
grieved to read that Patricia, some years a~o, contracted
paralysis. This over the ye:irs ?as grown steadily . wo~se. ~he
writes bravely: "I am movmg JDto the cottage which 1s bcmg
adapted for me-I have so many good friends."
Thank God for that!
MR. J. BALMER, B.Se., lU.I.E.R.E.

Mr. john Balmer

It is with profound sadness that we announce the death
on Monday 9th February, of Mr. John Balmer, Head of A~
demic ::;ruru'es at the School of Signals. He died peac.1ully at h1
home in Broadstone, Dorset after a prolonged illnes ·
John Balmer graduated in physics and mathe~tic . at L.eeds
University in 1933 having captained both the Uruv~rs1ty cncket
and hockey teams.' In the Thirties he lec~ured ~t hi.s old chool,
Wolsingbam, Co. Durham. It was during this time that he
captained hockey for Scotland and Durham and played
regularly for Yorkshire and the North of England. He also
played cricket for Bis op Auckland.
.
At the beginning of the war he served as an expenJ?~tal
officer at the Scientific Research Department of the _M10Jstry
of Supply until 1942, when he joined the Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers. He repre_sented the (\rmY and his Corps
at hockey until leaving the Service as a Ma1or at the end o! the
war when be returned to his old school. He became, P.res1denJ
of Durham County and the North Hockey As oc1auon .an ,
President of the Northern Counties Hockey Umpire
Association.
In 1948 he joined the Ex~ra Mural Studies ~epartrnent of
Leeds University and made bis first real contact with the Corps,
95
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lecturing at the ervices Education Branch at Catterick Camp.
~rom 1954 he lectured regularly at the
chool of Signals and
m 1960 became the chool's first senior lecturer. He was a
founder member of today' Academic Division at the School
and became the Principal Lecturer and Head of Department
in April, 1965 a post he held until hi death.
It is fortunate for many Royal Signals officers and foremen
of. • ignals that. he. pioneered the ~lose association of the Corps
with: lh:e Insutut10n. of Elec;tromc and Radio En~ineers the
In tltutlon of . Electncal Engineers and the recognition of the
Foreman of Signals course as an exemption for Higher National
Certificate. He al o established the first contacts with Southampton University after the move of the School to Blandford.
All this time he retained his intense interest in sport.
He was captain of the Dinsdale Golf Club whilst Connie,
his wife, captained the Ladies' Club team. In October, 1964 he
officiated as a hockey umpire at the Olympic Games in Tokyo
and his service were again called for at the Pan-American
Games in Canada in 1967. He umpired many other international
ma:ch.es, nota?ly the international tournaments in Lyons and
~e1pz1g. At this tage he was honoured with the highest award
m hockey, the Crown and Badge of the Federation International
?e Hoc~ey . In 1968, he umpired hockey at the Olympic Games
m Mexico.
Throughout his life John Balmer maintained the highest
standards in both his academic profession and in sport, but more
than this, he was the patient, untiring and admired ' headma ter '
to innu~erable officers and foremen wl}.o were fortunate enough
to be his students. The esteem in which he was held and hi
popularity are well illustrated by the regularity with which
officers, warrant officers, and senior .C.O.s returning to the
Sdiool ma~e his office their first pon of call, and by the warmhearted, kind and generous welcome that invariably awaited
them.
He will be very sadly missed at the School and the Corps
has lost a great friend, champion and associate.
We extend our deepest sympath y to Mrs. Balmer their
daughter, June, and their son, Keith.
'

n ·arrant

Sergeant A. Harwood
Sergeant W . Lawson
Sergeant

~femorial

Fund
It is the wish of Mr. Balmer's widow that those who wish to
show their sympathy and appreciation should contribute to
Cancer Research.
. ~o. meet her wish? it is proposed to open a fund to which
mdiv1duals can contribute and to send a consolidated donation
to Cancer Research when all who wish to do so have had the
opportunity to subscribe.
The fund will be administered by the Mess Secretary
Headqu~ers Mess Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, to who~
all donauons should be sent. Cheques should be made payable
to H.Q. Mess Royal Signals and annotated "John Balmer
Memorial Fund."
The subscription list will close on 30th May, 1970.

=~~=Movements======

Oflit•t•rs

11nd

St•rt1t•anlli

\V.O.I (F. oi S.) G . J. Wright
W.O.II . E . I.adds
W 0 .11 D . C . Prescott .. .
. ..
A / W .0.II J. L . BurRess
...
W.O.II (F. of S.) M . J. Waite
W.O.II (F. of S .) W. A. Little
taff Sergeant (F. of S.) J . E.
Edgington
Staff Sergeant R. E. G. Brown
. ..
taff Sergeant R. Vasper
.. .
Staff Sergeant J. G. G . Pickard
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) E. P .
Mahoney
Staff Sergeant G. Chambers ..
. ..
taff Sergeant R. A . McGregor
Staff Sergeant R . A. Jones . . .
. ..
Staff Sergeant (Y . of .) R. Hazelgrove
Staff Sergeant J. J. F . Loga:>
.. .
taff Sergeant A. E. Abbon . ..
Sergeant J. McMahon .. .
Sergeant R Gaffney
.. .
A / Sergeant M. I . We ton
Sergeant H . B. Hearns .. .
Sergeant W. J. Crumbie
Sergeant L. Jackson
Sergeant W . Henney
...
Sergeant T. H. Robinson
Sergeant J. Sinnett
Sergeant W. Marsden
Sergeant B. Ellis .. .
. ..
Sergeant J. C. T. Richards
Sergeant S. Gardiner
.. .
Sergeant A. T. Greco .. .
Sergeant J. R. Acey
Sergeant P. G. Lori
...
Sergeant C. F. E. Wid:ham
Sergeant C. J. F. Hemstock
Sergeant B. F. V . Knight
Sergeant J. R Mclver .. .
Sergeant J. C. Watkinson
Sergeant A. MacDonald
A/Sergeant A. Adams .. .
A/Sergelll'lt J. A. Cooper
Sergeant R. A. Foster . ..

J. M. Smfrh

Sergeant K . Zoing
Sergean t G . R Anderson
Sergeant J. E. Guest
Sergeant S. Gair . . .
Sergeant R. Holmes
Sergeant A. B. Harper
Sergeant R. I. Marsh
Sergeant J. D . Bowman . . .
Sergeant C. R. Shaw . . .
A/Sergeant R. Turner .. .
Sergeant M. King
A / Sergeant T . K. Mumford
Sergeant J. L. Sutton . . .
A/Se~geant A. Jack
.. .
Sergeant P. Walsh ...
. ..
A/ Sergeant A. C. Palmer
Sergeant R. L . Clarence
Sergeant D. Smith
.. .
Sergeant P. A. White .. .

To H.Q., Training Brigade
., 26o Squadron
.. 18th Regiment
H.Q., NORTHAG
., 8th Regiment
28th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
., r4th Regiment
School of Signn·!s
., School of Sign3'1s
., 633 Troop
,, 222 Squndron
.. 222 Squadron
.• 28th Regiment
.. 4 Guards Bdc. Signal Sqn.
.. 7th Regiment
.. 9th Regiment
•• 4 Guards Bde. Signal Sqn.
., H.Q., r Signal Group
r8th Regiment
., 255 Squadron
.. 222 Squadron
.. 30th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
School of Signals
., 10th Regiment
39th R egiment (V)
,. 28th Regiment
28th Rel!iment
., 3rd Division Signal R egiment
., 3rd Division Signal R egiment
229 Squadron
,, 2nd Division Signal Regiment
7th Regiment
., 7th Regiment
.. 5th Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn.
,, 24th Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn
r6th R egiment
,, 3wd Regiment (V)
4 Comm . Unit
.. r 4th Regiment
School of Signals (No. 30 F. of S.
Course).
·
,, rrth Regiment (2 Squadron)
School of Signals (No. 30 F . of S.
Course).
,, School of Signals (No. 30 F. of S.
Course).
,, School of Signals (No. 30 F. of S.
Course).
,. 30th Regiment
,, School of Signals (N o. 30 F. of S.
Course).
,. roth R egiment
Army Apprentices' College,
Harroga'le
roth Regiment
,, School of Signals (No. 30 F. of S.
Course).
,. 7th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
28th Regiment
,, 222 SQ uadron
,, 2211d Regiment
,, r4th Regiment
26o Squadron
,, School of Signals
,, 24 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
7th Regiment
., 21st Regiment
,. 31st Regiment

Officers
Captain J. H. Almonds .. .
. ..
Major M . M. Barker .. .
.. .
Captain W. A. Barnes . . .
. ..
Captain (Q.M.) Barnes-Murphy
Captain A. W . Bird
. ..
. ..
11.i.ajor M. 0. N. Bird ...
Captain (Tfc.) F. Braodreth
Captain M. L. P. Brock
Captain J. F. Byrne
Major E. F. Carrel
...
Captain M . A. Cornforth
Major W. G. Cunningham
Lieutenant-Colonel A.
A. Dae;~;

To 264 Signal Squadron (S.A.S.)
,, r2 Signal Group (V)
Cyprus Leave Camp
,, School
,, 24th Regiment
,, nth Regiment
,. 28th Regiment
,, 19th Regiment
H.Q., Training Brigade
IIth Regiment
School (Cadre)
School (Cadre)
"
M.B.E.
•. .
...
,, R.M .A.S.
A/Major J. W. Fyfe
...
,, roth Regiment
Lieutenant C. B. Greig
,, 255 Squadron
Capta!Jl J · L. B. Gry•peerdt . . .
. .. ,, 7th Regiment, as Major
Captam (Q.M.) A. G . Harfield , B.E.M.
r9th Regime'lt
Second-Lieutenant A. T. B. Kimber ,, 11th Regiment
Lieutenlll'lt J. K. C Maclean
., 249 Squadron
Captain R. L . Meck
...
·· ·
· · · ,, 3znd Regiment (V)
Major H. A. Morrison .. .
...
212 Squadron
Captain (Q.M.) J. V. Needham
,, 36th Regiment (V)
Captain C. W. Palmer, M .B. B.
216 Para Squadron
Major P. G. Rogers
...
.
,, 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Captain R. Sampson
··
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Maior l . R. D . Shapter
,, 264 Squadron (SAS), as O.C.
Captain R. W. Stark
School

~~t~n~t~1!!11keP.

CL . . Wicke~ :: ~19,:., F~~aetss, Gibraltar
~or D. C. Woodbridge
. ..
... ,, 35th Regiment (V} as C.O.
Lieutenant J. C. Young
,, wd Signal Regt. (Australia)

KEEP

IN THE PTCT RE

With several thousand Individual subscribers •The
Wire' cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes In
rank, decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted
or promoted or have something new to add after your
name drop us a card so that we can address your ' Wire •
properly. Thank you.

Have you always wanted to try sailing but have never
known how to go about it?
Do _you know that the Corps has its own ocean-going
craft m So.uthampton, Poole, Kiel and Singapore? Are
you not quite sure that you would like it but would like
to find out?
There is no subscription or entrance fee for Regular
Corps members.
Contact your regimental sailing officer or the Secretary
Royal Signals Yacht Club, Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. N '.
Lyons, Room 044, Old War Office Building, Whitehall,
London, S.W.l.
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TECHNICIANS PRESENTED WITH CITY AND GUILDS CERTIFICATES
The Mayor of Richmond seated with 13 Class I Technicians who had just received their certificates from him at 8th Signal Regiment
Seated: Corporal Canning, The Mayor, Corporal Philpott
Front row : Corporal Scott, Corporal Moore, Corporal Dudderidge, Corporal Hardy, Corporal Provart, Corporal McDonald
Reor row: Corporal Graham, Corporal Nicholls, Corporal Clarke, Corporal Turner, Corporal Latham

Gootl news for Corps Technicians
On page 516 of the December, 1969/January, 1970 edition
of THE WIRE, Mr. S. P. Halsey, the Deputy Chief Instructor,
8th Signal Regiment, outlined the new arrangements under
which Technicians attaining Class I in their trade were to be
awarded a Ciry and Guilds of London Institute Certificate.
The first course to complete its upgrading course after 1st
February was Technician Terminal Equipment 1/31.
On 5th February, His Wor hip the Mayor of Richmond,
Councillor R. Eaton, accompanied by the Mayoress, honoured

UPGHADING COl USES, CATTEIUCK, 1970
Serial

Course

Radio
Radio
TE
TE
RR

1/55
1/56
1/37
1/38
1/28

Technician
Technician
Technician
Technician
Technician

2/54
2/46
2/37

Technician Radio
Technician TE
Technician RR

1/53 Telegraph Operator
1/78 Radio Operator
1/45 Comcen Operator
1/46 Comcen Operator
1/27 Electrician Driver
1/28 Electrician Driver
1/51 Lineman
1/26 Radio Relayrnan

Class

Assembles

Disperses

II-I
II-I
II-I

14
26
21
16
2

12
23
19
28
17

II-I
II-I
III-II
III-II
III-II

II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
11-I
II-I

April
May
April
June
June

Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Jan. '71
Dec.

23 June
23 June
26 May

19 Nov.
19 Nov.
8 Oct.

19
31
7
5
7
16
16
7

28
12
3
31
12
21
29
21

May
Nar.
April
May
April
June
June
April
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Aug.
June
July
July
June
Aug.
Oct.
May

the Regiment by presenting certificates to the complete cour e
of thirteen successful students.
Prior to the presentation, the Mayor, in a short address,
summarised the history of the Regiment and paid tribute
to the fact that this is the first unit in the Services able to
award its own certificate which is acceptable in civilian life as
proof of achievement whilst in the Corps.
All Technicians who satisfactorily complete Class I Upgrading Course from now on will be given a similar certificate
to those awarded on 5th February.

1/34
1/35

Cipher Operator
Cipher Operator

2/61 Telegraph Operator
Driver, R. Signals
2/6
2/54 Electrician Driver
2/55 Electrician Driver
2/23 Clerk Technicol
2/31

II-I
II-I
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II
II!-II

Comcen Op III-Cipher Op II

28 Apri.
23 June

19 June
14 Aug.

19
23
7
9
21

28
14
29
31
19

May
June
April
June
April

30 June

Aug.
Aug.
May
July
June

15 Sept.

iWake this your resolution
for the Seventies

BE BIG-BUY YOUR OWN WIRE
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ALVIS LI M ITED COVENTRY ENGLAND

stalwart

the tough amphibious load-carrier
from the Alvis family of fighting vehicles

llartl T1·ai11i1ig a1id 1JefPrminatio11 l1rout1l1t it.ff rt,1r.ar1l
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Ski Report from
1th Armoured Brigatle
Signal Squadron

Extract from an interview with
the Chairman of the B.A.O.R. Ski
Association, Major G e n e r a l
Cordingley on B.F.B.S.:

"JT anyi invidious
to single out
individual team or unit
but I must congratulate one minor
unit 7th Armoured Brigade
Signal Squadron
who did
extremely well."

llllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllillilllilllllllllllllllllll lllllllll

7th ARMOURED BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON TEAM DURING TRAINING IN NORWAY
Left to right : Signalman Bernie Madsen, Corporal Malcolm Bassey, Corporal 'Corky' Corcoran,
Signalman Doug. Elliott, Lance-Corporal Sean Dillon-White, Signalman Pete Houchen, and kneeling,
Captain Dick Smith

S ome r esults worth watching out for
Readers of these pages may well remember
that the winter before last, the Editor made an
earnest appeal for u s to take the sport of skiing more seriously in the Corps and to attempt
to make our mark in the highly competitive
arenas of Divisional and Army Competition s.
L as t year, this Squadron made a reasonab'.e
fir st year attempt, finishing 17th in the Army
Nordic Ski-ing. At the end of our ski rep:>rt
last year we warned you to look out again for us
this year, and we think we have provided some results that
were worth watching for!
Hord training
The team managed to dry train hard, if a little sporadi~ally ,
fro m September unt;J we left for Norway on 25th Nove.;nber.
Those going to Norway were: Captain Dick Smith, Corporal
Malcolm Bassey, Lance-Corporal Sean Dillon-White, Signa"man
Doug Elliot, Signalman Bernie Madsen and Signalman Pete
Houchen. We spent five weeks there and skied in the region
of one thousand kilometres each, split between distance,
interval and tempo training.

i-att.-cl agnin!!it !lil111ts of the skl-ing world
At the beginning of January we were joined by Corporal
' Corky' Corcoran, who had trained with the British Team
since September, and moved down to the 1st Divisional Ski
Championships in Mittcnwald, where we were to pit ourselves
against such giants in the ski-ing world as 94 Loe Regiment
39th Missile Regiment, 16/5 Lancers, and 15/19 Hu sars. The
first race was the 15 km. team and individual in which we
gained the following individual places to count: Corporal
Corcoran, 8th; Signalman Elliot, 14th; Lance-Corporal DillonWhite, 18th.
This gave the following team results: 1st, 39th Missile Regiment R.A.; 2nd, 94 Loe Regiment R.A.; 3rd, 7th Armoured
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Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron; 4th, 16/5 Lancers; 5th,
15/19 Hussars.
The next race was the 4 x 10 km. relay for which the team
was (in order of running), Signalman Elliot, Captain Smith,
Lance-Corporal Dillon-White and Corporal Cororan. The team
was once again in good form and the placings were: 1st, 39th
Missile Regiment; 2nd, 16/5 Lancers; 3rd, 94 Loe Regiment;
4th, 7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron; 5th,
15/19 Hussars.
In the final race, which counted towards the military combination, the patrol race, we again came 4th, which placed us
third overall in the military combination. The final positions
of the first three were: 1st, 39th Missile Regiment; 2nd, 16/5
Lancers; 3rd, 7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
For a minor unit in its second year of ski-ing, it was agreed
this was indeed a very good effort.
During the Divisional meeting, four of the team competed
in the Biathlon (combined shooting and ski-ing), and took the
following places out of thirty selected competitors: 4th, Corporal
Corcoran; 7th, Signalman Elliot; 10th, Lance-Corporal DillonWhite; 11th, Captain Smith.

Signalman Elliot wins the Burgermnster's Cup
At the prizegiving, as well as collecting our prizes for fini bing
3rd in the 15 km., Signalman Doug Elliot was awarded me
coveted Burgermaster' Cup, a large and handsome trophy, for
being the most promising and improved ski-ier at the meeting.
And so, clutching our prizes and cock-a-hoop with our uccess,
we moved on a little apprehensively to Oberjoch and the Army
ordic Ski Championships.
The Army Nor ie Ski Championships
Once again, however, we acquitted our elv...o well.
Unfortunately Corporal Corcoran, a member of the British
team, was laid low with • Oberjoch bu~ • for three days and
was ski-ing very much below form, ski-mg in the 4 x 10 km.
relay on the day before being sent to bed and leaving his sick
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bed to ski in the 15 km. rerun event. A summary of our results
in the military combination events is: 4 x 10 km. relay, 5th;
15 km. team, 10th (individual placings in a field of 218 were:
Signalman Elliot, 18th; L ance-Corporal Dillon-White, 34th;
Corpornl Corcoran, 37th; Captain Smith, 42nd)· Patrol Race,
3rd.
This placed us fifth in the final Army Military Combination
result, Placings were: 1st, 2nd Field Regiment; 2nd, 39th
Missile Regiment; 3rd, 16/S L ancers; 4th 1st Royal 22e
Regiment (Canadian); 5th, 7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and
Signal Squadron ; 6th, 2nd Divisional Regiment R.C.T.

.\ great effort in the Biathlon Competitions
. Apart. from the mi~tary combination, we also m anaged to
di tlnguish ourselves m the Biathlon competitions. The first
one we competed in was the Biathlon ' A ' individual, in which
our three Biathlon novice , Captain Smith, Lance-Corporal
~illon-White .and Signalman Eil_iot took the fir t three places
m that order m a field of 36. T his was also the Junior National
competition and as a result of Signalman Doug Elliot being the
first under 21 years old home he now revels under the title of
' National Junior Biathlon Champion ' and received a handsome
placque at the prizegiving to prove it.
Because of our uccess in the individual Biathlon ' A,' we
were seeded into the Open Biathlon Relay in which we
distinguished ourselves by finishing fifth in a field of 13 teams.
This race took place during Corporal Corcoran's confinement
to bed, so w~ were ski-ing with a considerably weakened team,
added to which the team captain, Captain Dick Smith failed to
check his rifle sights and as a result had to ski seven penalty
loops for bad shooting! A tough way to learn an important
lesson.

provided three members of the British Biathlon team (Corporal
Corcoran is already a member) in the space of two seasons and
will have more soldiers in the team than any other unit in the
Army! Until last year a Royal Signaller bad never been seen
in the British Biathlon Team.
A l'lanllt>nJlP to mnjor units
So, you see, we have made an impression for our small unit
a~d the Corps in .the world of ski;ing. !Jnfortunately, the team
will now spl!t up, its leader, Captam SIIllth being posted to H.Q.
FARELF (where people who know assure him there is no
s1_1ow!) and half of the remainder all going in different
directions.
Here is a challenge to major units of the Corps in B.A.O.R.
If a unit like ours (250 strong) can produce such results from
pure novices, with one exception, in two seasons, surely a
determined effort by a major unit over three years should be
able to produce army champions. Who wiil take up the
challenge? If anyone wants advice or equipment, training
acc?mmodation, useful contacts, etc., write to Captain R. B'.
Snuth, Royal Signals, H .Q., FARELF, c/o G.P.O., Singapore.
He will be glad to supply it.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT

each 12/9

U.K. inc. P. Tax
CPostai:e Ext ra)

"

Trials Squadr o n - Scho ol o f S ignals
" JSN'T it about time Trials Squadron featured in the School
notes for THE WmE,'' said the 0.C. "But they're in 30th
Regiment, aren't they," said a passing student. " If that's what
you think,'' said the 0.C., " it certainly is time Trials Squadron
was featured."
They joined me School from 30th Regiment in October, 1967.
Their work is the same, however, doing user trials on com~
munications equipment intended for the British Army. They
have an additional role, if they have the time of testing commercial equipment to aid the export drive .
Trials get everyone out and about. To Germany, on one
pretext or another has been the Technical Adjutant, Captain
(T.O.T.) Don Capon, taking a silent generator, and the 0.C.,
Major George Bell, brought it back; O.C. Technical Troop,
Major (T.O.T.) Norman Merrifield and Y. of S. N ick F orster
with the modified CSO. In fact, Y. of S. Forster is completing
his hat-trick, delivering NRA Boxes this month. Other visits
to Greece and Norway have been made-" all in the line of
duty "--0f course!
During the past year the Squadron bas done well on the
sporting side; under the leadership of Captain Gordon H oward
(since departed) they won the School athletics meeting. They
have been in the final of the basketball and foootball, and after
the first two rugby matches, found that the opposition was
unwilling to play. Sergeant M alcolm Crow, Lance-Corporal
Laurie Vula and Sign'llman John F oster turn out regularly for
the School 1st XV. M ajor Norman Merrifield, Y. of S. Nick
Forster and F. of S. Dicky Dyer (lately gone to the D emonstration Team) seem to do most of the refereeing in the area.
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Army Apprentices' College

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY

Harrogate

Nr. DONCASTER

·In Civilian Life

FITNESS AND PRECISION
Lance-Corporal Sean Dillon-White on the range at Oberjach in the
open Biathlon relay
An Invitation by the British Tenm

At .~e end. o_f the competition, the British Team asked three
pro_~smg ski-1ers to go to Norway for a further month's
tramm,g. under ex.pert .coaching, with a view to possibly joining
the Bnus~ Team if smta~le. For consistently good performances
an~ showing great promise, two of the team, Signalman Doug
Elliot and Lanc~-Corporal. ~ean Dillon-White, were invited to
go to Norway with the Bnush Team. Congratulations and good
luck to them both! If they are successful, tliis unit will have
100

Enjoy
Service and
Comradeship
in .the
BRITISH LEGION
Your service to Queen and Country
needn't stop when you leave the Forces.
The British Legion has as much interest in
and responsibility for young ex-servicemen
and women of today as it has for those of
two world wars and looks to them for its
leaders of the future.
British Legion · 49 Pall Mall · SW1 ·
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M arriage o f S ergeant D. Hulme
N 13th D ecember, the
marriage took place, at
St. Patrick's Church, Leeds,
between
Sergeant Brian
Hulme and Miss Mary
Tattersall, a State Registered
Nurse at St. James's Hospital, Leeds.
Sergeant Hulme, presently
serving on the staff of the
T.O.T., came to me College
in September, 1965 - his
[Courtesy: Photopress (Luds) Ltd.
second tour at Harrogate,
THE W EDDI N G TOOK PLACE . ..
his first having been as an
Sergeant 8. Hu lme and his br ide Miss
apprentice, from 1959 to
Mary Tattersall aft er t hei r marriage at
1961.
St. Patr ick' s C hu rc h, Leeds
Best man was Sergeant
' Eddy ' Edwards, until recently an instructor in the College's
Technician Wing, and Sergeant Hulme's colleagues provided
the traditional guard of honour at the church.
After the ceremony a reception was held in the Sergeants'
Mess at the College, after which the happy couple left by
car for their honeymoon, but not wil'hout difficulty, for the
car had been well and truly decorated; not least with . ufficient
toilet rolls to gladden the heart of any football fan. And
Sergeant Hulme tell us that one can still discern the aroma
of the fish which his kindly colleagues set to cook on the
engine-presumably as some kind of additional wedding
breakfast.
Sergeant and Mrs. Hulme were1 however a~le to spend ~heir
honeymoon, and, incidentally Chnstmas, at lb1za--0f all things,
sunbathing.

O

The two who played were-at blind- ·ide wing forward, A/ T
Frank Thomas, aged 16 a fifth term Technician from Haverfordwest, Captain of the College XV; and at hooker, A/T H arry
Elkan, aged 16, a third term telegraph operator from Newca~tle
upon-Tyne.
Unlucky not to get a game, at least this time, was A/ T
Lance-Corporal D ermot (' Monty ') Gittoe , aged 17, a fifth
term telegraph operator, from Moccas, Herefordshire, who play
for the College at prop forward .
After me game, A/Ts Thomas and Elkan were invited to
represent the Army Junior XV in their next match, against
Blackheath Colts on 7th February. The former was, however,
denied leave of absence as he was falling behind in hi technical training. There is a moral here!
two who hav(• nrrivf'd
We have been pleased to note, from the national press,
that ex-Apprentice Technician, now Sergeant, Ian Cairns has
been figuring regularly and prominently in the Army XV.
So, in me Army Hockey XI, has Sergeant Alan Coldwell,
who achieved the distinction of playing for the Army while
still an apprentice.
And there is a moral here, too!
• • • and

1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
Farewell to the C::oanJnnudin~ Officer
Lieutenant-Colonel Macfarlane bas left us to assume the
appointment of G .S.0.1 at the Cabinet Office. We wish him
and Helen all that's best in the future .
Although he himself thought it would seem too much like
' trumpet-blowing ' (with the result that it was not submitted
for inclusion in the last WmE), there is no doubt that a better
tribute to Colonel Macfarlane could not be found than the
article, reproduced overleaf.
Colonel Macfarlane and Helen were suitably wined and
dined in the Officers' Mess Jimmy's Bar, where an all-Bavarian
theme produced the desired result.
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Ness ' had the last
word ' and dined-out the Colonel the following week.

-

Some up-and-c·cn11i11~ gaanes 11layers • - •

Two members of me College 1 t XV were selected to play
for the Army (Junior) Rugby XV in a match again t 'J:l.M.A.
Sandhurst, played at Camberley on 28th January; a thud was
invited, and travelled as reserve.
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1970

FAREWELL TO THE C.O.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. Macfarlane and W.0.1. (R.S.M .) J. G.
Turner, at Sergeants' Mess Dining Out 28th January 1970
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\\. eleom to the C'ommandin!( Orne •r
We welcome Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. Gittins and his
family to Verden, and trust that their tour will be a happy one.

Ferry iour car
home for
half-price?

• Dollies of 1969
The centre pages of The Union Jack showed "some of the
lovely young ladies who graced the .Pa~s of last year's is~ues . "
Our candidate wa Mandy Jane Wmd1bank. Her father is the
NAAFI Di trier Mauager.
Mandv has since become Mrs. Enright, wife of Lieutenant
Chris ED.right. Our congratulations to them both.

LAST INSPECTION
Major-General Taylor inspects the Guard of Honour found from
1st Division H.Q . and Signal Regiment on the occasion of his farewell
parade

WISE GIRL-MARRIED INTO THE CORPS!
Miss Mandy Windibank, now Mrs. Enright, w ife of Lieutenant Chris
Enright of 1st Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment

Footnote
If other Regiments consider that a gauntlet has been cast
by the reproduction of the article from Union Jack that follows,
then let them be assured that this is not the intent.
.But if the gauntlet should be taken up-so much the
better!

General Taylor concluded with a reference to the Regiment's remarkable sporting record-Divisional champions in
athletics, seven-a-side rugby, hockey, badminton and orienteering; Divisional League soccer champions; B.A.0.R. runners-up
in judo and potential runners-up in the Divisional crosscountry.
" Add to all this the fact that you produced the Divisional
catering champions and gained a special B.A.0.R. drama award,
and you have what must be a unique Regiment in Rhine Army,
if not in the British Army,'' he said.
The parade consisted of a half guard from the Regiment,
and all those not taking part lined the square as a farewell
tribute to General Taylor. Also paying their own compliment
to their G.O.C. were pilots of the Division's Aviation Regiment, who flew past in Sioux helicopters. Music was provided
by the Band of the 3rd Royal Green Jackets from Celle.

A grountl-level view of the 1st Division
Ski Meeting
By St.all Serge11nt (S.(J.M.S.) G. Fenney,
l st Division H.q. and Si41n1d l.Cegiment

"Finest Regiment in the Corps"
A report from, P.R.,

G

H.q., I.st Division

LOWING tributes to what he described as "the finest
Signal Regiment in the Corps" were made by the G.O.C.,
1st Division, Major-General Allan Taylor, M.C., when he
attended a farewell parade in his honour on the square of
Caithness Barracks, Verden, home of 1st Division Headquarters
and Signal Regiment.
On a snow-covered square, and with temperatures 'well below,' General Taylor said it was neither the time of the year
nor the right sort of weather to address them out in the open,
but he didn't want to leave without some reference to the
remarkable achievements of the Regiment.
Speaking of modem-day developments in radio communications which made their job " ten times more complicated than
a few years ago," he went on to say that against this sort of
background, their achievement has been a formidable one.
"And I speak not only of the Regiment, but of the Headquarters as a whole, with its many branches,'' he went on.
"It is the way that this has gelled that has made me proud
to be associated with you all for the two years I have been
here."
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:llittenwald, Bavaria
HE weather at the start of Exercise White Arrow XIV
was marvellous for sunbathing - blue sky, sunshine,
and a warm wind. However, these factors were not conducive
to good ski-ing. By day the snow on the southern slopes turned
to slush, by night it froze to sheet ice.
Despite this the meeting got under way only twenty-four
hours late, by which time a new course for the 15km. langlauf
had been found. The course stood up well to the 220
competitors, but they did nor stand up too well on the course.
The wrong type of wax, awful snow, steep climbs, bumpy
downhill sections (added to lack of proficiency) occasioned
skiers like myself to travel three-quarters of the distance in the
horizontal mode.
Nevertheless, most competitors completed the co e in less
than two hours: my time of 1 hour 51 minutes placed me 163rd.
The first Alpine race should have been the Giant Slalom,
but this was replaced by the Open Slalom in the hope that
conditions would improve. Two courses of some 35 gates were
set up near the Wildenseehiitte, on a steep north slope once
occupied by a ' Schlepplift.' Lots of ' moguls ' were encountered
on this slope (for non-skiers these are humps that develop on a

T
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ROLL ON NEXT YEAR-I ' ll BE THERE
Staff Sergeant G. Fenney thoroughly enjoyed Exercise White
Arrow XIV despite a few falls

smooth sloop due to the zig-zag path of preyious skiers) !llld
the virtually solid ice meant that bags of edging was rebuired
to get any sort of grip. Even so, for the first leg, th~ etter
skiers managed times of a little over 35 se<;:onds. The not-s<>goods ' (include me) took a little over a mmute.
The second leg of the Open started in the afternoon, ~e
sun and wind combined to soften the surf~ce t? allow easier
ski-ing and better times. Although, all but& unpa!in~ mysel~~
one of the gates, and being disqualified. 1or i;ru:ssmg. ano
,
· d the run the resultant first-aid nurustrattons, and
I en1oye
'
.
.
·
blin
d
n
the
g ow
the sight of the few remammg compeutors tum
·
th G"
course.
The following afternoon we assiste~ in settmg up \ Jant
Slalom course - when I saw the srarung slope I ~ear1Y a an
accident (the type experienced often by you~g ch~dren~._ I had
thought that the Kranzberg was steep 1;U?til ~eemg t is o!le.
Icy conditions prevailed, and just pracusmg m the morning
before the event was hazardous.
The competition produced many thrills and spills throughobt.
I started 4lst of 48 entrants and was n;iost pleaksed to e
·
considered
an entrant stan d ard · Once agam I Btoo an fear
th"1Y
e with me breaking a binding in the proc~ss. ecause o
is
faall (and sev~ral more), I took neacly six minuted. t_o compie;~
the course and achieved 36~ plac~. Good con 1Uons wou.
have greatly assisted an old-umer bke myself.
Th Downhill was postponed due to lack of snowi . ~~n,
wh en esnow was f o und on the Zugspitze due to lack of v1S1b1lity
- it was snowing too hard!
..
To finalise I would say that, whatever the co~diuons,_ I
thoroughly enpoyed the ski-ing and the l~>Vely BavaJj3n Alp:~

~~f~ery&~~~h:a~ ~:i1 ?:a;0:! s~~! ~ui~::f,i~fu~ ~nsJ-~!~ting.
11

So roll on Exercise White Arrow 1971 -
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This is an important offer - specially in~~~ccd
for HM Forces in BAOR and attached civilian
personnel. Between Oct I and May 31, North Sea
Ferries take your car from Rotterdam (Europoort)
to Hull (and back) at half priC:.
.
It's a convenient drive-on-drive-off service too operating at night, so you get a comfortable
night's sleep en route. All service passeng~s get
10CX0 off their fares - even cheaper on speoal 8day return excursions - and there is a comfortable
berth, dinner, morning tea, and full breakfast
included in the fare plus 3 bars, duty free shop,
colour T.V., even a juke box. Drive off next a:iy
at Hull and you're home. There's no fuss, no tlme
wasted and no extras-everything's included
in the price.
From £9.8.6. single with
your car-from £7.8.6. single
with cabin berth only.

$NORTH SIA flRRIS
ROTTERDAM (EUROPOORT)- HULL NIGHTLY

rs~;:;.;;;-;,;;-= ~i,,j;;,;:io;in/un~Jour~

IM~~

I
I
I

I

I

I
I Name

I

I

L~~SeaFem~~-~~H~~~,H~~

I'll be there!
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(Co ntinued from page 104)
S1m r f

Still no great successes to report, I'm afraid, but we'll keep
trying to bring in a few cups this year (even if we have to
pinch them).
A new decade has begun and, as you can see, it has started
with a bang (or p erhaps 'crash ' would be a better word) as
far as we are concerned. To give you some idea of what life
is like here, we close with a newcomer's view of the Regiment,
by Lance--Corporal Bob Hutchinson.
P.S.-The C.0. has just returned from seeing the Brigadier
off and he is still smiling!

A newcomers view of the Regiment
By Lance-Corporal R. Hutchinson
SKIERS FROM 2nd DIVISION SIGNAL REGIMENT ACQU IT THEMSELVES WELL
Members of " A" Team left to right :- Captain Robin Cameron-Cooper, KOSB, ADC, Corporal Dave Alexander, I Squadron , Lance-Corporal
Pete Harris, 3 Squadron and Signalman Paul Dilworth, I Squadron

Ski-ing in 2ntl Divisional Signal
Regiment
by Corporal Kennedy, Royal Signals
N 3r~ December,. 1969, the 2nd Di_visional Signal Regiment
Ski Team arnved at the Regiment's new ski hut in
Wenach, Bavaria. The hut is a gasthaus which has been rented
for the nex~ three seas?ns. The but is very modern, compared
to last year s but, havillg hot and cold water central heating
and, most important, a proper bar.
'
Our training soon started under the guidance of Captain
Robin Cameron-Cooper, K .O.S.B., and Corporal Dave
Alexander. Soon, t<? facilitate the training, we enlisted the help
of a local German instructor, Wolfram, who continued to teach
us the delights of langlauf, although his English was restricted
t? "Bend the knees" and " sliding immer sliding." About this
ume, we lost one member of the team, Signalman Ian Gillett
who broke his foot during training on a rather hectic downhili
stretch.

O

Teams chosen
Finally the time had come to choose the teams which was
done ~y racing amongst ourselves. The teams were: 'A ' team,
Captain Robin Cameron-Cooper, Corporal Dave Alexander
Lance-Corporal Pete Harris and Signalman Paul Dilworth th~
reserve was Lance-Corporal Mick Pawlow. The ' B ' team 'consisted of Second-Lieutenant Tony Sugdon, Corporal Eddy
Thomas, Corporal Ross Kennedy and Lance-Corporal Bob Fox.
reser:-re being Lance-C1>rporal ' Bro.nco ' ~ogan. Lance-Corporal
Berrue Medway and Signalman Keith Skinner went to Oberjoch
as track-makers.
Results
'.fhe first race of th~ meeting was rl?e 4 x 10 km. relay, for
which the weatber decided to turn agamst us and continued to
do so for most of the week.
1:he second race was the 15 km. individuals which was run
agam under adverse weather conditions but some fine results
were turned in, notably Lance-Corporal Harris who made the
fastest novice time in 1 hour 18 minutes.
'
And so to the big event, the Patrol Race, which is run over
abo1;1t 16 or 17 kms. by the team as a patrol of four. The patrol
carries rucksacks and rifle.s and a team weight of 20 kgs. At
about 3 kms. f~om the firush the team fire at balloons, picking
up a penalty ume for every balloon missed. This race is the
most gruelling of the meeting. The final results of the team
in the Div.isional Meeting were Langlauf 3rd in 4 x 10 km.
relay, 2nd m Patrol Race and 5th in 15 km. individual. Overall
they were the Second Military Combination. In the individuals
Lance-Corporal Harris (3 Squadron), was the fastest novice

and Signalman Dilworth (1 Squadron), the second fastest novice.
!he re~ults in the Downhill were: 6th in Grand Slalom, 6th
m Special Slalom and 6th in the Downhill.

B.A.O.n. Champions
With the races and prizegiving over, the ' A ' team prepared
to go on to the B.A.O.R. events, while the ' B ' team returned
~o Biinde, vowing to return next year. The 'A ' team results
ill the B.A.0.~. (Army) meeting were 10th in 4 x 10 km.
Langlauf, 10th m 15 km. Langlauf and 8th in the Patrol Race.
Lance-Corporal Alexander was 14th in the 15 km. individual.

3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
Regiment has had a busy month, to say the least.
T HEEverything
seems to have been happening at once and
everyone has put in a lot of bard work. The storm has bfoken
(see notes in November issue).

C.S.O. STRATCO study period, 15th/16th .January
We had the unenviable task of administering the study period
a_s well as partak.ing 0- and supplying some of the demonstra~
uons. However, m spite of all the problems, everything seemed
to go smoothly. It was n?t without a few mistakes, though;
the most memorable of which was when some over-enthusiastic
dismantlers almost ' unplugged ' and ' jacked-up ' Y. of S. Bob
Massey, who was sitting in his auto cabin in the middle of the
final demonstration. Major Weiner was quick off the mark
though, and averted a disaster in the nick of time.
F -F.IL
~t ~he time of writing these notes, the inspecting officer,
Brigaclier R M. F. Redgrave, M.C., is still trotting round the
Regiment. Although everything seems to be well, one cannot
for~cast the re~ults. However, judging by the amount of
furious preparation we have gone through, all should be well.
(Hebrews 11 v. 1 Faith is . . . . the substance of things hoped
for)!

Exercises
Th!s. mor_ith sees the start of the exercise period. We will be
e:cerc1sm~ m our. new NATO role, and the numerous exer~1ses w~1ch are !med up at the moment should provide some
mterest~g problems for us to tackle. Many visits to Germany
are envisaged, the first of which is in March on Exercise
' Tallons High.'
'
(Continued on page 105)
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After spending li years living ' at home ' in a T .A.
'quadron, one can imagine my reaction on arriving at Carter
H rracks, Bulford Camp. I spent the first week in Tidworth
Hospital recovering from the shock (actually, I had Mao 'flu
a d l'm still looking for anyone with a 'little red book.').
Before bein g carted off to hospital, I received the kind of
greeting which I had always thought was reserved for those
ot more importance. I found myself shaking hands all round
and being cold by the Chief Clerk that I was very welcome.
1.be reason for this soon became obvious. There was (and
.till is) a shortage of clerks, and the word bad got round
that J was on e of those nuts who actually enjoyed working!
(Don't tell the Chief Clerk, but that's a lie).
At the time of my arrival, the Regiment was in the middle
of administering a STRATCO Study Period; a long and unrewarding job which brought problem after problem. However I was pleasantly surprised to find that everyone in the
R.H'.Q. managed to maintain a good sense of humour, which
made working late bearable.
After going through the usual admin ' sausage machine,'
I p resented myself to 3 Squadron S.Q.M.S., _who prom~tly
kitted me out with a full set of 58 pattern webbillg. Not bemg
a genius, it took me three hours that evening to discover how
the accursed stuff fitted together. I have never seen so many
straps, bu.;kles and hooks in my life.
One of the first calls I had to make was to the home of an
old friend from Germany, Corporal Tim Oyedepo, a Nigerian,
who was featured in THE WIRE in 1967, when he went home
to Nigeria and joined the ranks of hen-pecked hu~ba~ds. It
was then that I found how badly Carter Barracks is s1t1;1ate~.
The walk involved negotiating a very mu~dy track, which ~s
the only quick link with Bulford Camp itself, unless one is
affluent enough to own a 'banger.'
My next port of call was the G!lrr!son C. of E. Church.
There I made the mistake of menuonillg that I J_iad been a
choir member in Germany. I now find myself _with the .unenviable job of 'cnoirmaste;,' an_d I spend Fnd~y e:-renillgs
waving my arms about and rending my g~n:ent. to impress
upon the tenors that they would help by Sillgmg ill tune.
There always seems to be something goin~ O? here. At the
moment we are in the middle of reorgamsat10n fr<;>m U.N.
role to NATO role, plus preparation.s for the annual Fitness for
Role Inspection, as well as preparillg the ground for . s.everal
exercises in which we are involved. I find my~elf retmng to
my little room at night in a state ~f utter confu~ion-a state <;>f
mind which very often lasts until the followillg day. (It is
nice to know, though, that everyone else seems to be confused
as well).
This is undoubtedly the hardest-w<?rkin~ unit I .ha".e .had
the (misfortune?) to serve with, but, m spite of th1 , It 1s a
changed to be employed as a soldier as well as a clerk, an~ I
look forward to three very interestin~ and, I ~ope, rewarding
years with 3rd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment.
P.S.-I have just di covered that the J\djut~n~ has a copy
of that 'little red book.' Oh well you cant wm em all.1

HAVE
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THE WIRE?
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4 Div. H.Q. and s·gnal
Regiment B.F.P.0. 15
Mixed hai:
ANUARY has come and gone. No leaves to sweep up, no
formal visits to prepare for, just a little snow to clear
and an abundance of training. For most, the month ha!> passed
very quickly, the festive season seeming an age ago.
Sergeant Homewood's latest MPC I Course was, indeed, a
good one. A remarkable spirit developed right from the start,
some, incidentally, brushed off on to Sergeant Homewood at
the end-of-course party! Competition was fierce, m a healthy
sort of way, and Corporal Cowling emerged as top of the clas~,
so he commanded the pass-off parade.
A very valuable and well-run convention, covering R.A.
VHF communications, was organised by Major Hunt and 2
Squadron personnel. All ranks involvi:d in . RA. radio ~om 
munications were invited, and the discussions were lively,
forthright and bore a lot of fruit. As a result of this, a furtb~r
convention has been arranged, to be attended by Gunner Regimental C.O.s, Battery Commanders and Adjutants. Later _editions of THE WIRE will indicate whether more has been bitten
than can be chewed!

J

Skiers return
SOSTU since 1st December, the ski team bas re.turned
looking fit and well, following their rigorous time. ill the
Tyrol. Captain Martin Lance and Lieutenant Lee Tilson led
the team, which had many changes from last year's representa·
1
tives.
It was relatively easy training enthusiastic begmners to anglauf but to convert confirmed downhillers was the biggest
problem. Lance-Corporal Sam Newman and Sign~an
' Ginge ' Greenacre provided. a valuable. found~tion on which
to build the team and, what 1s perhaps iust as important, they
knew all the apres ski haunts.
The team was fortunate in acquiring the services of a local
expeit, Segfried Hornstein, for three mornings a week during
training.
Corporal Hemy Hunt, a beginner, was very quick to i:naster
tbe techniques and soon became the fastest langlaufer m the
team. The downhillers continued to be the slowest over the
training courses, with Lieutenant Tilson ' cha ing' straggler .
The team entered all the cross-country events in the Div_isional meeting. A final placing of 11th out of 31 tea.i:is m
the N. ilitary Combination was considered ~ very . c;ed1table
performance. Fewer beginners sh<?uld requue tralD;IDg next
year as, in adidtion to tho e mem~oned, C_orporal Jim: Slade
and Signalmaf:l ' Barny ' Bru:nard ~1d well ii: the Novice 10kilometre race and should still be m the Regiment.
Corporal John Steer ha? a frij?;ht at the. start of ,the giai:t
slalom, having been cadioled mto standillg on downhill
. planks ' to make up the team.
No 'pots' but a rewarding overall performance, and it was
decided tha't Captain Lance and Corporal Hunt should go to
the Army meeting as individual .
Squash

The team had an easier passage in their cup matdl against
3 Queens than had been anticipated. Lance-Corporal Hu~ton
was the most impressive winner on the corecard. Ma1ors
Gotts Hartnett and Hutchinson also won, to produce a 4-1
victory. Major Dewar was ju t toppled by another. Armv
player who was on exceptionally good form that evenmg.
In tuning up for the ne~.t round against 4th/7th Dragoon
Guards, the team lost 2-3 to R.A.F. Guter Joh.
It is really very pleasing to see a l~rge m.~mber ~f soldier
playing the game and, in some cases improvmg rapidly. The
quash players will undoubtely miss Major Dewar next season,
who apart from being a good player, seems to be a natural
coach. He has, without doubt, contributed a great deal to the
improved all-round standards.
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Football
The rugby players have had a long, enforced rest, through
weather, but ihort of a violent change get under way again
a the e notes go to press.
The soccer boys have been a little more fortunate, but even
their activitie have been omewhat curtailed, althou~h a fivea- ide variety, in the gym, has been a popular pastlme.
W ith no more cup interests, the area league keeps the competition spirit going.
A useful 10-3 victory over 3 Queens has given the 1st XI
a comfortable third place in the league. Corporals Andrews and
Askew and Lance-Corporals McCran and Watson were ch iefly
responsible fo r this good score.
Major Stork trains a local German side, and some of the
Regiment's stars have joined the club and are drawing on the
benefit of evening training under floodlights.
T he H erford Inter-Squadron L eague continues to thrive
and it is pleasing to see 3 Squadron at the top of th e table
at present. I t won' t be easy to stay there, with 1 Squadron and
Squadrons of ' T he Skins ' and 7th Signal Regiment striving
for the honours.

A great gathering
Indeed it was . . . the evening when the members of the
Sergeants' Mess and their ladies were invited to the Officers'
Mess for cocktails; some 410 heads were assembled in the
officers' dining room. There had, of course, been some fears
as to how, or if, tile M ess could cope with this number. The
proof of the pudding, so to speak, was in the earing and drinking. The outcome: an Officers' Mess with no brandy! Thar
apart, it was an excellent evening and thoroughly enjoyed
by all . How R.S.M. Hill so cleverly winkled all his members
out of the Mess was a fear in itself.

' banjos ' for them. The food together with a hot cup of tea,
was well received until Sergeant Jinks tasted his own sandwich and realised he had made a bloomer. He had inadvertently used washing-up liquid instead of cookin~ oil to fry
the eggs. It will be many weeks before he lives this dOWJ:l.

Exercise ' Snow Queen '
For some people, the arrival of the snow was an eagcrlyawaited event. This year the Regiment is running an exercise,
' Snow Queen' in Bavaria, organised by Lieutenant Niall
McDonald and Sergeant Mike Lowe, which started in December,
and at the end of January, some 80 soldiers of the Regiment
have enjoyed two weeks ski-ing in the Bavarian Alps. A German instructor has been employed full time to assist Sergeant
Chapman with instruction of course personnel.
In January a team of five went from Exercise 'Snow Queen'
to Lermoos for the 4th Division Ski Meeting. Although our
team results were not too good, at least we showed our face
and gained valuable racing experience.
Exercise ' Snow Queen ' continues until mid-March, by which
ti me we hope some 160 members of the Regiment will have
gained ski-ing experience.

- all the signals needed for HF traffic

1970-under way
Although kinder weather could have prevailed, January has
been a full month of work and play. Ir has passed quickly,
perhaps a little too quickly for THE WmE notes writer!

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O . 15
Five men and a bottle of Dra1nbuie
HE New Year was ' seen in ' with traditional celebrations
in the various messes, and, to the delight of some (and
horror of others) W.O.II (S .S.M.) Wise had persuaded the
Gordon Highlanders to send two pipers and a drummer along.
The three bandsmen, together with S.S.M. W:se and Sergeant
Jarrett, kilted and be-sporraned, appeared in the Officers' Mess
soon after midnight and entertained the members for an hour.
Which clan the S.S.M . belongs to is a mystery, as also is the
speed at which five men can get rid of a bottle of Drumbuie!
For those readers languishing in the sunshine of the Near
and Far East, thinking nostalgically of European winters and
snow, you can have our weather with pleasure. Snow, sleet and
ice is the order of the day, and although it makes the task
of area cleaning very simple, the crunch will come when the
thaw uncovers all the paper and cigarette packets now covered
by the snow.

T

lll~b

Rugh)· h o pes
Our sporting calendar has also been adversely affected by
weather conditions, and no games of any importance have
been played. The rugby team is ' champing at the bit,' wanting
match practice before their big game on 25th February at
Bad Lippspringe in the final of the BA.O.R. Cup against the
Royal Regiment of Wales. We have high hopes for this game
and will gave a full report on it in next month's WmE.
We had our first exercise of the year from 20th-23rd
January, and began to shake out the cobwebs which had
gathered over tile Christmas season. Temperatures of - 10°c .
were the order of the day, but there is no truth in the stories
told by 1 and 2 Squadrons that Yeti's were seen on the hilltops-they were, in fact, line parties covered in snow.
Egg and detergent l'!an dwlches
There is, however, truth in the statement that we have some
of the cleanest drivers in the Corps. During the exercise
Sergeant Jinks decided to surprise some of the drivers on
their return from a POL re-supply run and made some egg
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power supply and a 19~inch.rack-mou~~ing
front panel to fit neatly into linear amplifier
housings.
.
Units are available with spot tuning or full
frequency synthesis, 1.5 to
MHz.
Automatic vo lume compression for ext~a
talk power and voice-operated Transmit
switching, both selectable.

A new flexibility for your HF tra nsmitters is
yours immediately you in s~all on~ of
Redifon's three new HF drive units. Each
generates up to 17 different modes of
transmission covering telegraphy and
telephony-CW , DSB,. SSB and.ISB- at
the frequ ency of rad iation . Ea~h 1~ a .
completely self-contained unit with its own

39

0

0

c

GK 202 : 1o spot chann els, -sf.t by a singl e switch

0
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WHAT LIES AHEAD!
Lance-Corporal Harry Mowat negotiating part of the section through
the woods in the I Skm . race at Lermoos
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ROYAi, SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND
llEl\"'EVOJ,ENT FUND

..... '°'

23th (BR) Signal Regiment (NORTHAG) (Anglo G erman D ay)
83rd (London) Signal Squa dron (V)
...
.. .
...
. ..
.. .
H.Q. and Signal R egiment (effecu of the late Sgt. Hunt)
...
...
...
...
...
.. .
...
.. .
G . W. Cook, Esq .
Winchester Ar chery C lub
W. S. Barr, Esq .
...
Major C. J. A. Chapman
.. .
...
. ..
Colonel J. F . Longfield , M .A., F .I.E.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. N. Solly
...
C. W. Holmes, Esq. ...
...
. ..
Colonel F . S. Morgan
.. .
.. .
Captain I . C. Double, Royal Signals
Various small individual donations
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0
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G: :0:.03: Fu:ouuncy syn! h'.lsis in 1 00 Hz .in_c.rements to

Th e following do nations were gratefrdly recei1Jed during 1anuary, 1970 :
£ s. d.
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7
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provide maximum frequency fle x1b1l1ty
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3
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Expendirure during 1anuary, 1970

£z ,332
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8th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
l ' isits

H

IS Worship the Mayor of Ridlmond and the Mayore s
visited the Regiment on Friday, 5th February.
The visit coincided with the presentations (see page 97)
and in luded a visit to the Sergeants' Mess and lunch in the
Officers' Mess.
In the afternoon, the Mayor and Mayoress, accompanied by
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Akass and
Mrs. Akass, visited training facilities in the Regiment.
l ' ale
We have recently said goodbye to two of our Supervising
Instructors, Roy Arnold to the Army Apprentices' College
Arborfield, and Jim Simpson to the R.A.F. College Cranwell.
We congratulate them both on their promotions to Supervisory
Instructors, Grade A, and wish them all the best in their new
appointment .
They will be remembered by a large number of technicians
for their untiring efforts in the organisation of training as tutors
and instructor .
SPORTS
The various sports teams in the Regiment have already met
with a considerable amount of success this season.
Hockey
The team has qualified for the Northern Command final
of the Army Cup.
To reach this stage, the team has had close victories over
both 1 Royal Irish Rangers (1-0) and 2nd Field Regiment,
R.A. (2-1). In the District League the team has won nine and
drawn one of their fixtures.
Rugby Football
To date the record is particularly impressive.
The one blot being the only defeat, against a Services' side
in the third round of the Army Cup by 1st Cheshire Regiment by 8-9. The team are now in the semi-final of the
Command Cup.
One newcomer who has really made a name for himself is
Signalman M. Wilson, a forward, who has played for both
the Army and the Corps.

instruction to the people concerned: "I'd rather play cricket,"
said one, " can I take my bat ? "

M.£.1. keeps YPJI

'Fin epidemic
When the 'flu epidemic hit us our Medical Centre managed
to get a small supply of 'flu vaccine, so ' key people ' like our
Second-in-Command Major Ultan Ryan and Adjutant, Captain
Hugh Bonaker were jabbed. You can guess who were first
people down with 'flu - the Second-in-Command and the
Adjutant. "Ah," said the S.M.O., "that's because it was the
1969 vaccine and what you've got is a 1970 'flu." So a couple
of weeks later, we got a supply of 1970 vaccine, and ' secondary
key people' were jabbed. You can guess who were the next
to go down with 'flu - the M.O. and the Security Officer. We
wait to hear the S.M.0.'s explanation, but at the moment we
cannot - he's got 'flu.

one st.I alieail 1n
M/iitary
Electronics•••

Vis it of th• Navy
Famagusta suddenly seemed to be bursting at the seams
with dark blue jobs - the Darmouth Training Squadron's
flotilla sailed into Famagusta on 30th January and stayed until
2nd February. Being just down the road from the port we
acted as hosts. All sores of games were played, and plenty of
social functions were held in tlie Harewood Club and the
Sergeants' Mess. A highlight was Corporal Dave Kelly, our
assistant P.T.I., who was determined that we would win the
weightlifting. However, the competition wasn't finished because
Dave was taken off to the B.M.H. with a slipped disc.

in Military Radio for example.
Cunently produced sets such
af:\ the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
in constant use in many countries throughout the world.
; M:E.L. are also actively engaged in developing a ~de range
bf military radio eqmpment for
hse :in the '70s and '80s . . . one
~uc"h equipment is the UK VRC. ~21 H.F. Combat Radio, being
/pe.Ve}oped for future use by the

New recruit
Stephen Fugill, son of W.0.11. Bert Fugill (S.S.M. of lsc
Squadron) signed his attestation papers here in the Adjutant's
Office on Tuesday, 13th January, 1970. Stephen seemed fated
to join up while here at 9th Signal R egiment, for he was born
here during his father's last tour in Cyprus from 1949-52.
Soon to join 11th Signal Regiment, Stephen hopes to train as
an operator and naturally follow in his father's footsteps . We
wish him all the best of luck.

This equipment is designed.
specifically for tactical roles, m
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for fonvard and
rearunits.
M.E.L leadership in Military
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.
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Soccer
The season saw our early elimination from the Army Cup
at the hands of 1st R.R.F. in an away fixture at Kirton Lindsay
by 1-2.
In the Command Cup, the team has reached the semi-finals,
having, in the only match played, beaten 1st Royal Irish Rangers
6-2.
The regular movements of units in Catterick District have
resulted in something of a ' stop-go ' season. The loss of
Sergeant Andy Russell and Corporal Geoff Nelson will be felt
by the team.
Cross-country running
The team, having won the Northern Command Championships, is now due co compete in the Army Championships on
20th February, where they look forward to meeting rivals in
21st Signal Regiment.

9th Signal Regiment (Radio)
B.F.P.O. 53
Skl-ing-C::yprus tyle
S you possibly already know, for a couple of months every
year there is snow on the top of Mount Olympus, so
the Command runs a Ski School for the Services out here. le
was a bit of a problem this time for the snows came very lace.
Two days before the first course was due to begin we
received a signal instructing all personnel going on the course
to bring football boots. So the Ski-ing Officer passed on this

A
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FOLLOWING IN FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS
Stephen Fugill and his father W.0.11. (S.S.M.) A. B. Fugill photographed after Stephen had signed his attestation papers
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11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp

it i believed our greatest problem is dispelling the popular
belief of our gue ts that the first parent to ask for any of the
food di played is liable to a term of imprisonment " not exceeding two years." The photograph illustrates our point.

Pnss-off pnr ades

match, despite almost a foot of mud, the forwards and threequarrers combined extremely well and should have won with
case.
Our quarter-final match in the Northern Command Cup
against 7th Field Squadron was an absolute disaster. During
the first-half we held and indeed, outplayed our opponents,
but for all our efforts we could only score three points. In the
second- half it was very even for tfie first 15 minutes and then
we gave away 10 points in four minutes, finally going down
16 points to three. Many lessons have yet to be learnt before
regular success can be enjoyed by the Rugby fraternity .
~lnrrialife!'i

We wish every happiness to Corporal R. Hails and his bride
of two weeks, M ary, and also to Corporal B. Smith and his
wife, Shiela.
A rri v als

We welcome to tfie Regiment, Major J. R. E. Cross, now
O.C. I Wi ng; Captain J. Crich, who is now Second-inCommand 1 Squadron, and Lieutenant T . G . B. Fish, now a
Troop Commander. We also welcome Lance-Corporal's B ucker,
Baxter and Hamson to 1 Squadron.
Signalman A. Wood

Signalman W . Pir ie

IEUTENANT Colonel
L
E. J. Hellier, M.B.E.,
took the salute at the Passoff parade of 7 and 8 Troops
on
9th January,
1970.
Signalman A. Wood was the
best recruit for 7 Troop and
should prove to be an asset
to his future unit's soccer
reruns, having played for an
amateur club before joining
the Army. Signalman W.
Pirie, of 8 Troop, was
elected his Troop's best
recruit. He is a medal
winner in boxing and intends
to pursue this sport.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. L.
Akass took the salute at the
Signalman J. McQuarrie
pass-off parade of 4 Troop
on 23rd January, Signalman
J. McQuarrie was the best recruit of his intake. He was a bricklayer before joining the Army and is now training as a radio
operator.
Pass-off parade lunches

Parents of the recruits passing-off are invited to stay and
have lunch in the Regiment. Captain D. J. Daniell, A.C.C.,
produces on each occasion a superb lunch which includes a
cold table par-exellence. The display of food is so impressive
that parents are reluctant to disturb it by sampling any of it;

MEETI NG PARENTS AND FRIENDS
Lieute nant- Colo nel J. Akass wh o too k t he Pass Off parade o n 23rd
Janua ry has a wo rd wit h rel at ives of o ne of the recrui ts

The Monnmin Leaders hip Certificate

We in the Army have become accustomed to treating
Adventure Training as part of our life as soldiers, and have
always been quite happy to p ull a pack onto our back and
gallop off into the hills an d mountains of what ever country
we happen to be in, secure in the knowelge that, as trained
soldiers, we know enough to keep ourselves out of trouble.
Unfortunately, good intentions sometimes lead to disaster,
as the death of three soldiers in British mountains in 1967
alone will testify. The Defence Council, worried by the adverse
publicity and Jack of knowledge shown by these, and other
mouncain epics, less severe but not less well reported in the
press, has ruled that from March, 1971, no officer or soldier will
be allowed to take groups on adventure training in the hills
unless he is in possession of the British Mountain Leadership
Certificate.
This certificate, a feature of civilian fell walking for some
years, requires the possessor to have a sound knowledge of
such basic arts as navigation, mountain rescue, first aid, camp
craft and meteorology. For most people an initial weeks basic
course at an approved training centre is required, followed by a
year's experience of leading parties in the hills, and recording
expeditions undertaken in a log book. This, together with
successfully completing an assessment course at the training
centre results in the issuing of the M.L.C.
At the moment all testing for the Army is done by tlie busy
Adventure Training Wing of the Army Outward Bound School
at Towyn, who are running basic courses for up to twenty
students nearly every week. These basic courses, listed
regularly in local Command Orders, are well worth attending,
for although prior experience, such as that given on the three
week A.O.B.S. course is helpful, the beginner is also catered
for. As Jong as one has strong legs and back, a head for heights
and a fair knowledge of map reading, then tlie instruction
given in up to date mountaineering technique is invaluable.
Crammed into a week are such diverse subjects as river
crossings, rock climbing, weather forecasting, and no Jess than
three days out on the mountains of Snowdonia .
So if you are the adventurous outdoor sort, but have never
heard of a Karabiner Brake, cannot make a Piggot stretcher
or recognise Hypothemia when you see it, then, before you go
off into the hills again, start studying for your M.L.C.
Rugby

Cold table on Pass Off Parade lunch
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The Regimental XVs run of four matches unbeaten came
to a halt by being beaten by 8tli 'Signal Regiment 27-0 and by
Wensleydale 13-3. We then travelled to Blaydon to play a
much stronger Winlaton Vulcans side and drew 3-3. In this
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The Commander left for his headquarlers at 16.30 hour~.
leaving behind him a very strong liking for his warm personality and taking with him (we hope!) a favourable impreS!>ion
of our Regiment.
Ski trninlug

As we hoped, our ski training venture in Bavaria has proved
very successful. Our ski instructor, Lieutenant Colin Riley, ha
a very full life. He has now met five course at Rosenheim,
trained them for seven days on the slopes at Bayrischyell and
then delivered them to Rosenheim for their return trip.
Rumour had it that he was worn out and in need of a rest,
so out of tfie kindness of our hearts, he was 'app roached ' mis was met by a horrified stony silence; any ris k of losing
this ' plum, but tough job' mu t be resisted!
We get a very full report each week. Of the 20 soldiers that
have completed a course, we find some of them are very good,
others find it rather more difficult, and only one, Signalman
Robert Moore, has discovered a quick and ' painless ' way to
break a., ankle.
We look forward with interest to hear more from Lieutenant
Colin Riley as a result of the eight courses planned between
now and 3rd April.

1tc•1mrtnres

.JunJor RauJu1• Chib

We say farewell to Lieutenant V. J. Reed, who has gone, via
Blandford, to 21st Signal Regiment, and also to Lieutenant C.
J. Grant, who is now at 30th Signal Regiment. We also say
fa rewell to Major R. 0. Wilson and wish him a sp eedy recovery
to fu ll fimess.

At last our Junior Ranks' Club has been opened after a
fairl y long modification programme. On 31st January it was
officially opened by the Commanding Officer. The joy on these
ocasions is that there is free beer all round; alas, only one
barrel.
Anglo-German Club

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40
.\11111ml fitness for rolP Inspection
HE annual ' F itness for Role ' inspection was carried out
T
on the 9th of January by the Commander Rhine Area,
Brii:adier P. E. Crook, C.B.E., D.S.O.

We knew beforehand of the Commander's reputation as a
' soldiers' soldier ' and we knew this was to be no formal ' walk
round.'
Despite atrocious road conditions, the Commander duly
arrived at 10.25 hours, to be met at the entrance to the camp
by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Baldwin,
the Adjutant, Captain Tony Seward, and the R.S .M ., W.0.1
Eric Filder. The Commander inspected the quarter guard and
then after a short break, set out on a tour of the camp.
U~deterred by the extremely dangerous 'black ice,' that
covered every road and path, the Com~ander in?isted on seeing everything, and showed a keen mterest .m the camp
amenities and sympathy for our problems. This par~ of . ~e
in pection was enlivened by an attempt by the Bngadi<:r s
A.D.C. to burn down the Junior Ranks' Dining. Hall, ':'hich
was thwarted by the Regimental Fire Party, despite the mt~
ventions of the nuclear, biological and chermc~ party mvestigating the ' funny smell ' the Commander ms1sted was
there.
s ·
Before lunch, Brigadier Crook oresented the ~~:mg erv1c~
and Good Conduct Medal to W.0.1 Peter Co tins. W O.J
Thomas Remfrev. Staff SerP'eant Tony Orrell, and Sergeant
Stirling Wit?ht (Royal Canadian Signals), on a ~nrar1 c 0f all
Warrant Officers and Senior N .C.O.s of the Rei>·,,.,ent , /\f•erwards the Brigadier ioined the members of the Sergeants Me •
for a drink in their newly-renovated ' home.'
An enjoyable lunch at the Officer~' Mess was followed by a
tour of the operations building. where the Commander . ·v-•
briefed in our task by the Commanding Officer and Operauoo1l
Staff.
· d ·
During this period the Reiriment successfully pracusc It~
' Quick Train' procedure under the malevolent eye d
0":' ·
mand Group. The only person in difficulty was a c-eru·:•
c-orporal- who shall be nameless-who tried ha~d to be m
three places at once and, by dint of some very shck costumechan~es, succeeded.
k f
Prior to his departure, Brigadier Cook spoke to all ran s o
the Ret?iment, and an appreciative audie.nce heard a. shrew~
and pithy survey of future problems facmg the Service an
some welcome words of advice.
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It is now carnival time, and our local German friends have
the right idea-" get it out of your system before Lent." Some
30 members of the Regiment attended the local carnival ball
in Wassenberg on 24th January. Our guide lines were imple,
we were to wear anything as long as it was ' fancy.' Amongst
our 30 members, soon lost amongst the magnificently-attired
Germans, there were Hungarians and Austrians in national
dress, a witch a gypsy, a W.issippi gambler, an ' eastern gentleman ' and many more.
An extremely nice international flavour was introduced.
Representatives from 14 different countries were ceremoniously
presented with the Wassenberg Carnival Medal a ~d asked .to
say a few words in their own tongue. We had no difficulty with
the English, Canadian an? Scottish rel?resentatives, ~ut what
did the Finnish the Turkish and Spamsh representatives say?
On 5th Febr~ary, we entertained approximately a hundred
children from the local German schools. They arrived at 14.00
hours saw a number of cartoons in our Globe Cinema and
were ' then entertained to tea, followed by party games. Our
Anglo-German Club Officer, Captain Tony Strachan. {Intelligence Corps), assisted by Staff Sergeant J~es G?0<1rld~e an<l
Corporal John Cole, provided all the ~hildren, mclu~ng 30
from our Birgclen Primary School, with a most enioyable
afternoon.
Sports bullet.Jn

Our many sporting activities continue and, a u sual, there
is never enough time or space to cover all a pects. A few remarks, however, are worthwbile.
Basketbnll

We have won! Our team, guided by Captain Jer:y Purvis
(Intelligence Corps) and . Staff S~rgean~ ~avid Maunder (our
skipper) have forged thell' way mt? "".mmng the Rhme Are_a
Championships. A well-deserved wm, 1f ?nly beca~se of .their
hard work and determination, to say nothmg of the1r ability.
We now face th¥ next obstacle, the B.A.O.R. M1jor Unit
Championships, to be held at Osnabruck ~hortly. G?O<l luck,
cliaps! You deserve to win. Our team m the Rhme Ar.ea
Championships was : Master Warrant Officer Frank Martm,
Staff Sergeant David Maunder, Sergeant lnst!uctor. Peter
Scales Corporal Michael Crane, Corporal David Wiseman,
Lance'..corporal Hugh Neilson, Lance-Corporal Alan Kibble,
Signalman Tony Bird, Signalman Michael Crosby, Signalman
Colin Gibson.
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By Appolntmenr to

Her Majesty the Queen .

The Hise nml fnll o[ the Droitwich Empire
By Second-Lieutenant Robin Richardson, last Commander
of DCN Troop

OR those in the Royal Corps of Signals who have n~t had
F
the privilege of serving with COMCAN, or DCN as it
is now, perhaps I should explain Droitwich.
'

~

FOR
INSPECTION

You are probably now wearing an H. J . Service
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are
you 'hatted' off-pa rade? Our new fully illustrated
brochure for ordering by post shows our comprehensive range of hats and caps to suit every
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the
coupon below.

The
.IUSTRALIAI
ARMY
needs officers
For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Serv ic~ _as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the Brit1s~ Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the . Australian Regular Army. Desirable
max1_mum a~~ limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications) .

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS
TO
YOUR CORPS

THE 'BURGHLEY'
One of our dual
-purpose felt hats.
In rough finish
Brown_or Green.
Price'95/-+ 7/ · p .p.

If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Common wealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M.C. or R.A.A.D .C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~-

1f you~ al?plication is successful, you will

Tel: 01-629 7177.

. H.J

14th Signal Regiment, Worcester

Civil and Military Hatters•

40a London Road, Camberley. (Wednesday,
afternoons only).

be

comm1ss1oned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You an_d your family can take advantage of
Australia s b?~ndl_ess opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:
Captain J. R. Godwin,
Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01 -836 2435 extension 356

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Droitwich Spa is a town on the A.38 (which, incidentally
is a Roman Road) between Worcester and Bromsgrove. O~
the outskirts of Droirwich Spa is Witton Camp. Housed in
the camp is the Transmitter Station for the Defence Communication Network (Army). The DCN Transmitter Station
passed all the traffic outgoin~ from the U.K. to such places as
Cyprus, B.A.0.R., Malta, Smgapore, and many others. The
longest transmission leg was some 12,000 miles to Melbourne,
Australia. This Transmitter Station has now ceased to perform its task, a task which began in 1942.
The title to this article I chose because the history of Droitwich reminded me of the 'Rise and Fall of the Roman
Empire.' When the station first opened in 1942, it was manned
by 'C' Troop of 2 Squadron, War Office Signal Regiment.
This Troop was then expanded into Nos. 1 and 2 Signal Regiments. The station was part of the Army Wireless Chain.
In 1947 one of the memorable incidents in the history of
the station took place. The trials on SSB ccts began. An SSB
cct was established between Droitwich and Fayid in Egypt.
The cct was given the number JCJC3, and the equipment that
then made these trials possible was a modified SWB llE.
By using VF keying they were able to transmit more than one
me sage at a single time over one transmitter. This was indeed
a breakthrough and there was much excitement over this new
development in long-distance HF communications. Instead of
sending a test tape to establish communications, they would
open up every morning playing music. Some claim that this
was the first seed sown which led the way to 'Two-Way
Family Favourites '!
The amalgamation of 1 and 2 Signal Regiments led to the
formation of 14th Signal Regiment at Gloucester, which is
also a very interesting story, the telling of which I will leave
to the 'story tellers.' On the formation of 14th Signal Regiment, the Army Wireless Chain became the well-known COMCAN. Droitwich Station was given the title of 2 Squadron.
COMCAN was then changed to DCN, and shortly afterward
2 Squadron, Droitwich became DCN Troop.
I am told by the technically-minded that soon after the
formation, the station could boast of a total of 16 transmitters. There were ten American equipments (their influence was great, even ttien), being RCA 4750s and six British
equipments, SWB 11Es. Both had an output of about 7t kw.
Shortly after replacement of the RCA ET 4750s, the SWB 11E
fell under the axe of redevelopment and the station was fully
equi pped with ElOs. For the last 20 years eight ElOs and
one Ell have served the station with very little trouble and
the minimum of maintenance.
The transmitters were closed down for the last time on 19th
December, 1969, and the atmosphere in the station was that
of ii lost identity. The technicians, without their ElOs, were
like sailors without their boats. I came across a small notice
stuc:k on the door of one of the transmitters. It read : "Wanted,
good home for this ElO; no rust; good runner."
'lbe transmitters are now being dismantled, or I should be
more accurate if I said they are being torn to pieces by Major
Phil Mootham and his ' executioners' of Projects Troop. Every
•day we see the contents of ttie E10s being piled in heaps on
th~ centre of the floor, and soon only the skeletons will remain. Then, when the ' butchers ' have finished, the ' surgeon '
will move in with his small black bag of oxy-acetylene equipment, issue a death certificate, then cut the skeletons into easyto handle pieces.
1 Squadron. • D ' Troop
By W.0.1 (F. of S.) Bob Jarratt
Demonstrations being the order of tlie day, 'B ' Troop,
till with traces of Irish brogue, carried off their equipment
yet again. This time it was to Bulford, to take part in the
C.S.0.'s Study Period in mid-January. The move to Bulford
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was combined (need I ~ay it?) with a ' Fastball,' which, for the
uninitiated, is a smart move of a complete DB detachment to
ATC, Devizes, all ready, not only for an air move, but also for
a live communications exercise as Nell.
As ever, the keen-eyed Movements Control Staff at Devize~
were able to pick a few small holes in our airportability readiness state, so that we were not completely complacent as we
moved on to the welcoming drizzle of Carter Barracks. There,
many acquaintances met in Northern Ireland, greeted us from
the ranks of 3rd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment.
The study period over, we scurried back to Worcester and
managed a weekend off before loading once again for a move
to Blandford. This time is was to join the Staff College
demonstration at the School of Signals. Those familiar with
demonstrations will know how wide a variety of pertinent and
penetrating questions are put to the exhibitors-perhaps we
may offer one from our latest stock, concerning a Staff
College student and an anonymous corporal from the Troop:
Officer: "How far does this set go, Corporal?"
Corporal (with ill-conccaled smirk): "As far as I care to
take it sir.''
Meanwhile, our second detachment is on its way to board
ship en route to Tobruk, where, under Captain T. T. Hallchurch,
it will provide communications during the withdrawal from
Libya. No doubt a contribution from the desert will appear in
due course.
Ac>eeptance of the ArJDy's second Ground Satellite
Station
By Captain Peter Brunton, O.C. ' T ' Troop
On 29th December last, Major John Newman, my Squadron
Commander, called me into his office and told me that M-TWO,
the Army's second TSC 500, was about to undergo acceptance
trials of the servo system. The trials were to take a fortnight
and included in them were to oe geostationary and low orbited
satellite tracking, and a rigorous dish movement test. As the
trials were to be on a 24-hour basis, for a fortnight, the Troop
was called in to provide assistance to GEC-AEI Ltd., the contractor, to help man the station.
On 30th December, Sergeant John Forster and five other
members of the Troop departed for Stanmore. The trials were
completely successful and Sergeant Forster and his crew received valuable experience in the operation of M-TWO.
During the servo trials, traffic tests were carried out with
an RA.F. Type 3 station.
On 21st January, the Ministry of Technology accepted MTWO from the contractor.
On Thursday, 5th February, Major John Newman formally
accepted M-TWO from the Ministry of Technology. Whilst
the official handover was taking place in London, the statbn
check was being carried out bv W.0.1 (F. of S.) Jim L awrence
of 'F' Troop and Sergeant McEwan, from the Q.M .'s department, at Stanmore.
Next day the check was completed and the station set off
for R.A.F. Oakttanger in convoy of five four-tonners .
It was offloaded on Saturday and, by 17.30 hours, was set
up and working. The Troop immediately went on to 24hour working and started preparing for the tasks which lie
ahead. These will include the calibration of the station, the
acceptance of a second satellite anc! interface checks with the
Skynet Control Station at R.A.F. Oakbanger.
• T ' "'roop takes the- initiative-of c>ourse
By Sergeant John Forster
In December, whilst ' T ' Troop was waiting for its equipment to arrive a request was made to R.H.Q. for the bored
tradesmen to be given a constructive job to do. It so happened
that a child care centre at Malvern, which caters for 29 boys
between the ages of 9 and 15 years, needed assistance in the
con truction of an initiative course.
The next day, under the guidance of W.O.Il Underwood,
the Regiment's P.T. Instructor, we were working in the Malvern
Hills with a cold wind blowing down our necks and snow in
our boots, building a confidence course.
We were Sergeants Forster and Bevis, Corporals Belcher,
Edwards and Berry, Lance-Corporals Legge and Parker, and
Signalman Cook-seven technicians and an ED-all with lilywhite hands and sensitive back muscles. After the first week,
humping telegraph poles, digging hole and climbing trees, we
had come to the conclusion that we were not the men for the
job, and only frequent stops for tea and buns kept us going.
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We weren't the only ones invoived; a dog and a tame (?)
goat were always at hand to help· although how the dog and
Dave Cook ended up in a snow drift will never be known! One
of the boy at the centre was a great help too. He was employed earching for and collecting M arty Bevis's lo t glove .
(Just how many pairs of gloves has Marty got?).
nyway, omehow the joo was finished. Ju t before Christena we had built a wall, balance walk, crawl-through tyres,
vaulting bars, swing and all the other fiendish device common to initiative course . Strangely enough, the boys seemed
co enjoy it; no accounting for tastes. The thing even got
on co B.B.C. television . .. they muse have been short of news
chat night!

18th Signal Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
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(Thank you r8th Regiment - would oiher u.nics like to fo llow
suir with a list of their pn'ncipal appoimments fro m tim e to
time.-Edito1').
places perhaps, the aftermath of Christmas left
A Susin inmost
January with a comparatively quiet month, though

and fighting off the strongly-fancied 40 and 42 Commandos
Royal Marines. Lieutenant David Gardiner finished in second
pla::e after a close race with the winning Gurkha and Signalman
Palany, who ran a good race and fin ished 11th. He was followed
by Signalman R. K. Stanley (12th), Corporal Beach J. Beach
(17th), Signalman R. A. Smith (20th), Corporal P. Lord (31st),
Lance-Corporal Sooria (3Sth) and Lieutenant P.H. MacCulloch
(36th). After the race it was announced that the Regiment had
won the Di crict League, having put up very consistent performances in five meetings during the season.

Sailors snil away
Very regrettably a large number of our prominent sailors
have left the unit in the past two month , amongst them being
Major and Mrs. Mark Barker, Major and Mrs. Bird, Corporal's
Essam, Gladwin, Gray, Ellis, Jennings and Lincoln - thus
removing practically the whole of our Regimental and Corps
team. The departure of the two ladies in particular will be
keenly felt, both being excellent sailors in their own right.

T h .- R egi11mi1ta l Fleet expands
What we have lost in sailors, however, we have gained in
boats and our bosun, Sergeant Eouzan, now has to contend
with quite a fleet; a sampan, two ski boats, the Ketch Brigand
and now a fast 16 foot launch, Pammie. The history of Pammie
begins nearly ten years ago when the N uffield Trust bought
a launch for 237 Signal Squadron, then in Bangkok, which
was subsequently lost in a storm. With the proceeds of the
insurance the 'Chey Wen' was acquired in 1965 from
Sergeant Major Gill, then of 19th Signal Regiment, and with
the rundown of the Squadron in Bangkok, this boat fell into
disuse and was eventually bought down to Singapore where
this R egiment's P.R. !. bought her in April, 1969. After a lot
of hard work on the part of our L.A.D., under W.0.1. (A.S.M.)
Parkinson, she now looks as good as new and as the good ship
Pammie has now taken to the water. Our photographs show
the before and after effect of the work put in by the L.A.D.
The results self-evident indeed, showing a very considerable
difference.

Champion

q oadron

lnnN~

249 Signal Squadron will obviously feel this to be so, with
their annual vehicle and equipment inspect:on taking place
and therefore being involved in the usual preparations. As a
compensation for their hard work, though quite . unconnected
with it, they were presented with the Champion Squadron lance,
havi ng gained the highest points in the Regimental competition.
This competition includes drill, a barrack room competition,
and marks for the percentage of the Squadron who have been
upgraded du ring the year. The Commander 5th Signal Group,
Colonel D . A. Polley, O.B.E ., was kind enough co review the
parade and present the lance.
The parade was followed for our living-in Malay soldiers
by a belated Hari Raya lunch. The fact that it was delayed
from the actual fes tival time obviously did nothing to impair
appetites, as was quite obvious from the vast quantity (at least
co the European eye) of rice consumed! This was followed later
in the month by the annual Chinese New Year Dinner, ably
run by the S.S. '. of 2 Squadron, W.0.11. Lee Kim Ann. This
took place in the ' Happy Nite-Club ' in Singapore and the
exceller;it Chinese meal was much enhanced by the performances
of an exotic strip-tease girl; whose act was ably supported at
suitable intervals by cries of "Yam Seng."

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 43
T ILL clasped in the firm frozen grip of winter, tile
S
Regiment swung. out . of the
s_ocial
and
acuvity. This month
into the 'Seventies with little let-up
Chr~strnas.

se~ son

m

sees us still in the midst of the gestation period of a lot of
undertakings, rangi ng from cross-country running, through
holidays on the I talian lakes, to VTOL jet fighters. Sh~rtage
of space and a certain sense of stage management forbid us
elaborating futher; we will cont_ent ourselves a?d tfie readers
of these columns with the p romise that succeeding mstalments
of W IRE notes will reveal all!

Comings and goings

as all readers are aware, 'comparative' covers a wide margin !

A considerable amount of resh uffling among the officer s ~f
the R egiment included the arrival of Lieutenant Neil
Mackereth, from Catterick, and Second-Lieutena~t T?m
Moncur, from Winchester. L ater in the month, Ma1or Dick
Sumner arrived from West Byfleet to take over command of
the projected H arrier Squadron, which is due to form in the
next few months. Our ' phantom ' arrival, who is with us
on paper (and in spirit, we presume!) i~ Lieutenant.John Reed,
who is on a course at the School of Signals. It will be noted
that in rh is time there have been no postings out, but let ~s
hasten to reassure the more suspicious of our readers that this
is by no means a ' Rolls-Royce ' establishment · the coming
months will be busy ones, with more than enough for everyone to do!

Good cross-count?"~· result
In the sporting world the unit again organised the Singapore
District Cross-country Championship, in wh ich we achieved
a better resulc than last year, coming second to the 1/2 Gurkha

Annual Fitness for llole Inspection

PLUGGING ON
Lieutenant Gardiner and Signalman Palamy at the half way mark
in the District Cross Country Championship

ADDITION TO REGIMENTAL FLEET
" Pammie" before and after the unit L.A.D. had had a go at her
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W e are delighted (if not relieved!) to report a most succes ful inspection of the unit by Brigadier Paul Crook, Commander, Rhine Area, on 28th January. Thanks to a cheerful
and confident cast, we were able to offer a cr?wded a_nd
ambitious programme, involving thre.e different stations, which
went wirli.out snag from tart to finish. The Commander has
written to express his pleasure at what he saw.
During the inspection, Captain Ronald Allen a ~d . ~ergeant
Tom McGrath of ' H ' Troop, were able to m1t1at_e the
Brigadier, the C.0. and the R.S.M. into the. m;:stenes of
divining. ! n the photograph, you can see Brigadier Cr<>?k
proving that even an Infantryman c~n unearth a water mam,
given two pieces of wire. It really did work!
The other major event of the day was me presentation of
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals t_o Staff Se~eants
Stan Lee and Stan Gibney. In the celebrations fol~owmg the
ceremony, we naturally offered _rhe two the use of the Anderson
Tankard ' which is always available to the man of the moment
at our Regimental occasions. You can see in oll! phoc<?gr~ph
an impressive demonstration of the powers of improv1sat1on
and co-operation that have brought the two N.C.O.s through
18 years of unblemished service.
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THE BIRD OF THE YEAR
The " Bird of rhe Year" trophy presented by Colonel J. C. Clinch ,
received on behalf of the Regiment by the Commanding Officer
Lieutenant-Colonel Norman Butler

The last of the CAFSO's
This month the Regiment said farewell to Colonel Johnny
Clinch, who relinquished hi appointment as Commander,
4 Group, on posting to Harrogate, and, of course, was for a
Jong while our CAFSO before this appointment vanished in
the re-structuring of Air Formation Signals. The officers of
che Regiment journeyed to R.A.F. Bruggen to lunch-out in
fitting style the last of the CAFSO's, mus marking the end
of a long and fruitful association on both the profes ional and
personal level. Inevitably tinged, as. it wa~, \~ith more than
a hint of sadness, the lunch was not without its hghter moi:ients
and many of the ' Clinch legends ' were unearthed and suitable
mementoes presented.
ln an amusing and winy reply, Colonel Clinch demonstrated
himself well able to with tand the toasting (and some roasting!)
he had received at the hands of the C.O. and Second-in-Command, Major Lief Welton, and conclu~ed by presenting !O the
Regiment a superb 'Bird of the Year trophy. A magnificent
specimen, as our photograph of, the pr es ~nta tion hO\~ S . Our
be t wishes go with Colonel Chncb m his new appomtmenc,
and we hope that it will be as eajoyable and rewarding for
him as thi latter as ociation has been for 21st Signal Regiment.

l\hine Art>a Champions again
On 14rh January the Regimental cross-country team won
the Rhine Arca Championship for the fourth successive year.
It was a most impressive victory, with six runner taking places
in the first seven (first, Corporal Peter Dring; econd, Corporal
George Holden; third, Corporal Mick Gue; fifth, LanceCorporal Graham Campbell; sixth, Corporal Chris Cottam, and
seventh, Lance-Corporal Fred Roissetter) and the team score,
I IS
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So what's so
special
about Wilsons?
21 SIGNAL REGIMENT-RHINE AREA CROSS COUNTRY
CHAMPIONS, 1970
Standing, left to right: Corporals Gue, Holden, Cotham, Lieutenant
T. J. Cantle, Lieutenant-Colonel f'!. A. Butler, Corporal McNeill,
Lance-Corporal Hunt
Seated, left to right: Lance-Corporals Roissetter, In nes, Mrs. Cotham
(recorder), Lance-Corporals Campbell, Woodford and Corporal
Dring

of 49 points, b~g nearly 200 better than the runners-up
28th Signal Regrment.
'
The . te~ in now in very strict training for the BAOR
Champ1onsh1ps ~d _their morale could not be higher. We are
confident ~at this IS our year, and we shall live up to the
targets set m Octo~er, 1968. Read next month's WIRE to see
whetber we were right.

Stop Pres-s--We win it
The. Re~ental cross-country team won the B.A.O.R.
champ1ons!:Ups on 10th Fe~ruary, scoring 85 points. This is
~~ first time .that Royal Signals have won this .title, indeed,
It is the first nme tbat any other unit than Infantry or Cavalry
have been successful
Positions in the team race: Corporal Gue (1st) Corporal
Holden (2nd), Corporal Dring (3rd), Corporal MacMman (5th)
~ance-Corpo!'31 Campbell (13th), Corporal Storer (17th), Lance~
o~ Ro1ssetter (20th), Corporal Cottam (23rd), Corporal
McNeill (36th), Lance-Corporal Woodford (48th). There were
140 runners.
. Running as an indiv~dual, tha~ magnificent runner, Corporal
Bill Venus, of 22nd S~gnal R~ent, finished comfortably in
front of_ our lads, bu_t it was ruce to be swept in on a sea of
orange 1erseys, knowrng they had the same cap badge.

BLANDFOllD

WILSON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Incorporated Insurance Brokers

Left to right: Sergeant Martin (14th Signal Regiment), Signalman Goodacre, Corporal Jones, Corporal Lyons, Signalman Black
(14th Signal Regiment), Sergeant Amos, Lance-Corporal McLean, Yeoman of Signals Bland

Head Office: 431 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes .

" KEYS TO SECURITY "

..

NAME
37/-

ADDRESS

J Squadron
Still with the Navy_, a detachment from ~ Squadron? consisting of Corporal Hams, Lance-Corporal Le tch, and S1gna!man
Samways, kept up the good name of the Squadron with_ a
highly-successful JOCOMEX with H .M.S .. Bi~lwark. Startl?g
in the early hours of the morning, commumcauons were mamtained with Dll R230 and Cll standby as H.M.S. Bulwark
sailed from Port;mouth towards Gibraltar. Traffic w:is passed
for 36 hours until midday on tile 28th. The o~y hit~ came
with the visit of Yeoman of Signals Gordon Wright dw:mg the
evening, and the change of direction of the antenna m total

63/Sl/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specloli11 In !he 1u1>1>ly of Mll114ry Requisites
44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY
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that the excitement of the festive season and the
departure of AMF(L) Force Radio Troop bas died down,
the Regiment has settled back to its usual busy routine. Firsthand reports of occurrences in Norway have been brought
back with the return of Lieutenant Bob Baynes and AMF(L)
U .K. Battalion Signal Troop from Exercise 'Hardfall IV.' We
have been kept informed of events in Northern Ireland by
Second-Lieutenant Tony Edwards, who has just returned from
39th Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. He repo~s
that everyone is in high spirits and that Lieutenant Chris
Greig, who joined the Squadron on 20th January has already
made his presence felt with the organisation o_f a Land Rover I
map-reading exercise which simulated every disaster that could
occur.

N

Branches in U.K. and Overseas

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Wall Shleld1 1• x 6' Royal Sl1nal1
Pac. Sdcb ...
...
Ser1unts Walkln1 Can~, Baii; P~~- or Thlmbi~ C~p
Cr..ted. Home
...
'
Abroad ...

ll!lliilllllllllllllllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllllllllllll

. . . well nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers.
Our leaflet
" Keys to Security " tells you more.

Please send, without obligation, your leaflet-

Home -13/ 10 uch plu1 1/6 poet
Abroad-12/6 each plu1 1/6 polt

CAMP

111111
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Still going strong - Royal Signals Detachment, Anguilla

92~An:dl/::J. came 2nd in the Army Championships-see page

REGULATION PATTERN

30th Signal Regiment

darkness thick freezing fog, and with the aid of one torch. No
repcrts of frostbite or exposure have yet been received. But
the brave three need worry no more about the frost; later this
month they depart for Anguilla.

Anguilla detachment
Early January aw the arrival of me Commanding Officer
on a whirlwind tour of the island and neighbouring Antigua.
The Colonel was able to assess the communication requirement in the light of the current situation; one manifestation
of his visit was the sight of the Yeoman of ignals, Staff
Sergeant Colin Bland, on top of a 100-odd foot latticed tower
attaching a suitable VHF antenna to work the airhead in
Antigua, some 94 miles distant.
The Colonel was able to meet and discuss problems with
all members of the Fcrce Signal Detadlment, amongst them
Lance-Corporal Geoff Hirst, who, with Lance-Corporal Sandy
Maclean, supervises the running of the Dll rear link t" JRS
Nas au, 1,100 miles to the north. Lance-Corporal Hirst, incidentally, is the first radio amateur to be re-licensed on the
i land. He works 20 and 15 metres extensively on CW and
SSB under his callsign VP2KQ.
The replacement detachment are due to leave the Regiment
in March for their six-montb tour under Caribbean skie ....
some folk have all the luck!
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.\)IF (I,) For('t> Jlmlio Troop

\X'ith the return of Lieutenant-Colonel Rose, the Conunand mg Officer, from a five-day visit to Norway, came this report
from AMF(L) Force Radio Troop:
After a tormy voyage, we arrived in J!llrstadmoen, the home
of the orwegian Signal , for breakfast on Sunday 4th January.
Captain Crouch, Staff Sergeant Gilder and Sergeant Watson,
the advance party, had done all th<' ground work for us,
immediately used to
and \Ve were allotted rooms, which \
catch up on all our lost sleep from the journey.
The following day we were met and welcomed to orwav
and Jlllr tadmoen by Major Steone, tile Officer Commanding
the Training Battalion, and we started learning to live and move
in Arcac conditions. The temperature when we arrived, - 32 °C.
roe to a 'warm' - 15 °C., which made living easier. Under
orwegian Army instructors, we were taught the basics of
ski-ing and survival, which we put inro practice the first week
by camping out in our five-man tents. Sergeant West and
Corporal Kynaston lead the field in the Ski-ing. We spent
two day on cros -country ki-ing, setting off in the early
morning in parties of twenty with a Norwegian instructor and
covering sixteen kilometres across the mountains by dark.
otable events on these two days included Signalman Wilson
(622) seeing Signalman Wilson (364) in a snowdrift overhead
inging " Do you think I would leave you lying, when there'
room on my kis for two" and Sergeant Wood, R.A. v .C., wa
beard to say as he careered down a slope, "If you want
medical assistance, stop me!"
Apart from ski-ing, we have done three exercises to try our
radios and to practice operating in Arctic conditions. All three
went very well; a lot of new problems were discovered and
olved.
We are leaving for Germany on 2nd February after a
month's. enj?yable and interesting stay in J!tlrstadmoen. All the
Norwegian mstructors have been most helpful and friendly and
we approach Exerci e ' Arctic Express ' with confidence.'/

24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
month, a month of fog and rain and biting winds
A QUIET
but strangely little snow. January, and a new decad~
begins. It is often said that no news is good news but where
t~e WIRE Note write~ is. concerned it makes life 'exceedingly
difficult. Yet opporturuty 1s thus presented for the spotlight to
be turned on events and occasions not usually reported.
Judo

The Re~ental Judo team has begun training in earnest for
the fort~commg Northern Command Judo Championships, to
be held m York on 6th March. The team is attempting to retain
the title it won last year.
Meanwhile, two members of the team, Sergeant Black and
Sergeant Roberts are continuing to teach children from the
Convent of the ".\Ssumption Sch?OI in Richmond and already
several of the children have achieved Junior Mons grading of
6th and 5th Kyu.
Inside, the Regiment classes have recently begun for the
W.R.A.C., and it is perhaps unnecessary to describe ttie
reaction of the soldiers!
f ' ros!ii-c•ou11try

The Regimental cross-country took place on Saturday the
17th Ja.nuary. The race as a spectacle was spoilt by the dense
fog which clamped down on Catterick on the day before the
rac:;e, consequc;ntly sp~ctators saw vinually nothing but the
fimsh. The wmner, Signalman Martin, of 1 Squadron compl~ted the co~se so far ahead of his rivals, however, th;t even
this was devoid of exc~tement. The. course, ankle-deep in mud
and slush, ~ut a prer_ruum on starruna and determination, and
thus 24th Si~al ~eg1meot was not at all surprised at Martin's
excelle~t t~rd m the Northern Command Cross-country
Championships on the 23rd January. We look forward with
confidence to the Army Championships.

~
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FAR AWAY PLACES-UNUSUAL JOBS
ll.eports from the Outposts

With the
Royal Na·vy to
Australia
By
I SQUADRON-WINNERS OF REGIMENTAL CROSS-COUNTRY

Capttiin W. P. IJ. Tlwmas

Back row, left to right : Signalman Lamberton, Signalman Langdale,
Signalman East, Signalman Brewer, Signalman Martin (the individual
winner) Sergeant Bowman
Front row: Signalman Huntingdon, Sergeant Tuppenney, Signalman
Ballance

ht brief
Sergeant Dyke and Sergeant Ellis were dined out of the
Sergeants' Mess during the month. The four ton Battery
~barge~ was taken to Barnard Castle School for an afternoon's
mstrucnon on the 27th January.
The Officers' Mess soccer team, strongly represented by
officers from 24th Signal Regiment drew 3-3 with the Sergeants'
Mess, 11th Signal Regiment.
'
The new _Serii;eants' 1:-.fess dining room annex was opened the R.S.M. 1s still workmg on the cocktail bar!
Mass of colour around 24th Signal Regiment ... spring? No,
shoulder flashes in a kaleidoscope of colours.
Police in the kitchen - learning the culinary arts from the
A.C.C. Staff of 24th Signal Regiment, a three week course ready for any emergency - not only can they deliver the
baby our P .C.s can now cook for the rest of the family!

"WHY DIDN'T THEY LET US KNOW?"
' The Wire , is always eager to receive items of
Corps news of interest to its readers. If short, such
items can be sent in by telephone or signal, even
after the closing da:te for written copy. So let us
hear about anything that may be of interestsporting successes, unusual feats by individnals,
news of retired member~anything that you think
should be in ' The Wire/
Be newsminded and keep us informed (Tel No.
91-730-4129).
We hate to say:
" WHY DIDN'T THEY LET US KNOW?"

A visit to Western Australia, by
courtesy of the Royal Navy. This
was the offer by the Captain of
the LPD, H.M.S. ' Fearless,' to
all units of the Army and R.A.F.
m the Far East. For those lucky
enough to go, it was probably the
most worthwhile twenty-four days
away from their units that they
could ever have wished for.

It is not uncommon for Servicemen to indulge by R.A.F.
or R.A.A.F. to Eastern Australia, but the West is probably
unknown. Below is a brief description of a visit to Fremantle
and Perth and some impressions for would-be immigrants.
A Vfjry mixed collectit>n
Most of the force embarked on H.M.S. Fearless at the Naval
Base in Singapore, although some had come aboard at Hong
Kong. It was a very mixed collection of soldiers, airmen,
marines, and the combined Pipes and Drums of 10th Princess
Mary's Own Gurkha Rifle and the Gurkha Engineers-in all,
eight officers and about 120 men. Leaving Singapore in the
rain, at I p.m., we had hardly time to eat before we were
able to watch a ' RAS '-a resupply at sea. A RN fleet auxiliary
positioned herself about 60ft. on the starboard bow and shot
two lines aboard, one forward, one aft. The aft line, within
minutes became a gantry and pallet loads of stores and food
were quickly pulled on board. This lasted about two hours
and was hard work for the sailor , as each load was pulled
ac ross by hand. Meanwhile, both ships remained perfectly in
position, using the forward line to judge the distance and
changing course by klaxon signal (5° of rudder every five
minutes).
A bit tibo11t • Ji'etirless ,
To explain a little about H.M.S. Fearless. She i a Landing
Platform Dock (LPD), one of two ships used by the RN: to
move and support an embarked force of Army or Royal Mannes
on to a beach head. Her complement is about 45 officers and
520 men this includes a party of Royal Marines, who operate
the four 'LCMs and four LCVPs the LPD Operating Troop,
mainly R.C.T., but includes R.E.M.E. R.E., R.A.P .C. and
A.C.C., who are responsible for the vehicle decks, a_nd . 621
(LPD) Signal Troop who provide military commumcauons.
The embarked for~e can vary in size, but 540 officers and
men can comfortably be carried, although an o_verload of
900 have been squeezed in. The vehicle decks wLll hold. SO
armoured vehicles, including 17 main battle tanks, 10 Saladms,
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MANNING SHIP
H.M.S. Fearless entering Fremantle Harbour, West Australia
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23 Ferrets, 106 3-ton and 90 t-ron vehicles. The flight deck
can fly off two Wessex simultaneously and carry many more.
The Operations room is equipped for a Brigade Headquarters, with supporting Arms and Services, operating in. airconditioned comfort. The deck at the stern of the ship 1s
flooded by opening the stern doors and filling the ballast tanks.
The ship sinks nine feet and the LCMs, fully laden, are floated
out.
On this trip we were not to see any operational action; however a R.N. ship sailing on a courtesy visit is rather like
preparing for an Army adminstration inspection-paint everywhere. Every deck was eventually put out of bounds as it
was painted with non-slip green paint, applied with a roller.
The embarked force were put to various task , and seemed
to enjoy it, as it wa only morn!ng work, with plenty. of fres_h
air and accompanied by the Pipes and Drums hav1?g their
morning practice. Ar 12.00 hours came the rum raaon, half
water and half rum, and drunk down in one a good midday meal, followed by sunbathing on the decks or sle_epin~, ~rt,
tea, a film show, or sharin~ out the beer and st<;>nes nil pipe.
down which pas when, with luck, you stayed m your b1.nk,
as th~ ship rolled around at the . slightest swell.
The embarked force officers, havmg been shown around every
corner of the ship, repeatedly got lost, caught up on sleep,
ate and drank too well (duty-free prices) and ev:>ntually sought
refuge in the wardroom and played 'Uckers' all the way to
Australia. One entertainment not to be forgotten wa · the
ship's pantomime, ' Sinbad the S~or,' a carefare take--0ff of
the life and characters aboard ship.
,trrival at Ji'remantll'
After even days we arrived off Frcmantle1 the port . for
Perth. This was very fortunate for some m~c Australians
whose launch had broken down and was drifung helplc sly.
A LCVP wa quickly launched and towed the unfortunate
crew into harbour; this, of course, created a big tory for the
local papers, who oon had it splashed over the front page
of the evening editions.
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The arrival of one of H .M . warships co a foreign port i an
unporcant event and i about equivalent to the visit of one's
Regimencal Colonel-in-Chief. The ship shone, the ship's company and embarked force, in best uniform, manned the rails,
and the band , both afloat and ashore, played. Gently and
effi iently the ship ailed in and tied up at the berth, all stood
to attention and the White Ensign was broken at the bow .
The tormaliu s were quickly over and it was not long before
rwo of us had slipped ashore and made for the first pub,
approprmtely named • The We t Australian ' and were downing
our first middi ' of very cold Australian beer.

First impressions
First impressions are important. I have always expected a
dock to be rather dirty, a muddle of warehouses, railway sidings,
cranes and draughty ietties. However, Fremantle mu t rate
as one of the cleanest and smartest looking pores in the world.
The pas enger terminal, handling thousands of immigrants and
cruise visitors, is more modern and smart than any air terminal
I have yet seen. Not a scrap of rubbish or dirt could be
found the 1mpre sion was of efficiency and cleanliness; in
addition, the temperature was in the nineties, with a cool
westerly breeze in the afternoon.
Another point of note, on our arrival, was the number of
people who came on board, stacked with information and
advice on how to enjoy ourselves in Fremantle and Perth .
The hip' liaison officer, s-nt in advance by air arrived with
a string of invitations for all ranks, and soon the ' Shore Leave
Information Centre,' with three telephone lines to shore was
humming with activity. Anything was available, from a trip
around the local brewery to a week' s cay on a cattle station for
three junior ratings from Manchester. It was now that one
realised what was meant when Fremantle was described as
' a good run ashore ' by the matelots.
A first class party
It was on the first evening that the ship really came to life.
A well-tried recipe, which rarely fails, is to floodlight the ship,
put up awnings and a bar on deck and throw a cocktail parry
to anyone who is anyone. The result was a first-class party
which carried on with beating Retreat, supper, and dancing
to the ship's group, the 'Fearless Four,' to the small hours
and invitations for all in return.
Much had been said on the way across as to the ' quantity and
quality' of West Australian girls. We may have been at sea for
seven days, but we hadn't forgotten what good-looking girls
looked like. Large, tall ugly, uncultured Amazons, in short
supply, they were most certainly not. In fact, they were all
very good-looking, wore micro skirts unabashed, shorter than
when I was last in the U.K., were friendly and full of fun.
Such is the prosperous way of life in W.estern Australia that
most young people have their own cars and flats and live
an independent carefree life.

.t hectic ten days
For the next ten days life became a hectic rush to fit in
all the things one wanted to do. Most of us lived on the
ship, probably overslept for breakfast, and were out the rest
of the day sightseeing and back again in the small hours.
During that time I visited a vineyard-mostly a problem of seeing how many wines one could sample in two hours-swam
and roasted on a surf beach, seventy per cent covered in bikiniclad girls; toured the prosperous suburbs, King's Park and the
Swan River; drove myself to Yan Chap Nature Park-lots of
koala bears, kangaroos, emus and black swans-for a picnic,
also provided by a girl-friend; was driven round by a surveyor
friend to see the huge industrial expansion areas of Fremantle,
Naval Base, Kwinana, the airfield of Jandakot, where tiny
private planes take off and land at the rate of one a minute;
saw the vast dairying and sheep farms and the huge Canning
Dam. It was here that we realised what the ' Bush' is like,
for, going down a dirt track road leading through the bush,
we had two punctures and had to wait for a passing motorist
to lift in our driver to the nearest road, four miles away, to
get the second tyre repaired. We were lucky, it could have
been a hundred miles.

Tit"

• Ses11i.o• •

I also saw 'the session.' No drink can be sold on a Sunday
in Perth, so thirsty Australians must drive 25 miles to the
nearest pub, where drinking is allowed two hours in the morning and two hours in the afternoon. If you don't queue up
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with your jug before it starts you probably won't get served;
and afterwards, the drive back to town is a time for sane
people to keep off the road. I was taken to a night club . . .
buy your own bottles beforehand, hand them in at the door in
exchange for a ticket, and they are kept cool till you n eed
them. I dined at an unlicensed restaurant (very expensive)
where the waiter collected drinks from the hotel across the
street; I didn't want a full bottle, so he asked around the
other diners and came back with two glasses of free wine.
I discovered that all hotels were called pubs and just provided beer at a bar, or, if you were lucky, had a lounge wh ich
seated 500, with a dance band and mini-skirted waitresses; at
10 p.m. you bought your beer from the 'carry-out' department
and made your way home. I was amazed at the Australian
capacity for raking a boat out on the River Swan, filling it
with people, foo d and drink, and doing nothing but eat and
drink. I learnt when driving to give way to the righ t and
that at a drive-in cinema you don't go out to watch the fi lm.

Sport prt>•emincnt
The five-day week for all means that sport is a major occupation, be it cricket, Australian r ules footba ll, speedway, horseracing, trotting, squash (every district has good public courts),
tennis and bowls (grass courts and floodlit), saili ng, golf (12
courses in the P erth area), water ski-ing, surf-riding and
swimming. M any of these sporting clubs exist to provide a
way around the licensing laws, but I didn't meet a single
Australian, m ale or female, who did n't take an active part in
a sport or game.
The hip it elf provided a great deal of interest, being open
for visitors on Saturday and Sunday, and giving a party for
local underprivileged children on F riday. Other visitors included H.M.A.S . L eeuwin (a junior sailor ' training establishment), R.A.A.F. and Regula r Army uni ts from Western Command.
All too soon the ten-day visit was ended and the final parties,
both ashore and afloat, caused a ti red crew to assemble on
deck for the farewell ceremonie . However, a strike by the
local tugmen gave us an extra hour on shore to say goodbye
to those who had offered so much hospitality and pleasure to
all ranks of the ship, So, with bands playing and in bright
sunshine, we sailed fo r home.
l1' . Australia in. retrospect
Looking back on the trip, while I sail home, it would be wise
to fill in a few facts concerning West Australia, because one
can read all the pamphlets and books one likes in Australia
House, but first-hand knoweldge is invaluable.
Western Australia is big. It is ten times the size of U .K .,
three times the size of Texas. Its area is almost a million
square miles, but its population is less than a million, more
than half of which live in Perth. It varies from the tropics
in the north to the temperate zone in the south. Perth averages
nearly eight hours of sunshine a day, and has a temperature
varying from 120°F. dry heat, to a slight possibility of frost,
averaging about 70 °F . The state is probably the fastest growing
and has the greatest potential of any in the world, there being
enough iron ore for the world's needs for the next 100 years.
Nickel, gold, bauxite for aluminium, cattle, wheat and sheep
are probably the principal industries.
There is tremendous potential for anyone who is prepared
to work here, there being a great shortage of labour at all
levels. The potential immigrant must be prepared to work
at any job as soon as he arrives and to keep changing jobs until
he has got what he wants. Wages are high, but long hours
are worked and taxes are less than in the U.K. Prices are
high, and so is the standard of living. There is no welfare
state or national health, but people are healthy and only one
per cent out of work. American ideas, finance and way of life
are very strong, but the people are still pro-Britain. The price
of land for a house is very expensive-£2,500--then the price
of a bungalow has to be added, but loans are easy to obtain .
A few flats are built in Perth, but every Australian likes his
quarter-acre of ground, where he grows tropical fruit and
flowers, but has to spend a fortune on water charges to keep
it from drying-up, as there is little rain for many months. He
is unable to sit in the garden, due to the flies, which swarm
everywhere, so every house has tlymesh over all doors and
windows. There are many and various complex controls and
regulations, ranging from the prevention of bush fires, by burning off all scrub and grass, to swimming only where there is
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(Continued from page 120)
a shark lookout and lifeguard. The distances and vastness of
the country mean i.s~lation an~ loneliness for those not prepared for 1t, but d nvmg 500 miles a day, with a • roo bar' on
the front to bounce off stray kangaroos is quite common.
It is a classless society, but there is a certain amo unt of
small-town snobbery amon gst the old fa milies. Basically, people
are interested in making money and enjoying life outdoors,
fortunes are quickly made by those who work hard and grab
at opportunities. There is a cheerfu l, optimistic, pioneering
spirit amongst the West Australians. T hey know they are
living in the latest, fastest-growing and richest white-populated
stated in the world and are keen for immigrants, especially from
the U .K., to come and help them open it up and enjoy it.

lVhere I

shtdl u•do11.btedly want t o s e ttle

T o sum up the whole trip, I am most grateful to have had
the opportunity to see the Royal Navy at work and play and
have a first-hand look at a country where I shall undoubtedly
want to settle in when I have retired from the Service.

ROYAL SIGNALS MEMBERS POSE IN THE 'IRON GATES' OF
THE SAMARIA RAVINE
Lance-Corporal Smith, Corporal Collinson, Corporal Billsberry,
Corporal Patterson, Lieutenant Reynolds
RESUPPLY AT SEA
Mail comes across from the Fleet Auxiliary Gold Ranger to Fearless

Across the Strongholtl
.\n accorint ol the Trflodos Joint 11.A.F./lloyal
Signals e~·pedltion to the 1Vhlte Mountains of
Crete, Autumn, 1969
By Lieutenant N. G. Reynolds, Royal Signals, 261 Signal
Squadron (Air Support)

• Not Entitled '
THINK that the idea of crossing the ~ite ~ou_ntains
was first put to me by Flying Officer Mike Wmrung ~t
some late hour in the Officers' Mess bar a~ i:-roodos, l~
February, 1969, and from there, like all goo~ iumor officers
schemes it grew larger day by day. We decided to take ten
men, h~lf R.A.F. and half Royal Signals, all from Troodos.
Our aims were:
To cross the White Mountains from east to west, climbing
as many as possible of the main peaks en route.
To walk down the Samaria ravine, the largest in Europe.
To prepare the members of the Troodos Sub-UI_Jit o~ the
N.E.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team for their wmter
duties.
To study the area in whidi the guerillas operated during
Second World War.

I
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And so, after months of planning, letter-writing, obtaining
equipment and money, _despite cries of : not entitled ' from
all sides, we finally sailed for Crete via Rhodes on 17th
September. We were one member hort, however, for Sergeant
Terry Heath, who was to have been our official photographer,
had been involved in a car accident only a few days before,
and was still not fit to travel.

• Siga, Slga '
We arriued at Heraklion, the main port and large~t town
on the island on 21st September. To our surprise, we were
met on the docks by Lieutenant Villios, of the Greek Army
pedal Forces, who took us. to meet his .Comman~ing 9fficer.
They explained mat as exercises were takmg place m this area,
Lieutenant Villios, as Liaison Officer, and an armed guard,
would have to accompany us over the mountain . The next
day we s~t -0ff, now thirteen strong, ~or the ".illage of Ammoudarion high on the edge of the A k1fou plam, on the eastern
side ~f the White Mountains. Accommodation here v~as
arranged in the police station, and, after sorting out our equipment for the next day, we went to meet the local inhabitants
at their coffee shop. From them we learnt that weather conditions were still quite good in the mountains and that it was
not likely to deteriorate for about another three weeks.
The White

~lomtt.a ins

The ne.'i.1: morning we made an early tart and headed off
up the winding track into the mountain . As we went higher.
the vegetation became sparse, until at about 6,000 feet we
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were walkio~ on bare rock and loose stones. This type of
cenery conunued for the next four days, as we moved westwards over the mountains, climbing as many as pos iblc of
lhe peak over 7,000 feet. On the third day, four of the p arty
climbed Mount Paknes (8,044 feet) the highest peak of the
whole range. The view from the summit was wonderful wi th
the cloud-topped peak of the whok range as far as the eye
could ee, and Suda Bay glimpsed far away to the north.
From here we moved to the Omalos plateau, in the heart of
the White Mountains from where we intended to turn south
toward the sea.
Tb4> Omalos PlaC-c.•1111

iruated at over 3,000 feet and covering 25 square kilometres,
the Omalo is the most impressive of the Cretan upland plains.
Although it is fairly fertile, there is no village, only two
small cafes and a few shepherd huts. We spent a day there and
took a quick look at the entrance to the vast cave complex at
the northern end.
amaria llavi11e
The final day of foot work took us down the Samaria
Ravine to the coast. The gorge is about 12 miles long, flanked
on each side by barren rock faces, topped by the ' Rotfun
Crags.' At the half-way point lies the ruined village of
Samaria the last hideout of the post-war Communist guerillas,

and about two miles beyond are the ' Iron Gates.' H ere the
gorge is about 12ft. wide, with the walls rising sheer to 2,000
feet. At the end of the gorge we reached the coast and the
small village of Ayia Roumeli. From here we took the only
way out-by boat along the coast to Khora Sfakion, the scen e
of the Commonwealth forces evacuation in 1942, where we
found a rather rusty British steel helmet on the beach to prove
the fact.
•

T~ikoudhin

•

After sampling the local firewater 'Tsikoudhia, the party
were in good enough humour to be taken round Minoan
civilisation excavations at Kno sos, which impressed even those
who were sceptical of ' bits of old stone. The final few days
were spent looking around H eraklion before sailing for Cyprus
on 8th October.
Conclusion
The value of the training was proved to be worthwhile, as,
less than a week after our return, the Troodos Mountain
Rescue team were alerted for a call-out in the N. ount Olympus
area, and all members of the Crete Expedition turned out for
the search.
Royal Signals members of the party were : Lieutenant Nick
Reynolds, Corporals Wayne Collinson, Terry Patterson, Brian
Billsberry and Lance-Corporal Joe Smith.

Make this your Resolution for 1970 !
BE BIG

BUY YOUR OWN COPY OF THE WIRE

7 Armd Bde. H .Q. and Signal
Squadron (207) B.F.P.O. 37
E x ••rcise ' Cold Snap '
' ALPHA ' Troop began the season with four days on the
.
Soltau training area. Some interesting locations were
found, which didn't quite measure up to our usual barn
standard! Weather conditions provided good pract ice for the
432 drivers, and a chilly time was had by all. With t~1 e whole
of the Soltau training area to reverse in, Signalman Sykes had
to choose the O.C. Squadron's Rover to use as a brake on
our crashout move. Sergeant Parker was heard to mutrer:
cc He's been thinking again!"
Signalman Booth found out that
when O.C. ' Alpha ' helps to take down the pentagon it's best
to keep out of the way if you don't want an iron bar on your
head! In the closing hours of the exercise, 0 .C. ' A,' Secondin-Command ' A' and the senior N.C.0.s ' died.' Signalman
Tharme and Signalman Linley, as 0.C. ' A ' and Y. of S., performed these onerous duties with zest and provided much
amusement.
On the whole, a valuable introduction to the season.

SPORTS REPORT
Cross-country
Urged on by the enthusiastic and ever-young Sergeant
Escott, the team has gone from strength to strength. Having
won the Brigade Minor Units Competition at Hohne on 21st
January, the team journeyed to Hildesheim on 31st January
for the 1st Division finals, where they won the Minor Units
Competition and came second to the 1st Battalion Green
Howards in the Major Units Competition. Sergeant Escott and
Lance-Corporal Dillon-White finished in second and third
places respectively.
Following the saying cc If you can't beat 'em join 'em,'.' our
team has arranged to train with the Green Howards at Mmden
for the week prior to the B.A.0 .R. finals. More of this next
month.

Rockey

THE DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS SERVICE
FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE
'

has vacancies for

CYPHER OFFICERS IN LONDON
Men and women, with recent experience of Cypher Work including teleprinters can
earn up to £1,280 p.a., plus aJlowances for shift attendance. Promotion prospects to
£1,735 p.a.
Candidate and both parents must have been British subjects at all times smce birth.

Having successfully thrashed Hannover Station 6-1 in the
1st Division Minor Units Cup semi-final on Wednesday, 4th
February (our first match in eight weeks due to ice-bound
pitches) the unit met 20th Corps Electronic Workshops REME
in the final at Minden on Saturday, 7th February.
Unfortunately, the Workshops had watched the semi-final,
and laid their plans accordingly. The Workshops team tackled
hard and quickly, and the unit team were never allowed to
settle into their normal rhythm. The Worksh?PS had tw?
scoring chances and netted the ball on both occasions. The urut
had several cliances, but only managed to score once. R~sult :
20th Corps Electronic Workshops 2 - 7th Armoured Bngade
H.Q. & Signal Squadron 1.
Our readers may remember that last y~a~ we had 10 di!ferent
cap badges in the team that lost the div1S1onal final. This year
there were only seven. We actually managed to pack five
members of the Corps in the team.

Football

Under the management of Captain ~inch, R.C.T., and ably
assisted by Sergeant Turner, the ~t f<><?tball te~ are at
present unbeaten in the Soltau Garnson W mor Uruts League,
which they lead with 12 points.
The final of the 1st Division Minor Units football was an
all Royal Signals affair when we met 225 Signal Squa~on on
28th January. This we won 3-1 and so another pot resides at
Soltau.

Application forms and further details from:
The Personnel Officer (W),
Diplomatic Wireless Service,
Hanslope Park,
Wolverton, Bucks.
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lloJ·al Si~nal!ii Ass<wintion

The Annual Dinner will be held at the Masonic Rooms,
Alexander Road, Farnborough, on Saturday, 2nd May, at
7.30 for 8 p.m.
All enquiries to Mr. A. V. lent, 111, Gloucester Road,
Aldershot, Hants. (Tel. Aldershot 26358).
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11th Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron (211)
B.F.P.O. 29
' Drav4> ~ Troop: The DruJn Boys
has been qu ite a while since we were featured in THE
and there have been quite a few changes and a
IlotTofWIRE,
new faces have arrived.

We h ave said goodbye to Corporal Dennis Corser and LanceCorporal Forbes Davidson, who have gone to Cyprus, and to
Lance-Corporal Fred Alexander, who has gone to Hong Kong.
We have gained, after a long hectic battle with the QM.,
Corporal Jim Ross from the Ration Store, and he is once again
with his D10, quad and BPO 706s. Another addition to the
line crews is Signahnan Alan Bolton, who transferred fr~m
radio rt:lay to lineman, but he doesn't yet know how versanle
one has to be to be a lineman in this Troop!
The year started off with a rather cold exercise on Soltau
in January, and some of the commen~s about brazen _anthropoids were very apt; however, the. arm o~ the ex_ercise was
to ' break in ' the new boys, and 1t certamly achieved that.
.
(Possibly breaking-in some of the old boys as well!).
Social activities have been high on the list of events, with
the big day being 30th January, when we had Monty Sunshine and bis Jazz Men in the Green Scarf Club.
People became so indoctrinated with his trad jazz that
they were dancing on chairs and tables so that they could
see over the top of the crowd. Making their debut ~t this
evening was the newly-formed Squadron group, and m the
lead guitarist's chair is Signalman Jo Ashton. We hope that
he will be staying with us after 23rd February! .
Our beloved Troop Sergeant, Sergeant Stacey, is. away at
Pirbright learning how to jump_ up and. do'Yn on a ~ square.
He will soon be back to put his teachmg mto pracnce.
.
The three-striped 'hairy,' ~ergeant _Anderson h~s sold his
car,. bought a dinghy and a p3ll' of we~gton boots m pre~ara
tion for his posting to--wait for it-the Outer Hebndes.
Judging by the number of times ~e has r.ea~ '.Whisky Galore,'
.
anyone would think he was bemg opnmis~c!
However, the Troop till manages to provide '!hat 1s asked
for, and occasionally we go ~o the fiel.d, when .reqwred, to make
telephones ring and teleprmters prmt, albeit the. latter only
just made it on an infamous and unnamed exercise.

12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(212) B.F.P.0. 36
Exercise Ends
UE to various confusions (not just the G .P.O.), our notes
missed che last issue and we must go back to Novt.mb~
in order to maintain continuity. Exercise ' Small Pack,' m
that month was our annual FFR in pectioo in the field. The
unit's vehicles, led by the M.T.O., Captain Ken A~, f?n:ned
the first of the 12 Brigade packets, and the cnucal nn;ungs
were so well judged that we we_re never more than a mJ?Ute
out during the whole four-hour JO~ey-an excellent ach1e~e
ment considering that the FV 432 drivers had to contend with
freezing rain for much of the journey. The Brigade Commander, Brigadier W. G. H. Be~ch, O.B.E., M.~.,. was the
Inspecting Officer, and was obviously pleased, givmg us a
very good report. Mention must be made of the fact that ~very
ingle vehicle in the unit, fully-loaded, reached the dista1 t
field location under its own steam and made its own way back
without any help four days later. Is this a record for AFV
432/9?

D

Training
Although the exercise sea on had finished, training had not,
and the beginning of December saw the start of another
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\FV 432/ 9 driver ·' course, bringing with it, as usual, the
now. " A" Troop' vehicle were again used for the training,
which went well with our newly-qualified instructors from
Bordon.
Another ' happening ' ev ry Tuesday and Thur day morning
i the practice for ' A ' Troop - operators by tuning in to morse
broadca ts from the
hool ,)f Signals. This i supplemented
b • periocL of in truction on operator faul< -findin g.
Sport
\Vith a Juli in exerci e , sport ha taken a high priority on the
ttaining programme. Immediately after Exercise 'Small Pack
the cross-country team, under Corporal ' Jock ' Asher, started
a concentrated training ession. T he training paid dividends,
for on the day the tea m ran through wind, rain, hail and
now 'and against opposition thi year!) to come first out of
five mi nor unit in the 2nd D ivi ion competition, at the
ame time beating many of the major units, including our
parent unit, 2nd D ivision Signal Regiment.
Al o having uccess is the Squadron football team. Apart
from being almost top of the area league, the team, led by
Sergeant Andy Shearer is now the proud owner of the 2nd
Division Minor Units Cup. H aving beaten 7th F ield Ambulance
R.AM.C., 6--0, and 1 (BR) Corps Ordnance Maint. Park 3- 2,
the team met 'A ' Squadron 9/ 12 Lancers in the final. This
was a very exciting game, the score after 90 minutes being
1-1. During the econd half of extra time, the strain began
to tell and the Squadron managed another goal, as uring them
of the cup.
The unit boxing team is tak ing part in the Minor Units
emi-finals in February, and the team, under Corporal Asher,
is training bard for this event.
Also taking place during other afternoons are such sport
a archery, rugby, swimming and horse riding and we hope
to include notes on these in our next issue.

Comings and goings
\Ve say farewell to Captain Bev Yates and his famil y who
are off to Malta. During their two-and-a-half years with the
Squadron they have done much to improve life here and
ei.e ' raves ' at summer camp will never be quite the same ' again
without 'R<?wd_y ' and his guitar~ W~ welcome in his place
a Commurucat1ons Officer, Captain Dick Drew. We also said
goodbye recently to Staff Sergeant John Jones, who was posted
on promotion to 13th Signal Regiment. Taking his place as
' A' Troop Sergeant, we now have Sergeant ' Doc ' Docherty,
who is already in full swing as non-running team captain of
the cross-country team and giving full ad.min backing to the
newly-formed unit boxing team.

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)
B.F.P.0. 18
• It's all o'•er '
N the words of Cliff Richards, " It's all over ., , P.R.!. shows
, a drop, most IO?k a lot older, Major Bill Morgan finds
himself with an everung at home; R.Q.M.S. Ron Postlethwaite
seems even fatter; S.S.M. Brian Brewer is still convinced the
modern soldier simply loves being woken up at 07,00 on
Christmas Day to a mug of cold tea and rum; the Dutch
public are q~~e sure the British are mad, but enjoyed watching the tradiuonal soccer match on Boxing Day; Signalman
Trevor (' Sex Kitten ') Brown kissed most of the wives; Corporal
Derek Trueman wants to come out of the Post Room· the
kiddy-winks were just as impressed with Santa (complete ' with
badge of RQ.M.S.); the wives put away their daggers and all
s~t down to dinner; and through it all Officer-in-Charge, Royal
1gnals Records, still asked for his returns. Only two hundred
and forty shopping days to Christmas now!

I

PE Tests with a dUlererwe
It was often the proud boast of the 'old soldier ' that he
could mai;cti .' X ' .miles with ' Y ' pounds on his back, and one
wonders if, m this day and age, the 'young' soldier is perhap1> not as hardy as the old sweats. Well, here at AFCENT
(with a photo we ho~ is accepted by THE WmE), it has
been shown that cenamly as far as marching is concerned
the younger soldier is as tough as they ever were.
'

Some Corps personalities in the small hut high powered Engineering Troop ol 259 Signal Squat/ran

AN Y CHALLENGERS!
The Maastr icht Marc hing Tea m, who locall y are becoming something of a " Marching Legend". Last yea.r t hey entered twenty· five compet itions and carried off
s co r es of cups and pl;a.ques-in on e particular week they marched over 300
ki lo meters. These young. tough, marche rs are open to any challenge- but
beware, they are a pretty form idable team .
Standing left to right : Stuffz lngo Presse (G ,E,A.), Signalman Phil Boddis, Signalman Pete Jo nes-Ward, Sergeant Jeff Williams, Corpora l Deith Roythorne,
Corporal Al Fin den, Gefr Wilf Morena (G.E.A.), Sergeant Bill Smith
Sirting left to right : Corporal Mick Read, Signalman Jock Lyons, Si1nalman Dave
Dean, Signa lman Charlie Lynch, Lance-Corporal Brummy Bau1h, Cor poral Trev
Haw ki ns

. T he. ' M aastricht ' Marching Team entered for 25 competit:Ions m 1969 and have almost filled a silver cabinet with
cups and plaques; covering in one particular week 300 kilometres.
Old Soldiers n e ' 'er dle--they jus t get promoted

Congratulations to Captain Frank Richardson, who can now
put (Q.M .) before his name. There are few, if any, who cannot say "well done and well deserved." Frank is off to 24th
Signal Regiment in the near future, having spent the last week
studying the Pay and Pensions Manual.
The

~

CONTEMPLAT ION
(I) W .0 .1. (F. of S.) Sho rt (fo r once
with out hockey stick) and Corporal Har ris
contemplate the control syste m

(3)

C ID IT GO DOWN A
(2) Se rgeants lngleby
play. T he bal l must be somewhere

PAPER, PAPER EVERY WHERE
Ch ief Systems Eng ine er Captai n M. S. Davies. An Engineer' s nightmare

Hairies '

or Gentli::men of Line Section, by Sergeant Pat Toovey
Our secuon, though the smallest, is the most important
and hardest-working in AFCENT . Without us AFCENT
could not function. We are in T ech Troop, which is commanded by Major (T.O.T.) Julian Jackson. There are only
ten of us : Corporals Peach, Vaughan, Read and Stalgis, LanceCorporal Baugh, Signalman Harris and two Germans, OG
Irmscher and OG Giera (who can buy their own WIRE if they
w~nt to rea? this). This team last month, on Exercise 'Lion,'
laid approxunately 20,000 metres of cable and installed 300
telephones. We must have done a good job, because except
for normal maintenance, we did very little work during the
exercise. We amazed the O.C., Major Bill Morgan and the
T.0.T., Major Jul'an Jackson, by dismantling, checking and
repacking the whole show in four days.
Line Section, AFCENT, wiS"n all hairies, wherever they are,
a happy 1970, without too many blisters.

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.O. 53
Cyprus Detachment Locations

A Relief all round to learn that our Orderly Room Seregant,
Pat Cole, will be staying with us a little longer .. . he owes the
office tea fund five weeks subs.

Conelusio11-u11d tho month' s great thought!
Must end now, the S.S.M. has just walked in (21st January)
and asked : " What will require organising for Guy Fawkes
Night."

PROMOTIONS
Owing to the very lengthy list submitted by Officerin-Charge Records, these will be found at the end of this

WIRE.

N our last notes we said that each -r:roop. was to be featured .
IEpiskopi.
This month it is me tum of Engmeermg Troop based at
Engineering Troop is extreme!)'. small but. high power.ed,
consisting of the Chief Systems Engineer, Captlllll M. S. Davies,
his assistant W.0.1. (F.0.S.) E. Short and Sergeants Lowry,
Gibson, Kelsall, Heath, Craine and Meaney, the duty controllers
in Engineering Control; Sergeant lngleby, who runs fh:e
Engineering Troop workshop, and, la t but not least is
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SPORTSMAN
(4) Army (Cyprus) Rugby player-Sergeant Lowry

Corporal Harris our statistic clerk cum-stand-in-controller. The
main role of die Troop is the overall control of ~ystem
engineering of the network and the day to day runrung ?f
Cyprus Central Fault Control. Although we . are_ small . m
numbers in Engineering Troop our represe~tauon m sporung
circles is large. Sergeants Lowry and Gibson play rugby
regularly for the Army Cyprus. Sergeant lngleby runs our
Squadron rugby team, W.0.1. (F.O.S.) Short is the Squadron
hockey officer and Sergeant Lowry the Squadron football
organiser. Rumour bas it that the Cyprus Central F ault Control
is to be renamed, Cyprus Central Sports Control.
The Troop features in other fields too, Sergeant KelsaU is
the mainstay of one of the islands most popu!ar pop groups,
• The Phase IV' and Sergeants Heath and Crame can be seen
festooned with camera equipment in all manner of strange
places.
Congratulations to Corporal Hulme of our Nicosia detachment. Corporal Hulme is a keen sub-aqua diver: Rec~ntly he
was diving off Cape Greco on a general exploration trip wb~n
he located a metal cannister with an attached parachute,_ m
some 25 feet of water. Realising that this was poss~bly
dangerous he reported his finding to ~e RA.F . Operauom
Room at Nicosia who alerted the Dhekelia Are.a Range Safety
Officer. Corporal Hulme was tJ;ien asked to a~s1st !11e rec~v~ry
of the cannister on the followmg day. He di? this by diymg
and lashing a cord to the paradiute, and towmg the canruster
ashore. When the cannister was e;<-amined by the Range Safety
Officer it was found to be a marm_ marker of a type used by
the R.A.F. and contained phosphorous. The phosphorou wa
starting to leak from the cannister and the Range Safety Officer
decided to remove it from the beach, where local fi hermen
were at work. It was moved to a nearby isolated pot and there
destroyed, with explosives.
For his prompt action in reporting the find and hi a sistance
in recovering it, Corporal Hulme was congratulated by the
Commander Dhekelia Area .
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quadron tak-e tlii1igN in tl1eir . tride
A photo rf>porl from

orlh<>rn lr<>land

233 Signal Squadron,
(Northern Ireland)
A gl'owth of 300 per c•c•nf
LSTER has been hitting the headlines in the daily Press
U
and televisioi::i fairly regularly during the past year. With
the large troop reinforcement that occurred there was, inevitably, a large increase in communication requirements. So it
was that by last September, this Squadron ' did a topsy' and
' just growed' to over 300 per cent of our original strength.
To meet our immediate needs, men were sent from U.K.,
B.A.0.R. and beyond, usually for short tours of four or six
months, and almost always at short notice. To all the units
who 'helped us out' and to the men involved, we would like
to thank you for all you did. We are now happy to say that
the Squadron is almost entirely made up of three-year tour
men who are settling in rapidly.

Welcome to Group Commander and C.H. Signals
As members of 2nd Signal Group, we take this opportunity
of extending a belated welcome to our new Commander,
Colonel F. M. S. Winter, M.B.E., and wish him an enjoyable
tour with the Group. We look forward to an early visit from
him.
We are also responsible to C.R. Signals, Northern Ireland,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. MacF. MacGillivray, for the provision of operational communications within Northern Ireland.
To him also, we wish a happy and successful tour in Ulster.

Acconunodation improves
The many soldiers who have been anached to us during
recent months will be pleased to hear that our accommodation
improves daily, and we no longer feel, and indeed look like
unwanted squatters - or, more appropriate for Ireland, tinkers.
The old tumbledown stable block, which was due to be pulled
down last year has had a lot of attention recently; we even have
a safe new staircase up to the Squadron Office! Our S.Q.M.S.,
Staff Sergeant T. Balch, has been seen (when he thought no
one was looking) admiring the row upon row of new metal
shelving in his stores.

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
BLAZER BADGES
TIES
Terylene 15/Silk 15/Silk 25/Wire 55/Cuff Links 68/Wall Shields 38/Crested Tankards
Car Badges 40/63/- & 84/ltem made to your own design (by quotation)
U.K. Post Free

UK

I. Captain Len Wh ite our Ad · · t t• Offi
·
22 Signal Regiment) ~akes o".:~n~isr:~:mun•i:::-. puts on h is "B;nk Managers Look". 2. Sergeant " Nick" Nicoll (on loan from
Ma rgaret Hooper, our t ypist, deci herin a draf ions report.
. Lance-Corpor~I " Scottie" Scott searching boldly. 4. Hrs.
t hink?). 6. Can you spot the Squ~ron s!rg
t\~ ~r~ ~i~drey Shanks, our Chief Clerk (and an aid t o internal r e cruiting, we
a nd Les Hedges t he way 7 Corporal-Ted =an d aior s e h'erate mistake? W .0 .11 Alan Turne r shows Sergeants Tom Langley
· ·
ear smo r e on s 1ft. 8. Who said a " static Un it"? wonders Corporal Pet e Lambert
of Radio Troop

S:

V nried Juterest.<j
Our interests are developing rapidly. Our hockey team is in
the Minor Units Hockey Comperition and we hope for good
things from them. We have a soccer team, moves are afoot to
form a basketball team and our two unit-owned boats with
outboard motors are used by the fi!i1ermen among us. We're
toying with the idea of forming some sort of hobbies room,
but that will have to wait until we find the right place.
Despite our commitments on communicating and our pastime
a-:tiviries we are also pressing ahead with our P.E. tests and
range classifications. Whilst our results may not be up to
Bisley standard we have not yet had anyone who has needed
.
to fix bayonets and charge in order to hit the target. .
We look forward to a visit by the Signal Officer 10 Chief
during the coming month, when he intends to make a short
visit to Northern Ireland.
Finally, our photographs show some a peers and people of
the squadron. As you can see, we manage to keep cheerful.
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17 Gahriels H ill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

or European

posting?

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

We•ll done those D.ll.'s nnd the W.R.A.C.

During the past year we nave all had to keep going, and it is
difficult to single out any individuals for mention in these notes.
It would also be unfair, however, if we did not mention the
D.R.'s and W.R.A.C. element.
Our D.R.'s never seem to stop. They take all sons of jobs
in their stride, from sudden 80-mile trips at midnight to putting
radio cabins on the top of mountains, but more about that in
our next contribution.
Our W .R.A.C. girls, who forever bring light into our lives,
have supported us admirably in our time of need. In the
Comcen they work with the men, whilst the switchboard
operators have remained cheerful in spite of the extra hours
and workload. We were sorry to lose Sergeant Leslie Angliss
on posting to B.A.0.R. and hope d1at she has settled in. Sergeant
Robertson (yet another Scot to add to the contingent) has just
arrived and we hope her tour here will be a happy one.

Oversea Post/Packing Ties/Badges 2/0ther items 5/-

·Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special
forces H.P. terms • 1 ax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay All
paperwork completed for you ·Last minute orders no pro blem

Order your new c~ before you lea ve. When )'OU get back. it will bt ready 1na wa1tin9
for you at the alfpott-lullv insured, with all the paperwork completed lor the U.K.
Europe, of both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen· forces discounts. special
H.P. 1e1ms, the lot .. , . Plu e • a h e•f of colour brochure• of •II t h• l•t••t
mode la t o brow•• through at lei1 u re . There·s no obhgation whatever . You can
weigh everything up. take your ume choosing-and ttke delivery wherever you land

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone : Ashcott 488

··················--·······
I

P/e<Jse send me your Infor matio n P ack-without obllgal•on.

I
I
I

Name ...................................

I

I
I
I

w.3 •

Ran.<........................

Present Address ................... • ..... • ..................

•

Tax free for U.K. and then .............................. (country)
Ta• paid for U.K. only

(llc~J·-

Oe/imy Dale .......... · ...

-..:z;r

0

I

II

9 I•
:i:oi
I
I

············-···········-··
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241 S ignal Squadro n
(Western Command), C hester
REETING from Che ter traditionally a military strongG
hold and one time home of The Depot Regiment and
H .Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals, where th Corps still makes its
pre ence felt in the shape of 241 Signal Squadron.
Small in numb .. rs bui quite t111 n r t•a t o t•o,·•·r

Although mall in numbers we manage to cover quire an area
in the course of our varied duties which we carry out under the
guidance of our O.C. Major E. J. Buicski.
Static Troop, consisting of Sergeant Wilby (have Pamphlet
2 will travel) and Corporal Young, manage to visit most chool
Cadet F orces during the course of the year and find this a
most reward ing task as most of tilose with lads of school age
will no doubt appreciate.
The T echnicia ns, all three of them, under the dir ection of our
late t arrival, F .0.S. Sid Allen, provide P.A. for aJmo t all
functions in the command where the Army is repre ented and
occa ionally combine with Static Troop to put the whole show
on the road for KAPE tours.
L a t but not least the Squadron is responsible for a large
number of tatic installations, including a Communications
Centre at H .Q. We tern Command and an S.W.S. Troop at
hrewsbury, under the command of Major Oates (come up and
ee us some time, the kettle's always on).
Th.- • Old a n d t.he bold -

Many older members of the Corps will, no doubt, remember
Miss S. E. ' L yn ' P ulford, one time typist with the Depot
Regiment before its move to the new enlarged premises, and
now our very understanding Chief Clerk, and ex-R ats of '45
vintage cannot fail to remember 'Jumbo' Charlton, now with
the Post Office stores branch in Chester, and doyen of the local
branch of the Association. Indeed, the Chester area is so well

adorned by ex-members of the Corps that in future contributions
to the WIRE we may well be able to supply answers to th e well
worn que tion, I wonder what happened to him ... ?
Other recent arrivals in the area, although not actually posted
to the Squadron are Colonel T. H. C. Grigg (our man at
Command), and W.0.I. Mick Hopewell, who officiates as
Garrison Sergeant Major, and ~as instilled new vigour into the
Garrison Sergeants' Mess, in thi connection we would like to
ay that there i no truth in the rumour that the lv!a~sed Bands
of the Brigade of Guards have been retained to p:ay at the
next Mess Garden Party.
Junior enlistments during recent weeks have included to
Corporal and Mrs. Dickinson, a daughter, and to Corporal
and Mrs. Young, a son.
A nt•w elub

We are, at the time of writing, busy attempting to rectify the
lack of canteen facilities in Saighton Camp by the opening of our
club, 'The Gentleman's Rest,' and hope, at some future date,
to be able to give an account of the festivities at the Gran ::l
Opening Ni~t, if, that is, anyone can actually rerr.ember wh ~ t
happened.
A ' ·eri t abl.- whirlwin d
Visitors in the month of February included L ieutenant ·
General Sir N apier-Crooken:len, K.C.B., D .S.O., 0 .B.E.,
G.O.C.-in-C. Western Command, who proved to be a verit1ble
whirlwind and certain members of his entourage who had
thought they were over age managed to pass their 'Two Wile
Bash ' with ease during the lightning tour of Saighton Camp.
The G en eral m anaged to surprise us all with his knowledge
of the art of communicating.
Only p artially recovered from this v1s1t we are now preparing fo r our annual insp ection on the 5th W. arch (B.B.C. and
LT.A. please note the revised date), so with duster in hand we
bid you a signallers farewell.

244 Signal Squadron
(Air Support)
Tangmere, Sussex
S4'e 111 u t•h 11utrt1-wiCh 2'1 •1

r-rHE words of our new Squadron motto, " see much more
with 244" have never been truer, as Troops and Detachments have sped off to B.A.O.R., Antigua, Northern Ireland
and British Honduras. A eemingly endless sueam of aeroplanes touch down briefly at Tangmere, load up and wing away;
whilst the problems of movement arc ever increasing, there is
little problem with boredom-there just isn't time to be bored!
Christmas in the tropics is hardly an Englishman's ideal,
but for 244 it became a reality when we took over the communications in Antigua for Christmas, 1969. Accommodation
was particularly choice, being a renowned night club called
' The Bucket of Blood '; there were no pirates actually seen,
but there seemed to be ample ' yo-ho-ho and bottles of rum!'

l.oenl c olour
The civilians of Cable and Wireless were particularly kind
in inviting a number of soldiers to their homes for Christmas,
for which we were most grateful.
Local colour was quickly absorbed to the extent that Sergeant
Smith of 'Alpha' Troop, was seen on New Year's Day, surround~d by empty beer cans attempting to produce the sounds
.
of a teel band. He was unsuccessful.
Needless to say, swimming was a parucuJarly pleasa_nt
pastime until Signalman Davis was seen doing a Johnny We1smuller to the shore and pointing behind him to a school of
barracuda!
.
.
Not all the time was spent sampling the de~gh!s of the
tropics and we are pleased to say that commumcauons were
kept at a high level.

at the same place. Thi~ exercise afforded us the opponunity
to operate independently, to cook for ourselves, .run our own
canteen and maintain our own equipment and vehicles. Tha nks
to the many willing hands, the skills of Sergeant Smith (AC.C.)
and his cooks, Corporal Harrison and his canteen, and Sergeant
Lockwood and his ever-present sense of humour, all went well.
We express our thanks to the many friends we mad.e in
B.A.0.R. and, in particular, we would like to t~ank 7th Signal
Regiment, 21st Signal Regiment and .Captam (Q .M.) Joe
McGlynn for all their help. We ~ere parncul.arly happy to m_cet
Joe, who is to be our new Admm. Officer m August; lookmg
forward to seeing you soon, Joe.
Gt~ttiug

In spite of the frenzied overseas activities,. life stil~ ke~ps
going at Tangmere, and the more mundane thmgs of hfe, l ~ke
the annual R .E.M.E. inspections are now upon us, accompamed
by much muttering from the Foreman of S_ignals and M.T .
Sergeant! Despite all this, we hope to survive.
Courses continue to take their toll, and we are very proud
to announce that Sergeant W ally Lockwood obtained an ' A '
on his Staff Sergeant's course; this in addi tion .to a record ?f
100 per cent passes on all courses attended m the last six
months.
Finally to sport, and inevitably soccer, with all good wis ~ es
to our Squadron team, who meet 223 S9uadron from Wmchester in the first round of the R oyal Signals Cup on 16th
February.

T hanks to ll.A.O.n . fri e nds

ELECTRONICS TECHN ICIA NS

munda n e agai n

At the
double!

Exercise ' January King' saw th~ Squadron deployed to
B.A.0.R. by air and road and, amaztngly enough, all met up

SOUTHERN AUTOM A
l\TION LTD .

invites YOU to use your training to the best advantage as a

TEST ENGINEER

We have been serving Her Majesty's armed forces with fine
wines, spirits and cigars since the beginning of Queen
Victoria's reign . So we kn ow how to take an order. And how
to carry it out at the double.
We keep an excellent cellar with a very wide range ?f
bu rgundies, clarets and hocks. We take so much t rou?le. in
selecting even our vin ordinaire that it is quite extraordtnalfe.
Our Masters of Wine see to that.
But on ly nurtrade price list can show w hat we have to offer.
Please send for it.

This rapidly expand ing co mpany engaged in the interesting fa st movi ng fie ld of electronics
offers excellent career pro~pects comb ined with attractive salaries.
You must have a sound electronic backgroun d including digita l experience and you shou ld
have ONC/ HNC Electron ic or an Electron ics Technicians course in the Armed Forces in
whi ch case pre-release tra in ing will be considered.

SACCONE & SPEED LTD
In •ssociation with ~

Ab ili ty to assume respo nsibil ity is essent ial as promotions are made on merit from within
the company.

Kinloch House, Cumberland Avenue, London, N.W.10.
O..JI

Send details of training, experience and age to :

SOUTHERN AUTOMATION LTJ).

PKO ~IOTI ON'S

WEIRVALE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DENHAM WAY. MAPLE CROSS , RICKMANSWORTH , HEATS .
Tel. RICKMANSWORTH 73650 and 78711 .

ON T HE JOB

Corpo ral Maher was busy radio operat ing in BAOR durin g Exercise
" January King"
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Owing to the very lengthy list submitted by Officer-i~
Charge Records, these will be found at the end of this
WIRE.
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262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)

644 Signal Troop (UNFICYP)
30th Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 667

B.F.P.0. 53
FTBR the ru h of Christmas activities, January has proved
co be a month of comparative routine and the inevitable
ra h of ew Year resolutions.

S

"\'ls ifs

The beginning of the month saw the visit of a three-man
team from the Inspeccorate of Establi hment . As always, with
a visit of this kind, there was au unspoken feeling of apprehenion and foreboding . . . "who was going to be next for the
chop?" Awful and possibly exaggerated, rumours of drastic
cut pre eded the team' visit, but welcome smiles were firmly
fix~~ in place for their arrival on 16th January. We we.re still
~ling f?lJ! days later at th~ end of the inspection, and,
w1thour g1vmg too much away, It seems that no major changes
from our proposals have been forecast; we may have gained
111 some departments.
Hot on the heels of the I. of E. team, we were visited by
the Commander, British Forces, ear East, Air-Marshal Sir
Denis Smallwood, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., D.F.C., on 21st
January. puring his brief tour of the Squadron, the Air
!"farshal ylSlted . the Comcen and Radio Troop and showed great
mterest m thetr work, taking the opportunity to talk to a
many of the soldiers (male and female) as time would allow.
Ski-Ina, or pride c>omes before a

Odd jottl11gs
INCE our last WIRE entry, 644 Troop has a new Troop
Commander, namely Captain J. Cox, and a newer Radio
Officer, Lieutenant J. Fiske!, fresh from a Troop Commanders'
course at the School of Signals. Since his arrival, however,
Captain Cox has already bid farewell to one set of big ends
and a front axle, and as things go in threes, nobody in the
Troop is man enough to ' cabbie ' with him.
The telecommunications workshop are going into the
Crocodile clip business, having indented to C.O.D. for 80
crocodile clips, and not reaHsing the unit of issue was bags of
100, we now have 7,920 unwanted clips. Any reasonable offer
will be considered, contact Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hill.
The soccer front has brought a mixed bag of results. In the
Chief Signal Officers Six-a-side cup, where a goal counts as
four points, we can say we were only beaten by the odd goal in
both our matches so far, against the Swedes and the Irish, but
are assured of greater things to come. After all, we did beat
the American Embassy by eight goals to three in an eleven-aside competition - nuf sed!
The Mercury Club, our home from home, continues to make
an embarrassing profit. A table football league is currently
running, organised by Corporal Jan Taylor, and the league
leaders to date, Mick Welbum and Lance-Corporal 'Jock' Perry,
are proving that you don't need a field to have a successful
Troop soccer team.
On the work front, it is rumoured that if Lieutenant Fiske!
and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hill don't manage to engineer
a V.H.F. link from Zyyi to Mt. Olympus, a detachment of
linesmen with shovels are to be dispatched to ' shift ' the
mountain range between them - ' what devotion to duty ! '

fall

Private Rita Gawith, W.R.A.C., braved the snow and ice as
the first member of the Squadron this season co attend a
militar~ ski course at the Troodos Leave Centre. Despite a
few ~or s~t-backs, such as falling off the ski-lift twice in
S';JCCess1on. Rita reports that she is now able to travel some
distanc:e down the gentl~r slopes and still remain upright on
her skis. However, she did have one quite spectacular tumble
when her skis, demonstrating a will of their own carried her
over a rocky surface. Congratulating herself on her progress
she was soon to ' c?me a cropper ' as, bouncing over a rock, sh~
landed face down m the snow, a tangle of arms legs and skis.
Comment from Private Gawith: " It was great fu~, but I've discovered muscles I never knew existed before."
ot to be outdone, Signalman Mick Harris has suddenly
remembered that he has skied before, and has ' volunteered ' to
uphold the honour of Radio Troop on the Mount Olympus
now slopes. According!¥, we h~v<; ~ked his transport, warned
our men. on the mountam of his ururunent arrival, and sent an
urgent signal to the met. office to stop the current thaw!
Arrh,als and Departures

.This month we welcomed to the Squadron Corporal Cliff
Hitchcock and Corporal Charlie Simpson.
Our good wishes go with t~e following who have been posted:
Sergeant Al~ Bott to 5 Bngade H.Q. and Signal Squadron;
Sergeant Chris Jefford-Hom to School of Signals· Corporal
Alan De La Haye co 21st Si~al Regiment; and Corp'oral David
Bennett to rhe School of Signals.

610 Signal Troop (C & E), Donnington
FIRSTLY, apologies to any ex-Troop member who may
h_ave been keeping an eye open for news of or from us
but b_emg so small a Troop it takes quite a while to accumulate
sufficient news to go to print.
However, since ou~ last notes to THE WIRE we have welcomed
our ~ew <?·~·' Captain (T.O.T.) I. J. Rose, who quickly grasped
the little 1d1osyncrasies of this place, and who has since had a
five-week 'ho}iday' \said reservedly) on a T.0.T. refresher
course at the School, and was one of the unfortunates during
the latest 'flu epidemic, having had a three-week bout.
Those of you . who r~l!lember Lance-Corporal (Maurice)
Hodgson, our radio technician, may be surprised to know that
he has opted our of the Army, and is now PC 1127 of the Arm
Department Constabulary, stationed at, of all places, Donning:

THE DONNINGTON PERSONALITIES
Mention 610 Signal Troop and the names of these Corps men
(grouped with their O.C. Captain (T.O.T.) I. J. Rose) , spring to mind
Standing (ram left to right: Sergeant Arthur Jones, W .0 .1. (Y. ofS.),
Jimmy Drugan
Kneeling: Sergeant K. H. (Ron) Kent and Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.)
John Field

ton. He ~nd his _wife, Christine, are now living in the police
quarters .m. _Doni:ungton 'W_ay, and are settling down well to a
sort of c1v1lian life. We still get the occasional visit from him
when he is on his rounds, patrolling the depot.
Serge~t Arthl!r Jones has managed (gosh knows how) to get
away with anythmg he may have done wrong in the past and
has rec~ntly been presented with his L.S. & G.C. for 18 years
of possible but undetected crime by the G.O.C. West Midland
D istrict, Major-General W. G. S. Mills, C.B.E., and being in
the Mess gave added strength to ' any excuse for a booze up.'
!h.e Troop has now moved into the old S.l.D. room in
b~dt?g t~o, where we are all in one big room, with offices
built m. I ts a lot warmer and is somewhat easier to manage.
Arrivals and _depa~es, other than Lance-Corporal Hodgson.
The _Ia.test arrival 1s Corporal (Les) Cooney), an able radio
techmc1~; unfortunately he will only be with the Troop until
demob m July/August. He has settled in well with the lads
and is the only unmarried member of the Troop. LanceCorporal ~Stevie) Stevenson .and Signalman (Mal) Britton went
off on.their Biil-Bil 1:1Pg~ding course, and finished in November with pass~s, as did ~1gnalma~ (Geoi:d!e~ Skelly earlier in
the year. He JS now lookmg for his BI havmg obtained quite
good marks on his Bii. Stevie has now' left us for the colleens
of North~rn Ireland~ being posted to 39 Brigade, so our sports
efforts will suffer this year.
Our F .. of S., Staff Serge!lnt John Field, being very keen
on bad!TI111t~n, was entt;red Jn the recent Western Command
ChampJonsh1ps, partnenng firstly his wife, Peggy, and then
members of the R.E. and R.A.0.C. On each occasion they
were well and truly thrashed, but only by seeded players. The
Co~nd No. 2 ~eed gave them the first of the thrashings.
B~t, w!th tongue m cheek, John says of the defeats "never
mmd, it's
good experience," and so he goes on ~ith ever
more pracnce.
In the next notes to THE WIRE we hope to have a photograph of the. whole Troop, but it's a case of getting them all
together during out-of-work hours as we are not allowed
to have cameras inside the Dep~t.
That's all for this time.

Prl'twnta.tion. ol the L.S. & G.C. to W.O.ll (Y. ol S.)
P. C. ' Chippy ' Woocl
On Friday 16th January, a Medal parade for the Britcon Staff
of H.Q. UNFICYP was held at Nicosia. During the parade, a
sight of relief was exhaled from W.O.II. (Y. of S.) 'Chippy'
Wood, having passed the 18 years undetected mark, and ~e w~s
promptly presented with his L.S. & G.C., together with his
U.N. Peace Keeping medal, by Lieutenant-Colonel D. A.
Barker Wyatt, M.B.E., R.E.
On the same parade U.N. medals were presented to:
Corporal ' Paddy ' O'Shea, ~orporal JoJm Standing~ LanceCorporal Gordon Mitchell, Signalman Bill Barlow, S!gnalman
Don Hill Signalman ' Jock the Gob ' Howden, S1gnali;nan
Jock' Hogg, Signalman 'Geordie' Miller, Signalman Phil
Perry, Signalman Hay Paton.

34th (Northern) Sig. Regt. (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
A litelt- history • · • .

N 25th March, 1861, a man called William Child, who was
a surgeon-dentist and insurance agent in Leeds, was
O
appointed Captain of the West Riding. Engineer
V~lunte~rs

and a new Volunteer unit was born. In six days Captam Cruld
had enrolled one hundred men; in ten weeks, three hundred,
in fifteen weeks five hundred; in July the establishment wa~
increased to six ~ompanies and Wiliiam Child wa.s promoted to
Lieutenant-Colonel. He commanded that Regiment for 28
years.
The first link of the unit with the Signal service was in 1904
when a telegraph section of 101 all ranks was formed. After
the 1914-18 war, the Regiment changed its .title to 49th (West
Riding) Divisional Signals. In 1967 the Regiment became 49th
(West Riding) Signal Squadron (V).
• • • • of th.- Volunteers ••

One of William Child's first recruits was George Burley,
who joined on 2nd April, 1861. He worked hard ai:id. became
the Quarter Master Sergeant. In 189~ he was C<?mm1_ss1one~ as
Quartermaster and he died sudde.nly m. 1895. wh~e sail servmg.
Photographs show him to be an imposmg V1ctonan gentleman,
with a full, bushy beard and a keen, Quartermaster eye. All
his equipment, uniforms a?d his per~onal l?apers and letter
were packed into his ' box and remamed vtrtually untouched
for 75 years.
• • • • goes to the lUusemn
Major Jim Malcolm, the Volunteer O.C. of 49th Squ~dron,
discovered by chance that Burley's effects were to be auctioned,
and with money given by the Regiment and the Trustees of
49th (Yorkshire) Signals, bought the effects. He suggested that
we should present them to the Royal Signals ~useum, and so,
during the Royal Signals T.A.V.R. study per~od _at Blandford
Camp, .the presentation was made. The c?llect1?n 1s well worth
eeing and consists, not only of ceremomal uniform and headdress but of an issue nightshirt, binoculars, photograph and
milit~ry and personal papers of that period.
If you happen to be passing, have a look at it.

ap

VISIT OF FORCE COMMANDER TO SERGEANTS' MESS
Major-General D. Prem Chand seen chatting with members of 644
Troop. Left to right : Staff-Sergean t Ted Johnson, the Force Commander, Sergeant ' Chalky' White, Sergeant Brian Mallett, Sergeant
'Tam' Bowman
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HE WAS " AN IMPOSING VICTORIAN GENTLEMEN, WITH A
FULL BUSHY BEARD AND A KEEN QUARTERMASTER EYE"
Brigadier john Cubberley accepts Quartermaster Burley's effects
from Lieutenant-Colonel Paddy Evans. Major Jim Malcolm, who
discovered the collection, looks on
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SPORT

Corps Eleven show promising form

Manchester Branch ho/ti very successful Silver
Jubilee Dinner anti Dance

Royal Engineers 2; Corps 5 (on 20th January)
On a heavy greasy pitch the Corps gained an ca y away
victory. The Engineers led at half-time by the only goal cored
but after the interval the Corps equalised and thereafter
dominated the play. Scorers for the Corps: Signalman Duffy
(216 igna1 quadron (2) Sergeant Dolby (A.A.C. Harrogate)
(2) and Corporal Nelson (Captain) (8th Signal Regiment).

Ji'f~ur

York Branch Annual Dinner
H em. Secretary: J. E.

ewton, Esq., 59 Water L ane, York.

generations ol Signnls among lGO "present

Royal Artillery 2; Corps 3 (on 21st January)
The following day the Corps had another away win against
Royal Artillery de pite a not too convincing display. After
uffering a heavy defeat by REME the Artillery played a
furiou and determined first-half and the Corps side never
really ettled down. The second-half saw the Corps clinch
matters by two goals from Corporal Nelson - one from a
penalty - and one from Sergeant Smurthwaite (14th Signal
Regiment).
Corps I; REME 2 (on 23rd January)
The C-0rps eleven showed some improved form against
REME, who fielded a very strong ide, which included six
current Army players. With the wind and slope in their favour
the visitors kept under great pressure throughout the first-half
but good play by the Corps defence enabled the Corps to
change ends only a goal in arrears. Rough tackling and what
was considered provocative play by REME was a feature
of the second-half and the visitor were able to win the match
by the odd goal in three.
Newcastle University 4; Corps 4 (on 28th January)
The Corps had to make several changes and fielded a
weakened side against the University who are the joint holders
of the University Athletics Union Championship. For the fourth
successive time the Corps were a goal down at the interval.
Twenty minutes before the end the Corps were leading 4-2
but the Corps defence was hard put to it to hold the heavy
pressure of the University forwards who managed to equalise.
Scorers for the Corps: Signalman Roberts (10th Signal Regiment) (2), Corporal Nelson and Signalman Russell (8th Signal
(Regiment).

2ntl Div. H. Q. & Signal Regiment
win Semi·Final of 2 Div. Soccer Cup
HE Regimental football team, captained by Lance-Corporal
T
.
Fems travelled to Berlin recently to play 2 R.R.F.
a very rmportant Army Cup match. The team, whilst warmPete~

m

ing up, watched anxiously as a team of labourers with bulldozers cleared the snow from tile Olympic Stadium pitch.
Their efforts were successful and we lined up as follows:
Signalman Innes; Lance-Corporal Mulraine and Signalman
Elgar; Corporal Bootham, Corporal Braddon and LanceCorporal Andrews; Signalman Smith, Lance-Corporal Ferns,
Lance-Corporal Farrant, Lance-Corporal Jones and Signalman
Paterson.
Our team, under very tricky conditions, gave an exciting
display of first-class football and eventually won 6-3, the goalscorers being Lance-Corporal Les Farrant (3), Lance-Corporal
Bobby Jones, Signalman Tommy Smith and Lance-Corporal
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2 DIVISION SIGNAL REGIMENT FOOTBALL TEAM

Top row : Corporal (Biddy) Braddon, Lance-Corporal (Muggy)
Mulraine, Signalman (Fatty) Innes, Lance-Corporal (Les) Farrant,
Signalman (Scouse) Smith, Signalman (Davey) Elgar
Bottom row : Corporal (Boom-boom) Boothman, Lance-Corporal
Ferns (Captain), Lance-Corporal (Bobby) Jones, Signalman (WeePat) Patterson, Lance-Corporal (Andy) Andrews, Signalman Dodds
and Signalman Carr

Peter Ferns. While being very reluctant to pick out any individuals from a magnificent team effort, special mention must
be made of goalkeeper Signalman Brian Innes for another outstanding performance; our To. 9, Lance-Corporal Les Farrant,
who scored three fine goals, and Lance-Corporal Bobby Jones,
who gave a fine performance of inside-forward play.
Many thanks to C.S.O., Berlin, Lieutenant-Colonel K. E.
Haycock and everyone in 299 (Berlin) Squadron for coming
along and supporting us so strongly. Second-Lieutenant Robin
Burrows had a hard time rounding up the team from all the
night spots in time to catch tile military train, at 07.30 hours,
back to Biinde. Major Colin Bunce and the T.0.T., Captain
Ken Rutter had a more leisurely drive back by SDS, with
Corporal Dave Austin, just in time for the Three Bells Christmas party.
We are now looking forward to the Divisional final, in which
we play 10th Regiment, R.C.T., from Bielefeld. We start this
game very much as underdogs, but with a Berlin-type performance, we feel we can go forward to the B.A.0.R. semifinal.
2nd DIVISION SIGNAi, REGIMENT
CANOE CLUB
Even before the snow is off the ground and with the ice
just melting, the Canoe Club has started off the season with
a proverbial splash!
After the fantastic successes of 1969 we are looking forward
to yet another exciting season which will include all the roughest
and toughest rivers in Europe.
We now have a permanent camera man so stand by for a
news flash next month.

ALDER.~UOT BRANCH
Royal SlgnnlH Association

The Annual Dinner will be held at the Masonic Rooms,
Alexandra Road, Famb<>rough, on Saturday, 2nd May,
at 7.30 for 8 p.m.
All enquiries to Mr. A. V. lent, 111, Gloucester Road,
Aldershot. Tel.: Aldershot 26358.

[Courtesy : 811/ H aa/ey, 8n11ngbrough
AT THE MANCHESTER BRANCH DINNER
Comm ittee members photographed with principal guests :
Standing left to right : Mr. La r kin, Mr. Harrison, Go r don Jones, Pete r Lamb,
Major Metcalfe (33rd Signal Regiment)
Sitt ing left to right : Mr. Dr inkwater , Brigad ier Hobson (General Secre tary R.S.A.),
Mr . Young (Branch Chairman), Brigadi e r Tucker (Chairman R.S.A.), Lynda
Jones, Peter Griffin

A very happy evening was recently enjoyed by about 150
members and wives at the Mersey Hotel, Manchester, on
the above occasion.
The Branc'n were very happy to have as guests Brigad:er
Tucker and Brigadier Hobson from Association H .Q., also
Major Metcalfe, representing the Commanding Officer of 33rd
Signal Regiment (V).
Major Metcalfe, on behalf of the guests, proposed ~e toast
of the branch and wished it every success in the corrung year.
The Chairman, Mr. H. Young, in reply, pointed out tha~ there
were four generations of Signals represented-Royal Engmeers,
present branch members, serving members, and also two boy
cadets-which was probably a record for any one branch. He
also warmly welcomed friends from Glossop and Droylesden,
as well as Signalman Gavey, home on leave from the Persian
Gulf. He was pleased to inform Brigadier Tucker that ~e
policy of Association H.Q. to encourage the younger generauon
had born very fruitful results in. Manchester. As an exa~ple
this dinner and dance was orgamsed by a small sub-cornnuttee
of three of the younger members, Lance-Corporals Jones and
Lamb and Private Lynda Jones of the W.R.A.C. (V). The new
look that .Manchester was trying to achieve in ~h~ branch w~s
first started by the last Secretary, ~· Mc Williams, who is
now in Australia. Whilst the social side was strong, there was
also a strong sub-committee who did no!fiing else. but look
after cases of need and sickness. Speakm~ for hrmse~, he
said he felt proud to have the honour of bemg the ChalfJ!llln
for the Jubilee Year and most proud of the branch. He httle
thought that when a few met tog~~er 25 years. ago to start
it that it would be the very flounshing branch It was today.
Looking to the future, they would hand on the to~ch of
brotherhood and friendship to those who came after, with the
knowledge that the branch was definitely here to stay.
Following the dinner, d~cing went on, with c_arbaret, until
midnight, and everyone enjoyed an excellent evenmg.
Any serving member of the Corps on !_eave in Manchester
is more than welcome at the branch meetmg place on Thursday nights at the T.A. Centre, Norman Road, Rusholme.

ENJOYING A DRINK BEFORE DINNER
From left to right : Colonel B. R. M. Hayles, C.S.O. Northern Command and president of the branch; Major J. W. Fyfe, O.C. 240
Signal Squadron; Miss Mollie Hyde Parker, Chief Welfare Officer,
Royal Signals Association; Mrs. Fyfe; Brigadier W. G. Tucker
national chairman; Mrs. Brice and Mr. J. Newton, secretary York
branch Royal Signals Association, enjoying a drink before the
dinner

With the latest equipment and good conditions of service,
the spirit of the modern Corps was high, and former members
could be proud of their successor~, said Brig.acl}er W. G.
Tucker Chairman of the Royal Signals Association, at the
annual 'dinner of the York branch at the Signals Club, Wenlock
Terrace, York, held on 24th January.
Brigad.:er Tucker was propos!ng the toa.st of the Corp~, an~
the dinner was one of the earlier events m the Royal Signals
Golden Jubilee year. During the year there would be two
major reunions, at Catterick and at Blandford, the modern
' homes ' .of the Corps.
"Former members of the Corps," said Brigadier 'J'.uc~er,
" had laid sound foundations on which the modern orgamsauon
had been firmly built, and the modern Corps was as good aseven .better-than any other arm of the Service."
Colonel B. R. M. Hayles, Chief Signal Officer, No~th.ern
Command and President of the York Branch of the /\.s ociatlon,
responded and proposed 'The Association.'
Brigai:ier P. M. P. Hobson, Secretary of the Association,
proposed 'The York Branch,'. whic~, he said, ha~ taken a
leading role in many .event , m~lu.dmg rlie formation .of the
Council of the Service As oc1ations, the presentau~:m of
trumpets to the Corps Boys' Band and the York Fesuval of
Remembrance.
The resurgence of interest in the branch, which was. one of
the few to have its own club was due to the enthus1a m of
i1s officers and to its keen intere t in welfare matter . Mr.
E. A. Lea~esley, Branch Chairman, presided and proposed the
Loyal Toast.
Pre s representation at the dinner provided a unique f._ature,
in as much a both photographer (ex-W.0.11 Bill Hadley) and
reporter (ex-Corporal J. P. Wood) were former members of
the Corps Corporal Wood having been local i:orre pondent
for THE WIRE way back in 1940 whilst at No. 3 G.T.T.
Battalion at Huddersfield.
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C1PHBR 0PBRATOR Rou.

Promotions
Old

RhGIMJlNTAL DUTY Rou.

ToW.O.I

A I W .O.I
AIW .0.1
A . W.0.1
A / W.0.1
A I W.0.J
A/W.0.I
A/'~.O.I

A/V..0.1
A ' .0.I
To \X'.0.II

To \\" .O.II

A 1W.O.II
A/W.O.Il
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A/W.O.ll
A/W.O.ll
A /W.0.ll
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/W.0.ll
gt.
A/W.O.ll
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
SgL
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
SgL
Sgt.
Sgt.

Old
S•nt. No. Sen. 'o.
1540
2810
Green, B. G.
1550
2910
Wilson. M. E.
1580
296o
Cave. A. E. W .
2800
Rumse y, D. H. M. t6oo
1610
276o
Cage. H. \VI.
1620
3440
Orr. F. M.
1630
3o6o
Turner, B.
1640
3310
Robinson , E.
1650
2920
Mc er. R. C.
Block, R. H.
Livermore, D.
Merry, L. J. H.
O 'Brien, F. C.
Aldous, R. W.
ock, C.
Courtenay, C. J.
'elson, S.
Hill. B. P.
Wheeler. W. C.
Kennington, M .
Curtis, D. W.
Meeson, D. T.
Birtles, H.

5030
5040
5050
506o
5070
5080
5090

5100
5l10
5120
5130
5140
5150

516o

FORE.MAN OF SIGNALS ROLL
2t30
Howie, J . N.
Bateman , T . R.
2140
2150
Holland, B.
216o
Hill, T. G.
2170
Fordom, G. W.
2r80
Webb, C. G.
2190
Knox , J. D .
2200
Bumphrey C. B.
Thornbury, M. D. 2210
2220
Owen, R. K.
2230
Saunders, R . C.
2240
Carey, J. R.
2250
Wilkins, J. l\.
2200
Langford, M.
2270
Cook, P. A.
Pankhurst, M. J. S. 228o
2290
Jackson, D. L.
2300
Pemberton, K. S.
2310
Foulds, M. C.
2320
Goodmlr.I , R .
2330
Morris, J.
Thompson, C. A.
2340
E:!gington, J. E.
2350
236o
Cook, A. J.
2370
Morris R.
2380
Geldard, G.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

SUPERVISOR (RADIO ROU.)
Gayther, J. F.
8o
Rosson, J. B.
90
Cooper, A.
100
Neal, T. B.
110
Cooper, T. B.
120
130
Wells, R. W .
Eagle, G. G.
140

To W.0.I

A / W.0.1
A/W.O.I

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL
Wright, H. E.
680
Brown, P.
690

To W.O.II

S Sgt.
Coole, L. A.
A / W.O.II Harrison. M.
S Sgt.
McBeath, A.
S Sgt .
~wlins, G. E .

To S Sgt .

1570
1580
I590
16oo
2140
2150
2r6o
2r70
2I80
2190
2200

3540
3044
456o
4530
3010
690
1220

4780
4670
4680
486o
3330
4700
5130

1750
176o
r770
r78o
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
t86o
1870
1880

1890
1900
1905
1950
1990
2000
2010

2020
2040
2050
206o
;ro70

60 (S. Op.)
(S. Op.)
130 (S. Op.)
150 CS. Op.)
210 (S. Op.)
220 (S. Op.)
350 (S. Op.)
JOO

866
1030
1770
JI82

1420
1350
280
440
520
68o
76o
56o
150
r690

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Tunmore. D. G.
Y(}Wlg, A.
Beer, P. J. A.
Donnelly, W. J.
Allen, D.
Sharp, P.
Sydney, J. C.
Fisher, R. C.

ToW.O.I

A/W.O.I
A/W.O.I

CHIEF CLERKS ROLL
Ellen, D. G.
520
Feher, H. L. H.
530

ToW.O.II

S SgL
A/W.O.II
A/W.O.II
A / W.O.II
A W.O.TI
A / W.O.II
S Sgt.
A I W.O.JI

Walker, D.
Worrall, J. T.
Williams.; B. K.
Byrne, J. P.
Brodie, R. C.
Studd, P. D.
Rose, A. G.
McEwan, M. M.

1200
1210
1220
1230

1300
1310
1340
1420
1410
1230
136o
1270

A/S
Sgt.
A/S
A/S
A/S

Shepherd, G.
Suen, R. L.
Hayward, B. J.
White, M . A.
Connery, D.

1520
1530
1540
1550
156o

170
t6o
140
I50
190

To S Sgt.

To

Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

2210

116o
Il70
u8o
1190

A/S
A/
A/S
Sgt.
A/S
A/S
A/

Tn Sgt.

RADIO R£LAYMAN ROLL

Old

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Bunting, P. J.
Derrich, K. P.
Berry. D. S.
Lyons, J.
McCluskey, D. L.
Burgess, R. P.
H:n-greaves, S.

1510
1580
1590
16oo
1610
1620
1630

220
290
330
430
380
350
300

TECHNICAL ROLL
Young, J. C.
7242
Briggs, D. N.
7649
Wilmot, M. K.
7680
Chapman, R. E.
7710
Dale, M . J.
7871
Taylor, J B.
7873
Williams, G. J.
7939
Dougla , B. N.
7941
Smith, P. M.
7981
Merchaot, D. W.
7984
Coulson. R. N .
7996
Prior, M . W. F.
8oo6
Sinclair, P. A.
Son
French. M. H.
8030
O'Hare, B.
8445
8700
Olive, M. S.
Laing. D. F. R.
8740
Smith , J.
876o
B~owning, M. W.
8765
Goldthorpe, A. H.
8770
Trippicr, D.
8800
Hall, J. S.
8870
Birch, W.
8880
Hammett, P.
8910
Clement, G.
8916
Downie, P. A.
8917
Porter, R.
8918
Falconer, W.
8925
Baker, R. J.
8975
Scott, R. I.
9055
McGovern, J. P.
9075
Wharton, G. H.
9080
Vince, P. B.
9090
Hope, D. R.
9095
Pegg, N.
9096
Allison, B. D.
9100
Craggs, G.
9ro1
Bevis, M. L.
9102
Prie tley, C. L.
9105
Dodson, T. B.
9r45
B:mnistcr, G. A.
9148
Gallagher, R. H.
9150
Gibson, S.
9r55
Hayward, V. R.
916o
Jennings, N.
9162
Staples, M. J.
9165
Toller, D. C.
9190
Wallace, J. R .
9195
9200
Araniello, P. A.
Haselden, H. S.
9205
Patton, N.
9275
Beer, E. C.
9280
Hetherington, H.
9285
Blair, I.
9287
Wiggins, G. T.
9290
McCall, S.
9291
Horner, R .
9295
Smith, P. M.
9296
Airlie, W. 0.
9300
Best, M . J.
9305
Sharp, G. J.
9310
Brazil, P. H.
9320
Duncan, W.
9325

12900
13976
13589
15186
14917
15430
15102
13641
1336o
14320
14410
12697
13718
13532
15222
r4669
1476o
14291
14438
15530
13942
14496
15350
13646
13880
13448
13658
14080
13970
13943
14018
13835
t555l
15904
14755
14490
16ru
15085
14266
14500
15204
13908
14644
14Il5
14594
13907
13974
13950
14726
15lOI
14920
rz280
12235
14475
14025
15553
13399
156o1
14470
14592
13635
14753
14090

Nichols, J. T.
Marsden, W.
Collisen, J.
Rice, B. A.
Buckley, R. I.

Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

San. No. Sen. No.

810
820
830
840
850

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.

LINEMAN ROLL
Sells, J. H.
noo
Henderson, J. D.
1110

530
550

To Sgt.

Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL
Robinson, P. D.
1830
Chisholm, R. C . W. 1840
King, K. J . 0.
1850
Spink. J.
186o
Harris, L.
1870

?IO

150
480
66o

7810

To Sgt.

Sgt.

To W.O.II

W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II

SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROU.
50
Riddell, A. G .
6o
Elliott, N. C .
80
Motion, W .
130
Searle, F. P .

2780
3370
3900
4720

(Rd.)
(Rd.)
(Rd.)
(Rd.)

To S Sgt.

S Sgt.

Smith, P.

J.

5790

(Rd.)

CoMMUNlCATIONS CBNTRE OPERATOR ROLL
Walker, W.
994
Re-joined from Res.

S Sgt.

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL
900
96o
990 1130
810 1020 1o80 1230 1390 1990 256o
3190 4190 4230 4280 4480
r6o
26o
420
570 3014 4o6o 498o

W.0.I
W.O .II

1140
1420

340
1070
1440

W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

380
890
1400

I66o

To W.O.ll

A/W.0.11
A/W.O.II
S Sgt.

Prc:cs, J. V .
Binks, C
Daniels, D. R.

5170
5180
5190

To S Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Mawcais, J. S.
McKe,zic, D .
Brudenall, F. C.
Leiper, G . A.
Fernie , P . J.
M.cElvogue, J. J.
Barber, R. W. J.
Wilkinson, F.
Wesley, J. A.

5950
596o
5990

2930

1610

1610

To W .O.I

A/W.O.I
A/W.0.1

CmJ!I' Cunucs ROLL
Griffiths, J. D.
540
Henr}, D.
550

96o
950

To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

TECHNICIANS ROLL
8oo8
Ingram, J. W.
8810
Perrin, B. F.
Cottcrill, D . P.
9078
Diamond, D. H.
9152
Taylor, L. S.
9315
Peters, E. R.
9335
Harrison, S.
9398
Edwards, B. J.
9399

13659
14916
r4oo8
14464
14585
14223
14256

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL
Feldon, A.
620
Smith, D. D.
640
Wills, D.
650
Good, R. J.
66o
Lowans, B. D.
670
Height, M. R.
68o

Cpl.

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL
Walder, J. S.
lo6o

A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
/!\./Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

CLERR/DRAUGHTSMAN
Jeffery, L. A.
Unwin, B.
Cheetham. C.
Smith, J. K.
Hutchman, E.
Martin, J. W. H.
Sbeldoo, R. J.
Percival, P.
Townsend. R.
Parsons, R. S.
Symoods. E. P.
Wilkinson, L.
Clark, G.
Ryder, I K.
Dearman. B. T.
Husband , J. R .
Gleisioger, J. H.
Charlesworth, R. C.
Bell, I. M.
Hinton, P. D.

To Sgt.
To Sgt.

5918
6290

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL

5755 5800
6o?o 6205
6735 7235

5888
6207
7575

SPECIAL 0Pl!RATOR ROLL

Old

Sen. No. Sen. No
To Sgt.

A /Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A/Sgt.

Baker, A. G.
Downie, G. W.
Kelly, J.

6oo
690
700

200
150
310

TELEGRAPH OPl!RATOR ROLL
To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.

86o
Scott, J. E. S.
Williams, P. G.
870
Dunbar, D. A.
880
Forster. P. S.
890
Puuock, G. W.
900
Waterston, J. D.
910
Adam, J.
920
Long, M. J.
930
Kellett, E. J. P.
940
Oarke, W. E.
950
Georgeson, R. S. G. 96o
Skinner, P. J.
970
Gilchrist, D. I.
980
Garrchy, A.
990
Lamont, D.
1000
1010
Pond, R. G.
1020
Boag, A. W.
Parker, A. G.
1030

500
1020
510
480
940
1630
950
80
190
1120

430
640
1500
240

Sgt.

330

Sgt.

CLERK DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL
90
180
470

Sgt.

6o

Sgt.

Sgt.

DRI VER RoYAL SIGNALS ROLL
20
120
390
800

Sgt.

IO

Sgt.

I40

310

Sgt .

90

T20

700
710
720
730
740
750
76o
770
78o
790

Boo

BIO
820

98o
320
640
870
88o
270
510

550
790
280
300
150
850
820

70
900
40
420

830

450
200

840

80

420

Cpl.
A/Sgt.

DRIVER ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL
tOSO
Stevenson, F.
1o6o
Little, G. H.

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

ELECTRICIAN DRIVER ROLE
Stewa-rt. K. C.
300
330
Pigg, T. L.
Platrs, G.
340
Osborne, A. F.
350

l10
150
16o
5IO

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL
Wilby, N.
1880

20

W.0.II

INSERTIO S
CHlEF CLERKS ROLL
Barlow, D. R .
58o

720

Sgt.

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL
114
Cumming, B. A.

3170

gt.

To

LINEMAN R OLL

TT40

690

IIO

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL

Rou.
650
66o
670
680

830
550
810
780
500

CLERK TECHNICAL RoU.
Ridge, C. D.
490

ELECTRICIAN DRIVERS Rou.

800

I43fl

A / Sgt.

CIPHBR OPERATOR Rou.
?20
4IO 790

CoMMUNtCATION CENTRE Rou.
90
200
270
290
580
930

70
810
330

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL
450
500
540
700
830

1000

To Sgt.

Sgt.
(C. Op.)
(Tg. Op.)
(Tg. Op.)
(Tg. Op.)
CC. Op.)
(S. Op.)
(Tg. Op.)
(Comen Op.)

6o90

Greenhill, W . E.

CHIEF CLERKS ROLL
420
990

4930 5010 5240 5640
5935 5950 5985 6o25
6420 6435 6510 6517

6oIO
6o20
6o40
6o6o

S/Sgt.

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL
470
510
580
1140

3i~

6ooo

To W.0.11

TECHNlCIANS ROLL
W .0.11
Sgt.

(Comcen Op.)
190 (C. op.)
380 (Lmn.)
40 (C. op.)
90 CR Op.)
150 CR. op.)
so (ED)
6o (Tg. op.)
140 (S. op.)

200

To W.0.I

3140

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL
u8o n70
1890 1940

5120
5170
5106

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL
720
A/W.0.1
Kreckelcr, K. R.

(Tech.)

Sgt .

W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

Thomas, A. J.

1120

To Sgt.

W.O.I
W.O.II

A/W.0.1

To W.O.I

6o
130
80

70

40
REGl.Mll""l"AL DUTY ROLL

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.

TECHNICIANS ROLi.
Batley, J. A .
7865

IO

Sgt.

610
30
210
640
670

ELBCTR1C1AN DRtVBRS Rou.
Bowman, J. D.
~90
Parker, D. R .
3co
Easton, A.
320

To Sgt.

Old

Sen. No. Sen. No.

Stn . No . Sen. No.

(Chief Clerk)

(Tech.)

DELETIO S
REOl.MENTAL DUTY ROLL
W.O.J

W.0.II

470

t640

3170

135
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DELETJONS-co1ui11u.ed
FORBMAN OP SrGNALS R OLL
.O .I
W .O .II

BAOR ..... ?

1 220

196<>
SUPERVISOR (RADIO) R ou.

\\".O .I

20

-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and intereste4 in a new:-

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS R OLL

\l:' .0.1
W.O.II

450

5 20

1240

'70 FAMILY MODELS

I RI U MPH 15 % f :~gg 2:~! f

CHthl' CLERKS Rcu.

W.0 .ll

1140

T ECH NICIANS
g t.

5 400

5 91 2

OFF• 2000 £918 •

R OLL

6225

5 920

OR

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL
Sgt.

LIST PRICES '
SLASHED

PEUGEOT

LINEMAN ROL L
JOO

Sgt.

IOO

Due to continued Company. expansion vacancies exist for:-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS

•

20

gt.

IDlilBlillJ

RADIO REL.WMAN R OLL

CLOTHING
is still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION

ALL '70 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM ONLY £615 •

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Specifications, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Calf, 'Phone
or Write to:
Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO .• GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 < 1 ~~:;~~~~r~)'·
IMPORTER -

Applications enclosing brief details

of qualifications and
present salary to :-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

PERSONN EL MANAGER

RACAL ELECTRON/CS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

(We have Agents in the U.K.

Progressive posltlons for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Tel. FRE.NSHAM 3232)

Over a Century-old Partnership ...

Garrard offer you
the time of your Hfe.

PARSONS

This beautiful Garrard watch in a 9 carat gold case is
fully automatic and has a calendar feature. The only thing
about it that has nothing to do with the time is its simple,
elegant look. You could cherish this watch for a lifetime
yet it doesn't take your life savings to buy. The price
is a mere £32.rns. Like all Garrard watches, it carries
an unconditional two-year guarantee.
If you would like to know more about this watch and
others in the superb Garrard range, please write for the
Watch Catalogue.

AND

PRINTING

customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

F.J. PARSONS LTD

GARRARD

The Adelphi, john Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford

The Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET, LONDON WIA 2JJ . TELEPHONE: 01-7341020
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Like the Servic·es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time taking
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintai ning, through a special department ,
a personal and helpful link with our

1970

April-May 1970

HOME OWNERSHIP

II

Wide prcad publicity has been given to the acute shortage of fund for hou e purchase loans, and wouldbe HOME OWNER who did not make positive plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans
r even the promi e of loans.
If you take our advice thi should place you in the very favourable po ition of being able to obtain a loan
for hou e purcha e at any time fo the future. We cannot over tre how vitally important it i for anyone
con idering hou e purcha e. whether it i in the early future or ome year ahead, to et in motion a positive but
flexible Hou e Purcha e Plan a far in advance a possible of the intended purcha e date. The earlier you start,
the ea ier it become for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover. the longer the Plan i in force the
higher the Joan po sible, and the more economic the purcha e.
Increa e in quarteri ng charge have made it financially beneficia l for the majority of erving personnel to
buy their own hou e, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore. no matter where you are stationed, no
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW.

T II E

SCHOOL FEES
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life ass urance chemes can still ubstantially
reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provide IMMEDIATE funds for school fee
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise pecially tailored Plans which can reduce
by one half FUTURE costs of educati ng your children. The ea rli er the Plan is started, the greater the financial
benefit .

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Pla ns to provide all-embracing Family .Security combined with
Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £9.15.5 monthly for those liable to tax at 8 / 3 in the £ will give
the family man aged 30 next immediate family protection of £20,448 and an a ntici pated cash sum of £27,000
free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65.
We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be on investment. Endowment
assurances on a with profit basis and/or linked with unit trust investments in he equity or property market can
produce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more
important, i the part it can play in providing you financial security in retirement.

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager.

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD.
27/ 'l~ Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks.
Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227

J
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BROKERS offe r th e most comprehensive service available

.

-

to all members of the Armed Forces and as Speciali st Service Brokers we believe that in
the light of ever-changing circumstances it is now more important than ever before that

.

all ranks should have the benefit of professional and personal attention .

Consult:

CALDER NEWMAN

Our Cover Picture

BROKERS

262 S«lUADHON (CYPRUS) SUD·AftUA ENTHUSIASTS

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKERS -

FEDERATED INSURANCE BROKERS

Head Office:

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
T e l. Ri chmo nd 2966 (3 lines) or Richmond 2159

Life Assurance for :Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant T r ust

Ed ucatio n Endo wment
Unit Trust Investment
Reti re ment
House Purchase
Security for your Family

General Insurance for :-

THE
THE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNAJ,S
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association

Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

Editor:
HIUGADIEU P. IU. 1•. llOBSO:N.
D.S.O.

Branches throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns

FEDERATED INSURANCE BROKERS

INCORPORATED MORTGAGE BROKERS

Assistant Editor :

JOHN ASHLEY (Insurance Brokers) Ltd.

NATIONAL RE-MORTAGE COMPANY

l\lr. L . "·ood

58 BONDGATE, DARLINGTON
Co. Durham
Tel. Darlington 69357

( Mortgage Brokers)
18 PAR K ROW, LEEDS
Tel. Leeds 25394

EVERY TYPE OF INSURANCE INCLUDING:

EVERY TYPE OF MORTGAGE INCLUDING:

MOTOR : Co mpeti t ive rates for new and old cars.
Ho me and fore ign policies.

BUILDING SOCIETY

FIRST MORTGAG E: House Purchase with Building
Society or Endowment Mortgages. Endowment
Assurance is the o nly form of Investment subsidised
by the Government.
SECO ND MORTGAGE: Through Leading Banks.
REDUCE YOUR MORTGAGE COSTS
Agents for
ALL LEADING BANKS

A Wholly Owned Subsidiary of

A Wholly Owned Subsidiary of

GE NERAL : Ho usehold effects , Personal acci dents,
Kit, Kit in tran sit, Pe rso nal lia bil it y, Caravans,
Cameras, Valuables, Spo rt; In The Best Mar kets.
Agents for TEMPERANCE PERMANENT

CALDER NEWMAN

BROKERS

CALDER NEWMAN

BROKERS

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed io THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

NEWMAN
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OF

YOU

FOR

LIFE

(ailing all our Contributors
The 28th June, 1970, is the 5oth Anniversary of the formation of the
Corps and is, in fact, the birthday of the Corps.

MATTER F OR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY T H E 12th
OF THE M ONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.

To mark the occasion, as well as the Corps' Golden Jubilee year, we
are planning to produce, in a modest way, a special edition of THE WmE
with an original front cover designed for the occasion.

Remiitances should be made payable
to: Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).

Contributors of unit notes may feel that they would like to send in
special notes and greetings to THE WIRE to mark the occasion.

THE WIRE itself has appeared every month (except during the war years)
since February 1920 and we propcse to p ublish one or two extracts from
the very first edition of THE WIRE 50 years ago.

It may be appropriate in certain cases to look back over the history of
particular units mentioning the highlights of the past and contrasting them
with the present day role.

1970

In view of the likely influx of contribuions from many units of the
Corps, articles should not be too long. Also '11 must be in the hands of the
Editor by the 12th M ay at the latest.

N o. 4

Please allow for present day post which is several days slower than the
service we enjoyed a fe w years ago.
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Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER

The photograph shows the five Royal Signals members of the Dhekelia
Sub-Aqua Club, just before setting off from Dhekelia jetty to examine a
wreck located five miles east of Dhekelia, and about half a mile offshore.
The 'aquanauts,' all members of 262 Squadron (Cyprus) are from left
to right, Signalman Dick Gray (Driver Royal Signals Bii), Corporal ' Tug '
Wilson (Driver Royal Signals B.I., Squadron M.T. .C.O.), Corporal Carl
Bellamy (Radio Relayman B.I.), Sergeant Alan Bott (Radio .()perator B.I.,
Radio Troop Sergeant) now posted to 5th Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron, and Corporal George Coles (Radio Operator B.I.).
Corporal Wilson and Signalman Gray are Class II divers, the remainder
are Class III. The Club's full title is No. 120 Branch of the British SubAqua Club, and currently bas a membership of 24 so that the Corps is very
well represented. In addition, Corporal Wilson and Sergeant Bott are members of the Club Committee-the former as Equipment Officer and the latter
as Boat Member.
The Cyprus coastal waters contain a great deal of interest to sub-aqua
enthusiasts. Not only are there wrecks from many ages, including World
War II casualties, but also a fair variety of marine life. Seven feet long
tuna, fifty pound groupers, three feet long turtles and octopus spanning
four and a balf feet bave been recorded.
With the splendid climate facilitating weekend diving camps around
the island, a well-appointed club room close to the Dhekelia beach, and other
service branches of the British Sub-Aqua Club close at hand for social
activities as well as diving co-operation, the Squadron sub-aqua enthusiasts
are able to enjoy th~ir sport to the full.

APRIL/MAY

V ol. 2 4

•

(New Series)

Special Mention

From our "/n" Tray

A Royal Signals Sub Aqua Club ?

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
.f come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deservin of SPECIAL MENTION.

- - Seeoad-Lientenant IJcrcl.· Hoivshall ol 22nd
Signal lh•ginrent
for leading the Regiment's judo team to a worthy succes
in the B.A.O.R. ludo Champion hips, gaining the overall
third po ition (other members of the team arc included in
unit notes). Second-Lieutenant H owshall achieved a further succe s in the individual championships and has been
selected m represent B.A.O.R. in the U.K. Championhip later niis year.
-Lance-Corporal ~I. J. BuU of 30th Signal. Regiment aad Lance-Corporal H. G. Story ol
chools ol Signtds
for getting a fir t as a crew in the Oxford Long Distance
Canoe Race on 1st March in Class 4A of this event. This
race was the first national race of its kind in the annual
canoe racing calendar and it was a great achievement for
these Corps canoeists as they were competing against some
of the best paddlers in the country. These N .C.O.s also
carried Corps colours in the Devizes to Westminster race
which took place at the Easter weekend (It is hoped a
full report will be given in the next issue.-Editor). Last
year Lance-Corporal Story (crewing with Captain Gray of
the Corps) completed the course in 24 hours and Corporal
Bull (crewing with Signalman Bingham) completed the
course in 25 hours and there is no doubt they are well
fitted to hold their own for the Corps in this extremely
difficult marathon.

OLD FASHIONED-BUT IT WORKED
Signal office, Razmak, Waziristan

Ii is of interest to note that quite fortuitously in this 'Wire'
the front cover picture is of sub aqua activities and on page
178 is a description of the lengths that enthusiasts will go in
arder to participate in this unusual and obviously popular sport.
-Editor.

An Otle to a Tartan Skirt
Lance-Corporal A. Low, W.R.A.C., of 242 Signal Squadron,
Edinburgh, puts forward a poetical viewpoint about the new
Tartan Skirt issued to W.R.A.C. personnel in Scotland.
To wear tar:an skirts for girls of beauty,
Is uplift enough without being snooty,
And even if hem is twixt mini and maxi,
It's still hard enough to get out of a taxi .

--A/T. Corporal Bertin of Army Appreatices'
College, Harrogate
for being selected to represent the Army at Squash in the
Drysdale Cup (World Junior Squash Championship) to be
held in London in April.
--Sergeant Jarrott and his team of teehniciaas
selected from Corporals Forshaw, lHiller and
Robertson and Lance-Corporal Pennington
who with an Air Force friend won the RA.F. Saxa Vord
founnan skittles competition (in the presence of Colonel
F. M. S. Winter, Commander 2 Signal Group) in faraway
Shetland. There were scenes of tremendous excitement on
the final evening and that steadiness under fire, the famous
British Army attitude, still exists in 1970, was clearly
demonstrated by the team including, when all depended
upon him, ' and!or man' Corporal Forshaw! A good effort
from Royal Signals in Shetland, Britain's most northerly
station, where the wind really blows and within yards of
the utmost northerly point of the British I sles.
--Laa.ce-Corporal Geoff Catts of 30th Signal
Regime at
for winning the Army Welterweight Boxing Championship
at Aldershot on 19th February. His devastating attack in
the first minute of the first round was far too much for his
opponent. ow Cutts is in for the Combined Services'
Championship and the Amateur Boxing Association's
Quarter-finals and for the third time he will represent
his native Wales in the Commonwealth Games at Edinburgh. (See photo on page 162).
Sergeant P. Smurthwaite ol 14th Signal Regiment
for being selected to tour Cyprus with the Combined
Services Association Football team.

...

*

"

Th e /01egoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of specia! men:ion. Something of
particda · interest must have occurred in YOUR unit
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Ediio;
about it and so help keep this a live and interesting
column.
138

Sir,
From time to time we see in THE WIRE articles telling of
sub aqua activities held in units throughou~ the world. The sub
aqua sport is becoming increasingly popular but as one moves
from unit to unit one goes from relative plenty to absolute
famine. These clubs arc financed from various sources, mainly
rich overseas P.R.!. and Nuffield Trust grants; from time to
time they may also be short of members or wish to dispose of
their equipment owing to a lack of interest at that time.
The question arises therefore: Is there a requirement for a
Royal Signals Sub Aqua Club similar to the Sailing Club? It
would be interesting to have Corps' members views.
Finally, if there are units wishing to dispose of or sell sub
aqua equipment then 30th Signal Regiment are interested.
D . P. Herring, Captain (T .0.T.) Royal Signals.
30th Signal Regiment,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum,
Dorset.

IN DAYS LONG GONE BY
M/c Display T earn 1920?

NO. I SET, WAZIRISTAN 1936-37
Signal man " Kipper" Kitson and Lance-Corporal "Taffy" Rigby

Lile at Crowborough in the Nineteen- Twenties
Sir,
I enclo e nvo further souvenirs of the early 1920s which
you may consider worthy of publication in THE WIRE. These
were taken at Crowborough Camp and give a good example
of the D.R.'s motor-cycles of those days (because of space considerations only one photo could be used.- Editor).
The machines were, I think, Douglas twin-cylinder, beltdriven and yours truly is the ' Tail-end Charlie ' in the group
picture.
Regarding Crowborough, it migbt be of some interest to
other members of the Corps if I recall a little of our off-duty
life there. We had stage shows put on regularly by Lieutenant
R. T. 0. Cary, and concert parties organised by Captain Hulbert
who was, I believe, our M .O. His famous sons Jack and
Claude and their ladies, Cecily Courtoidge and Enid Trevor,
came down and gave us first-class shows.
It is good to know that those two grand old troupers,
Jack and Cecily, are still going strong. I will long remember
the pleasure they gave to we young soldiers in those far-off
days.
Yours, etc.,
W. A. Clark
256 Addison Way, Hayes, Middlesex.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Royal Signals Association
The Annual Dinner will be held at the Masonic Rooms,
Alexandra Road, Farnborough, on Saturday, 2nd May,
at 7.30 for 8 p.m.
All enquiries to Mr. A. V. lent, 111, Glou::ester Road,
Aldershot, Hams. Phone: Aldershot 2365.

More about 'Oltle War/tie' Wireless
Operators

But hiking and walking are more like our norm,
And kilts are fine when braving a storm.
The snow makes us grin for that means a spree,
Gather up skis! We're off to Glenshee,
Let Hunting Stewart protect my knee,
H.Q. Scotland's the place for me.

Sir,
I wonder how many of Major Banham's list of ' Olde Worlde '
Wireless Operators (WIRE, January/February issue) will recognise
rhis, one of the scenes of their many labours-the Signal Office.
Razmak, or this picture of two of their number, Signalman
' Kipper ' Kitson and Lance-Corporal ' Taffy ' Rigby plying
their trade in Waziristan in 1936.
Yours faithfully,
J. E. Dyson.
49, Crossways Drive,
Harrogate.

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club
The 19th Reunion dinner will be held in London on
Saturday, 2nd May, 1970. Any ex-member of the
Regiment will be most welcome and further detail_s can
be obtained from Major K . N . Smartt, Imber, Millway
Road, Andover, Hant .
Club members s•hould have received the u ual
notification but there are many who are still serving and
with whom the Club have lost touch due to changes
of address. Please let us have up to date addresses,
whether or not you can attend the dinner.
Lance Corporal Low of 242 Signal Squadron Edinburgh
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Tise 1'egi•lll•g ol the end •••

~b it ua rp

Hant/over ol lixetl communications starts in
Singapore

Hoyal Signtils A1iniversary One-day Cover

Major D. R. Beat/on
As we were going to press the sad news of Major D acres
Beadon's death came througb. Dacres, who had returned to
the U.K. from Cyprus in 1969, was all set for a posting to Libya
when the sudden political changes in that country p ut this
move into abeyance. He seemed to be his usual cheerful self
and his sudden and unexpected death at the age of 40 will come
as a shock to many.
D acres, who was commissioned ex-Sandhurst, joined the
Corps in 1950 and soon found himself out in Malaya from
1951 to 1953. Subsequently, he had two tours of duty with 216
Parachute Brigade Signal Squadron, 1955/56 and 1962/63, and
a spell of three years with the Junior Leaders' R egiment,
1959/62.
His last unit prior to returning home was 262 Signal
quadron. Dacres had a wide circle of friends and he will
be remembered in particular for his warm and cheerful perrnnality. That he should have gone at his prime is indeed sad.
Our deep sympathy goes to his wife, Rachel, and his two
children.

Signalman Haro/ti Ernest Lovell
S pan of the process of run down in the Far East and
the handover of ba es and installations to the Singapore
Government, the first of our communication systems was
handed over to the Singapore Telephone Board, when they
assumed responsibility for the maintenance of R.A.F. Seletar
witd1board and cable system.
This arrangement enables 19th Signal Regiment (Air Support)
to withdraw Seletar Troop, which has for many years looked
after the interests of the R.A.F. on this station.
This will be the pattern of events on all the remaining Army
and R.A.F. bases until just before the final withdrawal, when
all installations pass to the Singapore Government under the
Dudley agreement.
Final discussion before signing the agreement. From left to
right: Mr. Norman Funston, A.E.E., 5th Signal Group; Mr.
Francis Loh, Divisional Manager of the Singapore Telephone
Board; Major P. J. W. Stephens, H.Q. 5th Signal Group (panly
hidden); Colonel D. A. Polley, Commander 5th Signal Group;
Captain B. F. Strange, O.C. Seletar Troop, 19th Signal Regiment; Wing-Commander A. B. Peake.r, O.C. Electrical Engineering Squadron, RA.F. Seletar; Mr. Loke, General Manager,
Singapore Telephone Board.

A

Gurkha Signals Ties
A stock of Gurkha Signals ties is held by the Secretary of
the Gurkha Signals Asso-::iation:
Lieutenant-Colonel J. I. Parkinson, M.B.E., Lowfields House,
933, Leeds Road, Dewsbury, Yorkshire.
Any member of ex-member of Gurkha Signals in the U .K.
may obtain a Regimental tie by writing to the above address
enclosing a cheque or postal order for 16/-.

Com•i•ed Retreat and Motor C11cle Displa"
a.t 10th Signal Regiment
The combined Retreat and Motor Cycle Display at
18.30 hours on Thursday, 7th May, at Beavers Lane
Camp (10th Signal Regiment Lines), Hounslow, will be
open to the general public and of special interest to
Corps Association Members in London area.

Signalman Lovell joined R E. (Signals) in M ay, 1917, and
erved in France with British Signal U nits and Canadian
Signals.
Transferred to Royal Signals on formation of the Corps at
Maresfield Park Camp; moved to Catterick with the School
of Signals in 1925; posted to 1st Divisional Signals, Aldershot,
in 1926, where he served until discharged on medical grounds
in 1940. Many old members of 1st Division Signal will remember him as the very efficient mob storeman. He was, after
his discharge from the Army, for over 20 years a postman in
Farnborough, Rants.
The service, at Aldershot Crematorium, was attended by
Mr. L. V. Goodman of the Aldershot Brancb.

R.S.M. V. C. Hy/antis
It is with regret that we have to report the death of R.S.M.
(Vic) Hylands at Farnborough,, Rants., on 23rd February. After
a long, serious illness, he passed away at his home at Sandy
Lane.
' Vic,' as he was well known, served in the Corps from
1922 to 1945, having in his time served at Maresfield, Aldershot, 1st Divisional Signals, India, 4th Cavalry Brigade Signals.
During the war he served in India with the 4th Indian Division
Signals and in the North African Campaign and in Eritrea.
He was W entioned in Despatches twice, and completed his
service with the Air Formation Signals at Hendon and Cuckfield. After the war he continued to work with the Signals at
The Compound, Queen's Avenue, Aldershot, until his retirement seven years ago. He was nearly 72 and leaves a widow
and son.
He was a Life Member of the Association and a member of
the Aldershot Branch.
The funeral service, at Aldershot Crematorium, was attended
by Vic Goodman, Vic lent and Mr. ('Dodger ') Green.

The Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent
Fanti
The following donations were gratefully received during February, 1970:

UPGRADING COURSES AT CATTEBICK
Course No.

1/54
1/55
1/17
1/27
I '40

Telegraph Operator II-1
Telegraph Operator 11-1
Clerk Technical 11-1
Radio Relayman 11-1

Assembles

14
21
7
7

July
July
July
July

'70 '70 '70 '70 -

Disperses

20
30
4
20

Oct.
Oct.
Sep.
Aug.

'70
'70
'70
'70

Commandant, R. A. Range, Hebrides (Wives Club)
O.C., 54th CE.A.) Signal Squadroe (V)
.. .
O.C., 49th (W.Riding) Signal Squadron (V) .. .
Major The Bari Kitchener, T.D.
...
.. .
M . E. Holdsworth Esq.
L . G. Toogood Esq . ...
C. K. MacLennan Esq.
F. A. A. Randall Esq.
Total .. .

Expenditure during February, 1970

*

JBR1TISH FORCES 1096 POSTAL SERVICE

I.

SOTH ANNIVERSARY

ROYAL SIGNALS

28 JUN 1970

On the right is shown the Signals motif that will be a
feature of the special one-day cover that is being issued
to m ark the Corps' 5oth anniversary. Above is the cancellation stamp that will be used. Please use the order
form at the bottom of the right hand column when
applying for these covers.
Further details are as follows:The size of the envelope will be 71 x 4f. The design as
shown on the above will be printed in four-colour halftone on the left hand half of the envelope. This design
was commissioned to a Mr. Vasarhelyi who is a nationallyknown designer of stamps and philatelic covers.

The British Forces Postal Service have allotted the
B.F.P.O. number 1098 and the envelopes will be cancelled
under their supervision on the 28th June, 1970, and only
on that date, during the Old Comrades' Festivities at
Catterick.
Included in every envelope will be an insert giving a
short history of the Corps and fascimile copies of the two
Royal Warrants forming the Corps and granting the use
of the title Royal.
All profits deriving from the sale of these unique and
attractive one-day covers will be handed over to the
benevolent fund of the Royal Signals Association.

' The Wire ' is always ready to receive ' snippets '
of your Corps news by telephone or signal, and these
can often be inserted in ' The Wire ' afte.r the closing
date for receipt of copy, if they are SHORT.
So let us hear about your sporting successes or any
other items of particular interest that ought to go into
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We hate to say:
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••WHY DIDN~T TllEY LET lJS HNOW?"

... £958

' The Wire.' Be news-minded and keep us informed.
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50 TH
ANNIVERSARY OF
ROYAL SIGNALS

The handstamp has been specially desiwied to cancel
the 9<1. G.P.O. Tele-communications Stamp and will be
11
2 " x 14 •

23

£35

~971

ROYAL SIGNALS 50th ANNIVERSARY
1970 CELEBRATIONS

SPECIAL ROYAL SIGNALS ONE-DAY COVER
Orders for these Covers can now be placed.
Please use order form below.
To: Royal Signals Philatelic Officer,
· 11th Signal Regiment,
Relles Barracks,
Catterick Camp,
Date .. ................. .
Yorkshire.
Please send .. ..................... ..... .. copies of the Royal
Signals 50th Anniversary One-Day Cover (5/- each)
issued on 28th June, 1970, to:
Give

name

and

full postal address

: :
to
I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order for £
cover the cost. (Note: Cheques/Postal Orders to be made
payable to: PRI, 11th Signa: Regiment).
Signed ............ ......... ... ............ ..... ... ...... ... .
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21st Signal Regiment make splentlitl tie/Jut in Army Cross Country Championships
1970 has been an excellent season for the 21st Signal Regiment cross-country team. Naturally, they would have liked to have won the
Army Championship at their first serious attempt, particularly in the SOth Anniversary year, but to come second in the whole of the
Army is no mean feat and one not accomplished for a very long time by a Royal Signals unit.

.\

rent team

HI was, and will be for years to come, a great team; if
any single factor cost us the championship, it was lack of
experience. Thi will not apply not year; with an average age
of ju r over 21 we are going to keep improving.
The effort really started in October, 1968, when we reached
our growing potential and set our sights on success this season.
Gradually the team took shape and performances have got
better and better. The peak was reached when we won the
B.A.0.R Champion hips, a competition in which no Royal
ignals unit had ever previously been placed, by an overwhelming margin. It was difficult after this to recover our mental
edge in time for the Army Championships at Blackdown ten
days later.
In the event, a very bad start in the Army Finals put us too
far behind to catch the Cheshires, the eventual winners with
a score of 236 points. The day was made, however, when in a
breathtaking finish we beat the 1st Para. Battalion, the winners
for the past nine seasons, by six points (307 to 313).

T

Deternalnatiou
There are some superb individual runners in the team but
there is no doubt that the greatest asset throughout the season
was team spirit. The determination and application of every
man was tremendous; four of them collapsed on the line at
the finish of the Army Champion~ips, having given everything
they had.

Photos of the team that nearly did it!
21st Regiment's Cross-Country Team set their sights high-to win the Anny Championships. They nearly did it . . . they
came in a very creditable second.

No1v tliey say 19?1 will be the year

It would be invidious to single out individual performance
but mention must be made of the team captain, Corporal George
Holden, who ran superbly and was a source of strength and
encouragement to everyone. A real team man who always
produces his best on the big occasions.
Behind the team
We have included the team manager, Lieutenant Terry
Cantle, in the ' Rogues' Gallery.' It is easy to forget managers
who play such an important part in any sporting success. Terry
is more famous as an outstanding hockey player than as a
cros -country expert but bis drive and leadership contributed
more harmony than any other single factor to our victories.
A thrulk you

We would like to record our appreciation for the support
and assistance received from other units in the Corps, especially
8th Signal Regiment for releasing Corporal Ray Storer off
course when needed and also instructing their team at the
finals to do everything to help us. A credit is due to W.0.11
(R.Q.M.S.) Mick Hall, of 222 Signal Squadron, who trained two
of our runners at Harrogate. He has taken a great interest in
our progress during the season and has given us much excellent
advice. We must also mention the patient wives and girl friends
of the team who were mere at the finish where distance allowed.
Finally, our thanks to the Editor and staff of THE WIRE who
have supported us in print and at Blackdown in person. We
promise to go one better in 1971.

-

A
Corporal Mick Gue. Probably Corporal Pete Dring.
the best runner in the team on remarkable all round sportsman
who is Command standard at
this season's form, Mick is a soccer, cricket and basketball.
beautiful stylist with plenty He is dedicated to winning a
Britain's Olympic
of experience. He gave up his place in
leave on posting to the Regiment marathon team and has some
remarkable times to his credit
in order not to miss any running in spite or his very young age
(22 years).
He put in some
superb performances during
the season but was not at
quite his own best in the two
big races.
We expect great
things from him next year

Corporal J George Holden.
A very experienced runner who
started in 21st Signal Regiment
and reckons that he will
probably finish there. A great
team man who lost form in
mid season arter suffering from
that Asian flu but recovered
to come 2nd in B.A.O. R. and
ISth in th Army

Lance-Corporal
Graham
Cambell. Came to the Regiment straight from Catterick
and is determined to become
a first class runl'ler. He is very
good for his age {19) and will be
challenging the "big five" next
year and afterwards

Corporal Ray Storer. On
cour.se in Catterick, Ray was
desperately worried that he
would not get away for the
Army
Championships
but
thanks to C .O . 8th, he made
it and did very well. A team
man of enormous strength and
stamina

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS
SOUTHERN AUTOMATION LTD.

invites YOU to use your training to the best advantage as a

TEST ENGINEER
This rapidly expanding company engaged in the interesting fast moving field of electronics
offers excellent career prospects combined with attractive salaries.
You must have a sound electronic background including digital experience and you should
have ONC/HNC Electronic or an Electronics Technicians course in the Armed Forces in
which case pre-release training wi ll be considered.
Ability to assume responsibility is essential as promotions are-made on merit from within
the company.

.·

Send details of training, experience and age to:

SOUTHERN AUTOMATION LTD.
WEIRVALE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DENHAM WAY, MAPLE CROSS, RICKMANSWORTH, H,ERTS.
Tel. RICKMANSWORTH 73650 and 78711.
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Lance-Corporal Fred Roi ssetter.
Ex Harrogate, Fred
is as strong as a horse and
improves with the length or
the race

•

Corporal Chris Cottam. In Corporal Ginger McN ei ll. Lance-Corporal Keith Wood- Lieutenant Terry Cantle,
most races, Chris was the key A much improved runner who ford. Every team has to have The c~ch and manager Comnumber eight man. When he i~ primarily a middle distance a tenth runner and very few bined Services Hockey player
appeared, we knew where we man but is determined not to have them as good and as loyal and fanatical sportsman who
inspired and drove the team
as Keith
stood. 23rd in B.A.O . R. and let the team down over the
to the heights they reached
He was always
7Sth in the Army was very country.
creditable in this first se11son breathing down the necks or
our 6, 7 and 8

With much regret, owing co photographs being below standard, we have been unable to print pictures of ~u,·poral Pete MacMilloan and Lance-Corporals Dave Innes and
Poul Hunt
They are summed up as follows :
Corporal Pete MacMillan. Came straight off course in Catterick in January without leave. A great hearted runner who was not quite u hu best by the end or the
season
Lance-Corporal Dave Innes. 17th in the Rhine Area Championships, Dave h;id the frustrating expertence of training for and travelling t.:> the bigger events but not
taking part. Any ceam is as strong a.s its reserves and we are very lucky to have one as reliable as Dave
Lance-Corporal Paul Hunt. Also took part in the Rhine A rea but not required in the closing stages. A sreat trier who never let us down
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r•l•• Oar Haad nt the

Trucl~iisg

Business

A new approach to an oft! problem
OU arc to command a Signal Group in Germany. A
welcome posting in thee days of a shrinking Army.
How would I move?
In the past my baggage and
Moving to his sixth home boxes have suffered much at the
in eleven years, Colonel hand of the railway and the
E. J. Bardell, O.B.E., of stevedores at the dockside and I
H.Q. 4 Signal Group, and wa determined that it would not
family, decided on a 'D o- happen this time. I joined force
it-yourself' effort. What with a friend returning from a
happened and the ultim- tour in B.A.0.R. and hired a
ate result he describes 4-ton German van. Mary and I
would try our hand at the trucking
in this article.
business, get our excess baggage to
Rheindahlen and protect our valuables.

••• swinging the brute
The day for the move arrived. We were up at six to clear
the house. It was dark. Breakfast pans were packed a soon
as they were cool. The quartermasters arrived quickly followed
by the plumber who wa to drain off the central heating system.
He had some difficulty with the main water cock. Its manb~le
cover had frozen in place but that was overcome by placmg
the lorry over the cover and thawing the ice with the heat of
the engine. Not that starting the engine was an. eas}'. task,
swinging the brute in the cold. We eventually got it gomg by
reaching between the front wheel and the mudguard for the
solenoid mounted on the chassis-the ignition switch in the
cab had given up me ghost. An unwanted but excellent antithief device!
By 12.30 all was ready. The lorry stood in the snow with its
cargo--washing machine and pictures, skis and children's
bicycles, uniforms and clothes, crates of crockery and glass.
The gypsies were on the move yet again, off to their sixth
home in eleven years.
In e ompany with t h e elite o f the tra 11s1•ort b u siness
With a heave and a roar we gathered speed down the drive
between the higb. banks of snow to the A25. Mary wrapped
in a sheepskin jacket and wearing a woolley hat made an
excellent driver's mate. Our left-hand drive seemed strange on
the narrow roads of southern England. Dover was soon reached
only co find that the Townsend ferry was unable to load
because of the swell caused by a Channel gale. We eventually
got aboard in company with the elite of the transportation
businers, the 30-ton, 60-foot, inter-Continental lorries bound for
Budapest and Turin. Not for us the cars and caravans of the
0 tende route.
The ferry was several hours late at Zeebrugge. The Customs
Officer looked aghast at the pile of household goods but was
kindness itself. He stamped the documents and waved us
through. By the light of the sodium lamps we found our way
out of the docks in the mist and damp, on to the thawing, empty
roads of Belgium. 1 a.m. Saturday morning and all was well. It
was a shon haul to Brugges and we rolled in to the town square
at 1.30, a little weary and cold, but we were in luck. The
Golden .iVonkey made us welcome despite the lateness of the
hour. A warm room and clean sheets were a delight.

l\' l t h n s hudde r the load moves on to the autobahn
Up at seven much refreshed and on the way by nine after
some energetic swinging of the starting handle. With a shudder
the load moved on to the autoroute and so to Brussels, Louvain,
Diest and across Holland to Germany. The same route as
Guards Armoured Division had followed 26 years before. Only
one error of mapreading by the mate as we circled Brussels,
m!ssed a mud-covered route sign and found ourselves 3 kms.
up the Antwerp road before we could turn . She is much better
at sea with a chart and dividers. An excellent lundl in a
Flemish transport cafe and once more into the roaring, pulsating cabin, high above the road. We made Rheindahlen just a
few minutes after our E.T.A. of 5 p.m., 28 hours after leaving
home.
A royal welcome at the Visitors' Mess after the mudstained,
icy journey. In the warm sitting room of our suite was a box
of chocolates and flowers for M ary, two invitations to dinner,

1+4

a pile of mail and a bottle of Scotch with sodas on a tray for
me- pleasure indeed after the drought of England. A hot bam
to wash away the grime of heavy goods vehicle travel, followed
by dinner and then visitors. One delivered our car and another
presented the key of our new house which had been taken
over the previous day in anticipation of our arrival. We did not
move in for a couple of days as the previous occupants had
favoured single beds and a double one had been ordered for
us. An understanding staff!

\Vas it. worth it?
If you have read so far your question is probably, "Was the
journey worth it?" Yes I think so. It's relatively cheap, no
problems with Cuscoms, you meet some odd and interesting
characters and it makes a change from the confined space of
an aircraft. The 'end of tour trip, B.A.0.R.-U.K., clearly
shows a greater profit than the outward journey to B.A.O.R.
but in both cases you arrive with your household belongings;
the picture are intact, that favourite piece of jade from a Far
East tour has not been broken and great aunt Grace's sherry
glasses are in one piece. What did it cost? Hire of van, DM 200
for the round trip, plus your ferry and petrol at B.A.0.R.
rates. Use the Zeebrugge ferry and you are not treated as a
commercial vehicle.
Try it yourself, it has its amusing moments.

Getting Scot/anti into tlle Six
or
Hor" an English Signal Officer upheld the honour
of

the

Scottish

lnfaatry wi.th
Germany

the

French

in

By Lieutenant David Marks

Cosmopolitan. nffnir
S Assistant Signal Officer in the 1st Battalion Royal Scots,
I was lucky enough to be chosen to represent the Battalion
on an au pair exchange visit with the llOm. Regiment
D'lfanterie, a French battalion, with which the exchange of
officers has been quite a long-standing arrangement. It turned
out to be a very cosmopolitan affair, being an Englishman representing a Scottish Battalion, visiting a French Regiment,
stationed in Germany.
A

A

W bi sky by the half-pint
The Regiment is stationed in Donaueschingen, in the Black
Forest, and so enjoys some wonderful picturesque summers
and some very cold winters. At the time of my visit, in late
November, the temperature was already reaching -20°C., and
after a ten-hour drive from Osnabruck, I was feeling both tired
and cold when I arrived to meet the officers of my host Company. Obviously the cold was taken into account and the tiredness overlooked as the many hands outstretched in greeting
were soon offering half-pints of neat whisky to the intrepid
traveller.
I later learned that whisky has gained a foothold in France
as the popular drink, and anyone with even the vaguest connections with Scotland is expected to consume vast quantities
of it in preference to coffee, tea, wine or any other liquid refreshment. My usual request for beer, when offered a drink,
was inevitably met with an incredulous gaze, and I was
duly given both whisky and beer.
To say I felt this initial show of French hospitality overpowering would be an understatement, and I was about ready to
flake into my bed, after a couple of hours, when I was ushered
into my room to wash and change and told to be in the bar
at 8.30 to go out to dinner!
Supe rman qualities r equire d
And so passed the next two weeks; during the day I visited
the various companies and saw the military paraphernalia,
normally ending up in the Company bar to discuss and comment on it, and in the evening I visited the officers' families
sur le patch for dinner, and the inevitable whisky.
I soon learned that superman-type qualities were needed,
not only for the consumption of this excellent beverage, but also

(Continued from page 144)
for food, and I must admit, I didn't find it too difficult to
come up to scratch in this respect.
I was definitely in danger of returning home a 20-stone alcoholic, had it not been for the military aspect of my trip. I must
say, I found the basic training of the conscript army very
interesting, and I thoroughly enjoyed taking part in most
aspects of it.

A bard life
Le soldat's life is hard indeed, compared with ours, the day
starting at 05.30 with cold water for washing and shaving, a
breakfast of coffee and bread, and the day's training starts with
a march or run, during which a hearty song is expected from
all ' happy campers ' before they return co a lunch cooked
by whoever the duty company has appointed as 'Cordon
Bluuurrrggg chef' of the day.
I suppose it could be said that they have ' something to
sing about,' as all new arrivals are given, quite free of charge,
the latest 'skinhead '-type haircut and m_axi overcoat, although
somehow they just didn't look as ' with it ' as their London
counterparts.
.
In spite of the primitive life which greets the new rec:nuts,
after some weeks their spirit grows and each platoon participates
zealously in the many varied clubs and activities provided for
them. Their fitness and military training grows fast, and the
climax to the training period is a two-week visit to the
Commando Training Centre.
urvivnl nod self-confidence
The accent here is on survival and self-confidence, and some
of the gadgets devised to achieve the latter are enough to
make the shortest and curliest of hair stand on end. The
roulettes, the death slide, the toggle slide-all performed at
1,000 feet, or so it seemed, without safety net or parachute.
All these, and more, were performed by the soldiers without
qualm and by me with heart in mouth, just hoping that neither
the rope nor my neck would break.
The reliability of both proved to be first class, and I spent
the next few days seeing the much more interesting survival
department. Having learned how to construct a full-detached,
one-bedroomed wigwam, catch and cook a hedgehog and make
a set of three kitchen utensils fit for Mrs. Beacon, I left for Donauescbingen feeling very much a Red Indian. At the very
end of my stay I was lucky enough to be present for the Ball
of the Deux Ess, which, as far as I could make out occ':lls every
month with an ' R ' in it, and is to celebrate the victory of
Napoleon at Austerlitz.
Souvenirs presented
The ball was a great success, dur_ing which .the Colo_nel pri;sented me with some very attractive souvemrs of bis Regiment. Just before the end, assisted by many h~lping h~ds,
I presented, in return, a Battalion plaque which 1s now nailed
very firmly, if just a little crookedly over the mess bar.
Gigi
With typical 'Pornmy/Jock' luck, it was at this stage of
my stay that I made the acquaintance of Gigi. Sh_e is a ve:y
charming little Infrimiere, and really played not a little part m
making my visit to the llOm. Regiment d'lnfanterie. very memorable indeed. Or as my brother officers hear me smg as I set
out for my run every morning at 05.00-' Vive La France.'

R OYAL SIGNAl..S GOLDEN JUBILEE
CELEDllATIONS-SCOTLAND
These are being held at Perth on the weekend of
24th/25th October.
The organisers are anxious to _obtain the _nan:ies and
addresses of all Signals and R.E. Signals who hve m Scotland or have connections with Signals in Scotland.
Please write to R.H.Q., 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V), 21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W. (Tel. 041339-8401) by whom fuller details will be notified later.

Ollicers
Lieutenant M. J. Backhurst
.. .
Lieutenant G. J. Barren . ..
Major J. F. Blake . . .
. ..
Lieutenant R. F. Brooks . . .
Caputln D. E. Burt
...
Btigrulier F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E.
Lieutenant J. D. DagHsh
Major A. R. Dominy ...
Captain I. C. Double . . .
...
Captain (T.O.T.) M. R. Edge
Major F. R. Fletcher ...
Captain M. J. Ford
.. .
Lieutenant C. J. GTant
.. .
Lieutenant H. Grenville-] ones .. .
Lieutenant P. A. Hallett
...
Lieutcnll'!lt R. N. C. Harrison

To
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

Lieutenant J. P. Hayes ...
Captain (T.O.T.) D. Hazel

,,
,,

Lieutenant L. S. Hood . . .
Lieutenant A. J. Hutt .. .
Captain (Q.M.) R. D. Laing
Major P. F. Larrington ...
Maior I. N. Lee .. .
. ..
. ..
Major C. N. Le Gassick, M.B.B.

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

A/Major P. B. Leonard .. .
Captain J. H. Lowe .. .
Lieutenant D. J. Mz::lean
Captain M. J. McCann . . .
Major D. F. Malone . . .
Major D. J. Milton
.. .
Lieutenant P. G. T. Morgan
Lieutenant B. M. Powell ...
Major T. Rigby ...

,,
,,

Lieutenant
A/Captain
Captain J.
Lieutenant
Major R.
Lieutenant
Captain P.
Lieuten3'Dt

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

M. W. H . Roberts
J. R. Selby
F. Storr
A. Sugden
Trelawny
.. .
M. J. Walker
B. Webster ...
M. C. Wilkinson

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

2nd Bn. Coldstream Guard•
9th Regiment
School of Artillery (u Lt .-Col.)
7th Regiment
223 Squadron
M.A., Bonn
And. R.M.C.S., Shrivcnham
Army Works Study School
639 Troop
227 Squadron
36th Regiment (V)
7th Regiment
30th Regiment
H .Q ., Wales
Aud. ut Royal Tank Rc~t
And. 5th Royal Inni•ldllin11
Dragoon Guards
18th Regiment
Computer Centre, B.A.O.R. (as
Major)
244 Squadron
2ut Regiment
18th Regiment
M.O.D., Sigs 35
JOCPT, Wilton
li.Q., Scotland (as C.S.O., Lt.Col).
233 Squadron
M.O.D., Sigs 35
30th Regiment
222 Squadron
JOCPT, Wilton
R.M.A., Sandhurst
uth Rc11iment
And. 4/7 Royal Dragoon Gda.
7th Armd. Bde. & Signal Sqn.
(0.C.)
R.M.C.S., Shrivenham
16th Repment
8th Regunent
12th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sia. Sqn.
14th Regiment
Attd. 15/19 King's Royal Hussara
H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps
Attd. 'l3/18 Royal Hussar•

lVt•rrnnt O fficers aad Serg e ants
W.O.II M. J. Dunmall .. .
...
W.O.II J. D. Laing
W.O.II (Y. of S.) R. E. Newson
W.O.II P. R. . Foster
W.O.II W. T. Matthews
...
W.O.II (Y. of S.) W. A. Little
W.O.II M. Morphey
W.O.ll C. H . Richardson
...
W.O.II (Y. of S.) L. A. Coote
A / W.O.ll R. B. Keeler
W.O.II P. W. Todd
W.O.II G . A. Howie .. .
W.O.II R. Copland
...
W.O.II A. L. Singer . . .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M. P . Coley
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. B. Gould
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. J. Adams
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. ~k'j;;m
Staff Sergeant J. H. Blank
Staff Seregant J. H. Nelson
Staff Sergeant T. H. Atkins
Staff Sergeant D . Bowman
A/Staff Sergeant R. W. Adey
Sergcant _C. J. Hamilton
Sergeant R. R. Gilmore
Sergeant R. F. Dixon ..•
Sergeant D. E. Holder .. .
Sergeant J. S. Killom .. .
Sergeant T. C. Faragher
Sergeant A. W. A. Bagwell
Sergeant T. McGrath
...
Sergeant J. W. Tempest
Sergeant P. F. Lewer .. .
Sergeant J. B. Morna .. .
A/Sergeant E. G. T. Jones
Sergeant R. C. Jones ...
A/Sergeant J. G. Souley
Sergeant W . J. Locker ...
Sergeant C. R. Jefford-Hom

.. .
.. .
...
.. .
.. .

To 7th Regiment
,, l l th Regiment
,, 222 Squadron
,, 13th Regiment
,, 21st Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, School of Artillery
,, 2nd Division Signal Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 3rd Division Signal Regiment
,, R.M.A., Sandhurst
., 48 (Gurkha) Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
,, 24th Regiment
,, SHAPE (BAE)
,, 55 Squadron (V)
,, 14th Regiment
,, \ISt Regiment
,,
,,
,,
.,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,.

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,

Sergeant D. C. Thurston

.,

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

.,
,,

B.
D.
R.
G.
B.

G. D. Nichols
Dallow
...
V. Clutterbuck
Thorpe
..
G. Watts

Sergeant J. A. Hume
Sergeant J. M . C. Pow

.,

,,

255 Squadron
3rd Divis.ion Signal Regiment
3 ut Regiment (V)
81h Regiment
4th Division Signal Regiment
32nd Regiment (V)
234 Squadron
18th Regiment
14th Regiment
21st Regiment
1 Ith Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn.
6th Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn.
18th Regiment
223 Squadron
26o Squadron
24th Regiment
uth Regiment
24th Regiment
30th Regiment
33rd Regiment (V)
24th Inf. Bde. Signal Sqn.
chool of Signals Demonstration
Team
Army Apprentices' College
Harrogme
41h Division Signal Regiment
234- Squadron
31st Regiment (V)
30th Regiment
School of Signals (P. of S. Course
No. 30)
HAPE H.Q .. Comd. & p.
16th Regiment

(Continued overleaf)

(Continued on page 145)
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INSERTION
RliGIMBNTAL Dun ROLL
Thornton, J. F.
2620

(Continued from page 145)
er
l
Seraeimt
$crieant
Sergeant

...

R L. Stark
E. C. Jones
P
. Forster . .•
D . A. Dunbar ...

crgcant K. D. Donaldson
Seracant D. R. Heyes •..
ergcant J . D. Waterston
Sergeant B. K. Burton ••.
ergeant P . Carter . ..
• ..
ergeant F. C. Howley •.•
Serpnt A. A. Bott
crgcant G.. Cheyne
.. .
Cf1!eant P . K . Hcavey . . .
ergcant L. Coupe
Sergeant
• Baldwin
crgeant D. Boxall
...
ergcaot H . 1. F. Brooks
Sergeant D. Wells ...
• .•
ergcant M. J. Long ...
erge:nt D. L. Morrison
ergcant I. L. V. Eddington
A ergeant C. Hayton . .

)

To W.O.Il

l

W .O.I
W .O .II

,. 3)rd Regiment {V)
4th Division Siana! Regiment
~th Inf. Bdc. Signai Sqn.
8th Regiment (V)
., 222 Squadron
xst Division Signal Regiment
,, 2nd DMs.ion Signal Regiment
,. rSth Regiment
19th Inf. Bde. S ignal Sqn.
, , 9th Regiment
16th Regiment
,, 241 Squadron
,, 28th Regiment
,. 30th Regiment

1520

the title holder, and the Wing has now got almost a mono-poly on the squash courts.

(RD)

DELETIONS
R.BGlMBNTAL DUTY ROLL

chool of Signals
(Y. of S. Course No. 19)

I

..

W .O.I

1510
rr6o

1370
Y bOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL

W .O.I

430

490
RIEF

Sgt.

500

540

C LERK RoLL

1290
TECHNICIANS ROLL

Sgt.

2620

3795

4410

6268

6550

6759

COMMUNICATION C6NTRE OPERATOR ROLL
S gt .

1240

50

O i;tv ER ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL

==Promotions==

Sgt.

950

gt.

50

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL
350

640

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL

Old
Sen . No . Ssn. No .
To W.O.I

A / W .O .I

Smith, C. A.

7 10

1020

CHIEP CLERK ROLL
To W .O .I
To W.O.TI

A / W.O.I
A / W.O.ll

Stroud, J. E.
Duncan, B. D .

56o
1240

940
1430

TECHNICIANS ROLL
To Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

Roscoe, P.

J.

9099
9288
9317
9319
9323
9324
9326
9330
9342
9365
9375
9378
9385
9390
9395
9396
9400
9402
9403
9404
9405
94o6
9415
9425
9430

15014
15820
13361
15522
r5ro5
15142
13973
14752
14668
13901
14292
14963
14630
14680
15709
15710
142ro
14922
14215
14390
r4220
15762
14298
14483
13636

SPECIAL OPERATORS ROLL
610
630
J. 710

66o
440
410

TELEGRAPH OPl!RATOR ROLL
Gay, G. E.
1070
Brown, B. R.
1090
Wardle, T.
IIIO
Feno, G. A.
II30

440
610
1270
6o

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpi

Fox. R. B.
Tuffin , B. F.
Sanderson , R. L.
Woodhouse , D. M.
Brophy, B.
Mann, M.
Wisc, C. D .
Marshall, G. A. B.
Barnett, D .
Pearson, J. E.
Withers, P. D .
Gosling, R. A.
Campbell, M. J.
Miller, c. c.
Wringc, R. B.
Lowe, J. D .
Habcrgham, R .
Oakley, J. B.
Shawyer, P. D.
Howes, R . N.
Spick, R. J.
Matthison. J. B.
Ardern, R.
Marshall, C. F.

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

Harle, G.
Courtney, R. J.
Hollowell, A. A.

A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt .

CLERK Tl!CIINICAL ROLL
Cpl.
(A/ S Sgt.) Culverhouse, S. G. 500

250

CIPHER OPERATOR ROLL
Northey, G. c.
86o

1270

To Sgt.

Cpl.

To Sgt.

CoMMUNICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL
A/Sgt.
Jones, D .
lJIO
136o
Cpl.
Jones, R.
1370
76o

To Sgt.

Cpl.

To Sgt.

To SIL

A/Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A/Sat.
A/Sat.
Cpl

Cpl.

1'46

DRIVER ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL
McKay, w. s. s.
1070

950

.ELl!CTIUCIAN DRIVER ROLL
Lewcr, P. F.
36o
Walkingshaw, R. G. 370
Graham, R. G.
38o
Perk.in, T . A.
390

28o
500

RADIO RELAYMAN ROLL
Morgan, A. G.
200
Thurley, K. R.
220
Story, C. H.
230
Stacey, F. J.
240
Killom, J.
250
Meredith, D. E.
26o

120
250
6o
300
30
70

s.

390
220

Signals Wing, The Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst
is some time since the Signals Wing, Royal Military
IbutT Academy
appeared in THE WIRE. For this we apologise,
there never seems to be enough hours in a day, and
time passes quickly!

Less comntltments
The beginning of rhis term saw the start of the Academy's
academic term, with much less signals instruction for the
Officer Cadets for the time being, and so the Wing has been
able co carry out more individual training and play more sports.
Two very successful. Wing exercises have been carried out.
The first involved a 60-mile mobile map-reading exercise for
all members of our M .T., and this took the form of a car rally
with timed distances and seven check points. Lance-Corporal
G~adot and Signalman Hodgson eventually emerged as the
wmners.
The last, more recent exercise, saw Sergeant Jim Tunney
and Sergeant John Bayne being rescued from a rather nasty
air crash on Barossa Common by our intrepid M.T., who are
now experts at removing bodies from trees and inflating
collapsed lungs!
Edward Dear
During the summer recess, Sergeant Graham Griffiths and
Signalman ' Chalky ' White retired for a short time co R.A.F.
Abingdon to carry out parachute training; it is worth pointing
our chat ' Chalky' White is probably the only man below
Sergeant rank in the British Army co be qualified to wear the
Edward Bear parachute-well done! Both Sergeant Griffiths
and Signalman White will be jumping with the Officer Cadets
on Exercise ' Tipperary' in France in ·May.
Badminton
The badminton courts in the gymnasium have been used
extensively by members of the Signals Wing, each trying hard
co mov~ . to the n~xt round of the Signals Wing Badminton
Competmon, orgarused by Sergeant Tom Guest. Once again
the competition was enthusiastically supported by all members
of the Wing. The final was a close contested game, eventually
won by Corporal Nonnan Robson, who fought to the end
to beat Signalman Dave Plumb. They are now enjoying a higher
standard of living, spending their winnings!
Squash
During the winter term a squash rackets ladder was started
CtJ:e ladder itself is a very ' swim ' affair, made by Sergeant
Mick Sully, and made from, amongst other things, a fine steel
rule, very kindly lent by W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Dave Wootten!).
There were very few practised squash players in the Wing.
However, after a term of play, Sergeant Roy Jennings became
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Foo-tball
The Wing is well represented at football throughout the
Academy, and we would ~e to congratulate Lance-Corporals
Hatton and McLeod and Signalman Edwards for being chosen
to represent the Academy in their fixtures. The M.T., too,
have had, aft~r five games, a victory over the Academy R.C.T.; .
I have been informed by Sergeant John Bayne that our team
was very much a scratch affair!
Recently, an Army Football Referees Course, Class III was
held by the Aldershot Referees' Committee. This cours~ was
attended, and successfully passed, by Sergeant Tom Guest,
Corporal Barrie Archer and Corporal George Hedge They
can be seen dashing around the football fields on most afternoons, officiating at the Officer Cadets' football games.
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Jack Simpson, the Football Referee Secretary
for the Academy is always busy arranging the officials and
generally supervising the referees.
llecent arrivals and departures
We welcome the following to the Signals Wing and hope
their stay will be a happy one: Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) John
Meehan, Sergeants Eddie Vickers and George Paton, Signalmen Newton, Campbell and Devenport.
The following have left us and we are sorry to see them
go, but wish them luck and hope to see them sometime in
the future: Sergeants ' Tich' Akehurst and Fred McMillan,
Lance-Corporal Dukes.
Major P. S. Davis, M.B.E., Royal Signals, our Chief Instructor,
is to leave shortly for the Joint Services' Staff College. We
wish both him and Mrs. Davis good luck and thank him for
all he has done in the short time he has been here and
extend a welcome to Major D. J. Milton, Royal Signals, as his
successor.
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. J. Simpson is also to leave us shortly on
commissioning. Hearty congratulations and many thanks to
him for all he has done for the Wing .. . Mine's a pint!
And an nuto exchange, too!
For the information of those who have served here in the
past, the new automatic telephone exchange has at last been
mstalled.
Our loyal Colour - Sergeant (S) Pete Rowse,
R.M., is now able to sit back and see it all ticking over
merrily after all his hard work and planning.

Army Apprentices' College
HaITogate
Harrogate Apprentice Js new Squash Champion
A/T Corporal Kevin Bertin, of Rawson Squadron, became
Northern Command Soldiers' Squash Champion when, on 6th
February, be defeated Colour-Sergeant Espie, of the Royal Irish
Rangers, in the final, by three games to two.
Now aged 18, A/T Corporal Bertin, who hails from Woolwich,
entered the College in January, 1968; he is now in his seventh
term of training as a technician, terminal equipment. Taking
advantage of the College's then brand new courts, he adopted
Squash as a pastime in his second term, and, making rapid
progress, soon became a regular member of the College team.
During the last Christmas vacation he was one of five apprentices to attend a Squash course at the National Recreation
Centre, Lilleshall.
Following his success in the Command Championship, he
was selected to represent Northern Command in the InterCommand Team Championships, held at Larkhill on 11th and
12th February.
He also played a leading role in the College's 4-1 victory
over H.O., Northern Command, in the semi-final of the Army
Squash Cup, played at Harrogate on 23rd February. In this
playing No. 1, he beat Lieutenant-Colonel Frank Parker, of
the Corps, who once, incidentally, commanded Recruit Squadron
at the College.
A/T Corporal Bertin's next target is the Army Junior
Individual Squash Championship, to be held at Aldershot from
11th to 14th March. He is expected co be seeded No. 2.
Sto1• Press
A/T Corporal Bertin did become Army Jun.ior Squash Champion. In the final of the Individual Competition he beat Private
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Robinson, of the Special Air Service, by 3 games to 2. He has
been selected to represent the Army in the Drysdale Cup
(World Junior qua. h Championship) to be played in London
in April.

[Photo: Yorkshire Post

THE APPRENTICE WHO SAW THE GENERAL OFF!
A/T Roy Sinclair met no less a person than Lieutenant-General
Sir Cecil Blacker C.-in-C. Northern Command in the semi-finals
of the Army Team Squash Championship and after a hard fought
game beat him 9-7, 9-7, 7-2

Young .Apprentice's memorable Squash m11teh
Resisting the temptation to headline this 'Young Apprentice
Squashes the General,' we record that one of our young
apprentices had the surprise of his life when the teams were
announced for the semi-final of the Army Squash Cup, between
the College and H.Q., orthern Command, on 23rd February.
A/T Roy Sinclair, aged only 15, then learnt that he had
' drawn ' the most redoubtable opponent of them all-no less
than Lieutenant-General Sir Cecil Blacker, K.C.B., O.B.E.,
M.C., G.O.C.-in-C., Northern Command, and Vice-Chief of
the General Staff (designate).
He did not, however, allow himself to be overawed, either
by his opponent's position or by his outstanding athletic
record (General Blacker is a former Olympic Pentathlete and
Captain of the British Show Jumping team; he also rode in
the 1948 Grand National). Asked by a Press reporter how he
felt about the prospect of playing so distinguished an opponent,
A/T Sinclair said, "At first I was naturally excited; now I
have made up my mind co treat the General like any other
opponent and do my best to win."
And he did just that-in three straight games, 9--7, 9--7,
9-2. After the match, General Blacker, who, on court, clisplayed an agility utterly belying his seniority, cheerfully admitted,
"Age had nothing to do with it; the better man won." He went
on to describe Sinclair as a "most promising young player."
A/T Sinclair, an apprentice telegraph operator, whose home
is in Inverurie, Aberdeenshire, entered the College only in
September last year; until last term he had never had a
Squash racket in his hand.
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The Saga of the
Igloo
By Lieutenant G. J. Thomas
There's a tale to be told of a
subaltern bold,
You know what these subalcerns
are,
On a scheme called ' Brighc Start,'
he acted the part,
Of a snow man bound for afar.
He was heard to remark, on a
certain high mark,
There's a lot of this white stuff
around,
Of lads there's a few, who have
not much to do,
So I'll put them to work on the
ground.
'Twas then that he made, a false
step it is said,
A promise so rash and so jolly,
If completed that day, in igloo
he'd stay,
And sleep through the night in
his folly.

Comcen Golf's Igloo-left to right: are Signalmen " Rikky" Rijkebusch, Barry Noutch, Lance-Corporal
Carl Figiel, Lieutenant Graham Thomas, Signalman Ken Cooley, Corporal Alan Duncan and Signalmen
John Darwin and "Prof." Langton

Then the sweat fairly flew, as the soldiers ec to,
Their shovels they wielded with might,
They all were agreed, to complete with great speed,
A subaltern's room for the night.
So, late on that night, when circuits were quiet,
A figure to the Igloo proceeded,
With folding camp-bed, a pillow for his head,
And an air-bed, he felt, that was needed.
His bag he unzipped, and into it slipped,
From the cares of the day he slipped away,
And slept there so soundly, so deep and profoundly,
He nearly missed breakfast next day.

This modern frequency modulated equipment is weatherproof and
extremely rugged. It can be operated in either the single or two frequency
simplex mode on up to 10 adjacent 25 KHz or 50 KHz channels in the
frequency range 25 MHz to 174 MHz. The RF output is 12-15 watts.
It is highly suitable for use in all types of military vehicles including
lorries, tanks, gun-carriers and motorcycles. It can be mounted internally
or externally.

Snow persists
ERE we are well into March and our way of life still
bedevilled by snow, melting snow or ice. It sounds as
chough our scribe is not a skier! Skier or not we do feel that
the time has come to see a sign of Spring after such a long
winter, which has severely interfered with our outdoor team
games.

H

®
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Pye Telecommunications
1-48
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Soccer in comfort
Another five-a-side soccer competmon has taken place in
the gymnasium and 3 Squadron ran out fairly comfortable
winners. They certainly had a formidable line-up on paper,
and by keeping ttie ball moving quickly they had most of their
opponents under control.
This game really bas cau~ht on and; the Sergeants' M~ss
took the whole thing very seriously and mcluded Sunday traming sessions in their social diary. Enthusiasm has waned a
little lately as some have discovered that the Stadt Sauna bath
although more expensive, has the same effect with less energy
loss.
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Gymnasium-booked solid
In addition co a full P.T. programme and the customary
Regimental teams training sessions, the gym has also housed
a Regimental cable tennis tournament. This proved a very
interesting day's entertainment and brought to light some,
hitherto unknown talent. The competition was run on a small
leagues ba is and so all competitors had plenty of opportunity
to show their prowess.

In addition to winning the individuai award, Yeoman
Ferguson led the 3 Squadron team to the team championship.
It was most interesting to see the ' eye for a ball' principle
to the fore. A number of the players who took the honours
are familiar faces in other Regimental teams. The only black
spot in the whole days programme was when the Second-inCommand mentioned ' ping-pong ' !
Another interesting addition to our gymnasium bookings
is a regular ladies' evening on Tuesday. The average attendance
since Christmas bas been just over 30 and netball, badminton
and volleyball are played enthusiastically and the trampoline
is in action throughout the evening.

Bright Start
A very appropriate name for our first exerci e on which
we embarked in deep snow. Having changed our field organisation we were anxious to see if when the many vehicles, whidl
had been rewired, were joined together, any gremlins appeared .
o, there were none to be seen-we just heard a few. However,
it didn't take very long to find out why, when the Colonel
G.S.' phone was lifted from its cradle, the Artillery Operators
intercomm slave was activated.
Apart from the extreme cold it was an interesting exercise
and many new lessons were learned and old ones revised.
The usual exchange of cartoons, via thermofax, and poems by
tape, indicate a wealth of talent.
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4 Signal Group, B.F.P.0. 40
The Assi tam Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) visited us
during the now storms of February, and was accompanied by
Group Captain Vanstone, R.A.F. General Anderson met several
old friends on the Headquarter staff including Harry Smith and
John Cavill, B.E.M., who between them have 48 years' service
in Germany in upport of Royal Signals. As enior engineers of
Telecommunication Grou they have been our civilian contacts
with the Bunde post and the Continental electronics industry.
Between them they know most of the cables from the Maas to
the Elbe and from the Moselle north to Kiel.
They and their wives are a corner stone in the garrison.
Audrey Cavill runs one of the libraries, helps in the Thrift shop
and rai es a loud and clear voice at the 1 AAFI meetings.
Harry Smith did much of the planning for tarrnet and
Bermet, thus improving our telephone service a hundredfold,
and at the same time saving many thousands of Deutsche
i\ ark in rental charges.
If you wish to know the be t trout streams between Rtieindahlen and Innsbruck, or require an attractive painting in oils
of your favourite beauty spot, then try Jack Cavill. On the
other hand, if 1t is night clubs or the best restaurants for dining
out on an expense account, then Smith is your man.
Their years in Germany have not been wasted!

TWO KEYM EN WH O DO MUCH FOR THE CORPS
Major General A nderson meets two old friends-Harry Sm ith and
Jack Cavill B.E.M. of 4 Signal Grou p

13 Signal Group (VJ ho/ti successful study
period
A permanent staff of only five makes it difficult to provide
a steady stream o~ news on their ~ctivities in WIRE notes despite
the fact that they mclude or have mcluded rock climbing sailing
bird watching, shooting and piscatorial sorties.
'
'
The Group's study period on 14th/15th February does howe~er, merit mention. The more Senior Volunteer Officer~ were
discouraged from attending. It's n~t _that we haven't got any,
or that w~ are ashamed of them. Ir s iust that they tend to hog
study penods. They also tend to ask difficult questions.
Ove~ a hundred young Volunteer Officers descended on
Cattenck fr?m all the ends of the group empire to listen
to presentauons and lectures from guest speakers on every
aspect of the Group's new role.
. Perhaps t'he mo3t colourful moment, however, was the guest
night when.the yo_ung Yeomanry, Artillery and Infantry Ofhcers
~ho have JUSt iomed. us sat down in their R egimental Mess
kit a~ tables laden with silver from their old Regiments. Add
to this the charm of our W.R. A.C. Officers and it was a sight
for sore eyes. Their eyes too were opened by the excellence
of the meal, the service and by the prowess of the Corps Band
who really rose to me occasion.

ISO

Out of deference to the Commander and his Deputy, Colonel
Iain Wotherspoon, the Pipe Major and Corporal Piper of 32nd
Scotti h Signal Regiment played after dinner in the Mess and
in the ante room for Highland dancing. Next year LieutenantColonel Godfrey Curl and his Welsh Squadron threaten to
bring their harps. 38th Regiment and 7lst Regiment are brooding and not di closing their hands.
Present throughout the study period was General ' Mickie '
Whist:er, as Honorary Colonel of 32nd Scottish Signal Regiment, and Colonel Grunwood-Taylor, Honorary Colonel of 38th
Signal Regiment. Both had to be restrained from sending signals
to the other two Colonels who for busine s reasons were unable
to attend.
A little knowledge can be a dangerous thing. The Deputy
Commander obviously picked up a useful word during discussion
on ' re-cuperation phase.' Searching for him after lunch the
Commander was told that he had gone for his 're-kipiration.'

7th Signal

R~giment,

B.F.P.O. 15

Rugby

The Regimental Rugby side were beaten 14-9 by the Royal
Regiment of Wales in the final of the B.A.0.R. Rugby Cup at
Bad ;Lippspringe o~ 25th February. After the weeks of preparauon and plarmmg, fraught by the most dreadful winter
con_ditions for many years, we at last had the opportunity of
takmg on the Army champions at the B.A.O.R. Rugby Stadium
-a home from home-which was in perfect condition despite
the rapid thaw wtiich made the regimental pitch like one of
Corporal Mear's Yorkshire puddings-horrid.
The game was settling down to one of Welsh flair against a
7th side gradually corning up to true form, when Sergeant Alan
Turner had to leave the field with a badly damaged arm. The
~earn then had to play one short and as so often has happened
m the past the remaining fourteen raised their game, until towards the end the 7th pack were driving the ball through the
Wel~h. Only tenacious defence prevented F.O.S. George Hall
scormg, and with a bit of luck skipper Chris Melhuish would
have been under the posts twice. Still, the wonderful challenge
of the Army Cup is that it is final and irreversible, and ' ifs •
and ' buts ' count as nothing, although they seem to with each
successive pint. As they have now introduced substitutes to
represent games, the Army might well consider introducing
them for cup matches. Special mention should be made of
forwards Sergeant A1an Dunbar, Lance-Corporal Dave Higgins
and Signalman Pat Lee who fought furiously to make up for
the missing Turner. In the backs Lance-Corporal Sam Mosedale
h~d a fine game a~ s~ half, Joe Chumgilumgi came back to
his true form, whilst Lieutenant Roger Whitehead played his.
best game of the season. Our points came from three penalties
by Corporal Derek Biggs-one offside, and two Fox's-and
how we prayed for a Pat and a Roberts!
To beat the Royal Regiment of Wales with fifteen men would
have been a singular achievement. This year it was not to be
a~d so we look forward to meeting them next season, togethe;
with the Welsh Guards, the other Army finalists, who join us.
in 4th Division shonly.
As part of the cup preparation we travelled down to the
Hague to play th_e Impalas, a side containing many Dutch caps
A very worth while game ended 21 points to 6 in the Regiment's.
favour and an excellent " winder down" was held afterwards
in the Hague R.F.C. new clubhouse. For those wives who worry
about such weekend trips away from the old ball and chainyour fears are groundless, as the pads are always off to bed
soonest. Trevor J ohnson was first this year and would like to
'
thank Dave Higgins for all the help.
On the social side of the team we would like to say farewell
to Sergeant Alan Dunbar and his family who are moving to the
Sc:bool for a Yeomans course. On the credit side we welcome
~ ~rgea nt Alan Turner and his wife, and are glad to see she has
iomed the club.
Opposite we publish a page width photograph of 7th Regiment's rugby team in action, as a small tribute to this keen
rugby-playing R egiment who we sincerely hope will bringhome the Army .Rugby Cup in due course.-Editor.

SWINGING IT OUT TO THE THREE QUARTER LINE-7th REGIMENT'S RU GBY TEAM IN ACTION
lan~e-Corporal Mosedale f~eds the baU to lance-Corporal James in the final of the B.A.O.R. Rugby competition. After a hard game the 7th

Regiment went down fighting by 14 points to 9 to the Royal Regiment of Wales. All will wish them the best of luck for another attempt to
get that Cup next season

DAILY SAILINGS
AT REDUCED FARES
TO ENGLAND

e At least 2 SAILI N GS EVERY DAY
from Zeeb rugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, Ju ly, A ugust and September e Red uced fares for British and
Com m o nwealth Fo rces and dependants,
a nd attached civilians
e Economical
cateri ng and bar prices aboard e Go on
t he shorter se a crossing at lower rates
with yo ur family a nd car for home leave.
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Belgium&France
to Dover by

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAI LE RS, etc.
taken for ONE H A LF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.
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DRIVE -ON
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THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING
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CAR FERRIES

1111 LA T R Av E L Offices, Local Travel Ac•nll,
G.S. N. Co., m.b.h., Bisma.rckllraase 89, Duneldorf 4.
furn ess Shlppinc U ne, GrHnplatll 42, Antwer,,
or Townsend Car Ferrlt1 c ar Ferry Terminal,
Zeebrucc• or Gare de Tra nsit, Calais. Trawtl on a
British ship by the FREE ENTE RP RISE LINE.
U.K. Bookincs t hrouch you r nearest Motorlnc
Orcanlsation, Travel Acenll or the Townse nd olllcn
at:

127 REGENT STREET, LON DO N W.I or
P.O . BOX 12, DOV ER.

ISi

Stand Out
Off Parade!

8th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
e

Hockey
N 26th February, at the Command Central Ground,
Catterick, the Regiment retained the Northern Command Cup by beating the Army Apprentices' College Harrogate by 2-0. The scorers were Sergeant Paddy Hyde and
Corporal Eng Choon ' Mike' How ; the latter is well-known
to hockey enthusiasts in the Far East.
The team are next due to meet the winners of a playoff between Western Command and Northern Ireland on 25th
March in the Army (U.K.) semi-final at Catterick.
The team is being captained by Corporal Peter Havlin.
There is no doubt that they are benefitting from coaching,
training and regular matches against civilian clubs in the north,
thanks to the efforts of Lieutenant Don Reed, the Hockey
Officer.
S o ccer
The team have now reached the final of the Northern Command Cup. In the semi-final they convincingly beat 2nd Field
Regiment R.A. by 7-1.
The final is against 1st Royal Regiment of Fusiliers-old
adversaries, whom the team beat in the final last year. This
year th:y have had a particularly good season, reaching the
Army ( U.K .) finals, having eliminated the Regiment en route!
In the District Cup, the team beat 9th/12th Lancers by 2-1
in extra time, and 11th Signal Regiment by 5-1, to reach the
semi-final stage.
Rugby

The team have once again reach the Command final. Their
most recent opponents, 1st Bn. Royal Irish Rangers, were
soundly beaten by 18 points to nil in conditions that bordered
on being Arctic.

Judo

Appointed Tailors and
Outjiuers to the
Royal Corps of Signal.

2~0ld Bond St.,London~l

Bath · Brockenhurst · Camberley · Cambridge
Cheltenham · Chester · Chichester · Cranwell
Dartmouth · Edinburgh · H arrow · L eicester
Plymouth · Portmouth · Southampton
Malta
Weymouth
Winchester
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11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp

P.E. Tests-again
llE GUJENT VERY MVCB TO THE FORE
I N S PORTING ACTIVITIES

O

lnaGieves
ready-to-wear

9th S ignal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53

Judo is yet another sport encouraged in the Regiment. There
have been two events of note during the past month.
On 26th F ebruary, the club held a grading contest, when
members competed under the eagle eye of Black Belt, 3rd Dan,
Corporal Robert James (wbo, incidentally, is a physiotherapist
at Catterick Military Hospital!). T welve club members successfull y earned orange or yellow belts.
The evening concluded with the Judo Officer, Major Brian
Weston, giving a demonstration of unarmed combat with the
help (?) of two club members, Lance-Corporals Paul Lee and
Cherry Christie, as more than willing opponents.
In the Northern Command Inter-Unit Team and Individual
Championships, the Regiment won the team event and LanceCorporal Lee the middleweight individual event.
Cross-country ronn.ing
At the close of the season, the team can look back with
some satisfaction at its achievements. They have won the
Northern Command Championship, the District L eague and
competed in the Army Championships, gaining an 11th placing
out of 12. Our congratulations are offered to 21st Regiment on
being runners-up. Sergeant Paul Brazil gained a very well-run
15th position. The Regiment will sorely miss his presence during the forthcoming athletics season.
Retirement

Mr. Norman Davey has recently retired, having completed
31 years' service with the Armr. Department, the last 12 of
which were with the Corps. Unal his retirement, be was Chief
Clerk of 1 Squadron.
His retirement was marked by a presentation by the Commandi.I)i Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel J. L . Akass, on behalf of
the military and civilian staff of a suitably inscribed clock.
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·THE February air throbbed to the tramp of boot DMS,
the hearty cursing of men hauled into the sunlight, blinking, after a winter's hibernation, and the Second-in-Command
galloping hither and thither, muttering threats-the Regiment
was doin~ P.E. tests again.
" Now listen, boyos," said out C.S .M.I ., W.0.11 Glynn
Morris (a Welsh P.T .I., for heaven's sake), "these P .E. tests
are a piece of cake. It's just a question of mind over matter
... I don't mind and you don't matter." Never mind though,
the chaps in the R.A.F. units down the road thought it was
wonderful, watching the soldiers do their stuff: " Ha, ha, marching again?" said one as another group of cursing soldiery
tramped past. " Yes," said a voice, " we do our bit; now let's
ee you fly."
Dand s hows
Two wonderful sessions of entertainment came our way
during February. First was a performance put on ~y 46
members of the Band of 3rd Bn. The Parachute Regiment;
they've been touring the Near East with a show called ' Bandshow '70.' It was a superbly funny evening of entertainment
in the style of a cabaret floor show, which included a court
martial ' skit' to a selection from Gilbert and Sullivan, which
was really hilarious.
The second session was rather more serious, and given by
the Band of 3rd Bn. The Royal Anglian Regiment. They
showed just how flexible military bands can be, with tunes from
John Lennon, Glen Miller, Bernstein, and many others. They
even downed their instruments and sang. Again, a wonderful
piece of entertainment.
Take our advice, if you get a chance to see either of tbese
hows, don' t miss them, they are well worth seeing and heari ng.
Ge tting nil physical
The Regiment was too pear-shaped, decided our C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. MeL. McKinnon, ever yone had to
get fit. Consequently, a high-pitched buzzing noise could .be
heard for miles around as people rushed to and fro gettmg
fit- playing sport, circuit training, and o on. Then 2 Squadron
cottoned on and the following order was published in their
Part I's: "A practice session for fi ve-a-side football will be
held on the beach outside the Alasia Hotel . . . "
' Happiness is pear-shaped ' seems to be the motto.
ailing Club

e

.FARE WELL CEREMO IE.~ 0
DEP R Tl/ R E
OF BRIGADIER JI. L . CLA R K ON

Dined out
RIGADIER CLARKSON was formall y dined out of the
Mess on Tuesday, 17th February, and the occasion prov d
to be quite a memorable one for all concerned.
The Royal Signals Staff Band were there to provide m~ ic
during dinner and this was done in ~heir usual excell~n.t fash1on.
The ' party-piece,' after dinner, bemg very entenammg.
T~1e evening obviously triggered off many happy a!1d i:ostalgic
memories for the Brigadier, and this was borne out m his afterdinner speech, which was somewhat restricted, due to the fact
that there were ladies present.
The Brigadier was then called upon to display or prove his
musical capabilities and join the band, playing ~e • wanec
Whistle ' which was presented to him after dmner. It 1s
whisper~d that he had been practi. ing in secret, for the band
very nearly had a new member, the 'Swanee Whbtle ' obviously
being one of the Brigadier's many talents. The audience wa!.
kept well entertained and amused.
The evening followed a normal ' liquid ' course of events,
and by the time the Brigadier was leaving, everyo~e was well
warmed (inside) against the elements-a great ne<:ess~ty, a· th~re
was several inches of snow on the ground. Cattenck is becommg
more like Siberia every day. The three Assistant Adjutant
from 8th 11 th and 24th Regiments, Lieutenants Leslie Day,
Jenny Baker and Kathy Johnson, then changed their evening
shoes for more practical fur-lined boots, as they were to ac~om
pany the Brigadier on the drive back to Druggon House m an
open trap--this being open to the wind and snow. Instead of
the normal horse-power being used to pull the trap, manpower was used in the shape of six ' abl e-~<>;c!ied ' ~ubalt~n s
from the three Regiments; other officers prov1dmg thclf erv1ces
as torch-bearers. The health of the three Assista nt Adjutants
as well looked after in the form of a bottle of champagne.
Mrs Clarkson was presented with an awe-inspiring sight
from the top floor of Druggon House, as the ~orchlit processi~n
made its way from the Mess. The men, lookmg resple~ d ent m
their mess kits, provided a vivid splash of colour aga11~st ~ e
white background. Everyone was in good form and lustily airing their vocal chords.
The Brigadier b ad had a rousing farewell.

B

Fi nal parad e
Brigadier F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E., the Commander of the
Royal Signals Training Brigade, took the salute at a farewell

A little while ago our Sailing Club suffered something of a
etback when they were asked to leave th<: site which they had
occupied for some years on the beach m F amagusta; some
land lubber wants to build on that bit of land.
I t put the club in a bit of a quandry at first, but in the
long run they've been done a good turn. Those of. :you y.rho
know Famagusta, will probably ~ow the Manastu:1. It s a
h uge house on the beach, just outside F~~agusta, built m the
old Spanish ha<,:ienda style, and the Sailing Clu? has .taken
over the bottom two floors as ~ club . ~ouse l Quite ob".1ously
it's going to be ~e most luxll!1ous sa1hng club on the island
with a bar, changing room, bndge and m:iny other mod cons.
A sort of desirable re idence for a sail.
S port
The Regiment's rugby team played a needle match against
the Headquarters, U.N., and won 17- 10, .after a ver}'. hard
fought game. 1 Squadron are curreJ?tlY ly~g second m the
Minor Units Football League. The Minor Uruts Cross-Country
Championships proved to be a . walkover for 1 Squadron,
getting all eight runners home m the first twelve (LB.!1ceCorporal Peter Ellis, 2nd, and Lance-Corporal D un~ Bail.ey,
3rd). Squash, badminton, basketball and hockey are still gomg
strong, and, believe it or not, there was someone at the
cricket nets yesterday.
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GOOD BYE TO CATTE RICK
Brigadier Clarkson ins pecting the Farewell Parade on the occasion
of his departure fro m the Training Brigade
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parade on Friday, 20th Februar y. On parade were o. S Troop,
the pa ing--0ff Troop of 11th Regiment, upported by a contingent from Continuation Training Troop commanded bv
Lieutenant P. J. Myatt. Al o on parade were detachment
peciali t communication vehicles and crews from 8th and 24th
Regiment . The White Helmets and the full Band of the Corps
completed the line-up on parade. After the in pection, the
recruit marched pa t in line and &'Jen advanced in review
order and gave a general alute. The parade concluded with
a march-past, in column, by the recruit followed by a drivepa t of Yehicles, the motor-cycle of the White Helmets, and,
bringing up the rear the Corps Band. To commemorate the
completion of his tour of dury, the Brigade Commander planted
a ' ellulata Hisakura ' (flowering cherry) out ide the information and reception centre, a cu tom started at the opening of
the barracks, six year ago.

of

Band ('oncert
A concert was held on 24th February in St. Martin's Garrison
Church in support of the 'Feed the Mind ' campaign. This
also marked the bi-centenary of the birth of Beethoven. Taking
part were members of the Corps Band, assi ted by musician
from the bands of the 9th/12th Royal Lancer , the 1st Battalion
Royal Anglian Regiment (Norfolk and Suffolk) the 1st Battalion
The Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment (Berkshire and
Wiltshire).
A large audience enjoyed works by Holst, Handel, Bach, Sir
William Walton and, of course Beethoven, his fifth symphony.
The programme was conducted by Captain K. R. R. Boulding,
Director of Mu ic, Royal Signals Staff Band, Bandmaster
Carter, 9th/12th Lancer , and Bandmaster Hibbs, l D.E.R.R.
The guest conductor was Captain T. L. Sharpe., M.B.E., the
Director of Music to the Coldstream Guards.
11'.Je programme was very well chosen and obviously enjoyed
em to express
by the musicians taking part, as it allowed
their talents over a greater range of music.
T~e audience enjoyed the evening tremendously, the occasion
proving once again what a splendid band we have flourishing
under the Director Captain Boulding.

CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vaca~cies exist for Men and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or T eleprinting desirable.

Appoi ntments are paid on a scale rising to £ 1,1SS.
Th?se appointed must accept liabiliry for shift duties
cov~r.mg rughts, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but with excellent
prOSJ?CCts of ~ecoming established (i.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
. Candfdates and both parents must have been British
smce birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to:
Recruitment Officer (CY-OP),
Government Communications Headquarters
Room A/ 1105,
'
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM,
Glos. GLS2 SAJ.
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40
\Vnrrnut Offief"rs• nnd

SPr~f'nn ts•

ill ess

"l-XTE did mention our newly-renovated Warrant Officers
l' l and crgcams' Mess in our last contribution to T HE
WrRE. As one Warrant Officer was hea rd to remark: "After ten
month --or was it ten years-it was like coming back to a
palace." It was worth the inconvenience, as the new M ess i
now bigger, more comfortable and a well-deserved good home
for our Warrant Officers and Senior Non-Commissioned Officers.
"We are HOME and WET and happy."
The first major function, after the Me s wa offic ially opened
on 9th Ja nuary, was a Regimental dinner on 30th January to
say fa rewell to our Quartermaster Major Allan French, B.E: M.
It was a splendid evening, and we are sure all those wtho know
Major French will join us in wishing him and his wife, ' Teddy,'
all the very best during their short stay with 233 Squadron
before retirement.
A grand opening ball was held on 21st February, and some
80 guests were invited including the Commanding Officer and
Mrs. Baldwin, the officers and their wives and a number of
friend from our neighbouring Royal Signals Regiments. It was
a great pleasure to be ' At Home ' to so many of our friends.
The members of the Mess are very grateful to the President
of the Mess Committee, W.0.11 Ken Kennington, the member
of the committee and for the magnificent buffet prepared by
W.O. Joe Kavanagh and his staff and the excellent service
provided by Corporal 'Jock ' Fairley, the waiters and the girls
of our W.R.A.C. Troop.
Junior nan.ks" l\Jess
It is said "the way to a man's heart is through his stomach "
and our catering taff are evidently very aware of this. We
entered the Rhine Area Cookery Competition on 19th February.
Our team, commanded by W.O. Joe Kavanagh and consisting
of Lance-Corporal Brian Bates and Keith Howard, were
runners-up in the team event and Corporal Mick Jones came
second in the individual event.
We have always been proud of our soldier ' dining room
and were very pleased to be declared the winner of the Rhine
Area Competition.
Congratulations to all our caterers and to Captain Alf Reed,
our Messing Officer and O.C. H.Q. Squadron.
• Dwile Flonking '
Has anybody tried this strange old Suffolk game? We have
and one poor individual walked into it!
'
" Whilst walking past the gymnasium one bitter sports afternoon in F.ebruary, I was. quite al~rmed at suddenly being
rou&hlY se1.zed on the wmdward side. Turning to fix my
assailant with the famous ' excused games ' glacial squint, I
observed before me no wrathful Nemisis, but the blubbering
quivering wreck of a once-stalwan physicial training instructor;
" Come, my good fellow," I said, "you may speak your mind
to me."
At this the wretched man pointed at the gymnasium, mouthing !Jnintelligibly, and then fell senseless to the ground. Overcommg my distaste at this unmanly exhibition, I hastened to~var~ that 'Mecca for Muscle,' the gymnasium, sensing
mtngue.
The sight which there greeted my astonished gaze is one
that will haunt me to the grave, if not beyond. A band of
fifteen or so evil-looking, ill-clad sub-specimens of h umanity
were leaping and dancing in a circle to the accompaniment of
bestial grunts and incarnations.
" Have I unwittingly stumbled on some dark satanic ritual?"
I wondered, when a beer-sodden dish-cloth hit me smack across
the face.
:·Well I be . . . 'tis a clear Morther!" growled a throaty
voice from near at hand.
"A Morther! A Morther! A clear Morther!"' The cry
was taken up and. shouted at me from all sides. Just then,
~Y hands were seized and I was dragged forward into the
circle of honour. All went quiet, and a sinister voice from the
background said:
"Ware the Flanker. One Swadge and its the pot. Dwyle
away, men."
" J:?wyle away!" repeated the mob, beginning their frenetic
gyratJons: It was then that I noticed the man in the centre
of the circle. He had a curious wrought stick or stave, at
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the ~nd of wh ~ch da!lgl~d the heed-sodden dish-cloth already
mentioned . This pro)ect1le was suddenly loosed with deadly
intent at my head. l ducked rather niftily and it h it the floor
to the cries of " Pot! Pot! Pot!"
" That be two Swadges, men," intoned the dreadful backgrou1:1d voices, which t;>rought on a bout of rhythmic stamping.
I qulte felt I was gettmg the hang of the thing when a menial
figure emerged from the shadows bearing an earthen pot full
of a dark-brown bubbling concoction which the man in the
centre had to drink before the dish-cloth had completed one
eirc!e passing from hand to hand.
And that was it. Silence, then " D wyle away," and off we
started again. I'm quite good at it now; trangcly enough,
it's called " D wyle Flanking."

14th Signal Regiment, Worcester
Monday, 16th Ft,bruary
Operator: " 14th Signal Regiment."
Caller : " C.0., please."
Operator : " Sorry sir, Colonel Baker is at Ashford on a
study period."
Caller: "Well, Second-in-Command, please."
Operator: " I'm afraid Major Galbraith is away at Gloucester
today on a recce, sir."
Caller : "Oh well, just give me the Adjutant then."
Operator: " Captain Bye is away at Portsmouth today, sir."
Caller: " I'll speak to the Assistant Adjuant, in that case."
Operator: " Sorry again, sir, Lieutenant Symmons is at
Chester on Junior Officers' Education."
Caller : " Perhaps the Technical Adjutant could help me."
Operator : " Captain Kerr is flying to Gan today, sir. Sorry."
Caller: " O.C. 1 Squadron?"
Operator: " Major Postlethwaite is visiting his detachment
in Cyprus, sir."
Caller: " O.C. 2 Squadron?"
Operator " I'm afraid Major Reynolds is in B.A.0.R. on a
recce, sir."
Caller: "O.C. 3 Squadron?"
Operator: "Major Newman is at Christchurch visting a detached Troop, sir."
Caller: " O.C. 602 Troop? "
Operator: " Captain Funnell is ski-ing in Scotland, sir-an
adventure training exercise."
Caller: " Is there anyone I can speak to then?"
Operator: " Well, the R.S.M. is taking all calls, sir but
I'm afraid that Mr. Rumsey's line is engaged at the moment."

I Squadron, • Alpha • Troop
Exercise • Cauldron ' produces good results and
sonte piny as well
INCE our last WIRE NOTES we have swapped troop
commanders with 'Bravo' Troop, our new O.C. being
S
Second-Lieutenant J. D . Ambrose. A new 0.C., a short practice
exercise at the School of Signals, and we were off on our first
major exercise outside of the U.K.
The troop arrived at Akrotiri in two 'Herc ' of R.A.F.
Transport Command, were met by the advance party in the
form of W.0.1. (F. of S.) Jim Dunlevy and Sergeant An~y
' Haircuts ' Jamieson, and therl; taken . by road to Dhekeha
Sovereign Base Area, our exercise loc~uon.
Setting up of the equipment took slightly longer than us~al
due to the rocky terrain which resisted all artempts to dnve
' T ' stakes into it. Our masts were eventually erected, but
only at the expense of blistered hands, some peculiar expressions
and an electric hammer.
Phase one, a relatively short haul working .int? . Com~en
Siggiewi, Malta, was very successful1 traffic availability bemg
in the 70 per cents for most of the nme.
.
.
Phase two a slightly longer haul to Boddmgton, was agam
reasonably s~ccessful with uaffic in the 60 per cent .
Phase three, our longest haul, to Mauritius, pro".ed the .most
successful of the lot an excellent 86 per cent bemg achieved
on the first day, to' the con~ternation of Mr. ~brose, who
had been conned into wagcrmg a barrel of beer 1f we could
achieve SO per cent traffic in any one day. Two f~rther barr~ls
were offered, one by rhe F. of S. for three days m a row with
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LEISURE MOMENTS DURING EXERCISE CAULDRON
Relaxing in the Cyprus sunshine are (left to right) : 2nd Lieutenant
John Ambrose, Sergeant Dave Diamond, Sergeant Robert Bates and
W .0.1. (F. of S.) Jim -Dunlevy

SO per cent and one by our Squadron Commander for four
days in a row. These were achieved and we now look forward
to the Troop party when they will be consumed with great
pleasure.
Co-operation between ourselves and the other two Services
was of the highest and, thanks to Sergeant Bob Bates convincing
262 Signal Squadron that their signals would get through
quicker using our service, quite a lot of live traffic was passed
over our link.
During the exercise we had a constant stream of visitors,
including the Commander, 3rd Signal Group, Colonel D. L.
Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E. Captain May (ex-Bravo Troop) was
amazed at our smart shelters and did a bit of lampswinging
about the old days and roughing it under the old type of
shelters. We were w.ry pleased to see our friends from 12 S.U.
Episcopi and gave them a conducted tour of our site. They
left with a new insight into the type of people who exercise
to them.
During phase three, Corporal John Blaylock and LanceCorporal 'Taff' Pennington celebrated their birthdays, 'Taff'
getting the key of the door and John getting closer to the
second one. A night out in Limassol was arranged, ttanspon
provided by courtesy of 262 Signal Squadron, and about 10
members of the Troop went off to see if they could drink
Limassol dry.
Tuning the receivers the following day was not a plea ant
experience! A night out with 644 Signal Troop at Nicosia is
also planned, plus a visit to the. Keo Beer Factory before
reluctantly returning to the somewhat cooler climate of the U.K.
Our thanks to Signalmen Evans, J ones and Saunders of 30th
Signal Regiment for the work they did during the exercise.
No ZES 2's at all.

6 0 2 Signal Troop (S11ecial Communications)
"lX THAT happens when one is posted to 602 Signal Troop?
l' ~ According to Corporal Jim Wootton, ou1 chief scribe,
you either get promoted, married or upgraded. Sometime all
three things happen, so we offer our congratulations, on
promotion to: Geoff Hamlin, Alec Janaway, 'Scouse' Landsborough, Don Seymour, Pete Findell, Keith Teasdale, Ian
Blake, Dave Wools, Pete Weston and Bob Scott; on marriage
ro: ' Scouse' Landsborougb, Ian Blake, 'Jock' Kerr, Pete
Weston, Gordon Motherwell, Sid Chaplin, Kev Durkin and
Len Harvey; on A 1. to: Len Harvey, Pete Findell and Scobie
Beeslee; and on B.1. to Jim Wootton; and these are only the
recent ones!
It is interesting o note that we have no !es~ than 24 Cla
One tradesmen in the Troop and are hoping that I aul Child,
' Scouse' Landsborough, George Stubbings, Keith Teasdale
and Alec Janaway are going to add to the list on their return
from Carterick.
A little news from our men overseas.
It would appear that Dave Black has learnt a little more
about the German traffic laws, and that the German translation
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of • Radar Speed Trap Ahead ' means exactly what it says.
During November members of this detachment had the greatest
difficulty re isting the offers for their Jerseys, Heavy Duty Wool,
and that wa~ from members of the W.R.A.C.
How far behind the front line is H.Q. B.A.0.R.? It would
appear that the nly sound of ' Gunfire ' heard on Chri anas
morning in Rheindahlcn was that fired by Sergeant ' Tam '
MacDonald, whether by design or accident is not clearly
established. Corporal Terry Budden bas since relieved 'Tam '
and ha ettled down well.
The lads in Cypru are working hard. Although Brian Hunter
doe n't qualify for a Purple Heart for getting appendicitis, he
ha earned the undying gratitude of John F loyd, who was only
back to duty for three day before being sent off again to rejoin
the detachment. I wonder if omewbere a little bird i singing?
We are grateful for the system of Lukfree leave from
Bahrein, as most of those entitled to it visit us and keep us up
to date with what i going on out there. Sergeant Denis
Hemingway and ' Ginger ' Leach were the last ones and both
looked fit and well. It must be something to do with the
weather out there. George Salvona is back in the fold at
Worcester and let us hope that he can stay long enough thi ·
time to get bis feet under the table.
Jim Browne and H arry Butler have just been posted in from
633 Signal Troop (Nassau) after making a four week tour of
the United States, which they both enjoyed immensely.
The Troop is now well established in Worcester and in
genC!3~ it is thought to be a big improvement on Gloucester,
but lt is a long walk back from the bus stop after a night out.
Recently we had a exercise in Scotland and Staff Sergeant
Colin Meredith accompanied by ' Geordie' L onsdale, Bob Scott,
Andy F yvie and Andy Dr ew made a successful base camp
which, despite repeated calls for mouse traps, appeared to be
almost luxury after two or three days over the hills. Quite a
few people had their first attemp ts at using skis, which caused
a good laugh all round. The conditions in Scotland were rather
'hairy' at times, but a number of lessons were learned, and
the exercise must therefore be considered successful.
ow we are moving into the busy season and it will be
!ll!lllY people in many places, so, if you want to get around JOID US.

Help!
In October, 1969, learning t!la t S.S.A.F.A. Worcester needed
help to raise funds, the Regiment decided to do its bit.
By the end of January, 1970, we bad raised and handed over:
£ 14 from an All Ranks D ance draw;
£ 15 from a ' T hrow a custard pie at the R.S.M. ' raffle;
£8 from a Wives Club coffee morning;
£ 1 from the sale of holly;
£14 from a White Elephant stall organised by the Wives
Club at a S.S.A.F.A. coffee morning;
:£10 from a Sergeants' Mess Ball raffle plus two handsome
prizes from the Sergeants' M ess Christmas Draw.
We reckon £ 62 in just over three months isn't too bad but
ar e still looking for new ideas to help those (S .S.A.F .A.) 'wh o
help us (the Services) so much.

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35
Rugby-strong shoulders and a bus requiring
spiritual assis tance
N spite of last-minute attempts at cancellation, the Rugby
Club managed to go international and finish the first half
of a useful season with a week-end fixtur e against the H ague
Rugby Club.
The team, plus supporters, left Bradbury Barracks in the
now infamous P.R.I. bus, driven by Corporal ' Scouse ' Savage,
and made The Hague m good nme. All of us moved into
two dubious-looking hotels near the station, previously booked
by the ~ecretary, Sergeant Bob Ryan, R.A.0.C. (attached to
the Regunent). When th~ team went out for a quick recce
of the town, Bob was a little un der the weather, but his head
began to fe~l worse when the team captain, Lieutenant Ron
Abbott, rece.1ved 'phone calls from two further hotels claiming
that a certl!m Mr. Ryan had booked accommodation in them
as well. This was son ed out in the morning, despite vociferous
threats to call in the Embassy.
On Saturday we decided that, regardless of snow and hard
gro':"ld, the game had to be played to justify the effort of
havmg come all the way to The Hague.

I
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The match started with a professional Dutch photographer
running on the pitch to take shots; this continued while the
game was in progress. The team played well and made up for
its bad luck in losing in the final of the Rhine Area Army
Cup. We won 17-3.
" So what?" the reader might ask. " All very well, but wily
is this article headed as it is?" Quite simply the next day the
transport would not start. "We will push start it," suggested
Sergeant Pete Stuart and Sergeant ' Chalky ' White. The whole
team except for Signalman 'Taff' Thomas, who was stuck in
a pair of clogs, came to lend a shoulder, but still the bus
would not start. In the end, Sergeant Ryan had the answer.
He pulled out a bottle of whisky and announced that the plugs
must need a clean. The whisky was ceremoniously poured
into a mug and used to clean the plugs. Unbelievably, the bus
shuddered and moved on. However, twenty miles from home, on
the return journey, the effects of the whisky died off. Players
again pushed, but to no avail, and ' Dutch courage ' obviously
would not help the plugs in Germany. Relief arrived and the
team eventually reached barracks. Luckily there had been the
same strong spirit left to keep the lads going llo the end!
Verdict on the trip: All playe.r s voted it a great success, but
next time the team would use another bus.

The international radio set
These days, in the radiocommunications business, ifs
all too easy to become out-dated and out-of-touch. So remember, if ifs your business to maintain HF radio services, ifs tough
going trying to operate efficiently without equipment tailored
for the task. Built-and installed if needs be-by people who
really know th eir way round the international scene.
Redifon know how to keep your traffic rolling. By offering you more than a mere collection of radio sets; in fact an
integrated communications system built up from a carefully
planned comprehensive range of MF/HF transmitters. receivers
and ancillary equipment. All designed to bring you a standard

of flexibility, economy, quality, after-sales service and general
value for money that you·d find hard to equal anywhere else on
earth.
Redifon equipment has already proved itself in a wide
variety of applications all round the globe. Such as diplomatic
networks, police work, civil aviation services, maritime coast
stations and. of course, for naval and military purposes too. The
Redifon HF range could justly be called the International
Set. Look at just a few of our products-all with unbeatable
performance tor price:
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In accordance with Q.R.s, a certain Squadron Commander
set an example of how a haircut should look-it cost him 3
marks plus a half-hour in the barber's chair to repair the
darnage--he bad looked like a cross between a ' golliwog ' and
the ' Last of the Mohicans ' . . . his office is now know as
'Pierres.'
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R.499. Ideal for point -to-point. sir-to-ground and coast station services Ali
the plus parameters of the R.550. but with 10 switched channels and auto·
matic optimisation of reception for unattended operation.
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GK.203. Frequency synthesis drive unit. 1.5- 30 MHz in 100 Hz increments.
17 modes of transmission, including ISB if specified.
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Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the
1770's. Every year hundreds of people
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for
the 1970's You ' ll know our reputation
for made-to-measure tailoring but you
may be surprised at the extent of ou r
hand-made ready-to-wear range.
Drop In and see both at :
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The British have regularly gone into battle with
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived
to keep the firm going •• • and on victory parades
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes'
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion.

I SAVILE ROW · LONDON
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GK.202. 10-channel drive unit for frequency and service generation, 1.530 MHz. 17 modes of transmission. including ISB if requi·ed.
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GA. 4B1. 100-watt linear amplifier, broad - band 1.5-30 MHz. No tuning or
loading. A utomatic protection against any mismatch .(from open-. to shortcircuit aerial) or excessive drive. Easily portable. will operate direct from
vehicle supply.

GK.200. Two-tone keyer/converter. A complete two-way radio/teleprinter
interface. Tolerates 40 d B fades or complete loss of one tone without failing
to operate correcdy.
G.450 Series. General-purpose 1 kW HF
transmi tters for 10-channel or frequency synthesis operation. each completely selfcontained with its own frequency and service
generation, including ISB circuits if required.
Simp le to operate and maintair with all
unnecessary frills removed. Surprisingly low

cost.
R.550. General-purpose M F/HF communications rece~ver.,V FO tu n i~ g for
search w ith a resolution of 1O Hz. and freq uency synthesis w ith 100 Hz increments fo r accura te setting to known freq uencies. Dynamic .ra.nge e~ceeds
120 dB, w ith superb blocking and cross mo~ u lat 1o n charact~rist1cs. Stringent
deience specification at realisuc price for commercial users.

01 -734 0186

I 2a LONDON ROAD
CAMBERLEY
SURREY
Camberley 63829

Illustrated catalorue sent free on request
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MCU.6. An aerial distri bu tion amyilifier that ena bles you r receivers to go on
doing their 1ob long after other aerial amplifiers wou ld have been blocked.
95 kHz- 30 MH z. Several versions to meet your requ 11ements.
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Bi. ti11g11isl1ed visitor,. /ind 1111icli of
i11terest in lBtli Sig1ial Begi1nent

I

J

I. The S. O . in C. has a joke with Lance-Corporal J.
McCormick
2. T he S. O. in C. meets Sergeant D. J . Lowe
3. Second-Lieutenant G. Gordon explains an exercise
to the S.O. in C. whilst Staff-SergeantJ. A. Scrutton
and Sergeant D. J. Lowe look on

_.....___..
,.

Reg imental Quarter Guard, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Othman Bin Tasi
in charge, w ith some of our Malay soldiers and a Gurkha bugler
on loan from I /2 K. E. 0. Gurkha Rifles
S. S. H.Q. Troop 249 Signal Squadron with the Champion Lance
6. The G.O.C. speaks with Corporal H . C. Weedy, Captain of
the Regimental Football Team

4

18th Signal Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPOHE

mHE month of February in 18th Signal Regiment was
L marked by two special occasions, and the scheduled but
hardly expected, return of Lieutenant Mike Patterson 'trom
Australia (see elsewhere in this issue).
.i;;:irstly, on 10th February, the G.O.C., Singapore District,
Ma1~r-General D . N. H. ~yacke, C.B., 0.B.E., visited the
Regiment for the annual F1mess for Role Inspection. The
~ay was particul.arly significant for the G.O.C., as it was
m many ~ays his !arewell to .the Regiment. He is shonly
due to retire, and It offered him the opportunity to see an
unusual parade of personnel and vehicles drawn up on the
parade ~round, dre. sed an equipped for their normal everyday duties ..Best . kit, of coi:rse! The wide variety of tasks
and occupations m the Regiment such as this was therefore
dramatically portrayed, and the display was obviously much
appreciated. The good report and many complimentary remarks were certainly not entirely due to a minor shunt between the G.0.C.'s and C.O.'s staff cars during the course of
the tour round the estate.
. Ow; second big occasion was th~ visit of the Signal Officerm-Ch1ef, on 24th February, dunng the course of his Far
East tour. Apart from the military aspects, the main social
occasions were the dinner night in the Princess Mary Officers'
Mess, when eighty-eight officers and their distinguished guests
sat down to the accompaniment of the Band of the Far East
Air Force, and the cocktail party in the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Mess. On the military side, the General toured
the communications and administrative facilities in Tanglin and
Dover Road areas, meeting many members of the Regiment;
he also saw a deployment demonstration by 249 Signal
Squadron.
The location, Colombo Heath, ·is all of two miles / from
base, and at least 500 miles nearer to home than any previous
exercise in recent years! Elements of the Squadron were deployed to represent a typical J.F.H.Q. layout in the field. The
Sappers kindly lent us some plant to dig-in the Gurkha radio
relay detachments and to produce a camp circuit to rival the
M.I. After much preparanon, with circuits ' through,' detachments immaculately camouflaged, save for the large black
and white signs to guide the visitors, and the Squadron canteen
established, all was made ready.
Following a briefing by the Squadron Commander, Major H.
G. Mackinlay, and the Squadron Operations Adjutant, Captain
D. T. Burton, the S.0.-in-C. viewed the whole Squadron layout from a convenient hill. He then toured the various detachments. The proof of the communications also worked was in
the successful passing of a message (much to the relief of
W.0.1 (F. of S.) Nugent and Sergeant A. W. Boag) over a
Dl3 link to the Australian Director of Signals in Melbourne.
The tour completed, the S.0.-in-C.'s party left in two Land
Rovers of 'C' Troop, for which Lieutenant J. C. Young had
been able to provide the appropriate stars. A repeat performance, later in the day, for the Army Commander, LieutenantGeneral Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., D .S.0., O.B.E., accompanied
by the parties of staff officers, was also a success and Squadron
members were delighted to see several members of the ' guilded
staff ' lose a little weight scrambling up and down hills between
exhibits.
SPORT
Asso eol n tJ o n Footb all
To allow the Football Officer to view the talent available
for the coming season, both the Anderson Cup and Lyon Cup
competitions took place in the close season. The Lyons Cup
was won, predictably, by 'A' Troop, who outclassed 'D'
Troop in the final by 4--1. The Anderson Cup was won
surprisingly, by Tanglin Troop, who beat a st.ar-studded
Island Troop by 2-1. The clash between the wmners, for
the Dover Road Charity Shield, was in keeping with previous
tussles for mis trophy-good, clean soccer, with always the
maximum of endeavour and, nor infrequently, spells of very
good fOQtball. 'A' Troop emerged the winners by 4--1 (a hattrick by Lance-Corporal Harry Million and one by Signalm.an
Sid Davison, ro a solira!-1' goal by L ance7<;:orporal Ke1~
Hawkins). Although Tanglm Troop were dec1S1vely beaten m
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th.e end, they never gave up and ncve.r allowed ' A ' Troup,
with five 1st XI players, to rest on their laurels. Outstanding
for Tang]in Troop were Corporal ' Mac ' McKenzie, in goal,
and Mr. George Smart, in defence. Of some very fine individual performances by ' A ' Troop players, perhaps the best
were those of Corporal Pat Gallagher and Lance-Corporal
Tommy Gore. The Charity Shield and individual trophic
were pre ented by the C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild.
Hask4"tbnll
Ii: the final of the Singapore District Knockout Cup, tile
Regimental team met 40 Commando, Royal Marines, and the
result was a very satisfactory win for the Regiment by 48
points to 38.
The Regimental side, led by Lance-Corporal Bell, attacked
from t~e s.tan and established an early lead. The pressure
was ma1ntamed, and some fine attacking play, in which Lance·
Corporal Bell, Sergeant Meredith and Signalman Francis Lee
were prominent, produced a commanding lead. Lance-Corporal
More and Signalmen Bruce and Stan'ey worked extremely
hard in their positions and contributed towards a notable
victory.
Having won the Singapore District Cup, the team now go
to Hong Kong, where they meet 1/6 Gurkha Rifles in the
final of the FARELF Competition.

Badrnintou
The Singapore District Championships were held in the
Nuffield Badminton Hall from 4th to 20th February, and
altogether, 163 ties were played.
In the British men's singles events, Staff Sergeant Hall and
Sergeant Brown played extremely well to get into the last
eight. Both had met strong players, and Staff Sergeant H all
was beaten by Staff Sergeant H atch, R.C.T., who later qualified for the finals.
The Malayan section produced only one player from the
Regiment in the last eight, this being Corporal Zabidi, who
played extremely well against a top-flight badminton player.
In the ladies' events Mrs. Patricia Burton played good
consistent badminton to reacil the finals, where she met
Sergeant J. Kemp, W.R.A.C. This was a closely-contested
match, with Mrs. Bunon emerging as the winner and becoming the Singapore District Ladies' Badminton Champion.
co-ing attractions
Much activity is evident in many departments, with plans
for this year's fun-fair, which we hope will be the biggest
ever to mark the SOth anniversary of the Corps. Details of
some of the star attractions will appear in a later is ue-so
watch this space.

1 9 th Signal Regime nt
c 1o GPO S ingapore
T h t! Festive i;ipason-F a r Enst Styl e
m HOSE who have served in the Far East will remember
l that the combination of Lunar Calendar and Gregorian
Calendar can lead to a fairly extended festive season, around
the close of the year. The season which clo ed on 20th
February, with Chap Goh Meh, the last fifteen days' celebration of Chinese New Year, began on 10th December, with
Hari Raya Puasa, the end of Ramadan and the beginning of
the Muslim Feasting Month. In the middle was Chri tma ,
we think. It was more than usually exciting this year, ince
it also covered a change of command and an administrative
inspection.

T he> Jleghnental Coneoert
This year, also._ we decided to do something new in the
festivity line. Inspued by two impromptu camp concerts at
Mcrsing Training Camps over the la t two yeaN, we decided
to have a full Regimental concert. Troops went into ~ehear al
in November, but a very tight social calendar put the show
off and off. Fortunately, morale remained high, and the final
show was a great uccess. We append a few notes for the
guidance of any other unit thinking on the same Jines.
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Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

A SPLASH OF COLOUR
Sergeant Mohammed Yusoff's fashion parade was one of ·t he highlights of the Regimental Concert. For splashes of gorgeous colour,
this parade left the Paris fashion salons far behind

CroHH-country
A full ~eport appears ~lse~here in this edition of the team's
efforts .this ~eason, culminatmg in second place in the Army
Chaml?1onsh1ps. As they have ascended the ladder this season,
so ~e1r v~nues seem to get further from the unit, nevertheless,
their achievements have been closely followed and all concerned are congratulated.
Crc"•ila run
Maj~r John Harwood. was again selected to represent the
Army m the Inter-Services' Event for the Prince Philip Cup
on 4th February. During the meeting he won the Baron
Oertzen Cup in an individual handicap race, competing against
the top world competitors. It was confirmed that bis three runs
last year won for him the ' Freshman's Cup ' for 1969. It is
unfortunate that his efforts have left their mark on one knee
which is still receiving periodic attacks from a surgeon's knife'.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers ' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter, Transit, Television, etc.

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

surgical operation, performed by the LEPs of Seletar Troop.
This was complete with gouts of blood, panic in the surgical
team and weepings and wailings from a distraught husbandand was still very funny.
Altogether, a very successful evening, showing once again
that a lively Regiment can do anything if it puts its collective
talents to work.

The stage was a fiat-bed 3-ton trailer, with a proscenium
arch and wings made of 4 x 2 and hessian. The location, for
those who know the Regimental lines, was at the end of C6
in Camp Askar 2 Bujang, with the stage facing the Morgan
Block. This enabled us to use the verandahs of the Morgan
Block as stalls, dress circle and 'gods.' We had such a fine
clear night that most of the audience sat in chairs on the
grass between the buildings.
The show opened with an attractive, but beefy, chorus
line led by Captain Bernard Strange and S.S.M. Bob Isaac,
of Seletar (Sunshine) Troop, complete with scurrilous ver&es
about the Second-in-Command's 'jam butties,' the inadequacy
of the Q.M. Stores, and went on with a series of sketches,
band sessions, etc.
Special mention must be made of Sergeant Mohammed
Yusofl's fashion show (see photo). Dressed in a splendid blue
and. silver Malayan festi'i'.al cos~e, Baju Malay Dan Songkit,
he mtroduced colleagues m a vanety of other national costumes.
Another high spot was a crosstalk act between ' Messrs. Thacker
and Cornball' (Corporals Bird and McAuley from Microwave).
Sample: " Why did the chicken cross the road?" " To see the
Lady Mayoress lay a foundation stone!" They finished with
a soft-shoe shuffle, accompanied by S.S.I. Roberts on his
' melody spoons.' The final main sketch was a very explicit
160

Next Year
From the calendar it appears that the British, Muslim and
CJ:1inese festi':'al ~eas'?ns overlap rather more than they did
this yea.r. ~1s will simply concentrate the action and fill up
the social diary completely. To those who will be herethe very best of luck!

21st Signal Regiment (Air Support)
B.F.P.O. 43

LIKE TO HAVE A GO AT THIS?
Major John Harwood, of the Corps, at the start of the Cresta Run.
Speeds of 80 m.p.h. are reached and the only braking is from the
spikes in the soles of his boots
Comings und goings
Having said in last month's notes that no officers had left,
the writer of past notes, Major Leif Welton, bas departed-I
think-after four years as Second-in-Command of the Regiment. We kept on dining him out (three times!) but he still
reappeared in the office next day, and even now, he has only
gone 40 miles away, to take up a post in H.Q., NORTHAG.
He has left several marks on the station and the Regiment, per. haps the biggest was the ' Phoenix Theatre,' which he built
from a bare hall, and where he subsequently produced several
plays. The Sation Commander has announced bis intention to
rename the theatre the 'Welton Theatre,' in appreciation of
his hard work.
We wish him and Rosemary a happy tour in the hub of
B.A.O.R.
His relief Major John Cox, and his wife, Brenda, have
arrived fro~ Harrogate ju t in time for the shooting season!

always seems, ~o hap~en in the months following a ' FitA Sness
for Role mspecnon, an atmosphere of calm routine
has settled over the Regiment. Two sporting achievements
are of such a level that they have had considerable cover elsewhere, and robbed the writer of his ' cream.'
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Exercise • Snow Queen ' concludc-s
Lieutenant George Carmichael and his permanent staff have
now returned to the unit, having 'pulled stumps ' at the
Bavarian chalet which bas served over the past three months
as the unit Exercise ' Snow Queen' centre. We feel that this
venture has once again been highly successful and 90 soldier
have been introduced to ski-ing and trained to move competently across country on skis during this time.
The interest in ski-ing within the Regiment is now high,
and this is in no small measure due to the sterling efforts in
training by Lieutenant Carmichael. Sergeant Hardaker and
. Lance-Corporal Burnett. Further, the increased success of the
Regimental ski team, ably led by Second-Lieutenant Philip
Tilson, has shown that determined effort and dedication to
succeed pays dividends-the team reached the B.A.O.R. Meeting for the first time ever this year-well done!

INSURANCE BROKERS

Change of Command
During the week 19th to 24th January we had the usual hail
and farewell parties as Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert took
over command of the Regiment from Lieutenant-Colonel D. H.
Thursby-Pelham. The three major events were a Warrant
Officers and Sergeants' Mess dinner (held in the R.A.F.
Changi Sergeants' Mess, but a completely Regimental function)·
a Regimental cocktail party, organised by the officers of th~
Regiment, and held in R.A.F. Changi Temple Hill Officers'
Mess, but again a Regimental function; and a Chinese New
Year dinner, organised by the Chinese soldiers and civilians in
the Regiment, and held in Prince's Restaurant on Collyer Quay.

Ev•,nt of th.- monfh
HIS must have undoubtedly been the announcement, on
25th February, of the new pay scheme for the Services.
Although no signs of jubilation were visible, the effect can
probably be related to the increased willingness to take to the
field at the drop of a hat, despite still inclement weather
conditions.
It is probably stretching the imagination too far to credit
our Q.M. (Admin.), Major Jim Gosling, with 'pulling off' a
propaganda coup, inasmuch that the redecoration of the soldier '
living accommodation has just got into full swing at a time
only a few weeks before the ' rent collector ' appears on the
scene.
Taking the field
The Regiment continues to ahere to the policy of exercising
once every fortnight. Exercise ' Refresher I,' in the early part
of the month, was a Regimental exercise with all three operational Squadrons deployed. This was followed, in the third week
of the month, by the deployment of 1 and 2 Squadrons on
Exercise ' Winter Sales.' Captain John Barrett and his merry
2 Squadron personnel had to suffer the extremely cold climatic
conditions in the field. 1 Squadron were more fortunate, being
able to sample the comforts of H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps peace location whilst provisioning communications for the higher /lower
Exercise Control H.Q.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.

FUNNY MEN
Fast cross talk patter between Thacker and Cornball (Corporals
Bird and McAuley) was a high spot at the Regimental concert.
They finished their act with a soft shoe shuffle accompaniced by
S.S.!. Roberts (right) on his melody spoons

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!
'
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Black Belts, Bro"'" Belts. Yellow • • •
Not an inventory for Marks & Spencers clothing department, but a lead-in to the B.A.O.R. Judo Championships. In
this event, the Regiment did particularly well gaining the
overall third position. The unit was represented by SecondLieutenant Derek Howsball, Lance-Corporal Jobson, LanceCorporal Oliver, Signalman Frampton and Signalman Bisson.
Second-Lieutenant Howshall achieved a notable further success in the individual championships and has been selected to
represent B.A.0.R. in the U.K. Championships later this year.
We wish him every success.

30th Signal Regiment
llLANDFOHD

CA1'1P

First ro·w1d knockout
EADQUARTERS Squadron are in the news again, and
our congratulation go to Lance-Corporal Geoff Cutts
for winning the Army Welterweight Boxing Champion hips at
Aldershot on 19th February. Much to the delight of the coachload of spectators from Blandford, his devastating atuck in
the first minute of the first round won him the champion hip.
We wish him the best of luck for the Combined Service
Championships and the Amateur Boxing Association quarterfinals. Lance-Corporal Cutts is for the third time a candidate
for the Commonwealth Games at Edinburgh, reprc~enting hb
native Wales.

H
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fiably proud since there is only one Guards Brigade. T~1e
Squadron i commanded by Major H. A. Johnsto~e, M.B.E., with
Captain K. Ryding a
econd-in-Command. L ieutenant M. J.
Vest commands Alpha Troop and Second-Lieutenant R. A.
Wannell holds onto the reins of Bravo Troop. Captain K. G.
Turner is our Communications Officer, but has been in the U.K.
for ome time now furthering his education! R.S.M. B. G.
Green (currently attending the R;.S.M.'s convention) looks after
the di cipline side of this most llltcgratcd Squadron. We have
just completed our 'training/le'.1ve' months and w~ arc now
beginnin& the exercise season with a vengeance, albeit that the
weather Ill Germany at the moment is more suita.b!e f?r the
filming of " Ice tation Zebra " rather than parac1patJon in
Exercise 'Tallons High.'

ARMY CHAMPION
Lance-Corporal Geoff Cutts winner of the A rmy Welterweight
Boxing Championship. Now he goes on to the Combined Services
and A.B.A. Championships. With him is his father (left) and Major
Henry Scott, his Squadron Commander

We also congratulate Corporal 'Mel ' Bull and Lance-Corporal
Alan Robinson on being awarded !lleir Army Colours for
canoeing. Corporal Bob Storey, whom we recently tranferred
to the School of Signal from this Regiment has also won his
Army Colours, and together with Corporal Bull made an
excellenr start to the season by winning the Oxford University
Long D istance Canoe race on I t March. This is a national
event and we look forward to the Devizes-Westminster race
with great interest.

.\rrh·aJs and departures
The comings and goings to various faraway places with
strange sounding names has continued throughout February.
Corporals Ray Harris, Geoff Lockey, Gordon Leith and
Signalmen Philip Samways and Jim Highton are the replacement detachment in Anguilla; Yeoman Keith Halliwell joins
them in March.
\Ve are pleased to report dlat we have successfully retrieved
Signalman Jim Hartley from Ethiopia, but this month's star
prize in the overseas posting competition goes to Major Chris
Cross for being selected for an attachment ro the British
Embassy in Rome prior to his course at the Italian Staff College.
This is a sad loss but we welcome Major Nick Williams as the
new O.C. I Squadron. Amongst the many overseas postings
was Signalman Lane to 642 Signal Troop in Gibraltar. He
joins Corporal Dowling and Signalmap Nulty as the reinforcements from 30th Signal Regiment. The Troop is mostly engaged
in S.W.S. work, providing line circuits for the R.A.F. Foreman
Morris, Sergeant Longstaff, Sergeant Terry Dodson and
Sergeant Bruce Lutterlock report that the rain in Spain falls
mainly on Gibraltar, however, ttiey also say that they have
come through the worst of the winter rain without too many
cable faults.

\\"(• sa-'· fart•w4"11 to our {'ouuunnd1•l'
With the start of a new decade we said goodbye to the Brigade
Commander Brigadier J. M. Gow, on posting to the Imperial
Defence College. We hope both he and his family will be very
happy in their new post.
.
.
.
We now have with us our new Commander, Brigadier Sir
I. L. Jardine, Bt., O.B.E., M.C. We don't anticipate being '.1blc
to pull the wool over his eyes (would we ever try) smcc
Brigadier Jardine is an ex-Brigade Major of this Brigade. We
hope both he and his family will have a pleasant tour.
S1t0rt
The weather has really upset a lot of our sporting plans this
year, but although we can't get outside very often the indoor
sports have gone well.
In particular, although we couldn't raise a full boxing team
for the B.A.O.R. Minor Units Championships we were able to
end Sergeant Carim, R.E.M.E., back to Berlin for the B.A.O.R.
Individual Boxing Championships. Last year ne wa most unfortunate in being beaten but th is only strengthened his resolve
this year to win. He fough t his way through to the final of the
light-welter weight division, beating some strong opponents, but
still the Radio Commentator didn't hold out much hope for his
chances in the final. He stepped into the ring determined to
prove all his critics wrong and after a very hard-fought final,
and a nerve-racking couple of minutes whilst the referee totalled
up the score, the announcement came. Seregant Carim had
won.
(N.B. : I wonder what was in the telegram that W.O.I (R.S.M.)
B. B. Green, B.E.M., sent on the morning of the fight!)
Our football team has come under the management of
S.S.G.T. (Y. of S.) Jim Creevy, but unlike the professionals of
England, there was no great transfer fee involved. Unfortunately
the only game that me team has played was a practice match
so that the new manager could weigh up his team. Since then
the pitches have been covered with a ' white blanket ' and they
haven't been able to play. Exercise commitments permitting, we
look forward to seeing plenty of action and, dare we say it,
success before the cricket season is with us.

A New Squadron Club
The Squadron Commander has agreed to the formation of a
new Squadron Club and although very much in its infancy the
project is very much alive and kicking. Bingo each Friday, table
tennis every other Tuesday, a colour television, a club soccer
team, dances and (we hope) films are all parts of a mixed bag
which is hoped will allow our recreational activities to match
our duty commitments.

4th Guards Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(204) B.F.P.O. 1 7
apology
°'XTE have been ' out of print ' for so long that our distant
l' l' friends could have been forgiven for thinking we had
ceased to function. Nothing could, in fact, be further from the
truth. We do, however, apologise for our continued absence in
recent months and make it our Lenten resolution that we will
try to be more regular correspondents. It might be worth saying
a few word about the Squadron for those readers who are not
'au fait' with us or this part of the world. Situated in the
cathedral city of Munster we support 4th Guards Brigade, a
ingularly unique occupation of which we feel we can be justi-

7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron (202), B.F.P.O. 37
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RIDE of place in our ' Wire' notes this month must go
to our cross-country team who have excelled themselves
this season. Firstly, thanks and congratulations to the ever-young
Sergeant Henry Escott, who has so ably trained, if not driven,
the team.
The Brigade meeting was the first official competition, which
took place on 21st January at Hahne. The team did extremely
THE WIRE , APRIL·MAY 1970

THEY MADE A NAME FOR THEMSELVES
Excelled themselves this season-the cross country team of 7 Armd. Bde.
H.Q . and Sig nal Sqn . T hey were the B.A.O . R. cross country minor unit
winners an d they came third overall in the minor units Army championship
Back row, left to right : Signalman Siddle, Corporal Davies, Signalman Ho uchen,
Private Shar p, Signalm an Stockton, Lance-Corporal lddon
Front row, left to right: Cor poral Perkins, Lieutenant Spiers, Major Oehlers,
Sergeant Escott (Captain), Corporal Smith

well in coming second overall to the Green Howards, as well
as taking the Minor Units Cup. These results were exactly
repeated at the Divisional Meeting at Hildesheim on 31st
January, and so the team went forward to the B.A.O.R. finals
with great hopes. The week before . me ra~e. was spent, for
the first time in the season, on full-time trammg. The Green
Howards very · kindly looked after the team at Minden. The
effort was well rewarded when the Minor Units Cup came
into our hands even with two of our best runners away. We
won with a s~ore of 416 points, about 300 points ahe:i~ of
our nearest rivals. Having done so well, the P.R.!. IIlllll.bus
was overhauled and redone for the trip back to Aldershot
for the Army finals on 20th February. This nearly ended i~
disaster for all the work on the 'bus came undone when 1t
stopped at the first set of traffic lights (about ~00 yards away)
and refused to go. However, all was well agalll, and the trip
back to the U .K. went well, except for those who ha~ forgotten to take sea sickness .pills. Corpor_al Perkins, in particular,
died a thousand deaths durmg the crossmg. In the U .K., whe~e
the team lodged with 216 (Para) Signal Squadron, the _opposition was far tougher, but we still managed to come thud, out
of eight minor units-an extremely good effort.

The
.l.USTBALIAI
ARMY
needs officers
For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Service as Lieutenant. Captain or Major in
the British Army could qual ify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Austral ia n Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications).

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a medical or dental practi~ioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M .C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably-~ under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~~~

~lore

Sporting Successes
I must hasten to add that this is not our o~ly sporting
success· our soccer team reached the B.A.0.R. senu-finals, and
the ho~key team reached the Division~ final. q~e_r successes
have been in badminton, where we arc m the D1vmo~al fin~ls,
and at top of our group, which contains 90 per cent maior um~s.
Having started so well, our basketball tea~ had a rather disappointing end to the se_ason, but_ were . still good enough to
finish second in the Brigade maior umts p~ol. Ov_erall,. an
extremely successful season which, we hope, will contmue lllto
,
, p·
s
t
the summer.
For those who remember Signalman Taffy
~nn,. erge~
Escott tells us that whilst in Alder hot he saw him JUSt prior
to his first 'jump ' with 216-a complete bag of _nerves-then
afterwards appeared adjustinf? his beret and looking !Oft. tall.
Incidentally he now looks qwte clean and smart, too! Anyway,
well done, l Taff ' for even getting through the course.
It never hl'eaks down ••• it only stops!
Congratulations must go to Captain Chris Urqu.!13:'t, not onl~
on his promotion, but also for carmg so ~uch for his first-born.
He has just bought his first new car which, we are all ass_ured,
has ' a lovely spare wheel!' A good advert for the parttcul9:r
make a car he has bought is that " It never breaks do.wn, 1t
only stops!" Anyway, many happy hours of car-washmg to
you.
THE WIRE, APRIL·MAY
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If your application is successful, you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your fam ily. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Austr-lia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best cl imate.

For complete details call or write to:
Recruiting Officer,

Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01 -836 2435 extension 356
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11 th Bde. H .Q. & Signal
S quadron (21 1)
B.F.P.O. 29
• Alphn • Troup-Th < Alpherit es'
T i well-known in Kingsley Barracks that 'Alpha ' Troop
is the cau e of everyone's misfortune, as we all have to
work with them. But if it were not for ' Alpha ' T roop, the
Brigade would not function at all--maybe m ore p eople would
hen be relaxed, happ and want the Troop back. What type
f man can therefore be found in this Troop? H e is, of course,
an 'Alpherite ': after the security of Canerick and before the
insecurity of ' Civvy Street ' we find the ' Alpherite.'
' Alpherites ' are found anywhere, in bars (Signalman Mike
Turnbull), on bars (Lance-Corporal Wilkie), behind bars (Signalman ' Snoddy ' Beard), on radio , on leave, in trouble, in love
often).
' Alpherites ' come in assorted shapes, sizes, weights, confu ion, dre s, undre s (the ' trio,' Roper, Ledger and Clegg).
Staff Officer love or loathe them· Signal Officers worry
about them; the Squadron office forgets them; the R.S.M.
upports them; yet sometimes they all get on together.
An 'Alpherite ' is lazy with a will to work (Signalman Vic
Millward), efficient without a word (Signalman ' Scouse ' Smyth),
a millionaire without a DM (Signalman Bob Oswald), and
~owing bravery with a grin (Signalman Paul Greenwood).
An ' Alpherite ' is a character, always tidy (Signalman
' Rommel ' Penman), by as a fox, the appetite of a horse
(Lance-Corporal Tubby Garnett), carries a chip on hi shoulder
(Signalman 'Geordie ' Wilson) and has an occasional ability to
communicate.
His dislike are straightforward, such as : Reading order ,
wearing the correct uniform, getting up, taking anything co
the F. of S. workshop, putting on his 'noddy suit.'
He likes being led astray by Corporals Trevor Denton and
Jim Doherty, towards beer, women, Cambrai, cheap cigarettes,
McEwans.
Nobody can get so much fun out of letters, civilian clothes,
ex magazines or others' misfortunes (like Signalman Pitt).
Nobody can write so seldom, spell so badly, yet think so
much (Lieutenant McLean).
Nobody can spend so much time in U.K. when he is posted
to Minden (Sergeant Farrelly).
Nobody can miss so many duties for ' duty' in the Green
carf (Corporal 'Scouse ' Chapman and Dave Collens).
Nobody can complain so often or so loud (Signalman ' Nelly '
Knowles).
Nobody can get more depressed when the soccer team loses
(Signalman ' Chilli ' Chilcott).
An 'Alpherite' is a strange mixture; you can laugh at him,
cry because of him, curse him, sit up all night repairing sets
for him, spend hours looking for his SCANT with him,
but you can never ever ignore or forget him.

12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(212) B.F.P.O. 36
Arrlva18 nnd Dt>pnl"tores
E sa.y farewell this month to our Squadron Commander,
Ma1or John Stevens, who leaves us to join the M .O.D.,
!ir.d w~lcome in h~ place, Major Hugh Morrison, who has
1ust firu hed a tour m South West District at Taunton. We also
'
welcome
back our Second-in-Command, Captain Tony Hunt
who has at last got into top gear and returned from Ireland! '

E. t>relses
The beginning of February saw ' A ' Troop off to Soltau on
their exercise ' Alpha Plus.' It was rather surprising therefore
to find not only O.C. 'A' Troop, bur also the 'second-in~
Command. Adjutant, O.C. 'B ' Troop and the R.S.M. up at
oltau. Rumour has it, however, that everyone made themselves
IS4

u eful in one way or another, and the R. .M. spent his idle
moments getting 0.C. 'B ' Troop's Land Rover hopelessly
bogged in molten now.
At the end of February the Squadron deployed for another
C.P.X., 'First Try.' This exerci e coincided with the handover
of Squadron Commander and Brigade Majors and proved
conclusively that the 0.C. i able to communicate further than
anyone else in spite of being limited to an 8ft. whip. The
exercise went smoothly apart from one rebroadcast 432
commanded by Corporal Malpass, who, whilst looking for a
higb spot, forgot to look down, and fell off a cliff, eventually
coming to rest against a tree. With the help of B.E.M.E. the
\'chicle was extracted without damage. The eight trees that
got in the way were not quire o lucky.

19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (209) Colchester

L

IFE has been as varied as ever during the last two months.
Our D. & E. Platoon have been enjoying the sunshine
of Kenya, while the remainder of the Squadron has struggled
with the problems of U.E.E., pre-admin inspections and preparations for Exercise ' Bersatu Padu,' which will rake place in
Malaysia from April to July of this year.

port
Following their success in the 2nd Division stage of the
minor units cross-country, the team went to the B.A.O.R. finals
at Hameln knowing that at least the weather could not be
worse than it bad been in the previous race. Although the
condition proved easy, the course was not-with sheer downhill and a nine foot ditch to contend with. The team ran well
to come second in the minor units.

Exer else ' Wildwood '
On 6th January, wc left R.A.F. Fairford in a Hercules of
R.A.F. Transport Command. A day-and-a-half later we arrived
at R.A.F. Eastleigh, Kenya, East Africa, much to our relief.
Our hosts, the 2nd Royal Anglian Regiment, made us very
welcome, and at once ~et about training us all in aspects of
jungle warfare. They were very pleased to see that we were
eager to learn and did not need much teaching.
The time spent in the jungle was hard, but enjoyable, and
we learnt a lot, such as how to put up a ' basha,' tracking and
ambush tactics and uch like.
The last thing we had to do was to climb Mount Kenya,
but I am glad to report that all personnel of the D. & E.
Platoon made it. It was hard work, and required determination. The thing that got nearly everybody was not the cold,
but the altitude.
Things didn't go smoothly for some of us, such as Jock
Chawner. One night while reading a newspaper he happened
to look down and saw a puff adder lying beside him. Private
Chawner immediately gave up his bivouac! L uckily, O.C. 'B '
Company was passing and shot it.
Alas, our stay in K enya was too short, and on Sth February
we were told to p ack our kit and prepare to fly home.
Change of Command

WAITING FOR THE OFF
12 Brigade Signal Squadron cross country team at the B.A.O .R.
finals . They gained a creditable second place

The Boxing team, led by Corporal ' Jock' Asher, went off
to Celle at the beginni ng of February to compete against the
1st Division finalists, a combined team from 7 /11 O.F .P . The
fi tness training they had been subjected to paid dividends and
Lance-Corporal Clark, Signalman Warrilow, Corporal Asher
and Lance-Corporal Stevenson all won their fights - LanceCorporal Stevenson by a highly spectacular knockout after 30
seconds of the fir st round!
Following this success, the team travelled to Belgium at
the beginning of March for the B.A.O.R. Finals of the Minor
Units Boxing. The ream put up a very good performance to
finish as B.A.0.R. runners-up, Corporal Asher winning his fight
and Signalman Warrilow and Lance-Corporal Talbot showing
great fighting spirit.

If this is someone else's Wire you are
readingWhy not be big and buy your own copy!
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by the Officers and Senior N .C.O.s of the Squadron. The Band
of the 2nd Bn. Royal Anglian Regiment played suitable music
and the route was lined by the remainder of the Squadron.
We wish Major Westlake all success in his new appointment
as D.A.A. & Q.M.G. of 11 Brigade. We also extend a warm
welcome to Major Reader and look forward to another two
years of progress under his command.

Arrivals aud Departures
We say goodbye to Lance-Corporal Beecham, Lance-Corporal
Jones, Driver Beresford and say hello to Sergeant Noble,
Corporal Clark, Larrce-Corporal Sharp, W.O.II (Y. of S.)
Wall, Corporal Zammit.

226 Signal Squadron (Radio)
B.F.P.O. 32
LAST SALUTE
Major Jack Westlake Is towed away to the camp gates on final
departure from a Squadron which he will miss very much . left to
right : Sergeant Nimmons, Sergeant Wilson and Lieutenant Maddren

On 17th January Major Jack Westlake handed over c_ommand to Major Peter Reader. The Squadron . was deterrruned
that the occasion would be marked by a suitable ceremony.
The O.C. was marched to the Officers' Ness by Captain J~hn
Heason our Adjutant, at 12.00 sharp, for a farewell drmk.
He left the Mess at 12.30, to be pulled to the camp gates
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY 1970

Annunl
inspcwtion
and
presentntloo,
26th
February, 1970
T was a pleasant day when Major Gordon Young (Squadron
Commander) greeted the Inspecting Officer, Colonel A. T.
Scott, 0.B.E., accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel D. C.
Hibberd, who arrived in place of Major-General D. R. Hors.field, O.B.E., who was indisposed due to a ski-ing accident. (A
speedy recovery is extended from all members of the Squadron).
During the day all of the departments were visited, and
Colonel Scott took the opportunity to talk with a number of
' old soldiers ' from one of his old Regiments (13th).
The inspection culminated with a parade commanded by
Captain Tony Field (Adjutant) for the presentation of the

I
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without doubt the fine t man on the field, and not counting
the goal he scored, put twenty-one other players to ~ham e and
gave quite a number of spectators something to think about.
I am sure that around A.F.C.E.N.T. this month will be seen
more pear-shaped people on diets than ever before.

M.E.1. keeps you

one

When undPi:- pressure, time Rif"s
All Chief Clerks at one time or another come under pressure
and ' our ' Sergeant Cole is no exception. Given the task of
supervising a young clerk in a typing test he gave the young
man a test piece to type and said: " Keep typing until I come
back," and being a good soldier he did just that-for three
hour . We now have anotlier BII in the Squadron and a
red faced Sergeant Cole.

Electron1CS...

Pleasf""41 to me-et y ou
You have read the WIRB NOTES of 227 Signal Squadron
before, but do you know what the Squadron does--or where it
is?
On the assumption that we are not at the centre of your
attention, p erhaps a brief description will bring us a little
better into focus.
We serve Headquarters Allied Forces Central Europe (which
is commanded by General Jurgen Bennecke, Germany Army)
by providing the Royal Signals manpower for the Regional
Signals Support Group and, of course, administering and
helping in every way we can.
INSPECTION
Co lonel A. T. Scott appears well pleased
Left to right : Colonel Scott, Major Young, Corpo ral Cossins, Pr ivate
Thompson, Corpora l Parsons, Corporal Williams, Signalman
McSherry

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to S.S.M. Eric Hall
(who has been in, and out, of the Army more than anyone
that I have known) and Staff Sergeant Len Ellis, R.EM.E.
After presenting and congratulating both deserving recipients,
Colonel Scott then complimented all personnel on their clean
and smart turnout.
The parade was then dismissed co hear the glad tidings (for
some) of the new pay rise.
The previous evening, the officers of the Squadron and
their ladies enterrained Colonel Scott and Lieutenant-Colonel
Hibberd to dinner in the Sration Officers' Mess, Celle. The new
Commander, Celle Sration, Lieutenant-Colonel S. H. Lawrence,
M.B.E., R.A.O.C., and Mrs. Lawrence were also invited to meet
Colonel Scott.

in Military Radio for exainple.
Currently produced sets such
as.. the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
in constant use in many countfies throughout the world.
, M:E.L. are also actively engage~~develoi;>ing a ':"'iderange
bf m1htary rad10 eqmpment for
µse in the '70s and '80s .. . one
strCh equipment is the UK VRC1j21 H.F. Combat Radio, being
[d_e.veloped. f~:n· future use by the

The lU.C.C.
These initials are not only engraved on the hearts of every
cricket Jover, but also on rhe hearts of all who have served in 227.
The largest single activity in the R.S.S.G ., whicn we suppon, is
the A.F.C.E.N.T. Nobile Communications Centre (M .C.C.), in
which over 80 Royal Signals personnel serve, including Major
Bill Morgan-Chief of the M.C.C. (as well as O.C. 227 Signal
Squadron), Major Jullian Jackson-Chief Technical Section and
Captain Rex Stephenson-Executive Officer, M.C.C.
Of course only a proportion of the personnel in the M.C.C.
is British; the German, American, Canadian and Dutch forces
are present too, bringing the total to approximately 200. Because
of this integration you will find signalmen commanded by
HauptGefreiters and Sergeants commanding S.P.4s and
soldaats. The M.C.C. must be one of the most integrated
organisations known to man - and it works well.

!".

This equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forward and
i·ear units.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.

/!\~A TheM.E.L
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EquipmontCo.J,td.,
Manor Roy~!, Grawl•y, Su.sex.
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227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)

.
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B.F.P.0. 18
A memorable soccer mateh
o be 'news-minded ' and help keep THE WIRE interesting
is a reasonable request from any editor, and one knows
exactly what is meanc those articles on administration
inspections, M.P.C. Courses and Sergeants versus Officers
soccer matches, which make pretty uninteresting reading to most
of us, and only in desperation would one contemplate including
such an article in the monthly WIRE NOTES. However, not so
much in desperation but more in admiration, A.F.C.E.N.T.'s
Officers' versus Sergeants' soccer match last week is worth a
mention, not because the Officers' goalie was handcuffed to the
goal post by sports-loving Sergeants, or each attack by the
Officers was met with sucti things as smoke screens layed
by the Garrison R.S.M., but because of the example displayed
to us by Air Chief Marshal Sir Augustus Walker, G.C.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.O., D.F.C., A.F.C., A.D.C., M.A. ('Sir Gus' to bis friends) .
Sir Augustus is 57 years old, lost his right arm during World
War II and, who, in spite of the fact that he has been on a
continual round of farewell parties prior to his posting, was
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UNUSUAL JOBS !
TllAT STORY

BRITISH AND GERMAN ARM IES GET TOGETHER
Corporal Wally Cook (R.E.M.E.) and HauptGefreiter Josef Schmidt,
German Army, carrying out field maintenance on one of the M.C.C.
trucks

Social life
Being in an internationally integrated headquarters cerrainly
makes the social life hectic, as I write we are just bracing
ourselves for the Maastricht carnival, involving the whole
community. However, it doesn't end there, as soon as the
Dutch festivity is over, there will be an American cause for
celebration, and then perhaps, G erman, and so it goes on.
Our existence consists of bouncing from exercise to social
event to exercise.
(Continued on page 168)
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M.F::L, Mohil~~.F.Radioi;" - e(y_

•
vse<l for British nnd Foreign Military ' ·-··-~ ·applications and is incorporated in
many combat and support vehicles,
including the Saladin, Ji'erret. Saraet'n
and Grenadier.
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(Cominued from page 166)

[Courtesy of tlte London Da. 1)' Mirror

" He's ta lent scout fr om t he MCC "

T here vou have ic chen, the Fighting Two Hundred and
Twenty-sevench as our transatlantic brochers call us. When
your posting order says 227, breath a sigh of relief and come
and join us - you will enjoy it.
The cartoon included with the article is provided as an
example of che language problem we have.
An allied oldier serving in ' our ' M obile Communications
Centre (M.C.C.), and (shame on him) never having heard
of che Mid<!esex Crickec Club, was heard to say on seeing the
cartoon: " Would the British Army really recruic from the East."

.\.rrh·als and departures
We welcome the following to the Squadron and hope chay
enjoy their stay with us: W.0 .I Heaps, Sergeant Hornblower,
Corporal Latham, Corporal McDonald, Corporal Stephenson.
Lance-Corporal Gerrard, Signalman Molyneux and Signalman
Trollope.
Our best wishes go with the following on posting from the
Squadron: Lance-Corporal Sheridan, Signa!man Morgan and
Signalman Thirkettle.

240 Signal Squadron,
(Northe r n Comman d ) York
LOT of water has flowed down the Ouse, under the York
A
bridges, since notes from this Squadron last appeared
in THE WIRE, but a gentle, if somewhat firm, hint in the
' what about it?' vein from higher authority, has produced che
following contribution.

Smaller, hut the job is much the same
For the benefit of past members, the Squadron is still located
in Imphal Barracks, or perhaps better known to many as the
old nfantry Barracks. Then why Imphal? Because this used
ro be the Depot of che West Yorkshire Regirnenc; the barracks
being named after the battle of that name in which the West
Yorks played a gallant part.
The Squadron now occupies a very small area in the barracks,
which is a far cry from the days of Regimental status and a
strength in the order of 500 strong.
Even as a Squadron, the strength has diminished principally
due to a reorganisation of the administrative structure, and
where, overall, the civilian far outweighs the military strength .
Nonetheless, the charter remains the same, which has hardly
altered since the Squadron was a Regiment, whereby we are
re~ponsible for the static communications of Northern Command (and a few odd jobs besides!), and with a sizeable area
to cover. Although we cannot look forward to 'exciting events,'
like field exercises, we do have our recurring crises!
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Two ma!Oter s
With the formation of 2 Group, we also find ourselves wich
two mascer -Gommander, 2 Group and C.S.O., Nor thern Command-but we cope.
The Command of the Squadron is now vested in Major
Mike Sinc'air, who has just taken over from Major Jimmy
Fyfe, who is going to command a Squadron of 10th Signal
Regiment in Salisbury. We wish him and his wife and family
a very pleasant stay in their new station.
Our Chief Duty Signal Officer is Captain Peter Byers, and
our Signals Works Services Chief is Major Jack Foster, who
is based with his Troop in a place some of our readers will
have heard of- Catterick Camp! Last, but not least, our
administration is in the very capable hands of Major (Retd.)
George Bolam, known to many in the Corps and still going
strong. We have a large and loyal civilian 'army,' 168 strong,
who man telephones and teleprinters as far north as the
Scotti h border and a far south as Leicester. (Note put in over
my shoulder from O.C., who is kibitzing these writings-" The
Arctic still begins at F insbury Park.")
We are also proud to do our bit towards the furtherance of
ATO communications, as we arc responsible for generally
administering some 25 soldiers at our two Ace High Stations
at tenigot and Brizlee Wood. The latter is situated not far
from ome excellent sandy beaches, and the 0 .C. promises
to give mem a full share of visits during what we hope will
be a good summer.

Command). I t was said afterwards that che R.S.M. found himself visiting the Brigadier, but it hasn't stopped his promotion.
Congratulations, Lieutenant Saheb!
The Squadron K alaratri party produced a feast of food, drink
and entertainment, of which mention must be made of tile
• skit' on the mobile heart transplant! The hean of a live
chicken was qu ickly extracted by a kukri and inserted in the
patient, who came back from tlle dead and crowed!

Good relations with local Association Branch
Lastly, these notes would not be complete without a mention
of the excellent relations tha t exist between the serving Corps
in the Squadron and our ex-Corps Comrades of. the Royal
Signals Association branch in York. The branch 1s fonunate
in having its own club premises, and che Squadron and branch
members combine to make this a really going concern. Wich,
as the main motif, the 50th anniversary of the Corps, the
branch recently held an extre~e~y good dinner a?d . dance, to
which members of the Associatton H.Q. were mv1ted- they
having put on their snow shoes and anoraks and journeyed from
London to attend.
Any of you old Royal Signallers living in the York area
who are not members---come and join!
So much for our first effort; more to follow in future issues,
so watch this space.

Farewells (regrefftdly)
On disbandment we have lost many friends, and it is impossible to mention all, but may we wish all those who ~lav e
served with us, goodbye and good luck for the future, particularly 14 Flight Army Ai r Corps, the Brigade Provost Unit, the
L.A.D ., and all the taff, clerks, drivers and D . & E . Platoon
of Brigade H.Q.
Our particular thanks and good wishes go to Captain P at
Laverack, 17th/21st Lancers, our Adrnin. Officer; Captain
David Paterson, R.A., our Q.M.; Colour-Sergeant Don Howick,
S.G., ' Q' Stores; Sergeant John Elvin. R.A.P.C., our Pay
Sergeant; and Corporal Pete Russell, R.R. Tech.
To our Brigade Commander, Brigadier J. E. H eelis, O.B.E.,
we wish good luck in retirement.
We send our condolences to Mrs. Jill Watts on the very sad
news of the death of her husband, Major John Watts, RTR, the
Brigade G3(1nt.), who was killed in a traffic accident in U.K.,
whilst on disembarkation leave.

2 48 Gurkha Signal Squadron
c/o G.P.O. Singapore
'"lXTHO are we? T he rell1nants of 99 G urkha Infantry Brigade
l' l' H .Q. and Signal Squadron after it was disbanded/disintegrated on 31 st January.
First let us catch up on the activities and personalities of
our late integrated Squadron. It is impossible to mention everything, as we were kept busy on exercises right up to the date
when the Brigade H .Q. ceased to have operational control.

Parties (numerous)
Many farewell parties were given as units, messes and individuals disbanded and left 99 Brigade. 14 Flight, Army Air
Corps, marked their disbandment with their 21st birthday and
gave a first-class barbecue. With all the F light fu nds to dispose
of, they filled t!he guests up with drink and then made
certain we would go home by cooling us down externallyin the swimming pool.
(;ongratulntlons (worthy)
To the Squadron .22 shooting tea m for winning the Singapore
M inor U nits League Cup. To Sergeant Nigel Zorab on his
marriage to Sergeant Hazel Ruth D avies (W.R.A.C.) To
Lieutenant Graham Gordon on his engagement. To R.S.M.
' Ginger ' Cockroft on his promotion to Lieutenant and posting
to 48 Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron. To Lieutenant
(Q.G.O.) Hombahadur Gurung on his promotion to Captain.

T h e F uture (ho1•e fully )
248 Gurkha Signal Squadron is now providing a large element of tradesmen for 249 Signal Squadron, and our task
is to administer these men, provide commcens at Brunei and
Nee Soon rear link communications for 1/2 G .R., and act
as advanc~ party to 17ch Gurkha Signal Regiment, who move
here during the summer.

242 Signal Squadron, Edinburgh

Exercise 'Square Dole • (water filled)
Those who think Wala ya has an ideal climate should have
been on the 3 Commando exercise, ' Square Hole,' where the
worst monsoon for 20 years hit us. In fact it wasn't the
continuous rain which washed everything away, from the Singapore rail way line to the roads, which upset us, it was ~e
weevils in our ration pack rice! Good protein, che pundits
said, but when you open a 24-hour pack and the whole bag
of rice is black and moving, you need more courage than the
standard Gur~1a rum tot produces to enjoy your meal.
Da s h era (first class)
Dashera this year will long be remembered as not only the
Brigade's last, but the most modern and permissive entertainment yet seen. The Sergeants' M ess party saw Officers and
Sergeants in mess kit watching Gurkha dancing, the Gurkha
Signals' pipes and drums, an energetic acrobatic display by
our Squadron P.T. team and a stripper who revealed all.
(Although photographs were taken, it is felt that TuE WIRE
is not yet to be tempted to publish a nude with the entire
Brigade Staff watching, goggle-eyed, so we have kept them
in a special cover in the Squadron History, which may be
viewed by special appointment with che Squadron Second-inT HE WIR E, APRIL - MAY
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Colonel
ONF .16thM March,
. S. Winter,

Colone l F. M. S. W in te r, M.B.E. pre·
scncin g t he Im perial Se rv ice Me da l to
Mr . J. G. He>th . The medal beare r in
"t he background is Private Hel e n Irons.

M.B.E., the Commander,
2 Signal Group, visited
us for the first time. After
inspecting the quarter guard
he presented Mr. J. G.
Heath with the Imperial
Service Medal. Mr. Heath
joined che Army Department on 28ch J\'arch, 1933,
where he gave long and
loyal service until he retired,
on 31 st October, 1969. The
service of 36 years included
war service, from 1939 to
1945.
Mr. Heath now lives with
his wife and three children
in Edinburgh.
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FO RM AL OCCASION
Com:nander 2 Signal Group in;p~ctin g th e Q Jar t er G_uard . Guard
Commander Sergeant Hen derso n. The rear rank from left to right
is Signalman Baptie, La nce-Corpo ral Carse, Co r poral Stowell ,
Corpo ral W hi tfie ld

now

DID I GET HERE -

BUC:BAX T L'\IL?

You are going to Italy, said the T .0 .T . " Oh,'' says I,
" what for?" " To learn about the Ace High System, TropoScatter, etc." Putting on my brigh t intelligent expression, I
intimated that I had heard of it, whatever it was.
So off I went for five months to sunny Italy; it rained for
the first two monchs, never got really warm during the next
three and was a tl1orough disappointment.
Having learned all chat the SHAPE Centralised Training
facility could teach me on Ace High and Tropo-Scatter
principles, I returned to ' Blighty ' for a spot of leave before
posting .to the Aberdeen T ail Station. Surprise! Surpri e! A
letter from the Station Supervisor, a R.A.F. Sergeant, to tell
me chat I was to take over his positon.
Leave finished, I drove north to my new pon ing, calling
in at 242 Signal Squadron on the way.
T he Aberdeen T ail is, surprisingly, 35 miles from Aberdeen,
on the most easterly tip of Scotland. H ere we are billeted at
R.A.F . Buchan, who treat us very well.
Life is very quiet, the work interesting, but not too exacting,
though hectic moments are sometimes experienced when carrying out che routine maintenance.
Corporals Ian Carter, Dave Fisher, John Pearson (just expecting ' his third ') and Terry Beard work on a ' four-way ' shift
system here.
Corporal Beard plays in goal for the R.AF. Buchan football team. For the others, there are few recreational activities,
as they profess no interest in golf- I am sure this should be
Scotland's national game-nor in fishing.
Winter here is proving rather hard, wich, so I am told, very
little summer to compensate for it. It seems that, even on
the most sunny day, there is always a good breeze to cool it
down. Perhaps I should take up kite flying.
How I envy our Ace High Friends in Malta and Cyprus.
However, the weather apart, we are happy here, doing an
important job, to the best of our ability.

ASSISTANT TECHNICIAN'S LAHENT
M onnond Brae ye're ill to climb,
W i snaw and ice up tae yer chin,
Momtond's soup, it's hellish thin,
W i hungry Sergeants mucking in.
They smoke yer fags and pass the buck,
Pinch ye1· leave and say its luck
Blame ye aye if things gae w rang,
An mak ye wark the hale night Zang,
Mom1m1d pay ye're ill tae win
I wish tae God my time was in.
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There are not many soldier who regularly drive into low
cloud on their way to work as do the NATO For ward Scatter
itc, Monnond Hill Aberdeenshire.
Thi remote site, which is manned by Royal Signals pcronnel wa 'inherited ' from ..he R.A.F. in the Corp late t
µme of ' mu ical chair ,' or is it ' pass the parcel.
The station, which i pan of the Ace H igh Forward Scatter
Chain, controlled by SHAPE, has a staff of thirteen, all of
whom are fast getting used to being referred to as the ' Brown
Jobs' by our le s fortunate R.A.F. (Junior Service) neighbours
at R.A.F. Buchan.
Mo t of us have le s than a year's service on the bill, but
we already have our experts, our two driver , Lance-Corporal
Mawhinney and Signalman Noseley, who are now ciq>crt at
. ideways driving on snow or. ice and speciali1ts at snow ploughing. Lance-Corporal Mawhmney states he doesn't mind the
hail, but he i not too keen on lea ning out to balance the
Land Rover in a Force 8 gale.
F. of S. Norton is very good at ski-ing in his size 10 D M S,
but will sit down on the job.
Corporal Hall has invented a different way of clearing
boulders on the road- he h ies them with his head- and it's
rumoured he doesn't feel it.
Sergeant Leitch and Sergeant Hill will give all who wish
lessons in climbing a helicop ter ladder in F orce 8 gales, and
a certain chief technician never lets us forget he was there
a well. They do not mention any indispositions on the
journey, but it is rumoured that the heat exchanger room had
more clothing drying in it on the day in que tion than is normally th e case wh en they are driven up by Signalman Noseley.
When our heroes returned to camp with running noses, bleary
eyes and two days' growth of beard, they were greeted by their
comrades : " Mormond Hill, I presume."
There are, however, breaks in the weather, when the sun
shines and a good vie:v can be enjoyed, when the p eace is
only broken by the ~anng calls of the seagulls and, after all, if
you cannot take a Joke you houldn't have joined.

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B .F.P .O. 53
Cyprus Detachment Locations

THE
featurc:d detachment .this month is East Troop H.Q.
consists of the radio relay detachments at Nicosia,
.
an~

Ay10 ~ikolaos, Cape Greco and Dhekelia. Troop H .Q. is at
Dhekeha, alongside the radio relay detachment· the strength
of the ~.Q. varies, largely depending on wh~re the O.C.,
Second-Lieutenant. A. R. Lee, happens to be at the time.
Between courses m the U.K. and Malta, wintering at the
Tr~os De~ad!me~t. _as O.C. Royal Signals, Troodos, and
various s~rung 3:cuvmes, Mr. Lee has occasionally been seen
at Dhekelia. In h1s absence, Staff Sergeant P. Barnett deputises
as O.C . Troop-golf permitting.
The sole techpical representative in the Troop H.Q. is Staff
Sergeant G. Bnndle, the Troop F. of S., who is responsible
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ENTHUSIAST
Staff-Sergeant Brind le prepares to take off. A gl id ing enthusiast,
he is t he Assistant Chief Flying Instructor of the Crusaders Gliding
Clu b . . . bu t his attempts to get various other members of the
Squadron up in his ' engineless brute' have so fa r failed. " But keep
try ing George" say the Squadron

for the over~ll. technical .supervision of the radio relay detachme!1ts. A .gliding enthusiast, F. of S. Brindle, is the Assistant
Chief Flying Insm~ctor of the Crusaders Gliding Club. His
a~empt~ to get vanous other members of the Squadron up in
his engmeless brute have so far failed, but keep trying, George.
The other. half of the Troop is Corporal Jack and L ance~orl?oral Gn eve. The former is the T roop M .T. N .C.0., who,
10 !:us s~are time i;uns a thriving chicken farm. L ance-Corporal
Grieve 1s Second-m-Command to just about everything in the
1:roop, M.T., Troop Office and chicken farm. He comes into
h1s own, however, as captain of the Dhekelia Signals 'B ' basketball team.

Sport
This is still the busy season for sport, and we have had our
share of activity. Sergeant Lowry has represented the Army
(Cyprus) at rugby versus a visi?ng R.N. team and the R. A.F.
(Cyprus) teams, both resulting m victories for the Army. Staff
Sergeant Barnett, o~r resident golf expert, has represented the
Army (Cyprus) agams.t R .A.F. (Cyprus), and the Combined
Services (Cyprus) against a Persian Gulf team.
The Royal Signals (Cyprus) Inter-Squadron Six-a-Side
H ockey and Rugby Sevens Competitions wer e h eld recently
at ?~h Signal . Regiment. The Squadron won the hockey comp etition, beatmg .262 Squadron 2- I in a hard-fought final;
at rugby, we lost m the final to 2 Squadron, 9th R egiment.
Sehoolchildren' s visits
~ece~tly .a. party of si~th fo_rm pupils from St. John's School,
Ep1skop1, VISlted the Ep1skop1 Element of the Squadron. This
was pan ?f a joint presentation by 259, 261 and 262 Squadrons.
The pupils were welcomed by the O.C., Major A. S. McK.
Anderson, who explained the rol e of the Squadron. They
were then subjected to a ligh tning lecture by W.O.II (F. of S.)
D . E . . G .. Lanyon, after ~hich they wer e fully ' au fait ' with
t~e principles ~f modulation, A.M. and F.M., microwave techruques and radio relay systems! After this they were conducte d
round radio relay i:;ngineering control, where W.0.1 (F. of S.)
E. M. Short explained the intricacies of engineering a radio
relay system, and ~he Episkopi terminal where Sergeants
Joglekar and Hethenngton expounded on the delights of the
HM 314/3~5 radios. Whilst none of the party could be persuaded to sign on, the presence of 16-year-old school girls about
the ~quadron was voted to be a good thing. Further visits
of this sort co the Squadron are anticipated with pleasure!

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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B.20 HF SSB Statian Radia

The B.20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B.20 HF SSB tation Radio,
which has an RF output of 30W
p.e.p. , represents an entirely new
d esign concept. The tran mitterreceiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Pies ey
specialJy for this equipment, and
T H E WI RE , AP RIL-MAY
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which provide 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MH z.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, bi:it a.m. and c.w.
facilities are al o provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft . (2.4m) whip antennae at range
in excess of 30 mile (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distances in excess of 45 miles
(72 km) are po ible. Using sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achieved.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award to Industry
1969 for the export achievements of its Electronic
:;::::: :.~·~:::
Group.
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

e

PLESSEY Electronics
The Ple sey Company Limited,
Radio S ·stems Divi ion,
Ilford, E ex England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex : 23166
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261 Signal Squadron (Air Support)
B.F.P.O. 53
all members of 261, pa t and fmure, apologies for our
T
long ab ence in print from the pag s of THE WIRE. It is the
writer' e.·perience over the year that nothing is mor(! conduciv to furuvc backward glances and hiding in corners than
the mention of ' this month's WIRE notes'! Whereas I can
promi e no literary ma terpiece, I will at least endeavour to
bring you up to date on some of the more noceworthy happenings of the last month or so.

Sport
I shall not attempt a blow-by-blo v description of our accompli hmems or otherwise in this field. We have just recovered
from the Royal Signals (Cyprus) six-a- ide hockey and evena-side rugby. We came third out of six in both events, a very
creditable performance by both team .• e pecially Sergeant Eric
Williams and the rugby team, who had never played as a team
until the day. One unfortunate virtually stepped straight off the
plane on to the rugby field.
Football in the Squadron may seem rather confused to the
outsider. Airfield Troop at R.A.F Akrotiri play in one league,
and S.H.Q. and Station Troop, at R.A.F. Episkopi, play in another. The standard fluctuates with the beer sales in the
J.R.C., but at the time of writing, the Episkopi rerun are on
the upward swing, thanks to such stalwarts as Corporal Morris,
Lance-Corporal Large and Signalman Catting, not torgening
Signalman Ernie Hooper, who provides both team and spectator with a dazzling display of his own i.ninUtable brand of
soccer.
The Squadron basketball team is also doing well again
under the guidance of Sergeant Eric Williams. We all eagerly
await the return of W.0.1 (F. of S.) Derek Prime from his ski
course on Troodos· no doubt we shall be able to give you more
details of his e::\.'Periences in the snow at some future date.
P.S.-At the time of despatch, we learn that Foreman Prime
languishes in the R.A.F. Hospital with a broken ankle!
Work
Distasteful work at the best of times, but we must all earn
our military salary. For those of you not familiar with the
geography of the Squadron I shall give you a brief run-down.
.H.Q. and Station Troop reside at R.A.F. Episkopi. The
majority of the Squadron are based at R.A.F. Akrotiri in the
Airfield Troop, commanded by Captain Gatward, ably assisted
by Staff Sergeant Tony Bermingham. Here, Project Troop is
also deployed, since most of their SWS tasks are inevitably at Akrotiri. Captain (T.0.T.) J. A. Milton has just taken over
from Captain (T.O.T.) J. B. Jupe, so perhaps we will see
fewer members of the Squadron nursing damaged limbs as a
result of the inevitable Jupe salesmanship in persuading all
and sundry that ski-ing and parachuting are as easy as falling
off a log. (If you must fall off a log, don't forget to hold a
proper parachuting position-you'll come to no harm then).
Airfield Troop, RAF Nicosia, commanded by Sergeant Terey
Stacey, is next on the list. We also have small detachments
with 280 Signal Unit at Cape Gata and RAF Troodos. We
also provided a further Airfied Troop at R.A.F. El Adem, but
those of you who read your newspapers will know that this
tation is very shortly due to join the ranks of those postings
talked about wistfully in the bars of messes and clubs. It's
strange how, when serving in some of the more remote stations,
one does nothing but curse the sand or the heat, the mosquitoes, the rain, etc., but once they are vacated, never to be
re-visited, they seem to acquire a nostalgic quality out of all
proportion to t1 eir true worth.
The main work of the Squadron is, quite naturally, centred
on Akrotiri. This station must now surely be one of the
busiest R.A.F. base in the world. At the time of writing,
operating from Akrotiri are Vulcans, Phantoms, Harriers,
Lightnings, Canberras, not to mention the transient Britannias,
Hercules, VC-105 and the resident Argosies. All these aircraft,
of cour e, mean work, and yet more work for the linemen and
technicians of the Airfield Troop. If there are any linemen
who feel they are not fully extended in their present jobs, they
could always volunteer for 261 Signal Squadron, we can
promise you plenty of variety and plenty of good, hard graft.
R.A.F. Episkopi ha~ just finished an IS exercise which involved two days of rather hectic to-ing and fro-ing. The
exercise culminated in an overwhelming attack on the 261
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' quadron compound. The next morning saw a scene of carnage and de olation-thc compound littered with cartridge cases
and shredded thunderfla he ' . The 5um total of damage appeared
to have been the hub cap of the Squadron Commander's
ta.ff car, blown off by a near miss. Of course it was pure
chance that we lost 75 per cent of our officer strength just
before the battle. Captains Barnaby, Lettin and Hutley were
sitting in the EARELF Officers' Mess after lunch, no doubt
discussing the deployment of their troops when a grenade
(disguised a a beer tin) rolled in. Never have I seen such
' happy dead men ' as they collected their equipment and disappeared.
Well, that seems to be all for the moment, the fountain has
run dry. However, I iiall attempt to put us in print a little
more often in future.

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.O. 53
Showing the Corps Ong
N Friday, 13th February, 3rd Signal Group were hosts to
O
t\venty-three sixth form pupils of St. John's Sdlool,
Episkopi, with the aim of demonstrating the role of Royal
Signals in the modern army. After the pupils had seen the
tatic specialist installations of 259 and 261 Squadrons, we set
out to show simpler and more flexible battlefield communication ~ystems. Following the theme of Royal Signals provision
of communications from unit level to field formation H.Q.'s,
members of Radio Troop illustrated the flexibility and interoperability of the current range of radio equipment by setting
up both HF and VHF nets using a number of different vehiclebome and manpack sets. The masters and pupils took a lively
interest in the working sets, and were soon operating from the
two Commander's Rover vehicles, and trying on manpack sets
for size and weight.
Not to be outdone, the technicians and radio relaymen of
Technical Troop set up working demonstrations of Royal
Signals point-to-point trunk communications used for interconnecting field formation H.Q.s. The C41/R222 and B70 sets

together with associated carrier equipments provoked some interesting questions concerning their use in a battlefield environment. To complete the trunk communications picture, two
W.R.A.C. comcen operator N.C.O.s from the Squadron's Communication Centre in Dhekclia demonstrated teleprinter tape
preparation and transmission.
The final stand carried a working amateur radio station
flanked by an impressive display of action photographs of the
Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team. Among the many
amateur radio enthusiasts contacted during the demonstration
was Captain Ray Webb, Royal Signals, a member of the Corps
Amateur Radio Society, who is currently serving in Stiarjah.
• Tourists ' here ngaht
With a splendid climate and very good training areas, Cyprus
provides an irresistible attraction for U.K.-based units whose
aim is to combine some useful training with a change of air
and scene. During February we were pleased to welcome
elements of two Royal Signals units to the Dhekelia training
accommodation - an airportable medium radio detachment
from 14th Regiment (who alarmed the S.B.A. police with an
impressive and unexpected display of antennas and lights), and
a larger party from S Infantry Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron
who promptly went "walkabout" in the Akamas training area,
80 miles away at the western tip of the island. However, we
kept in touch wim a Cll/R210 to Al3 link working successfully
straight over the 6,000 feet high Troodos mountain range, thus
adding to our knowledge of communication feasibility on the
island.
The sporting life

On 11th February, a team of hopefuls from the Squadron
competed over a testing figure of eight course in the Cyprus
Army Minor Unit Cross Country Championships, with the start
and finish being placed at the crossover point of the eight!
Despite hard running, the team could not achieve a better
placing than fourth, but Corporal Michael Stocks was individual
winner by a comfortable margin. A few days later he ran in
the Army Cyprus 'A' team in the annual match against the
R.A.F., but although he was again the first Army runner to
finish, he was beaten into third place by two R.A.F. runners,
and the R.A.F. went on to win the match.
In company with the or'ner two independent Squadrons in
Cyprus, we are sometimes inclined to bemoan the handicap ~f
being few in number and widely dispersed. However, when it
comes to competing in purely Royal Signals competitions, such
excuses won't wash. When the Corps foregathered at 9th
Regiment on 25th February to contest the inter-squadron 6-aside. hockey and 7-a-side rugby, we were determined to put
aside excuses-mainly because we intended to win! Unfortunately, our rugby seven was not on form(!), but the unkindest
cut was losing the hockey final to 259 Squadron by the narrowest
of margins-so near and yet so far.

Foster, who, upon completion of his BI, joins 207 1gnal
Squadron in B.A.O.R
Signalman ' Geordie' (' Skinhead ') Carver can claim credit
for the construction of a very well-<iesigned rest room next to
our radio room in Fortress H.Q.; even M.P.B.W. approved.
He follows Bill Macintyre to 4th Division, B.A.0.R.
I go to 30th Regiment to await a fate unknown after concluding a tour in the Naval comcen.
We part, then, after only 16 months as a Troop, in various
frames of mind, upon leaving this place of varied employment.

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
Reeruiting campaign
IFE in the Volunteers progresses very much in stages, and
at this time of the year, the annual recruiting campaign,
lasting a fortnight, is very much much with us. Bales of
' hand-outs ' and hanging cards for shop windows have been
distributed, street by street, by the Permanent Staff. Signalnt;lD
John Forster--dvil servant by day, soldier in the eveninghas leapt in and out of helicopters and Land Rovers, his
martial ability being recorded by Tyne/Tees Television and
the local press for a series of advertisements. Teleprinters in the
market place, the band playing to Saturday afternoon shoppersthe sales campaign is high pressure. This particular fortnight
was marred by heavy snowfalls and freezing fog. Volunteer life
can be very difficult!

L

One reason for joining
Our photograph shows June Smith, one of our W.R.A.C.
volunteers, on her wedding day. Her husband is Lance-Corporal
Stephen Hamilton, also a member of the Regiment, and they
met at SO Squadron in Darlington. A guard of honour of eight
volunteers turned up to present them with a ' Jimmy ' horseshoe and, just to make the day memorable, June's younger
sister also got married; our best wishes to all of them.

ls tliis a record? aslu

665 Signal Troop, Gibraltar

CONSIDERABLE INTEREST AROUSED

Corporal George Coles had an attentive audience at his manpack
radio stand
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Signalman ' Taffy ' Owen, on behalf of the Troop, writes:
Formed December, 1968.
Disbanded March, 1970.
Can any Troop top that. We are/were the resident Signal
Troop in Gibraltar.
Before our disbandment is carried out, we feel we must
.
. .
claim a little space in THE WIRE. .
During ' our reign ' we have assisted m trammg, almost
up to Corps standards, Regimental Signallers of three Infantry
Battalions, namely Royal Irish Rangers, Royal Ulster Rifles,
Royal Regiment of Fusilier .
The Troop Sergeant, S~rgeant John . Harrison, has the
fortune (misfortune?) to remam her~ ~s radio sergeant. Corporal
Bill Macintyre, one of our brilliant telephone exchange
operators, having supported most honourably all of the local
bars feels that after two year here, he must return to
B.A.'o.R. to carry on after his prev:ious five-year tour. . .
Our budding sportsman of the Troop, Lai;ice-C.orJ>?ral Dickie
Daniels, returns to England (fixed!) to firush hi ume at the
School of Signals.
.
We wish to pass on our regards to Signalman (ZB2A) Mervyn
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY
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T .A.V.R. SERVICE BROUGHT THEM TOGETHER

Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Hamilton with their Volunteer Guard
of Honour. On their left is Mrs. Hamilton's sister who was married
on the same day

• • • and another
Congratulations, too, to Signalman D. Piper, who came s!xth
in the recent Northern Command Cross-Country Championships out of a field of 75 runners. He now goes forward to the
Army Championships, to be held shortly.
(Continued on page 175)
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(Continued from page 173)
Ladies' Night
. Some_ 70 officers and their ladies attended the annual ladies'
night dinner at Brambles Farm. The opportunity was taken
to dine-~ut Captain Bill EUington, the L.A.D. commander, who
was leaving to take. comman~ of 124 ~ecovery Campaign (V).
We congratulate him on f:i1s promotion and wish him the
best of luck. At the same ti me, a warm welcome to Captain
Jim Storey, who has arrived to take command of the L.A.D.
Officer t"raining
Over the ~ame weekend, the Regimental Officers attended
a st1:1dy period at Bradford Armoury, Darlington. Special
menuon must be made of the W.R.A.C. subaltern's presentation
to the problem set to them. It took the form of a playlet and
although this undoubtedly contained the correct answers to th~
questions set, the entertainment value was immense. It is
understood that it is to be set to music and presented as a
pantomime at Christmas.

The role of an O.T.C. is to give pre-Service training to
undergraduates seeking commissions in me Regular Army the
T. & A.V.R. or the C.C.F. All Cadets take Certificate 'B •'pan
I, and i~ the case of Royal Signals, they go on to take Part
II (special to Arm) course and examination at the School of
Signals, Blandford.
An.nual training camps of 15 days are held in the long
vacation, and more emphasis is to be given in the future to
attachments to the Regular Army, either as units or by subunits. This 0.T.C. has had a very profitable attachment to
24th :nfantry Brigade last summer-the Signals sub-unit training wit? 2~th Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron; ti1e Infantry
sub-umt with 3 L.I., and the R.E. v' .E. sub-unit with 15th
If!fantry Works~ops. This close contact with the Regular Army
sumulates the mtere;t of the Cadets and may be a deciding
factor _wbe~ they are thinking of a career in their final year
at Umvers1ty.
This contingem has, since 1964, produced for our Corps
three regular officers and nine T.A.V.R. officers. If you would
like more detailed information about the O.T.C., you can
find it in me British Army Review No. 31, April, 1969.

East Mitllantls Universities 0. T.C. (TA VR)
Nottingham
(Serving Notiingham, Leicester and Loughborough Un::versities)

Do Yoursell a Favour!

By Captain John B. France, Royal Signals (T.A.V.R.)

If you are serving and have a standing order for
''The Wire," please keep us info rmed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.

I

FEEL it is time that the Officers' Training Corps appeared
in print, if only to put on record the fact that of the 16
O.i;-.c. U:niversity Comingems (T.A.V.R.) throughout the
Umted Kingdom, no les than twelve have Royal Signals
sub-units, some with a Royal Signals P.S.I. In addition to this,
the Corps also fills W.O.I (R.S .M.) appointments at some of
the O.T.C.s, and occa ionally prcvides an officer as Training
Major to a contingent.
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Garrard offer you
the time of your life.

If you know just where to go, you can
get a new Rover cheaper than a used one
Go to any Rover dealer. And should you
have posting orders from the U.K. to overseas,
or from one overseas country to another,
he will tell you that you qualify for
special concessions.
In the form of about £500 off the list price
of a new Rover 2000.
Here's what you get for your money. A car,
though built with up-to-date production
methods, still built with painstaking care at every
stage.
And instead of brief checks, we give every
engine a full bench test. And drive each car
around the test track until we are satisfied.

Instead of mere padding, a safety cage
surrounds and protects you.
And the cage is surrounded by 22 more
very real safety features.
It's these standards, these features and the
thinking behind them, that make a Rover a
remarkable car at any price. Even more so, at
£500 off.
You r Rover dealer will tell you more about
the car and tax concessions. Or write to: Personal
Export Sales Centre, British Leyland Motor
Corporation Ltd., 41-46 Piccadilly, London, SWl
or Personal Export Dept., The Rover Company
Ltd., Solihull, Warwickshire.

This beautiful Garrard watch in a 9 carat gold case is
fully automatic and has a calendar feature. The only thing
about it that has nothing to do with the time is its simple,
elegant look. You could cherish this watch for a lifetime
yet it doesn't take your life saving to buy. The price
is a mere £32. ros. Like all Garrard watches, it carries
an unconditional two-year guarantee.
If you would like to know more about this watch and
others in the superb Garrard range, please write for the
Watch Catalogue.

GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET, LONDON WIA 2JJ. TELEPHO · E: 01-7341020
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Tile Highlight of the Year for 39th (City of LonJon) Signal Regiment (VJ
This is Ron Cathcart. 33.
.\forried \\ ith fiyc children
and, until recently, a
telecommunications m,'truccor in the Rnyal Corp of Signals.
l 'celin.r the need for the more
settled do~1cstic lif;.· that 'ci\ \ ~ street'
offered, Ron left the RC' ati:cr many
enjoyable~ car,· and, eig;ht month. ago
1oinc<l .\ lichclin Tj re Company on an
'open' ba ·i ·,after passing through the
Company's selection procedure;
Rons qualities were asses. eel and he
washclpe<ltochoo ca ·uitablccarcer.
He is al present undcq;oing training
for a po t as a production supervisor
at the toke factory.
This is'' hat Ron Cathcart ays
about hi nC\\ career.

"The first t!ting that strud· me about
Jlirhe/1111J1t1s thefriend~y r1t111osphere,
tll1tl a rt't1l tea111 spir;t JVhich I did nor
expect tfJ find in i11d11sl1J'· Respomibility

isgit-1'11 as soon asyou are re111frfor it

career in production, engineering,
"ork ·rudyor personnel .
111·11i/11ble .1101111re gire11ajob11111/ leji to
Please'' rite 1m\\ Ln the
Recruitment ,\,la nagcr of the
get 011111it hit.
Michelin Tyre Company at St11keJfo1111d the tmmitio11 to cin~ ) 1 lifi:
on-Trcnt, Sta fl~. ST+ +EY Or phone
lidpcdgre11t(Jr I~)' the u1:r thorough
him at Stoke-on-Trent 482 I c.1 le
tr11 i11ing programme 111/iich al/011•s. )'Oii
"ill arrange to in ten ic" you at your
111 Sl'fJ'Ollr omn pace, 1J>itlii11 reason.
co1wcmcnce.
Fri11ge lm1~/its such 11s the c1111tee11
~ [orcabout;\lichclin.
seri'ias 1111d the sports and social
- ~ .Vlichclin offers) ou the security
amenities 11re 11/11 high stt111dard rll/(l
of heing part ofan c\.pan<ling,
.Mirheli1111dopts <1111111derst1111di11g
international Company. Your salary
attitude to iii~}' perso11nl d~(/irn!t ies-as
on tarting is good and becomes
l /011111/ 10 II()' 11rh.:rmtag,e.
increasingly better as) ou progress.
The opport1mitiesfor promo1io11 are
You benefit from the additional
go,od a11d I seetJI;)' rnreer 1vitlt Michelin
securitv of free life a. suranceand an
ns an exciting cluille11ge."
Ron Cathcart is doing well and has attracti\'e pension scheme. Medical,
canteen and sporting facilities arc
found him. el fa career at Michelin
first-rate. Michelin takes o\·er your
and notjustajob.
remonl problems and expen es and
i\ lichclin want more liJ..e him ...
assist you and your family with
- men" ith an ambition to carve out
a new, progrcssiYe management
accommodation.
11111/, 11/t hough.frie11dfr arhire is aln>1q•s

START ANEW
CAREER
AT MICHELIN

· Visit of the

lord Mayor of
London
Bowater, D.S.O., T.D.,
SIRtheIan_Lord
Mayor of London,

a~compan1ed

_by the Sheriffs, paid
his annual VlSlt to 39th (City of
London) Signal Regiment (V) on
13th February. He inspected a
guard of honour before meeting the
Officers and visiting the Other
Ranks' Club and the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
The Lord Mayor and everal
other guests were then entertained
to dinner in the Officers' Mess.
The Hon. Colonel, Colonel T. B.
Langton, M.C., together with tile
Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel R. C. WaJker, welcomed T he Lord Mayor inspects a guard of honour outside the Regiment's Headquarters in Worship Street
the guests who included: The
EC. The guard commander is Lieutenant R. Hedgecoe. Behi.1d the Lord Mayor are the Commanding
Mayor of Hackney, Councillor L.
Officer and the Mayor of Hackney
H. House; the Mayor cif Royal
Tunbridge W ells, Councillor Miss
P; E. F.· _Thesinger, T.D.; the Master of Signals, Major-Genera]
the Master of the Worshipful Company of Skinners, The Lord
SU' Wilham Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E.; the G .O.C.-in-C.
Alport; the President, South East T.A.V.R. Association, Colonel
Southern Command, Genera] Sir Michael Carver, K.C.B.,
Sir William Mullens, D.S.O., T.D., D .L.; the Secretary, Greater
C.~.E-~ D.S.O., M.C., A.D.C.; the Director, W.R.A.C.,
London T.A.V.R. Association, Brigadier H. E. C. Weldon,
Bngadier The Hon. Dame Mary Anderson, D.B.E., A.D.C.;
C.B.E., D.L.
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lThis Armv man didl
4 0 th (Uls ter) Signal R e gime nt (V)
Belfast
HASE III of the ' Hall ' plan has been put into action.
P
The unsuspecting inhabitants of Co. Antrim, in particular
those around the town of Ballymoney, where we have ju t
acquired a new centre, are about to be recruited into the
Ulster Signal Regiment. Plan ' B ' of Phase III is the most
fiendishly cunning part, not for 40th, just a recruiting room,
' bulled '-up recnriting vehicles and teams, but weekend recruiting exercises have been devised which ' involve ' whole towns
and townlands. Vehicles and men get purposely lost so that
the locals whose aid is sought may be made to feel that their
knowledge is indispensable to Britain's safety. What defence
has a garage mechanic got when our Scammel breaks down
outside his garage, his help is sought by very knowledgeablelooking soldiers, and he proves to be the only one capable of
discovering a loose plug lead? Ten minutes of flattery from
our entire L.A.D. and a couple of Guinness in the nearest
bar and he's in!

MICHELIN IS WHERE THE CAREER JOBS ARE
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Proble m s t hat only t h e greatest milita ry b rains
c ould a n s w er
A successful officers' study weekend was held in a Grade I
hotel in Newcastle, Co. Down. The writer remembers only the
highligh ts; there was too much 'study ' and the usual problems
1 9 70
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answerable only by the greatest military brains in Europe were
posed. A formal ' informal ' dinner night was held at one
stage, and afterwards, to use the C.O.'s own words: "Most of
the officers proved that they could still swim in the new hotel
pool when they were as wet inside as they were outside.''
Colonel Chell, the Deputy Group Commander, attended as an
observer and, I noticed, ' observed ' the two bus loads of air
hostesses from Dublin who were also having a weekend conference. Lieutenant-Colonel P eter MacGillivray, the new CR
Signals, .I., gave a very interesting lecture and threw light on
the activjty of our C.O. in N.I.C. during the recent troubles, and
Major Oliver Eaton, from 69 Squadron, Londonderry, to d us
about the activities of 13 Group.

Tltr ee for t h e T .E.lU.
A parade was held at Clonaver Camp, during which three
Territorial Efficiency Medals were presented by our Honorary
Colonel, Colonel J. M cCann, to Second-Lieutenant Malone, of
our Lisburn Squadron, and Staff Sergeant O'Brien and Corporal
Roy, R.A.P.C.
Other domestic news is that Major Dixon, O.C. 81 Squadron,
and Lieutenant Murphy have had additions to their families,
a boy and girl respectively. As Q.M. Carnell and Captain
Roberts have been on the recce for 81' annual camp, tile
youngest Dixon may expect a bottle of Aphrodites Gripewater or Cypriot bootees sometime in May.
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Sport

HlJGDY
Corp · \'. R.M .A. andhurst-lost 12~. 11th M arch.
Corps v. Royal Corps of Transport-won 18- 8. 13th March.
chool of ignals won the South West District Rugby Cup
beating their opponents 14- 3. 6th March.

OHIENTEElllNG
216 Parachute Signal Squadron won the 3rd Division Minor
U nits orienteering championships held at Bulford recently.

HOCKEY
8th ignal Regiment are through to the final of the U .K.
Major Units hockey championships having beaten the Cheshires
3-0 in the emi-finals.
Stop Press.-They went down to S.E.M.E., Bordon, in the
final, by the only goal scored.

CANOEING

A LITTLE CHILLY?
Apprentices College Sub-Aq ua Club pose for the camera
Tlae Sileat World--on ice

or Scuba Diving in the local gravel pit
By W.0.11 ' Geordie' Sanderson
OOKING out of my office window, here in the frozen
L
North of England, just after reading Lieutenant David
Moir's article in the January/February issue of THE WIRE, I

wondered if it was really worth the effort to attempt to run a
diving club in such trying (very!) and miserable conditions as
we suffer (literally!) in this part of the world--<:ompared with
what must be the luxurious diving conditions where Lieutenant
Moir is.
However, despite our far from ideal circumstances, there is,
here in the Apprentices' College, an ever-increasing enthusiasm
for diving, and it is difficult to keep pace with the demand. The
College l..>iving Club bas a strength of nearly 30, comprising the
Permanent Staff, Apprentices, two Senior N.C.0.s from the
nearby American base at Menwith Hill, and a fireman from the
local station. The Chief Instructor, Lieutenant-Colonel D. A.
Barry, has been 'down under' to see for himself what it is all
about, and ~1e, too, has 'caught the bug' and is now attending
Scuba lectures.
For any doubters there may be, the accompanying photograph
hould be proof enough that diving actually does take place.
It hows our local gravel pit where, below the surface, visibility
is only three feet; to ensure safety, a rope circuit has to be
put down so that we can find our way back . . . oh for the
clear waters of the Pacific!
Talking of depths, Lieutenant Moir quotes 10, 20, 30, 40
feet for his first dive. Here, in our gravel pit, it is a case of
0, 3, 5, and a maximum of 7 feet, because at this depth the
torch no longer gives sufficient light to observe the depth
gauge. We assume that we have reached the bottom simply
when we can go no further!
You may wonder why we bother to dive in such miserable
nmditions. That is a question which only someone who bas
aived can really answer. However, I should like to say, on behalf of the members of the College D iving Club, that we
should dearly like to accept Lieutenant Moir's invitation and to
be given the chance to dive in and appreciate the beauty of
the clean and warm water. For myself, I have logged over
20 dives and established three diving clubs in various Ro;Yal
Signals units-and yet, after twenty years, I am still waiung
for an opportunity to dive in the Pacific.
One day, Lieutenant Moir, I may be able to accept your invitation; until then, good divmg! ... I have to go and 'referee'
a snowball fight.
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The following eight members of the Corps have been awarded
Army Colours for canoeing for the 1969 season:
Lance-Corporal R. G. Story, School of Signals, Blandford
Camp, Dorset; Lance-Corporal D. G. Alexander, 2 Div. H.Q.
and ignal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 46 (due posting to pth Sign~!
Regiment, June 1970); Corporal M. J. Bull, 30th Signal Regiment, Blandford Camp, Dorset; Lance-Corporal T. Wilkinson,
18th Signal Regiment, c/o G.P.0. Singapore; A/ Lance-Corporal
D. D. Wink, 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 46;
A/Lance-Corporal R. M . Pawlow, 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 46; Lance-Corporal A. Robinson, 30th Signal
Regiment, Blandford Camp, Dorset; Sergeant M. A. Brett,
School of Signals (29 F. of S. Course), Blandford Camp, Dorset.
These awards were announced at the annual general meeting
of the Army Canoe Union, which was held at the Ministry of
Defence on Friday, 13th February.
Individual noti.ficiation of these awards of Army Colours
will be made in due course by the Army Canoe Union direct
to each of the individuals concerned.

HIRE YOUR LEAVE CAR
from

Morleys of Kingston
MORRIS, FORD and HILLMAN
vans, saloons, estates and automatics,
VOLKSWAGEN DORMOBILE
motor caravans.

By Lieutenant M. D. Patterson, 249 Signal Squadron

HEN I ~earn~ tilat I w~s to be attached to the 2nd Royal
W
Australian Signal Regiment at Watsonia Barracks some
12 miles north-east of Melbourne, and having heard so' much
about the tough, rugged, bronzed Anzacs and their opinions'
of ' those Pomroy bastards,' I viewed my attachment with some
apprehens:on.
Before I left Singapore, I decided to do some homework on
Australia. After I had spoken to a number of Australians
I gained the impression that only two parts of Australia wer~
inhabited-Melbourne and Sydney-everybody either came
from Melbourne or Sydney. The second impression was that
there was no love lost between me two cities. The Melbournians thought I was very fortunate to be going to Melbourne and not Sydney; those from Sydney thought vice versa.
However, my family and I arrived in Melbourne on 27th
September last, on what turned out to be a very interesting
and enjoyable six months.
Our arrival coincided with one of the two major events
of the year-the Victorian Football League Grand Final, when
120,000 people packed the Melbourne cricket ground to watch
the 'Footy' match of the year. Australian rules football is
rather like rugby, but not so technical.
The second major event of the year took place early in
November-the Melbourne Cup. The occasion is not unlike
Royal Ascot Week in England. By this time I had found out
the three ' major religions ' of Victorians-' Footy,' racing and
beer. I would not like to place them in any particular order
of popularity!
But life was not all sport. My first Troop was a mixture
of everything 2nd Signal Regiment bad to offer-switchboards,
field comcen, medium radio relay, TRC 90 detachments for
long-range tropospheric scatter links, and HF radio detachments. The Troop was formed for Exercise ' Mozart,' one of
the largest communications exercises ever undertaken by the
the Royal Australian Corps of Signals. It was during this
exercise that I realised just how big Australia really is;
the Troop was deployed over a large area. The furthest relay
site was some 210 miles from Troop H.Q., and because no
helicopters were available, it meant a long drive to visit the
relay.
I approached the exercise with a certain amount of caution.
All the equipment used was of American design and manufacture, but although the equipment differed from our own, the
procedures were almost identical. I had a very useful ally in
Sergeant Denis Hulme, who was an ex-Royal Signals Bl comcen operator. The exercise was of tremendous value to me;
the only way to learn is through experience, and being thrown
in at the deep end helped.
Once Exercise ' Mozart 'was over, the Christmas celebrations and the most popular of Australian pastimes, beer-drinking, started in earnest. It took a long time to get used to drinking beer ice-cold and in ridiculous 6oz. glasses. Most of Christmas was spent in an alcoholic haze. I will always remember
my wife being taken to task by the Adjutant, Captain John
Methven, for daring to store FOOD in the fridge!

Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £7.10.0 per Week
SUMMER from £14.0.0 per Week

After the Christmas festivities, it was back to work, and this
time as O.C. Medium Radio Troop, which consisted of some
6 x GRC-106 HF detachments (similar to the Cll-SSB) and
4 x PRC-47 /125 detachments. Again I was lucky in having
Sergeant Ken Tongue, ex-Royal Signals ex-S.A.S., as my
Troop Sergeant, and was, perhaps, the most interesting pan
of my attachment. Most of the Troop were National Servicemen and represent a large cro s section of the Australian
Society. Basically, I found there is no difference between a
' Digger' and a 'Pomroy' soldier.

NO MILEAGE CHARGE
INSURANCE INCLUDED
Period hire discounts up to 25%.
Brochure and quotation by airmail.
76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KINGSTON-ON
THAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND

There was a lot of 'give and take' on both sides. My
' Diggers ' would ask me if it was true that ' Pommies ' only
bathed once a year, and I would ask them if they used
Kangaroos for S.D.S. Another point that was often made
by the 'Diggers' was about dress! I d~n't think they have
ever seen two British officers dressed ahke. One has to be
very careful with one's bits of kit-side-hats, stable belts and
spurs are all regarded as good trophies.

or
POVEY CROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
AIRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.
CABLES: "KARHIRE," KINGSTON
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The world is a ve1 y small place indeed, especially m the
Army. There were a number of ex-Royal Signals in 2nd Signal
Regiment. Apart from Sergeants Hulme and Tongue, there
was Captain Colin Boughton, one of the original Y. of ., and
Staff Sergeant Randall, ex-Chief Clerk in C.S.O.'s Branch,
FARELF.
The attachment was made even more enjoyable because
people were so friendly and sincere. Everyone we met went
out of their way to make us feel one of them. Friends showed
us all the sights and places of interest. All this was greatly
appreciated by my wife and I, and we hope one day to be
able to do the same in return.

Saga of a Stable Belt or • ••
If ,,ou don't s1•cceed at ii1•st, try, try again

An

old maxim presented
in a new light.

November of last year, I
ItheNstrap
experienced a failure of
securing on my stable

belt and ruefully decided to
effect a replacement of the
major item. An exploratory
enquiry was made on the P.R.!. net and this revealed that a
large stock of stable belts was held. However, they were all
of one size and none were suitable for wear by this ageing and
rotund officer.
This did not appear to present an insuperable difficulty and,
on 26th November, I sent a letter with cheque enclosed to a
firm well known for producing these belts, in which I stated
my problem and requested that a belt of suitable length be
forwarded to me. Meanwhile, I found it possible to secretively
use a Service Cloth belt to secure my trousers. My confidence
in the concealment of this item by my woolly pullover, was
equalled only by my satisfaction in being able to WEAR that
necessary piece of kit, a soft S.D. belt.
My cheque came back to me with a letter ' thanking me for
returning the stable belt ' and advising me that they didn't
have a larger one in stock.
It was at this time that I got an odd feeling about my
decision to buy a new belt but anyway, I thought I'd try a
new tack and on 4th December, wrote a letter to the P.R.!.
of a large Signal Regiment in the north in which I explained
my dilemma and Jack of success with the (named) well-known
manufacurer. I asked if by chance he could assist and also
added that I realised that this was a rather unusual source of
supply tilat I hoped to tap and an uncommon channel of
enquiry.
It was not long before I got a reply from a civilian clerk
who advised me that they only had one size of belt and that
they were not able to assist me in this matter. He went on to
suggest that I write to the (named) well-known manufacturer
and helpfully enclosed the address of same.
After a wry smile and, following the dictum that when one
door shuts another opens, I rested awhile; and then decided
to write to another manufacturer who bad recently advertised
in a magazine not unknown to Royal Signals personnel. On
30th December, I again wrote a letter and forwarded it, with
cheque, to what was to be the latest recipient of my request
for a one-<>ff job.
December pas ed and we entered a new ·decade January
dragged its heels but finally gave way to February and all the
talk of ' the new rates.' I sat fatly at my desk and puzzled now
and again on the non-appearance of a new stable belt or even
a 'Dear Sir' letter. On the 5th February, with hand baking
hysterically, I wrote a short letter timedly enquiring on what
the form was.
It was on tile 10th February, 1970. that a small parcel wa~
handed to me by a junior N.C.0. Sly comment at very low
signal strength drifted through the office as I diffidently opened
it to reveal the new belt which I shall happily wear until
June when I put aside uniform for good.
I uppose if I'd kept off the puds and plank this problem
would never have arisen.
'Bu TY'
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• note>. · inserted be-re due to lat~
"oral - all notes te be in Editor's
bands b~· the- l2t-h ef the month.

" ltml!i. ion.

Band/take-o,·er certlfieafos
' RECEIVED one Regiment plus one Bruno bear in good
gruntle.' le may be supposed that Lieutenant-Colonel
David Barker signed something to this effect on taking over
command of the Unit. The welcomes and the farewells have
ince been said and done at all the Regimental nodal pointsat Officers', Sergeants', all ranks' and civilian functions and for
Mrs. Janne Barker, in the 1,000-tongued Wives' Club.
The special per onal contributions made to the Regiment
from 1967 to 1969 by Lieutenant-Colonel Douglas Hibberd and
Christine should now be recorded not only in quantitative
terms-the period has seen the Regiment and its role virtually
doubled and consolidated-but also qualitatively in terms of
their humour and pirit and integrity and imperturbability. Our
good wishes follow them on their new assigned-capability-role
in B.A.0.R. with H.Q. Radio Group.
Transfer rec!eipt ,·ouchers
Quartermasters are as often as not the subject for tears
rather than mirth. Therefore it is refreshing to broadcast the
news that Captain (Q.M.) Bill Finch, whilst hand-feeding the
deer in a nearby park over the weekend, turned his back
unwisely on one heavily-antlered stag in order to placate stag
o. 2 which was approaching from the south (assuming the
Q.M. was pointing north originally). At this stage, stag No. l
backed off three paces, revved up and butted the Q.M. smartly
in his northern prospect (again assuming that prior to impact
the Q.M. was pointing, etc ....).

the la t s:x marches vcr us Units of the Footguard in District
Premier Division the team inflicted a total of 30 goals on the
opposition and suffered eight goal in return. Unfortunately this
was one goal too many. The Irish Guards beat us 2-1 in the
event, despite the good efforts of Signalman Roberts, who also
plays for the Corps.

Fortheominll( events
Two Regimental diary dates may be of good spectator-value
to the Corps fellowship in London:
6.30 p.m., Thursday, 7th May: A Combined Corps Band
and Motor Cycle Display Team event at Beavers Lane
Camp, Hounslow.
10.30 a.m., Sunday, 10th May: Dedication of Corps Window
by the Mayor of Hounslow with the Regiment, at Holy
Trinity Church, Hounslow.
Farewells
We have lost with regret a number of colourful Unit and
Corps personalities on recent postings: Major Ian Robinson,
S.S.M. Prescott, Sergeant Strangwood, Sergeant Robinson.
Major Bill Lavers and Sergeant Webley go too on retirement
with our best wishes for their future fortune. Majors John
Welch and Jimmy Fyfe join us to redre s tbe balance.
Chain of eo1nmand
Colonel F. M. S. Winter, M.B.E., continues to watch over
the fortunes of the Regiment from his new vantage-point as
Commander
o. 2 Signal Group having handed over the
appointment of C.S.O. London District to Lieutenant-Colonel
Garmons-Wi11iams. Major Jimmy James joins C .S.O. Branch
Southern Command and we hope that Ruth will be safely out
of hospital following her ski-accident by the time these notes
appear. Major (retd.) Bill Quinn has left the Branch on retirement after notching up a total of nearly 50 years' service with
the Corps, a record to be proud of.

Pips in the post
Special congratulations are due in triplicate to our Hounslowba ed Corps triumvirate selected for commissions: R.S.M. V.
Thom, M.B.E., (Y. of S. (now Lieutenant) Coe and W.0.1
(C.C.) Stroud.

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

Commendations are also merited in sextuplet by the following
Unit successes on advanced drivers' tests: Captain Peter Walls,
R.S.M. Thom, Corporal Clarke, Lance-Corporal Fox, LanceCorporal Bellwood, Signalman Rodd.

Our hopes have centred round our football team which has
been in fighting fettle under Sergeant Jobes this season. In
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Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

of qualifications and

PE RS 0 N N E L MAN AG E R.

presentsalaryto:-

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL• BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND

Over a Century-old Partnership •

• •

Like the Servic·es , we have a tradition

PARSONS

Hysteric monument
A large travel-stained car roared on to the parade ground
recently and decanted a number of characters with cameras.
When challenged throatily by the R.S.M., the tourists replied
in all innocence that they had ' only come to see the famous
bear.'
There is one further event in the Lines with future touristpotential. Three-hundred trees are being planted. Moreover
these are not just plain wooden trees but special selections with
splendid latii;i names as long and foreign-sounding as the noises
almost certamly made by Roman emperors when losing the
soap in their Roman baths.

FPPt

ELECTRONIC TESTERS

UK or European posting?

• I. • plates off

Pay review
The recent pay increases, even the new rates for the technicians, were dwarfed in scale at the time by the gargantuan
amounts of message and S.D.S. traffic generated on their
account. No doubt the Regimental experience reflected the
pattern for the Corps at large but let it be put on record that
our Comcens and S.D.S. staffs did a hard job well particularly
W.R.A.C. (Signals).
'

Due to cont inued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

AD

Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid •3 years to pay • All
paperwork completed for you ·Last minute orders no problem

Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it wlll be ready and w aiting
for you at the airport- fully insured, with all th e paperwork comple1ed for the U.K.
Europe. or both. Th e lnformauon Pack gives you the ful l gen: forces discounts, special

H.P. 1erms, 1he lot ••.• Plu• • •h••f of colour brochure• of •II the l•t•n
models to browse through •t lel•ure. There' s no obhgalion whatever. You can
weig h everything up, take your time choosing-end take delivery wherever you land

PRINTING

to uphold , at the same time taking
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaining, through a special department ,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

Post to: NATOCARS ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488
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LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
binh and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
Brigadier

R. T. Williams

F.C.I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Major
T . F. William•
F.C.I.B.

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1970 and in subsequent years.
Specialist training courses lasting approximately nine months, according to the trainee's progress, are
held at intervals. Applications are now invited for the course starting in September, 1970.
During training, a salary will be paid on the following scale :
£800 per annum
Age 21
22
855 "
"
23
890 "
"
24
925 "
"
25 and over 965 ,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Training School. "
After successful completion of the course, Operators will be paid on the Grade l scale:
£965 per annum
Age 21
22
1025 "
"
23
1085 "
"
24
Il45 "
"
25 (highest
1215 ,,
,,
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £1,650 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G.C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.
Produced for the Publ.laber1, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OP THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
(Telchone: SLOane 3477) by COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1.
Printed in Gt-eat Britain by F. J. PARSONS LTD .. The Adelphi, John Adam Strr~r, London, W.C.2, and "Observer" Buildinp, Hastings. Adverti11Cment
M.anairera· SE.RVICB NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Su~·., St. James's, London, S.W.1. (Telephone : 01 -930 no8.9)
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M.E.L. lceeps ~u

CALDER NEWMAN - BROKERS offer the most comprehensive service available
to all members of the Armed Fo rces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in
the lig ht of ever-changing circumstances it is now mo re important than ever before that
all ran ks should have the benefit of profe ss ional an d personal attention.

one steo alieail in
Mlfifary
Electronia...

Consult :

CALDER NEWMAN
BROKERS
Head Office :

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

in Military Radio for exa111ple.

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) or Richmond 2159

Life Assurance for :Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Security for your Family

Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

General Insurance for:-

z

Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

n,tactical ~~u~ t.

Branches throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns
Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER

NEWMAN

TAKE

CARE

OF

Class 1Technicians

YOU

FOR

M.E.L. specialise in the production of Military telecommunications equipment, their
principal contribution lying in
the H.F. range with special em\ , phasis on mobile and transport-

LIFE

' !.

.

j

-

Currently produced sets such
al:\ the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
iri constant use in many countpes throughout the world.
I M:E.L. are also actively enftaged in developing a wide range
Of military radio equipment for
pse in the '70s and '80s . . . one
~µfili. equipment is the UK VRC:{J21 H.F. Combat Radio, being
Jd:~eloped_ f?r future use by the

This equipment is designed
specifically for tactjcal roles, in
combat and signals vehicles. and
for transportable command
stations for forward and
rear units.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Electr nics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.
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Openings overseas and in U.K.
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11\AA
The M.E .L. Equ.ip~nt Co. Ltd.,
~~~ Manor Royal, Crawley, SUS8eX.

\
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Cable and W ire less requires a number of
addit ional Class 1 Technici ans by t he beginning of 1971.

1) Most of them will be Radio
Technicians to work in our overseas
Earth Stations. Radio stations. etc .. an d
would. at least init ially. work. as
technical watchkeepers doing equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants should preferably have
had 3rd line servicing experience of
multi -channel wideband systems in cluding one or more of the following:
U.H.F .. or microwave or tro pospheri c
scatter or satellite communications or
television tran smission.
A pplications will also be considered
from technicians experienced in 3rd
line servicing. both of communicat iontype receivers an d of medium or highpowered M F (up to 3~ kilowatts) and
HF (up t o 30 kil owatts) t ransmitters.

2) A few Radio Relay. Line or
Telegraph Technicians will also be
required . These will be men w ith suitable experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links. voice
frequency telegraph and solid -state
equipment. teleprinters and associated
telegraph machines. to work in our
Central Telegraph Offices overseas.
Overseas employment offered on a
two yea r contract basis initially. with
excellent prospects of renew al or of
established pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and allowances.
Free passages for staff and family (who
normally accompany overseas) and
free fully furnished accommodat ion
overseas.

~·Cable

3) London : Vacancies also occur
from time to time for Class 1 Technicians
of all categories to work in o ur London
Head Office on a career basis. especially
for those with experience of t elephone
and telex exchanges. teleprinters. etc.

Write for application form giving
brief details of ex perience. qualifications. age and ava ilabil ity date to :
Personnel Officer ( Recruit ment) . Dept.
A483/355. Cable and W ireless Limited,
Mercury House. T heobalds Road.
London. W .C.1.

and Wireless

worldwide communication•

r·~ . .. -

,~
M.i:L.
H.F.

~.,.;,. ...-"':::.-:::.:··:·:

-

Mobil~
Radio is ·,. · el.I'.
Wied for Brjf.ish and ~·oreign Military ' -. •.,
applications and is incorporated in

many combat and •upport vehicles,
Including tbe Saladin, Forret, Saracen
and Grenadier.
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Address to the Branch Representatives of the
Royal Signals Association
By MAJOR-GENERAL P. F. PE TREATH, M.B.E., SIGNAL OFFICER-in-CHIEF

Our Cover Picture
Our cover picture this month is of Pipe Major Riley and Drum Major
Robertson, of 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (Volunteers), and was taken
in the Officers' Mess of 51 (Highland) Signal Squadron (Volunteers) in
Aberdeen.
The present Regimental Pipes and Drums were formed on 1st April,
1967, on amalgamation from the Pipes and Drums of 5lst Hi~hland
Divi ional Signal Regiment, T.A., 52nd Lowland Divisional Signal Regunent,
T.A., and 6lst City of Edinburgh Signal Regiment, T.A.
This Regiment wears the red Grant Tartan by permission of The Lord
Stratbspey, Chief of the Name and Clan of Grant.

A Tri/Jute to our Volunteers
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IN

this edition of THE WIRE we feature a Volunteer Unit - the 32nd
(Scottish) Signal Regiment (Volunteers).
As mentioned above a coloured photograph of two of their pipers appears
on the outer cover of THE WIRE and on page 189 we reproduce an article
describing the Regiment and its activities in more detail coupled with some
remarks on and photographs of the Regiment's distinguished antecedents.
We would, however, take this opportunity to pay a warm tribute to all
our Volunteer Regiments. Their spirit and keenness is excellent and the
equipment issued to them is up-to-date. They have shown at camp and on
exercises, including a number outside the U.K., that their signalling is competent and that they can be an efficient back-up to the Regular Corps. Their
role is one of undoubted importance and all will be heartened to know that
after the heart burning occasioned by the reorganisation of the Reserve Army
the Corps has now reshaped its volunteer component to the best advantage.
Recently when addressing a meeting of the Branch Representatives of
the Royal Signals Association, the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General
P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., spoke of the Volunteers as follows:
"Just as the Regular part of the Corps has made tremendous strides so
has the Volunteer element. The eleven Volunteer Regiments are a vital part
of the Corps and without them we would not function. The communications
provided by Volunteers became more and more sophisticated. They are well
trained, reliable and high grade."
Review

" Through to 1970 "
puBLISHED by the Royal Signals Institution to mark the Golden Jubilee
of the Corps and the centenary of the formation of the first Telegraph
Units in the British Army. Price 12/6. Order forms from Units or from
R.H.Q. Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
This is a very attractively presented publication. Numbering 144 pages
in all it has 70 pages in two colours, 10 plates in full colour and no less than
270 illustrations and photographs.
Here, at last, would appear to be an original and welcome breakaway
from the more formal approach to Regimental history. Clearly and simply
written, with certain necessary exceptions, it steers clear of the detailed
examination of particular Units and confines itself to a general and easyflowing survey of military signalling from its earliest days through to 1970.
The author's style is to the point and what he writes is pleasantly interlarded
with anecdotes and a certain degree of dry humour.
This is a book most can pick up and read at one sitting without smothering a yawn or taking time off. Even if one is so blase as not to wish to be
bothered with too much reading, a run through the many excellent illustrations and photographs can be thoroughly rewarding.
Here is military history presented in an easily assimilated form- a book
for all ages and ranks-and their relatives- and a worthy tribute to the Corps
on its 5oth birthday. At 12/6 it is exceptional value.
P.M.P.H.
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' The Wire ' has pleasure in reproducing below an address made by the Signal Officer-in-Chief to the
Branch Representatives of the Association at their annual meeting on the nth April, 1970.

In his talk, the Signal Officer-in-Chief gave an up-to-date survey of Corps affairs in general and what he
said will be of undoubted interest to all our readers, both serving and retired.

lntrod11ction
T is customary for the S.0.-in-C. each year ro make a
report to the Association, through you, the branch representatives, on the state of the Corps.
Looking round the country today, you see signs of many
dungs going from bad to worse. Older people, senior citizens,
like most of you, would not be human, I believe, if at the
back of their minds, they did not have slight doubts about the
modem Army, basing their fears on the fact that the Army
is largely composed of young men, about 22 or under. It is
generally from that age group that come the ' skinheads,' the
' hippies ' and the 'protesters ' of all kinds who seem, rightly
or wrongly, to be in the forefront of disorder and non-compliance.
Well, I can only talk from knowledge of the Army from
1939 onwards but, in this time space, I do not think that
the Army has ever been in better overall shape than it is
now. It has reduced in size, as you know, but in so doing,
has evolved into a most efficient and professional fighting force.
Its soldiers, of all ranks, are excellent and, judging by the
young men we are recruiting into Royal Signals, I am sure
that we are getting a high proportion of the best young men
the country has to offer.
The Corps has conformed to this evolution and advanced
by leaps and bounds over the past ten years. It is impossible
not to feel very enthusiastic, nor could I feel more proud
to belong to Royal Signals. In this year of its 50th birthday,
the Corps meets the modem requirement for sophisticated communications very well indeed, and I doubt whether any Arm
of the Service fulfils its role better. Not that we are perfect
and cannot improve; we can, and we have to admit to nasty
problems in at least one communicating area, but there is
tremendous enthusiasm to ~dentify, tackle and solve any
problems that arise. We have available large number of
highly-qualified experts JVhO can do this.
The Royal Signals' slice of the Army has slowly grown
over the years, as the demand for communications has grown,
and we are now about nine per cent of the Army. I can see
no end to this steady demand for more and better communications. In a reducing Army, we cannot expect to increase our
manpower allotment indefinitely, so we will be compelled
to provide the e extra communications without increased
establishments.
Just as the Regular part of the Corps has made tremendous
strides, so has the Volunteer clement. The eleven Volunteer
Regiments are a vital part of the Corps, and without them
we would not function. The communications provided by the
Volunteers become more and more sophisticated. They are
well trained, reliable and high grade.
So much for a general look at the Corps as a whole. I
will now deal with one or two subjects of particular interest.

I

Mnnpewer
Those of you who were present at the meeting last year
will remember mention of a cloud on an otherwise rosy
horizon. That was shortage of regular recruits, in that our
adult recruiting figure was running at about 40 a month
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1970

against requirement four or five times greater. Well, that cloud
grew and spread until it pretty well blanketed all our lives.
Units went shorter and shorter, to the point where we, as a
Corps, were just not able to do our full job. We did, in the
end, get to such a state that some tasks had to be taken off us
and, as some of you will know, we were evenrually forced
to withdraw all our soldiers from those small Troops serving
with the R.A.C., Gunners, Engineers and Infantry, leaving behind only the Sergeant (in Infantry battalions) as an earnest
of our intention to return some day.
It went very much against the grain having to do this.
In its 50 years of life, the Corps has been justifiably proud of
its members, right forward in combat units, sharing the hardships and dangers of their comrades in the other fighting Arms.
The presence of our soldiers in those units has been a reminder to the Army as a whole of our existence and capability.
But it is sensible that if we are short, we should hand over
jobs in places where other soldiers can temporarily take them
on. If we fall down on manning highly-technical radio relay
chains, for instance, no one else can do it, and I should probably, quite rightly, get the sack.
Then we were helped by the Army itself. The Royal Pioneer
Corps took over about a hundred posts in static units, and other
Arms and C-0rps agreed to our being given priority in uncommitted recruits.
Lastly, we had a tremendous drive on recruiting ourselves.
This, plus the priority we had been given, caused a healthy
upsurge in numbers joining in October, November and
December, 1969.
But we are still in difficulty. Numbers have fallen off
slightly in 1970, and we need to keep the pressure on recruiting so that we get the few hundred we need to get us up to
strength and, having done that, KEEP UP TO STRENGTH.
It is the switchback in Corps strength over the past ten
years which has caused many of our troubles. A unit, short
of men, faithfully meets its commitment by overworking those
it has. This makes some soldiers fed up, and they either
go out early or don't prolong their service. This increases the
shortage, causing more overwork, and so the vicious circle
goes on.
To put this right, we want far more regular recruits.
Equally important, we also want those in to stay in. In this
matter of recruiting, I am sure that you, the branch representatives of the Association, can play a big part. Please tell your
friends, especially if they have young boys, what the Corps
has to offer, and get every single young man you can to
join us. The new Pay Code ought to help, and I will say
some more about that later.
I have dwelt on recruiting and manning. Hardly surprising
as I must, I suppose, deal with some sort of problem arising
in part or in whole from the manpower shortage, at least once
every hour of every working da •. It is our biggest problem,
and everyone in the Corps is aware of its effects, even if they
are not all aware of the cause.
Deployment
Anguilla and Northern Ireland have affected the Corps to
a minor or major degree since the last annual meeting. The
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An u1lla ituauon ha~ now quietened down, but we still mamt m a small c! tachment there. Northern Ireland remain~
potentially explosive, as you all know. We find men for all
the e sudden contingencies from trategic Command, whidi
provide our Mt ource of oldiers for emergencies. Many
of the soldiers in Stratco arc on the go around the world
continuously, which is probably fine for the single man, but
can be wearing for the wives of married oldiers. \Y/e arc very
aware of the con equences n familie of exce sive turbulence,
and it i omething we tr) to keep down. Alas, we arc never
a effective in r ed ucing turbulence as ~ e hope to be.
In the ear Ea t, we have come out of L ibya, and plans
go ahead for our final withdrawal from the Gulf and the Far
Ea t, Je-s Hong Kong. On 1st April, we finally abandoned
T erendak, the big camp specially constructed for the 28th
Commonwealth Brigade, and during this year we are contracting
into ingapore, prior to final withdrawal from there by 31st
D ecember, 1971. The G arrison in Hong Kong is n ow directly
under MoD, London.
All this contraction and withdrawal is depressing but could
be wor e. We shall still retain a fair number of units oversea , in Hong Kong Cyprus, Malta, plus contingents in
the We t Indies and some men in places like Oslo and
Gibraltar.
early half the Corps will be on the Continent.
Starting this month, there is one of the biggest five-nation
exercises ever held in the F ar East. I t is called ' Bersatu Padu '
and the Corps is taking a big part. A Brigade Signal Squadron
flies out from here, together with elements of other units, and
we are using all our available resources in the Far East for
umpire control communications. It should be very good experience for those involved.

Pay
I mentioned earlier the new pay code which I am sure you
all saw in the papers when details were published. It is a new
concept in that we now receive a ' military salary ' which
embraces what were formerly ' allowances ' - i.e. marriage
allowance and ration allowance. There is no longer any difference between the pay of single and married soldiers, the Services
having come into line with practice in civilian life. A recruit now
joining on a nine-year engagement gets £14/8/0 a week after
tax deduction which compares well with what you drew when
you first joined. Out of that he has to pay £1 12s. Od. a week
for his accommodation if he lives in barracks and £2 !Os. Od. a
week for his food. He may pay a lower ' rent ' if his accommodation is not up to standand.
A Staff Sergeant Foreman of Signals gets about £ 30 a week
(after paying for his married quarter) in what industry calls
take-home pay, which certainly isn't bad by any standards.
There are a few anomalies in the code and we will be seeking
to put these rigbt, but in general there is satisfaction with it.
We hope it will help recruiting and prolongation in the service.
The military salary includes a S % addition. This is called
the ' X ' factor and is supposed to cover the discomforts of
military life such as danger, turbulence, etc. I was amused to
see a T .V. film of a platoon of infantry in N. Ireland taken at
exactly midnight on 31st March. The commentator observed
that here was a party of soldiers suddenly earning their ' X '
factor as the stones, bottles and petrol bombs rained down on
them. They certainly were-to the tune of rather more than
S % I thought.
T r ade s tru c tu re
After almost three years of intensive research we believe we
have come up with a revised trade structure for the Corps
v.ilic!t puts right what is wrong or out of date and meets our
requirements for as far ahead as we can see. It would be quite
wrong of me to give details to you before it is put to the
Regular Corps but I can say that we seek to lessen the number
of trades by combination of skills presently carried out by
se· arate tradesmen. We are getting high calibre soldiers into
the Corps these days. They can learn more and do more. If
we can ~et greater us~ out of every soldier it will simplify
the working of the posung machine, give C.O.s more flexibility
less~n turbulence and (who knows?) enable us to advance ~
soldier from a lower pay band to a higher one. We also need
!O look forward to the time when the computer comes into use
m the field Army. W. edium speed data will need to be passed
over the field communication system and the new trade structure must make preparations for tradesmen to take their proper
place in thi field.
UH

A'so incorporated into the new trade structure is the
maximum alignment possible with industrial and civilian quali fications :i.nd requirements. We aim for the day when eventually
all our tradesmen leaving the Corps will be able to pick up a
well-paid job in ci\·ilian life because their trade and classification
1s re<..-ognised and under tood by their civilian employer.
I have concentrated on the oldicr and matters directly
affecting him. Equipment is of course, of the greatest importance to us, as well. There is a mass of activity in this field but
suffice it to say that the Corps is now very well equipped
indeed. There has been a truly staggering advance over the
past ten year and the leap ahead in the next ten years will
be as great again. We are undoubtedly keeping abreast of
developments in communication electronics, and in some cases
we provide the spur.
So what is the state of the Corps in its SOth year? Far better
than some of us of the same age, I think.
It has all its hair and its teeth and its eyes look clearly ahead.
o hearing aid hangs on its ear and its mobility and endurance
are fine. The only thing is a touch of anaemia. Red corpuscles
in the shape of regular soldiers are just a little thinner than I
would like. Please give me your aid in finding and administering
an effective tonic.

To Mark 1970

A brantl new recortling by the Corps Santi!
All will be pleased to learn that a new recording by the
Corps Band will shortly be on sale at Association Headquarters
(probably available by the time this WIRE reaches its readers).
The record is a 12in . double-sided stereo also suitable for
mono reproduction. Recorded by E.M.I. it is sold in an attractive coloured sleeve with a Corps motif sp ecially designed by
Miles Hutchins---son of Brigadier Peter Hutchins of the Corps.
The selections of music have been carefully chosen by Captain
Keith Boulding, Director of Music, and include a march ' SO
Years Young ' specially composed by him to mark the 1970
cele brations.
Side I entitled ' A Retreat Ceremony' comprises:
1. Fanfa re, Edinburgh Festival - Cedric Thorpe-Davie.
2. March On, SO Years Young - Boulding.
3. Static Item, Trumpet Voluntary - Clark.
4. Slow Mardi, Golden Spurs - Rhodes.
S. Figure March, Trombones to the F ore - Scull.
6. Fanfare, White Helmets - Boulding.
7. Evening Hymn, Abide With Me - Arr. Thirtle.
8. Retreat Call, Sunset - Green.
9. March Off, The Corps March, Begone Dull Care
Arr. P ike.
Side II aptly entitled • Begone Dull Care' comprises such
cheerful music as:
1. Cornet Carillon - Binge.
2. Maigret Theme - Grainer.
3. Frere Jacques - Arr. Kingsbury.
4. The Blue Tail Fly - Grundman .
S. Arrangers Holiday - Yoder.
6. Hootenanny - Walters.
The record sells at 2S/- including postage and packing and
can be obtained from Association Headquarters, R.H.Q. Royal
Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. Cheques/
P .O.s to be made out in favour of the Royal Signals Association
and Benevolent Fund.

In order to avoid purchase 1ax 1he record can only be sold
bona fide members of 1he Royal Signals A ssociation. All
serving Officers and Soldiers who subscribe to Corps fund s
under the Day's Pay Scheme are, under R ule 6(d) of the Royal
Signals Association, automatically annual members for each year
while so doing. Annual membe rship of the Association for others
costs S/- a year.
IO
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Spetial Mention

A Mcome.
O NTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

· - - Major N . Moss (M .O.D.), Cap tain G . A . A lle n
( Arnay A ppren tices• Co lleg e, H arrogate) and
Ser g e a nt A . Coldrv ,•ll (3 Div . H .q. a nd S ignal
Regimen t)
for. forming a Corps triumvirate in the Army hockey team
which beat the Navy recently by the odd goal in three.
It was the first occasion that the Corps had been represented by three players in an inter-Service side, and both
Army goals were scored by Corps players. M ajor Moss
scored an equalising goal late in the second half and
almost with the last hit of the match Sergeant Coldwell
netted the winning goal for the Army. Captai n Allen had
an excellent game and at right-half was one of the best
halves on the field .
-Major M.A . T . H a r t n ett ( 4 tli R e gime nt) an1l
W. 0 .11 K . H . Dale ( 7 t h lle gi1ne n t )
for carrying Corps colours onto the hockey field also, this
time being selected to play in the B.A.O.R. side in the 1970
inter-Services matches. Major H artnett will lead the
B.A.O.R. side as captain.
- - L.leu tenant n. J. Shall (11th Briga1le H.q .
a nd Signal S quadron)
for winning the B.A.0.R. individual Epee championship
for 1970.

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unit,
station, or command. Write N OW and tell the Editor
about it and so help keep this a live and interes ting
column.

DRESS FOR SERVING OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS
ATTENDING SERVICE AT SALISBURY CATHEDRAL
21st JUNE, 1970
The following amends previous instructions notified in THE
WIRE.
OFFICERS: (Dress Regulations for Officers of the Army 1969
Pamphlet No. 1 General Instructions, refers).

From our "Jn" Tray
The longest serving member of the Corps still
in uniform? - What a bolt/ statement
ir,
Reference your letter ' Longest serving member of the Corps
in Uniform ' (March/ April WIRE).
What a bold statement.
I enlisted in the Corps in June, 1928, Catterick 1928 Recruit
Training. Posted to ' D ' Troop Cavalry D ivision Signals Aldershot-0.C. Troop, Major Morgan and Major Ponsonby.
Discharged 1936--' B ' Reserve.
Re-enlisted in 1938 and posted to 2 Division Signals, Aldershot, attached to 16th Field Regiment R.A., Crookham. Personal
D.R. to Colonel Tyler of the R.A.
B.E.F. France 1939 to 3rd June, 1940, as a Corporal D .R.
Took the last verbal message from Colonel Tyler acting C.R.A.
at Dunkirk: "Five rounds per gun. The guns were spiked."
Mentioned in the book ' Sands of Dunkirk.'
Promoted Sergeant on return from Dunkirk and took over
S7 D .R. Section before proceeding to Middle East. Still holding
the nominal roll of this Section-a manuscript of A.F.G. 1098.
On return from M iddle East 1946 posted to War Office Signals
as i/c T ransport, Eaton Square, London. Promoted to S.Q.M.S.
and posted to Air Support Signals, Minden, B.A.0.R.
Disdtarged 1949 and employed as A.A.I . Surrey T. & A.F.
Association, Surbiton. 19S6--transferred to 131 Infantry Workshops, R.E.M.E., and promoted to RQ.M.S. till Unit disbanded
in March, 1968; transferred to South East T.A. & V.R. Association, Maidstone, as A.A.I. and Q.M. Duties, Surrey A.C.F.,
Guildford, where I hope to serve till 1974, a total of 46 years
in uniform.
If you publish this report would you mention the Middle East
Pigeon Section-dropping pigeons by parachute. My colleagues
do not believe me. Also the horse called Nobby with the
freedom of Mons Barracks, Aldershot.
I am well known in the Corps as I could not stop a pig
in a passage years ago.
Yours sincerely,
T. D unkley (Ex 2319403 S.Q.M.S.).
24, Fir Tree Road,
Guildford, Surrey.

This is Nobby • ••

a. Colonel and above (less Colonel with Marching Troops)
(1) No. 1 D ress (Ceremonial) for those officers entitled
to wear it.
(2) No. 1 Dress, Sam Browne, Sword, medals and
leather gloves fo r other officers of the rank of Colonel
and above.
b. Lieutenant Colonel and below
No. 2 Dress, No. 1 Dress Hat, Sam Browne, Sword,
medals and leather gloves
c. Soldiers
(1) (On dut y as ushers in Cathedral)
No. 1 Ores , Medals.
(2) (Attending Service but not with Marching Troops)
No. 2 Dress, No. 1 Dress Hat and medals.

d . Marching Troops
(1) Officers
No. 2 Dress, No. 1 Dress Hat, sword, medals.
(2)

Soldiers
No. 2 Dress, No. 1 Dress Hat, ide arms, medals.
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The horse Nobby was bought out of the ranks by tire soldiers
of the rst Divisional Signals on reaching rhe age of 18 years
and was wrned loose in Mons Barracks. He never missed "
NAAFI break. A plwtographic proof of the parachuti11g pigeons
is available in the Carps Mu eum.-Editor.
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More about life in Waziristan Signalsanti some of the 1ively characters' met there
ir,
Referring to recent issues m which Waziristan District Signals
ha been the subject of corre pondence, may I (as a mere
recruit-not joining Razbde until January, '37) say I have always
been of the opinion that if that unit did not have all the
Corp characters on its strength, 1fen it had. a very large proportion. To serve and learn one trade with such company
a existed in the three Brigade sections was an unforgettable
experience. A pen sketci.1 would not do justice co any individual
and the humour that was gene(8ted by them all was too much
to be retained by any one memory. Special instances tand
out, like this one.
enc: Dana Khel in the early morning. Razcol are in
camp, accompanied by a party from District H.Q., and so,
of course the C.O. (a Lieutenant-Colonel and a Corps
character) must accompany the column. 1st Division has sent
a No. 3 et detachment for the purpose of testing the set which
was working back co 'Pindi. The C.O . visits the Signal Office
tent and discovers the 3 set is 0.0.0. He demands the presence
of the
.C.0.-in-charge detachment (a Lance-Corporal who
had previously erved with Razbde Signals and was posted owing
to a misdemeanour involving whitewash).
The N.C.0. arrives.
C.O.: "Why are you not working, Corporal."
N .C.O.: " The generator has 'gone' sir."
C.O.: '·Gone. It was there last nigJu."
Collapse of local audience.
They were great days.
Just to put the record straight, may I remind M ajor Banham
that there were two Jock Morrisons serving with Razbde. Both
were distinguished by the nicknames 'Vas' (initials) and
' Chota ' (being smaller in stature than ' Vas '). Good hockey
and soccer players, both, ' Cbota ' holding his hockey stick
in the conventional manner and 'Vas' holding his 'bukri,' one
of the very few players I have seen do this successfully.
I regret to recall that ' Oscar ' Wyatt died in hospital at
Razmak, following a column in 1938, and be was buried in the
military cemetery at Bannu.

"Merlin'?- He's just a boy" says Magnus
Magnetron with a touch of asperity
ir,
I regret that this letter must take the form of a mild
protest over the claim made by 229 Signal Squadron, in the
February /March is ue of THE WIRE. I refer, of course, to the
article depicting Merlin as the most highly-qualified signalman
in the Corp .
Although we robots do not possess feelings, as do humans,
I regret that my programmers have rather taken exception to
the claim in question. I feel, therefore, that I must point
out that I have been a erving robot for almost six years and,
except for a one-day appointment as local R.S.M., I have refu ed promotion. My reason is simply that I feel my electronic brain gives me an unfair advantage over those I work
with.
I note with interest that one of Merlin's many accomplishments is the ability to produce a random series of numbers,
presumably for the purpose of encouraging the age-old human
weakness of gambling, I need hardly add that I consider
such employment beneath my dignity.
I would like to point out that I, too, am capable of speaking
and listening, as well as moving my arm, head, mouth and
ears-not to mention my blinking eyes.
In conclusion, I would like to congratulate Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Jones and Herr Janssen on the ingenunity of their
creation and to assure Merlin that I shall be keeping a
' fatherly ' eye on his career.
Yours electronically,
Signalman (Robot, Class I )
Magnus Magnetron
c/o Royal Signals Demonstration Team,
School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
P.S .-During my service I have been featured in many
national and local newspapers, as well as appearing on B.B.C.
Television.

(I am glad lO see that you have taken steps to put junior
Signalman Merlin in his right place-an up-and-coming lad,
no doubt, but lacking in your long experience and seniority.
I shall take particular pleasure in publishing your letter in the
May /June WIRE, especially as I had considerable contacts with
your revered father, who served in the Ist Training Regiment,
Cazterick Camp (now 8th Signal Regiment) in i947, when I
was C.O .
H e was a great stickler for things being done properly, and
often remained completely silent when questions, which I presume he did not approve of, were put to him.-Editor).

MAJO R

N.

c;. MOODY

Earl Mountbatten at Indian Signals Association Dinner
Brigadier F. J. Allen, 0.B.E., Presidc:nt, writes:
The 23rd Annual Reunion was held at the Duke of York's
Headquarters Club on 18th April. One-hundred-and-fifty-three
members and their wives sat down to dinner.
Admiral of the Fleet, Earl Mountbatten of Burma, the Master
of Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott and Major'General E. S. Cole were the principal guests. Eal! Mountbatten
gave a most inspiring speech that will long be remembered
by all those present.

=======Movements ========
Olllcers
Capt. D . J. Buckley
...
Lieutenant G. A. Carmichael
Lieutenant B. Qeaver
. ..
Lieutenant S. A. Coltman
Lieutenant P. A. Cooper
Lieutenant P. R. Dick ...
Lieutenant R. Dransfield
...
Captain J. A. Eastgate . . .
. ..
Captain (Tfc.) J. J. Elliott, M .B.B.
Lieutenant H. L. H. Feber .. .
Major J. A. H . K. Findlater .. .

To 255 Squadron
,, No. 4 A.Y.T.

,, 252 S~uadron (ut Comm.)
2nd Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
6 Inf. Bde. H'..Q. & Signal Sqn.
I I Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
,, 2ist Regiment

,, 16th Regiment
,, 252 Squadron
,, 37th Regiment (V) (ut Comm.)
,, 39th Regiment (V) (n Lt.-Col.,
C.0.)
Lieutenant-Colonel T. P. Furlonge
,, Royal Signals Records (Div. 1)
Major P. F. W. Gahan, M .B.B.
,, M.O.D. Signals 2 (as Lt.-Col.,
SOI).
Captain J. G. Greatrix .. .
,, R.A.P.C. Trg. Centre (transfer in
course)
.. .
. .. ,, 14th Regiment
Major P. J Hartshorn ...
Lieutenant - Colonel E. J. Hellier,
M.B.B.
•• .
•..
• •.
M.O.D. (GS (OR) 1 Plans)
Lieutenant D. M . Hetreed
,, School of Army Aviation
Captain J. A. Hood
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Captain R. C. Hood
...
,, 24 Inf. Bde. H.Q. and Sig. Sqn .
Captain C. T. A. Hughes
21st Regiment
Captain J . M. D. Hunter
Defence ADP Trg. Centre
Captain (T.O.T.) J. P. Jupe
,, MOD (ACEP)
Captain R. W . Kay
...
,, 24th Regiment
Captain (Tfc.) J . A. Kelly
,, AAC, Harrogme
Major A. D . Lewis
H .Q., L .F., Hong Kong (as Lt.Col.. C.R. Sigs.)
Lieutenant W . G. Lidster ...
AAC, Harrogate
Captain (Tfc.) G . E . Loudoun
,, 37th Regiment (V)
Major J. A. Montague ...
. ..
,, H .Q. , British Troops, Malta
Captain (T.O.T.) A. J . Murray
,, 227 Squadron
Second-Lieutenant D . S. Pawlow
,, 8th Regiment
Major B. B. Postlethwaite ...
,, MOD (ACEP)
Captain (Q.M.) F. Richardson
,, 24th Regiment
Lieutenant A. J. Simpson
,, 1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
(m Comm.)
Major P . J. W. Stephens
,, H.Q., Southern Command
Lieutenant R. Stringer . . .
School of Signals (rst Comm.)
Lieutenant J . E. Stroud .. .
H .Q ., 1st Signal Group (ut
Comm.)
Lieutenant P. M. A. Whittaker
,, 11th Regiment
Captain E. G. Williams
234 Squadron
Captain S. Wood ...
11th Regiment (as Major, O.C.
Squadron)

Staff Sergeant R. F. G. French
SStaff Sergeant P. J . B. Tuppenney
taff Sergeant J. Sinnett
. ..
Staff Sergeant J. W. A. Clll'tke
..
Staff Sergeant R. Baxter
. ..
A /Staff Sergeant D . J. Geere
Staff Sergeant F. D. Rogers ...
Staff Sergeant L. K. Dickey .. .
.
...
Staff Sergeant J. D. Maya
Staff Sergeant P. J. Bunting . . .
...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) K. F. Duffey
Stafl Sergeant (P. of S.) R. M.
Keasey
...
Sergeant E . G. Jeffries
Sergeant D . A. Clvke
Sergeant W. H. Elliott
Sergeant D. H. Muir
...
Sergeant B. D. M. Green
Sergeant D . J. Antcliff ...
Sergeant J. G. Humphreys
Sergeant R. A. Laidler .. .
Sergeant R. T. Haskell .. .
A/Sergeant M. Andreou
Sergeant J. W. Brand
...
..
Sergeant R. G . Walkinshaw
Sergeant J. P. F. Nay ...
Sergeant B. Green
Sergeant F. J . Stacey
A I Sergeant A. Franks
Sergeant J . H. Seib
Sergeant W. Scmp!e

Corps Wetltling
The photo shows tea break outside the top bungalow at
Razmak in 1938. Left to right Gohn Briggs not to be confused with ' Sailor ' Briggs, who was also with the section)
' Lofty ' Downing (as yet co win his M.M. on column), ' Buck '
T aylor (the Canadian), ' Jock ' Grieves (Cpl. Q.M.), and Ernie
Mole (killed as subaltern in Malaya at the same rime as Colonel
Rosenburg, who commanded Wazdist Signals as a Major).
Yours faithfully,
G . A. Vincent
35, Kensington Avenue,
Morley, West Au~tralia.
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Lieutenant N oel Harrison
and his bride, M iss Gri
M ullin, who were married
at the Garrison Church,
Woolwich,
recently.
Lieutenant H arrison has just
completed an R.A.C. Signals
Course at Bovington. He
was formerly with 1st Division H.Q . and Signal Regiment.
His bride is the elder
daughter of Brigadier W . S.
Mullin, C h i c f Education
Officer, H.Q., F ARELF.
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To 14th Regiment
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment
,, Camp
Commandant
M.O.D.
(H.Q. D.C.N.)
W.O.II W. A. Ramsay .. .
,, 36th Cadet Tr.tining Team
W .O.II J. B. Taylor
...
. ..
., toth Regiment
W.O.II H. A. C. Meekings . ..
,, 7 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
W.O.II (Y. of S.) A. W. Cudlip
,. 6o2 Troop
W.O.II F. G. Froggatt
,, 18th Regiment
W .O.Il J. M. Gittins
,. 16th Regiment
W.0.II W. C. Wheeler
,, 253 Squadron
W.O.II H. Bell
...
,, 22nd Regiment
W.O.II J.M. Haydon
,, 24th Inf. Bde.
W .O.II R. Smith ...
...
•..
32nd Regiment (V)
W.O.II (Y. of S.) J. A. Higgins
,, 8 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
Staff Sergeant D. F . Wilson .. .
. .. ., 30th Regiment
Stoff Sergeant (Y. of S) H . J.
Omahoney
.. .
...
...
. .. ., 24th Regiment
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) W. Hill ,, 264 S.A.S. Signal Squadron
Staff Sergeant C. G. Harding
... ,, I Ith Regiment
Staff Sergeant J . G. Widdicombe
u
21st Regiment
Staff Sergeant W. W. Scott ...
,, 21st Regiment
Staff Sergeant W. G. Feltham
,, IIth Regiment

KEEP U

IN THE P ICT R E

With several thousand Individual subscribers 'The
Wire• cannot hope to keep up with postings. changes In
rank, decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted
or promoted or have something new to add after your
name drop us a card so that we can address your 'Wire'
properly. Thank you.
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,. 255 Squadron
,, 19th Regiment
240 Squadron
,, 262 Squadron
,, School of Signals
,, 4 Div. Signal Regiment
242 Squadron
,. 30th Regiment
nth Regiment (2 Squadron)
., 261 Squadron
,. Army Parachute Centre
,, School of Signals
., 255 Squadron
39th Regiment (V)
,, 22nd Regiment

,,

Sergeant P. J. Cadman

,,

,,

Sergeant B. A. Rice

.,

Sergeant K. Lister

,,

Sergeant D. W. Barnes
Sergeant J. Sinnett
Sergeant N . N. Sheard
Sergeant J. Philemon
.. .
Sergeant R. G . Pond
.. .
A/Sergeant D, K. Whitley
Sergeant J . M . Humphries
Sergeant E. D. Little
Sergeant J. S. Walder
Sergf!ant L. K. Dickey
Sergeant P . H. Franklyn
Sergeant G. J . Griffiths
Sergeant D. G. Pursell .. .
Sergeant G . A. Adlington
Sergeant W. E. Currums
Sergeant J. M. Higgins ...
Sergeant M. J. Featherstone
Sergeant W. Helme
...
Sergeant A. A. Winstanley
...
Sergeant D. C. Parry
A/Sergeant R. Allison

,,
,,
. . ,,

4 Div. Signal Regiment
8th Regiment
2 lSt Regiment
Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate
7 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
227 Squadron
nth Regiment (2 Squadron)
5 Inf. Bde. Signal Sq~adron
School of Signals (Y. al S.
Course No. 19)
School of Signals (Y. of S.
Course o. I 9)
School of Signals (Y. of S.
Cour!e No. 19)
Junior Tradesmen's Regiment,
Troon
16th Regiment
School of Signals (Cadre)
234 Squadron

Z44 Squadron
,, 244 Squadron
244 Squadron
,,

,, 253 Souadron
,, 30th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, 8 Inf. Bdc. Signal Squadron
" 22nd Regiment
., :und Regiment
,, 7 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
226 Squadron
., 233 Squadron
,, 34th Regiment (V)
,, 3 Div. Signal Regiment
,. nth R•~ment
,, C.V. H.Q. and Trg. Wing
,. 216 Para. Signal Squodron
,, F.V.R.D.E.

Promotions

Warrant Otncers and Senior N.C.O.s
W .O.I (F. of S.) P. Gill
W.O.II (F. of S.) A. Sharp
W .O .II (Y. of S.) H . Brown

32nd Regiment (V)
4 Guards Bd.. Si1111al Sqn.
School of Signals
21; Squadron
Edinburgh O. T .C.
35th Regiment (V)
1 Div. Signal Resiment
8 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 7th Regiment
,, 37th Regiment (V)
,, 242 Squadron

Sergeant P. D . Cole
A/Sergeant R. Benwell
Sergeant T . A. Hammill
Sergeant J. C. Jackson
Sergeant J. T. Nichols

RBGIMBNTAL

Major M oody writes to tell us that he bas now retired from
the Corps and holds a responsible job wbidl entails a great
deal of travelling in the North of England. He is constantly
meeting many old friends, all ex-members of the Corps and,
he says: "they seem to be astonished that I had at last retired, as they bad not seen anything to this effect in THE WIRE.
M ajor M oody's address is: 186, Birmingham Road, Kidderminster, Worcs., and his friends can now get in touch with
him at this address.

,.
..
.•
,.
,,
.,
,,

DUTY ROLL

ToW.O.I

A/W.O.I
A / W.O.I
A / W.O .I
A/W.O.I
A/W.0.I
A/ W.0.I

Old
Set1. No. Sen. No.
Hough, W. J.
1670
2820
Filder, E. S.
l68o
3220
Mason, K.
1700
3000
Johnson, P. S. W .
1710
3290
Aven, G. A.
1740
3540
Overlruld, P. B.
1750
2430

ToW.O.II

S Sgt.
A/ W.O.II
s '.>gt.
S Sgt.
sA / ~t..O.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

Jones, J. P.
Harvey, W. J.
Loome, D. J.
Jones, R. A.
Stirling, A. J.
Isaac, R. J.
Blank, J. H.
Frost, J.
McGregor, R. A.

526o
5270
5290
5300

5104
2020
SlOO
5080
538o
5200
5230
5330
5340

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Wli!rren, R. C.
Tuppenney, P. J. B.
Teague, M. W.
Homewood. C. E.
Carr, D. H.
Ba'lks, J. c.
Tibby, E. C.
Cumming, B. A.
Widdioombe, J. G.
Stark, R. L.
Dickey, L. K.
Johnson, H.
Bowman, J . D.
Sheridan, M. J.
Feltham, W. G.
Davis, K. 0 .

6150
6190
6200
6240
6HO
6280
6300
6320
6340
6370
6380
6390
6410
6430
6450
6500

210 (Lmn.)
130 (E.D.)
700 (Lmn.)
280 (Clk. Tech.)
690 (Dvr.)
5330 (Tech.)
590 (Lmn.)
rr4 (Clk. Tech.)
320 (Clk. Tech'
l8o (Tg. Op.)
1070 ~· Op.)
1270
. Op.)
.D.)
290
280 (Lmn.)
90 (R.R. man)
120 (B.D.)

To S Sgt.

5200
5210
5220
5230
5250
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Ul'ERVI OR (RADIO) Rou.

Sen.

.0 .Il

To

T o Sgt.

torcy, L

gt.

.O .Jl

To

G. H

6o

I40

A!W.o.n
Sgt.

YEOMAN f IGNALS
Powell. G .
toric, E. S.
O 'M ahoncy, H. J.
Wootten. D . . J.
Cooke. H . !1-i..

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

T ECIDllCAL ROU.
Eswn .}. W .
93 I 4
9316
Kemal.
Budworth ; E. L.
9322
McGra th , R. P .
9327
Smith, M . S.
9328
MoonC)', C. J.
9329
Hatfield , A . J.
9340
Threlfall-Searson, A. 9345
Rodger , F .
9350
Underwood. K . A. 9380
Robertson, D. B.
9407
Hickman. A. R.
946o

r5f!)4
13268
14125
14314
128o5
13624
15384
14488
15431
15552
I5763
10735

Sgt.
S Sgt.

ROLL
1620
I630
1640
I66o
I670

' 00

1830
1540

I720

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.

TELEGltAPH OPERATORS Rou.
Sanford, T . F .
1050
IIOO
Thoma , D . M .
1120
Neilliugs, B. P.
Davis, M . J.
II70

1410
840
1530
23IO

To Sgt.

A / Sgt.

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL
Bell, E.
510

36o

Cpl.

Cn>HBR OPERATOR Rou.
Firth, G. A.
870

To Sgt.

ince the beginning of the year, gifts of clothing, toys,
etc., have been gratefully received from the fo llowing:
C:olonel E. J. Bardell, Mrs. J. R. West, Mrs. D. E. Blease,
Ma1or J. L. D onne i'v r . Nutt Captain R. Iliffe, Captain
Swallow (W.R.A.C.) Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. E. G . Day,
36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment, Corporal J. Rogers, Major J.
H . W. Roake Lieutenant-Colonel G. M. Welsford, Major
and Mrs. J. L. Botterill, Sergeant and Mrs. J. H . Goodman.
244 Signal Squadron (Tac. Air Sp.), M ajor E. F. Prockter,
Colonel P . R. Hoskins, Major I. E. Simpson, D . R. Balfour
Park, Esq., A. Walsh, Esq., Mrs. N. Church, Major G. Dibley,
Mr~ . M. S. Wh~a tley, W.0.I J. E: Stroud, Mrs. C. Rodgers,
MaJ?r J. McKa1l, H annover Scauon T hrift Shop, Sergeant
Robinson A. C. J. Chalmer • Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel and
Mrs. C. L. Ommanney Executors of the late Capt. (Q.M .)
Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Goddard Brigadier C. G . Moore, Mrs.
F . Straight A. W. Smith, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel J. F .
Scott, Mrs. Foulds, W .0.11 (Y. of S.) M . Harrison, Major
V. R. Clarke, Mrs. A. Sawyer, Mrs. W. Weir, Garrison Thrift
Shop, Barnard Castle, Captain and Mrs. A. G. Barfield, Mrs.
V. A. ~eath, W. E: <?sborne,_ Esq., North London Branch,
Royal Signals Associauon, Ma1or and Mrs. T. Rigby.

t 6o

gt .

To

1010
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CoMMUNICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL
Spratt, P. D .
l38o
130
A/Sgt.
Curry, J. W.
310
Cpl
1390
Isherwood, J.
A / Sgt.
1400
950
Easton, C.
Cpl .
1420
I870
Cpl.
Jamieson, T . W.
1220
1430
Cpl.
1700
Jcffrcr. R.
I450

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.

ELl!CTRICIAN DRIVER ROLL
Andrcou, l'>i..
400

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

RADIO OPERATOR Rou.
Alcock, S. M .
1890
Taylor, T. R.
I900
Johnson, K .
I920
Willock, J . H.
1930

r8o

36o
1700
3 00

166o

INSERTIONS
DRIVER ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL
Brooking, D. E.
54

Sgt.

100

(Comccn Op.
Roll)

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL
W.0.1

1090

W.O.Il

2210

W.O.I
W .O.ll

46o

690

gts.

576o

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL

CHIEF CLERKS ROLL

Sgt.

Sgts.

TECHN1CAL ROLL
6175
6470

5945

CrPHBR

OPER.~TOR

7558

ROLL

470

I410

RADIO OPERATOR RoLL
146o

UPGRADING COURSES AT CATTEBICK
Serial

1/57
1/39
1/47
2/62
2/63
188

Coune

Technician Radio
Technician TE
Comcen Operator
Telegraph Op.
Telegraph Op.

Class

II-I
II-I
II-I

III-II
III-II

Assembles

11
4
25
4
31

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

70
'70
'70
'70
70

A Story from north of the Border

Clothing Gilts

Old

o. Sen.No.

Disperses

25
18
20
13
10

Mar.
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
D ec.

'71
'71
'70
'70
'70

GLAMOUR AIDS T.A.V.R. RECRUITING
Miss Great Britai n 1970 and an equally glamorous coll eague helped
39th Signal Regiment (V) in their recruiting drive outside the Royal
Exchange, London, recently . The C.O. Lieutenant-Colonel R. C,
Walker even made a personal effort to recruit the girls t hemselves.
The faces of F. of S. Jones and Sergeant O ' Mahoney in the background
seem to suggest they do not have much hope of the Commanding
Officer's success in this direction
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Some reflections on being postetl to the Volunteers •
By Captain (Tfc.) T. Johnstone, Royal Signals

" .. a definite sense ol purpose e~erywhere and a great keenness
ra~g-it

HE telephone
was 32 (Scottish) Signal Regiment
T
(Volunteers) asking when I would be arriving in Glasgow
to take over, the first intimation of where I was next to serve
' Glasgow ' immediately conjured up a vision of tenements of
gales ~d a violent population whose speciality is shooting at
the police, so I wondered what I was letting myself in for.
I was soon to find out.
M y first m?rning north of Gretna was the coldest in 30 years,
and was variously remarked upon by other members of my
fa mily ii:i the car. Passing through Annandale, Andrew, the
genealogist of the group, commented that it was here the
Johnstones came from. His sister Bridget, gazing at the snowc~vered landscape, came to life sufficiently to question the
wiseness of our move. Just then a huge Pickford's van wooshed
by showering my windscreen with mud and slush and careered
on with its rear end moving like an agitated gander. "There
goes our dinner set,'' sighed my wife.
The snow was like mud
Glasgow was different, here the snow was like mud · we had
arrived. The weather was the main topic of conver;ation at
R.H.Q. and I began to feel that somehow I might have brought
the cold snap with me.
Everyone told me I would like the Brigadier. Of course I
would I had replied. Then I frowned as another thought
struck me. " Are you Scottish?" asked the great man eyeing
my King's African Rifles tie, as I glanced at his Gurkha one.
" ~h, Irish," was his comment to my reply. Later I told my
wife not to unpack for a day or two. At least I would have
added a glengarry to my collection of headgear, which already
included a King's Africa Rifles hat and a United Nations beret.
_My first drill night_ and training weekend were in Glasgow
with 52 (Lowland) Signal Squadron (V) who can trace their
descent from 1st Lanarkshire Volunteer Military Engineers,
formed on 28th November, 1859, and the first volunteer
engineers to be raised. In the last war, 52 (L) Division Signals
during the battle for France in 1940 came under the orders
of the French Tenth Army. By the direct intervention of
General Brooke, they were released from French command and
re-embarked for U .K . But for his timely intervention 52nd
Division might well have shared the fate of the 51st. Back in
Britain they were retrained as mountain troops and in reserve
until 1944 when they, together with the 2nd Canadian Division,
were committed to the swamps of Walcheren as a prelude to
opening the port of Antwerp. In all this movement, training,
inaction and action the signal regiment played its vital part.
Wnllie's weak chest
Now at Squadron strength, commanded by Major Eddie
Shaw, with permanent staff officer Captain John Hutchison to
help him, they are mainly recruited in the Glasgow area. It
was on that first training weekend that I was introduced to
the dry Glasgow sense of humour when I heard one say to
another:
" Where's Wullie the night?"
"Well the big steam hammer at the works cam' doon on his
chest and near killed him."
"Eh, puir auld Wullie, but ye ken, he aye had a weak chest."
The S.S.M., W.0.TI Jimmy Jamieson (an Engineer in the
G.P.O.), and a former Royal Marine, is currently increasing
the tempo after the New Year party hangovers, while Staff
Sergeant Margaret Waddell (a Supervisor in the G.P.0.) is
coaching the girls towards the forthcoming trade tests. The
standards achieved by these girls are most impressive. The
Squadron now has, thanks to the Permanent Staff Foreman of
Signals W.0.11 Tom Stoddart, some very well-fitted operating
vehicles and training facilities which would do credit to a
Regular Unit.
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Is tbis what nil that fuss is abent?
As a U.K.L.F. gateway Squadron, they have a large number
of Dll s. and D l3s to man. Ca~t~n Walter Boyle, the Squadron
Secon?-m-;Command a~d Trammg Officer, and brother-in-law
Captam Finlay .fountain, _the Radio Officer, are both raring to
go, and the coming of sprmg should see considerable activity in
the ~rea . l?iey are confident that, on the day, they will commurucate with anyone-I might even agree with them.
. I had not seen much of Scotland save the slush-covered
ribbon from Gretna to Glasgow, and Glasgow in winter is
not the most beautiful city to behold. So I began to wonder
what all the fuss Kenneth McKellar, Andy Stewart, Harry
Lauder and others created, was all about. Then I took a train
for Aberdeen (145 miles and 3t hours distant) on the first
sunny day I had had in Scotland and found out.
On my road lay Stirling, Perth, Dundee and Stonehaven.
Through lovely ".alleys, across rushing stream and by roaring
shore. I saw ruined abbey, strong castle, lonely cross and
everywhere the verdant greens which rival the forty shades I
have he8:fd o_f fro~ elsewhere. At last Aberdeen, well named
the grarute city, wide, clean and business-like.
The home o f n specia l b reed
~ere is. a wel~-founded drill hall at Fonthill, on entering
which one is left m ?-JO doubt that this is the home of a special
breed. Posters sporung feathered bonnet and colourful phillab~g see to that, for this is the stronghold of 51 (Highland)
Signal Squadron (V) who are d:!scended from the 1st Aberdeenshire _Royal Engineers (Volunteers), formed in 1875.

The fame of 5lst Highland D ivision and its signal regiment
hardly needs repeating here. The terrible disaster of St. Valery
was soon avenged in North Africa and Italy, and St. Valery
recaptured by the Division on 2nd Sep tember, 1944. They were
first across the Rhine and the ruins of Berlin heard the skirl
of their pipes in the allied victory parade, to be repeated when
their massed Pipes and Drums led the Commonwealth and
Empire victory parade through London. Now shrunk to a
sq~dron but no Jes~ proud of their past, they are preparing
qwetly for the next tune, should the need for them arise again.
The Regimental Pipes and Drums are now based in Fonthill
the pipers and drummers doubling as a defence platoon for th~
Gateway. In th.e Officers' Mess hangs the piPe banner presented
by H.R.H . Pnncess Royal in 1938 and a replica of this is
carried by the Pipe Major.
The night I was there, Captain Bill T yers, the Squadron
permanent staff officer, struggled up from his sick bed to attend
but was persuaded by the Squadron Commander, M ajor David
Sutherland, to return to it. The C.O. was briefing the Squadron
Officers on a big manning exercise to be held as our Fitness
for Role inspection by Brigadier Robertson, the Group Commander. The exercise has stimulated great interest and will
undoubtedly provide the motivation which is so important
where volunteers are concerned. I found that this particular
Squ~dron bas a big training problem; until recently they were
reqwred to produce predominantly outdoor trades, now it is
mainly to man Dlls, Clls and comcens. W .0 .11 Bartlett, their
Yeoman of Signals (whose wife is a W.R.A.C. Sergeant in the
Squadron), was explaining how the civilian Sight and Sound
method of teaching keyboard operating had been adapted for
Army use and the results achieved by linemen at camp using
this. I had previously been told of the tremendous challenge
that faced me and I was now beginnin~ to appreciate exactly
what was involved. I left Aberdeen haVJng no doubt that they
are the Highland Squadron, who are ready at any time to work
with the remainder of the R egiment.
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Di ti guisl1ed antecedents of tlie prese1it day 321uJ, (Scottish)
Signal Regiment (Vol1~nteers)

Corps character, is firmly in the saddle while the S.S.M., W.0.11
Weddell, knows who really runs the Squadron. The Yeoman,
W.0.11 McGrath, an old Boddington hand, together with
Sergeant M cLaughlin, W.R.A.C., clearly have the comcen side
buttoned up, while Staff Sergeant Blair has instruction on the
Dll and Cll well under control. 61 Squadron in their modern
drill hall do not in any way resemble the indolent militia shown
in the elaborately framed pictures which line the corridors as
memories of yesteryear.
••• a n d s o t o Northern 1.-eland
My journey to Northern Ireland was effected with clinical
efficiency by B.E.A. and I was met at Aldergrove by Craftsman
Murray of 69 Squadron in his civilian guise of Squadron V.M.
Although the night was dark, dismal and foggy he drove through
town and over mountain with the easy nonchalance of a ' Paddy '
Hopkirk traversing the Alpes Maritimes on the borne stretch of
the 'Monte.' The 60 miles to Londonderry were soon covered.
Here Captain Jack Wall, the Squadron permanent staff officer,
was waiting for me at the City Hotel in the midst of a horde
of ghoulish newsmen and expectant students preparing for a
'demo' the following day. I listened for a while to their stewards
cooly assessing their chances in the steward-of-the-year stakes,
run in competition with certain gentlemen in Paris and Tokio.
The North Irish Horse were raised in 1902 as Imperial
Yeomanry, in response to Kitchener's demand for additional
mounted troops for South Africa (at that time Earl Kitchener
was Honorary Colonel of the forbears of 52 (L) Signal Squadron
(V)), but did not see any fighting until 1914 when they were
one of the first Yeomanry regiments to see action in France.
They emerged from the war with few of their original members
but 17 battle honours.
A noteworthy part in No.-th Africa and Cassino
The last war saw them in action first in North Africa in
1943. With their Churchill tanks they played a noteworthy part
in the L ongstop Hill battle and subsequently in the race to
Tunis. On to Italy in 1944 and Cassino where, together with
the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade, they pierced the llitler Line
but lost 36 tanks in the process. To commemorate this the
Canad ian Commander-in-Chief awarded them the privilege of
wearing the Maple Leaf.
Though demobilised in 1946 with nine additional battle
honours, they were soon back in business, and in 1947 re-formed
as a T.A. Armoured Car Regiment. After the various reorganis-

PAST HISTORY
In 1859 on 28th November a meeting in Glasgow of engineers, architects, surveyors and othe r t echni cal gen t le men, decided t o
raise there and then a Volunteer Engineer Unit. They did not register with the Wa r Offce until Feb r ua r y 1860 by wh ich t ime
t he London Engineer Un its had got in first as the most senior.
In 1894 the officers aided by bazaars, fetes and galas, raised enough money to build the headquarters at J a r dine Stree t, a n d when
t he Lanarkshire Engineer Volunteers moved in they already had a telegraph company.
Two full secti ons vo luntee red for active service in South Africa and served with 9th Field Company R.E. in 8th D ivisio n. In all 99
members served in South Africa. By 1907 there were 64 officers and 2, 100 soldiers in th e 1st and 2nd Lanar ks h ire Engineer Voluntee~s. When the Territorial Force was raised in 1908 the Lanarkshire Vo lunteers were respons ib le for an a irl ine company,
a w ireless company and the 52nd Lowland Division telegraph company. 52nd (Lowland) S ignal Squadron (V) now forms part of
32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment.
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told by them that there was no real rivalry between Glasgow
and Edinburgh, there didn't have to be.
Captain Bill Crnok, soon to take over as Squadron Comma~der, was in the middle of organising a trade test when I
arrived. I t was very apparent that here trade training is taken
very seriously with more men and girls being tested than in
any of the other squadrons. Their results, especially on voice
procedure, were later to show how effective the instruction had
been.
The permanent staff officer Captain Jimmy Dunbar, an old
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Y outh with a leavening o f experienc e
The personnel of the Squadron are well suited-youth, with
a leavening of experience in their seniors, W.0.11 Dykes,
Staff Sergeant Mackenzie and Sergeant Moore. The Squadron
Leader, Major Oliver Eaton, ably seconded by rugger player
Captain Scott Buchanan, is under no illusions about the long
haul towards communicating efficiency, though they are all
cautiously optimistic about their progress.
On the return journey to Glasgow my thoughts turned to
what I had seen during my tour of the Regiment- up to date
equipment and high quality military permanent staff. But what
use are these without the Volunteers - hardly any of whom
served in the Regular forces either on a Regular or a National
Service engagement. There was a definite sense of purpose
everywhere and great keenness, particularly amongst the girls
wbo are as good, or better, than their Regular counterparts.
L ike t h e f our trib es o f I s r ael
I likened them to four of the tribes of Israel. But I know
that our Commanding Officer, Colonel David Cattennull, will
not wait 40 years to lead us up to Jericho, nor will he be
satisfied with rams horns as our means of communication.

Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate
Gratluation Day, Spring 1970
HE College's spring graduation ceremony was the first for
T
the Commandant, Colonel J. C. Clinch, at the last for
Band Sergeant-Major G. Evison (D .
D .), shortly to retire
&

from the Army after

Ui years at the College.

PHOTO CAPTI ONS
I. Officers of th e Lana r kshi r e Voluntee rs (Royal Eng ineers)-Circa 1879. 2. O ne company of t he La narkshire Volunteers em bodied and
de parting for the Boer W ar- Chatham 1900. Note the two pipers on the left. 3. Rad io Detachm e nt 52 (Lowl an d) Divis ion al Sig nals, on
summer camp, Treon 1921 , with a 120 watt set. 4. H.R .H. The Princess Royal ins pecting the Gu ard of Honour w hen sh e present ed pipe banners to Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals and 52nd (Lowland) Divis io nal Signals at t he Empire Ex hibitio n o n 8th Ju ne 1938.

T b .-. R egime n t's y oungest e le ment
61 (City of Edinburgh) Signal Squadron (V) historically arc
the Regiment's youngest element, having started after the war
as 13 A.A. <;Jroup Signal Regiment, T .A. T he permanent staff
Q.M., Captam Peter McNaughton, was a P .S.I. with the I rish
A.A. Independent Squadron and camped with that Regiment
in 1953-54. On the demise of A.A. Command in 1954 they
eventually became 6lst (qty of Edinburgh) Signal Regiment
T .A. and were gi:anted theu: present title on reorganisation in
1967. Very conscious of being part of 'Auld Reekie,' I was

ations of the T.A. and T. & A.V.R., two Squadrons and a
Cadre remain to the North Irish Horse-' D' Squadron and
Cadre at Belfast still eqmpped with armoured cars, and ' B '
Squadron, now 69 (N.I.H.) Signal Squadron (V). Training for
their new role brought ' B ' Squadron no few problems. Instead
of driver/operators and gunners, they had to learn morse and
how to operate a teleprinter so that they could man Dlls and
Clls, and staff comcens in place of Saladins-no easy task even
for a regular unit, and all this taking place in the midst of the
seriou~ social unrest in Londonderry.
I was now to meet the Squadron at first hand. Introduction
were soon over, and business was brisk and straightforwardtraining requirements, trade testing, recruiting, G 1098 store ,
works services, transport. They knew what they wanted and
clearly meant to get it! They are poorly housed in D uncreggan
Camp, on the outskirts of the city, which they temporarily
have to share with an infantry company on an emergency tour,
but despite this their training facilities are more than adequate.
In the year since they took over a derelict former allied officers'
club of the 1939-45 war, much has been done, but the frustrations of lack of money, and procrastination in the works department and ordnance chain were evident.

A/T R.S. M. W illiom Paterson

Some 640 apprentices were
on parade, and a large
crowd of s p e c t a t o r s
assembled in honour of the
51 apprentices who were
leaving the College for the
Corps.
The parade was commanded by A/T R.S.M.
William Paterson, who will
next term gain the distinction, unique in the College's
history, of being R.S.M. for
two consecutive terms.
Reviewing Officer for the
day was M ajor-General. J.
E. Anderson, C.B.E., Assistant Chief of Defence Staff
( S i g n a I s ) and Colonel
Co m m a n d a n t of the
Corps.
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The Commandant, having welcomed our guests, pointed out
that 30 of the 'graduates '-19 technicians and 32 operatorswould start their Regular service overseas. Of the remainder,
many were posted to 3rd Division, and so are liable to find
themselves abroad at very little notice.
. He went on to list the College's achievements throughout the
term, both academic and sporting. In the latter sphere, the
soccer team reached the semi-final of the Yorkshire Services'
League and the quarter-final of the Army Cup; the rugby XV,
having reached the Northern Command final (Army. Cup) for
the first time ever we.re defeated by the more experienced 8th
Signal Regiment; the hockey team were knocked out of the
Army Cup only in the Command final; in squash, the College
A/T team are Army Junior Champions, in individual tournaments, A/ T Corporal Kevin Bertin is Army Junior Champion
and Northern Command Soldiers Cham~ion, while A/T. Roy
Sinclair gained national fame by defeatmg the G. O . C. -m-~.,
General Sir Cyril Blacker, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., thus helpmg
the College team to win the Command final; at basketball, we
won the Army J unior Major Units' Championship, while Scott
Squadron won the Minor Units Championship; in fencmg,
A/ T Graham is Yorkshire Open .Foil Champion, and Nor~ern
Command Champion-at-Arms (foil, sabre and epee: he contmues
to represent the Army. In more intellectual spheres, the Drama
Club came second in the Army Junior Drama Festival.
In his speech, following the presentation of prizes, Gen~ral
Anderson had high praise for the turnout, marching and bearing
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BAND SERGEANT MAJOR G. EVISON
April 8th saw the last appearance on GraduJ.tion Parade of Band Sergeant-Major
G. Ev1son, Devon and Dorset. This was his 3~th such parade-includ ing re·
he>ruls he m•kes it htS HOth !-for he h•s served the College for 11 ! years.
He is thus easily our o ldest mil iury inhabitant.
Born in Knaresborough in 1931, Geoffrey Ev 1son w;as educated at King James' s
Gn.mmar School. He joined the Dorset Regiment in August 1946 as a Bandboy.
having learnt to play the Bugle with the West Yorkshire Ba.cu.lion of the Army
Cadet Forc-e.
He hu served in Austria,-including two years in Vienna-Hong Kong and
Japan, and Germany, and c.ame to the College in February 1959. Married, with
three children. Sergeant Major Evison hopes on retirement from the Arm y
next term, to teach music in Yorkshire. All members. past and present, of che
College, and not only of the Bands , w ish him well

DEPARTURE OF THE CHAPLAIN
"I have thoroughly enjoyed my stay at the College and am sincerely
sorry to be leaving". The Reverend Curwen Rawlinson, C.F. who is
leaving the College to take up an appointment as Garrison Chaplain
of Hamelin with A/T Nicholson and Mackay
As a farewell gift, at choi r practice on 1st April, the choir presented
the Chaplain with an engraved silver tankard

Colonel Commandant's Award (for the best all-round soldier/
tradesman of the term) : A/T Sergeant D. M. Courtenay.
of all those on parade, especially in view of the bitter cold.
He conp-atul~ted the band on maintaining the high standard
of music, which was so much a College tradition and commended A/T RS.M. Paterson for his excellent handling of
the parade.
The General assured tho e leaving that they were entering
" an honourable calling in which many virtues are encouraged
such as loyalty, courage and enthusiasm, to which are added
te;chnical skill-'.' This, he added, was especially true of Royal
Signals, to which the College .had always provided an excellent
entry. He concluded his remarks by reminding the audience
of a ' turbulent ' former Commanding Officer who had once
told him: '.' I don't give ~ da~n what you do, as long as you
?o something. The cardinal sm,' said General Anderson " is
idleness."
'
Major prizes were presented as follows:
The Army Commander's prize (for all-round excellence): A/T
R.S.M. W. T. Paterson.
The Commandant's prize (for conduct, discipline and example):
A/T Sergeant D. G. Naylor.
Signal Officer-in-Chiers Award (for best all-round tradesman
of the term): A/TA. Speakman.

REF. J P

I OI CRAP. 7 PARA. 7 30

Message Centres have the often unenviable task of
correcting .originators' messages. One of our offenders
(a gr~y-haired gentleman, who will recognise himself)
~ubmJtted the following in reply to our latest rebuke·
It does, of course, indicate we are getting THROUGH'.
Quote:
Commcen co!llplains constantly concerning correct
~une Y c<;>ntamed . communications. Seems signal
signals soc1~l solecism suspected. Suggested satisfactory soluuon. For please insert most grateful you.
Unquote.
Submitted by Communications Centre, H.Q. British
Troops Malta, B.F.P.O. 51.

Prizes a~varded by the Royal Signals Corps Committee to the
Apprenuces who have made the best use of their opportunities
at the College:
Technician Radio: A/T B. E. Whitton.
Technician Radio Relay : A/ T A. W. Paines
Technician Terminal Equipment: A/T Lance-Corporal P. A.
Evans
Telegraph Operator: A/T D. G. Naylor
Trade prizes awarded to the best Apprentice Tradesman of
the 9th Term in each trade:
Technician Radio Relay : A/TA. Speakman
Technician Terminal Equipment: A/TC. P. Nelson
Telegraph Operator: A/T Lance-Corporal T. S. Mockford
Special Operator: A/TA. Teasdale
Borough of Harrogate prize (for the best essay on local
government:
Operator Wing: A/TS. Gamer
Technician Wing: A/T Corporal W. H. Todhunter and A/T
C. Finlay

THE H O YAL SIGNAl..S ASSOCIATION AND
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received d14ring March, 1970:

£ s.
Officer Commanding 8th Signal Regiment
J. P . Fra:tklyn, ESQ .
Loui3e E. Loughlin
Captain G. B. Symonds, M.B.E.
W.0.I H. L. H. Feher

3
5
5
3
3

J. N. K Billen, Esq.

I
l

R. N. Houston, Esq.

...

. ..

5
0
IO
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Major G . A. Stanley, D.C.M.

16

0

R. S. Dorward , Esq.
.. .
. ..
Various small individual donations

15

0

4 7

0

Total £27 13

o

£531 19

7

Expenditure during March, 1970
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0
0
0

...
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8.20 HF SSB Station Radio
The B.20 is a very versatile all
soJid,state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B. 20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which has an RF output of 30W
p.e.p., represents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitter,
receiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Plessey
specially for this equipment, and
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which provides 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilities are also provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communications using
8 ft. (2.4m) ·whip antennae at range
in excess of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distances in exce s of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. Using sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achieved.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award to Industry
1969 for the export achieve, .HA
ments of its Electronics
~
Group.
::::;:::.~·::::
For further infom1ation and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

e

PLESSEY Electronics

The Plessey ~ompany Limited,
Radio Systen1s Division,
Ilford, E sex, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex: 23166
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Pushed?
" JT can't be time for the next WIRE notes yet?" But, sure
enough, we have reached the time when <?ur contribu.tor
must get something in the h~d s of the. typists firs~ ~mg
tomorrow to be in the lundl-amc post-its nearly m1dmght
too!

Good news
A shon but valuable and informative visit from the Officer i/c
Records was appreciated. Colonel Masser's talk, attended by a
large representative audience, was good .~ctual s~uff and left
us in no doubt about the need to get solruers qualified. As ~e
Colonel's briefcase contained the results of recent promotlon
boards it was not surprising that he departed with a heavier
briefcase which outlined the familiar shape of a VAT 69 bottle.
Warming thoughts
A recent conference to get summer camp plans under way
indicated that it should be an improvement on last year's pilot
scheme From Lieutenant-Colonel Stonham downwards it was
agreed ·that the venue si;ould ~e the same ag~in . That, for
information is a small island m the Mosel nver near the
village of Treis. What can the attraction be? Watch this space
in the September issue.

omeers

ta_~ed

The three ' Sabre ' Squadrons, as our Household Cavalry
Quartermaster, Captain Alec Ayr~n, chooses to c:aU them, ha~e
each given a campaign presentauon to the remamder of Regimental Officers as pan of our Officer training programme.
I Squadron drew a number of lessons from the Arakan
Campaigns whilst 2 Squadron's light-hearted reminiscences of
the Israel 6-Day War gave the audience a vivid picture of this
shon encounter. 3 Squadron's treatment of events in Northwest Europe successfully captured the attention of the audience.
Selected Officers attended the Divisional Study period where
events on the German eastern front in the Second World War
were studied. This study was again held in the local S.K .C.
cinema so the elaborate preparations of the gymnasium in days
gone by are a distant memory.
A 'Stonk' (if that is the right collective noun!) of Gunner
Officers hit the Regiment for an RA. communications convention. This proved a very valuable meeting ·and Captain Kimber
and Foreman Cochrane discussing set installation maintenance
and the elevated antenna respectively have earned themselves a
lecture tour of the Divisional Gunner Regiments.
' Talons High '
This was C.C.R. Signals annual exercise which is always
looked forward to as a good test of communicating. It was
certainly that plus a test of survival due to the weather and
it certainly won't be forgotten in a hurry.
Comcen Golrs memorable last location, into which sapper
Michigan tractors assisted them, soon had the ' golfers ' singing
what we had previously believed was th.e M.P.B.W. march 'Mud,
mud, glorious mud.' However, the M .P.B.W. did come to the
rescue of Captain ' Duck-board ' Dudley by sending out some
doors and planks as 'cat walks.'
There were two long moves which were carried out successfully. The Granger directional V.H.F. antennae which we have
on trial proved useful in these particular phases.
Then there was the animosity which we felt had crept in
between the Main Division Reece Officer and the Radio
quadron when the Main Radio Village found itself successively
on the top of i uarry excavations, then in a bog, followed by a
dung heap (an enormous one!) and finally in a cemetery. As the
radio worked well we are convinced that communicating was
uppermost in the Reece Officer's appreciations!
Corporal Mick Parker, in Comhead Oscas' auto 4-0, made use
of his periods in the step-up role by composin~ crossword
puzzles and circulating them via Mufax. Appropriately Signal
Operations were adjudged the winners of the first puzzle. There
was evidence of Captain Carson assisting the technicians and
19"4

further circulations were somewhat more difficult. Signal Operations remained undefeated champions as they alleged they were
too busr to complete any puzzles after the first!
Mention must be made of the line detachments who worked
very well under the attrociousty wet and muddy conditions
throughout this exercise.
Hostages
Second-Lieutenants Bingham and Bushell were welcomed
with a carefully-planned practical joke which had them flown
into the middle of an exercise within half-an-hour of arriving
in Herford. However, the last laugh was on the jesterstwo of whom (Lieutenants Burgess and Thomas) dressed as
Signalmen, ended the day by being locked in the cells of the
5th lnniskilling Dragoon Guards (' Skins ') guardroom. As
seems to be customary at present, they were held as hostages
by the ' Skins ' Orderly Officer, the ransom being a few bottles
of champagne. When the latter was delivered, a memorable
release celebration took place in the Officers' Mess.
Eas t e r bre ak
As far as it is known, the many ambitious plans for Easter
were somewhat dampened by the weather. The fast-growing
number of car-owning, living-in soldiers makes days out at
weekends a popular pastime. We had reports that sailors at
the Mohne Sec raced in a snow storm, although our sailors
who were there have not so far owned up to competing! Ski-ing
was, perhaps, the most popular Easter pastime of those talented
in that direction, as one did not have to journey too far
to find skiable slopes.
Some officers went to Rheindahlen to ' hold the hand ' of
Captain Jonathon Lowe (late of this Regiment) on the day he
married Miss Jan Steyr, to whom we wish a lot of luck and
happiness.

rou

Bugger - enthusiasm
The rugby team seem to be making up for their shortened
season and intend to leave a mark on the 1970 B.A.0 .R. score
sheets. Some very good wins have really got the enthusiasm
alive, and one of their noteable victories recently was a convincing win over Hameln Rats, who have quite a reputation.
We trust that there will be sufficient of this year's players
with us in September to start the '70/'71 season in the same
' blaze of glory.'
Hockey - Oundle Cup
Some keeney-contested matches have again been the feature
of this annual competition. It is an inter-Squadron league
for a trophy presented by Oundle School. It appears that
3 Squadron are going to run out winners, although at the
time of going to press, that is by no means a foregone conclusion.
The Regimental players are hoping to play evening matches
during the summer, as they feel the short season, due to the
long winter has given them a raw Cleal. So, if there are any
readers with a team which would like summer fixtures, they
should contact us.

Promotions and moves
The following Warrant Officers and Senior N .C.O.s were
recently informed of forthcoming promotions and appointment
changes, and our heartiest congratulations go out to them.
Y. of S. Blakelock is now acting W.O.I and has been winkled
out of the secure area to go to 1 Squadron.; Sergeant-Major
Common is leaving, on promotion to W.0.I, in the near future,
and Staff Sergeant Driver has got his job in 2 Squadron;
R.Q.M.S. Bresloff, too, will soon be changing the badge on his
arm; Sergeant Farrell becomes a Staff Sergeant, but remains in
the families' office to control the ever-increasing work load
therein; Yeoman Ferguson has successfully cajoled a promotions board into considering him fit to be a W.0.II, and Staff
Sergeant Brudenall will be assuming the S.Q.M.S. role in 3
Squadron.
Midnight oil
The midnight oil having been burned, it looks as though
the typist is going to have a job reading the draft. However,
by hook or by crook, we will have something with the Editor
in time for publication, or is that tempting a postal strike!
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Choosing the· right insurance
scheme. We'll advise you on all
forms of insurance, including life ,
personal effects, household and
motor p olicies. It's especially important that your possessions are
insured when you' re posted overseas.
.Making yol,lr money work best
for you. You need to make the
most of your spare cash. And we 'll
help you - with advice on the ~ight
form of saving, such as National
Saving Certificates, Unit Trustsand
stocks and shares.

Settling your bills. Have you
ever forgotten a payment? It need
never happen again. We'll take
care of all your regular mc;mey
commitments, such ·as subscriptions, insurance p remiums and
hire purchase instalments.
' The m a n to con tact is
Mr. D. P. Gardine r, who is specially
concerned with liaison betweeh
H. M. Forces and the Bank. Write
to him, using the coupon and
he 'll send you full details of all our
services to the Services.

Lloyds Bank helps you to plan
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~
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.
I
I
I .Mr. D. P. Gardmer,
. TD
.
. . , Se rv1ces
II
I To
Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited,
I London,
Cox's and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, I
S.W.l.
j Ple~e send me full details of aij your I
I services.
f
I Name.................- ......................................................_ j
I Rank. ......................................................................-.••. I
I
I
I ... . . ..... .......... ....... _. ........ . .. . ..... . . ............ . . ...__I
Address ......................................................................
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 1 5
Sut•b 1.. t b t> p nt•t" of life
O one showed great surprise at a recent conference when
the M .T.O. brought to the C.O.'s attenti~n that there
were only nine days available in the month of April to COJ:I?plcte
all the Centra l Servicing Stations M.T. programme. Such is the
pace of life that we are becoming accustomed to me!e. snatches
of routine life in barracks. Not that we are comp lammg, what
would life be if we were left to find things to occupy our
ti~ !
.
Forgive us if we talk exercise-it's the season and the life
ha it reportable incidents. .
.
.
We swung into M a r~h with ~ Re g.unent~.l exercise, our
fourth this year, Exercis.e '. Carner Pigeon. F or onc.e we
exerci ed from barracks with iust a few relays deployed m the
hills. A heavy snow fall immediately prior to the exe~ci e gave
u econd thoughts about deploying the whole Regunent yet
again in a few feet of snow. ? xercise ' T allons. Hig~ ' to follow
we could not really risk impalmg even more vehicles m Gasthaus
walls ( hades of Exerc~se ' Sto~y Petrel ' when .2 Squadron 's
acce s/exit developed mto a mmor cresta run with, unfortun.
.
ately a Gasthaus at the end!).
' Carrier Pigeon ' gave us the final preparauon .reqllJ!ed for
Exerci e ' Tallons High,' by far our biggest exercise th1s year.
Again snow fell in abundance prior to the Regiment taking to
the field. With co-operation from our friends, the Sappers, we
were just able to get into our locations. Movement and rt1e
selection of new sites for both Comcens and Comheads was
hindered throughout the exercise by the snow but d~spite t?Js
we felt we coped with our set tasks. It was a very mteresung
exercise for all concerned and it is felt that everyone came away
from it that little bit wiser and more confident in their role.
A telegraph exercise gave the operators some hectic hours and
provided some valuable lessons and, of cours~, problems.. A
minor problem which arose was that of prevenung tape gettmg
wet on the ever slushy floor of the T.R V.s, as it spewed out
of the numerous reperforators. Hession floor covering was an
immediate aid but not quite the final answer!
Occasionally 4 Squadron feel their feet and clamber into
the great unknown all on their own. One recent occasion,
Exercise ' Fresh Breeze II." Their report:

Exer ci se • F r esh Breeze D '
The exercise was to allow the Staff and Reece Troop alike
to familiarise themselves with their roles in Covering Force
H.Q. before the start of the long exercise season. Due to the
influx of new faces it was a very necessary exercise and the
' Getting to know your spirit ' (75 % proof) was fostered
throughout. Weather-wise 'Fresh Breeze II' was a rather apt
name. It was bitterly cold throughout, the depth of snow build-

ITS THE MOD ERN W AY O F DOING VE HI CLE RESEA RC H
Signalman 'Apples' Holley an d Co r poral 'Oct upus' Moore of 7th
Signal Regiment have an original approach to Ex Fresh Breeze I land there are no prizes fo r spottin g t his t ype of sled ge
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ing up towards the end of the exercise and cul!11inating into a
roaring blizzard. We not only had to put up with the weathc•
but che newly number ed R13 . During the exercise it lived up
to 1~1e motto 'Unlucky for some,' shedd ing the ~ame ti;ack
twice and getting itself bogged in a ditch when trymg to pU!l
omeone else out. After much muttering from Lance-Corperal
Haslam and crew, the number seemed to disappear miraculoosly
from the front and r ear of the vehicle overnight. L ieutenant
Paul White, the Force Reece Officer, had an unenviable task
trying to find locations which the headquarters and rebros could
get to. Staff Sergeant Au.brey, R.E.M .r:., of our .galla~t L.A.D .,
amazed everyone with his recovery skills, workmg, 1t appears,
24 hours a day. He was greeted with applause from the. staff
at one stage after a brilliant recovery of the afore-mentioned
R l3. Strangely enough the only time throughout the exercise
when there were no mechanical hitches was on the journey
back to barracks. Despite the accompanying photograph> there
is no truth in the rumour that Corporal ' Octupus ' Moore is
giving up the FV 432 in favour of a mobile jerry can!
And

011

•••

The month of April holds in store three exercises and our
celebrations of the Corps' 50th Anniversary. It is a good thing
Easter came early this year or else we may have found difficulty
in fitting it in. As it is B.A.0 .R. is celebrating its own separate
Whitsun from U .K .! Easter would have shared the sam e fate
I fear and we would h ave had to alter its date had it fallen
in April.
.
.
Our celebrations of the Corps' 50th Anruversary are to consist
of a Drumhead Service at Bielefeld with the other Signal
Regiments of 1 (B.R.) Corps on Sunday, 5th April, and then in
conjunction with 4 Division H.Q. & Signal R egiment, two days'
fun and games on 15th and 16th April. W e are all looking
forward to seeing the White H elmets and the Corps Band. We
feel we must ask our friends in 5th I nniskilling D ragoon G uards
to come and see our Corps Band . We have called upon the
services of their Band so much since they have been in H erford
that we have the feeling they do not believe the Corp~ has a
Band of its very own! All finger s are crossed that ~s year
April will not ~ring its famous s.howers. The .celebrauons ~r e
giving the R egunent a long-awaited opportumty of returnmg
some of the hospitality afforded us by our affiliated Regiment,
the 4th Battalion Troupes de Transmission of the Belgia':1 Army.
It has in the past been difficult to fit an engagement m to the
crowded programmes of the Regiment and the Battalion. However, we can look forward to seeing their Commanding Offi~er
with some of his officers and men on our home ground durmg
our celebration days. The affiliation between the. Regiment .and
our Belgian friends goes back some considerable urne,
although at the moment no one is absolutely sure how long. If
any reader can put a date to the original affiliation we would
be most grateful to hear from them. To anyone who has in the
past enjoyed the hospitality of 4 Troupes de Transmission we
are pleased to repon that the affiliation has in the past three
years been gathering momentum again after a somewhat quiet
period. The Regiment's scribe for THE WIRE notes next month
will probably run out of ink giving jottings about our celebrations.
SPORT
Rugby
Prior to our Easter break we were able to squeeze in the
Regimental seven-a-side rugger competition, postponed from
November when the weather clamped down. It was an enjoyable day for both competitors and spectators alike and aroused
great Troop/Squadron spirit. 'Papa ' Troop, the reigning
champions, just managed to hold 'Tango ' Troop of 2 Squadron
at bay in the final. The 'professional ' rugby players of .5
Squadron were getting very worried at one stage, when it
appeared ' Tango ' Troop might win; they would never ~ave
lived it down if their expert coaching had been to no avail.
Sadly, our hockey side was defeated in the 4th Division
final early in March, by the Blues and Royals. We almost ended
up not being on speaking terms with our rivals down the road,
4th Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment, when we beat them
in the semi-final, and it would have been too much for them
to bear if we had won the final, which was a very spirited
game, and could easily have gone either way; our fate being
sealed by a single break-away goal in the last 15 minutes.
We are still in the running in the league, however, being
top of the Hameln/Hcrford League and we have not dropped
a point all season. Certainly our hockey standard has gone
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u p this year and we have been able to r un two tea ms. The
whole of our second eleven is at first tea m standard, and we
never have trouble filling m. Praise must go to Major Ron
Pepper, R.A .P.C., for h is sterling efforts towards hockey r'nis
year. We arc pleased to be able to repor t chat W.O.II
• Digger' Dale and C.S.M.I. Pat Heirlehy have been selected
to play for the B.A.0.R. side and that W.O.ll Dale, Sergeant
Thorburn, Sergeant D onnithorne and Corporal Stephenson
have been selected to represent the Royal Signals B.A.0 .R.
side.
We have now virtually reached the end of our winter sports
competitions an~ really cannot be anyth ing but pleased wi.~ our
representative sides' efforts. In rugby we won the 4th D1v1s1on
cup and were in the B.A.0 .R. final. Soccer took us to th e
4th Division semi-final, and although we have five games yet
to play, we arc at present at the top of the league. Basketball
came to the fore this year, and trom !:icing an unknown, we
reached the B.A 0 .R. finals. Time prevented a full play-off
of all matches m the B.A.O.R. basket ball and we ended up
unplaced although we were raring to play for fifth position.
The sm~ ll bore shooting team gave us fot:rth place in the
B.A.0 .R. final- proof that they were not just keeping chem~e lve warm each time they dashed off to the sanctuary of the
lndoor range! We even managed to gain third place in the
4th Division fencing competition, a fine effort by the s~all
dedicated band of fencers. (I thought I had seen everythmP
until I spotted fencing kit being carried on exercise! It wa'
not a case of being short of small arms-" must take any
and every opportunity we may have t? pra~~ice, s1'.!") . .Although
we tried, we had no great success m sk~-mg thi~ wmter and
remain largely ' off the map ' as far as this sport 1s concerned.
The problem appears to be i~ keeping individuals with skiing experience, let alone a viable team, from one year to
the next! We are now beginning to think of summer sports,
although currently it is very difficult to imagine that there
will ever be a summer ! The only really interested party at
the moment seems to be the Sub Aqua Club, but they know
they are on a safe wicket in planning their expedition to the
South of France!

It is not our normal practice, however •••
It is not our normal practice to welcome peopl~ to the
Regiment in our WIRE notes. With so many commgs ~nd
goings, we could never ke.ep pace. Ho"".ever, one new arnval
should have special menuon and that 1s our new Squadron
Commander from ' down under,' Major Don Randall, Royal
Australian Corps of Signals, who will be with us fo! a year
before going to the School of Signals. He ha~ qwc~y g<?t
into the swing of life in the Regim~t and 1s adding his
own mark to it-albeit on the Commandmg Officer's knee. We
are sure ' Soxmis ' was baffled for a while by the jungl~-haned
fi gure on exercise! We are very pleased to have Ma1or ~on
and his wife, Valerie, with us, and trust that they .will en1oy
their stay in 7th Signal Regiment as much as we enioy havmg
them.

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171/2

RICH M 0 ND

E.stabllabed 1788

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MA~BS
PRAMS AND CYCLES
GLASS AND CHINA

*

CAL OR GAS AGENTS
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Sports Jackets from £19. 19t:.
TTousers from £9. 9s.

Buy
your
better
clothes at

Moss Bros

Bedford Street, W.C.2 (near Leicester Square station )
Lime Street. E.C.3 · and Branches
And now Au Bon MarcM in Paris
Off1cia/ tailors to the Royal S1qna/s
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9th Signal Regiment {Radio)
B.F.P.O. 53
Thi is Ron Cathcart. " 3.
?llarri1:d ' ith tisechildren
and, until rccentl:·, a
tckcommunications in~tructor in the Rm al Corps of 'ignals.
Feel in~ rhe need for the more
: et tied do~1cstic lift' that 'ci\ :trect'
ollcrcd, Ron left the RCS after many
cnjo: abk years :rnd, eight months ago
joined \lichclin 1\re Company on an
'open' ha. is, a ft er pas ing through the
Company s ·election procedure;
Ron's qualities were assessed and he
wa helped to choo. ea suitable career.
l le is at pre. ent undergoing training
for a post a · a production upen-i or
atthe 'toke factory.
This i "hat Ron Cathcart says
about hisne\\ career.

Y:

"Tlit!first tl1111g that struck me about
JI ichelm 1r11s th<'ji·iendfr atmospltere,
11111/ 11 reid tl'c/111spirit11•hiclt I did not
expect Inji11,/ in i11d11slr_)'. R 1'.ijlllnsibili(J'

isghen as soon asyoll are rea<frfor it
career in produttion, engineering,
and, 11/t/11.111gh Ji'iendfr ath:ice is ahl'1l)'S
"ork stud~ or pl'l'snnnel.
a-.:c1i/,i/1/e,J'0111m• gire1111jo'1 mul leji lo
Please\\ rite IHI\\ to the
get on 1111th ir.
Recruitment .\ fa nager of the
Jfo1111d the 1ran.wtio11 to rh:<:J' life
lichclin T: re Com pan~ <ll Stokc/ielp1·d great~)' I~)' th1• '1'1'1)' thorouglt
on-Trenr, Stall~ . T + +EY Or phone
tr11111111g progmmnu: mltid1 a//011•s.J'Oll
him at Stoke-on-Trent -1-821 r. Ile
to set) 011r 011'11 pa ff, mithin reason.
"ill arrange to in ten ie\\ ) ou at} our
Fringe hem'.fits md1 as the rm1tem
convenience.
S1'n:ires awl the sports awl sori11!
~ lore about .i\[ichclin.
amen it ieJ are ofa high st 111ul11rda111!
"~ 1\lichclin offers) ou the security
,Hirl1eli11 adopts a111111derstanding
of being part of an expanding,
aff itude to 1111.ypenonal d{[/iculties-as
international Compan~. Your salary
lfo1111d to 111)' adrn11tngc.
on starting is good and becomes
The opportunitiesfor pro11101io11 are
increasingly better as you progress.
go_od and 1 see JJ~)' rnren II'it h :'vf ichelin
You benefit from the additional
as 1111 e.rriti11g rhallenge.'
security of free lite assurance and an
1

Ron Cathcart i doing well and has
found him elf a career at Michelin
and not ju. ta job.
fichelin want more like him ..•
- men" ith an ambition to caf\"e out
a ne\\, progressiYe management

A1uuu1l iflspcctlou
G.0.C., NEARELF, Major-General M. W. Holmes
T HECB.E.,
M.C., visited the Regiment on 26th March t~

carry out our annual inspection. After inspecting the quarter
guard, composed of men from several of the different Services
and Arms serving in the Regiment, the Commanding Officer
Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. McL. McKinnon took General Holm~
o_n a tour of the Regiment. The progr;mmc was extremely
u_g~r, for nearly every depa_rtment in the Regiment was
v1S1ted. The Guard Dog Section was first on the list which
proved ro _be a cunning piece of psychology; after meeting our
five slavering war dogs, only the nicest possible questions were
asked.
After the inspection, the General presented Long Service and
Good Conduct Medals to W.0.I Mike Dawkins (Int. Corps),
W.0.11 Terry Hammill, Staff Sergeant Fernie, Sergeant ' Pidge'
Bullen and Corporal Bob Knowles.

WEIGHING UP THAT NEW PAY RISE IN CYPRUS
One of the "Infantry sections"' ukes cime o ut on the M.P.T. course exercise
to consider the new pay scheme details which arrived while they were up in
the mountains. The batchelo rs are easily recog nizable-they' r e the ones with
the smui expre5sions.
Back : unce-Corporol Frank Hall (26 1 Signal Squadron) ond Lance-Cor poro l
Bert Wright (255 Signal Squadron). Front : Lance-Corporal Bob Welsh, R. P.C.
(9th Signal Regiment), Lance-Corporal Jeff Evans (259 Signal Squadron), Lance·
Corporal Dave Cook (9th Signal Reg iment) and Signolmon 'Taff' Evons (9th Signol
Regiment)

attractiYe pension scheme. 1cdical,
canteen and sporting facilities are
first-rate. Michelin takes OYer your
removal problems and expense and
assi ts you and your family" ith
accommodation.

Bob Deacon, made his last appearance on stage for the group as
he is leaving the island soon. Flight-Lieutenant David Wood
and Corporal Sarn Sexton, two of the ' light blue jobs ' attached
to the Regiment, played major parts, and Mrs. Pat Chandler
and Mr. John Nash completed the supporting cast. The play
ended with a breathtaking last act, the stage management of
which was extremely clever.

STARTANEW
CAREER
AT MICHELIN

MEN FROM THE DIFFERENT SERVICES AND ARMS OF THE
REGIMENT . . .
provided a very smart quarter-guard during the visit to 9th Signal
Regiment of the G.O.C. NEARELF Major-General M. W . Holme,
C.B.E., M.C. Major-General M. W . Holme is talking to J/T Don
Fraser, an R.A.F. member of the quarter-guard

IThis Armv man didJ

~f.P.C.

Course
The latest MPT course took place between 4th-25th March.
Men from Royal Signals Units all over the island and, indeed,
some from the Gulf as well, came to learn a few more basic
military skills. The three-day infantry exercise provided a
welcome break from the weapon training centre and drill
square and seemed to be enjoyed by all present. The exercise
took place near the village of Mandres, in the Kantara mountains. Map-reading, both by day and night, infantry tactics and
a roped assault course formed the main part of the exercise,
topped up by a night in the local 'boozer,' where, for 15s.
eadi, the course got a fair helping of Kebabbed Jamb and
as much beer and brandy as they could drink (and, in some
cases, more).

MICHELIN IS WHERE THE CARE ER JOBS ARE
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lUcreury TheatrP
The Mercury Theatre Group's entry for the B.F.N.E. and
Gulf Drama Festival rook place from 26th to 28th March.
This year's play, 'Wait until Dark,' was a departure from
the normal light comedy produced by the group; it was a 'whodunnit,' and superbly ' dun ' at that. The casr played to a
packed house every night. Star of the show wa Mrs. Mary
Honaker, wife of our Adjutant, \vhO played the very difficult
role of a blind woman magnificently. Our Dental Officer, M ajor
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1970

Exercise
Every now and then we get hauled out of our offices and
are told to don combat dress, pick a rifle, get a hair-cut and
look fierce. We were somewhat alarmed to discover that
our ' enemy ' for this exercise was to be a Company of
3 Para and a couple of sections of the R.A.F. Regiment.
Nevertheless, we hopped into our guard posts and trenche
and for two days fought off the enemy with an undreamed-of
success. We even managed to capture the Flight-Lieutenant
in charge of the R.A.F. Regiment element. He then had the
cheek to claim that be gave himself up in order to organise
transport back to Akrotiri for his men !
I Squadron Football
After a very hard-pressed season, with the team hit by
injury, game after game, 1 Squadron's football team won the
Army Minor Units Challege Cup. The final was played at
· Dhekelia on 4th April, against' A' Squadron, 17th/21st Lancers.
The day was hot and the pitch dry. The play wa fast and
the superior skill of the 1 Squadron payers showed through
and, although the Lancers' team were perhaps the more coherent, the final score of 4-2 was well justified. The outstanding player of the match wa Corporal Dave Kelly, whose
three goals assured the Squadron of the cup, which was preented after the match by Brigadier R. C. Windsor Clive,
Commander, Dhekelia Area.

Have y ou placed a standing order / or
a copy of T he Wire ?
Why not do so now?
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11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
P rso11at happenings
Lieutenant ' Jenny' Baker, W.R.A.C., our Assistam Adjuta nt,
chieved fame as
model. Public Relations gave her a day's
holiday in Scotland where, on a suitable slope, she posed on
,ki for Women's Royal Army Corps recruiting photographs.
We welcome to the Regiment M ajors E. F. Carrel (0 .C. H .Q.
quadron) and M . 0 . N . Bird (0 .C. 2 Squadron), Captain R.
F. Wilford (Personnel Selection Officer) and Lieutenant A. T . B.
Kimber (0 .C. 1 Troop).
Regrettably we ay farewell to W.OJI J. Frost, who has moved
a ross the back to 8th Regiment, and W.O.II R. MacGregor
who has been posted to 222 Signal Squadron in Sharjah. Our
best wishe are exten ded to both Warrant Officers who have
erved the Regiment well.
Before he left Catterick Brigadier F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E.,
wa the guest of honour in the Sergeant Mess. At the end of
the evening, when he wa leaving, he presented the R.S.M.
and members of the Mess with a barrel of beer wh ich he produced from the boot of his car ! Fortunately the Af ess does
not stock breathalysers.
Finally, congratulations to Lance-Corporal Rodgers, of 3
Troop, and his wife Kathleen, on the occasion of their marriage.
J•ass-off parades
The Inspecting Officer at the parade on 6th M arch was
Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., Conunander Training
Brigade, Royal Signals. The Best Recruits were Signalman B. H.
Standen (3 Troop) and Signalman P. L. Galpin (6 Troop).
Before enlisting at the age of 27, Signalman Standen had
been working in industry. His maturity stood him in good
stead in the Troop and he produced very creditable results.

Signalman Galpin passed six ' 0 ' levels at his school in
uffolk. He came to live in Darlington on leaving scbool less
than a year ago. H e had been considering the Army as a career
for several years but decided to try a civilian job first. Though
interested in electronics, h e became a trainee manager for
Woolworths and remained with them until the end of the year,
when he enlisted.
Before coming into the Army he sailed with the Royal
Harwich Yacht Club. His other hobbies include rugby and
camping. On h is r eturn from leave he joined O.R. 1 Troop
where he is taking the first steps towards gaining a commission.
On 20th March the Garrison Commander Lieutenant-Colonel
A. H . P arks, Royal Tank Regiment, was the Inspecting Officer.
He presented Best Recruit prizes to Signalman J . T urnbull (2
Troop) and Signalman D. L. Cardwell (7 Troop).
Signalman Turnbull comes from Sunderland and was a
mining apprentice. He is now undergoing training as a technician at 8th Signal Regiment.
Signalman Cardwell is a keen sportsman and like many of
his fellow Irishmen he is an enthusiastic and competent rugger
player. Consequently he quickly earned a place in the R egimental XV. He has started his trade training as a Radio
Operator.

some German words: Stummkopf! was one of the more polite
exclamations.
Despite the language barrier, several broken skis and sticks,
and aching limbs, we made good progress. At the end of our
fo rtnight, which passed very quickly, we considered ourselves
comp etent skiers. Some members of our party demonstrated
their competence by using a hop, skip and double somersault
as a method of stopping- though this sequence was not ·taught,
it was effective.
The weather remained good during our stay. This enabled
us to make full use of the excellent fac:lities and enjoy the
beauty of th e area.
All too soon this interesting and exciting visit came to an
end. Our enjoyment resulted from the kindness of our host~
and the patience of our instructors. The visit made a very
pleasant interlude between the end of basic training and the
hard work of 0.R.l and Continuation Training Troop. L ike all
members of the party I would have liked to stay longer.

Satisfied r ecrui t sch e1ne
T owards the end of their training recruits from each Troop
are encouraged to volunteer for a week's attachment to the
Army Careers and Information Office where they were enlisted .
The object is that they should work with the staff of the
A.C.I.O. visiting clubs and schools discussing life in the Army
with their contemporaries. Those who volunteer undergo a
careful screening conducted by Captain Roy Simmons, B.E.M.,
who is O.C. Continuation Training T roop . D espite the hard
work those selected find that they are more than compensated
by the extra week at home. Experience shows that this scheme
is a valuable aid to recruiting. Some idea of its success may
be gained from the results of Signalman D . Babington, who was
attached recently to the A.C.I .0 . at Broadstairs. H e encouraged
five of his contemporaries to go along to the office to enquire
about a career in the Army.

R eg.l mental ' A t Hoines ~
URING the next two months we plan to hold a Regimental ' At Home ' on 22nd April and a Regimental weekend from 22nd to 26th May.
On 22nd April we will be celebrating the 50th Anniversary
of the Corps and are delighted to have the Royal Signals Band
and White Helmets with u s. Also for this occasion, we have
been lucky enough to ar range a helicopter display by 131
Aviation Flight, a gymnastic display by the Army Physical
Training Corps, and a police dog display by the Royal Air
F orce, in addition to large numbers of sideshows and stalls
being prepared by members of the Regiment.
22nd April promises to be a most enjoyable day for us and
our many local German and Dutch neighbours.
During Whitsun we have invited parents, wives, girlfrie nds
and friends to join us from 22nd to 26th May. This is the
occasion of our Regimental athletic meeting, and an excellent
opportunity to entertain those who are able to join us and see
a little of Germany and Holland.

Visits
On 16th and 20th March we were visited by student from
Ramsden T echnical College. Apart from watching the r ecruits
in training, the programme enabled them to test their prowess
on the .22 range and in the gymnasium. WO.II (C.S.MJ.)
Norris and his instructors were amazed at the skill d~splayed
by several of the students until they learnt that some were
county junior champions!
The College authorities had arranged the trip as part of a
general studies course which enables students to see activities
and ways of life other than their own.

Signalman B. H. Standen

Signalman P. L. Galpin

R.S.ltl.s' Convention 1970
A full report of the Convention is to be made in the Training
Brigade notes. 11th Signal Regimen t wer e hosts to the R.S .M.s,
who toured the barracks and then met r ecruits in the cinema
for an exchange of views.
The following night all the R.S.M.s dined in at the Sergeants'
Mess in the presence of the Brigade Commander and the
Commanding Officers. The Corps Band was in very good form
and their presence ensured an entertaining evening. W.0 .1
McDermott, of the Royal Marines, presented the R.S .M. with a
plaque in memory of the occasion.

REPORT ON EXERCISE t SNOWQUEEN '
By Signalman R. Robb
The kind invitation of the Commanding Officer of 2nd
Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment was the reason why
I found myself with eight members of O.R.l and Continuation
Training Troops on Darlington railway station early on a cold
Sunday morning in February. We were starting our Jong journey
to South West Bavaria where we were going to stay in the
little village of Wertach for Exercise ' Snowqueen,' which lasts
for a fortnight. We were told that the aim was to teach the
art of downhill ski-ing.
During the firs t few days, as we crashed and tumbled our
way down the slopes, the local Bavarians made themselves
hoarse shouting "Vorsicht Englander!" At this stage we learnt
A

Signalman
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J. Turnbull

Signalman D. L. Cardwell
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13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40

D

l.o"al knowted~e
Our local ' get to know the area ' v1s1ts to factories, coalmines, etc., are proving most interesting, and an excellent .i nsight into the lives of the ' other half.' It is worth recording
something of our visits to the Sophia-Jacoba coalmiJ?e, about
eight kilometres from our camp. A number of soldiers have
now visited this mine, and all returned slightly bruised, exhausted and somewhat shop-soiled and clinging in hope to the
chance remark of a senior officer that anybody who vi its the
Sophia-Jacoba coalmine should be excused his battle efficiency
tests !
On arrival, we were given an excellent briefing on the min.e,
sufficient to say that it is reported to be the most modern m
Europe, covers an area of 80 acres, employs 4,269 person and
has a daily output of 7,500 tons. Our preparauon ~or our
' descent ' was efficient, to say the least, we were gwded to
extremely well-equipped cubicles, containing complete sets of
miner's clothing, a bath and sink.
With some help, we all soon emer~ed in ~ull kit, helmets,
lamps and, oh my gosh, carbon monoxide respirators, and were
ready for our descent- at the rate of 38 fe~t per second . . A
pleasant surprise to find th.at we arrived .m a r~ther mce
spacious area-" what's so difficult about this then -b~t we
were soon whisked off to ne~otiate a 600ft. tunnel, :which. I
am convinced was Jess than 3ft. high, whatever the guide said.
Once we were in the area where the real coal is produced, it
is most interesting to see the excavation method~, the ~ucks
conveyor belts, close circuit television, etc., and~ 10 parucula.r,
to see the hard conditions under which the rmner works, m
the knowledge, too, of their. daily journey to and. from work
through that tiny tunnel, which we were now reqwred to face
again.
We were soon back on the surface, and what a delightful
surprise, a hot bath and own clothes again, followed by
schnapps, brandy, beer and lemonade.
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1970

Adv«nturP 'l'rnininj(

Our Exercise ' Enterprise I,' the series of adventure and
initiative training exercises we held last year, is now about
to start again. 'Enterprise II,' wh ich will consist of a serie
of exercises, each commanded by a taff Sergeant or Sergeant
and consisting of two or three soldiers, is on the way.
Our first two exercises are ' Swiss Trout,' commanded by
Sergeant A. E. Buttery, who plans to examine the training
methods of the Swiss Alpine Corps, and 'Play Fact,' commanded by Sergeant M. T. 0 . Lumb, who aims to discover
the history of the Passion Play held at Obcrammcrgau.
' Enterprille II ' will continue until August or September, by
which time some 55 Senior N .C.0 .s and 150 soldiers will have
done something, somewhere!
S k i TrahdJ~
Our last course has now returned from Bavaria after an
instructive, hard, but most enjoyable time. They were soon
followed by our ski instructor, Lieutenant Colin Riley, after
an absence of three months. D uring this time h e has introduced at least eighty soldiers to the art of ski-ing, all of whom
have enjoyed this opportunity and woud love to go again.
Our plans for the 1970/71 season will soon be made. We aim
to ski at Bayrischzell again and use the excellent facilities offered
by the owner of the farmhouse, Frau Huber, who, throughout
the season, has been very kind and helpful.

Canoe Club
The members of our newly-formed Canoe Club are enthusiastic, to say the least. One member, Corporal Reg Austin,
is an experienced canoeist; his interest and expertise, and the
enthusiasm and organising ability of Staff Sergeant Jim Goodridge, the club has been given an excellent start.
The first meeting Wl;IS held at Swalm, on the River Maas,
in Holland, and an ideal site to establish a summer hut for the
canoes and equipment. In spite of appalling weather we are
still getting in Germany, Easter being the time for this kind
of activity, we were soon under way under the watdiful eye
of Staff Sergeant Goodridge and Corporal Austin. After a
short burst of enthusiasm, Signalman Roger Kemp stepped out
. of a ' very wet river ' to continue his instruction on the bank,
while Mrs. E. Cant, wife of Corporal P. J. Cant, our only lady
member so far, remained dry, but her canoe 'just refused to
go upstream " !
A most enjoyable day, which ended with large quantities of
tea, suitably laced in true nautical fashion.
An excellent start, but " the warmer weather cannot come
soon enough,'' says Signalman Kemp.
Inter-Troop Sports CoDlp~tition
During the past few weeks, our Inter-Troop Sports Competition has been played with the usual rivalry. This competition
consists of four games-basketball, shinty, volleyball and fivea-side soccer.
We are now approaching the finals, which are due to be
played off on 19th April, and is as good a day as any to start
our next event. This time a ' Crazy Games Conte t.' More
of this later.
Daskotball
Our basketball team still maintains their excellent record
after winning the Rhine Area Knockout Championships. Our
sights are now set on winning the Rhine Area League. At
the time of writing, we arc leading, having cored 26 point
in 17 games, a total of 12 points ahead of our nearest rivals.
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14th Signal Regiment
Worcester

Out in front on all fronts
Redifon's new MF/ HF receiver-the R.550 •Altair'gives a choice of •fre ' VFO tuning with a resolution
of 10 Hz or, using a simple adaptor, full frequency
synthesis in 100 Hz steps. After VFO search, transfer
to synthesiser operation is instantaneous.
The fully transistorised Altair achieves higher
standards in frequency and phase stability. In
frequency setting accuracy, cross modulation and
blocking characteristics.
It has a remarkable dynamic range with unrivalled AGC performance and front end protection.
And it operates on CW, MCW, DSB, SSB and ISB.
The Altair is designed to meet the most

Visit of the {;hfof of Stnff
AJOR~GENERAL P. R. C. Hobart, C.B., O.B.E., M.C.,
.
. Chief ~f.Staff, Headquarters Army Strategic Command,
paid his first v1s1t to the Regiment on Wednesday, 25th March.
Descending upon us (li~erally) by helicopter at 11 a.m. he
spent. a very busy day scemg all aspects of the Regiment and
chat~mg to eve7one .he met. He was particularly pleased to use
our space age eqwpment and speak to Cyprus via TSC 500
and the Skynet satellite.
Before his departure General Hobart commented " Of all the
Signal Regiments that I have seen the 14th show~ most of all
the advances that have been made in modern communications
during the last few years. I am very impressed."

M

18th Signal Regiment

from

e/•

A Member Company of

usual preparations for the big events due this coming summer.
249 Squadron have sent detachments up the east coast of
Malaysia to Dungun to prove radio relay paths and re-broadcast sites prior to the five national exercise, ' Bersatu Padu '
which will take place later this year. Captain Peter Burk~
and members of ' Bravo ' Troop are again on their travels and
are currently in the Solomon Islands. We hope to inclu'de a
report next month on their visit to those sun-drenched Pacific
Islands.

Exercise e Tnlons High '
2 Sq~adron, the E21 Squadron, broke new ground during
Exercise ' Talons High ' in B.A.0.R. Travelling by civilian
ferry the five-ton cabins and equipments were hauled by slow
tages from Worcester to the Sennelager Training Area. In deep,
crisp snow ~e transmitters and receiver sites were established
a mile apart, the 80ft. antennas were set up, the lightweight
30 KVA generators were started and the all-important battle
against the cold was begun.
It wasn't long before communications to Boddington were
solid and all we needed was a good supply of green pencil
to complete the communications synopsis! At one busy moment
Sergeant Perrin gained instant fame by phoning, he thought;
the transmitter site and curtly ordered QSY F2 (change
frequency). Private Eley, A.C.C., in the cookhouse area, an
accommodating chap, agreed, replaced the phone and returned
to his steaks. Fortunately the alert transmitter crew noticed the
loss of keying tone and redeemed the situation.
We are proud to think that for the first time any telephone
in a cold field in Germany could be connected by radio to any
telephone in the United Kingdom. Wasted, however, on one
little girl there who answered the telephone. Replying to the
call sign and request to "Fetch Sunray," she simply said,
" Daddy's gone shopping."

Assnult Course Com11etition
On 3rd March, the first leg of the Champion Squadron
Competition was held, in the shape of a rugged test of endurance, ingenuity and shooting skill. Teams from each Squadron
carried large and heavy logs over a difficult and somewhat wet
assault course, ending up with a test of marksmanship. Anyone who has attempted this sort of exercise and then fired an
SMG with his respirator on will appreciate the difficulties!
It was . evident that all teams had put in a lot of hard work
and practice, and Sergeant Musa, Corporal Fernandez and
Corporal Mohd. Noor, Corporal Boulby, Lance-Corporal Omar,
Lance-Corporal Ismail, Lance-Corporal Ramanathan, LanceCorporal Sooria and Signalman Harwood, and team captain
Captain B. Robinson, of H.Q. Squadron, are to be congratulated
a the eventual winners.
Bond \Vnlking
The Singapore District Road Walking Championships were
held this month, and the Regiment succeeded in scoring another
victory and cup. Lieutenant David Gardiner is to be congratulated on winning the individual championship for the second
year in succession.
Basketball
Our basketball team, having won the Singapore District
Knockout Cup, flew to Hong Kong for the FARELF Championships against 6th Gurkha Rifles. Unfortunately, our opponents proved to be a very experienced team and, although we
took the lead early, we were not able to hold the opposition,
who finally won 68-34. The team as a whole played very well,
under the captaincy of Lance-Corporal Bell.

D.-c~l!iilons

Footbnll
Despite the loss of such well-known Regimental football star
as Corporals Gallagher, Lockwood, McBurney and LanceCorporal Million, we have got off to a good start to the new
season, winning three of our first four Singapore District League
matches. The Regimental Football Officer, Major Terry Canham,
has high hopes of repeating and improving upon our successes
of last season.

The time is 9 a.m. on a wet pring morning. Picture a bed
in a soldiers' barrack room. Anxiously clustered around it arc
four Squadron Commanders, one independent Troop Com-

Report from Australia
Our new man in Australia, Lieutenant John Young, has sent
in the following report:

(or how one wns reaehed in I4ih SIJ(1ml
Deginumt)
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G.P.O. SINGAPORE

has been a busy month in the work and sporting
M ARCH
fields, and has found the Regiment much involved in the

the Rediffusion Organisation

VISIT OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF, H.Q . ARMY STRATEGIC COMMAND
O .C. 2 Squadron, Major R. A. F. Reynolds expounds to Commander
I Signal Group, Colonel E. J. Winn. Amused and interested
listeners are the Chief of Staff, Major-General P. R. C. Hobart,
C.B., O .B.E., M.C. and the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel J. A . Baker
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mander, the Q.M., R.Q.M .S., a Troop Staff ergeant and one
lone Troop Sergeant.
On the bed, flat on his back, lies a limp figure, recognisable
as ~e Sec:ond-in-~mmand. Slowly he raises his right arm,
feeling for something on the book-shelf above his head. There
is a breathless hush as his fingers touch the helf, an explosion
of expelled air as the defeated hand falls back empty.
A hubbub of consultation breaks out. Then the figure on the
bed, suddenly galvanised into action, makes the pronouncement:
" Obviously a soldier, lying in bed, cannot get a book off his
book-shelf without raising at least one shoulder. Lower the
shelf six inches."
A decision has been made. Ten key staff wa lk off with
squared shoulders conscious that they have certainly earned
their pay this day.
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" I arrived after a hectic journey which took three days. Nonr
of the indulgence p s~ engers were allowed to fly from Changi

for there were 13 seats short on the H ercules. An overnight
top wa arranged in Djarkarta and I was booked in the ?ot~
Indonesia-thi being on a par with the Hotel N.alaySta m
ingapore.
The following day the ew Zealand Defence Mini~tcr and
his Chief of Staff 1oined the aircraft, o a guard of honour
and band gave u a good send-off. The next leg, to Canberra,
took 10! hours, and there we spent the night in a motel.
F inall y, a little more comfort was arranged for the fi nal leg
to Melbourne, which was by civilian aircraft. The Me s at
McLeod is an area mess and there is no batting service, so I
have to do my own laundry, which is an eye opener. T he
mess members are a friendly crowd who have gone out of
their way to make me welcome.
Finally, I have taken over the largest. T roop in ~d Sig~al
Regiment of about 70 men and a mountam of unfamiliar eqmpment. One of my Sergeants is an ex-Royal Signals Warrant
Officers, so we understand each other very well."
Further reports from Australia will be included in later
is ues.

Stop Press
Our detachment in the Solomon Islands returned to Singapore today. A full report will appear in our ne:!.."t notes, with
photographs.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16
Re&imental :JOth Anniversary Celebrati ns
OR the Regiment, the celebrations were slightly more
exciting as the Regiment has now completed a decade of
service to the town of Lippstadt here in West Germany. To
mark the occasion, we had for the first time in Corps history
both the Corps Band and the Corps Motor Cycle Display Team
performing together, as indeed they will be doing throughout
their tour of B.A.0.R. and Berlin. The celebration started with
a band concert in Lippstadt, before which the Commanding

F

Olf1ccr, Lieutenant-Colonel D. W. W. Cooper, presented on
behalf of the Regiment a ilver tray to the Burgenneister, the
inscription reading:
Presented to the Stadt Lippstadt
on the occasion of the
SOth Anniversary of the Royal Corps of Signals
and the
10th Anniversary of 22nd Signal Regiment
in L ippstadt
! st April 1970.
The following day the Corps Band and Motor Cycle Display
T eam gave a combined display for the people of Lippstadt
and the Regiment. Again probably for the first time in Corps
history the performance started and ended in a very heavy
snow storm.
In the evening, the Corps Band provided music for celebrations in botti the Officers' and N.C.0.s' Messes. Our thanks are
extended to Captains Boulding and Rowe, of the Band and
D isplay Team respectively, for making the occasion so
memorable.

against 10th Regiment, R.C.T., after again being 1-3 down
at half-time. Our congratulations to a team who always played
hard. P articular mention must be made of Corporal Arthut
Sutherland, our centre-half who is captain of the B.A.0.R. XI,
and Signalman Tom Reilly, our goalkeeper who also plays for
B.A.0.R.
Stop Press. The team bas just beaten R. A.F. Bruggen 2-1
who are currently top of the league.

Regime11tal e vents
The Regiment has been so heavily committed on exercises
that the Lippstadt Players, our Amateur Dramatic Group,
found it necessary to select a cast comprised entirely of the
fair sex for its latest production' The Widows Mite.' This production was entered for the B.A.0.R Amateur Dramatic Competition, coming seventh in the overall adjudication.
In the B.A.0.R. Judo Championships, the Regimental team
came third and here we must mention Second-Lieutenant
Howshall who has been invited to fight for the B.A.0 .R. Judo
Team and also in the Army Judo Finals this month.
Sailing has got off to a fairly good start on the Mohne See
and shortly we send off eight men on two courses to the British
Kiel Yacht Club. It is hoped that an improvement in the
weather will give a boost to R egimental sailing.

Arrivals and dcpartur
Having welcomed the new Second-in-Command, Major Sandy
Le Gassick, and his wife Steve in the last issue of THE WIRE
we now say farewell. After only four months with the Regiment
promotion takes him to Scotland (of course, it's only coincidence
that they own a house in Aberdeenshire). We also bid farewell
to Major Eric and Jean Carrel; Lieutenant Stuart Moralee (but
wedding bells will bring him back briefly in July).
Welcome to Major Frank Philp, Captain Michael Vann,
Lieutenant Mike Martin Lieutenant Chris Wollaston and
Lieutenant Don Hellings, R.P.C. The Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess lose W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Ray Keeler, W.0.11
(Y . of S.) Bill Wall, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Jim Briggs and Sergeant
Bill Tempest. New arrivals are W.O.ll (S.S .M .) Tony Jones,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony WhydelJ, Staff Sergeant Brian
Ellis, Sergeant Sandy Shaw and Sergeant John Richards.

Farewell
Our Paymaster, Major ' Binks ' Williams, is leaving the Regiment and the Army in May. Binks has been in or around Signals
since be joined the P ay Corps from the Tanks in 1960. All here
·a re sorry to see him leave and we wish him all the best of
luck in his retirement.

28th (BR) Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35
Fran
•
EARNING the jargon of any unit is one of the first chores
of all new arrivals. When that unit is a unique N.A.T .O.
formation further complications can be expected. Pemaps,
therefore, one should not be too surprised to be told that a
' Frandangle' must be purchased from the P .R.!. and worn on
the left breast. All becomes clear when it is explained that this
somewhat irreverent term refers to the Franciscan Axe (as used
by the Franks in the 6th century) which is the insignia of
Northern Army Group. Hence Francisca Barracks. Unfortunately tfiis explanation invalidates the living-in officers' claim to
be The Monks, but it's a nice thought. Ove r the years, it has
become a custom to prefix many Regimental activities with the
prefix Fran and so here are a few recent Frans.

L

Franskl 1970
This is an adventure training exercise run for us by a German
Signal Battalion, Gebirgsfernmeldebataillon 8, in Murnau. The
exercise lasts for six weeks and is in three parts; on each part
we send about 20 all ranks who are taught how to ski. That is,
an attempt to teach them how to ski is made.
It is an enjoyable exercise and if no success is acbieved on
the ski-ing slopes then the social side is still open .
PRESENTATIO N

Lieutenant-Colonel D. W. W . Cooper, Commanding Officer, 22nd
Signal Regiment, presents a silver tray to the Burgemelster of the
town of lippstadt to celebrate the SOth Anniversary of the Corps
and the 10th Anniversary of 22nd Signal Regiment in Lippstadt
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Fransystem
This is an exercise held in barracks to practise system
engineering and operating procedures. The recent Fransystem
was attended by detachments from the Belgian, British, German
and Netherlands Corps. The German and French language will
never be quite the same again. Nor will the specialist catering
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1970

l.<'rau Wive-s' Club
The Wives' Club have flourished since Christmas and have
managed to visit a silk-manufacturing factory and hold a dinner
night in addition to their usual meetings. The visit to the silk
factory was nearly a non-star ter owing to the absence of booked
transport; however, the R.M.T.O., Captain John Dean, stepped
in and produced Regimental transport. The dinner night was
held in the Sergeants' Mess and was most successful. Thanks
must go to the Regimental catering staff for a most excellent
meal. When it was due to close several wives are reported as
saying, "My husband does not come back till 2 a.m. after a
dinner night so I'm not leaving now at 11 p.m_"

THE BRIGADIER LEARNS

Signalman Burnett explains the intricacies of cable jointing to
Brigadier Crook
officer, Captain Tony Hope, who is still knee deep in 1680s
attempting to recover rations.
T he annual administrative inspection coincided with this
exercise and the Commanc!er Rhine Area, Brigadier P. E. Crook,
C.B.E., D .S.O., M.A., was the inspecting officer. He took the
opportunity to speak to many men both on the exercise and in
stores and offices. The installation of all communication vehicles
is designed and manufactured within the Regiment and the
Brigadier expressed h is surprise at the complexity and high
standard of workmanship. He appeared well satisfied with all
he saw and we hope the national detachments will forgive us for
landing them an extra ' adtnin.'

Frantnctic
Basically this is a deployment exercise with the emphasis
on tactics rather than communications. A recent exercise produced a fund of memorable remarks. Quite unprintable were
those beard during a gas attack, by Signalman Phil ~tickland
who had been dekitted of his respirator prior to postmg after
the exercise. Another remark stems from the fact that we now
have eleven Foremen of Signals (this must be a record). A longsuffering technician in C.C.C., sensing an ally in the form of
Captain Mike Vann, a visiting D .S., invited bim to " drag up a
Foreman and sit down."
Fran sport
A hard winter has disrupted many fixture lists but mention
must be made of the soccer team who achieved the following
results in the Army Cup:
v. 23rd Regiment R .C.T. - won 2- 1 (away).
v. 13th Signal Regiment - won 2- 1 (away).
v. 4Sth Medium Re~iment, R.A. - won 3-0 (home).
v. 16th Signal Regiment (Rhine area final) - won 4-0
(away).
.
v. 32nd Engineer Regiment (B.A.0.R. senu-final) - lost 3-4
(away).
.
.
The B.A.0.R. semi-final was a great d1sappomtmenr to the
team who were leading 3- 1 with only 20 minutes to play.
32nd Engineer Regiment went on to win the B.A.0.R. final
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Sergeants' 1'fess
At the end of March the Mess visited 13th Signal Regiment
for a games night. Although the teams were evenly matched,
the strength of the fighting 28th Mess proved too much for the
members of 13th and we came through the battle clear winners
by two points, plus one SOpfg. Jackpot dropped by W.O.ll
(O.R.Q.M.S.) Mike Berriman. A very fine trophy was presented
to us by W.0.1 (R.SM.) Eric Filder; this now takes pride of
place amongst our silver collection. All are now looking forward
to the return match on 1st May.
A total of 120 members and ladies enjoyed an excellent
dinner and dance on 28th February. As usual the catering, under
the direction of W.O.II Joe Oytaben and Sergeant Jim Hodgins,
was of the highest possible standard. On this occasion we dined
out our Second-in-Command, Major Sandy Le Gassick, and
Major Eric Carrel, our Supervising Officer. On completion of
the dinner, dancing to the excellent band of the 3rd Carbineers
Prince of Wales' Own Dragoon Guards went on to the small
hours of the morning. The complete evening was an outstanding
success, so much so that Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) Frank
Cokayne, at the unearthly hour of 3 a.m., stated that during his
three years in the Mess it had been the best night he had
ever had there.
Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) (Skinhead) Jimmy Mancais decided
on Exercise ' Frantactic' that life was very quiet; he therefore
held his own fire practice in the Squadron Store tent, the end
result being that 1 Squadron are now short of one German
frame tent. Help! There is no truth in the rumour that Staff
Sergeant Mancais is an agent for the local assurance agent.
During the last eleven months the Mess interior has been
in a turmoil, an extension being built, doors bricked in, walls
papered and false roof installed. The result is that the Sergeant '
Mes of 28th Signal Regiment is looking as a Sergeants' Me
should do and not a it was eleven months ago.
On 18th April a grand opening ball is being held to mark
the completion · the highlights of the evening will be reported
in the next issue of 28th Signal Regiment notes.
Our congratulations go to the following on their recent
promotions to Sergeant within the Regiment: Sergeant Ken
Underwood, Sergeant Gordon Brogan, Sergeant John Wales,
R.E.M.E., Sergeant Mike Mepstead, R.E.M .E.
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Specialist
Teleprinter Operators

:>ACK from _a highly successful Arctic exercise, A.M .F.(L.)
Force R ad io Troop and A.M.F.(L.) Battalion Signal Troop
now amalgamate to form 3 Squadron, under the command of
Ca~tain Ian .Crouch. T'h~y return from Norway with talcs of
Italian cooking, Canadian arctic clothing and American
humour, but all seem to have enjoyed the experience despite
the cold weathe r and the hard work involved.

.] :>

displayed their talents at cooking the dinner in the field and
provided a very welcome cup of coffee for the inspecting party
before they wenc on to see 2 Squadr0n training on the as ault
course and rifle range. 4 Squadron gave a demonstration of airponability and 1 Squadron showed the variou way:, in which
their Radio and Comcen Operators are deployed, including a
rear link CW circuit working over 5,000 miles to 633 Signal
Troop (Caribbean), located outside Belize City, Britbh Honduras. A competition for the best C42/Cl l rear link detachment
was won by Corporal Work.
After lunch 1 Squadron was despatched on a P.E. rest followed
by a visit by the Brigadier to the guardroom, armoury, light
aid detachment, R.E.M.E., and the unit pay office. The inspecting officer watched 1 Squadron returning from their ' ten mile
bash ' before a drive past of the entire Regiment rounded off
the day.

are required for the

•

Ministry of Defence Communications Centre
in Central London

Initially, the operators wi ll be employed upon te leprinting and associated procedures. but they w ill be given the opportun ity of train ing for hig her grade duties
when the Commun ications Centre becomes fully automatic in the middle of 1971 .
Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of 40 words per
minute. and having a good knowledge of current commun ication procedures.
Basic starting pay, at age 25 or over, will be £18.19 .6. per week rising to
£22 .10.0. per week, inclusive of London Weighting . Successful candidates will
currently be required to work sh ifts and overtime wh ich. on average, attracts a
further £8 to £10 per week. There are opportunities of promotion to almost
£1 .500 per annum basic pay.
If you would like further detai ls. and are of British nationality, telephone
01-930 7022 extn. 5964/5, or write to:

CIVILIAN CAREERS ADVISER (T.W. )
M i n isty of Defence, Room 021, Old War Office Build ing, W hitehall, S.W.1

REPORT FROM NORWAY
lance-Corporal Mike Hunt tells Brigadier Proudman of his impressi on of Norway. looking on is lieutenant Jeremy Miller

Also returning at Jase, from the sun of Libya, comes the
comcen detachmenr under Corporal Jones who have been
involved in the final withdrawal of British troop from North
Africa. With them on the L.S.L. Sir Geraint were the radio
detachment of Corporal Adcock, Lance-Corporal Simpson and
Signalman Desborough who, they tell us, have been helping
with more than communications during their stay on board.
Notable among this month's departures is the detachment
for Exercise ' Bersatu Padu ' in Malaysia. Sergeant Griffiths,
Corporals Pipes, Abraham and Ryder and Signalman Walker
and Turner departed for the sun on 6th April. They were preceded by Lance-Corporal Jack and Signalman Sharp, who left
as reinforcements for 14th Signal Regiment a week earlier.

The- t"hanapions
With the return of 3 Squadron came the winner of the
Royal Signals Individual ki-ing Championships, Sergeant John
West, who for the third year running won the Giant Slalom at
Aviemore in Scotland on 14th March.
Keeping up the good work also is Lance-Corporal Geoff
Cutts who added to his string of trophies by winning the
Combined Services' Boxing Onampionship on 16th March at
Aldershot. He now goes on co represent the Combined Service
again c Wales on 9th April.
Our congratulations go co both Sergeant West and LanceCorporal Cutts for their fine achievements.
~· isit

of C.S.O.

On 23rd March, Brigadier G. Proudman, the Chief ignal
Officer, Army Strategic Command, and Major .R. Pl3!1t visited
the Regiment for the annual fitness for role mspect1on. Fortunately the weather stayed fairly bright as the Brigadier visited
the new 3 Squadron who were set out as the A.M.F.(L.)
headquarters employed during Exercise ' Arctic Express.'
Sergeant Douglas Price and the cooks of Headquarter Squadron
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DRIVE PAST
3 Squadron landrovers with pennants flying made an impressive
drive past during Brigadier Proudman's inspection

The ~·ictorious few
Jusc in from 644 Signal Troop in Cypru is the report that
their six-a-side hockey team has won the UNFICYP knockout
cup. The team, consisting of Lieutenant Jack Fiske!, Sergeant
Copeman (the captain), Corporal Bryan, Lance-Corporal Don
Taylor, Signalmen Gibson, Marchant and Jewell, beat 65
Squadron, R.C.T., witti a crushing six goals to four with
Lance-Corporal Taylor scoring three of the goals.
.\rrh·als and departures

We say a sad goodbye this month co Sergeant-Major John
Haydon who has been with 1 Squadron for a year. He leave.
us for 24 Infantry Brigade Headquarter and Signal quadron in
Plymouth. Sergeant-Major Ray Keeler, who has returned from
28th Signal Regiment, takes over as Squadron Sergeant-Major
and we hope he will enjoy his tour with u .
We had a fleeting glimpse of the elusive Lieutenant Chris
Greig, who appeared from Northern Ireland for approximately
two days before di appearing again. We under tand he wa
la t seen heading for Bahrein.
.\ldernt•~·

The Regiment is looking forward to ib share of the ,un
when Headquarter, 1 and 2 Squadron, depart by L. .L . from
Marchwood on 2nd May. We will be staying for what i
hoped to be three sundrcnched weeks on the island of Aldcrnev
taking part in various training activities at Fort Tourgis.

Get with it! Order your Wire

OW!
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The LSL sailed in sunshine, but by the next day the

Medit~rrancan proved it ~an be equal)y as rough as the
Atlanuc, . and all r~nks retired to their bunks. Although no

one admitted sea sickness, Corporal John Cairns looked more
than green. The O.C. kept going, thanks to loads of seasick pills in lieu of food. After pleasant stops at Malta and
Gibraltar, the detachment got back safely to Marchwood on
7th April.
During the whole operation, excellent co-operation existed
between me detachment and R.A.F. communicators, both at
El Adem and at Cyprus (to where the detachment was working) and many friends have been made.
The detachment was visited by the C.-in-C., B.F.N.E.,
G.0.C. NEARELF and Commander 3 Signal Group, Colonel
D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E.
Our Squadron Commander, Major Bryap Postlethwaite, also
managed to visit his men during a liaison visit to the Near
East, and was made very welcome.
The last signal that we sent was as follows:
Routine 280445Z Mar
Fm Det 14 Sig Regr El Adem
To RBDAXA/HQ DCN
RBDAYL/l Sig Gp
RBQPSE/3 Sig Gp
RBDTVA/14 Sig Regt
RBDTST /30 Sig Regt
Info RBQPC/Comcen Cyprus
RBDTST /School of Signals
BT
Restricted KOQ this is the last signal from Libya PD passed
over the link provided by D 13 Der of 14 Sig Regt with
operators from 14 Sig Regt CMM 30 Sig Regt CMM and
R.A.F. PD the circuit El Adem to Cyprus closed 280500Z
March 1970 PD this is also tile last signal passed by Royal
Signals out of the African Continent into DCN
BT
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Last hours
in Libya
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He sought it here, he sought it there

ONE OF THE LAST OF MANY
Corporal Allan Maxwell of 14th Signal Regiment boards L.S.L. Sir Geraint at Tobruk as the final party
leaves Libya

N 6th February, a DB detachmenc of 'Bravo' Troop et
O
sail, in the LSL Sir Tristram, for Tobruk
cover the
communications for the final withdrawal from Libya of the
to

British forces there. On 13th February, the detachment was
joined in Libya by the Detachment Commander, Captain Tim
Hallchurch, and the remainder of the men, including five
-commcen operators from 30th Signal Regimenc-Cpl. 'Pete'
Jones, Lance-Corporal ' Eroll ' Flynn, Lance-Corporal Jim
Lander, Signalman Tony Sygrove and Signalman 'Jock '
Ogilvie.
After coping with a few gremlins and interference problems,
the detachment soon showed that a mobile station could do
the job of a static DCN station just as well as the R.A.F.,
de pite the lack of ED & C and other luxuries.

Good rt•lations with R.A.F.
Before long the operators got to know their R.A.F. counterparts in the commcen and other departmencs, and a very
friendly relationship grew up between our detachment and
communications ilighc, R.A.F., cl f\dem. Corporal ' Dinger '
Bell, Lance-Corporal Ray Dudding and Lance-Corporal Eric
Pickering, from the detachment down at transmitters, were
-soon getting together the R .A.F.'s surplus and not-so-surplus
spares, before Sergeant ' Pyro' Price, R.A.F., did the burning.
Thanks to C<.rporal Ken Naylor, R.A.F., our lineman and
antennae rigger, Corporal Ken Cowsill, won't be short of stores
for a long time.
The off-duty time at El Adem was spent in the N.A.A.F.I.
and cinema and N.A.A.F.I. and cinema, and so on, until both
clo ed, but there still seemed no shortage of beer around the
place. On the odd day, when the weather was warm enough,
ome managed to get down to the beach, and some even
ventured into the cold Mediterranean.
A couple of trips were made to nearby wadis for a day near
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the sea and, despite the minefields, unexploded bombs, and
Signalman Syd Blow's Land Rover's addiction to soft sand,
these were enjoyed without incident.
The station at El Adem, as the buildings were closed and
handed over to rue Libyans, condensed into the 'Air Movements ' and the commcen and, despite the fact that the
station looked like a ghost towq, with no facilities for recreation or entertainment, morale never dwindled. One highlight
of the stay was a CSE show starring Joan Regan, but this
was the only entertainment oucside the N.A.A.F.I.
During the final week, the detachment was involved in a
cleaning-up operation of the abandoned part of the station.
Among the articles found were two tortoises (' Adolf ' and
' Helmet '), now posted to 30th Signal Regiment; one 88 mm.
shell, one .5 cannon shell, and various other rounds of ammunition, and about three tons of empty beer cans.

Final close-down of conunmtlcations
The detachment switched off on the morning of 28th March
and within two hours the first cabin was on LSL Sir Geraint,
ready to sail to England. One cabin was towed down to Tobruk
by a Land Rover, owned and driven by Wing-Comander
Tickner, R.A.F., who also helped to wind down the wheels and
pack up the kit.
Lance-Corporal Eric Pickering's cabin was the last to be
loaded on the ship, complete with its new tac sign of a gerboa
in DMS boots.
The final ceremony to hand over El Adem to the Libyans
was held at 11.30 a.m. on 28th March, when Group Captain
Terry, R.A.F., handed over to Lt.-Col. Mahmoud, Libyan Air
Force. After the ceremony, all the officers were entertained
to a lunch of sticky cakes and fizzy orange by the Libyans
in Tobruk before boarding ship. There were many speeches
of farewell and hopes for friendly co-operation in the future.
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That tlamnetl elusive Six Pin Plug!
Being the story of a much-travelled Corporal who, so
he says, went in search of a six-pin Din plug, from
Sharjah to Karachi, then Bangkok, Hong Kong, Sydney,
Singapore, Beirut and back to Sharjah, to find the
elusive plug at his starting point. Anyway, it was a
great trip and congratulations to Corporal Nigel Cox,
of 222 Signal Squadron, for his initiative in seeing the
world, and Signalman I . Sanderson for editing the
write-up which we publish below.
The reason why
problem," said Steve (Corporal B. G. Stephens),
" seems to lie between the output stages of the pre-amp,
and the input of the Hi-Fi amps. ' Nige,' we need a six-pin
Din plug.''
After fruitlessly searching the agents in Dubai and Sharjah,
I decided the answer lay farther afield. To this end I approached
my very sympathetic O.C., Major P. A. Treseder. "Exc1;1se me,
sir but I need a couple of days off to find an extremely 1mportan~ accessory for my Hi-Fi set.'' " Certainly Corporal Cox (me).
How many days do you think you need?"
" Oh, about 28 days, sir. Here's a provisional itinerary.''
"Hm! I see, oh well, away you go. Be sure to bring back
something of use!"

"'THE

Searching Karachi
Two hours before my appointed time of departure the tickets
for my flight arrived. According to my timetable (I was una?le
to keep it completely, as we shall see) my first stop-off pomt
was Karadii. I booked in at a hotel and determined to start my
quest immediately. To this end I ha.iled what is undoubtedly
the most dangerous form of transport in this world - the
Karachi version of the rickshaw. Powered by motor scooter
engines and controlled by homicidal maniacs, these machines
and drivers point themselves in the direction they wish to go,
and it's go, go, go!
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But, I digress. During my flight around Karadii it was my
good fortune to glimpse the Mosques of the city. Perhaps the
most ornamented and beautifully designed m the world, the e
Iv osques are well worth the visits and time I took to see
them.
Unfortunately, although money mart and treet hawkers
abound in the capital of Pakistan, six-pin Din plugs are unavailable, so off to my next port-of-call, Bangkok, capital of
Thailand.

••• and so to Bangkok
Everything the brochures promised of the city was there.
Thanks to the inmates of the ' White Inn ' I was able, during
my sojourn, to see some of the night life in Bangkok. Abounding
with rest and recuperation personnel from Vietnam, the place
' swings ' right around the clock. So it was, with a weary head,
I made my way to the floating market on the Chao Phya River.
Believe me, Venetian gondoliers would be hard put to compete
with the helmsmen of these stalls, they manoeuvre amongst
hundreds of or:1er such boats with not only ease but unconcern.
A truly fascinating sight.
The Temple of the Beelining Buddha-but not a
plug in sight
The magnificence of the Grand Palace, which I visited after
the market, is paralleled only by the Temple of the Emerald
Buddha. But surely the most incredible sight in Bangkok is the
Temple of the reclining Buddha. Fuly 150 feet long, this gigantic
statue makes the sedate, saffron-robed monks look like ants
as they move silently about it.
Naturally, amongst all this splendour it was difficult to even
think of my search. But think I did. It wasn't here! On to
Hong Kong. Surely, in this supermarket of the world, there
must be a six-pin Din plug.
Arriving at Kai Tak airport, my first thought was of a hotel
reservation. Mrs. Haffenden, the clerk there, informed me that
there were no hotels available. Then, kindly, she contacted her
husband. Staff Sergeant B. Haffenden, R.A.0.C., who volunteered any assistance I hight need. This resulted in my being
accommodated, not in a hotel, but in a luxury flat owned by
Mr. R. Pixton, who informed me that I was to treat it as my
own.
nor in Bong Kong either
According to my schedule, my stay in Hong Kong was to
be four days. -After searching for the much-needed plug for
three out of the four days, I decided to extend my stay by a
further three days. Eventually this stretched to a total of 16
well-spent days, owing to ilight delays and cancellations. Of
course, this time was not wasted! I used the world-famous
Star ferry to visit Hong Kong island. From the vantage point
on the ferry I was amazed at the utilisation of space in Hong
Kong and Kowloon. I suppose the Chinese have had plenty of
practice at cramming an area to its fullest extent.
While in Hong Kong I took a tram to the Peak, the highest
point on the island, 1,800 feet up. The island was laid out
before me, a relief map of buildings and streets. Stunning is
my only possible description.
The recreation faciliues, i.e. the society, was exceptional; so
it wa that much of my evening time was used in sampling
what Hong Kong had to offer. I met many people and was
impressed by everyone's friendly, unassuming attitude. I am
most grateful to everybody I met during my stay. Eventually,
as I knew it must, my time of departure came. I still had not
found the six-pin DU!. 'C'est la vie' I thought. 'But I had
had a whale of a time looking for it!'
So off to Australia
My flight from Hong Kong to Sydney, Australia, was uneventful. Immediately on arrival I contacted Gordon Chater,
an Australian T.V. personality's addres I had been given by
Danny Warren, in Hong Kong. Gordon Chater was courteous
in the extreme. He took two days off from his work and entertained me royally. I toured Sydney and saw the futuristic 'Opera
House ' the world-famous Sydney Harbour Bridge and was fortunate enough to visit the surfer ' paradi e at Palm Beach. This,
and everything else that Australia has -to offer is, if anything,
underrated in the travel brochures. One thing they did not seem
to have anywhere wa the object of my travelogue, the infamous
six-pin Din plug. It was with some amu ement, however, that
I noted the attitude of the Australians to anyone with an
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ac1.: nt. 'Pommy!' followed by a word denoting doubt
legal p rentnge, i one of the more polite expressions

n
•
aporP
"Ca t off for' rd! Ca ·t oft aft! I'm away w Singapore.
Goodbuyc Au <si -land!" When the humidity of Singapore hit
me I oozed my way to 1 th Signal Regiment! The purpose of
my vi it wa · to see my gcod friend, Sergeant Wally Beard. He
took me under his wing on his way off shift, and that evening
was spent in peaceful contentment with Wally and his wife. The
follow ing day, with the teeming rain for company, Wally, his
family and I visited the Tiger Balm G arden and the shop s,
again with no result to my quest.
It was at this stage that I di covered a mix-up in my flight
arrangements and much to my di may was forced to move two
davs earlier than planned. As if this were not sufficie nt, instead
of ·proceeding co Bombay, I had to go to Beirut.
I arrived in Beirut at 3 a.m. and much to my consternation
all sons of horrible nimours were flying abroad, about the
imminence of hostilities in the area. Thus, seeking a tin hat, I
made my way to bed only to be rudely awakened by what I
thought was mortar fire. I shot bolt upright and you may
imagine my relief when I discovered the ' mortar fire ' to be
someone dragging a chair across the room upstairs, and the
automatic rifle fire my knees knocking together.
Taking a taxi later in the morning I went on the fastest tour
of my life. This ended with a trip to the hills around the town,
where I saw snow. Beautiful, crisp, white snow. This is not
unu ual through the world, I know, but in Sharjah, from where
I had come, it is unheard of let alone seen. I was assured by
the driver of the taxi that the view at which I was looking was
the best panorama in the world. I didn't disagree with him.
Orientals, you see can be so- passionate in their beliefs and I
didn't wish to start a holy war.
l.ooklng for a Din plug-there's a eou1•le J1ere
After a brisk hunt for the damnably elusive Din plug and
hurried photographs of various views, I made my way to the
airport for the last lap of my journey. Sharjah was my destination, which I reached without difficulty, but I was a failure.
My expedition was totally unproductive. No six-pin Din plug!
How would I ever explain my lack of evidence. You can picture,
in technicolor, my relief when, upon arrival at my billet,
Corporal B. G . Stephens presented me with not one but two
six-pin Din plugs! Well, well, well!
My Hi-Fi unit is now complete and working very satisfactorily. Just one minor problem remains--does anyone know
where I can get ... ?

*

*

*

I wish to take this opportunity to thank the following people
for the help they afforded me and for making my search
possible: Major P.A. Treseder, for granting me leave; B.0.A.C.,
without whom it would all have been impossible; RoyaJ Signals
personnel at Bangkok; Staff Sergeant B. Haffenden, Mr. R.
Pixton and Mr. D. Warren in Hong Kong; the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess of No. 3 Supply and Petroleum D epot,
R.A.0.C., Hong Kong; Mr. G. Chater, in Australia; Sergeant
W. LI. Beard, in Singapore.

Tlrr modera wa" with. Corps Sub Aqua Di.vers

Tiiey travel two thousand milesFor one tlay s diving
Operating a huntlretl loot tlown in Gans Coral
Reels
Story by Lieutenant P. H. MacCuJJoch
the FARELF Branch of the British Sub
F ORAquaaboutCluba year,
had been planning to send an expedition to

Gan Is~and, ~here it w~s reported the diving was superb.
Penmss1on having heen given for the expedition, all that prevented our party going was the availability of an aircraft. Investigation then disclosed that once a month a R.A.F. Hercules
made the return flight to Pakistan via Ceylon and Gan. What
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inrercsLed us was the fa t that this flight plan would give us
a full 36 hours in Gan, and we duly arranged for seats to be
booked. The only problem then was, that even for the short
period involved, many members of the club were unable to
take time off work, and we had difficulty in filling the six places
available. With the Regiment about to have its annual administrative in pection, the prospect did not Jook good; nevertheless, the Commanding Officer agreed that three from the Regiment couJd go-Lance-Corporal Pete White, Craftsman John
Young and myself. The other members who made up the expedition were Major Mi ke Fraser-Allan, R.E., expedition
leader Cap tain K en England, R.A.0.C., and Sergeant Frank
Finch, R.A.P.C.
Landing in {;eylon
On Monday, 10th February, we booked into Changi Airport
at the usual very early hour, having brought all our gear
to Air Movements the night before to be loaded. Once in the
aircraft we settled down and prep ared for take-off. U nfortunately nothing happened, and the Captain announced that
a VC-10 had broken down at G an and that we would have to
take on the required spares. By this time I had, as usual,
gone to sleep, and was somewhat surprised to be woken and
told that instead of being at Gan, we were not even airborne! However, five hours later we landed in Ceylon and
most of the other passengers left the plane. They also were
apparently making use of the flight for a short visit to that
island. After only a brief stop, we were soon on our way and
finally arrived at Gan shortly before tea. We were met by the
Officer-in-Charge of the Gan D iving Club, who took us to
the Gan Transit Hotel. Unfortunately, the hotel had nowhere
to put us, being already full with passengers from the stranded
VC-10.
It was hoped to get all these people away on a relief
Britannia, and the problem would therefore resolve itself. It
was suggested that we collect our kit from the aircraft and go
directly to the diving club premises, by the sea shore. The
air cylinders bad travelled fully charged, and we were able to
make a quick change into diving gear, head for the sea bottom,
and within 40 minutes of arriving, we were exploring the
coral reefs that surround the island.
Our first dive
On our first dive our party split into two groups, Mike
Fraser-Allan, Frank Finch and John Young forming one group
and Ken England, Pete White and myself the other. Both groups
dived at the same time, as the Gan club made one of their
members available as standby safety diver. We were able to
pick up some really beautiful shells, and local club members
expressed some surprise that we had found any at all. Having
had a 30-minute dive, we sorted out our next day's programme
and went to 'book in' and find out if we had any accommodation for the night. Following a day's flying, topped off with
a dive, everyone thought that an early night was in order.
The wreeks
Next morning, with some of the local club members to guide
us, we left the marine jetty for the first dive location, using
their boat. We had planned to visit th~ wreck of the 'British
Loyalty,' an oil tanker which had gone down in the lagoon in
1942. Apparently the ship had been torpedoed and then towed
to Gan, where she was left to sink. The Gan club had been
given permission to dive on her and had found her on her
side in a hundred feet of water. It took our guides some time
to find the small marker buoy attached to the stern of the
wreck, but once located, we again split into the two groups,
and had some very interesting dives, swimming around and
through the wreck. Pete White found one unusual shell in
the end of a pipe and Ken England saw, but was unable to
collect, what he believes to be a new species of anemone. This
would have made an interesting addition to his already large
collection in Singapore. As both groups had spent some fifteen
minutes at a hundred feet, they had to stop for five minutes
at twenty feet, for decompression, on the way up.
Meeting with a venomous sea snake
As we had to fly back the next day, all our subsequent dives
had to be no deeper than thirty feet. From the location of
the wreck, we moved to another reef, marked by a buoy called
'Trig.' Underneath was the marvellous panorama of a coral
garden, which was all colours of the rainbow, and there were
THE WIRE , MAY-JUNE 1970

So what's so
special
·about Wilsons?

IN DEEP WATER AGAIN ...

Lieutenant Pat MacCulloch , the writer of this article, diving deep in
tropical waters

hundreds of brightly-coloured fi h swimming and darting
amongst the coral branches. As I bad the club underwater
camera, I went camera happy and snapped everything in sight.
Mike Fraser-Allan got a nasty shock when he turned over
a lump of coral, only to find a venomous sea snake underneath! Having stayed under water for an hour, we then had
to go back to Gan to recharge our air bottles and to have
lunch. Diving makes one very hungry!
In the afternoon we visited two more coral reefs and dived
on each, finding more interesting and attractive shells. Altogether, we were able to make five dives, and it was a great
pity that time was so short. But at least we had had the
chance to dive in wonderfully unspoilt waters.
Before we left, Major Fraser-Allan, as leader of the expedition, thanked the Station Commander for allowing us to use
the Gan facilities, and arranged for our club to return for a
week in November. While he was at Station Headquarters, the
rest of us thanked the members of the Gan club for having
made our short stay such a memorable one. Two thousand
miles, just for five dives in the sea! Well, the photographs
we have prove it was worth it!

FARAWAY

~

. . . weJl nothing really if you can find
another firm of brokers who are Incorporated, established, reliable, who
really do understand and specialise in
Army matters, who act for something
like two out of three Units for their
Official Insurances and insist that a
professional, personal and friendly
approach to insurance problems is
appreciated by officers. Our leaflet
"Keys to Security " tells you more.

WILSON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Incorporated Insurance Brokers

Head Office: 431 Lord Street
Southport, Lanes.

PLACES t
- UNUSUAL JOBS !

SEND

VS

Tl.IAT

Branches in U.K. and Overseas

STORY

Please send, without obligation, your leaflet " KEYS TO SECURITY "

REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -13/10 each plua 1/6 post
Abroad-12/6 each plus 1/6 post
Wall Shlelda 7• x 6' Royal Slenals
Pace Stlcka . ..
...
. ..
...
...
...
. ..
Sereeants Wal kine Canes, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested. Home
Abroad ...

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in the supply of Miiitary Requisites
44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY
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A LITTLE TIME FOR SPORT TOO
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7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron (207), B.F.P.O. 37

8 Inf. Bae. H. Q.
&Signal Sqn.

Vale
E bid farewell to Major G. R. Oehlers and hb wife,
W
Doreen, and thank them for all that they have done for
the Squadron during their tour. He
to join Captain Hunt
goe~

Report from Ulster

at the School-we expect to move back to U.K. shortly, w'nen
the consortium make their takeover bid! We wish them well
at the School and welcome Major Rigby as Squadron Commander.

November they arrived at
BuJiord with nothing but their
per onal scale of equipment and
clothing. By the end of January
they had settled down to the fullscale signalling commitment in
Ulster-and they found time to enjoy themselves in the sporting field
as well.

Je.-boa jotting
-Rifleman Richards discovered it's best to lock the bedroom
door before you take your pants down . . .
-AQ have lost their nomination in the Wildlife Conservation contest .•.
-Reece's most difficult task on 'Talons High ' was findmg
uitable barns in which to show films. More than one ound
track competed with the mooing of contented cows . . .
-After the third cancellation of VIP visits, the R.S.M. was
heard to mutter something about " whipping the dervishes into
a frenzy ... "
-Captain Thome will be plea ed to bear that he brightened
the R.S.M.'s day when he arrived for a brief visit-complete
with haircut.

In
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RADIO REBROADCAST SITE SOMEWHERE IN ULSTER
A wintery scene and the Corps do ing its job in Northern Ireland. Private West (R.P.C.) stands guard
wh ilst in the background Lance-Corporal Venn connects in a cable

UR last notes were written in Chester; since then we
have moved twice and are now in H .M.S. Sea Eagle,
Londonderry.

O

three-phase move
The first move was to R.A.F. Ballykelly (16 miles north
of Londonderry). It was there that we were to take over
command from 24th Brigade. Reece parties were hastily sent
over, and due to the shortage of accommodation and storage
space, it was decided to do this move in three phases:
Phase I: This consisted of the Dll, commanded by Corporal
' Manx' Hird, the Brigade Commander's and Tac H.Q. Rover,
commanded by Corporal ' Griff' Griffiths and Lance-Corporal
Johnny Woodruff, respectively. The Dll went straight to
Ballykelly to take over the rear link to Lisburn, and the
two Rovers went to Lisburn for final fittings.
Phase II: This phase was made up of key personnel of the
Squadron on the command and operating side-Squadron Commander, O.C. 'A' Troop, Y. of S., F. of S., M.T. Sergeant
(all of whom were to command the rebro sites); Corporal
' Dinga' Bell, 'Larry' Formosa and ' Ginge' Adie for D.S.O.
duties in the comcen; Corporal Terry Gould, crypto; Corporal
' Jock' Callaghan to command the control station. At this stage
we had eleven days to settle in and finally take over all operational commitments, no mean task, as we were not scaled as
lavishly with men and equipment as our friends in 24 Brigade.
Anyway, with excellent co-operation from all, this was
achieved.
Phase III: We were already in command when Phase III
arrived; it was just a matter of accommodating personnel and
giving details of shifts, tasks, etc. A lot of time was spent
moving into accommodation and stores vacated by 24 Brigade;
long hours were worked by all getting everything ship-shape.
At this stage we would like to remind our readers that on 17th
November, 1969, when we reponed into Carter Barracks,
Bulford, we had nothing but our personal scale of equipment
and clothing.
A

Y .-t another move
We had no sooner settled down in R.A.F. Ballykelly, when
our next move was ordered. This time to our present loca212

A LITTLE UNSURE BEFORE THEIR FIRST GAME
Left to right: Signalman Seed , Corporal Bell, Signalman Mansell,
Lance-Corporal Bentley, Signalman Mitchell, Corporal Gould,
Lieutenant Whiddett, Signalman Dinnage

tion, H.M.S. Sea Eagle. More recces ! One of the major
problems was that the room allocated for the comcen was
16ft. x ,13ft.; this was to accommodate four teleprinters, two
radio control stations, counter space for comcen and SDO
tasks (come on you works study experts). Secondly, for the
Dll rear link there was nowhere to iput up antenna masts;
the orientation of the endfed and dipole was dictated by the
location of the most convenient building (and .they were not
built for our benefit).
Earth pins were a matter for the M.P.B.W., as there are
no gardens or lawns in the vicinity. (Sighs of relief from personnel on outside area cleaning. It is rumoured though, that as
the R.S.M. is a keen gardener, this is to be changed!).
Command was finally taken at H.M.S. Sea Eagle at DllSOOA
MAR. We hav.e still to move again within the barracks, this
being around June, when the R.N. finally 'cast-off.'

Yes-we can move quickly
All these moves would have suited units in Stratco, but this
is supposed to be a static unit. Apart from our joint working,
we claim that, at the mention of ' Quicktrain ' we can move
out of barracks quicker than our friends in B.A.O.R., AND not
leave anything behind!
We have certainly tiad some exciting and frustrating
moments in our short existence, but, as Corporal Bell says:
" This is the happy Squadron.'' Whether this is because of the
ratio of women to men is three-to-one over here or not
we don't yet know. On that score keep an eye on the marriages
column.
Footnote
We would like to congratulate Signalman Dave Price and
Corporal Moira Horsfield, W.R.A.C., who are to be married
on 14th May. Better get these notes in the post before there
are any more!
Further footnote
In having written these notes, the Yeoman has paid his
penance. The more discerning reader must not be discouraged
-everybody must have their opportunity. Sooner or later this
Squadron will have to find the ideal WmE writer.
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24 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn. (210) Plymouth

ITH the arrival of 8th Infantry Brigade H .Q. and Signal
Squadron from Chester (and very welcome, too) we reW
turned to our home base in Plymouth, Devon, after six long
months in Northern Ireland. As in our journey out, the return
to the West Country took quite a bit of organisation which,
nevertheless, we are pleased to report went off without a hitch.
The main parry left by road on 27th, 28th and 29th January,
followed by a party which left by air on the 29th (the day
on which command of the area was transferred to 8th Brigade).
Our final party of three, under R.Q.M.S. Harry Bell, following
on 3rd February.
Best wishes to 8th Brigade for the future-it will be quite
some time before the memories of Northern Ireland grow dim
in our minds!
AFTER THE FIRST GAME OF RUGBY-" IT WAS EASY"
Left to right : Corporal John, Signalman Seed , Signalman Mansell,
Signalman Price, Lance-Corporal Kay, Signalman lseton

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.
Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.
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CHECKING BATTERIES
Signalmen Kevin Nicholls and John Gadson make sure their
batteries are up to the job
213

Other departures include Sergeants ' Jock ' Kerr, ' Paddy '
Peake, 'Jock' Waldron, Corporals •Pop' Ives, Ralph Angell,
Tom Gannon, Lance-Corporals Ron Curtis, Signalmen Mike
Stone and Andy Begg; and, oh dear, we nearly forgot, Sergeant
Bob Turner.
A hearty welcome to Sergeants Jim Low, John Mciver, Alex
Palmer, Stephen Fowler, Signalmen Bob Chambers, Tony
Wilson-Ward'e, Stuart Higginbottom and Bob Jennings.
Read more news of our hectic life in the next edition!

STOP PllESS
The Seven-a-Side ' B ' rugby team, captained by Captain
Mike Forge, came second in the Brigade competition, held at
Bulford on 21st March.
Hockey.-The hockey team are now in the Divisional final
after beating 1 A.P.F. by 4 points to 7. The team was captained
by Major Tony Whittal, R.C.T. (G3 Air). Included in the
team are uch hoary enthusiasts as Captain Stan Pavey (Quartermaster) and Captain Ray Baldry, Royal Anglian (Admin.
Officer). All played excellent games.

11th Inf. Bde. H.Q. and
Signal Squadron (211)
THE RADIO ROOM, BALL YKELL Y
W.0.11 (F. of S.) George Geldard, Signalman Dennis Donovan,
W .0 .11 (Y. ofS.) John Birkwood and Corporal Tony Bowen are kept
pretty busy

Settling in • Baek Home '
Senling in ' back home ' did not take long, and with the
prospect of a months leave, from mid-February to mid-March,
the interim period of a couple of weeks was just enough to
put the house in order again. Once back at Crownhill Fort,
there followed an intense programme of repairs, checks, stocktakings, audits, and storage of our equipment from Northern
Ireland. A very good chance to welcome and orientate the
new Squadron Commander, Major John Taylor, who assumed
command of the Squadron from Major Paul Alexander, M.B.E.,
in Ireland in mid-December.
Fourteen days between our return journey and leave to get
the camp and stores ship-shape and, thanks to the good work
of Captain (Q.M.) Stan Pavey and his band of followers, not
such a hard task.
Now to a more lighter note. Before we 'broke up' on 12th
February, we held a 'Welcome Home' dance in the gymnasium
-a gala occasion, attended by all ranks of the Brigade H.Q.
and Signal Squadron. Our thanks to Captain Peter Stanley and
his ream for the organisation and original ideas for this super
evening; poor old Plumer Barracks had not seen the like for
many a day, nor will again, we suspect! A great evening was
had by all. We must also 'pat on the back' our Cook Sergeant,
Bill Hawes, and the chefs, who worked so hard and produced
such gastronomic delights that were a joy to partake, and it was
difficult to believe could be produced in such a relatively short
notice for the dance. Well done, the cooks.
Not to be outdone, both the Sergeants' and Officers' Messes
held equally splendid affairs, on Saturday, 14th (Valentine's
Day) and, like the night of the 12th February, this was a
chance for the ladies to have their long-awaited night outa great time for everyone.
A • Round Britain Tou.r ' again
On 16th March we embark on a new year and training
season, and we look forward to a diverse and interesting period,
with involvement in the 'Mayflower '70 ' celebrations; the
annual 10 Tors Walk, and, of course, the programme of training exercises, which looks like taking us on another ' Round
Britain Tour'!
Rather belated, but nevertheless, we must not go by without
ending our best wishes to Major Paul Alexander and his
family, now settled in Stanmore; also, a hearty welcome to
Major and Mrs. John Taylor.
21<1

B.F.P.O. 29

minster, an eight-weeks course of this nature is quite an undertaking.
The course had eleven students-from 1 King's, 1 Green
Howards, 1 Gordons. We were also fortunate to have two
R.S.I.s attached to the Squadron for the course. In order that
the trade test should be the same standard as tine School of
Infantry, Sergeant Noonan came to Minden to supervise the
examinations. The results were most pleasing, as the only
failure was one paper by one student. Praise must go to the
instructors for the course gaining a 99.9 per cent pass rate
away from the ideal conditions of the School of Infantry.
Captain C. A. Brown was the course officer; Staff Sergeant
(Y. of S.) Co!e was the course tutor, and helping him were
Corporals McConnel, Denton, Doherty, Donald and Sergeant
Adams.

A 1•rofessio11al eli111ber
Corporal Bradley began climbing at the age of twelve in the
Derbyshire hills. Within three years he was climbing the
hardest grades of Curbar Edge. This was followed by artificial
climbing on the limestone of ' atlock and small expeditions
to the Lake District and Wales.
In 1964 he joined the Royal Signals and, whilst in training,
he was able to continue climbing in Yorkshire.
Corporal Bradley came to Germany in 1965 and was introduced to snow and ice climbing with the German Alpine Corps
at Mittenwald. In 1967 he was posted as an instructor to the
Outward Bound School in Norway, teaching rock, snow and
ice work.
Whilst in Norway he went on several expeditions with the
School staff, including climbing Norway's second highest mountain named ' Glitterstind.'

SHOOTING YEOMAN
Staff-Sergeant (Y. of $.) Cole has made his mark in the shooting
world (see unit notes)
CLIMBING CORPORAL
Corporal Bradley entered the Corps a keen climber and during his
five years' service has been able to keep it up becom ing an instructor
at the Army Outward Bound School in Norway
(see unit notes)

A course with a diff0.r0uce - 99.9 1•er cent pass
HE Squadron has just completed the first Regimental
Signallers' Standard I Course to be held outside the
U.K. This, in itself, does not appear too difficult a task, but
with the commitments a Brigade Squadron has, plus the lack
of Infantry equipments and the high standards set by War-

T
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A shooting Yeoman
Since Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Cole arrjved in the _Squadron
in October, 1968, he has organized and taken part m a ID?St
successful rifle team. He was placed fifth in the 1968 Rhme
Army individual competition and in the Royal Signals B.A.0.R.
Competition he was the individual winner.
In May, 1969, the Yeoman led the ~quadron team ~o first
place in the Royal Signals B.A.0.R. Sk1ll-at-A:ms Mee.ung for
1 (BR) Corps area. He was also runner-up m the pistol.
Finally, again in the Rhine Army Championships, he _was
the Brigade individual winner for the second year and qualtfied
for the individual final, where he was placed second.
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1970

CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,155.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but with excellent
prospects of becoming esrablished (i.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been British
since birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to:
Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM,
Glos. GLS2 SAJ.
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
BLAZER BADGES
TIES
Silk 15/Terylene 15/Wire 55/Silk 25/Wall Shields 38/Cuff Links 68/Car Badges 40/Crested Tankards
63/- & 84/ltems mack co your own design (by quotation)
U.K. Post Free

-

Overseas Po t/Packing Ties/Badges 2/0ther items 5/-

17 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone. Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(2 1 2) B.F.P.O. 36

i\(ARCH has been e bu y month for the Squadron, comLf . mencing with a Command Post exercise, 'First T ry,'
continuing with C.C.R. ignal exerci e, ' Talons H igh,' and followed by border patrols 432 drivers' courses and an MPC III
course-all run in the unit.

The Ex~reise Scene
On exercise ' Talons High,' the Squadron was only required
to work rearward communications to Division. We did, however, simulate forward communications and kept Corporal
M alpass and Lance-Corporal Earnshaw and their crews busy
with their rebros. Our 432s and 439s proved to be fairly reliable on this e.xercise, with the result that we never lost communications once on the whole exercise. Everybody was kept
busy, as the photographs show.
Borde r Patrol
F ollowing the exercise, ' B ' Troop went on border patrol.
The second day's patrolling was cut short, however, when
Signalman Kirton's Land Rover became bogged, and after
Signalman Potter had anempted to pull the vehicle out and
had himself become stuck, it was decided to obtain outside help.
The Bun des Grenz Schutz arrived with a lorry which immedia tely got bogged; they then brought a bigger one, which
also became stuck. After another hour had gone and the
vehicles had sunk a bit more, a winch vehicle arrived, and
one by one we became unstuck, only to discover that Signalman
Potter's clutch had broken and he had to be towed the 170
miles home. Everybody, however arrived back in time to go
camping the next day which happened to be Good Friday.
Easter
Despite the snow and ice, many activities took place over the
Easter break. A party of 12 went camping down to the E dersee. Lance-Corporal Cattell, Lance-Corporal Storey, Signalman
Carter and Signalman Currill, the sub-acqua members of the
Squadron went diving in the M ohnesee, and a large number
went to Holland to sample the delights of Amsterdam.
T a ble Tennis
Following the unit's success in the 2nd Division sports, our
latest success is in table tennis, where we have beaten all the
major units in the Division. The team (Corporal Mason,
Corporal Glasspool and Lance-Corporal Bassett) after fighti.t,lg
their way through some extremely exciting matches, are now
competing in the B.A.O.R. statge.

223 S ignal Squadron (Radio )
W inchest e r
WA ITI NG FOR THE NEXT MOVE . ..
Cheerful linemen of 12th Infant ry Brigade Signal Squad ron await ing
th e order to move off duri ng Squadron exercises. Le~ to right :
Signalman Rose, Signalman Ross, Lance-Corporal Olsen, LanceCorporal Sykes an d Signalman Davenport

the writer of these notes asked for contributions
W HEN
on events since the last WIRE notes, the S.S .M. produced a graphic account of Guy Fawkes night. Last season's
batting averages were likewise filed with the classified waste.
To concentrate on this year's events, the New Year started
with the Sergeants' Mess being marched to the Officers' Mess
for drinks. The departure was somewhat less orderly, and the
Officers and Sergeants' Mess versus the rest football match,
which followed, was thoroughly enjoyed by all, even if no
one was quite sure of the result.

Annual Adini.n Insp ection
Our Annual Adrnin Inspection, on 12th February, started
well, with the Commander, 1 Signal Group, Colonel E. J. Winn,
and Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Congdon pushing their staff car
through the streets of Salisbury in a blizzard. After a successful visit to a local garage, and inspection of the quarter guard
in side the gua rdroom, the Commander's party started their
tour of Bushfield. By the time the Training Win~, at the top
of the hill, was reached, the party looked rather like members
of Scott's expedition to the Antarctic. However, despite the
weather, the Commander seemed satisfied with what little
wasn't obscured by th e swirling snow, and we once more
settled down to another quiet ll t months.

... . NOW WE ARE MOVING
Sergeant Burrows in the drivers compartment, with Signalman
Kirton, an d Signa lman Loveridge looki ng on

Ad v en t u.-e Truinin~
Since our last contribution, the Squadron has taken part
in two adventure training exercises. The first, last autumn,
was to the Cairngorms, for climbing, under the leadership of
the Officer Commanding, M ajor Tony Bushell, and SecondLieutenant Tom Moncur; and the second was as guests of
3rd D ivision H .Q. and Signal Regimen t, on a return to the
Cairngorms, this time for ski-ing. An account of this exercise
appears on page 217.
(Continued on page 217)

(Continued from page 216)
Ar ri v uls and d e parture-s
Since our last notes, Captain Phil Hodges and SecondLieutenant Tom Moncur have departed for B.A.0.R., and our
Q.M., Major Jack Needham, has left for the bright lights of
London. Second-Lieutenant D avid Jessett also left us for a
short time, but fi nding it was all a mistake, has now returned
to the fold. Major Peter Clague-Quine, Staff Sergeant Kennedy
and S.Q.M.S. Broad have ventured into ' Civvy Street.' We
wish them the best of luck in their retirement. A special vote
of thanks is due to M ajor Clague-Quine for all the hard work
he has put in on behalf of the unit.
In their place we welcome Captain Douglas Burt, Major
Alan F rench, Captain Stan Brice, Lieutenant Ken D ay, W.0.11
Teesdale, S.Q.M.S . D avies and Staff Sergeant Crump.
Captain Howard Culley also returned to the unit for '! spell
during the winter, and the O.C: took the opportumty ~f
giving him the imprest account, m the fond hope that this
might encourage him to visit the uni t more often. But now
the warmer weather is here, the re is a strong rumour mat the
O.C. is to be seen writing up the account in the Pay Office.

Exercise ' Spring J11m1• '
An account by Signalman Dennis Hughes
A small but ambitious par ty, consisting of Captain Howard
Culley, Y. of S. Dave Tunmore, Sergeant Bob Mawson and
myself, left Winchester on F riday, 13th March, for the .cold
North of Scotland. The train journey time was spent m a
snccessful anempt to play cards through the night, occasionally interrupted by very intelligent conversation, whidl usually
started with " Have you heard the one about . . . "
On arrival at Aviemore, we met up with the rest of the
party from 3rd Division, led by Lieutenant Schofield, who
were our hosts for the week. We travelled up to our home for
the next ten <lays, called Rothiemurchus Hut, miles from anywhere, and up a dirt track Dave Bickers, Arthur Lampkin,
and other well-known motor cros experts would have had
difficulty in negotiating.
The following day we started ski-ing-~mping aroun? . ~
' king-size wooden feet.' Most people obv1o~sly ~ought 10Jtlally that the idea was to get to the top of a hill, aim at another
one and use the skis as a toboggan. But gradually, thanks
to ~ome excellent instruction, most people learnt enough to
venture on to the slopes of the Cairngorms. At the top of
a long and arduous trek, Sergeant Bob Mawson relaxed for a
second and immediately started on an involuntary fast run
to the bottom. With great presence of mind, the in tructor
shouted "get the teas in," as he disappeared towards Loch
Morlich like an express train. At the end of the week, the
Yeoman who had been desporting himself on the more difficult
runs followed a certain officer, a comparative novice, down
the Ia~t stretch to the bottom of the tow bar. On looking back,
the Captain was astonished to see. the Yeoman h~d . gleefully
thrown his skis away and wa havmg great fun slidmg down
on his back.
Special mention must be made of Sergeant Bob Mawson,
who took charge of the catering side, and never. failed to produce varied and excellent meals. It seems fittmg that when
he did have an accident, it wasn' t on the ski slopes, but in
an unsuccessful battle with a corned beef tin.
Apr es ski activities nearly took more of a toll than actual
ski-ing, and amazing totals, such as less than 20 hours sleep
for the whole time were notched up by almost everyone.
T he ten days were over far too quickly, and .we rer;urned tired
and somewhat bruised and battered, but havmg en)oyed Exercise ' Spring Jump ' to the full .

A LOT OF LONG SERVICE HERE
Left to right : Lance-Corporal Leslie Cauchi, Lance-Corporal Joe
Debono, Corporal Saviou r Pri vitera, W.0 .1 (F. of S.) Geord ie
Martin, Signal man Emidio Far rug ia, Sergeant Bob Alden after
presentation of L.S. an d G.C. medals by Brigadier A. D. Brindley
M.B.E., A.D.C.

Quarter Guard, he presented six L ong Service and Good
Conduct medals, and Long Service awards ~o ~even civili~n
employees, and was able to see the com.murucauon set-up 1,n
Malta, meeting a large proportion of the Squadron at th~lf
work. The last port of call (sorry about that) was at a site
for a new auto-exchange at ~i.e Navy's Shore Base, H .M.S.
St. Angelo. Afterwards, leaving from the quar ter-deck and
travcliing by R. C.T. vessel ' Callboy' across Grand HariJ?ur to
Valletta, he saw the communications provided for ships at
buoys.

234 Signal Squadron (Malta)

B.F.P.O. 51
Visit of the DJrootor of Teleeominunieations
(Ariny)
RIGADIER A. D. Brindley, M.B.E., visited the .Squadron
during March accompanied by the C.S.O., L1eutenantColonel C. Mitchell, Royal Signals. After inspecting the

B

DIRECTOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MEETS TECHNICIAN
Brigadier A. D. Brindley has a chat with new ly arrived LanceCorporal Len Rowland Jones who appears fascinated wi.th . the
gold braided cordage on the Brigadiers right shoulder. Th1.s 1s _an
aiguillette as worn by A.D.C. 's to H.M. The Queen. ~rigad1er
Brindley was recently appointed A.D.C. to Her Ma1esty
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ogr<It i interesting to note that the SO-year-old P.A.B.X. at
Hal-Far ha finally been laid to rest, being replaced by the
lightly more modern pre-2000 type equipment on 26th
February. This work was completely carried out by Mr.
Charles Xerri, B.E.M., and Corporals M aurice Hurley and
George Brown. Thi i the last major task undertaken by Mr.
Xerri before retirement in April after 42 years' loyal service
to the Royal Signals in Maira. Well done and thank you,
Mr. Xerri.
More progress
At the end of the year we are replacing the 600-line pre-2000
type P.A.B.X. at R.A.F. Luqa (Gladiator) with a 900-line Cross

1111111. lllillllllllllll'llllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Bar P.A.B.X. Technicians with experience of pre-2000, 2000
and Cross Bar type auto-exchanges only, hould now apply fot
posting to Malta!
A

quiet tnke-over

It appears that everyone is changing jobs, and take-ove1
bids are the order of the day under communication rationalisa·
tion-however, for some time now the Malta Ace High station
has been wholely in Royal Signals hands. W.O.I (F. of S.)
' Geordie' Martin took over command from C.P.O. Richard
Linsell, R.N., and is ably assisted by Sergeant Roger Grant
and eight technicians to make a complete Royal Signals team,
coming under T.M. Troop for administration purposes.

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrein),
B.F.P.O. 63
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SWS Wedding
SWS Troop turned out in strength for the wedding of
Lance-Corporal Paul Bill at the Church of the Sacred Heart
in Manama. A really swinging reception, in the J.R.C., kept
going until midnight. The bride and bridegroom are spending
their honymoon in U.K. before they set up their new home
in Germany, and the whole Squadron send their very best
wishes. Other bachelors recently, or about to be spliced, include Lance-Corporal Colin Riches, Signalman Geordie Howe,
Signalman Mark Walton and Signalman Brian Sutherland, all
of whom have our best wishes. (Haven't they heard about
the pay rise?).
Bird news
Field Troop's ' budgerigar stud farm ' is proving a huge
success, thanks to Signalman ' Big John ' Christie, their chief
hatcher. At the most recent count, seven eggs had hatched,
and both mothers and chicks arc reported to be ' fairly comfortable.'
The Second-in-Command, Captain Bill Griffiths, had a wellearned rest in the Trucial States recently, on a bird-watching
expedition. His Mark I Hide, constructed, thanks to the cooperation of Tels. Workshops, proved of considerable value,
and photographs of several rare species were obtained. The allServicc expedition carried out a natural history survey of Wadi
Siji. Specimens of plants and animals were collected for Kew
and the Natural History Museum, and a great deal of new

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.0. 53
Cyprus Detachment Locations

information about the
area was discovered .

di~tribution

and habits of birds in that

Motor Tran port Troop
Sergeant ' Boss ' Ferguson and his fourteen henchmen still
feel that their efforts are not fully acknowledged. They say
that cricket is their strongest sport, but will have a go at anything. At the moment they are 'having a go ' at preparation
for the U.E.I., and their efforts we fully acknowledge. They
send their best wishes to Lance-Corporal ' Sucky ' Sinclair and
Signalman William Jackson, who have recently left us.
Soccer-it-to-'em
No less than four members of the Squadron played for tne
Combined Services Soccer team, which toured Cyprus recently.
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Pete Campbell, LanceCorporal John McFarlane, Signalman Dave Thompson and
Corporal 'Paddy' Parkhill. Team manager and coach, W.0.11
(R.Q.M.S.) Ernie Withall, says he ought to be mentioned.
Athletes
At the Army (Bahrein) Individual Athletics Meeting, LanceCorporal Pete Campbell won the 220 yards hurdles and Corporal
Chas Rees won the javelin. Sergeants Neville Illman and
Barry Brown obtained the first two positions in the long
jump. They now go on to represent the Army (Bahrain) against
the other Services.

Hockey
The competitive side of the hockey season has now finished.
The Squadron team came fourth in the Western S.B.A. Major
Units League and hope to do even better next season, when
Sergeant Luis should have recovered from his broken knee.
The Squadron has unfortunately been eliminated from the
Western S.B.A. Knockout Competition, and the only major
event remaining is the mixed hockey festival on Sch April.
We have already had a warm-up match for this and are all
looking forward to a good day's hockey as a finale to tfle
season.

THE OFFICERS AND SENIOR NCO's OF 255 SIGNAL SQUADRON MARCH 1970
Len to Right, Bock Row : Sergeants Lyth, Edison, Clayforth, Scriven
3rd Row : Sergeants McMillan, Wood, Robson, Fraser, Brown , How, Gallagher, II Iman, Brad ley
lnd Row : Sergeants Ferguson, Tate, Ryder, Staff Sergeants (F. of S.) Shone, Treharne, Potter, Harr iss, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Baker, Sergeants
Croad-Brangwyn, Read, Tanner
Front Row: W .o_.11 (R.Q . M .~.) Withal!'. Second-lieute~ant Paterson, Lieutenant Whittaker, Captain Scarff, Major (T.O .T.) Knight, W .0 .11 (S.S.M.)
le Quesne, Maier J. P. Brian, Captain Griffiths, Maier (T.O.T.) Render, Captain (T.F.C.) Bicknell, lieutenant Paw low, W .0 .1 (A.S.M.) Batty

" J'VE cleared my tray," said the O.C., off on a month's
course to U.K. "All I've left for you to do is THE WIRE
notes." How nice of him, I thought, to leave me something
to keep me occupied. At . least there won't be any nasty
a;imments ~bo~t th~ Se~~nd-m-~mmand spending all his time
bud watching m this ediuon. Lteutenant Paul Whittaker editor
?four Squadron. magazine, 'The Bush Telegraph,' see~ed the
1~eal man to wnte for THE WIRE, but he declined the invitation. 'I}ie S.~.M ., W.0.11 Le Quesne (pronounced Ler Cane)
broke into his ~e~t . Guernsey patois when approached, and
pleaded L'lat he 1s illiterate. He says he is paid to express himelf on the parade ground and not on paper .. . . How one goes
off people sometimes.

Departaree
_0ur boating T.~.T., Major Les Knight, has left us for cooler
climes, and boat insurance premiums in Bahrain have dropped
50 per cent. He was presented with a Gulf Veteran's tie wtien
he !eh, "';ith our very best wishes. We welcome, in his place,
Maior Vic Render, fisherman and bird watcher.
A lot more veterans are leaving us, regrettably- Sergeant Bill
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Semple, Sergeant Ian Ryder, A.S.M. Ron Batty, F. of S. Chris
Shone, Sergeant Mick Read and Sergeant Ted Lyth (who
with the help of Mrs. Lyth, had a neo-lyth recently con~
gratulations). They all threw a marvellous farewell curry' party
mudn enjoyed by all.
'
The O.C. was inundated with useful gifts, including a cartoon
from C.R. Signals Branch.
Ser~eants Pat Travers and Max Pond have already moved on.
We wish them all the best of luck in their new postings.

Valuable moustache
~econd-Lieutenant Hugh Paterson, our ' No. 1 Hairy,' is less
hairr than he was. He _Put his brand-new moustache up for
auct!on on. behalf of Gu1d47 Dogs for the Blind. This sporting
sa~r1fice raised some 20 dinars for the charity. It seems that
~h1s gentleman also rather puzzled customs officials at the
Jetty when he confidently charged up and reported that the
party he had just been out fishing with " had absolutely nothing
t~ .declare." Could it be they were involved in illegal pearl
d1vmg?
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HE featured section of the Squadron this month is the
T
Episkopi terminal. The station suffers all the disadvantages of being located next to both S.H.Q. and R.R.E.C., however, they manage to survive in spite of this. The terminal
itself is a line mechanic's paradise, bursting at the seams with
carrier equipment and VFTs, and only a few of those radio
machines! N.C.0.-in-charge of the station is Sergeant Joglekar,
ably assisted by Sergeant Hetherington. Both are keen sportsmen, the former represencing the Squadron at hockey and
cricket, and the latter is a stalwart of the rugby team. The
workers on the station are Corporals Taylor, Grohs, Graeme,
Humphrey and Lance-Corporal Evans. Corporal Taylor is
one of the stars of the Squadron hockey team, crying to fit his
marriage in with fixtures was quite a problem. Corporals Grohs
and Graeme are also keen rugby players.

Amateur Radio
Sergeant Heath is hoping to be ' on the air' in time for the
Corps SOth Anniversary. He is a member of a Combined
Services Club, with their station located in Limassol, and they
hope to have a special call sign for the anniversary.
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HAPPY WINNERS . . .
259 Signal Squadron Six-a-side hockey team who won the Cyprus
Inter-Squadron Cup by beati ng 262 Signal Squadron 2-1

Back row : Signalman Hyland, Corporal Geary, Sergeant McGllp,
Sergeant Lowry

Front row : Corporal Taylor, Corporal Lyon, W .0 .1 (F. of S.) Short,
Second-Lieutenant Lee
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Da .-thall
The quadron have been competing in two leagues this
eason. A team drawn from all troops playing :in the Epi kopi
Inter- ection League and arc currently Iring second in this.
P lavers from East Troop have been playmg in the Dhekelia
Minor Unit League and Dhckelia Signals 'A' and 'B'
team . The 'A' team are undefeated this season. Sergeant
Harrison of our Cape Greco detachment has again been selected
to represent the Army (Cyprus)
Rugby
The rugby season has now ended here in Cyprus. It has
been a reasona bly succes ful sea on for the Squadron team,
largely due to the willingness of players to travel from our
remote detachments to play at weekends.

64 7 Signal Troop, Chris tchurch
Troop d isbanding shortly
ADLY, these will be the last notes sent from this T roop as,
at the end of May, 1970, the Troop will be disbanding.
Formed in November, 1965, we were the first in the Corps to
get into the satellite business, in what is described by the
locals a " that white dome thing by the sea," and other somewhat less polite terms. Indeed, the majority of them seem
convinced that the Radome is Britain's answer to the Apollo
Project!
On a lignter note, the majority of Troop members will be
sorry to say goodbye co what bas been described as the ' Signals'
Butlin s' (due to our ideal situation, just above Avon Beach).
Lunch hours during the summer months were spent swimming,
sunbathing or ' scientifically ' regarding the bathing beauties.

S

C hris tmas f estivi t ies
A buffet dance was organised at a Bournemouth Hotel by the
Troop during D ecember, to which the Director of the Signals
Research and D evelopment Establishment was invited, together with members of S.R.D.E. An enjoyable evening was
bad by all, although some greeted the following morning
through somewhat bleary and bloodshot eyes!
Corporal ' Bas ' Pheasan t, who was unfonunately hospitalised
over Christmas with an injured elbow, managed, nevertheless,
to .e~joy himself; his uninjured arm being put to good use
uplifting the liquid refreshment that his bedside visitors had
thoughtfully provided.
X w arrivals
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Chris Collier and his wife
on the birth of a daughter, Amanda Jane, and to Sergeant
and Mrs. Keith Austin on the birth of a son, Andre.
..\u r e voir te the N e l s on
' The Nelson,' scene of many a jollification, and lunchtime
command po.s t of the Troop, V:'as the sad setting for a
solemn occasion, when the propnetor was presented with a
ha_ndsome plaque, especially made by Staff Sergeant Rod
Dixon.
Disc theque eve ning
W .0. 1~ (F. of S .) Peter Gill, Staff Sergeant Rod Dixon, together with Sergeants Roger Foster and Keith Austin organised
a very successful ' rave-up ' at R.A.F. Sopley Serge;nts' Mess.
Fortunately, none of their wives noticed that mess decorating
was done during the opening hours.
D.-partures
Sergeant Ken Pilkingtop has left for new pastures at
Worce.scer; Corporal Jimmy Menzies has joined his new R egi~cnt m Germany and Sergeant Roger F oster has left to take
h1 F . of S; ~ur~e at ~landlord; Se~geant John Rusling has
become a c1vvy and 1s now sportmg a very natty white
du~t coat, he is soon to be foll owed into ' Civvy Street ' by
Sergeants John Fletcher and Geoff Timms.
, pN"ial m.-otions
Corporals ' Mac ' Macintosh and Ian Davies had their Tl
re ults confirmed; Cpls. Brian Oram and Dave Stanbridge gained

Forty three years anti still serving

their Tl extra.nee exam; Lance-Corporal Ian Cox passed two
ubjects towards A.C.E.l , including Grade 3 at English (no
wonder we have no problems in the Clerk's Department) and
Signalman 'Dib' Dibble pa sed his M.P.C. Course-congratulations to them all.
Congratulations also to Dave Watson, who has just been
promoted Sergeant and is due to sit the Yeoman's entrance
exam shortly; we wish him luck and hope he will defeat
the examiners.
Signalman ' Mick' Warwick has been seen tearing around
the countryside at a dashing 30 m.p.h. in his bright-red
Jaguar, causing much annoyance to the New Forest ponies
and the W.R.A.F.s at Sopley.
Last, but not least, you have probably noticed that Rod
Dixon is now a Staff Sergeant. He has moved to Worcester
and will be sadly missed. The Christchurch Mussel-Shooting
Club bas been disbanded and the Troop will have to pay for
their haircuts in future.

con~iders

ERGEANT N orman P ope
that he may well have
S
the longest service record of any soldier still serving
with the Regular or Volunteer Forces, and he has 43 years
to back up his argument!

F inal fare w ell
We wish all T roop members, whether they have left already
or are shortly to leave, good luck in the futur e, and we hope
that as many of them as possible will be able to come to the
fa rewell dance being held on 8th May.
FOREME N THREE
Everyon e in Roya l Sig nals k no ws the val ue of a For eman of Signals and in ) 8th
Sig nal Regi ment (VJ we have three (no t counting our Regular F. of S.). To add
t o th e mat he matics of t he situatio n, two of them are id e nti cal twins!
O ur t hree vo lu nteer Fore me n are St aff-Sergeant (F. of S.) R. Toft, Stall-Se rgeant
(F. of S.) K. Kno wles a nd Staff-Se rg eant (F. of S.) R. Kno wles. A ll are me mber s
o f 87 (Nottingha m) Signa l Squad ro n a nd all three jo ined the Squadron as
Signalm en in its T. A. days.
The pho t o gra ph sho ws Staff-Sergeant Toft with Staff. Se rg eant Knowles K. o n
his left a nd Staff-Se r gean t Know les R. o n his right (o r is it the o ther way r o u nd !)
In 38 th Sig nal Regiment w e do n' t just shoot 11 technicia n", we sho ut "Foreman"
-and wait fo r t he ru sh!

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V )
Wanstead
HE last few months have been taken up mai nly with trade
T
training, recruiting and ad ministration in preparation for
the coming exercise season and ann ual camp.
Intense recruiting drive
A major recruiting drive is in progress, in conjunction with
national and regional efforts. W e have had 'at homes ' motorised
drives and displays, shop window displays, press campaigns,
and posters in likely, as well as unlikely places. I t is early to
assess the long-term results, but there are encouraging signs.
Our series of technical and administrative inspections culminated in the annual F itness for Role inspection, carried out
by the Commander, 12th Signal Group, Brigadier A. J. Jackson,
in March. He visited Wanstead (R.H.Q. and H .Q. Squadron),
where he particularly commented on the smartness of the
quarter guard, under the command of Sergeant Malcolm Harlow,
of H .Q. Squadron. He also visited N ewbury Park (L.A.D.,
R.E.M .E .), and on the following weekend, Cambridge, 54th
(East Anglia) Squadron .
Unfortunately, illness prevented him from completing the
visits and the Deputy Commander, Colonel R. A. Chell, T.D .,
stepped in and cast a searching eye over 45th (Essex) Squadron
and 44th (Cinque Ports) Squadron. These visits coincided with
trade boards for those who had been studying during the
winter months.
We now have 65 p er cent of our strength trained in their
trade.
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It was at Bordon Camp on 26t'.1 ovember, 1926, that he
took the King's shilling and committed himself to a lifetime
of service to the Crown. H e
signed on as a Band boy at
the age of 15! with the
Royal Sussex Regiment in
which his brother (who
recently retired as Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Pope, ex·
Director of Music for the
Coldstream Guards) was
Band Sergeant.
H e was already a cornet
player, and when, during
service in India, the Band
played his brother to the
railway station on being
posted home, N orman Pope
WJIS
handed the French
horn, which had been his
brother's instrument, and
told to go away and learn
how to play it. Two weeks
later he was playing the echo
to the French horn solo in
the ' Overture to R obes•... as a young cornet player
pierre ' at a public performance.
H e served in India for eight-and-a-half years and took up
the second trade of Nursing Orderly, Class I. As such he saw
service at Nowsbera, R awalpindi, the North West Frontier and
H yderabad Sind, and was on the first medical relief train to
reach the destruction caused by the Quetta earthquake. He was
appointed Chief Clerk at Karachi Military Hospital which had
to deal with victims of the riots of the early thirties.
He was then posted to Palestine and subsequently Egypt.
It was during this p eriod that he nearly blotted his crime sheet,
as h e was in an out-of-bounds area in Jaffa which was raided
by the Military P olice. N orman Pope jump ed out of a window
into the arms of an M .P. Sergeant, knocking him over. He
escaped in the general turmoil but found to his consternation
that this same Sergeant was brought into his hospital a few
days later for treatment which lasted several weeks. Although
the Sergeant needed daily treatment he never recognised the
man he had met so abruptly a short while earlier.
Having served his 12 years with the colours and attained the
rank of local Sergeant, he transferred to the Class B reserve
on 8th March, 1938, and went to Woolwich Arsenal on the
staff of the Chief Inspector of Ammunition. H e was swiftly
mobilised again on 15th June, 1939, when war preparations
were gaining momentum and trained in N orthern Ireland.
On 2nd September he was posted back to his old Regiment
where he took over the Reception Station of the Royal Sussex
Regiment at Chichester which recruited 450 men each fortnight.
When American troops arrived in 1942 the depot was closed
and Sergeant Pope was transferred to the R.A. O.C., serving in
several depots including the Crawley tracked-vehicle depot
which issued these essential weapons for the invasion of
France.
Demobilisation came on 6th December, 1945, and he was
one of the ' Z ' men, but as soon as he heard the first mention
of re-forming the Territorial Army in 1947, he took civilian
employment with the T .A. and signed on as a volunteer once
again, this time with the R.A./H.A.A. (T .A.) on 26th June,
1947. W ith this Regiment he served as a Sergeant and as
Chief Clerk until the disbandment of A.A. Command on
25th June, 1955, wh en he was tran ferred to the Army General
Reserve.
He looked round and found another opening with the
London Scottish on 23rd April, 1956, where he was O.R.Q.M.S.,
and in July, 1960, transferred to the R.A.0 .C. (T.A.) as W.0.1
Conductor .
In July, 1962, he took the civilian post of Chief Clerk
and W p .II 0 .R.Q.M .S. to the Commander of Royal Signals,
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t;.K.L.F. under Colonel B. R. Wood, D.L., O.B.E., T.D . In
196 _, the command was changed to a role in support of Royal
ignal , Regular Forces, in B.A.O.R.-a taste of the B.A.0.R.
to come.
When the new Reserve
Army was form ed in 1967,
12 Signal Group (V) took
over the role with three T .
& A.V.R. Regiments under
the Command of Brigadier
P. D. Vaigncourt - Strallen.
Norman Pope worked very
hard to en ure !hat every
docun1ent of the change of
command was completed
according to the book, and
then joined the new group
with the rank of Sergeant.
He has attended several
exercises in Germany, as
well as his normal volunteer
parades at the Duke of
Serieant Norman Pope as he is t~day
York's H.Q.
Ever since it wa re-formed in 1947, Norman Pope has
erved the T.A. as a civilian clerk as well as a soldier. He has
hown the same enthusiasm for this aspect of his life as typified
his Army career, and represented the T .A. Clerks on -tlie
C.S.C.A., serving them continuously until they were assinillated
into the established Civil Service on the 1967 reorganisation.
It was largely due to his representations that these clerks
were able to count their seniority from the date they first
started to work for the T.A.
He has never lost his love of music, and can play the cornet,
tenor horn, French horn and violin. He has organised several
dance bands, starting at Landikotal, North West Frontier, and
again in Hyderabad (SIND).
His record is truly one of long and enthusiastic service,
which has been recognised by the award of two M eritorious
Service Certificates, the first being amongst the very first
issue, which were presented by Lord Alexander of Tunis. He
also had the Indian General Service Medal, the War Medal
(1939-45) the Defence Medal, the Territorial Efficiency Medal
and the new T . & A.V.R. Efficiency Medal
BeekelJ R.evie..,

CORPS

EN.JOYS

GOOD

SEASON

Major N. Moss, Secretary of Corps Hockey, writes:
OWARDS the end of last year an interim report was
T
given in THE WIRE of the very satisfactory results of the
Corps hockey team Since that time the team has continued
on the winrung road, as the following summary shows:
Played 12, won 7, lost 3, drawn 2, goals for 25, against
14. These results exclude those at the Bournemouth Easter
Festival, where three games were won and two lost, with a
further ten goals for and six against. In view of these results,
it was unfortunate that four games-against R.E.M.E., R.C.T.,
Newcastle University and Welbeck College-were cancelled
due to inclement weather. Details not so far given in THE WIRE
are given in the following paragraphs.
Royal Signals "· R.A.O.C. Won 2-1
This g3me was played at Blandford on the excellent red shale pitch
and although the R.A .0 .C. team included a number of Army class players
the Corps side was never really in trouble. It is clear that right-back
Sergeant Alan ColdweJI after many seasons with the Corps side bas not
yet learned the meaning of demarcation disputes. for it was he who scored
the first of the Corps' goal!! . This was the first game in which Corporal
Mike How appeared for the Corps and be played continuously the reafter on
the left wing, dazzling opposing defenders with his stick work.
Royal Sipals " · Royal Eacin~rs.
Won l-0
.
The Sappers arc always a hard side to beat and this year's result was
therefore particularly gratifying. Close marking of their wingers by Major
Peter Gregory and Second-Lieutenant Ian Noble was largely responsible for
this victory, which was e11>urcd by goals by Sergeant Alan Coldwell (again!)
and Major Noel Moss
Royal Sigaals -r. Royal Artillery. Won l-0
lt was Second-Lieutenant Brian Ombh. fresh from his usual Friday night
out, that clinched the third successive victory over the Gunners by scoring
two fine aoal•. No doubt they will be out for revenge next year on their
own ground.

R o)'al Sigonh '. R.M.C.S. Lost 5-1
TI1is match was pln)ed at Shrivcnham in February after a period of
three mo nths in which the Corp · tcu m had no t played . This, and the
nb cncc of two o r three regular players, no dou bt accounted for a defeat
which was the heaviest the Corps had susta ined for some years . Shrivenhnm , however, who included C nptnin Jim McLuckie in their side. deserved
their win and nrc obviously now a power to be reckoned with on the hoc key
field .

won. In a competition in which all p layed well, I will only
single out Captain Jim Storr who, playing N o. 1, had to take
on two Army players in Beattie and Dewar. His performance
throughout the competition characterised by sound, crisp hitting
of the ball and quite exceptional fitness was most impressive.
This is his first year in representative squash and given plenty
of competition he has every chance of representing the Army.
The detailed results were:

Royal Signals v. R oynl Mnriues. Drnwn 1-1
Clearly this was a better result than the preceding one, but it was nevertheless disappointing . for the Corps bad complete mid-field superiority an d
lacked only fiai,h . Lieutenant John Daglish opened the scoring in the fi rst
half with his seventh goal of the season , but the Marines cnme back with a
well-taken equaliser in the second half.

v. R. E.M.E- Storr beat Roberts 9- 2. 9- 2. 6 9. 9
: Pertwec lo~t to
Lucas 6- 9, 1- 9. 9 ~ . 2- 9: Cornforth beat Bonner-Morris 10-8,
9- 3. 9-3 : Lowe lo~t to Lnncnster 9- 3, 7- 9, S- 9, 3- 9; Tnylor
beat Soor 9
• 9- 3, 9- 2. W on 3- 2.

v. R.A.M.C.
torr lost to Beattie I 9, 2- 9, 1- 9: Cornforth beat
Horrobin 9- 1. 2- 9. 9-10. 9- 1, 9--0: Lowe beat Hopkins 9 10.
9-5 , 9- l ,
9. 9-4: Taylor beat Clements 9-4. 9- 5. 9-4;
Webster beat Edwards 9- 5 , 9-l , 9-3. Won 4-1.

Royal Signal v. Durham U niversity. Lost 1-0
The Corps team played very well against a U niversity side that included
o ne current international and perhaps deserved a draw. They were ha ndicapped by the absence of th ree regular players chosen for the Army and
deserve cred it for keeping the ma rg in down to a single goal. LanceCorpornl Joh n Boardman, the regular right winger this season. had a particularly good ga me.

Bournemouth Festival
Royal Signals have appeared twice previously at the Bournemoutti Easter Festival, and until this year had only lost one
game. Word of this record had obviously got around, and this
Easter tlle team found itself against much stiffer opposition.
Under these circumstances, to win three games was an excellent performance, and it was no discredit to lose tlle remaining tWo games. The full results were: v. Soutll Staffs,
woo 5--0; v. Norfolk Rams, lost 0-4; v. Moonrakers (Wiltshire), won 3-0; v. Rebels, lost 0-1; and v. Nottingham, woo
2-1.
Three Corps players were chosen for tlle Festival XI, and one
of them Jim McLockie, distinguished himself by trying to head
the ball home!
Full ti1ne
The Festival provided a fitting climax to another good
season by the Corps side, in which only a single game was
lost to a military side and all the major Corps sides were
convincingly beaten. Sergeant Coldwell continued to play for
Combined Services. Seven players had Army Trials and three
were chosen to play during tlle season.
Recommendations for the award of Corps colours have been
sent to the Chairman of the Corps Games Club, and the names
will be published in THE WIRE as soon as they are confirmed.
Players may now bang up their sticks for the summer
season, but must make sure they are ready for the Corps Trials
in September. I t is high time we beat The Thistles.

v. Prince of Wale•'s Division- Storr lost to Dewar 9-5, 9-9. 7- 9, 8- 10.
2-9; Cornforth lost lo Chignell l- 9. 4-9, 9-10; Lowe beat Gibbs
9-0. 9-<i . 9--0 ; Taylor beat L illle 10-8, 3-9, 9-7, 9--0; Webster
bea t Hewitt 9-1, 9- 2, 9-5 . Woo 3-2.

f

v. R .A.E.C.- Storr beat Prothero 0-9, 9-3, 9--0, 9-2: Cornforth lost
to McManus 1- 9, 7- 9, 9- 8, 7-9; Lowe lost to Major J- 9, 4-9.
6- 9; Taylor beat Reeves 9-4, 9-5 , 9 - 7; Webster lost to Wright
5- 9, 9-1, 5-9, 0-9. Lost
2.

The main lesson learned from this competition was the
need to have a nucleus of at least seven players to stand up
to playing four matches over two days, and this underlines the
need to find more talent.

Looking forward to next year with confidence
We have every reason to look forward to next year with
confidence, particularly as Major David Randle is now back
from N. Ireland. Nevertheless, we must not be complacent;
the standard of squash is rising all the time and my bet is that
next year's Division II League will be as keenly contested as it
was this. It is very disappointing that so few players tum out
for Corps' trials, and I hope tllat with the ever-increasing
interest among all ranks in this excellent sport, we shall have
a good turn-out for our next trials at Blandford next October.
Thanks are particularly due to Captain Mike Cornforth and
Jimmy Golding for coping with all the administrative aspects
of tlle season's activities.
.
Corps Colours were re-awarded to Captain Cornforth and
Sergeant Taylor and awarded to Captain Storr, Captain Lowe
and Captain Webster.

BAOR • • • • • ?•
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new :'70 FAHIL Y MODELS

I RI U M PH ¥~ 15%'?J~g ~~~ f
OFF• 2000 £952 •

LIST PRICES '

OR

SLASHED

PEUGEOT

•

ALL 70 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM ONLY £636 •

Then for details of U.K./ Germany Delivery, Specifications, Nato Prices, H.P. , 'Partex, Call, 'Phone
or Write to:

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 <10.Jo-12.00
hro.
preferably)
IMPORTER -

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

(We have Agents in the U.K. too)

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Corps 3; Royal Corps of Transport I

Corps Sqaasla Rackets. 1969-'?0 Season

Looking lorwanl to next season with every
conlitlence
Colonel T. H. C. Grigg writes:
AVING been promoted from
H
Division II League, we set
winning our way into D ivision I.

the Division III to tlle
our sights this year on
We knew the opposition
was going to be tough, but we very nearly achieved it. This,
then, is tlle measure of the success of Corps squash tllis last
season.
The Division II League was played at Sandhurst over the
weekend 12tll-14th December. The teams were Prince of Wales's
Division, R.A.M.C., R.A.E.C., R.E.M.E. and ourselves, each
team playing the others. We fielded a very well balanced side
consisting of Captains Jim Storr, Mike Cornforth, Jim Pertwee,
Jonathan Lowe, Peter Webster and Sergeant Michael Taylor.
We defeated R.E.M.E., R.A.M.C . and The Prince of Wales's
Division, and in the final match on the last day lost by the
odd game to R.A.E.C. This meant that as three teams had all
won three and lost one match, the issue was decided on games
and so we were pipped at the post by R.E.M.E. It couldn't
have been a more exciting and tense finish and there can be
no doubt that the strength of the Corps' team surprised the
other teams. Unfortunately Captaip Pertwee had to return to
Shrivenham after the first match. Had he been available
throughout there can have been little doubt tllat we would have
THE WIRE, HAY - JUNE 1970

Played on 1st April in rough conditions. There were no
goals up to half-time, but early in the second half R.C.T. got
their only goal of the game. After this the Corps put the
ball in the net three times and were clearly masters of the
situation. Scorers for tlle Corps: Lance-Corporal Walker,
Corporal Miles and Signalman Duffy. Corps team: Corporal
Owen (8tll Regiment), Corporal Gilmour (260 Squadron),
Corporal White (8th Regiment), Signalman Woon (8th Regiment), Lance-Corporal Campbell (216 Signal Squadron (Para),
Corporal Nelson (8th Regiment); Signalman Duffy (216 Signal
Squadron (Para), Sergeant Dolby (Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate), Lance-Corporal Walker (24th Regiment), LanceCorporal Denham replaced by Corporal Miles (24th Regiment)
and Corporal Reynolds (24th Regiment).

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches

Late Sport
ROYAL

Availablejor Military

SIGNAl,S U.K. INTER-UNIT
SOCCER FINAL

The Glnnt Killers!
216 Para Signal Squadron beat 24th Signal Regiment in tlle final by 3-1. In an earlier round, tlle
Squadron beat 3rd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment 10-1, being vcrirable giant killers!
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units at short notice
TBLllPHONB : RICHMOND :l348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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An Apprentice Radio Amateur

Association
:.\l.\.~CDESTER

/T Lance - Corporal
A
Muriel,
of Phillips
Squadron, at the Army

BRANCH

Mr. H. W. Young, Chairman of the branch, writes:
The branch is holding a Memorial Service and Rededication
at \'anche ter Cathedral on Sunday, September 27th. An
invitation to be pre ent i extended to all ex-members of the
Corp who live in the Manchester area, as well a serving
member , who are either on leave or are on location near
Man bester.
It i particularly requested that names of bereaved families
are notified to us so that invitation can be sent out· information i also required of any of the hundred Corps men who
went out to the Middle East in 1942 with the code initials
R.0. A.X.Z., particularly those who were attched to 202 Guards
Brigade under Lieutenant West (now retired as LieutenaotColoneJ West).
All information, please, to: Mr. H. W. Young, c/o 42nd
Signal Squadron, Norman Road, M anchester.

On/er your personal copy of the Wire
NOW!
The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/ Postal
Order for 24/-.
My rank and name is
I wish THE WIRE to be sent to .... .. . ......................... ... .

OR
The Accounts Officer or P.R.I.

Apprentices' College, Harrogate, has achieved the distinction of gaining his Radio
Amateur's Licence, Class
' A ' at the unusually early
age of 19.
He came to the College
in September, 1967, and has
just completed his eighth
term of training as a Radio
Technician. He is a former
pupil of Simon Langton
School, Canterbury, where,
apart from gaining five
A/T Lance-Corporol C. Muriel
'0' level passes, his interest in amateur radio was
first aroused. This hobby he was able to pursue with the
College's thriving Amateur Radio Club, G3 HKR, from
which he regularly transmits in term time. During vacations
he operates from his Northampton home under the call sign
G3 ZDM.
Since coming to the College, Lance-Corporal Muriel has
added to his ' 0 ' level passes in mathematics, engineering
science and physics; he has also gained distinctions in City and
Guilds maths 'A,' maths 'B,' Radio and Line Transmission
'A' and Principles and Telecommunications 'A'; he has also
passed 01 towards his Ordinary National Certificate.
All this, of course, helped greatly towards his radio amateur's
licence, but there remained the problem of the G.P.0. test in
morse-not part of a technician's normal curriculum. This was
solved by Mr. William Bevan, an instructor in Technician
Wing, who gave up much of his spare time to teaching LanceCorporal Muriel. On 21st January, the latter sat-and passedthe G. P.0 . Morse Test at Hull Coastguard Station. The award
of his Class ' A ' Radio Amateur's Licence followed in
February.
A / T Lance-Corporal Muriel's activities at the College have
not been confined to the academic and technical. He has made
five crossings of the Lyke Wake Walk (40 miles on foot across
the Yorkshire Moors from Osmotherly to Ravenscar, sometimes sponsored to raise funds for char ity. The last of his
crossings was a solo effort, on 14th-15th February, when he
had to survive a full scale, unpredicted blizzard.
H e is also a regular member of the College's cross-country
team and was the only member of this to qualify for the Army
Junior Championships at Aldershot in February, when illness
prevented him running.
By way of contrast, he also represents the College at cycling,
specialising in the 25-mile road time trial; he qualified for
last summer's Army Junior Cycling Championships, held at
Chepstow.
Finally, he has recently been elected to join 'The Foresters '
- the College's talented folk group--in which he plays the
harmonica.

You
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re not witll it -

Progressive p ositions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers.

Applicants should have technical knowledge equiv-

alent to C. and G . with previous experience of t esting communications equipment.

Applicat ions enclos ing brief deta ils

C

helpful to me, and I really can't express in full how
pleased I am. I would also like to thank you for your
very kind letter.
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HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN
.

P E R S 0 N N E L MA N A G E R

pmentsa /aryto:-

RACAL ELECTRON/CS LIMITED
W ESTERN ROAD • BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND

Over a Century-old Partnership • • •

PARSONS
PRINTING

ORPORAL accidentally killed whilst serving in
N orthern Ireland, leaving a widow and baby son.
The widow has now been given a council house, and the
Association made her a grant of £100 for furn ishings.
H er letter is printed below.

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME

of qua li fication s and

One of the Month's Cases

like to thank the Association for their very
Iture.WOULD
generous gift of £100 towards the cost of my furniI am very, very grateful. The money will be most

Without it!

ELECTRONIC TESTERS

AN D

One of the Month's Letters

Name and rank

D ue to conti nued Company ex pans ion vacancies ex ist fo r :-

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

......................................... Regt/Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost m e 2/ - a month.

lil!JS!JIJ

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
to uphold , at the same time taking
advantage of scientific progress m
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaining, th ro ugh a special department,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

F. J. PARSON·s LTD
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W:-C.2 ·Tel: Ol-839 7151
Works at Hastinp, Folkestone. Be.hill, Lewes and Seaford

Jubi ee 192070
Wire
Removals and storage Household removals. Single items. Any size of job. Anywhere
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the
experience. Ask us for an estimate.

Travel service Benefit from our experience
when you book holidays. travel tickets.
reservations etc. No extra charge when you
use Pickfords.

Once you use Pickfords, youll never go without us
Our address is in the phone book

Make astrategic move•••
r l. to the Australian Army
--------------

·wondering what's to com e after your British Army service?"
I 9W ·~x:;i: gc~~ 9CS·TO auo11<1a1a.r.
I
o
'
Could
be commerce or industry will make you a good offer, but you'll
Z:OA\1'00N0'1 "a. Yll.LS
~ B
probably have to start afresh-with new problems to face and new
•• ~~n~ nir:~i~..YvlI.LSnV
(!!)
I
techniques to master. It will also mean fitting into a completely
.suml\.loau
11
<liffi•rent environment with quite different responsibilities.
I Jaowonll'ls '. I.\\aoo ·u ·r ui111 e1 o
I
Then again you can stay with the Army- the Australian A rmy.
a[l~.L I
If you have NCO or Warrant rank and specialist qualifications the
I
X 1111u
s<!Joo 1
chances arc you'll retain them in full, and the pay that goes with them. I
a~,,P aJ1J11qos1ppa~1!dJ011uv 11
It won't be starting afresh- more like a fresh start, in a big sunny
I
arJJuis
paJJJBW g
0
0
counti·y that's just waiting for you (and your family).
I
Clip and mail the coupon t oday and get the facts on Army careers
I
and life "downunder".
I
ssaJppy I

,____________ _
-a:w
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service avai lable
t o all mem be rs of the A rmed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in
t he light of ever-ch anging circums ta nces it is now more impo rtant than ever before that
all ranks shou ld have the benefit of profe ss ion al and person al attention.

Consult :

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS
BROKERS

Head Office:

M.E.1. keeps you
one ste11. aliead in
Military
Electronics•••

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) or Richmond 2159

Life Assurance for:Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Securit y for your Family

General Insurance for:Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

Representation throughout U.K.
Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

in Military Radio for exa111ple.
M.E.L. specialise in the production of Military telecommunications eq uipment, their
principal contribution lying in
1 the H.F. range with special emJ... !1hasis on mobil e and transport.able tactical equipm t.

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE

CutTently produced sets ::;uch
as the Cl 1, Cll(SSB). and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
in con::;tant use in manv counh·ies throughout the wor"ld.
; M.E.L. are also actively en~aged in developing a wide range
e>f military radio equipment for
use in the '70s and '80s ... one
k\,lCh equipment is the UK VRC~21 H.F. Combat Radio, being
~loped for futme use by the
British Army.

R

Class 1Technicians

Openings overseas and in U.K.

Cable and W ireless req uires a number of
add itional Class 1 Technicians by the beginning of 1971.

1) Most of them will be Radio
Technicians to work in our overseas
Earth Stations. Radio stations. etc .. and
would. at least initially. work as
technical watchkeepers doing equipment maintenance .and adjustment.
Applicants shou ld preferably have
had 3rd line servicing experience of
multi-channel wideband systems including one or more of the following:
U.H.F.. or microwave or tropospheric
scatter or satellite communications or
television transmission.
Applications will also be con sidered
from technicians experienced in 3rd
ine servicing. both of comm unication type receivers and of medium or high powered MF (up to 3! kilowatts) and
HF (up to 30 kilowatts) transmitters.

2) A few Radio Relay, Line or
Telegraph Technicians will also be
required. These will be men with suitable experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF li nks. voi ce
frequency telegraph and solid- state
equipment. teleprinters and associated
telegraph machines. to work in our
Central Telegraph Offices overseas.
Overseas employment offered on a
two year contract basis initially. with
excellent prospects of renewa l or of
established pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and allowances.
Free passages for staff and fami ly (who
normally accompany overseas) and
free fully furni shed accommodation
overseas.

3) London : Vacancies also occur
from time to time for Class 1 Technicians
of all categories to work in our London
Head Office on a career basis. especially
for those with experience of telephone
and telex exchanges. teleprinters. etc.

Write for application form givin g
brief details of experience. qualifications. age and availability date to:
Personnel Officer ( Recruitment). Dept.
A483/ 355. Cable and Wireless Limited,
Mercury House. Theobalds Road.
London. W.C.1.

- .... Cable and Wireless
worldwide communications

· M t:: .L. Mob1t,,'B .•' .Radio;, wid~I)'
us«! for .Briti•ll and ford~n Military
apj11it'ntions and h; im·orporatt.>tl in
many comhat ttnd :-;upport vt•hi<·h•:-1.
including the Saladin. FN n>t. S.1rac.•n
and Grcnadit•r.

-~

..

This equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forwru:d and
rear units.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
lnterceptwn equipment.
~~A '!'he ~u:.L. EquipmentC...Ltd ..
w~v ~faMr R.1yal. CrJwley,Swisex.

-o Y ars Old!
The WIRE
celebrates its
own Jubilee
along with
The Corps

Below is reproduced in its original format Page 1, Volume 1, No. 1 of
the very first 'Wire ' ever published. Today, 50 years later, we publish the
547th monthly edition of the same magazine.
To m ark the 5oth birthday of the Corps this month, as well as our own
increasing age, we felt that a m odest celebration would not be out of place.
Accordingly, this edition features a special outer cover designed for us by
Miles Hutchins, son of Bri2adier Peter Hutchins of the Corps, as well as a
number of articles specially contributed by various units of the Corps.
In particular we appreciate very much the message reproduced on the
opposite page from Major-General Sir William Scott, the Corps' first Master
of Signals, who h as known ' The Wire ' since its infant days. We would pay
a very sincere tribute to Sapper G. E. Palin and C.S.M. W. Butler whose
vision and dedication carried ' The Wire ' through from 1920 right up to
December, 1941, when war conditions forced ' The Wire ' to stop publishing
and to those who took on the task when ' The Wire ' started again in
November, 1946.

LO·OKING BACK OVER THE YEARS
Below we published a number of Greeting Messages received by The Wire
many of which look back over the years -

not without a certain nostalgia

A message to The Wire
fr om

In the words of Sapper Palin, we sincerely trust that ' The Wire ' will
continue to affor d you s ome amusement as well as creating a greater feeling
of ' esprit de Corps ' but as he so rightly says we must rely upon you, our
readers, to co-operate with us in making the project a success.

Major General Sir William Scott, K .C.l\LG.,
;\la ter of Signal

C.B., C.B.E.

This you have done most faithfully for 50 years-and no doubt you will
continue to do so.

.. ,....

.>' ...-

N thinking of 1970 as the Jubilee Year of Royal Signals, some of us may forget that it is also the soth Anniversary
of the first issue of ' The Wire '. ' The Wire ' indeed is the senior of the two, having been born in February, 1920,
four months before the birth of the Corps. Since then it has appeared regularly every month except during the war
years, when publishing became impossible - a splendid record.

,. - /

,/

T·HE WIRE

' The Wire' sets a high standard for Regimental magazines and is one of which we can be justly proud. Many of
our older comrades who, like me, can remember the first issue and have seen ' The Wire ' develop over the years, will
have remarked what an important part it has played in building up that family spirit which is such a feature of our
Corps.

The Camp Journal of the Signal Service Training Centre
Jlf•n•fl~lt/

P•f'k.

Sa.u~x

so

==========================~
PaJog-SIXPl!NCI!
FEBRUARY 26th. 1920.

years
A little later this year I shall hand over my duties as Master of Signals to General Bradley and so end my
of service with the Corps. I would like to take this opport !Illity to say good-bye to all Royal Signals, past and present,
and to thank all readers of ' The Wire' for their support given to it over the years. I shall hope to meet many old
readers at the special celebrations being held this Jubilee Year and send my warmest good wishes to those who for
any reason are unable to come.

Editor: O. E. PALIN, .S.0ppcT R.E.
l',_lal S•cttUIT: C..S.M.

)

w. BUTLER, R.E.

Aflrert.. :

o. PHIWP.S, Sapper

R.f!,

,All Commt1a ialioa ... shoutd be addrused toTHI! EDrroa. Tltc W i rt, Jin.dquute-ra S.S.T.C, U aru6e-hl Park, StsutlC.
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T is with the greatest confidence that I launch this little Journal among
you, in the hope of affording some slight amusement, and of creating a
greater feeling of esprit dt coYp among_ the members of the Signal Servic-.
the eyes, ean, and brains of the gy-cat little British Army. I fally reitlise ih~
impediments that lie in my path, and that it is not going to be "roses all
the way "-do J not know that soldiers are the most heartless crit~cs · in the.
world ?-but . I am relying upon you, the readers of this lit th: Journ11l, to
co-operate with me in making the project a success.
I would suggest that each Company in the Training Centre should
appoint a representative ·to collect matter for publication-such as legitimate
"grouses;· suggestions, and matter of a humoro1H nature either in verse or
prose.
Everything submitted for publicati~n will receive the keenest consider&·
tion, and I rely upon you all to assist me in making THE WutE a clean,
healthy and interesting Journal. The size of the paper depends entirely upon ·
the sales, and the number and quality of the literary contributiona received.
Sport, of course, will tQ)ce a prominent place in its paijes, and l should be
glad if the various Company members of the Sports Committee will acquaint
me of the various fixtures of Football and Hockey matche&, and supply me
with short reports of the diJferer.t games. Matter for publication should be
written. on one t.ide of the paper only, and forwarded under cover to the
Editor, Sapper G •. £, Palin, Headquarters S.S.T.C.

____

HE Commandant and
ranks of the School of Signals
T
send greetings and congratulations to the Editor and staff,
the printers and publishers of ' The Wire,' on achieving
all

50

...

years of publication.
This is undoubtedly an occasion for looking back over SO
years in the history of the School of Signals, and comparing
our humble beginnings with our present established position.
Our own SOth anniversary will not take place until 1st
December, 1970, for it was on that date in 1920 mat the
Courses Battalion of the Signal Service Training Centre, R.E.,
at Maresfield Camp, Sussex, officially became the School of
Signals. It was commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel 0. C.
Mordaunt, D.S.O., Somerset Light Infantry, and had an establishment of 14 officers, 24 W.O. and N.C.0. instructors, including an R.S .M.(I) and an R.S.M., seven N.C.0.s, two
trumpeters and 54 Signalmen for administration. Founder
members included some well-known names, amongst them
Captain and Bt. Major H. C. B. Wemyss, D.S.O., M.C., R.E.,
Lieutenant R. F. H. Nalder, East Surrey Regiment, Lieutenant
H. E. Rance, Worcestershire Regiment, Lieutenant C. M. F.
White, R.F.A.

.~

,,..
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Serl(eant.-~fajor

~laeFlap '-the forerunners of
the present Y .o.S.
The R.S.M.(I) post was held in 1919 by Sergeant-Major
McMenamin, the original inventor of the flap shutter for visual
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signalling and, in consequence, was sometimes irreverently referred to as ' Sergeant-Major MacFlap. It is not clear whether
he transferred in 1920. He was undoubtedly the forerunner
of our present-day Yeoman of Signals. Another interesting
appoinonent was that of Officer-in-Charge Pigeons.
At that time the following courses were under instruction:
7lst R.S.I. Course (13 weeks); 31st Refresher Course (6
weeks); Nos. 1 and 2 ' Q' Courses, 12 months (these had
been introduced for officers desirous of secondment to Signals).
The Foreman of Signals Courses was added in 1923.
The • 4t ' Course was extended
In 1924, the 'Q' Course was extended to 18 months to
cater for officers transferring to and directly commissioned
into the Royal Corps of Signals. The syllabus makes very
interesting reading. It included three months' drill and equitation at the Depot Battalion, fiag drill, reading morse on :flag,
lamp and buzzer, and semaphore. Technical subjects were in
two groups, El and E2. El included magnetism, DC electricity, telegraphy and telephony. E2 comprised AC electricity,
W /T, charging engines and dynamos, and secondary batteries.
A tbird instructional group taught cable (airline and permanent
line), Signal Office proceaure and Signal tactics. A funher
three months were spent on an RS.I. Course to gain an
Instructor's Certificate, and a final six weeks on an M.T.
Course with the R.A.S.C. at Aldershot. Our present 10 weeks'
' Q ' Course seems pretty tame in comparison.

127

I• l
:0--lhf'
e·u to Catterlc
The
hool, a part of the Signal Training Centre moved
to Cntterick in Augu t / eptember, 1925. We note' rather
mu ly, . that training suffered a lirtie disruption in th~t move
due ~ainly _to problems encountered in dismantling and recrc tmg e u1pment. H.Q. Mess was far from complete and
the Officers' Club wa u ed for ome time as the S.T.C. Me s.
The three advance party subaltern were the original occupant of ' Virgin illas.

Thf" chang~ from horse to lU.T.
The School contmued witil courses from 1925 to 1939.
The ch~nge from horses to M. T. had some effect, bur
?ew _equip~ent was hard to come :"Y· Much effort was put
mto l.IDprovmg the landscape of Me sines Lines both by the
H.Q: Mess and the School, with privet hedges rose gardens
tenrus ~urts roadl> and path .
Ii:evitably, the war years brought increased activity new
equlpments and techniques. ' Q • Courses were abolished,' as all
~fficers came through O.C.T.U. Many other cour es were
mtroduced tC! cater for the pecial needs of the time. RS .I.
Courses conunued under ~ specially-formed Regimental Wing.
In 1.913 the School came directly under the Director of Military
Trammg at the War Office, and cea ed to be part of the
.T.C.
The School grows in im1•ort.auee and st.anding
The. Commandant had been upgraded in 1932 to Colonel
and. ~th _further reo_rganisation in 1945, became a Brigadier,
an md1catio? of the mcreased importance and standing of the
School of Signals.
In 1945 ~ie assumed responsibility for Signal training in
the S.T.C. and . O.C.T.U., as well as the School. This did
not prove a sausfactory arrangement and was abandoned in
1948.
194~ saw the transfer of regimental signals training from
~anenck .to the other arms schools in the south and the
mco.~orauo~ of ~e Roral Signals O.C.T.U. as the Officer
Trammg Wmg, which, with the remaining Royal Signals Wing
an~ ~.Q., formed the. post-war School of Signals.
. Q Courses :vere remtroduced, but were found to be unsw~ed_ to changmg requirements. Young officer training was
split mto two courses: a Subalterns' Part I Course at the
O.T.W. of three months, and a Part II Course at the R.S.W.
of 12-~5 months.. The O.T.W. also continued the trainin
of National Service Officers until 1957, when this functio;
was transf~red to !"ions Officer Cadet School at Aldershot
and the Wmg was disbanded.
Once again the '. Q '. Course was resuscitated, the post-war
Long Telecommumcauons C:Ourse became the present 'TE '
C'.<>':llse ~nd Foreman of Signals training, which had been
dS1.vided mto two parts returned to being the Foreman of
1gnals Course.
1:wo ~ignificam ~ddirions . to the School curriculum in this
period we!e. the mtroducoon of Yeoman of Signals and
ADPS tra1mn~. A computer was installed in 1962 and a
new. ADPS Course introduced for officers of all arms and
services. No. 1 Yeoman of Signals Course assembled in
}anuary of the same year.
The move to Blandford-a remarkable
achievement
, Sin::e its _mov,e to Canerick in 1925, the School had been
oIBt on a lu~b, and efforts to return it nearer the centre of
m tary gravity had been continuously pursued.

At last, in 1960, a p ermanent site at Blandford Camp in
Dor ct, was selected and plans to build suitable accomm~da 
uon were made. These. included . a new H.Q. Officers' Mess
and barracks for 30th Signal Regiment the existing occupants
of the camp.
In 19~7, Pha e I of the Bl:indford re- build was completed.
~c mam move w~s ~ccompl_1shed between January and fl/ay
w1th?ut any break m 10struct1on, a remarkable feat, when one
con 1ders the fact that the School had been static at Catterick
for almost 42 years.

Thf" School of Sigunls todn~.Today, c1e School comprises a Headquarters, two intructional
wm&s,_ a ~omb~t DevelOJ?ment and Trials Wing and an
adnumstrauve wmg. Sharmg the School accommodation is
the . ~eccntly-formed . Defence Automatic Data Processing
Tra~n~ng ~enrre (a direct outcome of the introduction of ADP
Trammg m 1962).
T~e School is responsible fo~ young officers' initial signal
trammg and t:J:e higher techmcal and tactical training of
officers .ai:~. sell!or N.C.O. specialists of the Corps. Additional
respons1bilmes mclude refresher training for senior officers of
other arms, and signal training for the Cadet Forces and
Reserve ~my. Courses a~e also run for signal officers of
ocher arrrues. There are, m all, some 29 different types of
courses run at the School, in addition to tho e run at c1 e
DADPTC.
~
The accommodation at Blandford is a far cry from the old
1914-1918 huts and makeshift buildings at Catterick, which
served for so many years.
The main School building occupies an area of between 10
and . 11 acres and contains a 300-Jine telephone exchange
e_rvmg the. w?ole ~~p; offices for the staff of the H .Q. and
w111:&s; specialist tram1?~ rooms f~r voice procedure; teleprinter,
typmg and morse trau~mg; a switchboard training room· tape
relay c~ntre; l~boratones and demonstration rooms for' basic
~lectromcs, radi? and other ~?mmunications system s, engineermg and operaung. In addmon, each instructional wing has
several. general purpose lecture rooms. The main auditorium
the Pnncess Mary Hall, is for general use and is fitted with
stage, conti:~l. and proj~ction room and ~any other modern
t!'ieatre fa~1lities. It will accommodate 137 in comfortable
tlered s<:8.°!lg· The Repr?duction Centre and Drawing Office
have facill~es for production of large quantities of precis, programmes, illustrations, vufoils, etc. The School Library is
on two Boors and houses a comprehensive stock of publications
and text books. The buil~g also houses the computer centre
of the DAJ?PTC. A transnuner and receiver station are located
elsewhere m the camp.
To conclude our history of the last 50 years here is a list
of the Commandants: 1919, Lieutenant-C~lonel O. C.
Mordaunt, D.S.-0.; 1924, Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Bald,
D_.S.O.; 1926, Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. Osborne, D.S.O.; 1930
Lieutenant-Colonel H. I. Allen, D.S.0.; 1932, Colonel G. G'.
Rawson. 0.B.E., M.C.; 1936, co·onel R. A. C. Henderson
M.C.; 1940, Colonel C. P. Prescot; 1942, Colonel T. B'.
Gravely, O.B.E.; 1945, Colonel W. R. Smijth-Windham, C B.E
D.S.O.; 194~, Brigadier R.. T. 0. Cary, C.B., C.B.E.,
1946, Bngadier F. S. Strrught, C.B.E., M.C.,; 1948 Brigadier
G. S. 0?'1. ~ower, C.B.E.?_ 1961, Brigadier C. G. M~re, O.B.E.;
1954, Bngadier W.R. Smi1th-Windham CB E D SO ADC.
1957,_ Brigadier R. G. Y?lland, O.B.E'.; i96o;' B;ig~cti~r
M~Gil!, O.B.E.; 1963, Brigadier T. R. Warburg, C.B.E.; 1966,
Bngadier J. D. T. Brett, 0.BE; and 1968, Brigadier J. R.
Cubberley.

o.s.o:;

·A: F'.

From Signal Support Group, H.Q. A.F.N.E.
LOYAL greetings on this momentous occasion come from
thille Del!'chmCoent Royal Signals, located at Oslo in Norway
to Our ustnous
rps.
. The history of the Detachment appears to start in 1954 when
H was ~o~ed as part of a multi-national unit to provide
commun1caoons for the North European Command of NAT o
The. first recorded O.C. was Maior (Lucky) Fento~ ·who.
ac:cordmg .to local legend, ran the Signal Despatch Service i~
winter usmg red-nosed reindeers. This species was used
apparently ~cause of the built-in homing instinct!
Local achievement tflroughout the years by members of the

Detachment have been . many, varying . f!om communicating,
Saga ro~t~ mar~hes, fishing, langlauf, ski-mg, shooting, adventure trammg, bird watching to conventional sports .
It seems. appropriate on this occasion to congratulate the
present ~d1~or of THE WIRE. Under his guidance and direction
the pubhcauon has be.en modernised without Io ing its character.
Long may he and his Staff continue to function and heaven
help anyone who suggests changing the name of 'THE WIRE.
Finally, all ranks of .the Detachm~t send congratulations
to the Royal Corps of Signals on reachmg its Golden Jubilee.

From H.Q. Army Strategic Command
In this, the Corps SOth year, how do the o:d soldier's
memoirs compare with those today?
How many rimes have you heard these postings described by
old soldiers-Palestine, Africa, Egypt, Italy, India, etc? Many
rimes, I dare say, especially over a pint in the Mess or maybe
whilst ' bulling ' those irremovable ' pimples ' on those monsters
called boots in the barrack room. The favourite boast of all old
soldiers, of course, was the limited amount of time spent in
• Blighty '-and that usually in transit! They MUST have
been the GOOD OLD DAYS-or were they?
L ike the sound of these? British Honduras, Caribbean,
Malaysia, Gibraltar, Anguilla, Norway, Northern Ireland?
T hese are some of the postings and places currently being
mentioned by the young soldiers serving in Army Strategic
Command .
World-wide requests for peace-keeping troops arc met from
this Command; a continuous hum of activity is sensed im-

From tlte Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate
L THOUGH, or perhaps because, we are a comparatively
young member of the family of the Corps we are not
unaware of its background and the tremendous advances in
the 50 years of its life.
Major Bob Edwards, our T.S.0.-who considers himself a
younger member of the family, not having joined man's service
until April, 1928, and having served in uniform for exactly
40 years-is a mine of information on the development of the
Corps. We are able to trace Corps history from the lamp
DSSR, Helio, F lag, Shutter, Horse, 'A' set, ' C • set, 120
watt set and No. 1 set through the years to the sophisticated
equipment of the present.
Those of us who are interested-and there are manycan look at photographs and hear about life, over the years,
on the North West Frontier (Waziristan 1930), Pa!estine, the
Desert Rats (he was one of the originals), the Gold Coast,
the Canal Zone during the Neguib/Nasser problems, and other
places-such as Northern Ireland amongst other home stations.
We have learnt--and are still learning-of the problems and

From C.R. Signals, Hong Kong
lest we Forget
Hong Kong- December 1941
By Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. Hart, H.Q., Land Forces,
Hong Kong, B.F.P.O. 1
N our SO years as a Corps, we have done many things.
Mostly, in the war histories and reminiscences of great
Ievents
what we have done, and how we have done it attracts
little notice, because battle honours are not for us. We are
people who must be in every battle: whether a battle is won
or lost is largely due to our efficiency. Sometimes we can
be efficient, and gallant, and persevering, and still we lose.
This is what happened to our forebears in Hong Kong.
On 8th December, 1941, when the Japanese attacked the
Colony, the strength of ignal units in the Colony was:
Officers
7
Royal Signa.Js
l
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals
Fortress
Signals,
Hong
Kong
2
Volunteer Defence Corps
10
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mediately upon setting foot inside the area-no need to l>tress
upon you the degree of versatility required by all our 177
officers and 2,049 soldiers from the Corps to fill the needs of
an emergency call for help. Quick moves to countries where
conditons vary from Arctic to tropic, where differing tensions,
emotions and the need for reassurance demand the help of
well-trained, well-disciplined and good-natured troops. Army
Strategic Command is not the place for a quiet life.
Brigadier Geoffrey Proudman, M.B.E., is the indefatigable
C.S.O. ; Major Ralph Plant looks after operations plans and
exercises· Major (Tfc.) Pat Massey keeps us secure and watches
over trade training in the intervals of managing Army football;
the rest of the work is done by our old soldier 'Puck ' Major Geoffrey Paris, who is retiring shortly. Last, but not
least, a welcome to our new Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant J. C.
Tait and his family.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO ONE AND ALL!
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Other Ranks
177
32
13
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challenges met and overcome through wise leadership and
initiative at all levels, and the problems which face the Corps
in this modern age; we understand the reasons for what has
been achieved, and why the Corps has such a high standing
within the Army. We know of such members as Stonely,
Cotterell, Stewart, Rawson, Colem Spencer and many others
who have put the Corps on tfle map of the world of sport.
We know, too, of the Association-that splendid organisation
which does so much for those who contributed to the making
of the Corps tradition, and still finds time to help the less
fortunate members of other Arms of the Service.
It is with pride in the past and optimism for the future of
our Corps that we make our contribution to the training of
young men who will leave us imbued with the spirit to carry
on the great tradition which they have inherited, by their
devotion to duty and the application of skills without which a
modern army could not survive.
One plea we would make-preserve the name TRE WIRE;
it is part of the tradition we have inherited.

On Christmas Day, when the Colony finally surrendered,
one officer and 18 other ranks were dead: three were missing,
and 12 more were wounded.
By the time of Liberation, in August, 1945, a further two
officers and 74 other ranks had died, some from starvation and
dysentry, most when the prison ship ' Lisbon Maru' was
torpedoed. The Japanese battened the hatches on the P.O.W,s
before abandoning ship.
Nearly half the Corps' soldiers in Hong Kong in World
War II died. Some of them did so in battle, against an
enemy superior in numbers and equipment, with complete air
and sea supremacy. They were the lucky ones, who died doing
the job they were trained for, for at no time in the battle did
essential command communications fail, even though most of
them ran in UG cables, and repairs entailed jointing under
observed artillery fire. Right up to the end, radio communication was maintained direct with the United Kingdom.
For those still serving, and who may not have been shot
at, this is what it means to keep communications 'through.'
" DR runs along the eiq>osed roads on the north side
of the island were dangerous . . . Corporal Speller and
Signalmen Damant and Thomas made many of these trips
as volunteers, and both Signalmen were killed when machinegunners caught them on an open stretch of road." (These
men were Royal Canadian Corps of Signals).
Lieutenant-Colonel Levett, O.B.E., at that time C.S.0., China
Command, in his diary of events, has written:
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14th December.-" At 16.30 hours there was heavy shelling
t i azine Gap. Three shells fell on the main cable route
linking Fortrcs H .Q. and unit south of the Gap: The br~k
occurred right in the centre of the Gap and m full view
of the enemy. Work started at dusk . . . Even then the work
had to be done without lights, except that of a torch for the
actual cleaning and jointing of the cab!es. The fi!st ca!>le
wa repaired at 23.30 hours and the remamder came m dunng
the night.'' (195 circuits were restored by thi line party, who
had been without res onable re t for seven days at this stage
of the battle).
18th December.-" Heavy morrar fire on Lyemun Gap had
broken the cable to the important L yemun Harbour searchlight, and a line party was sent to deal with it. In passing the
Lyeman Gap I stopped to have a look at the cable break, and
then, continuing my journey, had barely gone 300 yards down
the road when a concentration of mortar fire came down on
the party. Forrunately only one man was hit."
20th December.-" By nightfall on this date Eastern Brigade
H .Q. at Wong Nei Chong had been surrounded. I spoke to the
Signal Officer (Captain Billings) at 22.00 hours on the phone.
He, with others, were locked inside the shelters with a ring
of enemy troops around them. Some of them made a dash
to break through . . . some succeeded in getting away, among
them Captain Billings, who was wounded. A nUIIibcr, however,
were unable to break out, and many were killed there."
(Among these was the Canadian Brigade Commander, who
died fighting).
20th December.-" A lOin. shell found its way into the
Fortress Plotting Room, where the main Signal panel was
located, but failed to expode. '
24th December.-" That day, both Magazine Gap and The
Peak suffered badly from shellfire and low-level bombing
attacks and the communications suffered also. Lieutenant

Paterson, with his line party, were in the area, and did excellent work under trying circumstances. They succeeded in
keeping the lines through pretty well, but it was a heart-breaking job."
25th December.-" At 12.30 hours I visited the Eastern
Brigade H .Q., now at a house on the Peak. Whilst there, a
heavy attack was made, using incendiary bombs. Sergeant
Green came along for orders. He reported that the cable
lying on the ground was being burnt by the fire that had started
in the undergrowth, and his detachment was in danger of being
cut off by a ring of fire ... On my way back, passing through
Magazine Gap, I met units withdrawing from their positions,
and by the time I reached Fortre s H.Q., realised that our
signal work was finished . So, leaving the minimum of men
in Fortress H .Q., I sent the rest over to join the (Signal)
Company. Shortly afterwards, I followed them. I found that
Major H ayes had prepared a very good defence system, the
men were in very good heart. At 15.30 hours, however, I
received orders from the G.O.C. to surrender."

From 1st Division Signal Regiment
N this special SOth anniversary of ' The Wire,' the Commanding Officer, Officers, W~ant Officers and Soldiers
of this Regiment send their best w1Shes to all m~ber~ of the
Corps, and especially to those ~x-mem~rs of this u1?1t.
Being one of the oldest Regiments m the Corps, it seems
an appropriate occasion to look at our • pedigree.'
Our origins trace back to 1st Divisional Telegraph Company,
founded in April, 1907, and ~ommanded by J.-.it;utenan! H.
Clementi-Smith, R.E. In 1910 1t became 1st Divmonal Signal
Company and in 1913, 1st Signal Company.
In Jun~ 1921 we became 1st Divisional Signals, although
it was to 'be O~tober, 1923, before the Regiment was commanded by a Royal Signals Officer, Major (Bt. Lt.-Col.) R.
H . Willan, D.S.0., M .C. (who, in fa t, took over from a
K .O.Y.L.I. officer!).

O

We kept the same title until almost the end of the war,
when, in 1944, we became 1st Infantry Divisional Si~nals, and
in 1946 the word ' Regiment ' was added to that btle. 1958
and 1959 saw minor variations? until 1st Jan~y, 1965, 'Yhen
as 1st Signal Regiment we, 10 common with .other Signal
Regiments ' integrated ' and took our present title.
What will it be next . . • and when? F or surely another
change must come sooner or later.
What has been the object of listing. the perhaps some~hat
dusty history above? It is simply this: that . altho.ugh titles,
equipment and uniform may change, the soldier, signaller or
communicator does not, as perhaps the two pictures below
illustrate.
Our loyal greetings to everyone in the Corps, and good luck
for the next SO years.

Signallers circa 1920

This was a battle long ago, before most of the serving
Corps was born. It was a defeat. Nevertheless, it was a defeat
which had its own dignity and pride, and not the least credit
goes to our predecessors, many now dead, who showed what
it means to be a Signalman, and when the task ended, prepared
to flight and die as Infantrymen.
In May, 1969, The Hong Kong Signal Company met again,
at a reunion in London. Nearly thirty years after the battle
these men still have the pride which comes of a job well
done to the bitter end. Now that we are 50 years old, as a
Corps, it is as well to remember that our inspiration doesn't
only come from El Alamein and D-Day and the days of
victory, but from the bitter periods of defeat and captivity. No
matter what the circumstances, our job is always to be
' Through.'

From 2ntl Division Signal Regiment
2nd Division Signal Regiment warmly greets all Golden
Jubilee readers but extends a special hello to those who have
formerly served in the Division.
In preparing these notes it has been fascinating to compare
early days of the Division with those of today. We have come
a long way since the first Commanding Officer in 1912, Captain
Sir T homas Thompson, had all the horses in the unit given
names beginning with 'T.' Lieutenant-Colonel Geoffrey
Thompson, the current Commanding Officer, has not yet
revived this custom.
As a unit of 1 (BR) Corps the Regiment provides the communications for the Division and has the unique task of
administering the Divisional Headquarters at a distance of 13
miles in Lubbecke. Equipment changes have, of course, been
traumatic. It would appear that only the ' First Field Dressing '
remains the same on the equipment side.
From the earliest days the Regiment had a distinguished

sports record. Today the sports continue but the fashions and
emphasis have changed. Ski-ing, canoeing, judo, mountaineering, aqua diving are all firmly established in the Regiment
today. The traditional sports continue and golf is on the incline
with the opening of the eight-hole course in May.
The Regiment even has its own Folk Singing Group, The
Gentle Folk. These four soldiers have been selected as one
of two groups to represent B.A.O.R. in the Army Top of the
Groups contest in London this month. One wonders what
the signaller of the twenties would have to say on that?
2nd Division Signal Regiment in Birdwood Barracks 1970 is
a far cry from 2 Division Signal Company Royal Signals in
Stanhope Lines, Aldershot. What is not so different is the
extract taken from a censored letter describing an incident in
the Great War.
' At last the fearsome journey ended,
Line tests through and signals splendid.'

circa 1970

From 9th Signal Regiment
HE Commanding Officer and all ranks of 9th Signal RegiT
ment (Radio) send greetings and best wishes to all
members of the Corps both past and present and, in particular,
to those ex-members of the Regiment, Company and Group.
The Regiment has had one of the longest continuous histories
of the regular units of the Corps. It came into being as 2nd
Wireless Company formed in Palestine in 1923 after absorbing
two sections of a wireless company which bad performed
specialised duties in the First World War.
2nd Wireless Company remained at Sarafand until the end
of the Second World War. In 1945, the Company was expanded
by merging with 2nd Special Wireless Group and became
known as 2nd Special Wireless Regiment.
With the ending of the Palestine mandate in 1947, the

Regiment left Sarafand and in June of that year moved to
Cyprus where it was redesignated 2nd Wireless Regiment.
On 1st September, 1959, the title was again changed to its
present-day form, that of 9th Signal Regiment (Radio).
Throughout this time the Company /Regiment has had 26
changes of Commanding Officers. One of these Commanding
Officers deserves particular mention. In 1940 M ajor H. Winterbotham was commanding the 2nd Wireless Company. From
there in 1942 he moved on promotion to 2nd Special Wireless
Group, which he commanded for two years. In 1949 he returned but this time to command 2nd Wireless Regiment for
two years. So over a span of eleven years, L ieutenant-Colonel
H. Winterbotham, O.B.E., was a Commanding Officer three
times. He retired from the Corps in 1956.
231
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From 16th Signal Regiment
·N preparing the c note for thi edition of THE WIRE I
attempted to do a little re earch into the Regiment' ·
hi tory.
Our hi tory has been an involved one. Dates of course are
alway difficult t0 ascertain, but I was able to pin-point at
lea t one. That is the date of the formation of 2 L of C.
ignal Regiment. I wa · able to do chi by taking this date
from the personal document of Major ' Dickie ' Armstrong,
who ha served with the Regiment under its various guise no
Jes than three times. 16th Signal Regiment as such wa ·
formed in 1959 and found its home in Krefeld. Our present
barracks, Bradbury Barracks are compact and probably one
of the be t laid-out in B.A.O.R All our amenities, cinema,
wimroing pool, Y.M.C.A. and NAAFI are within our perimeter.
The barracks themselves are of the Hitler type; the avenues
of tree and the green spaces make it look particularly attractive
at thi time of year.

From 22nJ Signal Regiment
Our role has slowly evolved as we have collected commitments from ASSU and NORTHAG. We are now responsible
for all static telegraph communications in B.A.0.R. Our mobile
Squadrons are able to continue to maintain a chain of communications from the field, taking over from the static
Squadrons. The emphasis on the mobile Squadrons is gradually
becoming stressed, and the problems of providing communications with field equipment and vehicles are becoming acute.
\Ve now look forward to new equipment in the near future.
pri_ng_ seems to have come with a bang! With it a spirit
of opturusm and hope. Our thoughts look forward to our major
exercise of the year, ' Summer Sales,' to a happy and successfuf year to us in this Regiment. In the same way we would
WlSh the Corps the very best of everything in this its Jubilee
Year. Good luck, good fortune and the very best wishes for
the future.

From 19th Signal Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert writes:
T is l;'articularly poignant, in this year of the Corps' SOth
Anruver ary, to produce this Regiment' contribution to
the Special ~ssue of THE WIRE. Next year will unfortunately
see the demise of 19th Signal Regiment which has been in
existence in the Far East since its formation in 1943, about
half the Corps' life.
~ere is a distinct lack of information on the history of the
Regiment from 1943 to 1960 and I would be grateful if any
past members of the Regiment would write to me with any
information that may be useful in compiling an accurate
Regimental History.

I

Burma day
Some research has been carried out and it appears that our
forerunners were 7th Indian Air Formation Signal Regiment
who first e~tablished_ Wing Tr?Ops at Tengah, Kallang, Seletar
and Ch'.lllg1._ 19th Signal Regrment moved to Singapore from
~u~ m rmd-1946 _and gradually assumed the airfield respon1bilmes. In the mam our task was the restoration of the airfield communication system, pans of which were of Japanese
origin, an~ the build-up, with normal underground and overhea<l: cabling, of the airfield communication requirements.
Ob~ously. as the years went by, and the sophistication of
landmg aids, radars and transmitters increased so did the
cabling J?roiects to provide the linking land-lines. In other words
the Regiment was a conventional Air Formation Signal Regiment. In 1947 the bulk of the Regiment was based in Singapore
with detachments in Ceylon and Hong Kong.
~lalayanisatlMt

The significant diange in the Regimental structure occurred
in 1949 when the Regiment was Malayanised, with the inclusion
of Malay, Chinese, Indian and Eurasian tradesmen. It is these
tradesmen, known as Locally Enlisted Personnel (L.E.P.), who
have been. tl?e . back-bone of this Regiment over the past 20
years and it 1s mdeed very sad to see them leaving the Service
of_ the Queen and the <;:orps. They have served us loyally and
faith.fully ~~d I would like to pay them a public- tribute in this
special edition of THE WIRE. It would be invidious to try to
smgle out any particular individuals so I would say to them
a~, wherever they find themselves after our withdrawal from
mgapore, thank you for your loyalty, your technical ability

and skills, your wholehearted paruc1pation in all sporting and
Regimental activities and above all your most cheerful
disposition.

New locations
The next phase worthy of mention is the period 1959 to
1966. During this time we left Ceylon but took under command
the Troop on Gan Island which today, though much smaller,
is still part of the Regiment. The Hong Kong detachment was
the next to be transferred from the Regiment but in 1962, with
Confrontation, detachments found themselves in Labuan,
Kuching and Tawau in the conventional Air Formation role.
Also in this period the exchanges on Singapore Island became
automatic and on R.A.F. stations the maintenance of these
became our responsibility.
The next, and possibly most significant change came in 1969
wben, under Ristacomm, we took over the responsibility from
the R.A.F. for the Microwave and Tropospheric Scatter Systems
linking R.A.F. stations within Singapore Island and to Penang.
The. Regiment's tasks then fell broadly into two groups; the
contmued standard airfield commitment of providing land-lines
for R.AF. terminal equipment and the maintenance of all
exchanges and telephones and the new task of inter-R.A.F.
station communications over the Microwave and Tropospheric
Scatter Systems.
We find ourselves now in 1970 with R.H.Q., H.Q. Squadron
and 1 Squadron based at Changi. 1 Squadron bas under
command at Changi the Airfield Troop and the lo icrowave
Troop, whidi in turn has 11 stations on the Island and one
each at Penang and Butterworth. 2 Squadron, soon to close
has its S.H.Q. at Seletar with Airfield Troops at Seletar and
Tengah and the small Troop at Gan.
The Air Support Regiment, which is our new title, has had
a varied and interesting history in this pan of the world.
Perh~ps now, under _Ristacomm, it is even more fascinating,
certainly more techmcal than ever before. This makes our
demise in 1971 the harder to bear.
I hope that erstwhile Air Formation communicators will
read t~s small contribution with interest and perhaps some
nostalgia. To ex-members of this Regiment in particular and
to th~ Corps as_ a whole, we in 19th Signal Regiment send our
greetmgs on this the Corps SOth Anniversary.

From 21st Signal Regiment
LL ranks of 21st Signal Regiment send greetings to the
editorial staff of THE WIRE and members of the Corps
everywh«:re, with ~st wishes for the nr:xt SO years.
21st Signal Regiment cannot boast of as long a tradition as
some, but we can associate with the excellent record of Air
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Signals and claim to be playing a special part in
the h1stonc u:ansformation to Air Support Signals during this,
the SOth Anmversar}'. year. 1970 marks with a doubling of our
strength the formanon of two new Squadrons with unique
roles and we look forward to an exciting and challenging future.
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this, the SOth anniversary year of the Corps, all sel'Ving
Ito Nallmembers
of 22nd Signal Regiment send sincere greetings
those who have served in the Regiment in the past and
indeed, to all members, past and present, of the C::orps.

'

The Jleghnent's History
The Regiment has been in existence, in one form or another, for 27 years, dating from 1943. Prior to that year it
had been raised as the 22nd Divisional Signal Company of
the Signal Services, Royal Engineers, in October, 1914 and
served in France and Salonika until April, 1919, wh~n it
was disbanded.
From 1943 to February, 1967, the Regiment has had a
chequered career, from the beaches of Normandy to its present home in Lippstadt. Formed as 11th Air Formation
Signal Regiment, in February, 1943, the Regiment joined 83
(Fighter) Group, R.A.F., and remained witn them throughout the Normandy landings and subsequent operations in North
West Europe.
A vital part In the Berlin ai:rlllt
At the end of the N.W. European campaign, the Regiment
was based in Celle and was responsible for the communications
on the 14 airfields of 84 Group, R.A.F., and 85 Wing Maintenance Group, within the framework of the British Air Forces
of Occupation (BAFO). The latter was disbanded in 1951
and the Regiment moved to Lemgo to serve the newlyformed 2 TAF. During its service with BAFO, the Regiment
had played a vital pan in the communications for the Berlin
air lift of 1948-49.
Subsequent reorganisation within the framework of 2 TAF
led the Regiment to Sundern in 1955, and in 1955 there began
a progressive hand-over of airfields and communication commitments to the Luftwaffe and German Post Office. The reduced commitments led ultimately, in 1959, to a change of
role and the redesignation to 22nd Signal Regiment. It was

then that the Regiment moved to Lippstadt, where it has been
for the past 10! years.
A~ this '!ate the Regiment became the 1 (BR) Corps H.Q.
Radio Regiment, with responsibilities for all net radio in 1
(BR) Corps, together with an EW and ASSU Squadron.
B~~~een 1959 and February, 1967, further changes in responsibi!it1es occurred an~ ?Y the latter date the Regiment was commmed to the provmon of all Rear Corps H.Q. communications and administrative communications within the Rear Corps
Area. Such has remained the responsibilities to date.
~ew

re ponsl.bllitles acec-pted

The Regiment's role of 1967 was significant in that the new
responsi bilities were accepted with the simultaneous introduction of the BRUIN Communications System to 1 (BR) Corps.
The truly significant point of the advent of ' BRUIN ' to the
Regiment was not the revolutionary facilities of that system,
but the fact that its introduction, forward of the Corps H.Q.,
released old range equipment to provide for the first time a
system of communications serving the numerous administrative units in the Rear Corps Area so essential to the maintenance of a fighting force.
Development of the rear area system has continued and in
this, the anniversary year of the Corps, the Comcen Squadrons
of the Regiment are destined to retire much of the old range
equipment which has served us and the 1 (BR) Corps H.Q. so
well for many years and accept new BRUIN equipment, which
will help us to improve again the communications we provide
for our customers.
Some of the new equipment is already in service with the
Regiment, so that there is at present a happy marriage of the
new and old.
1970 has been, and will continue to be, an exciting year for
22nd Signal Regiment and it will certainly relate a significant
page in the history of communications with I (BR) Corps.

From 30th Signal Regiment
1970 is a time of anniversaries for Blandford. The SOth
year celebrations will be centred here, in a year mat also
marks the 10th anniversary of Royal Signals presence, in the
form of 30th Signal Regiment. For it was in 1960 that the
Regiment took up residence at Blandford Camp. The move
was celebrated by a ceremonial march-past in the town of
Blandford Forum, and further distinguished by the adoption
of the Regiment by the Worshipful Company of Dyers, from
whom the famous White Swan emblem was borrowed.
Ten years ago the Regiment was predominantly employed
on trials, in which role it earned a Corps-wide reputation,
and helped develop many of the new equipments coming into
service today. However, over the years, the role has been

changing. From a small start in 1962, when the 'globe-trotting'
640 Troop was formed, the Regiment gradually lost all its
trials flavour, until it finally became wholly committed to
strategic reserve support.
Now, in this anniversary year, the Regiment is earning Its
spurs all over the world. It has men in Anguilla, Gibraltar,
Cyprus, Singapore and Northern Ireland. It bas a detachment
on exercise in Hong Kong, and a whole new Squadron committed to
ATO, which trains in Norway, Germany and
Turkey. So we, the past and present members of 30th Signal
Regiment, from Blandford and all over the world, wish the
rest of the Corps a happy anniversary.

From 5 Inf. BJe. Signal SquaJron
N the SOth Birthday of the Corps, 5 Infantry Brigade HeadO
quarters and Signal Squadron is a mere ten years old.
Born 205 Signal Squadron on 1st April, 1960, in Iserlohn, the
Squadron lived and worked in B.A.0.R. until May, 1964. At
that stage the Squadron was withdrawn to Tidworth as part
of the Strategic Reserve.
After 18 months of Strategic Reserve training, the Squadron
was shipped to Borneo, with the Brigade Headquarters, to take
over H.Q. Midwest Brigade. From November 1965, they ran
the Sibu Comcen and returned in August, 1966, with trophies,
photographs and war-stories which have remained ever since.
In fact, it is now only two months since the last remaining
Borneo warrior departed the Squadron.
August, 1966, in addition to seeing the return to Tidworth,
saw the onset of integration-official recognition of a situation
which had existed for the previous four years-and the adoption
of the present unit title.
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Since then, the Squadron bas been in Tidworth, taking part
in the annual round of exercises. Recently there have been
two highly enjoyable and worthwhile diversions. In June and
July, 1969, we provided communications for the Investiture
of the Prince of Wale at Caernarvon. In February and March,
1970, we threw off the trappings of communicators and became
an 'infantry company' training in Cyprus on Exercise 'Winch.'
This latter excursion will be documented fully in our next
set of notes. Now we are fully occupied training for our new
role in N.A.T.O., always of course keeping a careful eye on
the problems of airportability.
Now, on the SOth Birthday of the Corps we take this
opportunity to pass our best wishes to all members of the
Corps and particularly to the past members of the Squadron.
The Saxon Hor e is alive and well and living in Tidworth!
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From 240 Signal SquaJron, York
LL in 240 Signal Squadron send greetings to the Editor
and Staff of THE WIRE on the occasion of the SOth
Anniver ary of the formation of our Corps-we fervently hope
ttiat many of u will still be around to greet you when the
Centenary year come round!

.L\

kinJ( bnek
.
.
.
The SOth Anniver ary sharply renunds one JUSt how quickly
'tempus' does 'fugit '-particularly when one looks at phot<>graphs of past occasions and e".ents, and .~ company with
others of (more or Jess) the ame vmtage, rerrurusces about those
da when we were much younger. There are no doubt those
members who can till recall N. aresfield and Crowborough but
the vast majority must be those nurtured in pre-war Catterick,
and mu t recall those days of breeches and puttees; 'form-fours'
and 'form two-deep'; church parades on the Depot Battalion
square on Sunday mornings; the feeling of release after the
final pass-off parade; flag-bashing with numbed hands .on wi.t_idy
Whinney Hill and a bleak background of snow; spring drills,
the smell of early morning stables and other memories by the
dozen. And then, looking with mild awe at the returned PonkiL

Wallahs and listening to how they soldiered in places such as
Razmak, Meerut and Karachi--and how yet again,
after the interminable voyage on H.T. Blankshire, one found
oneself in these same locations with five years to do, but with
the cycle fulfilled on return to U.K. and the Bombay-bowler
being flung into the waters of the Solent (if it had not already
been discarded in the Suez Canal). All very Kiplingesque, and
whilst it must be said that it was not all roses all the way, nor
all beer and skittles (but what about a sack of Murree dark?),
for there were times when life wasn't very pleasant such as
lying at night on a Waziristan khud ide with one blanket and
a groundsheet and the cold rain trickling down one's back,
full in the knowledge that the sun on the morrow was the only
likely drying medium; or in hospital suffering from malaria or
sandfly, and feeling as near to death as ever one could. But it is
doubtful if there is anyone who regrets these experiences and
the like from China to Gibraltar; because with every respect
to the soldiers of today, we of the old and bold like to think
that those were the days! (But since the reminiscent recalls
being told by a Boer War cum 1914/18 veteran that his days
were the days- was it not ever thus?).

Pe~hawar,

From 632 Signal Troop, Hebrides
The Past
TN the beginning (1957-58) it was 632 Signal Troop (S.W.S.)
.1. when our ' founder members,' Captain (TOT) A. E. Earl
and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. G. D. Hutley, set things going.
Since then the TOT has disappeared from the establishment,
leaving a succession of combatant ofi?.cery at the he~ an? a
similar succession of Foremen to mamtam the techmcal side.
We have always been a busy unit, keeping up with constant
changes in range configuration to suit :vnatever is goin~ ~n :it
the time. (There has also been a certam amount of acuvuy m
the pursuit of fish and wildfowl!). Many Royal Signals tradesmen will look back on their stay in the islands with pleasure
-whether at some job well done or fish well caught-as they
lift their ' Slainte Mhath ' beer pots in some distant hostelry.
The Present
Since 1958 most of our equipment has been replaced by
more modern items. Yes, even the 7B(WD) and that other
thing. We've moved our technical accommodation, too, old
members will be interested to learn. The PMBX and MDF
are all that remain of the original installation at Rangeheadapart from miles of UG cable. The VHF radio and the Comcen
are now nicely installed in what was the Guardroom Annex
in the Maintenance Compound and the ' Hairies ' are very
comfortable, thank you, in the old ' Decontamination Centre.'
They (the 'Hairies ') perhaps regret more than anyone the
demolition of the old VHF site because they haven't so much
time to hide the cards or dominoes when an impending
'snooper' is observed.
St. Kilda layout, as far as Signals are concerned, remains
virtually unchanged, though we now use C41/R222 and the
cabling at the bottom end is suffering at the hands of the
builders at the moment. (The nissen huts are finally being
replaced by modern accommodation).
Our Admin. Site installation had a recent 'face-lift ' when

of 1939, when the first Volunteer Signal Unit to be raised in
Northern Ireland came into being with the formation of the
3rd (Ulster) A.A. Brigade Signal Regiment. The Unit was
mobili~~d in August, ~939, and in November joined the British
E.xI?ediuonary i:"or<:e m _France. There it was engaged in prov1ding conu:nup1cauons, m co--0peration with the French P.T.T.
for the anll-a1Icraft defence of sub-base areas.
On the capitulation of France the unit was evacuated to
the United l(jngdom, and in October, 1940, it embarked (less
No. 3 Section) for the Middle East; there it was absorbed into
2nd A.A. Brigade H.Q. Signals. No. 3 Section remained with
the 8th H.A.A. Regiment, R.A., and took part in the Battle of
Britain. In July, 1941, it was sent overseas and saw service
in Iraq and Persia.
The recons~tution of ~e Territorial Arr;iY in 1947 provided
the opportumty to continue the Royal Signals connection in
Northern Ireland, and in November, 1947, 35 (Ulster) A.A.
Independent (M) Signal Squadron T.A. was formed. In 1955
Anti-aircraft Command was abolished and the Squadron
reformed as 11 (Ulster) Signal Liaison Squadron T.A. The
W.R.A.C. element of 35 (Ulster) A.A. Independent (M) Signal
Squadron was reformed as 57 Signal Squadron W.R.A.C. (T.A.}
and changed the title to 324 Signal Squadron W.R.A.C. (T.A.)
in 1959).

In 1957 11 (Ulster) Signal Liaison Squadron was disbanded
and ~ 1 (Ul~t~r) Signal Squadron was formed, sub equently
changmg its title to 323 (Ulster) Independent Signal Squadron
(T.A.).

On 1st February, 1961, as a result of the re-organisation of
the Reserve Army, 66th (Ulster) Signal Regiment, T.A., was
formed by the amalgamation of 323 (Ulster) Signal Squadron
T.A. with 324 Signal Squadron W .R.A.C. (T.A.) and elements
of 328 (Ulster} Battalion W.R.A.C. (T.A.)
The emergence of the Territorial Army Volunteer Reserve
led to the amalgamation in 1967 of 66th (Ulster} Sigruµ Regiment, 302 Brigade Signal Squadron (formerly attached to 107
(U) Independent Infantry Bngade Group (T.A.)) and 81 Signal
Squadron (formerly 8lst Signal Regiment A.E.R.) to form the
present 40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V). 81 Squadron has a
proud and distinguished history of its own, having evolved from
the 1st Kite Balloon Signal Sections, Leeds, as far back as
~924. It subsequently saw service as Air Formation Signals
1n France 1939-40, the Battle of Britain, North Africa (Torch)
and Italy.
And so today the Ulster Signal Regiment, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Hall, remembers its past
with pride and looks to the future with confidence.

FROM THE WIRE 43 YE ARS AGO !
new equipment was installed and we spread out a little after
persuading the G.P.O. to put a new PMBX in the old Post
Room.

The Future
In the fairly near future, of course, much money is being
spent on new buildings at Rangehead and Admin./Domestic
sites and most of our equipment is to be moved yet again. The
10 + SOs give way to 100-line autos, VHF moves to Adrnin Site,
and we even expect a Radio Telephone to the Monachs. A
certain gentleman offered to lay DlO.-submarine version, of
course---00 a recent lobster-fishing trip, but it is suspected he
was more interested in a weekly maintenance trip to replenish
his larder than communications! Anyway, that's another story,
which we hope to give you later.
Looking to the future from a different angle, the Range
Second-in-Command, having read this draft, reiterates bis plea
for a Royal Signals amateur radio enthusiast with a current
operating licence. His P.R.!. has a complete station in mothballs. Anyone interested might like to volunteer?

In Conclusion
We haven't been going for 50 years but we try to uphold the
good name the Col'ps has established during that time amongst
the other Regiments and Corps which make up the R.A. Range,
Hebrides. It could be said that we are doing our bit in maintaining Corps relations with the local populace too-perhaps
the effects of this will not show up for many years but we
expect potential fathers to put in a good word for the Corps
when the time comes!
It is our hope that the planning and preparation going on now
will be beneficial to future Troop members and we would like
to conclude by extending our best wishes to all past members
of 632 Signal Troop, to THE WmE magazine (we spend so
much time reading it that we have no time to write for it!) and
to the Corps as a whole on the occasion of the SOth Anniversary
of Royal Signals.

From 40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (VJ
REETINGS to THE WIRE and congratulations on half-aG
century of 1>ervice to the Corps from 40th (Ulster) Signal
Regiment
in Belfast.

(V)
Ulster has never known compulsory military service in the
form of conscription or National Service but the Province boasts
a long and proud history of voluntary military service, producing many distinguished soldiers - Montgomery, Alexander,
Templer and Alanbrooke to mention but a few.

23'4

This tradition of voluntary service is exemplified in the
Ulster Signal Regiment. Against a background of political
upheaval and civil unrest, and despite competition from the
newly formed Ulster Defence Regiment, 40th Signal Regiment
continues to flourish. The Regiment has maintained a happy
marriage of all sections of the community, embracing Roman
Catholic and Protestant, Jew and Gentile, alike.
The origin of the Regiment goes back to the early spring
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THE RELI EF.

BY

L. H.

DRAKE.

L. H. Drake was a re nowned W ire cartoonist over many years. We have pleasure in reproducing, as a t ypical example of his
work, t he cartoon t hat appeared in t he January 1927 Wire signifying the departure of t he Old Year and the arrival of the
New One
THE WI R E, J UNE -J ULY 1970
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From our "Jn" Tray
To Editor The Wire.
Splendid reading. Keep it up.
Darllef arbennig cadwcb ef I Ian.
Leighadh ro-mhath cum suasl.
All ranks 13 Signal Gp (V).

"Through to 1910"
Sir,
Many of your readers will by now have read 'Through to
1970' published by the Royal Signals Institution.
The text of the book is clear and succinct. It is illustrated
very fully and attractively. In all, it is an admirable production
which is a ' must' for every member and ex-member of the

CoCJ:. behalf of the

Association, I would like to congratulate
the Editor Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day, and the author,
Colonel R'M . Adams, who researched, wrote and compiled this
worthy publication as a contribution to the Corps' 50th
Anniversary.
W. G. Tucker, Brigadier
Chairman,
28th May, 1970.
The Royal Signals Association.

Motor Cycles of the 1920's
The letter from Mr. W. A. Clark in the April/May issue,
under the heading ' Life at Crowborough,' with .a photograph
bowing a group on a motor cycle, way back ID the 1929s;
a machine which Mr. Clark referred co as a Douglas twmcylinder, belt-driven !113chine, has brought the following reply
from Major W. E. F1 11:
Sir,
Motor cycle shown in your picture, April/May WIRE, is, I
think, a Triumph 'H' Model.
.
, ,
.
The series for the 1920s were: Triumph H, belt dnve,
early '20s; Triumph 'P,' ~hain drive, mid-'fOs; !riurnp? 'N,'
chain drive, late '20s; Triumph ' NL,' cham dnve, Triumph,
saddle tank, early 30s.
Douglas twin cyclinders were in use during the early '30s.
I am not aquainted with early models, but they may have
existed.
Many 'F' Company (Boys) Fitters learnt to ride on an
'H' Model Triumph.
Yours faithfully,
W. E. Fill, Major.
Army Careers Information Office,
43A, Queen Street,
Wolverhampton.

TUE JOH!\" UALMEll CA::\"CER FUND
Sir,
In response to the notice published in the March/ April issue
of THE WIRE, H.Q. Mess has received many contributions co
this fund, and has been able to forward a cheque for £100
co John Balmer's widow, to donate to cancer research, as she
wishes.
I hould like, on her behalf, through the medium of THE
WIRE, to thank all those who have contributed.
Yours faithfully,
7th May, 1970.
J. R. Cubbedey, Brigadier,
Commandant, School of Signals.
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The sharp eyes ol Signalman Colin Brigg
Sir,
Signalman Colin Grigg, of. thi · un i~ h as jus.t dra,wn my
attention to the photographs m 11th Signal Regunent s note
in the M arch-April W IRE. H e has observed that two of the
' best recruits · have their cap badges the wrong way round,
and that one appears to have a .collar badge mo.unted horizo!ltally and is apparently not w~ armg a lanyard. Signalman Grigg
is anxious that the two soldier be warned before the R.S .M .
spots them.
Yours faiti1fully
M. J . Pickard, Major.
253 ignal quadron B.F.P .O. l.
(Our ~pologi e s to the best two re~r.uits concerned, as th e
printers inadvertently reversed the ongmal photograph, thereby making the badges appear to be the wrong way roun~ .
The other deficiences lie in a nother court. Signalman Coltn
Brigg will clearly make a sharp-eyed R.S .M . in due course. Editor).

More memories about file at Crowhorough
in the Nineteen- Twenties
Sir
I was very interested co read the letter from Mr. W . A.
Clark in the April-May edition; it brought back so many happy
memories. I h ave very clear recollections of Lieu.tenant (now
Major-General) Cary's excellent concerts, for I pamted all the
~enery for them and acted as stage manager and publicity
agent The shows were naturally almost entirely humorous
and ;an without a break, except for an interval half way. We
' ragged ' many things and people, ~ncluding . Lieuten~nt (now
Major-General) W. A. Scott, the AsslS(ant AdJutant. Lieutenant
Cary, affectionately known to us as ' R.T.~.,' had a way ?f
getting the best out of a cheerfully hard-workmg party. Captam
Hulbert was indeed the Medical Officer, and he took over from
'R.T.O.,' but despite a visit from his famous sons and the ir
wives, he never succeeded in making anything of the party,
which soon disintegrated .
W. A. Clark (I cannot remember him; there were so many
' Nobbies ') and others may be interested to know that a few
years ago the Handy (hoc doughnuts and tea) Stores in Crowborough Camp was still there, approachable only through an
almost impenetrable jungle of trees and undergrowth. And
there were large trees growing out of the squares, which we
'bashed' so thoroughly!
Yours sincerely,
C. H. Patrick, O.B.E.,
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd .)
S, Fieldgace House,
Bedwell Park, Stevenage, Herts.

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS WEDDING
The wedding of Captain J. M. Sweetman and Miss Patricia
O'Leary took place at the Church of Sc. Catherine, Wimborne
Minster, Dorset, on Saturday, 18th April. The Rev. M. Molloy
and Rev. E. J. Sass officiated.
The bride is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. O'Leary,
of 22, Lyndhurst Street, Mountain Ash, Glamorgan.
Captain James Sweetman is the only son of Mr. and Mrs. S.
Sweetman, of 'Greenloaning,' West Common Close, Harpenden, Heres. He is an instructor in the Radio Division of
the School of Signals.

A

FOR1'UDABLE

TASK

To try and include all that has been submitted for
this WIRE has been a formidable task. Inevitably, cuts
and certain omissions have been forced on us, for which
we apologise. Even then, at 60 pages, this is the largest
WIRE ever published.-Editor.
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V A C.ANCY FOil SE~IOR A DMINISTllA T IVE
.A 'SISTANT
A sc;ni~r .admin~s~~tive assista nt is re9u~ed !n the Per. onnel
and Trammg D1v1s1on of a large d1stnbut1ve orgarusation
based in Harrow, London . T he work involves personal assistance to the Director of P ersonnel and T r aining, a nd involves
planning itineraries, travel and accommodation reservation
and general administration support demanding responsibilities
in excess of those associated with secretarial work. A salary
of £ 2,250 per annum is considered to be the right starting
level, although a higher figure would be negotiated for a person
having sound experience in this field of work. Applicant~,
wtio must be male, should be not older than 35.
All applications in writing co: The P ersonnel M anager
(Att ention N . E. Hampel, Esq.), The Spa and Viva Partners hips,
32-40, Headstone Drive, Harlow, Middlesex.
The position is required to be filled from 1st June, 1970.
RETlll.EMEi\.T ADDRESS
Major E. P. Hughes informs us that h is retirement address
is: Naval and Military Club, 94, Piccadilly, London, W . l.
Obltunr11

Major J. M. Hewson
Major James Massey Hewson died in the R.A.F. Hospital,
Wegberg, in me early hours of the morning of 27th April.
' Big J im ' was born in Malta on 27th November, 1932.
Educated at Haileybury and the Imperial Service College, he
entered Sandhurst in April, 1952, and was commissioned into
the Royal Corps of Signals on the 12th February, 1954. From
the O.T .W . he was posted to 29th Field Regiment, R.A., Signal
T roop and later served in 2nd Infantry Division Signal Regim ent, 14 Army Group Signal Regiment and 19 Army Group
Signal Regiment.
The three years between 1959 and 1962 were probably the
happiest and most rewarding years of his service. In Kohima
Troop of the Junior Leaders' Regiment he found a task to
which h is p ersonality and profound human qualities were ideally
suited-the welfare, guidance and leadership of boy soldiers.
In 1962 he was posted to 19th Signal Regiment, in Singapore, and saw short periods of active service, with his detachments in Labuan, Kuching and Tawau in Borneo.
From September, 1965, until joining 16th Signal Regiment
in September, 1967, he was selected for the leadership and
initial training of young recruits at the Depot.
Born the son of an Army Padre, ' Big Jim ' remained a
pillar of the church throughout his life. His death, at the early
age of 37, leaves a feeling of deep personal loss among his
many friends within, and outside the Corps.
All who served with him will remember his big smile
a nd infectious sense of humour, his calm and gentle nature,
and, above all, his sincere and personal interest in people.
To one who was honoured with his friendship over many
years, he personified the motto under wbich he served at
Sandhurst-' Serve to Lead.'
Our deep sympathy and compassion go to his wife, Jane,
his sons John and Julian, and to his brother, Sandy.

=======Movements
Ofllcers
Major K. S. H . Allwrlght
.. .
...
Captain R. Adams
...
Lieutenant H . M. Adams
Major B. M . Ashcroft
Captain (Tfc.) D . A. Burge
Major (Tfc.) E . G. Barrett
Captain (Q.M.) K. B. Bailey ...
•..
Lieutenant-Colonel M. H. Br<>OOway
Lieutenant-Colonel F. G. Bonnart ...
Lieutenant-Colonel E. M . T. Crump
Major B. C. Complin
...
Captain S. R. Carr-Smith
Major D. B. Carnie. M.B.B. • •.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Ellis
Lieutenant G. Hayes

To School of Signals
,, J Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signm Regiment
2rst Regiment
D.A.D.P.T.C., Blandford
H.Q., Berlin
,, nth Regiment (HS), retirement
Mons O.C.S.
20 Liaison H.Q.
H.Q. NORTHAG (Gt Plans)
14th Regiment
Mons O.C.S.
D.S.S.C., Latimer
,, School
,, 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regimen!
(!St Com.)
Captain (TOT) G. L. P. Hudson .. . . , 223 Squadron
Orptain (Q.M.) R. E. Howard, B.B.M. ,, 24th Regiment
Captain E. Hampson
.. .
. ..
.. . ,, 30th Regiment
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Captain N. A. Horler
,\hajor M. J . Hales
..
C. C. Johnson
Capta:n W. C. A. Ken11edy
Major (TOT) L. F. Knlant •••
Captain (TOT) I. R. Lidstone
Captain (TOT) W. A. Littlejohn
Orptain R. S . Mansfield
...
Captain (Q.M.) D . T. Neale ••.
Captain W. J . Pearson .. .
.. .
. ..
Lioutcnant-Coloncl P. H. F. Webb,
Licut~ nt

M .B.B.

•.•

•

.. ,

,, 6th Inf. Bde. H .Q . & Sia. Sqn.
,, 7th Regiment
30th Regiment
,, R.A.R .O .E.
., 2ut Regiment
18th Rc~ment ( 1 t Com.)
J.O.C.P.T ., Wilton
,, 9th Regiment as Major
22nd Regiment
.. rt. Q. At-CENT Sup. Unit

•••

MOO (Col. G .S. Ops./ S.O .)

Captain (Q .M .) W. Wauon ...
Lieutenant-Colonel R . C. Walker
Captai n R. A. Wright ...

,, 2 2nd R egi ment

,, MOO (MS6)
,, 249 Squadron

\t-' nrrunt Officers and Sergeants
W.O .I S. B. C. Pcberdy
W.O .I ( Y . of S .) P. Durrant
W .O.II
W.0 .II
W.O .II
W.O .ll
W.0 .II
W.O .II
W.O .II
W.O.ll
W.O.II
W.0.II
W.O .II
W.O .II
W.O.II
W .O .II
W.O .II
W.O .II
W.O .II
W.O .II
W.O .II
W.O.II

...
...

. .. T o 34th Regiment ( V)
., 10th Regiment

(F. of S.) J . C. Lee
(F. of S.) J . D . Knox
E. J. B. May
...
G . McGilvray ...
...
...
(Y. of S.) F . C. McLoughlin
C. Nock ...
...
...
. ..
D. J. Freeman
G . Penman
R. C. Johnson
H. Jennings
L . G . Didlick
F . C. O'Brien ...
...
(Y . of S.) A . 0. Harking
(Y. of S.) J . A. Higgins
R. T . Thompson
...
(Y. of S.) W . E. Greenhill
P. A. Dean
...
...
C. Speight
...
...
(Y. of S.) G . P . T. Raku
D . C. Paterson

taff Sergeant M . D . McMahon
A/ Staff Sergeant W. G. Thomas
Staff Sergeant R. G . Vale
Stafl' Sergeant R. Bowes
Staff Sergeant R . Elliott . ..
Staff Sergeant R. J . Cockburn . .
Staff Sergeant R. L . Danells
Staff Sergeant E. J. S. Baxter
Staff Sergeant P.R. Uttridge
Staff Sergeant C. M.arl:ie
...
...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. J. Peplow ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) L . R. Crowe •..
Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) D. V. P. Hall
S1alt Sergeant (F. of S.) E . A. P.
Chambers
St:rff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. C. A.
Clifton
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) K. G. Jones ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J.E. Francis ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. F. W.
Livesey
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) S. H.
Waudy
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D . Hay
Staff Sergeant D. Drane
Staff Sergeant T. A. Abberley
Staff Sergeant T. Lyons
Sergeant W. J. Duncan
Sergeant A. J. Playford
Sergeant L. Harris
Sergeant T. Gracie
Sergeant A. Bailey
...
Se.rgeimt D . Whittingham
Sergeant J. Hall
Sergeant T. Wood
Sergeant F. Smithurst
Sergeant P . C. Gratta'l
Sergeant K. A. Childs
Se.rgeant D. W. Patch
Sergeant A. E. Phillips
Sergeant J. F. Milton
Sergeant W. J. Hills
Sergeant M . J. Lewis
Se.rgeant J. R. Humble
Sergeant D. rierley
Sergeant A. Forrest
...
Sergeant A. K . Pilkington
Sergeant C. Parkinson ...
Sergeant D. F. Woodruffc
Se.rgeant A. M. Rutherford
Sergeant R. P. H. Roberts
Sergeam S. Smith
..
Sergeant C. Auty .. .
Sergeant J. R. Jarratt
Sergeant N. Jennings
Se.rgeant S. Gibson
ergeant M. J. Heath
Sergeant P. W. Nichols
Sergeant M. F. P. Little
Sergeant T. Bowman
...
Sergeant M. A. Thurgood
Sergeant H. Ruff . ..
. ..
Sergeant B. Green
Sergeant J. C. Blake
.. .
Sergeant H . Wrigglesworth
Sergeant K. Sixsmith
...

,, 259 Squadron
School of Signals
,, 21 st Regiment
,, 7 Annd . Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 244 Squadron
,, uth Regiment
,. H.Q .• AFNORTH
,, 252 Squadron
,, 227 Squndron
,. 3o:h Regiment
,, nth Regiment
,, 9th Reg1me11t
,, 18th Regiment
,, 8th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,. 9th Regiment
39th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 71 st Regiment ( V)
,. 19:h RejPment
7th Reipmcnt
,, 2nd Division Signal Regiment
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,.
,.
,.
,.
,,
,,
,,

252 Squadron
33rd Regiment M
22nd Regiment
227 Squ.-dron
34th Regiment (V)
24th Regiment
9th Regiment
School of Signals
262 Squadron
226 Squadron
School of Signals
5th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
20 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron

,, CV H.Q. and Trg. Wing
,, 4th Division Signal Regiment
,, 233 Squadron
,, 1st Divi ion Signal Regiment
,, 39 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,,
,,
..
,,

R. Military College o! Science
610 Troop
School of Signals
9th Regiment
5th Inf. Bde .Signal Squadron

,, 8th Regiment
5th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 30th Re$i1Jlent
2~th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 1nh Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
,, 233 Squadron
., 14th ReiPment
,, 3fd DiVlsion Signal Regiment
,, uth Regiment (2 Squadron)
., 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
.. 19th Regiment
,, 6o2 Troop
., r rth Regiment (2 Squadron)
11th Regiment (2 Squadron)
11th Regiment (2 Squadron)
8th Regunent
,, School of Signals
16th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
35th Regiment (V)
30th Regimem
16th Regiment
14th Regiment
242 Squadron
240 Squadron
16th Regiment
,, 30th Re:giment

,, 8th Regiment
,, 244 Squadron
zrst Regiment
,. 259 Squadron
20 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
39 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
2>.nd Regiment
,,

2znd Regiment

,, 220d Regiment
,, Army App. College, HarrOPte
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Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Lloyd, B. J.
Nunns, J.
Brown, A. D.
McDoonld, J. C.
Buttle, P. H.

gt.

A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

TBLEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL
Lockie, M. D.
I08o
Paddison, M.
II40
Cortwright, T. H. C. IISO
Pimm, D. S.
u6o
Finch, K. R.
II80
wann, D. A.
I210

To Sgt.

Cpl.
A/Sgt.

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL
Emraz, H. P.
s20
Brookes, D.
530

640
340

To Sgt.

Cpl,
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.

CIPHl!R OPERATOR ROLL
Bienvenu, M. J.
880
Hayton, C.
900
Bassford, D. ].
920

270
So
ISO

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.

ELECTRICIAN DRIVllRS ROLL
Towler, v.
410
Wray, B.
420
Thomas, D.
430

46o
790
240

T o Sgt.

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.

Crowe, P. J.
McGurk, D. T.
Willis, D.

===Promotions
To

.O.I

To

.O.II

To S

gt.

A'W.O.I
A/WO.I
S/Sgt.
A/W.0.11
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.

Sat.

A/S
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sat.
A/S
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sat.
A/S
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/ S
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/ S
Sgt.
A/S
A/ S
A/S
A/S

To S Sgt.

To W .0 .II

To

Sgt.

Sat.
gt.

Sat.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

To S Sgt.

To
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gt .

t69o

1730
528<>
53IO
6no
6I20
6130
6I40
616o
6I70
6I8o
Ellis, B.
6210
Marr, J. A
6220
Huot, E.
6230
Scott, A.
626o
French, G . E. W. 6270
Akcburst, J. G. P. 6290
Quinn. F. A.
63Io
Hli'y, C .
6330
Farrell, P. G.
6350
Docherty, H . A.
636o
GTiffiths, G . J.
6400
Drisooll, K. J.
6420
Conltish, C. A.
6440
Vale, R. G .
646o
Sto~dale, T.
6470
Atkins, F.
6480
orth, D.
6490
Speirs, D.
6530
6550
Haskell, R. J.
Milne, P . J.
656o

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

A{W.0.Il
S Sgt.

SUPERVISOR {RADIO) ROLL
Stoddard, B. J.
I50
Cooper, T. B.
16o

Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/Sgt.

ToW.O.Il

ROLL

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS RoLL
Milne, R. W. W.
3800
Bradbury, K. E.
38Io
Gallagher, B. J.
3820
Maiden, P. J. B.
3830
King, A.
3840
Cowell , N . C.
3850
Hill, R . J.
386o
Hodgson, P . J.
3870
Smith, P.
3880
Pyke J. D.
3890
Gadman, F .
3900
Campbell, M. G. H . 39IO
MacPhall, D.
3920
Kidd, R. s.
3930
Harris, K. D.
3940

w.o.n s

To S Sgt.

REGIMENTAL Dtm.'
Cleaver. B.
Copley, J. N,
Vasper, R.
Wisc, J. H.
cruuon 1 J. A.
Hwnphries, J. M.
French, R . F.
Cairn , P. B.
Sinnett, J.
Lowe. G. S.
Dixon , R. F.

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL
Harkins, A. 0.
1650
McLoughlin, F. C. x68o
Ferguson, J. M.
x69o
Couperthwaite,
W.R. D.
2250
Strickland, J. A. 226o
Mack, T. M.
zz70
Lovell, J. E.
228o
Cbeesman, W. J.
2290
Rayment, J. D.
2300
Ross, J. Mc A.
2310
McLougblin, P. J. 2320
Wraith, J. A.
2330
Nicol, M.
2340
Hawkins, A. L.
2350

Om!P Cunut ROLL
A / W .0.Il Adamson , R.
1250
126o
A / W .O .Il Lee, F. R.
A/W.O .II Hamilton, R. J.
1270
1640
A / S Sgt. Francis, F. E.
McMahon , J. P.
1650
Sat.
166o
A/S Sgt. Wallace, N.
Laverick, F.
1670
A/S Sgt.
1680
AfS Sgt. Roberts, D. G.
Frost, J. W. L .
1690
A/S Sgt.
McGarui, P. T.
1700
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.
George, J.
17IO
Sgt.
Cole, P. D.
I720
A/S Sgt. Dunoett, M.
1730
Tait, J. C.
I7 40
Sat.
I750
A/S Sat. Hughes, F. S.
Smoker, B. W.
176o
Sat.
A/S Sgt. Hewett, A. D.
1770
A/S Sgt.
Papendrcou, A. G. 178o
A/S Sgt. Webb, C. S.
1790
18oo
A/S Sat. Duke, J. J,

Cpl
Cpl.
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl.
Cpl.

T!cHNicIANs ROLL
Stanley, M. R.
9297
Reid1 R. K. G.
93I2
Mo11cy, P. J.
9321
MuSK?OVC, A. J.
9331
Crisp, P. F.
9416
Watson, J. A .
94I7

3030
3450
5280
5220
990

I6o
5326
250
I79
3826
JIO

IIO
2IO
670
100

640

430
510
26o
70
9IO
1690
no
330
Io80
170

96o

980
400
200
26o

To
(R. Op.)
(Tg. Op.)
(Tech.)
(R. Op.)
(Comcen Op.)
(Tech.)
(E.D.)
(Comcen Op.)
(R. Op.)
CR Op.)
g. Op.)
Comcen Op.)
g. Op.)
(C. Op.)
(R. Op.)
(Lmn.)
(R. Op.)

~

~
.
fil

.Op.)

C. Op.)
Comcen Op.)
(R. Op.~
Op.
. Op.
• Op.)
(Comcen Op.)
(Lmn.)

9418
9455
9465
9475
9490

I4375
1446o
I376o
I2905
I4478

ALVIS LIMITED COVENTRY ENGLAND

270
520
1800
186o
76o
1850

stalwart

the tough amphibious load-carrier
from the Alvis family of fighting vehicles

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL
I9IO
1940
196o

490
22IO
4ro

DELETIONS
3820
4038
4830
4870
5 100
5148
5IS5
528<>
5320
5530
55S2
s698
5730
5835
6I70

50
120

1920
1870
1380
870 CR Op.)
I040 (R. Op.)
390 (C. Op.)
290 (Tg. Op.)
3SO (Tg. Op.)
380 (Tg. Op.)
6oo (C. Op.)
1070 (Comcen Op.)
570 (Tg. Op.~
670 (Tg. Op.
1010 (Tg. Op.

I28o
1350
1390
56o
5IO
So
550
20
590
450
6IO

500
440
520
40
540

6oo

420

640
36o

13732
14626
I3347
15174
I3906
13987

W.O.II

I66o

W .0.1

96o

W.0.1

IO

W .O .I

420

Sgt.

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL
SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROLL
YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL

4034

Sgt.

320

Sgt.

640

Sgt.

so

Sgt.

46o

Sgt.

REGIMENTAL DU1Y ROLL
4I8o

TECHNICAL ROLL
6ooo
5940
7030

7370

SPECIAL 0PBRATORS ROLL
670
TELEGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL
0-BRK/DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL
CoMMUNICAnON CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL
350
520
DRIVER, ROYAL SIGNALS ROLL

Sgt.

10

Sgt.

s20

Sgt.

nso

LINEMAN ROU.
RADIO 0Pl!RATOR ROLL

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations wertt gratefully Tecttived during April, 1970:
0 .C., nth Signal Regiment
...
...
. ..
•..
...
...
Commander, H.Q. Blandford Station for The Dorset and
Bournemouth Constabulary
.. .
.. .
...
.. .
...
O.C., 83rd (London) Signal Squadron (V)
.. •
.. .
.. .
Hon. Secretary, Sb.-ewsbury Branch1 Royaf Signals Association
Hoo. Secretary, Glossop and District Royal Signals Old
Comrades' Association
...
.. .
.. .
•••
••.
...
Hon. Secretary, Cenlilll Scotland Branch, Royal Signals
Association
...
H. R. W. Marsh, Esq.
G. A . Vincent, Esq. .. . . . . . .. . ..
Major (Tfc.) F. W. Natolie, Royal Signals
G. D. Adamson1 Esq.
T. H. L. Spaignt,
Esq.
J. A. Hood, Esq.
...
J. G. Hopkins, Esq.
G. W. 0$den, Esq,
R. A. Bnggs, Esq.
E. P. Pieu, Esq.
A. H . Campbell, Esq.
. ..
Various individual donations

Expenditure during April, 1970
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School of Signals, Blandford Camp
Bamp8hlre-Derst>-t flint battle at
Blandford

eh ol of Si~nals,

F!ERCELY come ted amateur cine film battle was recently
_._
foug:1t in the Prince s Mary Hall at the ::)chool of
ignal Blandford. Ten clubs took part, Dorset being repreented 'by Blandford Camera Club Film Unit, Weymouth Cine
Qub Dorche ter Cine Club Shaftesbury Cine Club and the
cho~l of Signals Film Unit. Their opponents, representing
Hampshire, were Gosport Cine Club, Fordingbridge Camera
Club Winchester Cine Club, Bournemouth and
ew Forest
Cine' Club and Ordnance Survey Cine Club. Each club produced a film for the competition which was sponsored by The
School of Signals. Two judges were provided by each county
for the contest, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, Commandant School
of ignal , and Mrs. Pat Slomen of Southern Independent Television represented Dor et, while Mr. E . Arman and Mr. R.
Leighlteld acted for Hampshire. Major Leon Talbot (retired),
Chief Instructor Salisbury College of Art was the fifth and
independent judge.
Opening shots of the battle were fired by Dorset 10 an
enthusiastic packed audience from both counties, with Hampshire replying strongly after the half-time interval.
At the end of an excellent film evening, Hampshire retired
the proud victor by a narrow margin, having captured the
inter-counties shield donated by The School of Signals Film
Unit. The Ordnance Survey Cine Club won t".le best film
of the evening award of a silver cup, donated by Mr. P. Amey
of the Services IGnema Corporation, and ten pounds donated
by the participating clubs, with their animation film 'Your
Move.' The School of Signals Film Unit production 'Restless
Youth ' ran a very close second. Mrs. J. R. Cubberley preented the trophies to the victors.
All clubs agreed that this should be an annual competlt:Jon
and it is said that Dorset is already planning next year's
offensive.

Fihietlr Anniversary of the Royal Corps of Signals
Commemorative Service
H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps, B.F.P.O. 3 9
On Sunday, 5th April, as part of the Corps' SOth anniversary celebrations in 1 (BR) Corps, a commemorative service
of thartksgiving and rededication was beld in Ripon Barracks,
Bielefeld. Due to bad weather, the service, which was conducted by the Rev. P . Malins, M.A., C.F., was held in Ripon
Hall and not on the square, as was originally p lanned.
After the service, troops from the two Corps Signal Regiments, Divisional Headquarters and Signal Regiments, Brigade
Headquarters and Signal Squadrons, 4th Canadian Mechanised
Brigade Group Signal Squadron and the Motor Cycle Display
Team took part in a march past, where the salute was taken
by L ieutenant-G eneral J. A. T. S harp, C.B., M .C., the Corps
Commander. Music was provided during both the service and
mardi past by the Corps Band.
Following the celebrations in Ripon Barracks, guests, who
included the Corps Commander, senior officers from H.Q. 1
(BR) Corps, allied Chief Signal Officers and friends of Royal
Signals in the Corps Area, attended a reception by C.C.R.
Signals and 1 (BR) Corps Royal Signals Officers.

H.Q. 1 Signal Group, Salisbury

T

HE Group, which now comprises 14th and 30th Signal
Regiments and 223 Signal Squadron (Radio), and offers
advice and assistance in technical and training matters to
55 Signal Squadron (V), has taken on new life in the past
year.
Chan~es in the composition of the Group includes the
acquisitton of two TSC-500 mobile satellite earth stations,
the raising of a Mobile Force Radio Troop for Allied Command, Europe, and severing our responsibilities for DCN work.
The dianges have been accomplished with the minimum of
fus , but not without a great deal of hard work on the part
of our Regiments.
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Colonel E. J. Winn, the Commander, is as active as ever.
Major John Taylor, our first G.S.0.2 Signals, left us in
November last to take command of 24 Brigade H.Q. and
Signal Squadron and was replaced by Major Dick Carroll, who
quickly immersed himseif in the Group's operational and
exercise scene-and in the local golf course!
Captain Peter Dale also left us in July, 1969, to join 5 Brigade
H.Q. and Signal Squadron. He was replaced by Captain David
Hodges, who is engaged in the more sophisticated aspects
of our technical work, and who is our man in the space race.
Lieutenant-Colonel John Congdon continues in magisterial
style as our D.A.A. & Q.M.G., and despatches lawful proceedings with his customary aplomb, while Major J. E. L.
Adams is soon to leave us for a staff appointment at H.Q.
B.A.0.R.
Our Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant Frank Costello, decided to
give up the unequal strugg1e in April and has retired to
the Midlands to boost brewing sales. His cheerful manner
and imperturbability kept us in good humour during moments
of stress. We wish him the very best of good luck in h is
new career.
Our new Chief Clerk is Sergeant Ron Gaffney, who joined
us in March from Cyprus and who has quickly mastered our
parcicular brand of staff work! His lively clerical team includes Corporal Tom Pengelley, now settling into the routines
of life in married quarters, Lance-Corporal ' Geordie ' Sayers,
both of whom are ~ie mainstay of H.Q., Army Strategic
Command's football team, Miss Mary Adams and Mrs.
Bernadette Sutherland. The staff car is ably chauffeured by
Corporal Tony Dransfield, and our draughtsman, Mr. Arthur
Springer, master of the French Curve and the thin black line,
has fortuitously side-stepped retirement in order to keep us
well and truly in line for another year.
At present we are very actively engaged in organising the
Royal Signals' 50th
Anniversary Service of Thanksgiving
and Rededication, headed by the Master of Signals, to be held
in Salisbury Cathedral on Sunday, 21st June, and to which
some 1,500 serving and retired members of the Corps and
their families are expected.

H.Q. 3rd Signal Group (NEARELF),

B.F.P.O. 53
ELLO again from H.Q., 3 Signal Group, here in Cyprus!
H
We apologise for the infrequency of articles from this
small unit, but we feel that news from Cyprus is adequately
covered by our Signal units, which, for the uninitiated, are:
9th Signal Regiment, 259 S ignal Squadron, 261 Signal Squadron,
262 Signal Squadron, FSS (Ace High) Cape Greco, 644 Signal
Troop (UNFICYP).
Besides which, stodgy life in a Headquarters does not make
for interesting reading. However, before giving coverage of
our recent V.I.P. visitor, the following is a 'Who's Who ' guide
to me present Headquarters set up:
Commander, Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E.;
S.0.2 (Signals), Major John Denton; S.0.2 (Tels.), Major
Norman Shaw; S.0.2 (Lines), Major Jim Robinson; S.0.3
(Signals), Captain John May; T.0.T., Captain George Paul;
S.0.3 (Lines), Captain (Retd.) Jerry Edwards; Chief Clerk,
W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Rose; Military Staff, Sergeant Dempster,
Corporal Barstow, Corporal Hegarty, Private Baird (W.R.A.C.);
Civilian Staff, Mrs. Kellard, Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Solly, Mrs.
Miller and Mr. Slingsby.
Visi t of Director of Telt>AlOllllllun.ieations (Arnay) Brigadier A. D . Brindley, M.B.E., A.D.C., Director of Telecommunications (Army), visited the island from 12th-17th
March to pay liaison visits to our Royal Signals units in
Cyprus.
Despite a gruelling day's travel on Thursday, 12th March,
and a late settling-in that evening, Friday saw the beginning
of a hectic round of visits, handshakes and briefings. The programme started with a quick look in at H.Q., 3 Signal Group
to meet the staff and have introductory talks. This was immediately followed by visits to the Episkopi elements of Royal
Signals units, which included the S.H.Q., Radio Relay Engineering Control and Episkopi Radio Relay terminal of 259 Signal
Squadron, where the Brigadier met the 0.C., M ajor A. S.
TH E W IR E , JU N E-J ULY
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Whilst in the ' hills,' a quick call was made on the Troodos
Leave Centre, which is run by Captain (Q.M.) Ken Bailey (one
of the few people out here who manages to maintain a tan
all year round!).
After a final wash-up at H.Q. 3rd Signal Group the following
morning, Brigadier Brindley departed for U.K . We suspect he
was secretly hoping that his aircraft would be grounded as
the U.K. papers were carrying headline news of snow and ice
covering Britain-in contrast to our 70 F.

ll.Q. Land Force B.F.P.O. l

Visit of the S.0.-in-C. to
Hong Kong
ON MOUNT OLYMPUS-VISIT OF THE DIRECTOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS TO CYPRUS
Brigadier A. P. Brindley, M.B.E. meets Corporal Gregg (262 Signal
Squadron) at the V.H.F. radio site on Mount Olympus, accompanied
by Squadron-Leader D. L. Bergin (det. 280 SU) and Captain R. E.
Barber Royal Signals (21 C 259 Signal Squadron)

McK. Anderson, W.0.1 (F. of S.) E. M. S. Short, W.0.11
(F. of S.) D. E. G. Lanyon and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R.
Edwards, and a ' live ' line party at work, the Episkopi telephone exchange, and S.H.Q. of 261 Signal Squadron, where
•'.1e met the O.C., Major N. C. Grayson, Captain (T.O.T.) R.
W. V. Hutley, W.O.I (F. of S.) D. Prime and W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
J. V. Prees. The morning was rounded off with calls on the
G.0.C., NEARELF and Senior Staff Officers of H.Q., NEAF.
After a hasty lunch, Brigadier Brindley was whisked off to
R.A.F., Akrotiri to see the Airfield Troop and Project Troop
of 261 Signal Squadron, who are kept fully employed by this
busy airfield .
This first formal day was rounded off with a drinks party
in the NEARELF Officers' Mess during the evening.
Saturday morning saw the Brigadier and the Group Commander, Colonel D . L. Sylvester-Bradley, flying to Dhekelia,
in the Eastern S.B.A., for another frenzied round of visits.
262 Signal Squadron were first to do the honours by conducting their visitor around the Operations Centre, Commcen, Radio
Troop and the technician workshop. An added interest was the
Squadron display of radio equipment which was prepared
originally for a visiting party of sixth-form pupils from Service
Schools. During this brief tour, Brigadier Brindley met the
0.C., Major D. W. Gent, Captain A. P. de Bretton-Gordon,
Captain T. C. O'Toole, Captain E. A. Poole, O.C. W.R.A.C.
Despite a tight schedule, the Brigadier managed to have a few
words with every serviceman and service woman on his route.
The ' chopper ' was inconveniently grounded at Dhekelia so
a tortuous road journey was next made to the Forward Scatter
Station at Cape Greco. Here, the Station Commander, W.0.11
(F. of S.) Morris, managed a lightning tour lasting about 10
minutes-even the guard dogs scarcely had time to snarl!
Another bumpy car journey took the visitors to 9th Signal
Regiment at Ayios Nicolaos, where another round of whistlestop tours and handshakes took place.
After taking lunch with the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel A. W.
McL. McKinnon, Brigadier Brindley spent the afternoon relaxing(?) by touring round the old Turkish City of Famagu_sta.
9th Signal Regiment were again the hosts for that eyerung,
where the Brigadier was guest of honour at the Regimental
dinner night. A welcome break on Sunday. the 1?th was spent
in the picturesque fishing port of Kyrema, domg the usual
tourist rounds.
Back to the grindstone on Monday! The day was spent visiting the joint communications et-up in the Troodo /Olympus
hills where our three Signal Squadrons all have small detachmen~s, together with an RAF organisation. ~ere, the Brigadier
met Second-Lieutenant A. R. Lee, Royal Signals who has the
immediate task of looking after all the ' bits and pieces ' of
Royal Signals and. mediating with. the RAF. hicrarc.hy. Not for
nothing has he gamed the reputation of bemg a w1 e monkey!
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'11HE S.0.-in-C. arrived from Bangkok on Thursday, 26th
_I_ February, and departed for Singapore on Saturday, 28th
February. During the one working day, he visited the three
Royal Signals units within the Colony, the remainder of the
time being spent meeting individuals on a less formal basis.
25a Signal Squadron

The Signal Officer-in-Chief was met by the Squadron Commander (Major Martin Pickard) and inspected a ceremonial
barrack guard provided by the unit. The guard commander
was Sergeant Chow Karn Piu. The S.0.-in-C. then toured the
unit lines and visited the new telephone exdiange building.
He then met all ranks at a coffee party in the recreation centre.
He met many people he had served with before and was drawn
into conversation on a wide variety of topics, ranging from
career prospects to the performance of the Corps rugby team.
As his visit coincided with the first announcement of the new
Military Salary scales, it was a stimulating hour.
48 Gurkha Brigade H •.•~. and Signal Squadron
All was ready for the visit of the S.0.-in-C. The square
had been declared sacred, out of bounds to all but the immaculate chosen few w'no stood as a quarter guard outside
Squadron H.Q. awaiting the sound of approaching staff cars.
Everything was ready, everything thought of; everything, that
is, except a Chinese dustcart crew' complete lack of a ' sense
of occasion.' Seconds before General Pentreath was due to
arrive, the dustcart rattled on to the square, pas~ing unconcernedly between commander and guard and parking a few
yards away to empty dustbins.
Next time you are stuck for something really challenging
to do, try persuading a Chinese dustman, who speaks no
English, to go elsewhere and empty someone else's dustbins!
So it was then, that as the S.0.-in-C.'s and C.R. Signals staff
cars purred into view, a dustcart of fist-shaking Chinamen
and a relieved subaltern made a hurried exit.
A 'whistle-stop tour' of the Squadron lines followed by
a wetting of whistles at the Gurkha Sergeants' Mess gave
General Pentreath an opportunity to talk to most of the
Squadron personalities. Drinks at the Sergeants' Mess were
followed by drinks and curry lunch at the Officer ' Mess with
the British and Queen's Gurkha Officers before leaving again
by helicopter for 252 Signal Squadron on Hong Kong Island.
Despite t!te crowded programme, the S.0.-in-C. managed to
have a few words with a very large proportion of the Squadron,
and even after he left the Squadron area, he managed to
per uade hi A.A.C. pilot (Captain Graham Saunders, Royal
Signals) to fly up through the clouds to visit the Brigade Rebroadcast Site on top of Tai Mo Shan, which is manned 24
hours a day by Gurkha Signallers from the Squadron. As a
matter of interest, this station ha now been open continuou ly
for 36 months. We do not believe that any other Brigade net,
anywhere, shares this record.
2:t2 Signal Squadron
At 252 Signal Squadron, the S.0.-in-C. was met by the
quadron Commander, Major Roger Hills, who invited him
to inspect the unit guard of honour, commanded by Captain
John Higton.
2'11

1st Division Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 32
Anglo-German \\-ec>kN1d aucl GOfll Annivt•rsary
Ceh•brations

Stand Out
Off Parade!

HOSE who have been stationed in Verden will know that
T
an Annual Anglo-German Weekend is held. This is ·omctimes combined with a fete (money raising for charity being

THE SMART AND IMMACULATE FEW ...
who were chosen to form the Guard of Honour by 252 Signal
Squadron for the S.0 .-in-C. during Major-General Pentreath's visit
to Hong Kong
Right to le~ in the photo: Lance-Corporal Parker, Corporal Wong
Pak Keu ng, Corporal Taylor, Lance-Corporal Block, Signalman Szeto,
Signalman Greenwood, General Pentreath and Major Hi lls

H aving inspected and complimented the guard, General
Pentreath presented Long Service and Good Conduct Medals
co four senior members of the Squadron : W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) R.
Norris, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) G. Christie, Sergeant D. Bingham
and Sergeant M. Fraser.
He then gave a shon address, which included a welcome
word of encouragement to those on parade.
The General then visited Maintenance Troop, which is
responsible for the maintenance and repair of telecommunications equipment in Hong Kong and Kowloon, and spoke to
the Troop Commander, W.0.1 (F. of S.) Wood, and members
of the Troop.
The next stop in the S.0.-in-C.'s tour was at the Colony
Polmil H.Q., where he saw the combined Police/ Military
operations room and the Squadron radio room and teleprinter
room. This must be the only equivalent of a main Divisional
H.Q. which has a total Signals watchkeeping shift of six.
General Pentreath then returned to Victoria Barracks to
visit the Communications Centre, where he was met by the
Chief Duty Signal Officer, Captain Maurice Caplan, and Yeoman of Signals Andy Anderson. The General toured the
Commcen and spoke to the W.RA.C. operators and Royal
Signals drivers and technicians who were very busy.
During the evening the General was entertained by the
Royal Signals Warrant Officers and Senior N .C.0.s in their
Mess in Victoria Barracks, where the ' Rooti Gongs,' presented earlier in the day were well and truly wetted.
The S.0 .-in-C.'s visit was rounded off by lunch in Victoria
Officers' Mess, with the Royal Signals Officers and their
wives. General Pentreath then left for Kai Tak Airpon,
accompanied by C.R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel John Hart,
where he boarded a Cathay Pacific flight for Singapore.
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SPORT
Hoekey
When finally the snow cleared sufficiently the hockey team
met the Blues and R oyals {4th D ivision winners) in the B.A.O.R.
semi-finals of the Army Hockey Cup but, despite our having
played and won the Divisional final on the same ground, the
opposition proved too strong and we lost 2--0. The Blues and
Royals went o n to win th e B.A.0.R. final.
H owever, a consolation was the team's win in the 7th
Armoured Brigade Winter Sports competition in which they
won convincingly to return with the Victors' Shield. This result
was repeated at Hohne on 11th April when the ' A ' team won
the 1st Division 6-a-side Hockey Competition and the ' B ' team
won the Plate Competition. This result means that the ' A '
team qualifies for the B.A.O.R. competition on 9th May. We
wish them luck. The other competition in which the team
have done well is the Soltau Garrison League; currently they
are well placed for the number one spot providing they win
their last two games.

Orienteering
We almost won the Annual Divisional Orienteering Championship, scoring 510 points, equal with 1 Green Howards.
However, as we had incurred some penalty points we had to
be content with second place.
Our two teams consisted of our hard-running Adjutant,
Captain Richard Knox-Johnston, with R.Q.M.S. Colin Richardson. Corporal Lindsay Guerin and Signalman Alan Bullock won
the ' best Pair ' prize.

Soccer

Appointed Tailors and
Outfitters to the
Royal Corps of S ignals

Our soccer team, like most others in B.A.0.R., has suffered
from the weather but has emerged commendably as runners-up
up the Soltau Garrison League. The team, ably managed by
R.S.M. John Turner and trained by Q.M.S.I. MacGregor
Henley, has had , due to postings, a large turnover, LanceCorporal ' Andy' Crouch, of H .Q. Squadron, has played for
B.A.0.R. as has Corporal Johnny Halford of 2 Squadron. We
congratulate Corporal Halford on being awarded his B.A.O.R.
Colours; he is currently touring with the B.A.0 .R. team in
U.K.

. Other happenln,cs

2~ Old Bond St.,London,W-1

Bath • Brockenhurst • Camberley · Cambridge
Cheltenham · Chester · Chichester · Cranwell
Leicester
Dartmouth · Edinburgh · Harrow
Portsmouth · Southampton
Plymouth
Malta
Winchester
Weymouth

'71
'71
'70
'70
'70
'70

20 Nov. '70

In aGieves
ready-to-wear

one of the aims).
This year it seemed appropriate to combine our weekend
with the 50th Anniversary elebrations and ask the local population to help us mark the occasion. In addition we were, in
common with other B.A.0.R. units, lucky to have a visit from
the Corps Band and the White Helmets.
The weekend started on Saturday, 11th April, with the first
rounds of an international soccer tournament with teams from
the local Bundeswehr, T.S.V. Verden and the Dutdl Brigade,
hosted by our own soccer enthusiasts.
That evening the Regiment gave a cocktail party in the
Realschule, Verden, for our German friends and for the Officers
of H.Q. 1st D ivision. The Corps Band arriving from Berlinwithout m uch time to spare-helped to make the evening a
great succes . Meanwhile, in the Gymnasium the Dance Band
Section played for a swinging junior ranks' dance which had
been organised for the Regiment by l Squadron.
Sunday dawned fine and the sun shone (for almost the first
time in Verden this year). The Annual Anglo-German Church
Service were held in the old and splendid Verden Dom, and
also in St. Joseph's Catholic Church.
The afternoon started with the finals of the soccer tournament between 41 (NL) Infantry Brigade and Seedorf Kaserne
Zeven and ourselves, r..'Je result of a very close game only being
decided in the clo mg m inute when the Dutch scored to make
it 1--0. At half-time the crowd were treated to a display of
helicopter flying by Sergeant Rowat from 651 Squadron A.A.C.

A crowd of some 1,500 then watched a display by the Corps
Band and the White Helmets. This wa~ great entertainment
and made a fitting close to the weekend.
During the afternoon the proceeds of the last Anglo-German
weekend, totalling some DM. 2,500, were handed over to local
charities. The G.O.C. 1st Division, Major-General J. W. Harman, O.B.E., M.C., presented a dleque for D.M. 1,500 to the
Organisation Lebenshilfe, which is a Local Home for H andicapped Children, and L ieutenant-Colonel von Behr, C.O. 32
(G.E.) Missile Regiment fro m Barme, handed over another
for D.M. 1,000 to Aktion Friedensdorf which is a Children's
Village for war-orphaned children.

OLD AND NEW
The White Helmets with the Verden Rathaus as a backdrop
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1970
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Well done the Verden Theatre Club for coming second in
the Annual Rhine Army Amateur Drama Competition. Out
of fourte n clubs who entered they attained the remarkable
score of 86 % and were beaten into second place by only one
mark. The play, entitled 'JB,' portrayed an up-to-date version
of the Book of Job and was produced by Corporal Rodney
West. Rod-as he was known-has now !eh for a tour in
Northern Ireland. The Regiment will miss his services, for
apart from being a leading person in the drama world he put
in many hours running the Club Centre, arranging Discotheques
and even doing the decor for Officers' Mess functions. We wish
him and his wife Penny, who gave him such good support, a
happy and successful tour.
We conp:ratulate R.Q.M.S. Colin Richardson on his promotion to W.O.I (R.S.M.) and wish him well. We have also
said goodbye to Captains Clem Palmer, Roy Edge and our
specialist messing officer and champion of rugby football,
Dougie Hathorn. Another well-known personality who has left
u is S.S.M. Charlie Froggatt who not unnaturally was pleased
with his posting to Singapore.
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2nd Div. Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 22
T thi time the Regiment has just changed R.S.M.s.
\
Lieutenant Brian Cleaver handed his pace stick to W.0.1
C. H . Richardson and left for Hong Kong. The affect!on and
the re pc t the Regiment had for the C!eaver. ~armly w~s
demon teated in pan by the numerous part1e , dmmgs out m
both Officers' and Sergeants' Messes prior ~o. ~eir depa!ture.
W.0.1 Richard on join u from another D1v1 1onal !'leg1m~nt
and we would extend every welcome to him and his family.
.\

t•opulnr FriNul of the ll••i;fhneut

It is appropriate that we should be able to report t?at M.S.<;>.
Chief Superintendent Danny Savic was recently invested ID
Bonn with the M.B.E. Danny has for 20 years been the
friend of recce officers, their mentor and guide. He has lost
none of hi Slavic charm. Hostile farmers, furiou~ haus fr~us
and unco-operative Forst-meisters all respond to his persuasion
and the Regiment is allowed into the farm the hou e, the wood.
Although not wearing a ~ignals cap ~adge Danny _is an
integrated part of the Regiment and his crowded mail box
indicates how much he is remembered by tho e officer who
have served with him.
The association between the German civilians and the Regiment was made clear in two ways during the past month. A
capacity crowd turned out in awful weather to watch a brave
display by the Corp Band in frightful conditions.
Secondly, a German boy, Jiigen Meierhaus, was presented
during the Band Concert with a framed Commendation for
Bravery by the G.O.C., Major-General H. R. S. Pain. The boy
had made very gallant efforts to rescue soldiers of this Regiment trapped in a burning vehicle. It was a delighted boy who,
with his family, were entertained in the Headquarter Mess.

When he wa~ po ted to the U.K. in 1966 it was suggested
that this small beginning be continued and 2 Division Signal
Regiment was invited to sponsor the sport.
Major John Russell first undertook this task and after a lot
of hard work pa ed the job on to Captain Martin Gray. As an
extremely proficient canoeist, Captain Gray developed the
Regimental Club and put the B.A.O.R. organisation on a firm
footing. At this time the Regiment wa under the command of
Brigadier J. R. Cubberly and a little later Lieutenant-Colonel
John Sturge. Both are staunch supporters of Corps canoeing
and to try and record the assistance they gave would be
impossible.
In 1968 under the direction of Lieutenant J. Theodorson,
the Club sent teams far and wide to p'.aces and races in Ireland,
France, Belgium and of course England. These were all a great
·uccess and by the time Captain Richard Harrison took over
everybody was rarin~ to go for the new season. Along with the
Club, Captain Harnson found he also had the remainder of
B.A.O.R. Signals to cope with and the first success was a
combination of 2nd Signal Regiment and 7th Signal Regiment
for the 125-mile Devizes to Westminster race.
Succe s upon success all through the season right up to the
Inter-Services Championships where nearly the whole team
consisted of Royal Signals paddlers (and a very !:iigh proportion
of those from this Regiment). Here are some of the names of
those who helped us to such a good season: Lance-Corporal
Paw'ow, Lance-Corporal Wink, Corporal Alexander, LanceCorporal Bull, Lance-Corporal Wilkinson, Lance-Corporal
Hebdon and Corporal Bingham.
Only last month the Regimental Club organised and ran
the first-ever B.A.0.R. Slalom Championships. The turnout was
fantastic and out of a total of 76 entries, 41 were Royal Signals
paddlers from units all over Germany. To this we must also
add the names of some of our new boys, Signalman Bird (our
storeman), Signalman McGrath (the barman) and the up-andcoming paddlers Signalmen Carter, McKendrick, U nwin and
Buckler.

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
this, our anniversary year, we sent best wishes to Signals
I N units
everywhere.

FOLK SINGING TOO!
The Gentle Folk or (left to right) Corporal P. Ferns, Lance-Corporal
J. Flynn, Signalman J. McAllister and Corporal P. Phillips. They will
represent B.A.O .R. in the Army " Top of the groups" contest in
London
t'nno•• {' lub-f'.,orps vN·y mueb to the fore

Some years ago it was decided that Corps canoeing should be
arranged on a firm, well-run basis.
It was originally centred on 13th Signal Regiment under the
direction of Lieutenant-Colonel Robin Painter who was then
the econd-in-Command of the Unit.

For previous members, we publish a list of the key appointments within the Regiment: C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel A. G.
Bohannan; Second-in-Comand, Major P. G . Rogers; Adjutant,
Captain M. A. Thome; 0 .C. H.Q., Major N. Read (3 Q.D.G.);
O.C. 1, Major G. A. M. Holland; O.C. 2, Major D. P. Watson;
O.C. 3, Major M. R C. Weiner; Traffic Officer, Captain R.
Finnister; T .O.T. Captain R. Lund; P.R.!., Major D. A. T .
Butcher; and R.S .M., W.0.1 G. E. Morrill.
The last couple of months have been rather hectic, due
to exercise commitments. Men were away so often that
wives began to charge lodging fees. For a short period it
looked as though the whole Regiment would be in Carter
Barracks when Sergeant Foster and hi band returned from
Northern Ireland, but it was not to be. A party disappeared
to Malaysia and 150 flew off to Cyprus (what has Cyprus
got that Bulford hasn't?). Another 150 are off to the rocky
shores of Cornwall for a couple of weeks, and it is planned
to send the same number to the I sle of Man later in the year.
If you are one of the roving kind, why not join us.
On the entertainments side, Major Butcher and his
' Tartan Badger ' band of workers organised a fabulous
cabaret show, which was enjoyed by one and all. One of the
stars of the show was a gorgeous blonde singer named ' Tina,'
who proved to be an immense attraction.
Corporal Bob
Hutchinson had to decline at least 30 offers of assistance to
clean up the dressing rooms after the show.
During the month the Sergeants' Mess had a similar
function and also had a luscious singer on view. Sergeant
John Young was quite happy to !:lave this beautiful girl
crooning in his left car until Mrs. Young sang a different tune
in his right. Rumour has it he was deaf for a week.
We have said a fond farewell to Major D. C. Woodbridge
(now Lieutenant-Colonel) who has departed to command
37th Signal R egiment (V) and welcome Major P. G. Rogers
from the wilds of B.A.0.R. We trust that they will both have
a successful and rewarding tour in their new appointments.
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1970

4 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
aOih Uirthdny c; elebratituas

rf1IEING our celebrations to the two days on which the
Band and White Helmets were with us, we celebrated our
SOth birthday jointly with 7th Signal Regiment on 15th aod
16th April. The weather was no~ as we would have chosen and
regrettably one afternoon's entertainment was washed out.
However, tasked with arranging the celebrations the Secondin-Command, Major Hartnett, in true 4th Division fas'nion,
called a committee meeting. "Right! H.Q. Squadron (Major
Clarke, R.T.R.) you run the Potted Sports meeting and the
Band Show. 2 Squadron (Major Hunt) I think your quadron
would make a good job of the Corporals' and Signalmen's
Dance. 3 Squadron (Major Hodgson) I'm sure you'd like to
organise the Band and Motor Cycle Display. ow 1 Squadron
(Major Verdon) all we've got left is the Combined Officers'
Supper Dance so you do that. The R.S.M. (W.0.1 Hill) is
fixing a Wine and Cheese Party in his Me s. Well, that's fine.
I'll deal with the publicity-let me know if you have any
problems. Thank you, genrlemen, now don't forget use minimum man-power to achieve a very high standard." That's how
it started.
The prf>Jtarations

These went without any undue snag and the Division and
Herford Garrison were well aware that it was our SOth birthday
year. We bad birthday cards and signals containing both
genuine greetings and invitations to "Get some in!" We also
learned that the local Sapper Officers were planning a dinner to
celebrate 50 years of riddance!
Potted sports

This started the two days' celebrations and proved a most
entertaining afternoon with 15 teams toiling with 15 consecutive
rasks demanding skill, strength, technique and speed. The
fiendish task were dreamed up by Major Stork, Q.M.S.I. Tye
and Lance-Corporal Petrie who, incidentally, is now adorned
in the customary red and black wearer of an Assistant
Instructor P.T. Seven of the teams were from 7th Signal Regiment, one from the Belgian Corps Signals Regiment and the
balance from us. It was a riotous, noisy two hours and we hope
the competitors enjoyed it as much as the many spectators .

who were su5tamcd with a large quantlt) of hamburgers hot
dog:; and ice cream from Captain Richard ' A.C.C. Mall- -it
wares wcll presented and served with a smile bv Sergeant
Doolan, Corporal Jakeman, Lance-Corporal Glover and Private
Hardman.
A great deal of interest focussed on the recorders as result~
were being totted up. Eventually our 3 Squadron team amassed
sufficient points to beat 5 Squadron of 7th Signal Regiment
into first place and 3 Squadron 7th Signal Regiment was placed
third. Lieutenant-Colonels Birtwistle and Stonham presented
each other's teams with their prizes, after which competitors
strolled flat-footed to relax in a bath.
{~ ombiuNI

display

A fine display by the White Helmets and the Band provided
a memorable 'curtain rabcr ' to a cocktail party at which the
Officers of both Regiments officially entertained local dignitaries,
senior representatives of other Corps and Senior Officers. Thi!.
evening's entertainment took place in Maresfield Barracks before
a large and appreciative audience.
~iv4.' it rit•1•?
The ingredients for a good dance are well known to most
people and we now know that 2 Squadron are not devoid of
this knowledge. All the usual difficulties were overcome and
we reckon the dance was a resounding success--it went on
an hour longer than planned so that means either the band
was good or the liquid refreshments flowed well, or both!
There was no lack of helpers for all the numerous preparations
with Squadron Sergeant Major· Common being the guiding
light keeping everyone calm in adversity and his quiet confidence never waivered! Sergeant Cadman has become an expert
on lighting and is leaving us to deal with the Blackpool illuminations next year-child's play, he reckons, just a few bulbs plus
a 10 KVA! The decorations in the gym were really a combined
effort with all 2 Squadron having a go--Lance-Corporal Budden
and Lance-Corporal Hynd were even een scaling wall bars to
get the right effect-unheard of in P.T. Lance-Corporal Topping
supervised the best use of hot air-blowing up balloons and
the psycadelic effects produced by Driver Richings and Signalman Burrel had to be seen to be believed and even then belief
was difficult although Lieutenant Burgess thought the final effect
was very ' with it.' And so it started Staff Sergeant Stogdale and
Sergeant Ford making excellent Masters of Ceremony although
whilst the Band played twist and pops they were on a winning
wicket!
" I'll get the girls," said Captain Lance-he always seems
to have ' contacts ' and be was as good as bis word.
Was it coincidence that Lance-Corporal Budden won the
crate of beer in the free beer raffle-after all that was also
orgarlised by 2 Squadron and talking of raffles we must thank
Mrs. Stogdale for her sterling effons in selling so many ticket
-we would certainly have ended up turning out our trouser
pockets or diving into Squadron funds without her efforts.
Staff Sergeant Orton and Sergeant Cottillard did sterling service
' supervising ' the buffet, and once again thanks must go to
the cooks for their really excellent buffet--0ver 400 meals were
served jn under an hour. Well, all good things have to come to
an end and o after the hour's extension we came to the
end of another function in our celebrations.

( ' or11orals aud Signalmen

Dand show

The Globe Cinema proved accou tically near perfect for
the Band to show us all they knew, and there weren't many
vacant eats as they struck up. The audience obviously
approved of their performance and choice of programme. We
understood after the show that the Director of Music is ometimes hesitant about interrupting his how for a ' moke-break '
in case of noticeable audience reduction during the interval.
Our appreciation was obviously felt by the Band, a we gather
the Director had no hesitation in giving the nicotinists their
break. It gave us great pleasure both to hear our Band and
also to let our guests enjoy the pleasure of uch a polished
and entertaining performance.
[Photograph by Lieutenant G.J. Thomas

THOSE POTTED SPORTS
Sergeant Drabble (right) watches to see that team number 2 does not
cheat in this exhausting task . Team (left to right) Lance-Corporals
Morgan, Polden, Driver Yemm, Signalmen Headlam, Gray,
Fletcher and Buckberry
THE WIRE , JUNE-JULY 1970

Second display -.·ashed out

Captain Evis's Staff Troop strived relentle ly to fulfi! .the
changing plans as the weafher put a damper on our ongmal
ideas to stage a second combined display, this time in Wentworth Barracks.
2-45

A thi performanc.: was principally designed to entertain
f milie. hildren and th local people, we were v7ry re luctant
to make the final decision to cancel. .1:he econd-J?;-Command
pent a very unplea ant hour e:i.."Plam.i~g the. dec1 ion.
eedle
to ay. the children were most disappointed_ of a~, and
the be t \Ve could do \'a to make a li~eral c1rculauon of
White Helmet lapel badge to the pupils of our B.F.E. .
chool.
omeers· famil::-.· par•:-.·
The night following our official enter~ainm~nt party, the
officers of 7th ignal Regiment and their ladies joined our
officers and ladie for a 'family ' supp er-d~ce. Our Mes
lend it elf very well to such a party, w~1ch was centre~
on the wcll-known Rotunda. The only official gue ts at ~1
function were Colonel and Madame Leclet"q, froJ:?l the Belgian
Corps ignal Regiment. We trust that Cap~ a~d, Mrs.
Boulding and Captain Rowe felt part of the family that
evening.
.
..
Following a few drmk , the dining r?om door~ opened to
expo e a spread which surpassed anything seep m the Me~
for a Jong time. ' Q' Hothersall, Sergeant Robmson and !f1eir
as istant had really turned up trumps. 'fhe supper, JD a
very relaxing atmosphere, was a longer ~~erlude between
drinking and dan?ng than had ~een antiapated, bi:t wa ,
most certainly enioyed ~y all. L1euten~t Thomas, hterall,}
· flashed ' around with h1 camera, capturing some Tatler like shots.
.
The Signals Combo Band took no time to get the dancmg
in full swing and the floor was full for the last dance-the
proverbial high note on which to end.

rgeants• ~less make merry
The other band group or dance section, 'Jimmie ' Jazz
Men ' went to our Sergeants' Mess, who also enjoyed a
family party. R.S.M. Hill ~ad a sleepless nig~t or two wondering what would happen if everyone of hIS Mess membe~s
and their ladies appeared on the nighll As many readers will
know the Mess has a very large membership, not only accommodating Divisional Headquarters and Signal Regiment
Seniors, but tho e of the Aviation Regiment, numerous local
minor units and garrison personnel.
However, all was well on the night, and about 200 w~~d,
dined and danced. When asked for names of personalities
who did a party trick, our scribe was informed that no one
jumped through a window or anything exciting, everyone just
enjoyed themselves.
Lethargy-the morning after?
A Friday followed our two days of celebrating and, judging
by reactions on that day, a good time had been had by allthe only regret being that the afternoon combined display
had to be cancelled.
We all very much enjoyed having our Band and the White
Helmets with us, and hope they enjoyed their stay in Herford.
When can they came again?

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
y.,.

A

,-ery g-d days' entertainment

PRII.. saw the Regiment celebrating our SOth anniversary.
Since we share Herford with 4th Signal Regiment. we
decided to combine, and the result was two very good days'
entertainment. Considering the time of year, we were very
lucky to have only one event cancelled because of the weather.
Our celebrations started with a superb band concert given
by the Royal Signals Band. The Globe Cinema was packed to
capacity and people were even standing in the aisles. Lunch
was followed by a highly-<>rganised 'potted sports ' competition (rather like the television programme ' It's a knockout ')
at Hammersmith Barracks. Teams were entered from each
quadron of both Regiments, the Officers' Mess, Sergeants'
Mess and our Belgium ' Sister ' Regiment, 4 Troup De
Transmission. After an entertaining afternoon for the
spectator.;, 3 Squadron, 4th Signal Regiment, ran out winners,
with 5 Squadron, 7th Signal Regiment, runners-up.
Grandstand had been built and masses of chairs placed
alongside the Regimental square by R.Q.M.S.s Judge and
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Moynan in preparation for the early eveni ng entertainment.
At 18.00 hours, the Band. led by Captain Keith Boulding,
marched on to the parade ground, and for ~ e next hour :ve
were treated to a superb display by the White Helmets, with
both group coming together for the. Retreat ceremc;my.
It was during the Motor Cycle display that Ma1or (Retd.)
and Mrs. J. J. Moynan, who wcr7 visiting their son, R.Q-:M:.S·
D. M. Moynan, reali ed that their eldest grandson was nding
in the di play and a this was the first time they had seen
uch a how ' one can imagine their elation on discovering
Signalman s.' Moynan participating.
.
.
.
The Retreat ceremony was followed by cocktail parties m
the Officer 'Mess and Sergeant 'Messe , to which both military
and civilian dignitarie from the garrison and Herford were
invited.
During the party in the Sergeants' Mess the guest from
4 TTR made a very hand ome presentation of a plaque and
pennant to the Mes whereupon, the '?.M.C., ~.O.II _T.
Cushen majestically produced some regimental ties, which
the R.S.M., W.0.1 M. E. Wilson, duly presented to the guests
and persuaded them to wear them right away. Chef Paturioux
made an excellent speech in reply to the R.S.M. and the
party continued until the small hours.
On the second day events started with a ' crazy ' rugby match
by teams from the Officer ' and Sergeants' J\1esses versus tJ:e
Regimental team refereed by the Commanding Officer. Thi
wa followed by a local soccer derby between 1 and 5 Squadrons.
The celebrations were rounded off by two very successful
dances. One wa for the officers and ladies of 4th and 7th
Signal Regiments in the 4th Signal Regiment Officers' Mes .
The other was for all the corporals, signalmen, their wives
and girl friends, held in a large gymnasium at Holzausen. The
dance was organised by S Squadron senior N.C.0.s ably led
bv W.0.11 P . L. Harrison. An excellent buffet was prepared
for this occasion by Staff Sergeant Wood (A.C.C.) and his staff,
and the music for dancing was provided by the dance band of
5th Inniskilling Dragoon Guards.

Soccer
We have at last completed our league programme and must
now await the results of other teams in order to see if we
have won the league title or are to be runners-up (on goal
average).
During the season we have lost only one match-our Army
Cup tie against our close rivals 5 Inniskilling Dragoon Guar~s,
though our last six league matches have been rather hairraising to put it mildly. In each of these games we have had
to come back from being at least one goal down to win; a
fact which speaks well for the exccllent team spirit which has
been a feature of the side this season.
In the earlier part of the season we were able to field an
extremely strong side but unfortunately we have had to
manage the latter part without the services of Sergeant 'Archie'
Hancox, Lance-Corporal Gary Denham, Lance-Corporal Phil
Maddison and Lance-Corporal Lenny Hunt, all of whom contributed so much and who were posted at a crucial time.
Luckily we managed to find an alternative combination to
fit into our 4-2-4 plan and such players as Lance-Corporal
' Mick • Skitt, Signalman ' Geordie ' Rutherford, Signalman
Geoff Toogood, Lance-Corporal 'Ice ' Linton, Signalman 'Ed'
Tolley and Signalman ' Geordie ' Hannah have all given good
service when called upon.
Our regular players such as Staff Sergeant Len Green in
goal, and Lance-Corporal ' Sandy ' Sandison and Signalman
Terry Burton in defence, have provided a strong last line, whilst
COt"poral Graham Mills and Corporal ' Jock ' McPhee have
provided craft and thought in the midfield. Up front the drive
and penetration of Corporal Bob Dafom.o , Corporal Dave
Lester, Corporal Colin Beston and Signalman Geoff Ruffer
have tied up many opposing defences, and during the season
have all played consistently well.
We have had three players selected to represent B.A.0.R.Corporal Dafomo, Corporal McPhec and Lance-Corporal
Beston; unfortunately Corporal McPhee had to cry off through
injury but without doubt he will get another chance, as should
Signalman Burton who, despite his size, must be rated one
of the fastest and hardest tackling defenders in the league. I t
is of interest to note that in the match for which he was
selected Lance-Corporal Beston scored all three of the B.A.O.R.
team's goals.
Our club room continues to amass further ' bits and pieces '
for decoration, and must surely be one of the best in B.A.O.R.
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During the season we have had football quizzes and film
hows, and the latest form of entertainment is video tape
recordings of big matches.
Also leaving us is our football officer, Major Tom Blashill
(going to manage Bournemouth or something!)- his place is
to be taken by Lieutenant Paul White-a very keen player
and football fanatic.
Throughout the season we have had a lot of interest shown
in soccer, and our tYianks go to those who were able to help
us 'off the field '- our supporters, Staff Sergeant Morris from
the Q.M.'s department, Staff Sergeant Pete Cairns i/c admin.,
Corporal Barsley, whose gnome-like figure has frequently administered a wet sponge (soaked in brandy I think), LanceCorporal Moody (our official photographer) and everyone else
who has helped out in the football club.
A detailed list of goalscorers is as follows: Gary Denham 19,
• Geordie ' Beston 11, Bob Daforno 10, Dave Lester 9 (all with
his left foot), Geoff Ruffer 8, ' Jock ' McPhee 5, Isaac Linton 4,
Graham Mills 3 (a hat-trick in his last game) and ' Geordie'
Laws 1 goal.

lloc•key
The Regiment has two teams now, and both have made such
an impression that other units are asking for matches with
either the 1st or 2nd XI.
The 1st XI are still top of the league in their area and have
lost only one game, and with only two more league games
to play it looks like being quite a fair finish to ~e season. A
lot of this success is of course due to the energetic and hardworking Officer i/c, Major R. Pepper, R .A.P.C., wJ:io has worked
wonders in getting the team together for all therr games, and
even to the extent of getting them back from one exercise for
an Army Cup game.
The Regiment is still in the middle of the Page Trophy
Tournament and many people were surprised to see one of
the favourites, ' Kilo ' Troop, knocked out. in the fir~t round
by H.Q. Squadron. This brought many sighs of relief from
the other Troops.

llugby
The rugby season ended with the 4th Division . ?-a-side
competition on 25th April and the B.A.O.R. compeuuon the
following Saturday.
. .
The results showed just how small the margin 1s between
the top teams and at the same time emphasised the old adage
that SO per cent of a Rugby Sevens game is a matter of inches
rather than yards.
, ,
The 4th Division competition started well when ou.r B
team won the Plate Competition. This was capped m µie
final by the 'A' team beating the Welsh Guards (who are at
present Army XV champions) by two tries to one.
.
In the B.A.O.R. Sevens th e ' A' side beat the Royal Regiment of Wales in the semi-final and then again , met the
Welsh Guards. Unfortunately history did not repeat itself end
this time the Guards beat us by two tries to one.
When all the immediate disappointment had gone and a little
rationality had returned (good old Alka Seltzer) it i not
difficult to realise how good the end of the 1969-70 season has
been as a curtain-raiser for next year's 15-a-side.
We therefore look forward to ! st September (a tour of
Copenhagen is being discussed) and to the start of training
on 1st July.

l/.1110th Signal Regiment
~
Hounslow

I fb-.1
~

Gold•m Jubilee
n"IO mark the Corps Anniversary in the Hounslow area, the
.I_ R egiment staged a number of events which . have left
a memorable imprint-thanks to the excellent showing of the
Corps Band, under ~aptain Keith Boulding, and the White
Helmets under Captam Barry Rowe.
The combined display, before the Mayor of Hounslow, was
followed by a combined military and civic r~ception, and the
Disolay Team's impact wa best summed up 10 the local press:
" The passport is courage in this daredevil outfit; they make
Hell's Angels look like characters from a 'Noddy' adventure."
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Subsequently, at an impressive church ceremony" supported
outstandingly well by the Corps Band, a Corps wmdow was
dedi::atcd . Other functions have included a light-hearted and
exce1lent band concert and Regimental dances.
SilvPr e111•s
Our Reg'.mental trophies have been augmented, notably by
th e successes of the football team under Seregant Jones, supported by such stalwarts as Signalman Roberts a_nd . Signalm.an
Reeder. We now proudly display the London D1stflct Premier
Cup as the winner;, with the Irish, Scots and. ~elsh Guards
in the second third and fourti1 places. In add1tton, our team
were the outright winners of the London Area Civilian League
Cup and the medals that go with it.
Commnndinj.f OffiN·r·s Sinkinl! Fund
It is not every day that a Signalman gets the opportunity
to make his presence unmistakably felt by a Commanding
Officer.
However Signalman Childs and Lieutenant-Colonel David
Barker ena'ed up full fathoms five at the bottom of the River
Thames on one of the wettest and windiest days recently,
when the Regimental sailing boat decided it bad had enough
exercise. The charge sheet will probably read: "Conduct to
the prejudi::e in that when told to turn to port he turned
starooard and then turtle."
A C.-iu-C. ·s lleJtrhnnnd
By the same token, it is not every day ~at C?rpor.als g~t
the opportunity to admonish Commanders-m-Chief-m this
case General Sir Michael Carver. Corporals Clarke and
Sanders, of our M.T. Troop, were recently given. the task of
teaching Army Gadets bow to become pro?c1ent moto'.cyclists as part of the Southern Command Jumor Leadership
Cour: e and had arranged a special obstacle course competition fo~ the Cadets during the C.in-C.'s visit. Gene~al Caryer
joined the riders and set off rouod the ob~ tacles on his m~chme
in a style w;1ich would have a ss u~ed hrm .of a place m . the
Corps Display Team. It was at this stage m the proceedings
that Corporal Sanders flagged the C.-in-C. down mistaking
him for a Cadet, and served out a sharp rocket, which was
accepted wi th due p enitence and good humour.
London District Shoot
Our team, under R.S.M. Thom, achieved a creditable second
placing in the D istrict Minor Units Cup, and Se~gea~t
Cavanagh, our M .T. Sergeant, featured well to get a pnze m
the individual results.

Public Address coverage
The magnitude and extent of demands placed on .the Corps
for PA facilities is not a facet of the Corps role which always
gets the recognition that it merits. Examples from this month
cf the work done by only one of our five SWS Troops follow.
At the Amalagamat:on Parade of the Worcester and Sher~~od
Foresters before H.R.H. Princess Anne, our team, cons1stmg
of Sergeant Phillips, Lance-Corporal Coulam and LanceCorporal Scott, not only handled the Royal address, but came
to the rescue of the B.B.C., who borrowed our tapes when
their sound arrangements broke down. Lieutenant-Colonel
(T.O.T.) Eric Thompson handled the recording of a speech
by the Duchess of Gloucester at Kensi ng.ton Pala_ce for subsequent dubbing on to film. Other corrumtments m the same
time bracket included an addre s by the Duchess of Kent to
the W.R.A.C. Association; addresses by the Duke of _K~nt
and Min:ster of Defence at the War Grave Comm1ss1on
Centenary, and by Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templar at the
opening of the National Army Museum.
.
,
Finally, there was the coverage for the T.0.-m-C. s ann1;1al
conference whilst preparations go ahead now for the T1dworth Tat~oo and Aldersbot Display.
l ' isits
Brigadier Dame Mary Anderson has paid the Re~ iment a
brief but welcome visit in thi period and .aw our W.R.A.C.
driv~rs who handle the SD minivans da y by day in the
t'1ickes~ London rush-hour conditons with their bumper largely
' unbumped.'

AwardR
Our warmest congratulations go to two of our civilian
complement, Mr. N. W. Kinson, of otrr Taunton SW Trool?•
and Mrs. L. A. Bridges, of our London ignal Troop, on their
award of the Imperial Service Medal.
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Catterick Camp
1•nss-orf (lnrndm;

No need for bright sparks
to fiddle about with this

in 11th Signal Regiment goes on much as before,
I..JOnIFEwith
two recruit pass-off~ in the month of April.
3rd April, 41 men of Nos. 4 and 8 Troops passed off
on a parade commanded by Captain Roy Simmons, 0.C. CT
Troop, and inspected by Lieutenant-Colonel G.D. G. R. Russell,
Commanding Officer of the Royal Irish Rangers, one of 6th
Brigade's Battalions, residing in Catterick.
The best recruit in No. 4 Troop was Signalman Robert Lake
from Poole, in Dorset. An ex-Air Cadet and speedway fan, he
goes on to train as a radio operator.
Signalman David Doust, from London, passed off top of o.
8 Troop, and he goes on to 8th Signal Regiment to train as a
lineman .
The 17th, a fine, mild day, saw Nos. l and S Troops pass
off under the eagle eye of Major-General The Earl Cathcart,
D.S.O., M.C., G.O.C. Yorkshire District. This was the first
pass-off parade for O.C. 1 Troop, Second-Lieutenant Tony
Kimber, newly-arrived in the Regiment from 19th Signal
Regiment and the last for some time for O.C. S Troop,
Lieutenant John Speakes, who now commands the Regiment's
adventure training camp in Scarborough.
The best recruit of No. l Troop was Signalman David Dicks,
from Rhyll, who goes on to train as a lineman, whilst top of
No. S Troop was Signalman John Tindall, from Whitehaven,
in Cumberland, a very keen table tennis player, who also
goes on to 8th Signal Regi ment ro train as a technician.
Brigadier W. M. H . Roberts, O.B.E., Commander, 6th
Infantry Brigade, was the In pecting Officer at the pass-off on
F rida y, 1st May.
The best recruits were Signalman Thompson, of 3 Troop
and Signalman Mellveney, of 6 Troop. Signalman Thompson
was also the best recruit rifle shot.
Signalman Thompson comes from Stoke Newington, London.
Before joining the Army he worked as a hearing-aid technician .
How now goes to 24th Signal Regiment for training as a
radio operator.
Signalman Mcllvepey comes from Glenshee. He worked in
the hotel industry before enlisting. His ambition is to become
a clerk technical.
Older readers of THE WIRE will be interested to know mat
the custom of giving the best recruits a match box cover still
continues. One wonders how many of the best recruits of the
twenties and thirties still have their match box covers and
whips.
(;b:u1gc•s are t h e

Our GA.481 is the only
all-solid-state 100 W
broadband Ii near amplifier in
full scale production. It covers
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and
can be used with any HF
manpacktoform a lOOW
ma n- portable or vehicle station.
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It measures 12W' x 12" X 4%"
and operates from its own
battery or from a 24V vehicle
supply, without the need fora
converter. But the big point is
that there are no tuning or
loading controls to adjust.
And as it's fully protected

aga inst excessive d rive and
cannot be damaged by
mismatches such as broken or
short circuited aerials, there's
nothing much to go wrong .
The GA.481 has already
been supplied to British and
Overseas Armed Forces and is
in quantity production. Now.
Redifon Limited,
Communications Division,
Broomhill Road,
London SW.18.

IREDIFONlj
A Member Company of t,ho Rediffusion Organisa1ion
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The month of April saw a number of moves in the Regiment, and it was with some sadness that we said goodbye to:
M ajor D ick Tre~awny, ex-0.C. 2 Squadron, who join 14th
Signal Regiment.
Captain I van D ouble, ex-Assistant Chief Instructor, who
joins 94th Locating Regiment, R.A., in Germany to command
639 Troop.
Lieutenant J ohn H ayes, ex-0.C. 1 Troop who is now
wnning himself in Singapore.
Last, but not least, Lieutenant Jenny Baker, W.R.A.C., our
Assistant Adjutant, who has joined ' 16th Regiment, in Krefeld
(lucky fellows!) .
We are also missing Lieutenant ' Gus' Vigurs and family,
who have been banished to command the adventure training
camp at Culty Braggan in the wilds of cotland.
To balance these losses, however, we welcome the following new faces to Helles Barracks:
Lieutenant L esley D ay, W.R.A.C., who cames all the way
from 8th R egiment to be our new 'Ack Adj.'
W.0.1 L aing, who left 14th Regiment to take over a recruit
troop in 1 Squadron.
Sergeant Morris, who •has joined In tructional W!n~, and
Lance-Corporals Kirkham and Hodges, who have iomed 1
quadron.
Finally, Lieutenant Peter Morgan, who also joins 1 Squadron
as a recruit troop commander and brings that Squadron'.s total
n umber of subalterns up to ten!
Could this be a record?
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The Regiment was surprisingly law abiding during April,
for twice during the month O.R. l Troop played hosts to
parties of police cadets from the Durham Police Cadet Training
School.
These visits, each lasting two weeks. involved the cadet
undergoing a 'potted ' recruit training course on weapons, fieldcraft, P.T., drill (Army style) with escape and evasion exercises, run by Lieutenant Kemp, adding a little spice.
All the visitors seemed very impressed with the way our
recruits go through their training, and although they left us
looking more ' soldier-like ' than when they arrived, there were
no offers to change the blue uniform for a khaki one-not
yet anyway.
Sot•ial f'venfs

There have been two outstanding social occasions during lhe
month. The first was on Tuesday, 28th April, when the
W.O.Is of the Brigade dined in the Mess as the guests of the
officers. Apart from the excellent performance of our band,
the highlight of the evening was when the officers' team beat
ti1e guests soundl¥ at a boat race. Brigadier P. A. M. T ighe's
prowess at sinking a pint of beer gave a lead which the warrant
officers could not make good. Afterwards, one R.S.M. was
heard to remark that since the military salary, Sergeants'
Messes had converted to 'Glen Fiddich ' and were out of
practice on beer!
Lieutenant Roger H oward decided that in the take-over of
24th Regiment by 8th Regiment, the latter should not obtain
all the valuable assets. On Saturday, 2nd May, he married
Lieutenant Kathryn Johnson, of 24th Regiment. The wedding
took place in St. Martin's Church, and the reception was held
in the Mess. The happy couple left for honeymoon in the
Lake District, but, after a few miles, due to a mechanical breakdown, decided that Whinny Hill was just as good as the lakes.
Our best wishes for a long and happy marriage go to them
both.
~er gean ts'

~less

no tes

The Garrison Winter Games League bas now ended, with
the lv ess having its best season for many years. Four team
cups were won-Darts Singles L eague Cup; Dares Doubles
League Cup; Cribbage League Cup, and the Overall League
Cup, which is presented by R.A.F., Catterick. In addition,
W.0.II Brian O'Neill and Sergeant Ken Sixsmith won me
Darts Doubles Championship Cup and Sergeant Jimmy H ewson
and Staff Sergeant Geoff Cowling, R.A.P.C., were runners-up
ia the dominoes championship.

augh:r
Another season has now drawn to a close with the Regimental XV enjoying a fair amount of succe s, especially against
civilian clubs. We have played some 30 fixtures, winning 11,
drawing three and losing 16. In addition to our efforts in
the I S-a-side game, our 'B' team, comprising Lieutenant-Nigel
Fairley, Corporal ' Duffer ' Kenyon, L ance-Corporal ' Jock •
Mudie, Lance-Corporal ' Jock ' Hamilton, our versatile winger,
Signalman Pete Morton and two young potential officers,
Signalman Grossmitb and Signalman Dickson, won the
orthern Command Seven-a-Side Plate and the North umbrian
D istrict Cup.
The annual competition for the Jackson Trophy was held
in ideal weather for rugby, with ome ten teams entered. By
good fortune and some dubious tactics, H.Q. quadron won
their way in to the final going down by 9 point to nil to a
much fitter and younger l Squadron (Cadre).
The end of the season also means that some well-known
face will not be seen next season. Corporal Steve Barnett and
Captain Richard Gravestock, our half-backs in many important
ga mes, will be continuing their career in Germany and Warmin ter. Lieutenant Charles Kemp goes to R.M.C.S., where
his traight runni ng will no doubt cause problems.
Our thanks must go to Mr. Alfred Buttons, who has the job
of cleaning our kit, and although we arc perhaps not the
be t rugby team in the district, we arc, without doubt, the
smartest.
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HOME OWNERSHIP
Wide pread publicity ha been given to the acute hortage of fund for house purcha e loans, and wouldbe HOME OW ER, who did not make positive plan well ahead found it almo t impossible to obtain Joans
or even the promi e of loan .
If you take our advice this h uld place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan
for hou e purcha e at any time in the future. We cannot over tres bow vitally important it is for anyone
con idering hou e purcha e, whether it i in the early future or ome years ahead, to et in motion a positive but
flexible Hou e Purchase Plan as far in advance a possible of the in tended purchase date. The earlier you start,
the ea ier it become for you to buy the house of your choice• . Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the
higher the Joan po ible, and the more economic the purcha e.
Ir.creases in q uartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to
buy their own hou e, instead of paying rent for many year . Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no
matter when you intend to purchase a hou e, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to provide a Home for your family, A K OUR ADVICE NOW.

SCHOOL FEES
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Act selected life a urance schemes can still substantially
reduce the co t of educating children. A U IQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees
where children are attending or about to attend school. We al o dev;se specially tailored Plans which can reduce
by one ha lf FUTUR E costs of educating your child ren. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil.

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with
Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.10.6 monthly for those liable to tax at 8/3 in the£ will give
the family man aged 30 next immediate family protecti an of £39,360 and an anticipated cash sum of £35,000
free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65.

RPl£imental

· At

Hom•~'

j - IKE

most other units of the Corps in B.A.O.R., April
.--' has been an extremely busy month, with the visit of
the Corp3 Band and the Motor Cycle Display Te2m.
Our main celebration for rhc 50rh ann:vcrsary of the Corps
· took place on Wedne•day, 22nd April, when we held our
Regimental ' At Home.'
We used this opportunity of showing off the Corps by inviting all our local German and Dutch neighbours to a:tend
and al~o to help raise fonds for our new proposed swimming
pool. We were delighted with the attendance, some rwo
thousand people were present. As well as the Corps B-,ind
and the White Helmets, we had other displays and numerous
sideshows, produced by members of the Regiment.
The celebrations really started on the evening of Tuesd1y,
21st April, when the Corps Band came down from Krefcld
to give us a really excellent concert in our cinema. Their programme was varied and most polished, with the Director
of Music, Captain Keith Boulding ably plugging the Band's
new record in between numbers; if the record doesn't make
the top ten, it certainly won't be for lack of advertising.
Our 'At Home,' the next day, began with a helicopter display
by Staff Sergeant Gordon Blackman, from 655 Aviation Flight
-a Corps man piloting a Westland Scout, borrowed from 131
Aviation I:'light at Wildenrath.
This wa ~ followed by a musical gymnastic display, given by
the girls of W Troop, w11.o demonstrated how enjoyable P.T .
can really be, especially to the spectator.
The experts then took the field and we had a tum!J!i"<?
di•play by five members of the Army Phys'. c<1l Training Corps;
this was really a short preview of what is to come at the
Royal Tournament later this yrnr, a ~ they are all scheduled
ro appear there. Most spectacular of the~e experts was Staff
Sergeant Instructor Wilson, who represents Great Britain, the
Army, and wbo came second in the World Tumbling Cha'Tlpionships, and afro our ow"'l Sergeant Instructor Pe!er Scales.
Next to appear was a team of dog-handlers from R.A.F.
\'Qildenrath, with their dogs, who convinced everyone pre~ ent
that the only safe way to get into R.A.F. Wildenrath is throw>:l-i
t:-ic main gate. A local !"'ewspaper photographer very quick!y
fou'1d out that the dogs cannot discriminate between pre s
and others, when he got too close to the dogs to take some
photographs-luckily for him, the dogs were well-trained and
were called off before they reached their 'quarry.'
The highlights of the afternoon were, of course, the Corps
Band and the Mot'.lr Cycle Display Team, who once a1rnin
gave faultless d:sp!ays-the Band by their musical professionalism and the W otor Cycle Team by their precision and
daring. All our guests were most impre5sed by both, and we
were proud to know that they were ' ours.'

just received the photographs showing members of the Regiment in their mining kit.

C:anoeiug
On 24th April, Corporal Ray Austin, A.C.C., Private John
Coulthard, R.P.C., and Signalman Neil Mapp took part in the
B.A.0.R. C'.lnoc Slalom Championship. Although the three
arc relatively new co canoeing, having only just gained their
proficiency award· they did extremely well; Corporal Austin
managing to fini ' h h fourth place-a sterling effort.
We now have a permanent canoe:ng ba~c at Swalman, in
Holland, and the port is again catching on in rhe Regiment.

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M .A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager.

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD.
17/19 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.
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You may remember our report of the v1s1ts to the Sofia-

.I acoba coalminc in the last issue of THE WIRE, well, we have

The next outing, to the Dortmund Actien Brewery, one of
the biggest breweries in the world, is planned for 9th June.
we· have it on good authority that it is easier to get a Cup
Final ticket than it is to be picked as one of the lucky thirty
for mis visit.

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to:
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Visits

THE DIRTY DOZEN
The soldiers of 13th Reg iment who went coal mining

We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be o n investment. Endowment
assurance on a with profit basis and / or linked with unit trust investments in the equity or property market can
produce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more
important, i the part it can play in providing yo u financ illl security in retirement.

Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227

Outside the arena there was great competition between the
various stallholders to see who could make the biggest profit
for the Regimental swimming pool.
We understa'1d the odds in the l Squadron casino were
heavily in their favour, and the workshops fta~~1ing lights
and electrical g1dgets confused everyone so much, they gave
willingly. The question still being asked is who was the model
who posed for the photograp~s on the Camera Club stall. Major
Len Rogers is still di~appointcd that nobody bought his paintings, which were displayed on 6e Art Club stall-look out the
National Gallery.
The 'At Home ' ended with the Corps Band playing
Retreat :and the national anthems cf Holland, Germany and
Gre'.lt Britain.
In the evening there was a dance in the Junior Ranks'
Club, with Jimmy's Jazz Band providing the music, but we
understand they were so good, nobody bothered to dance, they
just wanted to listen.

FooHmll

HOLD THAT TIGER!
Captain Rowe of the Corps display team makes a spectacular land ing after the fire jump at 13th Regiment's " At Home"
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As the end of the season draws near, we ay goodbye to
Staff Sergeant Cyril Hardiiir., who leave the Regiment soon
to join llth i nal R giment. Staff Sergeant Harding has looked
after the football te'lm for t rec years, during which time he
has devoted hour of his own time in training and watching
them.
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Hi cheerful face will be mi ed by players and pcctators
like ne. t a. on. We wiili Staff Sergeant and M rs. H arding
very ucce
in theu: new po ting.
Football
olours for last season have been awa rded to
Corporal Ron Clay and Lance-Corporal John Kirk, and to
taff Sergeant Cyril Harding for his excellent support and
management of the team.

17th Gurkha Signal Regiment
Seremban, Malaysia
17th DiviNion

January, 1948, the first Gurkha soldiers arrived in M alay5ia,
IInfaNntry
and th ey, with some British units, formed 17th Gurkha
D ivision, named after the old 17th Indian D ivision.
Its headquarters was at Seremban.
After M erdeka, in August, 1957, H.Q., Malaya Command
and 17th Gurkha Infantry D ivision reorganised in Seremban
as H .Q., 17th Gurkha D ivision/Overseas Commonwealth
Land Forces (OCLF).
Confrontation with Indonesia came in 1962 and that year
H .Q. 17th Gurkha D ivision re-formed as a separate entity
and moved to Borneo, the H eadquarters in Seremban becoming
H.Q., M alaya Area. After ' confrontation,' 17th Gurkha Division returned to Malaya, and its new Headquarters became
H.Q., 17th Division /Malaya District.

1&11J:b~·

Our even-a- ide rugby team h as reached the final of the
B.A.0 .R. evens by virtue of reach ing the emi-finals of the
Rhine Area evens-a good finish to a uccessful season.
Regimental Colour for this sea on were awarded to Staff
Sergeant Dave Brown, Corporal Mick Jackson and L anceCorporal ' Taff' Williams.
Bm1ketball
The basketball team has bad a very successful season,
winning the Rhine Area League most convincingly, and also
the Rhine Area section of the B.A.O.R. Knockout Cup.
With only two members of the team posted out before
neKt season and a few more players po ted in, we should be
able to take the league again nCA't eason.
Basketball colours for the '69/'70 season were awarded to
Sergeant Mick Crane, Sergeant Instructor Pete Scales,
Corporal Dave Wiseman, Lance-Corporal Mike Crosby and
Signalman Colin Gibson.
Uo eke~-

The hockey team managed to get a place in the B.A.O.R.
even-a-side hockey finals in Dortmund next month.
Captain Melody Greene, Lance-Corporal Ann Laughton and
Lance-Corporal Normanna Hendry represented the W.R.A.C.
(B.A.0.R) hockey team which played a draw against the
W.R.A.F. (Germany) team.
Regimental Colours for the past season were awarded to
Corporal Stan Cribbett, for the men's team, and Captain
Melody Greene, Lance-Corporal Ann Laughton and LanceCorporal Normanna Hendry for the women's team.

14th S ignal Regiment, Wor c e s t e r
FrN"tfom l\"eeken d . 2n d /3rd !\lay
~ J ANY of the Corps, particularly the younger members,
l.l
may not realise that 14th Signal Regiment was, in 1966
to mark the Corps' 25 years of association with the City of
Gloucester, given the honour of the Freedom to enter that
city with 'swords drawn, bayonets fixed and drums beating.'
Though the Regiment has now moved to Worcester, we are
nonetheless very proud of our connection with Gloucester,
and exercise this privilege, which is unique in the Corps, each
pring.
This year it was decided that, in addition to exercising this
Freedom, it was time for the Regiment to open its gates and
show the citizens of our new home city-Worcester-some
aspects of work and play within the unit and the Army
generally.
Thus a full weekend was organised, Saturday, 2nd May, in
Worcester, and Sunday, 3rd, in Gloucester. ~at an outstanding success it turned out to be.
2 nd Mny
In Norton Barracks, the accent was on things military. There
is little doubt that the majority of the three thousand people
vho visited us enjoyed the respite from the usual fun fair and
t.alls that so often go with a d3y out at this time of year.
Our gue cs examined, with detailed interest, the accommodation
and recreational facilitie (indeed the village hall-our club-was so well 'inspected' thac it ran out of beer!). Many of
our vi itors had tea in the soldiers' dining room, and all reported most favourably.
The static display of communications equipment, which included TSC 500, Dl3 and E21 stations, as well as the many
fascinating features of ' Quicksilver '-the Corps display from
the School-was particularly popular with the public. Many
asked detailed questions which, in themselves, showed a keen
interest in the communication problems of the modern Army.
ntur d n~-.
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FREEDOM EXERCISED
Th e Regiment exercising Its Freedo m t o Enter t he C ity of
Gloucester, Lieutenant-Colon e l J. A. Baker, supported by the
Adjutant and the R.S.M. lead the Reg iment past t he salutin g base
and through the ci ty

VISITORS BY T H E TH OUSAND
Pare of t he genera l scene inside Norto n Barracks. Some of the
th ree th ousan d visitors nea r t he Kee p o n th e 2nd of May

A helicopter complete with a Royal Signals crew, appealed
greatly to the youngsters. After asking seemingly endle s
questions they were delighted to see the aircraft take off
and return to its base.
The movement of this helicopter signalled the end of the
static display and the start of more active events. It was
action all the way, with the White H elmets, the Corps Motor
Cycle Display T eam who thrilled all present with their
popular and polished display of motor cycle acrobatics. The
appreciation of their efforts was somewhat registered in nhe
fact that a collection for the Corps Benevolent F und, taken
during the display, raised over £40.
·
Following a slick demonstration of aerial erections by teams
from 1 and 2 Squadrons the Corps Band, under the D irector
of W. usic, Captaih K . Boulding, played Retreat. There can
have been fe w present who were not moved by the combination of th e superbly-played music, the scarlet uniforms of the
musicians, the slow, almost gentle, lowering of the Union
Jack and Corps flags, which h ad flown so proudly above the
Keep in the setting sun-all of which added up to make a
dignified spectacle that will long be remembered .
With our Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. F.
Pentreath, M.B.E., taking the salute as the band marched off,
the day for the general public, ended. 14th Signal Regiment
had been on show. The people of Worcester had seen the new
tenants of their county barracks. They went away more informed, perhaps thrilled, and, we feel confident, impressed.
For the members of the Regiment, so ably supported by the
rare combination of the Band, the White Helmets and ' Quicksilver' being at the same show together, the hard work and
effort seemed so easy now.

After the parade, the Colonel and a cross-section of all ranks
of th e Regiment, ably supported by their wives, entertained the
Gloucester City civic dignita ries, militar y V.I.P.s and other
guests to tea. So the weekend ended, and as the Regiment
dispersed to return to its more normal duties all ranks knew
that a good job had indeed b~en done.

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35
Onr .Jubilee Celebrntions
E took the opportunity of the visits of the Corps Band
W
and Motor Cycle D isplay Team, to include them
our
celebration of this our Corps Jubilee Year. On the morning of
in

19th April a combined service was held in the gymnasium. A
congregation of over one thousand was led by the director of
music, Captain Keith Boulding, the Corps Band and the
Krefeld Singers. B.F.B.S. recorded the service and we hope
that it will be broadcast on the Sunday closest to the Corps
Anniversary.
In the afternoon, miraculously a fine one, a combined display
from the Band and Captain Barry Rowe's White Helmets entertained Stadt dignitaries from St. Tanis and Krefeld, and the
citizens of both towns. The show was given by both 28th and
16th Signal Regiments, and Lieutenant-Colonels Ian Macdonald
and Bob Pope entertained their German guests at a reception
afterwards.
'fime of ber.-nvement

Throughout the months of February and April the Regiment
attentively sought news of the 1lea!th of Major Jim Hew~on.
He lay very seriously ill with cancer in R.A.F. Hospital
Wegberg. It was with a great sen~ e cf loss and univer.ally felt
grief that we heard of his death in the early hours of Monday,
28th April.
We were able to give some indicat ;o'l of our regard for .' Bil?
Jim' by according him the honour of a militPry funeral with a
service at our own chapel here in the barracks on 4th May.
Soldiers from his own Squadron formed the greater parr of th~
escort. They performed their dolorour duty extremely well a.,d
none who were privileged enough to be pre ent could .h"ve
been left unmoved. The courage of Jane Hewson, the widow,
will always be an example to us all.

Sunday, 3rd l\lay

After an early lunch, the Regiment moved to Gloucester.
Again we were blessed with a lovely day, and as one approadned
the city, the sight of the magnificent cathedral towering up
in the clear blue sky, can only have impressed on everyone
the honour and dignity of the occasion.
The Commemoration Service began with the Corps
Trumpeters combining with the Cathedral organ in a rendering
of the ' Homage Fanfare ' to welcome the civic procession
to our service. This was followed by the Band playing the
hymn ' All people that on earth do dwell.' The combined
majesty of both the music and the surroundings set the
standard for a truly memorable service.
Then followed the march through the city, which symbolised
the 'Freedom to Enter,' for it was, indeed, with swords drawn,
bayonets fixed and drums beating that the City of Gloucester
s!lw the 14th Signal Regiment. Led by the Commanding Officer,
L ieutenant Colonel J. A. Baker and supported by the Corps
Band, the Regiment put a final touch of pride and polish
to the weekend as it swung past the Guildhall and the ceremonial dais, on which the Mayor of Gloucester, Councillor
L. R. Jones, supported by the S.0.-in-C., took the salute.
T H Ef W I R E ,•
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In the midst of our grief, our new R.S.M. iorrived and began
his unenviable task of taking over from R.S.M. Peberdy. From
the reports of the 'going on' at the old R.S.M.'s dining out,
R.S.M. G ittins seems to have wasted little time in taking the
reins. I hope R.S.M. Pebery's taste of a spell in his own cells
was a salutary one.

Gurkha Si~nal!> Association with 11.q. 17th
Divi!>hn1 - ••nd o( an f>ra

In 1952, th e Gurkha Signals Training and Holding Wing
reorganised itself in Kuala Lumpur as 17th Divisional Sign~!
Regiment. Io 1953 ' B ' Troop moved to Seremban to take over
responsibility for the headquarters static communications,
whilst ' A ' Troop provided the mobile communications. From
1954 to 1957, 17th R egiment and its three Brigade Signal
Troops, ' Jig,' ' King ' and ' Love,' provided all communications
for 17th Gurkha Division during the Malayan Emergency. In
1957, 17th Regiment moved to Seremban.
On 28th February, 1970, 17th Division officially disbanded
after 28t years of service in the Far East. The official disbandment was marked by a beating of Retreat in Rasah Camp. The
Pipes and Drums of Gurkha Signals joined with the Pipes and
Drums of the Gurkha Engineers and the Royal Marine Band of
3 Commando Brigade, R.M. Io addition, Gurkha Signals provided the ground keepers, flag orderlies and, inevitably, the
P.A.
Our new headquarters is H.Q., Malaya Area, which will remain in Seremban until we move to Singapore in August
this year.
C.H. Signals Staff s a y farewell t o an o ld bnnd

At the same time as 17th Division disbanded C.R. Signals
aid a regretful farewell to Mr. Vong Tham Thiew.
Mr. Vong commenced his service with the Imperial Forces
(to whom Malaysian Telecomms Department are still wont,
even now, to refer) in April, 1946.
Due to a much publicised decline in the Imperial fortunes
many long-serving soldiers and civilians are being declared
redundant and Mr. Vong is among their number.
In September, 1949, Mr. Vong left Stats Branch and joined
the C.S.0. Malaya Command as Telecommunications Clerk
responsible for SWS rentals. He remained with the branch
throughout its various changes of title until 1st March. He
recall many, some now quite senior, officers of the Corps and
many clerks.
The sterling work carried out by Mr. Vong has twice been
recognised by the presentation of Commander-in-Chief's Comm·e ndation in 1958 and in 1964.
In 1960 H .Q. 0.C.L.F. moved from Kuala Lumpur to
Seremb:m. Since that date Mr. Vong travelled dai ly to and
from hi home at the village of Batu Caves, leaving at 5 a.m.
and returning at 7 p.m. The S.O. III, a notoriously early
riser, was shocked into silence on learning of this at Mr. Vong's
farewell drinks.
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A Nc•w Ofric•1!r for flm ( 'or1ai.
..This mont)l our R.S:M., W.0.1 Norman Murray, left U:> to
JOl11 24th S~gnal Rcg!menr as an officer. He was suitably
wined and du~cd (officially and unofficially) and presented with
a sword by his colleagues, Army and R.A.F., of the Regiment
and Laarbruch. We all wish him a long and happy career.

18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPOllE
I H70 f't•ll•IJrnti ns

aOfl1 A1111iv1•rs11ry f ;1•lt•ltraticans

HE E celebrations started on 10th April with a cocktail
T
party in the Officers' Mess. The aim of this party was to
exprc our appreciation to the workers of the world,' Grade
2 and 3

taff Officer , M.P.B.W. and local civilians, who
have given us o much help and uppon in the past.
'urrcptitiou ly, the opportunity was taken to indulge in a litt.le
adverti ing co boost ti1e annual Regimental fun fair, to be
held the next day.
Thi year' fair wa de ·igned to be the biggest yet, and
preparations had started way back in Februar , under the
expert hand of the fair manager, alias P.R.I., Major Dick
Turpin. It was intended that the primary beneficiary of the
fair would be the Locally-Enlisted Soldiers' Benevolent Fund,
and in a year when redundancy is looming for so many of
our local oldiers, no worthier cause could be envisaged.
Clearly, omething rather large and unusual was required
to draw attention to our efforts-an elephant perhaps!
With no little ingenuity and persuasion in high places, a large
Indian elephant was duly produced ridden by that well-known
mahout, Staff Sergeant Phil Winton, a sisted by Lance-Corporal
Jean Helliwe'l and Private 'Sabu' Samson. This proved to
be a most effective idea and was an unusual diversion for
th:: aturday morning shopper at Tanglin NAAFI.

18th SIGNAL REGIMENT FUNFAIR
The crowd, Dover Road Stadium

Perhaps the pictures should tell me rest of the story, but
let it be aid that Corps celebrations have got off to a fine
start in Singapore. Later in the year we have parties planned
for everyone, with events culminating with the visit of MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley, C .B., C.B.E., D.S.O., in September.

Office~s' Mess ladies' night. On 24th April the Officers of
the Regiment were hosts to the Commander-in-Ohief, R.A.F.
Germany, Air Marshal Sir Christopher Foxley-Norris, K.C.B.,
D.S.O., O.B.E., M.A., and Lady Foxley-Norris, the Chief
Signals Officer B.A.O.R., Major-General D. R. Horsfield,
O.B.E., Commanders of all airfields on which the Regiment has
detachments and many Staff Officers and friends from far and
wide.
The guest Ii~t was formidable-as the Commanding Officer
said in his speech he must be the most commanded Commanding Officer in the Army with three different chains of command
and four airfields involved! We were very glad to welcome two
guests who came from England for the occasion. Colonel J. C.
Clinch, late Commander 4 Group and now Commandant at
Harrogate, and Major Bill Oates, now at Shrewsbury.
After dinner the Commander-in-Chief displayed his prowess
as a conductor of the Corps Band who played during the
evening and well into the next day for dancing.

'L""'IOR a few short days towards the end of the month,
Catterick sweltered under a cloudless sky, and our spirits
were only slightly dampened by the long-range weather forecaster who predicted a colder and wetter-than-average month
ahead. Why is it that when forecasting bad weather, they are
iflvariably right, and yet fine weather seems beyond them!
Be that as it may, Catterick is making a brave bid to overtiaul
Mane.bester in the wet weather stakes.

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 43
we report on a brand new Squadron with a
T HISbrandmonth
new ro!e; even greater successes in this year's

The PNu1i11e walk
\Vit'1 the end of the winter season, adventure tr~mmg rcti.;rn3 to the Lake District, but before this happens Signalman
Sam Brooke has provided an account of the winter training,
the Pennine Expedition.
Our o!:>jective was to walk from Kirkby Stephen back to
Cattcrick C3mp in three days.

A.RA. non central competitions, a new officer for me Corps,
and our o;vn Anniversary Celebrations.

The birf-11 of ~o. 4 (Harrif'r) Squadro11
East~r is traditionally a time when things start to hatch,
including on occasions Signal Squadrons. On 1st April, 4
(Harrier) Squadron came into being, having as its role the provi~ion of ground communications for Harrier aircraft. We have
been a considerable time in embryo, but even now after we have
cracked out of our shell, our wings (in the shape of aircraft) will
be some time :n delivery. In the meantime men and equipment have been arriv,ing, and with the consequent settling in,
checking and training, we all expect to be rather busy.

PRELUDE TO THE FAIR
The Elephant, Staff.Sergeant Phi l Winton, lance-Corporal Jean
Helliwell and Private "Sabu" Sampson

Passing through the usual pre-fun fair stages of wives sewing
and cooking, boys building, decorating, buying and selling and
the attendant chaos, all was ready in good time, and even the
weather remained kind. The efforts of the fair manager,
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Pete Durrant, W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Chris
Speight, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Tony Harris, Staff Sergeant Phil
Winton, the Wives Club en bloc, and very many other willing
helpers, far too numerous to mention individually, resulted
in a bumper fair clearly enjoyed by the largest crowd ever
<>ecn in the Dover Road Stadium. Their generosity in spending
matched their enjoyment, as we can report a profit of some
£1,100 for charity and the Locally Enlisted Personnel Benevolent Fund.
The fair was visited by the Army Commander, LieutenantGeneral Sir Peter Hunt and the Chief of Staff, FARELF,
Major-General M. S. Hancock, paying his first visit to a Royal
1gnals function, following his appointment as Colonel Commandant.
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Major ' Dick ' Sumner and Second-Lieutenant Tom Moncur
have been busily touring rue various headquarters and units
with wbicn we shall be involved in the coming months. This
is an activity which is ever demanding of diplomacy, tact and
good humour; to date we have been exceedingly fortunate in
attaining a very happy and productive relationship with all
concerned.
The outlook for the next few months looks good; it promises
lots of hard work, lots of movement and, we hope, lots of fun
-look to succeeding WIRE notes for a check on this prophecy!

A.ll.A. No1t-f'.Amtral Results
~e Regiment has won the King Edward VII Cup. It is
believed to be the first time by any Royal Signals unit. We
await the trophy to confirm the fact and have already been
warned by the last holders to strengthen the Mess table!
We also retain the King George V Cup for other arms for
the third year in succession and the Corps Shield for the fifth
year in succession. Our ' B ' team followed second in tbe Corps
Shield competition.
The First Army Cup was our only ' failure ' - out of a
possible 288 we managed 287 but the S.E.M.E. R.E.M.E. team
got a possible!
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24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
.l.'

A final greeting from the heat of Singapore to all former
members of 18th Signal Regiment, everywhere in this auspicious
year.

At present we are occupying temporary offices immediately
adjacent to a NAAFI beer store, and it is signal example of our
devotion to duty that we are willing to vacate this promising
location for one more effective operationally.

promotion to Division I of the Rhine Area League. 'H' Troop
are to be complemented on winning the R.A.F. Bruggcn station
soccer league, a remarkable feat for a ~mall group. With the
move of R .H.Q and H.Q. Squadron to Wildcnrath, we look
forward to w.nning some Regimental honours next year.
. A;nothcr popular winter sport has been squash and the newly
msututcd Regimental Squash Cup was won by the Adjutant,
Captain Bob Siderfin, after an exciting march with 0.C. l
Squadron, Major Keith Powell. Many of the Regiment have
been ski-ing, taking advantage of born other formation schemes
and our own January camp in the Herz Mountains.
The shooting team are already in heavy training and hope
to have added to our very impressive collection of silver with
some excellent ~hooting in bad conditions at Arsbeck. In spite
of the departure of a number of last year's team, we arc looking
forward to another good Bisley.
We ar.! beginning to look to the summer. Our athletics team
is most promising and our tennis and cricket hopes arc high.
During the cricket season the C .O. is bringing out several
teams including a number of County stars and we arc also
undertaking a couple of tours.

Da~·

TAKE OVER BID FOR DIRECTOR OF CORPS MUSIC?
A;r-Marshal Sir Christopher Foxley-Norris conducts the Corps
Band as they play the rousing Royal Air Force march past

The White Helmets visited the Regiment and gave two
splendid displays, one to our German friends in nearby Weeze
and the second on tlle airfield to a very large mixed audience.
The efforts and performances of both the Corps Band and
the White Helmets were much appreciated and greatly enhanced our celebrations. Our thank go to all those involved.

I
08.45 hours.-Left for Kirkby Stephen by bus, and af:er
about one-and-three-quarter hours' travelling we reached o-.ir
d~stination and then split into two parties. 10.30 hours.-Wc
&tarted our hike. The first things that met us were tv10 big
hills that towered over us; after about 15 minutes we conquered
these and plodded merrily on. Then we started on the next
stage of the hike to High Seat. 11.07 hours.-We reached
High Seat; we had a short break and started off for our next
o~jective which was Hugh Seat; the weather at this time was
quite mild with a moderate wind. We missed Hugh Seat by
about 200 yards; we could not see the point because by this
time the mist was upon us. 11.50 hours.-We reached Great
Shunner Fell; here we bad a 20-minutc break, had a brew
an.d something to eat, tben Sergeant Smith told u we were
only a few miles from our camping area, which was Butter
Tubs. 16.00 hours.-We reached Butter Tubs then set up
camp, cooked our tea, by which time we were all ready for a
well-earned rest . . . well at least we thought we had earned
it! And so ended the first day's hike.

Spo••ting 011tlcaok
We don't want readers to think that our only sporting effort
is directed towards cross-country and shoocing. In spite of the
limitations imposed by our dispersion all over Germany, we
have been doing very well at most of the winter sports.
The hockey ream has had a good r1:1n in ~e Rhine. Arca
league and with four games to play will certamly be m the
first three. They only lost 1-0 with a sadly weakened team
in the Army Cup to H.Q. B.A.0.R., who got through to the
semi-finals. Our basketball teams have had a successful year
both at Wildenrath and Laarbruch.
We seem to be particularly well endowed with soccer talent
but dispersion has led to us running several good teams rather
than one excellent one. However, the Regimental team, chosen
from those based at Laarbrucb has still managed to obtain
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Da.v 2
08.00 hour .-The day started with Sergeant Smith hammering on our tent telling us to get up. After dragging our elves
out of our sleeping bags we made breakfa t, broke camp and
started the second day's hike. 10.10 hours.-We started off to
our next check point, which was a beacon. By thi time we
'Vere alrcadv 40 minutes behind schedule-we should have
left at 09.30 hours-at this Sergeant Smith was not very
pleased.
11.50 hours.-We arrived at the Beacon, which wa at a
height of 1,900 feet. The weather wa now quite bad and
raining with a strong wind. Thi part of the journey took
us over very marshy ground, bogs and hilly terrain. Then we
er off for our next place of rest which was a road by Oxnop
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r. By now, on or two m embers of the party were bcinning to feel the pace.
1.2.55 hour .- '1i' e reached Oxnop Scar, where everyone filled
their canteen from a nearby stream . Everyone at this time
wa wet and cold, but the morale was sti ll very high. 14.00
hours. - e had to top at this time owing to two members of
the party ignoring Sergeant Smith's advice and not having
breakfa t; they were taggering with exhau , ion. ·we had to
literall}' hand-feed these two men, they were that exhausted.
16.40 hours.-Madc camp at Grinton, and now everyone was
very tired and longing to get ome Leep. After about two hour
it belted down with rain.
Du~·

of luck in the future, and welcome back to the Regiment
Colonel W . A. Sykes and his wife, Biddy.

*

*

Hi i; tory
S a direct res ~lt .of the expansion of the North Atlantic
Treaty Orga~1sat1on for~es in Germany in 1952, it became
nccessa r~ t~ provide .an additional Signal Regiment for static
commum~a uon s to. r einforce the J:Ieadquarters Northern Army
Gro~p Signal . Regiment, N?. 2 LJOe of Communication Signal
Regiment. 1:h1s. seco~d Regiment became known as No. 4 Linc
of Commumcauon Signal R egiment.
Various reorganisations resulted in a reshuffle o( quadrons
and two Army ~ roup Si&nal Regiments were formed. No. 19
Army Group Signal R egiment, designated 28th Signal Regiment, on 1st September, 1959, remains as the only British
Majo~ unit assigned in direct support of N .A.T.O. This was
redes1gnated 28th (British) Signal Regiment (Northern Army
G roup) on 14th August, 1968.

A

*

Quote of the month from 2 Squadron (talking about mor c
traini ng): "Fourteen out of fifteen failed; we arc not entirely
satisfied that t!hi is the complete answer."

a

0 .00.-Thc day started like the previou day with Sergeant
Smith calling u . 09.30 hour .-We broke camp-on time today-a nd set off on the last day's hike. 10.05 hours.-A
Land Rover pulled up and Sergeant Burt jumped out and said
two mem bers of the party had to go back to Catterick Camp
right away, so in they jumped, and we watched with envy as
they rode away. We learned later that they had an interview
with the P.S.O. 10.40 hours. We started on the A.6 108 (Richmond Road), the last part of the journey being all by road.
11.00 h ours.- We came off the R ichmand Road and headed
for Wathgill Camp. 12.15 hour .- We arrived at Wathgill
Camp ; here we had a 15-minute break for a brew and a bite to
ear.
12.30 hours.- tarted off on the final tage of the hike.
Catterick Camp was only six miles away. Sergeant Smith had
to tell the men at the fro nt to slow down, they were so
eager to r each home. 13.30 hours.-We sropped at Gandalc
Camp, waited for the tail-enders to catch up, then we all set
off rogether for the last mile. 14.45 hours.-We reached home;
we _never thought we would be so glad to see 24th Signal
Regiment. Everyone who started the hike finished it· we all
enjoyed it and felt we had achieved something. Ap art from
ore feet, we do not feel any the worse for it ; in fact we felt
better.
In bri4"(
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier, M.B.E., left us during the
month; we wish both he and his wife, M argot, the very best

S 1• rJ!ea11is

0

~less

a

28th (BR) Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35

Exercise 'Steadfast ' took place on 17th, 18th, 19th April.
Stag.ed by chemes Troop and Military Training Wing, largely
for industry teams raced around a SO-mile circuit sur moumJOg obstacles and hazards on the way-a huge success.

opt•ning bnll

The r enovation of the M ess wa at last comp leted superbly
wallpap~re~, complimented .by old gold velvet drapes. Subdued ~ighun~ a nd candlelit floral decorations inveigled a
romantic sening. Assembled guests, members and ladies awa ited
the opening notes of the Band of the 3rd Carabiniers. The
M .C. was W .O.II (S.S.M.) Fred Toole, who soon had the floor
crowded.

J•n rnd t• fo r

O UTSTANDI NG EVEN"TS
ih c~ C hi "[ o f S taff, N o rtlH' r ll A rm y

Grou1~

The President, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Brian Turner, gave a speech
and made presentations, on behalf of all members to W.0 .11
(Y. ~f S.) Andy Souter and Sergeant Danny Irvine for transforming !he entra'?ce and corridor from looking like a suburban railwa y stauon to an entrance of which any Officers'
Mess could be proud. Y. of S. S outer received an automatic
ware~ and Sergeant Irvine a collapsible tea trolley and a
Remington shaver; our thanks to them both for their hard
work and many hours of their own time spent on the task.
T o W.0.II (C. of W.) Jeff Bamford and Staff Sergeant (C. of W.)
George Cowe, both R.E ., for work done, not to be disclosed
or .they ~ight find themselves in trouble, we presented an inscribe~ cigarette box each. To Seregant John M artin, for his
part JO the transformation, we presented a four-stemmed
candelabra.

On Mo~day, 20th April, the Regiment paraded formally.
The occasion was the presentation of Long Service and Good
Cond uct medals to three senior members of the Regiment,
Staff Sergeant F rank Cokayne, Staff Sergeant Bernie Shaw
and Sergeant ' Smudge ' Smith. The Chief of Staff, Northern
Army Group, M ajor-General H . H . Von Hinckeldey of the
German Army came to make the presentation. He inspected
the parade and expressed pleasure at the presence of the Corps
Band on the parade. As always the bearing of the Regiment
was notably better than ever when marching to the stirring
music of the Corps Band.
V i!iit b y ihc• C ommnudc•r, ~orth l'l rH Arm~· t •ro1111
. <?n Thursday, 23rd April, the R egiment was honoured by a
v1s1t from the Commander Northern Army Group General Sir
D esmond Fitzpatrick, K.C.B., D.S.O., M .B.E., M .C. After a
briefing in the Training Wing he was interested to see the
oper~tiona! vehicles of the Regiment laid out on the square,
passmg dnll traffic. He also met the Regiment team which won
the B.A.0 .R. Unit Team Cookery Competition. We have
subsequently heard that he was impressed by what he saw
and our problems were well appreciated.

Alas, all good things come to an end, and thoughts of
qhurc? Parade the next day discouraged many members from
lingering once 3 a.m. had struck.

The

ArDiy

U nit TNtm

Cooke r y

Conr)te tiiion

MENU

F ILLET OF SOLE CAPRICE
BRAISED STEAK GARNI
FONDANT P OTATOES
CAULIFLOWER P OLONAISE
S PRINGTIME G ATEAU
S CONES

. The R egimental team Captain Tony Hope (the team leader),
W.0.11 (S.Q.M.S.) Joe Oytaben, Lance-Corporal 'Danny'
Daniels and Private 'Jacko ' Jackson, all A.C.C., won th e Army
Unit Team Cookery Competition for the second consecutive
year at Aldershot on 28th and 29th April. The competition was
fierce. The other six fi nalists came from the U .K. and the Gulf.
T he trophy was presented to the team by Lady Baker, wife
of General Sir Geoffrey Baker, G.C.B., C.M.G., M.C., A.D.C.,
the Chief of the General Staff.
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1•asi H istory
AT the request of the Editor we JOtroduce this article with
a very short and potted recent history of the q uadron.
20th Armoured Brigade was formed on disbandment of 6th
Armoured D ivision in 1958. 4 Squadron of 6th Armoured
Divisional Signa l Regiment moved from Bunde to Detmold
where it was renamed 20th Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron.
T he Squadron was designated 200 Signal Squadron in 1959
and . hence i.s the ~enior indepe ndent Squadron. With th e
commg of mtegrauon in 1964 the Squadron received it ~
present title.
S now, nud e v e n a t e a danet'
There was more than enough snow in the Sauerland to keep
the M T.O., Captain C. M. C. Colvin Smith, R.C.T., happy.
The Squadron rented a hut nea r the resort of Winterburg. We
are told that the training program.me of Exercise ' Snow Queen '
was no~ i;iecessarily gear~d .to include th e 4 p.m. tea dance.
Maybe 1t is relevant to th1s time of confidential reports to quote
that old expression, 'this officer dances in the afternoon .'
f"o r1•s Jlantl vis its

On 6~h April ~e Squadron received a visit from the Corps
Band with the D uector of Music, Captain K. R. R. Boulding.
The weather once again threatened to spoil the proposed
~eremony of playing Retreat in the town of D etmold. However
m the evei:ir the r ain just. about held off. The Band gave an
excellent display of marching and counter marching on ground
that the D irec ~or of Music thought was an obstacle course!
The Burgerme1ster and Town Clerk attended the ceremony.
T he Band was then entertained in the Squadron Club and
Sergeants' M ess. I t was unfortunate that the Band had to
leave early on in the proceedings in order ro travel to Berlin
the.next day. However, despite the Director of Music's renowned
insistence on punctuality the Band squeezed an extra half-hour
in the Club/ M ess (Second-in-Command to blame!).
(~adets

looked nfte.r

p uring April the Squadron played host to a party of Wiltshire Army Cadets. A varied training programme bad been
laid on ~y ':'arious departments of the Squadron. Sergeant
Palmer did his best to spread the boys out all over North Rhine
Westphalia wi.th a m.ap-r~ading evercise. 'B ' Troop introduced
the boy to lme laymg JO the snow which proved a popular
pastime. Y. of S. Chapman and Y. of S. Noon arranged some
manpack radio training and infantry tactics. This proved even
more popular and all the cadets voted to return next year and
do more .~nor tactics ~cl~ding night exercises. The highlight
of the visit was the tnp m the helicopters of 661 Aviation
Squadron. The success of the visit, however, was due to the
hard work put in by the conducting N .C.0.s, Sergeant C. H.
Story and Lance-Corporal K. E. Sheppard, and Driver J. Frost,
R.C.T., the minibus driver. Thanks mu t al o go to Corporal
J. Stephenson, R.E.M .E., who looked after the boys like a
father in the Squadron Club--no easy task.

MINESTRONE

Wherever you may be stationed in Germany, there is OM
available for you. Before returning to the UK all your saved
money will be exchanged for English currency at once. Head Offices in Diisseldorf · Frankfurt a M. . Hamburg
How does it work? All you need is a current-account or a More than 650 branches in the Federal Republic
savings-account with our bank. We'll gladly look after your In BerH"' BERLINER COMMERZBANK
savings, advise you on investments, arrange money transfers and give you assistance on all financial matters. And
above all: at the Commerzbank you can always depend on
VIP treatment.
IDAllUt

-

20th Armoured Brigade H.Q.
& Signal S q n ., B .F.P.O. 41

1 ~Uh!

12th!

.\

1101mlar awarcl of the D.E.1U.

We are pleased to announce the award of the B.E.M. to our
M .S.O. Foreman Radovanovic. For those readers who are not
fa miliar with the M ixed Service Organisation (M.S .O .) a word
or two of explanation may not be amiss. The M .S.0. was formed
after. the war to provide a source of labour and in so doing
provide work for some of the many ' displaced persons ' then
in Germany. Milan Radovanovic joined the M . . 0. in 1946.
He joined 20th Armoured Brigade in 1960 with the rank of
Foreman . He is a well-known character in the Squadron with
many anecdote about pa t members of the Brigade staff and
Squadron. He is the continuity man in the Squadron reccc
party and a such is a first-rate ' con ' man in German villages.
We are very pleased that his loyal service has been recogni ed
by this award.
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A Jfood s1•or•-s r4'('0rd
O •r role has made it difficult to participate fully in normal
inccr unit sports but with a lot of hard work the Squadron
have achieved a great deal. The soccer team finished second
i:i the Nort~umbr:an District Junior League only one point
behi•1d rl:e leader~ . They must surely have won had they
been abic to play two outstanding matchc . Results for the
'Cason were: Played 14, lost 2, drawn 1, won 11. Signalman
Dr.vid Taylor w~s on 1.1.'le target to score a lot of goals and the
t::a-n captain, Carporal Guy Terras, had tO miss some of the
matches as he was the regular full-back for the Brigade rugby
team. Perhaps the oddest stoppage of play during the season
was in a match versu 17 quadron R.C.T., when a free-fall
par·chutist !:anded in the middle of the pitch!
T . ~ hockey team have not lagged behind. Their results
were: Phyed 16 lost 4, drawn 2 won 10. No less than six of
t'·esc matches were against full major unit teams. In addition
t y reached the final of the 6th Brigade six-a-side (the only
te3m in 6th Brigade to do so). Mainstays of the team were
Captain Stephen Carr-Smith, Corporal Keith O'Hara and
Signalman Donald Boscoe.

LOYAL SERVICE REWARDED
Foreman Radovanovic receives the B.E.M.

4'om l n g and g o l n Jf
Due to the withdrawal of the rear link troops from both
lhe R.A.C. and Infantry Regiments in lhe Brigade, there have
been a great many comings and goings, too many to mention
a"J. However, we have said farewell to our two rebro crew
commander , L ance-Corporals Peart and l\'lattison, to 21st
ignal Regiment and 244 Signal Squadron respectively. We
w:sh them luck.
O.C. 'B' Troop, in the form of Lieutenant Knock, leaves
this month only to return to H obart Barrack_, Detmold, in
August to be A/R.S.O. of r::e Blues and Royals. It is rumoured
that he attends an equestrian course after the R .A.C. R.S.O.
r:iur.e at Bovington. We welcome Second-Lieutenant LloydJones in his plac:. C ?:;;tain J ack H ayward, R.T.R., retires this
month ~frer 31 y:ar3' s~rvice. He is no stranger to 20th
Armoured Brigade having been Second-in-Command H.Q.
Co:npany before imegration. He then rejoined the integrated
Squadron as .Ad.min. Officer in 1966. He retres to a pleasanr
oJice overlooking tl>e Thames and Bu::kingham Palace. We
shall all miss his stories of his exploits in 1945 with his tank.
He claims to nwe destroyed the top of the Senne!ager windmill
with one shot! We wish him a happy ret'.rement and welcome
Captain B. D . Norman, 9th/12th Lancers, in his place.
In this Anniversary Year the Squadron looks ahead to the
usual full programme of events, including adventure tra ining
in Bavaria, border patrols and exercises.

6 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron,
(206) Barnard Castle
Xon adie ('xistenc e ende d

A S it is some time since 6th Brigade Signal Squadron
:l. featured in THE WIRE it might be as well to remi nd
reader

of our existence. Although wc are based in Barna rd
in Co. D urham, we are under command of 1 (BR )
Corp and ince rerurning to U.K . in 1968 nave made twiceyearlv pilgrimages to Germany for training. No less than three
month' in the year were spent in B.A.O .R. and with us we
to k all of our vehicles including AFVs 432 and 439, 4-tonners
and binner~. To the infinite relief of the M ovements Organisation, our nomadic existence is to cease at the end of this year
when we are scheduled to return to G ermany to stay.
Febru'iiry ~aw the departure of Major and Mrs. David Milton
to the R.M.A.S. and the arrival of Major and Mrs. Tom
Wheawell. o ~ooncr h'iid he taken over command r''la n he
w<1~ faced with the unit'~ F.F.R. inspection. T o this day he
till mutters, "It was a fiddle,"' whenever the subject is
mentioned.
Ca~t•c
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U.K. 4"-"'\:ereises im1•ose difficulHes
But life is not all sport and we have had some exercises in
U.K. a well. There are, however, considerable difficulties and
dil;advantages in exercising on the very limited training area
in and around Barnard Castle and Carterick. After a few days
011 thrse areas drivers became over-familiar with the routes
&nd the ranges of the C42 radio can almost be plotted on a
map. Unless we are within CSO range of Catterick we cannot
fully work our Bruin link as we have to rely on 8th Signal
Regiment for the use of their terminal facilities.
The most recent Exercise 'Happy Talk,' 5th-8th May, aimed
at overcoming the boredom of continual training on Feldom
Trairiing Area, and we travelled over a large part of N.E.
Enrhnd almost to the Scottish border. Even so we were forced
to use disused Arny camps and R.A.F. stations and only the
final location in a wooded area on private land was at all
realistic of Germany. Then we heard the cuckoo which
adequ-tely summarires our feelings on Brigade training in U.K.

8th Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron, Londonderry
On a p e r s onal note
HE Squadron is now q uite fir ml y settled down in H .M.S .
Sea Eagle, L ondonderry, and already we are saying farewell to members who were posted on a six-month emergen-:y
tour. The first to leave us was Staff Sergeant Colin Cox,
R. A.P .C., who seemingly, ca nnot get enough of the Corps, has
gone to 11 th Signal Regiment (our loss, your gain, 11 th !). His
replacement, Sergeant Alan Dainty, has taken over; h e came
to us from R .P .0., W orthy D own. Staff Sergeant Ken Morgan
has also left us; he has gone to 3rd Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment. H is replacement, Staff Sergeant L es Dickey, from
J.T.R., Rhyl, has just arrived and is making strange noises
zround the M .T . Also to leave us shortly are: Corporal ' Jock '
Callaghan, to 39 Brigade; Corporal Barry ('man of the mountains') Dickso11 to 7th Sil?nal Regiment; Corporal ' T aff ' John
to 2nd Division; Lance-Corporal Sid Barnett to 244 Signal
Squadron ; Lance-Curporal ' Scouse ' Nesbitt to 30th Signa l
"te~ime n t; Signal n an Al fi e Cottle to 244 Signal Squadron and
Si~na !m an Rob Parkin to 30th Signal Regiment. We wish
t~1e11 all the best of luck and thanks for a job well don e.
CorPTatulations are in ord er for our Foreman of Signals,
John Callow, on his promotion to W.O. II, and if th at wasn't
good el'O"Jgh n ew~, he was told his posting is now to Malta !
Conirnru lations also to Lance-Corporal Cliff Dalton-Brockwell
on his 'llarriae:e to Margaret Smith, fro m Chester.
L ife in the Troops has settled down to the op erational requiremen t of N orthern Ireland, and most members have had
their first leave. T he comcen, under Y. of S. John Beasley, arc
due for a move into the nava l communications building, w11cn
it is vacated in the near fu ture; this move of the N avy will,
we hope, see all of us into fresh accommodation in S ea Eagle.

T
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S1mrt gef.s 111ufor way
Al rhqugh our rugby got off to a shaky start, with a sound
thrashing by the 17th/21st Lancers at Omagh, more games
and better results have been promised. Staft Sergeant Tony
Wi Iiams has got football ~tarted, with the Squadron entered
in a summer league. He has also just run the inter-Troop
five-a-side knockout competition, with ' Alpha' Troop po:ishing off the Squadron and a winners' crate of beer! 'Bravo'
Troop won the losers' competition, beating ' A.pha .' Troop.
Sergeant Steve Alcock has promised great things for l'lle
cricket season, but his application to rake a team to the
West Indies was turned down flat (it's rumoured they want
him as a regular Wurn notes writer).
The R •,broa dcast S i tes
As we mentioned before, the Squadron inherited two RRB
sites, which were sited on very high, windy and bare 'hills,
from 24 Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. We
continued to use them until 29th March, on which day they
were withdrawn. Some of the more 'hairy ' members of the
Squadron, especially Corporal Barry Dickson, regretted their
demise, but it was felt that Lieutenant Andrew Whiddett, as
0.C. ' Alpha ' Troop was lonely, with his men permanently
deployed in the wilds. At least after 29th March he had
less excuse for disappearing into the blue. To perpetuate
the memory of those sites, Corp oral Pete Emmerson wrote the
following, based on his ' experiences.'
First a n ti l a st ll llB • \ '}'i r.- • Notl's
By Corporal Pete Emmerson
As Crew Commander Relief, Bebro, and h:i.vi.ig worked at
both statiom, I was nominated by a drnckling C.J.C. 'Alpha '
Troop to ' do the Rebro notes.'
On 28th January we 'took over' two Rebro sites from 24
Brigade. Wishing us luck and laughing mysteriously amongst
themselves, they disappeared on their way back to Plymouth.
We took up our stand, with C orporal Barry D icks-On at
Rebro 2 and Corporal ' Taff ' John at Rebro l.
The relief _system was arranged so that a crew wo:.ild complete ten days at a site and have five days ' rest' in camp.
The relief crew would work five days at Rebro I and five at
Rebro 2, then having five in camp. Surprisingly, the system
worked.
Taking over from Corporal Dickson, the relief crew discovered rhe full meaning of the words ' send a carrier.' The
guard net h ummed with such expressions as " there's a carr:er
going through me now," and replies of " I ain't getting nuffin
at this end."
After a few days I became rather suspicious as to why clean
and shining volunteers for the water collection badgered me
every day, until I discovered that the fam:ho:.ise where we
obtained our water, sported an 'of-age' daughter.
After our five-day stint, we flew by chopper to Re':>ro 1, and
Corporal ' Taff ' John and his crew left us to our devices
1,200 fee t up and 2ft. deep in snow. We were l'llen formally
introduced to the ' Gremlin' station or, ao the sign above Ll-ie
door said ' Re::iro 1 is wonderfu l.'
The gale-force wind that we timed at 17.00 and 21.00 dai.:y,
usually brought the blizzard somew here in b tNeen. s :~nal 
man Ray Hatton's best memory of Rebro 1 ~eems to bi! of
me opening the door of the bed waggon and bein.g b.own
away from half-way up the stairs. We rudn't really believe
m ' gremlins ' until Lance-Corporal Eddie MacA.ffer and Signalm an ' Flash ' Bryan, having being informed that the outstations couldn't gee through, changed every ite m of k'.t from
the tip of the antenna to the bottom of the ground ~pike,
to find they still had the same fault. O.C. ' Al p'~a,' being radio
officer that night, decided to vi5it and se:: if he could so~t
some thing out. Twenty minute after he h:;id begun h is
journey, commun ication s were b3ck ' fives ' both w.ay . Have
you ever tried telling someon<;: who, for . 45 minutes has
battled his way through snow-drifts, that he ~ ias had a wasted
journey?
H eaded by L ance-Corporal Brian (' Stra: se ') Street, the
Rebro crews bega n growing ' tachcs,' after which the R.S.M.,
back in camp, beca me very quick at recognising us as Rebro
crews.
M y most viv id memory of Rebro is the day one of the
6KVA generators broke down ; O.C. ' Alpha,' ably assisted by
his driver-operator, Lance-Corporal Sid Barnett, set out to . deliver a fresh one to our door. An hour later they arrived
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minus the new 6KV A. The road wa~ hkc a sneer of ice and
the Rover couldn't pull it up. We set off to ~u pply a bit of
manpower, but to no avail. Someone made the bright ~ugge tion that we ran the generator back down to the bottom of
the hill and try a run with two Rovers in series. Backing wa~
out of the question, so Mr. Wluddett, Lance-Corpora' Barnett,
Lan,e-Corporal Baker, Signalman Hatton and myself set our
t.:i push the bea~t about about 500 yards down the hill.
. t resulted in five bodies hanging on to a bucking, runaway,
barely controllable 6KVA. Needles~ to say, we never did manage to get it up the hill.
Life has progressed happily, with Signalman Alf Cottle and
Signalman Robbie Parkin swapping for control iife with
Lance-Corporal ' Geordie' Brennan and Signalman ' Spin '
Dinnage. Lance-Corporal Venn kept us well informed as to
his (Chelsea) football team. Signalman 'Jock' Sweeney and
~ignalman 'Legs' Stenner managed to keep smiling througho..1t.
But, alas, all has come to an end and the Rebros are down.
Staff Sergeant Tony Williams complains about not having his
run three times a week to re-supply us. Rebro 1 was folded
up by Corporal Ron Griffiths, who decided to do a stint,
and I closed down Rcbro 2, ending an interesting and worthwhile job of work.
~liscella ne o us

.J o tti n gs

Signalman Jim Gallagher is now spending most of his time
photographing the ' sights ' of our Brigade area for the Brigade
Intelligence Brancl-i. During his trips into the unknown he was
a.:ily escorted by his faithful bodyguard, Sign alman Ro.>:c
Par!tln. They wrote an account for the WIRE of their exploit ,
but I am afraid it is for 'our eyes only.' Incidentally, G allagher
also takes the photographs which we include wir:1 our notes,
and he should be congratulated on their qUJlity.
We now have a Pye mobile relay for Ulsterner mou nted in
a BRUIN cabin on a four-ton :fialhead GS vehicle. T his we
have deployed 'in anger ' with no mean su::cess. The crews
soon learnt, or re-learnt, the vagaries of the Clarke mast.
Having heard of the escapades of the ol'ller Brigade, we have
not been under any low bridges lately.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief visited us on 7th March. He
saw all Troops and departments, and we managed to keep
our record of never failing to hold a V.I.P.'s interest too long.
We never did find out whether G eneral Pentreath got lu nch
at Lisburn. He called in on our mobile relay, which had been
deployed for some ten days on an operation, on hi way back
ro Lisburn.

VISIT BY S.0 .-i n-C.
The General makes a point to t he O.C., Major M. H. Colman
R.S.M. Meyer in backgrou nd. Lance-Co r poral Edd ie MacAffer
listens wit h in terest
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Thi is Ron Cithcart. 33.
larried with fi\'e chi ldren
and, until recentlr, a
telecommunications intructor in the Royal orp of Signal .
Feeling the need for the more
ettied dome ·tic life that 'cin-y treet'
ottered, Ron left the RC' after man
enjoyable year an<l, eight month ago
joined ?\.Iichelin Tyre Company on :in
'open' ba i after pa ing th rough the
ompany' selection procedure;
Ron's qualitie were a sessed and he
wa helped tochoo ea suitable career.
He is at pr ent undergoing training
fora post a a production supervisor
at the toke factorr,
This is what Ron Cathcart sars
about his new career.
"Thefirst thi11g that struck me about
/~Jicl1eli11 Jllas the friendly atmospltere,
a11d a real team spirit 1vhich I did11ot
expect Jofind in i11dt1sttJ'. Respomibi/ity

career in production, engineering,
is given as soon as you are rearfrfor it
\\ ork study or personn el.
mu!, altlzo11ghji-imdfr arh:ice is ali11a) S
Please~' rite now to the
availahlc,.J'Oll aregirm ajob a11rl ltifi to
Recruitment Manager of the
get 011 1vith it.
11ichcl in Tyre Company at StokeI fo1111d the tra11sitio11 to civv..)' lf(c
on-Trent, Sta ff . T +4EY Or phone
!1elpcdgreat /.y by the very thorough
him at Stoke-on-T rent +82 11. Ile
1rai11ingprogrn111111e Jl'hich al/01vs_you
will'arrangc to interview you at your
to setJ'Olir 011111 pace, mitl1i11 rcaso11.
convemence.
Fringe benefits such as the ca11teen
~ More about Michelin.
sen•ices and the sports mul socia I
"~ tfichclin offers you the security
amenities are ofa high standard a11tl
of being part of an expanding,
AJicheli11 adopts an 1mrlerst11111ii11g
international Company. Your salary
attitude to any persona,/ rlijfic11!ties- as
on starting is good and becomes
Ifo1111d to tnj' adva11tage.
increasingly better as you progress.
Theopporttmitiesfor promotion are
You benefit from the additional
go_oda11dl see my rnreer with .Micl1elin
security of free life assurance and an
as rm e.\'ci1i11g clia!lenge."
Ron Cathcart is doing well and has attracti\·e pension scheme. Medical,
canteen and sporting facilities are
found himselfa career at 1ichelin
first-rate. Michelin takes oyer your
and not just a job.
removal problems and expense and
lichelin want more like him .. •
assists you and your family with
- men with an ambition to carve out
accommodation.
a new, progressive management

B.F.P.0. 29

1

START ANEW
CAREER
AT MICHELIN
IThis Armv man didl

MICHELIN IS WHERE THE CAREER JOBS ARE
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A look t o fhP f ufur•
the Corps looks back over the last
A SSquadron
reports on two clubs in the

fifcy yea rs the
Unit that each
have that 'something extra to offer.' We hope the future will
see both clubs firmly established in the Garr ison.
'(he (J:a•••e n S (•ar( ( ' lub-s om••fhh1 J! r e all~· 0 1d of
tlw ordin:tr)'
·
It is too easy in the U.K. to sit at home and be enter tained
by T. V. It is so easy in B.A.0.R. to sit at a bar and be
entertained by drink. In th e smaller units there can often be
a lack of entertainment thr ough fina nce and facilities.
H ere in K ingsley Barracks the Squadron have an ideal
building for a clu b and with a forward-looking committee
have m ade the Green Scarf Club a well-known name in
Minden as well as becoming known in B.A.O.R.
The committee, under Corporal ' Scoi.:se ' Chapman is made
up of the following enthusiastic mem bers: Lance~Corporal
Colin Wing, our part-time DJ and decor expert ; Corporal Dave
Collins and ' Seouse ' Smythe, keeping control of property ;
Lance-Corporal Paul Cowles, the technical adviser; Corporal
' Taffy ' Crook, the bar member; Signalman Bob Oswald, ready
ro make a profit from the ra ffle; and Corporal ' Cass ' Francis
the pu blicity man . 'Phis tea m is now giving Minden first-clas~
shows in the club each month and looking forward to doing
the same in the future.
The club holds 200 and the committee expect to have a
sell-_our at _least a week before the advertised show. I t is always
a d1sappomtment to turn p eople away owing to the limited
size but such is the demand for tickets.
The last show had the Monty Sunshine's Jazz Band out
from U.K. for a second appearance. Once more they proved
to be very popular and the evening was successful. The F orces
Radio came to take recordings and interviews for their daily
magazine programme ' Time Out,' which was broadcast the
following Tuesday.
The committee are now preparing for the next show on
23rd May when Australia's top jazz band, ' The Yara Yara
Jazz Band,' will be featured. Also playing will be the ' Atlantic
Showband' together with a nalf-hour spot by the talented
' Celle Folk Group.' This makes a total of 24 p eople appearing
at the club on one night, so it should be quite an evening
It is hard work for the committee but they all enjoy knowing
their efforts are appreciated and enjoyed by those in th e
Garrison.
W e all hope the future will see the club even more successful.
The start of the Kingsley 1\fotor S11orts f'h1b
By Corporal G. Hughes
It was Easter weekend when it all began.
Corporal ' Brad ' Bradley gazed out over his rum and coke
and stared at a photo I bad taken when competing in the
outh Malaysian Rally a couple of years ago. The conversation
curned co motor sport and motor clubs in general. I fell for
his odd remarks about " it must surely be fun " and he would
like to have a go. The next I knew, a writing pad appeared
and a slalom sprint, cunningly disguised under the title of
' driving test,' appeared to have been ' organised.'
Two days later, with bated breath, I approached the
Squadron Commander, Major G. Corden, for permission to
run the event the following Sunday. Permission granted I
approached W.O.I (R.S.M.) A. E. W. Cave for permission to
use his sq,uare for the event; thi was also granted.
Regulations were hastily made and quickly put out witb
Daily Routine Orders (it has its uses working in the Orderly
Room!).
With the backing of Major (Q.M.) S. Mcivor, R.I.R., the
event was surely going to run smoothly, plus lots of ' bits and
pieces ' from the sports store to make up the course. Marshal
were now required and Lance-Corporal Gary Coude rallied
round and led a ' fear ome bunch ' onto the square on 'Der
Tag.'
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Captain C. A. Brown, our versat ile econd-in-Command and
chairman of the notori.ous Green carf Club, threw open his
club doors, stocked his bar, ready for the competitors and
spectators, in anticipation of a profit on the hot, unny afternoon.
A small fie ld of eignt drivers arrived to try their skill with
over .100 ~m th.e Squadron watching the would-be Paddy
Hopk1rks hurl their cars about in every conceivable direction
on th e square.
The eight stalwarts wandered around the first course that
was laid out and then returned to the start line and watched,
vacantly, whilst I drove out a nd showed them what they were
supposed to do, only I did it slowly and untimed .
E ach competitor had two attemp ts at each course and their
timings were added, plus penalty p oints for knocking marker
posts over . The competitor with the least number of penalty
points was the winner.
Consistency was the order of the day. Competitors either
drove faultlessly, like Sergeant Alex Hayton, R.M.P ., or went
the wrong way, like Corporal ' Cas ' Francis, much to the
delight of the knowledgeable spectators.
Whilst my wife and I worked feverishly over the results,
computing the poin ts for two attempts at four different tests,
competitors collapsed around the bar, complaining of nervous
exhaustion and what they'd like to do with me for having
' conned ' them into p articipating.
With good-humoured cat-calls and jeers from the spectators
I announced the winners. Corporal Bradley, Corporal ' Mac '
MeEvoy (20 Corps Elecuonic Workshops, R.E.M.E.) and
Sergeant Hayton had won their resp ective classes.
Mrs. Ruth Young, wife of Lance-Corporal Barry Young of
' Bravo' Troop fame, proved that women can drive as well
as, if not better than, some men. Watch out Blandford!
Someone placed a whisky into my hand when Major Mcivor
gaily announced that I would organise a rally for the following
Sunday. Six days! I needed that tot.
The Kingsley N otor Sports Club had been formed and a
start made to introduce newcomers to the sport. We all chink
it will progress well and be of benefit to the Garrison in the
future.

12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
(212) B.F.P.O. 36
A.rrival!" and departures
E welcome this month Second-Lieutenant Tony Sugden
W
and Second-Lieutenant Robin Hill, who are both going
to command Radio Troops, and say goodbye to Lieutenant Ian
Pattison, who leaves us for 3rd Division Signal Regiment.
We also welcome Signalman Young, from 225 Signal Squadron (we hear he is vi iting you for his 21st birthday) ; Signalman
Forder, from Bulford (he will pass his driving test yet) a nd
Signalman Engering, from 24th Regiment. We say farewell to
Corporal Marshall who is off to the Trucial Oman Scouts;
Corporal Orr who is off to Tangmere, and Lance-Corporal
Edwards who goes to 2nd Divi ional Signal Regiment.
''olkslnuf••11

Members of the Squadron have now entered three Volkslaufen, which took place in Dortmund, Hagen and Verden.
The main event have been a 10 km. run in the morning,
followed by a 10 km. unformed march in th e afternoon.
Lance-Corporal Sykes, Lance-Corporal Burnett and LanceCorporal Olsen gained gold medals in the marching event;
Signalman Thompson achieved his gold medal in the running
event; Signalman Kemp and Signalman Brady made girl
friends? A gold medal is given to the first ten per cent of the
competitors past the finishing line. Approximately forty of the
Squadron have qualified for the medal, which is awarded for
completing the course within the time limit.
lmo)·ttl SiAlutls Dis1tlay Tc>am
We are grateful to the Royal Signals Display Team for
giving us a superb performance in April. This was attended by
four of our local schools and the German orphanage which
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the quadron ha. dopted. The quadron had a pa rticular
mtcrc t in the Wh ite Helmet as Corporal Biddle, one of me
ream, u cd ro be one of us.
.\n~lo-Gc-rmau

at the debrief, much to the amusement of all concerned. The
PatroJ Lea.ders for this exercise were Lanc.e-Corporal Pete
Martin, Signalmen Al Jeannette, Dave King and ' Jinx '
Jenkins an~ they turned in SOf!le excellent performances.
After gomg to rh e local H ighla nd dance and having an
excellent barbeque prepared by Corporal Mitchell, we travelled
to Kinloss and boarded a H ercules aircraft for a successful
descent back onto Hanklcy Common DZ.

\\·(·dding
All me officer of the quadron provided a guard of honour
for the marriage of Lieutenant Ian Pattison to Brigitte Manning
at a local German chur h during April.

Unit 01te>ratio11nl l11s1•e>•!ti••11
As we!1 a~ having our own inspection, it fell to us to provide
commun1cat1ons for all the other Brigade Un it Inspection .
When we came to have our own inspection we were already
well practiced. The Brigade Commander inspected the
Squadron on 10th March for a quick move on airlanded scales,
after a fitness for role parachute inspection. After an attack
by the enemy at 05.00 hours, the Squadron return ed to barracks
for an N.B.C. turnout followed by a full ceremonial parade.
The Commander commented to all that he considered 216,
H.Q. Company and the staff had readied a standard of
efficiency in their communications and military activities during
1969 which had never been equalled in the past 10-18 years.

football mntt>h
La r week the quadron's Anglo-German Club played :i
football m:itch ag:iinst the German Railways. The event culminated in a pre cntation to Lance-Corporal Stevenson, the
team captain of a bunch of begonias. He wa al o presented
with an excellent ~croll. We won the match with the comfortable score of 4--1, and the event was celebrated after
the match with many Bier Britischer in the Corporals' Mc s.

"MR. AIRBORNE"
Captain ' Robbie ' Laing known as 'Mr. Airborne', the longest serving
member of 216 Parachute Squadron, receives a statuette of a second
world war Airborne soldier from Major Roy Williams, O.C., on
his departure to 18th Signal Regiment. Members of the Squadron
loo k on
po~ting

to RM.A., Sandhurst, as the .S.M. of th e Signal
ing. In 1957 he wa posted as R.S.M . of the O fficer Tra ining
Wing and then went to the School and afterwa rd s B. .O.R.
l-ie was commissioned in 1962 as Q.M. of 49th Yorkshire Signal
Regiment, T .A. a nd returned to the Parachute Brigade Signal
Squadron in 1965 as Adjutant.
After his last road run with the Squadron, Robbie was presented with a statuette of a Second World War Airborne Soldier
by our 0.C., Major Roy Williams, on behalf of the whole
Squadron.
We are all sorry to see Robbie go as he seems an almost
inseparaJ !e part of the Squadron, but we are pleased to welcome
as his replacement Captain ' Clem' Palmer from 1 Divisional
fi.Q. and Signal Regiment, who was a Sergeant in the Squadron
when Robbie was the Sergeant-Major. Maybe the next Mr.
Airborne, who knows?
\l

Wedding of Lieutenant Ian Pattison and Miss Brigitte Manning

216 Parachute Signal Squadron
Aldershot
HE history of airborne signalling is only 30 years old and
T
yet it is as eventful as any in the Corps. There has
always been that special spirit of the vo:unteer amongst all the
me:n·)crs· of the Corps who have endured the rigours of 'P '
C ,mpany and won their red beret. It is this special camaraderie
w'1ich ensures that the Parachute Signal Squadron is regarded
as ' home ' to many signallers in many lands. Captain ' Robbie '
Laing is but one illustration of our history.
• ~ilr. .\irborne '
Captain ' Robbie ' Laing has just left us for 18th Sigml
Regiment in Singapore and it is perhaps a good idea to look
at Robbie's career as the longest serving member in the
Squadron.
Robhie enlisted as a boy soldier into Royal Signals at
Catterick Camp on 30th June, 1937, he was 14 years old. He
transferred to man service on his 18th birthday and was
posted to Plymouth Signal Squadron, where he volunteered for
Airborne Signals. In 1942 he was selected as an Instructor at
the
.C.O.' Training Battalion, Harrogate, and in 1943 for
Airborn'! Signals. He served with 6th Airborne Divisional
ignal Regiment at the ormandy landings in the Ardennes,
the Rhine crossing and subsequently during the advance to
link up with the Russians at the Baltic.
After the war, Robbie went to Palestine where he was
rr.entioned in despatches and then returned to rile U.K. for
the formation of the Squadron under Major G. Proudman (now
Brigadier G. Proudman, M.B.E., C.S.O. Strategic Command).
16th Parachute Brigade was formed from the 1st and 6th Airborne Divisions. Robbie served with the Squadron in B.A.0.R .
and Palestine until he donned his first blue beret in 1955 on
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'U"ho eulled it Adventure Traiuing?
It certainly seemed more like a normal day's work than an
adventure training spree when we staggered onto the Argosy
aircraft at Odiham with our home for the next two weeks in
our parachuting containers.
After some spectacular low flying through tl1e Cairngorms,
we levelled out for a ' lob ' onto Lairg DZ. After four hours
in an Argosy the silence of a North Scottish moor seemed almost
perfect. W"nen we hit. the deck, we found our hosts for the
next 10 days waiting for us. They were Captain John Ridgway,
M .B.E., Atlantic rower and late of 3rd Battalion The Parachute
Regiment and the S.A.S., and Captain Rod Liddon, late of the
3rd Battalion The Parachute Regiment and the S.A.S.
John and Rod run an Adventure Training Centre at Ardmore,
a few rr..iles south of Cape Wrath, and this was going to be our
base for the rest of the exercise. We split into four patrols, led
by Corporals Ray Marshall, ' Smudge ' Smith, ' Geordie '
Griffiths and Bob Howell, and spent the next three days marching throug•n the mountains to Ardmore.
At Ardm::re we spent our time canoeing, climbing, orienteering and most evenings at the Ricchonish Hotel. Towards the
end of our stay we had the use of a Scout helicopter from
the Brigade Flight for a survival exercise run by John and Rod
and this left the ' chiefies,' Captain Alistair Hood, Lieutenant
John Griffin and Staff Sergeant Gordon Haughie, some time
to sit back and watch the fun.
Since the weamer was so good and the surviving made
easier, we increased the distance to be covered to make things
more diffictilt I don't know if you have ever climbed a hill
and started wondering when the false summits are going to end
and you will finally reach the top, but this is how the lads
must have felt. We kept adding leg after leg. Finally, the patrols
were briefed in a Crofter's cottage on a leg of ridiculous
length, and a tape recorder was hidden under the table to get
the reactions of the soldiers. The patrols set off to be met by
the 4-tonner just around the comer. The tape was played back
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No1•tlaer11 lre>lnnd
The Squadron provided detachment for l and 2 Pa ra in the
Shankhill Road area of Belfast. The quick move of 1 Para.
last September took five detachments for the fir t few days in
order to bolster the number of infanteers available in the Rifle
Companies. These signallers were attached to the Companie
for an infiltration exercise prior to the quick move.
Later we changed to 1 Detachment actually providing communications for 1 Para R.H.Q. One particular detachment
Corporal ' Dick' Hamilton, Signalman John Tovey and Signalman ' Al ' Jeannette tell us they had an excellent time, managing to get some parachuting in and spending their evenings
in the ' Paradise Club,' the Bartalion Discotheque. Corporal
Hamilto11 commented, "We enjoyed a unique experience and
found working with the 1st Battalion very pleasant indeed."

ORT
The Squadron has had an excellent 1.1;inter ~porting sea on
and the trophy cabinet is now packed co capacity. The following Minor Unit competitions are the trophic we won this
season:

Cross-l'ountry
W inners, South East D istrict, 16 Para. Brigade; runners-up,
Army, Southern Command. 3rd Division. The team captain,
Corporal ' Dougie ' Baikie, has run for the Army.
Orient..-..rs
Winn ers, 3rd Division, 16 Para. Brigade.
So~c>er

Winners 3rd D iv. (South East District), The Morrison
Cup (Royal Signals U.K. Corps Cup), and 16 Para Bde. Cup.
At present we are top of Division I, Aldershot Di trict
League. Signalman Duffy and Lance-Corporal Campbell have
played for the Corps.
.Judo/unarmed eombnt
Our expert, Corporal Hogg, has repre ented the Army at
Judo and i now training the Squadron Unarmed Combat team
for a display before H.R.H. Princess Anne at the School in
June.
Boxing
16 Para. Brigade Boxing Championships, 1970. The following won their belts: Featherweight, Lance-Corporal Wells;
welterweight, Corporal Coffey; light-middleweight, Corporal
Marshall; middleweight, Signalman Hardman. The following
reached the finals: Corporal Baikie, Lance-Corporal Ferguson,
Signalman Shaw.

YOUR NEW DEAL FROM CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES
AVENGER
HUSKY •

•

HUNTER • IMP • STILLETTO • VOGUE • RAPIER • SCEPTRE
VOGUE EST ATE •
IMP SPORT • ALPIN.E • HILLMAN G.T.

UP TO

DISCOUNT FROM

e
e
e
e
e

U.K. TAX FREE PRICE

DIRECT FACTORY SCHEME
DELIVERY U. K. OR W. GERMANY
FINANCE THROUGH N.A.A.F.1.
MOD.ELS TO B.F.G. SPECIFICATION
AFTER SALES SERVICE U.K. AND
W. GERMANY

I

I~-------------------~
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION HEADQUARTERS,
Name .... .' ...................... Rank .......... .....

I
I
I

CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES LTD.,
Halkin

Hou;:fep~:~:n 0~~~·~:6~~n:~n, S.W.1.

Please forward me details on .............. - .. . . ..
For delivery U.K. • W. Germany • Tax paid

~~-~~~~~ .. :: : ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::

I
I

Telephone .............. · .. · · · .... · · · · .. · .. · · .... · · ·

~-------------------~
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(Continued from page 264)

TYPICAL OF CORPS RESPONSIBILITIES, 1970
A Signalman on his own in a remote and barren corner of the world
kee ps the vital messages going. The operator is Signalman Brian
Mclean of 222 Signal Squadron, Sharjah, on a "C" Type Rebro
which was dropped into position by helicopter. The photograph
was taken by Lance-Corporal Furby

OFFICERS AND SENIOR NC.O.'s, 222 SQUADRON
Bock row, left to right : Sergeant McAlpine, Sergeant Cru mbie, Sergeant Neillings, Sergeant Shergold, Sergeant Bannister
Centre row, le~ to right: Staff-Sergeant Charlton, Sergeant Thornborough, Sergeant Russell, Sergeant Foulger, Staff-Sergeant Pyke, Sergeant

Threlfall-Searson, Sergeant Jennings, Sergeant Carre, Staff-Sergeant Chambers
Front row, left to right: W.0.11. Newson, Second-Lieutenant Baxter, Captain Hampson, Major Smith, Captain Steane, W .0 .11. Hall, W.0.11

McGregor

222 Signal Squadron (Sharjah)

B.F.P.O. 64
o.c.
S.S.M .

Major F. Smith
W.O.II R. A. McGregor

T HE

Squadron i based at Sharjah, in the Trucial Oman
Scates, where it was formed in 1967, after the withdrawal
of British Troop from Aden.

Baf•kground
For those readers who are unfamiliar with the Gulf, a few
background notes may help. The Trucial States each have
rapidly-developing communities of their own, and there are
now ome good roads over what was, until five years ago,
empty desert. Inland, there are few roads, and the going is
rough, hot and dusty. Temperatures can go up to 135 °F. in
the wadis and mountains, and long journeys up-country are
often necessary..These conditions are very demanding of men,
".chicles and equipment, and call for a high degree of co-operauon '11.'ith other Services, in particular the R.A.F., on whom we
rely for re-supply, medical evacuation and access to difficult
areas. The local Arab tribesmen are, for the most part
friendly? bu~ occasionally they fall out amongst themselves:
and 1t 1s qunc c_ommon, for. troops camping at night, to hear
the sound of distant shoonng. All vehicles are fitted with
pe ial .tyre and wheels to cross the soft sand and rugged
mountam passes. Apan from this, equipment is quite standard.
The quadron ~onsists of a H~adqu.arters Troop (W.0.11
Roy New on), Radio Troop (Captain Mike McCann) and Airfield Troop (Captain Leslie Steane).
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Radio Troop
Radio Troop is fully mobile and has to cover a very large
area of real ~state. One of irs viral funcrions is to provide
a control station (DI 1) on the Desert Guard net. This net
is manned .round the clock an~ is used primarily for any
emergency m the desert. Mobile detachments from Radio
Troop operate in support of desert convoys, and expect to
pend days on end motoring in appalling conditions in the
fierce desert heat.
On ~ recent joint exercise, R adio Troop provided a VHF
!ebro sue on a high feature in a barren mountain range. Flown
m, and put down by helicopter, on an otherwise inaccessible
spot, the detachment, commanded by Signalman Brian
McLean, established itself and provided invaluable service.
Operators from the Troop have recently served in Bahrain,
on H.M.S. Fearless, and in various air support roles in the
Gulf.

S1•ort i11 abmulance
In addition to tile varied operational role of the Squadron,
there is ample opportunity for sport. The photographs show
Lance-Corporal Harry Pegg finishing second in the Gulf Interervices Athletics Meeting, held recently in Bahrain. He has
since been awarded his ~ritish Troops Sharjah Army Colours,
and leaves the Squadron on posting to 21st Signal Regiment
in June. Nobody is quite sure how Lance-Corporal Chris Furby
managed 74 days in Cyrpus, on the sunny slopes of Mount
Olympus as a ski-ing instructor. However he managed it, which
only goes to prove that anything is possible in the modern
Army! We are still wondering how to use his skill here.
The Squadron seven-a-side rugby team, the Casuals, played
hard and well to win the finals of a knockout competition
organised by the local civilian club, the Dubai Exiles. One
of the star performers, Corporal ' H ' Mate had two teeth
pushed through his lower lip, but continued helping the team
to victory, after the rapid administering of three stitches on
the field of play. We breed them hard here.
Sergeant Andy Russell runs the Squadron soccer team,
which recently produced two candidares for the Inter-Services
match in Bahrain, and a large number of abrasions on
Sergeant Russell.
Goodbye
At the time of wntmg, we are saying goodbye to Captain
Eddie Hampson (Radio Troop) afrer a hectic exercise season.
Captain Hampson was a king-pin in Forces Radio, Sharjah,
which brings a professional standard of radio entertainment
to all forces in Sharjah and European families in the Trucial
States.

223 Signal Squadron (Radio)
Winchester

Airfield Troop
Airfield Troop is responsible for all line communications,
exchanges and telephones in the Gulf, outside Bahrain, and is
the oldest part of the Squadron. It is appropriate that the
Troop Commander, Captain Leslie Steane, is also a qualified
Fol}¥ard Ajr Controller, and lives in the R.A.F. Mess, where
he 1s affecuonately known as ' Crango,' a corruption of ' Pongo '
and an unpleasant nickname by which we know the R.A.F.
Airfield Troop's main occupation is looking after the 2,000-line
automatic exchange at Sharjah, but it also has detachments
at Masirah and Salalah.

(Continued on page 265)
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' C.~ . ' Slgn.J11g off
AJOR Peter Clague-Quine was literally ' dragged out' of
223 Signal Squadron on 11th April.
Joining the Royal Signals from the Merchant Service some
23 years ago, he came up through the ranks. Time and again
in recent years he has championed the cause of the <;>perating
trades and was instrumental in achieving the marked improvements which now hold in those trade .
Known affectionately as 'C.Q. by members of the Corps
right round the globe, he was given a rousing send-off by the

M
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[Photograph: Sig11alman H . F. Hodder

DEPARTURE
Two strange 'steeds' harnessed-in to take 'CQ' away at the end of
the evening
Sergeants' Mess. They, rightly, claiming to be representative
of that much larger force which could have been mustered from
all who knew and respected him.
Stalwart steeds at the all-important ceremony were Sergeant
Bob Mawson Qeft of picture) and Staff Sergeant Ray Matson.

Target golf
One sees so much about assaults on golf courses these days
that, to be different, we thought we would tell you about the
golf on our assault course. Actually, in a unit like ours we
don't use an assault course all that much, and it is a bit far
from lovers' lane too. Of course, the motor cycle mob have
one or two of the nastier bits marked out for practice purpose .
Small wonder then that our golfing fraternity got their beady
eyes on it.
Not large enough for a real course-anyway there are plenty
of those in the surrounding countryside-it was decided that
it would come in nicely for a bit of target golf. This, as everyone -knows, is ideal practice for the real thing.
Any problems about a labour force for building the tee
never really got off the ground after the C.0., Major Tony
Bushell, a keen golfer, was seen doing a nifty bit of spade-work
himself. In three weeks all was ready. A very successful little
operation that is already attracting new blood to the game.
All you need to start with is a few balls and a club.
So that is the story of golf on our assault course. Mind
you, with the amount of flying turf and suchlike that is
sometimes to be seen it's a afe bet the old a sault course
is beginning to remember what it wa like to be assaulted.
T.T. Team
It's a rare unit that can boast its own motor cycle T.T.
team, but of course . . . we can. Built on what could be
salvaged from some old, am! distinctly obsolete, Army bikes
it took no small amount of ingenuity and a deal of kill to
come up with something that would tand up to the hard
knocks of competition work.
An interest bordering on fanaticism i required to produce
such machines and that is just what the members of this team
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We are still not sure what 39 do for a living other than tap
morse keys but they certainly left giving an impression of a
quiet, efficient outfit who take soldiering seriou Jy.

T.T.F.N.
Tomorrow sees the beginning of a few farewell parties.
First one off i S.S.M. 'Brian' Brewer, off to 244 Signal
Squadron followed later this month by Captain (T.O.T.) Geoff
Hudson who leaves us for 223 Signal Squadron. A large gap
will be left by W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Ron Postlethwaite (bless his
cotton socks 9s. Sd. a pair) who is to become R.S.M. at 10th
Signal Regiment. Signalman ' Pete ' Hainsworth heads East to
1 Divisional Signal Regiment. Finally W.O.I (R.S.M.) Brian
Fisher hands over his motor pool and Sergeants' Mess to W.0.1
(R.S.M.) Burke, ex-30th Signal Regiment.

[Phoro :

ignalman H . F. Hodder

A HOMEMADE T.T. TEAM (See unit notes)
Left to Right: Corporal Cardwell, Signalmen Coker, Corpora l Lloyd,
and Signalman Ince

generate. Under the watchful eye of team leader Sergeant Jimmy
' Mr. F ixit' Rhind, QM. Department's Corporal George Cardwell, Training Wing clerk Corporal Eddie Lloyd and drivers
Signalman Derek Coker and Signalman Bruce ' Jinx ' Ince,
whose major ambition wa to be a real despatch rider go to
make up the 223 Signal Squadron motor cycle trials team.
They have already put in appearances at one or two Army
competitions with some encouraging results. At last, however,
they feel they can really rise to the challenge. Two new bikes
have just come their way and there are plans to re-hash all
those bits again co produce a ' super-duper ' third. If all goes
well a three-bike entry in the Southern Command Championships in June this year promises a bit of exciting riding if
nothing else.

227 Signal Squadron (AFCENT)
B.F.P.O. 18
Ser geants' ~fess joins student r iots
T all began at one of those quieter type of Mess meetings
with a proposition that the Mess visit the Amstel Brewery
in Amsterdam. It was not known at the rime that the date
selected was the same as the date decided upon by the local
students (long-haired types) to hold a students' riot, and that
the location chosen to meet the bus for the return trip was just
the place our educated friends decided to_ start the riot. It is
still not known what the riot was all about though some
suggested it was due to Sergeant 'Dinger' Bell, who never could
understand Dutch, causing a stir by going into the 'Ladies ' by
mistake!
It was not long after our Sergeant ' Bob ' Williamson had
remarked that two British 'Bobbies' would clear the lot in
three minutes that he hit bis head against a policeman's
truncheon-bored with the whole proceedings, he then took a
nap for a while!-while R.Q.M.S. ' Ron ' Postlethwaite just kept
ahead of a police motor cycle and side car which was doing its
best to earn a place in the display team.
The Mess Entertainments Committee deny emphatically
that they organised the riot as part of the evening's entertainment.

J! for £
With the Squadron all on the bank credit system the local
Amsterdam/Rotterdam Bank who we mostly deal with sent us
an invitation (which coincided with the pay rise) to play them
at soccer. We accepted the challenge and who would have
believed that a soccer match in April could be called off due
to a blizzard. The score is believed to have been three loans
to five refusals di cussed over a beer or two gathered round
the radiators. It is quite an experience to serve in a country
where not only are the natives friendly, but the Bank
l\f anagers also!

Wives' Club
On me principle of happy wife-happy soldier we should
have quite a lot of the latter about the place. From all reports
the club continues to flourish (and make money). It has now
been understood that they are not supposed to put 20 wives
in one mini bus (Mary Bell please note).
Those who have left the Squadron may like to know that
Doreen Whitfield and Hilda Woollons now 'run ' the thrift
shop from 'N' Block, while Jenny Pinkus has taken over as
secretary. By the time this goes to press yet another ' nosh '
evening ':"ill have taken place-if Joan Pearce lets go of the
purse strings long enough.

AU elannge
As Sergeant John ~can I i?in the Roy~ Signals) Bex, our
Pay Sergeant ends bis Exercise 'Pay Review' and sits back
to relax until the next pay rise the Squadron sets out to earn
the extra lolly on yet another exercise. I assume there must be
a. sea crossing involved as most of the pre-exercise conversations centred round the importance of micro-waves.

I

U.-d, bre akfast and 230 v olts for t w enty
Expecting the first question to be " Where do you get the
duty-free fags and drink from," it was something of a surprise
to be discussing locations of aerials within minutes of the
arrival of members of 39 TAVR here in Maastricht over the
weekend. A most business-like team arrived for the weekend
quite determined to communicate. An offer of transport to visit
local beauty and talent spots was politely refused and the only
request was for 230 volts to plug into.
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in April
48
Number of clothing parcels sent
.. _ .. .
45
Amount spent in Grants and Loans ...
£871 14 5

One o f t he Month's Cases
IDOW of ~rI?oral who served throughout the
.
war and died JD 1964 after a long illness. The
widow and ~er two children are all delicate and have
had a bad wmter, and the Association made her a grant
of £25 to help her with her rates.

W

One of the Month's Letters

J

TAKE this opportunity to express the gratitude
of both my wife and myself for the wonderful gift
and the. chance to have a very welcome holiday with
my fanuly. I only hope that the day will come when I
can perhaps do something worth while for the Association, of which I am proud and fortunate to be a member.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
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B.20 HF SSB Statian Radia

The B. 20 is a very versatile all
solid-state equipment. It can be
used as a manpack or installed in
vehicles and light aircraft.
The B.20 HF SSB Station Radio,
which has an RF output of 30W
p.e.p., represents an entirely new
design concept. The transmitterreceiver weighs only 10 lb (4.5 kg),
and a lightweight station including
a 24W /h battery weighs only
15 lb (6.8 kg). The B.20 uses a
fully synthesized frequency control
system developed by Plessey
specially fo r this equipment, and
THE W I R E , JUNE-JULY 19 7 0

which provides 280,000 channels on
the frequency range 2- 29.99 MHz.
SSB is the main mode of
communication, but a.m. and c.w.
facilities are also provided.
The B.20 will achieve reliable
ground wave communication using
8 ft. (2.4m) whip antennae at ranges
in excess of 30 miles (48.3 km).
By using vehicle whip antennae
distances in excess of 45 miles
(72 km) are possible. Using sky
wave, communication over 300 miles
(480 km) is achieved.
The Plessey Company won the

Queen's Award to Industry
1969 for the export achieve- ~
ments of its Electronics
~
Group.
:::::::::.- ~:::
For further information and
illustrated literature, please
contact The Sales Manager,
Defence Unit.

e

PLESSEY Electronics
The Plessey Company Limited,
Radio Systems Division,
Ilford, Esse.x, England
Telephone: Ilford 3040
Telex: 23166
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229 Signal Squadron (Berlin)
B.F.P.O. 45
f'orps Band in Bt•rlin
T i a mea ure of the Royal ignal Band's abilities, when
I say how much we in Berlin ~njoyed ~hei! brief visit, in
pite of everything th weather did to rum tt.
On 9th April the Band planned to mark the Corps' SOth
birthday by playing a special ' ~etreat ' for j\llicd _guests at
the Briti h ector Headquarters m the Olymp1estad:on . The
weather made this ilopele sly out of the question. However
Keith Balding and his merry men rose to the occasion by
g:ving u a sparkling indoor concert instead. The many guests
w-re entertained to the fir t performance of ·SO Years Young '
a pi.?Ce co:npo ed e pecially for the Royal Signals' birthday by
the Director of Music himself. Then followed some excellent
o.os notably by Sergeant Jimmy Grear, the cornet player, and
a sel~ction of the liveliest mu ic imaginable, with Spanish and
western influences that delighted the audience.
Sadly, the atrocious wcat\1er also led to the cancelling of a
march down West Berlin's famous Kurfurstandamm. It would
have been a fine sight for us and much appreciated by West
Berliners. However, the weather couldn't stop the Royal
Sigmls' dance, held on Friday 10th April. We danced to music
provided by the Corp dance band and laughed over the
cabaret they laid on.
.
I think the mu~icians enjoyed Berlin. They certamly seemed
to make the mo t of all there is to do here. May tfie rest
of t~eir tour be le s hampered and may they return to Berlin
very oon.

I

land. o the idea was to save a long flog by car, which would
take at least cwo days to do bon.1 visits. 15 Flight A.A.C. (commanded by Major Keith Wilson, Royal Signals, attached A.A.C.
-how about you doing some WIRE notes, Keith?) w~s du~y
requisitioned by G.H.Q., No~th~rn Comn:and, and happily sa1.d
they could cope. Normal p1ck10g-up pomt for th~se hops 1s
a long piece of concrete near Yc:irk, called Elvmgton, but
the flight is based as R.A.F., Topcli!fe. Dawned the day, and
sno ,.., fog, rain and every other kind of discouragement to
launching into the air presented itself. "Could take-off be
delayed an hour?" "Yes," says the O.C. "Delighted to delay an
hour."
Forty minutes later
a 'phone call : "Could
you come to Topcliffc and wil! start from there?". So, off to
Topcliffe went the staff ~· Neither the O.C. nor his W.R.A.C.
driver had been to Topchffe before, but the road signs seemed
clear enough, cxce~t that they kept CO!fl~g to the same
crossroads-it transptred that the North R:dmg County Council had put in the signpost the wrong way round- reminiscent
of the ' \Xfoosleam bird ' that flies round in ever-decreasing
circles with the most awful consequences. Topclitfe was duly
reached and a very pleasant day's journey by air (saving much
time an'd traffic worries) was enjoyed. 'Wilson ~irways ' delivered a very satisfied passenger back at Topchffe at 18.00
hours the same day. How Jong would mis journey have taken
SO years ago ! We understand that our distinguished 2 Group
Commander docs not care much for light aviation fiyingtry ' Wilsonair,' sir, and perhaps you will change your mind.

241 Signal Squadron, Chester
2\"ot quite the t•l:w•• ii used ht be
S I write, spring has arrived in Saighton Camp, and the
gentle patter of sleet on my office roof is broken only . by
the occasional thunderou crash of yet another end wall fallmg
from a deserted barrack room. Having known Saighton at
the zenith of its life, w1ien it housed the Corps' Depot Regiment, to walk around it now puts me in mind o~ the military
cqJivalent of a Wild West ghost town. There 1s, of course,
a little good in the most evil of situations, and in this instance
it ir, I must confess, rather pleasant to be able to walk openly
past the from of the now-deserted Orderly Room, in contrast
to the time when I was inclined to skulk round the back way
i:i order to avoid Jimmy Dignan's pointed comments on my
h:rsute appearance. Enough of nostalgia however, even in our
anniversary year, and let us look at more recent events.

A

-.

OH ! TO BE IN BERLIN-NOW THAT SPRIN G IS HERE
This wintry scene is the Hanns Braun Platz in Berl in where t he Corps
Band planned to mark the SOth birthday of the Co rps by playing
a special Retreat for Allied guests of the British Sector. Instead
the Corps Band gave sparkling ind oor concert to a very appreciative
audience. Included in the items was the first public performance
of "SO Years Young" the piece composed specially by the Director
of Music for the Corps Jubilee

U11 it Club takes shape
Our annual inspection took place on 5th March, and everything seemed to run smoofaly for us once again. After the
inspection proper, the inspecting officer, Colonel T. H. C. Grigg,
C.S.0., Western Command, asked that the Squadron gather
in the ' Gentlemen's Rest,' and whilst there he expressed his
hope that the refitting now in progress would be complete in
time for the club to be used for our own celebration of
anniversary year. On a basis of 'your wish is my command,
Sahib,' work is now proceeding with renewed vigour. Incidentally, the bar is complete, and if any reader passing through our
area would like to pop in for a noggin, the club is quite easy
to find, we are occupying the premises which were formerly
the Depot Regiment Sergeants' Mess.

S

Departing
Our D .S.O., Captain Nutt, recently departed for warmer
climes, to be replaced by Captain 'Jock' Reid, whom many
readers will know as an ' ex-rat ' of Kemme! lines vintage.
During the month, Corporal Young, who aspires to higher
things, will be leaving us to start his pre-release course as a
steeplejack. His relief, Corporal Farrell, is presently trying
to accustom himself to the U.K. economy.

Tearing CommandPr-then and now
"We have a Command Aviation Flight, so let's use it,'' was
the 0 .C.'s cry. He was about to visit our civilian telecommunications staff at Longtown, on the Scottish border, and our
Ace High station at Brizlce Wood, near Alnwick, Northumber-

A Verl'Satile M.T. Section
In our last contribution I rather think I may have forgotten to mention me M.T. Section. To avoid further wear
on my boots, D .M .S., may I now rectify the omission.
Operating under the guidance of Corporal Heighway, they
provide SDS for H.Q., Westen Command, plus a host of local
details. The details clerk, Lance-Corporal Harris, has achieved
local fame by his ability to send the same vehicle to Shrewsbury and Pembroke Dock, arriving at both destinations
simultaneously, no mean feat, when one considers that the
vehicle was VOR in workshops at the time.

240 Signal Squadron,
(Northern Command) York
;,tatters administrative
INCE our last appearance, we have suffered Ifie annual
torture, special to the Army, known as the annual ' Fitness for Role Inspection,' carried out, as last year, by our
Chief Signal Officer, Colonel Basil Hayles. Needless to say,
it was not accompanied by the degree of pain so often associated with the e affairs, and we arc always glad to see him,
particularly at our outstations, who are very much out on a
limb.
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Conunand•~r,

2 Signal Grollp

To round off the monC:1, on 30th April, we were visited by
the Commander, 2 Signal Group, Colonel F. M. S. Winter,
M.B.E., who showed a keen interest in all aspects of the
Squadron's activities.
To conclude, I would like to pass on a hint to others who,
like myself, have the job of selling 'The Wire.' When I first
joined the unit, I had difficulty in selling our full order. Since
then I have written two contributions and now they start
worrying me for their copies about a week before publication.
(Keep at it!-Editor).

242 Signal Squadron, Edinburgh
Ace High, Saxa Vord, Shetland Detachment
AXA VORD is an R.A.F. camp situated on the northern
S
most island of the Shetlands. By the camp's main gate
stands a notice warning wandering Norwegian fishermen and
lost seals to keep out. Inside, the slightly stir-crazy personnel
count the days left to do of ~1eir sentence. Five of these inmates are Royal Signals teclmicians who (depending on the
state of their sobriety, provide an Ace High communications
link. These hardened souls commute to the top of the highest
and draughtiest hill of the island, for there squats the terminal
station. Occar.ionally they walk up; sometimes they cannot get
up.
Introducing some of our Technicians
Supervisor of this station is Seregant John Jarratt, who has
just crashed out of this prison-with-no-bars island to snatch a
couple of weeks of well-deserved leave. No stranger to the Ace
High system (and five-star Martell) Sergeant Jarrett will be
leaving us soon for a mainland station. Meanwhile, his capable
and nonchalant deputy, Corporal Jimmy Millar, is in charge,
and seems to like it for, as he says, he can take it. Corporal
Millar's Irish shoulders treat the load of paper-work with the
same scorn he gives to his rugby opponents.
The other assistant technicians are: Corporal George Robertson, whose love in life, an nth handed-down car, appears to have
succumbed to the salt air at Ian, and has given up the ghost,
despite his threatened curses to push it in the after-life; Corporal
Alan Casey, who has just recently joined us, but who has
already established a place in the R.A.F. football team, which
ventures weekly off-island in pursuit of sport and fair game,
and Lance-Corporal Glenn Pennington, who has the distinction of being the only ' lance-jack ' on the island and who has
grown a little weary of running to keep fit in the high winds,
since he wants to live a little longer.
Fond remembrance must also be paid to Copora! Pete
(' Pongo ') Forshaw, who has just departed for the warmer
climes of Catterick, and whose ' winding-down ' weeks prior
to deportation, were watched with awe. The Aces High skittle
team will especially miss him, as it wa his glorious strike
and spare which enabled us to be in the final; the same hand
has given the darts team a good start.
Our morale is high

Despite the permanent wind (which all too often reaches
gale force) and the very unpredictable weather, me isolation
of the camp (any DUKWs selling cheap?), and a four-mile
walk to the only local, our morale is high, for there arc natural
attractions, such as the scenery, the varied species of wild
bird-life, and an abundance of sheep. When summer arrives
it will bring outdoor activities, from yachting to midnight golf,
open air dancing-which really livens up when the ' Shetcong '
(me natives) uncork their winter batch of vintage home-brew.
"Treat Saxa Vord well and it will give you a good time," is
what we say whilst on leave.

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!
THE WIRE, JUNE ·J ULY 1970

252 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1
N 1st April, Hong Kong became independent of FARELF.
O
Outward signs of the change for us have been the increases in the number of messages
telephones in~iandlcd,

stalled and senior officers saluted. No change in our
ment-we just work that bit harder! Not that we
plaining; the summer months will provide us with
opportunities to get away from it all and enjoy our
of sailing craft.

establishare complenty of
new fleet

In, out and throu~h
V.I.P. visitors continue to arrive with regularity. During
recent weeks we have welcomed Her Royal Highness The
Duchess of Kent, the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General
Brigade of Gurkhas, C.S.O. FARELF, and the senior members
of the Swiss Signal Corps.
Captain John Selby has handed in his sports k"t and has
taken his family off to join 16th Regiment in Krefeld, where
he will soon be joined by Corporal Bever·ey Daley, our number
one sportswoman (rugby, hockey, swimming, water polo,
squash and netball, officers of 16th Regiment, plca~c note).
Yeoman Noel Anderson has had enough of air-conditioned
commcens and has gone off to join 204 Squadron. Corporals
Lewis and Fothergill, our worthy underground cable fixers,
have departed westwards, as has Signalman ' Chalky ' White,
goalkeeper extraordinary. To them all, <5ur thanks and good
wishes.
Meanwhile, back at Victoria Barracks, Captain John Higton
is well esconced in Radio Troop. Yeoman Bill Cheesman has
just stepped off a 707 at Kai Tak, and Sergeant Thornton
and Corporal Emery have arrived to boost the dwindling
number of girls in the commcen, where the wastage rate (if
you will pardon the expression) due to marriage, is rapidly
approaching our traffic totals.

Birds, feathery
· One of the more unusual
sights hereabouts is Signalman Bob Mitchell taking his
bird for a walk. Mitchell is
the proud owner of two
tiercel imperial eagles, which
he keeps in a disused barrack room. Apa . t from a
tendency to bristle at the
sight of a helicopter, the
birds are quite placid and
the owner assures us that
they make excellent 1>CtS
Bird - watchers in the barracks never had it so good.

Birds, whirly
Until such time as Mitchell
can train his eagles to
·-carry despatche , we shall
;- . -·..,
continue to rely on our
friends from 656 Army
Signalman Mitchell and eagle
Aviation Squadron to provide a helicopter service
for the clearance of SDS traffic within the Colony. With the
helipad not 30 yards from the commcen, we arc able to clear
despatche~ to Sek Kong within ten minute , as against an
hour and three-quarters by road.
Jlock0y
At the beginning of the season hockey entfiusiasts in the
unit totalled thirteen, of whom eight had actually played be.
fore. With this 'impressive well of talent' from which to draw,
R.Q.M .S. Reg Norris set about arranging fixtures. A the
season draws to a close, the team finds itself the premier
minor unit side in the Colony, winners of the 51 Brigade
Trophy and finalists in the Land Forces Championship. An
indication of the team's standing in local hockey ctrclcs was
an invitation to play
av Bharat, the foremost ide in the
Colony. Far from being overawed, the Squadron players extended the Indian team to the utmost, finally going down
fighting (metaphorically, of course) by two goal ~o one. The
following player have represented 51 Brigade in the Hong
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Kong League : R.Q.M.S. Norris, Corporal Clarke, LanceCorporal Gough, Lance-Corporal Sweet, Signalmen Hayes,
Hartley and Wooff.

a clear day, one gets a bird's eye view of practically the whole
of Cyprus, and if the heat haze is not too bad, Turkey is
plainly visible.

c>f'er
We fini hed the sea on on a high note, winning the L and
Force Minor Units Cup by beating R.M.P., Hong Kon~,
3-2 in an exciting game. Sergeant Mac Fraser says_ he is
hanging up his boots (again), but we expect to see htm out
there next ea on, giving some of the younger player the runaround.

A radio type' s paraclls"
The detachments form the major pan of the Royal Signals
Troodos Troop, the rest being made up of elements of 261
and 262 Squadrons. The Olympus detachment, being packed
with radios, is a radio type's paradise, or nightmare, depending how you look at it. Sergeant Craine is the N .C.0.-incharge, ably assisted by Corporals Boxall, Nesbitt-Clark, lodge
and Morgan. Apart from ski-ing in the winter, the sports
facilities are somewhat limited, but there arc sufficient extra
mural activities to keep all concerned happy. Corporal NesbittClarke is one of the leading lights of the local drama group
and Corporal Boxall is a keen shot. Corporal lndge recently
made his contribution to Anglo/Greek relations by marrying
Maria Dem<>sthenous, a Platres girl.

Salut e- to f our o ld soldiers
The unit will lose four of its stalwarts when Corpor~ .1:-am
Chee and Signalman Tsoi Pan and two of our stalwart civilians
retire in August. All enli ted in 1948. Corporal Lam Chee, our
faithful po t N.C.0., has covered innumerable miles on hi
rounds in Victoria Barrack , in fair weather and foul, appearing with clock-like preci ion at the appointed time and place.
To say that Tsoi Pan is a storeman is an understatem~t.
He i the original 'jack-of-all-trades,' and has been a mamray of the unit for many years.
T ang M a Tsoi is a driver, but worked for many years as a
carpenter with 'M ' Troop.
Ho W ai W an is tbe senior lineman in SWS Troop. He ha
a comprehensive knowledge of the cable system i~ Hong K?n~.
We shall find it hard to replace these worthies, and 1t 1s
with the greatest reluctance that we bid them 'farewell.'

Quite hard worked
The Troodos detachment is a somewhat quieter site, thou~
still quite hard-worked. N.C.0.-in-charge is Sergeant Goodwm,
with Corporals Ellett, Brown, Watson and Savery manning the
station. C<>rporal Ellett is a keen fisherman, although his
style is somewhat cramped, living 5,800 feet above sea level.

·w.R •..\.C., Hong Kong
The most notable event this year has been the visit of
H .R.H. The Duchess of Kent. The D uchess took an interest
in aH she saw and, having lived in Hong Kong, was able to
exchange fir t-hand view with the girl~ on life in the Colon.y.
Marriage continues to play havoc with the comrncen shift
rosters. Next month, L ance-Corporal Amblin, Lance-Corporal
Rowatt, Private Beeching and Private Howarth ' take the
plunge. To them-our congratulations and good wishes. To
W.R.A.C. Records-Help!

UP THE MOUNTAINS

CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but with excellent
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been British
since birth.
Applications with full details 'of qualifications to:
Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government C<>mmunications H eadquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,

Calling all ex-D.C.N. (Cyprus) tecihnlcal types
Found, during a recent sort-out of documents from the
days of DCN, an ISLP for 'Locomotives Steam with Tender
Bntish Austerity." We always knew DCN used steam radio,
but surely this was taking things a bit far. Any claimants!
Don' t be shy, ' nom de plumes ' will be accepted.

CHELTENHAM,

G los. GLS2 SAJ.
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270

A micro-wave reflector plate and V.H.F. arrays. We have a good
mixture up the mountain

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)

UK or European posting?

B.F.P.O. 53

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

Princ ipal appoiutm.ents

o.c.

Serond-in-Cornmand
Chief Systems Engineer
Q.M.
O.C. East Troop
O.C. Engineer Troop
O.C. West Troop

S.SM.

Major A. S. McK. Anderson
Captain R. E. Barber
Captain M . S. D avies
Captain (Q.M.) J. Sinclair
Second-Lieutenant A. R. Lee
W.0.1 (F. of S.) E. Short
W.0.11 (F. of S.) D. Lanyon
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) J. Kelly

A mode t s uccess
The spring season being with us, and those who can be
spared have been taking pan in either Royal Signals (Cyprus)
hoots, patrol races or the Cyprus Walkabout. Whilst we had
little team success in the shooting or walkabout events, Sergeant
M acgilp was runner-up in the Individual Rifle Competition.
The Squadron patrol race team, of Sergeant Paulley, Corporals
Trehea.rn, Hulme, Warburton, Barnett, Whillier, Collins,
Lance-Corporals M assingham Rogers and G rieve fared much
better, and finished a creditable fifth out of eleven teams.
There is nothing to report from the sporting scene, winter
sports having finished and the summer ones in their practice
tage still.
E x tre mes o f c limate
This month we feature the Troodos and Olympus detachments. The two stations are located close together in the bean
of the Troodos Mountains. They enjoy the benefits of extremes
in climate; during the winter, tbe temperatures remain below
zero for some months and several feet of snow is general;
because of this, Troodos is one of the best winter sports resorts in the Middle East. D uring the summer the temperature
soars up into the eighties during the day, but cools off during
the evening, giving some welcome relief. (Which is more than
us poor mortals on the plains get). From Mount Olympus, on
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Engineers

Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special
forces H.P. terms • Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All
paperwork completed for you • Last minute orders no problem

Order your new car bolore you leave. Wh en you get back 11willbe1eady •no wait ing
for you at the airport- fully Insured, wnh all the paperwork completed for 1he U.K..

Europe. or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen : forces discounts. spec ial
H.P. terms, tho lot.... Plu a • a heaf of colour brochures o f •II the lat est
model s to b row•• t hrough •t leiau re . There's no oblig11ion whatever You can
weigh everything up, take your ti me choosing- and take delivery whereve1 you land ,

Post to : NATOCARS ltd ., Moorlinch Garage,
Bri dgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

I
send me your Information P a c k-without obligation.
w.6 I
···········-······--~······
Pleas~

= ;:e::~;~~~~~~~ :.-.·.-::.-.-.- :·: :·.- ~: :::::-.·:_~~~~.:·_-.::: :·~:.-.-.-.·.- ::

I

Tax free for U.K. and then . . ..

I

Tax paid for U.K. only _ _(tlck)

I
LAMPSHADE OR BEEHIVE ?
Sergea nt Heath disappears into t he antenna prototype cover at
Troodos. Th is is used to protect antennas fro m snow and ice
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Commissioning
This is a Company that is going places. We are already
Europe's leading manufacturer and the world's largest
exporter of VHF/UHF radio-telephone equipment. If our
growth rate has been exceptional, our growth potential
is even greater.
In order to meet expanding demands we now need a
number of additional Com.missioning Engineers in our
Systems Installation Department. The position entails
the checking of major UHF/VHF/Microwave systems in
the works and their installation and com.missioning in
the field. The work involves travel both within the UK
and anywhere in the world.
We are looking for applicants with two or three years'
experience in the installation, testing and fault-finding
or servicing of VHF/UHF equipment and/or microwave
systems. Applicants who do not have these qualifications
or experience.may be suitable, but could also be
considered for positions in Production Test with a view
to transferring at a later date.
Starting salaries of up to £1,500 (dependant upon age
and experience) are offered together with good fringe
benefits and relocation expenses to Cambridge.
Brief details of experience and qualifications should be
sent to: R. D. Crabtree, Personnel Manager.

cA, Pye Telecommonir.ations Ud "'~..~f4
""

Newmarket Road, Cambridge.

,
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262 SQUADRON SHOOTING TEAM ROYAL SIGNALS (CYPRUS) CHAMPIONS
Back row, left to right: Corporal Mark Eaton, Signalman Keith Alderson, Signalrran Pete Simpson, Corporal Henry Sharp, Corporal Jeff Callaway
Front row, left to right: W.0.11. (S.S.M.) Terry Martin, Corporal Tom Wilson, Sergeant Frank Salmon, Corporal Gordon Scott, Corporal George
Coles

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.0. 53

After congratulating all competitors and officials for their
effons to make the meeting a success, Colonel D. L. SylvesterBradler, 0.B.E., Commander, 3rd Signal Group, presented
the prizes.

kill at Arms success
N Thursday, 16th April, W.O.II (S.S.M.) Terry Martin
.
was one of the. happiest men in the Near East, having
iust scored a splendid double success at the Royal Signals
(Cyprus) Skill at Arms Meeting.
. The task of organising the competition this year had been
given to the Squadron, and the S.S.M. found himself faced
with the threefold problem of planning the meeting, training
the Squadron team and improving his own skill as a member
of that team. Several weeks of hard work-during which time
he alfll?S~ took up. ~esidence on Dhekelia ranges--paid handome div1den~s. Wm1 wholehearted co-operation and assistance
from 9th ~eg1ment, :md 259 ai;id ~61 Squadrons, the competition ran without a hnch, resulung m an enjoyable and exciting
day's shooting.
In a very close finish, we were overall winners with 1
9uadron, 9th. Regiment, second. In fact, the two c~ams tied
with equal pomts scored and the championship was decided
by our havi_ng won the rift~ match. Corporal Jeff Callaway
was Champion Young Soldier-a sweet victory as he was
runner-up in 1969, having been defeated on ~ count-back
after a tie with the winner.

Patrol )lace-Exercise • ~lillsk ~
Despite having trained just as hard as the ~ hooting team,
Sergeant Joe Albon's patrol race team was unable to achieve
the same success. However, in fini ~ hing seventh, out of eleven
te:ims, they were far from disgraced, and showed a high degree
of competence in every phase of the competition.
The exercise was designed to test non-Infantry unit teams
in the military skills required for a 24-hour patrol, and it
proved to be a tough test. Beginning with a tactical bivouac,
and _map-reading in dec~ptive evening light, the patrols were
requrred to carry out rught compass marches, vehicle faultfinding, basic radio communication, a daylight tactical forced
march, complete w.ith an ambus~ (i.n temperatures near 90°F.),
and grenade-throwmg, before firushmg with a combined assault
course and fire and movement range practice.
Although they did not win, the team put up a thoroughly
creditable performance and learned some valuable lessons for
next year. Special mentio_n must be made of Corporal Mark
Eaton, who took part with bom hands badly skinned as a
result of a motor cycle accident, and Corporal Pip Dinsdale
who refused to give in, even though he was badly affected b~
the heat during the forced march.

O
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A "GARBLE" OF COMMUNICATORS
Amongst the mixed bag of communicators in H.M.S. Intrepid are many members of 661 Troop.

661 Signal Troop (LPD)
H.M.S. Intrepid
B.F.P.O. Ships
Pre-Embarkation Training
HE new 661 Signal Troop formed at Blandford on 5th
January under Captain Andrew Briggs and Yeoman
Derek Allen. The next few weeks made up that hc;ctic period
known as pre-embarkation training, at H.M.S. Mercury, H.M.S.
Phoenix, the Royal Marine Signal Training Wing, the School
of Signals and 30th Signal Regiment. To each of these must
go our thanks for their assistance. We finally left Blandford
on 16~h February in a dark-blue bus proudly bearing the
legend 'Royal Navy' in large white letters on the side. We
were Plymouth bound.

T

.-1y·1 nouth
When we joined H.M.S. Intrepi4 she wa still ~n dockyard
hands. Quite whether she was bemg taken to bas, put together, or what, was not apparent. Gradually, as the days
passed, however, it became clear that the end of the refit was
in sight. Unfortunately, communications were at a minimum.
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In the background a Skynet 5 Satellite Terminal

Not deterred, however, some radio and telegraph operators
descended on the one means that did work-the telephone
exchange-determined to communicate somehow. Others gave
their attention to welding, painting, gash-clearing and the
'Wrens' of H.MS. Drake. About this time we bade farewell to Corporal Doughty, who joined the ship in Singapore,
15 months ago, and now, tour complete, moves on with our
best wishes to the Cadre of RM.A., Sandhurst.
Comu1u11ieaf.ions • • •
The ship's latest acquisition is a Skynet 5 Satellite Terminal,
of which we are very proud. Not that the technicians will
let us near it yet, but we are allowed to provide an HF engineering circuit for their trials! More conventionally, we have
had Jocomexes with 3rd Divisional Signal Regiment, 5 Brigade
Signal Squadron and 24 Brigade Signal Squadron.
• • • :111tl of lter activities
On the rugby field, Corporal 'Taff' Lewis and LanceCorporal 'Paddy' King have made their presence felt in the
ship's first and second fifteens. Lance-Corporal ' Scouse'
McCarthy has established bis place in the hockey team, as
has Corporal Pete Drage in the football team. De~oting some
of their spare time to a worthy cause are Lance-Corporal
Clifford and Signalman Dimsdale, who were amongst the first
group of volunteer who visited Albertha Children's Surgical
Ward of Greenbank Hosiptal, Plymouth, to mark the formal
adoption of the ward by H.M.S. Intrepid.
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First ea \\. ek
15.15 hours 27th April: H.M.S. Intrepid slips and proce d gently down the River Tamar towards the sea, after
completing t n-and-a-half months along ide; a feeling of relief
and expectation sweeps through the ship; we've made it at
l t. Flag Officer Plymouth signals "It's good to see you
under way again." Thereafter followed a week of sea trials.
The hip is teamed in circles to confuse the Skynet aerial and
in uaight lines to test the distance recorder; anchors and
landing craft are raised and lowered· the ship is ballasted dov.n;
all y tern are tested. The ship's company are tried as well.
We clo,e up to action and emergency stations; we rescue
imaginary men overboard. Meanwhile, work in the communications department increase apace-Fleet broadcast, RATT Ship
hore Tug Net, Fleet Ready Use, and a dozen other circuits
provide employment for communicators in blue and brown
uniforms. 661 Troop is operational at last.

Scarborough Signal Training Centre
Scarborough
The Rhine Army Signals left Dotzheim, near Weisbaden,
Germany, in October, 1929, to return to the U.K. They took
over Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, and became 5th Divisional Signals.
They soon settled in and became a part of the Scarborough
cene, playing in local football, rugby, hockey and athletics,
and opening the barracks socially to the local inhabitants.
The small permanent staff these days still take part in local
sport and we still entertain the locals at our social functions.
In the old days, the horses were exercised on the beach
below the barracks before breakfast; these days it's the young
recruits from CT Troop, 11th Signal Regiment who wake up
the O.C., Major Jim Bevan, running down to the beach at
some unearthly hour of the morning.
Some of the original Rhine Army Signals married local girls,
and they frequently call in at the barracks. At least eight are
still members of the local Association branch, and they still
enjoy their ' curry suppers ' at the barracks on their monthly
get-togethers.
~e welcome Corporal Vaughan from 3rd Division Signal
Regunent, and Corporal Coatesworth from 225 Signal Squadron,
and hope their stay in this seaside resort will be a happy one.

31 s t (Great e r Londo n ) S ign al Regt. (V}
Hammer smith
Pr

entations
N Wednesday, 15th April, a representative detachment
from each Squadron paraded at R.H.Q. Hammersmith
on the occasion of the presentation of Long Service and Good
Conduct medals to two members of the Permanent Staff. The
parade was under the command of the Second-in-Command,
Major D. A. B. Crawford, and the presentation was made by
Brigadier R. H. Borthwick, Commander of 11 Signal Group
(V). The first presentation was to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. S. R.
Alfred, Royal Signals; after hearing his citation read out we
shall no longer be able to chant " What's it all about Alfie,'
because now we know! He has been around during his service
and I know he is well known in the Regular Corps; unfortunately, from our point of view he is leaving us in September
on commissioning. To say the very least we shall miss him
and his words of wisdom-sometimes kind, more often otherwise!
The second presentation was to W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) C. H.
Fawcett who has since left the army and has emigrated to
Australia. His citation left us in no doubt as to where he had
been during his service, all 28! years of it, including a double
tour with the Gurkhas. What does one say about quarterblokes? All they ever say is, "Sorry, haven't got any," but even
so we all wish you, most sincerely, the very best m your new
life.
After the presentation Brigadier Borthwick addressed the
parade explaining what an honour it was to present the medals
and wished both the recipients all the best. The parade was
then di missed and everyone went back to their training, after
which the R.S.M. and R.Q.M.S. attended a medal-wetting
ses ion in the Sergeants' Mess.

O
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Camp ha N.W. Enrep
With camp in N.W. Europe only a few weeks away we have
all suffered from the C.O.'s ' gentle work-up ' which started in
a few feet of snow in January and culminates in a Regimental
weekend in May when the Medical Officers scrape away at
last-minute vaccinations whilst other equally vital administrative details are tied up.
One member of our permanent staff who, we feel, calls for
special mention is Corporal (A/Sergeant) Gordon Blood. A year
ago we gave him a T .A. Centre at Cobham (inherited from
the Queen's Regiment (V) on re-organisation), five enthusiastic
ex-Queen soldiers (all naturally wary at changing their cap
badges) a few ' bob ' out of the unit recruiting grant, and told
him to go away and recruit a Radio Relay Troop. We didn't
really expect to hear from him again. However, in great part
due to Sergeant Blood's enthusiasm, ingenuity and plain hard
work in the recruiting field, Cobham is now the home of a
thriving Radio Relay Troop of 83 (London) Signal Squadron.
Whil t we know that Sergeant Blood would be the first to
acknowledge tl1e support he has received from the volunteers
-<lflicer , N.C.0.s and soldiers alike-it does show what an
enthusiastic young N.C.0. can achieve even when general
opinion insisted that "You'll never get any recruits at Cobham."
Talking of Cobham • • •
Talking of Cobham, the Troop now boasts a football team.
Having beaten the local youth club they recently threw out a
reckless challenge to Line Troop at Harrow. Played on a pitch
soaked by rain, the match could have passed as an energetic
form of mud-wrestling (or even water polo). Cobham (to our
surprise) won 5--2, but the 'hairies' insist that by arranging
to meet in the bar and then turning up an hour late the
Cobham boys won by virtue of ' gamesmanship ' verging on
downright cheating.
The next thrilling episode
Having broken our monastic oath after nearly a year, we
hope that the Editor will excuse us from any further contribution until we report on our European escapade in a later edition
of THE WIRE. We advise you to place a regular order now so
as not to miss this next enthralling episode.
Finally, and I'm not sure whether I dare say it, 47 (Middlesex
Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (ex-Cavalry Signals World War
offer their congratulations to the rest of the Royal Corps of
Signals on also reaching their first half-century of communicating!

n

3 2 nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V),
Glasgow
Regimental H .Q., H.Q. Squadron and L.A.D. ...
51 (Highland) Signal Squadron· (V)
52 (Lowland) Signal Squadron (V)
61 (City of Edinburgh) Signal Squadron (V)
69 (North Irish Horse) Signal Squadron (V)

Glasgow
Aberdeen
Glasgow
Edinburgh
Londonderry

Anticipating shortage of space in this edition, we published
the review of the Regiment's history in May. (Clever chaps.Edicor).
Affiliation with Gnrkha Signals
We would like to make special mention of our affiliation
with Gurkha Signals, which was inherited from 5lst Highland
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.). Two members of Gurkha
Signals are currently on our permanent staff-Major Frank
Lettin, the Training Major, and W.O.I Smith, the M.T.W.O.,
and, of course, at Group Headquarters, up the road, Brigadier
Peter Robertson and Major Val Swindale also help to perpetuate the association. A number of Gurkhas visited Glasgow
for a Kalaratri celebration last September, and we hope that
others will join us for our jubilee celebrations at Perth later
in the year.
They get on with each other after all
We should like to pay tribute to our 69 (North Irish Horse)
Signal Squadron (V) for serving in a ' Scottish ' unit without
insisting that the title be changed to 'Scottish and Irish.'
When the Scots and the men of Derry met at Scarborough
for the first time last year, those in authority had misgivings
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about the outcome, but everyone was on
there were no incidents. Now such fears
past, and R.H.Q. are far more concerned
aftermath of a Celtic v. Rangers match

best behaviour and
arc a th ing of the
about avoiding the
in Gla~gow!

Gr•·~tings

We send greetings to all members of the Corps, past and
present, who have been associated with the Regiment or its
forbears, and hope that as many as can, will join us for the
Scottish Jubilee Celebrations at Perth on 24th/25th October.

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
Visiters
HE first Scarborough weekend of 1970 was a memorable
occasion for volunteers of the North East. Major-General
P. F. Pentreath came to see us. The S.0.-in-C., accompanied
by the Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, Colonel B.
R. M. Hayles, was welcomed by a quarter guard, commanded
by Staff Sergeant Harry Bent.

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment
(Volunteers), Birmingham
Sonm•hJn~

about our history
HE Regiment was formed on 1st April, 1967, from .48th
(South Midland) Signal Regimen~ (T.A.), 58th 1gi;utl
Regiment (T.A.) and 319 (Guards) Signal quadron, with
most of the volunteers coming from 48th Signal Regiment.
The 48th is directly descended from the old Birmingham
Electrical Engineer Volunteers, and in 1908, its predecessor
formed part of the Territorial Force as South Midland Divfaional
Telegraph Company. In 1920, with the raising of the new
Territorial Army, the 48th Divisional Signals. was formed _in
Birmingham. Its links with the Birmingham Signal Comparues
were close, and a number of officers and men from these companies joined the new unit. R ecently, the Regiment was
strengthened by an additional Sq~dron f<_>rmed fro~ the
Shropshire Yeomanry-a Cavalry Regiment with a long h1st<_>ry
of achievement and fine traditions. They are now settlmg
down enthusiastically to their new role as Signallers.

T

T

Recruits
A tour of the Regiment at work followed. The recruits,
some of them only a few days ' old ' and still in plain clothes,
showed the proficiency on the drill square which can be
achieved after only an hour's training. The W.R.A.C.,
struggling h~d. with Trade . Tests, exa~ation nerves :ind
feminine cunosity about the tmportant v1Sitor. The old Lmeman Sergeant-22 years in the T.A. and knowing the General
from-well, a long time ago.
Ont.side
A walk through fir trees to the radio relay vehic_Je? camouflaged against a background of frozen snow and brilliant sunshine. Talking to the Corporal de~chment co~der, who
is a civil servant for most of the tune. Watching the L.4.D.
winch up a ' drill ' 3-tonner in the middle. of bleak, ~md
swept dales-cheerful grins from the Tynes1ders, Teess1ders,
Humbersiders and the rest.
Back to barracks to watch the Band, under Sergeant Beasley,
beat Retreat. The smart blue and yellow of their No. 1 dress
contrasting with the dull shine of the combat kit of the
spectators.
Effort • • •
As a complete contrast, the next .Scarborou&h weeken_d was
' Regimental.' After civil defence, drill and dunes, first rud and
other military subjects. in the morning, th~ afternoo~ was
taken up with the Regunental sports. A val.!3nt effort m the
old soldiers' race ensured success for Captam Jack Raw (he
can't be that old!) followed a close second by ~e Padre. The
' Ladies-over-an-undisclosed-age ' race resulted m the muchfancied favourite, Captain Margaret Hope winning by a wellcoiffured head from Captain Dorothy Clark. The L.A.D. won
the inter-Squadron football, but the highlight of the ~ay
was undoubtedly the Officers versus Sergeants match, which
resulted in a win for the officers by one goal. The result was
naturally hotly disputed as the _goal posts could not be seen
from five yards, due to sea mist.
Ea.ting • • •
The annual meeting and dinner of past officers of 49th and
50th Divisional Signals took place in the evening. A welcome
guest was the Mayor of Scarborough, and among the 18 Old
Comrades were Brigadier C. C. Fairweather, C.B., C.B.E.,
T.D., J.P., D.L., Brigadier T. T. J. Sheffield, C.B.E., T.D.,
D.L., and Colonel W. A. Lee, O.B.E., T.D., D.L.
Ecclesiastical • • •
The weekend ended with a Regimental Parade and Church
Service, the latter being conducted by the Padre, Rev. C. C.
Barker, S.C.F. (V), and the former by our new R.S.M., W.0.I
P. B. Overland.
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35th (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V) HO NO URED
The Freedom of Entry into the City of Birmingham has been granted
to the Regiment and the ceremony consisting of a service of dedication in Birmingham Cathedral and a march through the city will
take place on 12th September. Recently the Regiment were
honoured by the presence of the Lord Mayor of Birmingham when
he dined with the Officers. The S.0.-ln-C. was also present.
In the photograph (left to right) Lieutenant·Colonel J. Maclean
(Commanding Officer), Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E.
(Signal Officer-in-Chief), The Right Worshipful The Lord Mayor
of Birmingham {Alderman Neville Bosworth, LL.B.), Colonel F. E. B.
. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P. (Honorary Colonel), Colonel H. J.
Mishke (Signal Support Unit N.O .R.T.H.A.G.), Lieutenant-Colonel
D. C. Woodbridge (The new commanding officer)

The Uegiroent hononretl by the City of
Birmingham
In recognition of the service of the Regiment and it predecessors to Birmingham, the Regiment has been granted the
Freedom of Entry into the City of Birmingham by the City
Council. The ceremony, consisting of a Service of Dedication
in Birmingham Cathedral, followed by a march through the
city will take place on Saturday, 12th September. We are very
pro~d of this honour, which has only been be towed on five
other units in Birmingham.
On 13th March, the Regiment was honoured by the Lord
Mayor of Birmingham, who dined with the officers. The
Signal Officer-in- Chief also dined with the Regiment on that
occasion.
We welcome our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant·
Colonel D avid Woodbridge, also W.0 .1 John Mann, Staff
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Sergeant David Geere, Sergeants David Freeman, Colin
Macmillan, Bill Stagg and ' Kiwi' Gay. All our best wishes
g to Colonel lain Maclean, who left us in March for SHAPE,
and to W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Norman Hutson and Sergeant Peter
Davi.
Fifty ~·ears with thl• f"-or i.
In the Royal Corps of ignals SOth Annivcrsan Year, our
Honorary Colonel, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L.,
J.P., celebrate 50 ye:irs with the Corps, having joined 48th
(South Midland) Divisional Signals (T.A.) in 1920. This must
be a unique achievement, and we offer him our sincere congratulations.

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
A look over the years
IFTY years ago-1920-the first World War had finished
two years ago, a ' Land Fit for Heroes ' was to be created
and, mercifully, the Territorial Army was being re-formed.
Among the units coming into being were the 1st (Home
Countie ) Cinque Ports Field Brigade R.A. (T.A.) and the 54th
(East Anglian) Divisional Signals T.A. We trace our ancestry
through the t ~o units-our 44th (Cinque Ports) Signal Squadron
from rue former and 45th (Essex) and 54th (East Anglian)
ignal Squadrons from the latter.
Changes there have been during the last 50 years - and
necessary, too--in the way of organisation, roles, equipment
and training. But one thing has not changed and that is the
adaptability, enthusiasm, determination and professionalism of
the citizen soldier, be he called Militia man, Territorial or
Volunteer.
Today we can look back with pride and look forward with
confidence; we have a challenging and interesting communications role in the Forward Maintenance Area in B.A.O.R. wbere
we train every second year.
We recruit throughout East Anglia and South East England
in nine centres from Norwich to Eastbourne. In Eastbourne we
raise and train 858 and 859 Corps Troops for 22nd Signal Regiment (they will be training with 22nd Regiment in June).
In this anniversary year we will be represented at the Corps
Celebrations at Blandford in a static display, although our
attendance will be token as we are then at Camp at Scarborough.
Later on, in September, we are holding a motorised parade
and open day in the London Borough of Redbridge to mark
both the fact that we have the Freedom of the Borough and
the 50th Anniversary.

F

Working-op exer cises
The Squadrons are now holding their Spring working-up
exercises ready for annual camp at Scarborough in June. The
last events of the indoor season took place on 18th/19th April
when the officers had a study weekend at the Saxon Inn,
Harlow. They entertained at dinner Colonel A. N oble, D.S.O.,
T.D., D.L., Vice-Chairman of the T. & A.V.R. Council,
Colonel G . S. H. Dicker, C.B.E., T.D., A.D.C., D.L., Chairman
of Eastern T.A.V.R. Association, Brigadier H. E. Hunter Jones,
M .C., T.D., A.D.C., D.L., J.P., Chairman of Essex County
Committee, and Colonel R. A. Chell, T.D., and Major M . M .
Barker, of 12th Signal Group (V). The visitors from Group
gave a presentation during the Study Period, which also included
an excellent presentation by Captain P. Webb, Royal Signals,
and his team from the Defence N.B.C. School.
This team worked hard for the Regiment during the weekend
since they al•o instructed the W.O.s and S.N.C.O.s at their
Study Period at Vange. The team were guests of the W.O.s'
and S.N.C.0.s' JVess at dinner on the Saturday night.

39th (City of London) Signal
Regiment (Volunteers)
Ca r r~·i n l(

t.:re.atings to the Prime Minister o f ~fal tu
IVING up to their title, detachments of the City of London
..l Signal Regiment were proud to carry on their overseas
exercise greetings from the Lord Mayor of London to the
Maltese Prime Minister and the Chief Minister of Gibraltar.

I

39th SIGNAL REGIMENT PROVIDE A MOBILE DISPLAY IN THE
LONDON TAVR PARADE
From left to right : Signalman Ian Taylor, Lance-Corporal Kitt,
W.0.11 Bob Newman and Signalman Laurie Hinds demonstrate a
mobile field radio detachment

The Lord Mayor's message ran:
" It gives me great pleasure to convey the good wishes of
the City of London to the people of G ibraltar (and Malta).
I trust that the visit of the 39th (City of London) Signal Regiment will help to cement the friendship between the two
communities."
In reply, the Prime Minister of Malta wrote:
" I am grateful to you for your kind message of good wishes
on the occasion of the visit to Malta of a detachment of the
39th (City of London) Signal Regiment. Malta's best wishes
go to the Corporation and Citizens of London for their continued prosperity and well-being."-G. Borg Olivier.
A similar message was handed by Gibraltar's Chief Minister,
Major Robert Peliza, to the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel R. C.
Walker, for safe delivery to the Lord Mayor in London.
The Loudon T.A.V.R~ Parade
The Greater London T .A.V.R. parade held at Horse Guards
on 19th May featured a large detachment from the City's own
Signal Regiment.
Marching Detachments of Royal Signals and W.R.A.C. personnel escorted a 3-tonner depicting a field detadnment fully
equipped with radio sets, tents and even the equipment needed
for a 'brew.' A self-contained P.A. system bombarded the
onlookers with top-volume morse just to show that we were
not just a group of pretty faces.
Our Parachute Squadron brought up the rear with a second
3-tonner bearing the bravest man on parade-Signalman Brian
Creasy, who volunteered to hang in a parad!ute harness for
three-quarters--0f-an-hour! We tactfully refrained from asking
him how he felt afterwards!
Tne salute at the parade was taken by the Lord Mayor of
Westminster, and after the march past hundreds of onlookers
surged gn to Horse Guards to take a closer look at the
vehicles and displays which went on for two hours.
A parachute ground training display was provided by the
39th, and it was found to be of greatest interest to dozens
of five to nine-year--0lds, who rolled forwards and backwards
on our jumping mats with gay abandon. No recruits in that
direction though!
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If you know just where to go, you can
get a new Rover cheaper than a used one
Go to any Rover dealer. And should you
have posting orders from the U .K. to overseas,
or from one overseas country to another,
he will tell you that you qualify for
special concessions.
In the form of about £500 off the list price
of a new Rover 2000.
Here's what you get for your money. A car,
though built with up-to-date production
methods, still built with painstaking care at every
stage.
And instead of brief checks, we give every
engine a full bench test. And drive each car
around the test track until we are satisfied.

Now 50 Years o/J

•

[j
,...... ROVERl*
---,, ..

Without itYou're not With it!
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Instead of mere padding, a safety cage
surrounds and protects you.
And the cage is surrounded by 22 more
very real safety features .
It's these standards, these features and the
thinking behind them, that make a Rover a
remarkable car at any price. Even more so, at
£500 off.
Your Rover dealer will tell you more about
the car and tax concessions. Or write to: Personal
Export Sales Centre, British Leyland Motor
Corporation Ltd., 41-46 Piccadilly, London, SWl
or Personal Export Dept., The Rover Company
Ltd., Solihull, Warwickshire.
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Li~utenant R. Dntn•field, 30th Signnl Regiment

Lttotemmt
Lieutenant
L!•ufenant
Lieutenant

C. Byrom, 20th Armoured Brigade
C. Melhuish, 7th Signal Regiment
G. Maddren, 19th Brigade IJ .Q. and Signal Squadron
G Halibuton, School of Signals

Second-Lieutenant J. Wilson, 7th Signal Regiment

W.O.ll R. Block, 30th Signal Regiment
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeunt
Sergeant
ergeant

R. J. Buxton, Sign:ol• Training Wing . Royal Marines

A. Dodd , 8th Signal R egiment

A . D~rbysbire, 8th Signal Regiment

I. Ciums, 36th (E) T. & A .V.R. Regiment

D. A. Innes, 36th (El T . & A .V.R . Regiment
J. Tunney, R .M./\ ., Sandhurst
D. A. Rogt..,,, 30th Signal R egiment

G. D. Rnokes, School of Signals
~rgeant D. Pilbeam, School of Signals
Sereeant R. GainJford, 30th Signal Regiment
Sergeant R. Stade, 30th Signal R egiment
Sergeant K. Zoing, School of Signals
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corpor:tl
Corporal
Corporal

J. Bardon, 30th Signal Regiment
M. Davies, 30th Signal Regiment
D. Blggil15, 7th Signal R egiment
R. MllrllhaU, 2 16 ' P ara ' Brigade Signal Squadron
F. Madden, 8th Signal R egiment
W. McConntl, 16th Signal Regiment

Lance-Corporal L. VuJa, School of Signals
Lance-Corpor:tl J. Cagilaba, 7th Signal Regiment
Signalman
S!gnalman
Signalman
Signalman
ignalman

J. Drew, 30th Signal Regiment
R. Davis, 30th Signal Regiment
R. DaTi!, 30th Signal Regiment
M. Wilson, 8th Signal R egiment
S. Matewaya, 2 16 ' Paro' Brigade Signal Squadron

Corps Colours
The following have been re-awarded Corps Colours for
1969/70:

ROYA L S IG N A LS R U GB Y XV
Back row : C o r por a l Davi es 30th Signal Re gime nt, Corp o ra l Ma dre n 8th S ignal Regiment, Sergeant Derbyshire 8th Signal Regiment, Corporal Bardon
30th S iena! Re c l m e nt, S ergean t Rookes School o f S ig na ls, Lieu tenant Melhish 7th Signal Regiment, Signalman Davis 30th Signal Regiment, ~orporal
Hleclns 7th S icna l Recime n t, S igna lm a n Wi lson 8th S ignal Reei m ent, S e co nd-Lieutenant Wilson 7th Signal Regiment, Lance-Corporal Cag1laba 7th
S ignal Reeimen t
S~ted. Sere e a nt Innes 36 ( E) T . & A.V.R. Reg ime nt, Sergean t P il beam Sch ool o f S ign als, C aptain Backhouse School of Sicnals (Captain), Captain Rees
S e cret a ry 30t h S icnal Rec imen t, W . 0.11. Block 30t h S ignal Regi m ent, S ergean t Tunney R. M.A .S., Sergeant Gainsford 30th Sicnal Reciment, Corporal
McConnel 16t h S ignal Re gi m ent, Lance-Co rpo ral A ru ndal S cho ol of Signals
Not included: Captai n Shi ner, Captain Bally, Schoo l of S ignals

ftedew

of Corps Bu.gbfl• 1969 /70

Tbe healthy state of Rugger in the Corps
(Arps Fixtures
TRIAL XV played the R .A.P.C. (a new fixture) on 5th
November, and this resulted in a win for the Corps side
by 20 points to nil.
On Monday, 12th November, we were not at full strength
for our match with the Sappers, as both Cairns and Wilson
were playing in an Army trial. Our light pack was well beaten
by heavier and more experienced opponents, and we went
down 22-9. Byrom kicked three good penalty goals. Garton,
our left-centre, was crocked in the first half and left the field.
Two days later, a stronger side was fielded against R.E.M.E.
Our opponents took full advantage of the wind, and at halftime were 11 points up. In the second half the Corps side
pressed relentlessly and gathered nine points. Shortly before
the end, a breakaway try by R.E.M.E., which was converted,
brought the score to 16--9 in their favour. Cairns was outtanding among the forwards.
On 3rd December we had a good win over the Gunners
at Bulford, 12-9. Unfortunately, Drew was taken to hospital
after a tackle in the early minutes of the game.
Thirty-five players took pan in the trials, which were held
in decidedly wintry conditions on Sunday, 8th March. Unfortunately, 90 Signals Group cancelled the game due to be
played on Monday, 9th March; this meant that we faced the
RM.A., on 11th March, short of competitive games, and went
down 12--6 after a poor game. However, on Friday, 14th
March, we struck our form and in a fast, open match, played
our ~t rugger of the season, defeating R .C.T . 18-8. The
forwards dominated the rucks and line-out. Gainsford was in
excellent form at scrum-half, providing plenty of opportunities
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for the backs and scoring twice himself. Shiner and Backhouse
were particularly prominent, and with better finishing, we
should have scored more often.
The Inter-Corps Seven-a-Sides were played at Larkhill.
This was run on a two-divisional league competition basis,
with the winner of each division playing in the final. The
Corps •A ' Sevens team won Division I and were beaten in
the final by the Royal Marines by 23 points to 3. Two breakaway tries in the first few minutes of the game gave the
Marines the advantage and put the Corps side off their game,
from whidl they never recovered.
The 'A' team was as follows:
Captain W. Backhouse (capt.), Captain P. J. Bally, Captain
R . Shiner, Captain C. Garton, Lieutenant J. Neave, Sergeant
G. Rookes, Lance-Corporal D. Arundal.

B .A.O.B. Finni
7th Signal Regiment reached the final of the B.A.0.R. Army
Cup Competition for the third year in succession, losing a
fine game to the Royal Regiment of Wales by 14 points to
9 points.
1J.K. Finals
The School of Signals reached the Southern Command final
after beating the Guards Depot 37--0, and 8th Signal Regiment
won the Northern Command title, beating Army Apprentices'
College, Harrogate, 25--6.
Corps Represen tation
The following players represented the Corps during the
season:
Captai n
Captain
Captain
Captain

W . H . Backhouse (capt.). School of Signals
J . J Bally, 1st Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment
R. P . Shiner, School of Signals
C. Garton, School of Signals
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Gainsford, Captain Bill Backhouse, Captain Dick Baly Captain
Dai Rees, C_aptain Conrad Garton, ~rporal Jotu: Vilday,
Col'J?oral David Arundal, Sergeant Gavm Spearpoint, Sergeant
Dav:d Weld~, Corp'?r~ Brian Black and Corporal Martin
Davies. In spite of this unpressive list of names we are always
on the look-out for players, so if you are posted to the area
make your name with us.
'

Captain W. H. Badchouse, School of Signals
Lieutenant G. Madclren, 19 Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron
Sergeant J. Tunney, R.M.A.S.
Sergeant R. Gainsford, 30th Signal R egiment
Corporal R. Marshall, 216 Parachute Signal Squadron

Support for the Corps
Now that Blandford has become the base of Corps rugby,
and all our ho~e ~tur~s are played here, the support given
by both the umts in this camp has been especially welcome.
The fact that over half the Corps side came from Blandford
speaks .not only for the players' ability, but more particularly
for their kc~nness to play and for the support given by the
School of Signals and 30th Signal Regiment.
Referees
. It would not be right to talk only of players when reviewing the rugby scene at Blandford. Our three referees Major
Norman Merrifield, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) 'Nick' F oster a~d Staff
Sergeatit (F. of S.) Dick Dyer are all members of the local
Dorset/Hants. Socier:y, as well as being qualified Army referees.
T~ey have done us proud, turning out equally happily for
mmor games as well as for the more senior matdles. Many
thanks, gentlemen.
P.S.-Captain D ai Rees still maintains that the reason I reland beat Wales was that there was an English referee!

I SQUAD RO N TEAM OF 9th SIGNAL REGIMENT
WHICH WON THE AR MY (CYPRUS) MINOR UNIT
FOOTBALL CUP 1970 FOR THE SECOND YEAR
RUNNING

The following have been awarded Corps Colours for 1969/7Q:
Captain J. J. Bnlly, lst Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Sergeant G. D. Rookes, School of Signals
Sergeant D. Pilbeam, School of Signals
Signalman R. DaTis, 30th Sig nal R egiment

Taken all round, this has been a very good season. Although
the results of some Corps games were disappointing, the important thing is that more and more players are reaching
~rps standard than ever before, no less than 36 players playmg for the Corps. This, together with the achievements of
30th Signal Regiment, School of Signals, 7th and 8th Signal
Regiments and Army Apprentices' College Harrogate, underlines the healthr state of rugger in the Corps.
In congratulatmg all those on or off the field who have helped
to bring this about, special mention must be made of Sergeant
Cairns, who gained bis Army Cap playing against the Royal
Navy at Twickenham. He was most unlucky to have been
injured in this match.
The following account of rugby in Blandford, written by
Captain Bill Backhouse, the Corps Captain, speaks for itself.

RUGBY

FL0 1JBIS D ES

AT

BLANDFORD

There can be few places in the Corps where rugby has a
more enthusiastic following than at Blandford. The School of
Signals and 30th Signal Regiment each field a highly-successful side every Wednesday, and on Saturdays they combine to
produce a team which has been unbeaten by the local civilian
sides since September.

Hoya l Signals, Blandfor d
The Saturday side is run by Major David Mitchell, whilst
Captain Dai Rees looks after the clubhouse side of the administration. The team is skippered by Captain Bill Backhouse, and
they have produced a standard of rugby far above that of
most of the local clubs. Since Christmas they have scored
almost 200 points to only 20 against. The pack has been
selected from Sergeant ' Budd ' Rogers, Lieutenant Clive
Arthur, Corporal George Williams, W.0.11 Ron Block, Sergeant
Geoff Rookes, Sergeant Norman Pilbeam, Captain John
Aimonds, Captain Roger Brookes, Corporal Geoff Barden,
Lieutenant John Neeve, Lieutenant Rod Dransfield, Staff
Sergeant Roy Stark, Sergeant Mel Crowe and Sergeant ' Herbie '
Lewis. T he backs have been permed from Sergeant ' Geordie '
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Back row, le(r lo right : Corporal Steve Watson, lance-Corpo ral Tony Morris,
lance·Corporal Bob Wackins, Corporal Rocky Stone, Sii;nalman Johnny Phillips,

Private Chippy Wood and Corporal Tony Lowe
Front row, left to righr: Corpor>I D•vie Kelly, Staff-Sergeant Geordie Sleightholm,
Corporal Pete Ellis, Corporal Trevor Ryan and Lance Corporal Davie Manders

REGULATION PATTERN

ROY Al SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home - l l/ 10 each plu1 1/6 polt
Abroa d-12/6 each plu1 1/6 po1t
Wall Shleld1 7• x 6" Royal Slenals
Pace Stick• ...
...
...
..•
...
...
...
. ..
Sereeanta W a lki ns Canes, Ball, Pear or Thlmble Cap,
Cr..ted. Home
...
...
.. .
..•
.•.
...
Abroad ...

37/-

'3/52/-

ERNEST G"OODRICH
Spec/a//11 In the supply of M lll tary 11.equlsltes

44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY
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8th Regiments outstantling Horkey Team

8TH REGIMENrs RUGBY TEAM -

Their record this season is an outstanding one
Runners up-Army (U.K.) Hockey Tournament. They lost to S.E.M.E. Bordon 1-0
Winners -Northern Zone, Army (U.K.) Hockey Tournarr.ent
,,
-Northern Command Cup
-Northumbrian District League
-Northumbrian District Cup
-Northumbrian District 6-a-side Competition
P
W
D
L
F
A Position
League Record:
14
13
I
0
74
S
1st
Cup Record:
5
4
0
I
9
3
With largely the same team next year their eyes are on the Army Cup !
Individual Achievements
Corporal Havelin-selected to play for the A1·my in the B.A.O.R. festival
Lieutenant Reed
I
Sergeant Forster
Corporal Boardman LHave all been selected to represent the Corps in at least one match
Sergeant Hyde
Corpo r al Havlin
( this season
Corporal M. How
Sergeant Morgan
)
Back row, left to right: Corporal Kingdom, Staff-Sergeant Holdsworth, Corporal Boardman, Lance-Corporal Li Hey, Sergeant
Hyde, Lieutenant K. Hadfield, Sergeant Morgan, Staff-Sergeant Richardson, Captain J. Storr
Front row, left to right: Corporal How, Staff-Sergeant Gillmon, Corporal Havlin (Captain), Lieutenant D. Reed, LieutenantColonel J. L. Akass, Sergeant Forster, Corporal South, Sergeant Neilson, Corporal Sidek. Absent: Corporal Butchers

WINNERS NORTHERN COMMAND CUP

Back raw-Le ft to Righ t : Lieutenant D. Case, Signalman M. W ilson , Corporal J. Il li ngworth , Signalman B. Atk in, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Akass,
Sergeant A. Dodd , Signalman F. Dewa, Corpo ral C. Abbot, Corporal S. Driea, W .0.1 Cherry (Linesman)
Front raw-Left to right : Corporal E. Tait , Sergeant C. Derbysh ire, Li eutenant S. Coltman, Sergeant J. Maynard Lance-Corporal Deveraux,
Corporal E. Hunter
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DAILY SAILINGS
AT REDUCED FARES

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August and September e Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians
e Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.

mENGLAND~-:~:;""'"

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc,
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.

8th Regiments Soccer Team hat/ a gootl season too
The season has ended witti the Regiment having won the
Northumbrian District Senior League.
In cup competition the nearest the team came to success was
when finishing runners-up to 1st Royal Regiment of Fusiliers
in the Command Cup. In the final at York the team did well to
recover from an initial onslaught from the Fusiliers, being two
goals down within the first ten minutes. Just before half-time
we had drawn level at two each, in the end going down by
the odd goal in five .
The manner in w".1ich the team got back into tile game was
yet again an example of Corporal Maurice Nelson's excellent
captaincy. Both on and off the field he has been an example to
all unit footballers at all levels. He will be sorely missed-our
los~ is 16th Signal Regiment's gain.
In the Signals Inter-Unit Competition the Regiment were
beaten by 24th Signal Regiment by four goals to two.
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The team has undoubtedly enjoyed their games this season,
the fact that many more matches have been more closely contested than last year has undoubtedly helped in adiieving this.
During the close season the annual Summer League will, it
is hoped, discover a number o f new p layer s for next year.
Amongst those who will be missed, in addition to Corporal
Maurice Nelson, will be Corporal ' Chalky' White and LanceCorporal ' Shev' O'Shevire Mulday from Nigeria. The latter's
colourful personality and loyalty to the team have been of
tremendous value.
By the time next season srans Captain Jim Ireland, the
football officer, will also have departed to train for the Methodist
Ministry.
In tile past 18 months he has worked tirelessly for the
benefit of the team and all the players who have played for
him during this time would, it is felt, like to say thank you!
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GET FULL DETAILS FROM

..--,.:. >
I

·I

I
I

:..

to Aachen

M I L A T R A y E L Offices, Local Travel Artnb,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Bismarckstr11se 89, Dusseldort 4,
Furness Shippinc Line, Groenplatb 42, Antwer,,
or Townsend Car Ferries Car Ferry Terminal,
zeebrurse or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U.K. Bookinrs throuch your nearest llllotorlnc
Orcanisalion, Travel Acenb or the Townaend ofllcn
at:

I

DRIVE-ON
DRIVE-OFF
THE
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CAR FERRIES

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or
P.O. BOX 12, DOVER.
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3rdH.Q. ·

Ex Talons High
Wrltt n b y

'\'\·.o.11 ' Wally

the last WIRE notes it was
Iof Nreorganisation
explained that a great deal
was going on

within the Regiment; we were
rapidly manning our 'BR UIN'
cloaks, whilst still maintainin~,
is a second priority, our strategu:
JFHQ role.
Many of us have been to B.A.0.R. as individuals and with
the Regiment in the JFHQ task. This fact was not overlooked by the ' brass-hats ' who threw us the following challenge. Could 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment as a whole, move
by land and sea to B.A.0 .R. and fit, alongside the other
Signal Regiments, in the BRUIN role.
The gauntlet had been thrown and was quickly taken up.
Conference followed conference; paper instructions flowed
from R.H.Q. like water from a tap, but after many headaches, the Regiment, along with elements from 5 Brigade,
19 Brigade and 14th Signal Regiment, split in two groups
and beaded for our first staging post, Colchester.
Here the senior ranks had the facilities of the RM.P.
Mess, for which our grateful thanks are extended. The R.S.M.,
W.0.1 G. E. Morrill, invited all the officers in for the evening.
In the best traditions of the Service, thanks were tendered at
about midnight, and apologies offered to the R.M.P. members,
as we had drunk them dry.
The following morning, Group I set off for Harwich and
boarded the civilian car ferry bound for Bremerhaven; Group
II followed on 24 hours later, travelling to Hamburg. On
arrival in B.A.O.R., the weather proved rather unkind and a
change in plan had to be put into effect, and the start of the
exercise had to be delayed for 24 hours, with the result that
both groups eventually converged on Verden. At this point
we must express our sincere thanks to 1 H.Q. and Signal
Regiment for tolerating all our needs, feeds, accommodation,
and especially our scrounging. However, the extra day at
Verden gave time and opportunity to finalise many small
details.
Wheeler of
3rd D.Q. and
Ignal
Regiment

The frezen wastelands of the B.A.O.R. ' tundra '
Eventually the recce parties went out, and although the
reports weren't too good, we staned off into the frozen wastelands of the B.A.O.R. 'tundra ' on 13th March. Rumour
had it that our special Yeoman kept turning to Mecca and
mumbling queer gutteral sounds.
Surprisingly, it worked;
the further south we got, the warmer it became, These Yeoman
are few and far between, and another rumour is that our lucky
charm is going to take the sun to 2nd Signal Regiment.
Main H.Q. eventually settled and spread its tentacles over
three farms, moving into cowsheds, barns and ssh! . . . you
know where. The poor chaps at the comcen were bedded down
on top of a ridge in about Sft. of snow. It's the first time
in three years that the Regiment have had the facilities of
barns, but we bad no complaints. After three days the cows
and pigs looked on us as brothers, we had begun to wear
the same scent. But back to the job, the communications and
radio nets were through in next to no time and, wonder of
wonders, they remained through.
Life settled down to the C.0.'s conferences, the R.S.M.'s
non-stop bark about camouflage and blackouts; the Adjutant
(Captain M. A. Thome) wishing for a barber, but the Regiment was doing its job.
Then came the first move. This is a little more difficult for
us, compared with our B.A.O.R. counterpans, as was are
not, as yet, fully vehicle-borne. We still have to rely on
tents for some of our detachments. (The local farmers
thought we were quite mad, putting tents in barns).
The first move was only a distance of about 20 km., but we
are still trying to find out where the Messin~ Officer took
the cooks. They eventually arrived after a Journey of 2!
hours. Sergeant Shanks, A.C.C., was heard to mutter " we
didn't even have haversack rations.''
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In a very short time, command was taken back from
Captain Peter Pritchard and the merry men at Step-up. There
had been no break in communications the Regiment was
working. In this location we had visits from the Commander
l (BR) Corps, Lieutenant-General J. M. T. Sharp, C.B., M .C.,
the Chief of Staff, Brigadier J. M. Brockbank, M.C., and the
C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, who were all very
impressed with what was going on. When the Chief of Staff
and C.C.R. Signals arrived by helicopter, they thought they
had been given a wrong map reference, until the ' chopper '
handler went into the open to guide them down; they afterwards admitted the camouflage was so good they couldn't see
anything.

beret. Fortunately, the C.S.0., obviously having travelled
R.A.F. before, had a spare uniform in his briefcase and
eventually collected me remainder of his kit in Hong Kong
during his round trip.
By this time our uansport had arrived and we ferried our
kit to a disused World War II airfield. Although it ran alongside the local golf course, the field was surrounded by 6ft.
tall grass, Sergeant John Hunt, attached from 14th Signal
Regiment, had already discovered that the grass was very
sharp, he was heard to mumble something about lawnmowers
being carried on Dl3 stations before he vanished with one
end of rhe sloping Vee antenna.

The C.O. was talking to this right hand
It was thought at one time that the pressure was getting
the C.0. down. He kept walking about and talking to his
right hand; he was given a very wide berth as it was thought
it might be catching, but someone ~ventua~y realised he f:iad
brought his tape recorder. (All thmgs br1ght and beauoful
were recorded, and other verses of sharper vintage too).
In this location the R.S.M. really proved his worth; be
produced a barber in the shape of Sergeant ' Chippy' Woods,
and the Adj utant, after lots of 'wheedling,' finally had his
locks trimmed. The C.O. politely declined an invitation to
have his head ' manicured.'
Then a night move. Command was passed to Step-up.
Due to positioning of the comcens, slight problems arose,
but eventually the move took place and was completed as
dawn was breaking.
Shadowy figures moved about and tended to drop out of
sight. This was due to the location being in the middle of a
quagmire, with mud more than a foot deep. Tents were
erected again, tiowever, hot tea was soon produced by the
cooks and the Regiment was back in business. Communications were ' in ' and the camming up was completed.

Comfortab le n n d goocl f o o tl
Under the direction of the 0.C. and W.0.I (F. of S.) Ernie
Nugent (commonly known as ' Dad ') the station was
quickly established and we then retired to our accommodation in the Government uansir quarters. These are situated
in the middle of Honiara and consist of six large rooms with
attached kitchen, dining room and showers. Having carried
our bedding rolls and mosquito nets, just in case, we were
pleased to see such comf6rtable quarters provided, and quickly
settled in for our stay. By this time our very able cook,
Private Jock Cormack, was slaving over his hot stove under
the eagle-eye of Staff Sergeant Canale, our ' housemother ' for
the month. By the end of the exercise, it was an effort to eat any
more foot-long steaks or rainbow Uout and duck, with orange
sauce. Our thanks to the A.C.C. for uaining Jock so well.

Smelling of ' ean-de-barnyard,' but a good job
was done
Suddenly, the order came through on the 'printer,' "close
down, exercise ends." No team at the Royal T ournament
could have stripped the camouflage, packed the nets, wrapped
up the kitchen and swept out the barns as quickly as it
was done that day. In no time at all, the vehicles and trailers
were loaded, sorted into packers and were ready to move.
The Regiment was still " in action."
A few hours later we arived back at Verden, tired, weary,
with a pleasant aroma of ' eau-de-barnyard ' hanging over
everyone, and satisfied we b ad done a good job.
Our return journey went without mishap; even the
Customs men were on our side.
Over 150 vehicles and trailers had left Bulford on the
8th/9th March, and all arrived back in the same place, accident-free, 12 days later.
From the exercise we have seen we still have a few faults
to correct, a few improvements to make, but we did the
job.
3rd Divisional Headquarters and Signal Regiment had taken
up the gauntlet, had moved, had operated, and returned home.
We hand back the gauntlet, proud in the knowledge that the
' new boys ' to BRUIN can hold their own with anyone.

Exercising in the Solomons
By Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Bill Donnelly
URING March a detachment from 249 Signal Squadron
D
(F ARELF), led by Captain Peter Burke, left Singapore
to exercise a Dl3 contingency station in the British Solomon
Islands.

c.s.o.•s

kit Js lost
We left Changi airpon by R.A.F. Hercules and flew, via
Darwin, to Honiara on the island of Guadacanal. On arrival,
our equipment and personal luggage were quickly unloaded,
only to find that a suitcase belonging to Brigadier Warren
(C.S.0., FARELF) had been left in Singapore. R.A.F. Movements personnel quickly vanished from the scene, and our
attached R.A.F. liaison man, Sergeant Graham Lechrie, was
seen to change into jungle green, complete with Royal Signals
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taxied out to the runway, only to find that the rear loading
door would not close properly; the flight was then postponed
until the following day, and we returned to Honii'.ra and spent
the night in a hotel. The following day we again boarded the
aircraft (the rear door was now being held closed with a chain).
This time we took off and headed for Darwin. Unfortunately,
the weather closed in again and we were forced to land
in New Guinea. By this time the plane was deemed unserviceable and we were informed that a second plane was
flying out from Changi. After spending a pleasant night in
a hotel, we waited for the second plane to arrive. Sure enough,
it was dead on time, but as it landed a tyre burst and we
were stuck again. By four o'clock that day we were all slightly
fed-up, when we were told that our original plane would fly us
to Darwin. This leg went off alright and we arrived in
Darwin at 8 o'clock that night fully expecting that we would
be home the next day. But again Bight 213 was truck by
bad luck. Whilst taxi-ing out to the runway, the following
day, the rudder broke and we spent another night in the nottoo-lively city of Darwin, while a third plane flew out from
Changi. This time our luck was in and the plane arrived in
one piece. We arrived at Changi three days late, but very
glad to be on ' terra firma ' again, for a while.

HIRE

YOU~

LEA VE CAR

from
Many local fri e nd s
During the following weeks the island was quickly explored
by the fact-finding meml:lers of! the detadhment, namely
Lance-Corporal Stuart H awey, Signalman Bernie Commins
and Craftsman John Young. It was discovered that the natives
were very friendly, and they invited us to attend one of their
dances. The music was provided by men bitting bamboo with
flip-flops, which made a sound that any pop-group would envy.
Many friends were made among the local people on the island,
but there is no truth in the rumour that Sergeant Dave Hope
presented bis girlfriend with a Royal Signals plaque before
leaving.
F oot ball and s kin-diving
During our stay, Lance-Corporal ' Geordie ' Snaith µndertook to arrange a football match against the local team. Eleven
of our detachment elected to play and turned out in all sorts
of different strips, to play an immaculately turned-out opposing
team. We will say that ' clothes do not a team make,' but despite the magnificent goalkeeping of Signalman Grif Griffin
(in knee-length shorts) we lost 3- 1. Craftsman John Young
was also invited to attend a skin-diving expedition to explore
sunken Japanese ships in the bay. As he is a keen skin-diving
enthusiast this offer was gratefully received, and I believe he
spent a pleasant day exploring. Shell collecting also became
a pastime with some of the detachment, and Sergeant ' Chappie '
Chapman quickly became an expert.
Some 30 miles away, at Tambia, an English couple from
Bristol are building a beach resort. Having borrowed a car,
Lance-Corporal Dave Miles, Lance-Corporal Garry Garrigan,
Signalman Les Harrison and Signalman Gray Probert set off
to explore. The resort is in an ideal setting of sandy beaches
and palm trees and looks like something out of a ' Bounty Bar '
adver t. The first thing that came to notice was that the
tables and seats outside were made of solid concrete, and
when asked why this was, the couple told us that the local
villagers tended to throw things around after a few beers
(which were served in paper cups). Most of us managed to
visit this resort, and even though the road to it was very
rocky and crossed in several places by rivers, it was well
worth the effort.
Quite a job getting bock
H aving spent a month on the island, it was time for u to
return to Singapore. Our two R.A.F. Hercules arrived and one
of these made an uneventful trip back, via Darwin. The other
one, however, was having trouble with me navigation equipment and we waited patiently for the weather to clear for
our flight. Some three hours later we said our farewells and
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Morleys of Kingston
MORRIS, FORD

and HILLMAN

vans, saloons, estates and automatics,

VOLKSWAGEN DORMOBILE
motor caravans.
Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £7.10.0 per Week
SUMMER from £14.0.0 per Week
NO MILEAGE CHARGE
INSURANCE INCLUDED
Period hire discounts up to 25% .
Brochure and quotation by airmail.
76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KINGSTON-ON
THAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND
OT

POVEY CROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
AIRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.
CABLES: " KARHIRE," KINGSTON

ASSOCIATION NEWS
NOR~IPTON

BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: Mr. D. Smith, 9, Cascilian Street,
orthampton.
A curry supper and social evening was held at the Northampton Branch on 30th April. Our meetings are held the last
Thursday in the month at the Sergeants' Mess, Drill Hall,
Northampton. Why not join us and laugh? Our Secretary is
Douglas Smit• , late 12 Corps and 1 Corps, 1942-45; bis last
posting was Iscrlohn. Our Treasurer is Geoffrey D. Addington,
who was with the 47 Mobile A.A.O.R. in Egypt, Sicily and Italy
between 1940-47. Our Chairman, Leutenant-Colonel S. Brock,
has been very ill in ho pita!, but we are delighted to report that
he is now recovering.
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Our third annual dinner, a mo t memorable occasion, when
eighty members and their guests sat down, was held in the
W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mes , School of Signals, by courtesy
of Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, Commandant, on Friday, 24th
April, and who also, with Mrs. Cubberley, were our main
gue ts. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hambleton were unable to attend
owing to a tragic domestic circumstance. Among our other
guests were Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. I. M. Rose (C.O.,
30th Signal Regiment), Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins (C.O.,
School Regiment), Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Goldsmith, R.S.M.
and Mrs. Raynor. The dinner was a wonderful occasion.
Naturally, Major-General R. J. Moberly was the host.
Monthly meetings are held in different places, so that sooner
or later a meeting comes near to all parts of the councy, and
Sam Henwood, our Secretary, will be pleased to furnish details.

Hon. e retary: Mr. S. Henwood, H.Q., Blandford cation
Blandford Camp.
Perhap· hi tory wa n't made, but we believe it was a unique
occa~ion for the Pre idem Chairman and General Secretary
of the A ociation to be present together at a branch dinner.
The occasion was the Dorset Branch annual dinner last year.
and Ci1airman Bob Simpson took the opportunity to press for
a Blandford reunion, a he believed that Blandford would
eventually become, to today' serving members what Catterick
to the older generation.
We will be taking a full pan: in the Blandford reunion in
June and ome account of our branch may be of interest.
La t June we ran a fete and barbecue in the grounds of
Major Pat Malin's hou-e at Puddletown. The main event wa
a tug-of-war through a stream, the losing team having co
concede defeat by going through the stream to the winner s
side. A 40lb. lamb was spic-roasted, the first slice being sold
b · the chairming Miss Anne Hughes, who was reigning ' Miss
Southern Television ' at the time. We appreciate the enormou uppon we had from the School of Signals and 30th Signal
Regiment, who laid on three coaches for members and their
families to come along. It was a glorious summer's evening,
so that the weather, combined with the numbers, rather strained
our refre hment facilities, which was the only thing to mar
a very good evening out. Various sideshows were run by the
members to add to the entertainment.
Blandford Camp alway kindly invite our members to their
Remembrance Day Service and our Branch Standard is on
parade there. Last year, also, for the first time, our Branch
Standard was present at the British Legion Service and parade
in Blandford.
In February of th.is year we held a very enjoyable kittles
evening at the Springhead Hotel at Sutton Poyntz, near Weymouth. The local team won, but we didn't disgrace ourselve .
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Due to continued Company expansion vacancies ex ist for :-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. P. Tax

each 12/9
" 14/1

Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equiv-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME _

alent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

CPostace Eura)

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
presentsalaryto:-

PE RS 0 N N E L MA N AG E R

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE · ENGLAND
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BY A PPOU..-rvENT TO BER MAJESTY THE Q.U'EEN 1 GOLDSMITHS Ah'D JEWEU.ERS, GARRARD AND COMPANY Lll!ITBD, LONDON

RADIO OPERATORS

10 ma}k the occasion
I

Throughout history man has
recorded famous events and his own
great achievements. For two hundred
years Garrard have captured the
splendour of the military in finely
worked models of silver and gold.
We offer you the unrivalled skill
of our designers and craftsmen, and the
personal service that is the hallmark of
Garrard, in the creation of a model
which will remain a permanent
reminder of your own great occasions.

GA R R A R D The Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET, LONDON WlA 2JJ. Tel: 01-734 7020
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There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1970 and in subsequent years.
Specialist training courses lasting approximately nine months, according to the trainee's progress, are
held at i.nterva~s .. Applications .are now. invited for the course starting in September, 1970.
Durmg trammg, a salary will be paid on the following scale :
Age 21
£800 per annum
22
855 "
"
23
890 "
"
24
925 "
"
25 and over 965 ,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Training School.
After successful completion of the course, Operators will' be paid on the Grade 1 scale:
Age 2r
£965 per annum
22
1025 "
"
23
1085 "
"
24
1145 "
"
25 (highest
r215 ,,
,,
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £r,650 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G.C.E. or P.M.G . qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarter ,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

LIFE ASSURANCE

July-August 1970

ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice \vithout fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. .May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETffiING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden.
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES.
Brigadier
R. T. ~'Williama
F.C.I.B.

If these problems are at all large let me

We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Mai or
T . F . Williama
F .C .I.B .

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)

Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association

Make astrategic move•••
to the Australian Army

on crmg w liat' s t o come after your British Army service?"
"W
C ld db .

ou
e commerce orindustry~ill make you a good offer, but you'll
proba_bly have to start afresh-with new problems to face and new
t<:chniqucs t~ master. It will also mean fitting into a completely
different environment w).th quite different responsibilities.
Then again you can stay with the Army-the Australian Army.
If you have NCO or Warrant rank and specialist qualifications the
chanc~s are you'p. retain them in full, aud the pay that goes with them.
It won t be s;a~·ting af:e.sh- more like a fresh start, in a big sunny
country that SJUSt wa1tmg for you (and your family).
Clip i:nd mail the coupon today and get the facts on Army careers
and life "downunder".
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS

*
•

offer the most

comprehensive service available to all members of the

.

-

Armed Forces and as Sp.e cialist Service Brokers we believe
Our Cover Pitture

that in the light of ever-changing circumstances it is now
more important than ever before that all ranks should
have the benefit of professional and personal attention.

Consult:

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS
BROKERS

THE
T D E

WIRE

II 0 Y A J, S I G N A L S
.UAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association

Head Office:

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND,

Lile Assurante lor:Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Editor:
BRIGADIER P. IU. P. DOBSON,
D.S.O.

The situation whereby more contributions come in for THE WIRE than
there is really space for is one of our major problems-albeit a happy one!

Assistant Editor :

There can be no sadder person that an Editor waiting in vain for the
incoming post to produce copy to fill an empty publication.

YORKS.

Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines)
or Richmond 2159

Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Security for your Family

General lnsurante lor:Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All General Insurance

Representation throughout UK.

~fr.

L. Woocl

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S .W .3. Tel. Nos. 01-730-4 129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. l <J.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to: Royal Signals Association. S11bscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).

Wherever you go in the UK. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE

By kind permission of the Editor of Soldier we are able to reproduce
this unusual 'shot ' taken in an eight-foot by four-foot snow hole by
photographer Trevor Jones of Soldier staff. The occupant of the snow hole
is Corporal Robert Crowther who spent half-a-day digging this shelter in
which to spend the night while on exercise with the Mobile Force Radio
Troop of 30th Signal Regiment (O.C. Captain Ian Crouch). The exercise
was featured in the May issue of Soldier under the title 'Mercury in Mukluks'
and no doubt many of our readers will already have read the story. Suffice
to say that our own M.F. Radio Troop had taken over the responsibility
for communications from a U.S. Signal Squadron for the Allied Command
Europe Mobile Force on winter exercise in Norway. This they bad done
after a month's winter warfare course in Norway and two weeks' familiarisation training with the U.S. Army near Nuremberg.
Despite many problems including a rebro station being partially put
out of action by a force 5 blizzard, they produced satisfactory communications
and were commended by the Mobile Forces' C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel
Salvatore Nicosia, who said the results achieved were very good indeed.

•

1970

(New Series)
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Our incoming post, thanks to our many hard-working and loyal correspondents, is very much the opposite. Contributions flow in freely and we are
indeed most grateful to receive them. However almost invariably, when all
copy has been returned in galley form from the printers and we measure it
prior to ' paste-up ' it comes to light that we are faced with going to press
with more pages than we can economically afford to print. We are then confronted with the unhappy position of having to prune contributions or possibly
hold over certain general interest articles to a subsequent issue hoping to get
them in then. This is an invidious and unpleasant task for any Editor to
under:ake, particularly one who is so well served by his readers.
We are acutely con cious that behind every article lies the work of some
unknown individual who has given considerable time and effort to try and
produce something worthy of THE WIRE.
This situation has been somewhat mitigated by a helpful deci ion by the
Central Committee of the As ociation to underwrite the cost of publishing
certain general interest articles-and, incidentally, the expensive colour pictures
on the front cover. Nevertheless, the problem is very much with u .
The purpose of this Editorial is to make these facts clear and to apologise
to all those who may find their contributions pruned or held over for a
subsequent issue of THE WIRE. As the saying goes, to understand is to forgive,
and we know how indulgent you invariably are to our shortcomings.
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Photographed during the Royal Visit
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Her Royal Highness The Princess Anne visits the Corps at Blantllortl Camp

[Courttzy Bournemouth Evening Echo

A HAPPY MOMENT DUR.ING THE VISIT
The Princess talking to Corporal and Mrs. P. S. Shotts, Corporal and Mrs. A. G. Taylor on the left

Arrival

H .R.H.

The Princess Anne visited the Corps at Blandford
Camp on Friday, 5th June. Just after 10.45 a.m. a redpainted Wessex of tile Queen's flight touched down on a
spC<:ial Helipad at Engineers Corner prepared by 30th Signal
Regunent. There, accompanied by her lady-in-waiting, Miss
Mary Dawnay, ff.RH. was received by Brigadier A. D. Brindley,
M.B.E., A.D.C., accompanied by her Conducting Officer, Major
M. S. Jarrett, Royal Signals, and A.D.C. Lieutenant M. C.
Wilkinson, Royal Signals.
From the Helipad she was driven by car to the Headquaners Mess where, after being received by the Master of
Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
C.B.E., she met Lady Scott, the S.0.-in-C. Major-General P.
F. Pentreath, M.B.E., and Mrs. Pentreath, the Representative
Colonel .Commandant, Major-General M. D. Price, 0.B.E., and
Mrs. Price, the Commandant, School of Signals, Brigadier J. R.
Cubberley, and Mrs. Cubberley, and the Chief Signal Officer
'
Strategic Command, Brigadier G. Proudman, M.B.E.

plaque unveiled
After coffee at the Headquarters Mess the Princess was taken
by car to the Royal Signals Museum, where she was received
by the Chairman of the Royal Signals Institution, Brigadier
T. R. Warburg, C.B.E. After presenting Mr. W. F. Bailey, the
Curator of the Museum, Brigadier Warburg conducted H.R.H.
around tJte !-'1useum and briefed her on the history of military
commumcauons and Royal Signals. The Princess showed considerable interest and knowledge. At 11.30 a.m. the Master of
S_i~als i~vited ~R.H.. to unveil a plaque commemorating her
v1s1t. This she did affildst the cli-:king of many cameras, from
the press and from the School of Signals Film Unit. The Sd1ool
of Signals C.C.T.V. Unit was also busy.

Equipment on display and demonstrations
From the Museum the Princess was conducted by Brigadier
Cubberley to a demonstration of modern signal equipment.
Captain C. T. Barton, School of Signals, explained, with the
aid of a model, the Bruin Communications System. H.R.H.
showed great interest in the various equipments and vehicles.
Corporal R. A. Martin, School of Signals, explained the FV 432
Command Post and a detachment from 264 S.A.S. Signal
Squadron looked suitably warlike. Even more warlike was a
demonstration of unarmed combat by men from 216 Para
Signal Squadron under the direction of Corporal R. A. Hogg,
then while S.S.M. I. Wells explained the techniques to the
Royal visitor, the team made short work of unlashing a Land
Rover from a medium stress air drop platform. H.R.H. then
moved on to 3 Squadron, 30th Signal Regiment, who managed
to look cool in their snow parkas in spite of the warm weather.
Captain I. J. Crouch led the Princess down a line of arctic
equipment to a waiting Snocat of A.M.F.(L) Battalion Troop.
Assisted by Second-Lieutenant J. Dyer, W.R.A.C., she donned
a white smock and, with brief explanation of the controls by
Lieutenant R. C. K. Baynes, she drove the 4-ton tracked
vehicle across the grass through a maze of aerial masts with
the competence of a born driver.
At the E21 Receiver Station H.R.H. was met by Brigadier G.
Proudrnan, M.B.E., and conducted round by Captain J. R. S.
Ovenden, of 14th Signal Regiment. There she received a
greetings telegram from Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E.,
Commander 3 Signal Group, and all ranks Royal Signals in
Cyprus, which she was kind enough to sign.

I.

Her Royal Highness pictured on her arrival when she was mat by Major-General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., Master of Signals.

2.

The Princess pauses for an informal chat with Corporal R. A. Hogg and S.S.M. I. Wells of 216 Parachute Signal Squadron .

3.

There was a cheerful welcome from children of the Camp School for the Princess as she passed by.

4.

The Princess has a talk with the White Helmets who put on an impressive display.

than is the case. Captain P. J. Brunton was able to invite the
Princess to speak to Brigadier D. E. Warren, C.S.0. FARELF,
via the Skynet Satellite and also to receive by teleprinter
a message of greetings from the C.S.O. and all the various
Commonwealth Signals serving in Malaysia and Singapore.

with the Master of Signals and some of the company. Before
leaviilg the Mess she was presented with a Trumpeter Figurine
and a copy of 'Through to 1970.'

At the W .O.s• and Sergenuts• 1'1ess

For the afternoon display, the area adjacent to H.Q. Mess
had been transformed for the occasion into an arena with a
specially constructed Royal box. Seats round the ground were
filled by spectators from the camp and a large contingent of
school ctiildren from the Garrison School complete with Union
Jacks. The Corps Band, under the dire::tion of Captain K. R.R.
Boulding, played appropriate music.

From foe Satellite Station H.R.H. moved by car to the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. There, after being
received by the R.S.M. of the School of Signal , W.0.1 S. J.
Raynor, she met Mrs. Raynor, W.0.1 T. Burke (R.S.M. 30th
Signal Regiment) and Mrs. Burke. She spent some 25 minutes
at the Mess, during which time the Commanding Officer of
30th Signal Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel I. M. Rose, and Mrs.
Rose were presented to her, together with some of the Warrant
Officers and Senior N.C.O.s of the station and their wive .

Figurine. and 'TlarouJ{h to 1970 ' presented
Conversation via sawUite
By way of contrast the U.K.-T.S.C. 500 mobile satellite
earth station may have made the E21 seem more ' steam age '
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After refre hment, Princess Anne was taken by car back to
the Headquarters Mess where she had presented to her a
number of officers and their wives. She afterwards rook lunch
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1970

Affornoou display

At 14.35 the Princess left H.Q. Mes and walked to the
arena. On the way she was warmly cheered by the chool
children and stopped and spoke to many of them. he al o
spoke to several soldier spectators and their wives.
Promptly at 14.50 the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display
Team began their show, which they performed faultlessly
despite me strong wind. The Princess was obviously impres ed
by the split-second precision of the crossing motor cycli ts
287

and am..i ed at the antic of the old-time rider of the mechanical
penny farthing. The large audience, too, many of whom had
een the di ·play team many time before clearly appreciated
the kill and daring of the rider:,.
Far~well

AU too oon came the finale and with it the end of the
Royal v1 it. Before leaving rhe Princess spent some time chatting to members of the team, tnen said goodbye to the Master
of ignals and got into her car. The car drove round the
arena amidst cheers and waving hands of spectators and, with
the Corp Band playing ' Will ye no come back again ' (almost
drowned by the motor cycle e cort) she lefr the arena to rerurn
to her helicopter.
Briga<lier Brindley and Major Jarrett escorted the Princess
and her lady-in-waiting to the Helipad, and at 15.30 saw them
afely on their way back to London.
The visit wa favoured by warm sunny weather and received
good coverage from local press and television. It was without
doubt a mo t uccessful and happy occasion enjoyed by all
including, we are ure, our Royal visiror.

Hehlnd tlae sc-.-n~s
The organisation and preparation necessary to achieve such
a uccessful occa ion involved, a can be imagined, a great
deal of effon and several rehearsals. Practically every soldier
and civilian in Blandford Camp both from the School of
Signals and 30th Signal Regiment (not to mention such peripheral organisations as the Blandford Project Liaison Staff,
M .P.B.W. etc.) had a hand in it.
The problems which arise on such an occasion are many
and vaned: which way will the wind blow? The Royal Standard
on the U .H.F. tower needed an east wind to avoid a tangle-the wind was easterly. How do you ensure that the white
mock H.R.H. i to wear will fit? The Palace obliged with a
fitting. How do you remove grass cuttings from the Helipad?
Answer-get a helicopter to blow them away by hovering. And
so on ...
Blandford Camp never looked so smart-even the Contractors
engaged on the rebuild had cleared up most of the more
obvious mess. We cannot claim to control the weather-it
played the most important part of all-a fair day for a fair lady
in fact. We hope she will come again soon.

Commemorative telegrams sent by C.S.O. FARELF anti Commander 3rtl Signal Group
by satellite anti E21 ratlio respectively anti personally signetl by The Princess
FROM CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER FARELF SINGAPORE

FROM COMMANDER 3RD SIGNAL GROUP CYPRUS

TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS ANNE
AT BLANDFORD CAMP

TO

BRIGADIER D. E. WARREN AND ALL RANKS
ROYAL SIGNALS, ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS,
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND SIGNALS, GURKHA SIGNALS,
LOCALLY ENLISTED MEMBERS OF ROYAL SIGNALS
IN MALAYSIA AND SINGAPORE SEND THEIR
LOYAL GREETINGS TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS,
THE PRINCESS ANNE ON THE OCCASION OF HER
VISIT TO ROYAL SIGNALS AT BLANDFORD CAMP.
IN SENDING THESE LOYAL GREETINGS WE ARE
JOINED BY THE COMMUNICATIONS PERSONNEL
OF THE FAR EAST AIR FORCE WHO MAN THE
SINGAPORE END OF THIS SATELLITE LINK.

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS, THE PRINCESS ANNE
AT BLANDFORD CAMP
COLONEL D L SYLVESTER-BRADLEY
AND ALL RANKS OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS
IN CYPRUS SEND THEIR LOYAL
GREETINGS TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE PRINCESS ANNE ON THE OCCASION
OF HER VISIT TO ROYAL SIGNALS AT
BLANDFORD CAMP.

TRANSMITTED BY E 21 HF RADIO 5 JUNE 1970

TRANSMITTED BY SATELLITE SYSTEM 5 JUNE 1970.

BLANDFORD
CAMP

/~~

-----

5th.JUNE 1970

BLANDFORD
CAMP

Seated, left to right: W. Bevan, J. Whitehead, H. Liley, Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins, A. lent, Major (Retd.) G. C. Hamilton,
Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) E. Levett, Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) ' Monty' Truscott, R.S.M. S. J. Raynor,
Major (Retd.) D. C. Dickens, J. Hogan, A. Swaine, Lieutenant (Retd.) C. A. Langley, H. Bates
Centre Row, left to right: E. Hu tchison, H. Copsey, Major (Retd.) F. Ashford, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) A. F. Austen, G. Stanford,
D. Howell, F. C. Latter, W. McCormick , A. Binningsley, G. Carroll, Captain (Retd.) J. Dignan, F. Bennett, D. Honeybourne,
K. Love, D. Harrison, M. Skinner
Bock Row, left to right: F. S. Watkins, G. T. Busby, N. Lester, P. Moddrell, R. Hood, L. Parry, H. E. Roel ich, W. Devlin, M. Fraser,
T. Mellor, Major R. Amott, W. Holland , R. Cogbill

Hong Kong Signal Company 1939-45
Lieutenant-Colonel 'Monty' Truscott, Secretary, writes:
The second Reunion of the ill-fated Hong Kong Signal
Company was held at the School of Signals on 9th May. Major
(retd.) G. C. Hamilton, author of 'The Sinking of the Lisbon
Maru,' was the chief guest. Other guests included Brigadier
J. R. Cubber'. ey, Commandant School of Signals, LieutenantColonel D. E. Higgins, Administrative Commandant, 0 .C.
School Regiment, and R.S.M. S. J. Raynor of the School who
very kindly made the facilities of his Mess available to the
Reunion.
Major G. C. Hamilton was one of three officers who
enginereed the break-out from the locked hold of the Japanese
P.o.W. ship Lisbon Marn which had been torpedoed by the
U.S.S. Grouper, an American submarine. The Hong Kong
Signal Company were among 1,800 British P.o.W.s in the
sinking ship of which over 1,100 were drowned, 51 members of
the Company were drowned out of 100 in this appalling

5th.JUNE 1970

Birthday Honours
All will be pleased to hear that the following awards were
made to members of the Corps in the Birthday Honours:

c.n.

STOP PRESS

Major-General M. D. Price, O.B.E.

5 Ot/J Anniversary (e/ehrations
Service of Re-Dedication at Salisbury Cathedral and Open
Day, School of Signals, Blandford Camp, 21st June
~ will be very pleased to hear that this occasion, in

glom~us sunny weather, went off extremely well, and has been
d~scnbed by a number of those present as the finest day in the
hi. tory of the Corps!

tragedy, a further 19 members died in P.o.W. cages in Japan
due ro exposure and sickness resulting from the sinking. Only
baJ' of the Company suength was on board the ill-fated vessel.
The first Reunion in May, 1969, located 35 survivors, six
additional survivors were located for this Reunion, the search
for the balance of 45 will never cease. It is possible that
relatives or friends of readers were in the Company during
1939-45, if so please notify the writer.
The Chairman, Lieutenant-Colonel E. Levett (ex-C.S.0.
China Command) was present as one of the survivors; he is now
86 and was unfortunately a P.o.W. of World Wars I and II.
Those present were delighred to see him again and wished their
very popular ex-Commanding Officer many happy years to
come.
The Committee tnanks Brigadier Cubberley and R.S.M.
Raynor for their kindness and co-operation in making thi
Reunion so successful.
Plans are being made to hold the third Reumon in Catterick
at the 1971 Old Comrades' Reunion.

Catterick Reunion Weekend 27th1 28th June

O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. Dacre, M.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. H art
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Hellier, M.B.E.

~ttendance by Old Comrades of the Corps- nearly 500 march-

iU.B.E.
Major (Q.M.) T. H. Luscombe (retd.).
W.0.11 T. Mel(. Stoddard.

mg to Church on the Sunday, and several thousand attending
the Sunday afternoon displays.
Full description.~ of these events will appear in the next
issue of ' The Wire.'

n.E.lU.
Sergeant Ramparsad Gurung (248 Gurkha Signal Squadron)
Staff Sergeant S. H. Waudby.

This occasion was also a resoun<ling success, with a record

· ROYAL

IGN1\LS ASSOCl.\TIOX AND
BENEVOLENT Ff':VD

The following dona1ions were graiefully received drmng May, 1970:
[,
s.
19th ignal Regiment
200 0
18th 'gnal Regiment
68 0
H. Q . I (BR) Corps, for the Garrison Church of t. George
44 16
14th Signal Regime.at
41 4
43 (\'Uessex) Signal Squadron
12
Bath & District Brooch, Royal Signal · Association
5 5
Mr. K. V. Ashton
46 0
Captain A. C. M. Prince
6 5
Colonel A. J. G. McNair
5 0
Mr. T. W. Vigers
2 2
.\<\r. I. Froctor ...
JO
,\<\r. J. O. Buchanan . .
10
Various individual dona!ions
13
To:al
E~penditure

durirg May, r970

d.

0
6
6
8
6
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

[,420 19
.• [,853 14 rt
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M.E.L.keeps you

From our "In" Tray

one ste11. aliead in

The Gurkha Wei/are Appeal
From:
Field Marshal Lord Harding, G.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.

Military

E/ecfron1cs•••
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rear units.
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Ellec~rom~s, Rad:ar and Radar
nte1 ceptwn eqzapment.
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'l'he~Ll::.L.Equi1>me.ntC<>.Ltd ..
M:m<>rR~yul, Cmwley,Sussex.

ir,
May I claim the courtesy of your columns to draw the
attention of your readers to the National Appeal for tile Gurkha
Wt"lfare Trust, and to ask for their support.
The Army Benevolent Fund has made a generous contribuuon to the Appeal on behalf of all Regimental and Corps
Associations, but I thought that as many of your reader~ will
have happy recollections of contacts with Gurkha soldiers they
may like to subscribe individually-hence this letter.
The Gurkhas are our oldest and staunchest allies and have
~erved with us for over 150 years.
Nearly half a million
Gurkhas fought side by side with British troops in the two
World Wars winn'ng 26 Victoria Crosses and suffering 43,000
ca~ualties. By their courage and endurance they have made a
magnificent contribution to the success of British arms. Their
good comradeshi;> has always been a source of strength to our
own soldiers. I believe that everyone in this country owes them
a great debt for their loyal and devoted service in numerous
campaigns over many years.
When a Gurkha leaves the British service, he faces a
difficult future in Nepal, a country with limited resources and
a basic industry of subsistence level agriculture, subject to
frequent natural disasters- floods and landslides. They and
those who depend upon them are frequently in need of financial
upport to restart their life as civilians, to tide over a period
of illness or other misfortune, to relieve poverty, suffering or
distress.
H.M. Government provide an annual grant to meet the overheads of the Welfare Scheme, but a capital sum of £1,000,000
is needed to provide in perpetuity an income sufficient to meet
the many deserving cases that will increasingly arise as the
run-down of the Brigade proceeds. Every penny received will
be devoted directly to this end.
Subscriptions should be sent co the Gurkha Welfare Trust
25/31, Moorgate, London, E.C.2.
Yours sincerely,

JOHN BALMER MEMORIAL FCXD
The following letter has been received from Mrs. Balmer
by the School of Signals:
"Thank you very much indeed for the cheque for £100
for Cancer Research, from my late husband's friends. Mr.
Cooper gave it to me yesterday. It is a wonderful gesture from
you all, and I know that it will do some good towards fighting this deadly disease. I bave asked the Chairman of our
Broadstone Luncheon Club to hand it over to Dr. Marlborough
at Poole Hospital-his work for his cancer patients is outstand ing. Thank you all again very much.
Yours sincerely,
Constance B. Palmer

Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
The Society will be exhibiting at this year's R.S.G.B. International Radio Engineering and Communications Exhibition,
which will be held from 19th to 22nd August, 1970, in the
Royal Horticultural Society's New Hall, Greycoat Street, Westminster, London, S.W.l.
The Annual General Meeting of the Society will be held
at the Exhibition Hall on Saturday, 22nd August. Futt details
are being published in the next edition of Mercury, which will
be issued shonly.
We look forward to seeing our members at both the Exhibition and the A.G.M.

ENCOUNTER AT A FOOTBALL MATCH
Mr. G. C. CockriJI, of 37 Alder Hill Grove, Leeds, writes
that recently when refereeing a so~cer match between the East
and West Riding Cadet Forces, he came across Major Dickie
Dirs who was the East Riding team manager.
Such was Major Dirs' energy in urging on his team, that
Mr. Cockrill wondered whether Sir Alf knew of his contemporary and whether any of Major Dirs' proteges would be
playing in the 1978 world cup series.
He concludes by saying that it was a pleasure to see a crusty
old Corps dlaracter still in good form as an Old Comrade.

Harding, Field Marshal.

18th SIGNAL REGIHENT-INFORMATION
SOUGHT
Sir,
In anuc1pation of the disbandment of my Regiment in late
1971, I have been carrying out some research into the Regimental history. We have a comprehensive coverage for the
period 1960 to the present day, but there is virtually nothing
for the previous 18 years, from the formation of the Regiment
in 1942 until 1960.
May I appeal, through the medium of THE WIRE for any
information from past members of 19th Signal Regiment, to
be sent to me.
Yours faithfully,
C. J. Gilbert, Lieutenant-Colonel.
19th Signal Regiment,
Changi, c/o G .P.O., Singapore.

·~1.~:L..\lobll<-ll

F.Ha.di111>1wi<ldr •
u.W"l for Bnt1 hand 1-~on:·i~n Mili~rv
•1 111li<'atfr1n4!: and i<1 inl·or1-"1rat.tod in ..
many l'Omh~t arvl •UPJJOrt v•·hide ,
1nclutl1ng th• Saladin. F..rri-t. &irn<'·T•

and li1tnadiPr.

Mn. AND i.u1s. J. FIRMIN write.-We would
like to offer our sincere apologies for not keeping in
touch with our many friend , both in the Corps and
attached to it. However, rhe pressure of work is now relaxed, but after six months, some of you will have moved
around the world. We now have a 'fixed abode' and would
be pleased to hear from or, even better, see anyone who
remembers us, especially from the Sergeants' Mess, 16th
Signal Regiment. Good luck co you all.
John and Pat Firman, Royal George, Carlisle Lane, London,
S.E.l (five minutes from Waterloo Station and U.J. Club).

-~

.. -
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A CllAll..ENGE TO EX-BOYS!

Is there any ex-Boy (ex-' Rat' to use the older term) who is
prepared to take on the necessary secretarial duties to keep
the Ex-Boys' Association going-particularly in respect of running the annual dinner.
This will call for the maintenance of a record of the names
of ex-Boys and their addresses and the organisation of the
annual dinner. Access to office facilities and a reasonable
length of tenure of appointment are desirable.
Surely, reading this, there must be one ex-Boy who is
prepared to take it on?
Further particulars from: Colonel T. W. B. Boileau, O.B.E.,
' Coppins,' 8 Longmead, Fleet, Aldershoc, Hants.

DIRTH
To Beryl Shirley, wife of Captain (T.O.T.) A. Genta daughter, Diane Heather, at the Forest Gate Hospital,
London.

HAVE

YOU

ORDERED YOUR
THE WIRE?

COPY

OF
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HOME OWNERSHIP
Widespread publicity bas been given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans, and wouldbe HOME OWNER who did not make positive plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promi e of loans.

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan
for hou e purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress bow vitally important it is for anyone
con idering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but
flexible Hou e Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start,
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the
higher the loan po sible, and the more economic the purchase.
Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to
buy their own hou e, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to provide a Home for your fami ly, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW.

SCHOOL FEES
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially
reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil.

Jets to/ti "Keep away" as White Helmets
go into action
The sky above Beavers Lane Camp, Hounslow- the home
of 10th Signal Regiment- for an hour at least, became ~trangely
quiet. Residents in the area, used to the roar and rattle of
jets in and out of London Airport every few minutes, looked
skywards and asked " What's happened?"
What had happened, in fact, was that the Royal Signals
Display Team was giving a performance in the camp-and a
little bit of quietness was needed, both from the point of view
of the White Helmets and from an enjoyment point of view
from the audience.
So, before the event, telephone bells started to tinkle. Could
the Board of Trade help? "Well, we will certainly try-anything to help the White Helmets." And this is just what they
did . By using different runways at London Airport a number
of the trans-continental jets were diverted to miss passing
over the barracks-and the only engines roaring were those
of the machines of the White Helmets. And they got an enthusiastic response from the audience.
A pity it was only for an hour.
Talent Brokers Ltd., Personnel Consultants, are seeking a
Military Sales Executive. A salary between £2,500-£3,000,
which is negotiable, is offered. Anyone interested in this post
should be between 35-45 yeaxs of age and should hold an
engineering degree or its Service equivalent, and should be
familiar with the various Anny Departments dealing with
electronic equipment. The address of Talent Brokers Ltd., is
20, Maddox Street, London, WIR 9PG.

@hitua r p
BRIGAD IER n . A . c .

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with
Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.10.6 m onthly for those liable to tax at 8/3 in the£ will give
the family man aged 30 next immediate famil y protection of £39,360 ~nd an anticipated cash sum of £35,000
free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65.
\Ve can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be on investment. Endowment
assurances on a with profit basis and / or linked with unit trust investments in the equity or property market can
produce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more
important, is the part it can play in prov:ding you finan cial secur ity in retirement.

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M .A.I.B., R.A .O.C. (R etd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager.

H. R. MARTIN & CO., l TD.
17/ l~ Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.
Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M . F orces
T elephone: Reading 56226 and 56227

W.0.11 LESLIE SWl1"SON, M.S.M.
W.0.11 Swinson, who has died at the age of 66, served 37
years in me Corps. He spent some time in India prior to the
war and was later on the staff of Mons O.C.S. His final posting
was to 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment in Singapore, where
he served for three years.

Major E.

J.

lVYETB

J. Wyeth, who died on 17th May, at the age of

71, enlisted in the East Surrey Regiment in 1916 and was

demobilised in 1919. Almost immediately he enlisted in R.E.
Signals and was posted to 40th Divisional Signal Company ISC,
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UPGRAD ING CO U R SES AT C.,TT E RICK

1/58
1/40
1/29
1/56
1/48
1/40
1/29
2/64
2/56

Technician Radio
Technician T E
Technician R R
Telegraph Op
Comcen Op
Driver R Signals
Electrician Driver
Telegraph Op
Electrician Driver

II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
HI -II
III-II

27
27
20
27
27
6
6
27
6

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

'70
l July '71
'70
l July '71
'70 10 June '71
'70 12 Feb. '71
'70 29 Jan. '71
'70 11 Dec. '70
'70 11 Dec. '70
'70 12 Feb. '71
'70 27 Nov. '70

THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

H E~ DEns o~·, ~l. C .

Ralph Henderson, who died on 10th May, was born in 1891.
He was educated at Wellington and Sandhurst, being commissioned into the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders in 1911.
In India when the war broke out he did not reach France until
December. After being wounded he joined the S.S.T.C. in 1915 .
He was seconded to R E. Signals in 1916 and served in
Salonika at first in G .H.Q. Signals. Later he was to command
both 26 and 28 Divisional Signals and an L. of C. Signals.
He finished the war in Constantinople and was still there when
he transferred to the Corps. He won the M.C. and was
mentioned in despatches.
From 1923-26 he served in 'A' Corps Signals at Maresfield,
and in Eastern Command Signals from 1927-31 he commanded
Kohat District Signals during the Afridi operations and then
moved to Poona as C.S.O. H e returned to England in 1932 as
Commanding Officer of 41.':1 Divisional Signals until 1935 when
he went on half pay. In 1940 he returned as Commandant
No. 1 S.T.C. His last appointmenc from 1942-44 was that of
President of War Office Selection Board.
Ralph Henderson was always keen on games and was for
many years a member of the M .C.C. Our deep sympathy is
extended to his son and daughter.

MA.Jon E.

then engaged in the operation against the Mahsuds and Wazir .
His Brigade was then mobilised for Mesopotamia, and during
his two years in that country he became an Operator, Visual,
Class 1.
He served in the Afridi operation of 1930-31 and later in
the Mohmand campaign of 1935. His name was brought to
attencion of the Army Commander for his outstanding work in
the Chitral Relief of 1932.
He was granted an emergency comn11ss1on in the Indian
Army in 1940 and served with Southern Force Signals in
Baluchistan with J.L. of C. Signals in Assam and Z.L. of C.
Signals in Singapore. He was released in 1947.
By January, 1948, he was tired of civilian life and joined
536 L.A.A./S.L. Regiment, R.A., T.A., becoming B.Q.M.S.
the same day. The Gunners had him for three years.
In 1952 he decided to try out the Supplementary Reserve,
and served for three years as Captain (Q.M.), 5lst (Highland)
Signal Regiment. He retired in 1955 from A.E.R.0. with me
rank of Major.
His home address was at 27, Vaux Crescent, Her ham,
Surrey.
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-If you are arriving soon , or are here already,
and interested in a new:-

1RI uMPH ¥~1'705F;t,~3i~ ~~~s,
0

OFF• 2000 £952 •

LIST PRICES '
SLASHED

OR

•

PEUGEOT

All '70 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
FROM ONLY £636 •

Then for details of U.K./ Germany Del iver y, Specifications , Nato Prices, H.P .. ' Partex, Call , ' Phone
or Write to :

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 cro.J0-12.00
hn.
preferablJ)
IMPORTER -

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

(We have Agents In the U.K. too)
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==Promotions ==
REGIMENTAL DuTY Rou.

Sen. N o.
To W .O.Il

l'.'\ag~wan .

A/W.O.II

T.

240

Old
on. N o.
5350

FORSMAN OF SIGNALS R OLL
T o W .O .TI

s

gl.
S / Sgt.
/ Sgt .
S / Sgt.
SI gt.
I gt .

Duttey. K . F.
Callow , J. A.
W i. c. E . W.
Frceston . D . J.
R owland . M . E.
T :iom. D .

2390

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

McArthur. R . J. R. 9235
R eynolds, W . D
93 13
A,.00, J. R.
9332
Hir .t, M.
9445
Cannon. P . R.
9470
C OS!ins. P. A.
9507

~4 1 0

2 120
2430
2440
2450

2140
2r50
2 16o
;>170
:aSo
2190

T.6CHNJCAL R OLL
To

g t.

W a l'<er, M .
Walker. C. E .
O wen , D . C.
M allorie . T . D .

9508
9509
95 10
95 11

I 44 &4
15223
1341 2
14748
I4919
I 4528
14642
14750
I 53 85
15435

Tuu!GRAPH OPERATOR ROLL
To Sgt.

B laden, J.
n90
Andrews, J. T . M. 1220

Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

Norrie , D. H.
Pattcrs<>n, R.

Cpl.
Cpl

Cpl.
Cpl.

A/ Sgt.

Black, F.

To Sgt.

A / Sgt..

Rossall, P. G.

To Sgt.

Cpl.

Ma cdonald, N . T.

7 50
88o

440

I20

1140

7IO

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL
570

INSERTIONS
SUPERVISORS (RADIO) ROLL
To S / Sgt.

Wesley,

S/Sgt..

J.

A.

72

6o9o

(RD)

DE.LET.IONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL
W.O.I
W.O.II

I050
36oo

W .O .I
W .O.II

1280
1550

F

EW officers have the good
fortun e to command a
Brigade
H.Q.
and
Signal
Squadron, and fewer still initiate the process of integration.
!12 (Scot.tish) Signal
Thus doubly blessed, I could
Regin1ent (V)
not reasonably expect to get
as good an appointment again,
but I was racher disappointed to hear that I was to be a
Training Major in a T. & A.V.R. Signals Unit. My disappointment turned to gloom as I questioned fellow officers
who had served with the T.A.
As others in the ReguJar Corps will find themselves in a
similar position, my observations may be of comfort to them.
On 5th May, 1969, I reported to R.H.Q., 32nd (Scottish)
Signal Regiment (V), which is located in a rather depressing
slum area of Glasgow. The Regiment was busily (frantically?)
preparing for annual camp.

By
~lnjor F. (;. I.ettiu
of

LINEMAN ROLL

1950

G.O .C . SCOTLAND HAS A WORD WITH MAJOR EATON AND
MEN OF 69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Left to right : Major Eaton, Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Leask,
Staff Sergeant Moore, Signalman Mcintyre and Lance-Corporal Deans

Want to be a Training Major?

ELECTRICIAN D._1vER Rou.
To Sgt.

A Titlying·up operation on the
famous Fovant Badges

the Volunteers ...

1440
1470

DRIVER ROYAL SIGNALS Rou.
I08o
Coulson , T . W.
Cavanagh, D.
1090

gress. This, admittedly, is a generalisation, as ~ ome Regula r~
fight doggedly for our interests.
Money for training-alti:ough o:.:r pittance is being increased.
After a year in post, here are more down-to-earth observations: The job is far more exacting than my last, because the
scope is so much grea ter and more varied. I have fo und it
impossi_ble to be bored. One wor ks with responsive people.
There 1s great scope for personal initiative. One's outlook develop s extra dimensions. All the Regulars generally have much
m:ire re' p::msibility than they had in the Regular Army and
mor e freedom of action. But there are snags; a misfit is
doubly i:rnserabl e in a u,it of this type, and a low-quali ty P .S.I.
can do 1mmea_surable long term harm. It can be a lonely life
for an unmarried P. S .~ . And to add two comments by departing
P.S.I.s: "It will be nice to p'. ay games again" and "It will
be a change going back to the Regular Army and working a
five-day week."
I _p e~sonally_ will find it a painful wre~ch when I am posted,
for it is prov:ng a thoroughly worthwhile experience.

Since che beginning of April, gifcs of clothing, toys, books,
etc., have been gratefull y received from the fo llo wing:
Captain A. N . C . Gem , Lieutenant-Colonel and M rs. E. G .
Day, Major and Mrs. G. J. Malcolm, W.O.II (F. of S.) and
Mrs. R. A . M cKay, Captain R. Samp son, M aj or and Mrs. T .
Rigby, Mrs. J. R. We ·t, Lieutenant-Colonel and M rs. J. J. H .
Swallow, Colonel G. D . T . Harris, Major a nd M rs. D . J. D.
N cKail, L ieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. E . R. N anney W ynn,
Lieutenant-Colonel L. V. McNaught-Davis, Mrs. H . Napper,
M rs. J. E. Stroud Major P . A. Ha rding, Lieutenant-Colonel
W . H . L amb.
Cap tain K. C. S. Robinson, W .R .A.C., M aj or W . Robotham,
Captain R. Iliffe, Mrs. Castile, Corporal Sanders, Army Air
T ransport T raining and D evelopment C entre, Salisbury,
Captain W . Farmery, C olonel D. R. W . Thomas, Staff Sergeant
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. A. V. l ent, Mrs. N. A. Vandyck, M aj or
L. C. Cole, Mrs. W. R. Smij th-Windham, Miss R. Clemenc i
Smith, Sergeant N icholson, Mr. and M rs. F . Stockdale, Mrs.
C. E. Page, Mr. C. Fry, N r s. Larner, M rs. O 'Connor, M rs.
G. D . T . Harris, Lieutenanc-Colonel J. E . Carroll.

Some further reflections on beillg posted to

790
226o

CoMMUNJCATION Cl!NTRB OPERATOR ROLL
To Sgt.

CLOTHING

O

N Monday, 13th April, a detac'..:iment of 30th Regiment set
out. for F<?vant, a small village in Wiltshire on the A30
.
JUSt outside Salisbury. There along a stretch of hillside about
eight miles long were the famous Fovant Badges carved into
the hillside by soldiers of the First World War who were in
camp there. There are 11 bades and the task of the Regiment
was to cut back the turf and re-chalk them. From the road
ben~ath the badges they looked quite small, but when it was
realised that the largest one was 150 feet high the work aid
not look so easy. However, undaunted, the men of 30th set up

FOIU!MA.' I OF SJGNALS ROLL
1320

The enormous challenge presented

Dru!P CLERK Rou.
W .O .I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

530
650
1440

Sgt .

486o

TECHNICIANS ROLL
5810

6o15

6445

7871

SPECIAL OPERATOR ROLL
Sgt.

400
Cl.ERK/ DRAUGHTSMAN ROLL

Sgt.

340

Sgt.

250

Sgt.

176o

400
LINEMAN ROLL

The normal process of handover/cakeover, which by now
had become second nature, took on a different aspect as one
became aware of the enormous challenge presented. Most of
rhis arose from the reorganisation of the T. & A.V.R. in
April, 1967; in the case of this Regiment, three T.A. Signal
Regiments in Scotland had reduced to Squadron size to be
formed into the new T. & A.V.R. unic- 32nd (Scottish) Signal
Regiment. For good measure, a Squadron of the North Irish
Horse Yeomanry joined the Regiment as Signallers in April,
1969. Changes in role, equipment and establishments had
added their d ifficulties to che Regiment's problems. Squadrons
are scattered- Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Londonderry. Fifty per cent of the Regiment had no trade, or the
wrong trade for the job.

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL

19th Signal Regiment-Regimental Ties
19th _Signal Regiment hold a stock of Regimental ties. They
are available to any ex-member of the Regiment in the United
Kingdom. They can be obtained by writing to: H.Q. Squadron,
19th Signal Regiment, RAF Station, Changi, c/o G.P.O.
Singapore, enclosing a cheque or postal order for £1.

29'4

• • • the goal of operatlonnl efficiency could
eventually be achieved
I bad a canny idea of how the Regiment would perform
at annual camp, particularly as this included a 13th Signal
Group signal exercise. B&t they did perform-and perform
well-in spite of all the difficulties. This was of enormous importance to me because it showed clearly that in spite of
all the problems ahead, the goal of operational efficiency
could eventt~ally be achieved. This became the basis of my
faith in the task ahead. Fruition will not occur in my tour,
but there is no doubt it will be attained.
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST
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AN INTERESTED LISTENER
Major-General Freddie Graham (Honorary Colonel, W .R.A.C. ,
TAVR, Scotland) in conversation with Private Sandra Coppola (left)
and Lance-Corporal Ina Mart inez (right). Both are grandmothers

Credits nud debits
The assets that we have to urge us on our way are:
Some first-rate volunteer (and, lee's face it, some who do
not conttibute and will not be re-engaged).
A genuine belief chat a good standard of operational capability is attainable.
An enthusia m (weak in some sectors) to tackle the large
training problem.
A high standard of Regular P .S.I.- some of the best I have
met in my service- chanks to Royal Signals Records.
Up-to-date equipment (with a niggle here and there).
An enormous degree of goodwill and co-operation from the
Regular Corps-particularly the Training Brigade.
Our problems- I could go on all day-but will mention
three of the more important ones:
Time. Even cutting corners as we do, there is still never
enough time co do all that is necessary.
The Regular Army auitude towards the T. & A.V.R.;
ignorance of the T . & A.V.R. lies like a dead hand on proTHE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1970

THERE'S CHALK IN TREM THAR HILLS!
And that's what these members of 3 Squadron are after. As the
operation went on it became more and more difficult to find it
In sufficient quantities
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A PRETTY TOUGH JOB-BUT A WELL DONE JOB
Members of I Squadron take a breather after the finishing operation
on the badge of the Royal Warwickshires. Some of the badges
were nearly I SO feet high

camp in the valley at East Farm, in a field kindly lent for the
duration of the cleaning by Mr. John Williams, the owner,
and himself a member of the Fovant Badge Association which
was formed after the war to look after the badges.
It wa not all work, but by a tremendous effort on everyone's
part the last lump of chalk was raked over the last badge on
Thursday evening, after four days of back-breaking but rewarding work.
Our thanks go to Mr. Williams for allowing us the u e of
the field and to the proprietor of the ' Pembroke Arms ' who
arranged an evening of food and drink for the workers on
Wednesday evening, which was very welcome and enjoyable.
We would also like to wish 3 Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment the best of luck when they cut the Royal Signals
Badge at Fovant later this year.

Farewell Bangkok-or the last ol 649 Signal Troop
By Captain K . G. Doyle

°'JANY
of you younger soldiers may not have heard of us!
..._l
This is hardly surprising because, ro the author's shame
ir is more than a year since we ' graced ' the pages of THE WrRE'.
Sadly these notes herald the disappearance of 649 Signal
~roop, . Bangko~, who ,a~e about to g~ into involuntary liquidanon. Situated m 1!1e c1ry of Angels (the girls are gorgeous)
or the ' Venice of the East ' (the canals are muddy) we were
formed in 1967 from the Golden Arrow Troop.
Despite the lack of notes the past year bas been far from
u_n~ventf_ul an~ for a :rroop of fifteen men we have had many
v1s!tor~ mcluding Ma1or-General P . F. Pentreath, S .0 .-in-C.,
Bngadier D . E. Warren, C.S.O. FARELF, Lieutenant-Colonel
H enry Hild, our C.O., and M ajor Keith Olds, our erstwhile
Squadron Commander.

\l·e hav•• made our n1a rk on Bangko k
Now that we are leaving Bangkok we like to think that we
made our mark on that city. In the field of soccer we successfully won the First Farang-foreigners-soccer league and a
year later donated and won the cup for the second and last
F~ra1_1g league. The darts ream are ro be congratulated on
wmnmg the final of their league, defeating after a play--0ff a
team of American ' Bird ' Colonels.
W e s hall miss t h e rigours o f liv ing a t t h e •White
Inn·
Ten pin bowling plays a large p art in the leisure activities
of moder'? Bangkok with 25 major alleys dotted around the city .
Here again the Troop, reinforced by wives and friends from
the 'White Inn,' successfully brought home their particular
league trophy. For those n or in the know the ' White I nn ' is
the small and very comfortable hotel situated near the centre
of t~e city which serves as our accom modation . W e shall
certamly miss the rigou rs of living in twin-bedded, air-con196

FAREWELL BANGKOK
Presentat ion of a 'SEATO' Shield by Major-General Autrey J.
Maroun, Ch ief Military Planning Officer, SEATO, to 649 Signal Troop
From left : Captain K. G. Doyle (O.C. 649 Signal Troop), Captain
R. E. Wilson , D.F.C., R.N . (United Kingdom Military Adviser's
Representative) , General Maroun, W.0 .11 Gundersen, Sergeant
Harrison and Corporal Waring

d_itioned rooms with our own swimming poel conveniently
situate~ among the palms in the hotel grounds!
C'ms~as and r-i:ew Y~ar saw the Troop playing host to our
many _friends, startmg with an official cocktail party on Christmas mght, a party for a local orphanage on the 27th party for
the ~raff of the '\Y~ite Inn ' oi: the 28th and finally a New
Year s Eve p~rty W'J11Ch brought m many letters of appreciation
to the orgaruser, W.0.11 'Taff' Gunderson. To the astonishment of ev~ry?ne, includ~g the author, at 2345G (Bangkok time
to. the un~1t1at~d) a piper in full ceremonial appeared and
w1!11 a mus1~al if somewhat unsteady hand piped until twelve
chimes of Big Ben announced the arrival of 1970 in Bangkok.
A _guest was heard to remark that the "the reception of the
chrmes was very good " and the retort by a senior member
of the SEA TO staff, "Good aren't they, especially when they
are seven hours early," brought the house down.

The SEATO Shield
. Ho~ever, we cannot escape the inevitable and our departure
mto . h istory was brought home to us when on Friday, 24th
April, the four of us who remained paraded in the office of the
Chief of the Military Planning Office, Major-General Autrey J.
Maroun, U.S.A., and Captain Ken Doyle received on behalf
of the Regiment a SEATO plaque to mark me final departure
of the Troop from Thailand.
That evening Jll ~ par~ round the poolside we said goodbye
to m :n y of our friends m Bangkok and in particular to our
hosts at the White Inn, Mr. and Mrs. Pakorn. It was a very
s'.ld Captain Doy'e who presented to them on behalf of the
Troop a shield and silver plate inscribed:
" Pak and Tia
from
649 Signal Troop
on the occasion of our departure from Thailand
27th April 1970 "
As was said that night it was a very small token of our
appreciation of all their k indness to us and to those who had
gone before. I am sure all of you who have been fortunate
enough to me~r _P ak and Tia will join with us in wishing them
and the remammg four members of our Corps in Bangkok
every happiness for the future.

This modern frequency modulated equipment is weatherproof and
extremely rugged. It can be operated in either the single or two frequency
simplex mode on up to 10 adjacent 25 KHz or 50 KHz channels in the
frequency range 25 MHz to 174 MHz. The RF output is 12-1.5 watts.
It is highly suitable for use in all types of military vehicles including
lorries, tanks, gun-carriers and motorcycles. It can be mounted internally
or externally.
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With several thousand Individual subscribers ·The
Wire' cannot hope to keep up with postings. changes in
rank. decorations awarded . I! you are going to be posted
or promoted or have so-netblng new to add after vour
name drop U '< a card so that we can address your •Wire ·
properly. Thank you.
·
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Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
COLLEGE DIVERS' HAZARDOUS VENTURE
WO members of the College's Sub-Aqua Club recently
T
found themselves confronted by a highly unusual, and
extremely dangerous situation. They are W.0.11 ' Geordie '

Sander .on, ~oyal ignals S.S.M. of Penney Squadron and the
College D1vmg Officer, and W.0.1 John Griffiths, Royal
ignal , our Superintendent Clerk.

In search o.f a rare , ·ehiele
On the morning of Saturday, 23rd May, W.0.1 Griffiths
learned, over the telephone, that a Mr. Tony Scott, from London
University was making for che National Film Institute a film
on the history of lead-mining near Patelcy Bridge. While
making an earlier film, about che Civil War he had noticed
n~r the entrance to Bewlay Nine a miner's ' dolly '-a small,
rail-borne, hand-propelled trolley, now almost unique. These
are, or were, used only in handworked leadmines of whid:t
there. are pos ibly three or four in the whole kingdom·
certamly there are no others in Yorkshire.
Mr. Scott was anxious to include this rare vehicle in hi film
but was unable to find it, and presumed that it had rolled som~
distance into the mine. As an !Sin. deep stream ran down into
the t:l!nnel and becau?e of th~ presence of foul air, he ought
the rud of the local Fire erv1ce. They, who are taught diving
by W.O.Il Sanderson. suggested that the College Sub-Aqua
Club might be able to help.
Tough goin~
Accordingly, Messrs. Griffiths and Sanderson went that evening to investigate. They found that the description of the mine's
entrance as 'walk-in' was somewhat euphemistic · it measured
a ~are 4ft. by 3ft.-and the Chief Clerk stands '6ft. 2in. and
weighs IS stone!

THEY TOOK CONSIDERABLE RISKS
W.0.11 'Geordie' Sanderson and W.0.1 John Griffiths of the Army
Apprentices' College who went to great efforts at considerable risk
to try and recover an old mineworkers' trolley intact from a
disused mine tunnel

~he tunnel is constructed in 70ft. ' legs,' each at an angle
to its predecessor; thus the two Warrant Officers found themselves inching along in pitch blackness. The converging walls
and roof forc;ed them into an increasingly cramped posture, and
after traversmg some 200 yards Mr. Griffiths found himself
~veil-nigh exhausted, with barely the strength to make che return
iourney.
This accomplished, though not without risk, W.0.11 Sanderson made a second attempt. Wearing one air-tank and dragging
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af!-other as reserve. h e crawled through water, mud, silr and
slime- not to menuon rats- for an estimated 1,000 yards only
to find that silt and a partial roof-collapse had blocked che
tunnel. There was no sign of the 'dolly,' and so he was
forced to return, di appointed but certainly not daunted .
Asked how he felt about this extremely hazardous operation
W.0.1 Griffiths produced what must be the under-statemen~
of the decade. "It was," he said " not a very pleasant job.;'
S.SM. Sanderson, in his turn, thought it an excellent if
unusual, example of how the Army is able- and alwavs ~re
pared- to help members of the community at large. -

3rd, A/T. Travers. Fin-~ v:'imming with. s .1rf~ce dives: 3rd, A/T.
Douglas Stevenson. Individual Champ1onsh1p : 2nd, A/T. Brian
Hayward; 3rd, A/T. Douglas Stevenson.
Certificates were awarded by the NOISAC Committee to
those placed in the championships; it is hoped that the Commandant of !!he College, Colonel J. C. Clinch, will present them
at this term's Pres~nt~t~on of Colo .1rs Ceremony.
Both teams and md1VJduals can be proud of their efforts·
this is 0e first tii_ne we have competed- and only Hayward
has prev10us experience. We hope to do even better next year.

BETIHE!UENT OF C:OLLEGE llEGIMENTAI.
SEBGEA.l\"'T MAJOll
Retiring hortly from the Army after 25 years' service is
R.S.M. Desmond Boak, of the Welsh Guards.
Born in Knaresborough, Yorkshire, on 9th November 1927
R.S.M. Boak joined the Welsh Guards on 26th Septembe; 1945'.
He has seen service in Germany (three times), Egypt, Cyprus,
Aden and Canada - where, to his great deligtit, he was able
to attend the Calgary Stampede. His home service has
been mainly spent in public
duties including such ceremonial occasions as Her
Majesty's Coronation, Trooping the Colour, and royal
funerals. He has also been
an Instructor at the Royal
Military Academy, Sandhurst, and for the last three
years has been Regimental
Sergeant Major of the Army
Apprentices' College, Harrogate.
Here on Thursday, 28th
May, he commanded his last
College parade.
On the
RETIRING
following day he handed over
R.S.M. Desmond Boak after 25 years"
to his successor, R.S.M.
service
Alfred Cunningham, Irish
Guards, and was ' dined out '
at the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
. Colonel 'Johnny ' Clinch, Commandant of the Army Apprentices' 011ege, Harroga te, says of him: " R.S.M. Boak was an
outstan~g College Regimental Sergeant Major; he will be
sadly rrussed by us all. He has given the College splendid
service, and we wish him every success for che future."
Mr. B_o ak's own comment was: " I have thoroughly enjoyed
my s~rv1ce a_nd would gladly do every minute of it again. I
espe_cially enioyed my last three years, working with young
soldiers at Harrogate."

The C:Ollege :md NOISAC
On 2nd May the College sent two teams to the National
Ope_n Indoor Sub-Aqua Championships, held annually at the
~a~onal SI?Orts and Recr~a~on Centre, Crystal Palace. Team
A comprised Sergeant Jun.my ' Greeves, R.C.T., Sergeant
Tony Hanr~an, R.I.R., A/T. Brian Hayward and A/T. Douglas
Stevenson; i~ team 'B ' were Apprentice Tradesmen James
Travers, David Reece, Stephen Sherratt and David Chorlton.
O_verall team manager was Sergeant Steve Graham Royal
Signals.
'
Both . teams . entered the senior events, the apprentices thus
competmg agamst adults of international standard-teams from
Fran;e an~ Holland were competing. The College's Sub-Aqua
Club s achievements were, therefore, all !!he more encouraging.
In the first eyent, a ~escue relay race over 300 yards, of 16
team~ competmg our A ' team finished 9th in 4min. 13.Ssec.
-~hich compared very favourably with the winning time of
3mm. 37.7sec.
In the. other team event~ 'lung-sharing ' contest, our 'A '
team fimshed 11th of 16 with a time of 9min. 14.4sec. The
event was won by a Dutch team with a fantastic 6min. SSsec.
In the Individual Champions'nips the apprentices were able
to compete as juniors and so aga~st their own age group.
There :vere .three events, each countmg towards the Individual
Champ1.~mship on a 'points system.' Results were:
~nd1v1dual rescue: 2nd, A/T. Douglas Stevenson; 3rd, A/T.
Bnan Hayward. Aqua-lung race: 1st, A/T. Brian Hayward;
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1 Div. H.Q. & Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 35

AY has by and large been a month of June weather, and
exercises apart there has been a stirring of bats and
M
racquets in the summer sports.

Military activities
Turning aside from sport to work, 12 soldiers under
Sergeant Banham went up to Todendorf for a week's air
defence camp. A " thoroughly enjoyable week " was one comment. It should have been, each soldier banged off some 600
rounds, the last day's firing resulting in no less than three
drogue targets being shot away!
We entered a team, under the captaincy of our E2 Squadron
Commander Major Bob Baker, Kings, for the Royal Signals
skill-at-arms meeting, held at Sennelager. Whilst as a team we
failed to win any major prizes in the Roupell competition
Sergeant Morrell of 2 Squadron came third, and in the LMG
pairs Sergeant Morrell paired by Sergeant Morpeth of 3
Squadron came third again. Nevertheless an enjoyable week
was had by all, and perhaps we have laid the foundations for
the future.
Theatre
The Verden Theatre Club has been in action again
playing a comedy this time. Lance-Corporal Bob Vander
Linden, of H .Q. R.E., and Lance-Corporal Tom Joynes, of 2
Squadron, were co-producers of a cast which consisted of ome
ten newcomers, eight of which were soldiers.
Hello and Goodbye
On Sth June in 'A ' Mess the officers of che Regiment gave
a luncheon party to say goodbye to Captain Jeremy BaI:y, O.C.
Cl Comcen, Captain Willy Watson, our Second-in-Command
H.Q. and P.R.!., Lieutenant Sandy Brill, step up comhead
commander who leaves the Army at the end of July to
emigrate to 'Australia, and to Second-Lieutenant Philip Chaganis,
R.C.T., who has been attached to us for the last two months.
We welcome in their place Captain Joe Adams, from _24th
Signal Regiment, and Lieutenant Jack Simpson from the Signal
Wing, RM.A.
Marching-with a differ,•nee
An activity which has caught th~ im:igination and. fired ~e
enthusiasm of a number of our soldiers is speedmarchmg which
Lieutenant John Neeve describes in more detail below:
Seeing both the Adjutant, Captain Richar~ Knox~Johnson,
and Lieutenant John Kay, of 1 Squadron, hab1t~ally disappearing every available weekend in _ligh~ marchmg. order, we
assumed that they were either breakmg m a new pair of D.M_.S.
boots - or merely trying to impres~! In fa~t, ther were dom~
both but in addition they were takmg part m the Volks~arch
or 'Volkslaufen ' which are held all over Germany durmg the
summer months. These marches, which are probably ' ol? hat '
to some B.A.0.R. veterans, may be news to many as md~ed
they were to me. To the unenlightened a brief explanauon
may be of assistance:
The ' Volkslaufen ' consists of a run, walk or march over a
distance of lOkrn. and is held in villages and towns ~roughout
the country sponsored and organised by the achlencs club of
that village'. The organisation incidentally is genera~y. first
class and the occasion attracts male an_d fei;iiale part1c1pants
from over a wide area. The marches mvanably become an
international event, for besides the usual German element,
there are entrants from almost every European country- not
least Britain.
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SPEED MARCHERS
Second-Lieutenant John Kay and · team set a fast pace for the
determined looking ladies in their rear
Le~ to right : Signalman Michael Cuminskey, Signalman Errol Kerr,
Corporal Geoffrey Budd, Signalman John Dean, Lance-Corporal
Christopher Simmonds, Second-Lieutenant John Kay

Entrants who compete in either the run, walk or march,
and finish in the bogey time receive a rather impressive commemorative medal. If first in one's group a gold medal is the
prize, if in the first 20 '}0 a gold-rimmed silver medal, and if
in the bogey time a silver medal is presented.
There is a special group for uniformed marchers. Squads
consist of six men and this particular event is suitable for
military groups and is generally very popular and well attended.
Competition can be very keen and we have found that our
biggest rivals (besides our own 1 Squadron team) are the teams
entered by the German police.
These speed marches (for indeed that is what they are!)
may sound a rather masochisic pasti-ne for a sunny weekend
but as well as the medal, many factors combine to make an
outing of this kind most enjoyable. The route is usually
through attractive scenery, a carnival atmosphere pervades, and
the girls are a joy to behold!
We have only recently discovered what good value these
marches are, but many teams collect the different medals with
the fanatic persistence of a philatelist seeking a penny black!
Following the lOkm. march at Lindhurst, we entered a 10-man
team for the four evening marclles at Zeven. Thi rally was
an international event consisting of a 15km. march each evening
by over 5,000 troops from Germany, Holland and England.
The public also had a lOkm. route but the vast number precluded any hopes of speed marching and we generally marched
the lSkm. at a normal marching pace. Despite rain on the first
two evenings, everybody seemed to enjoy themselve and the
marches culminated on the last evening with a march past the
British, Dutch and German Generals who had arrived to view
the event. This was followed by the presentation of the group
and individual medals, and the infamous ' Bli ter Ball ' held later
that night.
ijmegen marches, the. e
As an enjoyable lead up to the
weekend and evening Volkslaufen are invaluable-the medals
being a deserving reward and an incentive to flagging spirits!
(Unfortunately a further account by Second-Lieutenant John
Kay has had to be omitted owing to pressure on space but we
are happy to publish a photograph of him and his team in
action.-Editor).

Have you placed a standing order for

a copy of The· Wire ?
Why not do so now J
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2nd Div. Signal Regiment
B.F.P.O. 46
HE Regiment has pent most of the month in various farms
T
and wood . in Westphalia. In spite of this Major Colin
Bunce has managed to attend two courses including one with
the German Army at Lake Starnberg. During a rare appea!ance
in the Regiment he was heard to say how much he en1oye_d
life in the army, panicularly the travt;.I. Our other traveller JS
the Reece Officer, Major Ronnie Sampson. He ha persuaded
the aviators of 652 Aviation Squadron that they strap a bicycle
to the helicopter when they go a reece-ing. The Germans are
then treated to the picture of the helicopter landing, the officer
jumping onto his bike and pedalling off, carrying, of course, his
walking tick. This he states every recce officer must have.
Why, we don't really know.

The Deergarden
The Radio Relay Squadron opened their Beergarden. This
ambitious project has resulted in a Mediterranean boulevard
setting, celoured umbrellas, brightly painted tables and chairs.
Picture a party under floodlighting, with everything in full
swing, table football, boat racing, one-armed bandits plus music
at maximum peak. Add liberal quantitie of Amstel and advice
to everyone from Sergeant John Atkinson and that is 1 Squadron
on a quiet night in barracks.
W.O.I D. C. Paterson has arrived as our new Superintendem
Clerk. Both he and Mrs. Paterson are very welcome arrivals.
Canoe Club
We entered the B.A.O.R. Individual Sprint Champion hips
on 22nd May and with twelve paddlers took part in every event
possible. The venue was the Ruhr at Mulheim and is a wide,
slow-moving river with plenty of depth for good facing. Despite
a touch of thunder and high wind, we took first place in all
senior events. Lance-Corporals Wink and Pawlow took most
of the cups with a good follow-up in Class 4b by Corporals
Curran and Bingham.
All distances were 500 yards and it took a number of heats
to arrive at the finals. Some of our crews, such as Signalman
McKendrick and Signalman Harwood, covered something like
Skm. before the day was over. at ¥iconsiderable when you
remember it was a sprint!
On 30tli May we dispatched a small team consisting of Wink,
Pawlow and McKendrick to the Belgian Nationals at Ghent.
It was a rough trip down over the Belgian roads and the most
unfonunate thing happened. One of our new Glass Gliders broke
in half! This meant that Wink and Pawlow were boatless. We
later borrowed one from the Belgian Olympic team. The standard was extremely high. With times of lrnin. 48.3sec. for SOOm.
Senior K2, our boys did very well indeed with a time of
2min. l.lsec. Wink and Pawlow took part in most events and
after teaming up with Kitson of the British squad managed to
come 6th and 7th in the Senior 10,000m. Kl and Wink Sth in
the Junior. Pawlow and Wtnk were 3rd in 500m. Senior K2,
8th for Pawlow Kl Senior l ,OOOm. and 6th for Wink in the
Junior.
The club is still expanding and we are now expecting a
brand new mould for a ' Blizzard ' white water racer, which
should increase our production of high class canoes considerably.
Looking on the darker side, the turnover of exercises is very
rapid and prevents us from forming and training a regular
team of any standing. Nevertheless we would be very interested
in meeting any other Units in Germany or the U.K. for almost
any form of canoeing.
International Marching Competition
This was a race between teams of ten over a 12 kilometre
circuit that formed part of the old Roman Army road around
Konigsbrunn, in Bavaria. Lieutenant Robin Burrows led the 2
Division team in early June around the gruelling course in
very warm conditions. The meeting has considerable status in
Southern Europe with the Italians and Swiss entering representative national sides. The 2 Division team did well to
qualify and were presented with bronze awards. Switzerland
was first, Italy second.
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The social part of the occasion was not ignored by the hosts
who had cocktail parties, a ball of nations and various junketings arranged. R.S.M . Richardson was somewhat r estricted in
his social performance as a TV team were fi lming the Regiment's
visit. He had never before had to break off so many conversations so quickly. Signalman Paul Dilworth has not confirmed
his engagement after a whirlwind romance, but Signalman Jim
Williams is now taking G erman lessons and is not speaking in
any language to the soldier who stole his girl from under his
nose.
T he Signals team created a great hit at tbc ball when they
appeared in No. 1 Dress. Their efforts next day, doubling with
a pack, also got a cheer from the crowd.
The ' Gentlefolk' Group meet the Stars.
Date - Saturday, 16th M ay, 1970.
Place - B.B.C. Camden T heatre, L ondon.
Event - F inals of Army Music Group and Singers'
Competition.
The lights were dinuned, compere Keith Fordyce introduced
us and we were ' on the air.' For myfelf, Corporal Peter Ferns,
Signalman Joey McAllister, Lance-Corporal John Flynn and
Corporal Phil Phillips this was the moment that we bad been
practising for for the past three months. We had seven minutes
in which to prove to the judges that we were the best group
in the Army. The songs we sang were ' I sn't it grand (life in
the Army), ' Dirty Old Town ' and • Killicranky.' We had been
a little apprehensive as we were the only Folk Group in tbe
finals, but the audience really took to us and we went down
very well.
The whole show took two-and-a-half hours and the standard
was really high; while the judges were delib _rating the audience
were entertained by comedian Johnny Ball. The judging panel
consisted of Tommy Sanderson, Julie Rogers, John Benson,
Ron Goodwin, Terry Foster and Hank Marvin, under the
C'~1airmanship of Steve Race. After what seemed like hours the
placings were announced and we were third behind 'Perfect
Pure and Innocent' (Southern Command) and ' The Tartan
Clan' (B.A.O.R.). Although being a little disappointed at the
result it never spoiled a really fabulous evening and meeting
the lovely Julie Rogers was reward enough, and, there is
always that old saying, "If at first you don't succeed, try and try
again.''

"FAST, EXCITING AND FULL OF SURPRISES"
Th is was the description of the ten new canoes by members of the 4th Division Headquarters and Signal Reg iment Canoe ~I~~ · after they had
been tested out on the River Weser. Canoeing members of the Regiment are now in hard training in readiness for the D1v1Stonal_and_BAOR
championships
.
In the photo rafting up are-left to right : Signalman 'Smudge' Smith, Sergeant Fred Howley, Signalman Dave Beatty, Lance-Corporal Geordie
Watson and Lance-Corporal Mick Lloyd Williams

4 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15

Iet I

is noticeable that all contributions for the n?tes this month
InotT have
a sporting flavour. Although, as a Regiment, we
taken to the field for a month there has been fever?sh
h~ve

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HI RE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
units at short notice
TBLl!PHONB :

RJCHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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activity as Squadrons have prepared for the Commanding
Officer's periodic inspections. So, we should be fit J?lentally,
bodily and technically for the two mon.ths of exercises and
camps which lie ahead. Now for the Regunental sports repon.

Sailing
A good start has been made this season in getting two courses
at the British Kiel Yacht Club under way and also two courses
at the Mohne See Sailing Club.
The latter enabled the Regiment to sail some ~ourteen boat.s
in a Regimental regatta which will be recorded 10 more detail
next month.
.
Among the newly trained helmsmen wh? are .already stiowmg
promise the names of Lance-Corporal ~waile, Signalmen Fo.ster,
Richardson and Hurrell come to . mmd. They very. qwckly
realised that one doesn't have to WUl y~cht race~ .to enioy them
and that there is fun and ' cut-throat compet1uon to be had
right through the fleet.
..
Baltic sailors may be interested to ~now that .the Brmsh
Kiel Yacht Club celebrates its 25th. anmversary ?1•s year. In
addition Herr Bruno Splieth, who JS an Olyrnp1c helmsman,
has been with the club throughout that 25 years.
T H E W I R E,
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Athletics
The Regimental and Divisional ~eeting~ are already behind
us. The Regimental Day was bedevilled WJth bad weather, but
it did achieve the object in finding what talent .we had, or
perhaps more important what tal~t we were: lacking.
Team training and astute selectJ~~ by. Ma1or Stork enabled
the ream to climb from a low pos1uon 10 the past two year ·
in the Divisional meeting to fifth place this year. Without
listing all the. excuses, a little. !onune on the day would
cenainly have improved that posJtJon by .a~ !east one place..
Mention must be made of the two DJVJSJonal events which
our team won. In the pole vault Corporal Tarrant and LanceCorporal Watson out-vaulted all their oppo!lents. . Co~ral
Jordon and Gunner Innis also beat all comers 10 the high Jump.
We hasten to add that winning these two particular events is not
indicative of our inability to ' come down ' or that we are all
frequently made to jump!
\\'ater polo
Lieutenant Barnes gathered that there was om~ interest in
this sport and after two or three scratc_h games lo the . local
pool decided there was sufficient enthu msm to rl?Il an 10terSquadron tournament. This came about and was mdeed most
successful and very excinng. At tfte s~ of the final ga!llC
in the league three teams were in ~e ~g. The compeonon
was decided by one goal scored 10 the dymg seconds of t!iat
game. So the ' cliff hanger ' en.ded with 2 Squadron beaone:
H.Q. and 3 Squadron by one pomt. .
.
.
Since the initial enthusiasm Captain H~ has amve<;{ m r_he
Regiment and a squad of players are trrurung under h1 guidance in preparation to challenge local teams.
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Although not able to boa t any team honour in the C'..orps
Rifle ~1ceting at ennelager the morale of our team wa. very
high a
. hare of the indi :dual trophie came our way.
Captain Genders wa , the champion shot winner of the Roupcll
Cup and runner-up m the pi to! event. Lance-Corporal
O'Connor and Sigm1lman Barber won th e L M G airs championsh:p and Barber wa al o third in the cla. ' B ' comp etition.
\X'e recently entered a team in a local competi tion involving
-mall bore and pi t0l shooting. It wa an in ter e ting morning' ·
pon and the ability of the German Police with the pi to!
\ i.ng the cales in their direction. Captain Stormer and
Corporal Jordon ,hot very well but a a team we managed
fourth place in nine entrie . Local ho pitality during the afternoon and evening celebrations ju tified our entry!
Sh

3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
HE merry month of May came and went in a blaze of
T
gloriou unshine. One-hundred-and-fifty men from the
Regimenr, under the command of Major Mike Weiner, went
for three weeks to the sunny shores of Cyprus.
On their return, all beautifully tanned, one wag wa heard
to ay, " The only difference between Bulford and Cyprus is
the duty-free kit." Oh well, you cant win them all. A full
a count of the Cypru exercise will be published later.
Within seven day of the men returning from Cyprus a
further 150, under the joint command of Major Neville Reed,
3 Q.D .G., and Major Tony Holland have gone to Penhale,
Cornwall. We wonder what the resident of Newquay think of
the 3rd Divi ion. We hall find out in our next i sue.
RP union
Early in the month the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel A. G. Bohannan., the Second-in-Command Major P.
G. Rogers, O.C. 2 Squadron Major D. Watson and the R.S.M.
W.0.I G. E. Morrill attended the 3rd D ivisional Signals dinner
in London. It was a great plea ure tO sit and talk and Ii ten
to these old stagers. The interest and devotion to the Corps
and to the Regiment wa a wonder and lesson to us all.
Many were the stories of tile 39s and 40s, but all looked a
little sheepish when the guest of honour, Major-General R. F.

B. Naylor, D. .0., M.C., poke of when he was fi rst commis~1oncd in 1909. That wonderfu l old soldier, Sergeant Vic Cole
from the Roynl Hospital, Chelsea, was in attendance.
A. you can ee from the photograph he is obviously in good
health. It hows the econd-in-Command, R.S.M. and Sergeant
Coles enjoying the excellent dinner.
We .look forward to next year wh en these old signallers will
meet again.
St•rgennts• :)less
In the ergeants' M ess the h ighlight of the month was the
farew ell dinner for our ex-R.S.M., W.0.1 Tim Templeton. After
a. fabulou '!inner prepared by W.0.11 Jeff Baxter, A.C.C., and
his team, Tun Templeton was presented with an inscribed pair
of candelabra by the R.S.M. It was the first time anyone in
the Mess had seen Tim lost for words, but be eventually replied
in his own inimitable style. Altilough he has now left the
ervice, he i not to be lost to us. As an honorary member
we hope that he and his good lady, Corree, will honour us
with their company many times to come in the future.
At the moment feverish preparations are going ahead for
the Anniversary Parade in Salisbury on 21 t June, and the
Stratco and Corps hoots. The R.S.M . is looking for a recipe
to conjure up 'instant soldier ' but we have no doubt the old
saying will again prove to be correct, " It will be alright on the
day." But more of that in the next issue.

•urh,als /De1mrturPs
We welcome to the Regiment Lieutenant Oddie, SecondLieutenants Holden and Conran, W.0.1 Malone, R.E.M.E.,
W.O.lls Blank and Spiers. Unfortunately we had to say a fond
farewell to W.O.II Colin Johnson who has gone to tiptoe
through the tulips of Holland in bis size 12 boots, and W.0.11
Wally Whc:eler who seeks the sun in Hong Kong. Finally, our
congratulations go to R.Q.M.S. Bob Arnold who is leaving us
shortly to take over as R.S.M . of 20 Armd. Bde. Signal
Squadron.

CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vacancies exist for Meh and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties

cov~~ing nights, weekends and public holidays for which

addiuonal allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but with excellent
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been British
since birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to:
ENCHANTMENT!
Sergeant Vic Cole of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, steals this picture
which was taken at the 3rd Divisional Signals Dinner in London.
He had been listening to the Guest of Honour, Major-General
R. F. B. Naylor, D.S.O., M.C., recalling memories of when he was
first commissioned in 1909-and obviously it brought back many
wonderful memories to this Chelsea Pensioner. With him in the
photo are: Major P. G. Rogers, 21C 2 Squadron of 3rd Divisional
Headquarters and Signal Regiment and W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) G. E. Morrill
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Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,

CHELTENHAM,

Glos. GL52 SAJ.
Telephone: Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
AY was a hectic month, which although not unusual for
M
this Regiment, was different because for once the rush
was not entirely due to exercises. With the Whitsun Grant
and Queen's Birthday (Ascension Day) holidays there was only
rime for two three-day exercises. As always 7th also managed
to fit in sport. 3 Squadron, who won the inter-Squadron
athletics meeting on 15th May, describe their success:

R"'gimental athletics meeting
True to tradition, 3 Squadron's penchant for last-minute
surprises held firm. On Monday 11th the news that there was
to be a Regimental athletics meeting on the Friday was carefully
leaked. How many people will say, " Ah yes, four days in
wt.icb to choose and train a team," but Exercise ' Lone Hawk '
began on Tuesday with a return to barracks on Thursday! After
completing the post-exercise chores there was just time to
choose a team, although many members selected would consider
' press-ganged ' a better description.
Just before the meeting started on Friday morning with
the second strings' 100 metres, the Squadron had two hammer
throwers and a pole vaulter present. In the nick of time the
remainder of the team turned up with the inevitable exceptions.
With some last-minute shuffling and shunting, the team was
uitably reorganised although the missing members turned up
in time for their events. By the end of the morning we had
built up a lead of 20 points, a lead which was kept through the
afternoon thereby beating 5 Squadron, the winners by a far
larger margin last year .
Our O.C., Major Keith Allwright, was doubly pleased as be
was handing over the Squadron that day to Major David Morris,
and showed his pleasure by buying a crate of beer for consumption by the team (which somehow included Signalman
Frank Hayes).

Shooting
Another success story, albeit more planned, concerns shooting. In small-bore 7th were the lea~ qualifiers in the B.A.0.R.
small-bore championships, but two ' off' days in the final
pushed us back to fourth place. Two teams e12tered for the
Royal Signals B.A.0.R. small-bore championships when we had
more success; the ' A ' team came first and the ' B ' team fifth.
This was a fair reward for Captain Ray Raynor who, although a
full-bore shot, worked hard at training the other teams.
Full-bore shooting bad some success at the Royal Signals
B.A.O.R. Skill-at-Arms meeting. Here the Regiment won the
trophy awarded for the leading team in 1 (BR) Corps but were
overall runners-up, following a close battle with 21st Signal
Regiment, whom the team will no doubt encounter at Bulford
in the near future.
(;ricket
The cricket season started with considerable enthusiasm;
however, it was hampered by various grounds not be~g ready,
causing cancellations of early fixtur~s .. "Yben we. did get ?ff
(or is it on) the ground, the Sth Inruskillings provided us with
excellent competition thereby enabling the first team to be
selected from the wide choice available. The remainder have
formed a 2nd XI under the captaincy of Lance-Corporal .' Jock'
Cochrane, and this team has already chalked up two .wms <;>ut
of two played. The Regimental players have taken with relish
to all-day games on Sundays and with Brad's XI (' The
Travellers,' a team selected from yarious units), . they have
proved good entertainment and provide great expenence.
Under the driving force of Corporal Ken Preston the Club
room was completed for the beginning of the season, but unavoidably before we moved in workmen ai;rived to change the
radiators. We hope to have a belated operung shortly.

'H otor cycling
The motor cycle trials season has started a?d a team of
riders are busily preparing for several fonhcommg ev~ts. An
encouraging feature is the recent success of Sergeant Vic f mks
who recently won the NA TO class trophy in the local civilian
' Leopoldsche ' trial which consisted of six sections varying from
rock to water. The' team has recently lost the seryices of (Umy
rider Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers whose ~xpenence will . be
greatly missed; however, under the firm gwdance of our trials
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GETTING READY FOR THE BIG TRIALS AHEAD
Sergeant Vic Jinks at the Leopoldsche Trial, where he won the
N.A.T.O. Class Trophy
officer, Captain (Q.M.) 'Paddy ' Ford, and the experience and
enthusiasm of Staff Sergeant Herb Atherley we are confident
of welding together a successful team fo~ ~e 'Berlin' in July,
' B.A.0.R.' in August and the Bordon trial m September.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Gliding
HERE is a growing interest in gliding in the Regiment
and recently four members of CT Troop (Signalmen
Underwood, Robinson, Tay·or and Pe.tin), together with
Musician Jenkins and also Signalman Newton from the Pay
Office attended a one-week course at R.A.F. Dishfortb.
·Th~ course was organised by the Clevelands G~ding Club,
which is an R.A.F./Army Club, ~~er the ausp1i:es of !11e
R.A.F. Gliding and ~oaring Association, and the mstrucuon
.
was given on the club's T21 two-seater u:runer.
The majority of the course managed 40 .flights, and Signalman Newton distinguished himself by flying solo the weekafter the courre, thereby gaining the British Gliding Association
A and B certificates.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood visited tile course on the last day and made a couple
of fliibts after the gliding officer had explained the controls
to him in detail. Colonel Lockwood was heard to comment
that they were somewhat familiar, and produced his log book
which showed that not only was be a solo glider pilot, but
that he had also been a light aircraft flying instructor.

T

Persomd happenings
We bid farewell to Lieutenant McLuckie and Sergeant
S'xsmith of 2 Troop. Lieutenant McLuckie goes to Bovington
o~ the R.A.C. R.S.0.'s course, prior to posting to 7th Signal
Regiment for attachment to 3 RTR. Sergeant Sixsmith leaves
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u for the Army Apprentice ' College, H~rogate.
.
We welcome M ajor Wood a O.C. I Wmg, and we also bid
a brief welcome to Second-Lieutenant Day, who join us for
two months prior to departing for Sharjah.
Golf
Signalman Carveth, who was an as, istan t professional at
Bishop's Storrford, prior to joining the Army in September,
1969, plays off a scratdl handicap a?d has had a very successful start to his first eason of Services golf tournaments.
After coming fourth in this year's Army Championships at
St. Andrew' , with scores of 75 and 79, only three strokes behind the winner, he has been selected to play for the Army
again t the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force in June.
Hi other succes e are as follows :

1st May.-Northumbrian D istrict Spring M eeting. Winner
scratch prize score 74. R unner-up in handicap competition.
6th Ma y.-Played for Northumbrian District v. R.A.F. Ca:.u:rick.
Winner, scratch prize, score 78.
8th M ay.-N orrhern Command S p1-ing Meeting. Third scratch
prize, score 76.
9th Ma y.- R oyal Signals Championship, Catterick. Winner,
with scores 79 and 77, and represented the Corps
v. York Golf Club. Winner of the Catterick G arrison Scratch Cup.

Athletics
The Regimental Athletics Meeting was held on F riday
morning, 22nd May. It was nice to see the whole Regiment
together, away from the pressures of recruit training. The
stadium was full of familiar cadre and recruits, all relaxing
in the sun .
1 Squadron won the rug-of-war cup, beating 2 Squadron
then H.Q. Squadron/ I W1Dg, both with two straight pulls.
They also won the athletics cup, narrowly bearing H.Q. Squadron/ I Wing.
I Squadron dominated the track evenrs. There was some
fine running by Lieutenant T. G. B. Fish and Corporal Kenyon
in the sprints. The field events were a dosed shop for H.Q.
Squadron/ I Wing, with Sergeant Boase and Sergeant Davidson
taking most of the credit.
Mrs. F. C. Lockwood kindly presented the prizes at the
end of the meeting.
From this meeting runners were selected to represent the
Regiment in invitation events in the N.E. Yorkshire Police
Athletic Meeting, held in Canerick on 28th May. The results were a little disappointing, with Lieutenant T. G. B. Fish,
Lieutenant C. D. McK. Kemp and Corporal Smith all just
failing to qualify for the finals in their events. The standards
were high, however, and the match practice will undoubtedly
be invaluable in the team's training programme for the Brigade
athletics.

for ach1evmg specified objectives and for time. The winning
teams were the cooks led by Cap tain D. J. Daniell, A.C.C.,
the Messing Officer, and a team of subalterns, led by Lieutenant
T. G. B. Fish. J udging by the amount of rations tucked away
in combat jackets, the cooks obviously believe that a patrol
marches on it stomach. The enemy, Lieutenant-Colonel F. C.
L ockwood, R.S.M. F . M. Orr, and the Weapon Training Staff
harassed all who crossed their path.
After a church service on Sunday morning, the programme
continued with section attacks and pistol. Tbc section attacks
proved a considerable strain for some. Four breathless rushes
up a long hill are obviously not everyone's idea of a Sunday
morning stroll.
A curry lunch and the prizegiving concluded the programme
of events. The patrol leaders of the winning patrols were presented with their prizes; Captain D. J. Daniell, A.C.C., won the
prize for the best shot, after a tie and a re-shoot on the
pistol; Staff Sergeant Cox, R.A.P.C., was the runner-up.
Everyone who took part enjoyed the Warcop weekend.
The whole affair was a great success, one which will undoubtedly be repeated.

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40
R e gime ntal Weekend
HE outstanding event during the month of /II. ay was our
Regimental Weekend, held during the Spring Bank
Holiday. On this occaston we invited a number of relatives
and friends from the United Kingdom, who were met at
Marylebone Station by Staff Sergeant Dave Brown (Intelligence
Corps), who volunteered as the guide and mediator. In spite
of a very long journey to Birgelen, and a few knotty problems
solved very ably by Staff Sergeant Brown, our visitors arrived
in good form.
Our weekend p rogramme got off to an excellent star t on
Saturday, 23rd May, with an Inter-Troop Six-a-Side Hockey
Tournament, organised by Lieutenant Tim Mountford and
won by ' B ' Troop, 1 Squadron. A further ' attraction ' was
the Officers' M ess versus the Warrant Officers and Sergeants'
M ess ma tch, which was reminiscent of the traditional annual
tussle . . . what was the referee for? In addition, a Crazy
Games Contest was organised by Sergeant Instructor Pete
Scales, and once more, the five 'funfare '-typ e gam es, at tbe
charge of 10 pfennigs a go, helped to swell our Swimming
Pool Fund. An enjoyable afternoon, p erhaps tiring for some;
however, tired or not, our R egimental ball, that same evening,
was a great success. " It was a joy to see so many people
having fun," said one visitor-" even if there was some delay
in being served with my beer," was the curt reply from a
thirsty soldier.
The following day, after a church service and an early lunch,
our R.S.M., W.O.I Eric Filder, organised a motor gymkhana,
with all the colour and expertise expected at a grand prix
meeting. The L e M ans start, a sprint of 50 yards, followed

T

l\'arcop
The normal pattern of Officer/N.C.O. tra!Dmg was broken
in May, when the Officers and N.C.0.s of the Regimen t forsook the safety of the I Wing cinema and set forth for the
wilds of Warcop for a weapon training ' teach-in.' Under the
guidance of the Regimental Weapon Training Staff, the Permanent Staff were given two days intensive tuition on the
ranges of Warcop.
The advance party arrived in Westmorland on Friday, whilst
the main group of the ' victims ' arrived early on Saturday
morning. Very soon the work was in full swing. The noise
of c.:ploding grenades and small arms fire bore witness to the
feverish activity.
During the morning Brigadier Tighe paid a flying visit to
Warcop and was, no doubt, impressed by the efforts of a
certain Sergeant on the 'Jungle Path.' Whilst that Sergeant's
shooting was not outstanding, his acting was brilliant.
Many were surprised by their own success and thjs, no doubt,
gave rise to much of the enthusiasm which was generated.
On Saturday afternoon, the competition to find the best
all-round shot began to take shape. The winner, however,
did not emerge until the last moment.
The day's shooting over, preparation for the night patrol
exercise began. Two routes bad been prepared, and the exerci e organised on a competitive basis. Points were allotted

by a series of difficult, but light-hearted event$. L ance-Corporal
Chris Bolt and his energetic crew won the first prize in his
M ini. We finished with an entcrra_ining fin~~e, ~ race between
T.M. Troop's ' beast' and those 'm oppos1uon, who successfully completed a circuit covered in fiou~ and wa~er, W.O.
Ken Kennington and others looked quite revolting !
On Monday, we faced up to the ~ajor eyent of the. wee~
end our annual Regi mental athleuc meeung. Captain Bill
L odkie, our Athleti~s O~cer, took charge, and with all _the
• White City profess1onahsm,' ran an extremely good mcetmg.
'Fiddle ' was the cry, as the Commanding Officer and Mrs.
Judy B~ldwin won rhe three-legged race, closely followed by
the Second-in-Command and Mrs. Yvonne Rogers. 'T!1e InterSquadron Trop'iy was won by I Squadron after a farrly close
tussle with H.Q. Squadron and 2 Squadron, last year's
winners. A large number of sideshows and stalls were provided by members of the Regiment for the many, and _ sp~a med
ankles for Lance-Corporal Ida Green, who would ms1st on
falling into the water!
.
On the morning of 26th May we said farewell to all our
visitors. Staff Sergeant Brown escorted them back to the U .K .
Bon voyage friends, until the next time.
He~l men tn l

F 1lll-Dore S hoo tin~
Our Regiment took part in the Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms
meeting at Sennelager from 24th May to 27th _May. O~ team
gave a good account of themselves. A spe~1al me.nu?n. for
Corporal Dave Hankins for attaini_n~ the hig~est md1v1du:U
score in the Whitehead Cup Compenuon, and L1eut~l!ant Colin
Riley who, as an individual in the overall compet1t1on, came
eleventh.
Adven t ure Training
Our Senior Non-Commissioned Officers' Adventure. and
Initiative Training continues. We haye not, as yet, hit the
highlight of the year in this connecnon, however ~ur . hopes
are high F or instance, three ventures, although still m the
planning ·stage, appear to be promising. Sergeant J~hn Bandey's
aim is to fly in Conrnrde 002, Sergeant John Wa lace plans .to
visit Mexico and Staff Sergeant Barry Stanton hopes to swrm
the Channel-the shortest route and in relays: Good luck to
them, we hope to have more to say on the s~b)ect.
Although we have not yet found an a_ll-exaung adventure, a
number of particularly interesting exercises have been held. A
brief report on a few follows:

Exercise- • Olympia •
A stud of tlle Munich Olympic Stadium, in the course of
preparati%n, was made by StaffalSTergeant
Pete Cant and Lance-Corpor
erence
. . ·
·
s afi
time and enormous effort that goes into this 1s mcred1b1e. t
Sergeant Peter Goonan and h!s t~am can no~v look f~::_:~~
the 1974 Olympic Games with interest an some
knowledge.

P::(;~ilinTheC~~~~~
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E x rrc ise • \Var History '
'G di ,
Details of the last war are inexhaustible, so Sergeant eor e
Blai Corporal George Canning and Corporal Dave Foulkes
set ~ut to examine the prisoner of war can:ip at .Dachau .. A
thoroughly interesting exer~ise ~nd " a~ost fnghteru~~ to think
that human beings were 1mpnsoned m these cond1uons only
30 or so years ago.''
Exrrcise • Seigfreid '.
.
,D
, Mill
The last war again. In this exercise Sergeant
usty
er,
al AI Hindmarsh and Lance-Corporal Terry Robertson
the remain s of the Seigfreid Line. " It only runs
from just south of Aachan to a few miles n?rth of Monchau,
along the F rench border. I t was clearly built ~rou~ backrdens, etc., and nothing was goiJ;ig to stop the,m ID th,err f.e~er
build this defensive wall," said Sergeant Dusty Mil!e~.
" What was the point of it all, the area South of Aachan ~s
fai rly hilly whilst the bord~~ r~ng north of. Aachan is
relatively flat-it was a waste, said Corporal Al Hindmarsh.

c

e::J:i't:ied

Fo

E x ercis e • Witches llnt '
This exercise was commanded by Ser~eant John B~ey and
supported by Lance-Corporal Hugh Fisher . and S~gnaln~an
Bums The party set out for Bad H iirsburg w1th the l!ltenuon
of dis~overing the truth or otherwise of the reported witchcraft
in the area. " We had a splendid r im~ and le~nt a gr~ a t deal
in the area; however we Cannot say If ther e IS anr, Witchcraft
practiced, everybody was very reluctant to speak!
E xercise • Auto Diamond '
This exercise was planned and executed by Sergeant Graham
Adliogton a s~ i• ted by Corporal Peter Hand _and Lance-C~rpor~
T
B• d The aim was to learn something of the D1amon
r h .
rc"se " I've
ony lC •
Works in Amsterdam. A most .en I~ ten1Dg exf·e i_ 1· didn't
never seen so many and such big diamonds be or.e,
know they existed " said Lance-Corporal Tony Bird. It :vas
clear too that th~y were equally impressed by the cuttmg,
polishing ' and general meticulous care taken 1~ the Adfrks.
During the short stay in Amsterda'!l, Sergeant ~ .am C' m~
ton managed to visit the International .,. , ?tor acdgC ircwai
Shortly before they departed Sergeant ~dlingt<_>n an
ogot~
Peter Hand fined in a game of tenf!!S agamst two
u
friends, known in the area as outstandm~ playcrs. l{!g go~~
our Anglo-Dutch relations! Serge:int Adli ngton an
orpor
Hand went and won, they are quite good.1

HIT THE TARGET- AND THE LADY TAKES A BATH
.. . a little bit hard perhaps on the ladies but it was all part of the
fun of 13th Regiment's Regimental weekend. This sideshow was
extremely popular-and surprisingly enough the ladies enjoyed it
too. Left to right in the picture : Private Boyd-Brown, Private
Bladon and Lance-Corporal Green

AT FIRST AI D-THEY ARE THE TOPS!
13th Signal Regiment's Fi rst Aid Team which won the Rhine
Area competition
Left to right : Staff Sergeant Maunder, Corporal Hudson, Corporal
Can ning, and Sergeant Thorne
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14th Signal Regiment
Worcester

The wind of chnnge for 14th Si•nal neilment
HERE can hardly be a unit in the Corps that has undergone a greater change in recen~ times than th_e 14th
Regiment. During the last year the unit has. ~hanged ID br~le,
in location, and almost entirely in personalmes._ From emg
the u K terminal Regiment of D .C.N. based m Gloucester
the unit has changed to the role of an air por~ble Force Rear
Link Regiment of Strategic Command located 11'. Worcester.
Though this change has been well reported m THE WIREf
erha s there may be one or two who may not be too s~e o
~hat pour organisation is. Briefl:y . we ~ave three op~rauon~l
s uadrons each of which is div1ded mto self-cont~med arr
pbrtable troops. These are 1 Squadron underd r;:a:,or ~e!er
Hartshorn that lhas Dl3s; 2 Squadron comman e , Y a10.r
Richard Reynolds has the larger E2ls, and Mai~r Basil
Complin's o. 3 Squadron that the two TSC 500 satellite earth
·
h
·
· bl
eant a
station troops.
.
These changes coupled with ume, as mev1ta Y m
d
large turnover of'personalities· the move of many have alrea Y
been reported in previo_us no~es, but some. of the more
principal changes in the 1mmed1ate future are.

T

De1mrtures
C
· R M
Major J.M. Newman, June, O.C. 3 Squadron; aptru.n · ·
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Goymour, July, 0.C. • S ' Troop; M ajor C. S. Galbraith, July,
econd-in-Command; Captain G. R. Funnel, July, O.C. 602
Signal Troop; Captain P. L. Bye, Augu t, Adjutant; SecondLieutenant A. R. Gale, August, O.C. ' E ' T roop; Major (Tfc.)
N. M cLeod, September (on retirement}, U .P .M .; Captain A.
D. Steel (on retirement}, M .T .0.; W.0.1 (F. of S.) A. R. Jarratt;
Sergeant E. G. Jeffries; Sergeant M. J. Cawte; W.O.Il R. H .
Jays; Sergean J. G. Howie; Sergeant G. R. Timms; Sergeant
J. W. Brand.

.Arrh·ols
Iv.ajor B. C. Complin, June, O.C. Squadroni Lieutenant C.
H. G. Grosvenor, R.A.P.C., June, P.M.R.; Captrun K. G. Doy'e,
July, Adjutant; Captain W. J. P. Robins, July, O.C. 602 Signal
Troop; Lieutenant R. W. Barry, July, 0.C. 'E' Troop;
Veutenant C. J. Dakin, August, 0.C. ' S' Troop; Captain
(Tfc.} R. M. Ewens, October.

A.P.T.C. Judging by the fact that the D.P.S. was somewhat
late leaving, we believe he enjoyed his stay and found it
informative.

The Frem•h nftnl rs
On 8th May, the Princess Mary Officers' Mess took on
something of a new look. On the approach road, signs appeared
inviting you to ' Tenez la droite ' and the batten-swinging
Gendarme (resembling a heavily disguised Corporal Maynard)
controlled the car park and expressed suitably voluble displeasure at anyone not displaying yellow headlights! In the
centre of the lawn a particularly French circular construction
whose function we could only conclude was ' normale ' was
strategicaIIy placed.

A ~ Foremon ' on the ocenu wave

Recently, I Squadron had a chance to find out how the
Silent Service set about the job of communicating when they
were at sea, so W.0.1 Jim Dunlevy was despatched on a liaison
visit to H .M.S. Albion.
The Albion, an aircraft carrier, has recently been refitted as a
Commando carrier, and was doing her run-up trials in the
Engli h Channel. During these trials she was to take part in a
short communications exercise with 'Alpha ' Troop, hence the
excuse for the visit.
Once on board the ship and settled in, F. of S. Dunlevy was
duly introduced to those members of tbe crew who were concerned with the exercise and for two days interested himself
with the maintenance of the said link. Meanwhile, the ship had
put to sea and was running up and down the Channel. Had
the weather been bad this could have been an unpleasant
experience for a soldier. Fortunately at the time the Channel
was calm but foggy.
The exercise was fairly succes!'ful and when it was over
F. of S. Dunlevy had time to make a detailed tour over one
of. H.M. sh:ps, in his innocence going to a place where most
sailors fear to tread, the bridge, and the mysterious things
th~t happened there ~e found impressive, but by contrast the
boil~r rooms and ~ngme room seemed to be quite primitive,
P!lftlcularly ~e boiler room which gave the impression of a
highly orgarused large-scale camp kitchen, where little sailors
spent tbeir working day running around adjusting the flames of
what looked like large camp cookers.
All _good things must, however, come to an end and after
the ~d day '!· o~ S. Dunlevy was put ashore at Brixham by
landing craft, 1t being too foggy for helicopters to fly. He came
back to Worcester singing the praises of naval food and rum
and . with the firm conviction that the only reason why the
Manne Commandos jump out of their landing craft with such
alacrity under all conditions, is because there can't be anything
worse than a landing craft!

18th Signal Regiment
e/e G.P.O. S~G1'PORE
Visit of Commander Singopore District
HE new Commander Singapore District, Brigadier D. W.
V. P. O'Flaherty, D.S.O., visited the Regiment on 8th
May. This was his first visit since taking up his present appointment. A briefing on the ~eg~ent's role was followed by a
tour of the Army Communicanons Centre Complex at Tanglin
an~ the Dover ~<_>ad accommodation and sporting facilities.
This. ve~ short visit was rounded off with an inspection of the
Soldiers Mess and a luncheon party in the Officers' Mess. We
hope, and expect, to see the Brigadier again before long.

T

Visit of tht> D.P.S. (Army)
. The Director <_>f Personnel Services (Army) paid a very short
vmt to the Regunent on 26th May during the course of his
tour of Far East. As the visit was of very limited duration the
General was o~y able to meet a few members of the Regiment.
How~ver, he did meet a group of the Regiment's families in
the mformal atmosphere of the Dover Road swimming pool
and . \~as .able t~ watch the children, the 'Dover Dolphins,'
receivmg mstruction from the P.T. staff under C.S.M.I. Seddon,
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Weedy. Corporal Weedy captained the Regimental team for
over a year and captained the Corps XI in FARELF throughout
1969. He also played regularly for the Army and toured Hong
Kong with the Army side in October, 1969. Earlier this year
h e played for the Combined Services against Negri Sembilan
State. During an attachment in Bangkok with 649 Signal Troop
he joined and coached the Milwawkee Coolies, a soccer team
comprised of United States Service personnel. For his services
to Anglo/American relations he received a congratulatory letter
from the British Ambassador and the Senior American Army
Officer in Thailand.
Corporal Weedy is a very fine and entertaining footballer
and his departure is a great loss to this Regiment, the Corps
and the Army.
At his last game for the Regiment on 18th Iv' ay he was
presented with an inscribed plaque by the Commanding Officer,
L ieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild, as a memento of his footballing
career in the Far East. We wish him every success in the
future.

Exc•rcise • Dersatu Pado'
With the departure in mid-May of 249 Signal Squadron for
the exercise location in West Malaysia, Exercise 'Bersatu
Padu ' really got under way as far as this Regiment is concerned. This five-nation exercise culminates in a major operation at the end of June and the story from 249 Signal Squadron
view point will be fully reported in our August/September notes.

19th Signal Regt.
c1o G.P .0. Singajlore
A SWINGING PARTY
In the scene 'doing their thing' Miss Carol Nutt, Lieutenant-Colonel
Colin Gilbert and Mrs. Hild
The interior of the Mess was pure ' Left Bank ' and the
required dress of all patrons was definitely French and definitely
relaxed! The occasion for all this 'entente cordiale' was a
most successful and enjoyable Royal Sigrujls/REM.E. party in
the French style-plenty of vin ordinaire, plenty of good food,
les girls and all topped off with gay music provided by the
' 6 Kiwis.' Perhaps the pictures should speak for themselves.
Positively no prizes are offered for an identification of the
character portrayed !

Cricket
_The Regimental cricket team, having played friendly matches
with varying success, entered the first round of the District
Knock-out Cup competition on Wednesday, 4th May. Our
opponents at the 'Tanglin Oval' were H .Q. FARELF and the
match turned out to be a ' cliff-hanger.' These matches are
played on a one-innings limited-over basis and the rules allow,
in the unlikely event of a tie, for the result to go to the side
with the least wickets down. H.Q. FARELF batted first and
scored 135 for eight wickets in their allotted 30 overs. The
Regiment's innings was marked by some useful aggressive
batting by Corporal Bill Dunn, of 121 Australia Signal Squadron,
and a consistent and steady innings by Major Peter Tripp.
Neyertheless, to score at more than five runs an over looked
to be overstretching our talents and wickets began to fall. However, with 29 overs bowled we had lost six wickets and had got
within two runs of a winning score. Captain Roger Garlick
struck the fifth ball, ran one and in attempting another was run
out. That left the score tied and all that was required of
Major Dick Turpin was to keep out the last ball for the decision
to go to us having lost only seven wickets. As Major Turpin is
still in 18th Signal Regiment you can conclude that he was
successful.
Football
Our very successful Regimental football team suffered a
particularly sad loss in the departure to the United Kingdom
on release from the Army of the team's captain, Corporal Eddy
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Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant ...
R.S.M.
H.Q. Squadron

1 Squadron

Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert
Major K. Watts
Captain M. L. P. Brock
W.0.1 C. Speight
Maior J. G. Harry
W.0.11 Zaioul Abeedin
Major G. A. Cox (designate,
Major A. P. Fielding)
W.0.11 C. J. Walton (designate,
W.0.11 R. J. Isaac)

INCE these notes are to be published in the July edition,
and it is now the end of May, I am forced to look
S
ahead in order to make the notes topical and newsworthy.

J will start t'herefore, with some personality changes in the
Regiment that are due to take place . in the near future, _and
trust that I am not tempting providence~ or more smctly
AGII and Records, to change current posnng orders.
Personality changes
The first pains of rundown are now. being felt . as. 2
Squadron at Seletar is no more. Major Ke1!11 Watts, thinking
himself redundant or more probably hopmg for a golfing
holiday for the r~mainder of his tour,_ has now co~e down
to earth with a bump as he fin~s him.self thr_ust mto th~
ctiair of Second-in-Command. Whilst .this appomtment ma)
have its headaches, it does have certam advantages, ~uch. as
being able to call the C.O. on the intercom and mve1g~e
him away soon after close of ~lay. for a ga~e of golf. Th!s
invitation is usually met enthus1asucally, provided the C.0. is
not already booked to play cricket, tennis or shoo~, or. about
to dash off to watch one of our many teams playmg 10 and
around the station.
.
Major Graham Campbell hands over as Second-J?-CO~
mand after a tour of two l!-nd a. half years .. W~ wish hrm
and his family good fortune m their next posting .m Nor~ern
Ireland. We are still not sure why they are sendmg a Liverpudlian to that part of the world.
The next change will be the departu~e of O.C: 1 Squadron,
Major Gerry Cox. He, in fact is gom~ to Liverpool to a
T. & A.V.R. Squadron, and our best wishes and thanks go
to him and his family.
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F inally, our two benior Warrant Officers leave the Regiment on commissioning- W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Guy Waters goes to
21st Signal Regiment and W.0.1 (F. of S.) Neville Armitage
to Hong Kong, as M.T.O. and T .O.T. respectively.
Visit.H
We appear to be going through a slack period at the
moment, but our latest visitor has been the District Commander, Brigadier D. ~· V. P. O'Fla~erty, D.S.O. ~n the
short time that he was with us he wa5 given a presentation on
the role of the Regiment; visited Changi Troop and the M.T.;
had a quick run through the automatic exchange, and ~en
was completely blinded by science in the Microwave tenrunal
by Captains Bill Roper and John Parkin, assisted by Foreman
George Yates.

Sport
Within the Regiment we have held a series of inter-Troop
sports, football, sepak-raga and volleyball, with Microwave
Troop winning the football and Changi Troop very convincingly winning the other two.
The Regimental football team , coached by W.O.~ Joe . Walto~,
are going from strength to strength. Football m tb1s Regiment has taken a turn for the better with the influx of some good
footballers to the Microwave Troop. The team stands second
in Division II of the Singapore League, with good prospects
for the winning place at the end of the seaso.n, and are unbeaten in the Changi League. Two outstanding players are
Sergeant John Harvey, with 48 goals to his credit so far this
season, and the captain Sergeant Terry Lowes. Bo~ are to
.
be congratulated on being selected for the Army side.
The cricket team have put up some good performances, with
Captain Mike Brock leading the batting averages and Sergeant
' Slim ' Howard and Corporal Peter Davies putting in some
good performances with both bat and ball:
The Regimental Motor Rally team, mainly found from <?UC
L.A.D., entered three Land Rovers for the KLM Malaysian
Motor Rally, a gruelling three-day event coveriJ;ig som~ 900
miles. Out of 25 entries in the class, all three vehicles firushed,
our leading team of Corporal Mick Harrison and Driver Bill
Appleby gaining fifth place.

2 Squat/ran 19th Signal Regiment tlisbantls
By Major K. Watts

End of a 24-year association with R.A.F. Seletar
T is said that all good things must come to an end,
although the truth of this may not always be evident.
2 Squadron, at the Uo:ie of writing, consists of ~ Squadron
H.Q. and an Airfield Signal Troop at R.A.F_. Statlon Seletar,
and Airfield Signal Troops at R.A.F. Stations Tengah. :1:nd
Gan Island. At the time of publication, the 24-year_ assoc1anon
between 19th Signal Regiment and R.A.F. Station Seletar
will have been severed on the disbandme~t of. ~e Squadro~;
although Tengah and Gan Troops remain w1thm the Regiment for a further year.
Those members of the Corps, and there must be very many
indeed who have served at Seletar, will surely remember. that
service with affection. The fact that R.A.F. Seletar has _itself
only a further year of life does not so~ten the blow; mterService co-operation has always been at its best1 and the l~ng
association an extremely happy one. Alas, all is now endmg
as part of the British withdrawal from the Far East.

I

~larking

a sad c'•ent wltla an enjoyable Ot'C'aslon
In the Services we tend to mark sad event.s with enjoyable
occasions and thus it was that on the evening of Saturday,
4th April' (with a Sunday morning lie-abed to ab ~rb the.hangover) the Squadron held its fareweil party- fittmgly, m the
Squadron compound at Seletar. Due to the ~mportance of
the occasion no effort was spared to make 1t the success
it proved to be, despite the efforts .of monsooi:i weather!
' Credit titles ' should go to the orgamsing committee und r
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Bob Isaac and to the w~rkers-Sergeant Frank
Worrall, Corporal and Mrs. Jim Reome and son, Corporals
Anang, Dickie Boyd an.d Leong and, as they ay, others far
too numerous to mention.
The programme for the evening included a band complete
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22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16
ViHitors
URING a recent Regimental exercise, ' Round Robin,' the
Regiment was privileged to receive a visit in the field
from Brigadier C. J. Codner, M.C., the newly appointed
D.A. & Q.M.G. 1 (B.R.) Corps. He was interested in the
administrative and defensive as well as the communications
aspect of our training and was well satisfied with what he saw.
Another distinguished visitor, Lieutenant-General J. A. T.
Sharp, C.B., ~.C., the new Commander 1 (B:~·) Co!'Ps, visited
the Regiment m barracks on 1st June. The visit, a lighthearted
and pleasant affair, made so by the General's informal and
easy manner, started with the presentation of L.S. & G.C.
Medals to W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Bernard Tune and W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
Bill Forrest. The General then went on to tour the Regiment,
and spent con~idera~le time talking .to the lads. He expressed
great interest m their personal details and pay scales.

Cup hockey competition with, this time, victory going to H.Q.
Squadron, 2 Squadron being the runners-up.
Corporal 'Geordie• Venus collected indiv:dual honours
earlier in the year when he won the B.A.0.R. cross-co1;1~rry
championships and was placed fourth in the Army compet1~1on.
He also represented the Army in the inter-Services competnion
and came m third.
.
Another individual effort deserving mention wa~ this year's
fencing achievement by Se~~eant 1!1~e Springer. In bpite of
the lack of serious compeative tra1mng for over two _sea ons,
he managed to reach me semi-finals of the Army champion h1.ps
in the foil, epee and sabre. We confidently expect to see him
reach the finals next year.
The Rapier Cup darts competition was won for me second
year running by ' The Archers ' of 3 Squadron. However, the
coveted Wooden Spoon was relinquished by the officers' team,
' The Optimists,' when they were surprisingly beaten by · The
Dregs,' another 3 Squadron team.

Sport
Our sporting activities during May were mainly confined to
inter-Troop and .Squadron co~petit.ions,, the ~ost notabl.e of
the e being the mter-Troop SIX-a-side Page trophy cricket
competition, which was won by the L.A.D. after a very closely
fought game against ' F ' Troop, 2 Squadron; and the Knowles

Wives' (;lub news
The Regimental Wives' Club celebrated th.e Corps'_ SOth
Anniversary with a champagne su pper. Th~ mam attracuo~ of
the evening was a most excellen~ dem~nstraaon of glass blowmg.
A good time was had by all, mcludmg O.C. H.Q. ~9uadron,
Major Derek Shaw, who, it is understood, has now iomed the
Wives' Club.

D

IT'S GOODBYE TO ALL THIS
Sad occasions are often marked by enjoyable social functions. So it
was with the impending disbandment of 2 Squadron, 19th Signal
Regiment, when the Squadron held a successful farewell party.
Behind the smiles, however, there was always a touch of sadness ...
with joget girls, a folk group, a raffle, spot prizes, a magnificent buffet prepared by the Station Catering Staff and, of
course, Tiger beer.
Our guests of honour were the Station Commander, Group
Captain A. Maisner, C.B.E., A.F.C., and Mrs. Maisner, and
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Colin Gilbert and
Mrs. Betty Gilbert.

21st SIGNAL REGIMENT'S CRACK SHOTS
proud ly display some of the trophies they won at the Royal
Signals Germany Meeting and in the Army Rifle Association NonCentral Matches
Apology

Last month we said we thought we were the first winners
of the King Edward VII trophy for Non Central A.RA. match
-it has arrived from Singapore safe and sound and we are
delighted to see 2 Wireless Regiment won it two years in
succession in 1951 and 1952.

FAR AWAY PLACES-UNUSUAL JOBS
ll.eports from the

The a e hie , ·e m e n ts o f the S q uadron

A little time was taken from the festivities whilst the Commanding Officer briefly explained the long association of 19th
Signal Regiment with R.A.F. Seletar, dating back to 1946. The
Squadron Commander, Major K eith Watts, then listed the not
inconsiderable achievements of the Squadron, both in the
spheres of work and sport and not forgetting lighter moments.
He spoke of the magnificent amenities which the station
provided and which had been used by personnel of the
Squadron over the years; the high degree of inter-Service cooperation that existed and the assistance unstintingly given
by the R.A.F., and finally presented a Regimental shield to
the Station Commander in appreciation of the association.
The Station Commander, in reply, praised the Squadron's
technical work, its contribution to all station activities and
the high standard of behaviour of its members. He then, to
the surprise and pleasure of those present, presented to the
Regiment a station shield in recognition of this service.
The occasion ended in the small hours, with the more
stalwart hardies singing 'Auld Lang Syne '!
It would perhaps be appropriate to end these notes by
thanking those Locally Enlisted Personnel who have served
the Squadron so well and faithfully for many years, who
are ~1ortly to leave the Corps for civilian life, and to wish
them good fortune. Our greetings, and farewell also, to all
those who have served in Seletar and are now scattered
throughout the Corps in various pares of the world.

21st Signal Regiment (Air Support)
B.F.P.O. 43
QUIET month with concentrated training for the athletics
and shooting teams going well and promising some
trophies over the coming months.
S h e eting

A report on the B.A.0.R. Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms meeting appears elsewhere in this issue. The unit team were once
again comfortable winners of the champion team trophy.

Outpo~ts

Athletics

Individuals have been showing up well in the compeaaons
they have entered so far. Lieutenant Terry Cantle is, as Officer
i/c athletics, ensuring the athletes get as much experience as
possible by entering meetings run by various organisations in
Germany, Holland and Belgium.
An interesting situation could arise for the Laarbruch tug-ofwar team. After winning the station competition they represented the station in the RAF Championships and won becoming the RAF Champions. Next month they hope to win
the B.A.O.R. Championships and become Army Champions.
The next stage of course is the inter-Services Championships
when the RAF Champions pull against the Army Champions
-see what I mean?
Carried away by that SOth Anniversary spirit our R.S.M.,
W.0 .1 N. Matthews, has been steeplechasing. We would like
to add that running competitively for the first time in his life,
the R.S.M. won the 3,000 metres steeplechase, came second in
me 5,000 metres and even turned out (with rather less success)
in the 100 metres relay in our Laarbruch station sports.
F a rewells

This month saw the departure of Major Peter Bolton to take
up a P.R. appointment in Hong Kong. Major Bolton came to
the unit on transfer from the Gordon Highlanders and was
presented on departure with a Signals mug to ' mark the
successful end to his probation as a Royal Signals Officer!'
His figure-all of it-will be missed in H.Q. Squadron and
around the wine cellars of Cochem! We wish him and his wife
Rosemary a bappy tour in Hong Kong.
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Without it y ou're not With it!

'
Getting around in the Far East

Bangkok in just lour months
By Lance-Corporal E. R. Evans
(Harrogate Apprentice September, 1966 - December, 1969)
graduate~

N 11th December, 1969, I
from the Army
O
Apprentice College, Harrogate, along with 52 other
men into the Corps. graduated as a Lance-Corporal Technician

tr11;d~s

I

Radio T II having gained my ACE I and MPC I.
I was gr~nted five weeks' leave, wh!ch enabled me to spend
Christmas and New Year at home with my parents, before I
reported to a snow-bound Catterick on 15th January to prepare
for my first posting which I knew to be the Far. East. .
The 17th January and my journey began, a little tediously
though, for I spent all Sunday nigh~ and most o~ Mond3;Y
morning on trains going from Darlington to Swindon via
London.
b ·
At Swindon the RAF Movements took over, my case emg
bundled onto a three-ton truck, and I onto a coach. After a
short wait we moved off to Brize No~ton where, ~fter a meal,
I boarded Flight ASC 2286 for Smgapore, with stops at
Bahrein and Gan I sland.
k b L
I was met after the normal immigration dlcc s, Y anceCorporal Ha~ey who I knew from Harrogate, and transported
to 18th Signal Regiment, Princess Mary Barracks, Dover Road,
Singapore.
C..etti n g ucclimati 4-d
The following morning I reported to R.H.Q. for documcr:1tation and was posted into 249 Signal Squadron. ,BY l~mch tffi1me
I was almost settled in my new Squadron, domg light o ce
jobs to get ' acclimatised.' I did not really get a good look. a~
Singapore, for in just over a week I was to ~c moved agam.
I had been surprised how clean it was, especially a~ou.n? the
Dover Road area, but the Kampongs looked :eally. pnmltlve ..
However as I said I was on the move agam ( mg~por)e ~1.11
have to w~it till I r~turn in a couple of months' time ; is
time I was going to Thailand .
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A vacancy for a Radio Tech had come up in 649 Sign_al
Troop, stationed in Bangkok, and I had been chosen ~o fill 1t.
Early in the morning of 1st Februar;y I set off from Smgapore
in company with Signalman Jack Ridley, who was also posted
to Bangkok aboard a train at the start of a journey that was
going to take 47 hour and 45 minutes! We crossed the causeway between Singapore and Malaysia ~hen travelled. over very
fiat country for about eight hours, until we pulled mto K1:1ala
Lumpur. Most of the journey I occupi~d myself by rcadm~,
as after a while the scenery became bormg. ~e had about six
hours to wait at KL before we continued ou: iourney. So after
a meal in the NAAFI just outside the station, we wandered
around the town close by.
Across the lUal uy PN1basula to llunl(kok
The second leg of our journey took us across t~e Malay
Peninsula to Bucterworth. This time, both Jack Ridley and
myself slept all the way f.n a comfortable second ~las~ sleeper,
as the journey was overmght. We were awakened m tune for a
wash and shave before the train pulled into ButterwortJ:i where
we immediately changed trains for the last leg of the iourncy,
aboard the Butterworth-Bangkok Golden Arrow Express.
We were both tired of the trip by now, and when Y'e
reached Alor Star, the last stop in Malay5ia before cro smg
the border of Thailand, rhe activity C?f passport "ticcks, custo!11~
and r. 1oncy changing gave us s mething new to talk about. he
Thai money is in unit of Bahts, and we spent. oi;ie time
working out the relative values of Bahts to terling a.ncl
Bahts to Singapore Dollars. om.c New Zealanders t!avc:l11?.K
in the same coach as us were domg ~e same, but u~mg their
New Zealand Dollars instead of Sterling, etc.
We crossed the border into Thaila~d, and as night "".as
again approaching the berths were organised and we turned m.

1

Tia W h ite Im at llan l(kok
The following morning, ju~t as we were fini~hing our .breakfasts (fried rice again) we started through the ou·~k1rts ~f
Bangkok. By the time I had organi ed my luggage we were •!1
the station and two-and-a-half hours early. Rather than. s11
around until transport was sent for us, Jack and myself deudecl
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to find a taxi (we had been given the hotel address by the
S. . 1. of 649 W.0.II Gunderson, who had been in Singapore
o.n a vi it when we left). The taxi in fact found us! I have
since learned that one cannot put one's head out of a door near
a treet before at lea:;t two taxis are pulling up blowing their
horns for a fare. Even•ually we arrived at the White Inn where
the Signal Troop is billetted. What a change from barrack
room ! The Inn is a small hotel b) Bangkok standards, and
~ve live in two-man air-~onditioned rooms, each room having
its own bathroom and toilet, and maids to make the beds and
clean up! There is a swimming pool out front and our meals
are erved in the Inn's restaurant which, incidentally bas just
received the Bangkok Municipality Award for the cleanest
restaurant of it kind in Bangkok.
A~er spending the rest of the day ' sorting myself out ' and
sleepmg, I met the rest of the Troop when they returned from
work. Later we all went to the Troop Club on the top floor
of the Inn, where duty-free beer and other drinks can be
bought.
The following morning I left the White Inn in the Troop
Mini 'bus ~d arrived at our place of work, Tung Mahamek,
some 20 DllDUtes later. Here I was briefed on my duties by
the Foreman and was very pleased to learn that I was going
to work on the last D .C. . station run by Royal Signals.
The Troop runs regular trips to places of interest over the
weekends and so far I have visited Cantanaburi the site of
'The Bridge On The River Kwai.' Whilst we ~ere at ' the
bridge' we took a boat .trip, first to visit a War Cemetery
(where the number of Signalmen's graves is alarming), then
~er on down tr~m to a huge cave wherein stands a large
image of Budha, which must have been cast where it stands
as the entrance to the cave is just about man high.
'

rnmarels and with an interior cntlfcly decorated with blue
One afternoon wa spcnc
one of che richesc in the
world, which is housed in the buildings and grounds of the
old Sultan's palace, and which has on view a priceless collec•
tion of jewellery, coscumcs and other relics of Turkish history.
A ferry trip up the Bosphorus was also made, stopping for a
lunch of fresh-caught fish ac a waterfront restaurant. We were
allowed only as far as the entrance to the Black Sea as beyond
that point is a scrictly controlled military zone.
Our evening entertainment in Istanbul usually consisted of a
fc.y. glasses of beer and an animaced conversation with the staff
01 our hocel. The manager of this establishment was a splendid
fellow called Mustapha, who was a giant of a man wich a bushy
black moustache who spent most of his time roaring instructiom to a lictle chap called Doktor ; a sore of good-nacured
half-wic, who fecched and carried for him!
The nexc leg of our journey took us by train to Afyon,
tr velling second class on Turkish Railways. The train ractled
and bumped it way slowly our of Iscanbul and along the coast
f the sea of Maramara, scopping frequently to disgorge and
refilll At each stop we were besieged by seller of fruit, sweets
and drinks who normally travelled as far as the next stop and
caught the next train back. We journeyed all day across plains
ru d then through mountain passes seeing some magnificent
ccnery and marvelling at the engineering feat which had
been achieved to construcc such a railway. Darknes fell, and
till we rattled on, so arranging ourselves sardine-fashion across
the compartment we snacched a few hours' sleep. We finally
arrived at Afyon after 16 hour on the train having travelled
at an average speed of 17! miles per hour!
~namell cd tile , intrieaccly patcerned.
v1~aing the Topkapi museum, surely

A t the ancient. cn1titnl of Si am

Tile next tr!P I made out was to Ayudhy, the ancient capital
of Siam (Thailand's former name). This was very interesting
coo, for there are the remains of many cemples and palace~
of the ~4th/IS~ century, some of the great images of Budha
~ow ~emg out m the open. One huge image of Budha reclining
1s qwte famous.
There are many cemples of note in the twin cities of
Bangkok and Thon Buri, bur I have nor yet visited them.
Al~ough I know that my stay in Bangkok will come to an
end m the la~er pan of April (you will read more about 649's
fate soon), I mtend to make good use of the opportunity that
h~ been offered me, and dare to hope that my furure service
will be as varied and interesting. as these first four months.
Already I hear murmurs refernng to a long exercise in
Malaysia starting in May ...

Exer cise •

Ha.ms te ~s

F ortun e •

An account al 222 Signal Squadrons
expetltion to Turkey
ACCORDING to r1?-e official repon, Exercise ' Hamster's
. Fo_nune was designed to ' . . . cover a large amount of
termory 10 a relatively shon time in order to accustom Military
.
.
P.ersonnel to the varying condiS ubmitt~ by Capt~ L. lions in the N. iddle East, and
R: J. Tilson, n!>w with .4 to V!Slt sites of historical,
Div. H .Q. & Signal Regi- archaeological and religious
ment. Photos by Signalman significance . . .
And funnily enough, that
Clarke.
was just the way that it
turned out.
. T~ gee from Sharjah to Turkey is easier than one might
tmag1i:i~, due to the regular RAF'. flights between Muharraq and
~<?tu:1 (Cyprus), on one of which the expedition were able to
tam mdulgence passages. From Cyprus, the party consisting of
eut~nant (now Capcain) Lee (Skipper) Tilson, Lance-Cor ral
Ian Pickthall,_ L ance-Corporal 'Dicky' Bird, Signalman 'N:by'
Clarke an~ Signalman Ian (Bubb!~). Carr, flew by civil aircraft
to Adana m Southern Turkey arnvmg in the early evening of
8th June. I~ order to save time and money, it was decided to
crave! overrught co Ankara and bus rickets were duly purchased
r e plan W~S to travel ~Oughout OD local transport, and t~
vc and eat m local pensions and cafes. Soon we were speeding

Ll

HAVING A LOOK AT TURKEY
Fou.r members who took part in 'Hamsters Fortune'. From left
to rrght: Lance-Corporal Bird, Lance-Corporal Pickthall, Lieutenant
Tilson and Signalman Carr. Absent: Signalman 'Nobby' Clarke who
took the photograph

off into the night on one of the very efficient inter-city buses
Although always crowded and usually rather grubby by British
standards, these buses are very cheap and reasonably comfort·
able.
The Turkish equivalent of an all-night cafe
In. the ea~ly hours of the morning the bus drew into the
Turkish . eqwval~nt. of an all-night Transport cafe, and eager
to practice our limited knowledge of the Turkish language we
carefully rehearsed an order for five bowls of soup some bread
a~d a glass. of tea. To our dismay, we found that not only
did_ ?UC waiter speak perfect English, but that he had also
ant1c1pated our order!
.our journey continued across the snowcapped Toros moun·
tams and as dawn .broke we were skirting the Tuz Golu the
large central Anatolian salt lake. Arriving in Ankara we quickly
found. ourselves one modest accommodation at a mere 6/6
per mght and set out to explore the city. We were only to be in
!>nkar!l for one day but nevertheless were able to visit the
tmposmg Atta~k Mausoleum which overlooks the city and
also the beautiful Youth Park.
The bus d rivers j u st put their faith in the Almighty
T~e following morning found us once more aboard a bus
hunlmg through the northern mountain range. The bus drivers
thro~ghout the ~ountry seem to put all their faith in the
Alm1~ty and drive fia~ out at all times, irrespective of road
conditions or other vehicles! Arriving at Istanbul in mid-afternoon, we crossed the Bospho.rous by ferry to the European side
and were <?nee more for~unate in finding excellent, cheap
a~commodation, That everung, during a quiet stroll around the
city, we were approached by a very shady-looking character
who . off~red us black market currency exchange, women and
hashish m that order! Needless to say, his offers were politely
but firmly refused!
Istanbul-this m n gnifice11t city
. The next three day~ were spent exploring the many attractions . of Istanbul. This magnificent city contains some most
beautiful Mosques, perhaps the most famous being the Sultan
Ahmet or ' Blue Mosque,' the only Turkish mosque with six

'\\' alt Disney-ty1•e fairy <'asile
We booked in here at our cheapest hotel yet-3/- per night
-and once more went off exploring. The main feacure of this
liccle town was a tall pinnacle of rock which rose straight up
from the centre of the re idential area, on top of which was
perched a ' Walt Disney-type ' fairytale ~astle. It ":'~s
unanimously decided that we would cale the pmnacle and v1s1t
the castle. Several hour later five, now bearded, dishevelled, and
totally exhausted travellers recurned to the foot of the pinnacle
having reached the base of the castle walls but not having been
able to find a way inside. (We later learned that the approach
from the opposite side was far less steep, and led straight to
the castle gace).
Due to the inadequacy of our bus engine to perform even the
simplest motions in the morning we were late getting away,
and eventually had to travel on a very crowded bus which
necessitated us taking it in turns to stand up all the way to
Ancalya. However, we were cheered on our arrival to find a very
clean hocel, complete wich shower and (oh joy), a European-type
toilet.

.\

At Antalya
We spent two days in Antalya, one exploring the narrow
streets of the old town ·and one on a formal sight-seeing trip
to nearby ruins. From an hiscorical point of view. this was a
most worthwhile trip. We visit~d the old R~man city of Per~e
which still retains a colurnn-lmed street with paved road m
which the ruts worn by countless .chariots are clearly visi~le.
Also we saw the magnificent amphith~atre of Aspendos, wh!ch
is still used today, and finally the rums ~d museum of Side
which contain some priceless stacues datmg back to the 2nd
cencury A.O. Our guide during this parti~ular trip was an
English-speaking Turkish studenc, .wh~ insisted that we met
him and his friends later that evenmg m Antalya. As a resulc,
that evening found us sitting on a wall oyerl<?o~g the harh<?ur
with half-a-dozen Turkish students takmg it m curn to smg
national folk songs with the aid of a guitar!
A short journey of only two hours rook us on to Alanya, a
small very picturesque town ?n the sout!1ern <:oast_, overloo~ed
by a huge pirate castle tandmg on a cliff which Juts out mto
the sea. We noticed on our arrival that a vast number of
national flags were on display from ~very home and s!1op, from
which we deduced that we had arnved on some nauonal day.
Awakening however the following morning to the sound of a
brass band and cheering we soon learned the re~l re~s.on. The
President of Turkey was making a ~me-day official. vis1~ to the
town. Escorted by two battleships his own craft .sailed mto the
bay and with a huge police escort h.e and his party. dr-0ve
through the streets to his rather exclusive hotel, some distance
away from our modest pension!
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TREADING IN HISTORY 'S FOOTSTEPS •..
The magnificent Roman theatre as Aspendos, near Alanya, which
the party visited, and which is still in use to·day

Seeing the ights with the PresidN•t
Whilst in Alanya we were able to visit the Dalmatas Cave,
famous for its stalagtites and mites and also its curative properties for asthmatics, and also the pirate castle. Whilst exploring the castle ruins we were joined, amid sirens and screeching
tyres, by the President himself, who was als_o ' doing the sigh.ts.'
With what appeared to us to be an alarmmg lack of security,
he and his entourage strolled around the ruins only a few yards
behind us.
At one point along the castle walls is a small platform
from which offending prisoners were hurled to their death on
the rocks some 400 feet below; however, a chance of reprieve
was offered should they be able to cast a stone from the platform
so that it fell into the sea. We tried for some time to achieve
this, without success, and so it was with a certain amount of
smug satisfaction that we watched the President also fail to
manage it!
.
.
.
Whilst in Alanya we hired the services of a local fishing boat
to eJi.-plore the many caves at the base of the cliff. Signalman
' Nobby' Clarke excelled himself as helmsman, de~pite many
an anxious look from his passengers. Later that everung LanceCorporal ' Dicky ' Bird also took his courage in both hands and
accepced the offer from a group of friendly Turks to join them
in a smoke-from a bubble bubble pipe! He managed well,
however, winning admiration from both his companions and his
hosts .
Fifteen hundred miles in sixteen days
The final tage of our journey took us further east along tne
coast and then inland and back to Adana, where after a day of
souvenir shopping we once more boarded our aircraft and began
the return journey to Sharjah. In all we bad covered ome
1,500 miles through Turkey in 16 day~. We had seen some
vonderful sights, and met some splendid. people. Tile Tur.ks,
we are convinced are some of the friendliest and easiest gomg
people on earth. We had eaten some very unu ual food, ~om
various types of kebap to stuffed eggplant, an~ drunk drinks
ranging from Turkish coffee to sour goat's milk. It probably
co t us each about £25 out of our own poc~et, but a~ far as
we are all concerned it would be cheap at twice the pnce.

With The Quee11 s Own Hussars in
West Malaysia
Br1

l'cond-Lie u ten11nt E. C. T. Crampto a

OR an officer to be commissioned into the Royal Signals

and then almost immediately to be attached to a Cavalry
F
Squadron, may be considered a little unusual. Nevertheless,

this is what happened to me, due to the efforts of the Second311
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in-Command, M ajor Treglown, who decided that such an
introduction to the Far East would be good for my military
education.

Up bright and early next day, ready for the rest of our
journey, six hours after taking off we landed at Belize Airport-we were in British Honduras at last.

m e s ill r
a ir ed
On 21 t Ap ril I reported for duty to the O.C. of 'A
quadron of the Q.O.H ., who live just down the road from
u and two hours later I was travelling north to the Asahan
range for their annual live firing. The Q.0.H. are equipped
with F erret and Saracen but unfortunately I was not able
to fire the main armament, a there was the usual shortage
of ammunition; however, I did fire the Browning machinegun, which required more skill than I at first imagined. The
firing la ted a week during which time I undertook a variety
of quadron job .

The nigbcoaare jou•·•u~~We were met at the airport by Y. of S. Cudlip and a detachment from 633 Signal Troop and driven to our ' holiday
camp.' What a nightmare journey that was-40 m .p.h. down
roads no better than farm tracks· too many pot holes to
count, and this was the be t road in the country. What could
the worst ones be like?
After a weekend off to settle in, we reported for work,
to find out exactly what our job entailed. Trenches-the
lineman's nightmare-" Not much '
said our Sergeant.
" houldn't take u long only about three miles altogether."
Anyway, it wa no use standing around, o we got stuck into
the job, digging our trenches right across the sports field .
" Make ure you put the turf back, and to finish the job off
properly, sweep the grass afterwards." If you could have
seen us you would have thought it was a charladies' convention
instead of linemen working.
We reached our first real obstacle on the third day-a
small stream, only about four feet wide. Some bright spark
suggested digging a trench two feet under it, but don't let the
water in!
A quick look round the M.P.B.W. yard soon solved our
problem-a piece of scaffolding buried into the bank at each
end and the cable running through it.

mmand of an Assault Troop
We then moved north into the rubber plantation about SO
miles north of K uala Lumpur where I was made 0.C. Assault
Troop. Thi is a large Troop used to assist the remainder of
the Squadron in close-quarter battle. This was a very interesting
week and included more live firing on jungle ranges. Needless
to say the Troopers thought it a bit strange having a Royal
Signals officer instructing them in important tactics but after
being invited to fire the weapon s myself and scoring a possible
with an Armalite, which I had n ever seen before, I was
accepted without further comments!
Acting as nemy
The third week was devoted to further tactical training with
the emphasis on Squadron training in an I.S. situation. This
time I was employed as the enemy and had great delight in
forcing the vehicle-borne cavalry to take to their feet and chase
me through the jungle for several miles before they eventually
caught me. Needless to say they were not very happy and I
paid the price by being subjected to some fairly rough bu t
good-humoured treatment.

(lnlte a few qualifications
In those three weeks I think I qualified as a fully-fledged
terrorist, jungle marksman, nearly a Bl gunner (AFV), not to
mention Bl Radio Op. Which pay band this would p ut me in
I am not quite sure!
The next step, the Second-in-Command tells me, is a six
weeks' course at the Jungle Warfare School after which I
just might be allowed near my first Royal Signals Troop.
Gettiag a sun-tan in British Honduras
' C • Troop of 244 Signal Squadron all volunteer for itBut things were not just as they thought!

There was a tough jo/J ahead
The

tory is told hy Lance-Corporal Randell of
244 Signal Squadron
OW would you like a couple of weeks in the sun, coming
just right to brush up on your sun-tan ready for the
holidays?
This was how we were approached when asked if we would
like to volunteer for ' Charlie ' Troop's Detachment to British
Honduras. The old saying ' never volunteer for anything ' was
forgotten by everybody in the Troop, who all wanted to go to
the Caribbean. So when the time came to go, there we were,
one Sergeant and seven men, all packed and ready for our
holiday!

H

lteer on Uncle am '
"r'e left R.A.F. Lynehall! at 11.00 ho!lfs, 29th January, all
smiles, and had been promised an overnight stay in Bermuda.
Nobody warned us what to expect out there, the hotel was
all right, the food was marvellous-if you could understand
the menu.
But like all good linemen, we nearly broke down and cried
in the bar . . . beer, 7s. 6d. • . . just for a small bottle.
B~t we managed to survive the night after a friendly American
slipped our Troop Sergeant 10 dollars and said buy the lads
a beer.
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" re get ho g g e d down
After this, work continued at great speed, with Corporal
' Jock ' Henderson, R.A.0.C., cleaning the way for us with
his Michigan; but the gods must have been against us, the
Michigan got bogged down, mud up past its axles, so we
staned digging it out whilst 'Jock' went for the R.E.M.E. to
tow him out. Who could have forseen what happened next.
The R.E.M.E. duly arrived with their Michigan and a tow
rop e; they parked on a firm piece of ground (or so they
thought) attached the rope and proceeded to try to pull us
out. But alas, we had to dig the second vehicle out, as this
one got bogged down as well. With the help of a local hunter,
we cut bushes and trees down and placed them around the
wheels and managed to push and tow both vehicles out.
Our tans begin to s how
Work commenced again, but not for long. We had come
across our next obstacle, a road-well, that's what we were
told it was-but it had no kerbstones or tarmac, just mud.
But with two telegraph poles we had scrounged off Cable &
Wireless, we were soon across. By now, the work was beginning to tell, everyone had blisters on their ha nds-even the
Troop Sergeant, someone b ad remarked, had picked his shovel
up at least once. With that beautiful sunshine every day,
our tans were beginning to show we were no bronze idols,
but more like Irish navvies, brown from the waist down
and like the after in a soup commercial from the waist down.
More problems ahead, through another road; this one in
the process of being built. More mud again, but this time an
attempt was being made to put a proper surface on top.
This was easy-or so we thought-another two poles and
we were laughing; so up went the poles; along came the surveyor for the road; down came poles again, and after two
days' arguing with the surveyor and Government House and
Captain Giles, O.C. of 633 Signal Troop, we were finally
allowed to dig a trench across their new road and put our
cables through a duct.

We hadn't gone ten yards before \l(e were confronted wi~h
our first problem- another road not like the others, but built
by the Sappers to last, tarmac an~ n~arly 3ft: of hardco~c. It
nearly killed us when we had to dig rnrough 1t. After this the
going was good. L ucky the C.0. was on leave. whci:i we went
through his cricket pitch; he w_ouldn't have liked 1t, but we
did it. Straight through the perimeter fence, across a swamp,
going great; noth ing can stop us now!
Spiders a s big a s y our band
Wrong again! "Who's going to volunteer to crawl 250 yards
through a 3ft. high monsoon drain?" wa~ i?e next ca!!. ~ell,
by this time the ' married pads ' were pmmg for therr wives,
50 one of them, Signalman Lofty Rankin, volunteered., Next
day, armed with a torch and a rope he ·et off. It couldn t have

Faraway

Places!
Unusual Jobs!

Why not send us your story?
6 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron,
(206) Barnard Castle
o.c.
2 i/c ...
Admin. Officer
Comrns. Officer
'A' Troop
' B ' Troop
Q.M.
M .T .O_
R.S.M . ...
R.Q.M.S.
LA.D . ...

Major T . H . Wheawell
Captain J. J. Cullen .
.
Captain L. R. N . Rickards (R. Insh)
Captain N. A. Hoder
Lieutenant P. A. Cooper
Second-Lieutenant C. P. B. Smith
Second-Lieutenant A. McVittie
Major T . H. Cole, M.B.E., (Q.R.I.H.)
Captain R. A. Marshall, B.E.M. (R.C.T .)
W.0.1 H. W. L. Cage
W.0 .11 E. Bailey
W.0 .1 B. K. Ribton (R.E.M.E.)

Shooi:ng
At the 6 Brigade Skill at Arms Meeting, h~ld in mid-May,
the Squadron were outright winners o_f .the Brigade SMG and
the open invitation GP~G comp e ut~on~. .T he SLR team
were the best minor unit m the ETR mv1tat1on match. Much
of the credit for this success is due to Captain R. A.
Marshall, B.E.M., the Shooting Captain, Colour-Sergeant Gay,
(D.W.R.) and Sergeant lsgar (R.P .C.). The GPMG team de-

Sport
The soccer team is leading in the Northumbrian Distri~t
Summer Soccer League, having won five matches of the SlJC
played. Recent results include victories of 7-3 .and 11-~ over
teams from 24th Signal Regiment and 11th Signal Regiment.
The cricket team was featUJ:ed in ~th th7 l':larthern E~ho
and the Daily Mirror after therr 10-wicket wm m the open!ng
match of the season against 4 Field Ambulance at Catt~nck.
Our opponents scored six runs without the. loss of a .~1cket,
and then all ten batsmen were dismissed without addmon to
the total. Since then we have won our way through to the
semi-final of the Northern Command section of the Army C1;1p,
having defeated 24th Signal Regiment and the Duke of Eclmburgh's Royal Regiment. In the. latter game th~ ~quadron
scored 157 in the 35 overs permitted and then d1sm1ssed the
D.E.R.R. for 97 runs. Signalman David Taylor ~cored ~4 and
then took 5 wickets for 12 with his spin bowling. With the
Brigade Commander, Brigadier J. ~· H. Robe~ts, O.B.~., opening the batting, and Sergeant Manruon an~ Pnvate Gneg, both
R.A.O.C., to open the bowling, we are hopmg to have a successful season.

Squadron (207), B.F.P.O. 37

URING the last month, there have been the inevitabl.e
number of postings in and out, to the extent that on his
D
had 1;>een
recent Squadron Conference, the O.C. found
t~ere

LOOK WHAT WE HAVE WON!
Four members of the winning S.M.G . team which won the Brigade
S.M.G. competition :
Left to right : Lance·Corporal Crawford, R.E.M.E., Corporal MacNalr,
Corporal Martin and Sergeant White, R.A.O.C.
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serve a special mention, as the team consisted of eight members
of the R.P.C. Defence and Employment Platoon. The Squadron
have been panicularly lucky in having this Platoon attache.d
during the period in Barnard . Castle. Unfortunately their
association with the Squadron is to end when we return to
B.A.O.R. later mis year.

7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal

There was only a further 200 yards to go • • •
hut • • •
What a pleasant surprise, or so we thought, when we were
told only another 200 yards to go and then no more digging
trenches. What they didn't tell us was that we had to dig
pole holes instead, and after that there were more trenches to
dig.
llecuperutbtg?
By the end of the third . week we had finished our first
lay-two and a quaner miles. of cable in and working-not
bad, only another three quarters of a mile to lay, so after a
couple of days off to recuperate from work and one all-night
party, the second lay was commenced.

been more than five minutes later when he was ~ack with
reports of spiders as big as his hand; I'm not gomg down
there again! Work halted.
ever mind, two days later, f~arless Captain .F rench,
R.A.M.C., with a few beers bet on it, and the prom 1s~ of a
bottle of Scotch, set off and managed to get through with no
trouble at all.
.
. The end was in sight-less tha n a quarter of a mil~ ~o g?.
It didn't take us long to finis h the last stretch. and w1thm six
weeks of starting, we were back at the airport ready t~ send
the ' pads' home, while the. single lads stayed behind to
finish off and do a few odd Jobs for the Troop.
After a very busy time with work and ent.ertainmcnt, we
were glad to arrive back in England on 4th April, after another
stop in Bermuda for a re~t.

about a 30 per cent turnover of key personnel m a fonmght.
To the newcomers, we bid welcome to Soltau, and to tho e
departed, all the best wherever they may be. .
On the exercise front, the Squadron took part m the first
Brigade CPX of the year. This was under completely new
management, both in the Headquarters and the Squadron. Yf!e
found two moves a flight gave the Reece Group a harassing
time.
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In th" .porting •phere we ~bowed 1st Division H.Q. and
1gnal Re rment h w to play cricket by beating thcm- 137
for 5 dL'Clarcd, again t 133 all out. Captain Mike Newby
orcd i3 not out and took five wickets.
' held our own port day in prepuat1on for winning the
~forri on Cup Minor Units (11 Brigade H.Q. and Signal
quadron plea e note!). The Escott fami:y topped and tailed
the 5,000 metre , with Sergeant Harry Escott winning and
hi 11-year-old son, Melvin valiantly completing the course.
Sergeant Escott also took our cross-country team to an invitation meeting in t~e Bla-k Forest during April. Competing
were teams from the U.S. 7th Army, the French Army, and
the U.S. Air Force. The course was four laps for 2.3 km. of
very rough country in the area of Ostenheim. Overall, the
quadron came second-a creditable performance.
We con::lude rhese nores with a short article by LanceCorpora: Duncan Thomson on AFV 432 flotation.

Having had a few demonstration crossings and almost reaching Minden by mi take, we all had a go. There were one or
two overshoots to start with and a few lost track , but nobody
reached Minden, and by Wednesday we were so skilled that
we managed over 100 cro sing~ of the Weser in one afternoon.
We returned to Soltau bronzed and flt, for it is hard work,
so if any trainee telegraph operators are particularly depressed
with the progress tests and feel they would like to be a
lighterman, press on and be both!

Flenting down the Weser
When I started training as a telegraph operator at Harrogate, I little expected it to lead to driving a 15-ton armoured
vehicle ' wirnming' across the Weser. After a few days' preparation in barracks, where we checked that the door and
hatches really were water-tight and the flotation creens had
no hole in them we left for Ohr Park, on the We er, on
Whit Sunday. We listened awes truck, as our two instructors,
Corporal Derek Owen and Corporal Phil Davis introduced
u to the gentle arts of us:ng tracks as p'lddles and the other
chap as one's eyes. 'Swimming ' in a 432 demands complete
mutual trust between the driver and commander, for the
driver can ee nothing and the commander must be able to
feel the speed of the vehicle and current and correctly judge
the angle of approach to the far bank, to enable the 432 to
climb our of the water.

the end of April, we at the NATO Forward Scattec Site,
A TMormand
Hill, said farewell to the last two remaining

242 Signal Squadron, Edinburgh
~

Ace

IDgh,'

Mormond Dill,
Detachment

Aberdeenshire,

R.A.F. technicians. The station is now 100 per cent Royal Corps
of Signals. However, in the near future we are to lose a few
of them. Corporal Bob Hall is going to Catterick on his T.I.;
Signalman Ted Noseley and Sergeant Leitch arc both getting
demob happy; Sergeant Hill is also pending decision.

That pay rise
Since the new pay rise, Sergeant Gerry Lowdon and Corpora(
West travel to work in their own cars in preference to a Land
Rover minibus-it appears the bumps hurt their bottomsf
Those of us with more sense than money are amused and
wonder if the stress on the haunches is directly proportional to
the size of the wallet? Do the old soldiers find this a sign
of the times!
Corporal Terry Beard has just spent a relaxing week in
hospital at R.A.F. Buchan with a bruised leg after diving at
the post instead of the ball whilst playing in goal for the
R.A.F. Buchan football team. He tells us the nurses at the
hospital know their job!
We would like to congratulate Corporal Dave Fisher, who
has just got married (Shetlands don't have a monopoly on local
marriage), and Sergeant Pearson who became a Dad at the
end of last month.
We also extend our good wishes to Corporal Geoff Bell,
who is due to get married next month . . . poor chap!

Joining the Gods

OPERATION IN TWO PARTS
GOING IN •.

•• COMING OUT
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' Ace High ' is a temple to one of the newer religions of the
Army, or so says G. Bell, who described himself as "attendant
priest, Temple of Ace High, Mormond Hill."
Five miles south of Frazerburgh stands the 750ft. bulk of
Mormond Hill. Any motorist driving to Frazerburgh can see
four great round dishes standing on top. It is thought in the
area that this is some technical establishment run by the
government. However, as people working up here well know,
it is a ' temple to one of the newer religions of the Army,'
known as ' Ace High.'
At the end of my priesthood trai ning, called, inexplicably, a
' T2,' the powers-that-be, after much soul-searching, decided
to send me to serve my master, the great god ' Tel-y-comrnns '
at Mormond Hill.
As I was conveyed up the hill in the holy barge, which
b~ars the name 'Lan-Drover,' I saw for myself the great
cfuhes. Not being sure what they were, I kept silent, hoping
that I might learn the mysteries of the temple without revealing my ignatance. It was with great trepidation that I
passed through the gates and past the blue-uniformed temple
guard.
·
On arrival, I was summoned before the High Priest Nor-ton
in his Holy of Holies, called, for some reason, F.O.S. Office.
He told me of the great mysteries to be unveiled before me
and threatened to invoke the power of the gods if I transgressed.
After this I was conducted around the temple and was
shown the gods themselves. The greatest and most powerful
of these was the god 'Amp ' and his companion ' Rec.' These
gods, it was said, could see and tell of things outside the
plains of mere mortals. It was for this reason that they were
known as 0 /H or Over Horizon, as a tribute to their powers.
The next few days were spent in meditating the words of
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the holy manu ~ cripts or in watching the more learned priests
doing their various duties, until at last came the day when
I was allowed to conduct the morning ceremony of obedience and
worship, known as the 'on watch inspection and daily reading.'
This involved visiting each of the grey, forbidding-looking
gods and ensuring that they were well and happy. ~ailure
to do thi brings down upon us the wrath of the gods in the
form of ' Circuit Outages ' and ' Faults.' If this happem, we
musr make confession in the ' Daily Outage Report,' which
is despatched to the High Priests who, in turn, deliver their
dreaded judgment.
As more scriptures were made available and the other
priests educated me, I was allowed to play a greater pan
in the daily worship.
We have several ceremonies, of which I have already explained one. The second ceremony i~ performed .once a week
and is called 'Mane-Tay-Nance.' This ceremony 1s more complicated and more solemn than the daily one, but pales be.
side the greatest ritual of all.
This takes place every three months, symbolically to represent the season , and requires the participation of all the
priests. As no name is holy enough, it is known as the ' Three
Monthly,' and during it all the priests are set to do tas.ks
for the comfort of the gods. Sacrifices are made to any ~1s
satisfied god in the form of valves and mystromes, which
are fed to the god with reckless abandon.
At the moment, I am of the lowly ' Attendant ' class. of
priest, but I shall aspire, one . ~ay, aftc::r study and meditation to the status of 'Technician' priest, who becomes a
pcr;onal servant to one of the gods. His ~rime task in life
is to keep his god content and to supervise the attendant
priests, who also bear the name ' fingers ' (hence the name
' finger trouble ').
.
I am now one of the initiated who know that the great d1shcs
on the hill are not new-fangled antennae, but great monument to the gods who dwell within the. temple.
I have still much to learn of the mysteries, but hope, one
day, to reach that happy state of bliss -:vhich come~ to
each Technician Priest when the last mysteries are unve1ledUntil that day, I will continue my st~dies saf.e in the hands
of the High Priest Nor-ton and his deputies, Jonel-Each
Ka-Vanah and Low-Don.

Hawkes of
Savile Row
The British have regularly gone into battle '!'ith
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived
to keep the firm goin~ ••. an~ on vict?ry parade~
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion.

Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the
1770's. Every year hundreds of people
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for
the 1970's You ' ll know our reputation
for made-to-measure tailoring but you
may be surprised at the extent of our
hand-made ready-to-wear range.
Drop in and see both at :

SAVILE ROW

LONDON

01-734 0186
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The

&USTBlLllR
ARMY
needs officers
For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Service as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age lim it is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications).

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a medical or dental practi~ioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commissio~ in the
R.A.A.M.C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~~~

If your application is successful, you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia w ith your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
-and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:
Recruiting Officer,

Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01 -836 2435 extension 356

12a LOl\IDON ROAD
CAMBERLEY
SURREY
Camberley 63829
Illustrated catalogue sent free on request
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244 Signal Squadron
(Air Support}
Tangmere, Sussex
"{" TE mu t apologise for our absence from TuE WIRE; mere
l
can be no e. cuse except that around the 6th of the
month, when the notes arc due, all minds seem to go completely blank! eedle s to say exercises have been to the fore
during the pa t three month .
•Arctic E.-tpress ' saw detachment away in Norway in their
•zebra striped ' vehicle , whilst Salis~ury Plain wa visited
again to practise the craft of concealment a well as communication.

Having recently celebrated our first anniversary, may we
remind our reader (if any) of omc of our staff:

o.c.

.. ...

·cond-in-Comm and
Admini·-t ralioo
0 . . "A" Troop ..
0 . . · B ' T roop ...
0 . • ·Troop .
0 .C "E • Troop ..
T.O.T.
...
..
. ..
·cond-in-Command ·A' Troop

.S. M.
R.Q.M ..
F . of S .
Chief Clerk

\>fajor W. D. A. Poole
Cuptaio W. A. Price
C!lptain M. J. I'. Giles
Caprnin M. Yollaud
L:eu1 e11:10t 0. M. Lewis
Lieuleoaol L . Hood
Lieulen:inr A. A.
uigncourt~ tralte n
Capuifo (T.O.T.l D. D. Clarke
Second-Lieuleoaol M. Emslie
W.O.ll Brewer
W .0.11 Buostoo
W.0.11 Ma:nwariog
Sl!llJ ergeanl Barlow

L ike Topsy we keep on growing and by September will be
over 200-strong.
Our annual six-a-side soccer competition was held on
Wedne day, 13th May when 16 teams from the Squadron
toek part.
The whole afternoon was extremely well organised by
Sergeant 'Wally' Lockwood and a wonderful competition ended
in the fina1 between ' A ' and ' B ' Troop. Like a schoolboys'
magazine story, the result had to be decided by penalty taking
from which ' B' Troop emerged winners to receive their wellmerited prizes and a handsome silver cup, donated by Captain
Giles, shortly to leave us for the banking world.
New arrivals to the Squadron include Lieutenants Hood and
Elford, Staff Sergeant Philemon and Sergeants Whiteley,
Neillings and Pond.

Corporal Wilson, B Troop (winners of 6-a-side soccer) receives
trophy from wife of Squadron Commander
Sergeant Lockwood, tournament organiser looks on
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amplin~

t.lw d••llghfs of Singapore
Our newly formed ' Bravo ' Troop deployed to Crowborough
and outh Cerney as part of the run-up towards taking over
from their Air Force counterparts. Planning for the exercise
in the Far East i now well under way and already two detachments have taken to the air, and are now sampling the delights
of Singapore. The main body of the Squadron are due to
depart in mid-May amid l a welter of inoculations and junglegreen uniforms.
ot to be outdone by all other unit , it is reported that
we too have had an annual F.F.R. in pection. The tranquility(?)
of Tangmere was rudely disturbed by the arrival of an army
of spcciali ts to look at our vehicle , arms, documents, radio
kit and even the line troop stores, which now spouts some
superbly numbered racking, to house its junk! Finally, Colonel
T. G. H . Jackson, O.B.E., C. .0. 3 Division, vi ~ited to run the
rule over. As •:1e left he wa~ miling!

48 Gurkha Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron (246)-, B.F.P.O. 1
Fully ••ommitted
ONG KONG in 1970 i a reasonably trouble-free place
to live in, with only the odd incident on the border.
Nevertheless, the Squadron remains fully committed. Captain
(Q.G.0.) Prembahadur Gurung and his Troop keep our Brigade
Command net functioning and our Staff Officers on wheels
and in communcaton. Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Shyamlal Gurung
and his men run the comcen and keep a constant check on
the border telephone liBe, whilst Lieutenant John Stokoe
keeps the Gurkha Battalions supplied with their rear-link
Troops. Of course, we also embrace all the other facets of
an integrated Squadron. Our M.T.O./T.C.0. looks after all
unit transport requirements and Staff Troop do their best
to keep Brigade H.Q. from disappearing under mounds of
paper work. Last, but not least, is our Defence Platoon,
supplied by 6 GR and commanded by Lieutenant (Q.G.O.)
Indradhoj Gurung.

H

pint glasses of tea laced with rum. They departed muttering
about Gurkha rum and kukries!
The Squadron sporting life is as full as ever; even more
o with the addition of water polo. Our O.C., Major Tom
Livingstone is our exponent of the art and is playing .as
hard as ever, despite his vows last year never to play agam!
At the moment the Brigade H.Q. team is top of the league,
beating 656 Aviation Squadron 22-0 and 252 Signal Squa~ron
20-2. Many of the younger members of the Squadron have
shown interest and arc quite promising young players. Our
Football Officer, W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Pete Harris, will have to
think again!

De1•nrtu1:es
Since the last notes Lieutenant Ashley Truluck has gone
to Dharan in Nepal, to become the M.T.O. and Signal Officer
at the Gu;kha L. of C. One of his responsibilities is detailing
elephants for the Brigadier's tiger hunts! (Tiger-animal, not
beer!). Sergeant Keith Childs leaves us on promotion . to
Staff Sergeant and takes up appointment as S.Q.M.S. with
248 Gurkha Signal Squadron in Singapore. Corporal Andy
Boyle is now in Dharan as Acting Sergeant on a short detachment, but nevertheless, the Squadron still functions without
him. Our S.Q.G.0., Captain (Q.G.O.) Balbahadur Tamang,
left for Nepal on retirement after a tremendous farewell party
for him in the Q.G.0.s' and Sergeants' Messes.
Captain (Q.G.0.) Bhupal Gurung arrived from 17th Gurkha
Signal Regiment in Malaysia to become our ney.r ~.q.G.O;
We have a new Adjutant, in the shape of Captain Grnger
Cockcroft, who was previously R.S.l'v'.. of 9? Gurkha Infantry
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. He still sports a magmficent moustache, althoug'h it is now ':"orn in the modified,
Mark II version! One welcome arrival has . been W.0 .1
(R.S.M.) Gordon Howie. He was R.Q.M.S. with the_ Regiment and came to us on promotion. Many congratulations to
him. It is good to have a Gurkha Signals R.S.M. with u ,
and one who also plays squash and hockey!
We eagerly await the arrival of a brand ne·N subaltern
from Malaysia. Maybe he can write the next set of notes!

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane
and into a new car !
I
Send
now for FREE Information Pack
• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery •Special
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem
Ordet your now Cir be rore you leave. When you get back It wtll be ready and w11t1ng
for you at the airport-fully insuted, Wlth all 1he pape1wo1k comple~ed for the U .~..
Europe, or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen: forces d1seoun11, 1pect1I
H.P. terms, the lot. .. . Plue • •heaf of colour brochure• of •II the lateat

model• to browse through at lelaure. Ther e·s no obliga.oon wha1ever. You can
weigh everything up, take your 11me choosing-and take dehc;,ery wherever you land

Post to : NATOCARS ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater. Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

·················~--~-·····
I Please send me your Information Pack-w1lhoul ob/1gal•on.
w .7 •

II ;::.:~;·~~~:;~~ ::::::.·.·::·::·:~:::::~·::_~~~~.:-.-.~:::·:::::::::.·.-.::.·.-.~:
Tax free for U.K. and then ••..••• •• •• •••••••••.. . ..... •.. (country )

:

I

Ta x paidforU.K.only_

_

I

J•- ~
~f 0 2oi I

(llc~

Delivery Date ..............

i

I

•.........................
I

I

I
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At a 1110111ent•s notice

Despite our daily routine work, being a naturally helpful
Squadron, various elements of it are continually disappearing
to perform various tasks. The new season of B.A.M.A.
rallies has started, for which we provide the check point communications, as well as entering team and individual competitions. Lieutenant John Stokoe and the majority of the radio
element of the Squadron have just returned from providing
control communications for the Gurkha Engineers on one
of their exercises. The exercise covered most of the new
Territories of Hong Kong and gave many of our soldiers an
insight into Sapper activities. Our P.A. equipment is on constant demand for demonstrations and displays and is usually
erected at a moment's notice, beca1:1se the staff never tell us
that they require it until the day the event is to take place!
The whole Squadron was once again torn apart to provide
control communications and controllers for Exercise 'Muji Kas
II (I won't tell you the translation in case any ladies are
reading this). ' MK II ' was basically an Infantry Platoon
exercise, with the platoons from the Gurkha Battalions completing a circuit involving day and night tactical tasks. Captain
Mike Walker, our golf-playing Second-in-Command, set up
a control headquarters on top of a windy mountain, with
amenities comparable to the Hong Kong Hilton!

Rum nud Kukris
At this time of the year v1s1tors pour into Hong Kong in
droves. This also applies to military visitors. A fortnight ago
one Major-General and nine Colonels of the Swiss Signal
Corps, on their way to Expo '70 in Osaka dropped in for a
chat! We showed them around the Squadron and gave a few
demonstrations for their benefit. They all expressed tremendous interest in whaic they saw, and one Colonel was highly
delighted when Sergeant Bartaman Limbu started speaking
to him in German. Sergeant Bartaman visited Germany with
247 Gurkha Signal Squadron. Your guess is as good as mine
as to where he actually learnt his German! Their visit
terminated with a trip to the Rebroacast Site, where they
were met by Captain (Q.G.O.) Prembahadur Gurung with
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To Mexico with
a Military escort
The British Army T earn in the World Cup
Rally chose the Heuer Super Autavia
Dashboard Clock for perfect timing throughout
their long and arduous journey. There are
Heuer Stop Watches for sporting _events
and scientific purposes. Please wnte for an
illustrated catalogue to Mr. R. E. Smith,
Garrard Watch Department.

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJBSTY
THE QUEBN,
GOLDSMITHS ANO CROWN JEWELLERS,
GARRARD AND COMPANY LlMITIID,
LONDON.

G A R R A R D Te~etr~~;n
n2 REGENT STREET, LONDON W1A 2JJ.
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262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.O. 53

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay}
Thi · is Ron Cathcart. 33·
• farried '' ith fi\'c children
and, until reccnth· a
telecommunications in rructor in the Royal Corp of Signals.
Feeling the need for the more
settled dome tic lifC that 'ci,-, ,. treet'
offered Ron lcfr the RC aftc;. man
enjoyable~ cars and, eight months ago
joined 1ichclin T) re ompany on an
'open basi ,after pa ingthrough the
ompany' election procedure ;
Ron's qualitic were a sc ed and he
wa helped to choo ca uitahlecarcer.
l Te is at present undergoing training
fora po ta aproductionsupen·i or
atthe toke facton .
Thi is what R~n Cathcart ays
about hi · new career.

"The.first tiring that struck me about
Jiicl1eli1111't1S t/11:/;;end{y lltmosphere,
nnd a real team spirit JV!iiclt !did 11ot
expect tofi11d in i11d11strJ•.Responsibility

isgil'e11 11s soo11 ns.1•01111re re1ufrjor it
and, 11/tho11ghji·it:11dfr t1cfricc is alil't~)'S
11z·aila/Jlc ,J'Oll /1 rt· tiu11t1job1111d leji to
get 011 IJlifh it .
Ifo 1111d the tra11sirio11 to o 'i«:J' /(/i:
helped great fr I~)' the t.·e1:i• t horouglr
tr11i11i11rr.progr11111111e mhirh ,J!/011>s )'<Ill
to set.your own pace, mithin l'l'11so;1.
Fringe be11efits such as the rn11teeu
se1Tires mu/ I he sports 11111/ socia I
11111e11ities are oji; high st1111d11rd .md
A!ficheli1r. adopts au 1mderst1111di11rr,
11/titud,, to 1111)' personal d{(/imlties- as
I fo1111d to 11lJ' advr111tage.
The opportu11itiesfor pro111otio1111re
good and I see Ill)' rareer 11>ith /v!ichelin
as 1111 exciting cha/le11ge."

ca reer in production, engi neeri ng,
work study or person nel.
Please write 1Hrn to the
Recruitment lanager of the
Michelin Tyre Com pan ~· at Stokcon-Trent, Stalls. 'T~ ~ t::Y Or ph one
him at Stoke-on-Tren t 48211. lfe
\\ill arr~ngetointerviC\\ yo u atyo ur
convemence.
~ fo re about M icheli n.
v~ lichelin offers yo u the security
of being pa rt of an expanding,
international Company. Your sa lary
on starting is good and becomes
increasingly better as yo u progress.
You benefit from the additional
security of free li fe ass urance and an
Ron Cathcart is doing well and has attractive pension scheme. M edical,
found himself a ca reer at Michelin
canteen and sporting facilitie are
and not ju ta job.
first-rate. Michelin takes over your
'1ichelin want more like him .. •
removal problems and expenses and
- men with an ambition to carve out
as ists you and your fa mily with
a new, progressive management
accommodation .

STARTANEW
CAREER
AT MICHELIN
lThis Armv man didJ

HIS month we feature the stalwarts of S.H .Q., the Q.M.
Depanment and E piskopi M .T ., collectively known to
T
our detachments as the ' blunt end.'

s.n.q.
U nder the benevolent eyes of our Second-in-Command,
Captain R. E. Barber, and W.0.11 (S.S.M.) J. Kelly, we are,
of course, responsible for the control and co-ordination of all
administrative and discipline questions affecti ng the whole
of the Squadron's activities. With detachments spread over
the length and breadth of Cyprus, the amount of correspondence and the telephoning that has to be done can be imagined.
We h ave just said farewell to ou r C hief Clerk, Sergeant
Vockings, and until the arrival of his relief, Sergeant Bowman
(ex-644 Signal Troop) the fort is being ably held by Corporal
Claypole, assisted by Lance-Corporals Hoyle and Massingham.
Our cheerful Post N .C.O., Lance-Corporal Gay, completes the
Orderly Room uniformed quartet, but it would be impossible
to get anythin~ done- least of all these WIRE notes, if we
forgot to mention our one and only UKLE typist, ' Annie '
Clemenson, who wi ll also be leaving us soon on return to

U.K.

Q.M. Department
Lance-Corporal D. N. G . Rogers was passing the living
accommodation recently when he spotted a tiny tortoise
emerging from the ground, and as it was clearly not properly
accounted for, be took it on charge. Apparently tonoises lay
eggs in the sand, and he happened along as the fully-fledged
monster emerged. It now lives in landscaped splendour
on the top of a large table in the Q.M. Compound. If any
of you erstwhile gardeners think that weeds grow anywhere,
come and try growing some on the tortoise patch, we can't.
We were told it was a she- not that the 'Q ' Staff have forgotten the difference between males and females-but tortoises
have a fair old ' IV axi ' covering the identification parts.
Fortunately, the O.C., Major Anderson, has had considerable
experience of slow-moving creatures, and he put us wise.
S.Q.M.S. Maidment attends to the tables and socks side,
with a little bit of this from the R.A.F. and a little bit of that
from the Army.
Sergeant Percival throws his weight around on the end· of a
chain to some purpose (hammer, of course) and recently won
a nice collection of silver in the Royal Signals (Cyprus) and
NEARELF Minor Units Athletics Meetings. He also throws
the occasional crumb to the wolves hammering at the door
saying 'gimme my spares.' He is assisted in this by Corporal
Hughes, who has been trained to accept technicians as nearly
normal people. Our junior member, Signalman Burps, 50 per
cent of the Signalman strength of the unit, is flexing his
muscles in anticipation of an A.I.P.T. Course. (We've got
to be ready, they may break the door down one day). "Back,
you dogs, or we'll turn the tortoi~ e on you."

M.T.
Ably led by our M.T. N .C.O., Lance-Corporal Snowdin,
our drivers, Lance-Corporal Sinclair and Signalman Lilley
drive many thousands of miles, at all hours, assisting with the
task of administ~ring and delivering spares to the far-flung
outposts of our empire. These two took part in the recent
B.A.M.A. driving championships. They were unfortunately
not placed among the leading lights, but at least succeeded
in keeping their vehicles in one piece, unlike some other competitors. 'P'ney have also survived this year's U.E.E. vehicle
inspection, only to be told that the NEARELF inspection programme for 1970/71 has been altered, and they've got to do
it all again in August. As Lilley was heard to say-" there's
never a dull moment "-but at lease he's had some U.K.
leave recently. Both Lance-Corporals Snowdin and Sinclair
arc due to leave us before very long, but we're told that there
are lots more drivers being posted in to replace them. What
is it that makes us such optimi ts?

MICHELIN IS WHERE THE CAREER JOBS ARE

FAR..\WAY

Pl.ACES!
- 1JNUSUAL JOBS !
SEND VS THAT STORY

,.
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Known to the masses as a Forward catter Station, we
•:1ave a semi-indep endent detachmen t which lives on its
own private plot of land in the extreme south-east
corner of the island-Cape Greco. Little is known of
this remote group, except for a marked affinity for the
fleshpots of Famagusta, and a laudable habit of
supplying gladiators for Squadron sho:iting, rnccer and
cricket teams. This month to demonstrate their literary
ability they have taken over the complete column to
record a tale of adventure.
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.\ssault on the south faee!
IVING in the shadow of a limestone ' massif ' we here at
F.S.S . Cape Greco had successfully ignored it for some
ti me when an I.S . exercise rubbed home the fact that since
it dominated the station it should be secured . A quick check
of the inventory revealed that the Station Commander had
signed for its summit when taking over the st-ation (Oh, that
retained site!) so two sandbagged defence posts were constructed
thereone. Like many other peaks Mount Greco, as it came to
be known, has two ways to the top-one easy and one difficult.
The easy north face was used when constructing and inspecting
6e defence posts 0ut the other approach had yet to be
conquered.

L

The Station Staff volunteer<"d
Never ones to refuse a challenge the station staff volunteered
to a man after Sergeaµt Mike Smith reminded them that next
month's duty roster had not yet been finalised . Lots were drawn
and a team selected. Since Lance-Corporal Tom Crabtree's
was the hat used to pick both the mountaineering squad and the
s-a:ion bootball team (whi~h won the 9th Signal Regiment Troop
Le2gue, let it be known) it was no surprise to note a distinct
similarity between the two. Something to do with programming,
the Foreman says.
In their fresWy aired D.M-~. boot!ii!
Stumbling across the desperately even terrain in their fre~hly
aired D.M.S. boots the party battled with five foot high
thistles, three foot high sheep and a mounting thirst. Finally
they arrived at the foot of the escarpement and set up the base
camp. The site was chosen after careful co!lsideration of the
altitude, terrain, temperature and Sergeant Steve Harrison's
refusal to "carry all chat beer up that cliff."
The organisation of the base camp was left in the hands
of the defence-who better?-and goalkeeper ' Bing ' Crosby
and Sergeants Jim McCormack and Trevor McCarthy started
sorring out the Tennants from the Double Diamonds and
ca: heing them under cairns to protect them from the marauding
Touristticae Rosae-<>r 'Dreaded Sunburnt Tourists.'

X lbs. of 1•otential F .o.S.
After taking a final look at his paper-backed copy of
'Mountaineering Made Easy,' Sergeant Frank Salmon began
the ascent. Being roped up in true alpine fashion Sergeant Pete
Allison had little choice but to follow and could be heard
calculating the energy required to lift X lbs of potential Foreman of Signals up Y feet of cliff face and regretting every erg
of it. Gallantly bringing up the rear, which is the penalty of
being the junior member, was Lance-Corporal Graham Watson.
Happy in the knowledge that he had been promoted from
outside-left on the football team to sweeper-up on the mountaineering souad ("What's in a name?" the Foreman says), his
on!y complaint was that the be t hand- and foot-holds were
cluttered with empty beer cans.
'\' hen tho memoirs are writtf"n
Lance-Corporal John Symes, as official historian, later
explained in his memoirs that he felt that his secondary job
of sherpa for the iron rations would be made progressively
ea ier if, in his primary role of historian, he were to leave
messages for posterity in cleverly fashioned cylindrical steel
containers with aluminium ends. As the chain of command was
in fact a rope and it would be impossible to abandon the
historian without also losing No. 4 and the sweeper-upper 319

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough

A PINNAC LE IS REACHED AN D . . .
" To the victors the spoils" -Lance-Corporal John Symes, LanceCorporal Don Inness, Sergeant Mike Smit h, Sergeant Trevor
McCarthy and Sergeant Frank Salmon

not to mention the iron rations - disciplinary action was
limited to threats as to what would happen if the party ever
attained level ground.
A handy ledge half-way up provided a rallying point and the
remaining iron rations were rescued. The hot sun and the
breathtaking view tempted the party to dally but the waiting
crowd of welcomers and a representative of the press in the
shape of our WIRE correspondent-who had all taken the easy
way up-urged them onward and upward with cries of " It's
nearly knocking-off time!" They responded nobly and should
have set up a record time but for the failure of one component.
The tra g ic c hain o f e , ·...1ts
The reader will no doubt be familiar wi:h the tragic chain
of events that starts ' For want of a nail a shoe was lost .. . '
and the more technical will recognise that the performance of
a compli~te~ p'. ece of apparatus is a product of the reliability
of all . the md1v1dual components. The Garrison R. Q.M.S., when
quesaoned later as to the Mean-rime-between-failures of M .O .D .
issue braces, was somewbat less than helpful . Admittedly it
wasn't a very good line and vour scribe doesn't understand
Urdu (ve ry old soldier, our R.Q.M.S.) but the only thing that
came across clearly was the word ' Stocktaking,' so I have to
leave ~e tec;hnicalities and tell it like it was, as our transAtlanac cousins' colourful phrase has it.
Fourth man on the rope could be seen to be in difficultie
and was not putting :ais ~ll into his. climbing? as he was using
one hand to clutch his rmddle. Anxious enquiries revealed that
he wasn't suffering from the dreaded ' Cyprus tum ' but was
having trouble with bis trousers. A mental review of the now
shrunken iron rations and first aid kit revealed nothing that
could be of immediate help and as the leaders would not hear
of retreat, like the good soldiers they are, it fell to the sweeperupper to advan::e and employ his teclmician's i-'Jgenuiry.
Having the rop~ to guide and assist him, S.U.'s eyes were
more on the saggmg green trousers above him than on just
where he was putting his feet and as he was about to draw
level with the affiicte~ mt;mber of the party he attempted to
stand on one of the histonan's messages for posterity.

X o t a s tra • ' to c lutch a t
Drowning men clutch at straws they say. Having no straws

h~ndy S.U. clutched at, you guessed, t'be greenery right before
h! eye~ and completed the embarrasrment of the man above

"WE WERE HERE FIRST"
PUT ON THE RECORD
Lance-Corpoal John Symes, in his role of official historian for the
party records that "We were the first to be here" or it could be the
last will and testament in case there was a slip in getting down

discussion took place involving spectators, climbers and the
station dog who, excited by all the shouting, joined in at full
cry. The only contribution from the afflicted was limited to
" I can't - - - move at all, now." Undismayed, the assembl~
debated with all the ski] and verve familiar to those who have
taken advantage of the visitors' gallery at Westminster on a
Friday afternoon and the majority came down on the side of
removal-as opposed to restoration-and the job was given
to the sweeper-upper. Decency demands that we draw a veil
over the remainder of the ascent but as our photograph proves
(the came~a cannot lie, says ~e Foreman) they eventually made
the summit. Our only regret 1s that we cannot provide evidence
of the second half of the climb but our historian was encumbered with a pair of trousers as well as his typewriter and
had no free hands.
The descent of the north face was uneventful except for the
'G.O.C.'s Slide '-a comparative'.y smooth portion of rock
\"'.h}ch is best negotiated on the seat of one's trousers. (Senior
visitors please note). Since you-know-who was enjoying what
breeze there was he had neglected to replace his breeks, and
almost became our first casualry by s:ning on the sun-baked
limestone.
Free issues of Cyprus brandy fo; the resu· citation of officers
i/c Adventure Training can be had by quoting this article as
an authority. On recovery they are to be instructed not to
believe everything they read.

~nyo"'s

Sunday
The new Mayor of Teessidc, Alderman T. Thornton, took
the salute at a march past of Volunteers from 90 (NR) Squadron
and the Band on Mayor's Sunday recently at Redcar. The
volunteer sections of the community were represented by me
Fire Brigade, Police and Welfare and other services. Yet
another parade recently was the Dunkirk Veterans' Association
march past when Volunteers from Teesside were represented
by 90 (NR) Squadron.
Farewell to R.S.M.
W.0.I (R.S.M.) A. D. Mears was dined out by the Regimental Sergeants' Mess on his retirement from the Army.
Eighty members and guests wished him good luck and success
in his new future in Portsmouth. He is being relieved by
R.S.M. P. B. Overland, who up to his appointment was Unit
M .T .O. W.0.1 S. B. C. Peberdy has arrived to take over Unit
M.T.O. and we welcome him and his family to the sunny
North East. We also welcome W.O.II C. Knock and Staff
Sergeants J. M. Higgins and R. Elliott, recently posted in.
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him. Now the party was completely at a standstill. A heated

no

Freedom parade marks GO years
rrHE SOth Anniversary of th e formation of the Corps was
marked in Leeds by 49 (WR) Signal Squadron exercising
their right to march through the City with bayonets fixed and
band playing.
About 150 members of the Squadron, Jed by Major Jim
Malcolm, Old Comrades and the Band of the Army Apprentices'
College were inspected by the Lord Mayor, Alderman Arthur
Brown. The Squadron exercised their right as successors to
49 (West Riding) D ivisional Signals and most of the old Comrades present had served in the Regiment for many years. The
oldest ex-soldier on parade was Mr. Len Payne, 74 years old,
who had seen service in France, Ru s ia and Turkey; he jo:ned
the Army in 1913.
The Honorary Colonel, Brigadier C. C. Fairweather, C.B.,
C.B.E., T.D., J.P., D .L., and the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel P . J. Evans, M.B.E., accompanied the
Mayor on his inspection and later the parade marched past
them, led by the College Band, splendid in their scarlet and
tartan dress uniforms. Saturday morning shoppers in Leeds
thronged the pavement as they marched from Oxford Place,
up the Headrow to New Harewood Barracks where guests fro:n
the Ciry, the Corps and Old Comrades were entertained to
lunch. Later in the day the Sergeants' Mess held a very
successful social evening.

Lord .Mayor's Show
The Regimental Band and a co:ningent from the Hull detachment took part in the Lord Mayor's Show in Hull recently.
Mounted on a lorry, the Band played to appreciative crowds
lining the processional route. The Band also took part in a
very large rally of the Order of St. John at Raby Castle recently
wher.e crowds of over 2,000 listened to a two-hour programme
of music.
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The Lord Mayor of Leeds inspects 49 (WR) Squadron accompanied by the Squadron Commander Major
G. J. Malcolm. In the rear the Hono r ary Colonel Brigadier C. C. Fairweather, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., J.P., D.L.
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A brtel wok at our lai11tory

70 (Essex Yeomanry) Signal Sqn. (V)
Essex
~quadron

HIS Signal
w.as formed in January, 1969, and
T
was recruited exclusively from the former Essex
Yeomanry, RH.A., T.A.
. The history of the Essex Yeomanry began in 1798, at the
ume of the threatened Napoleonic invasion, and when this
threat receded, the last troop of the Essex Yeomanry was disbanded in 1828.
The West Essex Yeomanry Cavalry was raised in 1830
and was active until 1877. Froll_l then until 1900, the Essex
Volunteer Cavalryman served w1th the Essex Troop of the
Loyal Suffolk Hussars. The success of the Imperial Yeomanry
during the .Boer War led to ~he raising of the Essex Imperial
Yeomanry m 1901. The Regiment became part of the Territorial Army on 1st April, 1908, and in 1911 was the only
Yeomanry Regiment to wear the brass helmet at the coronation of King George V.
In 1914 the Essex Yeomanry mobilised and joined t'he
3rd Cavalry Division in France. Dismounted, the Regiment
made a noteworthy bayonet charge at Frenzenberg Ridge on
13th May, 1915, to overcome the German defenders. It was,
however, on 11th April, 1917, that the Regiment gained the
distinction of taking pan in one of the last Cavalry charges
together with the Royal Horse Guards and 10th Hussars,
Monchey Le Preux, after which, until relieved, the Brigade
held Monchey for three days against determined counterattacks. Lance-Corporal Mugford won the V.C. during this
action.
Raised again in 1920, the Regiment became 104th (Essex
Yeomanry) Brigade, RF.A., in 1921, when the ball buttons
were adopted. A second Regiment, 147th Field Regiment,
RH.A., was raised in 1939.
104th Regiment saw action in North Africa in 1940/41, supported the Australians during the first siege of Tobruk, fought
at the Battle of El Alamein, and took part in the campaign in
Italy into Austria, before disbandment in 1946. One Battery
was detad-ied in 1942 to Burma, was expanded to 14th Regiment, R.H.A., and was disbanded in 1946.
147th Regiment, equipped with SP 25-pounders, took pan in
the D-Day landings in France in 1944, and fought in France,
Belgium, Holland and Germany, until disbandment in 1945.
The Essex Yeomanry was re-formed in 1947 as 30th (Essex
Yeomanry) Regiment, R.A. The honorary title RH.A. was
conferred in February, 1955. Conversion to a Home Defence
role followed in 1967, and from April, 1968, to 1969, the
Regiment became once more ' unpaid patriots ' until re-formed
as 70th (Essex Yeomanry) Signal Signadron (V), a Squadron
of 7lst Signal Regiment (V), commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
A. P. Baker.
The present O.C., Major Peter Sebag-Montefiore, commands the Squadron with Troops located at Chelmsford,
Harlow and Southend-on-Sea. Whether as Cavalry, Gunners,
Home Defence or now Signallers, the Essex Yeomanry have
played many roles-all with honour, pride and efficiency.

a:

If you know just where to go, yQu can
get a new Rover cheaper than a used one
Go to any Rover dealer. And should you
have posting orders from the U.K. to overseas,
or from one overseas country to another,
he will tell you that you qualify for
special concessions.
In the form of about £500 off the list price
of a new Rover 2000.
Here's what you get for your money. A car,
though built with up-to-date production
methods, still built with painstaking care at every
stage.
And instead of brief checks, we give every
engine a full bench test. And drive each car
around the test track until we are satisfied.

Instead of mere padding, a safety cage
surrounds and protects you.
And the cage is surrounded by 22 more
very real safety features.
It's these standards, these features and the
thinking behind them, that make a Rover a
remarkable car at any price. Even more so, at
£500 off.
Your Rover dealer will tell you more about
the car and tax concessions. Or write to: Personal
Export Sales Centre, British Leyland Motor
Corporation Ltd., 41-46 Piccadilly, London, SWl
or Personal Export Dept., The Rover Company
Ltd., Solihull, Warwickshire.

Q

l]ROVERI•
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81 Signal Squatlron (VJ retum to Cyp111s
Back to Akrotiri
81 Squadron (the ex-A.E.R. 'Post Office' Volunteer
Squadron) achieved another milestone in May by returning
to Cyprus for the second time in six months to carry out
annual training in R.A.F. Akrotiri and elsewhere in the island.
A VC-10 of R.A.F. Support Command once again transported
us effortlessly and quickly, and we were delighted to find
some old friends from 3rd Signal Group at the terminal to
meet us. Within a few hours, it was as if we had never
left.
We were soon to have our first (and probably only) shockthe weather! Accustomed as we were, from the previous
November, to cloudless skies and a blazing sun, we were
astonished to find a cool wind and rain. The position was
not improved when the first letters staned arriving from our
wives, in which the general message was "London 73°F.,
T HE WIRE , JULY-AUGUST 1970

Nicosia 63 °F. . . . ha ha!" However, in a matter of three or
four days, Mother Nature pulled herself together and we were
back to the weather we were expecting (and so, inCJdentally,
were those a home).
Our return to the island did not escape the attention of
the G.O.C. NEARELF, Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E.,
M.C. A letter of welcome was handed to us at the air
terminal, together with an invitation to the officers to drinks
at ":i:11agstaff. House.' This .rrove~ to be a very enjoyable
occasion. His A.D.C., Captain Mike Walker, knowing that
there would be ten 'grass widowers' at the pany, was far
from idle and produced at least an equal number of delightful
young ladies for us to meet-as well, of coune, as many officers
and their wives from Episkopi and elsewhere.

81 Squadro

' deliver' the goods

There was not, this time, a major project for us to do.
We were, therefore, scattered in small detachments throughout Akrotiri and Episkopi and indeed, by the second week,
a few members of the Squadron got as far as Dhekelia. A
siz~able detachment spent the fortnight re-wiring parts of the
Princess Mary Hospital at Akrotiri, and occasionally found
themselves assisting in tasks very different to those they had
expected. One day, some young nurses in the maternity
block found themselves in temporary difficulty and were
grateful for the assistance of certain linemen who, as family
men, had not escaped from learning something of what delivery
and young babies were all about!
Another detachment recovered an overhead cable in Episkopi-a task tilat resembled unravelling a ball of knitting wool
more than anything else. This project was not without its
moments. On one occasion, the cable, which was SS-pair
and armoured, was lowered deliberately, but perhaps a bit
quic~Jy on to the roof of a tin sentry box-type ' loo,' thereby
causmg the startled occupant to escape quickly and in some disarray, thinking that another tornado had hit the island!
A multitude of smaller tasks were carried out, particularly
by the technicians, and once again, our Foremen, Staff Sergeants
'Ron ' Williams and Yule, solved cenain faults that had
baffled others for a considerable time past. On the final day,
during the course of the G.O.C.'s visit, Staff Sergeant ' Jo '
Thompson gave a demonstration of latest Post Office thinking
on solid resin jointing to members of the Airfield Troop at
Akrotiri-a first-class example of how we try to pay for our
keep when on · overseas detachment.

Parties, parades and presentations
The social scene was as lively and active as ever. Early on,
whilst there was still time, the Officers and Senior N .C.O.s got
together for a useful evening at the 'Pen ' Club, and on
our last night, the whole Squadron gathered there for a pany,
with Captain Tony Gatward and the men of his Airfield Troop
as our guests. Signalman O'Hanlon, the Squadron ' wit,' caused
consternaton at the opening of the evening's entertainment
by stating that he had heard that the twenty hardest drinking
members of the Squadron would not be allowed to remain
any longer. Sighs of relief came when he posed the hypothetical question as to how the Squadron could continue without its Officers and Senior N.C.O.s! Notable amongst the
' rums ' were those produced by the Scottish ' Geordie ' and
Manchesi:er elements of the Squadron; and the officers'
choir succeeded, as usual, in lowering the tone of the party.
Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Hall, our Commanding Officer,
bounced out of an aircraft early one morning halfway through
t'he fortnight, having travelled all night and having just completed a 'recce' for camp next year in Germany. Even he
paled a little when the O.C., Major Peter Dixon, informed him
that he was on parade in one hour. He was there, of course,
and our march pa t (never practised and only attempted once
a year) was really quite good. After that parade, we presented the Administrative Officer of 40th Signal Regiment,
Captain Norman Rees, with a silver tray in recognition of
all he has done for the Squadron. Without a good man in
that position, a Squadron such as ours could not ' get off the
ground.'
The Squadron was greatly honoured to receive a further
visit from the G.0.C., Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E.,
M.C. Although we were very scattered, he saw several detachments at work and, as before, he showed a great intere t
in everybody and everything. He persevered notwithstanding
the total breakdown of his car, midway between Episkopi and
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No need for bright sparks
to fiddle about with this

Th e O ffi cers and Senior N. C.O.s of 81 Sig nal Squadron (V) with Lieutenant-Colonel D. Hall, C.O. 40 (U) Signal Regiment (V)

Akrotiri, and the officers were delighted to entertain him
and the Station Commander of Akrotiri, Air-Commodore W.
J. Stacey, to lunch ar the R.A.F. Akrotiri Officers' Mess.
Having ourselves been presented with the Station Plaque last
ovember, in recognition of our services to R.A.F. Akrotiri, we
had r'.:Je pleasure this time, through our O.C., to present to
Air-Commodore Stacey our own ' Beaufighter ' (Air Formation Signals type) plaque to mark our deep admiration and
affection for his station.
Fare w e ll to Akrotiri
After two years in Akrotiri, 81 Squadron will be going to
its old haunts in Germany next year with 21st Signal Regiment at R.A.F. Wildenrath and R.A.F. Bruggen. Looking
back over two camps in Akrotiri, we do not just remember
the sea and sunshine, the Mezzis and the Kebabs. We have
a multitude of memories-the friendships we made with the
Royal Air Force and 3rd Signal Group; the unfailing good
humour and assistance from Captain Tony Gatward, Staff
Sergeant Bermingham and the men of the Airfield Troop
at Akrotiri; the R.A.F. officers and their wives, who entertained
so many of us and came in droves to see us off, and indeed,
the pilots in the various flying squadrons, who were either
stationed there or who were just visiting, and how often we
heard them saying to each other, after they had met us informally for the first time and in plain clothes . . . " 81
Squadron seem a good bunch-now are they Canberras or
Tankers, or what?"
Two quotations to end:
Fintly, after eight of our drivers bad been assigned entirely
to the R.A.F. and spent their fortnight drivi ng pilots and other
persons on shift work to their places of work by coach,
.T.0. writes: "The detached drivers set about
the R.A.F.
their work in a very able manner and carried out their duties
very efficiently. They were always cheerful and courteous
and their presence was of much value. They reflected great
cred:t to their Regiment and helped considerably to foster the
spirit of Army /R.A.F. co-operation."
Finally, Air-Commodore S tacey, in his farewell letter to
M aj or Peter Dixon, said in the last paragraph: " I believe
that next year, your Squadron is destined to go to Germany
for annual training-Germany's gain will be our loss, but
perhaps it will not be too long before Akrotiri benefits from
81 quadron's asshtance once again. T hank you for all your

efforts and the exemplary discipline and bearing of your men.
It has been a great pleasure to have you with us at Akrotiri."
What more can a T.A.V.R. Squadron hope for by way of
appreciation?

O ur GA.481 is the on ly
all-sol id -sta te 100 W
broadband linear a mplifier in
full sca le produ ctio n. It covers
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GETIING DOWN TO THE JOB IN CYPRUS
Signalman Stewart Beare of Yeovil exam ining a joint
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The Corps in Hong Kong top the Sporting World
- anti they tlo a mansize signalling job too!

r11HERE are about 120 Royal Signals all ranks in Hong
Kong: the bulk of our units are made up of Gurkhas
LEPs and. LECs. It i~ _a face that sporting achievement fall~
most heavily on !11~ Bnt1sh ~anks, probably because the games
we play were ongmally designed for and by the British. We
have read with interest of Leeds United's shot at a football
tr~ble; with admiration. ?~ 7th . Armoure.d Brigade's ski-ing
triumphs; and of 1st D1v1s1on Signal Regiment's tribute from
thei; departing G.0.C., for their military, sporting and catering
achievements.
What follows is a brief summary of what three minor units
have ~chie".'ed in one }'.ear in Hong Kor:g. When Colony
champ1onsh1ps are menuoned, the populauon, it should be
remembered, is over four million.
Football.-Minor Units Cup final winners, 252 Squadron;
Runners-up, Minor Units League, 252 Squadron;
third in Minor Units League, 253 Squadron.
Hoekey.-League winners, 252 Squadron; 51 Brigade Minor
Units Cup finalists and winners, 252 Squadron;
Land Forces Cup finalises and runners-up, 252
Squadron; 48 Brigade six-a-side champions, 48
Gurkha Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
Athleties.-51 Brigade Champion Unit, 253 Squadron; Land
Forces Minor Units Champions, 253 Squadron.
Tug-of-war. - 51 Brigade
Squadron.

253 SIGNAL SQUADRON POSE PROUDLY BEFORE ONE YEAR'S HAUL OF TROPHIES-CAN ANYONE BEAT THISl
Front Row, left to right : W .0.11 Newell, Lance-Corporal Blythe, Corporal Jones, Corporal Innes, Captain Davies, Major Pickard, Captain Law,
Corporal Jennings , Signalman Frisby, W.0.11 Chu Fook Hung, Sergeant Chan Fai, W .0 .11 Edwards
Bock Row, left to right: Corporal Mann, Signalman Hum by, Lance-Corporal Smith, Lance-Corporal Bell, Corporal Sutherland, Corporal Kuester,
Corporal Ma Kwok Keung, Corporal Hutchinson, Signalman Cheng Ka Lin, Lance-Corporal Lee Sau Kwan

M inor

Units

Champions,

252

Orienteering.- 51 Brigade Champion Unit, 253 Souadron;
Veterans' Cup, 253 Squadron; Ladies' Trophy,
W.R.A.C. Hong Kong (all Signals team).
Shooting.-51 Brigade Rifle Meeting: Section Match, Royal
Ulster Rifles Cup, and Team Rifle Trophy, 253
Squadron.
Basketball.-48 Brigade Champion Unit, 48 Gurkha Infantry
Brigade and Signal Squadron.
B.A.M.A. Rallies. -Team
Squadron.

Winners,

August,

1969,

252

Motor Cycle Trials. - Colony Champion, W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
Edwards, 253 Squadron.
Moto-Ooss.-Colony Champion, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Edwards,
253 Squadron.
Golf.-David Edwards, so n of S.S.M. Edwards, is Colony
Junior Champion, holder of both the Army and the
Colony Alloomers Handicap GQ!f Trophies.

Getting ready for Bisley

Royal Signal Germany Skill-at-Arms
Meeting, Senne/ager-

T

HE following report was delivered by Major Brian Toy,
Royal Signals, on the British Forces Broadcasting Services
programme 'Your Sporting World ' on 2nd June:
At Sennelager last week, in weather conditions that went from
good to grim, some 130 competitors took part in the Royal
Signals Germany Skill-at-Arms Meeting. The standard of
shooting was high and the 40 or more firers who are going to
the U.K. in June to compete at the Royal Signals Corps Meeting
at Bulford and at the A.R.A. and N .R.A. Meeting at Bisley
will have benefited greatly from thi opportunity to fire under
competition conditions.
TYPICAL OF THE SPORTING SPIRIT IN HONG KONG SIGNALS
252 SIGNAL SQUADRON'S FOOTBALL TEAM-WINNERS 51 BRIGADE MINOR UNITS CUP
Standing , left to right : Corporal Taylor, Corporal G ilbert, Corporal Carter, Corporal Croft, Signalman Laws, Sergeant Fraser, Staff-Sergeant
(Y. of S.) Chi!:k
Kneeling, left to right : Corporal Wong Pak Keung, Corporal Simpson, Signalman Hartley, Sergeant Forrester, Lance-Corporal Speight, Signalman
Hayes
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The C:orps' high shooting reputation
In recent years, the Royal Corps of Signals bas gained a
high reputation in both the Army and National shooting worlds.
For instance, at Bisley last year 15 Royal Signals firers were
awarded Army Hundred medals ; nine were selected as members
of Army teams competing in Inter-Service matches and several
magnificent pieces of silver now grace Royal Signals Messes
THE WIRE, JULY - AUGUST 1970

Ten-Pin Bowling.-Trophies for the Army (Kowloon) Knockout League and the Services' Knockout Championships are held by 253 Squadron; 252 Squadron won
the Novices' Doubles Trophy, the Novices' Handicap,
and were second in the Armed Forces League. Even
H.Q., Royal Signals, won the Dunhill Trophy, a handsome rose bowl, in an eight-team league.
To continue, Sergeant Forrester is captain of ttie Army 1st
XI soccer team (which is due for promotion to the Colony's
First Division next season) and Signalman Steadman, Corporal
Lund, Lance-Corporal Bates and Signalman Rowe were members of the two Army sides, which are the league leaders in the
Colony's 2nd and 3rd Divisions respectively .
. 51 Brigade Hockey team consists of eight players from 252
S1~al Squadron and ttiree others; Major Martin Pickard plays
cr~cket for the Army 2nd XI, which won the Colony League
this year; Captain Stuart Law is the Colony pole vault champion.
Captain Rusty Davis is a leading light among rugby refrees,
and has as his chief claim to fame the fact that he has introduced the game to hundreds of Chinese schoolboys, who now
play regularly.
Major Vic lmpey has a reputation for stern impartiality as
hockey umpire (often needed when the Sikh Club plays, for
example, the Portuguese) and has been much in demand for
·
international matches.
252 Signal Squadron has 38 regular squash players. Captain
Maurice Caplan is Secretary of the Army Football Association.
Major Roger Hills is Secretary of Army Squash, and C.R.
Signals is the Chairman.
Just in case anyone wonders what else we do, we can reasonably claim that there is nowhere else in the world where
the Corps has so many continuously working circuits per man,
and we do not work tropical hours. For those who think that
Rhine Army has a monopoly of exercises, last year we took
part in more t'han twenty, which included amphibious FIX,
L imited War and Counter-Revolutionary War Exer~ises, and
Internal Security schemes; had a near-miss typhoon; a tattoo;
a Royal Visitor, and a 100 per cent fitness record on all equipment inspections; did some of our trade training; ~ent men
to sea in H .M. Ships; brought power to remote villages and
entertained fourteen senior official viistors. Sometimes, some
of us even go on leave.

*

*

*

[All will agree, a fine record-with regret that two photographs of 252 Squadron's fine hockey and tug-of-war teams
have had to be omitted due to space considerations. Their departing C.R. Sii;nals, Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. Hart, in a
letter to the Editor, says about his British soldiers, "Their
military record matclies their sporting achievement, and there
is hardly a man who doesn't do something to contribute to
the general well-being."-Editor].

both at home and in Germany. Our good wishes go to those
who are now preparing to compete in the U.K. and, this being
the Golden Jubilee Year for the Royal Corps of Signals, what
better way to celebrate than by the Royal Signals team winning
the Methuen Cup at Bisley?

21st Regiment take the overall tenm troph~Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., took time off from an
exercise to literally drop in by helicopter at Sennelager to
present the prizes. As was expected, 21 t Signal Regiment from
Laarbruch took the overall team trophy but not without stiff
competition from 7th Signal Regiment from Herford who gained
second place and the trophy for units in the 1st British Corps
area . The Individual Champion was Captain Doug Genders
of H.Q. 4th Division. Doug Genders is a well-known Corps and
Bisley shot who takes hi shooting very seriously. In recent
years, while stationed in Singapore, he indulged back to the
U.K. each year to fire in the Corps meeting and at Bisley.
4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment can look forward to
gaining some shooting fame with him around- and 21st Signal
Regiment will have to fight even harder next year if they want
to retain their shooting reputation! The Champion Class 'B'
shot (a class 'B' shot is a Corporal or below with le s than
five years' service) was, after a re-shoot, Lance-Corporal Worth
of 12 Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
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T HE CHAMPI O N CLASS ' B' SH O T
Signalman McNeil 16th Signal Regiment, congratulates LanceCorporal Worth 12 Infantry Brigade Headquarcers and Signa l
Squadron on winning, after a re-shoot, the Champion Class ' B'
Shot prize

He bear Signalman M cN eil of 16th Signal Regiment and
everyone was pleased when M cNeil stepped forward to collect
a prize for winning his class in rhe Sub Machine Gun match.
The three rifle matches were won by Captain Genders, Corporal
H ankins, of 13th Signal Regiment, and L ance-Corp oral Perry,
of 12 Infantry Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron. The Class
'B' prizes in each case went to Signalman Wainwright, of 11
Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron, Corporal Woodford, of 21st Signal Regiment, and Craftsman Wenham of 20
Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. R.Q.M.S. Easter,
of 16th Signal Regiment, Krefeld, won the Sub Machine Gun
matdi, and the Pistol prizes went to L ieutenant John Reed,
of 21sr Signal Regiment, with Captain Genders second-both
with very good scores. The Light Machine Gun pairs match
was won by Lance-Corporal O'Connor and Sign alman Barber,
of 4th Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment, with L ieutenant
Reed and Corporal Flynn, of 21st Signal Regimem, as runnersup. 20th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron won
the Sub Machine Gun team march and the Falling Plates
match was won by 16th Signal Regiment who beat their old
rivals 21st Signal Regiment in an exciting finish.
7 t h Re g ime nt win t h e s mall bo re c om1mt i t io11
The prizes for the Royal Signals Germany Small Bore Competition 1969 /70 were also presented. 7th Signal Regiment ' A '
team, against tough opposition, took the trophy, and the best
individual was Staff Sergeant E. Smith, of 21 st Signal Regiment.
Captain Charles Timson, also of 21sr Signal Regiment, won the
individual march.
:rwo very large and expensive pieces of silver graced the
pnzes table and were presented by Brigadier Sherratt to 21 st
ignal Regiment. They were for Army Rifle Association NonCen~ral lv. arches - the King George Cup which 21st Signal
Regiment also won last year, and the Corps Shield whiC'h they
have now won for the fifth consecutive year. A third trophythe King Edward Cup- is still on its way from the Far East
and 21st Regiment have been advised to strengthen their dining
table before displaying it! 21st Signal Regiment are to be congratulated on such fine shooting achievements.
Finally, Brigadier Sherratt paid a warm tribute to M ajor
Freddie Oakes, of H.Q. Royal Air Force Germany, who has
been running Royal Signals competition shooting in Germany
for tfic past four years and who is now handing over rhe
Captaincy ro M ajor John Cox, of 21st Signal Regiment.

CARDIFF DD AX CH
Hon. Sccrctary.-M. H. J ones, Esq., 42, Cartwright Lane,
Fairwater, Cardiff. CFS 3DB.
The M>Cial evening staged by the Warrant Officers and
crgcants on 9th May, during which Glen Stevens and his wife
were forbidden to perform their duties behind the bar was
a highly-successful affair, and Glen took q uire a few d;ys to
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recover from the event. Our 'Jack of all trades,' Frank
Johnson, carried our the duties of bar steward, and surprised
u with his ability ro cope so well.
Jim Lister, on bcha:f of the Warrant Officers and ergeants,
presented Glen witi1 a splendid electric clock, suitably engraved; Flo was presented with a bouquet of flowers, and was
rendered speechless with pleasure and surprise. George Rolls
then presented Glen with an inscribed tankard, given by
the members of this branch in appreciation of the many services he has performed on our behalf.
The tankard was immediately snatched from Glen and filled
with whisky. From that moment on, the tide never receded
within the tankard and Glen became steadily the worse for
wear. When Flo eventualiy managed to get Glen home and
to bed, I hardly think she helped matters when, finding she
was out of coffee, administered a hcfry dose of epsom salts!
We are always concerned when our social activities are
being discussed and planned, w:th efforts co attract the younger
members, both to participate and to help and advise us of their
interests in this field. With this o~ject in view, we staged, on
23rd May, a ' Disco Group, complete with 'Go-Go ' girls.
Again we were rather disappointed w:th the support from our
members of the age group we thought might enjoy this form
of entertainment, but we can a sure chem we have not yet
surrendered in our efforts to please them.
\Ve 'squares ' were somewhat apprehensive on chis occasion, never having experienced irs like before, but it proved
to be a most enjoyable and entertaining evening for the young
and for the ' not so young.' I did notice that some of the
older lads hastily grabbed their drinks and tore in to watch
each of the' Go-Go' girl acrs-'Gunner' Lloyd and Ted Dalziel
leading each of the heats.
When the ' Disco ' Group arrived, I happened ro be near
the acting P.M.C., Jim Lister. As the retinue tripped through
rhc mess with their masses of equipment in their ' way out '
apparel, I noticed a look of glazed horror appear on Jim's face.
I hastily assured him we would guarantee no 'demo's' or
' sir-ins' would be staged and after Jim bad swallowed one or
two more ' sedatives,' he eemed to regain his shattered composure-almost!

llI!i.JS!i.Jlf
D ue to co ntinued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

ELECT RONIC TEST ERS
Progressive pos1t1ons for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANN UATION
SCH EME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

of qualifications and

P E RS 0 N N EL MAN AG E R

present salary to :-

RAC AL ELECTRON JCS LIM /TED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE · ENGLAND

Over a Century-old Partnership ...

PARSONS
AN D

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 15/Silk 15/Silk 25/Wire 55/Cuff Links 68/Wall Shields 38/Crested Tankards
Car Badges 40/63/- & 84/Items made to your own design (by quotation)
U.K. Post Free

-

Overseas Post/Packing Ties/Badges 2/0thcr items 5/-

17 Gabriels H ill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

T H E W IRE , JULY - AUGUS T
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PRINTING

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradit ion
to uphold , at the same time· ta king
ad vantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaining, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, who.m we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals..

F.J. PARSONS LTD
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford

A ugust-September 1970

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a nuxnber of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
.
.
.
.
,
Operators in 1970 and in subsequ~t years.
Specialist training courses lastmg 3:PP~OX1Dlately nine months? ac~ordmg to the tramee s progress, are
held at intervals. Applications are now invited for the course startmg m September, 1970.
During training, a salary will be paid on the following scale :
Age 21
£848 per annum
22
900 ..
23
943 ..
2~
981 "
25 and over 1023 ,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Trair..ing School.
After successful completion of the course Operators will be paid on the Grade r scale :
£101.3
Age 21
22
1087 ,,
,,"
23
IISO "
24
1214 "
"
25 (highest
1288
"
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of [,1749 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportun_.i~es for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of trammg course and 11?-ust ~ave at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G .C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.
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Make astrategic move•••
to the Australian Army
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Start afresh or afresh start?

--------------

" W ondering what's to come after your British Army service?"
I
Could be commerce or industry will make you a good offer, but you'll I
probably have to start afresh-with new problems to face and new
I
techni q ucs to master. It will also mean fitting in to a completely
diffi rent environment with quite different responsibilities.
I
Then again you can stay with the Army-the Australian Army.
If you have NCO or Warrant rank and specialist qualifications the
I
chances are you'll retain them in full, and the pay that goes with them. I
It won't be starting afresh- more like a fresh start, in a big sunny
I
country that's just waiting for you (and your family).
Clip and mail the coupon today and get the facts on A rmy careers
I
and life " downunder".
I
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive servi ce avai la ble
to all members of the Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Bro kers w e believe t hat in
the light of ever-changing circumstances it is now more important than eve r before t hat
all ranks should have the benefit of professional and perso nal atte nt ion .
Consult:

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS

Our Cover Picture

BROKERS

Head Office:

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) or Rich m o nd 2159

;:1

Life Assurance for :Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Education Endowment
Un it Trust Investment
Retirement
House Pu r chase
Security fo r your Family

Representation throughout U.K.

THE
T HE

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE
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1) Most of them will be Radio
Technicians to work in our overseas
Earth Stations. Radio stations. etc .. and
would. at least initially. work as
technical watchkeepers doing equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants should preferably have
had 3rd line servicing experience of
multi-channel wideband systems including one or more of the following:
U.H.F .. or microwave or tropos pheric
scatter or satellite commu nica tio ns or
television transmission .
Applications will also be considered
from technicians experienced in 3rd
line servicing. both of communicationtype receivers and of medium or highpowered MF (up to 3t kilowatts) and
HF (up to 30 kilowatts ) tra nsmi tters.

2) A few Rad io Relay, Line or
Telegraph Technicians will also be
required. These will be men with suitable experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links. voice
frequency telegraph and solid-state
equipment. teleprinters and associated
telegraph machines. to work in our
Central Telegraph Offices overseas.
Overseas em ployment offered on a
two year contract basis in itially. wi th
excellent prospects of renewa l or of
established pensionable service afterwards. Attracti ve salary and allowances.
Free passages for staff and fam ily (who
normally accompany overseas) and
free fully furnished accommodation
overseas.

~·Cable

Assistant Editor :
Mr. L. Wood

Openings overseas and in U.K.

Cabl e and W ireless requi res a number of
add itional Class 1 Technicia ns by the begi nni ng of 1971.

3) London: Vacancies also occur
fro m time to timefor Class 1 Technicians
of all categories to work in our Londo n
Head Office on a career basis. especial ly
for those with experience of telephone
and telex exchanges. telepri nters. etc.

Write for appl ication form giving
brief details of experience. q uali fications. age and availabi lity date to:
Personnel Officer ( Recruitment). Dept.
A483/355. Cable and Wireless Limited.
Mercury Ho use. Theobalds Road.
London. W.C.1 .

and Wireless

o'k

::s

General Insurance for:Kit Insurance, Motor, Personal Accident, Household, All Gene ra l Insuran ce

Class 1Technicians

We are tiappy this month to feature the. BaKn<l:thof Bthe ,J}~~alLCRorAps~f
.
·
f M · Captain e1
ou
• ·
· .,
Signals, under its Director o
usic,
h
t ken at the Royal M ilitary
C M B B C M. sm The photograp was a
~~~~j o.f Mu~i~, ~ell~~ Hall, .to mark th1eb pe:formanTchee g~va~d ~~~e ~~
f th Co ' Fiftieth Anniversary ce e rauons.
e~~d Oto t:ke pir~ in the first concen ~f the se~son, and the honour of
. th B d' 44
Guest Conductor was afforded to Captain Bo~din~ .
N ineteen-seventy will be one of th~ busiest ~unes I~ Be A
sand
years of existence, during ~h.ichd mosJ Si~~!~m~fJi5
di;pl~y· a.t the
the U .K. will have been vislte ' . an cu
7th November.
Royal Alb~rt Hall durinthg thCoe Fesu
Bvaldo~~1;1~bp~::eB~~lding's direction,
All will agree that e
rps an '
·
f R d di ·
·n
is in excellent form, and those pres~nt at the Serv1cre ~e
ir~au~u:ic
Salisbury Cathedral on 21st June will long .re~m~!autiful s~tin: of the
of the Band and the Fanfare T rumpeters JD e
Ca:.hedral.

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S .W.3. Tel. N os. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).
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h

hi

of the Corps has now passed its zenith.
This speo~ year m t e s.rory church services and a Royal visit have
D inners, ~ecepuons, ballks, dreun1o~ty years of existence as a Corps in our
all in vanous ways mar e our
own righ t.
·
be
·
t Salisbury /Blandford and Cattenck have en giv~n
·
The gr:a.r re':1ruon.s a
. would be superfluous to say more ID
ample pubhcny m thiths WSIRE _and ttRe-dedication in Salisbury Cathedral in
this column than that e ervice 0
d
of the
the presence of a packed congregation, mu~t surely go own as one
outstanding days in the history of Royal Signals.
.d
d
Amid all these celebrations most marked has bebeen a fspiri~o~,.fr~o:n:r
C
Th presence of a nwn r o ono--affection for the
<_>fPS. . ~ d th ough all ages right down to the excellent
members from 1920 mterrrund g
has underlined that very special family
young men of the present- ay o '
lif
feeling which is such a marked feature of Corps e.

C rp:

Without doubt quite a year!

The Wir e
. . J ly we go to press with THE WIRE practically bursting
Once agam m u .
out of its covers with no less than 68 pages.
d
is undoubtedly due to the reporting of 1970 evefntthis~ a
M uch Of this
th
irit In the bght o
s we
certain exub:rance engendered b~t f~o-:::7~0~ on. we must really try and
are not pumng the brakes on b ·cal size if we are not to go well into the
return to a WIRE of more econom1
red financially.
Please therefore:
· l and
our units notes. Keep to essenua
. f .
Be reasonably. b ne m Y
f trivial domestic items of
interes~ing topics 3?d cutd oualrt rrr~e~ known in the unit.
little interest outside an
ea Y
.
D
d in notes at all if there is nothing interestmg to report.
o not sen
od h
hs rather than
Restrict yourself to one or two really go
p otograp
a number of indifferent ones.
.
W
down to a more moderate SlZC we shall
Unless we can ~et ~HE d' IREb
ome system of rationing contributions
have to undergo a shmmmg iet y s.
.
- a painful process which we would hke to avoid.
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Maior-General Sir W illiam Scott,

K.c.M.G., c .s., c.s.E.

M aior-General P. E. M . Bradley, c.s., c.s.e., o.s.o.
Master of Signals, August, 1-970

Master of Signals, 1961-70

distinguished career he won the C.B.E., D.S .O., M.C.
and Croix de Guerr(!.

QN 31st July, General Scott came to the end of his tour
of duty as the first Master of Signals, to which he
was appointed on 4th August, 1961. At the same time he
ended 53 years of continuous service to Signals in the
Army - service which, beginning as an officer in R.E.
Signals and continuing in Royal Signals, took him after
his retirement from the Active List to Colonel
Commandant Royal Signals and concluded with his nine
years as Master of Signals. A record which surely will
never be surpassed.

Afur a portrait by Leonard Boden

His success as a serving officer, whether as Director
of Signals or in senior appointments on the staff, owed
much to his imperturbability, his analytical and receptive
mind, his resolution and his unfailing courtesy. As Master
of Signals and as the elder statesman who was able to
stand back from the daily pressures under which most
of us live, his devotion to the Corps, his wise guidance
of our affairs and his unfailing encouragement have been
of the deepest significance to us all. His high sense of
duty and his integrity have been an example to us and
have contributed to the high esteem in which the Corps his home and his family for half-a-century - is now held.
A career covering so wide a span of years has brought
him into close touch with many generations. to each of
whom, in turn, he has imparted his own brand of
inspiration. Those of us who have come to know him well
particularly cherish the gift he has for bridging the
' generation gap ' and the warmth of human support and
understanding which he has given us.
The Corps owes a great debt to Sir William and also
to Lady Scott who has so charmingly supported him
in all that he has done. We wish them both the happiest
of retirements.
M.D.P.
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birth of a son (Peter Edward Moore) ~o
Lieutenant and Mrs. E. de W. H. Bradley m
December, 1914, coinc'.ded with the secondment of the
father, then serving with the K.O.Y.L.l., to the R.E.
Signal Service. Lieutenant Bradley was to transfer later
to Royal Signals, and after commanding both 1st and
5th Divisional Signals and A Corps Signals, India, he
was in turn C.S.O. at York and Salisbury. During his

His son Peter was educated at Marlborough and the
Shop and joined the Corps in 1934. Prior to the
outbre1k of the Second World War he had seen service
in Palestine and on the North West Frontier. The war
took him to Iraq, Persia, the Middle East and Italy with
the 8th Indian Division; then to North West Europe
with 59th Division, and finally to the Rhine croi:sing
where he won the D.S.O. while in command of 6th
Airborne Divisional Signals. A post war course at the
Staff College was followed by both second and first
grade G staff appointments and a spell as representative
of the Corps at Sandhurst. He commanded 1 (BR)
Corps Signal Regiment from 1952-1955. Two years as
a Colonel on the Standing Group in Washington was
a good introduction to international soldiering, and this
was followed by two years as Colonel (G.S.) of 1 (BR)
Corps in Germany - a period, some s3y, when the
H.Q. reached the height of its mobility! From 19611964 he commanded the Singapore Military Forces and
4th Federal Infantry Brigade. From the Far East he
went to Ca::iada as Senior Army Liaison Officer and
Military Adviser to the British High Commission. From
1965 to 1968 General Bradley was Signal Officer-in-Chief
(Army) and he retired in 1970 after being Chief of
Staff to C-in-C Allied Forces Northern Europe in Oslo.
Since 1967 he has been Colonel Commandant Royal
Signals and is also Colonel, Gurkha Signals. We now
welcome him a~ the second holder of the office of
Master of Signals, to which he has been appointed by
Her Majesty from 3rd August, 1970. We hope he will
have a long and happy tenure.
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Salisbury, 21st June 1970 .

A great day for the Corps

former officers of the Corps) and Rev. Brian Pugh, R.A.Ch.D.
The moving and memorable service then started with a
dramatic arrangement of the National Anthem, played superbly
by the Corps Band and Fanfare Trumpeters under the direction of Captain K. R. R. Boulding, Director of Music. The
Band lent a vivid splash of colour, and along with the greens,
blues and golds of the standards and the glitter of many medals,
added a splendid touch of military pageantry to this historic
occasion. Their playing during the service was magnificent.
The ' Last Post ' and • Reveille,' played during the Act of
Dedication, from opposite ends of the cathedral, and the final
'Fanfare for Heroes ' were particularly impressive and moving.
During the service, which was conducted by the Assistant
Chaplain General, the Lesson was read by the Master of
Signals; the S.0.-in-C. led the special Prayer of Dedication,
and the Chaplain General to the Forces, the Venerable J. R.
Youens, C.B., O.B.E., M.C., gave the address. The Blessing
was given by the Dean of Salisbury, who, after the standards
had been recovered at the end of the service, led the proce~
sion of military and civilian dignitaries to the Great West Doors
of the cathedral to add a final touch of pageantry to a splendid
and memorable service.

Conclusion ol the Service

Standard Bearers and Escorts were a fine example of the older
Corps as they marched past

heading tfle parade of retired members of the Corps, and the
Corps band leading the serving contingents, the parade
marched in fine style through the streets of Salisbury past the
special saluting dais in the Market Place to the spontaneous
applause of the general public. The salute was taken by the
Master of Signals, who was accompanied on the dais by the
Mayor of Salisbury, to end a memorable occasion in the history
of the Corps.
The tflanks of the Corps are due to many people for making
the occasion such a success; to the Dean and Chapter for
allowing the u~e of the magnificent Cathedral and for helping
so much in drafting the Order of Service; to the Mayor of
Salisbury for allowing the parade to march through the city;
to the Police and other civic authorities for their splendid
co-operation; and to a large number of officers and soldiers for
their work in olanning and organising both the Service and the
March Past. The success of their efforts was there for all to
see and in the unanimous opinion "A great day for the Corps."

Fifty Years gone past but as soldierly as ever
Fo~~er

Members of the Corps headed by Brigadier C. P. Prescot, C.B.E., march past with pride and admirable
preos10n. The Master of Signals, flanked by the Mayor, takes the salute after a memorable service of Rededication in
Salisbury Cathedral on the occasion of the Corps' 50th Anniversary.

SUNDAY, 21st June, 1970, will be a day to remember in
the Corps for very many, many years to come!
On th_at day_!Dembers of the Corps, both past and present,
and their fa_milies, traveped from near and far to Salisbury,
on a b~~t.1ful summer .s morning, to attend a Service of
!hanksg1vmg and Rededication in one of the finest cathedrals
m our co_untry. This maje_stic and historic cathedral, which
wa~ beautifully dec~rated with floral arrangements in blue and
~bite for t;he occaSion, was filled to capacity by a congregation spanm?g the whole history of the Corps.
The serv!ce w~s. attended by the Master of S ignals, Major~eneral Sir _Wilham Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E.; the
Signal Officer-m ~Chief, Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E.;
the R~presentat.1ve Colonel Commandant, Major-General M.
D. P~c~, C.B.! O.B.E.; the Chairman of the Royal Signals
AssoCiat.1on~ Bngadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., and their ladies,
together with some 1,700 Founder. Members, Old Comrades,
Regular an~ T .A.V.R. office!s, soldiers and their families, and
representam:es from Australia, Canada, Pakistan, New Zealand
and the Bngade of Gurkhas.
Before the service, _the Dean of Salisbury, ~e Very Rev.
K. W. _Haw'?rth, received the Master of Signals, the Signal
Officer-rn-Ch1ef, the High Sheriff of Wiltshire and the Mayor
and Mayoress of Salisbury at the Great W~st Door of the
cathedral and escorted them in procession to their places in
the cathedral.
Aft~r this, under the direction of t!1e Standard N arshal Mr
~· Wilcox, of the Dorset Branch, 25 Royals Signals As;ocia~
lion branch st~ndards were escorted in impressive procession
up ~he centre a1sl.e to the Altar. Here they were received by the
Assistant. <;:haplam General, ~my Strategic Command, Rev.
W. A. W1l11ams, Q.H.C., and laid up for the service by Brigadier
the Rev. W. B. Rowett, Major the Rev. L. S. Pettifer (both

A So/it! Phalanx

They marchetl with a swing

Ma jor-General Pentreath , S.0.-in-C., ta kes leave of the Dean and
the Precentor on leav ing the Cathedral

.·I.

The Master of Signals is introduced to the Dean by Colonel Winn .
The S.0.-in-C. and the High Sheriff (in background) wait their turn

After the service, whilst the remainder of the congregation
made their way to the saluting point in the Market Place, an
impressive p arade of Old Comrades, serving and T . & A.V.R .
soldiers formed up outside the cathedral to round off the morning's ceremonies by marching through Sali~bury .
The parade was made up of some 300 Old Comrades, un~er
command of Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., O.B.E., including 34 Founder M embers, headed by Brigadier C. P.
Prescot, C.B.E., and 500 Regular and T.A.V.R. soldiers from
3rd Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment 14th and 30th Signal
R egiments, 216 (Para) Brigade Signal Squadron and 37th Signal
Regiment (11). The Parade Commander was Colonel T. G.
H. Jackson, O.B.E., the Parade Adjutant was Captain M. A.
Thorne, and the Parade R.S.M . was W.0.1 (R.S.M.) G . E.
Morrill.
In brilliant sunshine and before large crowds of spectators,
with the band of the lv iddlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades

Nearly 500 Regular and T.A.V .R. Soldiers marched past after the
Old Comrades
333
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air demonstration of modern equipment. The Amateur Radio
Society was in contact with Signalmen all over the world.
After tea, the White Helmets gave the performance whidl they
arc shortly to give at the Royal Tournament. As always, they
performed ·with incredible skill and daring. The evening drew
on, and to finish the official programme, the Corps Band
played Retreat. The meetings between old friends continued
long after, and all were delighted with a wonderful reunion.
To the General Secretary and his staff we owe a great deal.
We can't begin to express our thanks to Brigadier Cubberley,
Commandant, School of Signals, and tflrough him, to his staff,
for the great day they organised on our behalf. We feel that
Blandford truly is the new home of the Corps.

Presentations to the Corps on its Ciolden Jubilee
BLA NDFORD, 21st JUNE 1970

I.

!"'ajor-General Obedul Rehman, Director of Signals
presents to the Master of S ignals, a rep lica
in s1lve~ of the Co.rps of Signals, Pakistan Army, War
Memorial at Gharial in the Murree Hills
~ak~stan,

2. . Major-General George E. Pickett, the Assistant
Chief of Staff for communications-electronics, U.S.
Army, presents a commemorative plaque wh ich is
admired by Major General Pentreath, S.0.-in-C.

3.. Major D. G . Rodda on behalf of Royal New Zealand
S ignals presents a decorative casket made of Paua
shells. Looking on Major-General Pentreath (S.0.-inC.). and Major-General Bradley (Master of S ignals
designate)

Tiie Go/tlen Jubilee Reunion at Blantllortl
RM.A writes:
fo~~~ the li'?3d rch past was over in Salisbury, the Corps
a so
motorcade to Blandford, only missin the
~nda::~ Bearer who got lost on the way to church an~ aner wno got 1ost after the service
On reaching Blandford Camp, th~ most sought-after thin
:~~ bs'lf;peedceft
_fh thf e Aldershot Branch of the Associationg
bl
. 5 r_aig t rom parade into a Salisbury pub and
t:On\ed ~eir thirdst. .Then~ were several well-stocked bars and
unc tents ea mg with a thousand hungry people. The

0

1

result was excellent and there was no 1litch or delay. The same
tents were used later for tea. The excellent food had been pre~ared by the A.C.C. to whom ~o our thanks and congratula1
tions. fThe Royal. Signals Association generously covered the
cost o the catering.
1'.ew of the serving soldiers came on to Blandford from
f~hs~ury, but the entire garrison, their wives children and
~~ s turned out to enjoy the reunion. There ~ere ice cream
s s and mementc;i stalls. The N useum was thronged. Parts
of th~ . School of S1~nal s were open and provided closed circuit
te 1ev1s1on. The Pr!~cess Mary Hall showed fi lms incl uding
one of the recent v1s1t to the School of H.R.H. Prir:cess Anne
While the Museum dealt with the past, there was an ope~

An officer concerned with the organisation at Blandford
writes:
"Car p:arking for 750 cars; 300 two-and-a-half-pound
chickens; seating for 1,500; 200 yards of tent, 40 feet wide ;
insurance cover for £50,000 worth of silver and uniforms;
buffet lunch for 1,200 people and tea.
" The cars will all arrive at the same time, and 1,200 people
will want a drink straight away (40 barmen). G ive them a prepacked lunch, air travel style, with plastic cutlery, no washingup."
Just a few random notes from the pre-planning meetings
that started 12 months ago to get the School of Signals into
the right shape fo r the SOth Anniversary Celebration.
We could not expect many to arrive before 1 p .m. on 21st
June, as the Service of Rededication in Salisbury Cathedral
and march past was not due to finish until aft er 12.30. The
flood of cars and motor coaches was quickly sorted out into
four parks by W .0.1 (R.S.M.) Raynor's able marshals. F ifty
Generals and Brigadiers, all in mufti, in the R ed Park, please.
No, mey will not have any special sticker on the window,
some will have red, some yellow, from the Salibsury parking.
We didn't dare chance yet another sticker.
The weather was glorious, and by 2 p .m. nearly everyone
had arrived. The bars and buffet tents soon filled and emptied,
as the public address system announced that the School was
now open for insp ection. The Q.M. T echnical Department became a shopping arcade, souvenior mugs at 32/ 6 each, and
' Through to 1970,' together wi th all the other items available
from R.H.Q . were on sale (we took over £250). The Corps
Philatelic Office r, Major (Retd.) Shoubridge, was there, elling
more one-day covers.
Everyone paid a visit to the Museum. The bronze plaque,
unveiled by Princess Anne, a few weeks before, was near the
entrance to Princess Mary H al l, where continuous film shows
entertained all age groups. One could rest a minute at many
points round the School and watch the closed circuit television.
Between the ' commercials,' plugging Corps articles for sale,
visitors saw recordings made of th e Royal visit on 5th June.
The Library area had become another museum. The T .A.V.R.
disp'.ayed. their ~ ilver trophies and uniforms of the past.
Yeomanry and other famous Regiments were repre e"'tcd. Many
of the items were priceless; an insurance cover of £ 50,000 was
modest. Below the UHF tower and stretching up to the new
30th Signal F eeiment area, visitors were able to have a
look at BRUIN, E21, Comcens, Snocats, and a variety of other
exhibits. ' Monty's ' ACV was there (towed from its usual place)
and the ice cream van was nearby. Tea time started almost as
soon as the last lunch was served. The Band of the M iddlesex
Yeomanry took up their place in front of the buffet tent
to play until the Corps Band was ready to introduce the finale
- a combined display by the Band and the Motor Cycle Display team. By this time our visitors had swelled to over the
2,000 mark. The dais, specially built for the royal visit, began
to fill, flan ked by the senior retired members of the Corps,
founder member and their families.
The Motor Cycle Display team put on the ir fourth show
in less than three weeks at the School. The Band played
Retreat and soon came th e fa rewells ; the car parks emptied,
the weather stayed fine and a lot of happy vi itors left a lot of
well-satisfied hosts.
Postseri Jlt
The British Red Cross representative wrote to say:
"My members much enjoyed the 21 st. You will have heard
that we had four cuts, one minor bum and one lost child.
Having so few casualties, I understand my members gave those

we did get, the 'full treatment.' One soldier, with a slight
burn, was also treated for shock, given sal-volatile, hot sweet
tea etc., and only narrowly escaped being bedded down on a
stretdter for the rest of the afternoon."

Congratulatory Messages
Received by the Corps in its SOth Anniversary Year
F rom t h e Chie f of S tall, V nited States .Arm11
Dear General Scott,
On behalf of the United States Army, I extend heaniest
congratulations to the officers and men of the Royal Corps
of Signals on the occasion of the Corps' SOth Anniversary.
For the past half-century, the Royal Corps of Signals has
achieved a distinguished record of combat support and communciations progress, a record of which you can be justly
proud. Your comrades in anns in the United States have
benefited greatly fr om our close association and co-operation, and we look forward to a continuation of our relationship in the years ahead. You have my best wishes for
continued success.
Sincerely,
W. C. Westmoreland,
General, United States Army,
Chief of Staff.
Fron1 the Director of Si.gn als, Germ a n A rm11
D ear G eneral Pentreath,
On 28th June, 1970, the Royal Corps of Signals is celebrating its SOth Anniversary. It gives me great pleasure to
convey to you and all the members of your proud Corps
the best congratulations of the German Army Signal Corps
for this day of celebration. I am sure the long tradition of
your Corps will provide you with energy and confidence
to cope with the future tasks in the defence of the free
world. The German Army Signal Corps is very proud to
actively take part, side by side with the Royal Corps of
Signals in this effort.
With my best regards and wishes to you and all the
members of the Royal Corps of Signals, I am
Sincerely your,
Straden,
Brigadegeneral.
From the Signal Officer- i n-Ch ief, Indi an A rmfl
For S.0.-in-C. Army from S.0.-in-C.
Deeply regret inability to visit U.K. due exigencies of
service. On the SOth Anniversary of the Royal Corps of
Signals. I extend, on behalf of Corps of Signals, India,
hearty greetings and felicitations on this historic occasion.
We look forward to a further strengthening of the As ociation and bonds of friendship between our Corps.
From t h e Co lon el Commandant, Corps o l Signals,
Pak istan A rmy
On memorable and historic occasion of Royal Signals
Jubilee to commemorate its SOth Anniversary, I send to all
ranks of Royal Signals message of felicitations from my
Corps of Signals, Pakistan Army. It is a matter of pride that
you have made magnificent progress in making Royal Signal
a highly efficient Corps worthy of its great name. Members
of my Corps of Signals have had unbreakable ties with the
the Officers and men of Royal Signals, and those of them
who have fo ught in World War II, shoulder to shoulder,
as blood brothers cherish happy memories of their common past. May your great Corps further prosper by leaps
and bounds, and may the exi ting bonds of mutual friendship and regards be further strengthened with every passing
year.
- Akbar, Colonel Commandant.

F ro1n. th e D i r ector o f N aral Signals
All Naval Communicators offer their sincere congratulations on the occasion of the SOth Anniversary of the Royal
Corps of Signals.
Psalms 147.15.- "He sendeth forih 1iis commandment upon
earth; His word runnerh very swiftly.''
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From tlu• ('hief ICoyal Engineer

In this Jubilee Year may I, for myself and on behalf of the
Corp a a whole, offer you our heartiest congratulations,
our be t wi hes and our hope for a brilliant future .
The Royal Engineers very kindly prese ted a President's
hand-bell for use within the H.Q. Mess.

From the Sl'cretarf/. Cit f/ and Guilds Institute
Congratulations and good wishes to all members on SOth
Anniversary formation of Royal Signals.

*

*

*

Suitable replies have been sent to all these messages. The
Biblical reference in the Royal Naval message was countered
with Proverbs 1.14.
"Cas e in clzy lot among us; let us all have one purse."

•

Catterick Celebrates 1n Great Style I
See pictures on pages
:;oth

1l~'Nll'ERS ..tn1·
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3621 363

for photographic record

con1•s

TYPICAL OF ALL THE EFFORT PUT IN TO MAKE THE WEEKEND
AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS
A Gammon decorated with the Corps Cap badge. The centre piece
of the Cold Buffet served to Old Comrades at Catterlck Camp 28th
June 1970. The Gammon was decorated by Lance-Corporal K. Swinburne, A.C.C. 8th Signal Regiment

HE Training Brigade celebrations, held to mark the
Golden Jubilee of the Corps, were probably the last of
T
the many held to mark this occasion. However, it was most
fitting that those held in Catterick Camp occurred on the 28th
June, exactly 50 years to the day that King George V signed
the Royal Warrant authorising the formation of a " Corps to
be entitled ' Corps of Signa!s,' " for Catterick, after all, is the
traditional home of Royal Signals. Through Catterick pass all the
soldiers of the Corps at some time or another, and if not now,
all the officers, at least a very large proportion. May we therefore hope all ranks in the Corps had a very happy birthday,
and we send our congratulations to ' The Wire ' on its SOth
anniversary.

LOOKING BACK OVER THE YEARS
The Master of Signals meets Mr. A. Hargreaves, age 73, of Wallasey
who opened the Display Team 's show on a 1920 'trusty' Triumph

'\·isit of 1Uajor-General Obedul Rehman
The week of celebrations began with tbe visit of the Director
of Signals, Pakistan, Major-General Rehman, who spent the
Tuesday with 11th and 24th Signal Regiments Whilst with
11th Regiment, he watched the latest recruit squad pass off
the square. The parade was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel J. A.
Cleland, and was held unusually on a Tuesday in order that
the recruit squad might play its part in the 'At Home' and
Reunion at the weekend.

their various Messes, and after a buffet ~upper in the Officers'
Mess, the Master of Sign.als and MaJ~r-Generals Mo~erly,
Whi9t.:er Bradley and Pnce accompanted by the Bngade
Commander toured the three Sergeants' Messes to meet Old
Comrades. On arrival at 8th Regiment's Mess, the aster was
greeted by an Old Comrade to :"horn h.e had spoken ~O
years previously, and he was especially delighted, later on m
the evening to meet his old groom of pre-war day .

ergeants• ltless Ball
To mark the SOth Anniversary, the officers of the Royal
Signals Mess, Catterick, gave up their Mess for the evening
of Tuesday, 23rd June, to the Sergeants of the Brigade, in
order that they might hold their celebration ball. The setting
of the old H.Q. Mess provided an appropriate background for
a very splendid evening.
Visit of the Master of Signals
On Wednesday, 24th June, the Brigade was visited for the
last time by the Master of Signals, Major-General Sir William
Scott. After a morning in which he visited Brigade Headquarters, saw the new trade training building and visited
8th Signal Regiment, the Master and Lady Scott took lunch
with the Warrant Officers of the Brigade in 11th Signal Regiment's Mess. The Master, speaking after lunch, said that one
of the best legacies the Corps originally inherited from the
Royal Engineers was a very high calibre of senior N.C.O., a
legacy which appeared to have been carried on into the present
day if the company in w:1ich he found himself was anything
to go by. The occasion was one which was naturally becoming
of a Headquarters Sergeants' Mess.

Oftleers' Ball
On the evening of Thursday, 25th June, the Master of
Signals with the Brigade Commander received officers and
their ladies at a ball held in the Royal Signals Officers' Mess.
A marquee had been erected for the occasion on the car park
in front of the Mess and dancing took place to two bands,
although probably the most popular spot was a corner of the
Mess ~onverted into an underwater discotheque. Carriages, it
was said, would be at S a.m., although members of the Brigade
staff were seen sweeping or being swept out considerably
later.
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AT THE GO LDEN JUBILEE BALL
The Master of Signals cuts the SOth anniversary cake

• At Home ' and Reunion

Saturday, 27th June, saw a gathering in Catterick Camp of
some 1,500 Old Comrades bent on celebrating the Golden
Jubilee of their Corps. Numbered amongst these were five
serving or retired Generals, eleven Brigadiers and numerous
other officers and soldiers. Saturday, however, also saw the
weather, ever a subject of comment in Catterick, play us fick le.
After two months of almost cloudless sunshine, rain fell, and
continued falling, into the early evening. At 6.45, with 15
minutes to go before the start of the celebrations in the form
of playing ' Retreat ' and with rain still falling, LieutenantColonel Lockwood, Commanding Officer, 11th Signal Regiment, made what might be described as a seaman-like decision
and declared the occasion to be ON. His decision was fully
justified, and the combined bands of the Army Apprentices'
College, Harrogate, and the Staff Band of the Corps gave a
splendid display. After the 'Retreat' all ranks dispersed to
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If the sun of the following Sunday mornin~ was a .little too
bright for some of the old comrades and thi;1r hosts 1t serv.ed
admirably to set off the colours of the uniforms and ~ad.ies
dresses of those attending the church pa~ade. After a snrrmg
service in St. Martin's Church, at which th~ . sermon was
preached by the Reverend Charles Nettles•a1p, the Old
Comrades formed up and led by a sturdy phalanx of foundi;r
members marched past the Master of Signals and on to the1r
annual general meeting in North Hall.
At the annual general meeting Brigadier Tucke~ presen~g
the Master with two pictures to commemorate his tenure m
that post, quoted from the official. progpi:mme of the weekend
the following: " Major General Su Wilham Scott, K.C.M.G.,
C.B., C.B.E., our first Mast~r of Sign.als who ha?ds over on
1st August this year after rune years ~ the appomtment, b~s
served with R.E. Signals and Royal Signals smce .~917. His
career has spanned the whole history of our Corps.

On the Sunday afternoon with . a brisk breeze stirring the
flags and bunting, most of the Brigade a~d the old comrades
foregathered to watch a display on Messmes Spo~ts Gro~nd .
An appropriate item was the release of 4,000 p1~eons ~ a
race in which the first prize was SO new penny silver pieces
donated by the Royal Signals Association. T~ere followed
then a display of drill by the most recent recrwt ~quad. who
combined both the normal passing off parade routme with a
display of continuation drill. An unarmed combat demonstration was given by 216 Parachute Squadron and s~ortly aft~r
wards had every small boy in the crowd attemptmg to kick
his neighbour's trouser seat. Although we we~e unable to
have the planned helicopte~ displ~y a d.emonstrauon <_>f supply
dropping was given by Ma1or Keith Wdso~, Royal S1~als of
15th Army Air Corps Flight from Topcliffe. ~e i;>rov1ded a
moment of excitement when one load detachmg itself from
its parachute hurtled to the gr<?und, . fortui:iately beyon~ the
crowd. Further thrills were provided m theJI usually polished
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manner by the Corps Display Team, Captain Barry ~owe, ~e
Team Commander, adding an unusual note by hurnedly dismounting from his machine shortly after passing through the
fire jump.
Lining the edge of the arena wi:re a number. of sidesho:-vs,
one of the most attractive of which was a highly techrucal
method (as might be imagined from 8th Signal Regiment) of
tipping two girls out of bed. Also present was a field post
office providing the special first day covers to commemorate the
SOth Anniversary. Envelopes bearing the first day cover were
dispatched to every Chief Signal Officer, Group Commander
and also to Brigadier Clarkson, the previous Brigade Commander.
Throughout the afternoon the band of 34th (V) Signal. Regiment provided incidental music. The afternoon cl?sed with tbe
Corps band playing the Sunset Ceremony at which the ~alute
was taken by Brigadier Tucker, Chairman of the Royal Signals
Association.

Freedoni Ceremony
On Thursday, 2nd July, the Brigade e.xercised the Corps'
right to march through the Borough of Richmond with bands

FREEDOM O F RICHM O ND CEREMONY
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson, O.B.E. (late of the Corps),
Mayor of Richmond, takes the salute at the March Past . Flanking
him Brigadiers Hutchins and Tighe
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playing. flags flying,
word drawn and bayonets fixed.
Unfortunately the occa ion was marred by rain during the
acrual March Past and despite a break in the weather which
enabled the playing of Rerreat to commence in the castle
ground the ceremony had to be curtailed a the day
deteriorated into pouring rain. De. pite their exterior dampnes ,
the officer of the Brigade entertained the Mayor of Richmond,
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) R W. Atkinson, O.B.E., late of the
Corp and the Aldermen and Councillors of Richmond to a
party whidl we hope succeeded in dampening their interiors.
The Futurf'
Lest it be thought that in celebrating the last 50 years we are
looking backwards let me conclude this account by giving you
a few of the highlights of the future. As can be seen from every
poster advertising the Royal Tournament the display team
has the place of honour this year. It goes without saying that
our band is also featured. The end of October sees the
amalgamation or rather the combination of 8th and 24th Signal
Regiment into a new and larger unit to be known as 8th Signal
Regiment. The new unit will carry on the duties of both
Regiments. In November we are due to put on a IO minute
presentation in the Albert Hall at the Remembrance Day
commemoration, which will be televised. In the early Spring
of next year the new trade training block will be completed
and for the first time almost all trade training in the Corps
will be located under the same roof.
In the meantime the usual routine of sports days, trade
boards, exercises, recruiting displays, orienteering meetings,
swimming galas, trade training, Pass off parades and the many
other every day activities of the Training Brigade will have
each to itself, its important hour.
A

Units were allocated to the R.A.F., and thus, even before the
separate existence of the Corp , the principle of ' Air Formation Signals ' was established.
" It would take far too long to trace, even in outline, the
varied history of communications which Royal Signals has
provided for the R.A.F. up to the present day, but the last
SO years have seen many different methods of discharging our
duties in this regard. Recently, measures have been taken
which can only serve to bring us into even closer contact,
and nowhere, Sir, is this more evident than in this Group,
where you now have an idependent Royal Signals Squadron
under operational command.
" Accordingly, Sir, bearing in mind our common ~eritage
and the ties of Service, which are as old as our existence,
on the occa ion of the SOth Anniversary of the formation of
the Royal Corps of Signals, the Officers Warrant Officers,
on Commissioned Officers and Signalmen serving in No. 38
Group, Royal Air Force, on the 28th June, 1970, desire to
commemorate rhe long and continuing association between
Royal Signals and the Royal Air Force by presenting to Headq uarters No. 38 Group this representative figure in token of
our lasting loyalty and friendship and in acknowledgement of
our increasing inter-depedence. We look forward to an everwidening understanding of each other's capabilities and a
deeper involvement in our joint endeavours, to the mutual
benefit of communications in both the Army and the Royal
Air Force and in the service of our Queen and Country."
Signalman Davidson stepped forward and presented the
A.0.C. with a model of a Royal Signals Officer in ceremonial
dress, mounted on a plinth bearing the dates 1920-1970. A
framed and illuminated address describing the occasion and
its historical significance accompanied the statuette.
The A.0.C., expressing his thanks for the presentation, con-

&appy ceremonff marking the Corps, Golden

--------~
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Jnbilt>f' Year

Presentation to H. Q. 38 Group R.A.F.
s the date of our Golden Jubilee approached, it was
suggested that this would be a good opportunity ro mark
A
the close association which the Corps has had with the Royal
Air Force throughout its history. Ir was felt that this would
be particularly appropriate in 38 Group, since 244 Signal
Squadron (Air Support) forms part of 38 Group Support Unit
and comes under the operational command of the A.O.C.
Accordingly, plans were made and it was decided to make
a presentation to the Headquarters of the Group at Odiham on
a day as close as possible to the 28th June. Friday, the 26th,
was chosen, and as it rurned out, this was only two days after
the new Air Officer Commanding 38 Group, Air Vice Marshal
D. Crowley-Milling, C.B.E., D.S.O., D.F.C., RAF., took up his
appointment, and thus the presentation was one of his first
official engagements.
At mid-day, Major John Booth, G.S.0.2 Signals at H.Q., 38
Group, Captain Bill Price, Second-in-Command of 244 Squadron, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Alan Tasker, Corporal Michael Waterworth and Signalman Alistair Davidson, representing all ranks
of the Corps serving in the Group, were invited to the A.O.C.'s
office. Air Marshal Crowley-Milling was introduced to his
visitors by Major Booth, who then gave a short address. He
said: "The day after tomorrow, the 28th of June, is a special
day in the history of the Royal Corps of Signals, for on this
day, SO years ago, the Right Honourable Winston Churchill, as
ecretary of State for War, signed the Army Order which
published the Royal Warrant authorising the formation of
a Corps of Signals in the Army.
'.' A'i> I am sure you are aware, the Corps acknowledges its
eXJstence to the development of military communication under
the guiding hand of the Royal Engineers, and it is of interest
to recall that the formation of a Signal Wing at the School
of Military Engineering took place just over a hundred years
ag~, in 1869, and the first mobile telegraph detachment was
ra1s~d a year later. In 1912, another branch of the Royal
Engmeers became the Royal Flying Corps, and this, in due
course, led to the formation of the Royal Air Force in Aptil
1~18. At this juncture it is significant to note that, concurren~
wuh the appearance of this new Service, the first Army Signal

The Illuminated Address

A.V.M. Crowley-Mill ing receives the Statuette from Signalman
Davidson . Also in picture (left to right) Major Booth (just visible),
Corporal Waterworth, Group Captain Yetman, Group Captain Hume
gr'.'ltulated th~ Corps on attammg its first fifty years. He
said that while the means of communication had improved
out of all recognition, what really mattered was the ability to
communicate, and in 38 Group this had reached a high standard.
He and the Group were delighted to be associated with the
Corps at this point in our nistory and he wished us the
very best of good fortune in the years ahead.
·Refreshments were served, and the Air Marshal and senior
members of his staff who were present, talked to those in the
presentation party. Captain Price is a qualified pilot and
Corporal Waterworth, as well as being parachute trained, has
been accepted for pilot training, so there were some points of
common interest. It will be of interest to know that Air Marshal
Crowley-Milling was a fighter pilot in the Battle of Britain and
flew with the legendary Group Captain Douglas Bader.
In addition to the piece presented to the Headquarters,
some commemorative p:aperweights had been manufactured
by a special process operated by Yeoman Tasker, and one of
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Sir,
The Keeper of Archives and Librarie'i> at the Imperial War
Museum directs me to acknowledge, with grateful thanks,
receipt of the Jubilee Edition of THE WIRE, the Royal Signal
Iv agazine.
Together wirh his thanks for your past generosity, the
Keeper wishes to proffer to the Corps, through your good
offices, sir, his congratulations upon the anniversary of its
Golden Jubilee. He is confident that the celebration of your
Diamond Jubilee in 1980 will show the Corps to be as efficient
and as lively as it is now, and he looks forward with the
keenest pleasure, not only to the issues of THE WmE during
the next decade, but for many years to come.
Yours faithfully,
J. S. Lucas
(for Keeper of Archives and Libraries)
Imperial War Museum,
Lambeth Road, London, S.E.l.

Sincere Thanks
Salisbury /Blandford, 21st Jw1e, 1970
Colonel John Collins, Chairman of the Southampton Branch
writes.Sir,
Would you kindly pass on the most sincere thanks of our
Southampton Branch for such a memorable Anniversary day.
On the bus back, I heard nothing but praise and gratefulness
for all that was done to include and please the Old Comrades
(and their wives and children).
Without enumerating or listing all our pleasures, I think
we could sum it up by saying that, firstly, the whole theme
of the day was right, and secondly, that the atmosphere everywhere was smiling and friendly.
Many old soldiers conceded that rigidity is not essential to
high efficiency and they were quick to notice the cahbre of
Warrant Officers, N.C.O.s and men who were so courteous to
them yesterday.
So we send our congratulations and special thanks to R.H.Q.,
Regular and Territorial Royal Signals with much pride in being
associated with you all.
I am sure you will allow our message to reach every man
who gave us such a memorable day.
For me, of course, it was a delight to see and meet many old
friends of my own.
Yours etc.
John Collins, Colonel (Rtd.)
The L imes,
Swanrnore,
Southampton.

(This letter sums up very aprly the theme of many letrers of
appreciation received in connection with this memorable day
in rhe history of the Corps - Editor).

Generosity
One of the commemorative paper weights made by W .0 .11 (Y. of S.)
Tasker, 244 Signal Squadron

llOYAI. SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND
DENE'\'OLENT FUND
Tire following donations were gratefully TeceitJed during Yune, 1970:

these was given to each Head of Bran~h in the Headquarters,
the Station Commander of R.A.F. Od1ham and at Tangmere,
where 244 Squgdron is. sta~ioned, _the Station Commai;ider and
O.C. Tactical Commumcanons Wmg. The e pap~we1ghts are
highly decorative and original, and the Yeoman is to be congratulated on a fine job.
Thus another landmark in the Group's history was observed
and future visitors ro H.Q. 38 Group may care to look at what
we hope will be a permanent reminder of t}1e close ties which
exist between the Corps and the Royal Air Force.
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A Message the Corps Will Appreciate

.£ •. d.
250 0 0
Cntterick G a-rrison Thrift Shop ..
50 0 0
Glasgow Branch Royal Signals Association (Building fund)
IO 0 0
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. F. Paton, O.B.B.
I
0 0
Colonel R. G. L. Giblin, O.B.B . ...
0 0
W. G. J. Kidson, Esq. . ..
. ..
0 0
K. 0. Walters, Esq. .. .
s 0
Various small donations
Total ... £313 5 o
Bxpendituro during Yun e, 1970 .. .
£1,207 6 II
Thanks to the Day's Pay Scheme. this &SP has been comfortably bridged.
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VICTORY AT LAST
Corps Marksmen Win Methuen Cup

AND IN THE CORPS' JUBILEE YEAR!
most sought after Trophy at Bis/ey -

against all comers

Stop Press

Another 1970 Success!
21st. Regiment Win Army Team Athletics
As we go to press, very welcome news has come in of the
above victory at Aldershot on 29th July. In a storming finish
in the 4 x 400 metres event, the 21st Regiment made the possibility of beating their rivals, 19th Field Regiment, R.A., a
certainty-the final score being 21st Regiment, 89 points; 19th
Field Regiment, R.A., 831- points. Judging from the applause,
it was a very popular win.
At the same meeting, the 7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and
S1~nal Squadron gained a very worthy second place in the
Minor Units' Championship.
8th Signal Regiment, who ratiler unexpectedly found themselves in the finals, due to other units dropping out because of
duty in Northern Ireland, did their best against much stronger
rivals and finished fifth in the major units event.
More details in next WIRE.

From our "In" Tray
SOth Anniversary
First Commandant, School of Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel
0. C. Mordaunt, D.S.O.

le~ to

right: Captain Genders, Corporal Blowman, Lieutenant Mclean, Corporal Jaques, Major Carr (Capt.)
Staff Sergeant Smith and Major Cox (coach)
Trophies: REME Trophy, Methuen Cup, Woolwi ch Trophy

Sisley - 1910
All. will ~ delighted with the ourstanding C.Orps successes
at B1sley th_is year? particularly winning the Methuen Cup.
Years of. pauent tram~g and preparation by previous Captains
of Sh~ung, notably Lieutenant-Colonel Paddy Walsh, have at
last. achieved the great break-through-and in the C.Orps Golden
Jubilee year, too!
THE WIRE, on beh~lf of its readers, warmly congratulates
all those who have built up Corps Shooting to the pinnacle of
1970.

Main Cerps Success~ A.ll.A. Central ~leeting
Bl81ey, 1970
'
In top 100 for ~y Championship.-Sth, Corporal Blowman
(3~t~. Sign~! Regiment); 12th, Captain Genders (4th
D1V1s10~ Signal ~egiment); 13th, Staff Sergeant Smith
2~st Signal . Regrrnent); 15th, Corporal Jaques (30th
Signal Regiment) 2nd, Class B; 17th Lieutenant
McLean (30th Signal Regiment); 67th,' Major Carr
(Sc~ool of Signals); 80th, Signalman Cook (11th Signal
Regiment); 97th, Corporal Purkiss (30th Signal Regi-

~enc); lOOth, Lieutenant Reed (21st Signal Regiment),
did n~t fire fin~! match-rushed back to B.A.O.R. for
athleucs championship).

Corps Teams. - Methuen Cup (964, clear lead of 30 over
R.A.0.C. 934 and Para Regiment 901). R.E.M.E.
Trophy, Woolwich Trophy.
Unit Teams.-1st, Target Rifle Team, School of Signals. Ist,
Brooke Bond Cup, 30th Signal Regiment· 2nd Brooke
B<;md Cup, 21st_ Signal Regiment ; 2nd, 'Roy;! Ulster
Rifles Cup (falling plates), 21st Signal Regiment.
lndividuals.-Bisley Cup (Tar~et Rifle), 1st, Colonel H. J.
Thof!lpson, ex-Royal Signals; 2nd, Major Carr School
of Signals).
'
B.S.A. (500 )'.ards).-3rd, Captain Genders (4111 Division Signal
Regiment).
Since. going_ to press, news has come in of many other successi;s, including winning the African Cup for the best overall
Service team. Full details in the next ' Wire.'
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Sir,
When reading the School's SOth Anniversary article, I was
most interested to see the name of the first Commandant of
the School in 1920, Lieutenant-Colonel Mordaunt, as I knew
him well in his later years.
In 1941, at the age of 15, I joined the local Home Guard,
the 38th Battalion, Royal Sussex Regiment, in Wadhurst,
Sussex. On the strength of an O.T.C. Cadet Signal C.Ourse
at Catterick, I was asked to form a Signal Platoon.
One of the first persons I met in this embryo platoon was
Colonel Mordaunt. People joked that the Home Guard consisted of over 60s and under 16s, and this was literally true
in the case of Colonel Mordaunt and I, but despite an age
difference of more than SO years, we got on together wonderfully well. I was still at school, of course, but for about two
years, every spare moment was taken up with ' my ' Signal
Platoon, and l was eventually promoted to C.Orporal.
Colonel Mordaunt was a tall, spare, very erect figure, with
snowy white hair and a full moustache. Although dressed as
a private, he looked every inch the Colonel, and was always
addressed as such. He was a great asset because of his many
contacts. We had no proper signal equipment and had to
make do by scrounging. The Returned Stores Depot at Woolwich was a source of condemned field cable and obsolete
radios which we refurbished. The Canadian 1st Division,
billeted in our village, helped with training. Colonel Mordaunt
fixed all the deals at a level that I would have trembled to
approach.
Despite his experience and his knowledge of signalling, he
was most kind and generous to me and our platoon of amateurs.
He was always ready with support, and was genuinely
interested in what we were doing. In retrospect, I am impressed that he should have bothered with such small fry,
yet he did it so well that I accepted his help without question,
and the precarious authority of my two stripes was never in
jeopardy.
In 1943 I left school and the Home Guard to go to Oxford,
and on arrival there I received a charming letter from Colonel
Mordaunt, accompanied by a much-appreciated cheque for
five guineas! I kept in touch for a time, but Colonel Mordaunt
died in the late '40s I believe.

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN
COPY OF THE WIRE!
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He was very proud of the pan he played in forming the
C.Orps, and in being the first Commandant of the chool at
Marcsfield in 1920. It was due to hi example and encouragement that I joined Royal Signals.
I should be interested to hear from any member of the
Association who served at Maresfield in the 1920s, and who
might be able to describe Colonel Mordaunt as he was then.
Yours etc.,
J. A. D. Francis, Lieutenant-C.Olonel.
Office of the United Kingdom Military Representative,
NATO Buildings, Brussels.

Has Jimmy's wor/J gone slightly askew?
Sir,
It is no little concern that rouses me to write a letter to the
Editor to expose a serious misrepresentation - even worse, an
imposter who has found his way into the very heart of the
Corps Regimental Headquarters.
The official badge of The Royal Corps of Signals is defined
in Corps Memoranda and the pattern is that drawn by
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) C. H. Patrick, O.B.E. This was
varied to up-date the crown in 1954.
So far so good but look with care. Things are not what
they were. The Corps transfers, the Central Office of
Information official photographs and the many publications
which m ake use of the latter reveal an infiltrator.
The globe has turned through 25 degrees and instead of a
view of the Indian Ocean as seen perhaps by the Skynet
satellite, it shows, to the fore, Rhodesia (odd that!). No wonder
on the C.Orps transfer the globe rums a delicate shade of blue.
But worse is to come: a gelded Mercury. Every full-blooded
signalman will know that is wrong. If it were all behind a fig
leaf no one would be any the wiser but it is not.
The time has come Mr. Editor for action and I enclose
PV 300 for completion for immediate PV clearance. If, as I
suspect, an imposter is discovered he should be shown the
door back into King's Road whence perhaps he came.
Yours etc.
M. C. Deverill, Major
M.O.D.,
Whitehall,
S.W.l.

Can you help?
An ex-W.0.11 of the Corps and a Life Member of the
Association writes:
"I have been given the opportunity to purchase the bungalow,
of which I am the tenant, and would very much like to retire
here. Unfortunately, I have only small savings, and my age
of 61 has prevented me from raising a mortgage or a loan.
Is there any serving or e.x-serving member of Royal Signals
who would care to buy the property and allow me to continue
as tenant. The bungalow is situated in Surrey. It is freehold
and has two bedrooms, kitchen, lounge and bathroom, garage
and fair-sized garden. Price £5,500, but believe a lower sum
migh~ be accepted."
Any letters received will be fonvarded on by the Editor of

THE

WIRE.

Dunkirk Homage to the laUe•

"We remember the past so that the present
tan enjoy the Future"
Wreaths on behalf af the Royal Corps of Signals were laid
at the British Cemetery in Dunkirk and at Lestrum-La-Paradis
when the Dunkirk Veterans' Association made their annual
pilgrimage - the 30th anniversary of the withdrawal from
Dunkirk-to pay their homage to their fallen comrades. Two
hundred veterans made the journey, and this number was
swelled when they were joined in France by many hundreds
of French Veterans. Among the British party was Major·
General D. A. L. Wade, C.B., O.B.E., M.C., Chairman of the
3.. 1

Recognition for Linemen
The high level of skill and knowledge of our Linemen ha
long been appreciated within the Corps. Recognition has now
come from the City and Guilds of London Institute.
From 1st January, 1971, onwards, Linemen who attend the
II-I Cour c in 8th ignal Regiment, and who pass the Trade
Test successfully, will become eligible for the award of the
City and Guilds Certificates in ELEMENTARY TELECOMMUN:CATIONS PRACTICE and LINE PLANT P R ACTICE
'A.'
The In titute bas approved the Course and Trade Test on
an 'asse sed examination ' basis. This means that each trade
test paper will be submitted to an external assessor who will
ensure that the questions and marking scheme are up to the
lostitute's standards. Io due course, successful candidates will
receive their certificates direct from the Institute in London.
The pre cm trade test standards for Class I Linemen are
not being altered in any way as a result of th is certification.
It is regretted that these arrangements will onl y apply co
those who pass their courses after 1 t January, 1971.

No need for bright s~arks
to fiddle about with this

llElJNION DINNEll, FllIDA, . . 20th OCTODEll,
1970

29ih Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron (Korea).
Enquiries ro : W.0 .I (R.S .M.) H. Jennings, 30th Signal Regimen, Blandford Camp, Dorset.

Mr. F. Steel of the Dunkirk Veterans' Association laying a wreath
on behalf of the Corps at the cemetery at Lestrum- La-Paradis
Dunkirk Veterans' Associa:ion. Both wreaths were laid by
~tee!, an ex-Corps man; the first being laid in the
British Cemetery at D unkirk and the second at Lestrum-LaParadis, near the spot where 97 English and French troops
lost their lives after surrendering their arms to the enemy.
Here, on the wall of the farm where this tragic event took
place, a plaque was unveiled by Madame Greton who, at the
time, was responsible for saving the only two survivors. Among
those present at the unveiling were a representative of rhe
British Ambassador, a French Deputy of the Senate, and one
of the survivors, Bill O'Callaghan, formerly of the Royal Norfolk
Regiment. Mr. Steel's address is: 15 Capel Gardens, Seven
Kings, Ilford, Essex.

Mr. F .

Nohhy- The Horse that was bought out of
the ranks

CAN YO U SPOT ANYONE YOU KNOW HERE !
These are the 'farrier cha ps' who would probably have made Nobby's
(see May/June Wire) new boots so mewhere back in t he earl y I 920's
at Maresfield. The photogra ph was sent us by Mr. T. C. Wh ite,
4 Park View Road, Helston, Cornwal l

®bituarp
HAJOR

w.ILLIAH

Sl:MPSON

It is with deep regret that we have to announce the death
of Major Bill Simpson, who died suddenly on 24th June, after
playing !n a tennis match against the A.A.C., Harrogate. The
funeral service was held on 30th June at St. Aidan's Church,
Catterick, followed by interment, with full military honours,
at Hipswell Cemetery.
Bill was born at Larbert, Stirlingshire, on 29th August, 1930,
and was educated at Falkirk High and Queen Elizabeth School,
Barnet. He was commissioned from Eaton Hall 0.C.S . into
the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment and served with
his Battalion in the Canal Zone from 1950-54. In 1954 he was
awarded a regular commission in the Corps and joined No. 13
Subalterns Part I Course at the O.T.W. It was during this
period that he met his future wife, Lesley, the younger daughter
of Lieutenant-Colonel K. A. Nash, Royal Signals.
He then served with 3rd Division Signal Regiment, followed
by a tour as Adjutant of 16th Signal Regiment. Bill was then
appointed Adjutant of the Junior Leaders' Regiment before
taking up an instructional appointment at the School in 1963.
He then served with 4th Division Signal Regiment and 14th
Signal Regiment before being posted, in 1967, to 24th Signal
Regiment, where he commanded 3 Squadron.
Bill took a keen and active interest in sport, especially
hockey and tennis; he also found time to pursue his particular
hobby of gardening.
He will be missed by his many friends, both within the
Corps and outside, and by the many trainees who, during the
last 2t years passed through his Squadron at 24th Signal Regiment. The encouragement and help which he gave inspired
many to overcome their difficulties, and his cheerful, considerate and understanding nature earned him the respect
and confidence of all who served with him.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to his widow, Lesley,
and his children, Fiona, Ian, Richard, Peter and Alisdair.

KEEP US I N THE PICTUR E
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.

Our GA.481 is the o nly
all-solid-sta te 100 W
broadband linear a mplifier in
full sca le production. It cove rs
the 1.5 to 30 MHz ra nge and
can be used with any HF
ma npack toform a lOOW
man- portable or vehicl e sta ti on.

It measures 121/4" X 12" x 4%"
and operates from its own
battery or from a 24Y vehicle
supply, without the need fora
converter. But the big point is
thatthere a re no tu ning or
loading controls to adjust.
And as it's fully protected

against excessive. drive and
cannot be damaged by
mismatches such as broken or
short circuited aerials, there's
nothing much to go wrong.
The GA.481 has already
been supplied to British and
Overseas Armed Forces and is
in quantity production. Now.
Redifon Limited,
Communications Division,
Broomhill Road,
London SW.18.

IREDIFON+::a
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation
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Celebrati11g our ,)}st Anniversary!

The 8th Regiment looks back with pride on a distinguished past
J"HILE the Corp in general wa celebrating it SOth
Anniversary, 8th ignal R giment was quietly smiling
to 1t elf at the antic of th ese ' youngsters.' For in August of
thi year we shall be celebrating our Slst anniversary as a
Lieutenant-Colonel's command . As this fact is unique among
the Regiment of the Corps we feel that special mention must
be made of 8th Signal Regiment and its long contribution
to the Royal Corps of Signals.
Dilfhlights o( the

~· enrs

A full Regimental hlstory of the last 51 years would fill
'The Wire' by itself; moreover, the early days of the Regiment are poorly recorded; this failure to produce adequate
hlstorical records was the subject of some acrimonious correspondence with Royal Signals Records in 1923! We have, therefore, contented ourselves with hlghlighting some of the major
events of these years and recording a little human detail
which we hope will stir a few memories and perhaps inspire
one or two letters to the Editor.
The beginning of the Regiment was in 1914, when the
Nonhern Telegraph Companies Royal Engineers Territorial
Force was embodied, and from this and other Telegraph
Companies was formed the Signal Service Training Centre,
Royal Engineers. The Regiment came into existence on 18th
August, 1919, when a Training Battalion was formed at Maresfield, Sussex, from the depots of the S.S.T.C., these depots
becoming Companies of this 1st Training Battalion. The first
Commanding Officer was Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Harry
Llewellyn Mackworth, C.M.G., D.S.O. It is interesting to note
that Sir Harry was the son of Major Sir Arthur W. Mackworth,
who gained fame as 0.C. 'C' Troop (the first regular Telegraph Troop, R.E.) at the battle of Tel-el-Kabir in 1882. At
this battle, ' C ' Troop provided the first telephones used in
the field for military purposes, the telephone only having been
invented six years previously.
In the

begtnn.ing~trange-sounding
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(Continued from page 344)

trades

On the formation of the Royal Corps of Signals in 1920,
the Battalion became 1st Training Battalion Royal Corps of
Signals. The unit's responsibilities included the training of
some-to us-strange-sounding trades, such as Visual Operator,
Saddler and Farrier, and existing records for 'E' Company
reveal that the Company held some 172 men and 217 borsesthe latter classified under chargers, riders and draught!
Lieutenant W. A. Scott, who was to become the First Master
of Signals, and had been with the Company since its formation, left in March, 1921, for India.
In 1920, a second Training Battalion was raised to re-train
soldiers who had been paid a substantial bounty to re-enlist
to meet the operational requirements caused by the Iraqi
Rebellion. In 1922, this 2nd Training Battalion amalgamated
with the 1st to become the Training Battalion and was soon
some 2,500 strong. In these days the soldiers' chances of an
overseas posting were considerably better than today; included
were such places as Iraq, Constantinople (Istanbul to the
youngsters), Mauritius, Jamaica, West Africa, Yugoslavia,
Palestine, Shanghai, India and Rhine Army.
Recruiting over the period was so good that it had to be
halted for five months, and the time-honoured difficulties were
being experienced: " There was at times considerable delay,
first before commencement of riding and then before commencement of technical training . . . great difficulty was experienced owing to the serious shortage of N.C.0.s" 1925
was an important year for the Battalion. On 15th January it
was split to form a Training and Depot Battalion, and from
thence forward ceased to take on recruits and was responsible
for trade training only. At midnight on 7th September, the
Battalion entrained for Catterick Camp, Yorkshire. After 15
hours in the train, the Battalion marched from Catterick Bridge
Station to the camp, and occupied ' S ' and 'T • Lines, subsequently renamed 'Vimy' and 'Kemmel.'

Jo'r om 1Uarl•s fic•ld to CatterJck
In 1926 an attempt was made to ' rationalise' the training
of recruits and training and administration were separated.
The Company Commanders ceased to be r esponsible for training, which was taken over by a training cadre for the whole
Battalion. Second-Lieutenants K . C. 0 . Bastyn, E. L. L.
Vulliamy and E. D . Good, who had recently joined the Battalion
on first commissioning, left for India, and were replaced by
Second-Lieutenants J. E. S. Saunders and E . S. Cole. By
1929, the experiment of 1926 had proved to be a failure.
Splitting of training and administration had resulted in: "a
distinct lack of co-operation . . . a great deal of extra labour,
confusion and some friction." The Battalion was reorganised
to give the Officers and N.C.O.s dual responsibility, and this
brought about smoother and more efficient working throughout the unit. T his lesson, apparently, has to be relearned at
frequent intervals! An interesting report was made by the
C.O. in 1929, after visiti ng a contingent of the Boys' Company
at L iverpool: "The barracks are in the slum area of Liverpool, and with the exception of a small mud patch, there
were no grounds in the vicinity where the recreational training
(so important for a boy) can be carried out. Undesirable
women in the n eighbourhood m ake a practice of hunting the
boys. This leads to situations highly detrimental to the boys
moral and physical development. A proportion of the boys
look pale and soft, and form a great contrast to those from
Catterick."
The Battalion was doing very well in the sporting field,
even the Royal Signals Boys, despite the previous remarks of
the C.O., and in 1933 a display of motor cycle trick riding
by a team of motor cycle despatch riders, under the command
of Captain H. R. Firth, was given at the Royal Tournament.
In 1934, Second-Lieutenants P. E. M. Bradley and A. F. McGill
joined the Regiment.
General mechanisation of Signal Units

The general mechanisation of signals units in 1936 brought
about a great increase in driver training. An M.T. Training
Group was proposed to train Officers and N.C.0 .s, this training having been previously carried out by R.A.S.C. The
regulations regarding dress and leaving barracks were relaxed" every well-conducted soldier " being allowed to wear civilian
clothes off duty and stay out till 1.00 a.m. A further relaxation
in 1_937 allowed any soldier over 21, whether married or not,
to live out of barracks, and the personal ration scale was improved, giving a more varied diet and the provision of suppers
for other ranks.
• • • and the era of the horse ends

Mounted duties training with the horse cable wagon was
discontinued, and mechanical cable layers were already being
introduced into service. The era of the horse finally came to
an end when the wearing of breeches and spurs was discontinued in 1938.
By this time-:the year of th~ Munich crisis-recruiting had
expanded so rapidly that recruits had to be sent to field units
for trade training (as happened again in 1964). At the outbreak of war in 1939, the Battalion was faced with an everincreasing training requirement. Between them, the Training
and Depo_t Battalions raised several Trade Training Battalions,
group~d mto No: 1 Signal Training Centre; the Training
Battal!on now being called No. 1 General Trades Training
Battalion and later No. 1 Trades Training Battalion-with a
stref!~ ii; 1942 ?f. 1,900 . ~en. The Battalion .also began to
spec1ahse m tech01c1an tra!Illllg, other trades bemg taken over
by newly - formed Battalions. Shortages of equipment and
accommodation were a constant problem. The chronicler of
the day remarks regretfully that a reduction in the establishment of the A.T.S. had to be made due to accommodation
shortages.
(ContirtU£d on page 345)
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T raining aids began to increase in importa nce, and it i~
recorded that : " a cathode ray oscillograph is almo~ t a neces~ity for each training room now."
Towards the end of the war, th e provision of equipment
was steadi ly improvi ng, and it is disarmingly stated that
"higher authority took the view that if the unit asked for
certain equipment, then it probably needed it, and sent the ~ tuff
along." (Happy days indeed!).
\\' innin g the Army llugby (.; up e igh t tin.,.,.
In 1946 King George VI approved the redesignation of
Royal ignals Battalians and Companies as Regiments and
Squadrons, and the Battalion became l st Trade Training R egiment, and was commanded by L ieutenant-Colonel P. M. P.
Hobson, D.S.0. The Regiment went through another namechange in 1947 to become !st Training Regiment and it was
under this title that its fame on the rugger field was madell won the Army Rugby Cup eight times between 1947 and
1959. It also reached a peak strength of 2,400.
In 1948 it was decided to cease the training of Royal Signals
boy~, who had been part of the Regiment from the very
beginning, and they we re sent to the Army Apprentice School
at H arrogate. After one year, recruiting of apprentices and
general duty boys had increased to such an extent that Harrogate could not cope with the G D boys. They were therefore returned in 1949 to form 1 Independent Selection Squadron in Richmond, this Boys' Squadron subsequently becoming
the Junior Leaders' Regiment.
The last renumbering of Royal Signals units in 1959 changed
the name of the Regiment to 8th Signal Regiment. From this
period on, the gradual ' civilianisation ' of a large number of
military posts commenced, and by 1960, the changeover of
135 posts in the Regiment had been implemented .
National Service came to an end in 1960, and wi th the
resultant reduction in the training requirem ent, several of t he
T raining Regiments had to be disbanded and the trades they
taught were taken over by the remaini ng Regiments. T hus,
in April, 1960, 12th Signal Regiment amalgamated with 8th
Signal Regiment.
Throughout the Sixties, considerable efforts wer e made to
gain recognition of Army trades by the trade unions an d
civilian technical institutions. The results have been most encouraging and already successful Class I technicians ar e awarded
City and Guilds of London Cenificates. This arrangement will
soon be extended to Class I linemen.
On 1st N ovember, 1970, the latest chapter in the history of
the Regiment will be opened, when 8th and 24th Signal Regiments amalgamate to become 8th Signal Regiment. In 1971
the R egiment will transfer training to a fine new trade training
building, built over the foundations of the original huts of
1925 .
T h us the wheel will have come the full circle: 8th Signal
Regiment, having existed intact for 51 years, will once again
be responsible for the training of all adult tradesmen of t he
Royal Corps of Signals.
Commn11di11g om .. ers, 1919-1970
Lieutenant-Colonel H . L. Mackworth, C.M.G., D .S.O.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. F. W. Barker, D .S.0.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Lloyd Owen, O.B.E., M .C.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. N . F . Hitchins, D.S.O., M .C .
L ieutenant-Colonel J. A. S. Tillard, 0 .B.E., M.C.
L ieutenant-Colonel R. T . 0. Cary, M.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel E . H . du Cros, O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. B. D . H . Foot
L ieutenant-Colonel M . Duke
Lieutenant-Colonel C . White
Lieutenant-Colonel E. V. McCormack C.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. M . P . Hobson, D.S .O.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. Moberly, O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel M . G. A. Hepper
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson, O .B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. I. E. Mozley
Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. Lamb, 0.B.E.
Colonel E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E.
Colonel J. M. S. Tulloch, O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel S. H. McKay
Lieutenant-Colonel C. F. Tonry, O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Swallow
Lieutenant-Colonel E. M. T. Crump
Lieutenant-Colon~! J. L. Akass
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1919
1923
1924
1929
1932
1936
1939
1940
1942
1945
1945
1946
1948
1949
1950
1954
1955
1958
1960
1961
1962
1964
1966
1968

The
IVSTBALill
IBM!
needs officers
For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Service as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years ( 42 years with
special qualifications).

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M.C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~~~

If your application is successful, you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
. good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:
Recruiting Officer,

Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01-836 2435 extension 356
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If you're atelecommunications
man and match up
to the qualifications below

First of a senes sponsored

By H.Q. 2 Signal Group

cut yourself into a slice of
Britain's future

Communication
Centres
BRIEFING
Sergeant D. Bowers showing Signalman D. G. Henderson a map
containing locations and SOS routes i~ London District

of the U.K.

I Become a

-..,:-: :<·:

I

,.,..1

I
Radio
I
I
I Technician I
I
I
I
I

I

H.Q. London District
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THE HO RSE GUARDS
The imposing bui lding, steeped in history, which houses the Commcen for London District

The H.Q. London District Communications Centre is
located in the Horse Guards Building, Whitehall, S.W.l. In
terms of age, the Commcen is a mere babe-in-arms, compared
to the Horse Guards Building, and it may be of interest to
give the reader an idea of the place that Horse Guards Building occupie in the history of the nation.
B<ll'k Co Deur)· Vlll

During the Middle Ages, the site was occupied by York
Place, the London residence of the Archbishops of York. In
1529, Henry VIII confiscated the property and established
a royal palace, co which be gave the name Whitehall. The
park side of the palace, or the ' Cockpit side,' as it became
to be known, was mainly devoted to sport and recreation,
and it was here that Henry VIII established bis Cockpit,
Tennis Court and Tilt Yard. The Tile Yard was on the site
of the present Horse Guards, and history records that bearbaiting seems to have been the most popular sport.
In 1648, Charles I was executed outside the Banqueting
House of Whitehall Palace, but as the death of the king
brought no peace to the monarchy, it was decided in 1649 to
erect a guard-house in the Tilt Yard, and this was the forerunner of the later Horse Guards.
Charles II entered Whitehall on 29th May, 1660, riding in
procession from Charing Cross. In 1663/64, he replaced the
guard house with a large barracks, which occupied almost all
the Tilt Yard and consisted of a central block surmounted by
a clock tower flanked by two wings. A courtyard in front' Horse Guards Yard,' led into the street of Whitehall and
sentry boxes stood on each side of the entrance to the yard.
After the Great Fire of 1666 destroyed most of the Palace
of Whitehall, it ceased to be used as a royal palace and the
court moved to St. James's. In 1732-3, the barracks were rede igned, and the final rebuilding to the present design took
place in 1750-1760. In this last rebuild, all the old building
were knocked down and a final structure, designed by William
Kent and John Vardy, was erected.
Th.- Duk.- of W e lllnl(ton kn e w I t w e ll
The famous Venetian window lights what was in earlier
times the Commander-in-Chiefs room, overlooking the central
carriageway of the Horse Guards Parade. F ield Marshal The
Duke of Wellington, K.G., used it during his tenure as Com-

mander-in-Chief, 1842-1852. The room is now occupied by
The Major-General Commanding Household Division, who
is also G.0.C. London District, and it is from this room that
H.M. The Queen Mother, H.R.H. Princess Margaret and the
Royal Children watch the Queen's Birthday Parade in June
each year.
The main building now houses Headquarters. Household
Division, Headquarter London District, and Regimental Headquarters Household Cavalry.
The sentries are part of the Queen's Life Guard, provided
by the Household Cavalry Regiment (Mounted) which is a
composite Regiment formed from the mounted squadrons of
the Life Guards and Royal Horse Guards/Dragoons.
That, then, is a brief history of the building which now
houses the Royal Signals Commcen, and so now to some
details and history of the Commcen itself.
E a r l y d a ys a nd a n umber of n 1oves
In 1939, Headquarters Eastern Command and Headquarters
London Area occupied Horse Guards, and were served by a
manual telephone exchange only, as no commcen was established.
In 1940, Headquarters Eastern Command moved out to new
accommodation. Headquarters London Area moved to 178
Queen's Gate, S.W.1, again being served by a manual exchange, but with no commcen being established. The next
move was in 1941/42, when Headquarters London Area moved
to Leconfield House, Curzon Street, W.1., and for the first
time became known as Headquarters London District. A
branch of the Westminster Bank was next door to Leconfield
House, and in this was established a small telephone exchange
and the fuse London District Commcen. Access to Headquarters London District was through a communicating door
between the two buildings. The commcen was staffed by both
A.T.S. and Royal Signals, and remained there until 1946,
when it moved back to Horse Guards together with Headquarters London District.
Thf' C ommcell builds up

On arrival at Horse Guards in 1946, the Headquarters
London District took over a six-position telephone exchange
(eyeball indicator type) manned by A.T.S., and this was in a
separate office away from the commcen, which was located

in the other wing of the building. The commcen was provided with DTN teleprinter 7B, and, together with the telephone exchange, was manned by Londpn District Sjgnal
Troop. In 1950 the A.T.S. were withdrawn from the telephone exchange, and it was manned by civilian operators.
The Supervisor was Miss Snell, who had supervised the exchange as an A.T.S. Corporal, and !emained ~ post as a
civilian. She was awarded the Coronation Medal m 1953, as a
reward for and acknowledgement of the effort produced by the
staff of the telephone exchange for the coronation of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth. The telephone excha~ge was by ~ow
showing the results of the. concen~ated use !t had r.ece1ved
during the war years, and m 1951 it was deCided to mstal a
new one. A six-position PBXIA wa~ install~d and. the commcen
was moved into another room, the mstallauon bemg completed
in 1952 A futher move took place in 1956, when the telephone
exchange was again moved and ~nl~ged. to eight positions.
N anning was still by London District Signal Troop, though
by now it bad acquired a new title, ' 605 Signal Troop (London
District) and the civilian telephone exchange operators had
been taken on to the troop establishment.
The final reorganisation took place in 1964, when a PABX
No. 3 was installed. TASS teleprinters were installed, and also
special soundproof hoods for the phonogram operators.
Formation of 10th S i gn a l R egiment
In 1963, the Chief Signal Officer, Eastern Command, called
for proposals for the formation of 10th (Eastern) Command
Signal Regiment. The Regiment was to be formed by_ the
amalgamation of 238 Signal Squadron (War Office), 239 Signal
S~uadron (Eastern 9>IDr?and) and 605 Signal TrO<?P µ..ondon
District). The Chief Signal Officer, London Dismct, wa.s
persuaded to write the establishment, and after much toil
and tears the establishment was finally submitted to M.O.D.,
which signified approval in early 1964. This meant that responsibility for London District Commcen was now that of
10th Signal Regiment, whose establishment contained a London
District Signal Troop. Noticeable advan!ages came out ~f t!ie
inauguration of 10th Signal Regiment. Frrstly, London D1stnct
Signal Troop had access to the personnel resources of the
Regiment in cases of sickness, etc. Secondly, the staff of the
commcen was not reduced to a bare minimum each time a
London District ceremonial func tion required communications.
Thirdly the additional personnel required for commcen
and tel~phone exchange staffing for emergency operations could
be provided at short notice from the operating Squadron of
the Regiment.

T h Future 1
Looking into the future, it is unlikely that H.Q. London
District will ever again move from Horse G uards because of
its traditional ties with the building and location, and it seem
equally unlikely that the commcen will ever be divorced from
the H.Q.
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in the fast-growingworld of Air Traffic Control

I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

Please send me an application form a nd details of how 1 can join the
fascinating world or Air Traffic Control Telecommunications

Name

Ad dress

I
I
I

I

I
I

o; ·;~~ji~able to resodents outsode the United Kingdom
To:AJ Edwards. C Eng. M IEE,
The Adelphi. Room 70 5. Joh n A dam S treet, Lond o n WC2
markmg your envelope ' Recruitment"

-------------

I

I

Send i ng th is co upon cou l d be yo ur first st ep t o
a job t h at ' s g r owi ng in i mportance.every year .
The National Air Traffic Control Service needs
Radio Technicians to install and maintain the vital
electron ic aids that help control Britain's everincreasing air traffic.
.
This is the kind of work that requires not only
highly specialised techn ical skills but also a well
developed sense of responsibility. and candidates
must be prepared to undergo a rigorous selection
process. Those who succeed ~re assured a steadily
developing career of unusual interest and challenge.
Starting salary varies from £1044 (at 19) to £1373
(at 25 or over) : scale maximum £1590 (higher rates
at Heathrow). There is a good annual leave allowance
and a non- contributory pension for established staff
You must be 19 or over. with at least one year's
practical experience in telecommunications, ('ONC'
or
and G' qualifications preferred).

·c

NATCS National Ai r Traffic Control Service
H7

.tn l•dian OdflS efl

Seeing how the other hall live/Jut be warnetl what happenetl to me

,-rRA

Hr1 Ca11tai11 i'V'. P. Ii. Tlto11111s

EL i part of the life of the Army, and .recently I
have had my share of luck in getting about the world.
ince my visit by sea to Australia in December, there followed
a course in U.K. at the chool of Signals, then a quick
' change of air ' for the Squadron at the Cameron Highlands in
1alaya, the next trip was to be a 'trek ' in the hills of Nepal.
Article on treks to Nepal have been written before, but
few people have written of Darjeeling and Kalimpong, in West
Bengal, as they arc in restricted territory since the Chinese
moved into Tibet. It is possible to visit these places now for
a limited period only, and so I write of my visit and impre ions of thi fascinating part of India.
The air hoste~es iu saris
The best part of travelling to India is the first class service
and delightful air hostesses of Air India. There is something
about a sari with its flowing lines and bare midrift which
makes a conventional air ho te s's uniform distinctly shoddy
and tired looking . . . however to continue. We arrived at
the old Dum Dum Airport, Calcutta (a sprawl of hacks) at
9 a.m. and successfully negotiated !be immigration and customs
officials, who must surely be the most thorough and painstaking in the world. An air ticket to Bagdogra, which is the
airport for Darjeeling, was easily obtained, and within one
hour I was on my way again. Even on internal flights, Air
India certainly pick some beauties for hostesses.
:lfeeting up wic.h officialdout
At Bagdogra I again met up against officialdom, as it was
necessary to obtain a special permit to visit Darjeeling. Only
a few years ago it was do ed to all outsider , and now they
keep a careful check on all foreigners (might be a Chinese spy,
you never know). Formalities completed (20 minutes) and
having rescued my case from a taxi tout, who wanted 60 rupees
(about £3 10s.) to take me ro Darjeeling, I took the airporc
bus 12 miles to Siliguri, which is the main railhead . There
one can spend seven hours on the ' toy train ' to Darjeeling,
this runs on a 2ft. 6in. track and must have been the original
model for 'Noddy,' or one can take a taxi.
Taxi was not quite the right word one would normally use,
as the transport available was either a Willys Jeep or a Land
Rover. Taking a taxi, my case was loaded up and the price
agreed, the time of departure was, however, unknown.
The vehicle had three potential customers already, so I
thought we might move quite soon. However, the combined
efforts of three touts failed to raise any more, so after an
hour I was told to get in and off we set.
Oft to Darjeelin~ with th'~ 1•ots, pans and chi,•kens
eedless to say, it was a Mark I short wheelbase Land
Rover, and ex-W.D. at that. The battery was flat and so the
tours were also employed to push-start it. I had grave doubts
about the rest of its mechanical ability, but the driver seemed
to have good faith in it. We moved slowly along the main
street, the routs shouting ' Darjeeling.' .(\t the end we came
back and drove to the other end of town, stopping for 15
minutes in the middle. One more customer got on and off
we wenr, but the driver was still not satisfied and we finished
up back at the station again. Apparently he would not travel
unless he had t~n people on board at six rupees each, that ·
was the econollllcal load! A further delay of 15 minutes got
me very annoyed and another driver took over and we all
piled ~to his equally old Land Rover. By luck, 15 minutes
la~er six Nepalese came along wanting to go to Darjeeling, they
said they would all travel together or not at all. I was astonisbed
when the driver said O.K. and in they piled. The Land Rover
now contained four on the front seat and eight in the back
pl':1s suitcases, bags of rice and the usual pots, pans and
chickens no eastern traveller goes without. The radiator was
topped up and with a lot of pushing we set off. After 100 yards
the lef~ hand door onto which I was firmly pressed flew open
and I JUSt saved myself from a very uncomfortable exit. Telling

HS

!he driver forcibly in English and bad Nepali what I thought,
he got the message and produced some D8 cable and tied the
door shut but leaving a good four inch gap so we at least
were safe and had a bit more room on the front seat.
The plains of West Bengal soon gave way to the harp
foothills of the mountain range. The road shared the same
bridges as the railway line and ran practically parallel with
the railway, crossing it at many places. The gradient was only
slight and enabled tl1e driver to use top gear the whole way
at just about stalling speed, in fact during the whole 52 miles
apart from stops for passengers, he changed down only 12 times,
economy of petrol being vital.
On the way we passed several trains coming down all
painted bright blue and pulling four coaches. Each coach carried
a brake man who on the way down permanently stood on the
brake pedal and peered over the top. The engine had two men
itting above the front bogies who no doubt applied more
brakes. The engine used most of its steam whistling every
time it crossed the road. Dr. Beeching could certainly have
been well employed here.
fabulo11s English break.fast is ttrovided •
The road journey took about 3! hours, as we had one stop
for water at Kurseong and numerous petrol blockages. The
last part was completed in the dark and it was quite cold as
we were now at about 7,000 feet. The last mile into
Darjeeling is downhill so the driver took advantage of this and
switched off the engine and coasted all the way. The one
headlight mounted on the roof illuminated the road sufficiently
to stop us going over the edge.
The hotel I had been advised to go to was an old fashioned
place previously run by a notorious English woman. The
present proprietor, an Indian, was out to make money and
promised me a ' fabulous English breakfast ' and 'piping hot
water ' for some ridiculous price. I assured him I wasn't an
American tourist and after 15 minutes had agreed a reasonable
price. The 'piping hot water' took ten minutes to come out
of the cold rap and of the ' fabulous English breakfast ' the
toast was commendable. The cook was in fact a very old
Sherpa woman.
I decided to tour Darjeeling on foot and found that it rests
on a long steep ridge along l'he top being the fashionable Mall
with views of the Himalayas. On one side is built the bazaar
and the other a poorer residential area mainly for Sherpas
and Tibetans. The town had been a most fashionable Victorian
Indian Army hill station but sadly it has not had any money
spent on maintenance since the British Raj left. A few Europeans still live there and many come up from the hot plains
for a ' c~a?ge of air ' but ~o me it was a sad place. The only
new building was the Himalayan Mountaineering Institute,
which has a museum of photographs and equipment used on
Everest and other expeditions. Mountaineering courses are
held .and for clh"'llbers there is a wealth of knowledge and
experience from the staff, who include Tenzing Norgay, the
Sherpa who made the first Everest ascent with Hillary. He
has a big house in Darjeeling with a large picture of Everest
painted on the outside showing the camps and the route taken
by the expedition.
I had been given the address of an old pensioner of Gurkha
Signals and discovered the only way to find anyone was to go
to the post office and find a postman who knew him. After
a. long walk and much asking, even by the postman, I found
his house. We had a long chat and like all Gurkhas he was
anxious I should see all there was to be seen. So we walked
along the pine sloped bills passed St. Joseph's College and its
prep school, run just like an English boarding school North
point and around to the Tibetan Refugee Centre.
'
• A.

The Tibetans
Many Tibetans fled Tibet when the Chinese invaded and
~ow they live in the hills of Nepal and India in small communiue_s rather like a Jewish ki~utz. In communal work rooms, they
spm and weave most beauuful and intricately patterned carpets.
Luckily .for them .th~re is a big demand for these and they get
good prices, but It is a slow process. The women sit on the
floor. weaving and wearing a long grey pinafore dress and a
mu~u-coloured apron, amulets and lucky charms hang around
the1r necks and the hair is plated and tied around over the
top of. their round pink-cheek~d smiling faces. While they work
they sii;ig the old songs of T1b~t. By their undying belief that
they will one day return to Tibet and their keen communal
~piri~ they seem to have found a place for themselves in me
outside world.
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Populafion-a strange mixture

The population of Darjeeling is a strange mixture of
Nepalese, Tibetan, Anglo-India and Bengali. The Nepalese
arc Gurkhas who have settled in Darjeeling having being
pensioned from the Briti h Army, as at one time this was the
Ea~tern Recruiting Centre. The language of the area is Nepa.i
but the schools, of wh.oh there are many, use English.
Next day I was determined to visit Kalimpong and see a
Gurkha officer, Captain (Q.G .0.) Dambersing Chhetri, who I
knew well as he had only recently retired. Another permit
had to be obtained as Kalimpong is very close indeed to the
border with China and is a re ~ tricted area.
Transport was another ancient Land Rover, but this time
they ran to a proper timetable and the load was only ten. I
had a front sear but was somewhat alarmed to see the driver
say a prayer before setting off. Thick cloud spoilt the view
but for two hours we drove down the side of a mountain
through pine forests and tea gardens. The road was very steep
and twisty, the vehicle bad no brakes but the driver did use his
gears. The only way he could completely stop the vehicle was
to run it into the side! At last we came to the Teesta valley
and could see the ravages of last year's terrible landslides.
Whole sides of the steep valley had fallen into the river
under the pressure of the exceptional monsoon rains. It was
like the Aberfan disaster only repeatedly all along the valley.
The huge solid bridge had just disappeared and now the Indian
Army Engineers had built a new suspension bridge and remade
the road. Being one of the nearest points to China and a good
defensive position the area is full of troops. My permit was
slowly and deliberately checked and recorded and at the bridge
armed sentries guarded both ends.
The route was now uphill and was so steep that the road
sometimes went around and up over itself like a corkscrew.
At last after an hour we came to Kaliropong nestling on a
saddle with wonderful views over Bengal on one side and
Bhutan, China and Sikkim on the other.
I quickly found another vehicle - a jeep to take me to
Captain Dambersing's house, this was about two miles away
on a track then across paddy fields. He was in and we had a
long chat about old times and caught up on present news.
He arranged that I should be shown around the sights, which
mainly consisted of a boarding school with even one or two
English children and is set high on the bill astride the ridge .
On returning to the bazaar I was charged far too much for
the vehicle but knocked the price down to a reasonable amount
after a long argument. Moral - always fix a price before
starting.
Kalimpong is a pretty poor and filthy town bur full of
interesting characters from Bhutan, Sikkim, India and epal.
At 3 p.m. I returned borne but this time the only seat available
was on a large sack of rice shared, with a local, and tied
precariously on the lowered tail board.
Next day I had to leave Darjeeling as my permit had run out.
Just before I left an American hippie complete with long hair,
red beard and white caftan arrived and booked in. He had
been alloted my room and when I went to do my final packing
I found him already fast asleep in the spare bed, sleeping off
his last ' trip.' One meets odd people these days.
My journey down to the plains was again by ancient Land
Rover and at the same price although \'h is time it must have
been 100 per cent profit as the engine was switched off all the
way and we just coasted. Brakes?
The worst journey in the world

I was now to make one of the worst journeys in the world a trip by 3rd class night train on Indian railways. Unfortunately
there was no alternative and no doubt the experience has made
me realise how lucky one is to have been born in a civilised
country· British Rail really is first class in comparison. In a
compartment designed for 16 there lay, sat, squatted stood
some 40 men, women and children and a ma s of sacks, case ,
pots and pans. The hear, humidity, stench of a crying,
shouting, snoring, howling, spitting crowd of Indians who
trampled, pushed and fought their way in and out of the
darkened compartment at every station was one aspect. The
other was the stations themselves; endless platform. covered
in bodies swathed from head to foot in filthv c non rags,
breeding, living and dying; pitiless mis-sbapen forms begging
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diseased, starving children, coolies, charwallahs, betel-nut
sellers, club swinging, scruffily dressed police, shouting,
hawking, spitting, always spitting.
This experience lasted from 7 p .m. in the evening through
to 9 a.m. in the morning with a one-and-a-half hour wait on
Katihar station - it will not be forgotten. At Jogbaru, the
railhead for East Nepal, I was met by a British Army Land
Rover and after crossing the frontier into Nepal was soon
at the Dharan Cantonment of the BJirish Gurkha L. of C. I
was back in civilisation at last.
Of trekking in l'hc hills of East and West Nepal, the homeland of the Gurkhas; of the hippy and tourist paradise of
Katmandu and of the worst City in the world - Calcutta,
are other stories and have been described in THE WIRE by
others before me. So I will end by saying that if you want to
s ~e how the other half live and travel, come to India but you
have been warned.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in
June
Number of clothing parcels sent ...
Amount spent in grants and loans

60
56
£1,205 6 11

One of the Month's Cases
IGNALMAN, 1940 to 1946. Due to a long and proS
gressive illness, he has been unable to work for
15 years, and he and his wife have struggled to bring
up their four children on state benefits. The Association has made a grant of £4-0 to enable the man and
his wife to have their first holiday for many years. An
extract from his letter is printed below.

One of the Month's Letters

"J for
HAVE good reason in the past to thank the Corps
their help, but this latest example of their kind-

ness is something I never dreamed of. I let the first
excitement die down a little before I thought of what
I would write to thank them. I've thought of it all day,
and now it's late at rught, and what can I say, except a
heartfelt thanks? I have always been proud of the Signals,
and I am sure nobody could have looked after us better.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
UPGRADING COURSES AT CATTERICK
Serial

1/59
1/41
2/55
2/48
1/57
1/80
1/49
1/52
1/28
2/33

Comse

Assembles

Class

II-I
Technician Radio
II-I
Technician TE
III-II
Technician Radio
III-II
Technician TE
II-I
Telegraph Op
II-I
R adio Op
II-I
Comcen Op
II-I
Lineman
II-I
Radio Relayman
Comcen Op IIICipher Op II

17
17
17
24
24
17
24
3
17

ov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
ov.
Nov.
ov.
Nov.

'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70
'70

24 Nov. '70

Disperses

22
22
20
22
12
12
26
18
14

July '71
July '71
May '71
Apr. '71
Mar. '71
Feb. '71
Feb. '71
Mar. '71
Jan. '71

19 Feb. '71

222 Signal SquaJron (Sharjah) Tie
The Squadron now has its own approved tie, which has a
navy-blue background, the motives being an upright Khunja
and the Arabic numerals 222 separated by a thin diagonal white
str ipe.
The cost of the tie is 14/-. If any past member of the
Squadron would like a tie, could they please remit the co r
of the tie, plus ls. 6d. postage, to Officer-in-Charge, P.R.I.,
222 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 64.
349

M.E.L. lceeps you
one ste11. alielid in

Military

·Electronics•••
in Military Radio for exa111ple.
Currently produced sets such
as1the C11, Cll( SB), and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
in constant use in manv count~~e throughout lhe wor.ld.
M.E.L. are also activelv eni:taged in developing a wide i·ange
military radio equipment for
µ e in the '70s and '80s . . . one
l>uch equipment is the UK VRC·~21 H.F. Combat Radio. being
pev.eloped for future use by the
·
British Army.

cf

This equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forwru:d and
rear units.
M.E.L. leadership in M.ilitary
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.
~AA ·rheM .E.L.EquirmentCo.Ltd ..
~~V Manoi R oyal, Crawley. Sussex.

Movements
tHlieerH
L ieutenant R . G . Aitken
Major M. C. Barrett .. .
Ca ptain H . M. A. Bonaker
Captain P. L. Bye
...
Ma jor G. G. Campbell . ..
Capta-in (Tfc.) M. J. Caplan
Major E . F. Carrel
Captain M. K. Carson .. .
Major W . G. A. Cathcart
Cap:aio F. Cooper
Cap:ain J . D. Cox . . .
L ieutenant C. J Dakin
M ajor M . C. Devcrill
Captain (Tfc.) D. Duncan
Captain A. P . Fielding . ..
...
Second-Lieutenant A. R. Gale
Captain R. P . Gravcstock
.. .
.. .
.. .
...
M ajor P . D . E. Gregory
Ma jor- General M. S. Hancock, M.B.E.
...
Lieutenanr J . E. lent ...
Captain (T .O.T.) R . E. Jenkins
Ma jor H . A. Johnstone, M .B.E.

To 225 Squadron
,, R .H .Q .
22nd Regiment as Major
,, u: Ccin . S.g1al Regt. (exchange)
,, 4otb Regiment (V)
i6th Reg,mcnt
,, 24th Regiment
,, 11th Reg.mcnt
H.Q., STRATCO
,. 30th Regiment
39 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
,, 14th Regiment
PR Services F ARELF
,, 242 Squadron
,, 19th Regiment os M ajor
,, 220d R egiment
,, School of InfantrY (Signal Wing)
,, J.O.C.P .T .
,, M .O.D. (VQMG)
24th R.:giment ( 181 Com .)
,, 13th Regiment
,, SHAPE (Ex. Ops. Div.) as Lt.Col.
,, 14th Regiment
Lieutenant P B. R . Kent .. .
,, 4th Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
Lieutenant I. R . Knock
(att. Blues and R oyals)
nth Regiment HS (retires)
Captain R . A. Knox-Johnston
,,
Project
HAIG, H .Q ., B A.O.R.
Captain (Tfc.) W. A. Littlejohn
,, 260 Squadron
L ieutenant P. H. MacCulloch
,, 244 Squadron
Ca ptain (Q.M.) J. McGlynn
,, 7th Regiment (att. 3 R .T.R.)
Lieuten3'3t D. S. McLuckie .. .
,, 261 Squadron
Major (T.O.T .) A. R. Martin
,, 661 Troop as O .C . (Capt.)
Lieutenant J. W. Miller
.. .
,, 18th Reg:ment
Lieutenant T . P. Mountford
,, TROI E & D MOT as Lt.-Col.
Major D. F. Oakley
,, 30th Regiment
Major G. H. Peirson .. .
262 Squadron (0 .C .)
Major S. W. Read
.. .
nt Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Lieutenant D. D . Richardson
(att. Q.0.H.)
Lieutenant J. H. Roberts
. ..
19th Regiment
Cap:ain (T.O .T.) F. A. Smith ...
8th Regiment (1St Com .)
Captain P . Stanley
,, 6o4 Troop (0 .C.)
Captain T. B. Swan
...
...
13th Regiment (as Major)
Lieutenant V. F . M . Thom, M.B.E.
,, 229 Squadron ( ISt Com.)
Captain W. P. B. Thomas .. .
.. . ,, i6th Regiment (as Major)
Lieutenant A. A. Vaigncourt-Strallen
24th Regiment
Lieutenant G . H. Waters
21st Regiment (1st Com.)
Lieutenant P. M . A. Whittaker
,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
(.nt. Q.R.I .H .)
,, 30th Regiment
Captain (T.O.T.) G. D. Willis
., nth Regiment
Ueutenant J. C. Young
...

Sergeant R. C. Miller
Sergeant O . McGinncn
Sergeant A . D odd
...
ergeant K . E . R. Foskett
Se:geant D . Edmondson
Sergeant J . W . Saunders
Sergeant K . V . Austin ..
Sergeant R. H . Percival
Sergeant B. W ray ...
Sergeant V. T owler
Sergeant W. T. Goss
...
Sergeant D . E. Meredith
Sergeant E . N . B. Ferguson
A/ Sergeant D . Vockings

r"'

~~.--

• M.E. L )fol1il.., H.F. f\•rli•11, "idoly
~for nrJt1'ih :rnJ for(·I~ ~tJlitar:.'
•JJVht'iltUiM and i:t int•nrfKJrah-d in
many comb:i~ Hnd s:upport \'(•hid •

1nrl11d1nc the S:.larlin, fem-t. 8-raC<·r1
and GN'na<her.

~.. _
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,, 1bth Regiment

,, 253 Squadron
t6th Reg~nt
nth Re~iment (2 Squadron)
,, 4th Div1 ion Signal Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, 33rd Regiment (V)
,, 26o Squadron
,, 14th R egiment
H.Q. NORTHAG

========Promotions
ReGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL
Old

Sen. No. Sen. No.
T o W.0.I

ToW.0 .11

T<> S Sgt.

Pea'<e, R. A.
A / W.O.I
Mann, E . J.
A / W .0 .I
A / W.0.I Hammond, P. M. V.
Stephens, C. E.
A / W.O.I
A / W.0.11 Toole, F. T .
Abbott, A. E.
S / Sgt.
A / W.0 .11 Palman, M. E . J.
Meredith, C.
S / Sgt.
Danells, R. L.
S / Sgt.
A / W.0.11 Walton, D. C.
Mellett, J. E. T.
Sgt.
Higgins J. M.
Sgt.
Shaw, C. R.
Sgt.
Lowe, M. J.
Sgt.
Ge.ere, D . J.
A / S Sgt.
Ward, F.
Sgt.
Green. B.
Sgt.
FORl!MAN OF SIGNALS
Stoddart, T. M.
Wilkins, J. A.
McKay, R. A.
Bateman, T. R.
Paakhurst, M. J. S.
Cordey, J. H.
Coxon, J. A.

t76o
1770
178o
1800
5320
5330
5340
5350
5370
5390
6510
6520
6540
6570
6580
66oo
6650

3530
3340
3ll0
3590
5190
5400
880
5390
5810
2.18o
70
140
620
51IO
IO
230
270

ROLL
1550
1590
16oo
1610
1620
1630
1640

1950
2250
2030
2140
228o
1870
186o

ToW.0.1

W.0.11
W.O.II
W .0.11
W.O.Il
W.0.11
W.0.11
W.O.II

To S Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROLL
150
Jephcote, T. S.
r6o
Bannier, P. J.
170
Cheyne, D. E.
180
Pllfkinson, H.
190
Hague , J. R.
200
Chudleigh, S. J.
210
Casey, S. T.
220
Poole, D. J. T.
230
Stanton, B.

270
28o
36o
420
480
510
590

A / W.O.I

YEOMA1' OF SIGNALS ROLL
700
French, K.

1040

ll' a r rant Officers and Se rg eants
To 33rd Regiment (V)
W.O.I G. W. Mercer ...
,, 3 ist Regiment (V)
W.O.I B. Fisher .. .
. ..
19th Regiment
W.O.I (F. of S.) R. J. Hoe
4th Division Signal Regiment
W .O .ll J. Horne .. .
5 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
W.O.II B. CooEk Ir.. .ns
19th Regiment
0
W .O.II A. J. .
11th Regiment (2 Squadron)
W.0.11 J. Green
18th Regiment
W.O.II (F. of S.) T. R. Bateman
33rd Regiment (V)
W.0.II J. Maher ...
13th Regiment
W .0.II (F. of S.) G. Gcldard
,,
223 Squadron
W.0.11 C. Me:edith
.. .
.. .
W.0.11 (F. of S.) D. E. G. Lanyon .. . ,, 22nd Regimcnc
13th Regiment
W.O .II D. Connell
30th Regiment
W.0.11 D. W. L. Crisp ...
38th Rcgimc'lt (V)
W.0 .11 T. D. Ham.mill
School of Infantry
W.O.II G. A. Christie . ..
H .Q., London District
W .0 .11 R. C. Brodie
3rd
Division Signal Regiment
W.O.II J. H. Izzo
$'.aff Sergeant W. J. Kirk
uth Regiment, 2 Squadron
Staff Sergeant M. J. Sheridan
,, 225 Squadron
Staff Sergeant R. Hills
.. .
School of Signals
,, 14th Regime:it
Staff Sergeant R. Paterson
.. . ,, 21st Regiment
Staff Sergea:it D . M. Ferguson
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) F. W . Kendall
222 Squadron
S:aff Sergeant F. A. Mabbott
35th Regiment (V)
Staff Sergoant T. S. Jephcote
., 225 Squadron
Staff Sergeant B. D. Ireland
,. 18th Regiment
Staff Sergen:nt S. J. Ch udleigh
,, 9th Reg'.ment
Staff Sergeant J. F. Gayther
,, 226 Squadron
St ff Se
t T Balch
,, 21st R egiment
St~ff se~~~t A: D. Ber,'.i;ingham . .. ,, 19 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
Staff Serge1>11t (Y. of S.) A. Simpson . .. ,, 48 Gurkha Signal Squadron
Steff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. C. Harriss
227 Squadron
Stoff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. C. Kelly ... ,, 37th Regimenc (V)
Staff Sergean t (F. of S.) J. A. Callow
,, 234 Squadron
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. K. Owen
School of Signals
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) P. J. Peplow
School of Infantry
Staff Sergeant A. Smith
13th Regiment
Staff Sergeant R . Pearce
,, 28th Regiment
A/Staff Sergc..nt E. w. ·unwi.:i·
., H.Q ., Scotland
Sergeant K. Morrell
5 Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron
Sergeant J. H. Parkes
639 Troop
Sergeant J. B. Bennett
,, 4th Division Signal Regiment
Sergeant A. F. H uec
.. .
.. .
13th Regiment
A/Sergeant A . M. Willough by
224 Squadron
A / Sergeant R. Bulley
9th Regiment
Sergeant F. W . Bnoker
ACIO D arli ngton

i 4th R egiment
Army ApIY.entiees' College,
Harrogate
,, 262 Squadron
,, School of Signals

,,

Serrieant J . S, Rusling
Sergeant N. P arvin

ToW.O .I
ToW.O.I
ToW.0.11
To S Sgt.

To Sgt.

CHIEF CLERKS ROLL
570
Lincoln, B. S.
A / W.0 .I
580
Goodyer, D. F.
A/W.O.I
I28o
A/ W.0.11 Mays, J. G .
1290
A / W.0.11 Brown, R. E. G.
1820
A / S Sgt. Unwio, E. W.
1830
Morris, N . H.
A / S Sgt.
1840
G
.
Perry,
D.
Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
To Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt .
Cpl.

(Comcen Op.)
(C O p.)
(Lron.)
(Tech.)
(S O p.)
(Comceo O p.)
(ED)

40
200

(S Op.)
(S O p.)
(S Op.)
(S Op.)
(S O p.)
(S Op.)
(S O p.)
(S O p.)
(S Op.)

1010
1 0 20

1490
750
240
250
230

TECHNICAL R OLL
9170
Smith, I. R .
9294
Walder, P. M.
9318
Davies, R. P.
936o
Murphy, J.
McKinlay, R. T.
9440
Scott. W. E.
9457
Mason, D.
9459
9478
Agius: R. c.
9482
Hayes, R. G .
9486
Terry, J.
9488
Machin tosh, K.
9500
Stevens, P. J.
950 2
Keep, R. L.
9512
Cripps, R. E . W.
9513
Burke, M. J.
Warne, M.
9514
9515
Wood, C. M.
Stocks, M. C.
9525
Evans, W. H.
9545

13611
14690
15575
14725
14624
15554
14638
14192
13656
16o36
1596<>
13163
13620
14523
15374
16731
15555
15252
14595

SPECIAL OPERATOR R OLL
720
Roberts, B. D .
jQnes, W. R.
730
750
Kaye, P .
76o
AUum, S.
770
Bowles, W. B. T .
780
Mitchell, A. A.

510
1o6o
300
380
1310
1050
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ro

gt.

To

gt.

2o6o
2130

Cpl.

CLERK TECHNICAL ROl.L
R.yan, J. J.
540
forphy. J. J.
6-o

260
304

A gt .
Cpl.
Cpl.

CIPHER OPERATOR ROLL
Hall, K. \VJ .
890
Bo)' le, A. M.
910
Theis, T .
930

96o
250
490

gt.

To Sgt.

gt.

To

'nl.EGRAPH OPERATOR ROLL
atsoa , D . D .
I200
\cLarcn, R . W.
1240
Richardson, A. E.
1250

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Cpl.
Cpl.

COMMUNICATION CliNTRE OPERATOR Rou.
Hewing, R. c.
146o
26o
Gay, A. J.
1500
1580

To

gt.

Cpl.
Cpl.

ELECTIUCIAN DrrvER Rou.
Chambers, J. G .
450
illiams, R.
470

To

gt.

Cpl .
A / gt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

LINEMAN ROLL
Lindsay, J.
IJ20
Farr, G. H .
1130
Wood, D. G.
ll 50
CoUins, R. M. D.
ll6o

W.O.l
W.O.II
Sgt.

830
1070
770

All at sen
T he third, and last complete week of trammg, was spent
away from Dhekelia. Monday morning saw two craft docked
at Dhekelia Jetty, and by 09.00 hours, 70 men and most of
the transport was aboard . The destination was Evdiumeu Jetty,
which was reached by 16.00, not without incidents. The craft
passed very close to the R.A.F. bombing range, and many of
the passengers felt thi s was taking training a bit fa r- after
all, the bombing range was active at the time!
Undaunted, everyone di embarked safely, and a base camp
was quickly erected, literally a stone's throw from the ! ca.

1 2 10

•· 4'an you t•at laiJn "

250
490
740
IIOO

800
1030

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL
1010
2500
26oo
3850

AT WORK IN CYPRUS

Left to right: Signalman Finch, Sergeant Gorton, Signalman Baker,

36oo

Signalman lngleby, Sergeant Bou lton-Lear, Lance-Corporal Brown
on a patrol exercise

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROl.L
~

.o.r

12 .. 0

CHJEF CLERKS ROl.L
W.O.I
W.O.II
Sgt.

56o

770
6o8o
95o8

TECHNICIANS ROl.L
6100
6255
6305

6700

7000

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL
Sgt.

llO

Sgt.

8o

CIPHER OPERATOR ROl.L

Sgt.

CoMMUNlCATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL
1000
DRIV1!ll ROYAL SIGNALS

Sgt.

830

Sgt.

20

R.~DIO

RELAYMAN ROLL

so

Exercise Etlen/Jritlge - ( yprus
May 1970
By .ff.ajor M. II. C. lVeiner

AT EASE IN CYPRUS

Left to right: Lance-Corporal Burnett, Corporal Johnson, Signalman
Young, Signalman Barrett, relax in the sun

Besides using this week to confirm the tra1mng carried out
earlier at section level, several other aspects of training were
practised. Whilst one platoon maintained the base camp, carried out swimming tests and and various sports, th e remaining
two platoons took part in escape and evasion training. One
of these platoons stayed out for 24 hours and was completely
self-contained. The remaining platoon's task was to seek out,
attack and destroy the other platoon. As it was out intention
to live off compo and not subsidise it in any way, food became
ve ry much a talking point. Most of the comments are unprintable, but one incident is worthy of mention .
During the first day our A.P.T.C. In tructor, S.S.I. Tiltman,
was encouraging the soldiers to jump off the cliff face on to
the sand below. Unfortunately, the last to jump, Lieutenant
Palmer, had the ground crumble beneath him, he fell to the
sand below and lay motionless. One would have expected
medical assistance to have been uppermost in people's minds,
but no--" put a rope round his neck and pull him up," said
one. "Can we eat him if he's dead,'' said another.
·rim.- to go home
All good things come to an end. We returned to Dhckelia
on 22nd May and had the Whitsun weekend to re::rcate and
pack up. During this phase our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel Bohannan paid us a visit. Besides seeing
what was going on, he obviously managed to do some shopping.
He purchased some very large local ' pots, flowers for the use
of.' Many heads were to roll if they failed to reach U.K. in
one piece, and accordingly, W.0.11 Clarke wa appointed
' Officer-in-charge pots, C.O.' He took bis duties so seriously
that he seated two of them next to him in the aircraft home,
despite warnings that they shatter at 10,000 feet.
So the exercise ended. Walking around Caner Barracks at
Bulford, it was very easy to pick out those who had recently
been overseas. This type of exercise comes round all too infrequently, and is of tremendous value. It is only to be hoped
that 3rd Division's name will come out of the hat again very
soon.
Besides the military training, there was a considerable amount
of adventure training, in the form of sub-aqua, gliding freefall parachuting, moun:aineering, sailing, riding, and even
fishing.

3 Il.q. and Signal ll.egi.ment

RETURNING from .cru;~~as leave, I was confronted by
~e C.O., who said,
I ve an exercise I want you to
oI"?aruse, ~ am afraid it's in Cyprus." "Very well, d r,'' I
sa19,. choking back the tears. So it began. A recce of the
tra1~mg areas took place in February, on which I was accomparued by our Q.M:(A), Captai:n Eric Higgins. We spent the
n ext ~ee months. ID preparation, briefings, securing kit and
p 1anrung the exercise.
The aim of t!te. exercise was to move to Cyprus and carry
out Infantry trammg as a Company-sized group. To this end
P,artY of 137 all ranks, including six officers, left Lyneha~
unng the last. three days of May. The comments about
Hercules travellmg are no_t repeatable; the only consolation
appears to be that by movmg through Devizes and Lyneham
every soldier was guaranteed rwo breakfasts.
'

d

Sunn;,• Cyprus-rain nnd snow
Having ~romised nothing but sunshine in all my briefin s
I _lost considerable fa~e during the last week, when we h~d
ram every day, and it was even reported that snow fell on
¥ount Olympus. We were undaunted and the training continued as J?l~nned, the first two weeks being on fitness and
weapon tram1Dg. As the intention was to do infantry section
352

platoon tra!DlDg, the first requirement was to train the platoon
commanders. Acc-;irciingly, Lieutenants Martin Clark and Bob
P~lmer w,ere detailed to study training films- this they duly
did-the Green Beret ' at the SKC Cinema.
:lrd Division

!iUIVf'

o...

Arm)··s face

~ecause the NEARELF Rifle Meeting was Laking place
dun~g ~eek 2, . we were forced to carry out all our range
chss1ficauon d1;1~mg W~ek l. This culminated in an inter-

platoon competmon, wh ich was finally decided by the fa llingplate result, and won by H.Q. Platoon.
We were ~~owed to enter teams in the NEARELF fallingplate _competmo.n, n-;it expecting to progress beyond round one.
lmagme our disbelief when our Corporals and below team
reac'ned round. two, then beat the Ordnance Depot to meet the
Scots Guards ID the semi-final. This proved the hardest match,
but w~~ narrowly won. Our opoonents in the final were RAF
Akro1:1r.1, a_nd so, for the Army's sake, we had to win-and. did.
The wmnmg team, of Corporal Dunbar, Lance-Corporal Free~
man, of the R.P.C., Lance-Corporal Fox. R.C.T., and Craftsman
Fegasse, R.E.M.E., really deserved their tankards were
'
awarded the freedom of Dhekelia!
THE WIRE , AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1970

Exercise 'Bersatu Patlu '-1910
By Major Hamish MacKinley, 249 Squadron
' B ERSATU PADU,' which rreans, for those not fam iliar
with Bahasa Malaysia 'perfect unity,' was a five-n:ition
exercise (Australia, Britain, Malaysia, New Zeala'1d aPd
Singapore) and took place in We tern Malayria this rr>on '.li .
Although from the Army's point of view it W'lS primarily afl
exercise for 19th Infantry Brigade, 249 Signal qmdro'l wa o.
very much committed and had been involved in the pl:!nning
from it earliest stage .
Unfortunately, as Captain David Burton lefl us half-way
through the exercise, and Captain Peter Burke is to take over
as 18th Signal Regiment Operations Officer, I find myself landed
with the ta k of writing THE WIRE notes. I have solved the
problem in my normal manner by getting the Troops to report
individually on their experiences. Here arc their efforts
(abridged, of course).
• A • Troop-l.-ic1tt...11111t .John ~lnel••n11
' Alpha ' Troop were most definitely responsible for the sueTHE WIRE, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1970

TIME FOR A DECISION
Major Hamish Mackinlay and Captai n Peter Burke discuss a problem

cess of Exercise 'Bersatu Padu '! We supplied communications for the co-ordinating of air-strikes, manoeuvring of the
fleet, positioning of Commandos during the beach assault, and
made possible the re-supply of the forward troops. We accomplished these tasks, passing traffic, mostly in English, partly in
Gurkhali and in a sprinkling of old-fa hioned Anglo-Saxon,
from radio control, by means of various nets, using C42,
Cll, Cll (SSB), Dll. The P.R. men showed great interest in
our four neutral rebroadcast stations which were situated on
inaccessible jungle hill-tops and resupplied daily by R.A.F.
Whirlwinds.
Lance-Corporal Bill Allen and Signalman George Blackwood
were settling down to a scrambled egg breakfast on top of
Bukit Jintek (RRB 88Echo) y,;Jien they found themselves the
target of a Company assault from 2 L.L Finally convincing
their disappointed captors of their neutrality, they reheated
their breakfast, sat down to their table, carved out of the jungle,
to then find them elves recaptured by a patrol of 3 Commando,
who highjacked a resupply helicopter which, amongst other
things, was bringing fresh eggs to the luckless 88Echo!
The Brigade rear link were also manned by the Troop.
They managed to see off the enemy who attacked their headquarters periodically. Lance-Corporal Tommy Gore and his
crew tell me they dug in the whole of H.Q. 4 Malaysian
Infantry Brigade so successfully in a particularly vile and
swampy clearing that they were all flootled out. Signalman
Steve Belcher, with his new kingsize beard, was mistaken for
a naval advisor through his muttering " Let's take the . . . .
tarboard tack out of here " which caused one or two suspicious
glances in his direction.
I am being assisted in this short account by ' Paddy Bersatu,'
which, in spite of its pedigree name, is a puppy of indeterminate
parentage. Staff Sergeant Clive King and Sergeant Gus Boag
p:cked it off the road when we were driving up on convoy
about six weeks ago. As the memory of ' Ber aru Padu ' fades,
may ' Paddy ' grow from strength to strength with ' Alpha '
Troop.

•n '

TTOtlJt-Cnptain

nob

' '' rijflat

The Dll stations have had great success working to Kuala
Lumpur from the Exercise 'Bersatu Padu ' area, avcra~ing
better than 22 hours' circut time each day despite electrical
storms at the Dungun end of the link. Signa•man James Dear
ha his own special souvenir of the exercise--a piece of burntout R4 from his transmitter antenna which was struck by
lightning. Meanwhile, back at the ' blunt end,' in Kuala
Lumpur, Sergeant Jim Ballard and his crew of Gurkha and
Briti h oldiers were f~ed to ' rough it ' in the Majestic Hotel.
A D13 station was loaned to 19 Brigade, with a crew made
up from the Troop and 14th Signal Regiment, to set up as the
national rear link. The crew managed to avoid being captured
by 42 Commando (enemy), but it bas been reported that the
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Scrut:to~s·

HOME, SWEET HOME
Corporal Calvert surveys his palm-beach abode-a little d ifferent to
the vi my blocks in Catteri ck

detachment commander, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Frank
Gadman, from 14th Signal Regiment, unfortunately fell imo
a very deep refuse pit whilst searching for his fork
some say not entirely accidentally!
· · · ·

'0'

Troop-Cnptnin Les \\' nwnsley
. 'Perfect Unity' was the cry from Commceo Troop of 249
Signal Squadron, as our own operators lined up alongside
those from 244 Squadron, waiting for the starter to drop his
~ag on Exerc~e ' Granada ' (the land battle part of Exercise
~ersaru Padu ). To help fill in our ranks, we were bolstered
with operators from the Royal Navy, the Royal 1'v arines,
J'\Ustraha, i;iew Zealand, Malaysia, Gurkhas from 17th Gurkha
S1gnal Regiment and ~rom 38 Group, R.A.F .-has there ever
~en a more cosmopolitan commcen? After some slight bump10g round the first bend, when varying bits of procedure had
to be sorted out, the runners settled down to help each other
round the course.
The runners were carefully ridden by our three expert
D.S .M.s-W.~.II (Y. of S.) Tom Martin (249), Staff Sergeant
(Y. of S.) B1 I Donnelly (249) and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.)
Mac McHugh (17th Gurkha Signal Regiment) who between
them, ensured that most of the field finished the cou:se. There
were, however, a few fallers, most notable of whom was
Corporal ~oberts~n (249) who fo1;1Dd Beechers Brook (in reality
the hole mto which 4th . Malaysian Infantry Brigade went to
ground) too much . for him, fell into it and broke his ankle.
For~unately, _we did not have to put him down and we're
hop10g he. will be fit for our November Handicap.
.In.tegrauon can never be all-embracing and therefore 'per~ss1on to gro~v ' had t? _be refused to all members outside
e naval contmgeot. S1milar!y, the Gurkha rum ration was
reser:red for those to whom It was originally intended. This
was JUSt as \~ell, or we may have lost more messages than
the one . to which we had to own up to. Io this respect we feel
we :u:e m~ebted to ' Tracer Jim ' (Staff Sergeant Mellett) (249)
who mvanably managed .to slide the blame on to . omeone else'.
Altogether a mo.st eo1oyable exercise, with friendships renewed and new fnends made.
• R ' Treoi-Lleutennnt Graham Gordon, Gurkha
SlgnaJs
~avin~ gone ?1rough pre-pre-exercise exercises, 249 Squadron
arnved m locauon-;-a palm grove by the sea! ' Romeo ' Troo
much t<? everyone s amazement, arrived almost intact, 0
~t~ vsh1cles and one trailer having been damaged en route•
t
ergeant John Scrutton, as packet leader slowed dow~
t~ alloll a flock o~ goats to cross the road and found his
~i~nofsier J:PU.0.g to join ~m in the front seat, with the
gn
Ra1kwnar Ra1, who had been playing follow
my l~ader r.ather too enthusiastically. A rather ter~e 'Gari no
stop explamed the reason for the demise of Staff Sergeant

J;

record of ' umpteen ' years' accident-free driving,
but it 1s to be hoped that he will not continue to learn
Gurkhali in such an expensive manner.
.The '_B Troop Gurkhas disappeared off to Kuala Lumpur
with their Dll. to ~stablish ~ link to Dung~. It would appear
that other nauons forces. m KL were bemg put in hotels,
bu~_ no su~~ accommodat1on . was arranged for the povertysmcken Bnush. Subsequent signals sorted everything out and
probably for rh;e first time in their lives, Corporal Minbahadur
Gurung and his detachment found memselves on an exercise
where re-supply was arranged by pressing the room service
bmton . . . .
' A ' TrO<?p Gurkh~s scatte_red in all directions and were to
be found either peermg anxiously out to sea, wondering just
C:Xactly where ~he other end of the link had sailed off to this
tlllle, or else six feet under~ro~od in the jungle, from where,
oddly eoo:igh,. the co~u!11cauons were perfect. Under the
magic _of flashing kukns, wielded by experienced hands, empty
holc:s m rhe ground soon became veritable rest rooms. Easy
chairs and t~bles, constructed with the aid of the jungle's
natural mat~nals, plu~ a great deal of experience and ingenuity
m!!de off-shift relaxauon far more pleasant than it might otherw1~i;: have been. As happened in more than one case where
Brmsh. ~nd Gurkhas worked and ate together on detachments,
the Brm h element .ar~ still, I think, wondering how it is that
a compo pack, cons1sung mostly of rice, can put the standard
BT 10-man pack to shame. It was far from u nusual to see the
G urkha ele~ent cooking~r perhaps I should say curryingthe _BT rations. supplemenung them with their own rice and
feedin~ the white faces, with the inevitable ' gurkha ru~ ' to
make 1t more of a party .. Such close co-operation certainly
made the problem of working together far easier for all concerned.
However, _we now await our return to Singapore, where we
start prep ar10g for yet another round of admin. inspections,
U.E . 1.~, etc. M'.l°y of the Troop will be leaving to go back
to their homes in the hills of N epal, either o n long leave or
redundancy. A~ their O.C., I would like to convey to t hem
all, through this means, my gratitude for the solid efforts
an~ canst.a nt cheerfuI?ess ".17hich they have shown throughout
tbeir pen od of service with the Troop.
As is the case with most large exercises Signals not only
have to worry about communications, but als~ the many visitors
who turned up each day. In fact, approximately 40 visitors
many of them '!·~.P.s came each day and included such notabl~
Corps personahues as B.G .S. F-\RELF Brigadier T I G
Gray; C.S .O., FARELF, Brigadier D.' E. Warren·. C ·so·
S!RA TCO, Brigadier G. Proudman, M.B.E.; Comdiand·e ; S
Signal Grouo, C'?'onel D. A. Polley, O.B.E.; C .0., LieutenantColonel J . H. Hild, M.B.E., and many other lesser bodies.
We were also hono~red by a most thorough visit by the
J'\rmy Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Peter Hunt and
his new C. of S., Major-General Thomas.
The exercise is now over and the clearing-up has begun
Probably no one else will say it, but I think we can be proud
of <?Ur efforts, and h~ve earned a quiet period in Singapore
( which I know we will not get)!
A Frirthl!r Stnrr1 from North of The Border

A WRA (officer takes a look at Scottish
Vo!unteers at Annual Camp
"My principal reacti'?n .is astonishment, mingled with
envy, admiration and compassion "
Dy Mnjor E. L. Boss, W.B.A.C.

Mai?r Ross, of 10th Signal
Regrment, acted as Senior
W.R.A.C.
Officer,
32nd
(Scottish) Signal Regiment
for the period of their annual
camp.

NXIETY about what
A
would be expected of me,
and _apprehension about living

condmoos, were my main
for concern during my
Journey north to 32nd (Scottish)
Signal Regiment's camp in
Scotland.
Now ~at. the camp is over,
·h
.
.
my
pnnc1pal
reaction
is
a.stoms meot, mingled with envy, admiration and compassion
(1f I may use the latter without sounding patronising).
~auses
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Cause f o r ast•nlshment , , ,
My first cause of astonishment-and this was where the envy
came in-was the Regiment's up-to-date equipment- Dl3s and
Siemens printers on ~up1ex working, aJ.l M.O.D. property,
mamtained by Roya~ Signals (V) technicians. This must represent a considerable capital ouuay- the guardians of government
defence expenditure are not usually so generous. To invest in
the T. & A.V.R. is a reassurmg sign of confidence in its
ability, and of recognition of its potential value.
• • • and a mnir a tion
I admired the general spirit of dedication, particularly when
I heard that for a large proportion of the .Regunent, attendance
at camp represented annual leave. One young koyat Signals
officer nad not had a summer holiday with his wife during
the six years of his votunteer service. One officer, with 22 years'
service, had completed 21 camps.
The competent, conscientious and diligent way in which the
officers, operators and technicians earned out their duties during the exercise, I accepted as norma.i; this is what this
country exp ects of its Forces in time of stress.
• • • and c ompassion
My compassion was aroused by the difficulties and hardships in the dally life of the volunteers, and even more by the
overnight conditions, the extraordinary discomfort of the
narrow beds, shaped like dug-out canoes, listjng p ermanently
to port or starboard, damp with the ageless cnih of wintry,
unneated huts.
The very strict administrative discipline during the exercise
filled me with amazement; the nigntty bookmg-in of troop s;
the confinement to camp, even d uring off-ducy hours; t'i1e
bans on civilian clothes and private cars. At first it seemed
to me that this firmness was harmfui; I know that it was
irksome. However, one show d consider what conditions will
face the volunteers during the next war. T hey will have to
aoandoo their families in cities subject to en emy obliteration
attacks, and to remain at their posts without news from home,
or p<!rhaps wim news of a very grim nature. This will probably
be a far greater trial than anything they themselve$ may be
experiencing, even though their o wn circumstances will probably be arduous and dangerous. Therefore, the discipline to
which the volunteers are subjected may be serving its purpose
in testing their submission to military obedience.
Ope n to comment-but • • •
The administrative and executive conduct of the daily programme at times was open to comment, but this was due to
inexp erience. I did so much admire the spirit in which any
muddles were accepted, particularly the noble effort of the allmale North Irish Horse to comply with the order to produce
a W.R.A.C. duty N .C.O.!
It was surprising to find not only mothers, but even grandmothers amongst the W.R.A.C. volunteers, and even more surprising, and very complimentary to W .R.A.C. discipline, to
discover that the W .R.A.C. S.S.M., in eight years' service,
had never had to put a volunteer on a charge .
Amusement nnd gaiety in the routine
There were countless daily events which brought amusement
and gaiety into the routine. In particular, the infiltration
attempts by hostile troops, although serious in their import
and in their execution, injected excitement and enjoyment into
the exercise programme. Then there was the officer who discovered a shower in the kitchen area, which was being used
for vegetable storage. He cleared it and was standing under
the water, busily spreading soap over his rather stout figure,
when four crates of cabbages collapsed on him! And on the
morning of departure, the Pipe Band played Reveille at 4 a.m.,
reinforced by the big drum and by a brick pounded against
the sides of the Nissen huts. When this treatment was meted
out to the W.R.A.C., they came out of ' their huts in force,
led by the duty N .C.0., wearing her red sash over her nightie,
and retaliated by emptying the firebuckets over the disturbers
of their peace!
The \V.n.A.C. - deterD1lned to show no sig11 of
e1notion
There were other occasions which aroused deep-felt emotions.
One of these was the entry into Cultybraggan camp of 52
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(Lowland) Squadron after their crossing of the Larig Ghru,
aod even more so, the return of the W.R.A.C. after their
adventure tra10ing and homeward trek over the mountains.
They marched in berund the Pipe Band to M.e sound of toe
Corps Pipe Maren. Their faces were very set and serious,
anct I thmk this was due not oruy to rneir exhaustion, but
also to the fact that this return of triumphant achievement
moved them almost to tears, and they were ctecerm.ned to show
no signs of emotion: this was a feeling shared by many of
the spectators.
The departure of the North Irish Horse for their night in
the hilts a1so iospifed admiration. They were led by their
Corporal Cook, in cook's c1othing, playmg an Irish march on a
set of Scottis~ pipes. The effect was somewhat spoilt by an
irreverent voice 10 the background, which said : " He's nae
batter at piping than he is at cooking."

T h e d ividing curta i n i s drawn bnck
On the last morning of camp, a volunteer N.C.O. asked
me to tell him honesu.y what is the Regular Army's opinion of
~he T. & A. V .R. 1 replied that the Reglllllr Army knows noth10g about the T. & A. v .R. For p eople like myse.f, on a short
atcachment, the dividing curtain is dra wn back for two short
we.e~s, and I have n o .v tried to set down my impressions and
op1ruons.

(In fact a number of T.A .V.R . units have worked alongside 1egular units in N. A .T .0. and Cyprus, where they have
crea:ed an exc..ellent impression.-Editor).

Live Oak, SHAPE, B.F .P.0. 26
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) P.
Brown w r i t e s about
called
having what is
a 'Plum Job' with
SHAPE.

N arriving at SHAPE, the
O
sight of such a large headquarters, with so many staff

officers of varying nations can be
overpowering, even to the best of
us. Ho wever, after going through
mountains of paperwork to enable
you to perform your normal daily
routine--e.g., passes for this and passess for that, rations
card~, insurance cards, bus passes, shopping passes, you eventually find the little office you are ass.gned to, and, if you are
lucky, you will find you are a member of the Live Oak Staff.
Live Oak is only one of the many ' divisions ' (as they are
called here) in SHAPE, but it is commonly known as the
' Plum Job.'
_As far as Royal Signals are concerned, we are very pleased
with and very happy at our work in Live Oak.
Although it is dirficult to term it as a • Faraway Places '
job, it could perhaps be termed as a ' Strangeaway Place,' as
the signals boys will tell you, to communicate with German,
Frenc'.1 and Americans can be strange at times, although one
can gain a wealth of information and friendship amongst the
three nations.

The Signals Family Tree
The Signals Family Tree at L ive Oak at present is:
· Lieutenant-Colonel E. 0. Smith, M.B.E., M.C., Sta.ff Communications Officer, Live Oak; W.0.1 (Y. of S.) P. Brown,
Warrant Officer - in - Charge Quadripartite Commcen and
Custodian Ofticer, Live Oak; Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. Sharpe,
in charge U .K. National Commcen, Live Oak; Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) K. McRae, Foreman of Signals for Live Oak.
Operators : Sergeant McLeod, Corporal Beresford, Corporal
Siggs, Corporal Brown, Corporal Wells, Corporal Hanrahan and
Corporal Rooney. Technician, Sergeant Hume.
In spor~ a Signals chap is always to the fore
We are very proud that, true to Corps tradition, we all take
an active part in the Live Oak activities, whether they be
sports type or traditional type. Although Live Oak is a fournation division, we still manage to provide a team to enter
most of the SHAPE competitions, and a Royal Signals dlap
is always to the fore.
Lieutenant-Colonel Smith (commonly known as 'Pronto'
when bowling, throwing darts or captaining the cricket team)
is a keen go!fer and came second in the SHAPE Tournament,
1969, and, in between, took part in the squash competition.
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it was like a ~chool team playing ll/. anchcster U nited. However,
the crowd of approximately 5,000 were all on the ' underdogs '
side and all were given a tremendous welcome, altl1ough we
eventually lost 9-2, the boys having a wonderful game.
At the final ceremony we were all surprised co learn that the
Likely Lads had won the Fair Play T rophy for the most
sporting attitude towards the competition .
We have since played three other local teams in the area
and although the Likely Lads ages are only 9-11 years we
have a group of boys who arc here to stay for a long time.

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
Major (Q.G.O.) llarknbir G11rung visits

N Tuesday, Jwie 23rd, we welcomed
the College
O
Major (Q.G.O.) Harkabir Gurung, M.V.O., Gurkha Major
of 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment, who, accompanied by his
to

THE LIVE OAK, SHAPE, CRICKET TEAM WIN A TROPHY FOR THE SECOND
YEAR RUNNING
The Live O•k cricket te•m-drown mostly from the Corps-photographed with
M•Jor-Gener>I J. D. Lunt, Chief of Staff, Live Oak, after he had presented them
with the SHAPE Inter-departmental cricket league trophy.
In the photo le'.< to ritht: Serg .. nt Kilby, R.A.O .C., Group Captoin Carson, R.A.F.,
Corporal Barron, Royal Signals, Corporal Davis, R.A~ F. 1 Corporal Wells, Royal
Si1n ..ls, Corpor.1 Rooney, Roy•I Signals, W .0.11 Clark, R.A.0.C., M•ior-Generol
Lunt, Corponl H•nrah•n, Royal Signals, P.O. Polkinghorne, R. N., Stoff-Sergeant
Sharpe, Roy•I Si1n•ls, Lieuten•nt-Colonel Smith, Royal Signals, W .0 .1 Brown ,
Royal Signals, Corpor.I Siggs, Royal Signals, W.0.1 Smith, R.A.O.C. and
Corporal Gullivar, R.A.F.

wife, has been visiting units and members of the Royal Corps
of Signals in U.K., representing the Commander, Gurkha
Signals, at the various celebrations of the Corps' Golden Jubilee.

Corporals Rooney, Siggs, Brown and Beresford are also
notables as members of the Live Oak cricket team, football
team, and Brown and Siggs play rugby for the SHAPE XV.
Staff Sergeant Sharpe has a finger in all activities and is
commonly known as the second-in-command of everything,
and although not a winner of medals, his ever-smiling face
and funny entries in the cricket scorebook, as the official scorer,
tend to make him a very popular fellow.
The rem.alnder may not be great sportsmen
but • • •

The remainder may not be great sportsmen, but they are
the best supporters Live Oak could have, and hold such titles
as 'i/c refreshments,' 'i/c cricket gear' and 'i/c raffles.'
One of the Live Oak achievements of 1969 was winning the
SHAPE inter-departmental cricket league for the second year
running, which was captained by Lieutenant-Colonel Smith.
Also, we had two members in Corporal Rooney and myself
getting into the quarter-finals of the SHAPE squash knockout
competition - Corporal Rooney losing his quarter-final and
myself going out in the semi-final.
One may think that it is all play and no work in Live Oak,
but to let you all see that that we do not lose touch with the
outside world, we have had course achievements, as follows:
Corporal Wells not only passed his ACE I with flying colours,
but went to 13th Signal Regiment and got a good pass in his
M.PTC I. Corporal Hanrahan managed another subject in
his ACE I. Corporal Siggs is away in Catterick flogging at his
Commcen Op. Bl.
And word has it that the Yeoman has sent for some radio
operator precis for those who need the additional trade; so
there won't be much slacking.
• The Ukely Lads '
On a more personal note I am proud to introduce to you
my football team, 'The Likely Lads.'
In an international set-up like SHAPE it was difficult for
the U.K. section of the school to run football regularly so I goc
a few boys together and took them out on Sunday afternoons.
This oon blossomed into 15-20 boys and became a regular
Sunday afternoon outing.
In May I entered a team in the Brussels XX miniplayers
Fa:rplay Tornoi at the Stad Fallon Stadium in Brussels, along
with 200 other contestants in all forms of spore.
Our draw was to play the College Bon Esperance on the
main ground, little did we realise that we were to play boys
of 14 years of age and when all were formed up on the pitch
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A MUCH APPRECIATED PRESENTATION
Major Harkabir Gurung , with his wife, shows the Commandant
the Pipe Banner presented to the College by 17th Gurkha Signal
Regiment. Also in the picture are Captain G. H. Mills, Royal Signals
and Captain G . E. Beard, R.A.E.C. Partially obscured is Captain
Max Young, Royal Signals

At' the College, Major Harkabir was able to renew acquaintance with four foril]er members of his Regiment: Colonel
Johnny Clinch, his Commanding Officer from 1962-65, Captain
Gordon MLls and Captain Max Young, Royal Signals, and
Captain George Beard, R.A.E.C.
During the afternoon, Major Harkabir toured the College;
later, he took tea in me Mayor's Parlour with the Mayor of
Harrogate, Alderman Edwin Pickard. In the evening came
what was, for us, the highlight of his visit, when he presented
to the Pipe Band a Pipe Banner emblazoned with the Badge
of 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment. This was the focal point of
a small, colourful and very ' family ' ceremony in which all
three College Bands took part. The Pipe Banner was received
by Pipe Major James Wilson, K.O.S.B., and affixed to the pipes
of the Apprentice Pipe Major, A/T. Ian Urquhart.
Major Peter Thain,

~l.D.E.

Another notable departure from the College this term was
that of Major Peter Thain, M.B.E., Royal Anglian, Officer
Commanding Scott Squadron since April, 1967.
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Commissioned iQ.to the 13th Frontier F orce R ifles, Indian
Army, in February, 1947, he was, on the partition of India,
re - commissioned in the
Suffolk Regiment. A widelytravelled officer, he has seen
service in Greece, Malaya
(during the emergency of
Trieste,
East
1949 - 51),
Africa (including the Mau
Mau uprising in. Kenya, the
revolt of the Sudanese
Army, and anti-cattle-rustling operations against the
Turkhana and Karamajong
tribes in Uganda), Wuppertal and Berlin. In 1962 he
.J
was seconded to the Singapore Military Forces to help
MAJOR PETER THAIN
raise and train the Second
He will be much missed
Battalion,
the
Singapore
Infantry Regiment. Here he
was involved in two serious riots in 1963-64, and in anti
incursionist operations in South Johore from 1964-65. From
1965-66 he served with the 5th Malaysian Brigade on the
Borneo border.
He was awarded the M.B.E. in the New Year's Honours List
for 1968 for services rendered to the Singapore Government.
Perhaps it was his penchant for appearing in trouble-spots
throughout the world that led to his posting frofll the cloistered
calm of the College to be Training Major to the 5th (Londonderry) Battalion of the Royal Ulster Defence Regiment; but
however that may be, he will be much missed. Apart from his
impact on Scott Squadron who, under his command, even went
so far as to become Champion Squadron three times, his long
spell as P.M.C. did much to enliven and 17ns~e the smooth
running of the O~cers' Mess. ':fhe rest <;>f, his tune he devoted
to his boys, to crtcket (under his supervmon the College team
twice reached the quarter-final of the Army Cup), to rugby
(he is a qualified referee), to gardening, to music and to ~tera
ture. With his keen, but kindly, sense of fun, he proved hllDself
truly a man of many parts. The College will wish him luck in
his new vosting.
Cycling
A/T Calum Watt, whose prom1smg start in the C)'.cling
world was recorded in a recent issue of THE WIRE, contmues
to distinguish himself. On Friday, 26th June, he rode as a
member of the full Army team in the Inter-Serv~ces' Track
Championships on the Harvey Haddon Stadium track,
Nottingham.
.
.
Competing in the pursuit team and also m the five-nule
events, A/T Watt helped the Army to win. all the events, with
a final score of 12 points. As a result of his performance, and
although still aged only 18, he was awarded his full Army
Colours.
Shooting

A/T Peter Holder, aged 17, a second-term Technician at
the College. distinguished himself in the Yorkshire Small-Bore
Rifle and Pistol Association's
All-comers' Prize MeeLing,
held at Knosrrop Range,
Leeds, on Saturday and
Sunday, 13th and 14th June.
Competing in his first
Open Rifle Meeting, he won
the Tindall Challenge Cup,
open to all-comers in Class
' D ' (those with an average
score during the season of
93 per cent or Jess). He also
won the Legard Cup for the
best Class ' D ' aggregate
score at the meeting.
He was one of the team
w h i ch represented the
College at the N.S.R.A.
A/T PETER HOLDER AND HIS CUPS
National Meeting at Bisley
He followed his elder brother S/Ser1eant
(F. of S.) Bri•n Holder into the Corps.
from 20th to 27th June,
The Captain of Corps Shootins will, no
results of which are not yet
doubt, have Peter down on his list of
to hand. up-and .. c:ominc Corps marksmen
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ob-Aqua Club

Dy W.0.11 'G.-ord1.-· Snnderso11, Jloyal Signal
The College Club, now known as the ' Blue Marlins,' have
just completed their first major project. In January we pur·
chased W et-sui t material for £70; out of it we have made
six complete suits. Anyone in the diving world will tell you
that a complete suit ' off the peg ' would cost about £21. With
the surplus cash we managed to buy two bottles, 75 cubic feet,
two demand valves (Seibe Gormon), two compasses, two knives,
two depth gauges and two weight belts. Sergeant 'Jim' Greaves
has become our master tailor, and he can produce a suit in
just over five-and-a-half hours. With the new equipment the
club entered the sea for the first time on Sunday, 7th June.
It was good to see Apprentice Tradesmen Travers, Hayward
and Stevenson fighting a two-inch crab!
Saddle CJub
The College started riding as a hobby in the winter term of
1969. In this day and age it is no longer possible to have
one's own riding establishment, and the College uses the
Pro~ pect Stables, Minskip, near Boroughbridge, which is owned
and run by Miss Frances Davison.
Ten Apprentices ride regularly each week and all have
reached a fair standard. Half of them, in fact, are now jumping
in the paddock.
The Club is run by Captain G. H. Mills, Royal Signals, and
W.O.I J. D. Griffiths. Riding has also been arranged for adult
staff of the College and for the staff's children.
We may produce a National or Derby winner yet!

1st. Division Signal
Regiment, B.F.P.O. 32
L THOUGH we had our anniversary celebrations in April,
A
the Regiment had a most pleasant surprise on the morning
of Monday, 29th June, when Colonel P. W. A. Holdsworth,
the C.R.E., 1st Division presented our C.0. with a magnificent
shield, a photograph of which appears below. Simply inscribed,
the wording reads: "Presented to the Command~r, Royal
Signals, 1st Division, by the Com!113nder, Royal Engmeers, 1st
Division, to mark the 50th Anmversary of the Royal Corps
of Signals, 28th June, 1920, to 28th June, 1970."
This was truly a wonderful surprise, and continues to show
that the bond of friendship between the Sappers and Signallers
is as strong as ever.
Cricket
Since our last notes, we have progressed through the second
round of the Divisional Cup, which was achieved at the expense of 39th Missile Regiment, R.A., whom we beat by 34
runs. Lance-Corporal RaybouJd's score of 38 and Captain
Knox-Johnston's 28, being a significant contribution to our
140 for 7 in 30 overs, to which 39th 111. issile Regiment replied
with 116.
The next round is against 15/19 Hussars, later in July. However, before this the team will have had a tour in Berlin.
They also have tours of Denmark and Holland, planned for
August.
That annual event, the Officers versus Sergeants match, took
place on Sunday, 21st June. The following account is written
by the Officers' Team Captain, Captain Knox-Johnston:

Officers versus Sergeants
The Officers v. Sergeants cricket match took place on the
Forest Ground, Verden, on Sunday, 21st June. It was decided
that the match would be of two innings each, starring at
12.00 hours.
The Officers won the toss and elected to bat on a very
hot day. At first scoring was slow, due to negative bowling
and good fielding. However, by lunch, the Officers were
101-3. After lunch the officers continued to bat and declared
at 151-8, top corer was Major O'Hara, R.A., with 43. When
the Sergeants batted they were in immediate trouble-Sergeant
Vanstone (42) and Staff Sergeant Mitchell (12) were the only

(Ccmcmued on page 359)
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Choosing the· right insurance
scheme. We'll advise you on all
forms of insurance, including life,
personal effects, household and
motor policies. It's especially important that your possessions are
insured when you' re posted overseas.
Making your money work best
for you. You need to make the
most of your spare cash. And we'll
help you-with advice on the right
form of saving, such as National
Saving Certificates, UnitTrustsand
stocks and shares.

Settling y our b ills. Have you
ever forgotten a payment? It need
never happen again. We'll take
care of all your regular m9ney
commitments, such as subscriptions, insurance premiums and
hire purchase instalments.

· The man to con ta ct is
Mr. D. P. Gardiner, who is specially
concerned with liaison between
H. M. Forces and the Bank. Write
to him, using the coupon and
he'll send you full details of all our
services to the Services.
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ADVENTURE TRAINING
Exercise t Golden Goose '
From its title, you may think this was something to do
with the Regimental Pay Office . . . quite correct, after the
pressures of work caused by the introduction of the Military
Salary, our Paymaster, Maior J. R. Bennett, R.A.P.C., decided
that it was time the Pay Office sampled the ' rigours ' of adventure training as described by subalterns (as they put their
claims in).
So, whilst the Regiment sat on the square awaiting to
depart on Exercise ' Summer Sales,' five cars were loaded with
tents, bivouacs, compo--and all the other paraphernalia of
camping. Leaving on Thursday, 11th June, they travelled in
comfort to the town of Seefeld, which is on the shores of the
Attersee, some 30 miles east of Salzburg. Two long climbs (by
tracks) up local mountains, a few daring attempts to enjoy
the swimming in the alpine lakes, and some fishin)? by
Corporals Boot and Mouncey, were amongst the activities. They
also visited the 'Eagles Nest' at Berchtesgaden (Hitler's retreat), and, of course, had a day in Salzburg. Perhaps the training was not so strenuous as some, but they all came back
looking fitter and better for it, ready again to face the endless
queue of pay queries, 1771s and petrol eoupons.
As we write, about half of the Regiment are away on
those summer activities summed up in the heading.
3 Squadron, under the leadership of Captain P. J. R. Brown,
are climbing their way around mountains in Bavaria and
Austria, and we hope to publish a full, illustrated report next
month.
1 Squadron are holding a summer camp up on the North
Coast near Kiel. There are several exercises yet to t~ke place,
and the next month or two sees various )?roups departing with
rucksacks, tents, canoes, and the like. This, of course, has
advantages for R.H.Q. Officers, who can get down to some
serious work.

Exercises
June was a busy month. The first week saw the Regiment on
a Divisional CPX, Exercise 'Hurst Park'; this was different,
if only for the locations. Instead of the usual Ion~ drive to
and from the exercise area, it was all fairly local. The weather
was fine throughout, and this was perhaps the reason for the
H.Q. finishing up in so many woods!
Exercise ' Summer Sales,' in the middle of June was another enjoyable week, with clear skies and hot sunny days.
Once again in familiar territory, it was a most successful exercise, although village taverns were again somewhat disappointed,
as not only were woods in favour, but some 'unusual' locations were found.

1
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two to reach double figures. They were all out for 101. (Captain
Stock, 5 for 11).
There was now only Lt hours to go, and the final of the
World Cup started after an hour. However, the Sergeants insisted on the second innings and the Officers went to the
crease; 33 runs were scored in 10 minutes and the Officers
then declared, leavin~ the Sergeant 84 to get 'in 45 minutes
to win. This they did, with three minutes to spare, for the
loss of three wickets.
It was a most enjoyable day's cricket. The weather was
perfect and the ground picturesque. As for the cricket, nearly
400 runs were scored and 21 wickets taken.

Sailing
Sandwiched between exercises were the Division Regatta and
the Signals anniversary match. Naturally they were run consecutively so our team was split between the two events. Apart
from Second-Lieutenant West's dramatic capsize at the Mohne
there was a lot of good sailing. Signalman George Bell had
some particularly good races at che Division meet at Dummer.
No prizes were brought home but a lot of experience was
gained.

K eyhole Dru- o pened
Mrs. Col'een Thompson stepped forward in the Officers'
Mess on 4th July and declared the Keyhole Bar open and
unveiled the keyhole motif on the door. The bar, built on
lavish standards, was de igned by Mrs. Thompson who saw it
progress in record time from its blueprint stage in May. The
bar now dominates what was the ladies' room, and gives the
much-needed extra room required with a Squadron of thirsty
avfators who reinforce our equally l'hirsty Mess members. The
bar, with rich leather padding, rheostat controlled lighting, is a
great credit to the designer and to W.0.11 May, our Deputy
Works Officer, who produced ideas and, much more important,
little men with hammers and paint.
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2nd Division Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 46

XERCISE 'Summer Sales' dominated our month. For
2 Division it was very much a waiting game. Waiting for
E
7th Regiment to move out of our next location or into the one

we had just left. We had our fair share of adventures with gas
attacks, crash moves and the like which kept the Regiment on
its toes. The World Cup led to TV sets appearing in the most
odd places. A colour TV was seen in a well-known wood with
a very gloomy audience of Staff Officers witnessing the defeat
of the English team.
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UP AND COMIN G SAILO R
Signalman George Bell before a race at Dummersee
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R egim e nta l Sports D ny
The Horsfield Trophy was the prize for the Inter-Squadron
meeting at Birdwood Barracks on 4th July. The challenge WjlS
taken seriously by the Squadrons and clearly some must have
been training whilst on Exercise ' Summer Sales.' The three
stars that emerged from the two-day meeting were LanceCorporal ' Andy ' Andrews of 1 Squadron, R.S.M. Richardson
and Sergeant ' Dusty ' Miller of 2 Squadron. That was the
order in which they finished in the table fo,.. the best athlete.
' Andy ' Andrews won two sprint events ~nd wa well pla~ed
in several other events. The R.S.M. easily won the stamma
events 880 metres, one mile and three miles. He crushed
Lance~Corporal Fe.rns, the Birdwood 'lip,' who jlad promised
to leave the old man standing! A second ' Dusty ' Millet
359

appeared on the ccne in the form of the D.0.P.T., Major. S. E.
Miller, M.B.E. As referee of the meeting he took part m the veteran ' race which he regards as his benefit. The Paymaster,
Captain David Price, with an unprecedented amount of service
an d therefore compensating start beat the outraged D.0.P.T.
into second place. The Chain of Command race produced its
u ual crop of injurie amongst the more senior runners. No
furdi er bulletins are being i sued on a distinguished groin
injury.
Although 2 quadron won a well-fought tug-of-war and
R.H.Q. Squadron, heavily disguised as the R.S. v . and his
much-raced R.P.s, did extraordinarily well; 1 Squadron won the
Inter-Squadron event. It is understood that celebrations in the
Squadron Beer Garden should soon end.
Criekf't.

The Regiment's record to date has been very impressive:
Played 11 won 10, drawn 1 and lost 0.
In the B.A.0.R. major units cup we have only played the
first match, that being against 50 M issile Regiment which
resulted in a comfonable victory. At one stage we were 55-4
but then Sergeant Don Lightfoot and Corporal Peter Carrington took the score to 190-4 at the end of our 30 overs. The
former scored 70 n.o. and the latter 55 n.o. We then dismissed
50 Missile Regiment for 140. So naturally we have high hopes
for the future.
The Divisional final is in August and the team is training
hard.
Su b - Aqua

Major Colin Bunce, our officer who travels, was last heard
of in Italy. Somewhere near Genoa he and some 40 soldiers
from the Regiment are diving for dubloons. Rude postcards
received from the camp give no indication of the amount of
diving that has taken place. It is planned to give this expedition
full coverage in our next report.

the PYE
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How many readers have noticed that the Cross Keys badge
of 2nd Division was upside down in the last issue? (Red .fa ces

somewhere in the Editorial departrnent.-Editor).

3rd. Division Signal Regime nt
Bulford Camp
J une, 1 970
"'{X7HA T a month . .. we had everything. Visiting generals,
l' l' small rifle meetings, big rifle meetings, a Regimental
week, plus normal commitments, such as gliding championships, KAPE projects and so on.
5 0tb Ann h ·ersa ry Para de
We bad the honour of organising, feeding, accommodating,
drilling, and finally taking part in the SOth Anniversary Parade,
held on 21st June in Salisbury. Approximately 330 officers
and men converged on Carter Barracks in preparation for
the great event. Thanks to the Second-in-Command, Major
Guy Rogers, and bis team, everyone found a bed, had a meal,
and settled in as though the situation happened every week.
Then it was the turn of the R.S.M.; normally when he
wants a drill parade, the Squadron Commanders put their
heads together, hatch a dastardly plot and send their men all
over the South of England, rather t!1an lose them to ' that man
with the big stick.' But this time he was in his glory. He
had 48 hours to blend together 450 men from various units,
including the Volunteers, into a perfect machine. How they
sweated; it was round the square again and again, until it
was thought that like the proverb of that certain bird, they
miiµtt disappear. But eventually they were ready. 21st June
arnved, and after a wonderful service in Salisbury Cathedral,
the troops formed up.
In front of the Re~ulars were the Old Comrades, proudly led
by their Standard Bearers.
The parade commander was Colonel T . G . H. Jackson,
0 .B.E ., C.S.O. of 3rd Division; Captain M . A. Thorne and
W.0 .1 G. E. Morrill, from the Regiment, had the honour of
being Parade Adjutant and R.S.M. respectively.
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The salute was taken by the Master of Signals, Major-General
Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E. Through the City
they marched, standards carried proudly, medals shining in
the morning sun, the bands resplendent in full dress, a sight
to stir any red-blooded Englishman.
Then it was over, but not forgotten. One wag suggested
that the whole lot should be taken to Catterick to let them see
how a parade should be run, and it should happen at least
once a month.. Little docs he know. Then it was back to Buiford; 350 men had to be 'fed and watered ' and moved out
in the space of two hours, for we had a further 120 men waiting
to move in, fingers itching for a crack at the Corps shoot.
On: e again Major Rogers had done his work well. Everyone
found his bed, the team captains were meeting, and the rifle
meeting was under way. A few notes on the Regiment's progress are penned by Sergeant Benny Goodman, of 2 Squadron.
The week flew by and then it was full tilt in the Regimental
Week. But as it ran into July, it would be cheating to pen
it at this stage, so our goings-on will be listed in the next
edition.
Whilst all the activity was going on, we had the pleasure
of receiving Lieutenant-General Sir Mervyn Butler, K.C.B.,
C.B.E., D.S .O., M.C., the G.O.C., STRATCO. Unfortunately,
it was only a flying visit, but we feel sure the General was impres&ed with what he saw, and we hope his ne;t visit will be
much longer.
Our ne-'i.'t visitor was the Divisional Commander, MajorGeneral T . D. G. McMeekin, O.B.E. This, unfortunately, was
the General's farewell visit. We all wish him every success
in his next appointment and hope we will see him again when
he visits 3rd Division.
We also had the pleasure of receiving Colonel P.H. F. Webb,
M.B.E., who handed over command of the Regiment to our
present C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Bohannan in 1969. We
trust that his visit brought back many happy memories.

Major D. P. Watsop., O.C. 2 Squadron, said "can we produce a rifle team?" "Yes sir," replied the T roop Sergeant,
knowing full well that nine-tenths of the Regiment were away
at summer camp or on exercise.
It is surprising what can be found in rear details. Monday
morning at five-to-eight, the call went round, volunteers are
required for a rifle team. By 8.15, an assortment of chaps,
weapons, etc., were aboard a truck and away for the first of
three days practising for the STRAT CO shoot, followed by
the Corps Rifle Meeting. Finally, a team was produced consisting of Major D. P. Watson, Sergeant Keith Cooper, Sergeant
Ben Goodman, Corporal Vivian, Corporal Gregg, LanceCorporal Jones and Signalmen Finch, Ward and Squair.
Armed with. the various matches written on little pieces of
cardboard in our top pockets, we commenced battle. Bulford
Ranges, gorgeous sunshine, ' Paddy wagon ' delivering tea and
buns, lying flat on stomachs, squeezing triggers- who could ask
for more? For those who don't know, shooting is, in fact, hard
work, even without the rundowns. But try to tell this to the
non-shooters. We acquitted ourselves very well, being runnersup in several matches in the STRATCO shoot, and well-placed,
considering our lack of experience and practise, in the Corps
meeting.
Signalman Ward lost his backsight ten minutes before one
match, yet still produced his usual good score, with his sight
jammed in place with a match stick. (See the pun?). 'Fearless'
Finch effortlessly produced good scores, but said he did not
believe in ' lollipopping.' " Aim for the middle," he said.
"What middle," said the two Sergeants, as the No. 12 target
dirnppeared behind their foresights at 200 yards distance.
Finally, the Falling Plate Competition, with the School of
Signals running favourite-we beat them. Then 14th Siimal
Regiment- we beat them. The tension mounted. Next 30th
Signal Regiment-we ran, we fired, we won. Then the final,
against 7th Si~al Regiment. We ran, we didn't fire! "Stop!"
yelled the Range Officer, as we were about to drop prone.
The trestle supporting the plates had fallen down! We walked
(staggered) back to the start point; ten minutes' deep breathing
and we ran again and WON. Feeling like Davids of Goliath
fame, we sauntered to the beer tent and downed the pints
kindly provided by the C.0 . "After all, we only came for
the beer," said Signalman Ward. "And the plates," said
Signalman Finch.
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The Ca111era catches so1ne of the spirit of the Golden Jubilee Reunion - Catterrek, 2?th to 28th June 1970

[Photgraphs: Courtesy ']. K. Hendren,
I.

1 60

Market Place, Richmond, York s.

Corps Fanfare Trumpeters open the Retreat Ceremony.
five minutes earlier!

Heavy rain had stopped

2. The large audience watching Retreat
3.

Later in the evening Major-General David Price (Rep. Colonel Commandant) and
Brigadier Tony Tighe (Commander Training Brigade) chatting to an Old Comrade-obviously in good form

'4, S, 6, 7.

No lack of good cheer as the evening wore on

8. After Church.
9.
10.

A solid array of Standards headed the Parade

Founder Members led by Colonel F. E. B. Jones march past with pride and spirit
Old Comrades marching in record number were an impressive sight.
of Signals takes his last salute.

11. The young regulars were as smart as ever

The Mast1 r

4th. Division Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
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Sommt•r sales

were all ready to roll some 24 hour before we
eventually le~ barrack and hence there was a general
that the exercise ~ot off co a slow start. Captain Richards
and his cook were gettmg somewhat dazed when plans were
laid for meal in tfie field and these were changed to "in
barracks " for three consecutive meals.
However, once we had taken to the road the exercise for
~e. mo t p'lrt, was intere ting and contained the usual am~sing
modems. There wa a notable absence of cartoons cros words
a~d the like being passe~ over Mufax as the Conilieads were
fa;rly hard pressed, parucularly during periods of Electronic
Si!e!1ce. ~t \"'.as ~nly after the Unit Security Officer demanded
an 1Dve t:Jgauon mto the unusually large hidden object in the
Auto 40 of ~ance-Corporals Matthews, Lindsay and Orr that
he wa reminded of the World Cup Competition and that
all Comheads were well equipped to watch every minute of
every TV broadcast. There was certainly no shortage of
~ teles ' ~ the field and the more astute owners who charged
:>O pfennigs a look were not only popular but a good deal
better off after two days in the field!
The Comci:ns had a fa_irly steady exercise with good comforrab_le locauons and,_ w1_th well sited rebros working satisfacto_nly, ,our c:ommumcat.1ons p~oblem~ were minimal. Some
notm~al ~vmg made life a mfie ea 1er, but we were 'tied '
co staac Bngades at a control H.Q. This was unusual for us
as normally our two Brigades, 4th Guards and 20th Armoured
are anything but static.
'
' Nod~y suits ' a~d res_Pirators were used very frequently on
one par:n.cular day m ~am H.Q. :-- the hottest, needless to say!
R~o~non . prov~d diff?clll:t at ames and a means of identification ID this uruform 1s likely to be devised soon.
.

fechn~

:\ fair wind bloweth
The Regi!Dental dinghy sailing team, consisting of Major
Hartnett, Lieutenants Barnes and Stuart, A.S.M. Thomas,
Sergeant Abraltams and Lance-Corporal Swaile have so far
had t~vo s~ccessful matches in the B.A.0.R. team racing
championship.
The first encounter with 27th Medium Regiment R.A. was
w?n by 18f to 22t a~~ was a straight forward sailing dual
with all helmsmen sailing as fast as possible.
The second match, on tfie other hand, was a cut-throat
banle and the first race looked bleak as our opponents, 4th/7th
R.D.G., held first and ~econd places at the last mark. However,
boat number t\vo was snacked ' by the Barnes boat and then
the li'.ll1nett _boat and retired gracefully! The second race was
m?St mterestmg and places changed continually with a gusty
wmd and some good team sailing. Eventually we got the better
of the 4th/7th team and ~?n the match by 17f points to 23f .
Th~re . were many exc1trng battles within the three races
constituting ~e Reg~ental Regatta. The real feature of the
day w~s the mtroducuon of a number of newly-rated helmsmen
to. racmg. Corpo~al Van Ross, Lance-Corporals Swaile and
R•chard.son and Signalman Hurrell all showed a lot of promise
fo~ _b egmners. The crewing was so energetic that it was surpnsmg that no boats capsized to windward. It was agreed that
It was a good day ar;id there were many contenders for the six
boats t>:1at the Regiment had entered in the Royal Signals
Regatta.
This regatta was a three-day event witfi individual racing on
the . first nvo days al:!d tel!m racing on the third day. The
Reg1ment took away tts farr share of the prizes which were
pr~ented by Mrs. Horsfield, wife of the Chief Signal Officer
~·or ~artnett, crewed by his wife, won the overall champion~
hip with thr.ee wins and a !ifth. Lieutenant Stuart, crewed by
Sergeant Siil':~• was ~e wmner of the novice award. In the
team competmon our A ' team (Major Hartnett Lieuteants
Bar~es and Stuart, crewed by Lance-Corporal 'Richardson
SwaJI~ and Corporal Van Ross respectively) were runners-up t~
7th 1~1 Regiment after narrowly defeating 1st Regiment in
the senu-final, the result depending on a protest!
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REGIMENTAL REGATTA WELL SUPPORTED
~elmsmen being briefed before the start of the first race.

Left to
right: Sergeant Ford, Staff-Sergeant Orton, Lance-Corporal Popmacher, Lieutenant Stuart, Signalman Falconer, Lieutenant-Colonel
Stonham, Sergeant Smith , Corporal Kent, Major Hartnett, Corporal
Jones and Lance-Corporal Lewis

Goll

Our congratulations go to Foreman of Signals Cochrane
who recently won the Milne Cup, which is the most covetedtrophy of the Sennelager Golf Club. The competition is a
36-hole Stapleford for the trophy presented by Corporal Milne
late of the Corps who was the first professional at the club. '

Water polo
The Regimental . wat~r polo team reached the Divisional
~al for the first nme ID many years having knocked out 71
A:rcra~ Workshops in the semi-final by 3 goals to 1. The team
(Capt8lll Hood, Ye~man Travers, Corporals Hart, Wheatley,
Dando, Lock, N ev1lle, La_nce-Corporal Forsyth, Signalman
McS~een an~ Sapper Bathie) took to the water against 27th
Medium Regiment R.A. for the final. Our opponents won
comfo~tably by 9 goals to 1, but it was an enjoyable game
and did not. feel as. one-side~ as the score suggests. Our team
"".as not qutte so h1gbly motivated as the Gunners for whom
victory meant water polo in lieu of R.A. practice camp!

Birthday presentation
Padre Rennison conducted a very pleasant Morning Service
on :Su.nday, 28th . June, 1970,, and the large attendance was
granfy1Dg. Followmg t~e Service the Officers adjourned to the
~ess and, before .settling down to a curry lunch, witnessed a
birthday presentation. The Commanding Officer, LieutenantC?l?~el Stonbam, made a short speech before asking the
D1v1s1onal Commander, Major General D. W. Fraser, to accept
a figure. of ' Mercury ' on behalf of all mess members from
the Regimental Officers.
The presentation completed, the G.0.C. thanked the Colonel
a_nd <;>~cers ~or tfie figure and the gesture behind its presenta~on. Jllll?1Y was ~en placed in a ready made glass presentation case m the main entrance hall of the Officers Mess.

Sergeant.'ii• celebrate
<?n, S~turday,, 27th June, 1970, the Sergeants' Mess held a
ladies dmner mght followe~ by a ball, which was attended by
a totl!l of 150 members, ladies and guests. In preparing for this
fu?ct1on se~eral venues were suggested, investigated and
re1ec~ed, ~nul finally we had a brilliant idea - hold the entire
function m the Sergeants' Mess.
. For those of you who remember the dimensions and believe
it to be impossible - so did we, but with tfie blind faith
of the Mess Manager, Mr. George Bogunovie and Mess
Sergea_nt, Tom Cro~, the impossible was achieved.
J?es1gned to provide a long overdue dinner night for the
ladies and also to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Corps,
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it was guaranteed success from the start, but no one would
have dared to predict just how fantastically successful it would
turn out to be.
During his speech R.S.M. A. R. Hill mentioned another
prominent anniversary at midnight, the ' Golden! Wedding'
of Sergeant Morris Pearson, and his wife, Barbara. He also
said farewell to Sergeant Bob Davison, R.P.C., and his wife,
Maureen, complimenting them on being our most colourful
exponents of teenage fashion, and being kind enough 'to say
that Maureen's startling bottomless, topless, backless and
strapless creations had always found favour in his eyes.
Precisely at midnight a dramatic surprise - a male voice
choir composed of members of Regiments and Corps other
than Royal Signals, under the skilful baton of W.0.11
(S.Q.M.S.) Eric Slater, R.A.P.C., sang "Happy Birthday Royal
Signals, Happy Birthday to You." What a splendid example
of integration at its best (and a current rumour that they
were detailed and forcibly framed is unfounded!).
The R.S.M. presented an anniversary bouquet of roses and
carnations to Mrs. Barbara Pearson, for wnich he received a
kiss, which prompted other ladies to have a check of their
anniversary dates. The closest was 10 years and 17 days only 348 days to wait!
The raffle produced some wonderful prizes and even made
a profit, under the skilful persuasion of Sergeants Bernie Glen,
R.A.O.C., and Tony Morris, R.A.M.C., Whichever one of them
offered a weekend with the R.S.M. as the last prize has a great
deal of explaining to do to several ladies who wanted tickets,
and one in particular who claimed she had won him!
W.O.Il Frank Hothersall, A.C.C., produced yet another
superb meal, the band of the 3rd Carabiniers (Prince of Wales)
provided excellent music until 3.00 a.m. and finally a stately
drive home at some time after 4 a.m., with the birds warbling
merrily.
One final note: Sergeant Taffy Jones, R.E., insisted a
' Redcoat ' would be last to leave, but Sergeant Tony Morris,
R.A.M.C., was determined it would be a 'Blackcoat.' We left
them there, singing "Men of Harlech " and reliving Rorke's
Drift, but who did win?

Su1D.Jner camp
As these notes go to the Editor half the Regiment is at
Summer Camp on an island in the Mosel near Treis. We hope
next month to give you a full account of the goings on there, or
some of them! It is, of course, our second visit and a number
of local inhabitants claim to have remembered us from last year!

dinner, ball and breakfast. By 8.30 p.m., sherry gla ~es were
empty and dinner was r eady. Then, led by R.S.M. and Mr .
M. E. Wilson, we made our way, in very colourful procession,
from the M e~s to the restaurant, where we were played in
by the Band of The 1st Queen's Dragoon Guards, conducted
by W.O.II B. McCabe.
Our P.M .C., W.0.11 Terry Cushen, and P.E.C., W.0 .11
Paddy Magowan, ably assisted by W.0.11 Roy Cockroft managed to ' obtain ' sufficient furniture and tableware to eat 186,
and made a superb job of preparing the tables and restaurant.
Sergeant John Wall (A.C.C.) and his team of cooks prepared
an ex-::ellent six-course dinner, which was thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone.
Three toasts, The Queen, The Royal Corps of Signah and
The Ladies, raised our spirits. Then the R.S.M. made a speech
and presented a sword each to W.0.I (Y. of S.) Pete Kent and
W.O.I (F. of S.) Frank Smith, both of whom arc leaving us
shortly on commissioning. We were then pleasantly surprised
when the R.S .M. presented eact1 of us with his personal donation of a SOth Anniversary gold inscribed glass.
After speeches by Yeoman Kent and Foreman Smith, and
when the strains of 'Begone dull Care' had faded, we walked
back to the Mess, just in time to open champagne and celebrate the arrival of 28th June, 1970.
The ball then got off to a good start and we were delighted
when our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Birtwist'e and Mrs.
Birtwist:e joined us. Another surprise -came during the ball
\v~1en Staff Sergeant Bernie Olley (R.E.M.E.) and Staff Sergeant
Bob Aubrey (R.E.M.E.) organised all the non-Royal Signals
members into a choir and sang ' Happy Birthday, Royal Signals '
to a cheering audience.
Breakfasting started at four o'clock and, like the band and
the dancing, was still going well at six o'clock, when some
of us decided it was time to depart.
.KAPE

To keep the public in U.K. up to the mark on life in
B.A.O.R., we have sent off the first of two KAPE teams to
Bradford and Sheffield. This team is commanded by Lieutenant
Roger Whitehead and consists of two C42/Cll detachments
from this Regiment, and two Dll detachments from our sister
Regiment, 22. The next team leaves in a month's time.

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
OST of the month has been taken up with exercises.
The Regiment was out in full strength for ' Summer
M
Sales,' back in camp for a brief weekend befort re-deploying
for 'Northern Signal' (cum ' Sky Blue, cum 'Sigex '), and
then, to cap it all, called out on ' Quick Train ' four days
later-just as the vehicle repainting programme was well under
way. So there wasn't much time for other acfivities.

Shooting
We reported last month on our modest success in B.A.0.R.
meetings. This month our team went to U.K. for the Corps
shoot at Bulford. The members of the team were Captain Ray
Raynor, Lieutenant Tony Singtetortt Staff Sergeant Barry
Hassell; Sergeant ' Dinger ' Bell, Sergeant Philip Taffinder,
Corporal Fred Giles, Corporal Pete Barratt, Lance-Corporal
' Bones ' Wishart, Lance-Corporal Dave Turner, and, last but
not least, Sergeant ' Titch ' Reynolds who, as non-shooting team
captain, managed the team so successfully. Although the only
outright win was that of Lieutenant Singleton as an individual
in the ' Roberts,' the team came second in Roupell, Whitehead,
Association Cup, Unit Championship, Falling Plate.
We also gained third place in the Small Arms Cup, and
three of the team, Lieutenant Singleton, Staff Sergeant Hassell
and Sergeant Bell, were invited to represent B.A.0.R. in the
Methuen. Congratulations to them all on a very fine effort.
50th A1uliversary Celebrations
Positively the most apposite celebration of the Jubilee was
the ladies' night in the Sergeants' Me s. Our correspondent
rep"Jrts ...
W.O.s and Sergeants Celebrate in Style. - To mark the
actual day of our SOth Anniversary, we celebrated with a grand
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U.K. BOUND TO KEEP THE ARMY IN THE PUBLIC EYE (KAPE)
Left to right: Lieutenant Roger Whitehead, Signalman 'Moggy'
Mclean and 'Ginge' Tate, Lieutenant-Colonel Bertwistle (C.O.)
Signalman Ian Poole, Lance-Corporal Dave Harlam, and Signalman
Jock Mclean

.F ootnotes
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal 'Jonah' Jones who, with
a scratch partner, reached the quarter-finals of the men's open
doubles in the B.A.0.R. Tennis Championships. At that point
they came up against the second seeds and bowed out gracefully.
We recently experienced an auto failure. It turned out to
be caused by the cows requiring to get into the byre for milking and they just couldn't wait.
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8th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Conl(rntul ntlons
RIDE of place goes to Mr. George Edward Mills, chargchand labourer, affectionately known and remembered by
tho e who ~1ave served in Catterick Camp over the past 24
yea rs as • Joe' on his award of the British Empire Medal in
the Queen's Birthday Honours List for 1970.
Joe ~ills enlisted in the Corps in 1924 and, on leaving the
colours m 1946 after 21 vears' ervice, joined the taff of the
chool of Signals as a civilian. He served with the School for
21 years and was transferred to 8th Signal R egim ent in June
1967, when the School moved to Blandford.
He formally retired a.t the age of 65, in February of this
year, but elected to conunue to serve, and is still an active and
valued member of the civilian staff.
.~e enjoys ~e. ~istincti~n of .completing 46 years' combined
mt11tary and ~ivil1an service with Roya l Signals this year.
Congratulauons on a well-deserved reward for a lifetime
of valuable service.

. La~er in. t!Je e':'ening the usual round of V.I.P.s started, the
h1ghhght v1s1t bemg by the retiring Master of Signals MajorGeoeral Sir William Scott, K .C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., who stayed
for nea~ly an hour chatting to founder members and many
old sol~ers who. had served with him in his many years as a
professional soldier.
The shutters were finally pulled down on a very successful
Golden Jubilee Weekend at 23.59 hours on 28th June.

SPORTS
Garrison Combat Raco
Perhaps the Garrison Combat Race is not :f~arded by all
as ~ ' sp?rt.' 24th Signal Regiment ran a very •ruccessful event
a~a~n this year. 1:wo teams c<;>mpet_ed from the Regiment, cons1stmg al'!lost enurely of basic tramees, one team firllsh ing a
very creditable fourth place and the other firllshing tenth.
Tog -of -war
~e 100-stone team has been undergoing some strenuous
rr:immg under the watchful ey7 and enthusiastic coaching of
Lieutenant Ken Hadfi_eld. !lavmg won the Brigade, District
and Command Champ10nsh1p, they are now preparing for the
Army finals on 27th/28th July.

9th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 53
Water sports
neighbours, 262 Signal Squadron, organised a splendid
d ~y's ente rtain~ent to celebrate Princess Royal Day.
Celebrations ~ tarted with a church service at Dhekelia, and
after l~ch 1t was off to the beach for a light-hearted
compeuuon between the Signal Squadrons on the island.
2 Squadron proved champions of the day led by that well
known water babe, W.O.Ir (S.(R)Q.M.S.) Tom Cooper. Relay
races, unde.rwat~r plate ~~nting, a fyolic in di.nghies and ' greasy
pole and pillow. competiUon formed the mam attractions.
Among the victors, the greasy pole experts - looking decidly
bal?dy-legged -:- were Corporal Bob Holwetl, Sienalman Jim
Le1vers ~nd S1enalman Stew Parrish. The dinghy frolicking
team, with W.0.11 Cooper and Signalman Al Cripps have
now recovered from the effects of a surfeit of salt water.

OUR

WELL DESERVED
Mr. Geo~ge Edward Mills being congratulated by the Commanding
officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Akass on his award of the B. E.M.

Wedding
<?n Saturda)'., 4th July, Lieutenant Lesley Hattley, W.R.A.C.
(spmster, of this. Reg1ll'!ent), married Captain Colin Cruickshank
(bachelor, of this Regiment). The Regiment was well represented, _and those that know of the dramas over Colin's car, are
wondez:mg whe~er the happy couple ever got to their honeymoon m Austna.
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants• ~fess
Th ose of o_ur readers who have visited the Mess would
hardly recogmse . It now. It has been completely renovated
and now looks hke a first class lounge bar. It was officially
?pen~ , on 22n~ May, and an old-fashioned lunch-time
session was enioy~d by all. Who said it was fortunate we
stood do~n for Whit break on that day.
Immedia~ely after the break life became hectic for all members, especially the committees, with the preparation for the
Old Comra~es' Golden Jubilee Weekend. There were the
usual last-mmute hitches, but in spite of these, the 'f>' ess was
ready and the bar open to receive our 370 Old Comrades
by 10.00 on 27th June.
The evening's entertainment was due to start at 21.00 hours,
but due to our normal Catterick weather, the R.S.M. arrived
to a packed Mess a good hour before the festivities were due
to Start.
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Horse of tho Year Show
One of o~ many. thriving clubs is the Famagusta Saddle
Club and .this year 1t was their turn to stage the All Ishnd
one dav trials. Over 300 people turned out to watch an exciting
day's sport.
Dressage and show jumping took place in the morning and
the cross-country event in the afternoon.
. Regretta~I"'., the Regiment did not excel, finishing third, but
it was a st!rling effort on behalf of a small club riding against
very. expenei:iced horsemen from other parts of the island. A
special mention J?Oes to SiJ?nalman ' Stew ' Kennedy who is
one of our up and corning riders.
. The club at the moment, is not well patronised by Roval
S1'!11als personnel but, come October, a full scale recruiting
drive to get more Corps members will be well under way.
Messing about In boats
With ~umrner .upon us, c;harter~g the Regimental boat,
Hermes, 1S becommg an ever mc~as!ngly pop)llar pastime. For
the Famagusta. beach ~wellers, 1t 1s a regUJar sight to see
Hermes chugg10g off mto the morning sun loaded to the
gunwales with beach chairs, sun shades, cold boxes and crates
of refreshment.
Rum?ur has that the craft is powered by a revolutionary type
of _engme, fuelled by ~y of the three local grades of beer
available ..Perhaps the trail of empty cans slowly sinking in the
blue Mediterranean has something to do with it!
Champion Squadron
Gather to~ether the trophies won by 1 Squadron in 1970
so far ~nd its easy to see how they have earned the title
' C'.hamp10~ Squadron' 1970. Their victories include the Cyprus
Mmor. Units :f'.ootball a!ld Basketball Knockout competitions,
the ~mor Un~ts Athlencs team competition and the C.S .O.s
Athleucs meetm~. At_ s~ooting, too, honours go to the 1
Squadron team m wmrung the C.S.0.s Falling Plate com-

petition, and individually the S.L.R. and S.M.G. competition.
It is with much regret, therefore, that we say goodbye to
two of the Squadron's key figures, both on retirement. The
O.C., Major John Williams, who leaves to practice law, and
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Bert Fugill. ·
It is reported that me Sergeant Majors departure brought
tears to the eyes of the Regimental barber, but after a brief
introduction to W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Ray Danells his confidence
was restored and, drying his eyes, he was last seen ordering a
new car.

SERGEANTS' MESS N OTES
Contributed by W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Bill Smith
On 19th June, the Royal Signals members of the Mess
played host to all the Royal Engin eers and Royal Signals senior
N.C .0 .s on the island at a 50th Anniversary Dinner.
The Dinner Committee, chaired by W.0.11 (S.S.M .) Bob
H ope, did an excellent job and we managed to seat 130 senior
N.C.O.s.
During the dinner W.O.U (S.S.M.) 'P ip ' Rice, our principle
Royal Engineer guest, presented the M ess with a magnificent
silver tray on behalf of 62 (N .E.) Support Squadron R.E. This
is, I believe, the first piece of silver ever presented to our Mes .
I was pleasantly surprised to find that a large number of
us, Royal Engineers and Royal Signals, had been together as
boys at the Army Apprentices College at Harrogate.
With the 50th Anniversary Dinner under our cummerbunds
1
ihoughts within the N. ess turned to the Summer Ball. This
time it was W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Dave Shakespeare's turn to
chair the committee and with some 370 people attending, it
was no small task.
Needless to say it was ' O .K . on the day ' and our Summer
Ball was even better than in previous years. We danced to me
band of the 3rd Battalion, The Light Infantry. The band, part
of the resident United Nations Battalion, had to return to their
unit at 4 a.m., but judging by the number of guests who had
breakfast, it is certain that most could have danced till lunch-

time.
For the record
We won the Rutwell Trophy again this year at the Officers v.
Sergeants games evening - maybe it was because Major (Q.M.)
Jack Harding was not present to do the scoring!
Stop Press
With the aid of the R.S.Y.C. Commander 3rd Signal Group,
Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, O.B.E., and the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Co:onel A. W. McL. McKinnon, the
Regiment this week took delivery of a four-berth yacht, to fill
the long-awaited need of the off-shore sailors, land bound
since the loss of Cico in October, 1967.
The Mhairi was sailed from Akrotiri to Famagusta by
Major Lawrie Moran, Captain John Francis and Staff Sergeant
' Rusty ' Rosson. The only statistics to hand are that the
non-stop passage took just on 22 hours and 48 cans of Double
Diamond (advert!). Arrangements are now in full swing to
ensure a full charter programme for Mhairi during the coming
season.
An article will appear (with the kind permission of the Editor)
in the next issue of the THE WIBE. Reserve your copy now.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Principal appointments
Lieutenant - Colonel F.
Commanding Officer
Lockwood
Major D. M. Humphries
Second-in-Command
Captain R. P. Gravestock
Adjutant
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) F. M. Orr
R.S.M. ...
Major E. F. Carrel
0.C. H.Q. Squadron
Major D. A. Brockhurst
O.C. 1 Squadron
Major M. O. N. Bird
0.C. 2 Squadron
Major S. Wood
O.C. 1 Wing .. .

c.

Pass oft parades
OLONEL J. C. Clinch, Commandant of the Army
Apprentices College, Harrogate, took the salute at the
Pass Off Parade of Nos. 1 and 5 Troops on 12 June, 1970.

C
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Signalman Malone achieved a notable double by gaining both
the best recruit and best shot awards of 1 Troop. He is now
training as a Radio Operator with 24th Signal keg1ment.
Signafman Kelly of 5 Troop was the best recruit of his troop.
Signalman Ke1ly, who comes from Wallaford, Mid1othian, now
goes to 8th Signal Regiment to train as a lineman.
The recruits of Nos. 3 and 6 Troops passed off on a parade
on 23rd June, the Inspecting Officer was LieutenantColoneJ J. A. Cleland, Royal Signals. On this occasion the
parade was held on a Tuesday instead of a Friday. T~1is
change was made so that the T roop could practice for a drill
d1sp1ay which was included in the S unday afternoon programme
for the Royal Signals At H ome Weekend. A very high standard
was reached both for the Pass off parade and the drill dispiay.
There will be more about the latter in the notes fo r the At
Home Weekend.
The best recruits wer e Signalman Mountcastle of 3 Troop
and Signalman Prince of 6 Troop .
Prior to joining the regular Army Signalman Mountcastle
served in the 10th Battalion The Parachute Regiment T.A.,
reaching the rank of sergeant.
Signalman Prince was a policeman before joining the Army.
Later this year he will go to 8th Signal Regiment for training
as a technician.

Cricket
At the beginning of the season the cricket officer had high
hopes of being able to raise a formidable team as it seemed
that a wealih of talent was available for selection. Within
the space of two weeks, however, Sergeant Mason, Sergeant
Sixsmith and Signalman Grosssmith were posted and hopes
of a strong side were dashed.
Despite this setback the Regimental XI has won four
matches and lost only two to date. One of our failures was to
lose the match with the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate,
in the Army Major Units Knockout Cup. The Regiment is
well placed in the Garrison Minor Units Group.
Personalities who have figured prominently in matches so
far are Captain J. Radford, Lieutenant J. A. Speakes, Staff
Sergeant Probert, Sergeant Hilder and Signalman Grosssmith.
Our congratulations to Lieutenant Speakes on being selectc:d
to represent the Corps against R.E.M.E. on 16th/17th June,
a match in which his fielding played a major part in the win
for Royal Signals.
Athletics
The Brigade meeting was held in mid-June. This was the
first competition the Regiment has entered this year. We are
delighted to report that we were second to 8th Signal Regiment,
beating the other giant 24th Signal Regiment. Congratulations
to Lieutenant Fish and Signalman Mair for gaining first place
in the long jump and to Lieutenant Fish, Corporal Kenyon.
Lance-Corporal Hedges and Signalman Mair for their win in
the 4 x 220 yds. Understandably, we have high hopes for the
Northern Command Championships in July whidi we enter as
a Minor Unit.
Farewell to • • •
Lieutenant L. S. B. Day, W.R.A.C., who after a regretably
short stay here goes to Hounslow; W.0.11 H. Jennings who
has moved to 30th Si$nal Regiment as RS. V .; W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
S. Brown who moves on to 222 Signal Squadron (SHARJAH);
Signalman E. W. H. Rackham now at 21st Signal Regiment.
WelcoDJe to • • •
Major S. Wood who has taken over command of 1 Wing;
Lieutenant P. L. Bradbury, WR.A.C., who is our new Assistant
Adjutant; W.O.Il L. G. Didlick the R.Q.M.S. Technical;
Sergeant A. Bailey lls a recruit troop Sergeant; Corporal C. R.
Hill as a weapon training instructor and Lance-Corporal D. G.
Alexander now adventure training in Culty Braggan.
"Harriage
We wish every happiness to Lance-Corporal G. Wood and
bis bride, Christine.
Brigade Skill at Arms
The Brigade Skill at Arms meeting was held on the 5th and
6th June in glorious sunny and warm weather. Having a small
Cadre it is difficult for us to field strong teams in most sports,
however, in this particular event being the mentors to the Corps
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w l
for UC<.:.:.
Thi year, a prcviou ly, we were not
d i ppoim cd . In the S.M G . T eam match our 'A' team,
n Lting of Lieutenant Howard, Sergeant Pinn, Corporal
Rattray and Signalman Cook, was first, and the ' B ' team,
con i ting of Major Wood, Sergeant Nicholls, Corporals Kenyon
and Minter, wa econd. Llkewi e in the Pistol T eam match our
·A ' team, con isting of Lieutenant Howard, Sergeant Tambling
and Corporal Rattray, was first.
Major Humphries and Lieutenant Howard re pectively drew
the Pool Bull in me rift and .M .G. matches.
Apan from the effort put on by the ind ividuals and th e
teams our ucce s was due to the great effon that Captain Joe
Wal h put into the training. Our thanks go to him for giving
up o much of hi free time, and by showing such a great
mterest. We now hope that his efforts will be rewarded at
the Corps and Bi Jey meetings.

thought they were taking part in 'j ust another parade ' soon
realised b ow unique the occasion was, and it is thought that
the awareness of this, coupled with the size of the parade of
both serving and ex-members of the Corps caused everyone
to make that extra bit of effort. I t goes without saying that
the 14th Regiment Squadron, under Major B. Complin and
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) A. S. Walton, was the best of a very good
bunch.

inexhaustible repertoire. Almost a p ity we h ad to stop on our
arrival, but the thought of examining a brewery did it.
A guide met the party at the entrance to the brewery and
c.xplained how it all happens during a most interesting tour.
\VJe now have a number of well-versed soldiers who know
a ll about sugar extracts, hops, etc. A sight of the vats capable
of holding eight m illion litres of beer and the 'James Bond'
storage containers able to maintain a flow of 400,00 litres every
hour was followed by a tour of the fully-automated bottling
depanrnent, where bottles are filled, corked, labelled and
crated at the rate of 300 bottles every 12 minutes.
The last item on tl1e programme was very special, our hosts
entertained us to a plendid buffet and ' some ' of that beer
we now know so much about.

(;oml'efition shooting

Having won the annual Inter-Squadron Small Arrru. '/'>/ eeting
fairly convincingly, Headquarters Squadron team, under the
non-shooting captaincy of W.0.11 (S.S.M.) D . Livermore,
represented the Regiment in both the Army Strategic Command Signal Unit Competition and the Corps Meeting, held
recently. in the former meeting, the team did well and brought
the Parachute Regiment SMG Cup back to Worcester. At
the same meeting, Sergeant A. Scott was the SMG (Class A)
individual winner and Sergeant J. Underwood, R.E.M.E., won
the non-Royal Signals prize. At the Corps meeting we were
out-shot by better teams, though honour was saved by being
placed equal first in one match.

SPORTS
Exercise • ~ew E1n•oy '
A report by Signalman Rose and Watkins
On the 14th June along with ten of our friends from C.T.
Troop we travelled to Alder hot to spend seven days on
Exercise ' ew Envoy.' The aim on our part of the exercis~
wa to demonstrate to the public the methods by which judo
is taught in the Army. Our party was led by W.0.II (C.S.M.I.)
Norris who is in charge of our reigmental gymnasium.
The rehearsals and demonstrations took place on the sports
field in Queen's Avenue. During the week we learnt the correct
method of falling and mastered the elementary throws. We
made good progress and if we had had more time we would
have been able to gain the Yellow Belt.
The days were long and the work was hard and exhausting,
but nevertheless, good fun. It was gratifying to see the interest
shown by the population of Aldershot. Even during the
reh~arsals on the first two days there was always a crowd
of interested spectators. Many thousands visited the demonstration, on Sunday, 21st June, it was estimated that the
spectators numbered 250,000.
It was a very interesting time in our short Army career and
has whet our appetite for another sport which we hope to
continue at trade training and in our field units.

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40
Trn·11111~

ll' ing

O

UR Training Wing continues to train a large number of
soldiers in B.A.O.R. to qualify at Military Proficiency
Cla
I and II level. Our aim, as always, is to train some
280 soldiers by the end of the year. In spite of staff shortages
we !lr~ well ~>n the way to achieving this by December. Ou;
Trammg Wmg Staff consists of: Officer Commanding
Lieutenant Craig Treeby; Instructors, W.O.II Jack Jones:
Sergeants John Home, Bill Leslie and 'T.C.' Smith.
'
The training programme includes a 24-hour exercise at
Leuth, our local training area, during which our students are
able to demonstrate all their new knowledge; and our instructors have the opportunity of getting some ' fresh air ' as
the very _active directing staff. A new feature in our progrnmme is a late evening 'Night Noises ' exercise, during
wh1c~ Sergean~s John ~ori;ie and Bill Leslie manage to produce
the km.d of !10.1ses. which, m an otherwise relatively-still setting
a.re quite d1sun~uvi;. You can imagine the rattling of mess
un.s, ~he knockmg-m of tent pegs and the inevitably crisp
a~iecuve from a cold and tired soldier. Our present course
wtll pass off on 17th July. On this occasion the inspecting
officer will be Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Hibberd from H Q
B.A.O.R.
'
. .,
Lot•al knowledl(t>

\Ve have already written about our 'get to know the area'
vfa1ts, and in our last contribution to THE WIRE we said that
the planned visit to the Dortmund Brewery ~as 'popular '
... 11 was a sell-out!
Ou~ party of 30 all ra~ks, accompanied by our Adjutant,
Captain Tony S~wai:d, arrived at the brewery bang on time,
after an mterestmg Journey-not a single wrong turning not
a moment's delay, with songs, the 'rugby variety,' 'trom
Corporal John Howells, who distinguished himself with his
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AH1letics
Immediately after our Regimental Athletics Meeting our
Athletics Officer, Captain Bill Lockie, knuckled down to the
. bu iness of selecting and training our Regimental team for the
Rhine. . Arca stage of the B.A.O.R. Oiampionships. The
opposmon was known to be strong and the standards were
high.
The meeting was held at Miinchengladbach on 16th June on
a rather dull day, not the best of days for athletics, nevertheless
several new Rhine Area records were established. We were
delighted to win the hammer event (congratulations to Staff
Sergeant Dave Brown and Corporal Dago Leighton), and to win
the ~AC 80 metre hurdles in which Lance-Corporal
Maggie Buxton not only won this event most. convincingly but
als_o .established a new Rhlne Area record, having broken the
exisung record by 4 seconds. Well done Lance-Corporal Maggie
Buxton. Her name is now well known to the Inter-Service
selectors!
Our final placings were: Men's competition, 4th; WRAC
comp~tition, 2nd. ~ur team. is now training hard for the
Morrison cup and with a modicum of luck we should improve
our placing.
Swinm1ing
We have set about training a Regimental swimming team and
Captain Gerry Purvis and W.O.II Jack Jones have made use
of every opportunity to get in as much swimming training as
possible. Not the easiest of tasks since we do not have a
swimming pool although we sincerely hope to have our own
pool in the not too distant future.
Our swimming and water polo teams entered the Rhine
Area f:.. ajor Units Championships for the first time in a
number of years. In the circumstances our team deserve our
congratulations, especially the water polo team for being
runners-up in the championships and our freestyle and breaststroke relay teams for winning their event and establishing
two new Rhine Area records.

Sergeants' Mess
It's happened? it's happenin.g and. it is going to happen. Our
new Mess contmues to flourish with a continuous stream of
functions; these being so numerous and successful, one can
only. menti<;>n but a few. On May Day we descended on 28th
Regiment 1n full force for a return games evening. W.0.1
(R.S.M.) Bria~ Turner played host. to the limits. Naturally we
came away with a fine c~p. Who will fill their trophy cupboard
first~ (see 28th Regiments notes .May-June). Before leaving, our
President . W.0.I. (R.S:M.) . Eric Filder, presented R.S.M.
Turner with a suitably inscribed Pagan Axe which marked the
end. of a me!Dorable and most enjoyable evening. Thank you
agam ' Franciscans.'
A 'Trippy Night' was held on 13th June and many modes
of. ' way out ' gear were worn. Sergeant Mick Ringley and his
wife Merrion won first prize, with . Mrs .• Margaret Joblin · and
W.0.11 Peter Merritt coming close behind. Our thanks to the
P.M.C., W.O.II John Morrison, and P .E.C., Staff Sergeant
(now. W.0.11) Peter Goonan, and committee for a successful
evenmg.
'Ye were honoured by a visit from the Chief of Staff B.A.O.R.,
Ma1or-qeneral T. N. S. Wheeler, C.B., C.B.E., on 25th June.
The Chief of Staff cut the ribbon and officially opened our new
accommodation annex (mini Hilton); once inside he unveiled
a plaque bearing ,his name to commemorate the occasion.
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EXTENSI ON TO W.O.s' AND SERGEANTS' MESS OPENED
Major-General T. N. S. Wheeler cutting the tape at the opening of
the new W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess accommodation annex

Together with our ladies we sat down to a SOth Anniversary
Dinner at 9 p.m. on Saturday, 27th June. Our guests of honour
were the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin, and Mrs.
Baldwin. The officers who are leaving the Regiment in the
near future also attended with their ladies; included in the long
list were our R . .v..0., Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Dalgleish, and
the Second-in-Command, Major E. L. Rogers.
After an excellent meal prepared by the Catering Warrant
Officer, W.0.11 Joe Kavanagh, and served by our Caterer,
Sergeant ' Geordie ' Joblin, L.I., and his team, we finally
rose from the table 3 hours 20 minutes later.
This coming Friday, 10th July, we entertain the Corporals
of the Regiment to a games evening, the results will be
published later, but we have heard that the Corporals have
been practising the boat race in the J.R.C.-so it could be a
close finish (who's kidding who)!
The grand summer ball this year is being held in th~ ~ess,
not the gymnasium, on 18th July and weather perm1t~10g a
barbecue is being organised for 5th September. Later m the
month a return games evening with 28th Regiment at home,
and on this occasion it will be their tum to win!
To all this we can only say, " If you work hard you can
afford to play hard."
Recent arrivals: W.0.1 E. H. Cooper, Staff Sergeant J . Hammond, Staff Sergeant F. G. G. Jones, R.E., Staff Sergeant S.
Law, Sergeant J. W. Garbutt, Sergeant L. J. Hansford,
R.E.M.E,. Sergeant W. Helme.
Recent departures: Staff Sergeant R. C. Willars, Staff
Sergeant R. Cockburn, Staff Sergeant C. Harding, Sergea.nt D.
Miller, Sergeant Morgan, R.E.M.E., Sergeant H. Parkinson,
Sergeant T. E. Edwards, Sergeant D. Bulley, Sergeant G.
Adlington.

Ti1ortatou House School Summer 4' a1111D well done

a

job

Perhaps one of the penalties of good, effective local public
relations is that as the Regiment becomes better known, more
and more requests are made to the unit for assistance. One
of the great problems is to try and sort out me reque5ts of
persons or organisations that really need help from the, alas,
growing numbers who simply try and use the Service as a
cheap and reliable way of getting things done.
When this Regiment is convinced that the request is
genuine, and we have accepted the task as being within our
capabilities, both in equipment and-more important-time,
then the ' customer ' can be assured of a job really well done.
Such was the case when the R.S.M., W.O.I D. H. Rwnsey,
undertook to run a week's summer camp for Thornton House,
a local school for handicapped children.
W.0.1 Rumsey, after much organisation and planning, as
as a considerable amount of scrounging, set off to Borth,
a little place about five rrules north of Aberystwyth on the
Welsh coast. With him he took 28 children, three adults, including the headmaster, from the sdiool staff, and his own
' handicap ' of five volunteers from the Regiment. Add to this
the personal luggage, the temage, and all the paraphernalia of
camping, and one has some idea of the size of the party that
arrived in Wales on that-inevitably-wet afternoon.
Leaving the children in the protection of the vehicles, me
military party soon got to work building camp. In spite of

'"ell

14th Signal Regiment
Worcester

50th Anniversary 1•ara1le at Salisbury
LONG with other R?yal Signals .un!ts in Army Strategic
Command, this Regiment were mv1ted to send. a representative Squadron to join the Corps parade at Salisbury on
Sunday, 21st June. While the parade will ~doubtedly be reported in detail elsewhere, it is worth recordmg that all those
who took part-in the end-enjoyed themselves. Tho e who

A
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EXERCISE QUICKTRAIN (WORCESTER VERSION)
W.0.1. (R.S.M.) D. Rumsey assisted by Signalman D. Ward and
Corporal C. Myers load up before taking the ch ildren of Thornton
House School to camp for a week
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some difficult moments with the marquees, all was soon in
order. Under the R.S.M.'s overall direction W.0.11 Livermore
a sumed the appointment of head cook, and after the kitchen
wa erected, he did not emerge again until the e~d of camp.
His efforts were truly remarkable and much praised by all.
Corporal C. Myers, aided by Signalman D . Ward, got the
bivouacs up. Camp was under way. The week was all too
quickly over. In pite of the splendid efforts of Sergeant J.
Burns and Mr. T. Bailey, a civilian driver employed by the
Regiment, who wa of tremendous value and gave en:husiastic
as istance in every possible situation, in providing almo t nons:op swimming, games and walks, the children seemed inexhaustible. There is little doubt that they thoroughly enjoyed
themselves and were sorry when it was all over. The warmth
of their feelings being clearly shown in their many spontaneous
gifts of sweets, etc., to the military staff at the end of camp.
In his letter to the Commanding Officer after the camp,
the Headmaster wrote that " R.S.M. Rumsey and his associates
worked as I have never seen men work before ... no task was
too menial and no situation too difficult."
Praise indeed for a job well done and made so worthwhile
by the obvious affection of the children and the sincerity of
those who asked for help.

Vi sitors to the Regiment
On Tuesday, 23rd June, the new C.-in-C. Far East, Air
Chief Marshal Sir Brian Burnett, K.C.B., D.S.O., A.F.C.,
A.D.C., visited the Regiment for the first time. During his
brief tour of the Regiment, the C.-in-C. met many of the
officers and soldiers who work at Dover Road, and toured
Princess Mary and Meiktila Barracks.
We were also visited on Friday, 26th June, by Brigadier G.
Proudruan, M.B.E., C.S.O. Strategic Command. Although he
was only with us for a few hours, Brigadier Proud.man had a
good look around the Regiment, and was entertained to lunch
in the Officers' Mess.
Cheque presentations
During the last few days of June, ten cheques were presented
to various local charities by members of the Regiment. These
cheques were part of the proceeds of the very s4ccessful R egimental Funfair, which was held in April. The Commanding
Officer started the presentations by handing over a cheque to
C_olonel George Engel, of the Salvation Army Boys' Home,
Smgapore.

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35
c.o.

Lieutenant-Colonel R. Pope,
Royal Signals
Major R. J. Armstrong, Royal
Signals
Captain C. D. A. Blessington,
Royal Signals
Major P. Ineson, W.R.A.C.
Major F. A. L. Terrey, Royal
Signals
Major (Tfc) S. J. Wyatt, Royal
Sjgnals
Major C. F. Lewis, Royal
Signals
Major P. J. F. White, Royal
Signals
Major W. R. Mayne, Royal
Signals

Second-in-Command
Adjutant
O.C. W.R.A.C.
O.C. H.Q.

o.c.

1

o.c.

2

o.c.

3

o.c.

4

18th Signal Regiment
e/•

G.P.tt.

Sl~GAPOllE

T has appeared to be reasonably quiet in the Regimental
ISignal
area of late and some attribute this to the absence of 249
Squadron on Exercise 'Bersatu Padu ' (fully reported

elsewhere). Nevertheless de ~ pite appearances life in Singapore
has continued at its normal busy pace.
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lh,.S(tntch fro111 down sander
A further report has been received from our man in Australia, Lieutenant John Young:
" I thought I would take this opportunity to let you know
what was going on in this far-flung corner of the Empire!
I have been moving around quite a lot during the past couple
of months. I handed over Sigcen Troop, but stayed on as
Troop Second-in-Command, after the exercise. At the moment
I am filling the role of Second-in-Command 111 Signal
Squadron, as the previous incumbent disappeared on a midnight ' flit ' to South Vietnam.
' One of the tasks I did have given to me was to organise
the communications at the Sth World Surf Championship at
Bells Beach. It started with the usual 'have you ever seen
surfing-no?-good- you'r em!' -but it proved to be a most
enjoyable fortnight. I saw a good deal of surfing, to say
nothing of the more shapely surfers! The ' Diggers' of course
had a good time, being invited to all the official functions, and
borrowing competitors' surf boards to have a go themselves.
We existed on free Schweppes (the sponsors) and free doughnuts-we pulled the doughnut man's bogged car out with our
Rover!
For once, our efforts were appreciated, because apart from
write-ups and mentions in Press and on radio, we also received
a letter from the Australian Army Minister passing on thanks
from the organisers."

19th Signal Regt.
c'o G.P.O. Singajlore

VERY varied time has been had in recent weeks - the
A
weather has been very fickle from heat wave to monsoon
in a matter of hours. TI1e resulting changes of uniform, shirt
sleeves, woolly pully, mackintosh even managed to confuse the
R.S.M.
The re-<ipening of our swimming pool brought forth the
' old mermen,' who under the guidance of our two ' ancient
mariners,' Captain (Tfc) Peter Metcatfe and Major (T.O.T.)
Peter Foakes, won both the Rhine Area Major Unit Swimming
Championships and the Water Polo Championships. We hope
they do as well in Berlin in the B.A.O.R. championships.
Saturday, 27th June was a hectic day for Major Charles
Lewis and his assistants who organised our gala day. Based on
the 'It's A Knockout' theme, teams from each of the squadrons
competed at various events during which they were either
baulked by obstacles or soaked with water. The day culminated
with an All Ranks Dance and Barbecue which went off
extremely well. A special mention must be made of the stirling
work done by our cooks and P.R.!. staff who worked. hard all
day making and selling various goodies and drinks. The
resulting 2,000D.M. for charities made it all so very well
worthwhile.

in which any part of the body except the hands and arms can
be used to propel the ball over the net. The Regimental league
has been organised by Captain 'Jimmy' Yahya, the Malay
Captain, and teams consist of U.K. as well as locally enlisted
soldiers, who, of course, are experts. H.Q. Squadron ' A ' team,
under the able leadership of Lance-Corporal Che Abdullah,
are currently leading t!Te league and tell us they intend to be
the eventual winners. No doubt others will have different views.

" PRESENTATION
The C.O. hands over a cheque to Colonel George Engel of the
Salvation Army Boys Home, Singapore
Association Football
Heavy involvement in Exercise ' Bersatu Padu' has meant
the postponement of all competitive football during the month
of June. The Officer i/c soccer, however, has utilised the
period for trying out new players (and systems of play) in
friendly matches. We will have a chance of winning the
premier league title, having lost only one of eleven games so
far played and gaining 16 points out of a possible 22. The
deputy Officer i/c soccer, Staff Sergeant McKenzie, has successfully completed the FARELF coaching course and the team
now has a budding Malcom Allison on the touchline. It j_s
unwise, if you have a delicate constitution, to stand too close
to Major Terry Canaham and him during a competitive game.
Athletics
The athletics squad are in full training under W.0.11
(C.S.M.I.) Seddon, A.P.T.C., and as a preliminary to our
Regimental meeting took part in an open meeting at R.A.F.
Seletar. There appears to be plenty of talent about and we
have high hopes of retaining the Singapore N.ajor Units
Championship due at the end of July.
Sepak Raga
The Inter-Squadron Sepak Raga League is also flourishing at
the moment. Sepak Raga is a Malaysian game and is now
played all over South East Asia. It can be likened to volley ball
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50th AnnJversary Celebrations
HILST some of the events held in Singapore have been
on a Corps basis, by combining with other units of S
Signal Group, the Regiment marked this special occasion by
functions in RAF, Changi.

W

All Ranks ' Games Night
Prompted by the offer of some financial assistance from
Corps funds, an All Ranks' Games Night was organised by
a committee beaded by Major John Harry and the R.S.M.
Teams were entered from the Seniors (Officers, Warrant
Officers and Staff Sergeants), the Sergeants, the Corporals,
and the Lance-Corporals and Signalmen.
Keen competition was evident as battle was joined in darts,
cribbage, bar skittles, curling (a modified shove ha'penny,
using weights and a hockey stick), crazy golf, dominoes and
billiards. Drinks weire available at half-price and a free
buffet was provided, consisting of both European and Asian
dishes. The eventual main trophy winners were the Seniors,
and individual silver-plated tankards were presented to the
winners of the seven separate games. Highlight of the evening
was a floodlit demonstration match of Sepak Raga, between
the Regimental Champions, Changi Troop, against a team
selected from the rest. A highly entertaining and skilful
game it turned out to be, with Changi Troop emerging as the
winners.
Muslim lUosque J•arade
The L.E.P. Muslim community wished to associate themselves with the anniversary in the same manner as the re t
of the Regiment, so the normal Friday Mosque Prayers were
adapted to include a Special Act of Rededication and the Corps
Collect. This was preceded by a very smart parade of the
Changi-based LEP under command of Captain Wan Jalil bin
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CELEBRATING

THE

CORPS SOth BIRTHDAY-SINGAPORE
STYLE
Many special functions were organised by 19th Signal Regiment in
celebration of the Corps SOth birthday An All Ranks Games Night
provided very keen competition-drinks were at half-price and
there was a free buffet. In the photo the Senior Darts Team in
acti on with F. of S. Will is about to throw the winning dart. Silver
plated tankards as prizes, were the target
Ahmad, M.B.E., and W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Zainul Abeedin bin
Ariffin. The Commanding Officer inspected the parade and
the contingent then marched past on their way to the Mosque.
A similar and smaller parade was held at the Mosque at
Tengah.
Regimental Sunday
This took the form of church services, which included
Special Acts of Rededication at the three churches on RA.F.
Changi. The principal service was held at St. George's, where
the music was provided by the Band of the Far East Air Force,
under the direction of Flight-Lieutenant N. Warnes, M.B.E.
The Regiment was honoured by the presence of several RA.F.
Senior Officers, among whom were the Commander, Far East
Air Force, Air Marshal Sir Neil and Lady Wheeler, the Command Electrical Engineer, Group Captain and Mrs. J. T.

AN IMPOSING DISPLAY OF REGIMENTAL SILVER ...
After the service of Thanksgiving and Rededication, 19th Signal
Regiment held a reception in the Senior Ranks Club at which 120
members of the Regiment and their wives attended . Here the
Regimental silver tastefully decorated with flowers was on viewa very imposing display indeed and well guarded by Lance-Corporal
Harun and Signalman Andin in ceremonial uniform
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canlon, and the ration Commander, R.A.F. Cliangi Group
Captain and Mrs. A. D. A. Honley.
The Commanding Officer pre ented to the Royal Afr Force
a pecially-in cribed Regimental plaque commemorating the
Ion a ociation of the Regiment with the Far East Air Force.
At the end of 1971 rhi will be placed in the church at RAF
Cranwell.
After the service , a Regimental re eption was held for the
guest~ and ome 120 member of the Regimen t and their wive
In the enior Ranks' Club. This had been tastefully . decorated
with flowers and rhe Regimental silver was laid out on di play, flanked by two L.E.P. soldiers in ceremonial uniform.

21st Signal Regiment (Air Support)
B.F.P.O. 43
;\Ion~

-;iOR ome time now, the Regimental I;Ieadquarters ha been
F
going to move from Laarbruch to Wildenrath. For months,
a great de:il of pre-planning has been carried out in
~oi;ijunc

tion with our R.A.F. and M.P.B.W. colleagues and w1thm the
Regiment much preparation has been made.
The great day arrived, and the move started with the creation
d a mini R.H.Q. at Wildenrath. There is nothing mini about
Staff Sergeant George, who runs it and he is convinced that,
at the moment, he is running 1:he Regiment with the aid of
R.H.Q. Whatever the truth may be, there can be no doubt
tiat 'Mini R.H.Q.' is busy and is rapidly taking over more
and more of the daily ta ks.
Lance-Corporal Anacoura's typing is improving rapidly with
the amount of practice he is getting.
The new 0.C. H .Q. Squadron arrived and went direct to
Wildenrath. For some time he was on his own, but he is a
happier man now and is busy commanding W.O.II (S.S.M.)
May and Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) Scott, both of whom are
busy commanding a handful of men.
The Q.M. was foreca t as moving at the end of this year,
but his empire is so big that work cannot begin on his block
until mid-1971, due to lack of finance.
The move is progressing quietly but quite quickly. It is
very pleasing to find that the availability of married quarters
is much better than anticipated and, as a result, the move is
proceeding smoothly and with the minimum of difficulties for
our families.
The Wildenrath element is particularly busy as, not only
are they involved in the Regimental move, but they are also
concerned in the R.A.F. (Germany) Open Day and the running
of the Morrison Cup. The Open Day took place on 5th Jul y
and was well worth seeing.
.\rrh•als a11d depal!"a ures
We wish to say welcome to the following:
Major B. M. Ashcroft (0 .C. H.Q. Squadron) ; Major L. F.
Knight (T.O.T.); Captain C. T. A. Hughes (O.C. 'K' Airfield
Signal Troop); W.O.II E. J. B. May (S.S.M., H.Q. Squadron);
Sergeant M. F. P. Little (Clerk Tech.).
We say farewell to Major P. H. Bolton and Sergeant S. A.
Wayling.
SPORTS
:\thletics
The athletics camp is in full training for its bid for the
Army Championships at the end of July. The Rhine Area
Championships were won in very convincing style, the team
winning eleven of the fourteen events, all in new records.
There was a spectacular unit effort in the B.A.O.R. Individu'31, where 26 of the team were entered, obtaining 24 places
in the first six. Outstandinll performances were by Corporal
Jeff Fenge (lsr hurdles and pole vault); Corporal Mick Gue
Ost, 800 and 1,500 metres); Corporal George Holden (2nd,
5,000 and 10,000 metres); Lieutenant John Reed (2nd in discus);
Lance-Corporal Brian Turner (2nd in pole vault); Lieutenant
Rodney Bransfield (3rd in pole vault); Corporal Mac Macmillan
(3rd in 1,500 and 5,000 metres); Lance-Corporal Phil
Drummond (3rd in hil?h jump).
Con~atulations to Corporal Jeff Fenge on winning the Army
pole vault (14ft. 3in.) and 110 metres hurdles (15.3) in oew
records and being selected for the Army Team in the InterServices' Championships. He gained even greater honours last
week when he won the Southern Counties pole vault title.
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Tu~-of-war

Very quietly, tht> tug-of-war team is having its best-ever
seawn, and it remains unbeaten to date- in fact, it has not
even lost a pull. Alas, injurie are making the task of winning
the B.A.0.R. Cup difficult, but this is a team not to be written
off until the last pull. The team, cho en almost entirely from
L ' Troop, at Laarbruch, is still sublimely confident of their
ability to win the B.A.O.R. and then the Army Championships,
thus qualifying to pull against themselves in the Inter-Service
Champions, as they arc already R.A.F. Champions. We promise
readers of THE WIRE a photograph next montl1, though the
Editor may not pass it without an X Certificate .

•

BY A rroJNTMBNT TO BER MAJESTY Tiil! jltm!N, OOLD8MlTBS AND )1!WBU%RS, OAnll.AllDANl> COlbANY UMinJ>, l.ONDON

To mark the occasion
Throughout history man has
recorded famous events and his own
great achievements. For two hundred
years Garrard have captured the
splendour of the military in finely
worked models of silver and gold.
We offer you the unrivalled skill
of our designers and craftsmen, and the
personal service that is the hallmark of
Garrard, in the creation of a model
which will remain a permanent
reminder of your own great occasions.

Tennis
Our tennis star were most successful in the B.A.O.R.
Championships-Captain Bob Siderfin being one of the winning
pair in both the men's and mixed doubles, and both he and
Signalman Geoff Ruffer reached the semi-finals of the singles
before succumbing to two players with county experience.

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 16
Annive-rsar~'

N company with the rest of the Corps, me Regiment has
ICorps.
been proudly celebrating the SOth Anniversary of the
The Corporals' Mess held a very successful Ball which was
thoroughly enjoyed by all present, although certain Corporals
were heard to observe that the music played by the band
(D ixeland Jazz) was so old that even the Squadron
Conunanders appreciated ic.
The W .0 .'s and Sergeants' Mess held their Summer Ball on
6th June, invicing the Commanding Officer and Officers
co attend. The evening was an immense success, thanks to the
efforcs of the P.M.C., W.0.II (S.S.M.) Bill Forrest and his
merry band of 'volunteers ' and our master chef, Staff Sergeant
Joe Gomm, who produced a most enjoyable buffet.
The Officers' 't-1 ess indulged in a Shipwreck Party which
was most ably stage-managed by the P.M.C. and his assistants
and featured various exotic creatures to enliven the scene goldfish, terrapin, parrot, schoolteadl.ers, to name bur a few.

GAR R A R D The CrownJewellers
112 REGENT STREET, LONDON WlA 2JJ. Tel: 01-734 7020

Exf'rcise • Sun1mer sales '
In a more serious vein, the Regiment has been engaged in
the usual plethora of exercises, culminating in Summer Sales '
which, while giving excellent praccice for our communications
also managed to be the only ' dry foot ' exerci~e in the lase
year .
Sport
On 27th June, the Sergeants' Mess football team took
to the field against tbe local German 'Altmannen ' teams in
a World Cup type knock-out competition. It was a great success
with the team taking chird place after a hot day of gruellin~
football. The star scorer, Sergea'lt Tony McDonald, refused
to score a goal unle•s he was given the ' kiss and cuddle '
treatment given to goal-scorers. One will never know that
we may have won but for vanity!
All"'rivnls ;nul d4>pnrt11rf's
It is sad to record the dep,mure of R.S.M. Declancy from
the Regiment to the warmer climes of Catterick. His imposing
figure in 'manoeuver mantel and grossen klumpen ' will be
missed by the Re~ment on exercise. His driver may now al. o
gee some sleep other than leaning on the wheel of his vcliicle.
o.,, 9th June, the W .0.s and Sergeants and their ladies
dined out W.0.1 (R.S.M.) and Mrs. Pat Declancy. The evening
was presided over bv W.0.1 (F. of S.) Reg Staniford. who
oresenced W.0.1 andMrs. Declancy with a silver punchbowl.
Following a dance, they were escorted co their 'chariot' (a
line-laying vehicle) to convey them home.
It fell to the Regimental Wive~' C\uh ro oresent Mr. Declancy
on his dep9rture with the most unusual tribute - a female
Jimmy! (or should it be Jim-ima or Jirn-mette) made of glass.
No home should be without one.
Our best wishes go with R.S.M. and Mrs. Declancy in their
new post.
We welcome in his place W.O.I. (R.S.M.) McGilvray and
trust that his stay with us will be a pleasant one.
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Removals and storage Household removals. Single items.Any siz~ of job.Anywhere
in Britain or overseas. P1ckfords have the
experience. Ask us for an estimate.

Travel service Benefit from our experience
when you book holidays, travel tickets,
reservations etc. No extra charge when you
use Pickfords.

Once you use Pickfords, you'll never go without us
Our address is in the phone book
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24th Signal Regiment,
Catterick C amp
Th.- Garrison (;om.bat llac c
HE combat race took place on Saturday, 30th May. Early
sp eculation uggestcd that while perhaps more hope. than
onfidence lay behind the officers' team, wherever they fim hed,
th Sergeants would not be far behind. 2 Squadron, however,
seemed to be trained to the minute, and unless ' nobbled,' they
appeared to have a favourite's chance.
A the teams started at ten-minute interval , the serious
bus!nes of race watching began for those clever enough to
have avoided actually taking part. And a thoroughly en joyable
rr:::: ming's sport they must have had.
T he first obstacles presented few difficulties for the tea msor amusement for the spectators-though the officers d id show
ju t how difficult it can be to take a casualty over a 14ft.
wall, and provided an object lesson in how not to tackle the
obstacle.
After the wall, the course seemed to become increasingly
difficult, no doubt at least in part due to the sadly-aching
muscle protesting in vain at their misuse.
Yet at least the movement under fire provided some r efre hment, for the movement, as one might expect, necessitated a
crawl of some considerable length along a noisome stream.
In its depth a boot, a single boot, perhaps all that r emained
of someone who passed that way !n a previous race--an eloquent epitaph and a moving salute to the durability of the
ordinary Army boot!
Bedecked and bedraggled, the teams sought comfort in the
next test of wet and weary limbs. By now the bell was beginning to toll, but at least the end was almost in sight. Not,
though, before another visit to the waters, and the transportation of jerrycans along a Jog, demanding the balance of a
trapese artist, but preferably the mind of a newt.
Finally, the teams, a little older, a lot wiser, but much, much
slower, reached journey's end . .. having attempted to resuscitate the singularly unattractive and unco-operative dummy in
the final test.
So the combat race is over for another year, and one is
left thinking that next year May is the time for leave!

T

In Brief

Against all the odds (and better players!) 1 Squadron summarily dismissed 3 Squadron from the Regimental Tennis
Tournament, with Lieutenant Peter Thompson's cunning high
trajectory serve wreaking havoc. Sergeant Millar adds two
more goli trophies to his growing board.
The Regimental Cricket XI are off to a fine start, with a
win over 8th Signal Regiment and summer is really with us, as
Canerick undergoes drought conditions!

28th (BR) Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35
CommmnJeations exerelse

HE Regiment deployed for Exercise ' Front Centre ' on
T
20th May. We were joined for the exercise by personnel of 35th (S.M.) Signal Regiment (V), who came to
Germany for their annual camp. The exercise gave us our first
real chance to try out a new communications system with staff
participation. The inevitable minor problems occurred, but
in general, the new system worked very well, coping with
traffic level approaching 4,000 telegraph transmissions daily
without significant delays.
Morale rose visibly in the Tape Relay Centre, with the
arrival of volunteer W.R.A.C. operators from 35th Regiment.
They were very keen to learn and worked hard throughout
the exercise ; in panicular, the girls with U.K. G .P.0. experience were invaluable additions to our switchboard staff, their
dulcet tones promoting a constant stream of visitors to the
switching centre 'just to have a look round'!
The exercise ended on 27th May, and our Volunteer friends
returned to U .K. on the 29th and 30th. A large party from the
Regiment departed on Exercise 'Fransud ' (described elsewhere) and small detachments were involved in ' Summer
Sales ' and ' Dominate.' Meanwhile, those still in barracks

were busy preparing for a major communications exercise, involving the whole Regiment, which started on 18th June.
We deployed to locations in the Eifel for the first time, and
enjoyed glorious weather and beautiful surroundings for nine
days. The communications worked well.
In the CP, officer training took place regularly during quiet
period . Strategy and mathematics were the theme of these
periods, and with a training aid in the form of a pack of
dominoes (up to and including a double nine) many invaluable
lesson were learned.
The exercise ended on 26th June and we now face a busy
p eriod of vehicle installations in preparation for the autumn
training season.
Why ditl Wh:-t·dell dally up a tree?
A Yeoman's eye view of the Nordeifel Naturpark is best
taken from the top of a tree. Why from the top of a tree, you
migY1 t ask? A good question!
D uring ' Sigex,' one nice evening, I decided to walk around
che camp perim eter. On one side of the track was a dense forest,
on the other side, a few park benches and an occasional tree.
I stopped, and just caught a glimpse of a deer bounding off
down the valley and out of sight. I stopped aga in, listened, and
heard a rustling in the bushes. Another young deer, I thought?
I listened again. Funny! D o deer trot so quickly? Suddenly
my ' deer' let out a G -R-U-N-T; I froze. On the second
G-R-U -N-T, I leapt into the air, heading for the nearest tree.
F eeling like Felix the cat, climbing a greasy pole, I made m y
way to safety on a high bough. Out of the dense forest trotted
a sow boar and two piglets. They sniffed the trunk of my tree
and quickly made off again. (Obviously, they did not like the
scent of a Yeoma n).
I sat on the bough for half-an-hour before I dared to climb
down. Then I tip-toed the first 50 metres and sprinted the
rest back to camp.
I have given up the idea of becoming a naturalist now,
unless our next location is near a nature camp, that is, the type
that always has a h igh wall round it, and only buman animals
can enter.

Vacation at Vogels ang
Those readers who have visited the place will agree, I am
sure, that on arriving at the camp, the first impression is one
of space and somewhat forbidding buildings. H aving read the
useful ' Notes ' on the place, the description of the living
accommodation as being ' adequate and soldier-proof ' tends
to add to t:ie general air of apprehe ion. This soon disappears
when the facilities are visited and the first morning range conference reveals that the Belgian permanent staff do NOT allow
language barriers to stand in the way of co-operation. It was
thus that an ad hoc Squadron of three Troops, plus the athletics
team, arrived on 28th June and came under command of 15/ 19
Hussars. The next three days are but a painful memory as
the many steps were ascended and descended and bQ.dies
attuned themselves to the environment-not the least the very
fresh air.
Whilst the soldiering troops shot off their classification, ,.
confirmed their swimming ability, and tried out the assault
course, the athletes trained under the benevolent (I'm sure
that should be malevolent!) eyes of Captain Jim Chater and
Lieutenant Robbie Bums. To hear Signalman Towers crying
out for the whip in lieu of circuit training made for a welcome
pau e on my 607tb step of the day!
Whereas it was unfortunate that we were, owing to our enforced late arrival, unable to join in all the activities planned
by the 15th/19th Hussars, they did make available Chieftain
tanks for us to view, night-driving aids, which we used, and
sufficient vacancies on the battle inoculation course. The latter
being not so much a test of nerves as of endurance, and for
48 hours the mere mention of ' leopard crawl ' was sufficient
to freeze expressions to a manical grin and boded evil for me
utterer!
Having completed most of our tasks, the Hussars departed
and we were able to get out on the training areas and put
into practice all those necessary lessons of basic soldiering.
I wondered just how Lance-Corporal Britton, our avid canoeist,
really felt, as he launched himself into the assault and found
himself up to the gunwales in his second element? Or why
W.O.s Jones and Howes took so long to reach the RV?
The arrival of Majors Coates and Matthews provided for a
realistic night exercise, with the former acting as DS and the
latter as officer-in-charge enemy.
0

On our last evening, we entertained the officers and seniors
from R.M.A., Sandhurst. Judging from the number of champagne bottles about next morning, quite a few people had
discovered one of the benefits of the Belgian CMC (NAAFI)!
And so ' Franfist, 1970 ' came and went.
Ex~rei se

' Fran sutl '
As all ex-Franciscans will know, there is an annual migration to the south of Germany, where some one hundred all
ranks of 28th Signal Regiment spend a pleasant .two w~eks
enjoying a • change of air' in the Black Forest. As m previous
years, che exercise base camp was .set ~p near the village of
Schluchsee; the aim of the e.~erc1se . (m the w<;>rd~ of the
administrative instruction) was to tram and test JU~1or ranks
in the execution of minor command and control, whilst working in an unfamiliar environment..
.
Schluchsee is situated on the side of the largest lake m the
Black Forest, and is a popular location for holidays. The
extensive forests, which extend from the ~astern .edge o~ the
lake to beyond me hills wJ:iich . encircle . 1t, provide an ideal
setting for hiking and walkmg ID the ~1cturesque valleys of
the Upper Black Forest. The lake, covermg some 1,2.50 ac~es,
provides go~~ facilit~es f?r a variety. of wat:r sports, m~l~d:ng
canoeing, sailing, sw1 mm1~~ and fishing. Inc1dentally, this .1s an
ideal touring centre for v1s1ts to L ake Cons~anci: and S~1~:r
land, and there are several good camping sites m the v1c1mty
of the lake.
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Foo tnote
We have just received our copies of the SOth Anniversary
WIRE. We wonder at the coincidence! 24th Regiment appear
to 11.ave had an opening ball in their Sergeants' M ess on the
day our Sergeants' Mess opened, and isn't it odd how all . t~e
people at their ball have namesakes here. (These htu.e
diversions are put into T HE WIRE to keep everyone on thel.f
toes !-Editor).

30th Signal Regiment
BL .\~DFOUD

t;A~IP

.

Arri v als and departures
ECENTLY we h ave had a great many . changes in

R personalities within the Regiment. After serving for three
years in Blandford we sadly record the departure of
R.S.~.

FRANSUD

The outstation camp at Bondorf (with local ch ildren investigating
the possibility of an issue of corn po sweets)
Major Frank Philp was officer-in-charge of the exercis~,
assisted by Major Vic Beckhurst, M.C., R.A.P.. C. (he know.s ~1s
area and its facilities well !), who was of~icer-11?-chagre . r:a~m g.
Mountain · outstation camps were established m 1;1ie v1c1ruty of
St. Blasien, Bondorf and ·Neustadt; :Vi~ the ass~stance of ~e
respective Oberforstrats (forest adm1i:1strators) ideal camping
sites were provided for our. exc!us1ve use. The members
of the Regiment were organised into s~all . patrols of some
seven or eight soldiers, and were led by iumor N.C.0.s. The
training programme provided for day m3!ches betwee~ outstation camps where patrols spent the rught. In addiuon? a
canoe site un'der the direction of Lieute~ant Peter Meaning
(and with the assistance of Sergeant Rich~rds and LanceCorporal Britton) was established on t?e lakeside at Schluchsee.
Every soldier who was able to swlffi ~?mpleted a two-day
course, culminating in a five-hour exped1~1on around. the lake.
Those soldiers who were unable to swim were given rock
climbing instruction under the control of Staff Sergeant Shaw,
and many for the first time experienced the thrill (or !error). of
climbing sheer rock! In addition we were lucky m takmg
delivery just prior to the exercise of a !ibreglass yacht
(christened the ' Franciscan,' of course). Lieutenant J. ~·
Wollastol\o, who was admiral of thi.s one-boat fleet, daily
instructed soldiers in the arts and thrills (and the hard work)
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of sailing. In this way many soldiers were introduced to sailing
for the first time.
The weather throughout the exercise was perfect. Our relations with the Burgomaster of Schluchsee were ~xtrem~ly
cordial as were our relations with the other officials with
whom 'we came in contact (including the local Police Sergeant!).
In fact we were all made to feel very welcome and many
of us (not least the author of these notes) look forward to a
return visit in 1971.

Tom Burke who leaves us for 227 Signal Squadron. We _wish
R.S.M. and Mrs. Burke good fortune and every happmess
during their tour in Holland, ~d extend coi;igratulauons. to
R.S.M. Jennings who has now iomed us for his new appointment on promotion.
Lieutenants Chris Grant, Chris Johnson and Derek McLean
joined us earlier in the sumrner-ju~t in time . to become. ~ly
engaged in the spate of C31l!PS, exerc.1ses, shootmg. competmons,
Corps anniversary celebrauons, social an~ sporting events of
May, June and July. Lieutenant Jat;k. ~iskell ret~ned from
Cyprus to claim his share of these acuv1u~s as we ~aid farewell
to Lieutenant John Thewlis for his tour wuh 644 Signal Tro~p.
We also have a number of changes in 4 Squadr_on with
Major Tom Blashill and Capt~ Eddy Hampson taking over
from Major Maurice Pack-Dav1so_n and !2aptam Geor~e Hayi:s.
The Ship Signal Troops are ma~ng theJr c;hanges too, Captam
Andrew Briggs has departed with 661 Signal Troop aboard
H M S Inrrepid and will be followed in August by Lieutenant
Je~e~y Miller from 3 Squadr~n. Captain Rollo Rumford called
in very briefly to see us follow1Dg the return of H .M .S. Fearless
and we look forward to having 621 Signal .TrOOJ? _whei;i they
complete their leave and rejoin us for their tral.Illllg ID ~e
autumn. Finally, we shall round off the summer .by saymg
farewell to Captain Des Duncan who has ac~omphsbed p~o
digious feats of dexterity at the numbers game m the Mountu?g
Centre; Captain Don Herring from T .M. Worksh~p s; Captain
Johnathap. C<>x who hands over command of 644 Signal Troop,
and Lieutenant Jane Dyer who will be sadly mi.ssed by the
hockey and shooting team. Normal 'Sho~t tour remforcements
to Cyprus, Anguilla, North~rn Ireland, G1br~ltar, FARELF and
occasionally B.A.O.R. contmue to be made.
Skill At Arms

The success of the Regimental shooting cont~nues unabated
and as we record the results of the Royal. Signals Stratco/
Soumco and Corps meeting we hopefully aw~1t the results .fro!11
Bisley. 1 Squadron won the Roupell and Whitehead trophies m
the Stratco/Southco meeting with 3 and H.Q. Squadron also
taking leading places. 3 SquadJ;~n won the Roberts trophy,
and in Champion Team compeuuon. 1, 3 and H.Q . Squadron
were second, third and fifth resp~cu.v~ly. The Rc~1i;nen~ took
the first six places in the overall md1v1dual comp.euuon m the
order of Lieutenant McLean, Corporal P_urki~s, Corporal
Jaques Maior Cowsill and Signalman Harns (ued), LanceCorpo;als Rennoldson and Kingham (tied). Signalman Locke
won the young soldiers' individual LMG event.
The results of me Royal Signals meeting held a~ Bulford
during which the Regimental team beat representative teams
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from R.A., R.E., R.A .C. and R.E.M .E. in an SLR competition
were a' follow :
Champ:on iajor Unit team, 30th Regiment; Best Roya l
1gnal
tratco team, 30th Regiment; L R Matchc' I (a) (b)
c). winner:;; MG Match 27 runners-up.
individual re ult :
Match I (b) ( LR) Be t Class A, Lance-Corporal Kingham;
Best Cla s B, Signalman Locke.
atch 1 (c) (SLR) Best Class
B, Corporal Jaque . Match 3 ( LR) Best Class B, Corporal
jaqi..es. M'ltch 4 ( MG) Winner (Clas~ A) Lance-Corporal
Kingham; Be t Class B, Corporal Jaques. Match 5 (Target
Rifle) third, Lieutenant D . McLean, Royal SignalL Match 6
(Pi tol) econd Lieutenant D. l\{cLean; third, Signalman Locke.
Ctiampion hot Cla s B, Corporal Jaques; runner-up, LanceCorp:iral Hindle. Best W.R.A.C. Pistol Shot, Lieutenant J.
Dyer.

Later in the month the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel I. M. Rose, Major Gerry Boast, and a crew of three
from the regimen!, sailed in Cataly st, a 25 foot yacht from
Poole to join the detach ment. The Group Commander, Colonel
E. J. Winn, paid a fl ying visit during whicl1 he inspected the
M .P.C. course and sa.v the radio detachments of l Squadron.
These d .:tachmcnts maintained continuous radio contact for
three weeks with Blandford and carried out training with all
the sets they use on operations.
During our stay the detachment had made excellent relations
with the local po.1;mlation and successfully attended to all matters
in connection with ' hearts and minds.' A film show for the
local school wa a huge success. On the final evening before
the return voyage the i landers ran a dance and the officers
entertained the islanders to a cocktail party, both occasions
were greatly enjoyed by all.

E. "relses I .\cth•ities

There is no lack of variety this season. O.C. 1 Squadron had
his introduction to H.Q. 2 Infantry Brigade with a 10-day
exerci e in Cypru for radio detachmencs of hi Squadron.
Yeoman Bland took Dll detachments to Scotland for 13 Signal
Group Exercise 'Red Shoe .' Corporal Adcock and his detachment, al o from 1 Squadron, renewed their acquaintances
aboard the L.S.L. S ir Geraint for E.xercise ' Soleil ' off the
south coast and are at pre em working with Royal Marines
on Exercise ' Love Song ' aboard Sir Trisrram off the coast of
Holland. Captain Hampson took a compos:tc detachment to
London for a 10-day CPX in the M.O.D. 2 Squadron linemen
have been establishing their role with 14th Regimenc laying
lines with the E21 detachments on exercise near Edi nburgh
and \Veymouth. 3 Squadron have also departed for Edinburgh
to provide additional communications for the Commonwealth
Game . They recently enjoyed a fortnight on the English riviera
providing afety radio nets for the Poole Bay Olympic Association and the World Sailing Championship. Mo ~ t of the detachments spent 14 days afloat on luxurious motor yachts in glorious
unshine whilst those ashore apart from providing the communications a sisted the regatta organisers to a con iderable
extent with all the numerous activities and recording that takes
place at an international regatta. Our role as communicators is
unique, but we have found time to produce the bun parties
for the Corps shooting at Bulford, ushers for Salisbury Cathedral and for the majority to carry out their P.E. test by way
of a camp followed by an early morning 10-mile march across
the fields of Dorset.

Regimental Camp - Altlemey
We are grateful to 1 Signal Group for making our bid for
training in Alderney a reality and securing for us an L.C.T.
for two sailings in May. H.M.V. Aachen embarked ninety all
ranks and nine vehicles at Marchwood, making two crossings
of the Channel during the first weekend of May. The first
party with the vehicles were beached at Bray Bay in Alderney
and the second were disembarked by assault boat whilst the
L.C.T. stood off in Bray Harbour. Both landings were successfully accomplished thereby completing a very useful exercise
in movement by sea.
The detachment, under the command of the Second-inCommand, Major B. 0. Haw, were accommodated in Fort
Tourgis, most of which are derelict buildings. The administration of the camp was well attended to by Major Henry Scott,
S.S.M.. Baigent, W.0 .II Goodair and Staff Sergeant Tanner.
Corporal Watson worked for many hours to run a successful
canteen which provided film shows and other comforts during
the indifferent foggy weather which enveloped the island for
much of the visit.
The technicians of H.Q. Squadron, under the guidance of
the T.O.T. Captain Don Herring and Sergeant Humphries,
quickly set to and improved the lighting. During the three
weeks the detachment resurfaced the fort compound with
fifty tons of latcrite and gravel supplied by the island authorities.
Vol_untcers were readily forthcoming for Lieutenant Chris Grant
to improve the 680 feet of steps down the cliffs at Telegraph
Bay whilst Lieutenant Dennis Marshall and another group
hawed great proficiency at erecting safety fences on the nearby
cliff tops.
Lieutenant Peter Whitehead and Sergeant Nurse successfully
organised an M.P.C. Course.
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6th Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron .(206),
Barnard Castle
Suunner ca1111t

T HE

Brigade commitment on Exercise ' Summer Sales ' was
reduced this year and only a small raff cell was required.
As a result the u sual pilgrimage of the Squadron to B.A.0.R.
was cancelled. The grins had ju t started to appear on the
soldiers' faces when they were wiped away by the new that
we were going to summer camp instead for the period 8th-19th
June. The aim of the training was to improve the battle
efficiency of each individual soldier and the Squadron was
reorganised on the lines of an Infantry Company. The training
took place in two separate camps. The first week was spent
at Whitburn Camp, just north of Sunderland and the second
week on Onerburn training area.
For readers who have never been to Whitburn, it is a small
compact T. and A.V.R. camp on the very edge of the coastline
iust north of '\IQlhitburn i>;:self v.~ith accommodation for a
Squadron. There are four ranges immediately adjacent to the
living accommodation and one can literally step from the billet
door onto the 600 yard firing point. There were no NAAFI
facilities in the camp but Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Mike
Enright's bun and beer stall soon went into operation. Corporal
Bob Evans and Lance-Corporal Gerry Mullen, although not
the most attractive of NAAFI girls, were a welcome sight
whenever their van arriv-d during the training.
During this first week we concentrated mainly on L.M.G.,
S.L.R. and S.M.G. classification and B.E. tests. In the evenings
we held our own mini Worlq Cup soccer competition in which
the four platoons, the administrative platoon and a combined
Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants team took part. The
records ~b ow that 2 Platoon beat 3 Platoon in the final. The
weather was glorious throughout although two hours shooting
were lost through early morning sea mist and 116 pairs of
aching feet which completed the B.E. test course probably
wished that it had been cooler on that particular day. It was
apparent, during this week, that those soldiers who had
completed the pre-camp training of weapon training and
var!ous route marches had the edge over those who had not.
Pre-training for the Otterburn period was also completed here
which included 3.5 inch rocket launc'ncr Tacts and map
reading instruction. This first week of training ended with a
visit from 660 Army Aviation Squadron who spent most of
the fim1l day with us whilst we practised helicopter handling.
Most of the Squadron flew round the lighthouse that had kept
us awake on the misty nights .
The move to Otterburn was, to say the least, interesting.
The main problem was that the maps covering the route from
Whitburn bore little resembla nce to the actual ground. It wou:d
seem that a new motorway was planned and bu[t without
reference to the D:rector of Survey. At least this was the
excuse of every packet commander. It is believed that the
Second-in-Command, Captain Cullen, held the record of
driving through Durham city (not on the route) three times.
In fairness it should be added that all of the other packets
went through there at least once and Foreman Limb and
R.S.M. Cage exchanged greetings as they passed each ot'1er on
the unidentified motorway travelling in opposite directions.
Ottcrburn provided a complete change. Herc the Squadron
quickly settled down and in the following week 23 soldiers
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fire d the 3.5 inch rocket launcher (practice), 35 the cnerga
grenade (live) and 102 completed a ~o.ursc .on one of the battJc
si mulation ranges. Our new admm1strattve officer, Captain
Ricka.rds, 1st Royal Irish, assisted by Colour Sergeant Gay,
took great delight in giving a demonstration of the u ~c of
plastic explosives. He won produced all tarts of bombs and
grenades made out of anything that came to hand, with <?bvious
relish. Bogsidcrs look out! East platoon also took their urn
to complete a day and night navigation exercises which were
organised by Captain Horler. He would appear out of r.~i..:
hills with his clan of Corporals every day or so to replem ~h
and then d isappear again.
T'hc camp period was an unqualified succ c~s . Not only w:1s
the aim achieved but everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
We hope to have another concentrated period of weapon training and range work in the autumn to follow up what has already
been achieved.
Visit b y G.O.C. 2 Divi sion
On Tuesday, 30th June, the G.O.C. 2 Division, Major
General H. R. S. Pain, M .C., A.D.C., revisited the Squadron
training in the local area. The communications clement of the
Brigade H.Q. has just been . established when the General
arrived to meet and talk Wlth the men present .. ?e was
interested in hearing about the problems of trammg the
Squadron in the U.~. and s~en:ied sati~~e.d with. what we were
trying to achieve with the limited fac1httes available.
• ·ricket
The Squadron team have now .r~ached ~he final of t~c
Northern Command cricket compeuuon, havmg defeated me
King's Division D epot at Strcnsall in the semi-final. The final
is a Corps affair agai nst the A.A.C. Harrogate and the game
is to be played at Catterick on 16th July.

8th Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron, Londonderry

F11lly co1nmitted-one wo1old say

PERATIONALLY we are kept amused, and 'A' Troop,
commanded by Lieutenant Andrew Whiddett, have been
O
fully committed. during this. period. They must be the s!Dallest

'A' Troop in existence,. ~avmg on!)'. 19 all ra?ks and ha':'mlli the
responsibility for prov1dmg all Bngade radio commumcauons,
' forward and backwards.' The Commander's Rover Group,
under the critical eye of the R.S.M., W.O.I M~yer, comm.and~d
by Corporal Ron Griffiths, are by far the busLest. The mobile
Pye relay, 'Mobile X-ray' is a close second, commanded by
Corporal Pete Emmerson.
'M' Troop, commanded by the Foreman, W.0.11 John
Callow our last surviving emergency tour member, who has
14 days to go, have their backs to the wall ..Ccr~ral Da.ve
Roberts, our only Tech. T.E., too~ it upon h1mse ~ t? retire
to hospital, leaving the Foreman with lots of gr~mlm-mfested
equipment to play with. Corporal Roberts has smc~ rct_urned.
Corporal Alan Hart, Tech. R., now has to play squa ..1 with the
O.C., as the Foreman is rather busy.
G.O.C ..•s Com111endatlon
On Sth June, Lieutenant-General Sir Ian Free'and, K.C.B.,
D.S.O., visited us again to pre enc Corporal TJwmpson,
R.A.O .C., with a G .O.C.'s cOJpmendatio~. Corporal Thomp~on
had been instrumental in savmg two children from a burn!ng
house and showing disregard for his <;>"".~ safety by returning
to the house and with the help of a c1V1han, entered the bedroom to bring a third child to safety.
The D & E Platoon under Sergeant John Scott, R.P.C.,
·
'body of men.. B cs1'd cs th e1i:
· nor ma!
is another· over-pressed
duties of defending the rebroadcast s1:es, and at ttmes the
main bridge in and out of the City of Lond:inder~y, they have
managed to find the time to help a local mhab.1tant, Mr. R.
Harvey, who is an old age pensioner, by carrymg out some
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THE SEAT OF POWER-SQUADRON H.Q.

J. Reeves,
Sergeant A. Dainty, Signalman R. McKerron , Lanc.e-Corporal R.
Davidson, Staff-Sergeant (O.R.S.Q.M. S.) C. Webb
Front row , left to right : Captain L. G. Barratt R.T.R., Captain J. V.
Fielding, Major M. F. H. Colman, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. Meyer, Captain
(Q.M.) W. E. Howley
Left to right : W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) P. Goldsmith, Signalman

mu::h-needed repairs to his bungalow. The labour force, .commanded by Corporal Bloor, R.P.C., consisted of Pnva~es
Stee!e Purvis and Saunders. They re-slated the roof of me
bungaiow and repaired a large area of the ceiling. The R.S.M.
and the B.O.W.O., W.0.1 Ian Kemp, co-ordinated the project.
Twe nCy-four different cap ~adges
Serg~t Dainty, our sole R.A.P.C. representat.i"'.e, is currently pounding his fevered brow about the addmon of the
countless ' odds and sods ' that come and go on ' flap tours.'
The latest lot are a bath unit. There are, o~ were, at th~ last
count, at 14.30 hour , 26 different Corps Reglffients on Bngade
strength for pay purposes, which makes for . a colourf~l pay
parade. Some of them only emerge into ?a)'.hgb~ for this O?e
high-spot in their vacation, all pale and blinking m the Adrnin.
Officer's monster 200-wan glare. The plly office is currently
riaht next to the R.S .!V .'s office, pay queries being conducted
in° whispers.
In the tle1,tbs of the world o( • Q '
The Quartermaster's Departtnent once again is on the .move,
for the fourth time-only about 400 yards, nevertheless, JUSt ~s
much a problem as the longer moves. T.he q.M., Captam
How'. ey, looks forward (with horror) to movmg hts department
again in December, and threatens not to make a career of the
Army (after 32 years) if he has to m~ve .once. more.
The R.Q.M.S., W.0.11 Peter Goldsmith 1s gomg greyer every
day. The C.Q.M.S.-some of you who. have completed the
All ·Arms Drill Course may know bun-Colour S~rgc:ant
McHenry, Irish Guards, has threatened to return to P1rbng~t
if things don't look up. Sergeant Hicks is lost al!longst ~1s
ledger and his 'hair i getting thinn.er, wonderm~ which
Battalion is going to s:gn for what equipment on. which day.
Corporal Wignall, R.C.T., who recently got married, can _be
found in amongst a screen of make from the cverla~tJ.Dg
cigarettes he smok-s .. Lance-Corp<;>rals Egmore an~ Kitson
gaze at one another m the techmcal store, a1?d Signalman
Stevenson works amid the expendl!ble stores. Fmally, LanceCorporal Raynes, R.C.T., who i employe? in the Ai:mo~,ry.
He guards the weapons a~ if they were his own. saymg If
you have not seen the Q.M., you can't have one."
J.ast bat certnlnl~· not l~ns~
Last of all, and not to be forgotten, the Squadr?n Headquarters Staff. The Chief Clerk, ~taff Sergeant Chff ~ebb,
has his doubts about the establishment, he con:plams of
administering more attached personnel than .established personnel. Corporal Harry Johnson, who has )U t succeshfully
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c mpletcd hi MPT Cla s 1 and his Clas 1 trade, i due
ba k hordy. We managed to borrow from 233 ignal Squa<lron
Signalman Jim Reeve , who ha
ettled in well and coped
with the job in hand admirably, although the odd mutter from
behind the typewriter can be heard, for example, "I can't wait
to get back to Lisburn.·· Lance-Corporal Bob Davidson, who
has had to fill the gap wh il t the Chief Clerk has been away,
is ~oaked in power and delegates re pon~ibilities to our other
clerk, Signalman Mac McKerron.

J

Plyn1outt

,

--

11 Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron {211)
B.F.P.O. 29
\Vho-s Who!

o.c.

24 Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron (210) Plymouth
Ar:my Week

As part of Mayflower '70 celebrations, a nightly tattoo \~as
staged in !1.1e Royal Citadel from 22nd-27th June. A planrung
progressed, so did the scope of the tattoo. Some 1,500 soldiers
took part. The White Helmets were there and thrilled 5,000
spectators each evening; we were very proud of them.
The Squadron was very much involved behind the scenes,
but our outward contribution was the provision of the nightly
quarter guard. In fact we had two guards taking alternate
duties. Their turnout and drill drew many a complimentary
remark and must have satisfied their re pective guard commanders, Sergeants Ken Purnell and Ralph Finch.
' B ' and ' Q ' Troops ran a refreshment stall and managed
to swell P.RI. profits by £100.

GETTING AQUA-AINTED FOR THE REAL THING
Signalman Gray and Signalman Neal just getting the feel of things
in a water tank in preparation for the real thing-the amphibious
exercise 'Soleil ' in wh ii;h 24 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron
participated

Unck to Northern Irelaud

Timings
011130A Jul- O.C.'s planning conference. Subject under
discussion was giving next CPX an airportable flavour.
011131A Jul - Conference interrupted by B.M . O.C. to
Informed Squadron off to
Brigade H.Q.
Belfast.
011600A Jul- Reece Party left Plymouth. By air from St.
Mawgan.
020700A Jul-TAC H.Q. left Plymouth. By air from St.
Mawgan.
021700A Jul-Reece and Tac Parties complete in location
in Belfast.
031500A Jul-Main P:u-ty left Plymouth in L.S.L. Sir
Geraint.
032300A Jul - Skeleton Brigade H.Q. 'in action ' directing
operations in riots of 3rd/4th July.
041700A Jul-Main .Body arrived.
Having left Londonderry in February, we hardly considered
the possibility of rerurning to Northern Ireland. Our commital,
therefore, came as a complete surprise. With excellent support
from Lieutenant-Colonel Peter McGilliviray, at H.Q., Northern
Ireland, and a sustained all-night effort ftom our Linemen,
Lance-Corporal Marco Po'and, Signalmen Georgie Best and
Lew Greenwood, all Lines and circuits were in by 3rd July. In
fact we were not due to become operational before 5th July,
but the events of 3rd July in Belfast made it necessary for
the incomplete Brigade H .Q. to direct the operations of l
KOSB, 1 B.W. and 45 Commando, RM in the city that
night. For the few Royal Signals on the advance party, this
meant a prolonged stint of duty. Y. of S. John Birkwood,
Corporal Jock Davidson and the adaptable Signalman Tom
Livingstone did valiant work in the comcen. Corporal Tom
Bowen became O.C. ' A ' Troop, and his radio operators,
Lance-Corporal Phil Martin, Harry Brayley, Signalman Jock
Dick and Geordie Wilson-Wardle, manned four nets between
them. Lance-Corporal Chippie Chambers, Signalman John
Chamben, Andy Young, drove their re~pective staff officers
on numerous recces through the streets of Belfast, while
Signalman Scottie Scott and Jock Grieg pioneered the SDS
route.
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econd-in-Command .
R.S.M ....
Comms. Officer
0.C. 'A'
O.C. 'B'
R.Q.M.S.
O.R.S.Q.M.S .
Y. of S.
Y. of
F. of S.

Major G. Corden
Captain C. A. Brown
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. E. W. Cave
Captain R. J. H. Swainson
Lieutenant P. R. Dick
Second-Lieutenant G. K. Thompson
W.O.Il (R.Q.M.S.) R. J. Davies
Staff Sergeant F . E. Francis
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) A. R. Cole
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) A. L. Hawkins
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Brown

.\1111 it rained
5 p.m., Sunday, 28th Jun e, 1970, was the time the quadron
had set to celebrate the SOth -!\nniversary. of the Corps. All the
invitations had been accepted m the Garnson to attend a drumhead service, followed by a march past of the Squad~on. Th~
1st Battalion Gordon Highlande!S Band was _to beat Retreat,
having played during the service. Tine vanous messes were
ready to cater for all the guests to drinks after the ceremony.
During the week there had been rehearsals followed by rehearsals, followed by dress rehearsals. As Sunday approached,
it Looked as though the Squadron was really gomg to put on
a drum-head service to be remembered. The barracks had
been given a spring-clean, timings had b~en worked out to
the second, hair ~lad all been cut short, uniforn;is had all been
well tailored. By Saturday afternoon everythmg was ready
and the sun was shining, nothing co~ld now _go wrong.
Sunday came, and it rained, ramed, ramed, and we ~II
found ourselves taking part in a wet weather programme m
the Green Scarf!
Grt•e11 Scarf Club
The June/July article gav~ an account of the activities in
the club. The photographs this month show the top-cl~ss entertainment the club provide , together with the comrruttee who
run it.

THIS IS NOT THE STORY OF THE BIG ' UN THAT GOT AWAY ...
. .. its the story of five Corps men who are so keen on this amphibious training that afterwards they go back to the water again
-th is time fishing. And by their catches they made a success of
that too. Left to right: Sergeant Brian Humphries, Sergeant Des
Ackers, Sergeant Bob Duxberry, W .0.11 (F. of S.) George Geldard
and W .0 .11 (Y. of S.) John Birkwood

Arrivals/ departures
Captain Richard Hood has taken over as Second-in-Command from Captain Mike Forge. The latter is now at H.Q.,
16 Parachute Brigade. We wish him good luck in his new
appointment and thank him for his untiring efforts on our
behalf.
R.S.M. Fred Common replaces R.S.M. John lent, leaving
us on commissioning. The latter showed considerable restraint
when invited to accompany us to Belfast to see us in. Before
he returned to Plymouth he was ' toasted ' in both Officers'
and Sergeancs' Messes. He left for the docks in the Brigade
Commander's staff car. In accordance with current orders concerning suspicious characters, he was stopped and searched at
the gate by our Defence Platoon.
F. of S. George Geldard is also leaving us. We shall miss his
quiet and reassuring presence. The noise in the Sergeants'
Mess on rbe eve of his departure rivalled that generated by
rioters in Belfast.

MAKING THINGS RIP IN THE GREEN SCAR~ CLUB

Despite the disappointment when rain spoiled a metaculously
planned Drumhead Service to celebrate the ~orps SOth
Anniversary, dampened spirits were soon soaring at. the
Green Scarf Club when things were really allowed to rap to
the music of Australia's top jazz band-The Yara Yara band
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THE CLUB THAT HAS SOMETHING DIFFERENT TO OFFER IN
CORPS ENTERTAINMENT
The Green Scarf Club since its inception has gone on steadily as
one of the most attractive Corps clubs in BAO R. It puts on really
first-class shows eve ry month before an audience somewhere in the
neighbourhood of 200-and tickets are somttimEs at a premium.
The men behind this successful venture, are the forward looking
committee who are from left to right : Corporal Collens, LanceCorporal Cowles, Corporal Francis, Captain C. A. Brown, LanceCorporal Wing, Lance-Corporal Smyth, Corporal Crook, Corporal
Chapman
.\

Hoost to Sales
The Brigade Headquarters staff are always pleased to sec
their names or photographs printed . in THE WIRE. However,
although now nearing the end of h1s .two-year tour, the. <?3
(In t ) . has not seen his name appear m any of our arucle~.
He ·has promised to buy ten copies o! THJ! WIRE .should h1~
name appear. How can we disappoint him- Maior A. K.
Crawford, Intelligence Corps.

223 Signal Squadron, Winchester
::u ajor Rollaud retires aft~r 31 years
"X TITH retirement on 1st August looming large on the
Vl' horizon, Major Charles ' Dutchy' Holland, the_ T .0.T.,
took up one or two long-standing engagements dunng June
to say his goodbyes. To use his own words, he was " . . · g;eatly
'honoured . . . " to be dined out by both Sergeants and
Officers' Messes.
·th h ·
A G .P.0. engineer in 1939, ·~1e was at annual camp w1
is
Territorial Atmy unit when the second world v;,ar _broke out.
He is the fir t to admit that, from then on,
things never
looked back.' Towards the end of the war .he even fou~d
himself actmg as Chief
ignal Officer of St. Helena
- and that as a Warrant
Officer.
In 1945, a Foreman of
ignals, he was ~r~med an
emergency comm1ss1on a a
Lieutenant (Inspector of
Permanent
Communications) - probably the last
serving member of the
Corps to have held such a
title. He relinquished it on
l st January, 1947 on accepting one of the newly created
T .O.T. appointments.
Wir;1 service in the Far
East, Africa, B.A.O.R. and
the U.K ., he finally moved
to Winchester in 1967 for
the setting up of 223 Sign~ !
quadron on 1st April
Major Charles 'Dutchy" Holla >d
379
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Even then fate dealt him one la t unusual ard ; arn vmg in
the firs t in tallations, he found himself
Ja nuary to supervi
to be the very first member of the uni t.
Today, with wife Jackie, Charles Holland can look back
with pleasure on a full life wi th the Royal Signals. Elder
daughter Christine, a teacher un til her marriage last year now
live in '>'ales, while Jacqueline has just made Mum and Dad
very proud indeed by getting an H onours Degree at Leeds
U niver ity.
The quadron' new T .O.T. is Captain G. L. P . (Geoff)
H ud on, 40 yea r old, married, with th ree children . He join
223 from H .Q. AFCENT Comunications Repair Depot in the
etherland .. An ex~member of the Royal Sign al Boys' Company, Catten ck- vmtage 1943 - his main relaxation now is
fishing.
Squadron

~t>lt>brate ~

T hrowing caution to the winds, the
quadron really
plashed out on its celebrations for the Corps' •fir t halfhundred.' A grand dance, buffet, two bands and a professional
cabaret as ured the uccess of the evening on Saturday, 13th
June.
The problem of finding enough room for two to three
hundred reve_llers to . let their ha ir down, so to sp eak, was
solved ~y dom~ a Cmderella-type transformation of th e unit
~ymnas1um. (Tip for other units: a most effective decoration
1 to use crepe paper to create, stable-belt-like bands down the
walls and then hang Squadron pennants on this background).
o much was done by so many that it would be impo sible
to name all w~o . hel~ed, so perhaps it would be kinder just
to i;iame the guidi.ng hght of the dance committee which was
cha~red by Captain Douglas Burt. Co-ordinator was W.0.II
Colin Spea~s; Sergeants' Mess and J.R.C. were represented by
Sergeant . Jim Young and Corporal 'Jock' Douglas· stores
and eqwpmem were ' manipulated ' by Corporal 'George
Cardwell. The buffet was the brainchild of Corporal George
H:iwxwell, whil~ idea~ flowed from Sergeants Tom Thomson,
Tim :f'.eldon, Ali Ausnn and David Jarman, \vho also produced
and directed two bars and the cabaret.

229 Signal Squadron (Ber lin )

B.F.P.0. 45
:tOth .\nnh•c•r s ar,- C.-Jebrations
X E hav now finished our celebrations to mark the SOth
"l Ann iversary and consider that for a small Squadron
we have done very well.
AJ?art fr~J'.l the visit of the Band in April, reported in a
'
edmon, the officers held a cocktail party for 300 people
previous
in the Brigade Officers' Mess. and not to be outdone tlie
Sergeants also held a large cocktail party.
'
28th 11.!ne, 1970, was Royal Signals Sunday in Berlin. In
the mormng, 80 members of the Squadron and their fa milies
attended a Royal Signals Church Service. The service was conducted by the Rev. J . W. J. D . Galbraith, M.A., C.F ., and the
Lesson was read by_ the Squadron Commander, M ajor W. B.
F oote. On a corchmg afternoon we held a families' athletics
m~eting. This was run in a very light-hearted fash ion witli
obiect of getting maximum participation. Highlight of the afternoo": was the ~bstacle race, during which the competitors were
r~qutred to dnn k a bottle of beer. When some of the paru c1p am s were asked why they stopped at the half-way stage
they replied, " We only came for the beer." The tug-of-war'
which was initially intended as a comest between 12 officer~
and senior N.C.O.s and 12 soldiers, ended up with 40 to SO
pe~ple on either side of the rope and rounded off a very
enioyable afternoon for all.
<;>n ~unday evening, we held a barbecue at the families'
swu:rui:mg pool. I t wa attended by 150 people and got off to
a rousmg start. Unfortuna tely, our luck changed and halfway
through the evening we were treated to a heavy st~rm. Although
t his UJ?Set the o:iginal plan of the evening, everybody was
? eten.runed to enioy th emselves, an d we continued cheerfully,
1f .a lmle wet. Thanks of the Squadron must go to R.Q.M .S.
Nick Leach, who organised the evening.
·
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Back row : Mr. S . G a lea , Mr. J. Sultana , Mr. A . Fenech, Mr . J . C ia nta r , Si 1 n a lma n J. Camill e r i, Mr. E. Ma llia, Mr. J . Aqu ilina
.
Thi rd row : M r . J . Bus uttil, Mr. A . Cutaj a r, M r . C . G a le a , M r . F. C ar ua na, Mr. F. Ci an t a r, Mr. J . Fen e ch, Mr. M. Mifsud, Mr. G . Fenech, C~rporal J. Ber n ~ tb,
Sianalman A . Gal ea, Sign a lma n G . De lore n z o , M r. E. Bugeja, Mr. S. Ma llia, Signalman N . Brincat, Mr. F. Attard, Mr. P. Borg, Signalma n A. Gr1xtl,
Sign a lm a n J . Debattista , Mr. A. Azzopardi, Si gna lman C. Pa ce, Mr. S. Ax isa, Signalman L. Spiteri, Mr. A . Cauchi
Second row : Sicna lman L. Mag r i, Mr. A . Gre ch, Mr. C . Mus cat, S ie na lman V. A tta rd, Signal man S. Spiteri, Mr. P. Abdilla, Mr. v: Mangion, Lance. Corporal
L. C a uchi , Lance-Corpora l V. Garra rd, Mr. J . Mifs ud, Mr. J . C a chia, Mr. G . Borda, Signalman J . Mizzi, Sienalman J . Bartolo, Signalman J . Attard,
Signalman J . Bus ut til, Signa lman E. Xuereb, Mr. A. Fenech
First row : Mr. G. Schembri, Signalman C . C h etcuti , Corporal J . Palm ie r, Corporal J . Xuereb, Corporal R. Grech, Mr. J. Zammit, Mr. J. V.ella, Mr. L.
La nzon, Corporal C . Zammit, Corporal E. Delia, Corporal J. Mamo, Co r poral C . Camilleri, Corporal P. Frendo-Cumbo, Mr. E. Montefort, Signalman J.
Camilleri 603
Seated : Miss C. Whitwam , Mr. R. Campbell , Mr. C . Fenech, Mr. J. Zammit, Sergeant R. Hales, Staff-Sergeant J. Grech, B.E.M., Captain R. S. Rowland,
Royal Sianals, Staff-Sera:eant A . Mifs ud, Sera:eant V. Zammit, Mr. V. Barbara, Mr. J, V. Bonnici, Mr. F. Falzon
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Sporting Acltiev emen,tR
llockc•y
We .have won th~ Berlin _Minor Units' H ockey L eague for
th e third year runnmg. T his was mainly due to the stalwarts
of. the. team, S.S.M. Fred Gardner, our goalie, Sergeant Ken
Tunmms, and Corporal Eddie MuJvana.
Athletics
The Berlin Brigade f\thletics were held on 18th June. T he
Squadron was det~rmmed to do well, as the previous year
we had lost the shield by only one point to the R.M.P. This
~ear tl~e oppos!ti?n was n_ot S() good and we romped away wi th
m7 .1\:fmor Unns . Cha_mp1onship. We went forward to the 2nd
D1v1s1on Champ1onsh1ps, but the competition there was fa r
too strong for us. Worth a special_ mention is Lance-Corporal
Joe Brown, who won both the Bngade and 2nd D ivision 800
metres.

Une Troop
S these notes go to press Captain Bob Rowland will be in
the process of handing over to Captain Mike Macklin,
whom we welcome to the fold. In an island creaking with the
strain of change it is not surprising that Line Troop has borne
much of the brunt of the increased workload, and will continue
to do so - Captain Bob Rowland has seen it through a busy
ti me and done a great deal to tidy up the rationalised services
telephone system. After well over three years ti e has been
heard to admit tha t he would have liked another year! All
of us and especially those in his troop wish him congratulations
on the promotion, and to both him and his wife and fa_rnily
good luck for the future, and a happy stay in 30th Signal
Regiment. The photograph accompanying these notes may be
of interest - one of almost the entire troop which may be of
particular interest to those who have served in the squadron .

A

Another farewell
We said our farewell to Major and Mrs. Frank Ellis the
other day, sad to relate on retirement, but he will continue
wit 1 the Corps as a RO. III at Rheindalen. He served as
S.O. 2 in Signals Branch, H.Q. British Troops Malta! and
we'd like to say thank you for his oft-~iven ~elp ~d pauence,
and to wish both of them every happmess m rettrement. We
welcome their replacement, Major and Mrs. John Montague,
fresh from the green of Ulster - sorry we are gerring a bit
brown here now!
Athletics
Farewells are sad and so it is cheering to relate that, although
the Army could not field an athletics team this year in . the
Inter-Services Championship (due to absence of both battalions
from the island), we did do our little bit. We were kindly
allowed to enter four individuals and two of them came second
in their events and so well deserve our congratulations Corporal Bill Littlewood reached the finals of the 100 and 200
metres and fi nished second in the long jump, and Corporal
Derick Pickup came second in the 1500 metres (by only two
inches!). Bad luck to o.ur two javelin throw.ers, Corporals Fra~k
Russell and Victor Sm.1th, not to get a placing (they were afraid
of hitting the low flying aircraft I gather!).

'\Vatc•r J•olo

THEY CERTAINLY ENJOYED THE PARTY
Pictured are Alderman and Mrs. S. G. Steel who were guests of
honour at the Squadron's celebrations for the Corps' SOth anniversary. To give him his correct title, which dates back to King
Alfred th~ Great, he is The Right Worshipful Mayor of the City of
Wmchester. Photograph by Signalman H. F. Hodder

. Guest of honour was the 786th May~r of King Alfred's capital
cHy, Alderman S. G. Stee~, who, despite three other important
en~agements that day, still found time and energy to dance
a lively hokey-kokey with Mrs. Steel and many members of
the _Squadr~n . The evening was well rounded off by the deparu,ng S.S . ~., . W.0.U Graham Thomson, who joined with
the Go-Go . girls. of the cabaret in keeping everyone on the
edge of their chairs.

Due to ~ack of entries, the Brigade Water Polo Championship
was a straight match between ourselves and 247 Provost ComPl!ny, R. \If .P. We were far too powerful for them and ran out
wmners by 16--4. Main goal-scorers were Captain Ian Penny
(7) and Signalman Dicky Grant (6).
y;e wen~ forward to the 2nd Division Championships and
fimshed third to l RTR and 23rd Regiment, RE.
Swimming

I~ tl}e Brigade Swimming Championships, the Squadron
agam turned out to be too strong for the opposition and finished
the afternoon wi_th maximum points from all five races. There
are no other mmor units entered from 2nd Division, so we
now move to the B.A.0.R. finals at Sennelager on 22nd July,

(Air Support)
Tangmere, Sussex
Presentation
HE highlight of July has, of course, .been the Corps SOth
Anniversary Celebrations. . 244 S1~nal Squadroi:i has
played its part in these by taking part m a presentation . to
38 Group, R.A.F., of which we a~e a part. The. presentation
was of a small statuette and received coverage JO the ne\'."Spapers and on television. A full report of the presentation
appears elsewhere in this edition of THE WIRE (see pages 338/9).

T

Exercise • Dersatu Pndu '
No doubt readers will have seen several ref~r.ences ~o
Exercise ' Bersatu Padu ' in the press and on tclev1S1on .. This
was a very big and expensive exercise Pi the Far East des~gn~d
to show our friends in Malaysia that we can come to their aid
swiftly if required.
244 Signal Squadron had a considerable contingent taking

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now ?
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part, including the O.C., Major Derek_ Poo~e, and at me time
of writing, we can expect them back JO dribs and drabs over
the next few weeks.
We have kept in touch by means of a nefarious publication
which goes under the splendi_d title of . ' The ~ungun s~ .·
This appears to have been wrmen, published, edited and d1suibuted by the ' Terrible Twins,' Corporals Harrison and A~son.
It i supposed to have been a detachrnen.t newsl<:tter, des 1~cd
to keep everyone up to date with the gomg -on m the outside
world but news was obviously lacking in borh quantit¥ and
quality and had to make way for all sorts of other items,
includ~g an advert for a ' Soopah doopah pullout nude " from
the centre pages of 'Playboy.'
Is tltis n record?
There have been various comings and going to and from
the Squadron recently- more comings than goings, ~e're glad
to say since we are building up towards our estabhshmentbut they are really too numerous to mention them all. Soon
however we lose Sergeant Derek Drew, Operations/Training
N .C.O. ~ho is leaving the Service after nine years.
Suangely enough, apart from his ini~al ~aining ~s a line
technician, Sergeant Drew has done his mne years ervicc
381

in the am unit. On leaving Catterick, in July, 1962, he was
ignal Troop, from which 244 was formed. He
po ted to 63
crved in Greece, Aden (three time ), Cyprus, B.A.0.R., El
dem and U.K. w:th 6~8 Signal Troop and ha pas cd all
hi - trade and military proficiency courses etc., whilst in the
unit. H hold th G. .M. for Radfan and outh Arabia. Is
thi a record? \Vherher it i or not we shall be orry to sec
him go.
In lht> futur
By the time it i necessary to write THE WIRE notes again,
we should have much more new of ' Bersatu Padu,' which
will undoubtedly provide interesting reading.

255 Signal Squadron (Bahrain}
B.F.P.O. 63

Line Troop of 255 Squatlron

248 Gurkha Signal Squadron
c/o G.P.O. Singapore
C•rps SOtb .\.nniversary
OW can a small unit like ours celebrate the Corps Anniversary? Well, we are very close neighbours of the rwelvcman 28 Commonwealth Brigade Signal detachment, and so it
seemed fitting and proper to celebrate io the usual Commonwealth way-a cricket match helped along with a drop of beer.
TI1e rules, drawn up by W.0.11 Gormanley, R.N.Z. Signals,
were simple. Everyone was to bowl two overs, oo one could
be ' out for a duck ' and after every four overs, refreshments
were to be served.
Brimming over with confidence, we opened the batting. The
first balls received were always nice and gentle so that a
run could be scored after that the real bowling started. The
only way to retaliate was with the refreshmeocs. Corporal Red
Goodchild was quick to point our to the Commonwealth communicators the fine qualities of Gurkha rum with beer a a
'chaser.'
It was not long before the Aussies and Kiwis were feeling
the effect , and the bowlers lost their deadly accuracy. After
four breaks for refreshment, we knocked up 62 runs. Our taileoders let us down-they had been at the beer as welt
Our turn to field came and we realised how hot it was
io the sun. Reserve refreshment was called for, and behind the
wickets appeared a small cache of canoed beer. The batsmen
were having some difficulty seeing which ball to hit, whereas, judging from the number of wides bowled, our bowlers
didn't know where the wickets were.
Things weren t looking too well for us scorewise, however,
some skilful decisions by our umpire, Sergeant Nigel Zorab,
resulted in an exact tie-62-all.
The core of beers and bottles of rum drunk was not recorded, but it can be assured that me Corps Anniversary was
well and truly celebrated.

H

A bit nbout work
With the pending reduction of Gurkha Signals to only two
Squadrons, we have already lost many men on redundancy,
but Royal Signals are also short of men, and we now provide
a large element of communicators for 249 Signal Squadron,
so when you read of their activities you also read of ours.
At the moment, they are all away on Exercise ' Bersatu Padu '
which, no doubt will be reported on later. Io Brunei, we
still have our small Signal Troop, wim Sergeant Bill Thomas
and Corporal Bradford, and until recently we had a rear
link detachment in Sarawak with the Sapper surveyors.

Far.. well
248 Gurkha Signal Squadron is now no more, having been
absorbed by 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment, who have moved
into Nee Soon from Serembao. The Squadron will start up
again in late 1971, in Hong Kong, but now we say farewell
to the O.C., Major Mike Barrett, Second-in-Command, Captain
Pat Thomas, W .O.ll (S.S.M.) Tekbahadur Gurung, Sergeant
Nigel Zorab and Corporal Red Goodchild and ' au revoir ' to
the Squadron.
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Without itYou're not With it!

Reason. We were left out of Wire Notes last time, though we
play an important part in the communication system in
Bahrein, manning two exchanges and looking after seven
hundred circuits. So take a good look at us-here we are.
Front row : From left to right : Corporal Luck, O.C. SecondLieutenant Paterson, Sergeant Wood, Lance-Corporal Dudley
Centre row : Lance-Corporal Dymock, Signalman Pounder,
Signalman Law, Lance-Corporal Mcfarlane, Corporal
Reardon
Bock row: Signalman Murphy, Corporal Davies, Signalman
Hainsworth, Corporal Whitfield, Signalman Hudson, Corporal Letts, Signalman Dorricott, Lance-Corporal Perrior

Liue Troop

We feel unwanted! Unfortunately, the last time that 255
Squadron were put into print, Line Troop were left out, therefore, we thought it necessary to make up for it this time.
As is usual in most Regiments or Squadrons, the Line Troop
plays a very important pan in the communications system.
This is particularly so in Bahrain, manning two exchanges and
looking after approximately seven hundred circuits.
Times have been hard through the last few monms, seeing
more postings out than postings in, and pressure of work has
caused many of us to put in a lot of overtime (no such thing,
you say, don't you believe it!). So, if you are a ' lineless hairy'
or an out-of-work tech., someone, somewhere, wants to hear
from you (preferably by the next post!).
For me last few months we have been plagued by hungry
rats, which have ' dined out ' on our telephone cables. This
' ratastrophy ' caused us many a headache, in particularly to
Sergeant ' Chippy ' Wood (N.C.0.-in-charge lines), Corporal
Whitfield (SG) and Lance-Corporal DudJey (Hairy Legs!).
Not satisfied with a SO-pair for an hors d'oeuvre, the rats
then started on a 100-pair for me main course, and had a
10-pair intercom cable for a sweet. If anyone should happen
to know what type of cheese and biscuits they are going to
have, wouid they please ring O.C. Line Troop on " .. .. "
It has often been said that Line Troop are a load of
animals (haven't they, 'Spud '-Signalman Murphy) which
isn't true, of course. However, we are very fortunate in being
allowed to keep a Troop mascot, a young mongrel pup, which
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was handed down by t~e R.A.F. and men the R.E.M.E. to the
kind and ever-loving Linc Troop. ' Brutus ' is now about
two months old and growing rapidly, eating us out of house
and home. He is now a great favourite amongst the Squadron
personnel and occupies a very important place in the O.C.
Troop's (Second-Lieutenant Paterson) office-a plush armchair
reserved for distinguished guests and visitors.
"Won't you sit down, sir?"
"I think I'll stand if you don't mind!"
Apart froll? everyday work, Li ne Troop takes on anyth ing
from concreting, carpentry, motor mechanics, decorating etc.,
'
and, of course, ' ale-supping.'
In the world of sport, Line Troop has a hard job to find
competition, achieving high standards in all events. Special
mention here to Lance-Corporal Dudley (who has just left us)
who wa the sportsman of the Troop, doing very well in football, cricket and badminton. Our football team have done well,
too, being unbeaten at the end of me season. Team: Sergeant
Wood, Corporals Luck, Whitfield, Miller and Henifin, LanceCorporals Perrior, DudJey and Johnstone, Signalmen Hudson,
Law, Murphy and Rankin).
Recently rhe linemen built a picturesque fishpond and patio,
which does much to enha nce the outlook of the exchange. The
pool is occupied by numerous kinds of fis~ and 'Fred' the
terrapin (this, for the uneducated, is a sort of waterproofed
tortoise) which draws numerous sightseers. (The pool has
recently been named the ' Sergeant- ajor's Sanctuary '-have
you any dog meat for Fred?).
Concluding on a quiet note, Line Troop would like to
wish all its ex-members the very best of luck, wherever mey
may be serving, and welcome all the new members of the
Troop, hoping they will enjoy their stay with 'industrious '
Line Troop. Recent departures included Lance-Corporal
Bill Davies, (Little old wine drinker me), Lance-Corporal
' Dusty ' Rhodes, Lance-Corporal Kerry Reardon, LanceCorporal Dudley (' Hairy Legs '), Lance-Corporal Brian Perrior,
Signalman 'Little John ' Hainsworm (now chicken farmer
John) and Signalman Dave Dorricot. New arrivals include
Corporal Jim Henifin, Corporal Dave White, Lance-Corporal
' Geordie' Spires, Signalman ' Lofty' Rankin, Signalman Tom
Law, Signalman Ken Ford and Signalman 'Pop' Pounder.

• The Outpost '

The ' Outpost ' is the name which has been given to the new
Squadron Club, opened on Friday, 29th May, by the Squadron
Commander-Major John Brian. The Club got off to an excellent start with a barbecue and me ancient British Beer
Drinking Ceremony. As a useless fact for those who collect
statistics, the consumption for that evening was 1,792 cans of
beer! T'ne manager, R.Q.M.S. Ernie Witha11, is still counting
the takings.
We were very pleased to welcome 15 members of 222
Squadron (Sharjah) to tlle opening. These included Captain
' Mike' McCann and S.S.M. ' Bob' McGregor. They joined
in the inter-troop darts contest and everyming else mat was
going and were notably enthusiastic towards our previously
mentioned useless statistic. During the evening there was a
cabaret provided by the Second-in-Command, Captain ' Bill '
Griffiths (harmonica), accompanied by Lieutenant Chris Greig
(guitar). The show being opened by Second-Lieutenant Hugh
Paterson on his bugle. The climax of the evening came when
the draw was made for the raffle. S.S.M. Eric Le Quesne had
been conning everybody in Bahrain to buy these tickets over
the last month and there was a fine array of prizes to be won.
The star prize, a cassette tape recorder, being won by the
Squadron Commander.
The Club is now in fully daily service, the first barman,
Lance-Corporal Dave Wood, has just handed over to Corporal
Dave Isherwood and is beating a rapid retreat to U.K.
The ' Outpost ' did not appear overnight and a lot of very
hard work was put into the building of the bar and the decorating of the clubroom. Line Troop bore the brunt of the work.
Special mention must be made of Corporal John Luck, who
spent more hours of his own time working in the Club than
one would care to calculate, and Lance-Corporal ' Scouse '
McKittrick who was responsible for the painting on the walls
and Corporal Chris Rogers, chief plumber, who gave up his
Easter Grant to install the sink unit. The Squadron is taking
full advantage of their efforts.
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Gentlemen- the Outpost Club is now open

The Squadron Commander, Major John Brian, cuts the tape
at the opening of the new Outpost Club and the culmination
of much hard work and enthusiasm was reached. For those
interested in statistics it got off to a fine start-one thousand,
seven hundred and ninety two cans of beer were consumed
on the night in question. But what a night!
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CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but wim excellent
prospects of becoming established (1.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and born parents must have been Briti.h
since birm.
Applications with full details of qualifications to :
Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM,
Glos. GLS2 S-AJ.
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270
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Corps Jubilee Celebrations

Only the best is good enough for 259 Squadron
as they go partying at the Nicosia Hilton!

LINEMAN LOOK CHEERFUL ON UPGRADING Biii-Bii COURSE
Back, left to right : Sergeant Dave Brackston, Corporal Colin Campbell, Corporal Dennis Corser, Corporal Colin Harvey, LanceCorporal Alex Peddie, lance-Corporal Trev Makin
Centre, left to right: Signalman Mick liversidge, Signalman Mick
Howie, Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. Milton, Signalman Jim Bartley, Signal·
man Ernie Hooper
front, left to right : Signalman Dave Moore, Signalman Archie McKay
Signalman Pete Lockhart, Signalman Les Addison , Signalman Steve
Fletcher
1 Squadron, 9th Signal Regiment, won the trophy, just pipping

us by 4t points. Our strength lay principally in the field
events, where Corporal Mick Norton, javelin; Signalman Mick
Howie, long jump; Lance-Corporal Chris Bond, shot, and LanceCorporal Dick Russell, high jump, gained us valuable poims.
On the track, the harvest was smaller, but some very determined running in 90 °F., earned the admiration of the
spectators and the respect of the opposition, particularly Signalman PauJ Morton's efforts in the 800 metres, where he took
second place. This took us to the finals of the Army Minor
Units, by which time we had unfortunately lost some of our
stars on RHE, notably Lance-Corporal Russell and Signalman
Morton. Although a disappointing overall result, we managed
to take the discus, through Lance-Corporals Ron Thompson
and Chris Bond, and the hop, step and jump, through LanceCorporal Matt Collins and Signalman Mick Howie.
On the skill-at-arms side, after a gentle warm-up in the
3rd Signal Group Meeting, we earned a very creditable second
I.
2.
l.

4.

One of the reasons why the Squadron went to the Nicosia Hilton-the buffet marking the Royal Signals Jubilee
A party from East Troop with their ladies waiting to start dinner
A representative crowd from Episkopi, with Staff-Sergeant and Mrs. Leiper, S.S.M. and Mrs-. Kelly, S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Maidment and W.0.1. and Mrs. Short
Parties everywhere-well wined and dined. Another Episkopi table

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)
B.F.P.0. 53
Corps Jubilee Sunday in Cyprus
N Sunday, 28th June, we were proud to welcome members
of the Royal Corps of Signals serving in Cyprus, who
assembled in Dhekelia to celebrate the SOth Anniversary of
the formation of the Corps.
The Corps is well represented on the island, and on Sunday
morning, comingents of Royal Signals personnel from every
military H.Q., Sovereign Base Area Garrison and retained site
in Cyprus converged on Dhekelia.

O

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support)

B.F.P.O. 53
INCE our last comribution, things have moved apace-anS
other IS exercise, three athletics meetings, two rifle
meetings, the stan of a lineman upgrading course, and, of
course, the Jubilee Celebrations.

ExerelHP ' Steep '
The call came, as ~redic~ed, in the dead of night and, as
pre-arranged, the Ep1skop1-based shift saw the Squadron
safely through the first onslaughts of the enemy, which included ~he simulated (thank goodness) sabotage to the main
test pom!, and . various other. sorties aimed at testing the
~qua?ron s reacuon. By the ume the day shift arrived, the
sJtuauon was well under control, until some enterprising

saboteur blew up the main exchange. Foreman Keith Eustace,
Corporals Derek Brown and Graham Reynolds, who must be
gifted with second sight, had the mobile exchange 3-tonner and
2-ton trailer warmed-up, moved, and in business within the
hour. As the exercise finished before schedule, it can only be
presumed that the DS ran out of ideas of ' how to catch these
damned signallers on the hop!'
Other Events
The athletics season started with an innovation-an interTroop meeting, organised by Foreman Derek Prime. As expected, Akrotiri Airfield Troop ' A ' emerged the winners, but
o~y r.iarr~wly, over Sergeant Terry Stacey's gallam band from
N1cos1a Airfield Troop, the strength of which is ten 'all souls.'
A C?mmendable effort. This small meeting served in bringing
to light the stalwarts who would represent us in the Commander, 3rd Signal Group Meeting, which is an annual contest
between the six Signal Squadrons on the island. As feared,
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Church service
The day began with an inter-denominational service in St.
George's Garrison Church, Dhekelia, with the D.A.C.G., the
Reverend B. W. Howarth, leading the officiating Chaplains, and
the Reverend P. B. Denton in attendance. The service was
conducted by the Reverend A. A. Loades and the sermon was
preached by the Reverend J. S. Cross--an appropriate choice,
as he is Chaplain of 9th Signal Regimem. Colonel D. L.
Sylvester-Bradley, 0.B.E., Commander, 3rd Signal Group, read
the Lesson, and, by kind permission of their Commanding
Officer, the Band of the Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of
Yorkshire played during the service.
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HELIO IS IN AGAIN!
S.S.M . Vic Prees gets the priority traffic through from Mt. Olympus.
Complex aerial array in background handles routine messages

place in the NEARELF meeting for all Minor Units on the
island, in which Corporal ' Jock' Villiers and Signalman Paul
Morton (again) won the LMG pairs competition. As for our
regular shot, Major N. C. Grayson, all he managed was the
runners-up cup in the Officers' Pistol Match, and a place in
the G.0.C.'s XX Champion Rifle Match-he claims that his
shooting eye is dimming and the knee he clobbered in a
moment of weakness parachuting, has slowed his rundown ..
New •node of sig.n alling
In an effort to improve the Squadron flexibility in signalling
media, W.O.II (S.S.M.) Vic Prees and Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.)
Nobby Clarke decided to have a go in improving communications between Mount Olympus and Episkopi, with local
Sapper co-operation, they obtained two strange-looking pieces
of equipment and using a power source in plentiful supply in
Cyprus-the sun-established a link using morse code. Our
picture shows the Olympus terminal with the S.S.M. in the
hot seat. We shudder to think what a multi-channel system
would look like.

Water sports
After the service, uniformed personnel dashed away to change
quickly into more comfortable summer rig, and then everyone
moved on to lunch in one or other of the three Dhekelia Beach
Clubs. Lunch over, the main event of the afternoon began
at the St. George Club-a light-hearted, but nevertheless keenlycomested water sports meeting between teams of ten men from
each Squadron and 644 Troop.
With the emphasis on spectator interest, the events included
pillow fights on a wet pole, obstacle and plate diving, a 'save
the ladies ' race (all water sports nmst have bathing beautie ! ),
a straight ten-man relay race and a very exciting children's
race, in which every contestant won a prize. The overall
champions were 2 Squadron, 9th Signal Regiment. The prizes
consisted of a Cyprus pottery pint mug for each member of
the team, and a large black and white urn-type trophy of
vaguely Grecian shape and design motif, to be known as ' The
Schnorkel Trophy '-or something! Very appropriately, the
prizes were presented by Lieut~ant-Colonel A. W. McL.
McKinnon, C.0. of 9th Signal Regiment.
Balloon raee
Throughout the afternoon, balloons had been on ale at 2 .
a time-but these were no ordinary balloons.
Each balloon was filled with hydrogen and had a numbered
stamped and addressed postcard attached, together with in-
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Since the balloons were despatched, Colonel D. L . SylvesterBradley has offered a special prize for the card which returns
from farthest afield before the end of July.

OTHER WGBLIGUT SNIP PET S
(,i11 k via Satellite
Over th~ weekend 20th-21st June, a teleprinter circuit was
opera ted direct from a 14th Regiment terminal at the Alder~hot Show, vi~ l'i1e satellite link ro Cyprus and into a term inal
m our D hekeba comccn. During the weekend, we received and
forwar ded 27 personal messages from visitors to the show to
th eir frie nds and relatives in Cyprus.
Athletics
Major Gent, Sergeant Stocks and Corporal Cossou won their
Army (C yprus) Colours competing in the C yprus Inter-Service
match, Army versus R.A.F. on 16th June. The Corps as a
whole was ver y well r ep re ented in the Army team .
FREE FOR ALL
Chaos, confusion, and a fair bit of " nobbling" during the " Save the
Ladies" race!

truction in Greek, Turkish and English, asking the finder
post the card as soon as possible. The theory of the race
~s that the owner (purchaser) of the first card to arrive back
m 262 Squadron Commander's office-through official Cyprus
and Forces Postal channels-will receive a cash prize.
The fimil event of the day was the release of the balloons
and now ~ve can sit back and wait for the cards to return'.
H?wever, if the meteor?logical expert's advice is incorrect, the
mmd . bog:g.es at what nught result from a card landing in Omsk
or Mm kl

'\' isitors
A detachment of W .R.A.C . operators from 39th R egiment
(V), under the command of Captain Gillian Dearmer, W.R.A.C.,
has _bee_n training in Dhekelia since 26th June-and com mumcat1ng very successfully tool

!O

DAllY SAlllNGS
AT REDUCED FARES
mENGlAND ~:~:;nee

Cadre c ourse
While on the subject, our own W.R.A.C. were very much
an N .C .O. Cadre Course, 22nd to 26th June.
Capt.am Liz Poole (fresh from gaining an ' A ' on an accounts
course) and Staff Sergeant Jan Ellis were instructing and LanceCorporals Grace Fielding and Chris Thomson ~ere among
the successful students.

conce~ned. with

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August and Sep·
tember • Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians
e Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.

GET FULL DETAILS FROM
MI L A T R A V E L Offices, Local Travel Agents,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Bismarckstrasse 89, Duaseldorf 4,
Fur"ess Shipping Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp,
or Townsend Car Ferries car Ferry Terminal,
Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U.K. Bookings through your nearest Motorlnr;
Organisation, Travel Agents or the Townsend offices
at:

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W . I or
P.O. BOX 12, DOVER.
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COMMUNICATORS-H .M.S. FEARLESS
Royal Signals in the photo are as fel lows :
Front row (left to right) : Corporal Smith, Lance-Corporal Williams, Captain Rumfo rd , Staff-Seq;Eant (Y. of S. ) Fisher, Corporal Higginson
Corporal Mawer
Second row (left to right): Signalman Ebrey, Signalman Budden, Lance-Corporal Smith , Signalman Allen , ~ignalman Srr.i th, Signalman Brussau,
Signalman Hunter, Signalman Leonard, Signalman Grant and Sig nal mar. Walker
Ships Communications O fficer, Lieutenan t -Commander Broomfield, R.N. is in centre of front row

621 Signal Troop (LPD)
H.M.S. Fearless
B.F.P.O. Ships

Our faithfulness to our Aussie girlfriends ended at a dance
at R.A.F. Seletar. This was due to a plentiful supply of
girls, but drink was non-existent. Willpower was at a premium
until a bar was discovered SO yards along the road. However,
our holiday in Seletar did not last long; to the dismay of the
girls and sighs of relief of the parents, we sailed on Exercise
'Janex,' one of the bi-annual naval exercises. This lasted nearly
three weeks, in which time we got insomnia (we worked a
two-watch system of four on and four off).

O recap. It was late November when the good ship
Fearless steamed into Fremantle, Western Australia. For
T
the uninformed, this is near Perth. So, getting into our best

Bangkok was fantastic
In February, we were in Bangkok. What can one say about
Bangkok? It is fantastic! Mainly due to the efforts of the
White Inn, Ex Golden Arrow or otherwise called 649
Signal Troop, we had a ball. It took certain members of the
Troop several months to recover. Armed with our Thai swords
and various other souvenirs, we left quietly.

dress, we trotted ashore in true women-hungry tradition of the
Royal Signals. The objects of our search were fabulous.

.\ud so to Hong Kong

END

OF

c o:.HUSSION

NOTES

By Signalman Bob Leonard

Happy memories of Freoun1de
Our job during the stay was to man the ship's manual exchange. This turned out to be a blessing in disguise, as the
ship had attracted a lot of attention when she rescued a small
boat some miles off the coast. The net result was that the
telephones never stopped ringing, with people inviting us out
for big eats, weekends in the country, or just a drink at their
expense. Most of these invitatiom were passed on to a committee for the benefit of the masses (the 550 'Jacks' on board).
When some of them realised we were picking the best invitations for ourselves, they tried to join the telex watchbill, in
fact, we had a sailor helping out for the last week. He was too
late, we had already trapped the best girls. We sailed two weeks
later, having made many good friends, and will have m any
memories of Fremantle for years to come.

Chrishuas illl Sin.gaitore
Christmas was spent in an eastern manner in Singapore,
with most of the Troop holding an impromptu carol service
one night in iBougis Street (well known for its night 'activities ').
The Troop had a week's leave, either over Christmas or the
New Year. Most of the lads went to the Cameron Highlands
for a rest and a ' dry out.'
THE WIRE, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1970

March found u s in Hong Kong again for a final vts1t. We
have had some good runs ashore there during the commission.
Signalmen Harry Brussau and ' Scouse ' Wa'ker developed far
beyond their year . The ' happening ' was the in club. Members of the W.R.A.C. get a discount on drinks, so friendship
between the two Corps bloomed. We had something in common, anyway, they manned the military telephone exchange.
Throughout our tour in the Far East we have received a lot
of assisrance from Royal Signals unirs and would like to take
this opportunity to thank 18th Signal Regiment, 249 Signal
Squadron,. 252 and 253 Signal Squadrons, 248 Gurkha Signal
Squadron, and all the numerous individuals who, at times, h ave
gone out of their way to help us.

Communications t-00 good!
In April, we did Exerci e Flying Fish, the largest exercise
for over a year east of Suez. Wellad 3 Commando Brigade
Headquarter on board and the friendly assistance of Major
Ray Frost, R.M., the Brigade Signals Officer, and Yeoman of
Signals Stace, R.M. The embarked force of ' boot-necks ' remained on board for a week, enjoying every minute! The communications for this exerci se were too good said the Brigadier,
and unlikely to happen in war . . . . Oh well, you can't please
everyone.
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We ·ailed almost immediately from
ingaporc for the
Arabian Gulf, fo r Bahrain, and yet another exercise. The O.C.
m anaged, omehow. to fly ahead to jack things up · how he
got to Cypru , and wh y, still remains a secret!
Whit t we crossed the Indian Ocean we had a very succe sful communications link to the R.A.F. in Cyprus. The
Royal Navy, e pecially on Fearless, eem to be very good at
working Jong ra nge H F links. Well done, the RO !
After attempting to play football agains t an unnamed Bahrain
ignal quadron (we lo t 11-0), we sailed with the late 4th
Baualion Royal Anglians on Exercise 'En trold .' T his exercsie
only la. t::d a few days but it was a change to have communicator from aU three Services working side by side. We
had . omehow managed to ' acquire' ome R.A. F.
Durban-Ont> of iht> j!rNlt runs of Che 4•0111utissio11

After a brief R and R in Bahrain, we sailed for Durban
in South Africa. This ranks alongside Australia as one of th~
great runs of the commission. Everyone enjoyed themselves
and most visited the world-famous ' Smugglers ' which is an
experience in its own right. There were parties and girls, and
girls and parties until we were pleased to leave. At the end
of May, therefore, we sailed from this paradi e to the island

of M adeira, 14 days' sailing and everal thousand miles away.
This i ·land is fa mous for its wine and basketwork, as we all
found out. The Troop's crowning glory must have been when
Lance-Corporal ' Crispy ' Smith, Signalman Bob E brey and I
~a mc back on board aft_
e r an afternoo n's shopping spree, riding
1:i a bullock cart, wearing sombreros, carrying baskets and up
to the eyes in local wine.

Unck hom e and w e split u1•
ow
is over.
re-form
well to

we have arrived back in E ngland and the comrru s10n
Five of us are posted, the o thers go to Blandford to
and com mence trai ning for the next commission. FareLance-Corporal Smith, who goes to 16th Signal R egim~ n~
and C~rporal ' Taff ' Mawer, L ance-Corporal Rod
Williams and Signalman Johnny Budden, who go to 244 Signal
Squa dr~n. I am also posted to 16th Regiment, but via an
upgrading course. If anyone read ing th is is due for a F ar East
tour, I have lots of gear to sell!
Afterth ought.- If anyone is thinking of joining one of m e
Ship Signal Troops, did you know we do not pay accommodation or food charges whilst on board !

644 Signal T r oop (UNFICYP)
B.F.P.O. 667
AVING ·missed two W mE publications, 644 Signal Troop
H.Q. U NFICYP is back in print again. Somehow our
previous two sets of notes have slipped through the net.

H

F o rce Commnnd4' r v is its
On Tuesday, 23rd June, the Force Commander, Major
General Prem Chand, visited the Troop. The visit almost
became a disaste r when Lance-Corporal John T aylor, while
in the process of greasing batteries, attempted to shake hands
with the General, grease, muck, grime as well. The General
must have heard of John's habit of putting his foot in it, and
deftly grabbed his arm instead. The General also visited the
Comcen and Technical Workshops and thanked members of
the T roop for thei r high sta ndard of communications. Here
Lance-Corporal Bonar Law was snapped rewiring the chassis
of a C43 receiver, to which we are about to say farewe ll (no
reflection on your rewiring ability Bonar).

visiting the unit, and after visiting all departments he spent an
evening in our All Ranks Club, then helped the Officer~ and
Senior N .C.O.'s polish off K eba bs and wine at an evening out
in Nicosia.
It his hoped to publish a short history of Signals with
UNF ICYP since its fo rmation in 1964. Would all past members
of 644 Signal Troop and Royal Signals personnel who have
been associated with UNFICYP who can assist us with
information please forward it. Any incidents, no matter how
small, of devotion to duty, feats of skill, humorous or otherwise,
would be greatly appreciated. Please forward any information
to Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) J . B. T. Hill, 644 Signal Troop,
H .Q. U NFICYP, B.F.P.O. 667. Even such information as 'I
served F ebruary-July 1967, the O.C. was . . . etc. etc. would
be more than welcome.

THE VOLUNTEERS
Voluntl'llrH 1ntdtl' thvi1• marl; td ca1np

31st (GL) Signal Regiment (VJ
cross the Channel

653 SIGNAL TROOP AND MARCUS-POSE FOR 'THE WIRE'

:

A camp something like home?

wo years of hard work came to a climax in June, when
the Regiment embarked on the LSL Sir Geraint for
T
annual camp in N .W. Europe. Two weeks under 'field condi-

I
I
TECHNICIAN ON THE JOB
Major-Gene ral Prem Chand, Commander United Nations Forces,
in Cyprus, has a word with Lance-Corporal Bonar Law

The O . C., N.C.O.'s and Soldiers of 653 Sirnal Troop at t.he School of Artillery, Ma~orbier, pose for the camera, but they cannot leave out Doll' Marcus
who obviously wants to steal the picture. (Left"' rii:htj :
Back Ro,,. · Slcnalman 'Andy' Munr o, s·11na I man 'G eor1e • B rown, s·•e:nalman 'Cassius'
· Spencer, Lance-Corporal ' Dippy• De Pulford, Lance- Corporal 'Bill'
Pitt, Lance-Corporal 'Jim' Evans

~~ddle

~orporal :chri~'

'\Ve enjoy sport but • • •
The Troop entered a swimming team in the recent Corps
SOth Anniversary celebrations at Dhekelia. Though in the
final tally we came second, what the commentator, Staff
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Cockerill, of 262, described as 'a gallant
and courageous second place ' - (thanks Tom, visit u~ ~ny
time), we certainly had the highest powe.red team, cons1sung
of the Chief Signal Officer UNFICYP, L1eutenant-Colonel D.
D. Ranft, the Troop Commander, Captain Jonathan Cox, Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) John Hill, Sergeant Jim Ann;ear, ~orpo~al
John Banks (team captain), Lance-Corporals Dems Br81thw81te
and Jim Lander, Signalmen Alan Jarwood, Doug Knight and
Dave Marsden. We have also had mixed fortune in the cricket
field, but have been able to hold our heads high in the end,
thanks mainly to our all-rounders, Lieutenant John Thewlis,
Lance-Corporal ' Smudge ' Smith, Corporal Doug Friend and
Signalman Alan Bates.
• • • we really work very hard

Sittini : Serceant 'Pat' McGerty, Serae&nt 'Ga:1:' Sh&rp, Staff-Sereeant (F. of S.) 'Mike' Truran, Captain G. J . H . Grist Serll'eanl 'Larry' Jukes Sereeant
'John• Spick, Corporal 'Dodier' Green, Doe: 'Marcu1'
'
'

From the notes it would eem apparent that we have very
little to do except play spore: that is, however, completely
untrue we also work extremely hard, but don't talk about it.
A rec~nt visitor from 30th Signal Regiment (our parent unit)
was Major Nick Williams, who spent three days informally
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Row :
ompson,

Tout., Lance-Corporal 'Inky' Garner, Signalman 'Georee' Donnelly, Lance-Corporal 'Dougy' Bell1haw, Corporal ' Tommo•
orporal John Tuck, Corporal 'Sam' B~ndin, Lance-Corporal 'Fiji' Vijaynand, Si1nalman 'Al' Wilson, Siena.Iman 'Art' Wilson, Sirna.Iman
Arthur' Lanelford, Siena.Iman 'Lolly' Lorimer
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tions ' ahead of us, culminating in participation in Exercise
' Sigex,' was viewed with some misgivings by many who had
joined us since our last Continental camp in 1968. Stories had
been freely told by the old hands of the fearful conditions that
lay ahead. This time, however, the luxury of our ~834 barracks, which had somehow been left off the local equivalent of
the M.P.B.W.'s maintenance programme was not to be our
temporary home; instead, we heard rumours of a desened
camp, 12t miles from anywhere. In the event, those of us
who weren' t 'deployed,' have the U.S. Army to thank for
such luxuries as beds, blankets and sheets, which were produced by their local unit. The ' deserted camp ' was transformed by our advance party and the U.S. Army into something like home. (Well, not exactly home perhaps, but C!J.Ough
to induce comments from our old hands that 'it never used to
be like this ').

C:O.mmu.uientions said to be nea.r imposslllle

Our communications task was formidable, and whatever
faults we may have had, over-confidence was not one of them!
Our Group Commander had expres~d doubts qu~te opc:nly
that the Radio Relay Squadron was taking on a near-~poss1ble
cask· the Commanding Officer could be seen at frequent intervals
adding up the names on his nomi~al roll .of commcen operators
to see if, presumably by some rruracle, 1~ had grown mto the
minimum number of reinforcements requlfed for the commcen
whilst the Training Major was observed running from one
Dll detachment to another to find out if they were still
' through.' As the Group Command.er a~d . the C.O. found
time to spend two day of the exercise v1ewmg Euro.pc from
a helicopter (' visiting relays ' was the official explanation) and
the Training Major had time to d~nude .the. most enormous
cherry tree in the camp of most of its fruit smgle-handed, we
can only assume that the communications were not causing the
management much concern!

Visitor~h1eluding

an old frlen~

Our visitors included Air Chief Marshal Sir David Lee,
from N.A.T.0. H.Q., who spent a day with us. Having inspected the quarter guard, he was introdu~ed to the my. t~~ies
of the T.A.V.R. by the C.O. in a short bnefing before v1s1tmg
our Administrative and Command Group areas, where he spoke
to many of the volunteers. We had a number of visit from
389

~o join us on rhe Continent. He divided his time between seemg a many of our members as possible and helping us to
entertain the Mayor of Harrow (from the adoptive Borough
of our Middlesex Yeomanry Squadron) who, with his party
a: o spent two days with us, having come across in the
Mayoral Rolls-Royce. The car was an incongruou sight parked
beside a heavily-camouflaged radio relay detachment!

GOth Anu.iversary

celebrnt~d

The chronicles of camp could no doubt fill many pages
of THE WIRE, but we know only coo well the Editor's skill
with the scissors! We should, however mention the fact that
as we were in Europe at the time of the Blandford SOth Anniversary Celebrations we mustered 60 off-duty men to represe~t the Regiment at the Royal Signals Service held at SHAPE,
which was conducted by our own Padre. The officers of the
Regiment also entertained some SO officers and their wives
from SHAPE at a cocktail party to celebrate the SOth birthday
of the Corps.
A camp to be remembered

YES-WE VOLUNTEERED TO DO THIS
Air Chief Marshal Sir David Lee en joys a joke with the lineman

All too soon (for most of us!) it was over. Camp, 1970, will
be remembered for many things-the wonderful weather· the
civilian friends we made in the local village; the kindne;s of
the far~ers and others who hosted our relay detachments ; the
generosity of the U.S. Army and the real co-operation and
goodwill we found amongst all ranks of all the Allied Services
with whom we came into contact. Really, though, we ought to
rem~mb!!r it as _the camp wtien we deployed our full commumcanons and 1t all worked-but somehow, I feel, the Trainin~ Major for one, will look back in his old age and all he
will recall are those wonderful juicy cherries. Sad, but there
it is!

from Hull to Rotterdam. Some 250 all ranks were flown out
from Birmingham Airport to Wildenrath. A base camp was
established on the Egelsberg training area.

Step off the plane
and into a new car !

an old friend of the Regimenc, Major-General E. Gralka,
A.C._O.S~CANDE) at SHAPE, who last year had made a
specllll 1ourney to England to visit us at Scarborough. He
amazed us by re':lembering so many of us whom lie had
met on that occasion . He takes a great interest in the Regi~em: "We have nothing like this in the German Army," is
hIS oft repeated re.mark; we hope it is meant as a compliment!
On the final day, Just before our depanure for U.K., Brigadier
0 . J. Peck (Ge,neral Gralk_a's de!;'uty) presenred the Regiment,
on the_ General s J:>ehalf, with a signed plaque, in " appreciation
of their co-operauon and suppon on Exercise 'Sigex, 1970.'"
We all felt that the same remark applied even more to General
GraJka and his staff, who did so much to smooth our passage.

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All
paperwork completed for you •Last minute orders no problem

Order your new car before you leave. When you get back it will be ready and wait ing
for you at the airport-fully insured. with ell the paperwork comple1ed for the U.K..
Eu rope, or both. The Information Pack gives you the full gen : forces discounts, special
H.P. terms, the lot . .. Plus • •h••f of colour brochure s of •II the l•t•st
models to brow•• through •t leisure. Theto's no obligation whatever. You can
weigh every1hing up, take your time choosi ng -a nd toke delivery wherever you land

Post to: NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Gara ge,
Bridgwater. Somerset. Telephone : Ashcott 488

···········-······--·······
I

II
I

The Honorary ( 'olont>I and the~ 1'fayor, too, with
Rolls-RoyN•
We were, as always, delighted to welcome Colonel B. R.
Wood, our Honorary Colonel, who managed to spare two days
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a small static display of the Regiment's equipment during the
afternoon.
Congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. D. Powell on the
birth of a son, David.
We welcome to the fold new arrivals-Corporal C. Firman
and Corporal J. L. Doe.

HIRE YOUR LEAVE CAR
from

Send now for FREE Information Pack

I

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment
(Volunteers), Birmingham
URING the month of May the Regiment moved to
B.A.0.R. for annual camp. The main vehicle party of
D
106 vehicles and 70 trailers travelled via North Sea Ferries

UK or European posting?

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Left to right: S.S.M. Mills, R.S .M. Alfred and S.S.M. Miller more than
break the ice with Captain Ryves-Air Ch ief Marshal Sir David
Lee's A.D.C. R.S.M. Alfred-for strictness renowned-caught by
the camera in an unusua lly relaxed moment!

THAT VOLUNTEER SPIRIT!
Members of 89 (Warwickshire) Signal Squadron look ready to take on anything

1970

48 hours and straight out on an exercise
The Regiment, after 48 hours shake-down in the base camp,
deployed out to the exercise area, alongside 28th (BR) Signal
Regiment, together with Dutch and German units. Once again
the Volunteer proved his worth and settled down to provide
good communications. The W.R.A.C. contingent had a busy
and interesting time in coping widl their duties in the tape
relay centre, telephone exchange and field cooking.
We were very fortunate to receive a visit from our G.O.C.-inC., Western Command, Lieutenant-General Sir Napier
Crockenden, K.C.B., D.S.0., M.C., who spent the day visiting
detachments. He was entenained to a 'picnic lunch ' overlooking the dropping zones, where he landed with the Airborne
Forces during the Rhine Crossing in Spring, 1945.
Other welcome visitors included the Commander, 11 Signal
Group, Brigadier R. H. Borthwick; the A.D.W.R.A.C., H .Q.,
B.A.O.R., Lieutenant-Colonel A. Field, and A.D.W.R.A.C.,
Western Command, Lieutenant-Colonel M. U. Walker.
2Uib llegiment were very good hosts
Life would have been a lot more difficult without the help
of 28 (BR) Signal Regiment, who proved to be, as before, very
good hosts. All returned to England without loss; no soldier or
vehicle being left behind iu Germany. Our L.A.D., as always,
gave a first class service.

FreedoJn of Uirn1lnghnn1 lies ahead
We now look forward to drill, and more drill, in respect
of our ' Freedom March ' through the City of Birmingam in
September. The parade is to consist of approximately 250
marching all ranks, twelve vehicles, the Corps Band, the White
Helmets, p lus a contingent of Old Comrades. There will be
THE WIRE , AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1970

Morleys of Kingston
MORRIS,

FORD

and

HILLMAN

\'ans, saloons, estates and automatics,

VOLKSWAGEN DORMOBILE
motor caravans.
Let us meet you on arrival

WINTER from £7.10.0 per Week
SUMMER from £14.0.0 per Week
NO MILEAGE CHARGE
INSURANCE INCLUDED
Period hire discounts up to 25%.
Brochure and quotation by airmail.
76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, KINGSTON-ON
THAMES, SURREY, ENGLAND

or
POVEY CROSS MOTORS, NEAR GATWICK
AIRPORT, HORLEY, SURREY, ENGLAND.
CABLES : " KARHIRE," KINGSTON
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34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
Bla11dford {'t•l<•brafions

DETACHME T from the Regiment under Major Jim
Malcolm, attended the Corps Celebrations at Blandford.
They took with them, for the Royal ignals T.A.V.R. display,
a number of item of hi rorical interest, whidl included two
Freedom crolls (Leed and Teesside), an 18-inch silver
ignalman, made by an ex-member of the Regiment, Major
Richard Crosthwaite, and a map of Europe made and prcemcd by a past C.0. Lieutenant-Colonel S. P. Irwin. The
map shows the travels of 49th and 50th Division during
1939-4S and the medals awa rded for the campaigns. Also on
d1 play was a board 5iJ.owing every Commanding Officer's name
of the present Regiment's predece sor units back to 1861.
Catterick Celebrations
A strong detachment of officers and their ladies-over SO of
them-attended the Royal Signals Ball at Catterick, and just
managed to change from mess kit in time for work the following morning. At the Corps Weekend Old Comrade were
out in force and were pleased t0 see our band rake part in the
Royal ignals 'At Home ' display. It was all very enjoyable
and tremendously successful, and all who attended complimen:ed the Training Brigade on the administrative arrangements made. However, we are sure that Catterick Officers
will echo the cntiment expressed by one very tired and pallid
officer who said " I don't think I could stand this more often
than once every SO years!"

Training too • • •
Training must go on, and apart from Squadron weekends
at Leeds, Darlington and Middlesbrough, two specialised weekends were held at Darlingron. One was a junior officer two-day
discussion of Signals tactics, at which we were pleased t0
welcome Colonel R. Carr-Ellison, the Territorial Colonel. The
~econd weekend was devoted t0 Comcen Officers and Sergeants,
~ preparation for annual camp. This, incidentally, is at Lydd,
m Kent, from 22nd August t0 Sth September, and not Crowborougb, as previously announced.
~ew

Comm.anding Officer
We are sure that all Volunteers will be interested to know
that Major R. M. Stewart, the Volunteer Second-in-Command
of the ~egiment will take ovt".r from Lieutenant-Colone.I P. J.
Evans m the autumn, and will wish to congratulate him.

Captain Cedric Platt a'ld Corporal Ken Naylor of 49 (WR) Squadron
on exercise
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36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
Wanstead
tbro11~h flH' e~·es ef a l.iuwe.-C.or1•oral
FTER twcl_vc months of cager anticipation, the time bad
.
finally arnvcd for our annual excursion, away from the
disorderly shambles of civilian life, into that well-publicised
w~ll--0rganiscd and well-tried existence called soldiering. Armed
with our new-found aura of professionalism 36th Signal Regiment dcscend~d on Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, for the
l970 T.A.V.R. camp. We arrived on that fateful day in June
fully aware of what to expect since the 1969 camp ~1ad been
pent at Scarborough. However, as usual, the best laid plans
of mice and men . . . . !
oon after our arrival we formed up outside the M.I.
Room Squadron by Squadron for what we thought were to
be our vitamin and glucose tablet ; after all, most of us had
been on night-shift since arrival. One by one we filed in
ro. be greeted by " Cough, please " and " roll up your sleeve .•~
Vigorous prote ts that we'd had our injection last year were
greeted by the customary chortles of glee from the ' Dart
Champions.'
The regular routine of morning walkies and formation
dancing soon began, and it was quite evident ttiat the R.S .M.
was in his 1:1sual. beni~n mood. ~n fact, it was quite surprising
the effect h1s pamstakmg coachmg and gentle persuasion bad;
the parades gradually progressed to a standard that would
have been a credit to Victor Sylvester.

Camp

1\

READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION SIR ...
Lieute nant Zoe Page W.R.A.C. (54 Squadron) reports to the
Honorary Colonel (Sir Derek Greenaway). Right marker: StaffSergeant R. Rogers W.R.A.C. (44 Squadron)

Resplendent in our best bibs

Parade ~ay soon arrived, and off we trooped, resplendent in
our best b_1bs and tucke!s, and . to the accompaniment of glorious sunshme and martial music, we gave our u sual polished
performance. The remarks afterwards by the Inspecting
Officer that we would give the Brigade of Guards a lesson
were later, to our disappointment, explained to mean the Home
Guard and Boys' Brigade.
On Monday of the second week came the annual endurance
test, better known as the four-day exercise, and for those of
us lucky enough to be in 7S4 Troop, a special treat was in
store. Our usually reliable reconnaissance officer had sorted
out a most unusu~l location-a disused railway station-which
he stated categoncally had been totally uninhabited for the
past l_S_ years. Well, as you can guess, when we arrived, the
demolinon men were at work and the place was ablaze. Not
to ~e outdone, an alternative grid reference was soon found.
This turned out to be a veritable paradise-an abandoned farm
complete with hot and cold and flush toilets. Some of th~
cyn!cs wante_d tO know ~hy this couldn't have been the original
choice, but n was explamed that professionals never take the
easy way out.
The temporary interruption of our holiday was soon over
an~ on the Thursday we _ arrived back in barracks, perhap~
a little weary, but happy with the thought of another two nights
of Scarborough's ample entertainment.
On the Fri~ay, our final day, various sports and competitions
w_ere so_on being eagerly contested. The R.S.M. expressed his
disappomtment at the lack of enthusiasm shown in some
of . the .competitions, nai:nely, cross-country running and
on~~~eermg, but as we m S4 Squadron pointed out, no
faciliues ~or our particular expertise were available, viz. darts
and dommoes. Furthermore, suitable training areas had been
placed out of bounds during the exercise.
. On the Friday afternoon the Commanding Officer gave
h~s. final address, he thanked us for convincing the various
v1suors (or should I say deluding) how proficient we were. He
sympathised with the officers (well, it had been a great strain)
and finally congratulated the Permanent Staff on having the
good fortune to serve in such a Regiment, where they could
learn so much.
Well? the 1970 camp had finished. Without exception, we
h~d en)oyed a mo.st successful and highly rewarding two weeks,
with perhaps a tmge of sadness, we all went home, all with
but one thought-roll on next year!

Camp--the efficial version
So that is how our 15 days in Scarborough looked through
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activities and attadlments to meet people in all walks of life.
The Durham Constabulary sought an attachment to our Regiment, which we willingly accepted. The girls were great value;
they took part in our training, sporting and wcial activitie
and helped to man our communication centres in the exerci c
during the second week.
Another corporate attachment which was very welcome wa
that of the Band of the Yorkshire Volunteers. They gave a
very accomplished concert one evening and, rogcthcr with our
Corps of Drums, took part in the rehearsals of and the actual
parade for our Honorary Colonel, Sir Derek Greenaway, Bt.,
T.D., D.L. This year the parade was held on Sunday morning,
followed immediately by a drumhead service, at which our
Chaplain, the Rev. Jack Wardle, officia:ed. This, too, was made
all t~e more stimulating by the presence of the band.
The four-day exercise was aimed at practising our role, and
included movement to increase the training value. We were
grateful to local landowners for making available some excellent and realistic sites and were grateful, too, for some excellent
weather, both factors contributing towards firm communications and high morale.
We were delighted to welcome t0 our exercise Major-General
R. H. Whitworth, C.B., C.B.E. (Chief of Staff, Southern Command). He visited clements of all Squadrons and talked to
many Volunteers. He showed great interest in all aspects of
the exercise and we were much encouraged by his visit.
Other visitors included Colonel J. R. Gordon (Col-GS VT
Directorate MOD Army), Colonel G. R. A. Wixley, O.B.E.,
T.D., Vice-Chairman, Greater London T. & A.V.R.A., and
Colonel B. R. M. Hayles, C.S.0., Northern Command.
Brigadier A. J. Jackson, Commander, 12th Signal Group,
visited us on two occasions and we were very glad t0 ~ave him
with us.

40th Ulste r
Signal Regt. (V)
Belfast
A TRICKY POINT?
Left to right: The Commanding Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel M. L.
Willway), W .0 .11 (S.S.M .) Gray (45 Squadron), Major P. J. Hart(O.C.
45 Squadron), Captain W. I. M. Allan (0.C. 817 Radio Relay Troop),
Brigadier A. J. Jackson (Commander 12 Signal Group), MajorGeneral R. H. Whitworth (Chief of Staff Southern Command),
Captain D. J. Thorpe (Second-in-Command 45 Squadron)

the eyes of Lance-Corporal Harrison, of S4 Squadron. From
the more formalised atmosphere of R.H.Q., we should, perhaps fill in a few more details. The fuse week was taken up
larg~ly with trade training, organised by Major Ron Fletcher
and W.0.11 L. Tucker, whilst at the same time, 14 members
of the Regiment were attending courses at the Traini?g Brigad~,
Catccrick. (Another 40 attended courses at other umes). This
effort resulted in 79 men and women passing a Cla s III or II
trade test. As an innovation, our recruits' course lasted for the
whole 15 days, with four spent in the field_ in the seco:id
week, and included night firing, patrols and mternal security
drills. 29 recruits rook part. Lieutenant R. James (S 4 Squadron),
Sergeant Braithwaite (P.S.I., 45 Squadron) and Sergeant Lewis
(H.Q. Squadron) were among those responsible for a very successful course ac the conclusion of which they mounted a
very credicabl~ passing-out parade, taken by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel M. L. Willway.
During che first week we were delighted that Briga_d~er The
Hon. Dame Mary Anderson, Director, W.R.A.C., v1s1ced us,
accompanied by Colonel Jane Ranki~, D.-D.W.R.A.C., ~outhern
Command. This was certainly a h1ghhght for tl1c girls; tl1_e
Direcror spoke to everyone of them. in the course of their
normal duties. She also met the Pohce Cadets, and perhaps
their presence requires some explanation. It is pare of _the th~ee
year cadetship for these young women to cake part m various
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Irish spirit
ELFAST'S City transport grinds to a standstill following
another night of violence and bloodshed in the streets.
Will anyone turn up for training co a centre where war-like
Regulars occupy classrooms and canteen? The Volunteers
stream in, some having walked five miles in civilian clothes,
carrying their uniforms with them, and at roll call there's
many more than average, which shows that in these rimes of
trouble, with a'l our difficulties, the spirit of the Regiment bas
never been higher.

B

Recr11iti11g
One proof of this is the result of our re.cent recrumng !'.ampaign.. The Regimental team were acuve every weeKend,
visiting Belfast, Ballymoney and Lurgan. The W.~.A.C .. elemenc enjoyed themselves, even though they were d1sappomted
that even with their charm, they were unable co persuade four
Scots over for a football match and three members of the
Eire 'Army on leave, to join us. In addition to the ream,
everyone in the Regiment played their part, and we were
able co ask Brigadier A. J. Jackson, the 12th Signal Group
Commander, to present a tankard to our lOOrh recruit of 1970
on his recent visit. The lucky man was Recruit N. Doherty,
ex-Irish Guards who joins his brother, Corporal Doherty, and
his sister, Private Glynis Doherty, W.R.A.C., in the Regiment.
Congratulations also, to Signalman M . K. Ma~iJI, who won
the Regimental recruiting competition, and. ha . JU c ret1:1rned
with his fiancee from his trip co London, which mcludcd uckets
for the Trooping of the Colour.
Visits
During our annual range course weekend at Ballykinlar
where everyone qualified on their own weapon and the S.L.R.,
we were honoured by a visit by Major-General T. H. Acton,
C.B.E., the Deputy Army Commander, Northern Ireland . He
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poke to many member of the Regiment who when they
w~~ not ac;:t';lally _shooting, were engaged on field ,' weapon and
dnvmg trairung, m addition to learning all about the Mobat
from the re idem Battalion.
Bri~adi~r A. J. Ja.ckson had splendid weather for his visit,
the tug_h hght of which was a Regimental parade and march
pa t with the Band of rhe onh Irish Horse keeping u all in
rep.
He presented the 1st and 2nd cla p to the T.A. Efficiency
Medal to s.ergeant J. O'Brien, R .A.P.C ., and admired the trophy
won by Signalman Waggot at the Boxing Championships at
the White City, London.
The ~riga dier wa accompanied by Colonel John McCann,
the Regimental Honorary Colonel, who assisted h im in the
pa s out of the longest-running of our four recruits' courses.
. Coloi;iel ~c~ann also visited the Regimental Rifle Team durmg ~etr trainmg fo~ th~ T .A.R.A. M eeting at Bisley and with
the aid of the C.O. s rifle, scored two bulls and three inners
at 500 yards-these monocles are wonderful things!

SAILING
As Skywave completes a successful sailing
season - a seconJ yacht for the Corps

If y ou are inte r ested In c harte ring a y acht

THE TWO CORPS YACHTS-SKYWAVE AND QUICKSILVER
berthed alongside at Marchwood . Both these yachts are open fo r
charter and details are given in the article following

Oft-shore Sailing in Southern England
Royal Signals Yacht Club's boat Skywave-a N icholson
.
. 32-has completed one successful season since her launch!Dg m March, ~969 , and is now well into her second. During
the 1969 /70 _wmter maintenance period she was refitted for
R.O.R.C. racmg and equipped with a spinnaker (in Corps
Colo~rs) and additional safety gear. Her bosun, Corporal Kehoe,
put ~~ a lot of work to ensure that she was in immaculate
condmon and ready for her first charter by 26th March. She
was the first of the Army boats at Marchwood to be put into
the water-a creditable effort!

THE

SOMETHING TO ADMIRE
Left to right : Staff Sergeant Jimmy O'Brien, R.A.P.C., IOOth Recruit N.
Doherty, Signalman Waggot, Lieutenant-Colonel D. Hall, Major
M. L. Baker, Colonel J. McCann, Brigadier A. J. Jackson, at Clonaver
Park, Belfast admiring Signalman Waggot's T.A.V.R. boxing trophy
Departmres and arrivals
~ajor _
N orman Baker hands over the duties of Training
Maior this mon!-11 to Major Graham Campbell, who comes
hot-foot from Sm_gap<?re. Nor~n ~s served Royal Signals
for 27 years, and in his short tll?e with us has put his experience to good use. He leaves with all our best wishes for his
new career as a schoolmaster.
We shall also ~s the quick wit and lively views of O.C.
H.Q. Squadron, Maior Dudley Farrar, who is retiring after 19
y~rs as a volunteer in the R.A., Intelligence Corps and Royal
Signals.
Captain Ron McClatchey and Staff Sergeant Jackie Tosh
hav~ left us, because ,of pr_
e ssure of work, and Sergeant Bill
Ew1n~s, _ after 33 years service, retires, having just reached the
age limit (or was that last year?).
To fill the gaps, we welcome Lieutenant Adrian Scott just
back fro'?' America; Officer Cadets Mitchell, Simpson,
McLaughbn an~ Bannon, also Lieutenant Linda Squance
W.R.A.C., who 1s a very welcome addition to our fair sex. '
Other aetlvltles
Despite the restrictions, we have been out on Regimental
and Squadron exercise_s, and. held a successful trade board .
The. results of ~ecent mspecuons, covering telecommunication
equipment, vehicles and plant, documents, fire and instruments, have been really good and reflect great credit upon the
~ermanent Staff a_nd Volunteers, panicularly as no training
ume wa_s Jost during the preparations.
All this, and .w.e .still have camp to look forward to, with our
8jst Squadron JOffi!Dg us ~or four days, to compare the delights
o
carborough w1th their experiences in Cyprus.

T he official ceremony wa~ to be a viewing by members
of the Corps at the Royal Signals Re~atta at Seavicw on 9th
an? 19th June. Her crew on the m p to Seaview included
Brigadier Cubberley (Commandant, School of Signals) Colonel
Maun sell (Commandan t, DADPTC), M ajor Adams (the yachtmaster) and Corporal Carmichael. Quicksilver was duly made
ava ilable for viewing by all ranks present at the regatta and
impressed many by her apparent good value for money.' The
Commodore took her for a sail in the Solent and bravely
allowed hi mself to be cast off in the dinghy to take photographs
of her.
Quicksilver is now read y for charter and will start her
charter life by goi ng to north eastern waters for the benefit
of soldiers in Catterick. She will probably spend part of each
season up in this area, but is expected to return to her berth
alongside Skywave for winter mai ntenance.

:\larchwood-the military port on the west bank
of SouthaIDpton '\~ter
Marchwood, by the way, is a military port on the west
ba~k of Southampton Water, opposite the docks. It is the
mam port of embarkation for vehicles and troops bound for
Northern Ireland. 16 Port Regiment, R.C.T. run the port,
bu~ !he Army yachts are administered by the Royal Engineer
J?nv1_n g_ School, to which the bosuns are attached. The situanon is ic!_eal for off-.s hore sa~ing. T~e quayside has deep water
at all states of the tide and 1s only eight m iles up Southampton
W"_a~er from the Solent, which itself provides excellent sheltered
sailing and b as man)'. unspoiled harbours and creeks. For the
more adventurou_s sailors, the Solem is the starting point for
a Charmel crossmg (average crossing time to Cherbourg, 16
hours) or a voyage along the S.W. coast to attractive places
such as Salcombe, Falmouth and the Scilly Islands.
~kywave has already crossed th e Channel a number of times
th~s season, and late r on she will be racing in the CowesDmard Race and the Channel Race.
The new yacht-' Qnicksilver '
. Because of the popularity of Skywave, th ere has been considerable lobbying . for a. second Corps yacht to be based at
!"1-archw~d, th~ _aim being to. cater for family cruising and
mtermed1ate training between dinghy sailing and offshore racing.
The stalwart effor~s. of the Commodore, Brigadier Brindley, and
others at the Mm1stry of De.fence, have met with success,
and_ th~ yacht, a brand new six-berth Westerly Tiger named
Qu1cks1lver ':"'as launc~ed at Marchwood on 20th May. There
was no official launchmg ceremony on this occasion but the
new bosun, Corporal Carmichael, had a mixed bag of Gunner
Sapper and R.C.T. bosuns aboard, and between them much
beer was consumed!

Fo~ those inte_rested in chartering either yacht, the cost per
day 1s £6, w~1ch compares favo urably with civilian rates.
Furthermore, if ar rangements are made in suffi:::ient t ime
adventure training fund s can be allotted to subsidise the cost'
'
wholly or in part.
Inevitably, the Royal Signals Yach t Club demands some
q~al_ifica tion s f~om _those who take charge of its ya:::hts. The
minimum quahficauon for the skipper of a chaner is se:::ond
mate (ASA rating), and with this qualification the yacht may
only be sailed ' W ithin the W ight.' For more ambitious charte rs
the skipper must have a first mate's rating and a more experienced crew. Each yacht has a bosun, and both hold second
mate ratings. So, anyone who is not fully qualified, but would
like to arrange a chaner in the Solent may ask for the bosun
to be made available as skipper. There is now no reason why
any member of the Corps in England should not be able to
arrange a charter if he wishes. It is, however, necessary to plan
well ahead, for Skywave is now booked for the rest of the season
and. Quic~silver up until the end of August, but she is still
ava ilable in September and October (at the time of writing).
For full details of ava ilability of yachts and qualifications
needed by crews get in touch with Major B. W. P. Adams,
Traffic Group, the School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
(Telephone Blandford 2581, ext. 244).

Royal Signals Yacht Club (Germany)
Jubilee Regatta
COUPS (D..A.0.Il.) WIN TRIANGULAR TROPHY
June and July have been busy months for Corps sailors.
For the Jubilee Dinghy Regatta held at the Mohne See
Sailing Club from 24th to 26th June, 1970, there were 36
entries. In fact, 30 helmsman and crews actually turned up on
the day so it was an encouraging turnout. As the clubs fleet
of Bosuns was only 24 the helmsmen were divid ed into three
groups of 10 for the individual competition. In each race two
of the groups sailed together. All helmsmen s11iled in four
races and hence three Jong races were sailed on ead 1 of the
first two days.
These two days provided some excellent sailing with good
winds and no rain. The committee, chaired by Colonel Bardell,
were rarely called upon to arbitrate over protests!
After the fifth place in his first race Major Hartnett, crewed
by his wife, secured three wins to take the individual championship. The runner-up was Lance-Corporal Mitchell, crewed by
Corporal Moore. The prizes for novices went to Lieutenant
Stuart (crewed by Sergeant Smith), who was t'le best 'C '
helmsman, very clo ely followed by Second-Lieutenant Kirby
(new, Signalman Smith).
It was an interesting two days and p11rticularly gratifying
to see young helmsm11n attackng the more experienced ones
at the front of the flee t. Veutenant Barnes (crew, LanceCorporal Swaile) and Lance-Corporal Parrotte (crew, LanceCorporal Whittaker) to mention but two.
The third day of the regatta was sunny and windless and
under those conditions the committee were somewhat pressed
to complete the team racing programme of eight races . We
were all pleased to see Major General and Mrs. Horsfield
relaxing with binoculars on the lakeside and they appeared
to approve of the weather rather more than did the sailors!

!'.or the ' umpteen~h ' year in succession, 7th Signal R egiment,
their three boats being steered by Foreman of Signals Kitchen,
L ance-Corporals Parrotte and Mitchell, won the team event.
4th Divi~ion S!gnal Regiment were the losing finalists having
won. their serru-final on a protest against 1st D ivi<;ion Signal
Regiment.
· The regatta ended with Mrs. Horsfield prese nting the prizes
to winning teams, individuals and crews.
Tri angular r e gatta
The team selected to defend the Triangular Trophy on
~half of the Corps against the Gunners and Sappers was
L ieutenant-Colonel Cooper (Corporal Mold), Major Hartnett
(Lieutenant Stuart), Captain Collins (Second-Lieutenant Kirby)
and Foreman of Signals Kitchen (Lance-Corporal MitchelJ).
Strong ~inds, frequent storms and choppy water provided
the committee (Colonel Bardell was our representative) and
spectators with excitement and interest. The Sailors did not
find it quite so amusing. In assessing the teams, the Gunners
had a steady team, but did not appear to get involved in
many team tactics. The Sappers had some helmsmen able to
sail quickly, but seemed to be easily put off when 'attacked.'
Our team was experienced and always ready to help a team
mate ' fairly ' past an opponent.
On 6 e firs t day we beat both the Gunners and the Sappers
and felt reasonably happy. The Sappers had beaten the
GurLDers and so the result of the Triagular was likely to depend on our second encounter with the Sappers. As far as
speed was concerned, the Sappers looked confident in that
match, but their weakness was exposed by Foreman Kitchen
and that match, and indeed the whole Triangular, was wo~
and lost in the committee room. As so much was at stake
ai; entirely . Gurmer committee sat to consider the protest'.
Sighs of relie~ and looks of anger greeted the decision, which
came down m our favour. So we retained the Triangular
Trophy, .some might s~y, in spite of Major Hartnett, who capsized twice and lost his crew overboard once, in two days!
Foreman Kitchen's own sailing and his captaincy of the
team was excellent. He did not relax until he was collecting
the trophy at the end of an enjoyable, exciting, and action-filled
regatta.

CORPS GOLF
The Captain, in a mid-season repon, writes :
Despite the bad weather in Warch, which resulted in our
match against the Staff College being abandoned, Corps golfers
are enjoying a good season so far. AU four matches played
have been won, and details are as follows:
Won 6-1
v. R .M.A. at North Hants.
v. York G .C. at Strensall G .C. Won 5-1
v. R.E. at Hankley Common
Won 7-5
v. R.C.T. at North Hants
Won 5-4
At the Army Meeting at St. Andrew's in May, the Corps
Team reached the final of the Ordnance Cup, when we were
defeated by R.A. (No. 1 Team) in what proved to be a very
close contest, decided on the last 18 holes of me last match.
On our way to the final we knocked out R.E.M.E., R.C.T., R.A.
(No. 2 Team).
In the Army individual championship, Signalman Carveth, a
scratch player, doing his basic training in the Training Brigade,
came fourth, a most creditable performance.
The Corps Spring Meeting in the south was held at Woking
G.C. on 24th March, having been postponed from 10th M :uch
because of snow. The 36-hole scratch open championsh:p was
won by Major R. G. Carroll (156). In the north, a wellactended two-day Spring Meeting was held at Catterick Garrison on 21st/22nd May. The 36-holc cratch trophy was won
by Signalman Carveth.
F inally, at the British Amateur Championship, at Royal
County Down, ewcastlc, Co. Down, from 30th May to 6th
June, the Northern Ireland Signal quadron provided the
communications during the week, and Royal ignals rccl!ived
generous acclaim from the large crowd at the final presentation. Perhaps we may go one better and have a competitor
next year? (Carroll and Carveth to note!).
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Due to continued Company expansion vacancies ex ist for:-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive posmons for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details
I SQ UAD RO N 9t h REG IMENT AT HLETICS TEAM-CY PRUS CHAMP IONS 1970
Back row: Cor pora l Bob Mills, Signalman G eorge Pou lter, Sergeant Del We ll s, Pr ivate George Hewitt, Se rgeant Bob Hope, Private George
And e rso n, Sergeant John Mo rgan, C o rpo ral Dave Kelly, Captain Hugh Bonaker
Front row : Corpo ral Jo hn Robertson , Co rp~ ra l Pete Ell is ,_ Co r poral ' G inge' Jerram, Private ' Paddy ' Keogh , Corporal Jeff Davison , C.S.M.I. Glyn
Morris, Sergeant Bill Du ncan, Staff-Sergeant ' Gecrd ie ' Sleightholm

of qualifications and
present salary to: -

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATIO N
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

P E RS 0 N N E L M A N A G E R

RAC AL ELE c TRON JC S LI M I TED
WES T ERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· B E RKSHI RE · E N G LA ND

YOUR NEW DEAL FROM CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES
AVENGER • HUNTER • IMP • STILLETTO • VOGU E • RAPIER • SCEPTRE
HUSKY •
VOGUE EST ATE •
IMP SPORT •
ALPINE • HILLMAN G.T.

UP TO

DISCOUNT FROM
U.K. TAX FREE PRICE

Il

e
e
e
e
e

Over a Century-old Partnership ...

DIRECT FAC TORY SCH EM E

PARSONS

DELIVERY U. K. OR W. G ER MA NY
FINANCE THROUGH N .A .A .F.1.

AN D

MODELS TO B.F.G. SPECIF I CAT I ON

PRINTING

AFTER SALES SERVICE U .K . AND
W. GERMANY

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time taking
ad vantage of scientific progress · in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaining, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

llN;~~~~~~~;----------~

I

CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES LTD.,

Name ···· ·············· ········· Rank ············· ··

lb:ki1 "";:;.,~~!1 ~:;: ~~1~~1, S.W.1.

Address ... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ...

~or delivery U.K. •
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Please forward me det ii

· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Telephone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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F.J. PARSONS LTD
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.r"Tel: 0 1-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford
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RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1970 and in subseq ~t years.
.
.
.
.
,
Specialist training courses lasung approxunately nme months, according to the trainee s progress, are
held at intervals. Applications are now invited for the course starting in September, 1970.
During training, a alary will be paid on the following scale :
Age 21
£848 per annum
22
900 ..
23
943
2~
981 "
"
25 and over 1023 ,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Trair.:ng School.
After succes ful completion of the course Operators will be paid on the Grade 1 scale :
Age 21
£1cJ.3
22
1087
23
1150 '
24
1214 "
"
25 (highest
1288 ,
"
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £1749 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G .C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further par~iculars from :
Recruitmenr Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

LIFE ASSURANCE
lTS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5% . Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
lNFORMATION REQUIRED . May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
S URTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
Brigadier
R. T . Williama
F .C.l.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

:vl.ajor
T. F. William•

F .C.l.B .

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association
Produced for the Publiaheu, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OF THE RO YAL CORPS OP SIGNALS, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
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Head Office: ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines)

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN

Male Lile 21 next birthday

il0,000
Sum
Assured
£500
£1,000
£5 ,000
£3,500

£10,000
NOTE:

INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT

No need for bright sparks
·to fiddle about with this

10/- per week

Endowment, With Profit, to age 65 (Es t imated Maturity Value £2,271)
Whole of Life, Non Profit. Assurance
Initial Sum Assured for Family Income Benefits of £250 p.a. for 20 years
Conversion Rights for 25 years .....
Gross Annual Premiums
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable)
Life Cover for an Annual Net O utl ay of

Normal
Annual
Premium
£13 5 0
£9

2

£3

5

£26

7

0

0
£5 19 0
£31 11 0
£5 4 0
0

Rates vary with age and the Plan may be adjusted to suit your needs. An ideal
com pos ite plan with co nversion rights wh ich may be used for House Purchase.
Te lephone

1966

Richm o nd

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAK E CA RE OF YOU

Class 1Technicians

FOR LIFE

Openings overseas and in U.K.

Cable and W ireless requires a number of
additional Class 1 Tec hnicians by the beginning of 1971.

1) Most of them will be Radio
Techn i cians to work in our overseas
Earth Stations. Radio stations. etc .. and
would. at least ini;ially. VI.Ork as
technical watclikeepers doing equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants should preferably have
had 3rd line servicing experience of
multi-channel wideband systems including one or more of the follov, ing:
U.H.F .• or microwave or tropospheric
scatter or satellite communications or
television transmission.
Applications will also be considered
from technicians experienced in 3rd
hne servicing. both of communicationtype receivers and of medium or highpowered MF (up to 3~ kilowatts) and
HF (up to 30 kilowans) transmitters.

2) A few Rad i o Rel ay, Li ne or
Tel eg rap h T ec hni c ians will also be
required. These w ill be men with suitc;ble experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links. voice
frequency telegraph and solid-state
equipment. teleprinters and associated
telegraph machines. to work in our
Central Telegraph Offices overseas.
Overseas employment offered on a
two year contract basis initially. with
excellent prospects of renewal or of
established pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and allowances.
Free passages for staff and family (who
normally accompany overseas) and
free fully furnished accommodation
overseas.

-~Cable

3) London: Vacancies also occur
from time to time for Class 1 Technicians
of all categories to work in our London
Head Office on a career basis. especially
for those w ith experience of telephone
and telex exchanges. teleprinters. etc.

Write for application form giving
brief details of experience. qualifications. age and availability date to:
Personnel Officer (Recruitment). Dept.
A483/355. Cable and Wireless Limited,
Mercury House. Theobalds Road.
London, W.C.1.

and Wireless

Our GA.481 is the only
all-solid-state 100 W
broadband linear amplifier in
full scale production. It covers
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and
can be used with any HF
manpacktoform a lOOW
man-portable or vehicle station.

It measures 12y.j" X 12" X 4W'
and operates from its own
battery or from a 24V vehicle
supply(without the need fora
converter. But the big point is
thatthere are no tuning or
loading controls to adjust.
And as it's fully protected

against excessive drive and
cannot be damaged by
mismatches such as broken or
short circuited aerials, there's
nothing much to go wrong.
The GA.481 has a lready
been supplied to British and
Overseas Armed Forces and is
in quantity production. Now.
Redifon Limited,
Communications Division,
Broomhill Road,
London S.W.18.

worldw ide commu n icati o ns
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EDITORIAL-(continued)
EMPLOYMENT

GRANTS made by the A.B.F. to the REGULAR
F ORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION to help in
the resettlement and placing of 5,673 soldiers and exsoldiers in employment in 1969/70, £21,200. GRANT
made to the OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION for similar work
in connection with officers, £5,ooo.

Our Cover Pitture

THE CHILDREN

The Royal Signals Canoe Club goes from strength to strength. Apart
from man competition successes the U.K. Headquarters at Blandford,
under LieJtenant-Colonel Robin Painter, has g_o ne in for _the man1;1facture
on a ' do-it-yourself ' basis of canoes for which ther~ is a considerable
d
d This demand comes not only from Corps uruts, but school~ and
~~~n clubs as well. Our pict~e shows a production run. of boats built for
~herborne School C.C.F. and in the photo~raph, left to nght, ar~: CC~ral
Bull an Officer from Sherborne C.C.F ., Lieutenant M. E. Harns~n L rps
T ' Ca tain) and Lance-Corporal Story. Co~oral Bull ~
ancec~:p~ral Story can be described as the ' master builders ' of this go-ahead
·
SEE RESOUNDING SUCCESS STORY ON PAGE 440.
enterprise.

BURSARIES. THE NUMBER OF ANNUAL BURSARIES for ex-soldiers' CHILDREN IN NEED, maintained by the A.B.F. in 1969/70 with priority to orphans,
children with one parent only, or from broken homes, was
202. GRANTS made by the A.B.F. in support of this work
and to Schools and Homes concerned with the care and
upbringing of children was £29,200. HOLIDAYS. The
number of ex-soldiers' children in need, who received a
easide holiday in 1969/70, accompanied by one parent,
mainly widows, or guardian, was 234. GRANTS made
by the A.B.F. in support of this work totalled £1,850.

'I/hat your support to the tlay's pay scheme means in
prattical terms

THE
THE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
.lUAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:
UIUGADIER P. ~I. P. BOBSON,

We are happy to give below an outline of ~ow th~ ArmY_ Benevolent
Fund has been able to help the serving or ~x-servmg sol~:her ~urmg 1969/70.
The Royal Signals Association plays its full part ~ t;h1s most worthhil
d indeed essential work. In 1969, the Assoc1auon made grants
:tal~inan 10 145 ~o help 6o6 cases of serving or. ~tired mem~rs of the
Corps ~ho f~und themselves in difficulties. In addiu?n, 548 clothing parcels
worth in. all at least £3,ooo, were sent ou~ to. those m need .
Donations to other charitable orgarusanons amounted to £6,640, of
which £6 000 went to the Army Benevolent !"und. .They, ~n turn, .helped
us with !;ans amounting in all to £7,825 to assist servm$ soldier.s commg ~ut
of the Service >to set up home civilian life, plus grants totalling £995 or
cases re:;iuiring major assistance beyond our normal scope.

£

SUMMARY

Assistant Editor :
Mr. L Weed

MATI'ER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
ro: Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).
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BENEVOLENCE-~969 /70

1970

Ne. 9

SUPPLEMENTARY ALLOWANCES. The total
number of supplementary allowances of rn/- to £1 a week,
maintained by the A.B.F. through Corps and Regiments in
195c) f70 for aged EX-SOLDIERS and THEIR DEPENDANTS to sustain them in their declining years; to
the DISABLED AND PERMANENTLY SICK; to the
DEPENDANT PARENTS of soldiers killed or disabled
on duty was 628. The cost of this priority work was £28,800.
GRANTS TO 12 NATIONAL HOMES AND CENTRES
CARING FOR AGED SOLDIERS AND THEIR
WIVES IN THE EVENING OF THEIR LIVES -totalled
£11,000.
THE DISABLED

GRANTS TO 14 NATIONAL HOMES AND
CENTRES DEALING WITH THE CARE AND
TRAINING OF THE DISABLED, TOTALLED £25,6oo.
HELP TO TIIOSE WHO ARE STILL SERVING

The number of cases of need and distress amongst ei:'-s.oldie~s and their
d - dealt with by Corps and Regimental Associauons m 1969/70,
epen an.s,
GRANTS made by CORPS and
~G~~~1J a~~t;.~lf~~;s ;JfJ~vOLENT FUND in direct support
of this work came to £375,Soo.
THE

SOLDIERS• DEPENDANTS

THE EX-SOLDIER

.

.

d

EX-OFFICER

.

.

The number of cases of help given to ex-officers .and their dependants 10
69/ was 1 892 GRANTS made by the A.B.F. m the name of CORPS
~~d ~GIMENTS to the OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION in support of.th~se
cases, and to the OFFICERS' FAMILIES FUND and S.S.A.F.A. for s1m1lar
work connected with widows and dependants amounted to £38,650.
TJIE

EX-SOUJIElf.

OVERSEAS

.

.

The number of cases of help given to ex-soldiers and their depe~dants
in need, domiciled overseas was 750. GRANTS ~a.de by the A.B.Fi :.:1 {f1c
name of Corps and Regiments, through the Bnush Commonwea t
xService League, to help towards these cases totalled £n,500.
WORK

ORGANISATION

.

..

GRANTS made by the A.B.F. to those National Service Charities concerned with investigation and assistance in Army cas~ ~ork: ~o S.§.A'f-Ad'
£ 24, 500. To Forces Help Society, £14,000. To Bnnsh Legion, cot an ,
£1,500. To British Legion, Ireland, £1,000.
(Continued on next page)
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THE NUMBER OF COMPASSIONATE, INTEREST
FREE LOANS made to soldiers approaching the end of
their service, against the security of their Terminal Grants,
to assist them in resettlement, and in the setting-up of a
home, house purchase and furnishing, was 418. THESE
LOANS, made by the A.B.F. through Corps and Regimental
Associations ·totalled £207,700.
THE

NEW

PAY

CODE

Recent changes in Army pay have stepped up the amount
received by the Corps through the Day's Pay Scheme, and
the greater part of this is passed on to the Association for
our own welfare work. What is not required for our own
needs goes to the Army Benevolent Fund, and to mark
our Jubilee Year, the Central Committee of the Association
authorised a donation of £9,00 for 1970. At the foot of
this editorial we publish a letter of appreciation received
from General Sir Reginald Hewetson, Chairman of the
Army Benevolent Fund.
Some will question the donation of such large sums as
this to the Army Benevolent Fund and whether it is
necessary for the individual to contribute so much. The
answer is that the calls on the Army Benevolent Fund increase every year as the cost of living goes up, as also does
the age and infirmity of those who fought in two world
wars. At the same time, as the memory of these wars fade,
support from public appea~s is starting to fall off. Thus, the
Army Benevolent Fund is faced with increased costs and
falling income. This gap can only be bridged by what the
Army produces from its own resources-the Day's Pay
Scheme. It follows ·t hat our support is needed more than
ever and both the Adjutant General and the President of
the Army Benevolent Fund will be enlarging on this subject in separate letters in the next few months.
In the meantime, we hope that all who have so generously contributed to the Day's Pay Scheme will continue
to do so, and those who have not yet joined it will start
to subscribe in the near future.
THE EXAMPLES ABOVE SHOW WHAT A FINE
JOB YOUR SUPPORT IS DOING
KEEP IT UP

SOLDIERS' WIDOWS AND CHILDREN

THE SOLDIERS' WIDOWS FUND-a separate Trust
formed in 1964 - provides for the immediate needs of
widows and dependant children of Regular Soldiers who
subscribe to the Fund, and die while serving on a Regular
Army Engagement. 96 per cent of married soldier strength
have joined. THE NUMBER OF WIDOWS receiving
basic grants, initially of £6oo, and later £750, in 1969, was
71. THE TOTAL MONEY spent on this was £45,6oo.

HELP TO THOSE WHO HAVE SERVED

CASE

(New Series)

AIL"lfY

life. This makes a total for Arm"j Benevolent work for the year of £872,700.
Below is a sununary of this work.

AU correspondence and matter far
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Allociation, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel . Nos. 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Ext. 143.

Vel. 24
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£66 5 000 was spent in relief work, agains_t £635,?00 10 .1968/69.
£ 207' 700 was paid to serving soldiers agamst their ternunal gran_ts.Jowards th~ end of their service, to enable them to prepare for return to c1v1 an

o.s.o.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

TllE ELDERLY

RESETTLEMENT IAOANS

THE SINGLE SOLDIERS' DEPENDANTS FUND
-also a separa'te trust, formed in 1968-provides for the
immediate needs of the specified dependent(s) of the single
soldier, who subscribes to the Fund and dies while serving
on a Regular engagement. 30 per cent of single soldier
strength have joined, and new members are enrolling at
the rate of 1,200 a month. THE NUMBER OF DEPENDANTS receiving basic grants of initially £350, then
£450 and later £6oo and in 1969 was 15. THE TOTAL
MONEY spent on this was £6Aoo.
COMPASSIONATE GRANTS

THE NUMBER OF CASES OF COMPASSIONATE
help to soldiers and their families, faced with actual or
potential problems, not of their own making, in 1969/70,
was 46. THE TOTAL GRANTS made by the A._B.F. to
Corps and Regimental Associations in support of this work
totalled £6Aoo.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1970

From the Chairman, The Army Benevolent
Fanti
" I have just heard of the magnificent cheque for
£9,ooo, which the Royal Signals Association has sent
to the Army Benevolent Fund to mark the 5oth
Anniversary Celebrations of the formation of the
Coi-ps.
Field-Marshal Sir Richard Hull, as President of the
Fund would, I know, himself have written to express
his deep gratitude to you for this remarkable support,
but he is away until next month, and I now write on
his behalf. I will, of course, inform hilu on his return.
The support the Fund receives from the Royal
Signals is quite outstanding in the Army for the size
of the Corps and is a record of which you can justly
be proud. The Fund, for its part, is indeed most
grateful, and I would ask that you convey to your
Central Committee the full measure of our appreciation."

WIRE CORRESPONDENTS
-Please keep 9our unit notes down w e••eatiab.
-Please submit black and wlalte pltot.os, NOT
col.oared ones, lor tlae text.
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A Farewell Tribute
.l A.JO&.GENERAL 1'1. D. PIUCE, C.D., O.D.E .

RETIIlES THIS 1'10.NTll
Born in 1915, the son of E. Allen Price, Esq., of Dari;mouth:
David Price was educated at Marlbor~mgh and the Shop.
He was commissioned into the Corps m 1935.
After two y12rs in 3rd Divi ional Signals he was post<:d to
Malaya Signal Company in 1938. In 1940 he was appomted
A.C.S.0. Malaya Command and advi er to the forces of the
ultan of Johore.
When Singapore fell, David Price ~nd George .Flynn, who
shared an office, trudged out to Chang1 Gaol, c.arrymg a~ many
of their belongings as they could. Already in Chang1 were
' Gibbo ' Giblin, Tim Pope, Tommy Scott, and other wellknown Corps officers.
At first David Price commanded a Company of Signalmen,
but grad~ally became a general duty commander. !!O\"'.ever,
he found time to assist in other ways, such as holding items
for the construction of illicit radios.
After 15 months, crowded in the gaol, half-a-dozen to a cell,
the P.O.W.s were glad to hear a Japanese announcement ~.at,
entirely in their own interests, a force of 71000 P.O.W.s, Brmsh
and Australian, would move from Chang1 to a healthy camp
in Thailand where there would be better food, a canteen, and
no work. Eiectric light plants would be taken ~d, if desired,
band instruments. There was to be no marchmg, so the 30
per cent sick men could easily go, too.
After a five-day journey, thirty bodies per 17ft. x 7ft. rail
truck the force reached Bampong, in Thailand, where disillusi~nmem began. After being serched for to~che.s and anything else which could be u.seful, the force, leaymg its 15 truck
loads of stores in the stanon, started marchmg-a march of
300 km. in 15 stages. There was no cover when resting, PO?r
food, and little water. In one place water even had to be paid
for. Medical stores were soon exhausted, and dysentry,
diarrhoea, malaria and chronic ulcers became common. The
sick had to be carried. At one stage cholera was encountered
among the Thai labour force and this dreaded disease now
attacked Force 'F.'
The object was to build the Burma-Siam Railway, of 'Riv~
Kwai' infamy. Working camps were roofless, atap coolie
shelters· not enough men were left in camp to improve conditions ' and deal with hygiene and messing; tools were
insufficient. Out of 5,000 men in one sector, there were at
one time only 700 fit to work. The sick received half an
already inadequate ration, on the assumption that starvation
would soon cure them.
David Price reached Tambya, on the Dawna Range, in Tenasserim, just short of Moulmein. Tambya was . designated a
hospital for 'F' Force, to accommodate 2,000 s1~k, who ~ere
moved there by rail-54 to a truck. The hospital consisted
Some cholera
of coolie huts with bamboo sleeping racks.
vaccine and some ·quinine were the only medical stores. Ulcers
were dressed with banana leaves, sleeves off old shirts and
strips of mosquito netting. David Price was Adjutant of this
so-called hospital, and later became its commander. He was
tireless in his efforts to better the lot of the miserable patients;
some were so depressed that they crept out into the jungle to
die in peace. Many owe their lives to him, and for his work
he was later awarded the M.B.E.
'F' Force had left Changi on 28th April, 1943, with a
strength of 7,000. When it returned on 28th April, 1944, it
had left behind 3,090 dead. In one camp, out of 132 Signalmen, 95 died, including four officers. Not until 31st August,
1945, did help come, in the form of two M.O.S . and two
orderlies, who arrived in Changi by parachute. By then many
more had died.
In 1949, David Price joined the D.S. at Camberley. After
a period in 11th Armoured Divisional Signals, B.A.O.R., he
was appointed A.Q.M.G. in Egypt in 1954. His tour in this
post included the period of the withdrawal of the British Army
from Egypt to Cyprus, and for his work in this connection, he
was awarded the 0.B.E. From 1956-59 he commanded 3rd
Signal Regiment.
When promoted Brigadier in 1963, as C.S.O., Eastern Command, he was serving on the British Army Staff at Washington.

His ability as an administrator was . ~y n<?w recog~ise~, and
in 1966 he became Director of Admin1straovc Planning in the
M.O.D. Finally, in 1967, he was promoted Major -Gen~ral and
was appointed 1Vjce-Quanermaster-Gencral. He retires on
21st September, having been awarded the C.B.
General Price was appointed a Colonel Commandant in
1967 and is ' Representative ' for 1970. We shall therefore be
seeing something of him and will benefit from his. ~isdom
for some time yet. However, such a capable .adnumstrato.r,
wise adviser and friendly leader must be nussed, as will
'Bunty,' his charming wife.
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13 Signal Group go to town on a really big exercise

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

VISIT OF TllE SOUTHERN CENTRE OF THE
INSTITUTE OF ELECTIUCAL ENGINEEllS TO
THE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
Cen~e

N Saturday, 11th July, men:ibers of .the Southern
O
of the Institute of Electncal Engmeers, together with
wives and guests,
in all about 120, visited
s.chool
totall~g

~e

of Signals at the invitation of the Commandant, Bri.ga<l:ier J.
R. Cubberley, who is himself a member of the Inst1tuuon.
After driving through the pleasant Dorset countryside, in
glorious sunshine, to Biandfo!d C~mp, members were refreshe.d
with morning coffee on arnval m the Corps Museum. This
was followed by a formal welcome and a brief introduction to
the School by the Commandant in Princess Mary Hall.
The party then divided into groups of manageable size for
a tour of the School. This was conducted with true
military precision so that everyone saw everything without
congestion or queueing. Each ~roup saw so~e of the c?mmunication equipment which wiµ shortly be mtr<?duced mto
the service, incorporating techniques . of the co!111ng decade,
with high reliability, and reduced weight a~d size. In ot~er
buildings the groups were shown modern visual teactimg aids
covering basic communications theory a~d the _use of closed
circuit television to demonstrate pomts m detail to students
in a large class. This was followed bY: talks o~ modern C<?mmunication systems and a chance to v1e.w mobile. commumcation facilities built into a number of vehicle contamers. Groups
also visited the Defence Automatic Data Processing Training
Centre and were shown how service and government civilian
personnel are trained in computer techniques, and some of the
military applications of ADP.
After this most impressive tour, arranged and demonstrated
by members of the Corps (most of whom were also m~mbe:s
of the Institute) the groups re-formed and were entertau;ied m
H.Q. Mess, prior to lunch. After lunch, the Centre Charrman,
Doctor E. E. Ward, in thanking Brigadier Cubberley for allowing the Centre to visit the School, said he was sure that the
spirit of co-operation which had been built up between the
School and the Western Area of the I.E.E., within whose
boundaries the Sctiool was situated, would continue to grow.

Another 1910 Corps Success!
7th Regiment Win B.A.O.R. Parachute and
Patrol Competition
This is an annual military team parachute and patrol competition, which provides soldiers who have. qualifie? as eith<:r
military or sport parachuti.sts, the opportu01ty .to display .tl_ierr
skills in an interesting, enioyable and challengmg competition.
Two trophies are awarded, one the ' Daily Telegraph '
Challenge Trophy for the overall winners, and the other, the
' Rothman of Pall Mall ' Trophy for the team using the best
parachuting techniques.
7th Signal Regiment won the 'Daily Telegraph ' Trophy
and narrowly missed retaining the Rothman Trophy, which
they won last year.
The Officer-in-Charge was Lieutenant Ian Cross; the patrol
was commanded by Sergeant Jerry Jarrett, and the remaining
members were Corporal Donald Robertson, Corporal Roger
Burrow, Signalman Derek Hynds and the reserve Corporal
Brian Smith.
It was a very satisfying win against, in some cases, professional Infantry /Para teams.
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COMMANDERS AND STAFF CONCERNED WITH EXERCISE REDSHOES "II" POSE FOR THE WIRE
This exercise involving four Volunteer Regiments, was most successful and was probably the largest H.F. radio exercise in the U.K. since 1953.
Left to right, Major A. V. Swindale, B.M., Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. Cattermull, 32nd Signal Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl, 37th Signal
Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel A. P. Baker, 71st Signal Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel K. R. Gill, T.D., 38th Signal Regiment, Colonel J. M.
Wotherspoon, T.D., Deputy Commander, 13 Signal Group, Brigadier W. P. W. Robertson, O . B.E., Commander 13th Signal Group

1970 might be called a vintage year for 13 Signal Group (V)
since not only did all four Regiments go to camp at the
same time, but Group Headquarters also took to the field.
Or was it a field? Well, anyway, the Emespie Hotel, Castle
Douglas, was very comfortable and took on quite a military
appearance with a row of Dlls at its back and an office
vehicle of 1950 vintage parked in the back yard. The Chief
Clerk's office, housed in the GII's camping tent, added a
certain amount of colour, if not dignity, to the whole set-up.
With Group Headquarters at the helm, Exercise 'Red
Shoes II ' was devoted to the deployment of the Group from
Dingwall to Okehampton in support of a mythical United
Nations' task group investigating the habits of an even more
mythical 'Land of Nod.' 80 Dlls were deployed on a total
of 35 circuits. This was probably the largest HF radio exercise
in the U.K. since Exercise ' Surprise Packet' in 1953.
Three of the four Regiments deployed directly into exercise
locations from their T.A. Centres, and communications were
open and working for seven days. With many men and women
aitending courses at the Training Brigade, manning was a
problem, but the enthusiasm was such that enough energy
remained to beat off attacks by hostile 'Noddite' elements
provided by the Training Brigade Royal Signals.
Air travel, too, was very much a Royal Signals affair, since
15 Flight A.A.C., commanded by Major Keith Wilson, flew
the Commander, the C.-in-C. Southern Command, the S.0.-inC . and other visitors around the exercise area.
Group Headquarters was reinforced for the exercise by
Regimental Liaison Officers, who were admitted to the luxuries
and secrets of the Headquarters and then sworn to secrecy
in their turn.
The following are Regimental impressions of the exercise.
32nd (Scottish) Signal Rrglment (V)
The majority of readers of this article will have little or
no knowledge of the T. & A.V.R., so it is the more difficult
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to describe the incredible success of Exercise ' Red Shoes II.'
D-17 months. The Regiment, having previously been
equipped with and trained on radio relay and line, was given
its United Kingdom Land Forces role, and the first of its
HF radios - Dl3-R234(2), Dll-R234 and Cll-R210- were
issued.
D-12 months. Annual camp and Exercise 'Red Shoes I'
served to highlight some of the problems facing everyone.
The need for streamlined procedures covering engineering,
message handling and passing traffic; the terrifying shortage
of trained volunteers-over 51 per cent with the wrong trade
or untra ined; the Regiment only recruited to about 75 per cent
of establishment, but with a good standard of recruit joining;
a proportion of older officers and seniors who had served the
Regiment well, but for whom the time had come to step aside
and make way for the rising generation; the problem of training volunteers in typing and morse when their out-of-camp
training is limited to less than 30 days a year.
D-3 months. The new generation of officers and seniors
had taken office, and Group Headquarters were going to have
the streamlined procedures ready for us. The frequency requirement had been fed into the Blandford computer. The
C.O. had said we would man two Dl3 duplex and five Dll
duplex teleprinter links at Gateway, plus a guard Dll working
CW.
Impossible! We've only enough trained operators to
man two Dlls, let alone the Dl3s and, in any case, we haven't
used the Dl3s on an exercise yet.
D+4 days. As Exercise 'Red Shoes II' draws to a close,
the two Dl3 and five DI 1 links are solid, passing traffic for
over 21 hours in every 24. Through messages at Gateway
total nearly 900 in the 24 hours, four times the estimate made
at the beginning of the exercise. At Regions, the po ition
is similar-the North Irish Horse, with no fully-qualified
comcen operators passed, by a narrow margin more traffic
than any other Regional Squadron.
Everyone (that is, the Volunteers) has been under great

"40f

pr urc. Th P'rmanent Staff have been sitting on the sideline , having the greate t difficulty in re tr~ning themsclv~s,
·antmg to inter\•ene to keep them from gomg off me ra.1ls.
But thev remained uncommitted, and the Volunteers, learnmg
th hard way, pen;evcred, and now, much to evcryone'.s deH2ht, e".erything is working. G irls who have. never previously
lo t a mght's ·Jeep arc now accustomed to domg a twelve-hour
night duty without faltering; the Pipes and Drums are now
a "Valued defence and employment platoon, without whom the
Gat.::way could . neve.i; have f~nctioni;~ ; the C.O. an~ T~airling
Major are bavmg difficulty m r ealismg that the crrcu~ts are
being manned by Volunteers and not by Regular soldiers.

37th Signal Bf>gime•t (1')
37th (Wessex and Welsh) Signal Regiment
moved from
their stati locations direct to their exercise locations on 30th
1'.' ay, and the movement table was a real nightmare.
H.Q. Squadron and 57 Squadron had to move from Bristol
and Cheltenham to Okehampton; 43 (Wessex) Squadron had
to deploy from Bridgwater and Plymouth to Monmouth, and
with a Troop each at Brecon and Worcester; 53 (Welsh)
Squadron had a relatively pleasant drive through mid-Wales
to Chester, and with a Troop each at Haydock Park and Altcar;
67 (Q.O.W.W.Y.) Squadron had to negotiate the notorious
A.38 from Stratford-upon-Avon and Stourbridge to Honiton,
with a Troop at Exeter and Yoxter. It is to the credit of
these Volunteers that they not only arrived on time, but had
no accidents or a single breakdown. No wonder the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. J. Curl, went to church early
on the Sunday.
These scene was set for communications to open on the
Sunday, and although Dartmoor was very windy, the Gateway Complex looked very impressive, deployed over an area
of some 4 000 by 1,500 yards. During the exercise, the Regiment was visited by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, G.0.C. S.W.
District, G .O.C. Wales, Deputy Commander West Midland
District, C.S.O. Western Command, D .D.W.R.A.C. H.Q.
Southern Command, and not least our own Commander
and Deputy Commander, Brigadier W. P. W. Robertson and
Colonel J. M. Wotherspoon, the latter apparently having a
great time in the Sergeants' Mess, sampling our special brand
of Scotch whisky.
The stories that can be told as a result of the exercise are
numerous-typical was the following: The C.O. rang Major
Peter Isaac and demanded to know why he was not in communication. A quick reply came: " I am not only dealing with
frequencies and propagation difficulties, but I have no masts
leh." "Why?" asked the C.O. "The farmer has sent bis
bulls to the aerial field, and they had great fun in running
through the field and eating the guys and camouflage nets.
C.O.'s reply: "I hope they are sick . . . and constipated."

3Bt• Slg•al Regina.eat (1')
After weeks of preparation, the Squadrons of the Regiment
converged on Milton Bridge Camp, on 30th May, from six
different locations in the Midlands, driving distances up to 318
miles in Squadron packets. The following day contained a
hectic schedule of all-level briefing, refuelling, the final stores
issues. During the early hours of 1st June, the Regiment deployed from Milton Bridge Camp-a veritable armada of 171
vehicles and 427 all ranks, the latter fully briefed, confident
and 'raring to go!'
Within six hours, the Regiment had deployed mto no less
than 13 different field sites, ranging across the Lowlands from
Berwick in the east (the Gateway Squadron) to the Wigronhire coast in the west (the three Regional A.F.H.Q. Troops),
with a cluster of Sub-Regional Troops roughly in the middle,
in the Dumfries -Thornhill valley. We were determined to
' do it for real,' and consequently every individual Troop Commander had his 'own kingdom,' tactically sited on private land,
and completely independent from the view-points of communications, defence and administration. Add to that the
facts that the majority of Troops included a small W.R.A.C.
contingent, and that none of the sites offered convenient standbys in the form of huts or other civilised amenities, and one
begins to appreciate the quality of the ' Quartermaster's
Miracle,' which succeeded in making every Troop self-suffi-

cient in transport, tcntagc and fie ld stores for a protracted
exercise.
No sooner in location than the aerial masts began to go up.
Within a matter of hour s, the Gateway site, on the coast,
south of Berwick, resembled a mini-Daventry in a holiday
camr setting-apart from the camouflage! However, we didn't
have much time to admire rile scenery during the first 48
ho:ir , as we had to concentrate on the task of establishing and
rcmoting F ST duplex communications on Dlls and Dl3s right
down the Regimental chain and to the Gateways of 32nd and
37th Regiments on our flanks. D espite initial difficulties with
frequencies, we began the exercise proper at mid-day on 3rd
June, with m ost of our circuits 'green,' and succeeded in
keep ing them that way during most of me four long days
and nights which followed .
That this ' best ' was indeed something to be proud of
was confirmed by the many senior visiting officers who came
to see us during the exercise. These included General Sir
Michael Carver, who spent a busy day visiting the Gateway
and Troops of 64 Squadron; the Signal Officer-in-Chief, who
visited us just before the close of ' Red Shoes II '; MajorGeneral The Earl of Cathcart, G .0 .C . Yorkshire District; and,
of course, Brigadier Peter Robertson, our Group Commander,
to name but a few. They were all highly complimentary about
our efforts, and although perhaps we shouldn't say it, we
believe that there was some justification for their remarks !
7 J st Slg•al Reglme•t (V)

Considering that we had been going at it for less than a
year from when we received our training equipment, we think
we did pretty well. Distances worked with the SR Dll were
realistic, and a step for ward from our Regimental weekends at
Crowborough, earlier in the year, when we tried and worked
me FSK broadcast system, albeit over a distance of about five
miles. Our links to the Gateway Squadrons of our sister
Regiments proved no problem, giving confidence to the crews,
who had to be convinced that it is easier to work the long
hauls than to a station down the road.
All the individual training and the long hours spent in
lecture rooms during camp last year and at T . & A.V.R.
centres paid off big dividends. We knew how to do it-we
only wanted the chance to prove it and practice it. The
good weather contributed to our success and the Officer-inCharge Weather saw us mrough with just two tins of it left
to get us home on the last day.

We rem.ember
When the Group Commander visited our locations, the
weather being as sunny and as hot as the days which preceded
and followed. Lunch was arranged by 68 (Inns of Court and
City Yeomanry) Squadron at their idyllic setting on the banks
of the River Ure at Ripon. All present were dressed, or undressed, suitable for the exercise and the heatwave-shirtsleeve order, with here and there a few KD slacks. Why,
therefore, was the 0.C. A.F.H.Q. Troop clad also in heavy,
sweaty gumboots? Amid the table silver and with the sherry,
the question was in the visitors' minds, but not voiced. Only
when the order was given to serve the champagne was all
made clear as the officer concerned jumped into the river and
waded out to retrieve the bottles, where they had been laid
to cool.
One of our senior N.C.O.s was studying a field of kale over a
fence on day five of exercise. The farmer approached him and,
eyeing his boots, combat kit and the SMG, asked "You
interested in kale?" " Oh yes," said our man, " as a matter
of fact I am a farmer myself." "Ah," replied the farmer, once
again eyeing the uniform, "I didn't think you were a soldier!"

REMEMBER • • •
The date of the Reunion Dinner of the 29th Independent
Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron (Korea) is 2nd October.
Enquiries to: W.0.1 (R.S.M.) H. Jennings, 30th Signal
Regiment, Blandford Camp, Dorset.
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~Fr_om

our "In" Tray--=-

Extracted from Northern Command Orders
Ge•era i OHlcer Cm n man.din.g-i.n-Chie f's
Commendati o n lor Ga lla•lry,
Lie utenan t C. D. McK. K emp, Roflal Signals
L!eutenant C~arle~ K emp, Royal Signals, of 11th Signal
Regiment, wa ~ ID his yacht anctiored North of Scarborough
on the afternoon of 11th July, when some men in a fishing boat
came alongside. They reported that they had seen a man
stranded on th e cliffs around the headland and requested the
loan of the yacht's d inghy to get to the shore underneath the
place where the man was.
Lieutenant Kemp joined them in the dinghy and proceeded
to the spot. It immediately became apparen t that he alone of
the party was properly shod to attempt the climb up the cliff
face to the man, some ISO feet above sea level.
B}'. chance t wo rop es had been left by coast guards the
prev1?us weeke nd when rescuing two girls. The ~ e were used
by L1eutenan~ Kemp to climb part of the way up to the man.
He then unhitched the ropes and took them on with him for
the. second part of the rescue, which proved to be the more
perilous because of the nature of the cliff face and because
the victim was panic-stricken. To react! the man the second
phase of the climb involved a difficult unaided ascent of an
extrei;nely s~eep g.rassy slope. Havin~ nearly reached the top
of this pomon, Lieutenant K emp missed his foo thold and fell
nearly 4~ ~eet , luckily without sustaining serious injury, apart
from bru1smg.
L ieutenant Kemp after a second attempt reached the victim
who was incoherent and distraught. He nevertheless succeeded
in persuading the victim to abseil down the first p ortion of the
descent. At one stage the man was so unner ved that b e
repeatedly clutched at Lieutenant Kemp and hinder ed the
efforts at rescue.
.After nearly four hours of exhausting, nerve-racking effort,
Lieutenant Kemp brought the man to the bottom of the cliff.
There is no doubt that it was largely due to Lieutenant
Kem~ 's sustained pluck, personal effort and complete disregard
for ~s own safety, coupled with bis knowledge of climbing
techruques, that brought about a successful rescue.
The courageous and unselfish conduct of Lieutenant Kemp
has been brought to the attent:on of the G eneral Officer
Commanding-in-Chief who directs that entries will be made
in his Record of Service and in Part II Orders as set out in
Unit D ocumentation 1966 (Army) Part I, Army Officer
Documentation.

Royal Signals First Day Cover Raises £950
/or Association Benvolent Funt/
Reade.rs will recollect publicity earlier this year in
connection with the Royal Signals F irst Day Cover
scheme which was sponsored by the Training Brigade
to celebrate our Golden Jubilee and, in the process, to
rai•e money for Corps' benevolence.
T~e result has been tflat 4,000 separate orders we.re
r eceived for more than 7,000 cove.rs resulting in a profit
of £950, and a cheque for this sum has just been
received by the Association from the Commander
T raining Brigade.
This is indeed a splendid effort and great credit is due
to Major D. M. Humphries, Chairman of the Committee,
Major 0. B. G. Shoubridge, Secretary, and LieutenantColonel R. W. Atkinson, Accountant. Equally deserving
of our thanks is a large band of voluntary helpers including the Wives' Club of 11th Signal Regiment.
All in all a very successful conclusion to a very well
organised venture.

MAJOR N. R. F. MACKINNON
Major N. R. F. Mackinnon, Royal Signals, of Army Airtranspon Training and Development Centre, RAF Old Sarum,
near Salisbury, has recently written a very excellent paper for
TH~
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the Insti~uti~n of ~lectron:c and Radio Engineers wluc:h has
resulted m. his election as. a ~harte~ed Engineer and Corporate
Me!11bersh1p .of the Institution. Smee 1964 he has privately
achieved CEm~, M IERE, AM~IM, As~ocMITE-which by
any standards 1s worthy of Special M ention.

E X-ROYAi,

SIGNALS

0.C.T.U.

Captain 'Y· Rangecr~ft, of 38, Sandys Leaze, Bristol,
BS 9 3 PY 1s very anxious to make contact with any ex. member~ of 11 ~ Co~se at ~SO <?.C .T .U . during 1943/44,
as he 1s hopmg, !n con1unet1on with Major K. D.
~de~son, t~ orgaruse a reunion later in the year. As
~me 1s runnmg. shor.t, please contact Captain Rangecroft
nght away or ring h is office at Bristol 39753 or his home
68-2593 .

Major J. Bowie (rtd.) would like all his friends to know that
he is now domiciled at 24 Clifton Road, Bangor, Co. Down,
N. Ireland.

lieutenant-Colonel T. Cunningham-Burley
Lieutenant-Colonel Cunningham-Burley writes:
" I thought that you might be interested to know that, having
successfully c~i;ic~uded my theological training at the London
College of D1v1ruty, I am now to be ordained in Saint Paul's
Cathedral by the Lord Bishop of London on Michaelmas Day
(29th Septemt;>er). The service takes place at 7.30 p.m., and I
~hould be delighted to see you, and any others of my friends
m the Corps.
We shall be removing from Harrogate on 1st September
an~ our new address will be: 159 Parsonage Lane, Enfield'
Middlesex.
'
Upon ordination, I am to serve my title as Curate of St.
Andrew's, Enfield."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in
July
.. : ...
.. .
...
. ..
39
Number of clothing parcels sent ...
59
Amount spent in grants and loans
£1,080 11 11

One of the Month's Cases
so~dier,

IGN:ALMAN, regular
whose wife deserted
S
hJJJ. three years ago m very distressing circumstances. He was left with two little boys, then aged seven
and three, whom be bas brought up without any help
~rom anyone. He was obliged to give up his well-paid
Job and take one at a lower salary in order to have more
time to devote to the children and the home, and has
also struggled to pay off debts accrued by bis wife prior
to her departur~. The Association made an exceptional
grant of £140 m order to clear off his Hire Purchase
commitments in full, thus reducing his weekly expendiJ
ture and giving him a fresh start clear of debt. Clothing
parcels are also being sent for the c:hildren and himself
His letter is printed below.
·

One of the Month's Letters

J

HAVE tried four or five times to write and thank
you for your help in my affairs, but I am so overwhelmed with emotion I just can't think of what to say.
I honestly didn't think that such good people existed.
I can only tell my children when they arc old enough
to understand, tha~ the.re is such goodness in the world.
I shaµ be everlastingly grateful for your nelp and kindness m my great worry. Once more thanking you from
my heart on behalf of my children and myself.

0

Movements -

c~r•

Capiain H. A. J. Alexander. M.B.I!.
Captain R. D. Allen. M.B.E.
Captain R. R. Bulloch ...
Capiain (Tfc.) P. F. B>•crs
Lleu1cnant D. J. Case ...
. ..
Captain (T.O.T.) M. D. Cherry
Major (T.O.T.) D. J. Chetwynd
Captain B. .M. Cooke
Lleu1enant J. Cooper ...
Capiaio s. eo....-an .•.
Licu1enant A. J. Cowe ...
Lieutenant I. M. S. Cros
Captain H. A. Culley ....
Licuienant J . D. Daglish
Lieutenant G. R. Elliot .. .
..
ccond-Lleutenant M. J. M. Emslie
Captain L. G. Fraser ... . ...
Lieutenant D. G. W. Gardiner
Captain G. Hayes ...
. ..
Lieutenant R. G. Heaney
Captain A. J. Hervey ...
. ..
Captain (Tfc.) E. W. G. Hill
Captain R. A. Hoghton . . .
. ..
Second-Lieutenant R. J. Holmes

To 224 Squndron
,. 2 Cadet Training Team
,, 18th Regiment
.. 227 quadron
.. 16th Regiment
., 2 Div. S • g~a1 Rcgt.
,. 8th Regiment
,, Birmingham Univer ity O .T.C.
2Sth Regiment (1st Com.)
,, 21 t
quadron
,, 26o Squadron ( 1 SI Com.)
,. JI 1h Regiment
,. 222 Squadron
., Sultan of Musca< A.F.
., School of Infantry
•• 4 Div.
"goal Regiment
~ D:v. S0gruil Regiment
School of Infantry
,. 223 quac!roo
., Camb:idg:
nive:s:ty O.T.C.
., 16th Reg"ment
240 Squadron
.. roth Reg·ment
., 20 Armd. B=e. H.Q. & S:gnal

Lieutenant C. D. MclC Kemp
Lieutenant G. S. MacDonald
Major N. Moss .. .
Captain N. C. Muir
...
Major M. J. T. O'Connor ...
Captain T. A. Pancher . . .
. ..
Second-Lieutenant H. J. Paterson
Captain (T.O.T.) J. St.P. Pilking1on
Captain A. A. J. Reed .. .
...
. ..
Lieutenant B. Robinson
Lieutenant-Colonel T. I. Ronald
Captain R. S. Rowland .. .
Major N. D. Shaw
.. .
Lieutenant E. M. Short .. .
Captain R. A. C Siderfin
Captain F. Souter, B.E.M .
Lieutenant J. A. Speakes
Captain A. C. Stutchbury
Major J. B. W. Thompson ...
Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. ThursbyPclham ...
...
•..
Major (Q.M.) J. Worsley
Lieutenant C P. P. Barnes
Lieutenant R. M. Burrows
Lieutenant W. M. Clarke
Lieutenant R. D. M. Graham
Lieutenant J. H. <lriffin
Lieutenant D. P. Howhall
Lieutenant J. Kay
...
Lieutenant G. P. Maddren
Lieutenant D. F. Palmer
Lieutenant R. C. C. Palmer
Lieutertant R. J. Skaife
Lieutenant C. P. B. Smith
Lieutenant C. I. Spencer
Lieutenant P. L. T1bon
Lieutenant D. M. J. O:iatterton
Lieutenant D . J Jessen
Lieutenant N. G. Steven
Lieutenant R. A. Farrimond
Lieutenant B. C. P. Higson
Lieutenant M. S. Walter

.. 18th Reg' me.nt
,. 4 D iv. Signal Regt. (1st Com.)
., R..'vi.A. , S•rdhurst
,, 264 S .A.S. S:gnal Squadron
,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
,, I I ch Regiment (retires)
,, School of Signals
•, z Div. Signal Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
,. 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
,, H.Q., 2 Signal Group
,, 30th Regiment (a Major)
nth Regimeot (for retirement;
,, 22Jld Regiment (1st Com.)
,, M.O.D. Sigs 35 C
,, 226 Squadron
,, Sultan of Muscat A.F.
,, 18th Regiment (as Major)
,. 24th Regiment

oua~ron

., M.A., Vientiane (as
,, 38th Regiment (V)

Sergeant C. E. NRpicr ...
Sergeant H. J . Whenman
Sergeant M. H. French
ergeant W. Tidswell
ergeaot D. A. Letts
ergeant S. P. Glover
ergcimt D. F. R . Laing
Sergeant L. A. Jeffrei•
Sergeant W. T. Duffy
Sergeant R. D . V. Feder!
Sergeant B. M. Reynolds
Sergeant R. A. Finch
...
A / Sergeant A. Whcnlock
Sergeant K. Allen
Sergeant G. Hardman
Sergeant J. E. C. Barton
ergeant A. M. Watson
Sergeant F. C. H l1')'den
Sergea"lt L. H. Hedges
Sergeant G. C. Langley
Sergeant J. W. Whetp;on

£1st Regiment
., 222 Signirl Squadron
,, 18th Regiment
4 Div. Signal Regiment
244 Sig ~al Squadron
,, 9th Regiment
,, 2 Div . Signal Regiment
30th Regiment
,, nth Regiment
.. 24th Regiment
,, 13th Regiment
,, 224 Signal Squadron

Old

Son . No . Sen.No.
1810
536o
5380
6610
6620
6630
6640

To W.0.1 A. / W.0.1
To W.O.II S Sgt.
A / W.O.II
To S Sg1. Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.

Marchant, W. L.
Connell, D.
Winning, J. P. C.
Ruff, H.
Naismith, W. J. A.
Wrigglesworth, H.
Haughie, G. G.

To W.0.1

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS Rou.
K~rton , J. c.
1570

2000

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS Rou.
1700
Lile, G.

188o

W.O.II

To W.0.II S

gt.

CHIEF CLERKS

To W.O.II S Sgt.
To S Sgt. Sgt.

Abberley, T. A.
Mullins, A. B.

Rou.
1300
1850

3640
5650
5670
420 (Lrno.)
410 (Comcen Op.)
76o (Dvr.)
490 (COp.)

1480
280 (Clerk)

Sgt.

3 10

TECHNICIANS ROIJ.
6250
6275
6335

7140

TECHNICIANS Rou.
Still, M. s.
9435
Stone, W. R.
9476
Lincoln, D. R.
9477
Thorburn, C. D . 9479
Butler, c.
9481
Edmonds, G. H .
9483
Dickenson, R.
9487
Jones, B.
9489
Milnethorpc, R.
9491
Tailing, F. D.
9492
Thomas, R. G.
9493
Froud, W.
9505
Clifton, A. J .
9516
Cooper, J. G.
9517
Turton , J. E.
9518
Davies, M. A.
9535
Clarke, P.
9554
L3'Very, J.
9555
Barsby, K. D.
9556
Lens, D. A.
9557
Vargas, E. B.
9558
Sandall, R. D.
9565

12992
7338
r268o
14453
15250
14903
15580
16370
14636
15362
15758
14516
13716
14468
15043
14964
16o84
14647
1526o
r56o2
15749
r466o

A/Sgt.

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR Rou.
1230
Letori, G . A.

1740

To Sgt.

Cpl.

CIPHER OPERATOR Rou.
Cole, M . J. s.
940

36o

To Sgt.

COMMUNICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL
A/Sgt.
Castle, P. M.
1480
1510
Brogan, G.
1490
1200
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Drummond, K. G. r5ro
2126

To Sgt.

A/Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

W.0.I

ro6o

W.0 .1
W.O.II

1240
1740

W.0.1
W.0.11
S Sgt.

350
106o
400

RADIO OPERATOR ROLL
Meck, F. J.
1970

As far as vehicles are concerned, the ralwart Daf is in
main use as load/equipment carrier, with the Willys Jeep a
runabout.

PECIAL 0PBHA1'0RS ROLL

Sp;t.

A ro11nd of

COMMUNICATION CENTRE OPERATOR ROLL
990

An Englishman s view of 'Fero Plus '
- a Dutch Brigatle Exercise
By t ; 11pt11in B. T. Lo1·d

'

F~ERO

PLUS' was a 1st Netherlands Division exercise,
designed to train Brigade staff and troops in the field
and specifically in the two main tasks of a Brigade-first in
the defensive role, and secondly in the offensive role. Thi~ involved forcing a river crossing, holding a bridgehead and
switching to the attack along four main axes.

I rne••t my • Bl od JJrotht>r '
Ea5t of Ristedt, above the long, pleasant, Route 61, lies a
gasthau - ' Kramers' by name-and there, on 1st June, I met
Captain Anne Laanstra, Netherlands Signals. (Anne is an
hi~torical Freisland male name). I was to join the Staff H.Q.
of the 11th Signals Battalion on 'Fero Plus' and Anne was
to be my guide and mentor or 'Blood Brother,' as the C.O .
termed him. I also met there Captain 'Ben' Van Ittersum
and Second-Lieutenant E. 'Bertus' Nauta.
Later m the day I met the C.0. of 11th Battalion, LieutenantColonel F. J. G. Sterkens, who was soon to hand over command before joining the NATO staff in Rheindahlen, and the
new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. G. Huygens. I was also
introduced to two members of the Women's Military Corps,
Captains Windt and Van Noord, who are responsible for the
surveillance (S2) in the field.

visi~H

On Wednesday, I visited 11th Infantry Brigade in the first
location, and there met Major-General T. H. Van Ardenne,
Commander, 1 (NL) Division. The current supply position
was explained to me by the Colonel who is re ponsiblc for
co-ord of S4 within the Brigade. The Second-in-Command of
11th Signal Battalion, Major Van Der Berg, was my accompanying officer, and as a former Brigade Signals Officer witti
11th Brigade, he was able to provide me with much interesting
information.
On Thursday I visited a supply battalion and the Second-inCommand took pains to explain the methods utilised. Later
in the day I visited RR sites, and on this occasion my accompanying officer was Captain Nengennan (S4 of the Battalion)
who introduced me to the system of field inspections.
The next day I reported to the Divisional Staff helipad
and met Flight Lieutenants John Dorst and George Dierych
and Sergeant Konig, who were to fly me over ttie Brigade area.
Our platform was an Alouette, and the vision from 300 metres
up was outstanding. We flew eastwards to a RR site, where
'Doc' had to make a call on a sick soldier.
A visit had been arranged for me to meet the G3 of the
Division, Major Van Der Scboot on Saturday afternoon. He
gave Anne and I a superb briefing on the tactical picture and
the phases of 'Fero Plus.' Major Van Der Schoot had served
in the British 11th Royal Tank Regiment after the Normandy
landings and had warm praise for the fighting qualities of ttiat
Regiment. In fact, all the officers I spoke to who had served,
or had received their initial officer training in the U.K., spoke
highly of our soldiers.
I was personally greeted everywhere with pleasure, and my
hosts were especially kiud. The fact that I spake a little Dutch
at first intrigued, and then delighted them. I saw everywhere
sound morale, with discipline maintained on a light rein.
Verdict on m •ssing-Good

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
C..pl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Col.)

Div. Signal Regiment
259 Signal Squadron
Tayfortb Universities O .T.C.
Banken
Oxford Universiry O.T.C.
School of Signals
13ch Regiment
IIch Regiment, 2 Squadron
242 Signal Squadron
28th Regiment
10th Regiment
Camp Commandant Central Staff
r8th Regiment
H.Q. Wcsiern Command
19th Reg"ment
2rst Regiment
233 Signal Squadron
24th Regiment
244 Signal Squadron
35th Regiment (V)
IIth Regiment
2 Div. Signal Regiment
14th Regiment
16th Regiment
14th Regiment
244 Signal Squadron
H.Q. 12 Signal Group (V)
H.Q. Scotland Army
262 Signal Squadron
8th Regiment

6245
9312

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL

R.M.C.S., Shrivcnham

1

gt.

,, 14th Regiment

~Promotions

11'.0.s and Sergeaats
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) I. A. Rad ...
. .. To
W.O.II C. J. Courtenay
,.
W.0.II S. R. Noms
...
,,
W.O.II (F. of S.) G. Keeton
,,
W.O.II J. Hawey
...
•..
,,
W.O.II (F. of S.) R. K. Owen
,,
W.0.11 R. G. Ross
,,
W.O.TI A. B. Fugill
,,
W.0.II ·A . J. Harris
,,
W.O.Il C. J. Walton
,,
W.O.II J. H. Izzo
,,
W.0.II A. G. Stapleton
W.O.II H. R. Bennett ...
,,
W.0.11 M. J. S. Bcrriman
Staff Sergeant J. A. Marr
,,
Staff Sergeant C. A. Coultisb
Staff Sergeant A. E. Kingham
,,
Staff Sergeant S. C. Gibney ...
,,
Staff Sergeant J. M. P. Whalley
,,
Staff Sergeant H . A. Sank~ ...
,,
A St.aft' Sergeant R. J. Atkin ...
,,
Staff Sergeant J. T. E. Evans
,,
Staff Sergeant J. L. S. Grinnell
,,
Staff Sergeant I. McDonald .•.
,,
Staff Scrgcan1 R. A. Hcclcy ...
... ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. Keohane ,,
S1aff Seritea"lt A. J. Carroll ...
... ,,
Staff Sergeant E. W. Unwin
,,
ergcant M. J. Bentley
,,
SC?Jleant 0. I!. Ballard
,,

··\

., 9th Regiment
,, 220d Regiment
8th Regiment
.. 18th Regiment
School of Signnb
,, 7th Regiment
., 255th Regiment
,, 33rd Regiment (V)

Signal erganlsatlon
The taff of a Netherlands Signals Battalion is an in-built
feature comprising: SI-Personnel; S2-Security/Surveillance;
S3-0perations and Training, and S4-Supply. All Signals
Battalions are allocated as Corps Troops.
On Tuesday, I spent the day with Anne, in the Staff Command Centre vehicle, getting the feel of communications and
noting the circuits as they came 'on stream.'

In the field there is a combined Officers' /Senior N.C.O. '
mess, and I found the food good and the mess staff helpful.
Corporal Ludwig, the mess cook, produced some delightful
dishes, among them a Javanese rijsttafel-though the daily warm
meal, eaten in· the evening, was normally obtained from the
oldiers' kitchen-an excellent piece of field equipment which
can provide food for 200. Meals in the mess were always happy
affair with the mess staff-Corporals Toon and Baudoin joining naturally in the high spirits.
(Continued Overleaf)
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DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL
1530
FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL
1330
YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL
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KEEN SOLDIER

"Right men; where's the battle!" Captain Laanstra emerges from
the command shelter
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1970

THEY DO IT TOO!

'Spud-Bashing', Netherlands Army style
405
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Th.:- Baualion organi ation provide for thre logistically
independent companies, each providing the following facilities.
Thu~. wich no organic hanges, each has the same ope.rational
capability. l RR Placoon, 1 TP/ Telephone Platoon (incl. a line
GP • 1 AM/FM Platoon, 1 1 g Centre Placoon, 1 Suppy
Platoon and H.Q.
The following Monday, Anne, 'Bertus' and I I ft the Battalion
. taff locacion ac 00.20 hours by Jeep to drive eastwards o that
we would be in po. ition early to ob ·erve the river crossings.
\

rh·c•r

t•1·ossin~

Our fi rst stop wa~ on top of a mound of and and from
he re, at U-hour we saw two MG Companies, using light
assault boars make the crossing. Ashore on the cast bank,
they mo' ed through simulated bouse-to-hou e searching before moving forward . Ar the second site there were slight problems with rue fa&t current but the troops in the as ault craft
had obviously practised their drills and the crossing was
a sured. The third location found the Reece Battalion armour
already across, having ' swum ' the river, and we found the
engineers' ferry-building-a worthwhile sight.
Wedne day saw the end of the exercise, and at a lunch for
the officer , I presented a Regimental plaque from the C.O.,
16ch Signal Regiment, to the Battalion C.0., which was to b e
placed in the Battalion H .Q.
I left the location to return to the Regiment with memories
of a happy and rewarding experience. At the farewell lunch,
I proposed a toast to the future success of 11th Signals
Battalion. From all that I saw during my stay, it is welldeserved!

A parting tribute
R o yal Signals Troop
1st Bn. The
Royal Irish Rangers
Lieutenant R. F. Willsher
Sergeant W. D. Close
Corporal T. Parsonage
Lance-Corporal A. Rambling
Lance-Corporal J. Roszkowski
Signalman P. Lockie

Assistant Signal Officer
(recently attached from 6 Bde.
H.Q. & Signal Squadron)
(posted to 244 Signal Sqn.)
(posted to 6 Bde. H .Q. &
Signal Squadron)
(posted to School of Signals)
(posted to 30th Signal Regt.)

On 1st July, the Royal Signals Troop attached to the 1st
Battalion The Royal Irish Rangers was withdrawn-a sad
occas!on for th~ men _who served and represented the Corps,
workmg alongside thell' Infantry counterparts. An experience
of this kind, enjoying a life rather divorced from that which
they were used ro, broadened their outlook on soldiering and
drew them to a level from which they now appreciate the rudiments of communications and the vital requirement for success
in _all its fields in. a highly-c:quipped and fast-moving fighting
umt-the mechamsed battalion.
Theo Troo11·s main task w i tlt 1he Battalion

The Troop's main task was to man the rear link communication of the Battalion. However, on occasions, they were employed on the command net. This gave them the chance to see
how complicated and well-organised a full battlegroup net
must be, and how much the burden of control the operators
must accept. The exercise roles were simple and short term.
~n barrack~, .a great amount. of their time was spent assisting
m the tralDlllg of the Regimental signallers, attending unit
cadres such as NBC, drill and weapon training, and pursuing
the many varied responsibilities of the Signal Platoon.
The men mentioned above all served a period of rwo-and-ahalf years on attachment, and in this time, the aspects peculiar
to an Infantry Battalion, its customs, history and characteristics

•
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became second nature to them. I believe that it is these face ts
thac made their stay mean just a little more than extra numbers
on nominal and acqu ittance rolls.
A

vah1 ablc~

!'l'HSt•
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t

of co- •11u •ra fl ou Jans b een

rt-alis t~cl

By their personal contact and observations, a valuable sense
of co-operation of arms has been reali ed something that will
ervc them well in the future .
Occasionally, when men arc posted away fro m the Corps, the
matter of further qualifications in trade and education become
lax. This has not been the case with this Troop. The Battalion
has been very conscious of this and allowed the men every
opportunity available to attend courses. D uring the past year
they bavc attended upgrading, educational and military proficie ncy cadres. Lance-Corporal Hambling must be congratulaced on successfully completing BI(R /Op) and ACE II
courses within three months.
Soine IH'rsonal aecounti; of experiences wltlt the•
Uatt:alion

ow that the hard fac ts h ave been written, the men have
a ked me to include some of their accounts of exp erience with
the Battalion.
Lance-Corporal Hambling.- Since I have been with the
' Rangers,' my mo t vivid memory is that of the training we
did in L ibya in June, 1969.
After a safe arrival at El Adem, we were taken to Chatham
Camp, the Battle Group H eadqu ar ters, sited 70 miles inland
from the airstrip- ' God's little acre, as some called it-very
hot, dry and dusty. Certainly not the place I could spend 40
days and 40 nights; with the help of a ten-ton refrigerator,
running water, a soft bed and the odd can of beer, 30 was
enough for us!
With an acclimacisation period of a few days in camp, I was
later sent along with two others to command a radio detachment on the coast at Bomba. This was to be the area where
Companies completed basic field training and the lads later
managed to obtain so-called ' crash-tans ' to impress their girlfriends on return. Al!Uough the permanent link for this separation of 70 miles was worked on HF, we were successful in
operating a VHF link \vith a fancy array of R4, resisters and
' elbow grease ' in what one could call an impossible situation.
The amenities provided during off-duty hours included water
ski-ing. This proved to be the most popular.
After ten days at Bomba, I was sent back to Chatham, where,
with members of the Signal Platoon and Corporals Grey and
Hunt, attached to us from 24th Signal Regiment, we maintained the command nets, message centre and a Cll link to
the R.A.F. Comcen at El Adem, our only contact with the outside world.
/l/y last task in Libya was as Commanding Officer's operator
during one of the combat team's three-day battle run, in an
area well-known to the Eighti:l Army, and included a night
shoot with virtually no restriction on live firing--or so it
seemed.
Finally it was back to Catterick and three weeks' leave.
Now that a Royal Signals Troop is no longer to be attached
to infantry units, we will look back and remember the happy
days we spent with the Regiment, having said a sad farewell
to the many friends we have made, and looking forward to
meeting up with them all again.
Lance-Corporal Roszkowski.-Since joining the Irish Rangers,
two-and-a-half years ago, our eyes have been opened to the
ways of the infantry. Without prior knowledge of the roles and
operations of a Jl\CChanised Battalion, we found the 432
APCs rather mystifying at first. Now we can say that they
pose no problems for us, for, after many exercises in B.A.0.R.
and U.K., each one of us professes to be able to make the
best cup of ' char ' without lighting a match- blessed is that
little grey box of tricks!
As to our experiences, on one exercise, whilst driving
' battened down,' our vehicle lurched suddenly, left the track
and took a closer look at a deep hole. By the time it had
settled at the bottom of ttiis pit, one of the tracks had been
shed. To repair and replace a track by day is difficult enough,
but when you are wearing the ' clobber " and gas masks with
a vehicle in such a situation; oh, and I forgot to add, the
C.O. had decreed NO LIGHTS-the job looked impossible.

,,.
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Tha nks to ' Paddy's ' humour and a few prayers on the right
wavelength, we were able to sit back four-and-a-half hours
later and think bow were we ever going to make people
believe our story.
While the Battalion was in Libya, Signalman Lockie and I
were fortunate in obtaining vacancies on a BIII Comcen
operators' course. This worked out quite well, for we were
able to visit and keep Corporal Parsonage his cheery self,
having remained in U.K . suffering from a severe bout of
yellow jaundice. T he depression really set in when he heard
the restrictions for the recuperation p eriod. He now knows
how long a year really is!
A chapter in our experience in th e Army is coming to a
close. It has been a happy one. We than k the many friends
we b ave made in the time we have been with the Battalion
for making us so much 'at home' and 'one of the family.'
We will never forget it all; when I think of it, we can't. The
tic that was kind ly presented is certain to jog the memory

Postscript lrom the Commanding Oliiccr~
1st Bn. Tlie Royal Irish Rangers
We miss our Signals Troop. If they enjoyed being with us
- and from the above article, I gather this was the case-it
was because they gave as much as they received and always
entered into the spirit of things. Without exception, they were
a great credit to their Corps.
To them my sincere thanks and best wishes for the future
-you will be always welcomed in this Battalion.

Swan song from tlown under
By Lwutenant J. C. Young
·~1 y

return to Singapore, at the end of July, marked the
end of the exchange of officers between Royal Signals in
Singapore, and 2nd Signal Regiment in Melbourne. Paring of
establishments m eans that an officer can no longer be spared
for this valuable and interesting tour. The Australians have
also been unable to reciprocate the exchange for the past two
years owing to a shortage of officers.
2nd Signal Regiment is in Watsonia Barracks, which is some
nme miles from .the city centre. The camp, which is fairly
modern, and still being built, also contains 6th Signal Regim~nt (AUSTCAN Major Relay), and more recently the School
of Signals. Various non-signals units will be moving out in
the next few years to make way for the rest of the School of
Signals, and then Watsonia will be the Australian equivalent
of Catterick.
I arrived in Melbourne after rather a Cook's tour, via
Djakarta and Canberra. An overnight stop at Hotel Indonesia
can be recommended, but the subsequent 10}- hours in a
H ercules lA definitely NOT! With me was Sergeant Boag,
who had come to find out why AUSTCAN wasn't talking to
our DB in the Solomon Islands.
H aving settled in the Mess, and undergone a conversion to
Carlton Draught, I was ready for work the following day. I
was posted to 111 Squadron, where, at mat time, there was
plenty of scope, as there were only three Troop Commanders
ro go round seven Troops. I was told I would be taking over
Sigcen Troop, some 70 strong. Then came the usual takeover,
and the first of the problems-" No, sir, they're NOT just
teleprinters- a GGC-1 is a TT-4A with legs on, and a PGC-3
is a TT-76 with legs on, and a . . . . "--oh well! at least
amongst all this pile of American equipment, and jargon, I
was proudly able to point out that a Drum Cable No. 5 (Aust.)
is the same as a Drum Cable No. 5, but painted a different
colour!
I very quickly settled into their way of life, beco~g used
to calling Senior N.C.0.s by christian name, and various other
customs-a Squadron Commander ' concurs ' instead of agreeing, and a file is ' sighted ' not seen. I was able to take
advice on these matters from some of the multitude of ex' Porns' around-most notably Sergeant (ex-W.0.II) Dennis
Hulme, Sergeant (ex-Sgt.) Ken T ongue, and Staff Sergeant
(ex-W.0.I) Keith Randall.
A large proportion of the Troop was made up of ~ational
Servicemen, with some peculiar ha bits which took gctUng used
to. They fill in time between weekends working for the Army,
and have Julian Calenders which start at 365 and end ~t 0
(twice). The usual situations arose whereby I had a switch..1-
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EX-"POMS"
Left to right : Staff-Sergeant (ex-W .0.1.) Keith Randall, Sergeant
(ex-W.0 .11.) Dennis Hulme, Sergeant (ex-Sergeant) Ken Tongue and
Lieutenant J. C. Young (exchange officer)
board operator with two degrees, and so on. They soon learnt,
after much coaxing, that the sight of side hat and blue pullover approaching meant cigs out, Playboy /cards away and back
to work.
Our efforts were concentrated on preparation for Exercise
' Transall,' which was held at the end of April. This was a
CMF exercise, but involved deployment of the whole Regiment. After the settling-in period, communications were solid,
and traffic was loaded on to the system. We also ran up an
AN/TSC-38 high power HF set, for the first time in some
years, and when we scarted pumping 10 kw. into the AUSTCAr receivers at a range of only 30 miles, the screams were
almost human!
World Surf Championship s
During my stay, I also had the task of organising communications for the World Surf Championships at Bells Beach,
and spent a month as Squadron Second-in-Command. I was
granted leave during July, and spent this working on a sheep
farm in Tasmania, doing time in the shearing shed, amongst
other things; kangaroo hunting and home-brewed ale were the
order of the day, and I had a most enjoyable time.
On my return, I bad the opportunity of visiting the other
signals units in the area. These included 3 Division Signal
Regiment and 6 Signal Regiment (AUSTCAN), where I had
a close look round Srrad (the same as Boddington, but it
speaks ' Strine '). I als? spent a ~ay at the transminers . at
Diggers Rest, and a night at receivers at Rockbank, which
is well known locally for its teetotal habits and strict licensing
hours. Finally, I had a look over the new School of Signals,
where the other ' Porn,' Cap tain Jim Brinsford works.
All too soon, my tour came to an end, and it was time to
return to Singapore, this time by carefully planned Qantas
flighc.
Farewell to m a ny frien d s
Muci1 grog had flowed, and many friends were made in the
short time I was there, and I was sorry to leave. It was also
a sad occasion because, as I had learnt, I was to be the la t
U.K. e.xchange officer, no replacement being available bccau e
of che rundown in FARELF. I have now handed over the
ex officio title of Commander, Brit Force, Watsonia, to Jim
Brindsford, and returned to Singapore with memories of a
most enjoyable and interesting stay.
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Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
Bradley Squadron·s distinguished visit.or
URI NG the weekend of 18th/19th July, Bradley quadron
of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, welcomed
a very pecial visitor, in the per on of Major-General P. E. M.
Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.0.-the Officer after whom the
Squadron is named.
College reorgani ation led to the creation, at the beginning
of this term, of a fifth training squadron; in accordance with
tradition, this was named after a General who had served with
distinction in the Royal Corps of Signals. (The other Squadrons
are named after Generals Rawson, Phillips, Scott and Penney).
General Brad'ey, a former Signal Officer-in-Chief and
Colonel, Gurkha Signals-and at that time Representative
Colonel Commandant of the Royal Corps of Signal , became
Master of Signals on 3rd August.
On arrival on Saturday morning, General Bradley took the
:.alute at a parade of the 128 apprentices in the Squadron ; this
was commanded by tne Squadron Commander, Major J. R.
Roberts, Royal Signals.
Having watched the parade, toured the Squadron and spoken
to many of the Bradley apprentices, the General commented :
" It is some four years since I last came to Harrogate. In the
short time I have been here today, I have already been greatly
impressed by the tremendous improvements to the College. Ir
is a joy and a privilege to return, as an old soldier, to see the
young soldiers in the Squadron I am fortunate and proud to
have named after me. Like all young soldiers of the British
Army they are every bit as good as, indeed even better than,
their fathers-and their grandfathers!"

-
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VISIT OF MAJOR-GENERAL P. E. M. BRADLEY
C hattin g t o th ree fe llow Northum brians in "his" Sq uadron
Left to right: A/T Lance-Co rporal W illiam Skee, A/T Stephe n
Parrack and A/T David Henry

Graduation Day, S um.n u-r, 1970
The Summer Graduation Day this term was held at the
College on Wednesday, 5th August-a day, for once, of blue
skies and warm sunshine, which made a fitting background to
a truly glittering occasion.
A / T R.S.M. William Paterson commanded the 650 apprentices on p:irade-which gave him, as the Commandant was
la~er to observe, a command rather larger than that of a
L1eurenant-Colonel. R.S.M. Paterson is the first apprentice in
the history of the College ever to ~iold the appointment fer
two terms.
We were delighted to welcome as Reviewing Officer in this,
the Coros' SOth Anniversary year, Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., the Signal Officer-in-Chief.
After the parade, prizes were presented with traditional
ceremony, following the Commandant's review of the term.
Eighty-six apprentices were leaving, he said-36 tech nicians, 39

'
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stalwart

the tough amphibious load- carrier
from the Alvis family of fighting vehicles
YOUNG MAN WITH A BIG RESPONSIBILITY
The S.0 .-in-C. chats with A/T R.S.M. W. T. Paterson after the latter
had commanded his second Graduation Parade. Also present the
Commandant, Colonel Clinch

operators and 11 special operators. Of these 57 would start
their Regular service overseas, in Malta, Cyprus, Babrein,
Singapore, Hong Kong and Germany. "You name it-they're
going there." Of those remaining in U.K., said Colonel Clinch,
most were going to 3 Division, where they have a good chance
of going overseas with no notice at all. He spoke highly of this
term's Senior Division as "what you might call a vintage year."
The Commandant went on to highlight some of the College's
sporting achievements, reported in greater detail in earlier
issues of THE WIRE. The Cricket XI, for the third successive
year, won the Northern Command Cup; he did not think that
the ' Man of the Match ' award was solely responsible for
Lieutenant Ian Reading's promotion to Captain. In the N.S.R.A.
Meeting at Bisley five apprentices gained eleven national proficiency awards, which should help to maintain the Corps'
present high standards in shooting. In fencing A/T Graham
came third in the Inter-Services Foil Competition- the only
J unior Soldier ever to fence at the Royal Tournament and the
only one to be awarded his Army Colours.
In athletics, we won the Triangular Games for the first
time since 1963 and collected 14 medals at the Army Individual
Junior Championships. At swimming we not only won the
Triangular Garnes, but also swept me pool at the Northern
Command Championships. The Gliding Club continues to
' reach for the skies ' over RAF Dishforth, while the Sailing
Oub's off-shore section much appreciated the loan of the Corps'
yachts Quicksilver and Skywave.
Colonel Clinch declined to go into details of what actually
happens in the Knaresborough Bed Race, but noted that Phillips
Squadron had won it for the third time and are now duly
entered in the Guinness Book of Records. At cycling our
junior team has qualified for the Army Junior Finals while the
senior team is so far ahead in the A.C.U.'s Fraser Cup that
they cannot be caught.
No review of our activities, said the Commandant, would be
complete without mention of the College Bands. Now 120strong, they have played at social and ceremonial occasions
throughout the county and even beyond, having again played
this year at me Royal Tournament, Earl's Court. On parade
that morning had been the much appreciated Pipe Banner presented by M ajor (Q.G.O.) Harkabir G urung on behalf of 17th
Gurkha Signal Regiment.
Finally, the Commandant gave a piece of news of great
interest to all ex-apprentices. Work on the tunnel between the
College and Queen Ethelburga's had been suspended. We now
have an apprentice who actually lives there!
He then invited General Pentreath to present the prizes.
Main award winners this term were:
Army Commander's Prize (for all-round excellence): A / T
R.S.M. Paterson. Commandant's Prize (for conduct, discipline
and example): A/T Sergeant James Stephen. Signal Officer-in(Continued on page 411)
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(Continued from page 408)
Chiefs Award (for the best all-round tradesman): A/T D avid
Hughes. Colonel Commandant's Award (for the best all-round
soldier/tradesman): A/ T S.S .M. Peter Bradley.
Prizes awarded by the Royal Signals Corps Committee to
apprentices who have made the best use of their opportunities
ac the College: Technician, Terminal Equipment: A/T Sergeant
Michael Graham. Technician, Radio Relay: A/T Corporal Roy
Churm. Technician, Radio: A/ T David Hughes. Operator:
Sergeant D enis Geoghegan.
Speaking in his turn, me Reviewing Officer said that he
had come prepared to be impressed-and was. Congratulating
A/T R.S.M. P atersop. on "an excellent performance," General
Pentreath praised especially the marching of the Senior Division and the playing of the Bands, who were, he assured them,
held in high regard by the Corps Band.
As Signal Officer-in-Chief, he welcomed the ' graduates ' into
the Corps. "You seem," $:le said, "to be just what we want,
but we should like to see more of you. If you have younger
brothers or friends, bring them-if you think they're good
enough." Having spoken of tl;ie variety of opportunity offered
by the Corps, esp ecially, perhaps in S.A.S. and Parachute
Signals, he warned them that they might find themselves in
future Jiving in somewhat less comfortable surroundings than
those at the College, and advised his audience not to place too
high a value on creatur e comforts.
The Reviewing Officer closed his short speech by paying
tribute to those of the College Staff of other arms of the
Service, and to the civilian staff, who do so much towards
producing capable and broad-based young soldiers for Royal
Signals.

HOME OW NERSHIP
Wide pread publicity bas been given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans, and wouldbe H OME OWNER S who did not make positive plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promise of loans.
If you take our advice this hould place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress bow vitally important it is for anyone
con id ering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but
flexi ble H o u e Purchase Plan as fa r in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start,
th e easier it b ecomes for you to buy the house o f your choice. Moreover the longer the Plan is in force the
higher the loan possible, and the more econom ic the purchase.
Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to
buy their o wn house, instead o f p ay ing rent for many year . Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no
m atter wh en yo u in tend to purcha se a house, DO N OT W A IT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to pro vid e a Home fo r y our fa m ily, ASK OUR ADV ICE N O W.

SCHOO L FEES

ATHLETICS

In spite of the adverse effect of recent Fin a nce Ac ts selected life assu ra nce schemes can still substantiall y

In the Army In dividual Athletics Championships held at
Aldershot on 3rd and 4th July, no fewer than 14 medals went
to Apprentices at the College.
Pemaps-and certainly to Mr. Charlie Allen, our one and
only civilian P.T .1.- the most satisfying result was that our
4 x 100 metres r elay team are once again Army (Junior)
Champions-a position which the said Mr. Ailen, who coaches
them, had come to r egard as ours as of right. In winning this
coveted award the team- A/ Ts Lance-Corporal A. J. R. Kite,
J. Meikle, Lance-Corporal K . C. Gilder and Corporal T. Potter
-established a record of 45.4 seconds over the metric distance.
Individual ' gold ' medals were won by A/T Lance-Corporal
A. J. R. Kite (lOOm.); Lance-Corporal J. W. Ridley (hammer);
and A/T C. Sandford (pole vault).
' Silver ' medallists were A/T K. Best (800m.); A/T LanceCorporal K. J. Hadfield (triple jump); A/T C. Rowan (2,000m.
steeplechase).
' Bronze' medals went to A/T M. R. Ferrier (2,000m.
steeplechase); A/T J. G. Griffiths (high jump and llOm.
hurdles); and A/T Lance-Corporal K. J. Hadfield (long jump).
In addition to the competitors the College also contributed
to the success and smooth running of the meeting by providing
eight A.A.A. grade officials, including the F ield Referee, Mr.
F . K. Brown, who lectures in Social Studies at the College.
(H eld over to next month an account of the Nijmegen Marches).

reduce the costs of educating children . A U IQUE schem e p ro vides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees
where children are attend ing or about t o attend school. W e a lso d evise sp ecia lly ta ilored Plans which can reduce
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your chi ldren. V e ry early pla nning can reduce su ch cost to nil.

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance P lans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with
Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.10.6 monthly for those liable to tax at 8 / 3 in the£ will give
the family man aged 30 next immediate family protection of £39,360 and' an an ticipa ted cash sum of £35,000
free of tax and capital gains tax a t age 65.
We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the a ccent is required to be on investment. Endowment
assurances on a with profit basis and / or linked with unit trust investments in the equity or property marht can
produce a h ighly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover bu t, more
important, is the p art it ca n play in providing you financial security in retiremen t.

Fll 1tpers ov4•r th.-

Al1t1~

The Three Bells Sub Aqua Club travelled to Moneglia, on
the Riviera di Levance, near Genoa. Italy, for their summer
expedition.
Following much hard work by all to get ready, the club, in
military vehicles (civilianised for the occasion with GB plates)
left Bunde on Saturday, 20th June. During the long and
weary drive south, the following drivers, Mick Comery, Fred
Venus, T ony Roode and Rod Fleming, ably assisted by their
co-drivers, Jock Hanna, Steve Batholomew, Paddy O'Connor,
kept up a steady p:ice until they were thwarted by the Swbs
border. After much discussion, the convoy commander,
Second-Lieutenant Roger Neeve finally diverted through
France and the Moncenissio Pass (2,083 metres).
After 56 hours, the ' Blue Med.' was finally sighted at G enoa,
and then, believe it or not, a very low bridge was encountered,
making Fleming and his merry men take off their assault boat
only seven kilometres from their destination. The Castle Camp
Site, overlooking by 200 ft. the village sports fiel d did not
immediately appeal, but after a good night's ' kip,' all was
settled and diving commenced with the Reveille Snorkel on
Wednesday. Those Regimental types who r eckon that this
expeditiou was a ' skive ' or public holiday, should try the
half-mile bash in the water before breakfast !
The local Carbinieri Sergeant was soon put on our tail by
the locals to distract him from their ·1oca1 day-to-day petty
offences, such as parking. In the end, this local policeman was
of considerable assistance. During the first week, the Italian
F orces Area Commander, Colonello Baroni Tullio, paid us a
visit, with his American wife. The Colonello is the Commander of Chiavari Signal Sscliool, one of the Italian Forces
Integrated Signal Schools. He was recently C.S.0., H .Q.,
A.M.L.F. at Heidelberg, and hopes to be posted to SHAPE
shortly. He is an excellent friend of the British Army.
Diving was halted completely on the odd day, owing to
the dreadful ' Atlantic-style ' seas, which made small boat
launching impossible and swimming extremely hazardous. This
gave u s an opp ortunity for sight-seeing, and parties made their
way to Pisa (of leaning tower fame), La Spezia and Genoa.
Anyone contemplating taking anything larger than a Sprite
Alpine caravan to Monegelia is recommended to contact Major
Geoffrey Lefroy, H.Q., 2nd Division, who is now rated, after
hours of practice, as the caravan tunnel expert, ably assisted
by his talented linguistic wife, T essa.
Congratulations to Corporals Goatley and L ea who successfully passed the practical aspects of their dive marshal course,
and the following on becoming third class divers: Major Lefroy,
Corporal Smith (122), Lance-Corporal Sherriff, Signalman
Gregg and Sapper Fleming.
The was the last dive for our D iving Officer, Corporal Goff
Adams, who has n ow been posted to 227 Signal Squadron
(AFCENT). We wish him and h is new club good diving.

3rd. Division Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp
R e gi m e ntal ' '' eek

2nd Division Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 46

For full d etails, please telephone or write in confidence to:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R .A.O .C. (R e td.),
Services Ad visory Bureau M anager.

ULY has been a month of physical activity for most of
J
us. The main events were the Morrison Cup, in whidt
we did badly, the Divisional canoe races, in which we swept

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD.

the board, and the Three Bells diving ex'J)edition, of which
more later. Cricket is tailing off (we are in the Divisional
final) and football is already starting, with a lo~ of new tal~nt
in the R egiment. Other people hav~ .been. activ~, too, domg
their PE tests, and long march ~u m~ng, mcludmg one R;.P.
who is alleged to have marclied his prisoner back the 1~ miles
from L ubbecke in a thunderstorm, as the transport failed to
turn up .
We also said our farewells to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
Thompson and our welcomes to Lieutenant-Colonel Alan
Yeoman and Mrs. Yeoman.

17/ 1~ Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks.
Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227
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s promised in the last edition, our notes start this month
A
with a short resume on our Regimental Weck-and
what a week it was! It started with the inter-Troop athletics,
very ably orga nised by Lieutenant Dick F arrimond. No
British records wer e set, but the spirit and rivalry between
the teams could not have been bettered at the Olympic Games.
Our congratulations go to Sergeant Jock Stewart and the lads
of the D . & E. Platoon on becoming Champion Troop.
A night of revelry
Next on the agenda, an all rank ' dance. So many were
expected, it became two dances in one. Between 400 and 500
members an d guests packed themselves into the O.R.s' dining
room, whilst a further 250 soul crammed into the NAAFI.
Music was provided two bands a discotheque and a 'juke box.'
The I sle of Wight pop festival had nothing on us. The whole
' shebang ' was organi ed by Major Don Butcher, Staff Sergeant
' Paddy ' O'Riordan, and an excellent team of volunteers and

compered by our cabaret expert, Corporal Bob Hutchinson.
The la t traggler di appeared imo the gloom at about 2.30
in the morning-tired a litrle under the weather, perhaps, and
happy. But were they surpri ed when they staggered into
breakfast, n few hours lat r. The dining room was spotlessly
clean and not a sign of the previous night revelry was to be
seen.
The bi~ day
arurday, however, was rhe big day. The C.O., LieutenantColonel A. G. Bohannan had sent a h uge pile of invitations to
parents of our soldiers and wa delighted when approximately
i.·ty accepted. Other gue t that day were 40 children from
the Ovingdean chool fo r the D eaf, and In-Pensioner M ichael
Stamford, from the Royal Ho pita!, Chelsea . H is fir st task was
to 'con ' the R.S.M . into letting him stay three day instead
of two; his excu e wa he would need at least three days to
walk around the Regiment.
What a how we had- police dogs, a helicopter display,
which included bringing in radio detach ments, a military
band, model plane , side hows, 30 metre range, an assa ulc
course for the youngster s, a chance to d rive a L and Rover
for the up-and-coming tidi ng ~fo 's, and even piano-bashing
competitions.

wife at one o'clock in the morning. I've heard that life for
some begins at forty, but this was ridiculous.
But with all the hilarity work went on. The Signal Squadrons had two weeks out on the plain, a Dll link with H.M.S.
Andromeda, in South Africa, and, of course, our usual quota
of visitors. We were particularly delighted to welcome
Brigadie1· G. Proudman, M.B.E., C.S.0., STRATCO, who
commanded the Regiment a few years ago.
Farewell
This month we aid farewell to one of the Regiment's stalwarts, Major Neville Reed, 3 D .G., who steered H .Q.
Squadron to many great deeds. His experience, advice and
good humour will be mis ed, especially by the younger members of the Regiment. His usual opening gambit of ' as an old
soldier ' had to be dropped when he wa presented with a
plaque by Pensioner Stamford, on behalf of the Sergeants'
Mess. We welcome M ajor N . Chesher, R.T.R., who takes over
the helm of H.Q. Squadron, and we hope his stay with us is
successful and rewarding.
We now look forward to a well-earned block leave, but
m ore of tilat in the next is ue.

120 hours of dart-throwing
Whilst all this was going on, eight junior
.C .O.s and
Signalmen were establish ing a record for the Gu inness Book
of Record . Under team captain Corporal Jim Dean, Corporals
Dan Drew, Ray Kearney, Lance-Corporals Ralph Johnson, Rex
Barker, Steve Roach, and Signalmen Terry Rhodes and Bob
Bruce had been throwing darts non-stop for 120 hours. They
starred off the previous Monday at 16.00 hours and threw
the last dart at 16.03 hours on Saturday. After the first eight
hours, when a ll players b ad to toe the line, they started a
rota system, allowing two men to go off for only three hours
for food and sleep, whilst the remaining six kept going. Even
after 120 hours, they hadn' t finished, they proved their fitness by running a lap of honour round the arena.
So come on you other Signals units, can you beat us? We
doubt it, but we hope you will try.

Quite an evening
In the evening we were trea ted to a magnificent ceremony
of Beating Retreat by the Band of the 1st Battalion The Parachute Regiment. Our than ks go to Bandmaster \V. Wroe and
the Band for a wonderful performance.
To wind up the evening, the officers entertained their guests
at a cocktail party, and the seniors and juniors had dances in
their respective messes. It should be noted that as members
of the Sergeants' Mess started to fall out in the early hours,
Pensioner Mike Stamford was still dancing with the R.S.M.'s

4th. Division Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
Canoe ahoy!
FTE~ a week's hard tra ining on the Doktor Sec, the
Regtmental canoe team, led by Second-Lieutenant Nick
Steven, moved down to Holzminden on the 30th June for the
tan of the 4th Division long-distance canoe meeting.
This was the first race for the club in the new glassfibre
K2 doubles and Pha ntom Wh ite Water singles. A last-minute
delivery of racing paddles from England saw the team well
equipped and ready to prove themselves.
All the crews put up a creditable performance on the first
d ay's 9 km. up_tream sprint, and by the evening there was
little to choose between the finishers. The 6S km. downstream section, the next day, was to be the big decider. After
a breakfast of steak and eggs, the club members hit the water
in high spirits.
Despite the length of the race, the finish was very exciting,
when Sergeant Dave Lunn and Corporal Mike Lloyd Williams
'412

FAREWELL AND THANK YOU
Major N. Reed, 3 D.G., outgoing O .C. H.Q. Squadron is presented
with a Corps plaque by Chelsea Pensioner Michael Stamford. R.S.M.
Morrill looks on

Captain Bill Bai!ey was the Camp Commandant, and this
enabled the Squadron Commanders to concentrate on the
trammg. With the help, mainly of ' Q ' Drugan, many luxuries
to make living under canvas less painful were evident, and
the food only nearly ran out! . . . but Sergeant D oolan was
there!
To spare the locals the embarrassment of being outnumbered,
we sent the Regiment to camp in two halves- ! and 2
Squadrons going first and 3 and H.Q. Squadrons followed.
1 Squadron writes of the first half:
We were going to call it Summer Camp 70, but there were
so many SOs involved, we changed the name to Summer Camp

so.

First of all, we all marched over SO miles during the week
we were there. We all knew we were in for the usual 10mile • bash ' but, what with the ' running-in ' marches, the
night exercise and the orienteering, the total mileage rose
rapidly. We were all highly pleased on the night exercise
to find our team had been selected to escort ' Professor
Moseiski out of enemy territory. Our pride evaporated when
he ' broke his leg ' on the last lap and we had to carry him
on an improvised stretcher, only to get back to camp and find
me nlne other teams with nine other 'Professors'!
Some of us went mad and volunteered for the invitation
SO km. assault boat race. As if the round-the-island races were
not exhausting enough, we spent nearly 10 hours paddling
down the Mosel in our inflatable boats, on loan from a nearby
German Pioneer Battalion. The race was won by the 2
Squadron team, ably steered by Sergeant Ron Ford (in a
most military manner).
Unfortunately, another ' SO' was chalked up in rainfallat least SO inches, or so it seemed. Still, Major David Dudley
had made the training programme pretty intensive and, apart
from swimming being cancelled, the days flew by without
much attention being p aid to the weather.
Of course, we couldn't waste the opportunity to sample the
local brew, and I am sure we all had at least SO glasses of
the excellent Mosel wine (or was it bottles?).
3 Squadron writes of the second half :
Our Squadron Commander, Major Bernard Hodgson, set
off to the Mosel a couple of days before us, to escape the fi nal
preparations or to arrange the weather . H e certainly fixed that,
as we arrived in glorious sunsh ine, which remained with u s for
the next seven days.
We were indebted to the G erman Pioneer Corps in Koblenz
for the loan of the rubber dinghies, which helped to make
our camp so enjoyable. W e had many hour s of watermanship training, which included some delightful river trips.
The highlight of the boating activities was the water regatta,
organised by Lieutenant Chris Barnes and Sergeant George
Bamber. Corporal Dick Harding, with his crew of RCT drivers,

overtook the leading K2 in the final kilometre to win the
individual prize for the fa stest time on K 2s. T hey, with
Signalman Dave Beatty and Lance-Corporal Keith Watson,
also rook the runners-up team prize for the class, a very creditable performance.
The canoe of Signalmen Howard Green and Smudger Smith
won the Hustlers individual prize and with Corporal Ken East
and Signalman Taff Hill won the team prize and so cleared
the board in that cla s~.
In the singles class, Signalman Nick Gray paddled very
well to win the Kl chss individual prize, and h e and Signalman
Wayne Rushton secured the team prize in that class.
To complete the successes, Signalman Eddy Burns and
Signalman Charlie Bentley won the runners-up prize in the
same class, and so we were able to boast a prize for every
member of the team.
On this high note, the club has again gone into training,
this time for the B.A.O .R. Meeting, which will be r eported in
the next edition of THE WIRE.

Mosel Camp
Again, at the end of June, the inhabitants of Treis saw an
island in the Mosel River, adjacent to their town, invaded
by the Regiment for its summer camp. Believe it or not, a
welcome awaited us!
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Rathbone, Patrick, Middleton, Payne, L ance-Corporals Tyler
and Swaile (Royal Signals) proved the versatility of the R.C.T .
by leaving their 3-tonners and paddling their dinghy to win the
' Round the Island' race. Not to be outdone, Corporal Trev
Mortlock's crew, L ance-Corporals Kelly and Burnett, Signalman Kerr, Fox and Woolley won the relay race.
On Monday, 13th July, the entire camp was invited to a
' Grosse Sportfest,' which consisted of football, athletics, an
obstacle course and hallenhandball . Honours were evenly
shared, ~i e fina l result being a draw. Our hosts then entertained us to lunch, followed by a tri p in their motor la un che~
down the Mosel. Our thanks to them for a very interesting
and entertaining day.
Our thanks alw, to Staff Sergeant Tony Drugan, the camp
S.Q.M.S., for all his work; Sergeant Jimmy Doolan, and his
cooks for the excellent food, and all the other permanent
staff who worked so hard to make the camp th e success it was.
The Germans in the area, too, were ve ry kind, and had
arranged a winefest whil•t we were there. We returned looking and feeling tit and already thinking of next year!

7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
4 Squadron Camp
HIS year we rhought a Squadron camp would be a change
T
from the more usual Troop ones. The S.S.M . was despatched early to find a suitable site in Bavaria, and after five
days ' efforts,' a local in a pub said I will show you the ideal
site, and its also free.
It turned out to be a gorgeous site on the shore of th
Kochel See, set snuggly at the base of the Bavarian Alps.
The site was well situated for morning runs, followed by a
" by jove, it's cold, but marvellous for hangovers" swim before
breakfast, scenic walks and unlimited evening entertainment.
Kochel-am-See, the nearest town, had dances; Murnau had a
tremendous bier-fest and a U.S. Forces' N .C.O.s' club while
Garmisch had night clubs, and Munich, on Saturday night,
' had everything.'
The main body arrived by 3-tonner, after a 430-mile journey,
on the evening of Friday, 10th July. On Saturday the camp was
improved, ready for day one of training on Sunday. This day
was marred by finishing with two soldiers in local hospitals
and one in the U.S. J\' edical Centre in Murnau. All were
eventually evacuated to the U.S. hospital in Munich, thanks
to the great effort and co-operation of cc you lads sure give us
plenty to do " Sergeant West and his team at his Medical
Centre. Training days two, mree and four were spent on group
activities, which included a day's initiative test, including
bridging and rafting, organised by Captain David He~!lg,
orienteering under W.O.Il (Y. of S.) Bob Coole, abseiling
under W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Johnny Wise, and canoeing under
Corporal ' Ginge ' Pinder.
After four sweltering-hot days, the rain started. Group training continued, but the Yeoman's group that afternoon visited
King Ludwig's Schloss Linderbof.
Lieutenant Paul White had et a motor-cycle trial course for
the Regimental team, which happened to be with u . After
completing the 72-rnile course, the team said that if the
B.A.0 .R. trial ms balf as difficult, it would be easy! Thursijmegen march team, and
day was the last day for the
Sergeant Jerry Jarratt had set the~ a day's march over t.he
mountains. He told them that the view from the 7 OOOft. pomt
was magnificent, but as they staggered along a col, holding on
to the rail provided, with a blizzard driving them back, they
did not appreciate his earlier remark.
On Friday we played a soccer match against Murnnau and
beat them 3-1. This wa followed by a dance-cum-barbecue
for local talent. With floorin g borrowed from the Americans
and ' Alpha ' Troop's di cotheque, it was a great success. The
food was excellent, thanks to Sergeants Cooper, Barry and
James's work; the Germans there relished the 'Englishes bokwurst ' as much as the grilled steaks.

Regin1e11tal Dar-D-ft
CORPORAL ELDER BRINGING HIS CREW HOME IN THE
"ROUND THE ISLAND" RACE
I Squadron "inflatable" almost a length up on 2 Squadron as they
pass an unknown mile post
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" A superb evening," everyone said. " But when can we
have another one like it?" they asked. These were the type of
comments passed about the 'Bar-B-Q ' organised by W.O.Il E.
J. Simpson, our newly-appointed Amenities Warrant Officer,
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On an old tennis training area in the woods of North Camp,
were worked by the Corporals' Mess Committee, led
by Corporals Chaloner, Lester and Clark, who had built
western-style ru ·tic fences, erected canvas shelters, a rostrum,
and arranged illuminations in the form of streams of coloured
lights, and a floodlight or so. The L.A.D. gave a great deal of
assistance by making the most important item, namely the
huge charcoal grill, and two of our A.C.C. N.C.0.s, LanceCorporal Ivan Prentice and Lance-Corporal 'Beanie' Forster
produced many deliciously-cooked chickens and ' bratworst.'
Once the band started to play, the large dancing area was
taken into full use, until we paused for half-an-hour to be
entertained by the ' Gentle Folk,' a very humorous singing
group from 2nd Division, Bunde. We finished a little earlier
than expected, due to a shower of rain, with hundreds of
raffle tickets sold and all the stubs a sodden mass in a drum.
The raffle problem was quickly solved a few days later by
R.S.M. Wilson, when he got the Regiment together and gave
us a few suggestions; the result, a unanimous vote to sell all
the prizes and give the money to charity.
wond~rs

(Held over to next month a composite account of the Niimegen
Marches).

Between October 1 and May 31 members of HM
Forces in BAOR, their dependants and attached
civilian personnel can travel with their cars
between Rotterdam (Europoort) and Hull at
generously reduced rates- providing they a re in
possession of a un~t posting order or BAOR form
475 . People who don't qualify for this military
reduction can still take advantage of the low offseason passenger fares.
It's a convenient dri¥e-on-drive-off service-operating at night, o you get a good night's sleep
en route. A comfortable berth, dinner, morning
tea, and full breakfast are all included in the fare.
Plus 3 bars, duty .free shops, colour TV, even a
juke box. Drive off next day at Hull and you're
home. There's no fuss, no time waste.cl and no
extras.
Send for details of fares
and our colour brochure.
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The team was too large in number to name all the swimmers
but special mention should be made of Lance-Corporal
Bellamy and Signalman Dagnall, whose improvement throughout the season in swimming and polo contributed greatly to
the successes. Corporal Lennon and Lance-Corporals Alburey
and Williams also put up consistently good times. LanceCorporal Christie, the trainer, although he obviously enjoyed
putti ng the team ' through it,' made sure the team were all
fit and also swam well in the backstroke.
The Regiment are about to say farewell to Lieutenant John
Ingram. For the past three seasons, his own efforts, enthusiasm
and guidance have been a major factor in the achievement
and maintenance of the high standard achieved by the Regiment's swimming and water polo teams.

T.-unls
Lieutenant ' Di' M organ, W .R.A.C. has recently rejoined
the Regiment. Since her arrival she has met with considerable success at tennis.
For the record, she has become runner-up in both the ladies'
singles and doubles in the Army Championships; represented
the Army in the Inter-Services Championships, and was a
member of the winning Northern/Scottish Command team in
W.R.A.C. Inter-Command Championship. Well done!

8th Signal Regiment,
Catterick Camp
Vis i t o f t h e Signal Officer-in-Chief
Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., visited the Regiment on 6th August.
Having visited and spoken to a large number of the staff
and trainees he attended a buffet luncheon in the Warrant
O fficers' and Sergeants' Mess.
The opportunity was taken to invite the Commanding
Officer of 24th Signal Regiment (Colonel W. A. Sykes) his
Squadron Commanders and Warrant Officers and Sergeants to
provide a joint luncheon party.
We welcome W.0.I (R.S.M.) R. F . Knight to the Regiment.
H e arrived just 48 hours before the Signal Officer-in-Chief's
visit-something of a hectic start.

\ 7 isit

of t h e A dminis tra t or

Air-Marshal W. D . Hodgkinson, C.B., C.B.E., D.F .C., A.F.C .,
R.A.F., the Administrator of the Sovereign Base Areas, paid
his first visit to the Regiment on Tuesday, 14th July.
After inspecting the guard of honour, he was conducted on
a ' whistle-stop ' tour of the Regiment, stopping often to talk
to duty personnel. He left after about two hours, but returned
later as guest of honour at the Royal Signals Jubilee in the
Officers' Mess.

nan

Athletics
The Regiment fin ished an all-too-short a season when competing in the Army Inter-Unit T eam Championships at Aldershot on 27th July.
Although finishing fifth, it is to be credit of all concerned
that all competitors put u p ver y creditable p erformances.
The team were particularly pleased to be one of three Corps
teams in the meeting. They offer their heartiest congratulations to 21st Signal R egiment on becoming Ar my Champions
and to 7 Armoured Brigade and H.Q. and Signal Squadron
on being runners-up in the Minor U nits Championships.

The Jubilee Ball was held in the Officer s' Mess on the
evening of the Administrator's visit. D ancing was to the Band
of the 1st Battalion of t'he P rince of Wales Own R egiment
of Yorkshire, supported by the Harewood Club discoth eque.
Led by the Commander 3 Signal G roup, Colonel D . L . SylvesterBradley, all Royal Signals on the island played hosts to our
guests and dancing continued till after three the following
morning.
(Held over to next m onth an accoum of the new Corps yacht
Mhain.).

Tug-of-war
Having qualified for the Army finals, the team found themselves pulling against more experienced and practised teams
and were soundly beaten by all-comers. There is no doubt
that the team and coach gained considerably in experience
and can feel heartened by their reaching the final stages in
the Army competition.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
Pas. -off parades

T HE

Inspecting Officer at the parade held on 10th July was
Lieutenant-Colonel D . C. Gethin-Jones, RWF, the
Garrison Commander . The best r ecruits were Signalman N.
Thorpe, of 2 Troop, and Signalman C. E. D. Mair, of 7 Troop.
Signalman Thorpe (18), who comes from Wakefield, was a
driver's mate before joining the Corps. Now that he has completed his basic training he is going to 24th Signal Regiment to
train as a Driver.
Signalman Mair (19) worked as a student medical laboratory
technician before joining the Corps. He comes from Hemsworth,
near Pontefract. Mair is a very keen athlete. He is going to
8th Signal Regiment to train as a technician. We wish him
every success in his new life especially as be got married on
11th July.
The Inspecting Officer at the parade, held on a very damp
24th July, was His Worship the Mayor of Richmond,
Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) R. W. Atkinson, O.B.E. The best
recruit of No. 8 Troop was Signalman A. Reah. Signalman
Reah (18), from Cardiff, was a trainee telephone engineer before
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Shoo tin~
Shooting must be included in our column this edition with
our shooting team competing in me Brigade and Corps meets,
and the Services' Central Meeting at Bisley.
With an eye to last year's success to sp ur them on the
team, under the leadership of Captain Walsh, won the T raining
Brigade Challenge Cup in Catterick (fourth time running),
then went to the Corps Shoot held in Bulford. H ere they
walked away with the Warren Cup for the best m inor urut
(second time running). We must make a special mention of the
most junior member of the team, Signalman Cook (2 Squadron),
who did exceptionally well in getting his Army Hundred medal
in his first season of competitive shooting.

9th Signal Regiment (Radio)
B.F.P.O. 53

Royal SiJ!nals .JubilN•

Swinuni11g a)ltd \Vater Polo
On 14th May, the Regiment began the season with its interSquadron gala. The early start was to enable a team to be
selected in time to get in some training before the Training
Brigade and Command Ohampionships. Training went well,
and to keep the teams in trim, they took part in the Northern
Command Swimmi ng and Water Polo Leagues.
We were runners-up in both to A.A.C., Harrogate. It was
decided to combine the Training Brigade and Command galas,
and so the main events of the year took place on one day14th July. Runners-up again, to Harrogate, we did, however,
take the District and Training Brigade Swimming and Water
Polo Cups.
As a final fling, a small team went to RM.A., Sandhurst,
to take part in the Sir Richard Butler 6 x 66f yards freestyle
relay, which is for runners-up in Commands at the Army
Champion~ips. The team finished as runne.r s-up.

joining the Corps. Signalman Reah is married and has a baby
daughter. He is now going to 8th Signal Regiment to train
as a Radio Relay Technician.

I I T.H REGIMENT MARKSMEN SHOW THEIR TROPHIES
Left to right, standing : Corporals Minter and Rattray
Seated : Li e utenant Howard , Captain Walsh , Signalman Cook

Athletics
We entered the combined Scottish and Northern Command
Minor Units Athletics Championships with high hopes. We
finished on close third and came second in Northern Command.
The whole team performed well; a special mention for
Lieutenant T. G. B. Fish wbo finished the season unbeaten in
the long jump .

Swim.ming
The Regimental Swimming Gala was held on Monday, 7th
July, at the Garrison swimming pool. The programme was as
for Army Minor Unit championships, with one or two events
added for light entertainment.
Mrs. F. C. Lockwood kindly presented the prizes. 1 Squadron
were the overall winners, thanks to the efforts of Lieutenants
Kemp and Morgan, Sergeant Lindsay, Signalmen Downie,
Streeting and Smith. P.R.!. provided the prizes, and Lieutenant
Kemp left the battle with three copies of 'Through to 1970.'
The combined Northern Command and Brigade galas were
held on the 14th July in the Garrison pool. In the Minor Units
we were competing against 6th Infantry Brigade and Signal
Squadron. We won all the events except the medley relay.
This meant that the Regiment went forward to the Army
Swimming Championship held at the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, on Tuesday, 28th July. In Camberley we were nor
so lucky. Although we gained the same number of points as
20 Squadron, R.C.T., they were declared the winners as they
won the medley relay. Lieutenant Morgan won the backstroke
event, Segeant Baose came a close second in the 100 yards
freestyle, and Corporal Brown, Lance-Corporal Kirkham and
Lance-Corporal Johns won the breaststroke relay. The
remainder of the team were Lieutenant Kemp, Sergeant Butterworth and Corporal Cockett.
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We must ·ay welcome to the Regiment to Lieutenant Chris
Enright who goes to 1 q uadron, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Boyle, the
new
. Vi. of 2 Squadron Staff Sergeant H ay who goes to
the Q.M.' depJrtment, and Major Hedges, our new 0 .C.
H.Q. quadron.
Sad farewells >;ere p:iid in J uly to Staff Sergeant Perry, Staff
Sergeant Ferguson and Lieuten nt Speakes, now trying to
master the Arabic tongue before going off on attachment to
the ultan of Mu cat's Force .

-

Signalman White in a ingle. At the prizcgiving our m oment
of glory came when it was announced that Signalman White
had been placed econd in his class. As all canoeists k now,
success comes only from hard work. We congratulate 2nd
Divisional Signal Regiment on their success. We will be back
again in better form next year!
Traini11 1-t '\\ Titag
We recently gave an account of th e activi ties of our Training Wing. To keep fres h the memories of our 1970 students,
we include a photograph of me p eople responsible for their
ordeal!

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 40
HE Regiment in the pa t month has been occupied in many
port and extra mural activitie , although our operational
T
work has continued at its normal high pressure. Earlier in the
month an open..air dance was run by 1 Squadron under the
guidance of Lieutenant Tim Mountford, which was a resounding uccess. The music was provided by the ' Germs ' who were
led by our own NAAFI Manager, Mr. Smith. This popular
group have just cut their first record.
At last our W.R.V.S . girl has arrived. After many false
rumour of her arrival date and description (she was 65 and
had a tin leg!), Miss Una Lear turned out to be neither of
the e; she is young and attractive. We are very pleased to have
her with us.
On 1st July the W.R.V.S. lounge and snooker room, together
with the Tavern Bar, were officially opened by the Commanding
Officer. Due to the large queue for a free pint of DD the
ceremony was short and pleasant. Lieutenant-Colonel Baldwin
cut the red ribbon, declared the premises open, and then professionally pulled the beer for all. Also gracing this occasion
were Mrs. Baldwin and Mrs. Filder, both of whom lent an air
of dignity and one hastens to add that they were not in the
queue for a pint!
The prefilses are now being well used daily and are much
appreciated by all.

Rhein4ahlen 1'1arches
Four teams from 13th Regiment (one from 'L' Troop, one
from T .M. Troop, and two WRAC teams) took part in the
40km. Rheindahlen March. At 06.30 hours on Wednesday, 8th
July, the Garrison Square looked like a mediaeval battleground, with pitched tents, colourful flags, a military band
and hundreds of soldiers and civilians milling about in a profusion of uniforms. At 07.00 hours the marchers set off on a
route which took them through Wegberg, Niederkruchten, to
Bruggen and back to Rheindahlen via Waldniel.
The going was fairly fast and light-hearted in the cool of the
morning, and the two WRAC teams even managed to make a
short detour to visit a sick friend (Lance-Corporal Anne Potter)
at the RAF Hospital. However, as the sun rose high in the sky,
feet and boots became welded together, and grim determination was needed to keep going. Beyond Bruggen the road
began to look like the retreat from Moscow. Stragglers limped
along with bound feet. Other marchers were prostrate in the
ditches. One survivor leapt into a stream, whilst another
ate grass with a glazed, ruminating look in his eye.
The two WRAC teams, spurred on by rousing Scottish
music on a portable tape recorder, arrived back at the Garrison
Square at 14.30 hours, followed by T.M. Troop. The band
struck up a lively tune as the girls marched in, not a limp in
sight, feeling very proud. Medals were presented and then all
subsided in front of a long cool drink.
Canoe Club
The Regimental Canoe Club, once the toast of B.A.O.R.,
has now been pulled back on its feet again (by Staff Sergeant
Jim Goodridge) after a slump of several years. This summer
they have been going out most weekends when Staff Sergeant
Goodridge has been ably assisted by Corporal John Cole. On
23rd July a Regimental team, sadly depleted by duties, left to
take part in the B.A.0.R. Canoe Championships. Our team,
consisting of Sapper ' Taffy ' Holman, Signalman ' Chalky '
White and Signalman Niel Mapp, were somewhat dispirited by
the absence of the other team members but soon regained their
morale at the sight of the abundant mini skirts on the sunny
drive to the camping site. The Regiment entered a double
canoe paddled by Signalman Mapp and Sapper Holman, and
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M.E.1. lceeps you
one ste11. aliead in
Military
Efectron1cs•••
in Military Radio for exa111ple.
M.E.L. specialise in the pro·
duction of Military telecommunications equipment, their
principal contribution lying in
1 the H.F. rang·e with special emphasis on mobile and transportab'le ! actical equipm t.

THE MILITARY TRAINING WING STAFF 13th SIGNAL REGIMENT
Left to right, standing: Sergeant T. C. Smith, Sergeant W. H. Leslie,
Sergeant J. W. Horne. Sitting: W.0.11. ). F. Jones, Lieutenant C. R.
Treeby

Sergeants'

~fess

From the noise and dust billowing from the Mess, one
would have thought the building was under seige; when the
noise ceased and the dust settled, two or three white-haired
members, who wish to remain anonymous for fear of reprisals
by the unions, emerged from the main door. The entrance
hall is being decorated wir:1 wood panelling and, despite a
shortage of panel pins (it would appear that the members
concerned have swallowed more than they have actually
knocked into the wood) the job is coming on nicely.
One week later, members are still complaining of brick
dust in the beer, but at that particular stage, a recess was being
cut into the wall with a mechanical hammer to house a
Japanese sword. We believe there is quite a story to the
sword, and we are inviting the man who presented it to the
Mess on his retirement in 1967, Major Wilbur Write, to our
next Regimental dinner to tell us all about it.
Our summer ball, held on 16th July, was a tremendous
success. Amongst our guests were our new Second-in-Command, Major R. K . Nice, and Mrs. Nice, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Jim
Gittins and Mrs. Gittins, from 16th Regiment, W.0.1 (R.S.M.)
Bill Mathews and Mrs. Mathews from 21st Regiment.
This month, a special mention must go to our lone adventurer, Sergeant Jim Sherwin, Intelligence Corps, who took 14
days leave and hiked far north to Lapland, armed with only
a knapsack, some grains of rice and powdered (ugh!) tomato
soup.
Departures: MWO F. N. Martin, Royal Canadian Signals;
Staff Sergeant D. E. Brown, Intelligence Corps; Staff Sergeant
M. J. Sheridan, Sergeant A. M. Watson, Sergeant F. S. Robin~
son. Arrivals: Major R. K. Nice, Captain D. G. McH. Overton.
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' M.KI, . ~fohiil-11.F'. Radio i• widely
use<I for British :ind Fori·i~n Military
•pplicalions and i• inC"orpon1tc<l in
muny combat un<l suppo1 t vPhit•ll"~.

including the SalaJin, J<'"r"'t. Snrne<·n
anJ Grena<lier.

--

Currently produced sets such
asJ the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio
tel graph adaptor equipment are
in constant use in manv countries throughout 1.he world.
M.E.L. are also activelv en·
daged in developing a wide i'ange
military radio equipment for
use in the '70s and '80s ... one
~uch equipment is the UK VRC1321 H.F. Combat Radio, being
pev loped for futme use by the
·
British Army.

of

This equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forward and
reax units.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Elect1wiics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.
~~A 'fhe ~l.£.L. E•1 ui1•mcnt o,. Ltd.,
W'~V' ~t~m·nRoyuJ.Cr-a·;.·Jpy,Su:: ·x.

equipments are modified CSO/R236 mounted in Humbers,
as me photograph shows.
The stations are manned by UK/TSC-500 technicians from
S and T T roops, under the control of W.O.I (F. of S.) P ete
Gill. Besides carrying out trials, we have been able to create
a ' space age signaller' image at two recent p ublic shows-the School of Ar tillery Open D ay and the City of Worcester
Show. Dur ing these shows, links were established to various
NATO T ACSAT COM stations, and the public were invited
to speak over the link. During the Worcester Show (two days)
station s in U.S.A. (3), Canada (2), I taly, Belgium, Germany,
Holland and Norway (2) co-operated by working schedules to
us. We even managed to arrange a date between a U.S.
TACSATCOM operator and a visiting Am erican girl-(' Early
Bird'?).
The success with which the T ACSATCOM stations have
been demonstrated has been due to the enthusiasm and experience of W.0.1 (F. of S.) Gill and his team, consisting of
Sergeant Mick Staples, Corporals ' Baz ' Pheasant, ' Ean ' Davies,
Lance-Corporal Brian Corcoran and Signalman ' Dib ' Dibble.

14th Signal Regiment
Worcester
lt"s a Knock-ouf!"-\\"orcester style
From our Television Correspondent
T i not clear when, where, or even why, the idea started
but ometime in the recent past, the R.S .M., W.O.I D. M.
Rumsey and W.O.II (Q.M.S.I.) R. J. Underwood got together
and decided to organi e a hotted-up, military version of the
now-famou televi ion production.
After much derailed planning and hard work, these stalwart
of Regimental life were able to 'invite ' Squadrons to produce
a team each to vie for the title of champion.
Before the ' off,' ream were taken over the course. Quickly
dispelled were any ideas of pn easy passage. The scaling nets,
rope-swing, balanced wheelbarrows and other assorted mantraps, laid for the unwary as they carried ammunition boxes
containing 80lbs. of sand wa more like a W.O.S.B. gone
mad than that simple, gentle how on the ' box.'
In spire of these hazard , the Squadron teams really made
a splendid effort, and after a close battle over some seven
obstacles, including the inevitable ' marathon,' 3 Squadron just
scraped home to win the honour of the day.

Regimental sports day-18th July
From our Racing Correspondent
Once again the Norton Barracks stadium ' was blessed with
perfect weather for the sports day. This year the emphasis
was on making the day more of a family occasion, and in order
ro make sure that everyone had plenty ro do, all sorts of stalls,
races and general entertainment was organised.
Squadrons were asked to build and man stalls, and the response was terrific. There were too many to mention here, but
a word of credit must go to the chaps who ran-all aftemoonthe 'cammed-up' battle wagon which, bristling with machineguns, took countless children round and round the barracks.
Credit, also, for the ingenious catapult range run by 3 Squadron,
and a particular word of thanks to Mrs. Jennifer Trelawny
and Mrs. Pam Rumsey for their help, for they spent the whole
afternoon selling the many items given to their produce stall.
These two ladies made about £16 profit, which was divided
between three deserving causes.
Amongst the many other attractions was the donkey derby
organised by H.Q. Squadron. The betting was brisk, the enthusiasm of jockeys and spectators alike was tremendous, but
in spite of the tension and the mass will-power of several
hundred spectators, the donkeys virtually declined to join in.
It was only by some very judicious pushing and not a little
shoving that the winner finally crossed the line.
Next came the Roman Chariot race. Each Squadron was
required to enter one diariot complete with charioteer and
four ' horses.' Squadrons were also told that there would be a
prize for the best chariot as well as for the winning team. The
tandard of emery was most high and it was very difficult for
the four judges, Mrs. Joan Baker, Mrs. ' Pip ' Kerr, Mrs. Pam
Rumsey and Mrs. Chris Kemp, to decide which was the best.
One thing was immediately clear-the vast amount of money
spent in the Hollywood production of 'Ben Hur' was wasted,
our chariots were much better and cheaper; H.Q. Squadron's
effon was a definite attempt to produce a ' Kriegwagon,' if the
pressed steel, angle iron and the sturdy pre-war pneumatic
wheels were any guide.
1 Squadron's chariot was quite stylish, but according to the
' hairy ' who worked out the figures for balance and proportion, must have had his slide rule upside down. 2 Squadron
produced a psychedelic, wooden-wheeled monster of the old
school, cumbersome-but 'truly authentic' was the claim.
The chariot judged by the ladies to be the best was that produced by 3 Squadron and 602 Troop combined. Built for
~peed, and stylishly emblazoned with the war eagle of Rome,
It got away to a fine high-stepping start and, when in the
lead and upwind, released its secret weapon, so to romp home
to the excited screams of a packed stand.
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3:Squadron 602 Troop Chariot " burning it up" in the van of the inter·
squadron chariot race
Ben Hur-Signalman Brian Yates
Leading Horses (602 Troop)- Signalman John Floyd and Harry
Butler
Rear pair (3 Squadron)-Sergeant Pete Gray and Corporal Colin
Myers

And athletics? Yes, we had those as well. The standard
was very high, and thanks to the slick organisation of Captain
Bob Middleton and Q.M.S.I .Underwood, a first class meeting was held. The combined team of 602 Troop and 3 Squadron was just too much for the others, and they won the InterSquadron Champion hip Cup, which was presented by Mrs.
Baker. So ended a perfect day which, in the words of a 3
Squadron bard, or like the chariot in the photograph, ' wenr
like a bomb.'
TACSATCO~

From our Space Correspondent
During May, SRDE handed over to 3 Squadron two UHF
Tactical Satellite Communication Stations (TACSATCOM)
for trials, using the Lincoln Experimental Satellite No. 6. The

ONE OF 3 SQUADRON'S TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATION STATIONS
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Stop Press: 3 Squadron on A.T.V. on 4th August. We hope
you enjoyed the show.

H e ginaental Edito.-' s note
In case these notes should mislead, there are Squadrons
other than No. 3 (Complin's Company) in the Regiment- read
the next chapter of ' Happenings with the Fourteenth.''

~

~

18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

~

~

ULY has been a busy month; the last two weeks in parJanother.
ticular have been crammed with activity of one sort or
We have been visited by the new Chief-of-Staff
FARELF and by the C.S.0., said farewell to the C.S.O ., amalgamated two of our Squadrons, held a SOth Anniversary Corps
ball, helped wind-up Exercise ' Bersatu Padu ' and engaged in
a variety of sporting events ranging from darts to javelin
throwing.

Visit by the Chief of Staff, FAREl..F,
Major-General W. B. Thomas, D.S.O.,
M.C.
General Thomas spent the morning of 28th July with the
Regiment. His visit commenced with a briefing on our role
given by the Commanding Officer, Second-in-Command and
Operations Officer at the Commcen Tanglin and ended with
pre-lunch drinks at the Officers' Mess. In between, he toured
the Commcen and visited 249 Squadron where he saw a display
of vehicles and equipment and learned of Gurkha participation
in the work of the Squadron. The General later declared how
impressed he was, mentioning especially the briefing (" a gem
of its kind " ) and the " splendid integration of so many
nationalities."
' ' i!!rit by anti farew ...n to the C.S.O.,
Brigadier D •. E. " 7 arreu, 1U.B.E.
Brigadier Warren will always be remembered in Singapore
for the nine-hole golf course, now named after him, which he
initiated and had built during his tour of command of 18th
Regiment. He has always taken a great interest in our many
and varied activities and it was therefore fitting that he should
be closely involved with us during the two weeks prior to bis
departure for the South of England. On the morning of 17th
July Brigadier Warren was the Inspecting Officer at the amalgamation parade of 1 and 2 Squadrons (now 1 Squadron), a
preliminary to the contraction of the Regiment on run-down.
Our photograph shows the impressive parade which climaxed
with the presentation by the C.S.0. of four L.S. &·G.C. Medals.
The Brigadier made a special point in meeting for the last
time the many locally enlisted soldiers who served him when
he was C.O. His visit ended with a buffet lunch in the
Sergeants' Mess. Later that evening he attended the SOth
Anniversary Corps Ball held in Princess Mary Officers' Mess.
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SQUADRON AMALGAMATION PARADE
I and II Squadrons amalgamated as I Squadron under Major Charles
Bushell. On the dais Brigadier Warren

A week later the C.S.O. was dined out. Once again Princess
Mary Mess was the scene of a gat1lering of officers from H.Q.
5 Signal Group, 17th Gurkha, 18th and 19th Signal Regiments.
Earlier that day a landscape painting by Staff Sergeant Abu
Hassan, commissioned by the officers of this Regiment and
showing Princess Mary Officers' Mess and the adjoining Warren
golf course, had been presented to the Brigadier. At dinner be
was presented with a Selangor pewter salver and tankards from
all Signals Officers in Singapore and Malaysia. The final highlight was the sig1it of Major Charles Bushell being used to clear
the high quality soap bubbles from the C.S.O.'s staff car.

'Bersatu Padu'
Elements of 249 Squadron and the old 1 Squadron linesmen
were among the last back from this nationally heralded exercise.
A lot of hard work was involved, the swimming was good, the
turtles :fun and the mosquitoes and other flying beauties active.
The rest of the Regiment is now subjected to the endless
reminiscences from all those involved!

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 42
Signalman Francis ~lichael Elliotf
It is announced with deepest regret that
Signalman Frank Elliott died in a road accident at Rbeindahlen on 15th July. Frank was
a very cheerful young soldier who bad made
many friends in the Regiment during the
short time that he was stationed in Germany.
All ranks of 21st Signal Regiment send their
condolences to Mrs. B. M. Elliott and Frank's
brothers in Manchester.

A month of turmoil and hard work in the Unit as R.H.Q.
and H.Q. Squadron prepared to move from R.A.F. Laarbruch
to R.A.F. Wildenrath, in the same month that both airfields
held their ' Open Days'! With athletics and hooting teams
hard at training and high level competitions, this ha meant
extra work for those left behind. But I think everyone agrees
that it was worth it, and congratulations go to the victorious
athletics team on winning the U.K. Army Athletics Championship and the shooting team on becoming once again Corps
Team Champions.
Both teams will, I am sure, thank not only the active
supporters, but all ranks who, by the team members' absence,
had extra work thrust upon them.
A full write-up on the U.K. Athletics Championships will
appear in the next edition.
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Sb otlng Tea
ucc.'es es
Team members of the unit travelled to U.K. on 19th June
for the ' hooting Season.' It was known that 30th Signal
Regimem were to form strong oppo ition this year, but we
were determined to give them a good fight.
lloyal ignnls lUeetlng
A full reporc on thi meeting appears elsev..tiere-suffice to
:,ay here that the team won the M ajor Unit Championship
and the Small Arm Cup. Staff Sergeant Smith was the
Champion hot, winning the Roupell Cup and the Association
Cup on the way! Lieutenant Reed was econd in the MG
XXX and Major Cox second in the Bi ley Cup.
A .H ..\. Central

~feeting

Bisley

The team shot well up to standard but were beaten to
second place in the Brooke Bond Competition by 30th Signal
Regiment. Staff Sergeant Smith was consistent in the first
and second stage of the Army Champion hips and was fir t
after the first stage, and lying equal second, only one point
behind the leader before the final 'Army Hundred ' stage.
It was tough shooting at the top and he finished seventh.
Corporal D elahaye and Lieutenant Reed also made the
' Army Hundred ' and Lance-Corporal Brooks, Corporal
Flynn and W.0.II D aniels fired in the second stage.
Our congratulations to the Corps Methuen team in winning
the trophy for the fir t time ever. Staff Sergeant Smith fire d in
the team and Major Cox was team coach.

N .R.A. I m perial lUeeting, Bisley
Three members of the unit t eam remained to fire in Corps
and Army teams during the national meeting.
Staff Sergeant Smith was one of a four-man team which
won the Unit Championship in the national meeting; the
' unit is, in fact, a Corps team, and teams are from all the
Services of Commonwealth Forces-giving them the Africa
Cup . They also won the Brinsmead and the Hythe and were
third in the Mappin, Canada and Roberts. A very creditable
performance, and another ' best yet.'
Lieutenant Reed fired in the SMG matches and was a m ember of the Regular Army SMG XXX team which won the
inter-Services match.
Major Cox fired in the target rifle section of the meeting.
H e was a member of the Regular Army short range team, and
appeared in several prize lists in what turned our to be a
' vintagi; ' year . . (One co~pe~tQr wa~ bitterly complaining
about his £1 pnze for gettmg a 'possible SO ' with nine Vee
bulls and being placed 40th in the 'Daily Mail ' competition!).

R.A .F . Ope n Day-and t h e R egimen t b ecome
Infan try
On Sunday, 5th July, Royal Air Force, Wildenrath held its
Open Day, with Royal Air Force (Germany) playing host to
well over 150,000 spectators of all nationalities. This took the
form of sh.owing . t? . our gue_sts _all ~spects of all R oyal Air
~orc e Serv~c~ awv_1ues, culmmatmg m a flying display which
mcluded m1htary arrcraft of all types and a demonstration by
the famous ' Red Arrows.'
Probably th e highlight of the afternoon came at the end of
the . display with a simulat~d battle, involving aircraft, tanks,
equipment ~nd troops, w~1ch showed, in a very convincing
way, how aircraft and helicopters can be used in support of
the ground battle.
. A Belfast ~ansport . landed and 150 ' Infantry' disembarked
m a hurry 10 full kit and carrying all the modem Infantry
weapons. Unfortunately, there was no Battalion available for
the purpose, so guess who the disg uised Infantrymen were?
There have been no applications to tram:fer to r•:1e Infantry
yet, ? presuma~l everyone is happy with th eir signalling
ta ks m the R egiment!

COMPOSITE
~l .\R CHES
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24th Signal Reg iment,
Catterick Camp
IRE note writing this month is far easier than usual.
W
A telephone call from 2 Squadron suggesting, and I
quote: "that in view of the Squadron's outstanding success

you might like to publicise us ... " with a threat of dire con~
sequence if I didn't, ha made the decision easy. So, withou t
further comment
Ori en te l~rin g

The R egimental Orienteering Competition took place on
Wednesday, 22nd July, at Gaza Lines. The weather was fine
and there were 38 competitors, many taking part in the rac~
fo! the first time. The course, on the surface, appeared to be
fairly easy, but the open country concealed a multitude of
difficulties. In fact two competitors from the H.Q. team, who
to spare their blushe will remain nameless, were not see~
after leaving the start line until the following day! Perhaps
they were confounded by the insidious moving check point,
which, suspended over a stream, somehow detached itself and
floated off, complete with its crew!
The individual event was won by Lieutenant J. R S.
Amberton, of 3 Squadron, who covered the four-mile course
in ~3 minutes; se.cond was Corporal Kirkham (2 Squadron) in
a _ume of 102 Dll?u~e . 2 Squadron ~lso won the team prize
with a team coos1snng of Sergeant Fmch, Corporal Gilhooly
•
Corporal Kirkham and Corporal Hu nt.

Tennis
The orthumbrian D istrict Soldiers' Singles Cup was won
by Corporal M iles, of-need I say it-2 Squadron. The final
took place on F riday 24th July, and Corporal Miles won 6--3,
7-5. The game was marred to some extent by rather inclement wea ther, but nevertheless, the standard was surprisingly
high. Corporal M iles, enjoying an extremely successful season
was somewhat unlucky to meet, in the open, the potentiai
winner of the competition in the semi-final.
2 Squadron chronicle ' We are the c hampi ons !'
2 Squadron have seen a rare run of success in sport this

year. During the winter, the Squadron won all but one of
the weekly competitions-basketball, volleyball and sbinty and
were r unners-up in the other-five-a-side football.
'
Then in the spring they won the Brigade combat race and
yery soon added the Regimental athletics trophy to their growmg hoard. Then came the tennis competition where despite
or because of, the unbelievable play of Captain Kay (I Squad~
ron) 2 Squadron were again victorious.
Now, having won the R egimental Orienteering Comp etition
this is almost the last · straw ! However, the rumour that ali
2 Sq':1ao/on. telep~ones are now ex-directory is not en tirely
true; 1.t 1s sull possible to speak to the Squadron if an appointment is booked!

30th Signal Regime n t -

BL~NDFOllD

CAlUP

[.3

Lieutenant Derek McLean, Corporals Mel Blowman ' Pinky '
Purkiss, Gerry Jaques, George Rennoldson, Lance-Corporals
' Dodge ' Kingham and Jeff Taylor, Signalmen Colin Harris
and Tom Locke.
The first day was spent doing rifle, pistol and SMG sweeps.
Fortunately, most of our shooters won enough money to help
support many of the local Chinese restaurants!
On . 2n~ July sh~oting began in earnest, and by the Saturday
mormng 1t was evident that all of our ream, bar two, were in
me i:iext round of the Army Hundred Competition. This round
consisted of the top 252 from those who had shot in the
Roupell, Whitehead and Association matches.
After spending all Saturday afternoon in the butts on Century
Range (the range with 100 targets) everybody looked forward
to having a day off to regain enough strength to cheer at the
Falling Plate Competition in Monday. This was a great success and the Royal Signals (21st Regiment) managed to get
into t'.1e semi-final, but they were not quite so good as the
Rifle Depot, who took the winning cup.
Tuesday was the day of the Roberts Competition, when the
252 were sorted out and the top hundred of these would go on
to shoot in the Army Hundred Competition on Saturday, lJ th
J uly. It was also the only really summery day we had, wim
te mperatures well into the eighties. Although the ~ pectators
were quietly melting away and stiielding their eyes from the
sun, they still managed to see Corporal Gerry J aques sprinting
enthusiastically down the range with magazines flying everywhere aod hair blowing in the wind. He was, however, undaunted, and he raced back to pick them up and returned
speedily to the firing point and continued to have a good shoot!
Those who were not shooting that afternoon had a cool-down
in the Aldershot Lido, and a very welcome one it was, too!
We soon beard that Lance-Corporal ' Dodge ' Kingham had
won his SMG 30 Medal and will shoot at the N.R. A. meeting,
and that Lieutenant Derek McLean had got his Pistol 30
' edal. Morale was high on Friday, 10th July, when the
Methuen was to take place. Brigadier Brindley, M.B.E., A.D.C.,
the President of Corps Shooting and Brigadier Tonry (who is
taking over from him as President D esignate) were there to support of the Corps team of six, which included Lieutenant Derek
McLean, Corporal Mel Blowman and Corporal Gerry Jaques
of 30th R egiment. We were shooting well, but for the spectators, things were becoming a b:t tense, whilst we were top
equal with the R.A.O.C., but they didn't have a chance, and
we eventually woo by 30 points. Big celebrations rook place
that night in the Gun Room, and after drinking champagne and
Guinness, most of the shooters were in the same state for the
Army Hundred the next morning as they were th e night
before!
F our of our team, Lieutenant M cLean, Corporal Blowman,
Corporal Jaques and Corporal Purkiss, got into the final Army
H undred. You may have noticed that Major George Cowsill's
name hasn't appeared ! That's because after not doing too
we ll in the Association Match, he discovered that he had
been the oldest competitor for three years! This news boosted
his morale considerably and next year he's taking up Target
Rifl e and becoming Non-Firing T eam Captain.
The A.R.A. shoot ended in a veritable blaze of glory for the
Royal Signals, and you can see some of th e results in the
silver cage outside the 30th Signal Regiment guardroom!
Corporal J aques and Corporal Blowman stayed on at Bi Icy
for the National Rifle Association (N.R.A.) shoot and helped
to win a couple more trophies for the Corps!

Shoo tin g tea m a t Ri s l ey

S1•orts Day

much training and encour agement, a team was
A FTER
selected to represent the Regiment at Bisley. Two of our

A week of wet weather preceding the appointed day had
caused a postponement of the Officers and Sergeants' cricket
match and the inter-Squadron sports were also threatened
as the clouds continued to roll in from the north-west. H .Q.
Squadron erected marquees, and Thursday, 30th July
brightened into one of those rare warm sunny days we fondly
believe only occurred in yesteryears. The enthusiasm and ingenuity put into the Squadron sideshows and stalls was duly
rewarded with a crowd of spectators and fa milies, the like
of which has not been witnessed on the Blandford sports
fields for many a day. The L.A.D . can be pleased with their
efforts.
T he Wives' Club with truly feminine resourcefulness contrived to have a profi table afternoon in their bazaar an d met
with great success. Eventually, even the N AAFI tent r an out
of everything, and the imagination of our mess supervisors

shooters w~re comi?lete newcomers to the Bisley scene and
fo~nd that 1t really 1s a tense and cut-throat business! SecondL1e ute~a nt -! ane Dyer, W .R.A.C., the Team Adjutant, has
found it qune hard work to try and write a light-hearted
account!
By .l s~ J_uly, Bisley had turned into a highly-efficient and
well-d1sc1plmed base camp for hundreds of soldiers from U.K.
and B.A.O.R., plus some sailors and airmen. Even the 10th
Gurkha Rifles had. come over from Penang! The Coldstream
G uards were runnmg the shoot and had been lumbered with
the job. of erec;ti?g rows and rows of tents and supplying
them with electricity and metal beds--these shooters enjoy their
comforts! The 30th Signal Regiment team made themselves at
home and consisted of: Major George CowsilJ (captain),
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toyed with dream of untold bar takings and a sea of empty
paper cups.
A few ' demanding ' words at the start of the afternoon
from the announcer, and the issue of the greatest attraction
was soon decided, the running events were under way and
Signalman Mainwaring, of 4 Squadron, set about winning the
hurdles in his own style.
3 Squadron, who had just returned from assisting the communicators at the Commonwealth Games in Edinburg~1, thought
they knew all the rules. 2 and 4 Squadron were allowed to
unite their diminished numbers and competition was keen
throughout the afternoon. Although 2/4 Squadron w re at a
slight disadvantage, they produced a team sufficiently strong
to extend 1 Squadron to the limit in the 4 x 880 yards, and
l Squadron were only able to recap ture the lead due to the
splendid running by Lieutenant Bob Baynes and Sergeant
David Welch. 3 Squadron dominated the distance running,
which was woo by Corporal D avid Blackall and Yeoman Colin
Bland, with third and sevemh places respectively.
3 Squadron who, by their efforts in coming second in the
rug-of-war, gained sufficient points to win the sports cup for
the combined total of tug-of-wa r and athletics. After a keenlydisputed competition, 1 Squadron, with only one point difference, won the Atheltics Cup for the track events.

Vis itors
July has been a very busy month for v1s1tors. We were
delighted to entertain the Prime Warden of r:1e Worshipful
Company of D yers and Mrs. Verner at the Cygnet dinner,
We were also pleased to have wi th us Colonel A. R. Marshall
and the Clerk to the Company, Mr. Balfour-Park. The occasion was marked by messages of greeting on this tenth anniversary of the association from our detachment commanders
orthern Ireland.
in Angwlla, Bangkok, Cyprus and

19 Airportable Brigade H.Q.
&Signal Squadron (209)
Colchester
HE Squadron has been rather reticent over the past few
T
months, due to our participation in Exerci e ' Bersatu
Pa du.'
This was a five-power exercise designed to practise the
participating nations in the defence of Malaysia and Singapore.
The Squadron moved to M alaysia at the beginning of April.
The months of April and May were spent acclimatising, jungle
training and in work-up exercises prior to the main five-power
exercise 'Granada,' in June. The Squadron returned to U.K .
in mid-July.
D uring our stay in the Far East we made many friends, in
particular, S Singapore Infantry Regiment proved to be most
excellent hosts. We received considerable assistance from 18th
Signal Regiment and worked closely with 249 Squadron. We
should like to take this opportunity of thanking them all for
their help.

'A' TROOP
A ' Troop has now returned to Cherry T ree Camp, with
but a few exceptions, notably Lance-Corporal Young and
Signalman Tuck, and is now in a period of calm, awaiting the
return of vehicles and equipment. All members of the Troop
are nowever, looking forward to the August block leave.
Since our return we have had some impor tant additions to
to the Troop, namely Lieutenant Walters, who is about to
take over from Lieutenant Maddren, soon off to Shrivenham,
and Staff Sergeant Bermingham, who is now falling into the
slot left vacant by Staff Sergeant Marr's departure to 19th
Signal R egiment, with apparent ease.
Exerc is e ' Granada '
Now to deal with the exercise. ' Granada • be~ for the
Troop as H.M .S. Bi1lwark sailed with TAC H .Q. on 9th June,
where they were, it seems, very well looked after.
The battle really commenced on the 10th. 40 Commando,
R.M ., landed at fi rst light and successfullv captured the airhead . By fir st light on the 19th, TAC H .Q. was required
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and it ' choppered ' in smoothly, without incident. Communication were then e tablished within I ! hours of landing.
From this point to the end of the exercise, only lt hours'
lo of communication was recorded . ' Granada ' proved a great
u ces for the Troop and, in fact all member of the Squadron
more than proved them elves.

• J ' Troop
T o see a member of ' J ' Troop in the M alayan jungle is as
common a place as seeing a Cockney in L ondon-we are
natural ' jungle bunnies.'
Most of us spent ou r firs t month undergoing jungle training
in the Mer ing area. T here under our leader Lieutenant
Strudley, we learnt jungle navigation and a little about living
and fighting in the steamy rain forests. N o one would ad mit
that it was ea y, but n evertheless, it proved to be at least
interesting. Indeed, our instructors maintained that iifter a
while one could become q uite ' kinky ' about the claustrophobic
vegetation that always surrou nded us.
Back in T ebrau in an old vehicle depot preparations were
being made for Exercise ' Granada.'
Before the main exercise, however, it was necessary to h ave
two wa rm-up cxerciscs--one a CPX, the other an FTX.
N evertheless we were operating throughout the exercise,
a national rear link for live traffic. F or the successes of this
we owe a grea t deal to the 14th Signal Regiment detachment
who were with us in M alaya. They under F. of S. Gadman
and Sergeant Chapman, from 249 Squadron, were always very
helpful, and on the final exercise proved to be invaluable.
Ir was of course, not 'all work and no play ' and we bad
a very fair amount of leisure time.
Everyone visited tha t M ecca of the eastern world-Singapore. We all bought lots of pr esent to bring back home, and
ome, of course, casted the delights of the fair young maidens,
full of eastern promise.'
F inally the day arrived when E xercise ' Granada ' would
begin. Our comcen was ' dug in ' at the side of the airfield as
a precaution agai nst air attack. This produced conditions not
unlike those of tile Black Hole of Calcutta. At least we proved
one thing in our ' hole ' -heat and humidity don't affect secure
equipment at all badly. We had secure communications throughout the exercise.
Then, after the exercise, back to our base camp at Tebrau,
to pack up for the return to U .K . Even in th e heat, people
were working flat our to get back. Never let it be said that
we weren't pleased to be corning home-enjoyable though our
hort stay in Malaya was.

•~I'

Troop

While on Exercise ' Bersatu Padu ' the brains of the Troop
amalgamated to produce this masterpiece.
MUCH SWEATING IN TEBRAU
(To be sun,i: to the tune of 'Much Binding in t/1c Marsh' tuith apologies
10 Richard Murdoch, Sam Costa and the late K cm1ctl1 Horne ).
With much sweating in Tebrau,
The first tbing that we did was jungle training;
With much sweating in Tebrau ,
\X' e cannot say we found it entertaining;
No ws-shing and no shaving and no Tiger for a wee'<,
It got so bad- the B.0.- that your best friend wouldn 't speak .
But worst of all the leeches sometimes bit you up the creek,
With much sweating in Tcbrau.
With much weating in Tebrau ,
The Sq uadron has really gone quite sporting;
With much sweeting in Tcbrau.
The cripples all to sick parade reporting;
With broken bones and twisted joints you'll sec them in the queue,
All standing there as if there isn' t anything to do,
You'll even find the .Rasman with his broken finger too,
With much sweating in Tcbrau.
With much sweating in Tebrau,
The officers' ll!ir conditioners blew fuses;
With much sweating in Tebrau.
But our billets were built for different uses;
With heli-pads outside, you could not see in for the fog,
And when it rained the whole place was turned into a bog,
With monsoon season on us it would pay to be a frog,
With much sweating in Tebrau.
With much sweating in Tebrau ,
The food out here is really quite delicious;
With much sweating in Tebrau,
The items on the menu are fictitious;
When scrambled egg is served it turns up rather weet,
And in the stews and cu:ries we a~e looking for the meat,
Everything would be O.K. if we didn't have to eat,
With much sweating in Tcbrau.

Danish censorship! We were camped on the sea shore and as
we brought a number of canoes, recce boats and landing craft
together with associated 40 h.p. Johnson engines we became
quite nautical. The boat race was won by ' A ' Troop who beat
' T ' Troop inspire of the fact that the latter was ably skippered
by Sergeant ' Ahab ' Pope. He later stated that his crew had
mutinied and muttered dark threats about keel hauling, etc.
· We were not too lucky with the weather. However, 'wet'
periods were filled in with initiative exercises. One of the
objects to be obtained was a lock of blonde female hair. As
every member of the Squadron succeeded in bringing back a
good handful we are sure that there are many bald erstwhile
blonde girls wandering forlornly around the Baltic coast.

M.T. Troop Notes b y Ser gean t F. Pope
OR the last few months readers of THE WIRE have been
treated to several articles about 'Bravo' Troop. For those
who are uninformed, the reason for this is that the author of
this Squadron's WIRE notes is O.C. 'Bravo' Troop.
So for the interest of all can we introduce ' T ' Troop.
The Squadron M.T. Troop, as you can sec from the photograph, is a mixture of Royal Signals and R.C.T., all working
under our M.T.O., Captain Ken Adrian, R.C.T., and S.N.C.O.s
Staff Sergeant L unn, R.C.T., and Sergeant Pope, Royal Signals.
We regard ourselves as the ' workers' of the unit and we
thought it was about time that we muzzled in on the publicity
given to some of its ' drones.'
At present we are preparing for the P.R.E. and can be found
with our feet sticking out from underneath vehicles getting
them re·ady. Incidentally, 16 of these same feet went round the
Nijmegen marches, the highest percentage in fact of any Troop
in the Squadron.

F

With much sweating in Tebrau,
T he exercise we arc on is quite exciting;
W ith much sweating in Tebrau,
T be trouble is we don't know who we are fighting;
The enemy, both 'Hims and Hers' arc really quite a sight,
And whe::i they come and visit us they rarely stop to fight,
But il you catch a WRAC girl you can't sury out all night,
With m uch sweating in Tebrau.
With much sweating in Tebrau,
The toaffic down in ' Singers ' is chaotic;
With much sweating in Tebrau,
But the men down Bugis Street are quite exotic;
When going bargain hunting you may end up paying dear,
When evening comes you're thirsty and you go off for a beer,
But unless you're very careful you may end up with a queer,
With m uch sweating in Tebrau.

12 Mech. Bde. Signal Sqn.
(212) B.F.P.O. 36
July hug
LIEUTENANT STRUDLEY AND CORPORAL LAWRENCE IN THE
JUNGLE
" According to the map there should be a pub here"
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This exercise was the Squadron's summer camp which took
place at Gelting on the Baltic coast. We were only 10 kilometres by sea from the Danish border and this gave us many
opporturuties to use the ferry service and investigate the lack of
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B.F.P.O. 29
S umme r
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HIS y~ar summer camps were spent in three separate troop
.
loca~ons on or near the Eder D am. E~ ch Troop camp
site has its own tale to tell and many van ed memories to
last the next 12 months. (Alas, somewhat abbreviated, due to
extreme pressure on space, by a ha rd-hearted Editor!).

T

• A lpha ' Troop at Schmittlotheim
There can be little doubt that all who took p art in ummer
camp ' Alpha ' style enjoyed themselves.
The camp at Schmittlotheim on the Eder was run for milit~ry training but tbe location, weather and spirit of the participants made for a more than pleasant two weeks. Runs at
5 a.rn. were n ot p op ular but they proved to be an excellent
way of clearing heads before a long day.
Those who attempted canoeing d iscovered that although the
double canoes were rather like punts, Corporal 'Brad' Bradley's
sleek single was not q uite so stable and the ' soggy stuff ' was
tasted by Signalman Bob Spring, who looked rather dramatic
and Signalman ' Rik ' Lee, who was most embarrassed.
'
The sun sh one for most of the time which helped most of
us to oblite rate that just-cr awled-from-under-a-stone look. The
oth~r les~ ".'ell prepared Troops had forgotton to take any form
of _identifying fl ag for the camp site ~o there were feelings
of Jealousy and envy for the one belonging to ' Alpha ' Troop.
This explains Ifie scene of a four-ton load of M.T. Troop
~orth ies being driven away from the ' Alpha ' Troop flag locanon by an e~tre_mely large and loyal Corporal (Big Sid) Hagemeyer, brandishing a mea t-cleaver and butcher's knife, as well
as two others offer ing violence with fire extinguishers. The flag
remained with 'Alpha ' Troop until it was politely lent to
'Bravo ' Troop for an evening function . Corporal Ron Ross,
of ' Bravo ' T roop, made the mistake of handing it to Captain
!\'iahon, of N .T. / L.A.D. H e has lived (unfortunately) to regret
l t.

Arrivals and departures
We welcome to the Squadron Lieutenant C. J. Walters,
W.0.11 Wall, Staff Sergeant Bermingham, Staff Sergeant Perry,
Sergeant Brooks, Sergeant Gallagher (R.A.P .C), Sergeant Tappin
(R.P.C.), Corporal Elsey (R.E .M .E.), Corporal Woods, LanceCorporal Boniface (R.C.T.), Lance-Corporal Denvir, LanceCorporal Griffith, Signalman Durrant and Driver Ellam.
We say goodbye to W.0.11 Newson, Staff Sergeant Smith,
Staff Sergeant Clarke, Sergeant Sheard, Corporal Parry
(R.E.M.E .), Lance - Corporal Ledger, Signalman Phillips,
Signalman Bell and Signalman Addison, who we wish well in
their new units.
We also say goodbye and good luck in civilian life to
Sergeant Wilson, Corporal Smith (R.E.M.E.), Corporal Davis,
Lance-Corporal Pickering and Private Thompson (R.P.C.).

1 1th Infantry Brigade
S ignal Squadron (211 )

'T TROOP'

Top row, left to right : Lance-Corporal McConnell , Driver Fleming,
Signalman Engering, Signalman Houston, Signalman Waller, Driver
Williamson, Driver Fleming, Lance-Corporal Owe ns. Middle Row :
Lance-Corporal Arthur, Driver Cave-Whitley, Driver Bacon , Driver
Glowinski, Signalman Calder, Drive r Evans, Signalman Tranter.
Front Row ; Corporal Mann, Staff-Sergeant Lunn, Captain Adrian ,
Sergeant Pope, Corpora l West, Corporal Wainwright

Nijmegen !'larches
Twenty-five members of the Squadron have just returned
from the Nijmegen marches. Having completed the full 25
miles a day for four days we qualified for the team medal and
a number of blisters.
We were the largest Royal Signals team at the marches and,
of course, being an integrated Squadron we had amongst our
number four R.C.T. drivers and one A.C.C. cook.
Deserving special mention for sheer guts were Signalman
Hulse and Signalman Warrilow, who stuck with us when many
would nave given in.
The end for everybody came with a five kilometre march past
into Nijmegen's town centre. Our Squadron Commander and
R.S.M . came to see us on the last day and received tremendous
applause when, looking much fresher than all of us, they
marched down the road in order to get to us.
(Held over to next issue a composite article on the Nijmegen
Marches).
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The ' Alpha ' T roop farewell party was combined with
' Bravo ' T roops to provide one big ' hooly.' Lighting of many
colours and beatiful bunting, by courtesy of Signalman 'Wodgy'
McCullough and Signalman ' Tug ' Wilson, and music from the
Green Scarf plus much Anglo-German co-operation made for
an excellent evening.
F inally, appreciation must be given to Sergeant Pigg for the
fa ct that ' Alpha ' Troop had the only draught beer on camp
to Heinz who could obtain anything cheaper than anyone else:
to Corporal Hagemeyer for an excellent two weeks' food and
to. Drivers Gowar and Hall, the 10-ton drivers, who joined in
with our camp.

•Bravo Troop at the 1veir at l ' iermunden
This was obviously the first time that British troops had
visited the area, as the villagers were very friendly towards
us.
The mornings t.onsisted of military training, with the
occasional map-reading (taught by Corporal ' Jock' Campbell)
and ficldcraft exercises, using the local watcrcour e whenever
possible. The afternoons were devoted to sports, where we
were able to use our three canoes and one now rather deflated
rubber recce boat to the full.
Not every day had such a wet ending, however for the
occasional infiltra tion exercise /walk around the country ide was
thrown in for everyone's enjoyment. One such exerci e saw
four pairs of intrepid explorers crossing the lake at strategic
points in order to storm a spot height and capture SecondLieutenant Thompson before he woke up. He was, in fact,
most impressed with Corporal Ron Ross and Signalman Laidlaw's attempts to arrive three hours before everyone else, until
it was realised that they had 'infiltrated ' on a tractor!
We also enjoyed the company of the whole village at a
parry we held in the field, with music provided by LanceCorporals Colin Wing and Paul Cowles, of the ' Green Scarf '
Disco, plus an excellent buffet prepared by Lance-Corporal
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Dinsdale, A.C.C., with the a sistance of Signalmen ' Flash '
Boyle, ' Tug ' Wilson and Harvey Preece. This party was such
a great succe s, that we decided to combine our resources with
' lpha ' Troop, located nearby, for the farewell party.
ot that we really needed one a re t day was organised by
Sergeant Kil:orn, who took the more energetic camper on a
canoeing trip down to the lake. The same day saw the sad
departure of Y. of S. Hawkins, Corporal ' Taffy ' Crook, LanceCorporal Dave Walker a nd Signalman Harvey Preece, and the
happy new face of Sergeant Kibblewhite, Corporal Joe Kelly,
Lance-Corporal McCarthy and ' Flash ' Bolton.
It was a very sad ' Bravo ' Troop that aro e at 05.00 hour
on 17th July (after a rather heavy farewell night !), broke camp
and headed home for M inden; it had been a very pleasant
two weeks away from 'communicating' and we h ad made some
verv nice friends in a beautiful area. What appeared to be very
trange, is that we have been invited back next year!
M.T./L.A.D. at beaatifuJ, Asel-S11d

Sergeant Shreeve snouted " Tally-ho ,, OD the clear and
sunny morning of Saturday, 4th July, and his small but select
convoy loaded with stores and a lot of hope, proceeded in
the direction of the Edersee. After a pleasant and uneventful
journey, the advance party set to work with gr eat determination, and within a record two hours Fon Lazy ' D ' was a
reality. Ahead were two very enjoyable weeks of adventure
training in one of the loveliest places in Germany.
Added to the normal M .T. / LA.D. was Lance-Corporal
Johnson, of 29th Field Ambulance, and three members of 9
Squadron R.C.T., Corporal Hewitt and Drivers Wright and
Knight. They were to take a very full part in all our activities
on camp and they became extremely popular.
Sunday was a leisurely shake-out day when the Troop
became familiar with the local area and the local inhabitants.
Our camp was situated on the south side of the Edersee at
Asel Sud, a large civilian camping site, which was thronged
by holidaying Dutch people. There was plenty of local colour
and some friendships were struck up with the Dutch w'n ich
will stand the test of time. To the south of our camp was a
large and beautiful nature reserve full of wild deer, goat and
pig. This was to provide great interest on the many hikes we
made through it. The Troop was divided into two sections, one
under Corporal Roy Acaster and the other under Corporal
'Jock' Graham, and much friendly rivalry developed. In particular, on the mountaineering hikes Corporal Acaster was
somewhat upset to find that his best time over the hills of
4t hours was cut by Corporal Graham's section to 3t hours.
The first week was spent in mountaineering, canoeing and
sailing during the day time and in the evenings we played
international football and volleyball against mixed DutchGerman teams.
Things were going very well indeed and we were all feeling
pleased with ourselves, particularly Sergeant Shreeve and
Sergeant Fry. Then on Sunday, the Second-in-Command
phoned to say that he was sending 14 C.C.F. cadets and a
Padre to join us. Cadets were bad enough, we thought, but what
can we find for a Padre to do! However, when Captain PerryWatson and bis 14 intrepid warriors arrived from Forr Augustus
Abbey School, it didn't take long for them to impress us with
their infectious good humour and determination. R.S.M. Cave,
who joined us on Sunday, and Padre Perry-Watson were inseparable-a note for the Corps annals we feel!
Our escape and evasion exercise on the Tuesday of the
~econd w~ek was a great success. M.T./.L.A.D. did the escaping ~nd Alpha ' and ' Bravo ' Troops the capturing. The
exercise was marked on the one hand by the extreme ingenuity
of M.T./L.A.D. Troop and on the other hand by the extreme
brutality of 'Alpha ' and ' Bravo ' Troops. In particular Sergeant
Peacock, of 'Alpha ' Troop, earned himself a reputation as a
gentelman of doubtful parentage. We had made several attempts
to capture ' Alpha' Troop's heavily guarded flag in the week
before the exercise but our best efforts were frustrated by
their enormous, cleaver wielding cook, Corporal Hagemeyer.
However, whil~ the exercise was on and the camps were lightly
guarded, we liberated the flag secretly, and at the exercise
debrief we were able to present ' Alpha ' Troop with their
o~n fl1g. Lieutenant Dick turned an interesting shade of purple,
h1s hendtmen in 'Alpha' Troop fingered their DIO lariats, but
discretion was found to be the better part of valour and the
incident was passed off with a hearty laugh on both sides.

Although we didn't leave until Friday we held our farewell
party on Wednesday evening to allow Thursday free for packing up camp. Our discotheque night, attended by our Dutch and
German friends, was a great success. When a Dutch spokes·
man stood UJ? late in the evening to thank us for our contribution to camping on the Edersee, there wasn't a dry eye in the
house. The following day there wasn't a clear eye in the camp!
In fact, we were more than grateful to our foreign friends for
their good humour and hospitality- Lhey contributed greatly to
our enjoyment of summer camp.

216 Parachute Signal S quadron
Aldershot
photograph shows that we hold more cups and
'I HEtroptrophy
hies than ever before in the Squadron history.
Since April o ur sporting activities have been kept to a
minimum as a result of training commitments. Corporal Baikie
and Lance-Corporal Paterson, two of our leading athletic lights,
ha ve consistently represented the Army in high-level sports
meetings. Corporal Baikie is justly proud of being a member
of the Army team at the Inter-Service meeting.

between waves and surfing in. When Lance-Corporal Wells
was flung from the boat he struck out for shore intent on
saving his life, only to be told to stand up to find h im self
in four feet of water! Laughter was heard from the beach, much
to Lance-Corporal Well's embarrassment.
We hoped to top our training programme with a total of ten
balloon jumps each during the last week. We managed to get
in one descent apiece on the first morning only to have the
next two-and-a-half days cancelled with the now infamous
catch phrase of ' Lightning risk one' ringing in our cars. It
seemed a bit difficult to believe the RAF detachment as they
sprawled on the sundrenched beach muttering 'Lightning risk
one ' while turning over to get an even tan. Their reputations
were saved when the lig11tning finally came after two days of
cloudless skies.
We played sport and beach games, including three footbaU
matches against 61 Company (T.A.) R.A.O.C. and Perranporth
Football Club, all of which we won. Perranporth were beaten
9-0 and 11-1.
A committee was formed to run a beach barbeque which was
extremely successful. A local discotheque was hired and the
glow of the driftwood fire could be seen for two miles. We
returned on 12th June to get back down to some routine work
at Aldershot.

If you can put
a'Yes' in every box,
you might
just make a
RADIO TECHNICIAN
in Air Traffic Control
An all -consum ing interest in telecommunications

JJ.U.U. Princess A ruae·s v i s i t to t h e School
It is a safe bet that we will not be the only unit writing
about this visit, but to keep the record straight we will just
mention our participation. We provided a Land Rover rigged
for parachuting as a static exhibit and our unarmed combat
team gave a lively demonstration of how to fight when the
odds are stacked against you. The Princess was extremely
interested and watched the complete demonstration. The team
also gave a display at the Corps R eunion at Catterick.

At least o ne year's practical experience in
telecommunications, preferably with 'ONC' or
'C and G' technical qual ifications
A highly developed sense of responsibility
Willingness to undergo a rigorous programme
of tra ining

T rave l
At the time of submitting these notes, 216 Parachute Signal
Squadron has detachments of soldiers in Canada, Cyprus,
Malaya, Malta and are on leave for 25 days at the height of
summer, subject to the dock strike. D CI (Army) 297 /69 can
S'how you how to get your share.

Aged 19 or over

To the right man, the National Air Traffic Control
Service offers the prospect of an interesting and
steadily developing career as a Radio Technician in
air traffic control.
The work involves t he insta llation and maintenance of
some of the very latest electronic equi pment at civil airports.
radar stations and other s pecialist esta blishments all over
the country. Important tod ay. the job will become
increasing ly vita l as Britain's air traffic cont in ues to grow.
and prospects for promotion a re excellent. Starting salary
varies from £1,044(at19) to £1.37 3 (at 25 or over). Scale
maximum £1,590 (higher rates at Hea throw ). The annual
leave allowance is good. and there is a non-contributory
pension for established staff.
.
If you feel you can meet the demands of this rather special
job-and you have a strong determination to succeed-you
are invited to complete the coupon below.

UK or European posting?
216

SQUADRON

HAVE A FULL SHOWCASE OF SPORTS
TROPHIES

Step off the plane
and into a new car,_,...,! __

SUllllller Camp
Summer camp this year was held at Penhale, near N ewquay
in Cornwall. It was generally thought to be the best in living
memory. We managed to do a lot of useful training along with
the usual festivities .
A road run and swim at 06.30 hours was a daily feature
and there was many a quickly drawn breath at about 06.50
hours as we ploughed into the none-too-warm surf for our daily
awakener.
The training consisted of I.S. duties covering road blocks
and ambushes, a very useful day was sp ent doing section
attacks from a Whirlwind helicopter. We practised heli-drills,
emplaning, deplaning and roping. Also we spent one afternoon
on air experience which involved very low flying over the three·
mile Perranporth beach. For two days and nights we were on
an infiltration exercise, half of the Squadron being in hides
while the remainder patrolled to find them. When hides were
discovered, their occupants suffered the usual kid-glove treat•
ment that is afforded to prisoners captured in guerrilla warfare
situations.
Our assault boat training rapidly became a surfing exercise.
The Canadian life saver permanently posted on Hollywell
Beach thought it was all a big practical joke when we arrived
carrying the flat-bottomed Army assault boats. He began to
sense it was not a joke when we donned life jackets, shouldered
paddles and doubled off towards the raging surf carrying out
boats. In hot pursuit came the life saver, dragging his equipment be'nind him. Once we had capsized a few times and
recovered the unfortunates from under the boat, we began to
get the hang of the game and spent some considerable time
paddling out to the largest breakers we could find, turning
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Send now for FREE Information Pack

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay • All
paperwork completed for you • Last minute orders no problem

Order your new car before you loave. When you gel back it will be ready anu w ailing
for you at the airport- fully insured, wi 1h all th e paperwork completed for the U.K..
Europe, o; both. The lnl orma1ion Pack gives you the full gen: forces discounts. special
H. P. terms. tho lot .••. Plua • sheaf of colour brochures of all the l•t••t
mod•I• to brow•• through at lel•ure. There's no obhgation w hatever. You can
w eigh everything up, take your time choosing- and take delivery wherever you land

Post to: NATOCARS ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488
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Send this coupon for full details and application form
To: A. J. Edwards, C Eng, MIEE,
The Adelphi. Room 705, John Adam Street, London WC2, N-680
marking your envelope '"Recru itment"".
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Not applicable to residents outside the United ' ingdom
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227 Signal Squadron
B.F.P.O. 18
Famil;,• ebange,
HE p eriod covered by these notes has been extremely
eventful both in the diver se nature of activities and
movement of persona!itie . Notable departures are R.S.M .
Brian Fisher to 31 st Signal Regiment (V) R.Q.M.S. Ron
Postlethwaite to 19th Signal Regiment as R.S .M ., Sergeant P at
Cole to 7th Armoured Brigade as Staff Sergeant, and our Pay
Sergeant John Bex. Our new arrivals include Captain John
Pearson from the ' harp End,' R.S.M. Tom Burke, R.Q.M.S.
Colin Johnson, S.S.M. Bert Bowes, Sergeant John Stout and
Pay Sergeant Ron Thomas.

T

"DOG-GONNIT MR. R.S.M., DIDN'T KNOW A HA IRCUT
WOULD PLEASE YOU SO MUCH"
Left to right : W.0. 1 (R.S.M.) B. Fisher, Sergeant 1st Class B. Harper,
Staff Sergeant J. Walker and W .0.1 (R.S.M.) T. Burke

Up the river with the Sergeants' !\fess
To celebrate the Corps' 50th Anniversary we organised a
Sergeants' Mess Ball. A unique note was added to the score
by staging it on a river cruiser on the River Maas. R.Q.M.S.
Ron Postlethwaite figured in the initial planning and rumour
has it that the idea was based on the Dunkirk 1940 Regatta.
Fortunately guests were smaller in numbers than they were
30 years earlier and so we had dancing space.
The success of this venture was due largely to the efforts
of Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Derek Moat and Sergeant Jeff
Williams with his entertainments committee. Corporal Pedley
did sterling service to promote the party spirit by giving liberal
measures in all drinks. His finest hour came when he delivered
a drink (which he had not spiked) to one of the Officers. The
Officer tasted it, spluttered, then complained : " This is pure
lemonade." In a manner more suited to the Savoy, Corporal
Pedley tasted it, savoured the bouquet, agreed the diagnosis
with an inscrutable countenance before dashing off to lace the
drink.
Problems of malntainini: a detachment
Our two major summer exercises were highly successful.
' Sigex,' a communications exercise, proved very interesting
with incidents infected by the staff. There was a danger on
occasions of the staff accusing us of jumping the gun as some
of our more archaic equipments were at times about ten
incidents ahead of them.
This exercise also gave R.S.M. Brian Fisher the opportunity
of meeting his new Regiment. One detachment invited him
over for drinks in the evening. On arrival with other seniors
he was amazed to find a lavish buffet laid out in C41 covers
plus any other item suitable for use as a tray. This, coupled
with uitably chilled champagne, was most impressive. Full
marks must go to this detachment as the standard of communications provided was on a par with their catering.
'426

Time oft
The Squadron summer fete, organised by Lieutenant Alan
Pearce, rook place on 12th July. His few words with the Padre
en ured that we had ideal weather. The bar and a refreshment
tent run by the Squadron wives proved very popular. Charles
Forte and Joe Lyons can expect a takeover bid any time now.
In addition to all the usual stalls and sideshows we had a
very pectacular free-fa ll parachute display. This was given by
Charlie Schuzleoberg, an instructor with the AFCENT Parachute Club, and a member of the Netherlands Commandos.
He jumped from 5,000 feet and landed with precision in the
centre of the arena after manoeuvring a fantastic di tancc.
A very impressive Karate display by organised by Corporal
Les Martin and Fritz van Duinen, of the Gelcen Taekwon-DoClub. This included a number of spectacular leaps over tables
and four men plitting concrete and wood blocks on the way
with elbows, hands and feet.
Our fo ul plot in organising a greasy pole competition wa
thwarted when Captain Rex Step henson demon traced his
prowes by unseating all contenders.
S.S.M. Bert Bowes turned out in a very fetching ensemble
of black wig, flowered sunsuit, 'mammary' glands of monstrous
proportions and wellington boo~s for his sp ell on the ducking
tool. D anny L a Rue had better look to his laurels with drag
ta lent like this in the offing. The standard of marksmanship
was phenomenal, and if he had spent any more time in the
water tank these note would h ave .included an amendment
to the Blue Book.

station on Stonecutters Island and for the RAF at Kai Tak
airfield and the radar station at Tai Mo Shao which, at about
3,000 feet, is the highest point in Hong Kong.

Cars and conununic a t lons
Two of our Yeomen are also suffering from car troubles.
Derek Moat's overdrive has gone on his Vauxhall and his efforts
to get it repaired have caused some amusement. One of his
phone calls to a Dutch agen t went: " D o you speak English?"
Agent: " A little."
Derek: " Good, I will speak slowly."
Reply : " No, speak English."
Having got over this problem he continues: " The overdrive
on my Vauxhall is US."
Reply: " Sorry, sir, we do not stock American spares."
At this point the conversation ended rather abruptly.

T im loc al lad s
Nearly half our soldiers are locally enlisted Chinese and
many have been in the unit for over ten years-some for much
longer. They qualify for their trades in the same way as
British soldiers. All have been to the Signal Training Centre in
Singapore and quite a few have been to Can erick. T hey are a
cheerful crowd (downright noisy when playing mah-jong) and
prove rhe story of th e 'inscrutable oriental ' to be something
of a myth.

· C:ongratulations '
' Congratulations ' to Sergeant Bob Williamson and Corporal
Derek Palmer on passing th e Yeoman's entrance examination
and trust they will also be successful on the course once they
are selected.
Variety is the Spice of Lile in Hong K.01111

253 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1
••It's so1newbere out East I thilak . ,
X TE have found that many soldiers r eceiving posting orders
1' l'
to 253 Squadron have been unsure of where we ar e
and have little idea of what we do. We aim to put this right
with these notes and have included some photographs.
Signalman
'
' Geordie ' Humby has suggested this will help those
Squadron Officers and Seniors who may not be so good at
reading.
C:ity Uoys und Country Cousins
The Squadron is based on the mainland of Hong Kong on
the northern outskirts of the teeming city of Kowloon, but has
one detached Troop at Sek Kong, about 12 miles away, amongst
the hills and paddy fields.
We are responsible for all static communications in Hong
Kong with the exception of Hong Kong Island. Our Linemen
work on submarine cables (assisted by the local barge contractor--aptly named Ah Hoy), on underground cables in the
middle of one of the most densely populated towns in the
world, and on overhead routes running up to the observation
posts on the border with Communist China.
We have ten telephone exchanges plus some VF installations.
Our TE Technicians work on auto exchange equipment for
Army units and headquarters, for the Royal Navy transmitter
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Co-operating with t h e Cop1•e1"s
Another of our jobs is providing the operational communications for 51 Infantry Brigade. These communications consist
mainly of internal security radio and teleprinter networks. All
I. . operations arc carried out in close co-operation with the
Royal Hong Kong Police and joint headquarters known as
' Polmils ' are set up at various police stations. Our Radio
Operators man the stations at the Polmils and in the Rover
vehicles. Our Comcen Operators man the 51 Brigade Comcen
and also operate the emergency teleprinter terminals in the
Polmils. Our radio technicians are responsible for I.S. radio
equipment used by the Squadron, the R.M.P., four Infantry
Battalions, and in 12 craft of the R.C.T. Maritime Troop.

sorts of ' irregular' activities. This year we have refurbished a
swimming pool, given instruction to boys of the YM.C.A. and
Scouts, supplied operators for Exercise ' Bersatu Padu ' in
Malaysia and provided an electricity supply in three remote
villages-so if you should be on your way to us, be ready for
anything.

Ovt•r t h o h ills

Not all the radio is concerned with I.S. in the city areas.
Every now and then 51 Brigade moves out to chase after
• rebels ' in the rural areas and we are out and over the hills
operating normal military rad io nets. We also provide rear
links with manpack sets (Al3 or A l) for Remote Area Patrols
which are sent out regularly to show the flag and gather
information. Some areas are inacces ible by road and we have
to make a lot of use of Army and RAF helicopters when working in the rural areas.

The sporting life
All sportsmen get a chance to 'do their thing' in 253
Squadron which has had a number of sporting successes. We
have won the soccer league twice in the last three years. W e
have virtually swept the board at athletics. We have won the
51 Brigade orienteering for the last two years, beating teams
from two Battalions. We have had a successful S'°nooting season
this year, although not quite equalling our previous effort
when we won the 51 Brigade Competition outright. There is
also cricket, rugby, basketball and swimming, although we h ave
not actually won anything in the e sports yet.
Shopping, s1•lashing and sightseeing
Hong Kong is something of a shoppers' paradise. Many
goods ar e available at much lower prices than in U.K . although m e cost of food is high. Most people man age to buy
some particularly coveted items while they are here-cameras,
hi-fi and electrical equipment, fur niture, crockery and carpets
are a few examples.
There is plenty of night-life in Hong Kong. If you are fond
of Chinese cooking you will enjoy the Cantone e food which
is reputed to be the be t in the world. We have our own
ocial events such as barbeques, dances and picnic parties on
outlying beaches, but p erhaps the most popular entertainment
is the ' splash night.' This is held at a swimming pool by night
and consists of drinking, dancing, supper and swimming- in
any order or combination- and provides a golden opportunity
to duck the O.C. in the pool.
There are many sights to be een in Hong Kong (and we
do not mean the Warrant Officers and Sergeants the morning
after a Mess social). The Colony is crowded colourful and
full of contrasts. There are magnificent modern hotels and
primitive rural villages, discotheques dispcn ing the latest
' beat ' and ancient festivals and ceremonies to placate evil
spirits. If you are willing to get out and about there is plenty
to stimulate your interest and if you are a keen photographer
you will never be short of a ubject.
.Jacks of all trade
We hope we have given some idea of life in 253 Squadron
- but it is not the whole story. We seem to get involved in all
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ONE OF THE MANY ASPECTS OF LOCAL SIGNAL LI NG
Li ne work in Kowloon . Corporal ' Monty' Wooley waits for something to turn up

PLENTY OF SPORT IN HONG KONG
The 253 Squadron Team which won the Royal Signals, 51 Brigade
and Land Forces competitio ns
Back row : Signalman Humby, Corporal Innes, Corporal Kuester,
Lance-Corporal West, Corporal Jones, Corporal Kent
Front row : Signalman Watson, Corporal Lund, Major Pickard (O.C.),
Captain Law, Signalman Frisby

CHINESE CHOW HAS ITS ATTRACTIONS
Lance-Corporal Mick Blythe, Lance-Corporal Dave Pedley, StaffSergeant (F. of S.) Nick Harries, Staff-Sergeant Lui Pak Hung and
Corporal Ho Chee Hee sample a Cantonese delicacy
'427

1st Artillery Brigade H.Q.
& Signal Squadron (25 7)
B.F.P.O. 102

Specialist
Teleprinter Operators
are required for the

Ministry of Defence Communications Centre
1n Centra l London

Initially. the operators will be employed upon teleprinting and associated procedures. but they will be given the opportunity of training for higher grade duties
when the Commun ications Centre becomes fully automatic in the middle of 1971.
Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of 40 words per
minute. and having a good knowledge of current communication procedures.
The pay rates are currently under review. but at present the basic starting pay.
at age 25 or over. is £18.19.6 . per week rising to £22.10.0. per week. inclusive
of London Weighting. Successful candidates will currently be required to work
shifts and overtime which. on average, attracts a further £8 to £10 per week.
There are opportunities of promotion to almost £1.500 per annum basic pay.
If you would like further details. and are of British nationality. telephone
01-930 7022 extn. 5964/5. or write to:

CIVILIAN CAREERS ADVISER {T.W.)
Mi nist ry of Defence, Roo m 134, Lacon House, Th eobalds Road,
Lo ndo n, W .C.1.

E frozen-wasters from Eastern-Western Germany have
W
thawed a little since our last bulletin in March, and
b y now you must be wondering what has happened to us.

Personalltl cs
Since our last bulletin, our postings board has been somewhat like the arrivals and departures board of a busy main
line railway station. We said farewell to Corporals Brian Paice
and Terrance Keedens, Lance-Corporal 'Paddy' McAlpine
(please come back and show us how to assemble those collapsible canoes!), Signalmen Terry Tarring and Graham Briers,
Selwyn Painter-both sad losses to the football team• Geordie ' Harrisop., who has now risen to greater things, we
hear; ' Wee Ginge' Robinson, of free-fall renown, and Kevin
Justice.
We were joined by Corporal Martin Hardy, complete with
his 'Avo' and City and Guilds; Corporal 'Ginge' Usher and
Lance-Corporal Ron Nelson, both for 'Mike' Troop, and
also by Corporal Bill Burnham, as Cypher Corporal. LanceCorporal Syd Buckley has come to help solve some of the
' hairies' ' more knotty DlO problems. Last, but by no means
least, are Signalman Dave Patten, who joined the Q.M.'s
empire, and Private Mike Anderson. A.C.C., who will, we
hope, keep us marching on our stomachs. (No offence meant to
the M.T.0., of course!).
port
The weather in June brought t11e Squadron's potential
athletes out of their hibernation. Captain Gordon Howard, our
resident and modest athletics team in himself, led the Squadron to first place in the Brigade Minor Units' Competition.
Captain Howard, Lance-Corporal Les Willmott, Lance-Corporal
Dave Hughes, Lance-Bombardier Martin Mumby, Signalman
Eric Ball, Signalman ' Polly ' Perkins and Gunner ' Lew '
Llewellyn, ran and jumped themselves to victory in their various events. The day was concluded with an unexpected success in the 4 x 100 metres relay, the baton being speedily and
safely taken round the track by Captain Howard, LanceCorporal Willmott, Signalman Pete Scott and Gunner
Llewellyn.
The Divisional Championships ... well, that's another story.
The football team, as usual, has played its hard and fast,
power-packed games, but, alas, against too many other hard,
fast and power-packed teams! However, the exercise, if nothing else, has been refreshing!
Meanwhile, the squash players have bounced off the court
walls; the occasional hockey player can still be seen limping
around; Corporal Martin Hardy has glided, and SecondLieutenant Leslie Fox went absent for two days in order to
crew to fifth place in the B.A.0 .R. Open Sailing Championship.
Exercises
In the field, as well as on the spons field, we have, 'in our
own funny little way ' ~ad our successes. .
.
.
Exercise ' Talons High,' the C.C.R. Signals exercise m
March, found us in some pleasant and familiar positions-the
most predominant one being horizontal, but still moving fast.
Then in April, Exercise ' Spring Sales' was either sprung or
sold by Second-Lieutenant Fox with a small detachment of
assorted radio relaymen and technicians sending everything
from ' revs and meter ' to 50 DM notes down cct 711 in
order to persuade the world in general that 1st Arty is
'alive and well and Jiving somewhere in Transylvania!'
Exercise ' Summer Sales,' in June, was aided and abetted
by Captain Peter Pearson, from 22nd Signal Regiment, and his
amazing dancing bear, BRUIN. He and his detachment provided not only the added luxury of secure speech, but Mufax
50 DM notes which, we arc glad to say, this time did not
have to be fed back into the system.
A Brigade CPX, in July, saw us practising a few of our
more warlike talents, which included digging-in in the impact
area. An unexploded shell could well have rewarded !he more
ardent digger with not only a larger hole than he mtended,
but a somewhat spectacular, though probably long-awaited
posting to Blighty-or even further!
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259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.0. 53
HE jubilee celebrations having finally ended, our contribuT
tion returns to a more earthly plane and this month we
feature two of our detachments, Akrotiri Main and Nicosia.
We start with Akrotiri M"1in.

Akrotiri !\lain D.-tuchment
The detachment enjoys one of the most pleasant sites of all
our detachments, located as they arc on the cliffs on Akrotiri
airfield overlooking the Episkopi bay. This is an idyllic position
in summertime, in spite of • friendly' eastern bloc trawlers
skulking around the bay. Winter is, however, a very different
kettle of fish and the site was narrowly missed by the whirlwind
whicln caused heavy damage to Akrotiri camp and Limassol
last December. The detachment N.C.O. is Sergeant Luis of
hockey and cricket fame. Unfortunately he broke his knee last
December and missed most of the hockey season but has
recovered in time for the cricket season. He is ably assisted by
Corporal Etchells who is the Squadron resident motormechanic; when not at work he can usually be found underneath his or someone else's car. Corporal Geary, another of the
workers, doubles as sports storeman in his spare time in addition
to being a staunch hockey player. Corporal Robinson is another
of the sporting contingent, you name it and he plays it.
Corporal Parsons was a!so of the same ilk but departed to the
green, green grass of Catterick and his T.I. and has been
replaced by Corporal Resoun who has not had time to show his
sporting potential. Last, but not least, we have Corporal
Bowles who, by his own admission, keeps the station running
whilst the rest support r:1e various sports teams.
Nicosia Detaclament
Now to our men in
icosia, fresh from the labours of
organising our Hilton thrash and once more getting down to
full-time communicating. The detachment is located at RAF
Nicosia, close to the ' fleshpots ' of the capital city of Cyprus.
It is a 'hot spot ' both p:1ysically and technically, the main

NICOSIA DETACHMENT-STALWART SUPPORTERS OF ALL
SQUADRON AND TROOP ACTIVITIES
Le~ to right: Corporal Hulme, Lance-Corporal Duncan, Corporal
Warburton, Lance-Corporal Johnson (In rear), Corporal Lythaby
and Sergeant Sanderson

purpose of the station being to erve the air traffic control
centre at RAF Nicosia and because of this it is extremely
part of East Troop. In spite
important. The detachment is
of being somewhat out on a limb the members of the detachment are stalwart upporters of all Squadron and Troop
activities. The detachment is commanded by Sergeant Sander-
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needs officers

For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Service as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission w ith
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications) .

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Austral ia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M .C. or R.A.A.D.C. Yo ur appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Capta in
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~~~~

If your application is successful, you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your fam ily can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportun ities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:
Recruiting Officer,

Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01 -836 2435 extension 356
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son ably assisted by Corporals Lythaby, Warburton, Hulme,
Lance-Corporals Duncan and Johnson. Although Nicosia is
located on the central plain with all irs dust and heat, Corporals
H ulme and Warburton still manage to get their fair share of
scuba diving off the Kyrenia coast 15 miles away. This coastline
is probably the most attractive in Cyprus, with an impressive
backdrop of the Kyrenia mountain sloping down to a host of
sandy bays. There is also a wealth of monasteries and abbeys
in the mountains which are of immense hi torical interest.

Jordanian S i gnals presentation
We were recently visited by Colonel Eld Mazabreh of the
Jordanian Signal Corps who spent a day with the Squadron
visiting various sites and Radio .Relay Engineering Control. The
Colonel presented the Squadron with a badge of the Jordanian
Signal Corps, mounted on a shield, as a gesture of goodwill
between our two Corps.

262 Signal Squadron (Cyprus)

B.F.P.O. 53
~

J•ye ' in the s k y

INCE 15th June, Technician and Radio Troops have been
S
busy with the installation and testing of the Squadron's
new PYE radio equipment. As the three internal security radio
nets for wh ich we arc responsible have stations in every
Sovereign Base Ar ea and retained site in Cyprus, the technicians involved put in very long hours and a good deal of
travelling in order to be ready for the proving trial, which was
o doubt all those who
successfully carried out in mid-July.
worked on the project in the past, and have since left the
Squadron, will be as delighted as we arc that the system is
no longer ' P ye in the sky,' but a worthwhile reality, as shown
by our p:1otogcaphs.

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support)
B.F.P.O. 53

Sea faring Sign Iman
Having been invited to 'arrange' some ship-to-shore communications for one of the R.P.L. of the nearby R.C.T. Port
Squadron, we were quick to point out that the system could
only be tested properly while the R.P.L. was at sea. The
bargain was struck, and fired with enthusiasm by the recorded exploits of Royal Signals Ships Troops, Signalman
'Frenchy' Pampel carefully produced photographic evidence
of his trip. He has assu red us that he did not have to spend
the whole voyage at the masthead, and the communications
were successful-as always! (Regrettably, owing to pre sure oo
space, we must accept his word only.-Editor).
Tug-of -war t e ntn
Although the exploits of our tug-of-wa r team wer e recorded
in earlier issues of THE W IRE, a splendid action photograph
of the team has only just been rescued from the depths of
local PR archives. As the team bas won the Royal Signals
Cyprus T rop hy for the last three years, we could not resist
the temptation to show how it's done .

"-.hile the c at's away •• •
U G U ST, and judging by the num ber of empty chairs
around the Squadron, leave seems to be the ' in ' thing.
Not least of those cashing in on the situation is the O.C ., Major
Neil Grayson, so we should be able to get away with murder
in this month's notes. As readers may know he spends a lot
of his time at 5,000 feet- literally. He is a qualified pilot and
if one has eyesight quick enough one can often see him
' Honda-ing ' up to the Nicosia F lying Club. It is debatable
which goes faster, his car or his aeroplane. Regrettably we h ave
no photograph to prove all this because our intrep id squadron
photographer, Sergeant David Smith, almost ' D by P 'd ' wh en
given the assignment of snapping the O.C. in action over the
Kyrcnia Hills-well, we did offer him a parachute and when
this failed to placate him we had to promote him (he was a
Corporal then) to keep his services.

A

Closed circuit television
Station Troop Episkopi have recently been tasked with installing CCTV in H .Q.'s NEARELF/ NEAF. Earning the 'X '
factor to the full Corporal Dave Morris and Lance-Corporal
Bob L arge could be seen scrambling around the outside of 'C'
block doing the wiring- but no more. The G .O.C., MajorGeneral M . W. H olme, C.B.E., M.C., not in the habit of seeing
anyone passing his window, particularly as his office is on the
top floor, became naturally curious to find out what was going
on. The conversation may well have gone like this:
G.O.C. to A.D.C.: "Mike, I have just seen a soldier go
past my window.''
A.D.C.: " Yes sir " (thinks- it's not even Monday morning.)
G.O.C.: "Well get him in!"
(Enter Lance-Corporal Bob Large via A.D.C.'s window).
G.O.C.: " Any others working out there with you.''
Lance-Corporal Large : " Just some RAF lads from 103 M.U.,
sir.,,
G.0.C. : " Well, I don't mind about them, but I don't want
any soldiers getting killed."
Cri c k et
After a fai rly shaky start to the season the Squadron cricket
tea m has gone from strength to strength under the adroit
captaincy of Corporal Ian Gilbert, some spirited innings from
Signalman Fred Mandley, Corporal Ian Gilbert and Signalman
Mick Kallmeier and some steady bowling by the latter and
Lance-Corporal Chris Bond. The team was entered for the
Cyprus knock-out comp etition and as luck would have it we
were drawn in the fi rst round against the 'A' X I from 1 PWO
who call themselves the L ion s and considered themselves
favourites for the championship . With a total of 92 to chase
things looked black when we h ad lost nine wickets for a
meagre SI runs. However, we had not reckoned (nor fortunately
had the Lions) with the skill and panache of Sergeant Dave
Gore (18) and Signalman Kallmeier (48) who knocked off the
deficit for the last wicket. At the time of writing the team is
gearing itself up for the next r ound match against B.M.H.,
Dhekclia.
T[H E W I R:E , S E P T E M B E R - 0 C T 0 B E R I 9 7 0

HEAVE!
How it's done, by t he th r ee-time winn ers of t he Royal Signals
Cyprus troph y

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

A~D

The following donations <oere gralefully receitJed during 'July, 1970 :
[.

I

ONE OF T HE MANY JOBS THAT'S A LL IN T H E DAY'S WORK
FO R THE CO RPS
The ol d and t he new . Lance·Corporal's Joe Gill an d Mick Crann y
install ing PYE V.H.F. radio antenr.as on a 10 set tower

N"ew

bloc k

After a number of unfore ccn and unavoidable delays, we
fina lly moved S.H.Q. into its new accommodation on 13th
July. Although there arc still some alterations to ~e completed, every department has found a . marked 1 mp~oye 
mcm in working condition , and in parucular, the trammg
rooms are proving their worth to the instructors and ~tudents
of the current Radio Operator BIII course for potcnual Yeomen of Signals. Even so, students have been known to mutter
that not even pleasant surroun dings can dull the agony caused
by large doses of morsc, tl1oughtfully provided at frequent
and regular intervals by the two experts, Corporals George
Coles and 'Paddy ' Service!
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Officer Comma nding 16th Signal Regiment (Gala Day)
St. Martin's Church (Reunion Service)
Officer Commanding r 1th Signal Regiment .. .
Officer Commanding 8th Signal R egiment . ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
All Saints' Garrison Church, Herford (4th Div. H .Q. & Signal
Regt. 5oth A'lniversary Service) ...
...
...
...
O fficer Commanding 36th (Eastern) Signe! R egiment (V)
Methodist Church, Catterick (Reunion Service) .. .
Sergeants' Mess, 83 (London) Signal Squadron (V)
Wives' Oub, 223 Signal Sq uadron
Major C. C . Tucker (Reunion) Cattcrick
Mrs. Trelaway c / o r4th Signal Regiment
H . Foster, Esq., M. B.E.
D . W . Lloyd-D avies, Esq.
Major G . M . Wclsford
Lieutenant-Colonel W . F . H . Herdon
R . A. O swick, Esq . ...
T . A . Roberts, Esq. . ..
Lieutenant-Colonel R. V. Lester
P. M . Longdon, Esq ....
J. A. Springett, Esq .
...
Various individual donations

$.
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THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

'43 1

W.0.1 (F. of S.) T. Stotltlart, M.B.l
W.O.I Stoddart was awarded the M .B.E. in the Queen's
Birthday Honours List thi year for services to the Volunteers
whilst serving with 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment
oluntecrs).
He served with the Regiment from its forma tion in
April, 1967, during the
critical formative years of the
Regiment and during a subsequent reorganisation of
role in 1969, until February
1970.
H e contributed largely to
the initiation of a sound,
imple, viable system of
communication in the Regiment and was r esponsible
for the design and installation of the Gateway complex,
wh ich was later adapted for
use in 13 Signal Group (V)
as a whole.
The encouragement and
W .0 .1( F. of S.) T. Stoddart, M.B.E.
puidance whidi T om Stoddart gave to both the
Volunteers and Regulars by his technical innovations and improvements, won him their respect and admiration. For this
and for the many other contributions he made, he will long
be remembered with affection by members of the Scottish
Signal Regiment.

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne'Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
Tees slde Eisteddfod

°'XTE can imagine the lifted eyebrows and polite scorn of
l' l' tile Llangollen enthusiasts at the thought of an
Eisteddfod with a backdrop of iron smelters and ICI cooling
towers. Notwithstanding the lack of green valleys, the sound
of folk music, singing and dancing from 2,000 competitors
from 28 countries has been echoing over the Tees. In all the
major, public occasions, this R egiment has been well represented as we were responsible for all ceremonial. At the openinn
ceremony, an especial fanfare was sounded by eight of out
Band, the music for the occasion being composed and conducted by W.0.1 (Bandmaster) S. R. Peacock.

Miluary flexibility was well demonstrated in the middle of
the 10-day festiva l, when the main auditorium was burnt to
the ground. In spite of th i di aster, the Eisteddfod continued
successfully to a colourful and moving closing ceremony.
• • • an d Te-side llegaua
Not perhaps identical to the Henley event, but Teesside
Regatta, from Yarm to Stockton, were supported by communication provided by 90 (NR) Squadron. These local evenu
are invaluable both as a means of providing unusual and
interesting exercises, by keeping us in the public eye for
recruiting and by forming a solid link between the Regimenr
and local government and voluntary organisations.
• • • s hows and parks
Pudsey show, Teesside show and Darlington show all see
the Squadrons represented. The Band play at all the major
p arks and gardens. Billingham Festival, Red Cross ralliesthe 1:is.t is formi dable. But the effort shows a profit as the
recrwtmg graph bend lowly upwards.
New Adjutant
We welcome Captain John Byrne as Adjutant and trust he
will enjoy hi s first tour with volunteers.

3 6 th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
Wanstead
The Corps Troops Annual Camp
858/ 859 Corps Signal T roops, raised last year in Eastbourne, are administered by this Regiment, but they form
part of 22nd Signal Regiment which they visited for the first
time in June.
Saturday, 6th June, at 05.30, saw three officers and 29
other ranks, looking bleary-eyed, embussing to take th em to
Stanstead Airport for the plane to G ermany. With no
organised training on Sunday, they wer e able to settle-in and
find their way around. T he Troops b ave only a training scale
of equipment in the U .K. and they spent Monday getting into
the ways of the Regiment and becoming familiar with the layout of equipment, but a short break on Tuesday saw an opportunity to extend their knowledge of Germany, and a trip was
arranged to the Soeste-Monese Dams.
Work started in earnest on Wednesday, when the Troops
took part in Exercise ' Summer Sales.' Some formed complete
detachments, others reinforced detachments of Regular
soldiers. During the exercise, several of the p ersonnel managed to get a trip in a helicopter, and one radio relay detachment commander even did J-tis recce in one; he now insists that
this is the only way the job should be done!
Everyone gained considerable experience from the exercise,
and the knowledge of the environment and equipment in 22nd
Regiment will give a boost to the coming year's training.
The Troops, under the command of Captain Trevor Boocock,
felt that they acquitted themselves well and they were enthusiastic about the nature of the welcome and th e h elp they
received from 22nd Regiment.
Only trained soldiers could go to Germany, and other members of the Troops attended training courses at Catterick. They
look forward to returning to Germany next year in much
greater strength.

39th (City o f Lo n don) Signal
Regiment (Volu n teers)

rrHE

Regiment said farewell to Colonel Ronnie Walker in
late May and welcomed Colonel John Findlater to the
'.hot seat.' 'Hot scat' it was, for annual camp was but
three weeks away, and those readers who are members of,
o r who have served with the T. & A.V.R., will know the allpervading turmoil which precedes the ' proof of a year's work.'

llel"e, t h ere and everywh ere
In late June, detachments went off to Cyprus, Malta,
G ibraltar and B.A.O.R.; however, the Parachute Squadron of
the Regiment were most disappointed because the R.A.F.
cancelled the Yorkshire drop due to bad weather, and later,
the B.A.O.R. drops for the same reason. The final drop, into
Scarborough Bay, was cancelled because of a shortage of parachutes (they have to be written off after immersion in sea
water). The crowds in Scarborough were therefore spared the
sight of members of the Regiment being rescued from the
sea by a flotilla of small boats from the Scarborough Yacht
Club.
Visitors' Day
Camp Visitors' Day started at the Catterick trammg area
with the arrival of our guests by air and car from all over
England and Scotland; Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., was
most kind and placed the Mes at our disposal for a most
excellent lunch after a visit to the field site.
Our visitors then either drove or flew to Scarborough, where
the Regiment was beginning to assemble ' from all parts '
for the last few days of camp. H ere they saw the trainees in
the morse and typmg classes (we use 'sight and sound' for
both, and are obtaining amazing results).

NORTH ERN BAND
Some of 34 (N) Band who are playing in Teesside Parks and Gardens,
with Band Sergeant J. L. Beasley
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M i ssion
40 (U) Signal Regiment (V) is to mai ntain its present high
esprit de corps, come UVF or Liffy Water.
Execu t ion
The Permanent Staff are to use even more imagination and
ingenuity to ensure that training remains interesting and progressive, and brings the 90 new recruits and 45 tradesmen up
to pass off/trade test standard for our annual camp at Scarborough.
Major Graham Campbell, our new Training Major, fresh
from Singapore, is to be pushed in at the deep end, where his
preference for G uinness will ensure he swims powerfully.
The C.O., who, during his 18 months here has almost 'gone
native,' gaining a thorough grasp of Ulster's idiom, and comp lex cultur al difficulties, is to ensure he maintains his sanity
by clinging to the one thing remaining from his Scottish tour
-Glenfiddich (pure malt for the uninitiated).
Staff Sergeant Gordon Bailey is to claim an all-time record;
the pnotograph shows his contribution up to 1st July, since
when Signalman Darley has, in turn, introduced his sister and
his fiancee to the Regiment, making a total of five Baileys and
three Darleys to date.

Binner Night
T he D inner N igh t, at which the Mayor of Scar borough was
the chief guest, was held in the G rand Hotel. Our military
guests were Brigadier H. R. W. Vemon, C.B.E., B.G.S .,
Southern Command; Brigadier ) . D . T. Brett, O.B.E., C.S.0 .,
Southern Command; Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., Commander, Training Brigade; Colonel J. Rankin, D.D., W.R.A.C.,
Southern Command, and Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood,
Commanding Officer, 11th Signal Regiment. There were also
a number of civilian guests.
After an all ranks' dance and a free day, camp finished
with a R egimental parade, the salute being taken by the
Honorary Colonel, Colonel T . B. Langton, M .C.
Anausing 1noments
Camp certainly had its amusing moments; think of the detachment which attended the all ranks' dance in the Cyprus
H ilton; or the Squadron whose members were made honorary
member s of the Warders' Mess of - - - open prison, affectionately known as the ' Screw's bar at - - - nick '; or the
fie ld detachment who spent the night in the cells at Sennelager guardroom; or the Cook Sergeant who said, patting the
C.0 . on the arm, after a visit to the cookhouse, "Don't forget,
pop in any time "; or the person who asked the R egimental
Padre what he did -in civilian life !
We are now looking forward to a number of overseas
exercises during the next few months; more suitable weather
for our parachutists, and a busy festive season.

T h e T roo1•s a t E a s t bo11r11e
Shortly before camp, the Troops provided a guard of honour
when The Duke of N orfol k performed the opening ceremony
of the Wish Tower- an old N artello Tower- as a museum.
This impressive ceremony was attended by about 800 local
people and provided a different kind of activity and good
publicity for the Troops.
T h e R egime n tal S kill- a t-Arn1s Meeting
This was again held on the ranges at Coldlester, in rather
unsettled weather. This did not dampen the keenness of the
competition, and honours were shared fairly equally between
the Squadrons. In addition to the more serious activities, there
was clay pigeon shooting for all and a .22 competition for the
ladies. We arc grateful to the Commanding Officer's wife,
Mrs. M . L. Willway for presenting the przes.

for a spot of Infantry trammg, are occupying our classroo~ ,
and we have to travel to our centres in civilian clothes, plu
many other irritating hindrances, our attendances are growing.
The papers and television give a false picture of life over h ere,
which is quite normal, except for a small part of Belfast, and a
few extremists, life is its usual, good-humoured, pleasant Irish
self.

40th Ulster
Signal Regt. (V }
Belfast
Situu t aon

'THEsevere
ever-present threat of civil disturbance has placed
restrictions on outside training, and our longterm plans, carefully worked our last September, arc being
changed 'daily, daily.' Yet, despite the fact that our friends,
the Gunners of 16 Light Air Defence Regiment, over here
TH E WIRE , SEPTEMB E R - O CT OBER 1970

BU DDING TAKE OVER MOVEME NT
The Baille family with relatives, in-laws and what have you now
muster a total of eight members in th e Regiment. Founder mem bers
below:Left to right, standing Ronnie Gillian (nephew), Gordon Baille (the
grand old man)
Sitting : Gordon Bailie (junior), Brenda Bailie (nee Smith), Nan
Darley (nee Bailie), Derek Darley-(work all this out if you can
798 Medium Radio Troop, under L ieutenant Bill Nesbitt, is
to consolidate the experience gained in providing radio communications for race metings, sponsored walks, rallie , fetes,
barbecues and long-distance swim .
A dmi11. and l ..ol(lstles
The A.C.C. detachment, under Sergeant Dunseith, are to
make full use of the joint occupation of their kitchen with the
regular cooks, to ensure that their proud boast that • the ' a~c
meal is never served more rnan once in any one year' is
maintained.
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The L.A.D. i to continue to · swcco the route ' under Staff
Sergeant Steven on, bur if the cammel, which is the oldest
member of the Regiment, could be BER (Belatedly and Everlastingly Retired) we would Be Ever Rejoicing.

mmand and

S

Thereafter, we were all busy preparing for annual camp,
which took place from 30th ' ay to 13th June. The location,
Scar~rough-for the second year running-was somewhat of
a misnomer, except for H.Q. Squadron, as the regional
quadrons deployed direct to Exercise ' Red Shoes II ' locations, ~ever saw Scarborough until the second week of camp.
-W:athg11l Camp, at Canerick, the Engineer training areas at
Ripon and the Strensall training area were used with a Squadr<?n H.Q. and ~.F.H . Q. Troop at each, their subordinate
_1gnal Troops_ be~g lc_x:ated at the other two sites. This provided for realism m distances worked with the SR Dll s and
at the same time, reduced our administrative overheads to ~
minimum. An account of this exercise has been given else-

.;

~

_,
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Brigadier Robertson , Commander 13 Signal group meets Signalman
Jugdish Singh of 94 (Berks Yeo) Signal Squadron , W indsor Troop

You probably realize that your electronics
experience could now open up a whole new world
of opportunity. So, if you're getting out soon and
you're looking for a good career with prospects then take a look at this...
·
We're Burroughs Machines - one of today's
largest and most sophisticated international
electronics companies. You name it: from electronic calculators to the most complex computers this is our world . We need more men with technical
backgrounds, men who can come in half-way up
the ladder and so earn good financial rewards and
win the responsibility which they deserve. In short,
we need men like you and we'll show you exactly
how to mould yo ur skills to the job of installing
and ma intaining some of today's most advanced
electronic equipment.
The rewards within the computer industry are
high . We' re a fast growing company and the pace

of development will give you the opportunity to
specialise in either the advanced computer field
or on the senior management side. In the past. we
have found that ex-Servicemen have the necessary
combination of aptitude and ambition to rise
quickly within the company - and we'll give you
every opportunity to prove your talents and make a
success of your career. Although we are specifically
looking for people to work in the Greater London.
Bootle or Manchester regions. we are fully
prepared to consider applicants for other areas of
the country.
So join a growth company and get your
share of success .. .
Just write off to :
Geoff Lewis. Personnel Manager. Burroughs
Machines Ltd .. (Dept W/S) Heathrow
House. Cranford, Hounslow. Middx.

Burroughs

Even a rum issue

Realistic di tanees for radio links

,...,.....

Then put your electronics experience to work

71 st Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Bromley & South East England

The Regimental weekend trallllllg exercises were held at
Crowborough Camp in March and April this year. The first,
Exercise ' Open Door I,' gave everyone the opportunity of
showing what they had learned since our formation and,
purposely ambitious, it required the regional Squadrons to
operate the FSK broadcast system on the premise that if they
could do this they could do anything. The SR CI2 detachments also were kept busy in the surrounding area. In spite
of sub-zero ~emperatures and heavy snow-perhaps helped by
a well orgarused and welcome rum issue, things worked. This
was just as well, because it was the rehearsal for Exercise
' Open Door II,' a month later, when we were subjected to
01;1! first Fitness for Role Inspection by Commander, 13th
Signal Group (V). Again, all went very well indeed, in spite
of heavy rain this time. Brigadier Robertson presented awards ·
t~ W.0.11 (S.S.M.) G. E. C. _Delaney, 70 (Essex Yeomanry)
S1grial Squadron, the Lord Lieutenant of Essex Meritorious
Se~ce Cenificate; Sergeant J. A. Andrews (P.S.I.), the Long
Service . and Good Cond~ct Medal; Corporal A. J. Petty, 94
(Berkshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron, the T.A. Efficiency
Medal, and to Corporal K. W. Flint, of 884 Signal Troop, the
G.S.M.
The inspection. too, went well, as was evidenced by a message to the Regiment from our Honorary Colonel, MajorGeneral John Anderson. C.B.E., who said how pleased he was
to be told of the very satisfactory performance put up by all
departments of the Regiment.

-

.

-

Coming Out soori?

ignnl

H .Q., 12 ignal Group in London are to be thanked for
allowing u to have a fortnight's stand-down during the
' Glorious Twelfth ' holiday period.
The Regimental hooting Team reported by signal from
Biley that Signalman Joe Collins not only won the 'Young
oldiers' Comp~tition ' for the T.A.R.A. Weeting, but also
qualified for the T.A.V.R. SO Medal. The rest of the team
confined them elves to winning prize money, gaining the 'knowhow' for next year, and taking pride in the fact that they
were the only Royal Signal volunteer team at Bi Icy in the
year when the Corp when the lvlethuen Trop'· y.

E cell nt progr ss
I 'CE our last write-up we have continued to make
excellent progress in every direction. The long-awaited
receipt of our equipment and establishment tables, at the end
of last year, enabled u to demand the many vehicles and
scaled equipments we had been lacking for so long. For more
than two months the ' Q ' Department resembled a goods
depot, with convoys of trucks arriving daily to unload the
' goodies,' and the frenzied activity continued until these had
been redistributed to our far-flung Squadrons and Troops.
Inevitably, there are vital items we want, but cannot get,
and in time we hope that these, too, can be crossed off our
shopping list.

''

-

'

VACANCIES

ZAMBIA ARMY
An Urgent requirement exists for an Instructor Signals (initially
of Staff Sergeant).
THE OLD BOYS LEARN
Pensioner Sergeants Fordham and Davis learn a bit about modern
radio at Scarborough Camp. In structing them W .0.11. (F. of S.)
Jackson

where, suffice to say that d1e communication system worked
well and the Squadrons benefited immeasurably from the experience and the practice. Sound and continuous logistic
support was provided throughout the exercise by H .Q.
Squadron, from the Scarborough base.
The second · week of camp provided a mixture of trainingadventure training on the moors, radio exercises, trade boards,
and for many who were avidly thirsting for more technical
knowledge, classroom instruction in antenna theory and the
finer points of the Dll . Thank goodness the weather held
fine-hardly a drop of rain the whole fortnight. Any dehydration was completely rectified by the Squadron parties held
during the second week and, with our new-found friends on
H.M.S. Eskimo, which was visiting Scarborough during the
final days of camp.
(Continued on page 436)
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the rank

a.

Applicant must be proficient in Regimental and Corps Signalling
duties, preferable a Yeoman of Signals.

b.

He must be capable of Instructing in all aspects of his trade
(including CW and Teleprinter) up to, and including class
1 standard.

For more details please write to 'The Deknre AHa~e. Zamb~
High Commission, 7-11, Cavendish Place, London W.1.
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(Comin11ed from page 434)

Successlu ll9 a dapting to o new role in tluJ Corp•
·1111111111 1111 111111111111111111 1111111111 111 1111 11111111111111111

94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron

Report on Corps Shooting 1910
Dy

~ 11111111111111111111111111111IIi1111111111111111111111111111111111

the Cap t ain o l CorpH S hooting

(Volunteers) Berkshire
FTER training and fighting for over 200 years as Cavalry,
A
Dragoons, Dismounted Cavalry, Cyclists and Artillerymen, the Berkshire Yeomanry has successfully adapted to its
new role with the Royal Corps of Signals.
Raised as eleven independent Troops of Cavalry before
1794, the Troops raised at Windsor and R eading are the direct
foreru nners of one Troop and the Headquarters of the present
Squadron.
The • \Vinds o r

F o rester s '

In 1794, to meet the threat of a French invasion, the
T roops at Maidenhead, Reading and Windsor amalgamated
to form the 5th Regiment of Fencible Cavalry ' The Windsor
Foresters.' A change of name in 1803 to 1st Berkshire Regiment of Yeomanry Cavalry was followed by another in 1853
to The Royal Berk h ire Yeomanry Cavalry, under which title
it saw action in South Africa in 1900. In 1901 the title changed
to The Berkshire Imperial Yeomanry, and in that year it
was entrusted with the mounted duties at Windsor for Queen
Victoria's funeral.

Action at Galli1•oli
RECRUITING DRIVE FOR 71 ST REGIMENT?
Not really-this T.A .V.R. Centre was the polling station in the
Pr ime Minister's own constituency of Bexleyheath

Inter- Squ a dron S hie l d

The Inter-Squadron Shield was presented for the first time
to 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron for their overall
progress and ability since formation. The final order of merit
had been a closely-guarded secret by our C.O., but he let it
be known that it was a close thing, and that next year may
see another Squadron title engraved on the second plaque.
Last month the H .Q. Squadron T. & A.V.R. Centre at
Bexleyheath was taken over as a polling station and we were
honoured, late in the evening, by the presence of the Rt. H on.
Edward Heath, for his return as M.P., and the new Prime
Minister. Listeners to the B.B.C. coverage may recall the reporter referring to Mr. H eath's majority as "appearing more
secure than this cl.rill hall." We have been using that comment as a lever to obtain more locks for the doors, but no
one accepts the necessity. Perhaps the remark had some other
connotation which has escaped us.
Next autumn will see us participating in CPXs, and these
will give further valuable experience and know-how to supplement an increasingly effective knowledge of our role.

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.
Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances

Reverting to the title Berkshire Yeomanry in 1908, the
Regiment next saw action at G allipoli in 1916 where, during
the attack on Hill 70, Trooper F. W. 0 . Potts won the V.C.
for ' most conspicuous bravery in rescuing a wounded comrade under heavy fire.' T his was the first Yeomanry V.C. of
World War I, a war in which action was subsequently seen
in Egypt, Palestine and Flanders, in a variety of roles.
Converted to Artillery between the wars, the Regiment
fought in India, Malaya and Java as the 14Sth (Berkshire
Yeomanry F ield Regiment R.A. (T .A.) becoming part of
299th Field Regiment R.A. (T .A.) in 1957, before reverting to
Cavalry in 1961 as The Berkshire and Westminster Dragoons
RA C. (T .A.).
The Windsor Squadron converted to Infa ntry in 1967 as
'A' (Berkshire Yeomanry) Company of The Royal Berkshire
Territorials before adopting its present role in 1969, when
joined by Signals Troops from Southampton and Reading.
Commanded by Major F. K. Bailey, the Squadron has
recently carried its famous ' Berkshire Horse ' collar badges
through a successful fitness for role inspection with its Regiment-7lst Signal Regiment (V) commanded by LieutenantColonel A. P. Baker.
With an illustrious history, both on and off the battlefield
to uphold, The Berkshire Yeomanry has entered its new life
in a new Corps with the same pride, confidence and determination which has always brought it success.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. inc. P. Tax
(Postage Extra)

Our ccord D ept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district., also sheet music and
musical instruments.
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T. F ROST (Saddlers) BAW T R Y
Nr. DONCASTER
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[CourteJy Thomas W ilkie F .R.P.S., A .J.B .P ., 41 /42

Dru ~1111ond

Rd., Guildford

IT TOOK 12 YEARS T O WIN THIS ONE!
T he Methu e n Challenge Cup and t he team that won it for the corps

Left to right, Corpo ra l G. L. Jaques, Capt a in D. C. N . Genders, Major P. Carr, Lieu t enant D. J . Mclean, Corporal C. M. Blowman,
Staff-Sergean t E. R. R. Smith

opening paragraphs of last year's report it was possible
IweNalltotheenjoyed;
comment favourably upon the glorious weather which
as the out-door types well know, this year's
shooting weather precludes any such comment. All too
frequently it was a case of waiting for visibility to lift and
allow us to see the targets at 300 metres.
The real problem in compiling this report is knowing just
where to start! As the person who has been sitting at the
centre of the spider's web, so to speak, it seemed to be an
unending stream of signals- telephone calls- and competitors
walking into the gunroom at J3isley saying, " Guess what we
have just won."
Perhaps anyone who feels deserving of a mention, and is not
covered in this article, will forgive me and accept the reason
that ' our cup runneth over.' Two units which richly deserve
p raise are once again 3rd Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment,
and 30th Signal Regiment; the former because for the seventh
successive year they have made a quite excellent job of hosting
and administering the STRA T CO /SOUTH CO - Corps rifle
meetings at Bulford; the latter for yet again producing the
most cheerful and hardworking army of butt-markers it has
been our good fortune to shoot with. On behalf of all the
Corps competitors, our very grateful than ks to everyone who
helped make the Bulford meetings so thoroughly enjoyable.
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As a departure from the usual chronological order of write-up,
it does seem more appropriate this year to give prominence
to the two major successes enjoyed by the Corps team, and
also give the reader an insight into ' beneath the surface '
activities concerning both events.
The ~lethuen C:up :Hatc h , 1970
This match is fired under National Rifle Association rules
and is open to teams of sLx riflemen drawn from Commands,
Corps, D ivisions of Infantry; each team therefore is selected
from a potential strength of about 5,000 men wearing the same
cap-badge or insignia. This year 27 such teams competed.
The conditions specify deliberate shooting at 500m. fire and
movement from 500m. down to lOOm., rapid and snap shooting
at 300m., thus iproviding a comprehensive test of battlefield-type
firing.
The match itself oroved to be something of a ' clilf-hanger'
and by no means as easy as the winning margin of 30 points
would appear to indicate. The fl uctuating fortunes came lD the
following order:
Practice 1 (SOOm. deliberace )
The team ended in 8th position 17 points behind Naval Air
Command.
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Pramce 2 (F. & M. 500-lOOm.)
The R.N. and R.M. teams had a disa trou run-down, leaving
the Corps team now in 4th place, 10 points behind the new
leaders-R.A.0.C.
Prac1ice 3 (300m. rapid)
Three respectable scores by the R.A.0.C. Para and Royal
ignal left the Corps team 2nd to R.A.O.C . by just three
points, with the Para breathing down our necks a mere five
point behind.
Prac11ce 4 (300m. snap)
Both the R.A.0 .C. and Para teams managed to complete
their nap shooting before u , so fortunately (or unfortunately)
the gallant band of supporters manning our own scoreboard
were able to calculate exactly what the last three firers needed
for a winning score. Ir worked our at 33-33-32. Only the
team captain wa informed of this fact, and as be was in the
last detail to fire promptly suffered a mild heart attack. All went
well, however, and a comfortable margin of points wa
achieved.
The celebrations which followe d in the evening gave cause
for deep concern (the following morning) because all members
of the team, and the reserve , were firing in the Army Hundred
Cup. They were easily distinguishable throughout the morning
by virtue of constantly wearing their ear-defenders, and having
their eyes focused on infinity I
.
I t may interest some older members of the Corps, whilst
ind ucing the younger ones to greater efforts, to read of those
who have shot for the Methuen over the years:
Major G . A. S. Exel!, 1950-59-61-63-64-65-68; Major P. Carr,
1959-60-64-65-66-69-70; Colonel H. J. Thompson, 1948-49-5051-57-58; Captain D. C. N . Genders, 1962-65-66-67-{}9-70;
Staff Sergeant E. R.R. Smith, 1964-66-{}7-68-69-70; LieutenantColonel M. S. Jarrett, 1959-60-65-66-67; Captain D . H . Insall,
1959-63-64-65-66.
F ive appearances gains admission to the roll.
The African Cup, 1970
This cup is awarded to the ' Corps team of H.M. F orces '
gaining the highest number of place points in the 11 service
rifle matches and the SMG match, fired during the N ational
Rifle M eeting. As such it r epresents the acme of consistent
markmanship from the team of four firers.
All praise is due to the tea m shown below for being the first
British Army team to win the cup, and therefore the N.R.A.
Service Rifle Championship :

R ifle:
Captain D. C. N. Genders, Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith,
Corporal C. M. Blowm.an, Corporal G. L. Jaques.
SMG:
Captain D. C. N . Genders, Staff Sergeant E . R. R. Smith,
Corporal G. L. Jaques, Lance-Corporal R. G . Kingham.
N.H.A.

CE~'TRAL

MEETING,

1970

Fired at Disley 13th-25th July
A frican Cup
l st, Royal Signals (Team Championship).

Brinsmead Shield
1st, Royal Signals (500m. deliberate).
Hythe Cup
1st, Royal Signals (300m. snap).
Mappin Trophy, Canada Trophy, Roberts T rophy
3rd, Royal Signals (300m . rapid, 500m.-100m. F. & M.,
300m. snap).
Individual achie'!lemencs
Servi.ce R ifle Championship
2nd, Corporal G. L. Jaques; 7th, Captain D . C. N . Genders.
Imperial T obacco Cu p
l st, Captain D. C. N. Genders.
B.S. A . Trophy
2nd, Captain D. C. N. Genders.
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Wantage Trophy
3rd, Captain D. C. N. Genders.
The following members of the Corps represented the Army
in various matches fired during the National Meeting :
a. Seruice Rifle-Army VIII
Corporal C. M. Blowman.

b.

Seruice Pisrol-Army Vlll
Lieutenant V. J. Reed.

c.

Target Rifle-Army Xll, Long Range
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson, Major P .
Carr, Captain D . C. N. Genders.

d.

Target Rifle-Army Xll, Shorr Range
Major J. Cox, Major P. Carr, Captain D . C. N.
Genders.

Two members of the Corps qualified for that most select
band of marksmen, the Queen s Hundred. They were:
Colonel (retd.) H. J. Thompson, Captain D. C. N. Genders.
A.H.A. CENTHAL MEETING

Fired at Bisley/Ash/Pirbright lst-llth July

The Methuen Cup
1st, Royal Signals.
The R.E.M.E. Trophy
1st, Royal Signals (Top Army Team in Methuen).
The Woolwich Trophy
1st, Royal Signals (RA. v. R.E. v. Royal Signals).

(Continued from page 440)
ding cards. Game to the end, however, the STATS staff had
everything correctly worked out by the time M ajor-General
David Price returned from the falling plate competition to
award the prizes.
The team captains this year had voted to decide the major
and minor unit championships on place points rather than
gun-scores, and the results were as follows:

SMG XXX Cup
Winning score: Lance-Corporal Kingham, 116/150.
Bisley Cup
Winning score: Major Carr, 141 /150.
Pistol XXX Cup
Winning score: Captain Genders, 86/120.

Champion Team Major Units-8 entries
1st, 30th Signal Regiment, 49 points; 2nd, 7th Signal
Regiment, 38; 3rd, 21st Signal Regiment, '36.

Para Cup
Winning team: 21st Signal Regiment.

Champion Team Minor Units-8 entries
1st, 11th Signal Regiment, 40 points; 2nd, 8th Signal
Regiment, 38; 3rd, H .Q. Squadron 14th Signal Regiment, 32.

Sma!l Arms Cup
Winning team: 21st Signal Regiment.

Individual Championship-120 entries
Class 'A': 1st, Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, 21st Signal
Regiment, score 665; 2nd, Lieutenant V. J. Reea,
21st Signal Regiment, 660; 3rd, Major P. Carr, School
of Signals, 642.
Class 'E ': 1st, Corporal G. L. Jaques, 30th Signal Regiment, 647; 2nd, Lance-Corporal Turner (R.E.M.E.),
7th Signal Regiment, 600; 3rd, Lance-Corporal Hindle,
30th Signal Regiment, 599.
Roupell Cup-120 entries
Winning team: 30th Signal Rer,iment.
Winning score: Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, 74/80.
Whitehead Cup-120 entries
Winning team : 30th Signal Regiment.
Winning score: Signalman Locke, 74/80.

The Brook Bond Cup
1st, 30th Signal R egiment.

Associaiion Cup-120 entries
Winning team: 30th Signal Regiment.
Winning score: Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, 172/200.

The Siock Exchange Cup
1st, 30th Signal Regiment.

Roberts Cup
Winning score: Lieutenant Singleton, 98/100.

The T.R. Team Match
1st, School of Signals.

Aimy 100 Cup
Winning score: Corporal Jaques, 178/200.

\VAll~·1 ;vG
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All team captains should be prepared to fire the next
Bulford meetings on rhe gallery range only. Just in case neither
of the two new E.T.R. ranges is in use in time, an alternative
programme of gallery shoots will be put forward for consideration at the A.G.M . in December, 1970.
To all the 'gun-nuts ' in the Corps, thank you gentlemen
for your splendid support this season, and remember that the
time to start preparing for Eisley, 1971, was yesterday!

Letter from the Adjutant-General to the S. 0.-in-C.
" I was delighted to see in the final resu lts of this year's
A.R A. and N.R.A. at Bisley mat the Royal Corps of Signals
had done so very well. Not only have you won the muchcoveted Methuen and Brook Bond Cups, but to cap it all, you
have walked off with the Inter-U nit Championship.
This is a tremendous achievement and could not come at
a better time than in your 50th Anniversary Year.
Would you please pass my warmest congratulations to all
those who took part, and in particular to Colonel Thompson,
for his success in winning the .R.A. Silver Medal and Eisley
Cup."

The R .U.R. Cup
2nd, 21st Signal Regiment.
The Britan nia Trophy
2nd, 30th Signal Regiment.
T he K. R.R.C. Cup-Major Unit Championship
5th, 30th Signal Regiment; 9th, 21st Signal Regiment.
Individual achiev,emenis
T he Bisley Cup
1st, Colonel H. J. Thompson, score 145/150; 2nd, M ajor
P. Carr, 145/ 150; 16th, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V.
Walsh, 139/150; 17th, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H .
Gilbertson, 139 / 150.
The SMG XXX
16th, Lance-Corporal R. G . Kingham (30th Signal R egiment); 19th, Staff Sergeant E. R. R. Smith (21st
Signal Regiment); 23rd, Lieutenant V. J . Reed (21st
Signal R egiment); 29th, Captain D. C. N. Genders
(H .Q . 4 D ivision).
The Pistol X XX
5th, Lieutenant V. J. Reed (21st Signal Regiment); 9th,
Captain D . C. N. Genders (H.Q. 4 Division); 17th,
Lieutenant J. P. Munnery (R.M .C.S.); 21st, Lieutenant
D . J . McLean (30th Signal Regimen t).
HOYAL SIGNALS CORPS SKILL AT ARMS
MEETING. 1970

Fired on BuUord Ranges 22nd-26th June
The paper involved with this meeting was almost unbelievable; with an all-time record of the maximum 120 competitors,
the ST ATS tent seemed to be permanently swamped in squad ~
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Corps Cricket
Corps v. R.C.T.

Signals) who scored 75. and some more deadly bowling by Kil vingtoo ,
who took 5 fo r 20 in R .A.C.' first innings and 3 for 28 in the second
innings. backed up by bigb standard fielding by the Corps eleven. paved
the way to a fine Corp victory by 100 runs against trong opposition .

Played at AJdershol on 10th/ 11th June.
Corps J JO (Kil• ington 32; Stanbridge 22) and 146 (Kilvington 40;
Williamson 39).
R .C.T . 107 (Kilvington 6 for 47 ; Franks 4 fo r 42) and 92 for 6 wickets
(Kilving to n 4 for 44; Franks 2 fo r 42).
Corporal Kilviogton (School of Sigoals) and Corporal Franks (10th
Signal R egiment) were both in fine fo rm with the ball. On the second
day a thunderstorm caused the match to be abando!led a a draw; R .C.T .
scoring 96 for 6 a nd st ill needing 54 runs for victory .

Corps v. R.E.

Corps v. R.E.M.E.

Harrogate Lance-Corporal's remarl<ahle
achievement in Inter-Services Foil Championship

Played at Aborfield on 16th / 17th June.
Corps 131 (Stan bridge 36; Price 23) and 157 for 7 wickets (Willinm son
53; Forster 22; Kilvin1:ton 22).
R.E.M.E. 100 (Stnnbridge 4 for 26: R adford 3 for 22; K ilvinglon 2 for
21) and 146 (Thatcher 3 for 44; K ilviogton 2 for 23).
In their second inni;ngs, the Corps set R.E.M .E. to make 183 in 170
minutes, but accurate bowling and some excellent fielding won the game
for the Corps by 37 runs.

Corps v. Royal Marines
Played at Portsmouth on 19th June.
Marines J 18 (Kitvington 5 for 24; Stnnbridge 3 for 44).
Corps 120 for 7 wickets (Seales 25 not out; Syrumons 22).
The Marines found scoring off K ilviogtoo and Stanbridge very difficultparticuJarJy Kilvington , who took five wicket for 24 .runs. The Corp ,
in their turn. found runs far from easy, and at one. time they were ?3
for seven wickets, until Corpor:il Seales (24Lh R eg iment) und Cnpt:11n
Rudford (l llh Signal Regiment) came together .and knocked an undefeated
47 runs, to give the Corps victory by three wickets.

Corps v. R.A.C.
Corps 157 (Frnnks 59: Stnnbridge 45; Kil viogtou 20) and 216 for 6
wickets declared (Cnrr-Smilh 89; W illiamson 75 not out).
R.A.C. 152 (Kilvington 5 for 20; Radford 4 for 30) and 121 ( fnnbridge
4 for 26: Kilvinglon 3 for 28).
Some fi ne batti ng in the Corps second i nn ings by Captain Carr-Smith
(Mons O .C.S.), who got 89 and Lance-Corporul Williamson (School ot
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Played at Chatham on 15th/ 16th July.
Corp5 I 60 for 8 declared and 153.
R.E. 135 for 3 wicket and 132 for 7.
Ma tch drawn.
The Corps ha.. now played five matches, woo three and drawn t1rn.

Exrract from a leuer 10 ihe Comma11dan1, Army Apprentices'
College, from the H on. S ecreiary, Army Fencing Union:
" On behalf of the Presiden t and Committee of the Army
Fencing Union I have plcas~e in . forwarding th.e Army
representative Colours fo r fencmg which the CommJttee has
awarded to Lance-Corporal S. Graham for hi remarkable
achievement in gai ning thir d place in the fi nal of thi: Inter·
Services' Foil Championship, held on 23rd July dun ng the
Royal Tournament, Ear ls' Court.
"Th e final pool consisted of 12 senior experienced fencers
from the R , Army and RAF and Gr:iJiam c;mly concede.d
losses to me eve ntual winner and prev1ou · winners of th is
.
.
particular event.
" I t is interesting to note that Graham 1 the first Juruor
Soldier ever to fence a the Royal T ournament and together
wi th this distinction he is the first J unior to be awarded Army
representative Colour for fe ncing.
.
.
" M y Committee would be most .gratefu.l 1f you could fi nd 11
possible to pre ent the Colours to h im officially and congra tulate
him accordingly on their behalf please."
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Corps Canoeists achieve resounding success in B.A. D.R. anti Eire
The annual B.A.O.R. Long Di tance Champion hips on the
River We er, consi t of a sprint upstream of nine kilometres,
where competitors have to carry kit and, after bivouacing that
night race down cream for 65 kilometres throughout the next
day.
Results of the men' race were as follows:
Cla
I . 2 Div. H .Q. and ignal Regiment- I t and 2nd.
la 2A: 2 Oh H.Q. nd Signal R egiment- 1st and 2nd.
Cla · J . 4 Div. H .Q . and ignal R egimc11 - Isl:
'.:nd Div . H .Q. and
ignal R egiment-3rd.
Cla" 4
2 Div . H .Q . and igna.l Regime.nt- lst and 2nd .

Representing 2 D iv. H.Q. and Signal Regiment were LanceCorporal Pawlow and Lance-Corporal Wink, Corporal Bull and
Lance-Corporal Story, Corporal Bingham, Corporal Curran
(R.E.), Signalman Harwood, Signalman Buckler, Gunner
Taylor, Lance-Corporal Harper and Signalman Carter.
It is interesting to note that th.is i the third time that the
2 Div. H .Q. and Signal Regiment K2 team led by Wink and
Pawlow have won these championships. This year, both Corps
Clas 2A crews (Pawlow/Wink and Bull/Story) broke the uptream and downstream records by nearly half an hour, an
outstanding performance by Corps canoeists-the sort of thing
we are now begining to expect from Corps Canoe Clubs.
Earlier in the season, at M ulheirn on the River Ruhr the
B.A.O.R. sprint championships were held. This was the first
rime ever for some of our W.R.A.C. canoeists from B.A.0 .R.
and was yet again another sweeping victory for Corps canoeist .
Results as follows:

Stop

Pret~s

News has just come in as we go to press of some remarkable
successe,s by Corps canoeists in the 1970 International Liffcy
Descent Canoe meeting. Held each year in Eire on the River
Llffey, they are a series of the most important races in the
European calendar and attract the very cream of European
canoei ts of international class. Quite undaunted by the high
level of thi oppo ition, the Corps by gaining a lst, 2nd and 3rd
place in three cla ses have, it is believed, achieved a canoeing
feat not before equalled by any single club in the international
field.
Results in the events in which the Corps competed were:
2: Lance-Corp oral Pawlow/ Lance-Corporal Wi nk (2 Div . H .Q . and
Sig. Rcg1. )-2nd .
Cla s 3: Lieutenant M. E. Harrison (School of Signnls) -3rd.
Class 4: Corpornl BuU I Lance-Corporal Story (2 Div . H.Q. and Sig.
Regt.)-lst .
Cla

Full details in the next issue of THE WIRE.
REGULATION PATTERN

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -14/4 each plu1 1/6 post
Abroad-13/- each plus 1/6 po1t
Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Sl1nal1
Pace Stlek1 ...
. ..
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
Serceantt Walkins Canes, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested. Home
...
...
...
.. .
.. .
.. .
Abroad ...

37/69/58/-

30th SIGNAL REGIMENT'S MARKSMEN WITH THEIR TROPHIES

CLASS IA
Laoce-CorpornJ Pa,.low, 2 Div. H .Q . and Sig. R cgt.-1 t .
Lance-Corpor:tl Wink, 2 D iv. H .Q . and ig. R egt.-2nd.

Bock row, left to right : Lance-Corporal Carr, Corporal McKnight, Corporal Renn oldson , Signalman Bonelle, Lance-Corporal Tay lor, Corporal

ERNEST GOODRICH

Bartrop, Lance-Corporal Keighley, Corporal Dryland, Signalman Harris, Corporal ·McBain, Corporal Beighton, Lance-Corporal Hindle and
Lance-Corporal Davidson
Front row, left to right: Corporal Purkiss, Lieutenant D. Mclean, Major G. H. Cowsill, Lieutenant-Colonel I. M. Rose (Commanding Officer),
2/ Lieutenant J. Dyer W.R.A.C., Lance-Corporal Kingham

Specialist in rhe supply of Military Requ isi tes

CLASS 2A
Lanee-Corporal Pnwlow and Lance-Corporal Wink, 2 Div. H .Q . and
Regt.-1 t.

ig .

CLASS 3A
Lance-Corporal Pawlow, 2 Div. H .Q . a nd Sig. R egt.-l st.
Lance-Corporal Wink, 2 Div . H .Q . and Sig. R egt.-2nd.
Corporal Bingham, 2 Div. H.Q. and Sig. R cgt.-3rd .
CLASS 4A
Lanee-Corp-Oral Pawlow a nd Lance-Corporal Wink, 2 D iv. H .Q . and
Regt.-Jst.
Corporal Bingham a nd Corporal Curran CR.E.), 2 Div. H.Q. a nd
Regt.-3 rd .

ig.

Government Communications Headquarters

ig .

Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particuiarly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253.

lB

Corporal Mc orlt)' and Signalman Chnudler, 16 S ig. Rcgt.-2nd.
i::n:tlman McKendriek and Signalman Harwood, 2 Div. H.Q . and Sig.
Regt.-3rd .
Captain Harrison a nd Signalman Carter. 2 Div. H .Q. a nd Sig . Regt.-4th.
Signalman White and Signalman Ayres, 16 Sig. R egt.-5th.
CLASS 38
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
igoalman
CLA

Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties
covering nights, weekends and public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appointments are temporary but with excellent
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.

~cKtndriek, 2 D iv. H.Q. and Sig . R cgt.- 2nd .
H3nlood, 2 Div. H.Q . and Sig. R cgt.- 5th.
While, 16 Sig. Regt.--6th .
Carttr, 2 Div. H.Q. and S ig. Rcgt.-8t h .

Candidates and both parents must have been British
since birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to:
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Corporal Ml'Sor1ey and Signalman Chandler, 16 Sig. R egt.-lst.
Captain Harri on and ii:nalmao Carter, 2 Div . H .Q . and Sig. R egt.-2nd.
igoalman \\ hite and igo:tlman Ayre•, 16 Sig. Regl.-3rd .
ii:nnlman McKtodrick and igoalman H.:1rwood, 2 Div. H .Q . and Sig.
'
Regt -4th .
orporal Bingham and Corporal Curr:m, R.E., 2 Div. H .Q . and

~~

Batlminton-now an ollicial/y sponsoretl
Corps sport

CYPHER VACANCIES

CLASS lB
ignalman 1eKtndrick, 2 D iv. H .Q . a nd Sig. Regt. - 1 t.
Corporal Bingham. 2 Div. H .Q . and Sig. R egt.-2nd.
ignalman Harwood, 2 Div . H.Q . a nd Sig. Regt.-3rd .
CLAS

44, WESTON AVENUE,
WEST MOLESEY, SURREY

~-

\tlXED DO BLES
Lance- orporal Pa,.low/ Privalc Pembtrlon- lst.
Lance· rp-0ral Wink / Lance-Corporal MeHahon-2nd.
ignalman W~ite Privott Amos- 3rd.

s·

~

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Prion Road,

CllELTENHAM,
Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270
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HIS year, for the first time, the Corps will be represented
officially in the Army Badminton _League.
.
TDetails
of the league are not yet finalised, but matches will
be held on 3rd October, 14th November, 5th December, and
16th January, 1971. Each of the matches will be triangular
in nature, with both matches taking place together. Because
of this, the normal team of six will probably be e1d:ended to
ten.
In order to pick the best team, it is proposed to hold a
Royal Signals tournament on Wednesday, 30th September, and
Thursday, 1st October, at the School of Signals, ~land.ford.
Events in this tournament will be--open doubles, unit doubles,
men's singles, mixed doubles, doubles plate, singles plate,
veterans (handicap).
.
Throughout the tournament, Carlton International pla~t1c
shuttles will be used. Full details of the tournament are .be~ng
sent to all units under separate cover, but anyone w1shmg
to play who cannot get details, should contact Captain R. S.
Claytor:, Defence Automatic Data Processi?~ Centre, School
of Signals, Blandford, or ring Blandford M.ihtary 2581, e.xtension 334.
At this tournament it is proposed to pick the team to play
in the first match to be held on 3rd October. Players dlo en
will stay in Blandford until Friday, 2nd October, travel to the
match and then return to their units on 4th October.
Th~ Corps Games Committee has recently agreed that
badminton is an ' approved ' sport and that Corps Co~ours
might be awarded. The matches of the Army Badmmton
League are approved fixtures.
.
In recent years the Corps has produced the Army. Singles
Champion and pairs wbo have reached the last four m .Army
Doubles Championship . A great. deal of sul?port will be
needed to produce similar results m the Bad_mmton League.
Any players interested should contact <;:aptam Clayton, who
will forward entry forms to them and details of the tournament.
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Lawn Tennis
CORPS CllAMPIONSDIPS, 1970
Captain M. A. Cornforth, Secretary Royal Signals Lawn
Tennis, writes:
The above championships were played at Blandford on
Thursday/Friday/Saturday, 9th/10th/11th July. It was a very
full programme as only three courts were used, and ~l~o
because a mixed doubles event was played for the first ame
for a few years. The weather held, however, and the tournament was completed in the sdleduled time. There were some
interesting matches played in the opening rounds, although
no real upsets occurred. The finals produced some really fine
play, with three of the finals going to three sets. Major Gord~n
Oeblers was undoubtedly the player of the tournamentl wrnning three of the events-his sideboard must be groanmg as
much as his knees did at the end of the finals day.
The results of the various events are as follows:
Singles Plate Competitio11
W.O.ll D. Walker beat Sergeant Mundy, 6--3, 6--t.

Doubles Plate Competition
Lieutenant-Colonel E.

. L. Brown and Lieutenant B. Baynes beat
Corporal Drika and Corporal Boundy, 6-x , 3--6, 6--1.

Open Doubles Championship

Major L.
. Bamber mu! Lieutenant I. J. Oddie beat Lieutell3ntColonel Lowe and Major G. R Oehlers, 4--6, 7-5, l>-4.

Singles Championship
Major G . R Oehlers beat Lance-Corporal R. A. S. Dunster. 7-5,
z--6, 6-4.
Mixed Do11bles Championship
Major and Mrs. G . R. Oehlcrs beat Captain and Mrs. S. G. M.
Gordon, 8--6, 6--3.
ltHer-Unit Do11bles Cliampionshi"
Won by School of Signals. Lieutenant-Colonel G . F. Lowe and Major
G. R Oehlers beat Major L. S. Bnmber and Capttrin M . A.
Cornforth, 6-o, 6--1.
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They nearly JiJ it! Runners-up in Final Anny
Mi,,or Units Team Athletics

BlllGADIER J . C. DAllDY, C.B.E.

®bituarp
MAJOR II. L. F. FEGAN, M.M.

InaGieves
ready-to-wear
7th ARMOURED BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON'S SUCCESSFUL
ATHLETIC TEAM
The Squadron continues to do welf on the sports field. Having won che 7 A rmd.
Brirade, I Division, BAOR and Morrison Cup Minor Un its Athletics Compet i~
tions, the team, at unit expense, trave lled to England co compete in che Army
C~mp i onships at Aldorshot on the 29th July. There th e team came second to
the Mercian Depot who beac them by one poin c Once a.gain Sergeant Escott
take.s much cred it for a successful at hle tic season throughout which he has been
ably supported by team members from every par t of the H.Q . and Signal Squad ro n
left to right : Bock row-S ignalm an Mackenzie, Trooper McKenzie, Ca ptain
Hodces (Adjutant). Major Pollard, lance-Corporal Corcoran
Front row-Signalman Appelton, Corporal Kelly, Sergeant Escott, Signalman
Watson, Driver Mitchell . On ground, lance-Cor poral Cox, Cor po ral Oxley

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

BRIGADIER CYRIL KNOWLES, C.B.E.

Appointed Tailors and
Out.filters to the
Royal Corps of S;gnals

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE

Cll

2~0ld Bond St.,London,Wl

Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
units at short notice
TB.UIPHONB : JUCllMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

The death, at the age of 77, on 25th July, of 'Tim ' Fegan,
will create a feeling of loss in both Royal Signals and the Indian
Signal Corps.
.
.
Tim joined as a boy telegraphist, aged 15, m 1907. He
was trained under K Company arrangements in the G.P.O.
and continu ed his education up to the age of 18 in Exeter,
where he spent the first three years of his service in K Company.
He was promoted Sergeant at the age of 21, and in 1914 proceeded to South West Africa on active service against the
Germans. Later he served in France, where he won the
M.M. and became a C.Q.M.S. He was selected for a comm1ss1on in 1918, while on the Italian front, and was actually
on his way to an officer cadet unit when the war ended.
He then went to Egypt and Palestine as C.S.M. of the Wireless Company, transferring to Royal Signals in 1920. He
was R.Q.M.S. of 1st Divisional Signals in Aldersbot from
1926-1929, when he took up the post of R.SM. of the Depot
Battalion, the most highly-prized W.O.I appointment in the
Corps.
Tim was commissioned as an Indian Signal Corps Q.M.
in 1933 and served continuously in Kobat District Signals until
the outbreak of war. After a year at G.H.Q., Delhi, he joined
the staff of the S.0.-in-C. India, as G_S.O.II, Secretary of the
Defence Services Communication L iaison Board from 19411947, when he retired.
Tim was an upright, straightforward man, who exerted great
influence on the soldiers under his care and who helped many
young officers over hurdles_ Our deep sympathy is extended to
his widow.

Bath • Brockenhurst • Camberley · Cambridge
Cheltenham · Chester · Chichester · Cranwell
Dartmouth • Edinburgh • Harrow • Leicester
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Southampton
Weymouth
Winchester
Malta

Cyril Knowles was originally commissioned at the. age of 19
in the Rifle Brigade in 1918. He was wounded m France
five days before the Armistice. He served in the Arab Rebellion and in India. He attended a 'Q' Course in 1923, was
seconded to the Corps the following year, and was transferred in 1927. He was a natural horseman and attended
the equitation course at Weedon. Thereaft~ r, many office~s and
signalmen passed through his hands in the Mounted Wmg.
In 1928 he moved to the Middle East, where he re~ained
until 1943, return i n~ only once to England .to be Ad)ut::uit
of 2nd Divisional Signals_ He spent a year m the Palestme
operations.
.
.
.
Early in 1940 he was given a command. His first two uruts
were 8th Division and 7th Armoured (the Desert Rats). He
later commanded the Sudan Defence Force Signals and 4 L.
of C . Signals. His last two appointments in the Middle East
were as C.S.0. 13 Corps and C.S.O. 10 Corps.
He accompanied the British Liberation Army to North West
Europe as C.S.O. 8 Corps. He was C.S .O. 2nd Army, 1944-45.
After V.E.-Day Cyril Knowles wa~ D.D. ~ig_nals (Tel~com
munications) in the War Office-a )Ob he d1sliked-Whit~hall
soldiering was not for him. In 1946 he returned to the Middle
East as C.S .0. Palestine. He was C.S.O. Scotland from 194649. To his surprise, he was then appointed to be . Co~
mander, Vienna Garrison, for three. years, ~ duty wh!c~ mcluded being a member of the Brmsh Alhed Comrruss1on.
He was Mentioned in Despatches in Iraq and was awarded
the C.B.E. in 1945 and the Legion of Merit (U.S).
In pre-war days his enthusiasm as a horseman and a rugger
player was most ~rked and brought credit to Royal Signals
but it was as Chief Signal Officer of 13, 10 ~nd 8 Cor~s. he
will be remembered. Almost daily, in operations,. he v1s1ted
Signal units in the formations under command. H1_s calm and
friendly manner and his confident help and advice :were_ a
ble sing to junior signal officers. Those who served with hrm
will never forget him as a comrade.
.
In 1925 he married Pamela Mary, daughter of L1eutenantColonel W . A. Morris, of Carleon. He died after several years
of crippling arthritis, at Monmouth, on 2nd August, 1970.. On
behalf of his many friends in the Corps who ~new, ad1:rured,
and loved him, we offer to his widow and family our smcere
sympathy.
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John Chambers Hardy, invariably known as Jack, was the
son of H. E. Hardy, of Killyman, Dungannon. Born in 1905,
he was educated at Campbell College and the ' Shop.' On
joining 13 ' Q' Course, in 1926, he was immediately notable
for his happy attitude to life and his ability as a rug.ger
player. In his time, he represented the Corps, the Harlequ1m,
the Army, Yorkshire and Ulster. Had he not been posted
abroad, he would probably have played for Ireland. He was
also an outstanding sprin ~er, at 100 and 220 yards, for the
Corps and the Army.
He served on the North West Frontier of India in the 193031 operations and was one of the few officers of the Corps
to be selected for an equitation course at Saugor. He subsequently made a great name for himself as a horseman in
Peshawar and whipped in for the P.V.H. in 1932/34. Later,
at the outbreak of war he was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel
and given Command of 13 Corps Signals after some service
with the Sudan Defence Force. Subsequently he became C.O.
of 9th Army Signals, and in 1944 he was promoted Colonel
and appointed C.S.O., Air Formation Signals. He was
Mentioned in D espatches t.vice_
In 1949 he became DD Signals at the Air Ministry. This
was followed by three happy and successful years on the. British
Joint Staff in Washington. Jack took up his last appomtment
in 1955 as C.S.0., Scottith Command. He was awarded the
C.B.E. in 1958.
Jack Hardy will be remembered by his friends as a fine and
modest sportsman who supported the Corps- honourably, both
on and off duty~ It was these qualities which led to his
appointment as one of the Royal Signals instructors at the
RM.A., Woolwich in 1936.
In his retirement he worked with the firm of William
Govan Ltd., of Glasgow, in which he was. a director: He moved
his home to Kirkintilloch, DunbartonshJie. He died on 26th
July, after a long illness.
In 1944 he married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir George
Lomas-Walker and they have three daughters and a granddaughter. Jack's many friends will miss his che~rful personality and offer the deepest sympathy to the family.
R.S~I.

J.

J,EONARD,

M.B.E.

Colonel T. H. C. Grigg writes:
I am sure that many members of the Corps b~th serving
and retired will remember R.S.M. Leonard and will be very
sorry to hear of his death on 1st June at the early age of 60.
R.S.M. Leonard joined the Corps in 1928 and became an
Operator Signals. He went to India early in his career, remaining there until 1935 when he transferred to the Reserve. In
1939 he returned to the Colours and served with the British
Expeditionary Force as a Corporal. fr~m October of that year
until he was evacuated from Dunkirk m June, 1940. He had a
very active war, mostly in field formations, and finished in
N .W. Europe with the rank of Warrant Officer. He was
Mentioned in Despatches in 1940 and awarded an M.B.E.
in 1945.
Subsequently he served in the. Middle ~st with S~ Airborn·e Division and earned a high reputation for himself as
R.S.M. After a spell in B.A.O.R. he became R.S.M. to the
Officers' Training Wing at the Scho~l .o! Sign3;1s and hi~ final
appointment was as R.S.M. of 1st. D1vt~10nal Signal Regiment,
again in the M iddle East. He retJie~ m 1955 after ~early 27
years in the Corps. He has been descnbed by one of his former
commanding officers as "one of the best R.S.M.s the Corps
has ever had."
On retirement he was employed by the Nuclear Power Group
near Knutsford. But it was typical of his outstanding qualiti~s
as a leader and his unselfishness that he devoted much of his
spare time to Oi:iurch and youth activities, and became a muchrespected member of the management committee of a large
Approved School. He was also a Vice-President of the. local
cricket club and umpired hockey matches regularly until five
years ago_
A keen gardener, he was very fond of his home and garden.
He died on 1st June and was buried at Mobberley. The
Corps was represented at the funeral by R.S.M. HopeweU. His
family in their very sad lo s are, I know, consoled by t~e very
high esteem in which Mr. Leonard "".as ~e.I~, ~th dunng his
service in the army and subsequently m ov1han life.
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COLO:\"EL JI. G. BOWLEY
Brian Gabriel Rowley, often known as 'Gussie,' joined up
in the Royal orfolk Regiment in August, 1914, aged 17. He
was commis ioned into the Dorset Regiment after two months'
service and served with them in France until 1917, when he
joined lhc 1/21 Punjab:s. He saw active service in the
Egyptian Expeditionary Force in Palestine, and later on, lhe
Black Sea until 1921.
He joined the Indian Signal Corps, on probation, in 1922,
serving as S.O. to C.S.O., orthem Command, and later in
D D ivisional Signal . After attending a 'Q' Cour e, he transferred to Royal Signals in 1926. He then sp ent three years in
Wazi.ristan.
In 1930, he began the only 18 months he ever spent in
Regimental service in the United Kingdom-at Catterick. From
1932 to 1935 he served in Jaba!pur and Kohat. He was
appointed to Command lhe Army Signal Sch ool at Poona in
1935. After a short period as C.S.O., Southern Command,
India, he returned to U.K. in 1938 as C.S .0 . Air Fighter Command actually being employed as C.S.O. 1 A.A. Corps.
In 1942 he became C.S.O., Canal Area, and then joined
PAIFORCE as C.S.O. III Corps. His last appointment before retiring in 1947 was C.S.O. Palestine.
He lived near Farnham and remained in close touch with
a large number of retired Corps folk in the Aldershot area.
He had recently been on holiday to South Africa, and we
were very pleased to see him at Blandford during the 1970
R eunion Weekend.
Brian died suddenly on 16th July, and we offer our deepest
sympathy to Erica, his widow.
~IAJOB-GEI\"EBAL

A. C. FlJLLER, C.D.E.

Major-General Algernon Clement Fuller died at his home
in Jersey on 6th August at the age of 85. 'Algy' Fuller entered
the Royal Engineers in 1904 from the ' Shop,' where he won
the Armstrong Medal. By 1906, when he was in 6th Field
Company, he was experimenting in wireless-at that time a
very new field. Thence he went to Bermuda as O.C. Signals.
He erected wireless stations and built a radio-controlled boat.
On reruming to Aldershot in 1910, he made considerable
advances in the electrical recording of speech, and invented an
automatic alarm signal for making a special call in lhe absence
of a radio operator. While Adjutant of Western Telegraph
Companies R.E.(TF) at Liverpool from 1912 to 1914, he invented the dynop'none, an instrument to amplify wireless signals
before thermionic valves were introduced. He published ' Hints
on Wireless for Amateurs' in 1911.
Such a capable scientist and mathematician was not permitted to accompany the B.E.F. in 1914. Instead, he became
Adjutant of the newly-forming Signal D epot at Haynes Park.
He was able to pay an extended visit to 1st Army Signals
in France in 1915, where he was able to gain first-hand knowledge of the problems facing signal officers in the field. He
returned to England to be Staff Officer to Brigadier General
Boys at the S.S.T .C. at Ridgemont, Bedford. While in France
he had seen that, due to induction, telegraphy had become a
danger to fighting men in trench warfare. This brought about
the invention by which he will always be remembered-the
Fullerphone. The morse signal from this instrument <:ould not
be picked up by induction. The Fullerphone was the only
Great War instrument which remained in use up to the end
of World War II. Fuller was a practical man, and his inventions were ' soldier proof.'
In 1916 he became experimental officer at the Signals Experimental Establishment. From here he was required
frequently to visit front line units. He was Mentioned in
Despatches four times. He was awarded the Order of the
Crown of Italy and was created a Chevalier of the Legion
d'Honneur. He received a brevet majority. Howeve.r, he
had net been on the strength of a unit overseas and received
neither the 1915 Star or the Victory Medal, on which the
emblem denoting a mention was worn.
He was awarded the 0.B.E. in 1922, in which year he
transferred to Royal Signals. He spent the next eleven years
a a member of the R.E. and Signals Board, and then four
years as Chief Inspector of R.E. and Signals Stores. He
received the brevets of both Lieutenant-Colonel and Colonel.
In 1938 he was promoted Brigadier on appointment as
Deputy Director of Mechanisation (Engineers and Signals)

at the War Office. In 1940 at the Ministry of Supply he was
promoted to Major-General as a director. When he retired
in 1941, he had become Deputy Director-General of the
Mini try. He was awarded the C.B.E.
From 1941-45 General Fuller was Deputy Regional Commissioner for Civil Defence, Eastern Region.
As a memorial to H.R.H. The Princess Royal, the first and
greatly-loved Colonel-in-Chief, Royal Signals, the Royal Signals
Institution struck a medal of honour, to be known as the
Princess Mary Medal. One of the first two recipients of this
rare award, for compicuous contriburions to the art of signalling was General Fuller. The presentation was made by The
Lieutenant-Governor of Jersey, on behalf of the Master of
Signals, General Fuller being not well enough to travel at
that time.
He was a lively member of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers and had addres ~ ed this august body on several
occasions.
He married in 1908, Ione Murdoch, from a naval family.
Mrs. Fuller died in 1965. They had one daughter, to whom
the Corps which held her father in such high esreem, would
wish to offer the:r deepest sympathy.

C.Q.M.S.

W.
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''?;~jfti~. to the Australian Army
.'«;·~:<..~1P.
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STEVENSON

A.V.I. writes :
It is with great regret that we have to report the passing of
C.Q.M.S. ' Bill ' Stevenson. 'Bill,' as we knew him in Aldershot, was very faithful to lhe Corps and the Association. While
with us at Aldershot he was a very regular attender of the
monthly meetings and always in attendance at the Catterick
Reunions. I t was only a couple of years ago, after his 80th
birthday, he coached all the way from Southampton to be
there at Catterick.
His service commenced in 1906 with the Loyal North Lanes
and in September, 1912, transferred to the R.E. Signals, continuing through with Royal Signals until October, 1927. During
this period he saw service in France, Mediterranean E.F., The
British Adriatic Mission, France again and Constantinople. His
decorations included The Serbian Gold) Medal and he was
Mentioned in Despatches in 1917.
Truly a great dlaracter. He moved from the Aldershot area
in 1961 and settled at Winsor, near Southampton, until his
death on 25th June. He was buried with Military Honours at
Copythorne Churd:i, near Cadnam, Hants., on 1st July. The
Corps was represented by Captain S. Brice, Royal Signals, of
223 Signal Squadron, Winchester, and Staff Sergeant D.
Collins, Royal Signals, of the Army Information Office at
Southampton. The Aldershot Branch of the Association was
represented by the Vice-President, Mr. L. V. Goodman, the
Chairman, Mr. A. H. Green, and the Honorary Secretary,
Mr. A. V. lent.
After the funeral, his decorations, awards and citations were
handed over for safe keeping in the Museum at Blandford.
' Bill ' was a life member o'f the Association and also closely
connected with the British Legion.
GIFTS

•

CLOTHING

Since the beginning of June, gifts of clothing, toys, books,
etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. N. J. Crowder, Mr. and Mrs. N.
Stockdale, Captain R. Iliffe, Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Carroll,
Sergeant D. Bower, Major (Q.M.) W. G . Finch, Mrs. R
O'Brien, A. E . Stead, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel C. L. Ommanney, Mrs. F. St.C. Robinson, W.0.II R. Judge, Major T. F.
Jenkinson, lv'rs. G. H. Jeannette, Major I. E. Simpson, W.0.II
(Y. of S.) M. Harrison, Major K. N. Smartt, Mrs. D. LycettGregson.
The ladies of Hildesheim Garrison, Mrs. J. S. Hewson, Mrs.
M. S. Wheatley, A. Walsh, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel L. F.
Ball, Mrs. C. Rogers, Mrs. C. E. Page, J. F. Benson, Esq.,
Miss Russell, Mrs. V. A. Heath, Major C. J. Bayfield,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. M . Welsford, Brigadier and Mrs. J. R.
Cubberley, Lieutenant-Colonel P . G. Goodeve-Docker,
Brigadier and Mrs. C. E. Tonry, Captain (T.O.T .) J. Potts,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Leverton, W.O.I and Mrs. R. J. Hoe, Mrs.
E. M. Fox, W. E. Osborne, Esq., Major and Mrs. R. G .
Mitchell.
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"Wondering what's to come after your British Army service?"
Could be commerce or industry will make you a good offer, but you'll
probably have to start afresh- with new problems to face and new
techniques to master. It will also mean fitting into a completely
different environment w~th quite different responsibilities.
Then again you can stay with the Army-the Australian Army.
If you have NCO or Warrant rank and specialist qualifications the
chances are you'll retain them in full, and the pay that goes with them.
It won't be starting afresh-more like a fresh start, in a big sunny
country that's just waiting for you (and your family) .
Clip and mail the coupon today and get the facts on Army careers
and life "downWlder".
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·In Civilian Life

Since we started serving the military
in 1839, our attitudes haven' t changed a bit.
Nor have our wines.
When you come to order from us you'll
find that we still keep an excellent cellar.
Stocked to the brim with superb burgundies,
clarets and hocks. Not to mention a wide
range of spirits, liqueurs and cigars.
But understandably, there's at least one
thing that we've changed since 1839.
O ur service.
Thank s to th e horseless carriage,
we can now deliver your orders in about
48 h ours, which just happens to be the
quick est service in the business.

Enjoy
.Service and
Comradeship
in the
BRITISH LEGION

17 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, LONDON NW10.
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SACCONE &SPEED
ARE ABOUT lOOYEARS
BEHIND THE TIMES.

SACCONE &SPEED LTD.

II

I

Your service .to Queen and Country
needn't stop when you leave the ~orces . .
The British Legion has as much interest m
and responsibility for young ex-servicemen
and women of today as it has for those of
two world wars and looks to them for its
leaders of the future.
Briti sh Leg ion · 49 Pall Mall · SW1 ·
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Association News

HALT!

the depreciation of your Savings

CHECK

WITH
SERVICE BROKERS
THE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS

1
2

SERVICE BROKERS will assist
you with expert knowledge
and W ithout Obligation
Investment! Protect ion! House
Purchase! School Fees! etc.
SERVICE BROKERS take it all
in their stride

On the Command

"FALL OUT"
FALL IN
with SERVICE BROKERS the
Service Specialists

SERVICE
BROKERS
PRINCIPALS

John Newman and Charles Young

30b Market Place, Richmond, Yorkshire
Telephone Richmond 2435

BllUllNGBA:H AND DISTJUCT DllANCB
The Hon. Secretary, Mrs. Jean Harris, 133, Russell Bank
Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, writes: "Secretaries can
be wrong!"
Birmingham Branch members were _asked to sugges~ a
way in which we could celebrate Royal Signal_s Golden Jubilee
Year. Majority vote decided on a coach ouung to the R?yal
Tournament. Remembering disastrous results of such functions
several years previous, the Secretary was very reluctant to
organise a function of this sorr, a_nd trie<;l to. dissuade ~embei:s
by putting forward every possible ob)ecuon and pitfall-it
would cost too much; members would back out at the last
minute; we would lose money; it would be impossible to get
tickets for the Tournament; we would be unable to book a
coach on a Saturday at the height of ~e Midlands holiday
period· if we did manage to get a coach it would be an aged
' bone;haker ' that would cerrainly break down, etc., etc.
Members quietly insisted that tllis was the function they
wanted, so, mindful of her duties as the elected Secretary, an
outing was duly organised.
Luckily, Birmingham members have m<;ire faith in human
nature than their Secretary, for the outlllg proved an unqualified success. There was no hitch; members did exactly
as their ' bossy ' Secretary decreed; the we~ther "."a~ perfect;
the coach was superb, with an excellent dnver; turung, meal
arrangements-you name it-all went like clockwork. At the
Tournament, the ' White Helmets ' seemed to put on a display especially for us, and we clapped madly when the announcer advised that the resident band was our very own
Corps Band.
As if to rub salt into the wound, during our lunch break,
when the day's outing really had only just started, the mem_b~rs
made a superb presentation to thell' Secretary for orgamsmg
the outing.
A very red-faced, penitent Secretary says tha~-you to. her
members and if you want another coach outmg orgamsed,
please don't hesitate to ask!

NORTHA1'1PTON

DRANCll

Hon. Secretary-Mr. D . Smith, 9, Castilian Street, Northampton.
The winter programme ~s now being planned and alr~dy
three activities have been arranged; at the monthly meeung
on 24th September, the dog handler from Northampton and
County Police Headquarters will be giving us a talk.
A buffet/dance has been arranged for 30t~ Octobe~ an.d
since this is the night after our usual meeting, nothing is
being planned for Thursday, 29th. October. Fo~ the Nove~?er
meeting Sergeant N oe, Royal Signals, who 1s a Recru1tmg
Sergeant at the local Careers Centre, is trying to arrange for a
speaker, p ossibly with film, from the Corps. Please reme~ber
that wives, girl friends, friends, etc., are welcome at all meetmgs
and functions.
It is with regret that we have to record the death of Bob
Boyson, to whose family sympathy has been extended. The
President, Colonel S. Brock, and several members of the Branch
attended the funeral.

SHEFFIELD

BRANCH

Mr. F . P owell, Chairman writes:
It is with deep regret I have to inform you of the untiµiely
death of Ernest Ryalls, a very respected member of our branch.
He died on 31st July, and this news was followed by the
sad loss of the wife of Tom Brown, another of our members,
on 1st AugusL
Ernest was a very keen member of the Associatioq, and
when the Sheffield Branch was first formed, shortly after the
war, he was a very hard worker and he also held the position
of Secretary.
Both will be sadly missed, but we h ope the companionship
of the Association will be of comfort to the partners left
behind.
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Minutes of the Twenty- Fifth Annual General Meeting, held at Catterick Camp, on Sunday, 28th June, 1970.

Present
Major-General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E.,
President; Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., Chairman; Colonel
F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., Vice-Chairman;
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., General Secretary, and
some 140 members of the Association.
Brigadier Tucker opened the meeting by welcoming all who
had come to Catterick for the special Jubilee Reunion. All
told, some 36 branches were represented, some 800 Old Comrades were being accommodated overnight, and over 1,300 were
being catered for by the Training Brigade in respect of meals
on Sunday.
He was particularly glad to welcome the President, MajorGeneral Sir William Scott-albeit it was his last appearance in
this appointment-as well as Major-General Price, Representative Colonel Commandant. He was also glad that MajorGeneral Bradley, Master of Signals designate, and MajorGeneral Moberly were present, and he welcomed MajorGeneral Whistler, who had travelled from Scorland for the
weekend . Finally, he had received apologies from MajorGeneral Pentreath, S.0.-in-C., and Major-General Cole, ViceChairman, who much regretted that other duties prevented their
attendance.
Minutes ol the 24th Annual General Meeting
The Minutes of the 24th Annual General Meeting were put
to the meeting for formal approval, and having been duly proposed and seconded and approved, they were signed by the
Chairman.
Chai.rnian's .J leport
The Chairman reported on Association affairs, main points
being:
Branches and Membership. There were currently 46
branches in the U.K., Swansea and Preston having had to
close since the last A.G.M.
Since the last A.G.1v' ., 125 Life and 120 Annual Members
had joined.
Welfare.-Since the last A.G.M., £10,985 had been spent
on 597 welfare cases, and 578 welfare parcels-mostly clothing
-had been sent out.
' The Wire.' 'The Wire' was progressing well and circulation
was increasing slightly, despite some reduction in the strength
of the Corps. The coloured front cover was a success. The
Central Committee had agreed to subsidise ' The Wire ' up to
£1,000 in order to ensure a coloured front cover was produced
every month, as well as to cover the cost of certain general
interest articles.
Staff. Mr. Evenden (Accountant) had left after 24 years'
loyal service. A presentation and a weekly grant to augment
his pension had been made. His place had been taken by Mr.
Shelbourne (Assistant Accountant) and Mr. Biddlecombe had
taken over M r. Shelbourne's old duties.
Salisbury / Blandford Reunion. This had been an outstanding
success, and a great day in Corps history. Salisbury Cathedral
had been filled to capacity , for the Service of Rededication,
and there had been an inspiring march past after the service,
in which the Association had played a big parr.
The School of Signals laid on a first-class 'Open Day '
at Blandford, and had done wonders in catering very successfully for over 1,000 visitors.
Accounts for 1969. Accumulated funds now stand at £131,410,
compared with £122,096 in 1968. General Fund surplus of
income over expenditure was £2,170. Benevolent Fund surplus of income over expenditure was £3,370. In view of me
healthy state of funds, the Central Committee had agreed to
make a special Jubilee Year grant to the Army Benevolent
Fund of £ 9,000. T he implications of the increased income
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from the Day's Pay Scheme because of the new pay rates
were under consideration and discussions were going on with
the Army Benevolent Fund on this subject.
The Accounts were then put to the meeting and, there being
no questions, were duly proposed and seconded and passed by
a show of hands.

Central Committee
The meeting was asked to approve the election or re-election
of the following to the Central Comminee:
Chairman and Treasurer, Brigadier W. G. T ucker, C.B.E.;
Vice-Chairmen, Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E., Colonel
F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P.; Branch Representative,
Mr. J. J. Goggin (Shrewsbury Branch) vice Mr. W. J . Rigden
(Catterick Branch) retiring in rotation.
In this connection, the Chairman referred to the imminent
change in the appointment of Master of Signals, and as MajorGeneral Bradley was taking over on 1st August, he had
approached him on the question of becoming President of the
Association in place of Major-General Sir William Scott.
General Bradley had replied that he was very happy indeed
to take on this appointment. The Chairman said he knew that
he was speaking on behalf of all members of the Association
when he said how pleased all would be that General Bradley
would be their new President.
Any other bWliness
The Chairman said that he would like to keep this very
shorr and to the point, as there was an important item at the
end which he wished to deal with. He would like at this
juncture to thank Brigadier P . A. M. Tighe, his staff, and all
members of the Training Brigade for all the hard work and
excellent arrangements which had made the weekend such a
resounding success. This was supported with acclamation by
all present.
Mr. Yoiing (Manchester Branch) handed a cheque from his
branch to Major-General Bradley in respect of the Gurkha
Welfare Appeal Fund.
Major Tucker (Dorset Branch) handed over a cash collection
(£7 9s. Od.) that had been taken that morning in the Garrison
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess on behalf of the Association Benevolent Fund.
Major Tucker said that it was a maner of pride that in this
Jubilee Year, Lieutenant-Colonel Atkinson (Catterick and
District Branch) had been reappointed Mayor of R ichmond.
This was greeted with acclamation.
P r esenta tion t o t h e it-laster o l Signals
The Chairman then made a presentation to the Master of
Signals to mark ~ retirement from the appointment of
President of the Association and Master of Signals. This had
been kept a closely-guarded secret and came as a complete
surprise to General Scott. The Chairman said that he would be
very brief and that what was published in the souvenir programme for the re mion ap tly summed up his thoughts" M ajor -General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E.,
our first Master of Signals, who hands over on 1st August this
year after nine years in the appointment, has served with R.E.
Signals and Royal Signals since 1917. His career has spanned
the whole hL tory of our Corps." He then invited the President,
in the name of the A sociation, to accept two black and white
frnmed prints after Ju!ius Matani and Bryan de Grinean. One
depicted a World War I scene with a despatch rider from the
front line handing a message to a General at his H .Q. The
other was a 1937 scene and showed various signalling activities
connected with the Signal Office of the 56th (London) D ivision
on exercise. (These pictures can be seen on pages 40 and 65 of
'Through to 1970 ').
The Master of Signals, in a short reply, thanked the Association for their kind gift, which b e very much appreciated.
The menting then closed.
(Please see accounts averleaf)
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND
Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1969
19

£

£

115,174

5,91 5
26
981
6,922--

£
Ae<:UMULATED Fu o (I . CLUDJ"G Mr 'OR
TRUSTS)
Balance al 31st December, 1969
..
Add: Transfer of assets of 50th ( )
Divi ional ignals Bene\Olent Fund ..
Exec of income over expenditure for
the year . .
..
..
..
..
Excess of ir.:ome of minor trust over
expenditure for Lhe year
Profit on sale of inYestments

£
122,096

1968
£
13,056
2,418
1,647
685

£

553
5,540

107,657
4
107,661 - -

44
3,177
9,314

SUNDRY CREDITORS AND ACCRUED
CHARGES
..
..
..
..
OTB: There is a contingent liability to
refund life membership subscriptions
to certain serving soldiers of the Corps
on retirement.

3,726

£133,446

COST

£
3,869
3,694
1,720
953
266

Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for :-

122,528
4
122,532

LESS
41 2

W. G. TuCKGR. Cltairma11
P. M. P. HOBSON, Secretary

2,036

£125,822

O FFICE f'uRNlTURE- AT
DEPREC1"TION

..

355

131,410

122,096

£
CASH AT BA I( AND IN H;.NO
SUNDRY DEBTORS AND PREPAYMENTs
INCOM6 TAX RECOVBRABLB
STOCKS fN l-J.;.ND
LOANS ro Assoc1;.T10N BRANCHES.
I VESTM6NTS AT COST
Quoted (market value £ 141,422-1968,
£159,425)
Unquoted ..

£133,446

£125,822

A DITORS' REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL SIG ALS A OCTATTO AND BENEVOLE T FUND
Jn our opinion the above balance sheet and annexed income and expenditure accounts gjye a true and fair view of the state of the affairs of the Fund at 3 1st December,
1969 and of the surplus for the year at that dat~. Lloyds &nk Limited has cerrified that it holds the securities representing investments, which were registered in the name
of The R oyal Signals Association Trustee Limited.
(Signed) PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.
3, Frederick's Place,
Old Jewry, London, E.C.2.
Chartered Accou11ta11ts.
June, 1970.

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1969

836
1,320
2,156--

3,472

£

£

852
1,383

£

322
43
63

2,235

AMOU?>'TS WRIT!B< O FF
Furniture and fittings ..
CoST OF AssoclATION REUNIONS
SUBSIDY TO PUBLICATIONS
ExCESS OF !,_COME OVER E>."PENDiTURE : :

39
833

•

£
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES
Salaries,
ational Insurance, Superannuation contributions
..
Other administrative expenses ..

46
1,096
824
2,170

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and

£6,371

493
5,519

£
SUBSCRIPTIONS
RECEIPTS FROM BRANCHES
PROFIT ON PueLICAT!ONS ..
SUNDRY INCOME
Income from sales of Corps clothing,
badges, records of Corps music and
diaries
INCOME FRO~t· l v"5ThtEmS.:._GROSs

RAC AL ELECTRON /CS LIM /TED

£
248
56

322
5,745

£

2,574
214
2,788 - 11,252
5,000
210
230
200
65
5,705 - 2,443

£
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES
Salaries, National Insurance,
annuation contributions
Postage of welfare parcels
B~"l!VOLEST

1968
£

£

2,701
258
2,959
10,145

GRANTS

DONATIONS
Anny Benevolent Fund
Star and Garter Homes
Shaftesbury Homes
Army Apprentices Colleg~ ·
Others
..
..
..
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER Exl>EN'DITURB ..

£22,188

6,000
400
150

£

£

523
1,224
1,747--

Super-

2,750
16,233
18,983 - -

DONATIONS
Individuals and local branches
Regimen ts and Squadrons, Royal Signa·l~
CoRPS FUNDS-f DAYS PAY
Officers
Soldiers

GRANTS REFUNDED
l , 122 Benevolent ..
336 War Memorial Fund
1,458--

128

£

263
1,298
1,561
2,940
16,917
19,857
1,269
465
l,734

6,678
3,370

£23,152

5,915

£S,9JS

OVER;.LL ExcESS OP INCOME OVER ExPENDtTUllE TAKEN TO A CCUMULATED

FUNO

£

3,472
2,443

£5,.540

£5,915

I

PARSONS
AND

PRINTING

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time taking
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaining, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

F.J. PARSONS LTD

1968
£

5,540

I

£23,152

£22,188

SUMMARY
1968
£

I

£6,371

£6,500

BENEVOLENT
1968
£

HOUSING _AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

PE RS 0 N N E L MA NAG E R

Over a Century-old Partnership
£6,500

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME

WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL• BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND

1968

£

Progressive posltlons for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

present salary to:-

GENERAL
1968
£

ELECTRONIC TESTERS

£
EXCESS OP INCOM'P. OveR Exr>ENDlTURE
ON GENER;.L ACCOUNT
ON BENEVOLENT ACCOUNT

2,170
3,370

£5,SCO
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The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford

Oclober-November 1970

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operator in 1970 and in subseque~t years.
.
.
.
.
,
pecialist training courses lasung 3:PP:oximately nine months? ac~ordmg to the trainee s progress, are
held at intervals. Applications are now mvned for the course startmg m September 1970.
During training, a salary will be paid on the following scale:
£848 per annum
Age 21
22
900
"
23
943
24
981 "
25 and over 1023 ,,
Free accommodation will be provided at the Tra ir_~ng chool.
After successful completion of the course, Operators will be paid on the Grade l scale:
Age 21
£1ct3 ,,
22
1087 '
23
II50 "
24
1214 "
,,
25 (highest
1288 ,
age point)
then by six annual increases to a maximum of £1749 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course and must have at least two
years' operating experience. Preference given to those who have G .C.E. or P.M.G. qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1970.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

BAOR. • • • •

?•

-If you ore arriving soon, or ore here already,
and interested in a new:'70 FA MILY MODE LS

I RI uM p H ~~ 15 % ' N~~ ~~j~ '
1

OFF• 2000 £952 •

OR

LI ST PRICES '

SLASHED

PEUGEOT

•

AL L '70 MOD ELS '
DISCOU NT PRICES
FRO M O NLY £636 •

Then for details o f U.K./G erma ny Delive ry, Specifications, Nato Prices, H.P., ' Pa rtex , Ca ll, ' Pho ne
or Write to:

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
41 5 KREFELD
Pe stalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 (10.Jo-11.00 h rs.
preferabl y )
IMPORTER -

SOLE DIS T RIBUTOR

(We hove Agents In the U.K. too)

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 15/Silk 15/Silk 25/Wire 55/Wall Shields 38/Cuff Links 68/Crested Tankards
Car Badges 40/63/- & 84/Items made to your own design (by quotation)
U.K. Post Free

-

Overseas Post/Packing Ties/Badges 2/0ther items 5/-

17 Gabriels H ill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

Produced for the Publishers, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OF THE ROYAL CORPS OP SIGNALS, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
(Telc~onc: SLOanc 3477) by COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.i.
Printed in Grtu Britain by F. J. PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2, and "Observer' BuildinKS, Hastings. Advertisemen1
Mana~s · SERVICB :r.':EWSJ?APERS LTD ., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1. (Telephone: 01-930 1108-9)
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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehe ns ive service available t o all mem bers
of t he Armed Forces and as Specialist Service Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-chan ging circumstances it is now more im po rtant than ever before that all ranks shou ld have the benefit of professi o nal
an d perso nal attent io n.

*
-

Consult :

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS

,

Our Cover Picture

BROKERS

We are happy to publish this month this fine photograph taken at the
Base Camp of me 1970 Chris Bonington Annapurna Expedition some
16,000 feet up in the Himalayas.
In the photograph is Captain Kelvin Kent of the Corps who undenook
the busy and important role of communicator and quartermaster for the
expedition, and through his personal effons did much to help the expedition
to reach the summit of this difficult and dangerous peak. He can be seen
in the photograph checking some of the many stores that came under his
control.

Head Off ice :

ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines)

Life Assurance for :Convertible Whole Life
Officers' Terminal Grant Trust

Education Endowment
Unit Trust Investment
Retirement
House Purchase
Security for your Family

General Insurance for:Kit Insurance, Motor - Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Personal Accident,
Household Effects and all other Insurances in the best Markets

Long Hairetl Technicians

AGENTS FOR TEMPERANCE PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY

Represented throughout the U.K. with personal representation in more than 80 cities and towns

THE

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS your Brokers

TUE

Wherever you go in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE
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ROYAL SIGNAJ,S
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
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CALDER

BROKER

PARTNERS

URIGADIER P. l'U. P. DOBSON,
D.S.0.

Assistant Editor :
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Head Office: ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines)

Sum
Assured
£500
ll,000
£5,000
£3,500

£10,000
NOTE:

INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT

10/- per week

Endowment, With Profit, to age 65 (Estimated Maturity Value £2 ,271)
Whole of Life, Non Profit, Assurance ......
....
.....
......
......
Initial Sum Assured for Fam ily Income Benefits of £250 p.a. for 20 years
Conversion Rights for 25 years . ....
......
......
......
......
......
Gross Annual Premiums
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable)
Life Cover for an Annual Net Outlay of

Normal
Annual
Premium
£13 5 0
£9 2 0
£3 5 0
£5 19 0
£31 11 0
£5 4 0
£26

L. Wood

All correspondence and mauer for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
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and 01-730-3477. Ext. I<J.

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN
Male life 21 next birthday

fl0,000

~Ir.

7

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).

0

Rates vary with age and the Plan may be adjusted to suit your needs . An ideal
composite plan with conversion rights which may be used for House Purchase.
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Occasionally one hears references to the Corps as a " lot of long haired
technicians " the inference being " very good technically but, of course, one
must make certain allowances for them in the more soldierly and tougher
aspects of Army life."
This viewpoint - rapidly diminishing - is of course nonsense and
the Corps has, and always will, more than hold its own in all types of Army
achievement and endeavour - not least in time of war as its proud record
shows.
Consider the following :
The 21st Signal Regiment were second in the Army Cross-Country
Championships and later won the Army Team Athletics.
The Corps Shooting Team had a remarkable year at Eisley winning the
Methuen and many other much-sought-after cups and trophies, beating the
cream of all other arms and services in the process.
Corps canoeists dominated the B.A.0.R. Canoe Championships in all
events and made an outstanding name for themselves in Dublin where they
were competing at international level with teams representing foreign
countries. They gained lSt place in one class, 2nd in another and 3rd in a
third, so establishing a record unsurpassed by any of the national teams.
At the Nijmegen marches no less than five teams from different Corps
units took part, all completing the march and gaining medals. The team
from our Apprentices' College was selected to represent Great Britain by
parading the Union Jack at the opening ceremony-a high honour.
The 7th Signal Regiment won the Daily Telegraph Trophy (as overall
winners) and just missed winning the Rothman Trophy for parachuting techniques in Exercise 'Parashot' held in B.A.O.R. This competition involves
a team of four dropping by parachute into a D.Z. where they make contact
with an agent and collect l6olb. of equipment. They then have to move
tactically across country for 12 miles, including carrying out a demolition,
making a difficult river crossing and dealing with an ambush. Finally, they
have to fire a range practice on Sterling machine guns and move into location
for a tactical withdrawal by helicopter.
These are but a few of the many events of 1970 at which the Corps has
excelled and, no doubt, many of our readers will already be reaching for their
pens to point out the many other successes that have been chalked up by their
respective units. We are indeed well aware that both in the U.K. and in
overseas stat.ions Corps teams have in 1970 either won or been well to the
fore in a wide variety of sports and activities.
Apart from this a number of individuals, by their personal efforts, have
put the Corps' name firmly on the map. In this issue alone we can read of
Captain Kelvin Kent and his adventures with the Annapurna Mountaineering
Expedition, of Signalman Rick Lee who has been selected to accompany the
Antarctica Survey Team, and of Corporal Mick Gue's possible selection for
Olympic honours in the athletics world.
Yes, 1970 has been quite a year. While we can take justifiable pride in
our technical expertise let no one say that we are not at the same time
soldiers in every sense of the word-and very proud of it.
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From our "In" Tray-

llPtlrement altf'r 20 yt•ars with th1> ('orpH • • •

R.S.M. W. Duke
A corre pondem writes :
R.S.M. W. Duke leave the Armv in October after 20
years in the Corp . He began his ffiilitary career with the
Commando and left the Army in 1948, rejoining as a lineman in 1950. He served in B.A . .R. and Kenya, prior to
joining the Parachute Brigade Signal quadron in. 1958. Ever
ince then the R.S.M . has worn a red beret with a Corps
badge. Such was his 'grip ' in the Parachute Brigade that
he was promoted in 1967 to R.S.M. at the Army A~ Tra!'lsport Training and Development Centre--a rare d1sunct1on
won in competition with Warrant Officers of other arm .
During his 12 years with parachute forces, R.S.M. Duke
ha completed over 200 descent a hundred or more of which
have been on trials of new parachute equipments or techniques. At A.A.T.D.C., the R.S.M. has helped to lead and
train a skilful multi-Service, multi-Regiment body of men,
and has organised many courses of senior officers visiting the
unit.
A all at A.A.T.D.C. can te tify, long service has not
les ened R.S.M . Duke's physical vigour or his ability to expre s himself very clearly indeed. His many friends in the
Corp , Airborne Forces, and at A.A.T.D.C., will wish him
every success in civilian life. The photo below was taken at a
farewell party to him.

Although historically correct as to the facts it relate , it
presents a readable and varied story rather than a pu rely
Regimental history and for a reader who likes a story full
of human interest, which displays th e extent of the soldiercraftsman's ingenuity and resource and his officers' professional leadershi.P and skill, it affords interest and pleasure in
ample measure.
Publishers: Leo Cooper Ltd. 196, Shaftesbury Aven ue,
London, W C2H 8JL.
Pn'ce: 60s. (42s. fo r members of the Corp of R.E.M.E.).
Orders: Should be placed with R.E.M.E. Corps Secretariat,
Moat House, Arborfield, Reading RG2 9LN, Berks.
(Cheques payable to R .E.M.E. Corps Account No. 2).

Royal Signals Gliding Club
Members should forward their claims for grants from the
Royal Signals Games Fund for the period January-November,
1970. Applications are required by 1st December, 1970, and
should be addressed to: Major P. Goldney, Royal Signals
Tactics Wing, H.Q., Army Aviation Centre, Middle Wallop,
Stockbridge, Hants., and should include the following information for the period:
Total flying fees paid ; total launches during 1970; total
flying hours during 1970; cross-country kilometres flown; results of any competitions or F .A.I. badges attempted, and
total gliding experience in launches and hours, together with
qualifications held.
Vaeitn£•y for an Administrative Offieer, T.A.V •.H.
A vacancy for an Administrative Officer on consolidated rates
of pay with 69 (North Irish Horse) Signal Squadron 01),
Londonderry, will become available in March, 1971.
The appointment calls for an officer (or exceptionally a
suitable qualified Warrant Officer Class I) with broad administrative experience; some knowledge of the T.A.V.R. or T .A.
is desirable, bur not essential. Terms of service are set out
in Schedule XVI of Regulations for the T.A.V.R., 1967. The
starting salary is £1,395.
Applicants should apply in writing, giving date of birth
and brief details of experience and qualifications to: Commanding Officer, 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V), 21,
Jardine Street, Glasgow, N .W .

STOP PllESS

THE CORPS IN JORDAN !

R.S.M. Duke receiving an inscri bed salver at a farewell party at
AATDC. The presentation was mad e by the O .C. Lieutenant·
Colonel R. L. W allis, R.C.T.

M any o( R.S .M. Duke's friends will be pleased to hear that
he has been awarded a Lieutenant (Q.M.) commission in the
Abu D habi D efence Force.- Editor.

\\ CRAFTSMEN OF THE ARMY

II

The Story of the Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers
We have been asked by the Corps Secretary, R.E.M.E., to
give publicity to the above publication, for the benefit of
R.E.M.E. personnel serving with the Corps.
Due for publication in November this year, this book tells
the history of the Corps from its roots in the old Army
Ordnance Corps and Army Ordnance Department to the preent day.
-450

Too late to include in this issue are accounts from
the 14th and 30th Signal Regiments of detachments
sent by them at short notice to provide communications
for the British and International Red Cross teams
operating in and around Amman. These interesting
accounts of the Corps doing an efficient job in a
humanitarian role are highlighted by an on the spot
description of events in a letter from Captain Tim
Hallchurch, Officer-in-Charge Royal Signals Troops
in Jordan. Make sure you read the November/
December WIRE for a full description of the Corps
once again doing an UNUSUAL JOB IN A
FARAWAY PLACE!

THE WIRE - DECEMBER ISSUE
Will all Units please note that copy for the
December issue m ust be in the E ditor's
hands by 10th N ovember latest.

The Empire Field of Remembrance
The Field will be opened at 12 n oon on Thursday, Sth
November, with a short service conducted by Canon Edwards,
the Association are invited to be present, and it will remain
open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., although access thereto is,
of course, possible at any time.
T he Royal Signals Plot is No. 203. As in previous years,
Mr. Stead and a representative of Association Headquarters
(Mr. Greenbrook), together with members of branches who
can get along at the time, will be the official representatives of
the Association at the opening. Any member of the Association
will be very welcome.
The following are available from the British Legion Poppy
Factory and can be planted on behalf of branches or individuals by the official representatives at the opening ceremony.
24in. x 12in. Badge Cross, price 2ls.; 24in. x 12in. Field
Cross, price 15s.; 12in. x 6in. Poppy Cross, price 10s.; 12in. x
6in. Wreath Cross, price 5. Personal Remembrance Cross,
price 6d. each.

Royal Signals Diary 1971
Owing to difficulties with the manufacturers, it is regretted
that the usual type of Corps diary is unobtainable this year.
Bare wallets are still available at 12/- including postage.
In place a completely new diary will be available at 6/- per
diary, in or out of the United Kingdom, including postage.
This d iary, based on the mini-planner style, is a modern
approach to diaries which is becoming increasingly popular11 main assets being marked slimness allied to the capability
of recording a whole month's activities on one double page.
It can be used, without undue bulging, in the same pocket
as the old-type wallet with insert removed. The outer cover
(6in. x 3t in.) is in flexible dark blue vinyl with a gold Jimmy
embossed on it. The diary itself is about t in. thick-it can be
made even slimmer, if so desired, by removing the section for
addresses and telephone numbers. It fits comfortably into an
inner coat pocket or hip pocket but is a tight fit in the top
pocket of a uniform jacket. It has two plastic side pockets
which could hold a few slim items such as season tickets or
identity cards.
The diary achieves its slimness by omitting most of the
ioformation--0ften of doubtful value-found in a conventional
diary. The from page has spaces for various personal details
and the back of the diary section has conversion tables for
decimal currency, fahrenheit / centigrade, gallons / litres, kilogrammes / pounds and kilometres I miles as well as complete
calendars for 1971 and 1972. There is also a large alphabetically
indexed section, for names, addresses and telephone numbers.
This can be removed, as mentioned above, if not required.
The diary is so laid out that on opening it a day of the
week runs right across two pages and a whole month can be
seen at a glance across the full double page. The actual space
for writing in is a little smaller than that available in the present
diary but should be quite sufficient for noting down appointments and events.
Specimens of these diaries have been sent out to certain
major units for comments and, on the whole, the reaction is
favourable--0ne unit has ordered 30 straight away and another
has been selling this type of diary, privately, for three years.
A bulk order has now gone to the manufacturers and diarie
should be available for dispatch, from this office not later than
the end of October.
If the demand is greater than the original estimate it may
be possible to place a supplementary order with the manufacturers, so please order EARLY.
ORDER FORM
Toi The Geoerul Secretary
(Dinry Order),
Royal Signals Associntioo,
R.H .Q. Royal Signal•,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
London, S.W.3.

(B!OCKS)

Address ... ... . ....... .. .... ... .. ......... ...... ..

Please earmark for despatch as oon ns nvo.ilnble ... . ..... . . Corps dinri
:ii 6/ · each, includi ng postage and wnlle!B ul 12/· each.
I enclose P.0./Cheque pnyuble to the Royul Sienals Associoliou
Beuevolent Fund for . .. ... .. .... ... ......... in respect of lhe above order.

Dale ......... ............... .. ..... ..

THE W I R E, O CT OB E R -N OV EM BE R 1 9 70

From .. ........... .. .......... . .... .. ......... ... .

un d

Signed ..... ...... ..... ..................... .... .
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Movements - - -

Oflicers
Lieutenant R. C . K. Baynes ...
... T o School of Army Aviation
Major T . R . Blackwood .. .
33rd Regiment (V)
,, 3rd Div, H.Q. & Signal Regiment
A/ Captain A. J. Brigas .. .
Captain A. F. Browoc .. .
.. l.I th Re!P.ment
Lieutenant M . Buller
., 644 Troop
Major G . A . Cox ...
...
•..
., SS Squadroo (V) as O .C .
Captain (T.O.T.) R . F. A. Davies
28th Regiment
,, 222 Squadron, as O.C.
Major VI . E . A. Edmonda ...
Captain (Tfc.) R. M . Ewens
,, 14th Regiment
Captain A . F. Field ...
223 Squadron
H.Q., B.A.0.R. Computer
Cll'Ptain S. C . L . Gadd
Centre
Lieutenant-Colonel N . G . Gallycr
,, CANOE Div. SHAPE
Captain R. W. Garlick ...
,, R.M.C. of S.
,, 211d Div. H.Q. & Signal ReBt.
Major D . W . Gent
...
Manchester University O .T.C.
Major M . A. T. Hartnett ...
Captain (T.O .T.) D . P. Herring ... ,, H .Q ., Land Forces, Hong Kong
Captain (T .O .T .) R. W. V. Hulley,
,, roth Regiment
M.B .E,
•• •
•••
...
Lieutenant A . M. Lovatt
8th RefPJDC!lt
Captain M. Marples ...
,, R.M.C. of S.
,, R.M.C. of S.
Captain F. R. Maynard
,, 30th Regiment
Lieutenant P. F. Meaning . ..
,, H.Q., CENTO, as Colonel
Lieurenant-Coloocl P. H . Palmer
,, 2ss Squadron, as O.C.
Major R . A. F. Reynolds
,, R.M.C. of S.
Captain M. C. Spence
...
,, 10th Regiment, ISt Com.
Captain (T.O.T.) R. Staniford
Captain (Q.M.) V. H . Stephens
,, 656 Aviation Sqn., B.F.P.O. 1
,, 2ut Regiment, Ist Com.
Lieutenant J. G. Turner
,, H.Q., Southern Command,
Brigadier D. E. Warren,
as C.S.O.
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.,
Captain A. L . Watson
as Major
Lieutenant-Colonel M. L . Willway ,, Royal Signals Records
,, 63 Squadron (V)
Captain M. O. Wilson . . •
Major M . S. Wilson-Brown
" 22Dd Regiment
,, 2s5 Squadron
Captain N. F. Wood . ..

\V.O.s and Sergean ts
W.O.Il R. Adamson
W.0 .11 M. G. E. Hall
W.O.II G. Widdowson .. .
W.O.ll (Y. of S.) T. Martin
Staff Sergeant A. D. Hewett
...
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. Sharp
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) R. A. Baker
Staff Sergeant C. V. Forth
...
A/ Staff Sergeant N . F. A. Lock
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Rotherham
Staff Sergeant (F.of S.) A. W. A.
Charlton
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. F. Potter .. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Sugden .. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. G. Hunt .. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) W. Sawyer
Sergeant H. C. Stickley ...
Sergeant T. R. Hanman ...
Sergearit C. D. Cameron
Sergeant M. W. Rippon . ..
Sergeant D. F. R. Laing ...
Sergeant T. P. M. Smith
Sergeant H. B. Seaton .. .
Sergeant R. Simmons
...
Sergeant J. W. Cornforth
Sergeant M. J. L. Palmer
Sergeant T. S. Langley ...
Sergeant C. A. J. Ridley
Sergeant N. E. Mortimer
A/Sergeant D. W. Green
A/ Sergeant R. I. Bayliss . . .
A/ Sergeant M. R. Mandy
A/Sergeant K. G. Drummond
A/Sergeant A. C. Munroe
A/Sergeant M. C. Davies
Sergeant J. A. Phillips .. .
A/Sergeant C. F. G. fumen
Sergeant F. C. Pope
...
ergeant D. W. McLeod
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1oth Regiment
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14th Regiment
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Project Engineering Planning Staff
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30th Regiment
39 Inf. Bde. Signol Squadron
2s9 Squodron
H.Q., B.A.0.R.
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8th Regiment
19th Regiment
8th Regiment
31st Regiment (V)
z.5s Squadron
19th Regiment
227 Squadron
School of Signals
Army Outward Bound School
7th Regiment
19 Inf. Brigade Signal Squadron
28th Regiment
13th Regiment
222 Squadron
19 Cadet Training Team
20d Division Signal Regiment
24th Regiment
10th Regiment
30th ReF,ent
yd Division Signal Regiment
30th Regiment
NORTHAG Air Suppon Radio
Squadron
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Royal Signals Benevolent Funt/
The following donations were gratefully received during August, 1970:
{. s. d.
22nd Signal Regiment (W .O.s' and Sergeants' Mess) . . .
.. .
I 16 9
H.Q., 3 Signal Group for St. George's Garrison Church,
Dhekcliar
...
...
...
...
. ..
. ..
.. .
...
28 o o
JOth Signal Regiment (Offertory, Salisbury Cathedral) 2ut
227 14 8
eam~un6,m'~~d~·t, :K~1o;);., f~; 253' sijp;a) siiuac:i;~
s 2 0
30th Signal Regimeot (Unit [.20) (Wives' Club {.1s)
35 0 0
11th Signal Regiment (from collection box)
s 0
Leeds Branch, Royal Signals Nsociation ...
s 0
P. D. Wltitlle Esq.
. ..
3 0 0
1
1 0
G. H. King, Esq. . . .
I
0
0
Major E. P. E . Montagnon
To1al
Expenditure during August,

1970

£303

4

£1,137 19
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Magazine Section

No need for bright sparks
to fiddle about with this

Annapurna lS70
by
Captain Kelvin Kent
All will have heard of the
tough Annapurna climb this
year which involved the conquest of a 26,545 foot Himalayan peak. Not all will know
that Captain Kent, of the
Corps, was a member of the
t e a m , headed by Chris
Bonington.
Whilst not a professional
climber he played the very
important role of going ahead,
assembling all
the
varied
equipment, setting up a communications network and acting as general L.O. and
dogsbody. His duties also involved humping equipment up
to Camp 4 at a height of
21,SOO feet.
We are much indebted to
Captain Kent for the interesting account he gives below of
Annapurna 1970. It is good to
know that the Corps was able
to play a useful part in this
tough and dangerous undertaking.

The Annapurna team pose at base camp before returning to the U.K. Captain Kelvin
Kent left of back row. Sadly missing was Ian Clough killed the day before

The big picture
SUPPOSE one could compare the climbing of Annapurna
with the N.A.S.A. programme to put a man on the moon.
We did not quite get that high ourselves but the effort
required in tenns of manpower, equipment and logistics to
place just two men on the summit, 26,545 feet above sea
level, was not much different (or so it appeared to us) from
the mighty backing needed to put Apollo 11 into orbit. Here
are a few statistics to show what I mean:
It took 400 porters to get our kit and equipment up to
Base Camp.
The total footage climbed by the team during the course
of the expedition was 1,171,500 feet or over 220 vertical
miles. This represents on average that every climber climbed
the mountain the equivalent of 3.9 times.
Over five tons of food and equipment was actually carried
up the mountain from Base Camp on people's backs. This is
the equivalent of 3,800 separate 30-pound loads.
The mail runners covered a total of 3,500 miles over the
steep rocky paths between Base Camp and Pokhara (our
nearest point of civilisation) in two months.
At the end of the expedition the fastest runner, 'Tibetan Joe,'
was timed carrying the summit film over the 60 miles. He left
at 5.30 a.m. and handed the package to the Pokhara agency
at 7.40 a.m. the next day - 26 hours 10 minutes solo over
ground which included snow, rock, ice, jungle, hill terracing
and river valleys!
The carry between Camp 3 and Camp 4 (21,500 feet) made
by the Sherpas was considered by them to be the most
difficult achievement ever attained by Sherpas in Himalayan
climbing. Veteran Sherpa Pemba Tharke described it as much
harder than the climb to the top of the Everest South Col
(which he had done three times) and to the top camp on
Makalu at approximately 27,000 feet.
The longest period of climbing above 20,000 feet was done
by Mick Burke who stayed on the face for 31 days without a
break.
We used 17,000 feet of rope which was sufficient to stretch
from Piccadilly Circus to Waterloo station and back again.
The ITV television team shot over 90,000 feet of filmthree times longer than the height of the mountain itself.

I

Our GA.481 is the only
all-solid-state lOOW
broadband linear amplifier in
full scale production. It covers
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and
can be used with any HF
manpacktoform a lOOW
man-portable or vehicle station.
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It measures 12~" x 12" x 4%"
and operates from its own
battery or from a 24V vehicle
supply, without the need fora
converter. But the big point is
that there are no tuning or
loading controls to adjust.
And as it's fully protected

against excessive drive and
cannot be damaged by
mismatches such as broken or
short circuited aeria Is, there's
nothing much to go wrong.
The GA.481 has already
been supplied to British and
Overseas Armed Forces and is
in quantity production. Now.
Redifon Limited,
Communications Division,
Broomhill Road,
London SW.18.

IREDIFONCI
A Member Company of the Redlffuslon Organisation
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IASE CAMP

THE GREAT SWEEP OF MOUNTAIN TO BE CONQUERED
General view of the South Face of Annapurna showing route up
the mountain

Don Whillans and Dougal Haston survived at the top camp
during stonn conditions for six days with only a limited
quantity of cereal and Coke tablet for food but were going
so well at the end that they did not use oxygen at all in their
sun:imit push.
The backing for this venture, apart from the 400 original
porters, included the 11-man climbing team, a four-man TV
unit, six H.A. Sherpas, six mail runners, a base camp cook and
three cookboys, a TV Sherpa, a radio operator at base mp,
six local Gurkha porters, a link man, runner and radio operator at Pokhara, an agency in Katmandu and a supporting
organisation throughout in England.
It cost £30,000 to mount the Expedition over and above the
massive help we got from industry.
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ResponsibllltJ s
My own job was outlined to me months before whilst in
Hong Kong. It taned in January this year, three months before
the Expedition was due to arrive in Nepal. I was supposed to
go to Kathmandu and sort out the arrangements for the
importation of all of our equipment into N epal by air, sea and
overland to three different entry points get the necessary
import licences, open bank accounts, fix the custom , get the
G<>vernmcnt clearances, organise the Sherpas, cooks and mail
runners, recruit the porters and generally act as an L.O. to
the ever-changing programme. At the same time, the Airny
expedition to the North side of Annapurna was able to (and
of course did!) make use of my being in situ to do the same
for them. A holiday? Not quite. The local bureaucracy taxed
my patience to the end but thanks to the help of the British
Army Gurkha L. of C. in Nepal, in which the Corps is well
represented, I survived. Lieutenant-Colonel Graham Davies
and Lieutenants Hamish Adams and Ashley Truluck. at the
Headquaners in Dharan, and Major Peter Ridlington, at the
Recruiting Centre in West Nepal, saw to it that I got most of
what I wanted and the net result was, to say the least,
successful.
The C:ODtDis.

In amongst all the planning and paperwork we turned to
communications and I was given a free hand to assess the
requirement and produce the system. The factors involved
were fairly straightforward and the deductions reached hardly
required discussion. We needed forward communications up
the mountain to the various camps with a Control Station at
base camp which was up to seven miles distant from some
points on the face. And we considered essential a rear-link
facility for control of our mail system, casualty evacuation
and important messages to the various agencies, Nepal
G<>vernment and British Embassy. We also thought it desirable
to be able to talk to the Army expedition just 15 miles away
on the other side of the mountain.
For the short-range Inter Camp net we chose V.H.F. walkietalkie Pye Bantams and for the rear link, selected Racal
Squadcals (man packable H.F. sets which operate well on key
and voice from batteries over short/medium ranges using a
whip or dipole antenna).
A simplified net diagram appears below:
2
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CAMP I AT 16,000 FEET
A peaceful: appearance belied the dang ers and difficulties that lay
ahead

TOUGH GOING
Getting a load up one of the difficult stretches on the ice ridge.
Ju mars were used in both hands in conjunction with a sit sling and
footrest sling
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"TIBETAN JOE"
Our worldbeater who ran 60 miles back to Pokhara in 26 hours

SCENE OF A TRAGEDY
Kent and Signalman Gambahadur doing a carry to Camp 2. Ian
Clough was kil led a few yards away from them to the left of the
picture when an ice serac collapsed on top of him
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T he conditions under which we worked varied considerably.
T he morning schedule was normally clear voice in hot sunshine
but later in the day it could become foul with heavy snow,
electrical storms and bitter wind and cold. The base camp set
was struck by ligbtning on one occasion which did not do the
A.T .U. any good and frequently the antenna would become
live with static which could give anyone who touched the
dangling lead a nasty jolt or produce a colourful fireworks
display if it was connected direct to the set before operation.
In the end we taped the lead direct to the earth spike when
the set was not in use and this seemed to solve the problem.
Apart from these things all sets worked faultlessly using torch
batteries for the Racals and special Mallory cells for the Pye
Bantams. In the 60 days that we operated from just over
14,000 feet Gambahadur handled 210 In messages and more
than 300 Out messages. It was the first expedition ever to get
formal clearances from the Nepalese government for operating
H .F . rear links, and our success has, in this respect, been well
noted by next years' International Everest expedition who propose to use the very same sets, frequencies and schedules.
I understand they have asked for the same operators as well!
The f&i:-oblems

Amazingly it all worked very well indeed. Gurkha Signals
had kindly made available to me a newly commissioned Q.G.O.
(Lieutenant Bishnuparsad Thapa) and Signalman Gambahadut
Pun. Lieutenant Bishnuparsad (an ex-R.Op.B.l.) remained at
Pokhara which was the little hill town about 60 miles by
track from the base camp which had an airfield and which we
used for our main starting-off point. He was responsible for
the mail systems and administration of mail runners for both
expeditions, the outward flow of television film, charging of
camera batteries, arrangements for local purchase and the
Pokhara end of the H.F. link. He came on the net himself
most days but employed a pensioned Gurkha signal operator
for the routine calls whilst he was away at the airpon or on
other work. Gambahadur was at the base camp end of the
link and virtually ran the communications and maintenance of
all of our electrical appliances. In between this he acted as
the foreman of our six locally enlisted poners and frequently
did carries himself to Camp 1 and twice to Camp 2. He also
built a volleyball court and arranged a knock-out competition
which, at 14,000 feet, really was!

CAMP IV AT 21,500 FEET
Kent did 4 carries up to this point
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Back to the mountain. We got there in two parties by the
end of March, our recce element {1aving gone forward 10 days
earlier. They encountered the heav:est winter snowfall for a
generation with waist-deep drif:s at 10,000 feet. Don Whillans
saw his ' Yeti' a little above this altitude one bright moonti·
night at a distance of 500 yards after coming aero s ape-like
tracks in the snow earlier on. He was serious and the Sheroa
were unhappy. But they pressed on and were able to j?et a
good look at the face which had hirherto been considered
impossible. Don thought he could sec a line and reckoned that
it would ' go ' provided we could last our and the supplies got
through.
At first, progress was smooth and fast, across the glacier
that guarded the foot of the face, up through the ice-fall below
Camp 2 and then up a long snow gulley that led to the c:est
of the ice ridge that provided the key to the upper section.
Whillans and Haston reached this col on 7th April, only 10
days after the main party's arrival at base camp.
But this was the start of the real difficulties because it
took another month to climb the next 1,500 feet up the ice
ridge. This presented some of the trickiest problems of the
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entire climb and almost everyone in the team had a go out in
front forcing a short stretch before retiring exhausted.
At last, on 3rd May, Chris Bonington and Dougal Haston
reached the end of the ridge at the point where it met the
great snow slope in the centre of the face. Whillans took over
and together with Haston climbed through this obstacle to find
a route through the barrier of ice walls near its top. Then it
was the turn of Mick Burke and Tom Frost who tackled the
formidable rock band which gave climbing that was every bit
· as hard as the north wall of the Eiger but at a height of over
23,000 feet.
The summit push by Haston and Whillans was the culmination of everything. Bonington had got pleurisy earlier on but
had struggled back up tbe mountain to help. Estcourt and
Boysen had burnt themselves out doing the crippling carries
from Camp 4 to 5 and 5 to 6. Mike Thompson was trying to
hold on with terrible mouth ulcers, piles and dysentery, two
Sherpas were out of action with dysentery and one with a bad
eye infection, Ian Clough had mild frostbite and pains in his
chest. Everyone was rundown; our food supplies were sadly
depleted; the worsening weather heralded the approach of tbe
monsoon. But it was every man to the pumps at this stage
and I found myself going up for a prolonged stay of 10 days
on the face doing carries up to Camp 4 whilst Gambahadur
was fitting in a carry to Camp l and back in between his
early morning and afternoon schedules.
On 27th May at 2.30 p.m. Don and Dougal reached the
top. It was over and the effon had been worthwhile.
Ti:-agedy

Unfortunately the final stages of this giant project were
overshadowed by the death of Ian Clough who was caught in
a serac avalanche below Camp 2 whilst helping to evacuate
the mountain on the last day prior to the march-out from
base camp on 30th May. He was a great climber and a true
companion as I had met him back in March at the Indian/
Nep3l border after he had brought up 162 large crates of heavy
equipment by road from Bombay. Together we negotiated the
India and Nepalese Customs and continued over the foothills
for two days in new transport to Pokhara and from there
walked together with 250 of our 400 porters for the seven days
to base camp.
\Voi:-tb it?

Haggard rundown, lighter by 19 pounds and hattered by
the physical demand made on man by a huge mountain, I
ometimes wondered what we were achieving. But surely this
great experience is one from which mankind can benefit. It
was an example of team-work in the finest sense and superb
co-operation between the Army and a great group of civilian
climbers.
If it is said that a job worth doing is worth doing well then,
conversely, I submit that a job whose noteworthy succe s is a
fine tribute to British mountaineering, must have been worth
doing. At any rate, I am proud that the Army, and in particular
the Corps, made it possible for me to take part and be associated with the triumph of Annapurna 1970.
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(Cominued from page 456)

Exercise
'High Adventure'
Captain P. J. R. Brown, of 3
Squadron, 1st Division Signal
Regiment, describes below one of
a number of climbs carried out by
him and a party of six soldiers
from his unit in the high Alps.
The endurance, the courage and
the team work displayed by him
and his fellow climbers, LanceCorporal
Clive
Higgins
and
Signalman John Terry in their
arduous attempt to climb the
north face of the Kleine Wanner
makes compelling reading, even
for the uninitiated. Unfortunately,
space does not permit the description of six other climbs undertaken
by Captain Brown and his party,
but some of the photographs
snapped d u r i n g these other
climbs are included with the
article.

A choice of three routes
At 04.00 hours on Tuesday, 7th July, we left our high
level camp, pitched outside the Bock Hutte (1,059 . m.) and
moved to the Anger Hutte, about 5 km. to the west. Our
intention was to climb the Kleine Wanner by its north face.
I discu sed this with the hut keeper, who told us that
there were only three routes up this 3,000 feet of rock. One
climbs a series of gullies, slabs and cliffs to a triangular ice
field. From here a route lies to the left or right, traversing
diagonally upwards until the summit is reached. Alternatively,
a route lies straight up the eastern ridge. I rejected this as
it looked a long and untidy climb. We decided to climb as
far as the ice field and select the left or right route, depending
on how difficult the rock appeared at this point.
The decision was made, we selected the equipment we would
need and prepared for the climb. The hut keeper wished us
luck and mid, as we departed: "The routes are graded
'severe.' There are only the three ways up." We nearly made
it four!
We set off up a messy slope of grass, bushes and loose
boulders, eventually arriving at a slope of frozen snow. This
led to the rock wall from where the climb is started. Our
r'.iree-man party consisted of Lance-Corporal Clive Higgins,
from Line Troop, Signalman John Terry who had ' seconded '
from 1 Squadron, and myself.

NORTH FACE OF THE KLEINE WANNER
Signalman John Terry at the top of a steep slab

80ft. under these precarious conditions before arriving at a
rounded ledge.
" How much more rope?" Higgins looked tiny below me.
"About 30-odd feet,'' came the reply. "What's it like?"
"I'll tell you when I get there. You'll have to work this
one out for yourself. I can't tell you how to do it."
I continued up the slab, terribly aware of the exposure, and
conscious that I must not allow my centre of gravity to pass
outside my heels. After the full run of the rope, I reached a
stance and belayed.
" Up you come. I can help you a bit with the rope."
Higgins followed, taking a little tension here and there to offset the weight of his pack. Half way up he shouted: "Where's
all the hand-holds?" I'd heard that one before, during a training climb on the Marienwald in the Oker Valley.
I gave him the 'same answer: " Brought them up with me."

Precarious going

Hand and footholds breaking off
He joined me on my stance, which was big enough for
three, so I decided to bring Terry up as well. Obviously quite
at home on this sort of terrain, he came up effortlessly. I
set off immediately up a rotten gully, which proved far harder
than it looked, with hand and footholds breaking off without
warning. We were all glad of the crash helmets we were
wearing. We continued up a series of gullies and cracks,
always climbing to the right. The rock was so bad in places
that I began to suspect we might be straying off route. But
I could see the triangular ice field just above me. We climbed
one more rope's length and stood at the foot of it.

Using my ice hammer for added security, I started up the
frozen snow, kicking steps for the two following behind. I
arrived at the bergschrund and selected the best place to
cross. Cutting a platform in the snow, I jumped the six-foot
gap to a narrow ledge on the rock. The others followed, with
me catching their collars as they landed. We roped up and
I began to tackle the 30ft. overhanging crack behind us, which
appeared to be the only line of weakness at this point. This
form of early-morning P.T. is hard work, but I was soon at
the top. Having. belayed, I brought Higgins up to me and
set off up an easier gully. Terry followed, and Higgins joined
me at my stance at the top of the gully.
Two more ropes lengths of easier rock brought me to the
foot of a nasty-looking slab. It looked as steep as the roof
of a Gothic cathedral, with hardly a hold in sight. There was
no way round it. It was an old water course, and the rock had
been washed smooth by the water. I am never happy with
this type of delicate climbing, and had to use tremendous concentration as I inched my way up, using the friction of the
palms of my hands and tips of my boot soles. I made about

We go wrong
It was here that I made the mistake. Unbeknown to us, and
because of the concave formation of the rock at this point,
the ice field on which I now stood was not even visible from
the ground. The correct ice field was, in fact, hundreds of
feet further to the left. Far below, at the hut, our support
party, consisting of Staff Sergeant Colin French, Corporals
Colin Gibbon and Chris Tadd, were watching us intently
through binoculars. They could already see we had gone
wrong ...
But we were not to know. The ice field was the same
shape and I had already decided on the right hand route as
being the easier of the two. This, of course, would take us
even further away. Blissfully unaware, I crossed the ice and
brought Higgins over to a stance below an overhanging crack.
We looked at it.
"This is going to be a bit hairy,'' I said. "We'll have to
rope up the packs."
Higgins was not amused.
(Continued on page 457)
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TYPICAL OF THE COUNTRY
Captain Brown surveys the distant Dreitorspitze

ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE
Corporal Collin Gibbon on an ascending traverse during a later climb

Over the overhang
I bridged up the crack to an overhang which appeared to
bar all further upward progress. The holds were all loose,
but I found one that gave me a sideways pull. Just to be sure,
I hammered a piton in below the overhang and attached a
runner to it. I then tried to ease my way round to the right of
the bulge, but the hold broke off right at the critical moment.
A chunk of limestone as big as a wall brick rattled down the
cra:ked and landed with a dull thud on the top of, Higgins'
pack. I managed to stay in balance.
" I'll have to go over the overhang. Watch me on the
r unner."
Bridging so wide, I nearly did the splits; I braced both feet
against the sides of the crack and reached over the bulge.
I was out of balance, with only one good handhold. My
scrabbling fingers raced over the rock, scratching, digging
and pinching. They found a 'jugnandle.' A wave of relief
swept over me as I realised that the hold was good. A twist
and a jerk and I was over. The rope ran out fast as I raced
up to a ledge, hammered in a belaying piton and took in the
slack. I crouched there pancing like an exhausted bull.
Roping up the pack took a long time, as it kept jamming
under the C1verhang. Higgins had all the trouble in the world
getting up . He tried too far to the left and got into .~
mediate difficulties. In the end Jdm Terry came up to )Olll
him and they discussed the problem together.
" I think I'll come up on the right. I don't like the look
of that overhang. Besides, it'll save having to rope up my
pack."
I was a bit dubious, but told him to try. After a masterly
piece of climbing, he stood beside me. Higgins followed. Time
was racing by, but a cigarette was called for.

We went on for rope's length after rope's length, and at
last I thought I caught a glimpse of the summit. I looked up
at the awful cliff towering above me. Could anybody possibly
climb it? On the right was a thin crack bristling with overhana . With a lot of pegs and a great deal of hard work,
it ~ght just go. A few wrinkles in the rock led me to believe
I might get up the middle. In the end I chose the crack on
the left. I brought the other two up and looked at my watch.
We had been climbing continuously for ten hours.
"I'm going to have a go at ~at crack. It it ?oesn't ge~, any
easier above, we'll have to think about gettmg down.
The crack took every ounce of technique I possessed. I
' chimneyed ' up the first 40 feet and fi.xed a runner over a
spike of rock. The nex"t 50 feet were desperate. The crack
was too narrow to use the normal ' chimney ' method and yet
too wide to use a combination of interior and exterior climbing.
The smooth, compact limestone offered no place for a piton.
I thrutched my way painfully to. the top of the crack, w~ich
wa covered in damp slime, making progress even more difficult. I moved out on to the vertical cliff at the top of the
crack and stood on two tiny holds, my fingers clamped round
minute flakes in the rock. A few feet above me wa what
looked like a big hold. From there it looked a little easier.
But every time I let go with one hand, the fingers of the
other started to open. I was 50 feet above the runner. Terry
could never hold me if I came off here.

The awful ellfl towering abo'\'e me
I was soon off, climbing a fast as safety would permit.
The only way appeared to be to the right. It gradually d<:1wned
on me that no one had tried this way before. Such difficult
rock would be bristling with pitons.
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One last des11erate effort
I made one Ia t and desperate effort and almost peeled.
My fingers brushed. the flake but failed to g~t any purcba.se.
Wic'i the greatest difficulty, I reversed back rnto the relauve
ecurity of the crack, shaking from the effort. Now to get
down to the others. I searched in vain for a crack to take a
piton on which to place the rappel. At last I found a tiny
cracklet and, using a special Cassin piton, rapidly hammered
it home. It sang like a bird, though the blade was little bigger
than a cobbler's nail.
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Down at lust
The stars faded and it got lighter. Looking down, I saw that
the ice slope was a mere two rope's lengths vertically below
us. We packed our gear, roped up, and climbed stiffly down .
Half-an-hour later, I was doggedly cutting steps across the
250-foot slope of frozen snow. At last we stood on a grassy
bank leading down to the hut. Tired, but in good spirits, we
arrived there where Colin F rench prepared a lavish breakfast. The hut keeper came our shaking his head in mock
amazement.
"You were too far to the right," he said. "You cannot get
up that way."
We made a silent wager. Shouldering our packs, we began
the march back to our camp site. We looked back at the
mountain.
" M aybe next year ... "
We didn't look back again.

Lobstering on the ll"islu•rs-or lJlonaclr l11lan11R

A SUMMIT IS REACHED
Corporal Colin Gibbon and Sapper Dale enjoy a rest in the sunshine

Both ropes were needed to affect the abseil. Terry spliced
them togen1er and I hauled them up. Sining in a sling, I
began roping down to the ledge. By a stroke of misfortune,
my shirt caught in the snap link through which the abseil
rope p:issed. This acted like a mangle, and as I slowly
came down through thin air, my shirt was gradually torn from
my back. There was nothing I could do to free it. I arrived on
the !edged virtually stripped to the waist with a few tatters
of cloth left hanging from the top of my breeches. Worse, I
had a deep burn across my neck and shoulders from the
friction of the rope. The rest of the descent was going to
be painful.
A difficnlt deeision

It was now 19.00 hours and the sun was beginning to
sink. I had a difficult decision to make. A quick look at the
skies showed that they were still clear. Bur long fingers of
cloud were radiat:ng from the summit of the Hochblassen in the
south. There was going to be a storm in the next twelve
hour or so. I made up my mind that we should therefore
get down as far as possible before nightfall, completing the
descent the following morning, even if the weather was bad.
Pulling on a spare shirt and sweater, we prepared to get
down. We set off at once, picking our way carefully, making
surprisingly good time. I decided to avoid our upward zigzag route and to rope down a series of vertical cliffs which
we had by-passed on the way up. Using two firm pitons as
an anchor, we tossed down the ropes before setting off on a
series of long abseils.

Foreed to bivouac
Time raced by as first dusk and then darkness approached.
It was difficult to find the way, but we lost height steadily.
Terry did a splendid job safeguarding us down as I picked
my way through the gathering gloom. By 22.00 hours we could
no longer see, although the ice field at the base of the climb
was barely discernable somewhere below. In the darkness it
was impossible to tell just bow close we were.
"We'll bivouac here."
We were in a shallow scoop in the rock and could just
squeeze the three of us in. I scratched around in the dark
till I found a crack to take a p:ton. Sparks flew from the
hammer as I struck rock in the darkness, missing the piton
completely. Suddenly we saw a light winking from the hut.
Staff S~rgeant French was wishing us goodnight.
We ued our~clves, and then our belongings, on to the piton
and pulled on our cagoules. It was a struggle to squeeze into
the tent sack, but we sat there huddled together and chewed
on our ration~, although we were too tired to eat. Finally
we dozed off mto a fitful sleep. We spent a chilly, yet surprisingly comfortable night.
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A story from the uninhabited is/antis
of the North Atlantic . . .
Windswept I s les
HE Monachs are a group of
uninhabited islands in the
Atlantic Ocean, situated about
ten miles north-west of Benbecula,
in the Outer Hebrides. The
islands were inhabited in the 17th
century by monks, and their name
is, in fact, derived from the Gaelic ' Manach,' meaning ' a
monk.' Present-day inhabitants are less permanent-visiting
fishermen and the occasional student of geography or wildlife.
The Monachs are made up of four islands, namely, Ceann
Ear (Gaelic for East End), Ceann Iar (West End), Shillay and
Stockay. Ceann Ear is the largest, with an area of perhaps
two square miles, and there are ruins of old houses and a
school, which is still babitable. Shillay has the second tallest
lighthouse in Britain. It is over 150 feet high and was first
lit in 1884. Though disused since the time of World War II,
it is preserved so that it could be re-lit with linle trouble and
a supply of diesel oil. The keeper's house is a ruin, however, having been used, apparently, for target practice by the
R.A.F. at some time.
, , , as related by
Slgnabnan
George
Walton,
of
632 Signnl Troop,
Hebrides.

T

An extra hand for the ' Sea Fair '

Last April, I spent a week on the islands with a party of
lobster fishermen from Grimsay, near North Uist. I sailed
with two brothers, Roddy and Ewen MacKinnon, in their boat
Sea Fai.r. Four other local lads went also, and, in all, three
boats left Grimsay that morning of the 20th April. We rode
the tide out through the channel between North Uist and
Benbecula into the open sea, and from there bounced for about
two hours on a very choppy sea westwards to the Monachs.
We anchored in Port Roy, unloaded, and set up house in the
old school.

The day's work
A typical day on the Monachs started off with breakfast
at 8 a.m., round a roaring open fire in the schoolhouse grate.
Then it was down to ' Smugglers' Rocks ' and the fishing boats
anchored in the bay. Roddy, Ewen and I rowed out in a
small dinghy to their fishing boat, and shortly after that work
started. We sailed out and lifted their nine-dozen creels, and
caught, on average, three to four dozen lobsters. The creels
were then re-baited wth salt herring and re-set in a different
spot. Roddy and Ewen always ensured that they threw their
creels our in parts where rocks and seaweed were to be seen,
and not, as Roddy teased, in the sandy patches where, as a beginner, I had been guilty of dropping them. This job was
really hard work and took, in all, about six hours.
Then it was back to t:be schoolhouse once more. We each
had our special tasks and duties. Ewen would head off to the
nearest loch for a supply of fresh water, while Roddy and I
went beach-combing to collect driftwood for the fire.
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Because I had the honour of being the v1s1tor, they
put me in charge of the catering for the week! The menus
consisted mainly of ' fry-up s,' tinned foods and eggs-not
really very exciting, but as the boys were usually ravenous
after their day's work, the meal, whatever it was, went
down well.
The fishermen's work was still not finished. Roddy and
Ewan asked to be excused from further chores as they had to
set to work with their needles and nylon thread to repair
their creels. I soon caught on to this-it was mainly a dodge
to avoid the dreaded washing-up of dishes!

Evening entertainment
After that, the night was spent ' ceilidhlng ' round the fire.
' Ceilidh ' (pronounced ' caley ') is the Gaelic word for a form
of home concert- stories, songs, music, and so on, and it was
amazing how quickly the time passed, listening to the lobstermen's tales. The oldest in the party, Roddy Stewart. nicknamed ' The Reverend,' entertained us with his yarns of Army
days and past experiences on the sea. I could not help thinking that a lot of his stories were somewhat exaggerated, but
!'hen, a colourful story and a hint of the supernatural are part
of the Hebridean culture! Roddy MacKinnon, the 'Sugar
Baby,' would soon call for a cup of tea, while Ewen, the 'Dark
Horse ' of the company, and Neil Stewart, the 'Teddy Boy,'
cracked jokes and teased 'The Rev.' about his old-fashioned
ways and methods of lobster fishing. While the tea was brewing Iain MacKinnon, nicknamed ' The Lobster,' because of
h is ruddy complexion, would bring out a flask (half-bonle of
whisky) and some screw-tops (bottled beer). Drams, or tots
were soon flowing, and it was then that the ' Ceilidh ' really
warmed up! 'Sugar Baby,' of course, had no need of his tea
by then!
There was talk of smugglers and pirates-for instance, the
cattle raider from Lewis in an earlier century. The story was
told of how they kidnapped a youngster from South Uist to
pilot them to a safe anchorage at the Monachs, and how he,
using his local knowledge to good effect, leapt overboard and
swam to the shore leaving the raiders to drift on to Smugglers'
Rocks and perish. If the tide and the condition of the beach
is right, I was told, their skeletons are sometimes visible to
this day.
E'·idence of other 1udortunote visitors
Sometimes when work was finished early, we wandered
around the islands. I saw the remains of the Spanish trawler
Tulluan which was wrecked in 1964. 'The Rev.' told me about
the Vanstable-a ship which was carrying whisky to the United
Stares, and which went aground in 1902. He also knew of the
Infeara, a French ship which was wrecked off the islands in
1915. He told me how the captain, the only survivor from the
ship, had crawled on to the beach, but had died from exposure
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before the lighthouse-keeper found him. I did, in fact, see the
captain's tombstone on the island, and the gravestones of the
two German sailors from a U-boat which went aground in
World War I. The headstone over the grave of LieutenantCommander MacNeil, of Barra, is to be seen on Ceann Iar,
and there are also 16 other graves of casualties from the Infeara.
The shattered remains of a 16-foot dhory rest on the shore,
bearing an unmistakable marking-' R.A. Range'! It must have
been carried by ocean current from St. Kilda, 45 miles westward into the Atlantic! From even further away, there is a
large buoy with chain links weighing something like a hundredweight, and bearing the words 'Hudson's Bay'!
Natural inhabitants

The islands, being largely free from human interference, have
become a nature reserve. Barnacle geese migrate to the Monachs
from the far north in their thousands each winter, and shag
and cormorant are plentiful all the year round.
Stocby, a very small island near Smugglers' Rocks, is the
home of hundreds of grey seals. I went on to the island to
watch the seals and found their antics highly amusing. On this
island I also found the remains of a whale.

Tragedy
That week, on the Monachs, was a very interesting and
enjoyable week-a week which I will always remember. However, at the time of writing this article, a gloom rests over
the Monach Isles and Grimsay, for only last week, on 18th
June, tragedy struck at the Monadis. Two lobster fishermen
from Grimsay-Charles Stewart and a young lad, Donald
Macinnes, were found drowned less than 10 yards off the rocks
to the south of Ceann Ear. After several air and sea searches,
their bodies and their boat, smashed, presumably, by an unusually large wave, were recovered. Charles Stewart, an old
sea-dog, had spent most of his fishing life in the waters off
the Monach Isles. No one could deny that he was an experienced and highly-skilled fisherman, yet at a time like this,
neither he, nor any other fisherman, has conuol over the
powerful and unpredictable Atlantic Ocean.

Make this your resolution.
/or the Seventies

BE BIG-B Y YO R OW

WIRE
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THE RACE THAT WON 21st REGIMENT THE ARMY TEAM CHAMPION SHIP

21st SIGNAL REGIMENT - ARMY TEAM ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS, 1970

Cor po r al Ginger McNeil, R.A. P. C. takes
off In the first leg of the deciding 400
metres race. He sets a good stare
handing over in third position about
twelve yards down a very strong field

Two years of hard work by a dedicated group of athletes and support ers won t hem th e Sh ie ld which they so proudly d isp la y

The Regimental WIRE correspondent writes:

THERE
can seldom have been a more exciting finish to an
Army Athletics Champ ionship than that on 29th July at
Aldershot. At the start of the final event, the 400 metres
relay, only three-and-a-half points separated us from our rivals
19th Field Regiment, Royal Artillery. If they won-and ttie);
h~d beaten us ~ree weeks before-we must come second to
wm the champ10nship.
Our pictures tell the story of the race. Lieutenant Tom
M~~cur came down the straight with the Army champion
tra1~g 15. yards behind,_ the sp ectators surged on to the track
shoutmg him on. Symbolically ~om executed a p erfect ' Jimmy '
as he .broke ch~ tape and, arru dst scenes of great excitement,
2l~t ~1gnal Regiment had won the Army Athletics Championsh~p m the 50th Anniversary of both Corps and the Championship Shield.

who joined with Jeff in brea.king the Army team pole vault
:ecord by no less than 3ft. 6m. As he also ran l'he vital leg
m the 100 and 200 me~e~, Brian was u!ldoubtedly a key man.
Another old stalwart m1ssmg from the pictures is Corporal Ray
Storer, who saw a dream come true. There was also Corporal
John G affney, an athlete to watch ; Lieutenant Rod Dransfield,
a pole vaulter, who was converted successfully to a hammer
thrower (although he was embarrassed to take his 38in track
suit off in the box); Corporal Black, who recovered f~om a
ba~y sprained ankle in time to compete; and so many others.
~mally we m_ust not forget ti1e reserves, who trained hard
until the last rmnuce and then screamed the team to victory.
Corporal F red Roisseter must be the best reserve of any
team, he was fifth in the B.A.O.R. individual 5,000 metres,
but couldn't get in our line-up.

As regufar readers of these notes will know it took two
years of hard w?rk by. a ?edicated group of' ath letes and
supporters to achieye this victory, and it was a pretty close
thrng. We would like to record a few credits.
Firs~. in .line must be ~ieutenant Te~ry Cantle, whose cheerful enmus1a~m, leadership and deren mnation as team manager
for two years was .perhaps the largest single factor in our
success. Almost as important was the expertise and drive of
C.S..M.I . Stan Woods, who arrived only this March to find a
band of very ta lented, but rather unfit athletes. It took h im
ten sec~nds to accept our ambitions and then five months of
~Jave-dr1vmg to get the team alm ost to the peak that he
wanted.
Our photographs shows the highlights of the meeting and
some. of .our key athletes. One who must earn yet another
menuo~ is Corporal Jeff Fenge, who is undoubtedly the best
a}h1 fe m .the Arm~;. an inte~national pole vaulter with a chance
o
ymp1c recogruuon, he 1s also the Army champion hurdler
and seems to be able to do just about every event of 400
metre and under. Vf!e have used his versatility to the maxim~, and at <?De .ume he wondered whether we were ever
going to use. hui: m the pole vault. At Aldershot he did the
poh led vault, h1~h iump (Sft. lOin.) and a superb last leg of the
ur Jes to wm by a yard.

While listing the credits, we would like to record our thanks
to our many supporters, both in our Regiment and outside.
I t was a tremendous fillip to the morale of the team to find
the Master of Signals and Lady Scott and the Signal Officerin-Chief, General Pentreath, at Aldershot to watch us. We
were particularly happy to be able to present the Master with
the Army Championship just two days before his retirement.
We are very grateful to Major Tony Bushell and all those
at 233 Signal Squadron who hosted, supported us, and finally
feted us. Also to Colonel John Akass and the 8th Signal Regiment team, who encouraged us during the day. Last, but not
least, many thanks to the Editor of THE WIRE, who has given
us consistent space and support throughout the past two years,
and showed his faith by coming to see us at Aldershot.

One of the veterans, lance~Corporal
Spider Webb, takes over a useful lead
from Percy and keeps it against some
very determ ined running

Lieutenant Tom Moncur starts t he la.st
leg with a small lead over the reignin&
Army champion. Running with absolute
determination he breaks the upe a nd
list Regiment are. Army champio ns!

Finally, our congratulations to our great friends of 7th
Brigade Signal Squadron. They gave us great heart, and it
was very disappointing for us that they failed to clinch a
wonderful double by winning the Minor Units Championship.
They seem to turn up wherever we go, and we salute their
courage and determination. We understand that their great
old man, Staff Sergeant Escott, is even older than our venerable team captain, George Holden.
Now on to the Cross-Country Champ ionship. (Readers will
recollect 21st Regiment's splendid effort in coming second,
earlier this year, in the Army Cross-Country Championships.
Their eyes are set on winning it in 1971. May all good luck
go with them.-Editor).

YOUR NEW DEAL FROM CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES
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Not featured in the pictures is Lance-Corporal Brian Turner ,

Lance-Corporal Percy Drummond takes
over from Ginger and breaks the race
open by some superb effortless running.
Percy has not run for years and was only
spotted at the beginning of the season
while training for the high jump. He
is go ing to be a great runner

THE 1500 METRES WAS A GREAT EVENT
Corporal Mick Gue ( 19) foll owed by Co r poral Mac Miiian (20),
Cor poral Chris Cottam (18) and Se rgeant Geo rge Holden (ov er
Chris' shoulder). They fini shed I st , 2nd, 4th and Sth respectively
and broke the Army record
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Co1·ps much in Evidence at Nijmegen Marche

'

E have received accounts for THE WIRE from the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, 4th Signal Regiment,
7th Signal Regiment, 21st Signal Regiment and 12 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, all of whom entered
teams for this great annual event, which involved some 1,700 competitors marching 25 miles for each of four
consecutive days in order to gain the coveted medallions.
The marches, this year, seem to have had very much of a Corps flavour, what with the number of Corps teams
participating, and the fact that Major-General David Horsfield, of the Corps, representing the C.-in-C., B.A.O.R., took
the salute at the final mll'ch past.
To cap all this, the Army Apprentices' College team had the honour of representing Great Britain at the opening ceremony, and here they paraded the Union Jack before 22 nations. To avoid duplication in THE WIRE, we
have chosen their account of the marches to represent the efforts of all units on this occasion, but include some
of the photographs sent in by other units taking part. We apologise to those whose accounts have had to be omitted.
From the descriptions received, one thing is clear, and that is that all those marching did so with great determination and team spirit. Footsore and weary, though they may have been, they upheld the Corps and the British
Army's good name to the full.

The Army Apprentices College at Nifmegen 1970
By Major P. A. H. Spencer, R.A., Officer-in-Charge Team
Preliminary training
The story of this year's Nijmegen Marches, from our viewpoinr, really began at the beginning of term last May, when
some scores of apprentices offered themselves as potential
members of the 16-strong team which was to be chosen to
represent not just the College, but the whole of the Regular
Army stationed in the United Kingdom. With r.'ie Nijmegen
Marches, as with everything, the secret of success lies in training, and this was to prove a key factor in deciding for some
of the early volunteers that the Nijmegen Marches were not,
after all, for them. Some young hopefuls seemed not to believe that, to guarantee being able to march 25 miles on each
of four successive days, it would be necessary to cover some
850 miles in practice-which would need to be carried out
entirely in their spare titne.
This training, as well as difficulties over trade training and
education, fairly rapidly whittled the team down to a hard
core of 12 Apprentice Tradesmen marchers, namely Corporal
Michael Buckley, Lance - Corpora:s Stephen Dun'in, Brian
Thomson and David Crossley, and James Hydes (Phillips
Squadron); David Ruane and Roger Gray (Rawson Squadron);
Robert Syme and Kenneth Knaggs (Scott Squadron). A/T
Sergeant (now .S:S.M.) Derek Boyd (Penney Squadron) and
Alan Jones (Ph1Lhps Squadron) were cycle and tent orderlies.
W.0.11 J. D. Hill, W.F.R., of the Army Youth Selection Centre
marched as an individual.
'
Departure
The sixteen of us,_ with all our kit, including a bicycle,
boarded-<rammed might be the better word-a hired minibus at 06.00 hours on 16th July. Harwich having apparently
moved rather further south since our driver's last visit we
caught the boat by a margin much thinner tfrlan the sol~s of
our. boo~s. Th; crossing was so choppy tha t even the crew
noticed _it: ones sympathy went out to the young apprentice
who paid 14s. 6d. for his lunch . . . and r etained it for just
three minutes!

Kind hosts at 21st Signal Regiment
From the Hook of Holland we travelled by train to Venlo
w~ere we were !?let by two outstandingly helpful Royal Signal~
drivers wtio quickly loaded us on to their vehicles and conveyed us to 21st Signal Regiment, co:nmandcd by LieutenantColonel Norman But'er. Here we were given the warmest of
~clcom es and made thoroughly at home. We are grateful
mdeed to every member of 21st Signal Regiment for their
tremendous hospitality throughout our three days' stay, which
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gave the apprentices a golden opportunity for seeing at least
something of Germany and for recovering after their arduous
trip.
On Sunday, 19th July, we joined the other 17,000 marchers
in Nijmegen, and in pelting r ain. We were accommodated in
a vast tented camp erected by the Royal Netherlands League
for Physical Culture.

Repre!'lenting Great Britain
On Monday, 20th July, we were accorded the great honour
of being invited to represent Great Britain at the Grand FlagRaising Parade-a ceremony much reminiscent of the opening
of the Olympic Garnes - when the flags of participating
nations are raised, one by one, on the serried flagpoles as the
appropriate national anthem is played. As some 22 nations
were represented this year, we found ourselves standing to
attention and saluting for well over 40 minutes! After this,
each representative detachment marched round the arena, the
salute being taken by Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. Smitshuijsen,
Garrison Commander, Nijmegen.
Training provc-d its value
A~ the Commander of the British detachment, it fell to me
to carry the flag: I had never before realised fully the weight
of the Standard Bearer's task!
And so, on Tuesday, 21st July, the mardtes began in earnest.
I t should be stressed that, officially, the Nijmegen Marches are
strictly non-competitive; unofficially, of cou,rse, a good deal
of ' friendly ' rivalry exists. Thus, we may be forgiven for recording that on Day 1 we were overtaken by one other British
team only. The effort, however, proved too much for them
and they later ' blew up ' and were soon re-passed. This proved
the only time that we were overtaken, thanks to the expedient
of maintaining the normal marching speed at which we had
trained-a steady 4t m.p.h. This stood u s in very good stead,
not least in enabling us to strike the front of the column early
eacti day and so escape the encumbrance of the marching crowds.
The leaders have to contend with far fewer hazards, especially
two-legged ones, than those further back.
FJrst bnek on Doy 2
On Day 2, we were the first of all the detachments to arrive
back in camp, having completed our statutory 25 miles. Thus,
we were about the only detachment to keep dry, a rain storm
h!lving broken just after our return. The most noteworthy incident of the day was our encounter with a team of tough,
seasoned, American Paras, who were convinced that no team
of ' schoolk.ids ' could maintain our normal pace. Their commander was unwilling to accept my bet of 50 guilders that we
could, which proved as well for him, but disappointing for us.
We did-of course!
(Con tinued on page 464)
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ll~h Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron marched
with much gusto

2. 7th Signal Regiment-dogged and determined
3. The Army Apprentices College team in their usual
position at or near the head of the column
4. list Signal Regiment cheerful and confident in a combined
R.A.F./ Royal Signals team.
OF INTEREST
7th Re11lment had only six weeks to prepare themselves for the Marches.
They marched through to the end and were awarded their medals
12th Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron team included 4 R.C.T. drivers
and an A.C.C. cook. Special mention ls made of Signalmen Hulse and
Warrilow who stuck It out when many would have given in
list Signal Reeiment contributed six members to the combined R.A.F./
Royal Signals Laarbruch team. This team are particularly proud
having never had a man drop out since they started trainlnc in 1970
4th Rezimentcovered JOO miles in training. With only 13 team members
it was essential that none dropped out for them to eain the team medal.
This they succeeded In doing In spite of many blisters and sore feet
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(Contimurd trom page 462)

ll• a~·~
oin on Day 3
Da 3-Thur day- wa perhaps our worst. W e had to start
late and ·o had crowd problems. It is virtually impo sible to
mardi for any distance without finding a child clinging to one's
hand. This may be fair enough, but when she js hanging on
to a little brother, and he in turn to an even smaller
s1• ·rer . . . .I
On thi day, too we met the bills. These caused a good
deal of buffing and puffing amongst :;ome of our ' rivals,' but
our boy , trained on Yorkshire gradients of l-in-6, made a
short work of them as they did of the rest. This mudi impressed the locals: that anyone can march, at 4t m.p.h., uphill,
and sing! Really, these English!
It was, incidentaJly, noticeable that on Day 3 other detachments had hrunk considerably in numbers.
Fir t British t(>nm in
And so we came to Day 4, Friday, 24th July, with no problem , and ' rarin' to go.' And go we did: we were the first
British-and overall third-detachmem into the assembly area,
having passed the final check point. Here we changed into
shirt- leeve order, o. 2 Dress slacks and caps, and best boots,
for the final march past. Brass bands were again out in force,
and there must have been fully 100,000 spectators, apart from
tho e watching on television, at the closing ceremonies. It was
most appropriate for us that the officer taking the salute at
the final march past was none other than Major-General D. R.
Horsfield, Chief Signal Officer, H.Q., B.A.O.R., who was representing the Commander-in-Chief.
We were then pre ented with our team medallion awarded
to teams who finish complete, Le., with no 'dropouts '-for us
a foregone conclusion attained by the evere training! In addition, each member of the team received an individual Nijmegen
W arches medal-a gilt five-armed cross on a green and yellow
ribbon. These, as an especial and fully-earned distinction,
were worn on Graduation Parade.
'\rery high standard maintained
It had been an immensely successful ten days, and we should
like to thank Lieutenant-Colonel Butler and all ranks of 21st
Signal Regiment for their kind help and very generous hospitality. For the boys who took part, praise was lavish from all
quarters, for both their performance and their demeanour
throughout. For myself, what matters is not that they had
achieved any particular distinction, but that they had throughout conducted themselves, in the most testing circumstances,
in the manner which one would expect from apprentices representing their College, the British Army and their country. Not
once did they allow their very high standards to slip, and I
simply could not have been more proud of them.
Footnote.-We learn from unofficial figures just to band,
from the B.A.0.R. Secretary, Nijmegen Marches, that of the
67 British teams entered from B.A.O.R. and the United
Kingdom, 31 qualified for the coveted award of the Team
Medallion-a percentage of 46.

A Soldier visits lo11rtles
B11 Sergeaat M. B. MePABTLAND,
226 Sigaai Squadron

25,000 AWed Treeps panlclpate
February, 1858, a young peasant girl saw an apparition
Iof NFrance.
of a lady in a small town situated in the south west
The ensuing events transformed that insignificant
little town into one of world fame, and over the past hundred
years or so has been the destination of countless millions of
pilgrims. Between the 11th and 17th June of this year, 25,000
allied troops from all over Europe formed to make the 12th
International Military Pilgrimage to Lourdes.
For me, the pilgrimage started at Hannover Station, where
I met Father Swan and his party from Berlin. The train
journey 'Yas long, bur plea ant. Music was ' piped ' into
each carnage and was stopped only for the occasional announcement. Once the train entered France, the French Army
provided us with packed food.

On reaching our de tination no time was wasted. We were
o ur hotel accommodation and asked to get quickly into
uniform for the .first item on the programme. This was the
Mass of Arrival during which the sermon was given by the
Senior R.C. Chaplain-General to the British Armed Forces,
Bishop Tickle.
The programme was indeed a full one. It included the
Stations of the Cross, the International Eucharistic Service, a
Service of Penance, posing for a contingent photograph and,
of course, the famous tordilight procession at night. This was,
for me, the highlight of the pilgrimage.
~hown

' Colonel Bogey ·i
After the evening meal, on Saturday, 13th June, we all
assembled at the Hotel Saint Danial and formed up in line,
and, under the command of an Infantry Officer, we started to
march through the town. Somebody at the front must have
started to whistle ' Colonel Bogey,' because within seconds of
being outside the hotel grounds, the whole contingent was
whistling it. To my surprise, bedroom windows opened and
elderly French residents started to clap and cheer the British
' Squadies,' who were obviously reviving past memories for
them.
It was almost dark by the time we arrived at the assembly
point, so all lit their candles in preparation. When the signal
was given, we all re-formed in line and slowly moved towards
the vast underground Basilica of Saint Pius X . As we walked
in slow procession, an organ played the hymn 'Ave, Ave, Ave
Maria,' and it was broadcast over Tannoy speakers. The
pilgrims raised their candles above their beads as they sang
those words, and believe me, to see this is absolutely fantastic.
The procession terminated in the square of the Upper Basilica.
The Thenu'"°-' Peace '
When all the troops were settled in their respective places,
the service began. Prayers were said in the languages of all
nations present. The theme was 'Peace.' To the right of the
dais, a French Army military band provided the music, and
at one point in the service it suddenly switched to jazz. A very
swinging version of ' Dona nobis pacem ' was followed with
hymns sung to the tune of ' Down by the Riverside,' ' Michael
Row The Boat Ashore' and 'We Shall Overcome.' I was
not the only one surprised, yet somehow it all seemed to fit in.
The programme provided plenty of opportunity to see the
town at one's own leisure. At the actual grotto, a line of discarded crutches can be seen hung up. These have been left
by former pilgrims who found that they had no further use
for them.
A little further on there are the baths, where pilgrims can
submerge themselves in the grotto water, should they wish.
In the town one can see the two homes where the family of
Bernadette lived and the convent where she went to school.
There are, of course, many souvenir shops.
A sense of unity and comradeship
Looking at the event as a whole, what impression did it
leave on me, purely from a soldier's point of view? In Lourdes
I saw thousands of soldiers of all different nationalities, all
parading, playing and praying ' together.' In the evening, for
example, these troops just about took over the town. You
could see the most unlikely combination of groups-a German
airman, a French soldier, a Scot (with kilt, of course), a
Spanish sailor and an Austrian, all singing and dancing in the
streets.
What was most astonishing of all, there was not an M.P.
of any kind to be seen. Nor was there any need for one.
Towards the closing days of the pilgrimage, there was so
much exchange of Regimental badges and insignia, it was
hard to tell from which country the soldiers belonged. And
to me, this symbolised the real sense of ' Oneness ' that was
created in those few days.
On the day of departure one pilgrim told me that he had
just completed his tenth pilgrimage to Lourdes. I replied
that one day I, too, will be able to say the same thing.
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•• Casting yourself oft lro1n high place11 ' "

The Senne/ager Saga

T

HE
Regimental
adventure
tra ining season had begun' Enterprise II.' " Take two or
three junior ranks away for three
to seven days and do something
unusual!" But what? I had heard·
one of the S.S.M.s say that there
were certain members of his
Squadron who had occasional uncontrollable urges to cast
themselves from high places, so why not take two or three
of them, get the necessary training, and then make one or two
parachute jumps? With this in mind, I started the rumour
that I was looking for volunteers, and waited for them to
pour in.
Eventually there were three volunteers, one of whom I
sui.pected had been 'persuaded ' by the other two-maybe
tbat S.S.M. had said there were certain members of his
Squadron, whom HE had the occasional uncontrollable urge
to cast from high places!- so I made application to the Rh ine
Army Parachute Association (RAPA) which is based at the
Sennelager Training Centre (STC), B.F.P.O. 16, for myself,
Signalmen Terry O'Neil, Chris Roe and Tom Bums to attend
the firs t week of Free Fall Course 3/70 commencing 22nd
April, 1970.
Our applications were accepted by RAPA and we were told
that should the weather prove favourable, and their aeroplane
(a Rapide called ' Rhinegold ') be serviceable, we could expect
to make six descents in our allotted week. So, after getting
the necessary forms completed, we waited for 22nd April
to roll round.

described
by
Staff Sergeant J. q.
Buzard
of
13th Signal llegt.
As

Things start to go wrong
As sometimes happens, things started to go wrong! Instead
of being told that I couldn't go, I was wished the best of
luck, and it was hoped I would have a good time! Tom Burns
injured his wrists (whilst shaving one morning?), and Chris
Roe couldn't be spared from shift duties! So, when the 22nd
did finally arrive, it was Terry O'Neil and myself only who
departed from Mercury Barracks to learn the mysteries of
RAPA, STC, BFPO 16.
On arrival at the STC we were directed to the attic of
Argyle Block, where the RAPA Secretary checked our documents and booked us in. The attic was mainly usea for repairing the parachutes, and a couple of sewing machines were
in busy use. I noticed two of the instructors punching eyeholes in a large strip of canvas, and as it didn't look like a
parachute canopy or pack, I casually asked what it might
be. "It's a new piece for the Rapide's fuselage," I was told.
" Don't worry though, we'll have it on and painted by the
time you lot are ready to jump!" . . . He was wrong.
Ground training gets under way
Next morning, after the one and only parade of the course,
we travelled over to Bad Lippspringer, where RAPA has its
club house, indoor training building parachute store and runway-cum-DZ. After an introductory talk by the C.I., Sergeant
Bob ' Guys' Ackermann, R.C.T., the 'ground training' got
under way!
Parachute landing falls (PLFs), side rights, side lefts, front
rights, front lefts, back rights, back lefts • . . endless! Parachute
packing-nerve racking! Aircraft safety drills: "If anything
goes wrong with the aircraft on take-off and we are between
500 and 1,000 feet, follow my heels through the door and use
your reserve parachute!" Exit drills (from a mock-up of a
Rapide). " I shall offer you the wing; left foot out, left hand
on the wing strut; right foot out, right hand on the wing
struct; compact position; 'slight dig in ribs'; off into the
stable position; start counting - 1001-1002-1003-1004-1005-1006 .
,,
• • • then open your eyes
So passes Thursday, Friday and Saturday. By Sunday we
have enough ground training to enable us to make a descent.
However, the Rapide isn't 'on the road' yet, and anyway,
the weather continues to be overcast, windy, and with more
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than occasional rain. So it's back to PLFs-" you can't do
too many of these! Parachute packing-we've managed to pack
one under supervision. Aircraft safety drills: "If after you
have left the wing, and done your count, you open your eyes
and see you're travelling alongside and slightly below the
aircraft, don't think Y.OU've been blessed with the power of
flight, you've probably got a 'hang-up'; this is what you do!"
Exit drills (Rapide}-" When I offer the wing to No. 1, I don't
want No. 2 to try and get out there with him, it upsets the pilot,
the trim of the aircraft, and you may pull the wing off.'' Into
the stable position- " 1001-1002-1002-1004, etc., etc., etc.''
So passes Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday! No change
in the weather! No change in the Rapide! On Tuesday a party
from the course went over to Detmold (Rhinegold's Base) to
have a look at her, I think to prove she really existed! Bob
Ackermann promised, " Don't worry 'guys,' if the weather is
good enough to ju:np, and the Rapide's still not ready, I'll get
an A.A.C. Beaver or a civilian Cessna over here!" Anyway,
Terry O'Neil and I have run out of time, our week is up, so
we RTU on Wednesday evening-only to be told we can
have a further two days to try and get a jump in!
So it's back to Lippspringer, and a few more PLFs-" You
just can't do too many of these ! " Parachute packing-" Wasted
effort," we think, "we'll never get to use them!" Aircraft
safety drills-" If you happen to notice someone in the aircraft
has a broken tie, don't wait until his 'chute pops, and he gets
dragged through the door or fuselage before you decide to do
something!" Exit drills (Rapide}-" Don't forget!-when you
leave the wing-straight into the stable position-head well
back, look at me if you can, I want to see .your green face
and terror-stricken eyes. 1001-1002-1003, etc., etc. . . . "
On Friday, the weather is brigbter with very little wind.
"Well 'guys,' 1t looks good! There's an A.A.C. Beaver coming
over at 10.00 hours, so we'll have half-an-hour on the drills,
then if the weather's still okay, you can jump!"
Aircraft and Exit drills (Beaver}-" There are three jumpers
from this aircraft, not six as with the Rapide; No. 1 sits there,
No. 2 there, No. 3 there and the Jumpmaster there. U you
look closely you'll notice that there's no bottom wing on this
aircraft as there is on the Rapide, so you can't use it for your
exit can you? Don't worry-all you have to do is slide to the
door-if you're No. 1 you're there anyway-legs out-upper
body half-turn right facing forward, lower body, left cheek off,
legs bent, knees pointing forward; right band door frame right;
left hand door frame left; 'slight dig in ribs'; into the stable
position-1001-1002-1003, etc. etc.''
We are on the first lift . .. squeeze in . . . off we go ..•
must be over 500 feet by now and I bavn't seen the Jumpmasrer's heels go through the door, so all must be well so
far . . • O'Neil looks cool, calm and collected in his No. 3
position . . . not like I feel (I didn't realise that he couldn't
see out from where be sat! He told me afterwards that it
wasn't until he swung bis legs out and had a good look
around that be realised just where he was) . . . time to go
. . . out goes No. 1 (a member of the Dutch Air Force) . . .
the Jumpmaster smiles and offers me the door, gets a sickly
grin in return as I slide over and put my legs out . . . upper
body half turn left . . • lower body half turn right • . •
acute pain in middle . . .something must be wrong . . . I'm
facing the tail and I should be facing the nose ... the Jumpmaster yanks my shoulders round until I'm facing the right
way . . . left cheek off, knees pointing forward, hands on door
frame left and right, ' slight dig in ribs ' . . . into the stable
position . . . head back . . . look at the Jumpmaster and sec
his lips form a well-known military expression of affection' 1001-1002 etc., etc."

Three descents-and we were lucky
We managed to get three descents each and considered
ourselves lucky to get that many! Then we RTU'd for the
second time, but now more contented. We would have been
disappointed to have done all the ground training and not put
it to its ultimate use. (We learnt later that the day after we
left, the weather became ideal for parachuting, and remained
so for a week; also the Rapide became serviceable and was
actually seen flying!).
Although these few lines have been put together with the
intention of giving a humorous account of our experiences at
RAPA, STC, BFPO 16, I would like to add that the instruction
we received was first class, and that Bob ' Guys ' Ackermann,
although a born comedian, is renowned for his ' afety consciousne s,' as are the entire staff. We are very grateful to them
for all their efforts in ensuring that we came to no harm.

M.E.L. keeps you
One ste11. alietid in
Military
Electronics•••
in Military Radio for exainple.
IvI.E.L. pecialise in the production of Militarv telecommunications equipment, theU:
principal contribution lying in
. the H.F. range with special em<- ~asis on mobile and transport~ ble tactical equipme.nt.

Current! ' l)roduced sets ::mch
as1the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio
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6f military radio equipment for
ese .n the '70s and '80s . . . one
tiUd1 equipment is the UK VRC~21 H.F. Combat Radio, being
p,.eveloped for future use by the
·
British Army.
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~~~ Manvr Royal, Crawley, Sussex.

By Scrgc11nt M. P. Cou1•t, School ol Si.gnala

04.30, Monday, 22nd June-will I ever forget it? It found
me leaning over the side of the Corps yacht, ' Skywave,' contemplating my misery in a heaving, pitching sea. How did I
end up here? forsaking a comfortable office. Was it the spirit
of adventure; the call of the sea? No, the draft letter calling
for names passed through my hands from Major Adams, and
looked good for a week's paid holiday ..• well, if not a holiday, at least a week off from the office.

Three crews
Three crews were needed, the first to take Skywave from
Marchwood to Falmouth; the second from Falmouth- Scillies Falmouth, and the third to return her home. Luck-and the
fact that my name was given to Major Adams before he had
his draft back- put me in the Scillies crew, and so, with
Corporal Alan AQ:nstrong, Corporal Alex Taylor and Private
'Jock' Gillespie (a last-minute 'volunteer' from 14th Signal
Regiment) we found ourselves on Saturday, 20th June, on the
hard, wooden floor of Falmouth T .A. hall waiting to board
ship on the Sunday morning.
At an ungodly hour for a Sunday, we arrived at the Royal
Cornwall Yacht Club, and found active life already going
trong out to sea, and within a few minutes the departing crew
jomed us ashore--Corporal Bill Hughes, Sergeant ' Dinger '
Bell, Corporal Strugnell (14th Regiment) and Major Le Hardy.
They wished us well and went off back to Bland.ford, still
muttering about a 15-foot fish that had been swimming alongside somewhere en route. The skipper (Major Adams) and
mate (Major Castle-Smith) welcomed us aboard. Skywave
looked small to me--32 foot of boat to brave the waves, and
certainly not enough room for all six of us to sunbathe together.
With breakfast made (and I use the word ' made ' advisedly)
and eaten, we started !canting the rudiments of sailing, rather
confusing at first, but a strange pattern emerged; someone
shouted an order and we did our best to obey, though listening
to the language that followed, one doubted it.

All set for the Sclllles
Lunch came and went, and we got under way for the 2s. 6d.
trip round the bay, anchored in St. Mawes while the mate
went ashore for ice cream-I was still under the delusion it
was a holiday when asked what I wanted ashore for the crew's
tea.
While the crew watched the passing boats and mini-skirts,
a weighty discussion seemed to be going on down below about
tides, force 6 winds, visibility, and the like, and eventually we,
the crew, were asked if we would like to make a start for the
Scillies at 6 p.m. Fools that we were, we agreed, and under
full sail, left the calm, peaceful harbour for the wide open,
up-and-down life of the sea. We split into two watches
(shifts for the likes of me), ' Skip' looking after Alex Taylor
and ' Jock ' Gillespie, and the mate likewise for Alan Armstrong
and myself. ' Skip's' watch was on first, leaving the rest
to sleep. I couldn't, and went aloft to show my tummy why
we kept going up and down. I seemed to win, and watched
'Jock' and Alex succumb to the malaise first, and later, during
our watch, Alan also. I should never have laughed; as soon
as our watch finished and I had taken the safety harness off,
' I felt the call of the sea,' and beat a hasty retreat back aloft to
join my predecessors in leaning over the side. The winds were
blowing hard, while we were running straight into the Atlantic
rollers, the boat leanin!I over to one side, going up and down.
I began to doubt my Judgement and wisdom in volunteering,
but after going below, I slept soundly until 9 a.m., when I found
that all was well and we were 'parked ' in Hugh Town harbour
on the main island. I 'could hardly believe it, the yacht was
almost still, but the thought of firm land under my feet pulled
hard on my thoughts, and within the hour I wa ashore buying
fresh food and anti sea-sick pills.
A small, quaint and pleasant town
Hugh Town is a small, quaint town, and very pleasant,
though it didn't take long to explore, when, during the afternoon everyone went ashore. The major point of interest, and
dominating Hugh Town, is the Garrison, a fortification containing a 16th Century hotel, which one enters through an
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ard:iway bearing the crest of Elizabeth I. An interesting fact
is, that with only nine miles of road, no licence plates arc
needed, no road tax is paid, and no registration required. It
looked strange seeing cars going past with blank spaces where
their number plates should have been.
Three crew members checked the 'native customs' in the
local, while the skipper, mate and I did likewise at the 'Pilot's
Gig,' a sort of down-under restaurant of local repute.
Tuesday morning, a last visit to Hugh Town, and after
lunch, with a wind blowing, we departed for a Ss. trip round
the islands, mooring in the channel between the Islands of
Tresco and Bryher, a hundred yards from Cromwell Tower,
which, in turn, was 100 yards from Charles Castle. Coming
into the channel, we saw some upper works and mast of a
wreck, later discovered to have been a Greek ship which had
gone aground in thick fog this year.
We had nicely settled in-tea brewing and all ship-shape
after our trip when our first (and only) visitor came calling, a
local of some interest, who told us stories of the wrecks and
especially the one at the entrance to the channel, the crew of
which he had rescued, but seemed reluctant to talk about
wreckers.
Wednesday dawned, and stayed, a miserable and damp day,
so card games developed, followed by an evening visit to the
island's only pub to dampen the inside as well. No mention
will be made of our return, other than it took me over half-anhour to row from the shore to the yacht (a distance of 75
yards) having drunk nothing but Coke!-! began to learn
about ' tidal streams.'
On Thursday morning the sun came out, and all members
went ashore. Skipper, mate and I to explore Tresco Abbey
gardens. These are genuinely tropical, with coconut and banana
trees growing in the open, but kept warm by a thick band of
pine trees in the lee of the island. I was quite overawed by
the garden; so much to be seen and so little time left to see it
in (I must visit the garden again sometime).

A smooth return to the mainland
Thursday lunch and thence the trip back to the mainland.
I dreaded the thought, and the other crew members likewise,
but, thank goodness, on leaving our safe anchorage, no wind
and a fairly smooth sea with a following swell. The engine
was started and at last I managed to sunbathe on the deck,
watching Land's End slowly approaching through the haze
and enjoying a lazy afternoon, thinking 'this is the life for me.'
Curiously enough, after an hour or two I began to get bored
and hoped for a little wind so that we could sail and put into
practice all we had learnt. It was not to be; we motored the
whole way into Falmouth, arriving at 04.30, with me up frc;>nt,
stretched fiat out, peering for buoys and boats in the gloom,
but even so, we moored safely and slept until 10.00 before
going ashore. I then had the disturbing experience of watching
Falmouth swaying in the breeze, while I tried to find my land
legs!
Falmouth didn't seem to have changed much in the intervening time, but I had; no longer did I think of sailing as
' messing about on the river,' now I thought of it as a hard
task master, though a well-rewarding one.
Afierthought.-Please, 'Skip,' bear me in mind for the
next trip; I'll C1.1en write THE W.IRE notes again.
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Yet another Corps 1970 success!
7th Regiment Team beat all-comers in tough B.A.O.R.
Parachuting Exercise
XERCISE ' Parashot ' is designed for soldiers of Rhine
E
hav7
as
or military para. Army
chutists to display l!.1e1r skills
a challenging and enjoyablt:
~ho

quali~ed ~ ither
m

spor~

manner.
Teams are required to drop by parachute on to a dropping
zone, w?ere they make contact with an agent and c0llect 160lb.
of equipment. They . then have to move tactically across
country for twelve miles and on the way carry out certain
tasks, which included a demolition where dogs were patrolling
a difficult r:ver crossing, followed by an ambush and a mos~
rea listic casualty. After a range practice on Sterling machinegu ns, teams moved into position for a tactical withdrawal by
he licopter.

The Team
The members of the Regiment who took part in the competltlon were as follows: Officer-in-charge of the team
Lieutenant I. M. S. Cross; patrol commander, Sergeant T'.
Jarrett; members, Corporal D. G . Robertson, Corporal R.
Burrow, Signalman D. G. K. Hynds; reserve, Corporal B. A.
Smith.
T he team won The Daily Telegraph Trophy for the overall
winners, and narrowly missed the Rothman's Trophy for the
team using the best parachuting techniques. The latter trophy
was won by the Regiment last year.

Thanks
When considering our success, we should not fail to appreciate the kind co-operation given to us by various department
and individuals. Our special thanks go to Corporal George
Shone, a member of the Regiment who is detached to the
Rhine Army Parachuting Centre at Bad Lippspringe. He gave
up a great deal of his own time to provide instruction and
training for the team, and this was evident in the marks
gained. We are grateful to Sergeant R. S. Actaman, R.C.T.,
the Chief Instructor, for providing facilities and equipment
at his centre, and also to 655 Aviation Squadron for providing
an aircraft for over a day and a half, at very short notice, for
practice jumping.
Traini11g and preparation
The team finally got together only ten days or so before the
competition, and the result gained was a fair achievement.
Training started with shooting practices followed by Bergen
marches and instruction in patrol tactics and movement. It
was concluded by tactical helicopter handling and the parachuting, where each member made eight descents and Corporal
Roger Burrow graduated to a five-second delay free-fall descent.
As a Signal Regiment in B.A.O.R., we have very little
Infantry equipment, and there were frantic moments as we
gathered up the necessary kit from various sources. We were
hampered by the fact that many of the local Infantry Regiments were on standby for Northern Ireland, and therefore
could not release the necessary equipment.

This modern frequency mod ulated eq uipment is weatherproof a nd
extremely rugged. It can be operated in either the single or two fre quency
simplex mode on up to 10 adjacent 25 KHz or 50 KHz channels in the
frequency ran ge 25 M Hz to 174 MHz. The RF output is 12-15 watts.
It is highly suitable for use in all types of military vehicles including
lorries, tanks, gun-carriers and motorcycl es. It can be mounted internally
or externally.
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Tb" actual day
The day of the exercise began with an early start for
Lieutenant Cross, who rushed off to Munster at 06.00 to
borrow the new-style combat suits from The Royal Green
Jackets stationed there. After a frantic last-minute rush, we
all set off for Sennelager, with all our equipment.
When the draw took place, there was slight disappointment,
as we were the second team to jump on the last day. The
extra time was put to good use, as we continued training to
polish up our drills for the later patrolling.
At 04.00 hours, three alarm clocks rang out to make sure
we were awake, and by 05.00 the whole team was wide
awake and anxious to start. When we arrived at the airfield
a delay of 90 minutes was announced. Throughout the day
there were further delays due to low-lying mist. However,
at 14.00 hours the team emplaned, after a few protein-filled
'banjos,' produced by our camp site staff, Signalmen Mike
Whitehead and ' Robbo ' Robinson of 4 Squadr on.
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T•:1e jump went well, but through sheer misfortune, Corporal
Don Robertson landed just out of view of the DZ control
and was unable to gain any marks for his landing. The field
packing was excellent, the team having the fastest time overall and also in clearing the DZ.
The military side went into top gear when the team gained
maxim um marks from the first agent-the only team to do so.
Generall y, the marks were excellent, and 99 per cent was
gained in the medi::al section. This may have been due partly
to Sergeant Jerry Jarrett's reassuring remark to his badlyshocked patient, who had little hope of survival, that within
three days he would be on the beer again.
When the patrol was carrying out the river-crossing a cloudburst occurred and Corporal Roger Burrow made a dramatic
entry into the water. This happened when the string attached
to the raft was pulled by the agent on the other side, dragging
Corporal Burrow into ~1e murky depths, and placing him at
the mercy of an irate swan! This caused great amusement to
several German spectators.
The remainder of the patrol action went so well that we
overtook the team in front beating them to the helicopter
pick-up point. In fact we were the only team to return by
this means as the weather worsened and Land Rovers were
used, the helicopter having had to return to its base.
The team then changed into the new combat suits from
their wet clothing. We did not wear the new suits during
the competition as we found them to be too heavy and warm
for any sort of strenuous exercise. We remained in lightweight denim clothing· throughout the competition. However,
when the team went up to collect the trophy, and their tankards,
they were a very professional sight. The cup was tben filled
with champagne and the team bad a well-deserved drink after
an exciting and enjoyable exercise.

Peggy
A tribute to a real friend of the Regiment
Dy Signa l m a n J ames F lannagan, o f
2 8 th. S ign al R e g i m e n t
who was to meet Miss M argaret Power (Peggy
T Otoanyone
her friends) say in the street whilst shopping, a second
glance would be considered quite unnecessary. She looks just
what she is, a middle-aged lady, with that gentle aura of
homeliness one normally associates with a sincere and motherly
approach to things.
Yet one glance could nevei: do justice to this lady, and it is
for that reason tile pen of just one of her huge ' family circle '
has been put to paper in order to say both " Thank you " and
spotlight just how lucky we are at 28th Signal R egiment in
having Peggy Power of the W.R.V.S. to look after us.
All things worthy of being written about undergo some
sacrifice when it comes to knowing where to start and (due
to limited space) what to leave out. You see, Peggy has had
both a long and most varied career in 'uniform' and, eventually,
after much persuasion, having her permission to write tbis
article, I found the memories that came tumbling out through
our conversation just too much for one entry in THE WIRE.
Nevertheless, a mention at least will now be made.
In the summer of 1945, barely a few weeks before the end
of the war, the ranks of that noted organisation, the Women's
Voluntary Service as it was then called, was increased by one
with the arrival in Germany of M argaret Power. From then
until 1957 when a break of three years for service in the
United I,.ingdom came along, Peggy spent all her time with
British and Commonwealth troops throughout Europe. Of places
her reminiscences recalled, one in particular was with H.Q. Staff
in Brussels where just about most elements of the British Army
were represented. Also, towns with names like Enschede and
Iserlohn where Peggy was to spend seven years with a regiment
which she still sometimes calls her very own, namely Princess
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry.
Then in 1960, Peggy, whose parents were both elderly and
in failing health, left the W.V.S. to care for them. Sadly,
within months of each other, her mother and father died in
1962.
Not much more than a year later, quite unable to settle in
a 'civilian routine,' back she came to the Women's Voluntary
Service, Germany and us!
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'When I a, ked her whac her fuse main task was at ' 28 '
cypically she at and thought for a moment then r eplied,
" M.ain ca k? No, I don't think I had anything I would call a
main ta k. I just p ent a week moving the furniture around
co the way I liked it, did some cleaning and just sort of put
the ' house ' in order."
But what Peggy did not say, apart from making sure the
papers from back home are there promptly everyday and
arranging her carpeted 'communal living room " with its comfortable armchairs and sofas and colour T.V. to their best
advantage, she also runs a one woman travel agency with the
facilities provided by coach/air/sea companies, and subsequently books tickets for our lads when they take either
local or home leave or just want an outing. I do not forget,
of course, the mountain of magazines she is for ever adding
to for our perusal. Yes from the youngest recruit to the
' \lecerans ' she looks after all.
Remember I said earlier how difficult it is to know where
to start an article like this? \Vell, I should have added that
it's ju t a difficult to know where to end. However brief this
little record of service must be, there is one thing I am sure
that it is nowhere near an end and I am certain that Peggy
Power will continue for many years to come.
Although you must be amongst the longest serving members
of the W.R.V.S. please 'carry on' Peggy, and on behalf of
past, present and future lads of 28th Signal Regiment-thanks
for everything-bless you Peggy.
(Signalman James FJ;µinagan, who wrote the above, had
only been in 28th Signal Regiment a few weeks when he felt
impelled to pay this tribute to Peggy. Perhaps we might add
to this what a nice thought on the pan of Signalman Flannagan.
-Editor).

News from Regiments
1st. Division Signal
Regiment, B.F.P.O. 32
"Bauaria--warm, no rain; Berlin-sun, no cloud; Norway-light rain, cool."

T

HIS was the weather report which appeared as a notice
to Regimental Pan I Orders of the Regiment at Verden
recently.
Needless to say there was some head scratching, but to the
initiated it all made sense, as indicated the start of:

EXERCISE •NORDIC NUANCE '

Out Stations in Norway, Bavaria and Berlin
A test in long-range radio communications, the exercise had
had its beginnings many months previously when plans were
put in hand to link Norway with the home base. Then the idea
was developed to include detachments in Mitteowald (Bavaria)
and Berlin.
And that's how prospective Verden holidaymakers knew just
what to expect of the elements in three far-distant points of
the compass.
Manning the three ' Out Stations,' which kept up rwicedaily schedules with the Regiment, were two Officers and a
party of 30 men.
The Scandinavian group was accommodated with the
Norwegian School of Signals at J¢rstadmoen, near Lillehamrner,
which is probably well known to a lot of readers. On their way
to ~orway they had staged overnight with the Jutland Signal
Reglment at Aarhus which already has close links with 1
Div!sional H.Q. and Signal Regiment, a number of trophies
b~~mg been donated by officers and soldiers during previous
VlSltS.

The following soldiers formed the Norwegian party: SecondLieutenant J. Kirby, Corporals Flockhart and Mooney, Signal'470

men Cardall, Brown Little, Kelliher, Lewis, Smith, Goodman
and Mitchell. Second-Lieutenant Gibb commanded the
Bavarian Detachment and Staff Sergeant Locke the Berlin one.

3rd. Division Signal Regiment
Bulford Camp

Scht•dules
Sched ules were worked and following the assistance given
by th e Norwegian Signals School, in making available a site
for the antennas within the barracks, it was with some r elief
that communications were established. For there had assembled
to observe the opening transmission a few Norwegian Army
Officers and soldiers.

\. T the end of July the C.0 . said " let's have some leave."
·\.. T>he great day arrived, and the Regiment scattered to
the fo ur corners of th e British I sles until the 17th August.
Apart from a few left to guard Carter Barracks (no one knows
exactly what they did) the Regiment ceased to function-or so
we thought. Men still went on KAPEs some were at the Royal
Tournament; Lieutenant Keith Danby was on an 'au pair '
visit to the German Army (~cc separate ar ticle) and Major Denis
Watson, O.C. 2 Squadron, was cracking on with plans for a
camp in Jurby, I sle of M ao .

Local hospitality
As had been foretold by previous v1s1tors to J¢r stadmoeo
the help and ho ~pitality was tremendous. The Commanding
Officer, Oberst Omreng, and the host officer Feur (SecondLieutenant) Storm-Hansen made available accommodation,
transport and Messing. They also arranged for the party to see
some of the Norwegian equipment, including the Volvo Jeep;
although a different shape it is u sed in much the same role
as our Land Rover, but bas one big advantage-in the form
of a really powerful heater. The party were also shown the
Norwegian assault ration pack (2,470 calories) and they found
out that the local equivalent to corned beef is nicknamed
'Dead Man.'
A visit to the Hunderfossen hydro-electric power station
some 15 kms. north of Lillehamrner was also made.

Norway to Verden on a

~fa111>ack

Set

One of the noteworthy tests undertaken was a maopack
radio schedule from Norway to Verden. An SR A 13 was
'manpacked ' up a mountain named Reinsfjell (1,066 m.). This
peak is just above the village of Nordsetter (960 m.) which to
former members of \Vhiteshod Courses will be well known!
Perhaps the existence of a discotheque in the village influenced
the final decision of the location for the test. The A 13 was
used on both an afternoon schedule and a morning one, and
good communications were established with Verden.
The party returned complete and without misadventure, apart
from a somewhat 'asthmatic sounding' Land Rover, to Verden
having completed a valuable ten days of training, which was
also very interesting.

Baltic sailing
If the dubioqs distinction of the radio squadron possessing
A2 (Bavarian) Troop upsets the O.C., Major Bernard Allen,
then he can no doubt smile with some small measure of
satisfaction if I refer to 1 (Kiel) Squadron. Since not only has
the 0.C., Major John Harrison, been there assisting with
running the Royal Signals regatta, of which more details
appear elsewhere in this issue, but it has also seen quite a
few members of that Squadron enjoying an adventure training
Exercise ' Viking Return II.'
This exercise was much the same as one last year and
involved three crews each having a week's 'adventurous '
sailing.
Long trips from Kiel to ports in Denmark, and round the
Baltic waters, proved to be most beneficial to those members
who were lucky enough to get a vacancy on this exercise.

Other activities
The Regiment is now preparing for that bi-annual event,
the Divisional FTX, from which we shall be returning in mid"
October.
Sport continues with the cricket season gradually giving way
to rugby, soccer and hockey.
Adventure training continues and at present 2 Squadr(\O
are away in various parts of Germany, including Bavaria and
the Rhineland.
There are many other minor snippets of news to report but
--as all regular readers of THE \VIRE will have seen-the Editor
has requested us to keep it short, and so we will, even omitting
our usual photograph! which incidentally for those regular
readers of 1st Division notes, was not our deliberate mistake
in line five of the August-September issue! (Hush I Hush!Editor).
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Exercise e Youthful Adventure '
The Adjutant, Captain Mike Thorne, S.S.M. John Blank,
Sergeants Dixon and Bolton-Lear and Private Lyons, R.P.C.,
and their wives organised and ran a camp for 50 youngsters
down in the New Forest. From remarks gathered from mums
and dado, it appears to have been a huge success. Captain
T horne, when asked if he would run a similar camp in 1971,
gave a feeble grin and began looking for a pen to apply for
posting.
T here was everything from ' baling-out ' after rain to a
ferry trip to the Isle of Wight, and lots of happy sing-songs
with literally hundreds of ' bangers ' round the evening camp
fires. Our thanks go to all who assisted in this venture.
Royal Tournament - Behind the scenes at
Earls Court
Brawn, brains and diplomacy were just a few of the qualities
req uired by members of this Regiment when representing
the Corps at the 80th Year of the Royal Tournament.
Three members of this unit, Jed by Sergeant Bob Fortune,
carried out the duties, under the name of ushers, for the
period 7th July to 5th August. These duties consisted of
unloading and assembling accommodation stores for 1,300
men, which worked up quite a thirst by the end of each
long day.
Once the tournament commenced, the manual labour, which
was performed mainly by Signalman Julius Mumoe, came to
an end and the mental ability of Corporal Bob Eaton-Evans
was called for in trying to find seats for over a thousand
people when only nine hundred places were available. The
unfortunate ones left standing then found themselves face to
face with diplomat Sergeant Fortune, who had the thankless
task of explaining to the V.I.P.s that just because their tickets
said they were entitled to a particular seat, they could not sit
there, because it was already occupied. This situation arose
because the agency persisted in double booking. However,
once the show started, everyone squeezed in happily and
finally went away with a good impression of the Corps after
seeing the professional displays of our Corps Band and Motor
Cycle Display Team.
Jurby, lsJe of Man - 2 Squatlron suD1D1er camp
As the departure day for 2 Squadron' summer camp came
nearer, 'Alpha ' Troop's garage took on the appearance of a
sports shop! Canoes, sails, oars, outboard engine, football strip,
bows and arrows, etc. Trying to keep the garage still looking
operational, as indeed it was, as exercises and assistance to
other arms on communications exercises still had priority over
all else, was a job in itself.
The main party of some 100 men left by train and truck
early on the Sunday morning. The road parry, under the
watchful eye of Sergeant Goodman, departed at mid-day on
Sunday for Liverpool docks. On arrival at Princes Pier (memories of troopships) it was discovered that due to an error on
the ferry tickets we were a day late for our ferry and had
to spend 24 hours in Liverpool. Then difficulties in finding
an W OD unit which could garage the vehicles and accommodate the men. We recommend the Y.M.C.A., Mount
Pleasant to anyone!
The road party duly arrived at Jurby, Isle of Mao, to be
greeted by the O.C., Major Denis Watson with "You're late
and where are my civvies!"
The camp was a great success, much of it due to the untiring efforts of Captain Peter Pritchard in preparing all the
groundwork and co-ordinating the various departments involved, particularly on the travel side.
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Basically, the camp was run on Company lines, with four
Platoons, each headed by a Platoon Officer and Sergeant.
Much training was carried out-abseili ng, under the watchful
eye of Lieutenant Marten Clarke; Infantry tra ining, supervised by Lieutenant Oddie and Lieutenant Danby. The day
commenced with reveille at 06.30, PT parade at 07.00, followed
by a mile run to the beach for a dip in the delightfully refreshing wa ter- there's noth ing like ice to clear a thick head! Then
the mile run back to camp, a quick shower and then breakfast. Milita ry training finished at 12.30, and after lunch there
was a vast choice of recreational activities, so no man need
say he didn't know what to do.
A great deal was taught and much was learnt of one's fellow
men in an environment different to the usual Division in
barracks and exercise life.
While the camp was running we had a C15 link with part
of the Troop on a KAPE at Leicester and a base station at
Bulford. This worked exceedingly well, and when Sergeant
Goodman's promotion to Staff Sergeant came through, all
other Mess members at camp were delighted, as it meant
the usual ritual of wetting the crown.
The camp was rounded off with a night infantry exercise
in the mountains, and the spirit with which the average
Signalman entered into it had to be seen to be believed. \Vho
won between the two opposing forces still has to be decided,
but 'Generalissimo Yosef Ma~seyo came very near to capture.
The exercise was slightly prolonged, as at the final roll call,
one Signalman Julius Munroe was absent. Having become
separated from his section, he did the wisest thing, got his
head down, knowing that to move around on his own in the
mountains could end in disaster. Many of the officers spent a
sleepless night searching, but as Munroe is the same colour
as the night, they had no success. He was found at dawn by a
helicopter borrowed from a R.A.0.C. unit on exercise at the
same time.
A good camp, in fact many older hands were heard to remark "the best I've ever been to in 16 years." Again thanks
are due to Captain Pritchard who, unfortunately, is leaving
us for Cyprus. He will indeed be missed by many.

4th. Division Signal

Regiment B.F.P.0. 15
Anglo-German Fete
UR annual fete promised to be bigger and better than ever
before. During the days before the event the sun shone
and preparations were well ahead of schedule. The mown
rugger pitch and a very orderly array of stalls set the scene
for a bumper fete.
The morning of the event was a dismal scene but it did not
deter the enthusia m in putting finishing touches to stalls
Everyone was optimistic. " The high winds will blow the rain
away" was a well-worn cry! Regrenably the 'criers' were
wrong.
A rain-free period permitted Miss Sandi Jones (from
B.F.B.S.) and Herr Dr. Schober (the Oberburgemeister of
Herford) to open the proceedings without getting wet and then
fl"ackintoshes and umbrellas were at a premium.
The organisers were depressed but hardy supporters turned
up to have their money cadjoled from them by the very professional and persuasive stall attendants. As usual the word
' go ' meant an invasion for the Wives' Club grocery stall
which, this year, was most elaborate and known a the 'minisupermarket,' crowd control barriers being a part of the new
construction.
The children's activities seemed to be as well supported as
ever and ' space--hopper ' racing proved a worthwhile intro"
duction to kiddies' comer. New stalls and old were all succe s"
fu1 and a feature of the fete was the enthusiasm and cheerfulness of the stallholders. Through them, and in spite of the
weather, the final profits amounted to D.M. 5,500. \Vhat a
bumper sum would have been ' in the kitty ' had the weather
been kind? Nevertheless, British and German cha1ities bene"
fited and we wish to thank everyone who helped make the
afternoon such a success.

O
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ROYAL SIGNALS
HEAVY DUTY
PULLOVERS

The

CADET SUP PLY

DE PARTME NT

is now stocking this pullover.

It is made

exactly to the pattern as the latest Oli ve
Drab style, but in Navy Blue.

It has a

crew neck, doub le knit cuffs, re inforc ed
sh o ul der and e lbow pie ces, an d is knitted
in a flexible stretch r ib sty le.

Epaulette

sleeves for rank badges can be suppl ied
separately.
Sizes available are fro m 36" t o 42" ch est .
PRIC ES :

36"-40"

72/-

42" -

SO/-

Epaul ette s leeves
Postage: on one p ullove r

3/- pair

3/-

o n t wo pu llovers 4/ 6

Available from :

CADET SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
58 BUCKINGHAM GATE
LONDON, S.W .1.
Tel. 01-834 11441 5
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S n mn.:
A new evenc- a 24-hour dinghy race at the Mohne See!
Second-Lieutenant Bushell writes :
" As the dav drew closer the faces of the helmsmen and crews
drew longer and longer. A 24-hour r~ce in ding~es sur~ly is
~ome th ing akin to ' mad dogs and Engl!sbm~n . ~ut m ~he midday
sun.' Six intrepid Englishmen from 4th D1v1s1on Signal R eg1menc agreed ~o take part in ~is novel M?hne See race. The
preparations mcluded collectmg such thmgs as waterproof
torches, vacuum fl.asks, brandy, plastic bags for snacks and the
like. The party moved down to the Mohne See on a Saturday
morning, to prepare the boat and thems~lves for th~ s~art, at
14.00 hours. On arrival at the club Signalmen B1rme and
Benson set up our admin. area.
The remainder of the team set to work on the boat. She
was dragged out of the water and keeled over, and scrubbed
with Vim and hard brushes. Once she was clean she was carefully lowered inco the water and moored. Major Hartne~ proceeded to rig her using his knowledge to see that the sails and
rigging were correctly adjusted. We were then ready for th e
start.
Our light-weight crew was selected to go first and a crew
chan~e every three laps was the rule. Lieutenant Stuart, crewed
by Signalman Barlow, crossed the line at the scheduled 14.02
hours. The wind was light-force 2. This was enough to keep
the boat moving but even so it took about an hour to complete
a lap. Lieuten~t Stuart very creditably held on to his p~ace
whilst trying to teach Signalman Barlow the ropes of crewmg.
At the end of his three laps we made our first crew change.
Second-Lieutenant Bushell and Lance-Corporal Lowe took
over the boat and were very swiftly propelled towards the
first mark. These two tried to demoralise the other crews by
upping hot coffee laced with brandy every time they overhauled a boat. These tactics seemed to be working very well
until after rounding the last mark, a slight error in judgemenc
lost us the lead gained on some other boats.
At about 20.00 hours the last pair took over. It was just
under eight h ours later that M ajors Hartnett and Hunt stepped
on dry land again after a n ight's drift.. Major Hartnett was the
mainstay of our ream, and due to h rm we were one of the
four boats to break away a lap ah ead of the remai nder. The
problem then remained to obtain a place. Third place swopped
between ourselves and the Canadian Brigade team virtually
every lap. At the final gu_n Lieutenant Stuart. h eld on to th!rd
place, beating the Canadians by some 14 mmutes, but bemg
beaten by RAF Gutersloh and a R.E.M.E. (B.A.0 .R.) team .
At the prizegiving a very tired .but happy ~earn went up to
receive a well-earned tankard smtably m scr1bed. The whole
race had been most enjoyable, but we do hope it is 11£ monchs
hence before the next of its kind!"

Infantry training
Some months ago Lieutenant-Colonel Stonham agreed to a
suggestion that some of our soldiers should be attached to the
Second Royal Green Jackets for battle group training in Larsac
(South of France).
Throughout August Second-Lieutenant Ian Bingham and 13
soldiers became inf~ntrymen. The training included conventional mounted and dismounted infantry tactics, I.S. and C .I.
practice plus, on the lighter side, local visits, some of which
ended on the Riviera beaches.
Signalman Nick Gray volunteered to enter one of the
Battalion's annual competitions-a tough and strenuous testand he came through with flying colours and suggestions that
he should transfer I
During the final exercise the riflemen were given r3:pid promotion and Signalman 'Chuck' Walker found himself a
Platoon Sergeant and later a Section Corporal which, we are
told, was planned and not as a result of his inefficieno/!
An interesting month, a strenuous month, an en1oyable
month, but there were no volunteers from our party to transfer
-they prefer communicating! It was kind of the Green Jackets
to agree to the attachment and let our soldiers see how ' the
other half live.'
Presen tatio n
Our C.R.E., Colonel O'C~l agan, recently pr~sented the Co~
rnanding Officer with a uruque plaque dep1ctmg the close nes
between the Royal Engineers and Royal Signals. The whole
work has been expertly carried out by Sapper craftsmen and
is now a very attractive addition to the decor of the C.O.'s
office.
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7 th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
Motor Cycling
~ moto~ cycling season is now starting and the Regiment
is entermg two teams for the Army championships to be
held at Borden on 12th/ 13th Sep tember. We welcome W.O.II
(Y. of S.) Vaughan Rayner, Sergeant Vic Jincks and Signalman
• Jock' Hampton, who ar e new to the team this year. Unfortunately Signalman ' Scouse ' Weeks cannot compete as he is
expecting an addition to his fa mily. This will be the last
appearance of Staff Sergeant Herb Atherley who is returning
to the U.K. in October. G ood luck, ' Uncle ' Herb, from the
rest of the team. The Regiment entered a team for the Berlin
Infantry Brigade trials in August and Lance-Corporal Mike
Corrigan did well to get th e second individual novice prize. The
team was placed fourth out of about 26 teams.
The only other entry in the motor cycling calendar is the
B.A.O.R. championsh ips which will be held in Bielefeld on
15th/16th October.

T

Sailin g
The 1970 season has been a very good one for the R egimental sailors. W e started way back in May with a Regimental
regatta which was won by 2 Squadron. ' Mitch ' Mitchell was
overall victor and John Whittaker, who had only just learnt to
sail, won the novice class. Our Regimental team, comprising Bill
Kitchen, 'Russ' Parrotte and 'Mitch' won the Royal Signals regatta and, with th e addition of Major Chris Story, are still in the
running for the B.A.O.R. Championship. Bill Kitchen also won
the 4th D iv. K eelboat trophy at Kiel. But enough of racing
and winning; our true success this year is that we have sent
people on four Kiel courses, we h ave sent two crews out on
Peiasus and we h ave qualified some 25 new ' C ' helms on
dinghy courses. Sailing in the Army is not a rich man's sport
and we a:-e delighted to see so many people taking it up.
Crick e t
The Regimental cricket season ended with the team touring
Berlin for ten days. Four match es were played, one of which
was lost. This match, against the Olympic Stadium eleven, was
lost by three runs. Corporal Lennie Carr retired hurt as he
hooked a ball, missed it, and lost six teeth as a result. The
team 'end of season get-together ' was held during the tour
in the Munchener Lowenbrau house. By all accounts the season
ended on a ' high ' note.

Sub Aqua
The sunny morning of Saturday, 27th June, saw the Sub
Seven Aqua Club leaving camp on its 1,500 km. journey to
La Cote Gauche in the Catalan area of the South of France,
near to the Mediterranean end of the Pyrenees. Two days'
hard driving later and a journey not without its memorable
moments, the team of 12 divers, under Dive Marshal Lieutenant
Peter Bowles, pitched camp between Collioure and ArgelcsSur-Mer. Looking after their transport were the able hands of
Lance-Corporal Dave Harrison, R.E.M .E., whose expertise was
increasingly valuable during the three-week stay.
Diving sites were changed regularly and a great variety of
underwater conditions were discovered giving valuable experience to new and old divers alike. Training of new members
in such clear and inviting water was made easy and it was
with regrets that the homeward journey was commenced, everyone a little fitter, browner, more fluent in French and safer
sub aqua men.
KAPE, 1970
T he KAPE tour mentioned in our notes last month as a
forthcoming attraction has now been completed. The team
arrived in Bradford with two C42/Cll Land Rover detachments and one Dll K9 detachment of 22nd Signal Regiment.
Unfortunately a second Austin K9 retired hurt in Dover.
Thanks to the nursing and mollycoddling of Lance-Corporal
Ian D onunett and Signalman Chris Illingworth the remaining
K9, nicknamed Boris, never let us down.
The team arrived just in time to set up for the opening of
Bradford Army Week, where they were to spend the first six
days of the tour. The public were soon attracted by the
camouflage nets and matt painted vehicles. The team had a
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full-time job, as Signalman ' M oggy ' McLean would ay,
"Mouthing to the public." Meanwhile Signalman ' Ginge •
Tate took every opportunity to make sure that the patrons at
the Spotted House, the local pub, knew what the Army was
all about.
From Bradford Army Week the tea m went to Pudsey Show
which was one of the highlights of the tour, crowds flocked in
and gave the team a full-time job for the whole day.
'
The last ten days of the tour were spent in Sheffield where
the team spent most of their time visiting youth clubs and
A.C.F.s. One day was spent at Dronfield Gala which, like
Pudsey Show, was a great success.
After a long, tiresome journey the team finally arrived back
in Germany on 25th July, grateful to be back after the journey,
but sorry to have finished an enjoyable and eventful three
weeks.

8th Signal Regiment,
Catterick C amp
Sum1uer Soccer League
H IS year's final of tile D istrict Summer League is due to
be played on 16th September.
The two contesting teams are 1 and 2 Squadrons in the
Regimenc-a repeat pairing of last year's finalists.
Each Squa dron has had a full fixture list of 18 matches,
1 Squadron having remained unbeaten and 2 Squadron Jost a
single match. Both very commendable performances.
Headquarters Squadron participated in the same league; it
is to their credit (and no doubt the surprise of not a few) that
their team has achieved four wins and two draws.

T

Orienteering
Throughout the year members of the Regimental Orienteering
Club have been training in the events organised by civilian
clubs.
The ' season' of military competitions began on 1st August
with the Regimental event. This was a true masochists' course
set by S.I. Webb (our A.P.T.C. Sergeant). It was won by
Maior M. W. Simms-Reeve, closely followed by Corporal L.
] . Edwards. The cup went to the 2 Squadron team led by
Captain J. F. Storr.
The next event was the Training Brigade competition on
12th August in which we entered four teams. This was a good
deal shorter than our own course and we rook the Cup and
nin,e our of tile 10 places. The winner was Lance-Corporal P.
Lee, S.I. Webb was second and Lance-Copora! C. H erbert
third. The winning team was Captain Storr, L ance-Corporal
Webb, Lance-Corporal Herbert and Signalman Boorman.
The Northern Command competition was held on 5th September in Dalby Forest near Scarborough. Once again our
Regimental team was victorious. In addition to winning the
competition they were the first team in Northern and Western
Commands and from Scotland.
The winning team members were : Captain Storr, LanceCorporal Lee, Lance-Corporal Webb, Lance-Corporal H erbert,
S.I. Webb and Corporal Edwards. The first four counted. A
number of others had creditable times which did not count
towards the team results, particularly Signalman ffiggins who
was the second member of me Regiment to finish. Captain
Storr had the distinction of being runner-up; he was, in fact,
the fa stest member of Northern Command.
The last stage is to be the Army event which will be held
in the New Forest on 26th October.
There is no doubt that the standard of competition will be
particularly high in this event. Last year the Regiment finished
third, and every effort is being made to ensure an improvement
on this performance.

R e m emb e r , R e m e mbe r , t h e
1 0 t h N o vembe r
All contributions from Units must be in
the E ditor's hands by the 10th
N ovember latest.
We ask units to- let us have their
contributions as early as possible - it
will greatly assist us.
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Regim~ntal

HE
Sa.iling Club spent a most enjoyable afterT
noon racmg agamst 14th Signal Regiment and a local
youth club team on 8th July. The team comprised of the

PROUD O F THEMSELV ES- I SQUADRON, 9th SIGNAL REGIMENT
Winners of Cyprus Minor units foot ball, basketball and team athletics to say nothing of several shooting successes
Back raw, left: to right : Corpo ral Bob Mills, Corporal Trev Ryan, Pri vate George Hewitt, Lance-Corporal Bob Watkins and Private George
Anderson
Fourth row, left to right: Corporal Pete Ellis, Corporal Ginge Jerram, Lance-Corporal Mick Bragger, Private Paddy Keogh, Corporal Jeff Davison
and Davey Manders
Third row, left to right: Sergeant Lindsay Smith, Lance-Corporal Tony Morris and Staff-Sergeant Bob Wherry
Second row, left to right: Corporal Mick Lewis, Corporal Chris Stone, Corporal Steve Watson, Signalman John Phillips, Corporal Tony Lowe,
Sergeant Bill Du ncan, Signalman Herbie Poll, Corporal John Robertson, Sergeant Mick Tighe and Signalman George Poulter
Front row, left to right: Sergeant John Morgan, Staff-Sergeant Geordie Sleigh t holm, W.0 .11 Harry Champion, Captain Hugh Bonaker, Major John
Williams, Captain Dick Whittingto n, W .0 .11 Glyn Morris, W.0 .11 Jim Aitken and Sergeant Bob Hope

9th Signal Regiment (Radio)
B.F.P.O. 53
Suh Aqua Club
HE Sub Aqua Club he!d its summer camp at Whitechapel
Bay during July/ August. One of their more noteworthy
occurrences was summed up by a member who commented
on return, "We ran out of beer." Other members of the
club, however, assure us that diving did take place, during
which L ance-Corporal John Bird was observed doing a very
fast Australian crawl. He was half-way up the beach when
he was informed that it does take an expert to differentiate
between sharks and dolphins.
Sergeant Bob Mills remembers this camp well. Whilst
carrying various items of equipment (including oxygen tanks)
he trod on a rock and broke one of his toes. We all have
those days when things go wrong-the equipment, being rather
fragile, could not be dropped, and performing an amazing
balancing act he attempted to clutch the damaged digit. Unfonunately another large rock was nearby and we will leave
it to the reader to guess what happened to the large toe of
his other foot. Of course we will make no mention of the
gate which he later demolished with a three-tonner.
Our Padre, Reverend J im Cross, informs us that divine
assistance was not called for when R.S. Fred Birchenough (one
of our nautical persons) drank a can of beer, under water,
through his snorkel. He is, however, claiming a world record.

T

w lmmlng and c ricke t
A!> p:m of the SOth Anniversary celebrations, 2 Squadron
entered a team for the swimming gala held at Dhekelia. They
made a clean sweep of all the swimming events. Bubbling
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over with confidence they '(l'ent on to compete in the Army
(Cyprus) Minor Units swimming championship. Unfortunately
the opposition was extremely strong and they were well and
truly put in their place by finishing in last place but one. The
final ignomony was that 1 Squadron, who had not entered
a team in the Dhekelia gala, was the only Royal Signals team
on tthe island to win through to a place in the finals.
Consolation came for 2 Squadron in the form of the Army
(Cy prus) Minor Units cricket championship. They won through
to the semi-final, losing in what all agreed was a very fine
match to the United Nations by five wickets.

Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Valerie Batchelor, W.0.11
(Y. of S.) Derek Bassett, Corporal David Clarke, LanceCorporal Charles Child and Driver Terance McCabe. After a
friendly afternoon's sailing, we came last. One felt that had
the Commanding Officer not hit so many other boats and
his crew been less heavy with water-as a result of a mischance--we could have done better; though never beaten anyone.
We are delighted our R.S.M. is leaving us-' delighted' because he is going on commissioning! The Thoms have devoted themselves to the Regiment for the past 2t years.
It was a fitting tribute to the span of W.0.1 Thom's interests
that the Hounslow Borough Safe Driving Committee ~ho uld
present him with a handsome pewter tankard and the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Club with an officer's sword. To (now)
Lieutenant and Mrs. Thom and their family we extend our
grateful thanks and good wishes.
And in their place we are delighted to welcome W.0.1
Postlethwaite and his wife and family.
It was incredible with what alacrity two DII crews,
crewed by Sergeant Phillips, Lance-Corporal McGregor,
Lance-Corporal Robson, Lance-Corporal Doane; Aldershot, Corporal Hadden, Signalman Dalton, Signalman
Cooke, managed to vacate barracks the day before the Fitness
for Role inspection on 21st July. Never was a dock strike
more welcome. However, · it was not a case of rats leaving
the sinking ship, because we are still afloat and in reasonably
full sail.
1tb Aqua
The Regiment has entered enthusiastically in the London
District Sub Aqua Club. We suffer from lack of experience,
but Corporal John Smith and Signalman Thomas McGratton,
ably aided by some of our W.R.A.C., are rapidly putting matters
to rights.

Soccer
As holders of the London District Premier Division Cup
and the Hounslow Civilian Weekend League Cup, our football
team is looking forward in eager anticipation to the forthcoming season, during which we are hoping to do better than
runners-up in the Minor Units Cup, and we have also entered
the Major Units Cup-so, Guards Battalions-watch it!
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V o lleyball
It took a lot of pushing, but finally W.0 .11 (S.S .M.) Bud
Abbott has managed to make volleyball the ' in game ' at Ay
Nik. With a total of 14 teams competing (including two ladies'
teams), competition is hotting up, but S.H.Q. 1 Squadron,
captained by Corporal Tony Lowe, appear to be showing a
clean pair of heels at the top of the league table to the
opposition.
T ail p ieces
Have we a practical joker in the Regiment. Seen on Part
One Orders recently, " Will the owner of a top set of d entures
please collect from ... ", followed a few days later by, "The
owner of a ladies' p ink frilly nightdress found in the cinema
can collect from . .. " The pink frilly is still in the 'Not yet
claimed box.'
Final comment on ' Pear Shapes.' A large parcel was
received which, on being op ened, was found to contain, in
addition to a couple of Jerseys Wool Heavy, no less than 62
Foundation Garments. R.Q.M .S. D ave Shakespeare was heard
mumbling over a p int that this was taking . . . pear shap es
just a bit too far.

HALI!

We mean to show them a thing or two this season say 10th Signal
Regiment's soccer team. And to show their confidence they have
entered for the Major Units Cup after being runners up last season
in the Minor Units competition
Front row, left to right : Signalman Ro berts, Sergeant McKechnie,
Lieutenant Colonel D. M. F. Baker, Sergeant Jobes, Signalman
Reeder, Signalman W at kinson
Back row: Captain N. C. Muir, Lance-Corporal Robson , Sergeant
W ri gh t (R.A.P.C.}, Corporal Berry, Lance-Corporal Bluer, Corporal
Franks
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John Newman and Charles Young
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11th Signal Regiment
Catter ick Camp
Pai.s-o.fl parades
HE Regiment held two pass-off parade in the month of
Augu t the first being on Friday 7th. So;venty-two members of No. '1 Troop and Continuation Training Troop were
in peered by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, M ajor-General P. F.
Pentreath, M.B.E.
.
.
The best recruit was Signalman Agar, a tra~n~e manager ~n
a up ermarket before enlisting. H e is now trammg as a radio
operator .
The second pass-off parade was held on 21st August when
'o. 6 Troop paraded before Lieutenant-Colo!lel ~· . S.
Le Messurier, the A.A. & Q.M.G. from Northu!llbnan D1str1ct.
There were 20 recruits on parade under their T roop Co~
mander, Lieutenant P . G. T. Morgan, and the. ~est recru!t
was Signalman Carter, an ex-laboratory technician; he is
now with 24th Signal Regiment training to be a _radio ?perator.
We wish all the recruits the best of luck ID their fu ture
Army careers.

T

Arrivals and departures
A warm welcome is made to Captain Mike Carson, who js
now occupying the Adju~ntal ' ~ot seat ' vaell:tcd by Captain
Richard Gravestock on his postmg to Warmmster. May we
also welcome Staff Sergeant Atkins, now in Instructional
Wing.
.
Sad farewells were said to Staff Sergeant George Davis
(M .T .) and Sergeant f muny Hewston (Corps Band), both of
whom came to the end of their Army career and left for
' civvy street.'
Orienteering
The Regiment took part in the Training Brigade Orient~ering
competition deep in the Stang Forest of North Yorkshire on
l 2st August.
.
.
.
. .
Fielding a relatively mexpenenced team cons1stmg of
Lieutenants Kemp and Howard, Sergeant Davidso~ LanceCorporals Kirkham and Rogers and (under protest) Signalman
Wadey from 0 .R. 1 Troop, the Regiment came a creditable
third to the experienced rurmers of 8th Signal Regiment's first
and second.
Marriage
We wish every happiness to Lance-Corporal Hamilton, of 7
T roop, and his new bride.
Leave
On 24th August the Regiment tried an experiment and
stood down on block leave to give the Cadre a well-deserved
rest (did I hear boos?).
_ ow, however, all is back to normal, with the normal welltrained recruits being turned out every few weeks.

13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.0. 40
The Whlrlyglg
HE summer months have seen a major change-over of
the officers in the Regiment. The departure list is impressive and larger than that of the arrivals. However, we
haven't noticed any change in the work load! No doubt the
newcomei ~ will quickly make their presence felt. Major Len
Rogen., lately Second-in-Command, has handed over his
duties to Ma1or Dickie Nice and departed to Canada. (How
does one get these postings?). Major (T.0.T.) Don Chetwynd
has decided, at long last, to have his first tour in Catterick,
and has left the responsibilities of TM Troop with Captain
Jim Jenkins. Captain Alf Reed, after giving Major Tom Swan
the run-down on HQ S9uadron and PRI, has departed
to assume the duties of Quartermaster in Cyprus. Captain
John Alexander has been relieved by Captain Phil Hodges as
Admin Officer, 1 Squadron, and is due to give 224 Signal
quadron, at Loughborough, the benefit of his vast experience
in shooting, rugby and Officers' Mess Secretary, to mention but
a few of his notable accomplishments.

T
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Captain Don Overton arrived to relieve Captain ~~ Hodges
an d is now finding his way round the complexities of the
Technical Adjutant appointment. Captain Gerry Puryis, Intelligence Corps, sho r~y goes bac~ to U .K . _and is busy
handing over to Captain John Davidson, Intelligence Corps.
Mr. John Snell, our Civilian Liaison Officer, bas returned to
the U.K. We hope he will be able to arrai_igc some flying
visits to us in the near future. Mr. Jock Smtth has also departed but the arrival of Mr. Colin H olma11 helps to restore
the balance.
L ieutenant Tim M ountford elected to try his hand with
18th Regiment in Singapore, and Lieutenant Craii; Treeby _is
busily assimulating knowledge at the School of Signals pnor
to a posting to Bahrein. With all these officer changes, we are
pleased to report tfiat the Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s
have remained fairly constant. W.0.11 Ted Brant has handed
over S.S.M. 1 Squadron to W.0 .11 D ennis C onnell, l_ately
arrived from RM.A., Sandhurst, and has been appomted
R.Q.M.S. to fill our second R. Q.M.S. post.
W.O.II (0.R.Q.M.S.) Alan Smith has taken over the post
of C hief Clerk, which had been ably filled by Sergeant Nobby
Clark, since the departure of our last Chief Clerk some nine
months ago.

.\uglo-D11tch Sports
On Wednesday, 12th August, a D utch Army team from
Roermond played the R egiment at basketbaLI, voll:ybaLI and
badminton. The D utch team was led by Captain Eugene
Savelkoul, Officer-in-O:iarge of Physical Training, Southern
Holland, who produced an exceedingly fit team. S.I. Scales,
AP.T.C., put in a lot of ground work so that the events
were keenly contested. The Dutch Army won the volleyball,
we won the basketbaLI, and fin ally, the D utch just won the
badminton. W e enjoyed the afternoon's sport and are looking
forward to the r eturn match in Roermond in September.

League. In Class III (single touring) Corporal Roy Austin and
Private Jock Johnson came joint first, after a gruelling 4 hour
8 minutes, closely followed, only two minutes later, by Private
John Coulthard. In Class IV (double touring), Signalman Ken
Sisson and Signalman Neil Mapp succeeded in finishing third
against very strong opposition.

13th SIGNAL REGIMENT CRICKET TEAM
Standing left to right : Sergeant Em mott, Mr. Snell, Signal man Lister,
Lance-Corpo ral Bagwe ll , Lieute nant Riley, Captai n Thorne, Captai n
Seward, Signal man Sutton, W .0 .11 Kenn ingto n
Kneeling left to right : Lance-Corporal Slater, Lan ce-Corporal Ne ilson,
Lance-Co rporal Ki rk, Sergeant Merrick (Captain), Corporal Howells
looked all set for a high score when a rising ball despatch ed
him to the M .R.S. He returned later, complete with five
stitches, to bowl well in the closing overs.
Some fea r some bowling by Captain Mike Thorne, LanceCorporal Mike Bagwell and Corporal John Howells, and a
fine di~ pl ay of fielding, kep t H .Q. B.A.O.R. at bay, but they
succeeded in scoring the winning run with only one over
to go.

Treasure Hunt
On Sunday, 25th July, a car rally anc! treasure h 1;1nt was
organised by ' C ' T roop, 1 Squadron. SlXteen cars lined u p
on the Regimental Square awaiting the L e M ans type start
to the rally section. All competitors got away to a ' flyer ' and
made the first checkpoint in good time. The marshals then
started the fun by sending everybody off in the wrong direction
to the next stage ! Ho wever, the highly-effic ient navigators
surmounted this problem and arrived there within the time
limic. Each competitor had been given a list of clues at the
start and the marshals ~ ad great fun watching them search
fo r ~he hidden answers at the various stages. At the halfway mark, everybody stopped for a p icni~ lunch, with 0 e
exception of W.0.11 and Mrs. Norman Elliott, who had _disappeared without trace, although m any of the competitors
had reported sigh ting them at various points in the last stage.
Two more checkpoints after lunch, and everybody, including strangely enough, W.0.11 and Mrs. Elliott, arrived
back a~ N. ercury Barracks in good ti me. I t was rumoured
that Major and Mrs. Maurice Maisey had, at one time, b~en
travelling along the Dusseldorf autobahn- at least 30 m iles
off course ! Back in barracks, Lance-Corporal Mick Hudson
and Corporal David Stow gave the instructions for the treasure
hunt section. From there on, the barracks looked more like
a scene from a Max Senner comedy, with cars and people all
rushing around at breakneck speed trying to find the treasure
voucher; eventually Corporal Chris Martin made the lucky
strike!
After the road scores had been totted up, the Volkswagen,
driven by Signalman John Pryer and navigated by Corporal
' Chippy' Wood was named as the winning car of the rally
section.
Mrs. Baldwin presented the prizes and finally LieutenantColonel Baldwin thanked the organisers, Lance-Corporal Mick
Hudson, Corporal David Stow and Sergeant Bill Helme for
a most enjoyable day.

Exercise ' Darn Dance '
The static elements of the Regiment were exercised by
moving them into the field to work a proportion of the Krefeld
circuits through a field TRC. Major Armstrong's choice of a
location was a happy one, being as it was on the shores of the
Mohne See. 79 Railway Transport Squadron provided ten
coaches of ambulance train stock to accoqunodate all the
exercise personnel.

Cricket
We must be getting a name for cliff-hanging. After our -?~il
biting victory in the semi-final, we played an equally excmng
Rhine Area Final against H.Q. B.A.0.R. on 26th August.
A true captain's innings by Sergeant Vernon Merrick, and
some mighty hits by Corporal John Howells and Captain ' Mike '
Thorne pushed our score to 110. Sergeant 'Mo' Emmott

Adventure Training
Two exercises at Troop level, ' Greenball II ' and ' Allgau
Hop ' were run during the summer. Exercise 'Lung Fish' was
the debut of the Regimental Aqua Lung Club, and this threeweck exercise was designed to train novice divers to a
sufficiently high standard to take part in a more ambitious
exercise next year. Pertiaps somewhere warmer?
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Canoe ing
Our canoeists had a very successful outing on 22nd August,
taking part in L ong D istance Race No. 4 of the BA.O.R. Canoe

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35
summer months have been very active ones for the
T HERegiment.
We have been more than involved in the
two maj or exercises of the summer ' Barn D ance.'

' Summer Sales ' and

Exercise ' Su1nmer Sales •
This ' Hollywood extravagan za ' wasted some of the best of
the year's weath er. The city of tents and the hoards of extras
(staff officers) d id tend to give the illusion of a crazy film company on location. The collection of bizarre uniforms, vehicles
and equipment were indeed impres ive, as were the jungles
of aerials and ca'.Jle routes. What all the scurrying figures
in various degrees of dcshabilles were actually finding to do
among t th e shambles of guy ropes and telephone cables will
remai n a perpetual mystery.
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Sergean ts' Mess
Camping Europa (International Guide to Camping) seem
to have been r'ne book of the month for August. With heavilyladen cars, members and their families have been dashing off
in all d irec~ions, seeking a place in the sun. H ere in Birgelen, we
are ideally situated. I n one direction, France is four or fi ve
hours away (depending on the driver) taking in Holland, Belgium
and Luxembourg en route. !f you are really enjoying the
drive, you could finish up (scat and family in agreement) in
Portugal or Spain. In the other direction, head south on th e
autobahn, and you could find yourself in the Black Forest,
Bavaria, Austria, Switzerland; and if you do not get carried
away by the scener y, Italy is not impossible, as some of our
members have found. L ooki ng to the north, the colder climes
of Denmark, Norway and Sweden have been chosen by some.
August has also seen a change-over of the Canadian members.
Our P resident, W.0.I (R.S.M.) Eric Filder presented a
memento of their stay to M.W.O. Frank Martin, W.O. Wally
Turlock, W.O. Bill Rogers, Sergeant Bill Rogers and Sergeant
Louis Charron.
W e welcome in their place Sergeant Earl Brydon, Sergeant
Harry Coyle and Sergeant Andy Forrest (who is no stranger
to us), and wish them and their families a happy stay here.
Arrivals and Departures
Arrivals: Major T. B. Swan, Captain J. D. Davidson,
Captain R. E. Jenkins, W.0.11 (S.S.M.) D. Connell, W.0.11
(F. of S.) G . Geldard, W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) A. Smith, Sergeant
A. G. Cox (Intelligence Corps), Sergeant A. F. Huet, Sergeant
A. McCrea.
Departures: Major D. J. Chetwynd, Captain A. A. J. Reed,
Captain H. A. J. Alexander, Captain A. G. Purvis (Intelligence
Corps), Mi. J. Snell, Mr. J. J. Smith, Lieutenant C. R. Treeby
W.0.11 (F. of S.) R. K. Owen, Staff Sergeant M. J. Sheridan,
Sergeant R. Bulley, Sergeant A. M. Watson.

Visit to Stadt Krefeld
On 19th August, a party of Officers and Warrant Officers
were personally conducted on a tour of the City of Krefeld
and Uerdingen by the Oberburgermeister of Krefeld, Herr
Horst Jobges. The visit started with a tour of the Rhenania
Brewery, and ample opportunity was given to test the strength
of their brew. A visit to the ice stadium and the Bochum
Pool was included in the itinerary, which concluded with a slapup meal at the Casino Uerdingen. After the meal, Captain
Heather Greenland covered herself in glory in the skittle alley, by
being the focus of all attention and the bashful recipient of
most of the prizes.
Spotlight 011 Corps Personalities
We hope to introduce, by way of an innovation to THE WIRE
a profile of Regimental characters. It is intended to be humorous, and it is hoped that the victims will be flattered rather
than mortified. It is also our hope that other Regiments
will take the lead and similarly amu e us with character profiles of some of their types. Our victim this time is Captain
' Stan ' Cox. A well-de erving one, as he is both a veteran
and a 'type.
Captain. S. lV. P. Cox, lloyaJ Signals-Portrait
of a character
Eal"ly days-a hea1• of bodies
Joined 6th Bn. The Royal Norfolk Regiment, T .A., in mid1939. Originally he had a bicycle, W.D. pattern, large green
and heavy, with back-pedal brake and clips for Lee-Enfield
rifle; there was a drill for mounting the bicycles, which was
practised on the parade ground. The main trouble was that
many men could not ride the bikes and many did not know
how to work the back-pedal brakes (even if they worked). The

Newly c o mndssloned and a grenade incident
First week as Second-Lieutenant issued with box of live 36
grenades and told by company commander to practice platoon
in live grenade throwing among the sand dunes (Blakeny,
Norfolk). Cox instructed a Corporal to prepare grenades !lDd
send each man up to him with live grenade ready for throwll_lg.
First three grenades thrown correctly. Thrower and Officer i/c
(Cox!) duck down behind sand dune and wait for explosion!
Fourth grenade did not explode, wait and count, wait and
count again. Cox walks towards grenade, sun shining brightly
-when a few yards from grenade a faint crack was h<!a!d,
.22 cap exploding (Cox not deaf in those days!). Several terrific
leaps and then to ground, base pl~g whizzes over!iead. Had a
few word with Corporal preparing grenades, discovered he
had not removed thick grease which had held plunger after
pin had been withdrawn and grenade thrown. Sun had melted
grease, allowing plunger to be released and fire detonator and
explode grenade!
Oft to Africa and n bulle t through t he cabi n
wnll
As too many Officers in 8th Bn. Royal Norfolks, last joined
posted to Sth Bn. N orthamptonshire Regiment in 78 Division
- located at Stirling, Scotland. Cox then joined largest convoy
ever to North Africa, 1942. A Major in next cabin cleaning
.4S revolver accidently presses trigger-bullet passes through
dividing wall within a foot of Cox's head (reclining on bunk in
next door cabin).
Landed from assault boat on shore of North Africa, 8th
November, 1942, made way eventually from beach in complete
darkness to main road, route Nationale Numero II, capturing
three Arabs en route-they were terrified and as they were
also an embarrassment took bolts from their rifles and told
them to ' beat it.'
Took up position in ditch beside road as a vehicle was
coming. Stopped vehicle which was a dilapidated taxi being
run on alcohol. Filled taxi with platoon, also roof, and sailed
into Zeralda in broad daylight.
General withdrawal-Cox and Platoon Sergeant cut off in
mountain. Hidden by Arab in hut, remembers Arab's wife in
corner of hut treading dough with her feet, resulting bread
very tasty. After many adventures finally rejoined Battalion
three days later.

result: one moment the 0 .C. or Company Commander roaring down the quiet country lane with his wheeled men following, the next, a heap of bikes and bodies at a road junction or
at the bottom of a hill.
Embodied
He was embodied in September, 1939, posted 20 miles from
home to keep guard at R A.F. station, Watton, Norfolk (with
a pick helve!). He recalls well, 3rd September, 1939-Corporal
Cox, having completed a two-hour patrol round the hangars,
was 'kipp'.ng' in guard room; R.A.F. Officer burst into guard
room, his exact words were, " Gentlemen we are at war with
Germany." Posted to D epot, Royal Norfolk Regiment, Norwich. One day on guard mounting the orderly officer shouted
" take post" . . . Cox and guard commander not having a
clue, marched straight off the square.
Shot out two windows o f C.O.•s hous e
Britannia Barracks were located on a hill outside Norwich
and was in direct route of Nazi bombers and Baedeker raids.
Corporal Cox, on A.A. duty with L.M.G . on mounting, fires
at Heinkel bomber in daylight. Never having fired LMG before, he shot two windows out of the C.0.'s house. The
Heinkel escaped!
He was then posted to London to form the nucleus of transit camp in orway; Norway capitulates, posted to 70th Bn.
Royal Norfolk Regiment (young soldiers Bn,)-guarding R.A.F.
station again!
Whilst there a C.S.M. known as ' Bimbo' went to sleep
in his bunk with lights on (inflicted self punishment). He
handed his electric ligilt bulb into the guardroom at 'lights
out ' every night for a week.
Promoted Sergeant at Barmouth, Wales; commissioned July,
1942, to 8th Bn. Royal Norfolk Regiment.
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W ow1ded-nnd trouble with stretcher
Whilst advancing in extended order over flat approaches to
D ejeida when in the open, Jerrys open up with everything,
Company Command in front disappears forever-all to ground
-Cox feels terrific bang on back, loses consciousness. On
regaining consciousness no movement, finds he can move his
legs, struggles out of greatcoat, bullet hole in water pottle,
haversack in shreds, no feeling in left arm, crawls towards
wood. British soldier from behind tree raises rifle, Cox shouts.
Sent to first aid post, evacuated by canvas-sided ambulance,
to C.R.S. at Quelma, Cox's stretcher crosswise in ambulance,
ambulance caught in gateway of C.R.S. (formerly a school),
ambulance could not move until a saw had been found and
handles of stretcher cut off.
Hospital at Constantine first casualties-later the Americans
are visited by a General and given the Purple Heart (some only
had malaria!).
F ired on o w n c o nvoy
Cox had bullet through left arm and shrapnel in back (13
pieces still there, excused compass work?), six months in
hospital. lv' edically downgraded - became instructor in 61b.
anti-tank gun at Infantry Base Depot, Algiers, and fired on
own convoy by accident. Then he served with: Infantry Reinforcement Training Depot, Cape Malifawn (Alj?eria), Phillipsville, 26 Assembly Centre, Milan, Messing Officer a transit
camp, then manager at Hotel Excelsior (Milan), Hotel Buglione
(Bologna), Hotel Regina (Padova), Hotel Palazzo (Cristallo),
Winter Sports Centre (Cortina), Camp Commandant (H.Q.
Nigeria District), Security Officer (Trieste), 'E' Command
Ordnance D epot (Ashford, Kent), 14th Infantry Workshops,
R.E.M.E. (Ashford), 7 Driver Training Bn., R.E.M.E., Adjutant
(Barton Stacey), 3 Telecons Training Bn. (Arborfield), SS
Garrison Workshop, R.E.M.E., Ac!jutant (Gibraltar), 8th
Infantry (Airportable Workshop), R.E.M.E., Adrnin. Officer
(Colchester), 2S9 Signal Squadron (Comcen) (Cyprus), and
finally 16th Signal Regiment (Krefeld), where he can be
described as the business man of the Regiment.
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Specialist
Teleprinter Operators
are required for the

Ministry of Defence Communications Centre
in Central London

Initially, the operators will be employed upon teleprinting and associated procedures. but they will be given the opportunity of training for higher grade duties
when the Communications Centre becomes fully automatic in the middle of 197 1.
Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of 40 words per
minute. and having a good knowledge of current communication procedures.
The pay rates are currently under review. but at present the basic starting pay,
at age 25 or over, is £18 .19.6. per week rising to £22 .10.0. per week. inclusive
of London Weighting. Successful candidates will currently be required to work
shifts and overtime which. on average, attracts a further £8 to £10 per week.
There are opportunities of promotion to almost £1,500 per annum basic pay.
If you would like further deta ils. and are of British nationality, telephone
01 - 930 7022 extn. 5964/5. or write to :

CIVILIAN CAREERS ADVISER (T.W.)
Ministry of Defence, Room 134, Lacon House, Theobalds Road,
London, W .C.1.
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18th Signal Regiment
f>/• G.P.O.
Offieer-in• hnrg

Sl~GAPOllE

R yal Signals Ree rds
visi~ed

N 3rd August Colone. I C. B. Masser
0e Regiment
to receive a briefing and then comrrut hlDlself to all
O
sorts of manning promises all of which we are glad to say
he was able to keep.
.
After ' hop ' the Colonel was ~ven th~ opporru~ty to relax
with junior members of the ReglDlent m the Pnncess Mary
Club.
· d arts an d P la~e d
Wbil t the men drank, launched their
billiards, the wives were also matched at indoor games playmg
kittle , table football and carpet bowls.
.
The champions were Ann and Thelma, wives of Corporal
Roy Henderson and Corporal Dennis Barn~t respectively. The
organisers to whom all letters of complamt should be sent,
were W.0.II Gordon Wallace, W.O.II 'Taff' Gundersen and
Sergeant Mick Weston.

port and oclal
We have recently enjoyed a good deal of 'liaison visiting'.
between ourselves and 19th Signal Regiment over at Cliangi
-rather more for pleasure than business.
The first occasion on Friday, 7th August, was for the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess . 50th Anniversary .Ball at which
a splendid evening's entertamment was provided for vast
numbers. Equally memorable was the cricket matdi played to
the alcoholic rules!
.
We do not wish to steal anybody else's thun?er but _ql.!1te
who won the cricket is not known. Hard luck with the ummg
of the collapse of our spectator stand-it missed us all!

I.S. Exercise
The Regiment, less elements of 249 Singal Squadron, was
exercised on its I.S. drills during Wednesday, 5th August. The
exercise took place in two phases, one in dayli~t and one ~t
night. The first phase was started by the Adiutant, Captain
Ray Windmill, who dashed off to his air-<:onditioned operations room before becoming tangled in all the reels of barbed
wire which sprang up around RH.Q.
Elements of 249 Signal Squadron formed the mob under the
leadership of Captain L~ Waumsley. Th~ir aim was to test
the riot squad's effectiveness at rep_elling any :vould-be
intruders. It soon became apparent that it was very ctµ'ficult to
penetrate the unit's lines and the odd troublesome noter that
did get in soon found himself in the guardroom.

Visit to D.~f.S. Intrepid
At the invitation of Captain Andrew Briggs six officers from
the Regiment visited H.M.S. Intrepid during her recent visit
to Singapore. The visit included a ~ll con.ducted tour of the
ship including the shipborne satellite equipment. The party
gathered that it is a little un:ierving for a du~y officer to answer
his telephone and be speakmg to someone ID M.O.D .
The party also visited the communication <?ffice, the home
of 661 Signal Troop, and saw the Royal Signals operators
working alongside their Royal Navy counterparts.
The visit ended with drinks and lunch in the Wardroom
where, much to everyone's pleasure, English beer was served I
During this the party met a number of the ship's officers and
arranged a small exercise with the Royal Navy operators on
dry land and some operators from 249 Squadron aboard H.M.S.
Intrepid. From the results of the exercise it proved to be a
great success.
After lunch the party returned to the Regiment having
wished them a good stay in the Far East.
Children of the Regbnent; on holiday
To ensure that the school children arriving from U.K. on
their summer holidays were kept busy various sporting
activities were arranged.
Our P.R.!., Major Dick Turpin, arranged coaching in soccer,
tennis, swimming, hockey and shooting for the children under
the upervision of Staff Sergeant 'Mac ' McKenzie, Sergeant

Sardul Singh (we intend running a feature on this N .C .O.'s
career) and Corporal La~rence Fer~an~ez.
After training, the Regrmental Wives Club fr_e quently t?ok
the children away on visits, the most popular bemg Walls icecream and the local soft drinks factory.

Regimental cricket tenm winners of the FAR.ELF
Trophy
The Regimental cricket team has had an excellent season;
their final triumph was to win the FARELF Trophy- a very
.
.
•
.
exciting 72--0ver match.
Our players this season rncluded Ma1ors Pete~ Trtpp,. Dick
Turpin, Jerry Bally, Captains Les Waumsle)'., Bn3;11 Robmson,
Lieutenant Clive Collier, W.0.1 John Howie (skipper), Staff
Sergeant John Richardson, Sergeant Dave Hope, Corpo!al
Kevin Lever, Signalmen Lindrey Alleyne, Dave Foley, Mike
Langley and Bob Ellworthy.
.
,
Highlights of the final were • 95 Lt. Cd<;>. Reg11!1ent s total
score of 108 for 8 in 36 overs. Lieutenant Clive Collier, 4 for 58
in 16 overs, and Signalman Lindrey Alleyne 3 for 32 in 18
overs.
· p
T • •
The Regiment beat the 108 in 35 o.vers. Ma1or eter r!Pl! s
36 runs Major Jerry Baily's 21 and Lieutenant Cheryl Colliers,
W.R.A.C., scoring helped considerably.
Officers v. W.0.s and Senior N.C.O.s at cricket;
This was by far the most enjoyable match of the year and
the best supported. The Officers tr.aditionally play~d their
hardest and still lost. The mothers did an excellent JOb controlling their children throughout the long day and expre~sed
their appreciation of th<; excellent lunch.eon and tea prov1d.ed
by the Re11:iment's catermg staff, supervised by W.0.11 Keith
Young, AC.C.
Sepak Haga
During early August the eighth annual Sepak .~aga competition was held. Each Squadron had to field a mm1mum of two
British and two L.E.P. teams. The competition provided considerable entertainment for both players and spectators alike.
The L.E.P. competition was won by H.Q. Squadron, Corporal
Hassan Saji, Signalman Aziz, Lance-Corporal Che Abdullah
and Sergeant Raja Jaffar. The runners-up were 1 Squadron.
The British competition was won by H.Q.• Squadron, S~
Sergeant Richardson, Corporal Boulby, Captain ~oger Garlick
and Captain Brian Robinson. Although the Regrmental team
was placed sixth in the Singapore District league competition,
we have great hopes of success in the Singapore District
knock-out competition to be held later this month.
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By Second-Lieutenant Phil Sharman
When I joined 18th Signal Regiment I don't think I could
really have been blamed for thinking I would be assimulated
into a Signals establishment. However, that was only a means
of getting me to Singapore without raising my suspic~ons.
When I arrived I was told, " It takes three weeks to acclimatise yourself; you have three weeks before going on a jungle
warfare course."
Now, jungle I had read about in all the best Tarzan books
(bragging), one was quite convinced that behind every tree
lurked a snake/tiger/gorilla (delete according to which edition
of Tarzan you read).
After I had actually seen various officers who maintained
they had spent many days in the jungle and were still alive to
say so, they managed to calm me down sufficiently to send me
on the course with Second-Lieutenant Ted Crampton.
We soldiered manfully th.rough the course and I learnt my
main lessons. To be immune from those jungle nasties you
must have someone with you who has a definite affinity to
them.
Now I had Ted. I managed the whole course with nothing
worse than a bad stomach ache. Ted, on the other hand, got
stung by wasps, hornets, bitten by scorpions and bull leeches.
What's more, as he stepped out of the jungle he developed
very, very acute appendicitis and ended up in B.M.H.
There we have it, the main lesson, always take a Ted
Crampton as part of your jungle survival kit. He comes in an
easy-to-handle 6ft. 4in. package and is obtainable at reasonable
cost from the Adjutant's Office, 18th Signal Regiment.
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19th Signal Regt.
c1o G.P.0. Singapore
Officers' Mug Party
N 1st August, Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert and the
officers of the Regiment, together with their wives, gathered
a t the Changi RA.F. Officers' Club for a dinner and dance
to say farewell to Major and Mrs. G . A. Cox and to Captain
and Mrs. B. F. Strange, who are returning to the U .K . after
their tour of duty in Singapore. Major Gerry Cox actually departed on 15th August and is about to be indoctrinated into
the mysteries of serving with a Volunteer unit. Captain Bernard
Strange leaves us, on promotion, and is joining 8th Signal
Regiment at Catterick Camp. After dinner, the C.O. gave an
amusing speech, during which he gave a graphic description
of the attributes of the two officers concerned, before presenting them with the customary inscribed mugs.

O

FAii.ELF W.0.s' and S.N.C.0.s' Anniversary
Corps Dall
The 50th Anniversary Corps Ball of the W.0.s and Senior
N.C.0 .s of the Corps serving in Singapore was held on 7th
August. The ball had to be delayed until that date as many
of the Corps members were involved in the Far East exercise
' Bersatu Padu.' The ball was held in the Station Sergeants'
Mess of R.A.F. Changi and was attended by the W.O.s and
senior ranks of 5 Signal Group and of the 17th, 18th and 19th
Signal Regiments. A total of 479 people attended, of which
116 were guests. The principal guests for this event were
Brigadier T. I. G. Gray, BGS, H.Q., FARELF and Mrs. Gray;
Colonel D. A. Polley, O.B.E., Commander, 5 Signal Group,
and Mrs. Polley; Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. C. J. Gilbert, 19th
Signal Regiment; Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. A. C. Dexter,
17th Signal Regiment, and Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild,
M.B.E., 18th Signal Reginlent. The highlight of the evening
was the presentation of the SOth anniversary cake, whidi
weighed over 60lb. and was decorated with a ' Jimmy ' and
50 candles. The cake was wheeled in by S.S.M. Zainul
Abeedin B. Ariffin, S.S.M. Bob Isaac and two LEP soldiers
in ceremonial dress, whilst the FEAF Band played the Corps
March. The wives of the senior and junior members present,
Mrs. Gray and Mrs. Vargas (wife of Sergeant Barry Vargas)
were esconed to blow out the candles and were then presented with inscribed pewter powder bowls to mark the
occasion. The cake was later donated to the local diildren's
homes.
A magnificent buffet was prepared by the chefs of the R.A.F.
Station Sergeants' Mess, after which dancing to the FEAF
dance band continued until 2 a.m. The evening was a great
success and enjoyed by all who attended.
Annual Small Arms Competition
On Monday, 24th August, the Regiment held an InterTroop Small Arms Competition at the Nee Soon ranges. The
day's shooting was very pleasant and the tropical storms kept
away and gave us a very hot, but dry day.
The morning was devoted to the Para Cup and Stage 1
of the rifle competition. After lunch, the Roberts and section
matches were held, and the meeting finished with the falling
plate competition.
Staff Sergeant Gordon Smith attended the shoot from Gan
Island Troop, and was a great help in the W.O.s' and Senior
N.C.0.s' team, but suffered bad luck in the finals when
his rifle jammed at a critical stage. He is, however, staying in
Singapore for the FARELF (Singapore) Corps Shoot, which
is being held at Nee Soon on 7th and 8th September.
R •.t\.F., ChangJ, Sporfs Day
Athletes of the Regiment took part in the R.A.F., Changi,
sports day and, in keeping with past tradition, the finale of
the event was a chariot race, in which teams of six stalwarts
pull chariots ridden by the Wing Commanders and C .O. of
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19th Signal Regiment. The Signals entry looked to be going
very well, aided by a smoke grenade detonated at a
critical moment! All would have been well had not more
R.A.F . supporters invaded the arena, and in frustration, at
seeing their own teams being beaten, attacked and started to dismantle' the Signals chariot whilst still on the move.
In the athletics proper, the Army team managed to gain
second place to a very strong team from Admin Wing.

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 42
HIS month we have decided to offer readers an eyewitness
T
account of Exercise ' Bavarian Interlude ' by one of the
survivors. 4 (Harrier) Squadron are taking an increasingly
prominent part in unit affairs and it is an appropriate time to
devote a whole issue of notes to them.
Contrary to the general impression given by their article,
we have reason to believe that they did find time for some
detachment and individual training. The main aim of the
exercise was to give the Squadron a chance to get away
from it all and develop their esprit de Corps. In this, they
seem to have been more than successful.

4

SQVADRON

IN

BAVARIA

It seems only a shon time ago that 4 (Harrier) Squadron
consisted of two Officers and one N.C.O., the rest of the
Squadron existing only in the nebulous form of promisory
notes. Since April, however, these notes have been redeemed
with considerable interest, the resulr being that the;, Squadron
is now up to almost 50% of establishment. Approximately oneand-a-half of the three Troops are now being formed, although
for equipment reasons only one Troop can be operational,
that being 'F' (Primary Site) Troop commanded by Captain
Hywel Thomas.
Learning fast

We are slightly ahead of our comrades in the R.A.F., who
have just flown out to Wildenrath the first of the three
Squadrons of Harrier aircraft. Both of us are very much in
our adolesence. We are both learning very fast, however,
mainly as a result of several deployments which we have
already undertaken with 4 and 18 Squadrons, RA.F. The
latest of these was perhaps the most satisfactory, and involved a radio link of 190 kilometres, including a double rebroadcast with SR C42 No. 3 radios.
The past few months have therefore been fairly full, and
almost before we knew it, we had reached July, and all was
set for the most popular exercise of the year-' Bavarian Interlude.'
A wild idea
This was the indirect result of an injury sustained by Captain
_Hywel Thomas when, in a fit of youthful exuberance, brought
on by the start of the athletics season, he accidently bruised
a foot muscle in the shot circle. This forced him to spend
a period lying down with his foot elevated, and the consequent flow of blood to the bead brought on several ideas,
one of these being that we should all go on a summer camp.
This was broken to Major Dick Sumner with all the usual
diplomatic acuity whidi the 0 .C. F Troop can muster when
he wants someone to agree to something. To everyone's
astonishment and delight, the idea was accepted and we were
all booked for Garmisch Partenkirchen in July.
As could be expected, the scheme was received less enthusiastically by the ·M.T.O., Lieutenant Alistair Clark, and S.Q.M.S.
John Widdicombe, who were saddled with the tricky ta k of
respectively transporting and victualling the Squadron. Other
officers heaved sighs of relief when Lieutenant Tony Hutt volunteered to act as camp admin officer, and all agreed that
men had been decorated for less. There was minor panic
when the postal system broke down and the application for
evercise permission went off late; 0.C. ' F ' Troop was heard
savagely hissing that we should never have completely
abandoned forked sticks. However, these were just ripples
in the river of progress, and with dire inevitability the date
drew nearer.

-481

:

Takin

beer te Dnvarla!

The advance party set off on the long drive to Bavaria,
tocked up with all the necessities of life, ranging from 180lb.
tent through refrigerators, to cases of beer. To the commercially-minded reader, it might seem that to take ~eer to
Bavaria must be akin to taking coal to Newcastle or rmporting pineapple to Hawaii. However, Sergeant Adam ~atterson
did not earn his reputation as a canny. Scot fo~ nothing, !111d
had used an exerci e recce to do a bit of pnc comparmg.
Our local brew came off best. Simple, isn't it?
A distinctly overcast sky met us on arrival at GarmischPartenkirchen · however, the cheery good humour of Corpo~
• Chalky ' James soon re tored us to our usual. happy equ~
librium, and the first nig:it in camp was passed m a happy, 1f
predictable, fashion.
At the top of the Zugs1titz

The next day several hardy souls a cended the Zugspitz by
cable car. This is Germany' highe t mountain, and to say
that the view from the top left us breathless would be accurate
in not only the visual sense. The sun was brilliantly hot and
reflected off the summit icefields in the way that made C.S.M.I.
Stan Woods and Captain Hywel Thomas think longingly of
the ski-ing eason. The unlikely presence on the summit of
a complete German gasthof, with all the trimmings, inspired
Lieutenants Tom Moncur and Alistair Clark to sample a glass
of atmospherically-cooled beer. Both proclaimed the experiment a success, and had time to murmur a few superlatives
before falling asleep completely.
During a day of map-reading and bill-walking, several good
effons were put up, notably by the team led by Corporal John
Hodgkiss, in which Corporal Mick Gue found that maps were
really quite useful things. After all was finished, the Squadron
returned to camp 'en masse,' where the various assortment
of blisters were reported to be responding well to much of the
usual treatment.
Ascending a peak-Gue style

Garmisch-Panenkirchen is a superb spot, and the activities
of the next few days took in just about everything the area
could offer, ranging through bill-walking, sailing, swimming,
football, basketball, sightseeing and plain old sunbathing. We
did some military training; notable among the exploits was
the ascent of the Kramer Peak (6 000 feet) by SecondLieutenant Tom Moncur, Corporal Mike Gue and Signalman
Gene Moy. The ' par time ' for this peak, by the approved
route is four-and-a-half-hours. Declaring, however, that paths
were for old ladies with walking-sticks, Corporal Gue suggested
that we should go straight up, and this is exactly what we
did. The time taken? Two hours, twenty minutes!
Finally, a barbecue

The camp came to an end in a blaze of glory, with a barbecue held on the Thursday evening. Apart from providing
another excellent excuse for relaxation, it was an ideal opportunity for us all to thank several people at the United States
Army Recreation Centre at Garmisch-Panenkirchen for their
considerable help in setting up camp and getting the most
out of the area. The centre of attraction at the barbecue
alternated between a magnificent sucking pig, which was
roasted on an open spit, and an itinerant group of folk singers
who happened to be passing through and stopped to join the
fun. Mention must be made of W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Storie and
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Sanders, who purveyed throughout a
band of pawky humour tempered by sound common sense,
and who must take no small credit for restoring morale on
the odd occasion when it began to sag.
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~y Corporal ' Andy ' Keenan, reached their founh consecutive
final before, once again, going down to 21st Regiment. We
understand that Officer i/c Royal ignals Records has at
last caught up with some familiar faces in me latter team
and we have high hopes for next year.
'

Visits
HE Regiment was visited by the Chief Signal Officer,
B.A.0.R., Major-General . ~· R. Horsfield, O.B.~. After
arriving by helicopter he visited each Squadron 1~ turn,
finishing up with tea in the Officers' Mess before flying off
to visit 13th Signal Regiment.

T

Orienteering
. The inaugural Orienteering meeting in Rhine Area was held
at Mercury Barracks, Birgelen. Although our team of five had
n?t had much previo1:1s experience of this particular sport they
did very w~ll to finish second out of ten competing teams.
T~e fi_ve-rmle course, mainly through woods, proved to be
~cky m places because some redevelopment had taken place
smce the maps were compiled. The mysterious disappearance
o~ one control frus!fated most of the competitors, especially
Signalman _Dave V~cl? _who spent 30 _minutes combing the
woods for lt. The md1v1dual team placings were : Lieutenant
Chris Wollaston 4th, Signalman Dave Vince 8th, LanceCorporal Bob Taylor 14th, Corporal Graham Crossland 18th
Signalman David Moody was our fifth runner.
·

Summer Camps
Both 1 and 2 Squadrons have been off to different parts ?f
Germany for two weeks in July. 1 Squadron, led _by Capt~
Peter Pearson, visited the Baden-Baden area, while Captain
John Barrett took 2 Squadron further afield to the Chiemsee,
in Bavaria. By the look of the bronzed, sun-tanned faces that
returned, both Squadrons had good weather and enjoyed a
full programme of alfresco-type activities. 3 Squadron is
yet to venture to their summer camp, but there is a strong
rumour that September is their month for a well-earned vacation before they settle down to the task of ' BRUINISATION.'
S!_t0rt
Athletics has been the main sport of the summer season,
where the Regiment started by coming sixth in the 4th
Division Championships, followed by a win over the local
German team, L VF Lippstadt. This meeting, incidentally,
is scheduled to become an annual event. 3 Squadron convincingly won the Inter-Squa.dron Me.eting on 9th July,, and
in the Morrison Cup, the Regiment finished fourth. Individual
star of the season is Corporal Venus, who won the B.A.0.R.
Individual 10,000 metres (a new record) and Individual 5,000
metres.
Sailing has been fairly prominent, with our C.O., LieutenantColonel Cooper and his crew member, Lance-Corporal Mold,
being selected to sail in the annual triangular match on the
Mohne See. After some exciting races, Royal Signals carried
off the trop'.1y for the second year running. On both days,
the races were sailed in some of the worst black squalls that
the Mohne See has seen for some time.
Shooting
At the Royal Signals Skill at Arms Meeting, notable in
the individual order of merit were Lance-Corporal Bill Mayo,
who was third in the Roupell Cup and 10th in the Henry
Whitehead Cup; Lance-Corporal Ron Kirkwood showed
potential by achieving 18th position in the Whitehead Cup,
and Lance-Corporal Jeff Parker did very well to be placed
16th in the Army Hundred competition.
The improvement in team shooting over the period of the
meeting was reflected in a closely-contested Small Arms Cup
Competition. The incredible momentum and steady mass of
Lance-Corporal Bill Mayo on the LMG was undoubtedly
a major factor in the team achievement of second place.
Towards t Bruin'
N the Regimental notes published in the Jubilee edition of
THE WIRE it was stated that 1970 would prove to be an
interesting year in the history of the Regiment with the
' Bruinisation ' of 3 Squadron. This is now in full swing with
the result that the Regimental exercise season has continued
through the summer without the usual break. During one
recent exercise we received the attentions of 2 A.T.A.F. and
now have full sympathy with the inhabitants of Hounslow.
No regiment has quite 'arrived' until it has a tracked vehicle
or two and we are rectifying this defect later in the month.
Anxious faces have been seen in the L.A.D. poring over
unfamiliar manuals.

I

It's just not cricket
The sub heading was a comment overheard on the touch-line
on 24th August during the finals of the Inter-Squadron Knockout Hockey Competition. A true comment indeed in some
respects as the numerous spectators witnessed some glorious
drives across the dead-ball line in a temperature ranging to the
70s. The competition, run over the previous two months, had
provided much exciting hockey and served to introduce many
soldiers to the game for the first time. In the final 1 Squadron
'A ' team met H .Q. Squadron 'A ' team and in a fast exciting
game extending to extra time the 1 Squadron side ran out
the victors by a short corner. The final of the plate competition
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PLENTY OF ACTION
The final of the inter-squadron hockey. 2 Squadron defence
attempts to repulse a right flank attack by H.Q. Squadron

was won by H.Q. Squadron ' B ' team who beat 2 Squadron
' A ' tea~ by one goal to. nil. A fi?e afternoon's hockey concluded with the presentation of prizes by Mrs. Pritchard the
'
wife of our Second-in-Command.
An iDiportant means of coD1D1unJcation

During Exercise ' Mistie Thrush ' we were very pleased to
extend ~o~pitalicy to two Belgian officers from the 6 Bataljon
Transm1ss1etroepen.. ~e la~ter is a Signals Unit of 1 (BE)
Corps a~d an affil1auon exists between them and this Regiment. Prior to the exercise the affiliation bad been conducted
on a social basis but on this occasion we welcomed them to
study our methods of deployment and communication in the
field. During the course of next month we are to send two
officers to attend one of their scheduled exercises. Such
exchanges are an important means of communication as talking
to our N.A.T.O. allies can only but produce a good result.

~larriages

4th July was Independence Day for Lynn, the daughter of
the Quartermaster (Technical), Captain Les Taylor. Lieutenant
Stuart Moralee, a former officer of the Regiment, returned to
Krefeld in his noisy Mercedes to marry Lynn, the wedding
taking place in the Garrison Church, conducted by the Garrison
Chaplain, ~e Reverend. Alex Smith. It was, of course, very
much a Regrmental affair and the guests included a number
of Warrant Officers and Senior N .C.O.s who had 'looked
after' Lieutenant Moralee when he had arrived in the Regiment on first commissioning. The reception was held in the
Officers' Mess, after which the happy pair disappeared south
in the aforesaid noisy Mercedes.
July seems to have been a popular ll'lonth for weddings.
Others who took the irrevocable step were Corporal Peter
B11;nce, Lap~e-Corporal Mick Marchant, Lance-Corporal Mick
Mills and Signalman Ron McQueen. We wish them and their
wives the very best for the future.

28th (BR) Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35
a very busy series of exercises since early April,
A FTER
in July many members of the Regiment were able to
draw breath for the first time for many weeks. Many have
taken the opportunity to forsake the bracing air of Krefeld
for sunny Mediterranean shores, including a large contingent
?f caravans led by Major _Derek Copeland who, before leaving,
is alleged to have emptied the M.I. Room of its stock of
patent medicines and other medical comforts so that be could
establish a dispensary for the benefit of other holiday-makers
on the Adriatic coast. Even R.S.M. Brian Turner bas joined
the trek South, and for a few weeks the soldiers can relax
without feeling that ' The All-Seeing Eye ' is about to pounce.
Athletics
In the Morrison Cup athletics meeting, we achieved third
place, our best effort yet in this competition, and it was a
tribute to the enthusiasm and determination shown by all
the members of the team. We refused to be overawed by the
galaxy of talent in the 21st Signal Regiment team, and did in
fact win two events outri~ht. W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Alan Webster
and Craftsman Dick Elliot won the shot, and in the discus
Captain Jim Chater and Signalman Dennis Rumbold scored
our sec~nd success. Incidentally, we under~tand that Captain
Chater is the only grandfather ever to win a medal in the
Morrison Cup-one record that 21 t Regiment cannot claim
to better! The middle distance team ran well against
distinguished opposition, particularly Lance-Corporal Tommy
Hope, our all-purpose athlete. The tug-of-war team, coached
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WEDDING
Lyn, the daughter of Quartermaster {T) Captain L. Taylor, with her
husband Lieutenant Stuart Moralee, after their wedding at the
Garrison Church, Krefeld

Births
The summer has been a productive one. Their friends in
the Corps may wish to join us in congratulating Staff Sergeant
(Y. of S.) and Mrs. Tony WhydeJJ, Sergeant and Mrs. Ken
Underwood, Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Pete Hodgkinson on
the arrival of daughters, and Corporal and Mrs. Terry Watson
on the birth of a son.

:

Wh' s• Cl ub
Afcer a long spell of warm, dry weather the great ~ay of
the Wives' Club outing dawned~ld and wet. Despite the
ominous kies 43 ladies, led with panache by Judy Macd~d
and Beryl T~ner, the respective wives of the Commanding
Officer and the R.SM., et off in a coach for C?l~gne, where
a earch for umbrella proved to be the first pnonty. A~er a
good look round the shops, they boarded the coach agam. to
travel to L inz, a small town on the East bank of the Rhme.
Here they were able to admire many of the local crafts and,
in many case , the hou ekeeping money was exchanged ~or
various objets d'art. A journey by steamer down the Rhme
followed · those who still had some money left were able to
have o.r::iething to eat or drink (or both), while they. watch~d
the banks of the Rhine slip past through the pouring ram.
After disembarking at Bonn, the party r eturned by coach to
K.refeld.
In pite of the terrible weath er, which never eased up for
a moment, the expedition was con idered a great success by
all those who took par t.
Departures

Captain Tony Tregoning has left the Regiment on promotion,
and the Sergeants' M ess has lost three stalwart members:
W.0.1 (F. of S.) Butler, who has gone to Blandford on commis ioning· W.0.1 Oytaben ~A .C.C.), fo~ the last two years
leader of our Army Cooking Champ1onsi W.O.Il (Legs)
Berriman to the wilds of Chester, on promooon.

30th Signal Regiment
BLANDFORD

TENTH

CA1'1P

ANNIVEHSAR"Y

R
u

CELEBRATION

Parade at Blandford
T 3 p.m. on Wednesday, 9th September, the centre of
Blandford was brought to a standstill when over 200
officers and soldiers of the Regimenr marched through the town
to mark the tenth armiversary of the arrival of the Regiment
at Blandford Camp.
Several hundred people lined the Market Place to w~tch ~e
Corps Band and five Squadrons march past the salunng dais
outside the Com Exchange. The salute was taken by the
Mayor, Alderman Mrs._ G. F. Lane, accompanied by the
Corrimanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel I. M. Rose. Ip.e
saluting dais was flanked by the Bargemaster of the Worshipful Company of D yers, Mr. H. E. Cobb, . and two watermen
bearing their oars. Mr. Cobb was dressed 1n the 17th Century'
ornate livery of the Company and the Mayor and. Town Council
were wearing their robes of office. We were particularly pleased
to have the representatives of the Dyers Company for the
occasion because it is also ten years since the Regiment was
adopted by the Company. We were also equally glad to welcome
Colonel J. Piddington, O.B.E., M.C., for the event because he
commanded the Regiment and the parade in May, 1960. The
parade was watched by Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B.,
O.B.E., and a distinguished group of civic representatives from
the area. The senior military officers attending the parade were
the Station Commander, Brigadier J. Cubberley, Chief Signal
Officer Army Strategic Command, Brigadier G. Proudman,
M.B.E., and the Group Commander, Colonel E. J. Winn. The
Parade Commander was Major B. 0. Haw and the Band was
under the Director of Music, Captain K. R. Boulding. It is
with some satisfaction that we record that the rain held off
sufficiently long for this colourful ceremony to be completed
with success. After the parade the Mayor and Council were
entertained in the Officers' Mess.
In the evening the Director of Music and the Corps Band
demonstrated their considerable talent with a superb programme at a .Public concert in the High School. The hall was
full to capacity and th e audience applauded the items with
great enthusiasm.

A

' ' lslt ef f'ommander AlUF(I,)

The Regiment has been honoured by the visit of General
Li Gobbi, the Commander Allied Mobile Force (Land), on
10th September. Following a briefing in the Mounting Centre,

General Li Gobbi was accompanied by the Corrunand~
Officer on a helicopter visit to see the AMF(L) Force Radio
Troop carry out training ~ith detachments at Blandford,
Bovington, Fovant and Larkhill.
Autun an

Exercise~

At the time of going to press the Regiment is prep.aring for
a busy period of exercises. The AMF(1:.) Force Rad!o Troop
have already started their work-up exercises for Exercise Deep
E."J>ress' in Turkey, and will shortly de.part for Germany to
join their parent headquarter . G:ermany 1s a popula~ yenue. as
4 Squadron will also be spending four weeks trammg with
B.A.0.R. units later this .month. IV_. ~a!lwhile 1 Sq~ad~on are
preparing for their part with 3rd D1v1S1on on Exercise Crystal
Palace ' nearer home on the Salisbury Plain ~a~ning area. T?e
Regiment is co-ordinating all the work-up trammg on ~xerc1se
' D ouble Edge' from 13th-18th Se~tember. The Re~imental
canoeists have other ideas and are bemg spared at considerable
expense to go to Scotland for .Exerci e ' Glenga~ry ' on ;Adventure Training. However, there 1s no easy alterna~1ve, the Journey
between Oban and Inverness on the Caledoman canal ~tarts
with a 40-mile sea passage along the sho.res of Loch Linn:1e.
Perhaps the 2 Squadron lineman at Loss1emouth on Exercise
' Polex • will have a slightly less arduous task to perform.

HOME OWNERSHIP
Widespread publicity bas been given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans, and wouldbe HOME OWNERS who did not make positive plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promise of loans.
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress bow vitally important it is for anyone
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive bu t
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start,
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the
higher the Joan possible, and the more economic the purchase.
Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no
matter when you intend to purchase a house, D O NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to provide a Home for your fa mily, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW.

Rotation o f o ver sea s d eta c h ments

W e were pleased to offer a warm .welcome t<;> Yeoma~
Halliwell and his detachment from Anguilla. After six months
Caribbean sunshine all were looking bronzed and very fit to
withstand a period of individual training at Blandford. Sta.fl
Sergeant Lamberton takes over the detachment until March.
1971. Major Tom Blashill has been busy rotating his Sq.uadron
detachment in N orthern Ireland and we have been nottfied of
the return of 1 Squadron's detachment from Bangkok. Members
of 1 Squadron have also ca!ried ~mt some useful .inter-Service
training on board H .M. ships with H .M.S. Nubian, Londonderry Puma and Scylla, the favoured R.V. being Gibraltar,
but 'me prospects seem limitless in that much-travelled
Squadron.

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane
and into a n.ew car !

• Forces discount prices • Free transporter delivery • Special
forces H.P. terms •Tax free or tax paid • 3 years to pay •All
paperwork completed for you • Last minute orders no problem

Order your new car before you leeve. W hen you get back 1t will be read y ana w ailing
for you at the auport-fully insured, wi1h all the paperwork com pl eted fOf the U.K.,
Europe, or bo th. The Information Pack gives you th e full gen : forces discounts. spec i ~I
H.P. terms, tho lot .... Plua • ah . . f of colour brochure• of all the lateat

model• to browae through at leiaura. There's no obhga tion whatever. You can
w eigh every1hing up, lake you r time choosing-and take delivery w herever you land .

Post to : NATOCARS Ltd., Moorlinch Garage,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Telephone: Ashcott 488

I

..........................
Pleas~

send me your Information Pack- without obligation.

w. 10 •

I ;:::~;·~~~~~;; ~:::::::::·::·::·:::::·:::.~~~~-:·_-.::::·~:::.-.·:~:.-.-.:~:.-.-=
I
II
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Tax frtt for U.K. and then-··· - · · · - -·----··-·-········· .. (country) I
Tax 'paid for U.K. only _ _
De/lveryDate ...... _..... .
.,J~I

I
I

I

In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially
reduce the costs of educating children. A U NIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees
where child ren are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce
by one half F UTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil.

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes

Send now for FREE Information Pack

.

SCHOOL FEES

•
I
I
I

We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family .Security combined with
Sound Investment. F or example, a net o utlay of £12.10.6 monthly for those liable to tax at 8/ 3 in the£ will give
the fam ily man aged 30 next immediate family protection of £39,360 and an an ticipated cash sum of £35,000
free of tax and capi tal gains tax a t age 65.
We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be on investment. Endowmen t
assurances o n a with profit basis and / or linked with uni t trust investments in the equity or property marht can
produce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capi tal. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more
importa nt, is the part it can play in providing you financial security in retirement.

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to :
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager.

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD.
17/ 1~ Greyfrtars Road, Readtng, Berks.
Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227
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News lrom Squadrons

11 Inf. Bde. Signal
Squadron (2 11)
B.F.P.O. 2 9

7 Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron (207 ), B.F.P.0. 37

Our man in Antarctica
IGNALMAN Rick Lee from' Alpha' Troop is joining the
British Antarctica Survey team in December on a secondS
ment for an 18-month tour.

SllDlmer Can1p
S usual, July was set aside for summer camp, and once
again we went to the shores of Eckernforde. The advance
party of 20 left on 9th J~Y to set up ~e c:imp by the .12th.
This was not as easy as it sounds, cons1dermg that they had
rwo five-panel marquees, rwo one-panel marquees, one candy
box and twenty 160lb. tents to ~rec;t, plus ~ll th~ normal
administrative requirements of lighting, refrigeration, etc.,
that go with a camp catering for 80 people. Fort una~ely, the
weather was kind and all was ready for the first mam party
to arrive on the 13th. Although the camp lasts for three weeks,
because of normal commitments, the Squadron was split and
each half went for eight days, the changeover day being a free
day for the permanent staff.
. .
. .
Tbe aim of the camp was, ro quote the administrauve mstruction "to improve the overall fimess of the unit." This sounds
as though a great deal of hard fitness training goes on,_but we
achieved the aim by producing a programme that mcluded
volleyball, football, swimming, canoeing, orienteering, assault
boat training and races, and an assault course.
The basis of the training programme was an inter-section
competition, which included leagues for volleyball and football. An orienteering competition, initiative test and assault
course competition all count towards the main competition.
The inevitable crate of beer was the prize, and on many an
occasion cries of ' beer - beer - beer ' were heard from a very
weary crew paddling an assault boat out round the raft and
back to the shore.

Signalman Lee is a radio operator and his selection for the
team came as a result of his own initiative. He saw the vacancy
advertised in the Mountaineering Journal and wrote away.
He then received an application form followed by an interview
in London. Being a keen climber and skier prompted him to
apply for 111e job; nevertheless Signalman ~ ee realises. that
this time will not all be pleasure as he will be working a

~ 12Mech.Bde.Signa1Sqn.{21 2 )
.,
Far 0 w e lls
H I S month we
,
L!eutenant J?·
Bravo Troop will
of these notes, as

T

B.F.P.O. 36
say goodbye to our 0.C. 'Bravo ' Troop,
M . J ._ Chatt~rton! as he leaves for R.M.C.S.
certamJy miss him, and so will the author
he used to write them!

Still m a rching
Since Nijmegcn we have been on two further marches, one
at Herne and the .o ther at Altastenbcrge. We intend to go on
a further march in . Oosterbcck near Arnhem this weekend.
We co_ngratulate Private Karb~nn~ck, Signalman Thompson
and Lieutenant Sugdon for wmmng gold medals. Approximately 20 members of the Squadron took part in each of
th_e _events. They all. obtaiJ:?ed medals for completing them
w1th10 the allocated tJmc. Signal man Thompson earned himself a large cup .
S.U.Q. Troop
'J'.h is week we _introduce S.H.Q. Troop. H ave you ever tried
gettu:ig together m one place for a photograph. Staff Sergeant
Dernck tried and here is the result.
ONE THAT DIDN'T GET AWAY
Signalman Geordie Colling with a catch at Masirah
of g<;>lden .beaches, swj mming is out of the question in seas
teammg with shark, baracuda and sting ray, to mention only
a fe~ . types of the many dangerous fish. Two of the chef's
speciality here are baracuda steak and crayfish salad both of
which the isla~d eiqmns.
'
Signalmen ' Geordie ' Colling and Ray Byatt, both keen
fi~hei:men, have many large catches to their credit. Another
highlight of interest on the island is to watch the turtles crawl
up . t?e beach and laY_ their eggs. This is a natural phenomena
whicn can be seen ume and again any summer night.

How far into Denmark was the aim
The two main highlights, as far as training is concerned,
were the initiative test and the escape and evasion exercise.
We decided this year to venture still further northwards, and
so the initiative test took place in Denmark. Having issued
border passes to each pair at 06.00 hours, they had to go as
far into Denmark as possible and return to camp by 19.00
hours, collecting various items on the journey, such as a twoday-old Danish p]per or a full bottle of beer from a Danish
brewery. One pair, Corporal Roberts and Lance - Corporal
Kinnell managed to reach Copenhagen, which was a highly
commendable result.
The escape and evasion exercise lasts for just over 12 hours,
and the issue fresh rations of raw fish, eggs and potatoes drew
many a blank stare. Many a story was told of how pairs were
chased over fences, through hedges and across fields. After this
excursion into the field, which finished at 03.30, the rest of the
day was spent sleeping and getting ready for a barbecue.
We must thank the unit farm and P.R.I. for providing us
with two excellent pigs, that took about ten hours to cook.
On the note of thanks, our appreciation must also go to Colour
Sergeant Gibson (1 RGJ) and Staff Sergeant Cazaly, 32 Engineer Regiment for organising the canoeing and boating side of
the programme, by me end of the week many had become
quite proficient canoeists, and very rarely was there a spare
canoe on the beach. One interesting occupation was a 'jousting' competition, which ended up with the officers and N .C.O.s
repelling boarders from their assault boat.

Cem.mlssloulng
Our heartiest congratulations go to W.0.I (R.S.M.) G. S.
MacDonald, who leaves the unit on commissioning, also our
thanks for a job extremely well done. As normal, if one
goes another comes, and we welcome W.O.I (R.S.M.) R. S.
Bresloff, and hope he has an enjoyable stay in Soltau.

Salalah Detachment

OFF TO THE ANTARCTIC
Signalman Rick Lee who has volunteered and been accepted for the
British Antarctica Survey Team
14-hour day, working four schedules as well as helping in the
general running of the camp.
Before the survey team sail, Signalman Lee will attend
familiarisation courses at both Creed Ltd. and Racal Ltd.
We all wish Rick Lee the best of luck in Antarctica and hope
we will hear some interesting news from him.
'

Stop Press
The Squadron won the B.A.0.R. Minor Unit cricket knockout cup on 4th September, defeating 17 B.V.D. by one run!
Repon and photographs next month.

The WIRE

Without itYou' re not With it!
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S. H.Q . TROOP-TH E WORKERS
Back Row : Lance-Corporal Powe r , A.C.C. , Sign•I na n Newton, Corpora l Connell,
Corporal Clay, Royal Ang lian, Private Har ris, A.C .C., Lan ce-Corporal Hart,
D. & D .. Sig nalma n G ranc
Centre Row : l a nce-Corporal Finn igan. Inc. Cor ps. Corporal Hill, lr t . Corps,
Lance-Corporal Bl ackw ell, Int. Cor ps, Lance-Corporal Sy lvester, R.A.O .C.,
La nce ~ Corporal Davis, R.A.O .C ., Pri vate Curry, R.A.O C , Private Noble,
R.A.O .C .
Front Row : Lance·Corporal Storey, Lance.Corpora l Cattell, Cor poral Ma.so n,
R.A. P.C ., Signalman Edwards, Signalman Carter, Signalman McM eechan
and o( course the photog ra phe r Staff.Se rgeant Derrick

222 Signal Squadron (Sharjah)
B.F.P.O. 64
JN this issue of THE WIRE our space has been devoted to
what must be two of the most remote outposts of the
Corps. These are the detactiments of Airfield Troop at Masirah
and Salalah in the Sultana:c of Muscat and Oman.

l'iaslrah Detachme11f
Masirah is an island in the Indian Ocean off the Muscat
coast about 350 miles from Sharjah. The detachment there is
commanded by Sergeant Jim Redgrave. There are no towns
on ~e island which. ~as only a small population and can be
described as the origmal desert island. The forces camp is
complet~y self c:ontained and includes a salt water wimming
pool. This pool is necessary because, alti1ough there arc miles
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Salal~h is a?o~t 300 miles south of Masirah. Although on
the mainland It is even more remote than Masirah the three
scheduled. service fli~hts there each week being' the only
contact with the outside world. There are no tarmac roads in
Salalah and as far as is known the overland route from
Sharjah has never been attempted by Army personnel. The
detachment is commanded by Corporal Vince Holt who in
the best lineman tradition, is picking up Arabic like a ru:tive
of Devon. Lance-Corporal ' Bugsy ' Turner by sheer effort
kept the station's Radio 219 on line by ' piping ' it over cable
to the ac~ommodation, while Lance-Corporal ' Brummie '
!-'arsonage is a. sta! soccer player, presenting a good Army
~ge . Morale is high and Salalah is a popular outpost. This
1s borne out by req_ucsts from Signalm~ Jllll Davis asking to
spend the rest of his tour there, and Signalman David Brown
who, on hearin~ abou~ it in B.A.O.R. from a previous member
of the Troop, immed1ately volunteered for service there.
Both these detach.qtents are fully integrated with the RAF
as might be more obvious from their short shorts and haircuts!
In their .wo:k they provid_e and maintain the all-important line
commurucauons on the atrfields and defence perimeter.
Th<; TrooI? Headquaners is at Shatjah commanded by
Captain Leslie Steane, a popular figure on the station. A
trained F .A.C. he returned recently from a course in Cyprus
where he had kept his log up to date on the Harrier. Hi tales
of Cypru brought a flood of requests on Squadron Headquarters for cour~cs of any type, even M.P.C. !
The notes would not be complete without a ad farewell
to Ser~eant.s.King and. Carre, both of whom leave on completion
of the1! military service. Sergeant Mick King, after 22 years
as a lme troop Sergeant par cxccllance, and Sergeant Pete
Carre, is our teclmical expert on the 2000-type exchange.
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227 Signal Squadron
{AFCENf) B.F.P.0. 18
Barbe-cue
WO of our more enterprising Signalmen, Jeff Brown and
' Yorkie ' Trollope, decided that the social life of Operations Troop lacked lustre. Their an wer to the problem was
a barbecue, complete with suckling pig and all the trimmin.gs,
copiou quantities of ale and a cacophon of sound which
would have done credit to Woodstock. Funds were raised by
extortion blackmail raffles, and a well-rimed invitation to
the Exec~tive Offic~r, who holds the purse strings of M.C.C.
funds.
Al
an
Recorded music was provided by John Greenba!11t and
Turner under the critical ear of Jeff, Y orkie and the
.Maastricbt populace. The citizens. of Maastricht app ear to have
a poor ear for contemporary music; they also expressed a _fear
that the City's ancient walls would emulate those of Jericho.
The dancers showed no such inhibitions, and with Sergeant
Ray Jeffery as M.C., they soon had the place rocking. Yeoman
Derek Moat gave a very spirited .rendering of t;he shake; he
danced like a dervish, and at umes seemed 1~ . danger. of
striking resonant frequency before eventually dismtegratmg.
His daughter finally took him home by the ear before he
could do himself a mischief.
Yeoman Colin Heaps gave the organisers a vote of thanks
and expressed gratification that the pig had materialised, thus
saving him from occupying the po~ition of hono~, on the
spit He was reassured when he discovered that m a vote
am~ngst Operations Troop personnel, the pig had only won
by a short head.
The evening ended with the company singing, in what
passed for unison, to the guitar accompaniment of Signalman'
John Greenbank.

T

omeers• ~fess
On Saturday, 8th August, Major W. A. F. Morgan and
the Squadron Officers organised a party for their associates
in H.Q., AFCENT. The theme of the party was nautical,
and Captain Rex Stephenson was appointed chief decorator
of 'H.M.S. Venus.' His efforts on acquiring authentic nautical
objects for decoration were so successful that fears arose that
the Officers' Mess would sail off down the Maas. He very
quickly allayed these fears by producing two huge anchors
which looked capable of anchoring the Q.E.2.
During the decorating for the party, he asked Foreman John
Bridgeman if he was any good at making nipples stand out.
John, with becoming modescy, admitted that he possessed
something of a talent in this field. He was quite nonplussed
when he discovered that the nipples in question were on a
rather sensual wooden figurehead, and that his services were
simply to provide flashing lights in the appropriate spots.
The party proved a great success, but we must confess
that it lacked authenticity in that we had no 'sit-in' in the
wardroom fiat, and no 'gentleman of the road ' imbibing with
the skipper.

lions were more frightened of being savaged by Mary than
anything else. Eric Bell has, of course, sent them a letter
of condolence; he feels that he understands their problem
completely.
Apart from the camels refusing to let the children disembark from the bus, a good time was had by all. Paren~s may
have been disappointed that some of the children did not
emulate Albert' fate with the lion, but they concealed it
well by simply dusting the sticks and putting them away for
ne>.'t time.

Departures
A number of our personalities have departed since writing
our last notes, notably Corporal Darrel Palmer to 1st J?ivis!on
H.Q. and Signal Regiment as Sergeant and Sergeants Bill Hide
and Callum Young to 'Civvy Street.' Both Bill and Callum
were technicians who have succeeded in obtaining first class
civilian posts-Callum as maintenance officer with B.O.A.~.,
and Bill will be working for ICL computers as a field service
engineer. We wish them every success and consider that their
success on interviews for these jobs reflects the high esteem
U.K. companies have for ex-Royal Signals Technicians.
Fortunately their success has not encouraged all of our technicians to follow their lead, and a large percentage of the remainder are busy preparing for the Foreman's entrance exam.

244 Signal Squadron
(Air Support)
Tangmere, Sussex
HE month of August saw the return of the last members
of the Squadron from Malaya at the end of Exercise
T
Bersatu Padu, and the peak period for summer leave. Notwithstanding the latter, the month was far from slack.

Visit of Signal Officer-in-{;hief
The reader may be aware that R.A.F. Tangmere was in
the news early in August, when ~.R.H. The Prine~ of Wales
was flying from here. We were ~ the. news .agam on 17~
August, when the Signal Officer-m-Chief paid us a visit.
General Pentreath, accompanied by Brigadier Proudman,
C.S.0., Stratco, was with us from 10.30 to 15.30, and he saw
a great deal in that short time. Amongst those he met were

Captain Mick Giles (of whom more later) and our thoroughly
integrated Flight-Lieutenant Guy Pearce, R.A.F., who commands ' Echo ' Troop. When the General left he was kind
enough to say that he was pleased with what he had seen. A
really good day for the Squadron!

S1•orti11g trium1•hs
Wedne.sday, 26th August, was ):'et another good day for us,
for, despite our heavy leave comrrutment, we managed to retain
the Inter-Squadron Athletics and Station Tug-of-War trophies
at rthe R.A..F. Tangmere athletics meeting. It sounds splendid,
but modesty compels us to admio that if the station had not
included a slow bicycle race in the championship points scoring
events we hight have been pipped. As it was, when all the rest
had fallen off, Signalmen ' Dinger' Bell and Jack Frost were
still there, pedalling their Army issue mounts. One further
admission, Guy Pearce, our very own R.A.F. officer, gathered
several championship points for us. Nevertheless, the record
shows that 244 Signal Squadron have taken the honours two
years running.
Earlier in the month, Sergeant Wally Lockwood's brave
boys won the six-a-side soccer competition organised by the
station and which involved teams from two other R.A.F.
stations also. A truly notable victory.
Farewell to :M.ick Giles
Captain Mick Giles, our very popular Adrnin Officer, left
the Squadron and the Army on retirement at the end of the
month after 32 years' service in the Corps. Mick was, in his
time, a soccer player par excellence and an outstanding
cricketer; he played both games for the Corps and for the
Army, and during 1967 and 1968 he managed the Corps
soccer team. Latterly, though he still played soccer and
cricket with this Squadron, Mick centred his attention on
coaching young players; in this connection he will be sorely
missed by a local civilian school at Tangmere. In addition
to his other accomplishments, Mick Giles is a great raconteur
with a wonderful sense of humour, so his dining-out of the
R.A.F. Tangmere Mess was far from being a sad occasion.
With his wife, Pat, he has made friends of all of both Services ;
on oehalf of all bis friends here, and throughout the Corps,
we wish him the success and happiness he deserves in his
new career with Barclays Bank.
Other arrivals anti departures
We greeted the following newly-joined members of the
Sgm1dron during August: Captain Joe McGlynn, Admin
Officer; Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 'Taff' Keohane, from 14th
Regiment; Corporal 'Curly' Jones, flushed with success on a
Tl course at 8th Regiment; Lance-Corporal Lynn Burgess,
from 2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment; and Signalmen
'Pancho' Gomez, Pat Kelly and Rab Young, from A.A.C.,
Harrogate.
We were sorry to lose Lieutenant Tony Vaigncourt-Strallen
to 24th Regiment; Corporal Mick Waterworth for training as
a pilot at the Army Aviation Centre; Signalman Frank Lanaway
to 7th Regiment. And, as these notes are written on a very
, grey morning, many of us are slowly recovering from a prefarewell send-off, at a local pub, of W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Ken
. Bunston, shortly en route for 1st Divisional H.Q. and Signal
Regiment on promotion to R.S.M. Today for some reason the
R.Q. is hoping to see several of u s in 1 Divi ion ' some day.'
Seriously though, we will miss his cheery countenance, and
we look forward to meeting him again.

Cour es
Sergeant Jeff Williams has recently returned to the fold,
having successfully completed the All Arms Drill Course. He
is now undergoing an AFCENT rehabilitation course to fit
him for duty with some of our more democratic allies. At
the moment he shudders perceptibly when some of our more
hirsute German or Dutch troops pass him, whilst the casual
camaraderie of our American colleagues sends him muttering
imprecations and words we can only assume he learned from
some drill sergeant. We trust that we will be able to eradicate his addiction to such phrases as ' bend the knee ' and
' you dozey idle man ' before we have an epidemic of nervous
breakdowns.

FamlUes' OatJng
A trip to the Lion Safari at Tuddern was organised for
the children and proved to be very popular. Perhaps after
nine weeks' school holidays, parents welcomed it as a dlance
to dispose of recalcitrant children. Their hopes were dashed,
as Mary Bell went along as escort, and reports suggest that the

(Continued from page 488)

INTEGRATED INTO THE CORPS
With the S.0 .-ln -C. is Flight Lieutenant Guy Pearce who commands
Echo Troop of 244 Squadron

(Continued on page 489)
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F11t11re activities
The next few weeks will bring a return to our normally
hectic exercises and work-ups and in the mid t of them all
we shall continue preparations for our move to RAF Benson,
Oxfordshire, in November /December. Already, many of our
married members have taken over quarters in and around
RAF Benson, some as far afield as Wnncage; we are now
highly aware of the desperate sbortage of up-to-date roads in
the general area between Tangmere and Benson.
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259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.O. 53
Our Detachment nt (;ope Greco
HE detachment is the farthest flung from S.H.Q. at
Episkopi. It n~stles in a lunar-type landscape, only
br~ken by an 8ft. wide road and two 60ft. parabolic dishes
which overshadow 1.'ile thriving Cape Greco community. The
detachment is co-located with the ACE High forward scatter
site and provides communication inlets to the ACE High
system from Cyprus. The detachment is a part of East Troop.
~he detachment is commanded by Sergeant Johnson, ably
assisted by Corporals McConnick, Barnett, Whinier, Spencer
and ~arshall. The latter two are shortly to depart for sunny
Catte~1c.k on Class I ~ourses. Sergeant Johnson and his merry
men iomed forces with members of the ACE High detachment to win the 9th Signal Regiment Troop football cup
last season.
Sergeant Johnson and Corporal Marshall indulge in the
gentle ar~ of wat~r ski-ing, whilst it is reported that Corporal
Spencer is 259 Signal Squadron's only competitive stamp collector.

T

Other news
During .the last wee~ of July, ~e Squadron had eight Foremen of Signals on umt strength, it must, however, be quickly
added that within a week, this number had been reduced to
five. W.0.I (F. of S.) E. M. Short departed for B.A.O.R. on
commissioning, we wish him well in his new appointment.
Other departures were W.0.11 (F. of S.) D. Lanyon to B.A.O.R.
and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. Edwards to the green fields of
Catterick.
Finally, our congratulations to Captain M. S. Davies on his
recent marriage at Episkopi.
.

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support)
B.F.P.O. 53
AU hands to the pmops
S many readers will know the weather in Cyprus during
the s.ummer months really raises little comment other
than, " I t's hot" or "It's b ..... . hot." August, however, produced two surprises-the highest temperature in Episkopi since
records were started, 108°F, and a rainstorm. The gods who
as legend has it, live up on Mount Olympus, though wher~
has yet to be discovered, must have decided that because of
the mild winter they sent us, resulting in relatively few cable
faults, we should be jerked out of our complacency. Airfield
T~oop, Akrotiri, bore the brunt of their wrath; monsoon-type
ram lashed down for about an hour and the resulting 'technical
difficulties' kept Captain Gatward and his boys fairly busy mop·
ping up until well into the night.
There were fears at one stage that due to the prolonged
~ersion in water of the feet of Corporal Charlie Manning,
Signa~en Dave Moore, Mark Gardner and Bill Cain, they
(the said feet) would become webbed. Hurried consultations
with the M.O., however, dispelled these fears.
By way of compensation, the Troop six-a-side soccer team
reached the final of the Station knock-out competition, under
th~ guida~ce o.f Corporal ' Ossie ' . Osborne, ~eating Supply
Wmg, Engmeermg Wmg, the favountes 103 Mamtenance Unit
and losing by one corner to 280 Signal Unit in the final.

A

Farewell and • • •
These notes would not be complete without us saying farewell to Captain (T.O.T.) R. W. V. Hutley, M.B.E., after more
than five years in the Squadron. He motored off the other day
~ !he general di.rection of 10th Signal ~egiment with a prod1g1ous leave entitlement, numerous foreign currencies and the
best wishes of all in the Squadron. He will no doubt best be
remembered here, certainly in R.A.F. circles, for his work on
Si~al's projects, principally the communications for 280 Signal
Urut, Cape Gata, for which he was awarded the M.B.E. in
last year's Birthday Honours.
Hello to • • •
Major (T.O.T.) A. D. Martin. We wish him and his family
a happy tour with the Squadron.

Class 1Technicians

THE VOLUNTEERS
Openings overseas and in U.1.

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding
Middlesbrough
·

Cable and Wireless requires a number of
additional Class 1 Technicians by the beginning of 1971.

1) Most of them will be Radio
Technicians to work in our overseas
Earth Stations. Radio stations. etc .. and
wou ld. at least initially. work as
technical watchkeepers doing equipment maintenance and adjustment.
Applicants should preferably have
had 3rd line servicing experience of
multi-channel wideband systems including one or more of the following:
U.H.F .• or microwave or tropospheric
scatter or satellite communications or
television transmission.
Applications will also be considered
from technicians experienced in 3rd
line servicing. both of communicationtype receivers and of medium or highpowered MF (up to 3! kilowatts) and
HF (up to 30 kilowatts) transmitters.

2) A few Radio Relay, Line or
Telegraph Technicians will also be
required. These will be men with suitable experience of Error detection and
correction devices on HF links. voice
frequency telegraph and solid -state
equipment. teleprinters and associated
telegraph machines. to work in our
Central Telegraph Offices overseas.

Overseas employment offered on a
two yea r contract basis initially. with
excellent prospects of renewal or of
established pensionable service afterwards. Attractive salary and allowances.
Free passages for staff and family (who
normally accompany overseas) and
free fully furnished accommodation
overseas.

3) London: Vacancies also occur
from time to time for Class 1 Technicians
of all categories to work in our London
Head Office on a career basis. especialty
for those with experience of telephone
and telex exchanges, teleprinters, etc.

Write for application form grvrng
brief details of experience, qualifications. age and availability date to:
Personnel Officer (Recruitment). Dept.
A483/355. Cable and Wireless Limited,
Mercury House, Theobalds Road,
London. W.C.1.

worldwide communications

DAllY SAIUNGS
AT REDUCED FARES
TO ENGlAND ~:~:;an'"

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August and Sep·
tember e Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians
e Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.

T he' .-ond down
HE Blue Bell restaurant on the Al wa5 the rendezvous;
three Scammels perched high over the road watched 125
vehicles and trailers converge from Leeds, Newcastle, Darlington, Middlesbrough and Hull on their way to annual camp
in Lydd. All during Saturday they pulled into the camp.
Another small miracle of mobilisation had occurred-a Regiment had arrived for annual training.

T

The first week
Incredibly quickly to Regular Army eyes, welders become
cooks, bus conductresses become Comcen Operators; the
recruits begin to stop swinging both arms in unison. Milestones
of the first week go by; the Sergeants' social, the Subalterns'
party, the first all-night exercise, the all ranks' dance. Then
the Honorary Colonel's parade, when Brigadier Claude Fairweather inspects his R egiment. Group photographs, the Band
beats Retreat and finally the Officers' dinner. The Group Commander Brigadier James Jackson arrives.
So111e horrors • • •
A mystery virus strikes 18; the doctor is delighted and the
Commanding Officer worried . Subalterns discover that the
night life runs into the 6 a.m. drill parades. Tonsilitis, some
compassionate cases. What has been forgotten for the exercise
next week? The pace is hot, not enough sleep, the Adjutant
asks, " I s it always like this?"
The day off
Then-blissfully, the day off. Some go to Le Touquet, to
H astings, to London, to join the hippies on the Isle of Wight.
Some, like the Commanding Officer, lock the door and go to
bed.
The exercise hPgins
We wanted to practise Commcen working with Commheads
deployed; we did not have the equipment for a systems
control, so in true volunteer fashion Captain Gordon Smith,
our T.O.T ., built one-then another; we had two Commcens.
Sounds so easy, but it was six months' hard weekend work. So,
two Commcens and five Commheads deployed from the white
cliffs of Dover around a 25-mile radius; gaily they leapfrogged
from one position to another. During the 72 hours that the
exercise was live, 1,100 messages were transmitted over the
system. The T .O.T. stopped twitching-the Commcen operators visibly grew four inches and the Commanding Officer went
back to bed.

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl.

GET FULL DETAILS FROM
M I LA T R AV E L Offices, Local Travel Agents,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Bismarckstratse 89, Dusseldort 4.
Furness Shipping Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp,
or Townsend Car Ferries car Ferry Terminal,
Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U. K. Bookings through your nearest Motoring
Orcanisation, Travel A&ents or the Townsend offices
at:

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or
P.O . BOX 12, DOVER.
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55 Signal Squadron (Volunteers)
Liverpool

C.I.G.S. Desi •nnte looks in
The bull at Commcen 0 looked fixedly at the two helicopters
fluttering down and wondered if he was expected to do something about them. Four stars glisten from the first helicopter
and General Sir Michael Carver stepped out for a whirlwind
tour. He meets and talks to the volunteers- Sergeant Watson
and his W.R.A.C. (V) daughter; Mr. and Mrs. Egan, both
Corporals, from 49 Squadron. He talks to Captain Jack Raw,
who has served in the Navy, Army, Air Force, marine section
and observer corps, some simultaneously.
The exercise ends
We all go back to Lydd Camp and prepare for the long
trek back to the North East. The Commanding Officer addresses
tlie Regiment; 500 volunteers are told they have done well.
The recruits' pass-off parade goes well - the best recruit,
Signalman H. S. Penman, proudly clutches his silver cup. Endof-term parties; last-minute repairs by the L.A.D.; some
W.R.A.C. cry and don't want to go home. Staff Sergeant Bent
has his moustache shaved off again. The vehicles start rolling
out of camp; a Regiment breaks up until next year.
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(Courtesy S. 7ardine, 6r East Street, Blandford Porom, Darset.

Major-General Bredin inspects the TAVR Guard of Honour which
consisted of: Corporal Wade, Signalman Aspinall, Signalman Jackson
and Signalman Hagan

Catching up on the news
FTER almost a year of silence we will attempt to bring
our readers up to date. To start with we have now at
long last been given a role, an establ~shment and brought in
from out of the cold.
The Squadron is now responsible for the provision of communication .to 2 Transport Brigade Group, and is placed
u~der. 1 Signal Group for all training and mobilisation
directives. However, Squadron Headquarters at Liverpool is
under command of 11 Signal Group (V) for all administrative
and T & AVR matters. The three Troops are now located at
Cardiff, Ashton-upon-Lyne and Liverpool.

A

Recruiting
The Squadron is 40 % over establishment, and achieved a
most successful recruiting campaign at Ashton-under-Lyne.
The Squa~on mov_e d into the town centre under police escort,
and established a Signal Command Post outside the Town Hall.
This location was guarded by a detachment of the Lancastrian
Volunteers, in true Ulster style. Field cooking was carried out
in the market square and communications established to civil
police headquarters in Liverpool.
Awards
Congratulations to Staff Sergeant Bell on receiving the award
of the B.E.M., presented by Major-General H. E. N. Bredin,
C.B., D.S.O., M.O., Director, Volunteers, Territorials and
Cadets, during the Squadron's annual camp at Weymouth.
Sight and Sound Courses
The Squadron has made much use of Sight and Sound
Courses to improve commcen operators' skills. These course
are held in the evenings and students attend for twelve consecutive nights in their own time, attaining an average speed of
22 words per minute.
Exe.-cises
In addition to our annual camp the Squadron has been
tasked this year with a major exercise-namely Crystal Palace
-which is a 3 Divisional exercise in September/October. We
will for the first time be testing the Squadron's skill and
craining to the full.
De1u1rtu res and arrivals
We welcome Major Jerry Cox from Singapore vice Major
Geoffrey Jenkins who leaves us for the wintery wilds of Canada.
Farewell and good luck to Staff Sergeant Bell who is leaving
the service-and is now looking for the promised land! To fill
the gaps we welcome S.S.M. Birtles, Staff Sergeant Lock and
F. of S. Coley.
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By Appointment to

Her Majesty the Queen ·

Carps Canoeists continue in winning vein

Hatters

BY APPOI TME TTO!-lERMAJE TYTHEQUEE ,
GOLD, MITH & CROWN JEWELLER 'J..
GARRARD& COMPANY LTD., LONDuN

After their outstanding successes in the B.A.O.R. Long Distance Championships and the 1970 Liffey Descent Canoe
Meeting in Eire, Corps canoeists continue to sweep aside all
opposition. In the 1970 Army Canoe Championships in sprint
and long distance racing, held at Nottingham in September,
the Corps Canoe Club, based at Blandford, won all the major
trophies, beating their main rivals 63 R.C.T. into second place.
Trophies won include:
The Army Canoe Union Sprint Championships Team
Trophy; Army Canoe Union Long Distance Team Trophy;
and the Class 2 (K2) Paddler's Trophy.
Now 10 members of the Corps have been selected to represent
the Army in the 1970 Inter-Services' Canoe Championships
against the Royal Navy (including Royal Marines) and the
Royal Air Force. The ten chosen are:
Lieutenant M. E. Harrison, Royal Signals, School of Signals;
Sergeant M. A. Brett, School of Signals; Sergeant J. W. Cornforth, 24th Regiment; Corporal M. J. Bull, 30th Regiment;
Corporal. V. E. Bingham, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment;
Lance-Corporal R. G. Story, School of Signals; Lance-Corporal
R. M. Pawlow, School of Signals; Lance-Corporal D. D. Wink,
School of Signals; Lance-Corporal A. Robinson, 30th Regiment;
Lance-Corporal S. H. W. Hebdon, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal
Regiment.

~

The Pride of
the Regiment.
For over two hundred years Garrard have commemorated, in finely-worked silver, the achi~vements o~ ~reat
Regiments. Today this tradition of service to the m1htary
is firmly established.
. .
As Regimental Silversmiths Garrard ma11~ta:t?" ~lose
contact with a large number of regiments an~ _mdivtd':'al
serving members. We offer you unrivalled traditional sk~lls
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal service
that is the hallmark
of Garrard.

•

- ----- - ---- Sport

FOR

...

INSPECTION

You are probably now wearing an H. J . Service
cap the best quality cap made today- but how are
you' 'hatted' off-parade? Our new fully illustrated
brochure for ordering by post shows our comprehensive range of hats and caps to. s_uit _every
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the
coupon below.

Royal Signals Baltic Regatta 1910

GARRARD

The Royal Corps of Signals British Army of the Rhine held
their annual Baltic Regatta at the British Kiel Yacht Club
in North Germany from 25th to 27th August. Signal Units
from all areas of B.A.O.R. competed in two classes, Cutlass
class and Danboat class. The weather was very good with blue
skies and plenty of sunshine, but the winds were light and
variable, much to the disappointment of the yachtsmen who had
hoped for plenty of wind.
Crews arrived at Kiel on the afternoon of Tuesday, 25th
August, and went aboard their yachts. They were to cook,
eat and sleep on board during the regatta.
A very lively scene was observed as skippers checked out
their boats, briefed their crews, and generally made everything
' ship shape and Bristol fashion!'

The Crown Jewellers
GARRARD & CO. LTD.
LONDON WIA 2)J TEL:

l J 2 REOBNT ST
01-734 7020

THE 'BURGHLEY'

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS
TO
YOUR CORPS

One of our dual
purpose felt hats.
In rough finish
Brown_or Green.
Price"95/- +7!- p.p.

38 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1

Tel: 01 -629 7177.
Civil and Miiitary Hatters.
40a Lo ndon Road, Camberley. (Wednesday,
afternoons only).
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Little Wind and 11nvigntio11 lights
Wednesday, 26th August, dawned with sunshine and a
steady barometer-but light winds of force 2/3 only. Race 1
was well out to Kiel Fjord racing along a circuit around the
main Kiel marker buoys. Cutlass class started first, and were
followed ten minutes later by the Dan Boats. The Commodore
R.S.Y.C. (B.A.0.R.), Colonel E. J. Bardell, O.B.E., followed the
race from the Royal Signals yacht Petasus, which is permanently
based at B.K.Y.C., Kiel. The race passed uneventfully, and
was comfortably won by a 7th Signal Regiment crew skippered
by Staff Sergeant Kitchen. Race 2 in the afternoon proved to
be very dull indeed. The wind dropped to almost dead calm,
and several yachts were towed back to B.K.Y.C. having retired
before completing the course because time was running out.
Navigation lights were necessary at the latter stages of this
race, which was again won by Staff Sergeant Kitchen, who
seemed to find winds which JUSt did not exist for the rest
of the boats! So two up to 7th Signal Regiment!

Nearly n write-off
Thursday, 27th August, was nearly a disaster. The regatta
secretary, Major A. J. Harrison, was up at 0.600 hrs. viewing the
weather and reading the barometer. No wind, the sea looking like
a millpond, and light mist hanging over the Keil Fjord with the
barometer steady as a rock, set fair. The start of Race 3 was dedelayed an hour, then another half-hour, and still no wind. The
Commodore went out into the Fjord and set a very simple
course using two marker buoys, but even this was wishful
thinking. The Secretary took the motorboat out to the harbour
mouth to see if any · wind was by chance blowing there but
started to return quite disappointingly. Suddenly a light
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WINNERS AT THE CORPS BALTIC REGATIA
Left to right: Lieutenant Gordon Davies, 21st Regiment, 2nd in the
'Cutlas' class. Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Kitchen, 7th Regiment,
winner of 'Cutlas' class, and overall winning skipper With the
telescope. Major Paddy Verdon, 20th Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron, winner of ' Dan Boat' class. Lieutenan t John Rutherford
22nd Regiment, 2nd ' Dan Boat' class
breeze came up, and we were in business! The start was
announced and boats quickly slipped their moorings heading
eagerly for the start line. The Cutlass class got away very
nicely, and then the Dan Boats started. Just as suddenly as
it appeared so the light breeze disappeared! It took an age
for the Dan Boats to make the first buoy, and then just as
they rounded it, the breeze came up and all the boats were
away. The Cutlass class progressed steadily and 1st Div. H.Q.
& Signal Regiment led the field with Staff Sergeant Kitchen
chasing Corporal Docherty for some time. Slowly 7th Signal
Regiment caught up and on the final leg to the finish line
1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment were lying a close second.
That was how . they finished too! 7th Signal Regiment and Staff
Sergeant Kitchen were the clear winners of the Regana. In the
Dan Boat class, the main struggle for supremacy occurred in
this last race. Three teams had equal points but as the last
race counted for final positions, 20th Armd. Bde. H .Q. &
Signal Squadron, skippered by Major 'Paddy' Verdon, took
first place in the Dan class. Second in the Cutlass class was
21st Signal Regiment skippered by Lieutenant G. Davies.
Second in the D an class was 22nd Signal Regiment skippered
by Lieutenant J. Rutherford.
Pr.izes were presented by Mrs. E. J. Bardell, wife of the
Commodore, who had also assisted in starting and finishing
procedures from the committee boat throughout the regana.

A popular win
.The overall winning skipper, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Kitchen, 7th Signal Regiment, was presented with the Royal
Signals (B.A.O.R.) Telescope for his achievements. Congratulations from all competitors on a record three • firsts ' in the
Cutlass class races.
A very enjoyable sail, notwithstanding the light winds. Baltic
Regatta 1971 is already being planned, probably as a three-day
event next year.

Royal Signals v 90 (Signals) Group R.A.F.
Annual Games Tourney
·THIS year it was the turn of the R.A.F. to act as hosts
for this annual fixture. R.A.F. Digby was selected by
the A.O.C. 90 (Signals) Group as the host station, and a
splendid choice It turned out to be.
Glorious weather, excellent arrangements and almost overwhelming hospitality by all ranks made a memorable two
days for all wtio were there. The A.O.C., Air Vice-Marshal
L. H. Moulton, D.F.C., and A.C.D. . (Signals) MajorGeneral J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., and their wives were present
and enjoyed an exciting day's sport in the most pleasant surroundings.
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In thanking Wing-Command.er R. Ja~n and the R.A.F.
ho t , Brigadier P . A. M. Tighe, Chairman of the Royal
ignals G ames Club invited all ~resent t~ assemb~e at Cattenck
in 1971 to renew this splendid rivalry with 90 (Signals) G roup.
The Training Briga<l;e will be on th~ ~ettle to measure up
to R.A.F. Digby's kindness and hospitality.
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242 Signal Squadron were pleased to welcome, from Blandford, members of 30Lh Signal Regiment, during July. Attached
for the period of the Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh,
Lieutenant Ian Morris's Troop of 40 soldiers, with vehicles,
made an impressive entry to the ra ther quiet and peaceful
surroundings of H .Q., Scotland.
The 20 W.R. A.C. of 242 Signal Squadron, although
slightly overcome by such rare male talent appearing on the
scene, soon fou nd their feet and set about entertaining the
Troop as best they could! NAAFI takings improved considerably and impromptu parties flourished. A hockey match
was arranged and, with Vhe rain lifting shortly before the
bully-off, an exciting match ensued. At half-time the girls were
complaining of exhaustion, but . . . at full-time the men were
complaining of bruises and cracks! Score? Still not known.
On 16th July, the opening day of the Commonwealth Games,
Lieutenant Ruth Pearse, of 242 Signal Squadron, was due to
take part in the relay run of the Queen's Message towards
its destina tion at the Stadiu m. The venue for her section of
the re lay was the square in Linlithgow-the last town en route
before the gold baton reached Edinburgh . At 14.30 hours, the
residents of Linlithgow, waiting in the square to see the gold
baton handed over, were surprised to see the arrival of the
Signals La nd Rovers, soldiers and ' girls in green .' The
Provost handed over the baton and Lieutenant Pearse was
given an encouraging send-off by the locals and members of
A F(L ) and 242 Squadron.
After a fina l fling, on 25th July, when AMF(L) rhrew a
highly-s uccessful all ranks' dance, the Troop departed from
H.Q., Scotland, leaving a trail of sorrowful girls and once
again a quiet camp .
Posting applications to the south of England have since
been many, but for those of us that are still in Scotland, we
would like co say tha nk you to Lieutenant Morris and his
T roop for being such pleasant visitor s.

The result of the various sports were as follows:
Cricket.-Match drawn. Royal Signals 183 for 8 declared .
90 (Signals) Group 166 for 9.
Swimming.-Royal Signals won by 54 points to 47 points.
Water Polo.-90 (Signals) Group won by 12-7.
Tennis.- 90 (Signals) Group won by 5 matches to 4.
Golf.-Royal Signals won by 7t matches to 4;t.

THE CORPS LATEST ACQUISITION - THE YACHT "MHAIRI"
Just over two and a half years ago the yacht 'CITO,' out of Famagusta, was lost off Salamis. Efforts were immediately made to acquire
a replacement for the old thirty square, and so continue to represent
the Corps in the Near East. However, it soon became very apparent
that yachts in the Mediterranean were either very expensive or not
for sale. Patience was at last rewarded. With a grant from the
R.S.Y.C., and loans from the G.O.C. and Commander 3 Signal Group
coupled with a great deal of personal help from the Commander,
Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley, and the Commanding Officer, 9th
Signal Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. Mel.McKinnon, a suitable
yacht was purchased in June of this year.
The MHAIRI was laying at Akrotiri, a very beautiful 3! ton glass
fibre Vivacity class yacht, and three lucky members of 9th Signal
Regiment were chosen to sail her to her new home port of Famagusta
They were: Major Lawrie Moran, Skipper; Captain John Francis,
1st Crew Member and Staff-Sergeant Rusty Rosson, 2nd Crew
Member
Unfortunately pressure on space prevents the publication of a
detailed description of the voyage from Akrotiri to Famagusta.

Overcoats from £40.
Subscription terms
available.

Buy your
better clothes
at

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, WC2E BJB (Near Leicester Square station)
Lime Street, E.C.3 and Branches. And now
Au Bon Marche, Paris

Official Tailors to The Royal Signals
Boclcefl - late aews
In their first representative match of the season, the Corps
beat the Thistles l~. It is believed that this is the first time
that the Corps have managed to beat this strong team. Goalscorer for the Corps, Second-Lieutenant Willie Brewen.
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A Detachment of AMF Troop 30th Signal
Regiment visit 242 Signal Squadron, Edinburgh
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A PROUD MOMENTfFOR LIEUTENANT RUTH
Lieutenant Ruth.Pearse,\W.R.A.C. receiving the bacon carrying the
Queen 's Message for the Commonwealth Games from the Lord
Provost of Lin lithgow. O .C. 242 Signal Squad ron , Ma jor J. Fleming
stands on the left

Corps Volunteers are big attraction at
British Legion Fete
The Coltishall and Di trict British Legion and Women's
Section (Norfolk) preparing for their summer fete held on the
banks of the River Bure- always a big attraction locally- hit
upon the idea of inviting Corp T .A.V.R. detachments. The fete
was held on the summer bank holiday at the end of August
and detachments of 755 and 707 Control Centre Troops of 36
(Ea£tern) Signal Regiment (V), commanded by Captain D .
Fuller, arrived from Ipswich and Second-Lieutenant M. E.
Sexton brought in a contingent from orwich .
The four S'hining Land Rovers, all complete with varying
equipmenr and trailers, were lined up along the river bank
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under a flag of the T.A.V.R. and next to sign boards showing
the titles of the Troop s and Regiment.
Hundreds of visitors, both off the river and locals and ho!Jdaymakers, wended their way through the stalls to look at the
equipment displayed-a show of understandable telecommunication parts such as field telephones and teleprinters together
with weapons old and new. It was pleasing to note that operators used the site and time available to run a r adio mor~e
exercise. During th e hours that the volunteers were in anendance they were never without a bustle of visitors to their site.
One interesting sight was the local ' rockers ' being shown how
to fix a bayone t to a rifle by a very smart Signalman who
retained a sense of dignity which p assed itself on to the
enquirers. T ne mingling of ' Signalmen ' of all ranks with the
visi tors gave rise to the expression in the vein of, " Oh good,
the T.A. still exists, tha t's fine, thought it had finished," which
idea was soon cheerfully dispelled.
An interesting point was tha t in order to reach the younger
element two Lance-Corporals in the Norfolk Artillery A.C.F.,
a neighl?ouring unit in the Norwich T.A.V.R. Cenrre, came
along and demonstrate<il weapons to the ctiildren in fine style,
a good effort by two smart young men.
T he British L egion members were very pleased to have
these T roops with them and the old Signalmen amongst them
were ei;;tre m~ly proud of them, especially as they bad all given
up the1r holiday to come from all over East Anglia. The e
officers and men gave the Corps and Reserve Army a renewed
good na me.
F.P.J .E.

Obituary
w.0.11 (Y. of S.) la. N. FORSTER
A correspondent writes :
I t is with great sorrow that we announce the tragic death
of W.O.II (Y. of S.) R. N. Forst<!r, of the School of Signals.
H e died on 28th August in hospital as a result of injuries
received on the 22nd when he was hit by a car during a
shopping ell."Pedition with his wife and two daughters.
A requiem mass on Friday, 4til September, at St. Patrick's
Roman Catholic Garrison Church preceded the interment with
full military honours at Tidworth Military Cemetery.
He arrived at the School in April, 1968, when he first
joined the Trials Squadron. There, he happily combined the
duties of Yeoman with those of Squadron Sergeant Major.
After almost two years he was then transferred to tile Mecca
of Yeoman, Traffic Group. He was a rugby player, and later
a referee of great ability . He played, umpired and coached
basketball. He was a jazz connoisseur and founder member of
the Blandford Camp •\ usic Club.
In the military sphere his skill, patience, tact and loyalty
have ensured that he will be remembered by all with whom
he served. In his other activities his meticulous attention to
detail combined with his absolute enthusiasm for whatever be
undertook made his every appearance, whether as player,
official or spectator, a joy to watch.
We will miss him and our deepest sympathy goes out to hi
wife, Ling, and his children Andrew, Jean and Lee.
~IAJOll J. H. A. PATTON, lU.D.E., 1'1.C., T.D.
It is wi th regret that THE WrRE has to record the death of
Major J. H. A. Patton at the age of 78. After a distinguished
Army career Major Parton was the first member to be awarded
Honour Membership of the Association for his exceptional
service to the Corps and the Northern Ireland Branch of the
A sociation.
Major Patton' Army service wenr back to World War I
and included service with the Royal Irish Rifles and the Royal
Engineers Telegraph Battalion. He won the M .C. for heroi m
in France. After the war he spenr nearly 36 years as a member
of the Belfast Harbour Commissioners as Chief Engineer. With
the second World War he was back in uniform serving with
Royal Signals. He received tile M.B.E. in 1952.
Later as a founder member of the Northern Ireland Branch
of the A sociation he filled the office of Chairman with distinction. Member of h~s committee were alway welcome at his
Belfast home for meetings and he wa ever ready to accommodate Royal Signal T .A. units on his farm at Ballykelly
when on weekend training. It is understood that he had been
aNarded three bars to his T.D.
Two brothers survive him to whom sympathy i e.xpres ed.
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Life Assurance

CYPHER VACANCIES

Policies Covering War Risks

Government Communications Headquarters

for :

Vacancies exist for Men and .W~men (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Commurucat1o'?'s _Centre .work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprmtmg desttable.

Children.
Connrtible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253.
Those appointed must accept lia~ilicy .for shift dut;ies
covering nights, weekends and public holid9:Y~ for ~h1ch
additional allowances are payable. Opportumues CXIst for
Overseas Service.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents . Personal Liability.
Motor Competit ive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter, Transit, Television, etc.

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. l TD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

Ieleprinler
Maintenance
Technician

London

Teleprinter Maintenance Techmc::1ans required to work in
Ccni.ra1 London for our expanding Service Centre.
Applicants should hold a clean curren t UK driving licence.
be resident w1th1n about 30 miles of central London and have
good practical experience of 5-unlt telegraph machines including maintenance. trouble shooting and installation work.
They should also be expenenced in the use of Test equipment
such as TOMS and Oscilloscopes.
5-day week of 36 hours effective work earning a starting
salary of (1 325 per annum 1f aged 27 or over on career
salary-scale prov1dmg for annual increases. with additional
paid ovcrtome. Also cllg1ble for Special Allowance of £84
annually on compleuon of training. Telephone provided for
standby du11es. Luncheon Vouchers.
If you have suitable experience and are looking for secure
pensionable employment in an expanding organisation write
for applicat•on form giving brief details of experience, age
and present salary to: Personnel Officer (Recruitment).
Cable and Wireless L1m11ed, Depl. A022/059. Mercury
House. Theobalds Road. London. W.C.1, or telephone
01-242 4433 Ext. 211.

All first appointments are tempo~ but with excellent
prospects of becoming establishe~ (1.e. pef!Danent and
pensionable without Super~uanon deducuons). There
are also prospects for promouon.

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been British
since birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to:
Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
G overnment Communications Headquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM,
Glos. G L 52 SAJ.
Telephone : Che'. tenham 21491
Ext. 2270

Hawkes of
Savile Row
Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the
I770's. Every year hundreds of people
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for
the l970's You ' ll know our reputation
for made-to-measure tailoring but you
may be surprised at the extent of our
hand-made ready-to-wear range.
Drop in and see both at:

Cable and. .Wireless
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ELE CTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive posltlons for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
present salaryto:-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUS ING AVAILAB LE TO
MARRIED MEN

P E RS 0 N N E L MAN AG E R

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
W ES T ERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND

WI

PARSONS
AND

PRINTING

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
t o uphold, at the same time tak ing
ad van tage of scien tific progress rn
this age of mechanisation, yet m aintai ning, through a specia l departmen t,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

01-734 0186

12a LONDON ROAD
CAMBERLEY · SURREY
Camberley 63829

worldwide co m mu 01 cat 1ons

Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for :-

Over a Century-old Partnership ...

The s,.itish have regularly gone into battle '!"ith
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived
to keep the fi,.m goini; ••• an~ on vict?ry parade~
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion.

SAVILE ROW · LONDON

/ll!JS!JIJ

Illustrated catalogue sent free on request
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F. J. PARSON-s LTD
The Adelphi , john Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford

November-December 1970

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operator in 1971 and in subsequent years.
pecialist training cour e lasting approximately eight months are held at intervals. Applications are now
invited for the cour e starting in September, 1971.
ALARY SCALES
During training, with free accommodation provided at the Training School :
Age 21
£848 per annum
22
906
"
23
943 "
"
24
981
"
25 and over 1023 ,,
,,
On succe ful completion of cour e :
£1023
Age 21
"
22
1087 "
"
23
1150 "
,,"
24
1214 "
25 (highest
1288
"
age point)
then by six annual increments to a maximum of £1,749 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two
year' operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G.C.E. '0'
level or similar qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1971.
Application forms and further particulars from;
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
rNVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by ·the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at Ss. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5%. Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
S ELECT ION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. M.ay I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or R ETffiING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and E STATE D UTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCE S. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
R.

~~~illiam.
P .C.I.B.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Mai or

T. P. Williams
P.C.I.B.

2 , Duke Street, Brighton, BN l l DE
Telephone B righton 28181 (2 lines)
Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association
Produced for the Publiabcu, THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION OP TIIE ROYAL CORPS OP SIGNALS, Cheltenham TCtTacc, Chelaea, Londoo, S.W.3.
(Tcle~one : SLOane 3477) by COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD. , 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1.
Printed in Gtttt Britain by P. J. PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2, and "Observer" Buildiop, Hastings. Advcnitemcnt
1.Unaacn· SBRVICB ?>."EWSJ>APBRS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W.1. (Telephone: 01-930 no8-9)
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Removals and storage Household removals. Single items.Any size of job.Anywhere
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the
experience. Ask us for an estimate.

Travel service Benefit from our experience
when you book holidays, travel tickets.
reseNation s etc. No extra charge when you
use Pickfords.

Once you use Pickfordsl youll never go without us
Our address is in the phone book

CALDER
BROKERS

BROKER

THE
THE
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ROYAL SIGNALS
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association

PARTNERS

Editor:
RlllGADIER P. lU. P. DOBSON,
D.S.O.
Assistant Editor :
:Hr. L. \Vood

Head Office: ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines)

All correspondence and mauer for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Te1Tace, Chelsea,
London, S .W.3. Tel. Nos . 01-730-4129
and 01-730-3477. Exe. 1113.

YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN
Male Life 21 next birthday

fl0,000
Sum
Assured
£500
£1,000
£5,000
£3,500

£10,000
NOTE :

INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT

10/- per week

Endowment, With Profit, to age 65 (Estimated Maturity Value Q ,271)
Whole of Life, Non Profit, Assurance ......
......
......
......
..... .
Initial Sum Assured for Fam ily In come Benefits of £250 p.a. for 20 years
Conversion Rights for 25 years ......
Gross Annual Premiums
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable)
Life Cover for an Annual Net Outlay of

Normal
Annual
Premium
£13 5 0
£9 2 0
£3 5 0
£5 19 0
£31 11 0
£5 4 0
£26 7 0

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
co: Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (pose f1·ee, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
monch, 2/-).

Rates vary with age and the Plan may be adjusted to suit your needs. An ideal
composite plan with conversion rights which may be used for House Purchase.
Telephone

1966

OF YOU

FOR

That Christmas Present Problem
Christmas draws near and we feel that it might be .appropriate to remind
our readers that there is available here at Association Headquarters a
considerable variety of Corps goods which may well provide the answer to
your Christmas present problem.
The following goods are on ·sale : Corps Ties-Woollen
58p
Terylene, Type A
55P
Terylene (narrow), Type D
45P
Terylene (narrow), Type E (Horizontal stripes) .
45P
Corps Scarves-Woollen
£r.05
Corps Squares-Rayon
£r.05
Cravats-Terylene
£r.05
Corps Cuff Links
7op
Association Badges, Brooch Type, New Pattern
20p
Corps
in
or
Blazer

£1.75
Ilp
8p

~OVE.HBER/DEC:E~lllEH

(New Series )

1970
No. I l

(21/-)
(21/-)
(14/-)
(4/-)

(35/-)*
(2/3)
(1/8)

£r.50 (30/-)*
75P
(15/-)
£2.00 (40/-)t
25p
(5/-)
5op
(10/-)
25p
(5/-)
£i .50
(30/-)
£r.25
(25/-)

(Association M~mber< and Contribute" to Day '· Pny

LIFE

(n/6)
(II/- )
(9/-)
(9/-)
(2I/-)

(A ·ociation Members only)

Blazer Badges (Silver "Jimmy," Crown and Motto
gold, as approved by the Corps Committee) on Black
Dark Navy Blue background
Buttons-Large each)
Small (each)
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours), Bumper
or Radiator fittings
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
Corps Plaques
Key-rings with embossed "Jimmy" badges .. .
Glass Ash Trays embossed with Corps Badge . . .
Necklaces with embossed "Jimmy" Pendant ...
Bow Ties, Silk, Adjustable, Corps Colours
New L.P. Record of Corps Band (Stereo, mono compatible)
New style Corps diary (see Oct. / Nov. WIRE for details) ...
Old style wallets without inserts

Richmond

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE

Our cover picture shows a group of five enterprising young men. They
are (left to right): Signalmen Sargeant, Morgan, Catley, Lynn and Roope.
At the. instigation <?f Signalman ' Lofty ' Morgan (he is a mountaineering
enthus1a~t) they d~<;1ded to h~ve ~ go at mou!1tain walking and rock climbing.
Under his superv1S1on and direction they qwckly found some mountains and
they can be seen posing in Alpine surroundings prior to getting down to
some serious climbing. Also in the party were Corporal Ted Farminger
(i/c Administration) and Signalman 'Jock' Thompson who were unable
to be present at the time of the photograph.
Although their activities were somewhat inhibited by bad weather th·ey
learned a lot and reached the summit of the Geiss Alp--and, of course,
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
The Corps with its va:ied selection of world-wide postings offers unrivalled opportunities to get out and about and do things, for those who are
prepared to exert a litrle effort. It is good to see soldiers from the 22nd
Regiment putting this into practice. May many others follow their example.

3op
6op

heme only)

(6/-)
(12/-)

Cash with order. Above quoted prices include postage.
Note-*Please state which type is required when ordering.
tWith "Royal Corps of Signals" scroll, or scroll left blank.
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Colonel 6. S. H. Dicker, C.B.£, T.D., D.L., F.C.A.

--From our "In" Tray-

A recent Army Board decision makes it possible to appoint
a distinguished civilian as an Honorary Colonel Commandant.
We are delighted to announce that Colonel Geoffrey Dicker
has been appointed our first.
He was Adjutant of 6th Armoured Divisional Signals 1943-45.
He was then GS02 at A.F.H.Q. in Italy. In 1948 he joined
the T.A., rising to command 54th (East Anglian) Signal Regiment from 1956-59. He was tllen deputy commander of 161
Infantry Brigade becoming CSO East Anglian Division/District
from 1962-65. He has been Honorary Colonel of his Regiment,
an A.D.C. to the Queen and is now chairman of a Territorial
Auxiliary and Volunteer Reserve Association of East Anglia.
As a civilian he is a Deputy Lieutenant, has been chairman
of the Great Yarmouth Chamber of Commerce, is a chartered
accountant and a partner in several companies. He is a keen
yachtsman.
He has been a member of the Corps Committee since 1964,
representing the Reserve Army. In 1969 he accepted the
special responsibilities of chairman of the Finance Committee,
a nd we are already benefiting from his guidance.

Recruiting is our Business
FOR SPECIAL NOTE
MORE CORPS SPORTING SUCCESSES
Keeping up the splendid 1?70 r~ord. we 3r! happy
to report that at the Army ma1or units onenteermg team
championships, heJd on ~6th Octo~er, out of over 20
teams competing, 21st Signal Regunent came second
and 7th Signal Regiment fourth.
.
•
Corporal Ray Storer, of the 21st Signal Regunent, ~as
the third individual home of the large field competing.

*

*

BIATID..ON

*

We hear that Signalman Elliott, of 7th Armoured
Brigade Signal Squadron, is doing very weJI at biathlon
training and it is hoped he will be entered for the world
championship (Junior Class) next March.

*

*

*

ROYAL SIGNALS BLUE PULLOVERS
Readers are advised NOT to purchase the pullovers

as advertised on page 472 of the October/November
' Wire' as it has now come to light that they do not

(' .S.O. \Vc•st.-r11 Con11nn11tl Rfl'C•r11ltlng Conference
' Recruiting Is Our Business ' was the motto when the .Royal
ignals Recruiters of Western Conm;mnd gathered at Sa1ghton
Camp to air their view on how to improve our percentage of
the Army intake (the tone was set by Sergeant W. Gray, from
Rhyl, who rang to .say he would be a little late as he was busy
enli ting two recruits!).
Chaired by C.S .O. Western Command and supp.orted ~y
O.C. 241 Signal Squadron, \_V.0.11 D. Abercrombie (Regimental Recruiting Team), Lieutenant ~· C. M~ralee and
Sergeant K. Rogers, of 59 A.Y.T., discu s1on was h':'ely, frank
and of great value. It was clear that we have an uphill struggle
on our hands to get the men we need, but a ?u~ber of useful
pointers came out which could ease the Recruiters tas~. W.O.I
v. A. Vallor, our Army Recruiter at Liverpool, provided the
voice of experience, and Sergeant Rushton, who nears t!'ie end
of his tour at Manchester, was able to report that he is over
his target of 200 during his two-ye3! tour there. It was very
clear that there is no lack of enthusiasm or sense of pur~ose.
The meeting concluded with a very fine curry lunch prov1.ded
under the auspices of WO.I A. A. Hopew~!l, the Garnso!1
Sergeant N ajor, wh? was heard t? remark, If they ~av~,n t
got fire in their bellies already-this ought to do the tnck.
The photograph shows those who attended.

AwarJ of British Empire MeJal
On 25th September Major-General F. D. King, M.B.E.,
Commandant of the Royal Military College of Science, presented the B.E.M. to Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Waudby at a
ceremony at College Headquarters. The award was made for
services with 39 Brigade Signal Squadron during the emergency
in Northern Ireland. The citation highly praised Staff Sergeant
Waudby's outstanding work in maintaining the Brigade Signal
equipment, and his energy and resource in mastering completely
unknown and poorly documented civilian equipment issued
during the emergency. Staff Sergeant Waudby worked very long
hours (even by Northern Ireland standards) over a considerable period to keep communications going, and it was largely
due to his efforts that there was no serious failure in the
Brigade Communications while he was there.
Staff Sergeant Waudby, who is the only Royal Signals
oldier on the strength of the College, arrived in June to relieve
W.0.I (F. of S.) McKay, posted to 7th Signal Regiment. He
has taken over the running of the Electronics and Guided
Weapons Demonstration Hall, and is rapidly widening his technical experience, his main preoccupation being the intricacies
of a Swingfire simulator.
Heartiest congratulations to Staff Sergeant Waudby on his
award, and it is hoped he and his wife will find Sbrivenham a
pleasant place to be.

conform with the laid-down Corps pattern.

*

*

*

VAt;ANCY AT ASSOUATION H.q.
Are you leaving the Corps shortly? Why not keep
in touch by taking a job here at Association H.Q.
A vacancy exists in our accounts office. Co~on
sense and m.o dest typing ability is all that is required.
Salary starts at £1,000 p.a.

Major 'Wilbur' Wright
~I must thank you for the excellent despatch service.
.
As
usual, my copy of THE WIRE arrived here wi~ a day or so
of publication, and I was able to lose myself ID Corps matters
.
for an hour or two.
On page 416 September/October ~IRE there 1s a refe~ence
to my retirement. Would you be kind enough to publish a
correction? The ' man ' mentioned is Major ' W~bur ' Wri&ht,
M.B.E. I, like many others, was rechristened on ,enter~ng
the Army and ' Wilbur ' stuck with me for my 33 years service.
With r~gard the Japanese officer's sword. I'm afraid ~at
its history is rather mundane. It was banded o':'er at the offici:al
end of war surrender in Rangoon, and I, bemg employed ID
the H.Q. at the time, got my hands on it. There were quite a
few handed over but the people who deserved them were of
course at that ~e coming out of the prison camps. Its proper
place is in a Mess, w{1ere it serves as a reminder to those who
today don't realise the gruesome nature of wa~.
With these really cheerful remarks I say adieu!
Yours sincerely,
' Wilbur ' Wright.
8203 Oberaudorf am Inn,
Landhaus Magdalena.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL :MEETING
The annual general meeting of the Royal Signals Yacht Club
will be held at 10.30 hours on Tuesday, 12th January, 1971,
in Conference Room 254 (second floor) of the Old War Office
Building. All members are invited to attend. Will those wishing
to do so please notify the Hon. Secretary, Signals 35b, Old
War Office, Whitehall, S.W.l (Tel. ext. no. 0172).
Members will also be interested to know that the International Boat Show at Earls Court is from 6th to 16th January,
1971.
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Front row, left to right: Major R. C. Bryson, Major E. J. Buirski ,

W.0.1 V. A. Vallor, ·Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, W .0.1 (G.S.M.) A. A.
Hopewell, Lieutenant S. C. Moralee, W .0 .1 (S.C.) R. Jones
Middle row, left to right: Sergeant J. Gledhill, Sergeant D. Thom~s,
Sergeant s . J. Rushton, Staff-Sergeant H. Price, .sergeant R. While
Bock row, left to right : W.0.11 D. Abercrombie, Sergeant R. K.
Hopwood , Sergeant K. Rogers, Sergeant R. Hughes, Sergeant W.
Gray

The followinJZ donatio>u were patefully received durinJZ Sept ember:
£ s. d .
91 II 3
33 4 8
10

0

3

0

0

4

1
0

0

:2
l
l

Total . . . £148

0

0

II

6

5

0

14

0

19

4

6

9
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A CreJit to his Corps
Below we publish a letter received by Commander Training
Brigade from a member of lhe public. The letter speaks for
i1self. If lhe unnamed Lance-Corporal mentioned in lhis leuer
should read lhis, he can very properly lake pride in lhe excellem
impression he has given of his Corps lo an outside observer.

*

*

*

It has always ~n my h::.tbit on my frequent journeys to and
from London to give lifts to hitch-hikers. I have always found
them to be very fine types, contrary to the reports on youth,
we so often bear today.
Last Sunday, among the many I picked up during the course
of my journey, was one of your Corporals, and as a Signal
Sergeant of the Royal Artillerv during the last war, we found
much in common to talk about during the journey.
Unfortunately, my car broke down on the Catterick by-pass,
and here your Corporal showed that he was of the ~igbt type
in every sense of the word. He walked over one mile to the
telephone box to ring the R.A.C. night service, and because of
their unwillingness to look after me, walked all the way back
to tell me about it. We returned to the telephone box where I
arranged transport from Sunderland to collect me, and then he
again rang the R.A.C. night service in Catterick, and in words
so wonderfully reminiscent of my own days as an N.C.0., told
•
them exactly what he thought about them.
I am writing really to say that the Royal Corps of Signals
can always be proud, as I always knew it was, of its soldiers,
especially of one Lance-Corporal whose name I do not know.

Story of a Chair • • •

Royal Signals Associa~ion & Benevolent FunJ
Officer Commancling, 234 Si~al Squadron (Malta) .. .
...
...
. ..
Officer Commaodi- g. 16th Reg1m<;nt ... :··
Officer Commanding, Royal S:gnal
D1splay Team, for
Basings.oke Carnival Committee ...
··:
...
... . . ...
Hon. Sec:-etary, Birmingham Branch , Royal S11P1als Assoc1J1uoo
R. J. Pegg , Esq.
...
...
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
MS'jor-Gcru:ral R. F. B. Naylor, C.B., C.B.ll., D.S.O., M.C.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. L. Gordon , C.B.ll., M.C.
G. W. Cook, Esq.
G. B. Holli-gs, Esq.
Various small donations

A PLEASANT DUTY FOR THE S.0.-in-C.
Major-General Pentreath recently took the Commissioning Ceremony of 52 Course at the W.R.A.C. College, Camberley and afterwards posed with these attractive young ladies. Third from the
right is Wendy Le Gassick daughter of Lieutenant-Colonel Sandy
Le Gassick, C.S.O. Scotland

Presentation of the B.E.M . to Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) S. Waud by by
Major-General F. D. King M.B.E., Commandant of the Royal Military
College of Science
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Ex-R.S.M. S. A. Rose writes :
During the last war I was the Regimental Sergeant Major of
an Army Unit stationed in a small village in Yorkshire.
.
The late Princess Royal visited the Unit to carry out certa~
functions, which terminated by taking tea with the officers JD
their Mess.
That same evening the Sergeants' Mess was holding a dance
in the drill hall for the British Red Cross Society. During the
evening a scheme was thought out to raise more funds for the
Red Cross.
.
A young soldier was despatched to the Officers' Mess with
instructions to obtain the chair which the Princess Royal had
sat in. Back came the chair, which was placed in the i:iiddle
of the dance floor, and a Sergeant was stationed one side of
the chair to collect a shilling - or more - from any lady or
gentleman, for the privilege of itting in the chair in which

HALT!

the depreciation of your Savings

CHECK

WITH
SERVICE BROKERS
THE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS
SERVICE BROKERS will assist
you with expert knowledge
and W ithout Obligation

1

2

Invest ment! Protection! House
Purchase ! School Fees! etc.
SE RVICE BROKERS take it all
in t heir stride
\

Royalty had sac. Another Sergeant was detailed to supervise
the queue. This effort raised a sum of £2 or £3.
The chair was recurned to the Officers' Mess the next morning and I was then informed by the head waiter thac in the
general upsec in the Mess by the visit of the Princess R9yal,
he did not know which particular chair was tile one reqmred,
o gave the young soldier the first chair at hand.
The head waiter was almo t certain it wasn't the right chair!

Royal Signals celebrate in the U.S.A.
The Royal Signals SOth Anniversary celebrations in the
United States took place in New Jersey on Saturday, 3rd
October. The principal event was a cocktail party held in the
Monmouth Room of Gibbs Hall, which is part of the Fort
Monmouth Officers' Open Mess.
By the greatest good fortune, it was pos ible to link the
event with the visit of Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E.,
to the United States on other business. Assisted by Colonel I.
G. Swan, Briti h Liaison Officer (Signals) of the British Defence
Staff, Washington, and his wife, Marion, General Anderson
received a large number of distinguished U.S. Signal Corps
officers and civilians who have had close contact with the
Corps over the years.
Their many old fr iends in the Corps will be glad to know
that Colonel Glenn Waterman, and his wife Mavis, and
Lieutenant-Colonel Bill O'Meara, who both served in the School
of Signals, were able to join with us.
Other hosts included Colonel S. C. Dare and LieutenantColonel W. T. A. Collyer. A number of retired Royal Signals
officers now work in the United States and of these Colonel
Peter Leney, Lieutenant-Colonel 'Paddy' Lyske, LieutenantColonel Michael Philp, Major Denis Benson were able to
attend the function and bring with them a welcome spirit of
Royal Signals past.
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(U.A. Army Photograph )

A group of the senior officers present at the Royal Signals SOth
Anniversary Cocktail Party in the United States
Left to right : Colonel I. G. ~wan , Brigadier-General R. C. Horne Ill,
C.G ., U.S. Signal School, Major-General W. E. Lotz, C.G., U.S. Army
Electronics Command, Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E.,
A.C.S.D. (Signals) M.O.D., Brigadier-General H. W . Rice, U.S ·
Program/Project Manager, Mallard ; Colonel S. C. Dare

PRINCIPALS

John Newman and Charles Young

30b Market Place, Richmond, Yorkshire
Telephone Richmond 2435
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Ditl you ever serve in 19th Signal RegimentJ?
Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. Gilbert, the present C.O., is writing
a history of this Regiment before it is disbanded next year. He
is having difficulty in obtaining information of the earlier
years 1942 onwards.
If you can contribute any details, photographs, etc., please
make an effon and write to him at 19th Signal Regiment,
Changi, c/o G .P.O., Singapore.
THE WIRE, N O VEMBER- D ECEMBER

1970

This modern frequency modulated equipment is weatherproof and
extremely rugged . It can be operated in either the single or two frequency
simplex mode on up to 10 adjacent 25 KHz or 50 KHz channels in the
frequency range 25 MHz to 174 MHz. The RF output is 12-15 watts.
It is highly suitable for use in all types of military vehicles including
lorries. tanks, gun-carriers and motorcycles. It can be mounted internally
or externally.

rely on
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''Drums beating, Santis playing, Bayonets lixetl . .. '"
A great lay for tke 35th (South Mitllantl) Signal Regiment (VJ
OTHER page was wrirten into the history of the 35th
A
( outh t.. idland) ignal Regiment (Volunteers) which
can trace its origin back to the yeac 1862. The Regiment was
granted the ' Freedom of Entry ' to the City of Birmingham
on 12th September by the passing of a Resolution at a Ciry
Council meeting in March.
Being a rather widely pread Regimenr, the three Squadrons
ewcasrle-under-Lyme spent
from brew bury, Rugby and
the night at unon Coldfield. The task of feeding, watering
and bedding of the 200 personnel fell to Captain (Q.M.) Bill
Jackson who with bis sraff and help from the technicians,
mumbling something about an X facror, did a splendid job.
After a very early rise and the normal race-track journey into
Birmingilam the Regiment, with representatives of the Old
Comrades' Association, assembled in the Town Hall to await
the arrival of the main procession. At 11.25 hours the main
proces ion entered the Main Hall and was saluted by a Guard
of Honour fro m the Regiment and a Fanfare of Trumpers
by the Corps Band. In the procession were:
Brigadier R. H. Borthwick, Commander ll rh Signal Group
,Volunteers)' Major-General W. G. S. Mills, C.B.E ., Commander Wesr Midland D istrict; Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., D .S.O., Ma, ter of Signals; The Reverend
B. P. Brownless, M.A., C.F. (V), Chaplain to the Regiment;
The Right Reverend L. Brown, M .A., The Lord Bishop of
Birmingham; the Town Clerk (Mr. T. H. Parkinson, LL.B.);
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., Honorary
Colonel of the R egiment; The Right Worshipful T he Lord
M ayor of Birmingham (Alderman Stanley Bleyer).

Presenting the Deed of Privilege in the Town Hall, the Lord
Mayor Alderman Stanley Bleyer, said: "We in the City of
Birmingham are awace of the Regiment's long association with
the City, and we are proud to acknowledge our debt to you all."
After receiving a magnificent scroll containing the Deed,
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., Honorary
Colonel of the Regiment, thanked the Lord Mayor on the
Regiment's behalf. A service wa beld during which the Commanding Officer read the Lesson and the final Blessing was
given by the Lord Bishop of Birmingham. This concluded, the
Regiment formed up to take advantage of its new right to
march through the City of Birmingham with drums beating,
bands playing and bayonets fixed. The parade of 350-strong
was commanded by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel D. C. Woodbridge, Royal Signals, and was composed
of the R oyal Signals Band, 48, 58, 89 and 95 Signal Squadrons,
a detachment of the Women's Royal Army Corps and detachment of Old Comrades. This was followed by the Royal Signals
t.. otor Cycle Display Team leading a section of the units
vehicles in a drive past.
Shoppers lining the streets were pleasanrly surprised, when
the Regiment brightened Birmingham's drizzle, as they smartly
marched past the L ord Mayor outside the Council House with
drums beating, band playing and bayonets fixed in a blaze of
sound and colour.
After the parade, members of the Regiment and their wives
were guests of d:!e City Council at a buffet lunch in the Council
Hou e.

Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., Honorary Colonel, receives the Deed of Privilege from the Lord Mayor of
Birmingham
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SCENES FRO,M THE
35th REGIM ENT'S
BIG DAY
I. FORMAL ENTRY. Major-General W . G. S.
Mills ( Dist r ict Com mander) and Brigad ier
R. H. Bort hwick (G roup Commande r)
lead t he fo r mal procession into t he T own
Hall while the Guard of Honour presents
arms

2. DRIVE PAST. The line detachment looked
very smart as they passed the saluting base
outside the Council House.

3. A SALUTE TO THE LORD MAYOR.
The marching contingent were a credit
to their unit as they gave eyes right at
the saluting base

4. W.R.A.C. WERE THERE TOO.
W.R.A.C. Volunteers catch the eye of the
public with their marching and smart
turnout

* * * Magazine

Section

***
Unusual Jobs!
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Faraway Places!
The Corps Rnds itself in Jo1•dan

Second of a series sponsored

by H.Q. 2 Signal Group
For Service communicators, a job may come up at any time in any part of the world. The Corps, with well-trained
soldiers and modern equipment, ready to move at short notice, is thoroughly capable of dealing with random calls
on its services. Jordan has proved to be just such a case, where the humanitarian efforts of both the International and
National Red Cross could not be really effective without a sound communications back-up. So once again, the Corps
steps in to periorn1 an unusual job in a faraway place.

Communication
Centres
of the U.K.
H.Q. Scotland (Army)
1
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CRAIGIEHALL
At the left rear the original Craigiehall now the Officers Mess. At the right rear is the W.O.'s and
Sergeant's Mess. At the centre is ' F' block housing t he Commcen for H.Q. Scotland (Army

Communication Centre for H .Q. Scotland (Army) is
T HElocated
in ' F ' Block (a recently consrructed building) in

the grounds of Craigiehall, approximately seven miles f~om
Edinburgh. The modern offices and the pleasa nt surroundings
are a far cry from those early days in 1947 when the Signal
Centre moved into Edinburgh Castle with Headquarters Scottish Command.
The responsibility for staffing the Signal Centre in the Castle
was maintained by Scoi:rish Command Signal Regiment until
1959 when the Regiment was disbanded and 242 Signal
Squadron was formed.
In 1956 the Signal Office moved from Edinburgh Castle to
Craigiehall when it was sited in an old Artillery concrete
bunker and was to remain until February this year when it
moved into its present home in ' F ' Block.
A small Communication Centre remained at Edinburgh
Castle serving Regimental Pay Office, Edinburgh, unti l August
this year when it finally closed down.
As a point of interest CraigiehaU, which can be seen in the
aerial photograph, was chosen as the place for the German
Forces in Norway to sign the surrender treaty. Rudolph Hess
also visited Craigiehall after landing in Scotland in 1940.
The Communication Cemre in Craigiehall operates an automatic exchange with satellite equipment still in the Castle
serving Lowland Area and H.Q. The Scottish Division.
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Edinburgh military exchange located in "F" block is manned by an
efficient team of W.R.A.C. operators. Pictured are left to right:
Private Winstanley, Corporal Reynolds (supervising) and Private
Pickering

T he story stares in the U.K. where Capcain Bob Middle ton,
of l 4ch Signal R egim ent, describes how his tour of ducy as
Orderly Officer suddenly became rather lively:
" I was si tti ng in the Officers' M ess, as Orderly Officer on
Sunday, 20th Sep tember. I t was about 14.20, the fo otball match
on ITV h ad just started, the telephone rang, a voice at the
other end said : ' Sir, I have been asked to ask you to stay near
the phone. Group have just been called to the operations room
and should be back soon with something fo r you.'
I sat. An hour later I rang 1 Signal G roup and asked if I
should still sit there; th e same voice said, ' Yes.' I continued
to sit. At 16.40 rhe phone r ang again. ' You will organise the
Spearhead 013 detachment an d have th em ready to fl y to
Cyprus tomorrow.'
I stopped sitting.
With th e aid of a telephone, the duty driver and the
local civilian police, th e whole Spearhear d detachment was
called in.
It is impossible to say who arrived at Norton Barracks first
but Sergeant Keith Barsby perhaps deserves a mention-he
drove from Wes t Somerset to Worcester in less than three
hours boasting rhat the police d idn 't even see him, Jet alone
stop him. By 8 o'clock the whole detachment was iri camp
and working hard to check and pack their gear.
F. of S. Pat Hodgson was moving quietly around making
sure his sets and their spares were all there and working;
deciding what he had to take and what he could leave behind.
A word here about the reaction from 27th Regiment, R.C.T.
The Jog only mentions them three times:
First at 17.46. 2 x 10-ton flatbeds 27 R.C.T. ordered and
being arranged. To arrive here soonest.
Second at 19.15. 2 x 10-ton flatbeds on their way. E.T.A.
22.15.
Third at 22.25. 2 x 10-ton flatbeds here.
They are stationed at Bulford and Worcester is about 100
miles away-pretty good going.
At 23.30 the detachment commander was able to report that
with the exception of the last-minute loading of personal kit
and rations the detachment was ready to move.
We all had some sleep.
Next day at 09.15 the M.C.C.P. team arrived and started to
check the detachment's readiness for an air move.
At 11.30 the Jog recalls that the detachment moved out of
Norton Barracks, Worcester, heading for R.A.F. Fairford.
It is interesting here perhaps to list one or two facts:
' Shoveller' is an operation in which the Army, sponsored
by the Red Cross, is giving medical aid to Jordan. This Regiment is providing the rear link communications for the medical
staff. We are using a Dl3/R234 air portable station mounted in
Aircon B containers.
Other members of the detachment are: Captain Tim Hallchurch, Sergeant Chas. Bonwick, Corporal Jim Lees, Corporal
'Taff' Sobey, Lance-Corporal Bob Brebner, Lance-Corporal
Ray Dudding, Lance-Corporal Eric Pickering, Lance-Corporal
Sid Blow.
They were, as the Spearhead detachment, already at 72hours' notice but in fact moved out of camp in 19 hours 10
minutes."
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Regimental Editor's note: As this report seems to have been
written at about the same speed as the operation was mounted
perhaps a word or two of explanation would not be amiss.
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This Regiment is organised into self-contained air portable
radio detachments. These detachments are always deployed
with a H.Q. or unit that is responsible for the administrative
support of the detachment. The detachments do not have any
transport but are moved to the airfield of embarkation by the
Royal Corps of Transport of Strategic Command-normally
27th Regiment - who as always, and as Captain Middleton
reports, supported us magnificently on this occasion.
To clear any doubt about the location of the detachment it
was first flown to Cyprus where after a few days awaiting the
(presumably) political decision to move was sent into Jordan
where, at the time of writing these notes, it is producing
excellent communications for 2nd Field Ambulance.
.

Meanwhile the 30th Regiment in Blandford Camp were also
having a busy time as cheir ' Wire ' correspondent reports:
" The first indications that we were about to be alerted for
an emergency operation in Jordan came through to Blandford
as we were enjoying the Corps Band during a public concert
in the local High School. Our thoughts were far removed from
the crisis which had developed in Amman and the strife that
was to follow in that city besieged by the Palestinian guerillas.
From midnight the R.H.Q. Mounting Centre, 1 Squadron,
Q.M.s and T.O.T. workshop became centres of activity as the
detachment of one officer and 12 operators were stood-to during
the early hours of the morning.
The equipment was quickly assembled, checked out and the
six SR Al3 put through tlle T.M. workshop before being
finally packed and loaded. The 1 Squadron detachment consisting of Lieutenant Chris Grant, Sergeant Leslie Jackson,
Corporals George Dickson, John Collins, John Clinton, LanceCorporals Bernie Carr, Gerry Holverson, Ernie Gough, Bob
Gunter, Pat Fox, Bill Stewart and Signalmen 'Dinger' Thursfield and Derek McLennan having had an early breakfast, pay
and a medical check-out, were given a short brief by the Commanding Officer for their move to Cyprus. The detachment
left Blandford eight hours after me initial warning and within
12 hours were on their way to R.A.F. Akrotiri. In Cyprus the
detachment came under command 3 Signal Group and whilst
staging at R.A.F. Akrotiri were looked after by members of 261
Signal Squadron Airfield Troop."
The Troops and ihe equipment are committed and the next
account comes in the form of a lerter from Captain Tim Hallchurch, of 14th Regiment, now in Jordan, and Officer i/c the
various Corps detachmenrs in chat ccmntry.
"For the first time for nearly a week I have got time to sit
down and let you know what is going on.
After many ' gos ' and ' no gos ' in Cyprus at 18.00 hours on
Tuesday last we got the order to move at 02.00 on the Wednesday morning (30th September). I spent all night working on
lists and manifests for the whole force while Foreman Hodson
supervised the~Joading. Prior to this we were all enrolled a
members of the British Red Cross and were issued with armband and badge . All our vehicles including the cabin were
painted white and have red crosses on them (how we are going
to get them green again I don't know). The Operation
' Shoveller' force has now been called 'Ferrieforce' after
Colonel Ferrie, the Commander. When we arrived in Jordan
on 30th September at about 16.00 (by Hercules aircraft) we were
escorted to the unfinished shell of the King Hussein hospital
where we proceeded to set up.
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I am foJce M.T.O. and O.C. others (Signals, R.E.M.E., Postal
and Infantry aircraft unloading parties) as far as discipline and
welfare is concerned. The force has eight doctors (including a
surgeon and an anaesthetist), one dentist and five nursing sisters
(Q.A.R.A.N.C.).
That's about all I can think of. The force H.Q. is sorting
out the problems of Part II Orders and L.0.A. Everyone is, of
course, ' confined to camp,' , and as yet no beer, no films, no
TV and only compo."

Lance-Corporal 'Taff' Gunter of 30th Signal Regiment with the
British Med ical team in Jordan, receives a message from another
Red Cross Hospital

It was nearly midnight before all tbe. cabin.s got here, but we
were on the air 07.30 local next morrung. Smee then,_ bec~use
of the large Royal Signals commitment we have. combmed mto
one unit, under me, the 30th Regiment and 262 Signal Sguadron
personnel and equipment. Apart from the D13 Fear link, the
Signals element of ourselves plus 21 others with_ 2 .x FFR
Cll detachments and 6 AB provide the commurucaaons for
all the International Committee of the Red Cross (I.C.R.~.).
This includes links between the I.<;:.R.C., German bospnal,
Ashrafnya hospital (Egypti~ sta~, airfield and ourselves. "!le
are sharing the same locaaons with the U.S. Army Hosp1tal
which is about the same size as ours. ~e ha:ve a~so set up a
40/160 line exchange within the hospital with hnes on the
Jordanian Army (when it works!) and U.S. Army networks. In
addition to the above we also send detaC"nments to the French
and Italian contingents when necessary.
As usual Royal Signals h!ive .P~~vi?ed lots of the amenities
for the Hospital that require imaaave an~ managed to get
some beer from the Jordanian Army. I tl:llnk I am the O?lY
person on the Hospital who has orgamsed any J ~rdaman
currency. We have all been wor~g 18 hours a ~y smce we
arrived, but now we are set up things should qweten down a
little.
The detachment have been excellent and .ll!e v7ry popular
around the hospital and have done many wmng J<;>bs aroU?d
the place We have been working with the Americans quite
a lot. They used our ' punch up.' p~sitio~ until they got an
extra printer, while we used their oil until ours arrived.
We get a daily Hercules or Argosy from Cyprus where the
organisation must be overworked for so far we have bad no
NAAFI supplies or newspapers and are very s'n.ort on P.O.L.
Perhaps today's flight will have most of these things on board.
The King Hussein Hospital is situated about ei!P1~ miles in
a straight line N.W. from ~e ccn~e of Amman; 1t is due. for
completion next August. It is very big and modem ~nd prov1d~s
plenty of room for the field hos~ital to s.et up J,n. TJ:lere is
water and drains, but the water 15 not drmkable and is only
available from certain taps. The water we use comes from the
U.S. purification plant. There is, of course, no P~"'."er-we_use
the generators-no furniture, etc., and we are hvmg o~c1ally
under field conditions.
From the hospital on a clear day one can see the D ead Sea
and Jerusalem beyond. It is about 3,000 feet up with a marvellous view.
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"OK,5AR.Gx ~ YOlJR_ TUR.N TO 15[ NURSE"
(Courtesy 1 Squadron, 30th Regiment)
I am writing this letter on the roof in the sun (it must be
about 75 °). The nights are cool but pleasant (no sweater
needed as yet). From the roof I can see at least 3 Squadrons of
Jordanian Army Centurion tanks that surroun~ us and the
Army are everywhere in the area. I have been mto the worst
areas of Amman the Ashrafaya Hospital is very badly damaged
(it was in Faday~en t7rritory) witJ:i ~hell and b~et boles everywhere, and not a wmdow remammg. There 1s blood everywhere, but the dead have mostly been buried and ~e wounded
moved to other hospitals. In the centre of the city there are
burned-out cars and buses everywhere in certain areas (although
the northern suburbs are mainly untouched) and yesterday we
.
almost ran over a human leg lying in the road.
While with one of the FFR Land Rovers yesterday (with red
cross flag, etc.) a !or~. came up to us with three young boys
who had just been m1ured by a bomb. One. was dead, but
we rushed the other two back here and they will be O.K. now
that the shrapnel has been pulled out. Nooe o.f us any longer
feel squeamish at the sight of blood. Last rught I held the
plasma equipment while a bullet w~s removed from a stomach.
The British hospital bolds 48 patients at the moment, mostly
serious surgical cases, but has treated ~any hun?red outpatients. The number of ser~ous casualaes held m known
hospitals in tlie Amman area is about 2,200, there have been
hundreds or possibly thousands treated and sent home. The
dead so far counted number about 780, but there may be more
under ruins or in burned-out vehicles. There is no doubt, the
Jordanian Army were certainly. v~ry tough an? shot at anything that moved, or at any .buildi~g they fancied as a target.
All is now very quiet, the airport ts open and cars and some
buses are on the roads. A few shops are open, but not much
in them. One can buy some fruit on the side of ~e road.
It is hard to guess how long we will be here, 1t must be at
least a month more because the patients will be here that. long.
There are many more casualties in tJ:_ie North that ar~ w1~out
treatment and there is a danger of disease and an epidemic.
Most of the patients brought in are g!ingrc~ous ai;id there
are some terrible phosphorous burn cases, mcl!!di~g a gir~ of 12.
As far as our link is concerned I am cons1der!ng asking ~or
a commcen operator to help out during busy periods (the .d~ily
sitrep and stores lists are pages long). We have. been. VJs1ted
by the BBC, ITV, Swedish and French TV, mcludmg the
24 Hours team.

' The Wire' correspondent of the 30th Regiment fills in on
the activities of their detachment in Jordan:
" After the cease-fire in Amman the detachment was airlifted from Cyprus and since that time have been working day
and night round the clock. A further four SR AB and six
operators have since reinforced the original detachments such was the size of the task. Lance-Corporals ' Sandy '
McLean, Les Dixon, Martin Lewis, Signalmen ' Geordie '
Desborough, Tim Arnold and Colin Osborne also staged in
Cyprus.
The SR Al3 detachments arc all deployed as part of the
International Red Cross with a set at the Headquarters on the
Amman Sports Stadium and close to the French Red Cross
team. The task is to provide emergency communications to
co-ordinate the disposal of patients and control ambulances
which are very limited in number. An Al3 is mounted in
the commander's Rover and control is established in the New
King Hussein Ho. pita!. The U.S. Hospital is located in the
immediate vicinity and other detachments-initially set up with
the Dani~ h, Swiss and German Red Cross contingents with a
detachment on standby and a detachment on the airfield. The
standby detachment has subsequently been deployed to work
with the Italian Hospital.
One Tg. Operator found himself working the SR Dl3

Exchange visit to the German
IOtll Signal Regiment
By Lieuten.an.t K. G. Danby ol 3rd Division
Sign.al Regiment

FTER the excitement of our Regimental Week during
A
the first few days of the month, July became 'Exchange
Au Pair ' month. The Regiment was host to Hauptmann
Stohr, of Fernmelde Batallion 10, for two weeks before he
accompanied Lieutenant Danby back to Sigmaringer for a
fornight's return match with the Burdeswehr from 19th to
30th July. Lieutenant Danby gives the following account of
his visit:

A warnt welco111e
Hauptmann Stohr and I reached Sigmaringer on a fine
Sunday morning, feeling less than fresh after the 18-hour rail
and sea journey from London. At breakfast I was introduced
to Oberleutnant Spangenberg, who had visited 24 Brigade
H.Q. and Signal Squadron the year before on an exchange
visit with Captain Stanley of that unit. Restored by the meal,
we moved logically on to a pre-lunch drinking session, at which
the C.O., Oberstleutnant Topfer, came in to make his English
guest feel warmly welcome.
As most of the Regiment were on leave, we lost no time
in driving out to visit the 2nd Company, on exercise at
Kirnbergsee. All their vehicles and tents were neatly laid
out in rows by the shoe of a lake, and we were offered the
traditional exercise fare of wurst and potato salad. Also traditional was a freshly-hew~ flagpole dominating the camp site.
One of the working parties is always given the task of felling
and preparing a suitable tall tree for this purpose whenever
a new location is reached. (How lucky we are this is not one
of 3rd Division's S.0.P.s-yet!).
L oea l a m e ni t ies g ood
Lunch with all the R egiment's available officers was
arranged for my first working day, and I had the chance to
compare notes over the first of many sauerkraut sessions. The
camp is nam ed after Count Stauffenberg, who had been involved in the plot to assassinate Hitler, and there was a
small ceremony to mark the anniversary of the attempt that
afternoon, 20th July.

**

detachment from 14th Signal Regiment and punching-up tape
whilst the standby radio operators manned a 40/160 exchange
jointly installed by the 14th and 30th Regiments detachments.
The exchange at the new King Hussein Hospital terminate
lines from the Jordanian Army and the U.S. Hospital and has
25 local subscribers. In their spare time the operators, having
attended to their battery charging and re-supply problems, are
hoping to visit some of the ancient sites in Jordan.
In conclusion we are pleased to be able to add one more
unusual job in a faraway place to the long list of operations
carried out by 30th Regiment."
The stary at the time of going to Press concludes with a
final comment from 14th Regiment:
What Captain Hallchurch's letter does not show is the
excellent communication being provided by the detachment.
Since the move into Jordan the Dl3 link to Cyprus has never
been working at less than 90 %-or about 22 hours a day-in
traffic. In a signal since his letter Hallchurch reports that the
Al3 net has had to be further expanded to include the Italian
hospital where two operators of 262 Signal Squadron are
working.
Other outstations on this net, which has its centre at Ferrieforce H.Q., are located at H.Q. International Red Cross, Amman
Airfield, the Swiss, Genrian and Ashrafnya hospitals. In addition Captain Hallchurch will be sending an FFR Cll detachment to the Palestinian Red Crescent Hospital as soon as
power and water are supplied to make this hospital, with it's
Russian surgical team, effective. It is hoped to publish further
details, with wme photographs, in the next issue of THE WIRE,
but in the meantime all may rest assured that the name of the
Corps is being uphe'd by Royal Signals in Jordan who in doing
their task so well show the qualities of flexi bility, humanity and
toughness that so epitomises the British soldier.
The camp is very modern, and each Company has an accommodation block large enough to hold all its single soldiers,
wi:h private rooms for nvo officers, in one of which I stayed.
There is no central Officers' Mess in our sense, but all meals
could be taken in an officers' centre, just outside the camp,
on a ticket basis. The soldiers' centre, further down the road,
was extremely well endowed w'itb amenities, including a
cinema and bowling alley, and there was every facility for
metalwork, sculpture and engraving-useful for soldiers wishing to invite girl-friends to come and see the etchings-the
Sigmaringer garrison could make their own!

Guest of the German Automobile Association
The centre-point of my stay was a weekend in Freiburg,
where the 10th Division Signal Regiment were providing the
communications for the Freiburg - Schavinsland mountain
motor race, which takes place annually over a seven-mile uphill course and is open to motor-cycles and sports cars. A
most enjoyable day was pent, as we were guests of Brigadegeneral Viebig, the Divisional second-in-command, and the
German Automobile Association, who sponsor the race.
Even a helacopter is lai d o u
As mere was o little training taking place during the leave
period, it was decided to send me out sight-seeing as much
as possible. I was able to see most of the beauty spots and
castles of the Danube Valley and Lake Konstanz, and was
lucky to be given the service of an Alouette pilot for a
whole day's flying.
My military education continued at intervals, with a morning on the rifle range firing the AG3 self-loading rifle, a
lighter weapon than ours, and a day spent with a tank Regiment learning to drive and shoot from a Panzer. Any spare
moments were spent in the municipal swimming pool, a fine
modern open air bath, built largely out of Army funds, and
so all soldiers were allowed to swim there free.
Presen t.< d w ith a B lack Li on Badge
On the eve of my departure, the C.O. arranged a farewell
party (more wurst and auerkraut, washed down by fine local
wine) and I was presented with a lapel badge of the Black
Lion, symbol of the 10th Division. En route to Munich airport, the next day, I was able to spend several hours at their
School of Signals discussing some of their new equipment,
followed by lunch as guest of the Co(llmandant. This was a
happy climax to a most rewarding fortnight.
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you go. After the balloon jumps come four daylight aircraft
The Parachute Selection Course
1umps at 1,000 feet, and by now you have the confidence
co look up and watch the parachute open. Next is the night
By Second-Lieutenant R. J. Gittings
" 'X TE are noc looking for supermen, buc it helps if you
' l' are one "-famous words from the opening talk of the
O.C. Pre-parachute Selection Company, to each course arriving
at the Depot The Parachuce Regiment and Airborne Forces.
The cour e consists of two weeks of fimess training and
t\vo weeks of selection for the Airborne Forces. However fit
you are on arrival, you always wi h you were a superman
after the first few days.

Te ted to exhaustion
The fitness training involves hours in the gymnasium, runs
every day, log exerci es and assault courses, including the
indoor assaulc course, which you go round about 40 times
without stopping. Ac che end of the two week , a kind of
election take place w·.'lere the unfit members and those wich
injuries are given either a re-course or R.T.U. For the successful, there are two weeks ahead, harder than the first t\vo.
You are tested in almost everything-gymnasium work, the
indoor as ault course, two runs, team games outdoor assault
courses, a steeplechase where you end up carrying almost
your own wcighc of mud and water, and on the last day in
Alder hot, the much-dreaded log race, which really takes every
ounce of energy you can muster.

***
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jump--it's very quiet after being in the aircraft and you can't
tell how high you are, then someone on the ground calls up
co you and you don' t remember what he said because about
a second later you ' hit the deck ' and heave a sigh of relief.
On the way down you think of the girls you could have met
at the dance in the 101 Club.
By now you arc feeling quice a ' he-man,' as there are only
two jumps to go in the last week, so you really enjoy the
night life at the 101 Club, where there is a discotheque several
nights a week.
The last two jumps are done carrying a 60lb. equipment
container, and it's quice a relief co get them over.

Celebration
Finally comes the celebration party, where truly 'a good
t!me is had by all,' but many do not feel so good on the
wings parade next morning.
You feel quite proud wearing your red beret for the first
time, and the 'wings' are already sewn on co your jacket.
Farewells are said as the course disperses to join the units
you've spent the last two months trying to join. This is when
you feel it has all been worthwhile, as everyone seems to be
congratulating you.
I wouldn't say I'd do it again just yet, but I would recommend the life at 216 Parachute Signal Squadron to anybody.
Planning a communications backup

For Irish-Scottish Swimming Recortl Breaker
•.. as told by Lieutenant
M. J. Backhurst, Royal
Signals, act. 2nd Battalion
Coldstream
G u a r d s,
B.F.P.O. 17.

SELECTION PHASE
Balance, nerve and determination are all necessary during the time
spent in the confidenc~ area during selection for parachute duties

An important pare of che first week of selection is the
confidence area, which requires you to run over scaffolding
obstacles, swing through the trees on ropes and do many
other seemingly hair-raising tasks.
The second week is spent in the Brecon Beacon's area of
Wales. This involves long distance marches, map-reading,
abseiling and a seven-mile race carrying a stretcher weighing
150-200lb. In Wales you wear full equipment and carry a
rifle.
After returning to Aldershot there's a day's wait to hear
if you have passed. The selection is not only based on physical
ability, but also on your morale and artitude.

First jlUllps
Tho e who pass the course-now feeling rather like supermen-move co R.A.F. Abingdon co learn how co parachute.
Here, the tone is rather different from the physical life of
' P ' Company. After ten days' ground training comes the
first jumps, which is some experience. You go up to 800 feet
in a cage suspended under a swaying balloon. The instructor
in the cage tells jokes and you can laugh until you get to
about 400 feet, then everything goes quiet until its time
to jump. But you are drilled so well that when they say ' go '
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RIDAY, 12th September, was
F
a great day for Kevin
Murphy, as it was then that he

broke all records becoming the
second man ever to conquer the
20-mile stretch of water between
Donaghadee on the N.E. coast of
Ireland and Portpatrick on t!he west coast of Scotland, breaking
his predecessor's time by 3hr. SSmin.
It was also a record breaker for Army Communications. Who
else can claim to have supplied communications for such a
venture? And even if you have I'm sure it wasn't on an A41!
Despite the theorists I assure you we did.
To reassure those of you who are muttering, " Damn fool to
attempt such a venture on such a set," I hasten to add that
my main means of communications was the C42, the A41 being
first a TSB and second an interesting test.
Throughout the trip the signals plan became more and more
ambitious, the fuse change being a request by the Belfast paper
who sponsored the swim to provide a radio link to their newspaper office in the middle of Belfast. This, despite .a perilous
roof crawl, was successfully accomplished, giving the evening
edition readers the very latest and up-co-date information on
the swim.
No sooner was the newspaper escapade complete than the
BBC asked if they could speak co the escort boat direct on
their six o'clock news bulletin; this entailed a complete
bastardisation of our immaculate radio set-up in what was
just shore of 30 minutes' notice. However, with two minutes
to go all was ready, the noise level acceptable, and then it
was on the screen, and accually understandable!
The next drama came during the final stages when beacons
and flares were required on the distant beach to guide in a
very tired Kevin Murphy; a guardsman, using his reincarnated
morse code, flashed away at the beach hoping that somebody
could understand him. His efforts were rewarded by answering
flashes and by beacons bursting into flames. It was later learnt
that the signaller on the beach 'had last used morse code during
the 1939-45 War.
The final 200 yards were reported with such enthusiasm by
one of our Sergeants that there are strong rumours within the
Battalion that he has been offered a place on the BBC's
' Panorama ' team.
Lastly, our operations room in the middle of riot-tom Belfast
became an information centre for those members of the world
press not at the swim H.Q. at Donagadhee or reporting on the
hijacking case. Final thought ___, had there been riots in
Belfast .. .
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1970

SIGNALLER ON TOP OF THE WORLD
Brendon Hughes on top of a peak in Arctic Norway. The view was splendid-all 80 miles of it

A month inside thv. Arctic Circle

Norpetl '70
Report by Lieutenant B. Hughes, currently on 24 Degree Course
at the Royal Military College of Science.

A mouth iu the Aretie Cirele
" Norped " is an annual joinc Services e}Opedition held in
Northern Norway. The cwency members of the expedition are
drawn from the Officer training establishments of each Service,
leaders being recruited from experienced mountaineers of all
three Services. The object of the expedition, which lasts a
month, is to teach the arcs of ice and rock climbing and Arctic
survival in addition to performing a survey on a glacier snout.
To achieve this we went co the Svarcisen glacier inside the Arctic
Circle.
This year the Royal Air Force flew the expedition and all
its equipment co Bod!ll. From there we moved a distance of
about one hundred and forty kilometres by road to Leiramo in
the Beiarn valley. Leiramo's chief claim co fame as a hamlet i
that it is at the end of the road for vehicles, as we soon learnt
co our sorrow. We set up our Base Camp here, but it transpired that we had to carry many loads of up co eighty pounds
up to the head of the valley, another ten mile , before we
could stare co use the equipment as we had intended.
Be::ause of this logistic problem our month in Norway was
spent rather more in moving equipment and general cores
than in climbing. We were divided into groups of four, each
group being given a logistic task co do, a time for helping with
che survey and several 1periods during which co plan its own
activities.
•• Stark mountains rose up in waves "
My group made good use of the time set aside for group
activities since we managed to have several good days ice and
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snow climbing and one five-day trek across the ice field co
Glomdalen valley. From a camp site there we were able co
cover a completely new area, including a one-day trip to
Helgelands Bukien across the western half of the ice cao. The
view from the cop of this mountain was beyond belief. On the
eastern and southern sides the i:::e field stretched away for
many miles. Below us to the north a long finger of the sea
probed inland at Nordfjord. Beyond thi , range upon range of
stark mountains rose up in waves for as far as we could see.
We managed to identify some on the horizon which were near
Bod!ll some eighty miles away to the north. In the westerly
direction the sun was falling low over the North Sea and
thousands of tiny inlets looked like red hot stalagmites.

A night on an iee eap
The conditions on this year's " orped " were not too bad
over-all, the weacher being the best in the Svartisan area for
a decade. Even so, both my group and another were re tricted
by bad weather on the ice field. We were lucky in being able
to get off the ice quickly, however; the other group were
caught in a crevasse field l;y fog and icy rain and were forced
co spend a night out on the open ice cap. They had such a
cold night that they were awake cooking breakfast at 3 o'clock.
The most noticeable change in the length of daylight occurred
while we were in Norway. We were too late in the year to see
the famous ' midnight sun ' as we arrived in early August. However, the evenings were long and ac 23.00 hours there was till
enough light to read a book. By the end of the month the days
had become much h r er, nightfall being at about 19.00 hour ,
which wa quice a drastic change. The weather also became
much more autumnal with rain and cloud predominating.

Very worthwhile
Over-all, "Norped '70" was a very worthwhile expedition
for all those who took part in it, as it provided an excellent
basis on which to plan a more ambitiou expedition in the
future.
S09
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Exercise Palm

Applecross - or can you act as Chaperones?
How it nil ~nmn a.boot
March thi year 242 Signal Squadron were asked if we
could provide some " Servic women without special
kills to act a chaperones " . . . Whatever next! However,
the quadron Commander and the W.R.A.C. 0.C. Operating
Troop et off (unchaperoned) to investigate on 8th April.
It was Lieutenant Ruth Pearse's first trip north, and the
weather was gloriously sunny as the two officers travelled
further into the wilds enjoying their 'swan' (correction,
arduous duty). They were at a loss to understand the necessity
of a RV at the far end. A pleasant lunch at Fort William was
followed by a drive through the most beautiful scenery in the
world, until they reached Kyle of Lochalsh, where the beaded
notepaper said the place should be.
But notep3per can be downright misleading. No, they had
to go further on, and on they went. Although the mountains
were thick white, the snow line was high and driving was
good in the brilliant sunshine.
They were topped by a driver coming south and assured
that the RV was manned, nor once, but several times; but
why an RV? The roads became narrow, and went up, and up,
and up. Then the rwo stopped. The snow line was abrupt
and thick. The car was abandoned and two chastened officers
started walking. Five miles in a blizzard of driven snow,
lying three feet thick, does not need a diaperone. The two
arrived wet and exhausted at the Dockland Settlement West
Highland School of Adventure at Applecross Jnd began to
find out what it was all about.
The School is run by Flight-Lieutenant and Mrs. D. J.
Watkins as part of the Dockland Settlement, under the patronage of Her Majesty The Queen and Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth The Queen Mother. It is situated on the Wills
estate at Applecross and runs adventure training for youngsters
of between 14 and 20. When it is a girls' course there is a
need for some assistant instructors of the fair sex, hence the
request.
Eventually Corporal L. J. Reynolds, Private M. Stevenson
and Private S. Winstanley were sent to do this job. The
following is Corporal Reynolds' account of what took place:

The worst road in Scotland
From 24th April to 21st Nay, Corporal L. ]. Reynolds,
Privates Winstanley and M. Stevenson were invited to act as
chaperones to 45 Glasgow girls at the West Highland School
of Adventure at Applecross, a remote highland village facing
the Ishnd of Raasay, beyond which lies the Isle of Skye.
The 10!-mile pass leading into App~ecross is known to be
the worst road in Scotland, the highest point being 2,054 feet
above sea level
Finally we reached our destination, and after being introduced to the members of the staff, we were given a meal and
shown to our living accommodation. The next morning we
were shown over the school and then the Warden briefed us
on duties which were mainly to assist the male instructors
in different outdoor pursuits, consisting of map··reading and
compass work, rock climbing, sailing and canoeing.
We were also informed that we would have to take turns
in doing 24-hour duties. This meant sleeping in the School,
supervising the meals and cleaning, and to ensure the girls
were in bed by 22.00 hours with lights out. At 06.30 each
morning the girls were given P.T.-apart from Sunday, when
they were allowed a long lie in bed, until 07.00 hours!
Commando course for the girls
The girls, aged between 14 and 16, arrived in the afternoon
and were divided into four groups, each of us taking charge
of a group. The following day the girls were introduced to a
full-£ize Commando course, situated at ihe back of the School.
The girls were dubious to attempt the first obstacle which
was a 6ft. high rope on which you had to lie flat and pull
your elf across. The girls thought we were used to the course
and refused to do it until we had shown them how easy it
was. Private Winstanley elected to go first; shakily she climbed
the tree, lay on the rope, pulled herself three inches along,
and then, red in the face, fell to the ground. After the girls
A
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lllandlord to the Indian Ocean- t hat w a s

As told by Lance-Corporal ' Tich ' Manning and others of

'R' Troop, 14th Regiment

***

squandered good ale money on masks, snorkels and flippers,
spent most of their time trading skin for coral on the reef.
We expect to be able to announce in the next edition a
defin ite answer a ~ to which of the two is Lotte.
Durin g the exercise, Captain Tim Hallcburch, the Troop
Commander, arrived, and after a couple of weeks or so with
us, left by VC-10 for Singapore, from where he went to
Mauritius via Melbourne, Sydney and Perth, a round-trip of
some 11,000 miles to get to Mauritius, 1,750 miles away from
Gan.
The detachment owes its thanks to Corporal Ted Watson,
from 223 Signal Squadron, for his assistance, both at work
and on the sports field. Corporal Watson, w'no joined us for
the exercise, is leaving the Army soon to join the ' FUZZ,' so
next time you exceed the speed limit in Sheffield watch out!
We also much enjoyed having Signalman 'Hank' Ward and
' Jock ' Paton, of 30th Signal Regiment, on the exercise with
us.
Finally, a word of thanks for all ranks of the R.A.F. at
Gan. No unit could hav.e been more helpful, and we certainly
do appreciate the assistance given.

Tile Ben Nevis Rate
Report from 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V)
A

SCENE FROM GAN ISLAND
'I've got it working now F. of S."
left to right : Corporal Reg Wye, Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian
Gould. In background Staff-Sergeant Jim Sutton effects indifference
THE 'CHAPERO NES' ABOUT TO GO TO SEA
Left to right: Private M. Stevenson, Private S. Winstanley and
Corporal L. J. Reynolds before going to sea

had finished cheering and clapping, they seemed more eager
to have a go.
During the course the girls went on two expeditions; the
first was a three-day walk covering 27 miles, staying at shacks
overnight. The girls enjoyed living rough, but some found
the walk tiring, having to carry haversacks over steep parts
of the path. By the third day many of them had bad blisters,
so they stayed behind at the last shack to be driven back to
School while the rest continued.

Tipping the clmpernne into the sen
The second expedition was for four days, when the girls
went camping and were taught how to canoe and how to sail
'cutters.' The most amusing incident was when the girls
tipped Private Stevenson into the sea from the dinghy.
Away from the physical aspects, the girls held discussions in
the evenings and each was invited to study a famous person
and talk on this particular person for at least five minutes.
During bad weather, when outdoor activities were impossible, the girls were kept busy in the large gymnasium, using
a variety of appuatus, which included an Olympic-size trampoline, rings, trapezes and fencing equipment.
The highlight of the course was a visit from H.R.H. Princess
Margaret, who is the President of the School's governing body.
She watdled the girls taking part in various activities and
attended a service in the School's own chapel.
The culmination of a most enjoyable month was the regatta,
where everything went; canoe racing and dinghy racing, when
everybody seemed to get soaked to the skin, and instructors,
included ourselves, were being thrown into the sea.
On the final evening all students, staff and their families
dined together, after which there was a presentation of awards
gained during the course. The evening was then thrown over
to the girls to entertain the staff. This proved to be quite
hilarious, as the girls were mimicking the instructors, and
were quite good at it.
There were many tears and sad farewells; the majority of
the girls did not wi~h to go home and would have preferred to
stay on and do it all over again- including ourselves.-Ah well,
back to the barracks.

Recently, one of the detachments of ' Bravo ' Troop, led by
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian Gould, flew from Lyneham and
Fairford for Gan for Exercise ' Palm.' For those who don't
know Gan, it is an island of the Addu Atoll, a ring of islands
which are part of the Maldives, and lies 30 miles south of the
equator in the Indian Ocean. Gan Island itself is just big
enough to take a runway for the airfield, with buildings on
either side.
There are about 400 members of the Army and R.A.F. on
the island, and one lone female, the W.R.V.S. representative,
' Ros ' Howard.
On arrival on the island, the detachment soon got to know
the 19th Signal R egiment Troop, who looked after us extremely
well. I?espite the overcast skies and heavy rain, our first
casualties were from sunburn. Lance-Corporal ' Lefty '
Wright's knees quickly became piebald.
Communications went well, with only one or two minor
hitches, mainly when our source of mains power, the Pakistani
Cinema, was showing a film, for on such occasions, our -radio
station became very much second priority to the film projector in the use of the power socket.
The sporting achievements of the detachment deserves mention; of five games of hockey played, two were won, two
lost and one drawn. The two victories were against 19th Signal
Regiment's Troop. After their first match, whidl we won
4-2, their captain, Lineman Larry, informed us that they
had only fielded their second team, and next time it would
be different-and it was--our detachment won 6--0; our stars
were Lance-Corporal Bob Brebner and Lance-Corporal ' Tich '
Manning. The detachment also excelled at basketball, beating
the R.A.F. Gan ream. Most of the detachment became quite
proficient in the water, two of our three non-swimmers became quite expert ' Oggin bashers ' when told that there were
stone fish in the pool and large crabs under the seaweed.
Several members of the detachment, led by those giants of
the angling world, Staff Sergeant ' Gentleman Jim ' Sutton
and F. of S. Brian Gould, went aboard the RFA 'Wave
Victor ' to compete with lines and bait. They returned with
lines and hooks and the thanks of the fish population for a
free meal.
Lance-Corporal Wright and Signalman Terry Williamsthe Hans and Lotte Hasse of 14th Signal Regiment-having
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job for Signals

Annually on the first Saturday of September some 180
athletes assemble at Fort William to race ro the top of Ben
evis and back. The Servjces are usually well represented.
Because of the extreme physical demands of the race and the
dangerous conditions which can exist on the Ben, a comprehensive safety and rescue system is necessary. R.A.F., police
and the local Lochaber mountain rescue teams, R.A.M.C.
medical teams and Royal Signals detachments, together with
race officials, are stationed on Ben Nevis throughout the race.
32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V) provides the detachments
for radio communications, and for observing and accounting
for all the competitors during the race.

W .Jl.A.C. play their part
This year a 35-strong party from 52 (Lowland) Signal
Squadron established stations at Fort William and at intervals
up to the summit. In order to communicate from Fort William
to all parts of the mountain a further two relay stations were
established on neighbouring CowhilL C42 was used at Fort
William and A41 on the mountains. This year we included
seven W.R.A.C. to operate the C42 and to provide the detachment at the lowest point. At least one person mistook the girls
for boys. Wa it the boots and combat dress or the long tresses?

BEN NEVIS

I

r
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ache.- appalling
The weather condition~ on Ben evis on the Friday were
o appalling that it wali de ided to postpone the climb until as
late a po ible. A call to the Glasgow Weather Centre forecast
cloud base 500 feet, suong wind, sleet and rain. Early on the
aturday morning the detachments set our in slightly improved
weather. A check on the R.A.F. CW weather broadcast a ured
improved conditions. Flurrie of sleet and snow gave the
detachments little comfort but the cloud base did lift. One little
advantage afforded by wet conditions is that the scree holds
together more, giving bener footing. The ummit detachments
reported 20 knot wind, visibility I 00 yards dropping to 20
yards, rain and low temperature.
Radio communication had been maintained throughout the
climb to locations. All that remained was tu brew up, try to
keep dry and wait for the runners.
>\"

useful se~· ico
At 2.30 in greatly improved weather the runners set off on
the race whjch has earned the name of the toughest in Britain.
They came from all parts of the U.K. and abroad. This year
the ages ranged from 19 to 64 years. Our detachments logged
each runner's progress, cases of injury, exhaustion and exposure.
Every competitor mu t be accurately accounted for throughout
the entire race. This is always difficult with so many runners
choosing their own particular way up a cloud-draped Ben Nevis.
All this information was transmitted to Fort William where
the girls compiled a complete race progress chart and passed
back such detail as required by mountain rescue or medical
teams. Most of this was relayed over the public address system
thus keeping the crowd at Fort William up to the minute with
the race and any little drama rugh up on the mountain. The
relay station on Cowhill worked non-stop all afternoon.
At ten past four the first man trotted in to win in one hour
forty minutes-two minutes outside the record. This seems an
incredible time for one-and-a-half miles of road and track then
four thousand four hundred and six feet of Ben Nevis and back.
Our four hours to the summit looked pretty sick-mind you,
foul weather smocks, an A4 l set, rarions, etc., does tend to
slow one.
Competitor casualries this year were extremely light. Thjs
meant a quicker descent for the detachments. At the foot of the
Ben the Race Committee liberally dispensed our national tipple
which soon restored life to cold and tired bodies.
It's now back to future weekends of Dlls and teleprinters.
As one volunteer was heard to remark, "They canny mak us
cairry a Dll up tae the tap o' that blujdy mountain-can they?"
A

News from Regiments
2nd Division Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 46
Change of faces
O write down the names of all those who have just left us
and those who have just joined or about to join would
fill this page. Suffice to say ' Good luck ' to those who have left
and a warm welcome to those who have just arrived.

T

Exe.-cises
The autumn exercise season opened this month with Exercise
'Bronze Prince III.' The aim of the exercise was to familiarise
the newcomers and to try out some new procedures. It was
also an opportunity to blow the summer 'cobwebs' away and
indeed there were plenty. Isn't it odd that we always have to
releai:n the old old lessons. The exercise, however, went very
well m many respects. There were also some new cries like tell
Pandora to Q.R.T.
The 8pertlng life
We won the Divisional Cricket Cup and were just 'pipped '
at the post in the B.A.O.R. semi-final. It is promising to see
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a lot of new cricketers who hould add that little extra needed
to win the B.A.0.R. Cup next year!
Perhaps our greate t success has been in canoeing. Having
won the B.A.O.R. long-djstance races the team went forward
to the Army Championship where they were placed third
overall. We were particularly happy to see that Royal Signals
Blandford won the Army meeting, particularly as some of their
team only recently left this unit. Congratulations to Corporals
Bingham and Hebdon on being elected for the Army team.
With the onset of autumn the boxing and rugby have got off
to a very good start with two splendidly supported interSquadron competitions. The 12-a-side rugby was won by 2
Squadron by a try to nil after a very fierce battle. The Novices'
boxing was won by 1 Squadron after some very ' bloody ' bouts.
The competition was so close that 1 Squadron only won by
winning the first-string welter bout having drawn with R.H.Q.
and 2 Squadron on points. It really was a tremendous evening
with the boxers giving all they had got-and more.

Anotlte.- pot
This year the Regiment entered a team in the Espelkamp
(a nearby town) Military Competition. Teams from the German,
Dutch Army and Air Forces, German Police, other British
Units and civilian teams were competing. The competition
consisted of shooting, pistol shooting, grenade throwing, orienteering and a quiz on aircraft and tank recognition. Needless
to say the Regiment walked away with the cup.
L-ike searclt by Corporal Goatley of 3 Dolls Sub
Aqua Club
On Saturday, 5th September, eight members of the 3 Bells
Sub Aqua Club were on site at Mohnesee to participate in a
club pleasure dive. On arrival at the lake we were approached
by the local Police to help search for a German yachtsman who
had fallen overboard.
At this stage he had been in the water for three hours. We
searched in a marked area, for as long as our air supply lasted.
The search was unsuccessful. We were asked to continue the
search the following day, by which time more divers had been
contacted from the N.A.T.O. forces starioned in the area.
On both days conditions hindered us. The visibility was poor
and the water extremely cold.
At one stage, one group of divers was at a depth of 70ft.
doing a circular rope search from a marker buoy in a visibility
of 2ft.
Participants in the search were: Corporal Mike Goatley,
diving officer; Major Geoffrey Lefroy, 3rd class diver; Sergeant
Alec Johnstone, 3rd class diver; Corporal Alan Lee, 2nd class
diver; Driver 'Paddy' O'Connor, 3rd class diver; Driver 'Jock'
Hanna, 2nd class diver; Corporal Don Lee, snorkel diver;
Signalman D ick Gregg, snorkel diver.
We assisted two German divers from the German Lifeguard
Corps (D.L.R.G.), and have since fostered a very good friendship with their group, giving us an outlook for good diving
in the Mohnesee area next year.
We received a letter of thahks for our help from the Oberkreisdirektor of the German Police which reads:
"On 5th September, 1970, a German sailor drowned when
he was sailing on the Mohnesee. The search for the body
required immediate action. I was therefore very impressed by
the readiness of eight soldiers from your Regiment, six of
whom were divers and two others who took pan in the search.
I would like to thank these men for their initiative and help
and I would like you to pass on my thanks to them.
In the excellent way in which the help was offered and
carried out, I see the understanding and friendship between
yourselves and the German population which is the result of
your residence in this country. I thank you and sign, Most
respectfully."
Cheque for ' Wittekindshof '
On 15th September th.e Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel A. Yeoman, accompanied by Captain Dunlop, presented a cheque for DMI,500 to the 'Wittekindshof.'
For those who do not know, the 'Wittekindshof' is a hospita.l fo~ the i;ientally ill. The Regiment have helped the
Wmekmdshof for many years, mostly with donations. We
(Continued on page 513)
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(Conti.nuecl frCYln page 512 )

2nd REGIMENT GIVE GENEROUS HELP TO THE 'WITIEKINDSHOF'
A cheque for DM 1,500, collected by 2nd Division Signal Regiment,
was handed over to Pastor Dr. Johannes Klevinghaus on behalf of
the Wittekindshof, a hospital for the mentally ill. This is the second
time this year the Regiment has made a donation. The cheque was
handed over by Lieutenant-Colonel A. Yeoman to Dr. Klevinghaus,
while Dr. A. Sasse and Captain (Q.M.) S. Dunlop smilingly look on

have built a playground for them in the past and this year we
have been asked to help build an outside theatre and this we
:-Vill do. Th~ money w.e give to them is collected by the soldiers
10 the Regiment durmg the many functions which occur in
Birdwood Barracks.
This is the second donation this year. The ' Wittekindshof '
is immensely appreciative of our help which of course gives us
a lot of pleasure.

4th. Division Signal
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15
Exercise ' Clnicksilver '
N late August bystanders saw an intriguing column of
4-tonners and stripped Land Rovers leave Hammersmith
Barracks. Twenty-four hours later they came to rest in Bavaria,
assembling for an enterprising escape and evasion exercise
devised by Lieutenant Chris Barnes.
The principle players in the exercise were 'Bravo ' and
'Lima' Troops who escaped and evaded (where possible) the
eyes, ears and hands of Lieutenant Dick Stokes, ' Alpha ' 3
Troop, who were known as ' S ' Force.
After being searched to ensure they were not in possession
of Barclay cards, cheque books and the like the evaders were
set down in pairs in some wood-covered hills. Their aim was
to meet friendly agents at a pre-arranged rendezvous to gain
further information on the way to ' safety ' and another 'oatmeal block '!
Sergeant Moore and Corporal Lidbury were among the
welcoming agents and were frequently to be found near
churches-having repented no doubt! ' S ' Force went quietly
and successfully about their tasks and as the hours passed their
haul of escapers slowly mounted. After five days of 'running'
only six stalwarts managed to cross the river Danube to safety.
Those six were Corporal Wilson, Lance-Corporal Blakemore,
Signalmen Deas, Fox, Forster and Ryan. The remainder
suffered discomfort, inconvenience and blackmail at the hands
of members of our local Intelligence Detachment. The six who
did succeed were full of praise for the co-operation, hospitality
and generosity of the locals of the area when their plight and
objective were explained.
This was a very successful exercise on the whole and
thoroughly enjoyed by all, save a few of the evaders, who did
not appreciate the post capture treatment. However, as far as
is known, no member of Parliament has been in receipt of a
complaining letter.

I
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Troop testa
The second annual troop tests took place in early September.
Most of tJ:te old tests of initiative, skill and speed were
apparent w1th a few new ones thrown in. The gujding light
(he's never been called that before) behind the tests-Major
Fred Stork-says he has yet more new ones in store for 1971.
The tests caused the usual comments of approval, or dis·
~pproval, dependent on the team's success or otherwise but all·
in-all two good days' activity were had by all. This w'ould not
perhaps be generally agreed throughout the Regiment but the
tests a~e de~i~ned n<?t only for interest but to expose weaknesses m trammg which can be rectified in subsequent training
programmes.
. One new test-that of rescuing an electrocuted man from a
simulated demolished building - was devised by Lieutenant
' Dick ' Stokes and Q.M.S.I. Tye, and it demanded a 1llgh
degre~ o.f first-aid knowledge and teamwork. Connecting
batteries m parallel caused the cooks' team some consternation
when the sparks flew and they left the stand with the knowledge
that there were other currants(!) besides those with which they
normally dealt! A red R.E.M.E. face or two was apparent
when one team found 39 'A ' jobs on the vehicle specially
rigged with 20 'A' jobs!
TJ:ie winners, as last. year, were M.T. Troop-their team
cons1~ted of Co~oral Gilbertson, Lance-Corporals Chicken and
G~ldie, and Dnver Hunt, and they scored 374 of a possjble 450
pomts. The second team from 3 Squadron, scoring 348! points
was C.orporal Lidbury, Lan~-Corporal Burnett, Drive.r Poyn~
~d. Signalman ~ughes. Tills year a Squadron competition was
msututed averagmg all the teams' points from each Squadron
and this was won by 3 Squadron.
Change near tho top
1:ieutenant. Macpo~d has arriy~d recently an~ ~en up the
Ass1Stant AdJUtant s reins after vis1~ to the Trammg Brigade,
School of Signals and Records. His boss, the Adjutant is in
the ~roes of changing-or it appears that way-as Captain
Hamilton h~s been carefully indoctrinating Captain Lance in
re;ent meeungs b~tween them. Even nearer the top-Major
0 Connor has arrived from AG 11 to take the Second-inCommand's chair.

c.c;.n.

Signals visit
We were pleased to receive a visit from Brigadier W. E.
Sherratt, M.B.E., recently. After a formal start, when the
Brigadier presented Long Service and Good Conduct medals
to Captain Kimber, Staff Sergeant Nutter and Sergeant Cotillard, he <;I.id a quick change into his blue sweater before visiting
various departments of the Regiment.
We hope the Brigadier enjoyed his visit which culminated
in pre-lunch drinks with the Warrent Officers and Sergeants
before a small luncheon parry in the Officers' Mess.

WETIING THOSE MEDALS
Sergeant Cotillard, Brigadier Sherratt, Captain Kimber and StaffSergeant Nutter after the Brigadier had earlier presented the L.S.
and G.C. medals
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7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
Pandora D
EPTEMBER has been an exciting month for 7th Signal
Regiment. The big news is Pandora B. Who? The name
mean • Perfect Answer to
asty Dilemma Over Routing
Arrangement in Bruin. This equipment which is mounted in
a 3-ton truck, handles up to 29 telegraph_ circuits. It is a J?iJ?i
mobile TARE but being based on an Elliot 9 0 computer 1t is
far more flexible than its static grandfather at Boddmgton.
Pandora is already a per onality in the Regiment. She wa
fielded as a Corps corruncen tape relay ve:1icle on Exercise
'Falcon' Claw.' The team from S.R.D.E., Jim C'ark, Bruce
Ogilvy-Morris and George Evans took to field conditions like
duck to wa~er. They became totally integrated into the life
of the two Comrncens.
1
ot only was 'Falcon's Claw used to put Pandora through
her paces but al o to practice the Regiment's communication
and movement drills. Commcen ' Bravo ' asked Commcen
'Alpha ' (wbo had only moved five times) what it felt like to
be the static Corps Comrncen! Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hall
answered the telephone with " Computers Bravo here.' Major
Randall was impres ed at being addressed by Pandora with
the &1ree letter heading GOD.
Falcon's Claw' was used to demonstrate S.R.D.E.'s S.H.F.
Radio Relay and also the lOkva. quietened generator.
At one point the visitors outnumbered the members of
Commcen ' Bravo's' field Mess for Officers and Seniors. W.0.11
Roberts, the S.S.M., and Staff Sergeant Banks, the S.Q.M.S.,
enjoyed the influ.x as each new arrival put the Mess finances
a notch higher. It all happened on 'Falcon's Claw.'

S

SPORTS

ROUND-UP

Although the winter season spans competitions have not
yet got under way, all sports teams have been most active.
Rugby
The season has started with several familiar faces nussrng
but new faces have appeared on the scene: Second-Lieutenant
Malcolm Sinton, Sergeant Cess Parkinson and Craftsman
'Taffy ' Owens from the L.A.D., the remainder of the team
being regulars from last season.
Results so far:

R.B.M.B., Dctmold
10th Regiment, R.C.T.
2oth Armoured Brigade
Hamcln Rats
12th Lt. Air Def. Regt., R.A.
1 R.R.W.
Bielefeld Javelins
2:uid Signal Regiment

Won
Wo:>
Won
Won
Won

Lost

47-0
17-5
42-0

16-3

n-o
6-o

Won 16-3
Won 52-0

The first round of the Army Cup is on 17th October, so
once again we set out on the long trail in the attempt to
recapture the Army Cup for the Corps. (Our best wishes go
with you.-Editor).
llockPy
The season started with a series of friendly matct1es and a
tour in the Rheindahlen area. C.S.M.I. Hierlehy was our talentspotting during inter-Troop games. Many old faithfuls from
last year, such as Sergeants Thorburn and Cousins, Staff
Sergeant Hurn, the C.S.M.I. and Captain Clark, are still with
us. There seems to be a new 'heavy mob' in defence, Majors
Cathcart, Hales and Walter having played in these early matches.
The summary of matches looks promising. 8 matches: Won
5, drawn 2, lost 1. On tile tour there were four matches : Won
3 and drawn 1.
~larcbhlf:

A ream of 10 entered the Dortmunder Volkslauf and all
gained two silver awards (one for cross-country, the other for
a 10 kilometre march). W.O.II (Y. of S.) Coole lead the team,
and came sixth as an individual in a vast field.
OriPnteerln(
This is a new sport for the Regiment. The team captain is
Staff Sergeant Bowman and he must have been delighred
when, in the 4 Division championships, Corporal Burrows came
first and Lance-Corporal Lee second.
These fine performances, with excellent backing from the
others, meant a clear team vicrory too. The team is now
entered for the Army Championships in U.K.
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10th Signal Regiment
~
Hounslow
REGIJHENTAL

SIJZUMEn

I<ti/
~I

Cil.ltfl•

lly lV.O.ll (S.S.ltl.) J. E. Taylor
A fl•w days away from it all
VEN tiiose members of the Regiment who, for reasons
of old age, ill health, or sheer carelessness, normally remain in the chased precincts of Beavers Lane Camp, were
mu tered for the summer camp, at St. Martin's Plain, between
31st August and 18th September.
The aim was to complete P.E. Tests and Range Classifications in one foul swoop, and it was thought that a few days
away from the noise and bustle of Hounslonia would be a
morale booster. It was, in fact, the case, and generally a good
time was had by all.
The presence of the W.R.A.C. element of the Regiment was
welcomed, although, unfortunately, few were able to enjoy a
week away. However, those who came were ably entertained
by the soldiers (possibly twenty to one) and successfully completed the training programme. W.0.I Wackett, W.R.A.C.,
was allowed to purchase drinks ar the bar during her second
week and proved a very popular military figure in the combined
Officers' and Sergeants' /\/. ess.

E

Special mention
A special mention should be given to Sergeant Gair, who
spent the first week on the plain and demonstrated his ability,
not only to complete the prescribed training, but in other
fields, namely lighting the gas geyser by numbers-one, rurn
on gas; two, go to room and fetch matches; three, light match;
four, BOOM.
Casualties were few; Corporal Goggin managed to damage
a foot and announced that he could not march the nine miles.
" But I can trot, sir," he said. And so he did, setting a
record of 1 hour 34 minutes-well done, Corporal Goggin.
Breaking i11 and out
Escape and evasion was the subject of the night exercise
during the firsr week. We had been joined this week by
two of the Intelligence Section N.C.O.s, Corporal Yaxley and
Corporal Pepino. It transpired thar during the exercise Corporal
Pepino broke into camp on t'11e east side, but then decided
that perhaps he should not have entered through that particular area; he then broke out, passed the same sentries, and
back in again on the west side. His counterpart, Corporal
Yaxley, spent I t hours crawling up a hill, past sentries who
were not there, since the exercise had long finished. When
the R.S.M. stood on the hih shouting "come in, Corporal
Yaxley," he lay low, thinking it was a trap. Our champions
on evasion were Sergeant Cavanagh and Private Senior,
W.R.A.C., who were the first home undetected.
The Trials Squadron, from the School of Signals, were
invited to attend the camp. Eventually mey offered a takeover bid; week three saw them in the majority, and the consumption of alcohol increased three-fold.

Postlethwaite, elevated for the day) from kidnapping.
uccess
has not spoiled them. Thursday morning was taken up with
practice, both on the miniature range, Major (T.0.T.) Pattison
taking the kitry, and on the 25 metre range. A special lunch was
arranged, and guests included Commander 2 Brigade, Brigadier
A. G. Findlay, the Camp Commandant, St. Martin's Plain
Camp, Major (Retd.) Tony Ayling, and members of his staff,
including the illustrious civilian Quartermaster 'Alfie,' who
declared "I never eat while I'm drinking." The serious business of the day began ar 14.00 hours, when top-scoring officer,
Major John Welch, of our Aldershot Squadron, insisted that
he couldn't sec the target; l\1e Second-in-Command, Major
Arthur Begg, only excels with a side-stake; the C.O., LieutenantColonel David Barker, waited until the target turned sideways
and then cut it in two. Best shoe of the day was Sergeant
McDonald.
As a footnote, I might add that it was noted, when handing
the camp back to the permanent staff that, although everything
was checked on takeover, someone forgot to sign.

11th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp
The Regiment was saddened to learn, on 17th September,
of the death, in Millbank Hospital, of Major Jack Hedges,
who had recently arrived to take up the appointment of
0.C. H.Q. Squadron. This was made more tragic by
following, as it did, so closely upon the death of his
wife in July. The Regiment's deepest sympathy is
extended to his only son, John.
Pass-off parades
Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. G. Todd, 0.B.E., P.WO., G.S.0.,
1 Northumbrian District, took the salute at the pass-off
parade of 4 Troop on 11th September. The best recruit of
his intake was Signalman Cartwright, who comes from Bolton.
He is now training as a radio operator, and will no doubt
prove to be an asset to the Corps, having previously served in
the Territorial Army.
Major-General G. T. A. Armitage, C.B.E., G.O.C., Northumbrian District, took the salute at the pass-off parade of
8 Troop on 25th September. The best recruit on parade was
Signalman O'Brien, who joined the Army immediately after
leaving school. He likes sport and travel, and he believes that
the Corps will suit him admirably. He now goes on to train
as a telegraph operator.
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Arrivals and departure6
We say goodbye to Lieutenant C. D. McK. Kemp, who
has left on posting to the Far East, and welcome Lieutenant
I. M. S. Cross, who is now OR 1 Troop Commander.
Also in 1 Squadron, Sergeant K. C. Stewart left the Regiment to go ' up the sharp end ' with 2nd Division Signal Regiment.
He was joined in his journey to B.A.0.R. by Corporal S.
Barnett, who left teaching fieldcraft to our recruits to join
11 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron.
A final farewell was said to Lance-Corporal G. Wood, who
took the big step into civilian life during September.

13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40
Archery
The Regiment now boasts an Archery Club, which is under
the enthusiastic guidance of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Bob
Phippard. Looking around for inspiration, we found that our
Dutch neighbours run a league competition throughout the
summer, and so a meeting was arranged.
Our early practice efforts were disappointing. After firing
30 arrows at one target, achieving two hits and distributing
the remaining arrows somewhere in the surrounding woodlands, we realised that archery was a skilful business. The
Dutch club rubbed home the lesson when they defeated us by
over 400 points. However, we all enjoyed the event and are
resolved .ro do better next time. The Toxophilites in need of
more practice are W.O.I (F. of S.) Harry Saxton, Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Bob Phippard, Sergeant Dave Bullard, W /Sergeant
Bren:ia Parkin (W.R.A.C.), Corporal Dave Hankins (Intelligence Corps), Sapper ' Taff ' Holman (R.E.) and LanceCorporal Ray Edwards.
Sergeants' ~less

The Press take part
A sudden interest by the Press saw the arrival of two newspapermen of the Middlesex Chronicle. "We will live with
the soldiers, eat their food and do as they do for 24 hours."
Both gentlemen, one bearded and bespectacled, and the other
a tribute to modern youth, were classic examples of unsoldierly turnout, although excellent chaps, who expressed delighr in whar they did and saw, prior to their departure. The
bearded character, nicknamed Fidel Castro, not having . hot
before, proved himself to be definitely infantry material. On
the subject of shooting, the W.R.A.C. excelled, beating some
of the soldiers too.
And a little shooting, too
Thursday, 17th Septemb"er, was Officers' and Senior N.C.0.s'
day, weapons chosen were pistol and SMG. Unfortunately,
for a number of officers they decided to arrive a day early, and
were immediately detailed as a defence platoon for the night
exercise, their mission was to defend the 'President' (R.S.M.

Lance-Corporal D. Alexander. In September, OR I Troop
joined the normal participants, Continuation Training Troop,
on the course. The potential officers were given the opportunity to practice leadership in the field, both of them being
in chaq;c of a section. The activities included rock climbing,
mountam walking and canoeing expeditions. During one
period of shooting a fairly difficult rapid, Signalman C. Smith
was unseated from his canoe and dragged a distance of a
quarter-of-a-mile by the current, experiencing great difficulty
in regaining the shore. He, incidentally, holds a gold lifesaving certificate! Still, no one was seriously hurt, and all
enjoyed the course.

Signalman O' Brien-best Recruit No. 8 Troop- taken during Map
Reading practice at Scarborough Training Camp
0.R. I Troo11 visits StlrUng
The Regiment runs adventure training courses throughout
me year under the supervision of Lieutenant Q. Vigurs and
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We were hosts on 20th September to the annual tennis tour·
nament, Officers' Mess v. the Sergeants. Beautiful sunshine,
good tennis and enthusiastic
spectators proved the ingredients for a pleasant
afternoon. As the last set
commenced the score stood
at four matches and one set
all. The Officers (who late1
claimed fading light!), were
narrowly defeated in the
final set to give a 5-4 vie·
tory to the Sergeants' Mess.
We welcome to the fold
Sergeants
on
promotion
George Canning and Peter
H a n d. The fact t h a t
Sergeant Hand was promoted just rwo days before
the tennis was p u r e I y
coincidental.
SERGEANT ERIC 'SPIKE' JONES
_ On 7th September we
His warm character and bristlill& moussaid a very 'liquid' goodbye
uche will be misied
to Sergeant Eric ' Spike '
Jones, our worthy Provost
Sergeant; his warm character and bristling moustacne have
been missed in the Mess. We include a photograph of him as
we suspect that he will be well remembered by many in the
Corps. We wish him well in his new role as Mr. Jones.
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On the social side this month we met our old rivals 28th
ignal Regiment at a games evening. Wc .cndeav?ure? to return
the ho pitality shown to us at St. Tom and iudgmg by the
rcluctan e of the visiting rerun to go home-we succee~ed. An
' East of Suez night was held on 26th September; .with few
excep tion everyone took advantage of the opporturuty to get
dres ed u~. There could be some truth in the rumour that
Sergeant John Horne had some difficulty .ge.tting into camp
in hi Indian Beggar co tume; however, ms1de the Mess a
watchful eye was kept on the whole affair by Mrs. Filder who
cam e as Race Relations observer.
F eeling rather p eeved that the e.dicor sho~? C}l~ out the
punch line of our story of Sergeant Jun Sh~m s VlSlt to ~ap·
land, in the Sep tember-October notes, we wish to try agam.
After ' powder ed (ugh !) tomato soup,' insert:
'He eventually returned complete with anders, having hitched
the last few miles, smelling strongly of rice, reindeer and
powdered tomato soup. The story goes that the driver w!to
gave him a lift put the knapsack inside the car and our Jun
on the roofrack!
(Ther e now-what more can I do for you.-Editor).

Coming and going
Our best wishes to Sergeant E. E. Jones and Sergeant M.
H. Jackson (Int. Corps) on their departure, and a welco~e to
W.0.11 R. G. Ross and Sergeant G. C. Langley newly arrived.
(See pa~e 539 for description of Corps (B.A.O.R.) cricket
match agamst the Pioneers XI).

14th Signal Regiment

Officer-in-Cllarge Records that you should, we shall be delighted to welcome you-but only if you have both the mental
and physical flexibility to be "here today and gone tomorrow,''
as well a being capable of working a sustained 169-hour
week, do we need you.

l Squadron-lUecliwn lladio, Dl3 and Dll
The last notes from this Regiment concerned mainly the
activities of 3 Squadron and listed, among other things, their
recent successe , both at work and sport. These notes-as
was hoped-prompted the following:
The Regimental Corre pondent to THE WIRE,
14th Signal Regiment.
D ear Sir,
'Th e Wire' Notes--September/October Issue
The members of this Squadron are always happy to give
encouragement to those less-favoured, higher numbered, subunits of this Regiment. If they can only be attributed with
winning the Regimental ' It's a Knockout Competition ' and
providing equipment for some display or other at the School
of Artillery, why should we gr_wnbl~? Even if ?Ot recorde.d
in THE WIRE, we have the sausfacuon of knowmg that this
Squadron was, after all, the first in Northern Ireland, Anguilla
and Jordan, as well as being the last out of Libya.
Now the sporting gladiators of ' Complin's Company ' are
at last abroad. We wait with bated breath for the announcement that their UK/ TSC 500 has been hi-jacked on its return
flight. We h op e that in this event they will be landed near
Amman, wh ere Captain Hallchurch and his stalwarts of 'B '
T roop, 1 Squadron, will be at hand to get them out of trouble.
Yours etc.,

Worcester
Dave Radio Station will travel
T this time of year in U.K the newspapers are again
full of holiday advertisements; the reader is persuaded to
go on such-and-such a cruise, or encouraged to winter sport
elsewhere in the world-it seems from these papers that people
are never still-just back from summer holidays, they are now
to go abroad again for the winter. But who can really wonder?
Even in this rather blase, matter-of-fact age, there is still a
certain amount of exhilaration in travel. If you are one of
those who like moving around the world to unexpected places,
and often at very short notice, then come and join us-based
at Worcester.
14th Signal Regiment must surely be the most travelled
of all the units of the Corps. Forget for ever, dear reader, the
old 14th Regiment, which for many years did noble, but
static and routine work in the COMCAN field, and take a
look at the present highly-mobile 14th Signal Regiment of
Army Strategic Command. To illustrate the point, today, as
these notes are being written, the unit is deployed, as follows:

A

No. l (Hartshom's Hundred) Squadron
P erhaps the best way to reply is to take the point and let 1
Squadron h ave their head in these notes, thus verbatim reports are published on Exercises ' Palm ' and ' Shoveller ' (see
pages 505 and 506).

WORCESTER.-The ever-ready Spearhead D13 detachment of 1 Squadron awaits the next call.

llecce for Exercise • Vulc an '
0 .C. 2 Squadron, Major Richard Reynolds, bas recently
carried out a reconnaissance for Exercise ' Vulcan,' being held
in Nassau. A report from Staff Sergeant Robert Paterson, who
accompanied his Squadron Commander on the recce, is given
below:
As a prelude to Exercise 'Vulcan,' Major R. A. F. Reynolds,
assisted by Staff Sergeant Paterson, carried out a recce in
Nassau. The route taken by the recce party included New
York and Bermuda. One need h ardly dwell on the toughness
of the assignment- it was, of course, irksome to think of the
Regiment back home enjoying thei.r late summer bank holiday.
Nassau, for those who h aven't had to p ut themselves out
to go there, bears all the marks of any colonial settlement.
In any respect it is not unlike Singapore-very hot and fairly
humid. The economy is geared to suit the Americans, and
what costs 2s. 6d. in the U .K. costs 8s. 4d. in Nassau. But
those beaches-oh boy!
Bermuda is, without doubt, the sort of place to retire to-if you have got the money and can stand the sailing, the night
life and the sun. It takes a Jong time to get from one end of
the island to the other-there's a sp eed restriction on all
vehicles of 25 miles an hour. The local papers reported cases
of motor cyclists travelling at 37 m.p.h. being heavily fined
and banned from driving for six months or more.
In both islands the Royal Navy has fairly strong representation. The recce party was well looked after by the Senior
Service.
Six weeks in Nassau should be very pleasant for ' E ' Troop
- but to check, Major Reynolds was obliged to pay a second
visit. He strongly denies it has anything to do with getting a
panic tan before going to Bahrain.

CRIBBS CAUSEWAY.-The remainder of the Regiment
attending annual training camp, including the detachment
just back from France (Exercise ' Foxberry ') and Gan Island
(Exercise ' Palm').

READING SOMEONE ELSE'S WIRE?

JORDAN.-A Troop from 1 Squadron, in Amman, providing a D 13 rear link to Cyprus for 2 Field Ambulance.
ANGUll.LA.-A Dll detchment, also of 1 Squadron, working through the Caribbean area to U.K.
NASSAU.-An E21 Troop of 2 Squadron, providing a link
to U.K.
SINGAPORE.- A Troop of 3 Squadron at Amoy Quee,
providing a TSC 500 rear link to U.K. via Skynet Satellite.
GERMANY.-A TACSATCOM station of 3 Squadron providing a satellite link for 1 (BR) Corps.

o it will be seen that we are a pretty active Regimentboth hardworking and happy. If you would like to join us, and
can convince both your own Commanding Officer and the

WHY
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OT GET YOUR OWN COPY?

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35
l '' .U.A.C. el1!11w11t-or n ~lrl's
U(•f iv it j(•N

••y.-

vic>w of re1•N 1t

@'a11oei11~

This year for the first time the B.A.O.R. Canoeing Championships included a women's event. Women of 16th Regiment
entered both the slalom in April and the sprint in May. The
events proved very exciting and as the canoeing experience
had been limited to one weekend of instruction prior to the
competition, the results were very encouraging.
During the weekend of 8th/9th August three members of
the unit spent time in the River Lippe gaining experience in
long-distance racing.
From 11th-17th September five members of the B.A.O.R.
team were in training in Blandford, and they competed in the
Army Canoe Championships in Nottingham from 18th-21st
September. It was unfonunate that there was no opposition
as they were the only women to enter the competition this
year.
Ex•~r ••is"

• J• iNI P ipf>r '
Exercise ' Pied Piper ' was held over the Spring Holiday
weekend. Together with members of the W.R.A .C. of H.Q.
1 (BR) Corps, switchboard operators from the Bielefeld exchange
camped near the old German town of Hameln.
!':x4• r c•i se • S nnun e r S nles '
In June members of the Tape Relay Centre, Krefeld, together
with switchboard operators from Bielefeld and Rheindahlen,
went to Ottenstein, a small village in the hills above Hameln.
The 30 W.R.A.C . girls were accommodated in tents in a
screened--0ff compound. The accommodation supplied by 4
Guards Brigade was p alatial. The tents had wall-to-wall carpeting over duckboards and electric lighting. Even the wooden
thu nderboxes in the ' Joos ' bad been padded with h essian.
A full-time boiler stoker kept constant supplies of hot water
going, and an electric iron and ironing board with duckboards
was available.
The tape relay vehicle was manned for 24 hours p er day by
' D ' shift comprising both men and women. The hours were
Jong, eights hours on and eight hours off shift. Working in the
veh iC!e was a tight squeeze. It was very hot during the glorious
days and remained hot and sticky during the balmy nights.
The switchboar d operators helped to man the two field
exdian!?eS very capably, worlcing a three-way shift . There were
over 1,500 participants at exercise control, of whom over 400
were staff officers. W any a surprised look greeted the appearance of women on the exercise who were manning the switchboard and relay centre.
The Royal Military Police, a Corps not always noted for its
sense of humour, provided a touch of light r elief in its signposts. A sturdy tree opposite the W.R.A.C. area bore two large
signs; the top one read ' R.E. R eproduction U nit ' and the
lower one ' W.R.A.C.'

Ex e ll"clse ' Barn Dn11ce '
One of the tourist attractions in G ermany is th e Mobne See.
It is the beautiful lake of D am -Buster fa me. Arousing great
interest amongst the sightseers in July was a train, standing
on a track at a disused station. A British Military Ambulance
Train was to be the h ome and H .Q. of 16th Regiment for the
duration of Exercise ' Barn Dance.' For two weeks the Tape
Rela y Centre was to be above ground in its field role. The
rumour that this was a holiday for 1 Squadron proved to be not
entirely without truth. I t is said a change is as good as a rest,
and ' moles ' of Krefeld were delighted to work above ground,
in the fresh air for once.
Dressed in B.D . and green berets the girls looked very fit
and warlike. One tourist was convinced that they were a
platoon of female marine commandos, " Ozervise vy zey look
so fit?" The reason of course was obvious. One morning in two
was spent carrying full buckets of water to the water boilers
from me bowsers.

Exercise • Lunj.f Fish '
A small contingent of W.R.A.C. were extremely happy to join
their male counterparts for the two weeks of Exercise 'Lung
Fish ' in August, especially once the beauty of the location of
the exercise bad been seen. The camp site stretched along one
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side of a picturesque lake near Huckswagen, a lake in which the
water was remarkably clear.
The first week proved to be fairly hectic, with the experienced
instructors taking every advantage of the poor weather to keep
the contingent con tantly active.
The sun appeared in the second week and activities became
more leisurely and interspersed with sunbathing.
On Tuesday, 15th September, Staff Sergeant D . E. Phillips
was presented with the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
by Colonel E. J. Bardell, O.B.E., at a parade held in Krefeld.
Members of the unit are now looking forward o further adventure training exercises and plans are already processed for
winter ski-ing.

17th Gurkha Signal Regiment
c 1o G.P.O. Singapore
Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
G.M.
R.S.M.
O.C. 1 Squadron
O.C . 2 Squadron
QM.
T.O.T.

L ieutenant-Colonel A. C. D exter
M ajor T . E. D . Baxter
Captain A. F. Carter
Major (Q.G .O.) Harkabir Gurung
W.O.I D ~mberbah a dur Sen
Major P . J. Rowland
Major H . A. Cuerden
Captain G . Schofield
Captain C . A. King

'THE

M aster of Signals, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley,
C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., made h is first two visits to us on 28th
September, two visits in great contrast. The first was for a
Ceremonial Parad e. On arrival, the General, as Colonel Gurkha
Signals, inspected a quarterguard, and was photographed with
all officers. After a courtesy call on the Garrison Commander,
the G eneral, accompanied by the Commanding Officer and the
Gurkha Major, went on parade. After inspecting the parade
and P ioes and Drums the General presented Sergeant Omparsad
Gurung with his L.S. and G .C. medal .

A long-awnitcd occasion
The General addressed the parade in excellent Gurkhali and
then took the salute at the march past. The monsoon held off
and brilliant sun completed a long-awaited occasion, made
even brighter by the beautiful saris of the Gurkha wives.
In the evening, the General was back in more relaxed mood
for the Regimental draw. This is an all ranks' family evening,
comprising tombola, tiger and tickets (for the drawl). Before
the draw took place, the Gurkha Major welcomed the General
and presented him with a silver-chased kukri, with which the
General was obviously delighted.
The climax of the evening came when four young Gurkha
girls drew numbers for prizes and ticket numbers. One of the
tickets was the General's! Great e.xcitement-and his prize?
A packet of moth balls! At least they will keep his Gurkha
Signals kit moth-free until we are again able to welcome out
Colonel. Our next report will include the great Gurkha festival
of Dashera.

~

llI!J

18th Signal Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

~
~

Visit of the Master of lifnals to 18th lleglment
"'\XTHEN news of the Master of Signals' intended visit to
l' l' Singapore in September reached us, we were doubly
pleased. Not only would the visit prove a fitting climax to
our own jubilee celebrations, but we would be glad to meet
the Master so soon after taking up his appointment. We
were fortunate to have him with us for so long a period, giving
us the opponunity to meet him, not only at three Regimental
functions, but at two Corps parties, the organisation of which
were undertaken by the Regiment.
ltegimentnl visit - 29th September
The Master's visit commenced at Tanglin, where the Regimental quarterguard, resplendent as ever, under command of
( Continued on page 519)
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{ Continued from page 517)

W.0.I Osman Tasi, was on parade precisely at 08.45 hours.
After inspecting the guard, the Master was given a detailed
briefing by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Henry
Hild, the Acting Second-in-Command, Major Charles Bushell,
and our new Operations Officer, Major Alan Stutchbury, wS:lo
was treading the boards for the first time. The Master heard
of the many changes which have taken place in the role and
composition of the Regiment since his last visit. He took a
keen interest in our plans for the run-down period, especially
those involving the welfare of the soldiers and their families.
And so to a tour of the Regiment to meet some old faces and
make some new friends.

WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.O.'sbring your skills and rank
to Australia

Is this you?

You may be leaving the British Army-or have
left in the last twelve months. You'll have achieved
N.C.0. or Warrant Officer rank and acquired
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which
you wish to retain- and improve on.You'll be under
42 and may be married with a ·family. Certainly
you'll be looking for a new career that will make
the most of your experience and offer plenty
of scope.

This is us!

Come and talk things over with the Australian
Army Staff in London-or post the coupon for
all the facts.

...-------------.
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I

I

Please send details of careers in the Australian Army. I
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address_ - - -- - -- -- - -

1=====
==·======
·1 ....

The Australian Army has many vacancies in
specific trades. We offer you a career in the
'"'
country of sunshine and opportunity. You will almost certainly keep your rank and pay, ~
. C\' i.
and by signing on in Britain you
?-4:.:. -,,
receive pay from the day you enlist
..
·
and you and your family travel to
Australia free. The minimum engagement is for six years. All service qualifies
for a pension or gratuity.
Don't leave it any longer!
Your trade may be included in those ~
" . J)
available and this could be the
.~ •..~ W. ,
chance you and your family
. ·;~~
,,. .. "
are looking for.
'' ~~< .
191llPY•--..:..
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Age __ _ __ Married/Single_ __ _ _

Rank ______ c orps -- - - - Trade_ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

II

J

I

Anticipated Discharge Date __ _ __ _

,
1

••

To: Captain J. R. Godwin,
Recruiting Officer,
Australian Army Staff,
2nd Floor, Australia House,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356

-------
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I Se11mdro11, by Ca1•tai11 I.lo b l.lrewis
In the commcen we met Captain Max Nutt, w'no introduced
our Yeoman and operators, amongst whom was Mrs. Nancy
Cleghorn, wife of Staff Sergeant Alex Cleghorn, R.A.P.C. (the
mainstay of our P ay Office); Mrs. Cleghorn is having a second
tour of duty as a civilian operator in the commcen. A brief
look into TM Troop and W.0.I John Howie, who can well
remember being promoted to Sergeant by the Master when
he was Commanding Officer of 1 Corps Signal Regiment. Then
a well-deserved glass of squash, where he met a few of the
S.H.Q. personalities, including the oldest of the old faces,
Cap tain Robbie Laing our Quartermaster (Tedmical).
In Line System Control, the N aster met our only Haji in
station, Corporal Haji Amran Bip. Megat Ahmad. In fact, the
Master was introduced to him three times. Once by Captain
Norman Walker, once again because the Press wanted a
photograph, and lastly, outside on the grass because the P .R.
flash did not work.
In the telephone exchange, the Master found himself
manning a position-at least he helped pass a booking docket
from Corporal M airi Nielson, W.R.A.C. Before he departed
from the commcen, the Master met our two civilian cable men,
M r. Chan and Mr. Boniface and the line detachments from
the BORs, LEPs and LECs.
To the Master we say " T erima kaseh, malapangkan masa
tuan untok melawat karni," which means "we thank you, sir,
for finding time to visit us."
2 4 9 S iguaJ Squadron, b y :ii.tajor Harnish lUackinlay
A ' quick ' move through Singapore's crawling and airpolluting traffic to the green fields of D over Road, brought
the Master to the cluster of huts and bashas which are 249
Signal Squadron winter quarters.
After meeting the S.H.Q. personalities, he had coffee in the
Squadron Office, which gave time for a sight of the Squadron's trophies and scrapbook, so tenderly nurtured by S.S.M.
Taff Gundersen and Y. of S. Harry Cooke.
' B ' T roop's turn next, where Lieutenant Geoffrey Strivens,
Gurkha Signals, introduced some of the Dll Gurkha crews.
Lieutenant John Maclean and Lieutenant (Q.G.0.) Balbir did
the honours for ' A ' T roop, where the Master had some cheerful conversations with British and Gurkha members of the
T roop.
A radio relay course, run by Lieutenant Gordon, Gurkha
Signals, and Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Balba bdr, of ' R ' Troop,
came next. The objects of the course were explained to the
Master, who was interested to hear that the medium of instruction was in Gurkhali, and that both instructors had qualifield in their trade at Catterick.
F. of S. Tony Bateman showed the M aster round his evergrowing empire, the Squadron telecommunication workshop.
H ere the M aster was shown the secrets of running a workshop
employing British, Gurkha and locally-employed technicians.
A real Squadron stalwart came next, at the FATSO and R & I,
Sergeant 'Robbo' Robinson, R.A.O.C., who is doing his third
tour with the Corps, having already served in 206 Signal
Squadron and 2 Signal Regiment in B.A.0.R. He likes us so
much, he is hoping for a fourth tour. And so to our 'piece de
resistance,' a Dl3 demonstration by two detachments of ' B '
Troop under Captain Bob Wright and F. of S. Pete Thornber.
One of the detachments was working a link to N elbourne,
Australia, as part of the work-up for an exercise later in
October. He used the link to pass his good wishes and hopes
for the future to an old friend, Colonel John Williamson, the
Director of Signals (Australia), and received a reply within
30 minutes.
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HAPPY ENCOUNTER
Ge neral Brad ley meets Lieutenant (Q .G.O .) Balbir of 249 Squadron.
In background Majo r MacK inlay and (half hidden) W .0 .11 Gundersen

PRINCESS MARY CLUB
The Master of Signals has a cheerful discussion with a group in the
Regimental Club

Lunch
And so to lunch in the Junior Ranks' Mess, where as the
Straits Times put it the next day, " General Bradley queued
up with his Signalmen for a buffet lunch." Is this really the
first time a General has lunched in the Junior Rank ' dining
hall? Later, the Orderly Officer received a reply of "no complaints " to the time-honoured question. After lunch, a quick
change and off to the jungle in the waiting helicopter.
• The day of the General or the day the rain came
down,' .by Lieotenaut David i'Uoir

" The Master is airborne," a distant voice plurtered into
the telephone. The permanent staff of Exercise ' Evergreen
IX,' based on the Jungle Warfare School glanced anxiously
at each other, immediately the lecture room became a hive
of activity, questions being asked by everyone: Are the dog
ready? Has the soldier got his correct kit? Where is the
jungle juice? Who has hidden my notes?
The dust was just settling as the familiar note of a Scout
helicopter droned overhead. Five rniriutes later the Master
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\Va being introduced to the permanent taff by Major Dick
Turpin, the E.-erci e Camp Commandant. Lieutenant John
Stuart, Weapon Training Officer; Lieutenant David Moir,
officer-in-charge of training; Second-Lieutenant Ted Crampton,
officer commanding the demonstration section, who managed
to combine ' change-arms, order-arms and shake hands ' into
one movement, and W.0.I (R.S.M.) Arthur Thomas.
To tart hi visit to Exerci e ' Evergreen,' the Master
received a short presentation on the aims of the exerci e
and how the training wa conducted. This pre entation included the appearance of tracker and patrol dogs from 2
War Dog Training Unit of the Jungle Warfare School. A
the official presentation ended, nature's pre entation began,
and the camp was engulfed in a tropical rainstorm. " This
will pass in a few minutes, " was the C.0.'s comment. Ten
miout later it was still raining, and the ground, in places,
was in inch deep in water; nevertheless the 'umbrella patrol '
et out on a tour of the camp, which ended in a rubber
plantation where tbe Master witnessed a demonstration of
an area ambush, controlled by Second-Lieutenant Ted
Crampton. At one stage there was a danger of the demonstration resembling more of a beach landing than an ambush,
as the tropical storm continued with increased ferocity. After
a brief word in Malay with the demonstration section, a very
wet, but cheerful Master, retired to the Officers' Mess.
From here, Exercise ' Dry the General ' was mounted.
Second-Lieutenant Ian Noble, Gurkha Signals, the Master's
A.D.C., put bis shoes in the oven to dry and was almost
served with burnt leather sole. Major Dick Turpin contacted
the Jungle Warfare School Quartermaster and borrowed a
jungle uniform. Dressed in jungle green, but without shoes
or socks, the Master set about signing the visitors' book . . .
will this lead to a new tradition from senior officers-to sign
visitors' books in bare feet?
Warmed by tea and whisky, the Master left the Mess for
the helipad, where the Scout was waiting. After a quick farewell, the 'aster !Ind his entourage dashed through the rain
for the helicopter. Within seconds the Scout was airborne
and the Master's visit to Exercise 'Evergreen' was over.
(For the record, the ' passing shower ' lasted three hours
and five minutes).

22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O 16
~KOST

EXCHANGE OF GIFTS
\'V.0.11 (F. of S.) Staniford on posting and promotion receives a
silver coffee service from the members of the W .O .'s and Sergeant's
Mess. In return W .O. Staniford hands over a president's gavel and
block to W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) McGiluray. Accompanying their husbands
are Mrs. Staniford and Mrs . McGilvray

1•1>rsonal happenings
W.O.I (F. of S.) Reg Staniford left us on comrruss1oning
as Captain (T .O.T.), after what must be a record for farewell parties. At a cocktail party on Saturday, 12th September,
the members of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
and their ladies officially said farewell to him and his wife,
Jean. A silver coffee service was presented to the Stanifords,
and the Mess was surprised to receive, in return, a new inscribed Chairman's gavel and block. No doubt 'Fozz' Staniford
remembered the dull thud when be bit the present gavel at
the last Mess function. He will be missed by us all, and we
wish him every success in his new appointment in Colchester.

of the month has been taken up in domestic activity

1-l:I_ after our summer camps. Even with the U.E.I. and the

vehicle repainting programme, we managed to field the Regiment for 'Falcon's Claw.' This exercise was a true trials
exercise, with 3 Squadron in a Bruin role for the first time.
We also welcomed W.O.I (F. of S.) Gill and his TACSATCOM
stations and the S.H.F. team from S.R.D.E., who joined us for
the exercise.
The c>ycUst

Early in August, Signalman Lawre.nce Sargent requested to
take pan in a charity cycle tour arranged by our W.R.V.S.
Club. This was no cycle tour of Germany. On 19th September
Lawrence Sargent returned with his leave pass stamped in John
O'Groats and a collection of U.K press cuttings! In company
with three others from 27 Medium Regiment, R.A., he had
cycled from Lippstadt to John O'Groats and then to Southampton. This achievement was in aid of the Spastics and the
Blind. Signalman Sargent admits he would do it again!
Sport
The coming of autumn was the signal for our inter-Troop
cross-country competition. This was convincingly won by 'B '
Troop of 1 Squadron. Corporal 'Geordie' Venus was once
again the individual winner. There are rumours that the rugby
players have started training.

A labour of love
Lebenshilfe is a voluntary organisation whose aims and
objectives are directed towards providing help and assistance
for mentally handicapped children. It is organised on a
national basis and bas won recognition by the West German
government. The Lippstadt sub-committee, of which Mrs.
Pheda Byram is a very active member, is currently engaged
in building a school for mentally handicapped children which,
it is planned, should be opened in April, 1971. In September
of this year, the Regiment sent out envoys in six 3-ton vehicles
co the various residential areas of Lippstadt, and they were
charged with the task of collecting clothing for sale in Holland.
The money realised from such sales will be used to help
finance the school project. This labour of love, the fourth in
two years, was therefore a worthwhile venture, and once again
received the grateful thanks of the Lebensbilfe.

28th (BR} Signal Regiment
(NORTHAG) B.F.P.O. 35
Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
R.S.M.
H .Q. Squadron
1 Squadron
2 Squadron

A

HARRY UNDERWOOD
(Royal Signals 1944-1970)
Now deals in Old Master Prints, Drawings, Coins,

WIRE PHOTOGRAPHS

Old Manuscripts, Antiquities, etc., and would be

Dear Correspondents,
Please do not send me colour photographs, negatives,
postcards from Brighton, or snaps from Aunt Mabel's
1920 box Brownie. Just send me good, glossy, black and
white prints-if possible by P.R.-if you want them in
THE WIRE, and our splendid friendship will not be
ruined.
Tull EDITOR.

pleased to forward a catalogue upon a request to:
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WINNERS OF NORTHAG SIGNAL SUPPORT GROUP SPORTS COMPETITION
I Squadron were overall winners and posed with their cup in cheerful mood. The eggs suggest a possible use for the cup
Left to right: Lance-Corporal Knell, Lance/Corporal Jones, Lance/ Corporal Riley, Signalman Barron, Corporal Hitchins, Lance/Corporal Vince,
Lance/ Corporal Licence, Signalman Burton, Lance-Corporal Monton, Lance-Corporal Clarke, Signalman Wykes
Kneeling/Sitting : Signalman Walton, Lieutenant Martin, Major Copeland (Squadron Commander), Captain Burns

43, LIVERPOOL ROAD, CHESTER.
Telephone: Chester 42877.
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FllANCISCAN

Lieutenant-Colonel I. MacDonald
Major A. Coates
Captain M. J. P. Vann/
Captain P. J. K. Dickinson
W.0.1 B. Turner
Major F. V. B. Philp
W.O.II R. A. Jones
Major D. L. Copeland
W.O.II C. J. Walton
Major P.A. Thompson
W.0.II F. T. Toole
~

ODE TO

AlJTUMN'

An autumn ditty
The Adjutant and R.S.M., with badge upon his sleeves,
Looked sadly at Francisca Square, and ob so many leaves.
" If seven men with seven brooms swept for half a year,
Do you suppose," the Captain said, " that they could sweep
it clear?"
" I doubt it," said the R.S.M., and shed a bitter tear.
(With apologies to all concerned,
including the Editor!)
A Franciscan notumu fair

The annual fair was held on 12th September in Francisca
Barracks. The gods provided the usual Francisca weatherhigh winds, showers, with just a little sunshine. Franci cans
and their families braved the unpredictable weather and turned
up in large numbers to suppon this popular annual event.
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Bargains galore were available! Where else would a Franciscan
get a chance to duck (in very cold water) a handsome and
popular Squadron Commander or an R.S.M. (all 6ft. Sin. of
him), or an overweight temporary Adjutant, for a mere 20
pfennigs? Or where could one buy such Franciscan bargains
in cakes, fancy goods, flowers, white elephants, tinned goods,
from the most attractive stalls provided and organised by the
Regimental Wives' Club under the leadership of Mrs. Judy
MacDonald? There was something for everyone-all departments of the Regiment willingly spent much of their spare
time and leisure to en ure the success of the Fair; soldiers
from the R.A.P.C., R.P.C., A.C.C., R.E.M.E., R.E., R.A.O.C.,
A.P.T.C. and the Belgian Radio Squadron (13 Cie 'ITr) all
. gave valuable assistance.
In the later part of the afternoon the weather deteriorated
into a downpour-but happy Franci cans and their families
departed homewards clutching their precious bargains, whilst
the Pay Staff, with the 'Fair Treasurer,' Major V. W. Beckhurst, M.C., R.A.P.C., worked late into the night counting out
some DMS,000 in 10 pfennigs pieces! As a result of thi enter~
prise the Regiment has been able to make a donation to the
welfare funds of some nine Corps organisations, not forgetting, of course, the Royal Signal Benevolent Fund. (A most
generous donation of £100 wa received.-Editor).
The N .S

.G. s11orts naeeting

This year was the first time that a sports meeting had been
organised for the units of NORTHAG Signals Support Group.
The emphasi was on team performance at Company and
Squadron level.
There were four sports, volleyball, occer, swimming and
athletics. Four nationalities, Belgian, Dutch German and
British took part. The Regiment produced three team for each
event. The soccer and volleyball competitions were run on a
league basis, and they culminated on two days, 24th/25th
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eptember when the volleyball and occer finals were played
and there ' were swimming and athletic meetings. All these
evem took place in p erfect weather at Rheindahlcn.
The Regiment was . ta k~d with the re pon~ i bility of or~ani~
ing the athletic meeting; m fact, not only did we or~mse 1t,
we acrually won it, 1 Squadron and 2 Squadron takmg first
and second place respectively.
The prize were p resented by the Commander N ORTHAG
ignal upport Group, Oberst H. J. Mischke, G erman Army.
Regimental successes were:
A thletics: Winner. r Squadron , 28th (BR) Signal Regiment (NORTHAG};
2nd , 2 Squadron , 28 th (BR} '. goal Regiment (NORTHAG ).
Tug-cf-tvar: Won by 1 Squadron , 28th (BR) Signal R egmcnt
O RTHAG).
l ndn:idual winners: Cross-coun try, Lance-Corporal T . A. Hope, 2 Squadron :
1500 metres, Corp oral G . L. Crossland , H .Q . Sq uadron; 400
metres, S;gnalman T . Jones, 1 Squadron; 100 metres, LanceCorporal R. M. M onton, I Squadron; 4 x t oo metres, 2 Sq uadron,
28th (BR) S ignal Regiment (NORTHAG}; hammer. Signalman
R. A. Towers, H .Q . Squadron; high jump, Corporal T. Alderton ,
2 Squadron.
Noted failu res: The log ra<:e tea m, icd bi• the Commanding Officer. which
wa disq ualified for blatan t cheating.

Frim-OriPut 70, by Staff Sergenut
J. Wbydell

f'". o( S.)

30th Signal Regiment
REGIMENT AL

D'.\" APPOI NTMBNT TO HeR MAJESTY T H E QUBBN ,
GOLDSMITHS ANO CROWN JllW BLLERS, OAl\ KAilO
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Garrard

Treasure Christmas...

A.

Since the beginning of the year, orienteering has been a
word on nearly everyone' s lips in Francisca Barracks. People
just cannot believe how much pleasure we derive from running
around the countryside, clutching map and compass, frantically
looking for little red and white markers.
Although we have suffered the usual setbacks, such as not
having a suitable training area close at hand, and the maps that
we require no longer being produced, we have still managed
to gain a great deal of e.x'Perience. Our goal for this year was
to gee the wilole team to England for the Army Championships,
but we were forced into second place by a very strong team
from 21st Sii;nal Regimem in the qualifying Rhine Area meeting. Although we will not now go to En!?land as a team, we
will be well represented by Signalman Trevor Jones, of 1
Squadron, to whom we all wish "Good luck." In the local
league, we contributed towards the general organisation by
running a competition at Huls, near Krefeld. This proved a
linle embarrassing for our Orienteering Officer, Lieutenant
Chris Wollaston, who presented the first seven prizes to our
own team. Even though fingers still point, and voices mumble,
I still say we kept the course a close secret until the competition
day.
One problem that we are still left with is how to stop people
from removing our d1eckpoint markers. On the last competition
we left Signalman ' Zipp ' Turner, of 1 Squadron, sitting by
the marker. We did gee the marker back that time, but unforrunately we did not get the rubber stamp and ink pad back
So, Signalman ' Zipp ' Turner, now serving in 222 Signal
Squadron, how about letting us have our stamp back please?

BLAXDFORD

"·

CAJUP

EXERCISE

S

EPTEMBER has been an extremely busy month in the
Regiment. Apart from the mounting of the radio detachments for the International Red Cross in Jordan, which readers
will see elsewhere in THE WIRE, the Regiment has deployed
a further two Squadrons overseas: the departure of 3 and 4
Squadrons was preceded by a Regimental exercise to work up
the detachments, operators and Squadron control organisations
at Keevil and on the Salisbury Plain training area. Exercise
' Double Edge,' control was organised by Major Nick Williams,
and the radio detachments of 1 Squadron provided additional
C42 detachments and rear links to Blandford and 4 Squadron.
AMF<L) Force Radio Troop control was also based on 'Evil
Keevil.'

brooch £70

U p g o es t h e c h icken lunch
Back at Keevil, the DS Staff were busily settling into their
newly-discovered headquarters location in an old pig-sty, and
the pungent odours of rotting, mouldy straw were swept away
and partially obliterated by liberal applications of Jeyes Fluid.
The administrative element were certainly more comfortable,
in an old hangar. The cooks, under Sergeant Doug Price,
hardly gave the concrete floor a thought, but it is with regret
that we report that the concrete erupted beneath the burners
with a loud bang, and the explosion caused the rapid ascent
towards the heavens of an excellent diicken lunch. Captain
Rollo Rumford, with H.M.S . Fearless Signal Troop acting as
the D efence Platoon, suspected that Lieutenant Hugh Smith
and Corporal ' Dinger ' Bell had arrived with their MPC I
Course as th e 'enemy.' M eanwhile, the Second-in-Command,
who was off visiting the isolated detachments of 3 and 4
Squadrons, con tinued to savour the prospect of a good lunch
upon return to control.
During the first afternoon, much time and energy was put
into the siting and training of the D efence P latoon and getting
' stand-to ' drills correct. D uring the evening three prisoners
were successfu lly cap tured, but they failed to r eveal any information of value, and the enemy attack finally came a t
02.00 hours the fo llowing morning.
Thirty-six radio v e hicles in aetion
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. . . and the gift that is most treasured will be
chosen with care in Regent Street. Here in the
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welcome, courteous service, knowledgeable
advice and a remarkably wid e selection of gifts.
Come and see us at G arrard for whether you
spend £ 10 or £10,000, the attention you receive
will be an extra gift to treasure.
Write now for the free Garrard gift Catalogue
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Livening-up with five rounds of Dowltzer Ore

The exercise started with a move to a concentration area
at Bovington in the pouring rain, which is to be expected for
these occasions. From this location, the key parry detadi.ments
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of 3 Squadron were deployed along a much-used river line
at the eastern end of the training area, whilst 1 and 3 Squadr ons moved to the control area north of Warminster. tv eanwhile, 4 Squadron, under command of Lieutenant P eter
Whitehead, moved dfrectly to a sylva n glade sited just off the
field firin~ target area. The targets they had in mind were the
unsuspcctmg radio operators of the 1 and 3 Squadron detachmcms .. Unknowr,i to 4 Squadron, 11ie Battery Commanders of
17th Fie_ld Regiment, R.A., had other' targets to consider,
and realism was added when the first five rounds from a
howitzer exploded in the nearby target area. The range
wa rden unconcernedly reassured the O.C . and S.S.M . Tony
Waugh that the location was perfectly satisfactory. It must
have been a popular spot, because Day 3 of the exercise
brought a complete Battalion of Infantry to the same area,
and the off-duty operators were able to witness a Company in
advance.
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Throughout the exercise the communications were kept busy
by 4 SC[uadron interfering with 3 Squadron's nets and putting
the pressure on Yeoman Dave Dyke and Sergeant Bud Rogers
in radio control. Several rebroadcast detachments were changed
over as a result of ' enemy ' action, and the TSBs were all
given a thorough test so that all 36 radio vehicles in the
Troop were brought fully into action by the end of the three
days. The exercise was completed by a further deployment
of the H F key parties for good measure.
The 4 Squadron element stayed out for a further two days
and switched its rear link direct to Blandford. This gave the
Squadron a good opportunity ro ' shake-down ' now that it is
almost completely back in Blandford for the first time for a
year, with only a very limited number in Northern Ireland.
During the exercise we were pleased to have a visit from
the Group Commander, Colonel E. J. Winn, but it was tough
about that lunch .. . We also record that the exercise marked
the appearance of our W.R.A.C. Officers, Lieutenant Sue
McWade and Second-Lieutenant Hilary Owen, who have
asked to come out again.
Reunion dlnue.r

We were very pleased at the response to the invitation to
past members of 29 Independent Infantry tBrigade Signal
Squadron to the reunion dinner in the Sergeants' Mess,
organi ed by R.S.M. Henry Jennings. The visitors included
Colonel 'Tubby' Marshall, O.B.E., Major Kevin Kirby, Major
George Dibley, R.S.M. Ron Crampton, amongst several who
travelled considerable distances to be present to join W.O.I
(F. of S.) Brian Flint and Sergeant Jim Shield.
The Sergeants' Mess staff have also been busy during the
past month with the Harvest Festival lunch. Thank you,
Mr. Lomax and staff, for your help to the station church.
Other Mess activities have included a Continental dinner
evening arranged by A.Q.M.S. Brockway between fishing
trips with the White Swan Angling Club.
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F a rewell

We sadly record the departure from the Service of Major
Jim Cheshire and Major Jerry Boast, who have served the
Corps for 28 and 19 years respectively. We wish them and
their families the best of luck for the future ; they will be
sadly missed. Although Major Jim Cheshire has only been
with us a short time, he has made himself well known as
the U nit Families' Officer, and Major Gerry Boast will be
remembered by many junior N.C.0.s and Signalmen who
he helped obtain essential q ualifications for their careers.

News from Squadrons

a
-

20 Armoured Brigade Signal
Sqn. (200) B.F.P.O. 41

Border patrol

TN June the Squadron performed its first border patrol along
.I. the Helmstedt sector of the East German frontier. After
th e exper ience there were plenty of volunteers for -the next
patrol in September.
Although the deparrure from barracks was wet and cold,
enthusiasm for the venture could hardly have been dampened
with ~1e presence of such cheery fellows as Lance-Corporal
Pete Worboys and Signalman 'Sandy' Sands.
We drove up to Stocken and ' camped ' in a room adjoining
the Gasthaus ' Goldhorn,' as is customary on such outings,
and after an excellent meal cooked by Lance-Corporal Dave
Mason retired to the bar for a few rounds Gf cards.
The next day was a good one (despite a few heavy heads)
and after breakfast and final preparation we set off for the
border. We started the patrol at the north of our sector and
systematically moved southwards, sometimes along the track
which actually runs on the demarcation line, or along a metalled
road. At various points we stopped to observe wire fences,
minefields, watch towers, dog runs, observation posts and the
occasional working party who, under the supervision of an
almost equal number of guards, were busy erecting wire mesh
fencing to replace the rusting barbed wire which has been
there since the end of the war. Ar some points we patrolled on
foot, sending the vehicles on ahead to an R.V. The British
Frontier Service official who accompanied us kept up a running commentary on life on the border, pointing out personalities on both sides, and keeping us informed on what changes
had taken place at the poims we visited. Hor and dusty, we
returned at about 5.00 p.m.
'Pnat evening, the gymnasium-cum-village hall in which we
were living was transformed into the scene of a fierce bowling
competition which started with no rules and ended up with a
very complex system of scoring which left Lance-Corporal Chas.
Marshall, R.C.T., with the highest score, plus a round of
drinks to pay for.
The following morning we packed up our ' camp ' and
continued the patrol, observing more working parties, a divided
village and some drilling for natural gas. The patrol ended
in the afternoon and very soon we were making all haste
down the autobahn back to barracks. Everyone agreed the
patrol had been a very successful and imeresting operation and
we all look forward to others next year.
Visit by the c.s.o •• D.A. O . n.

On Friday, 10th July, the C .S.0., B.A.0.R., Major-General
D. R. Horsfield, 0.B.E., vi ited the Squadron. His somewhat
early arrival nearly caught the quarter guard napping; however,
the quick action of our then second R.S.M., W.0.1 H. G.
Arnold, saved the day. After the inspection, the C.S.O. met the
Squadron Officers in the O.C.'s office for coffee. The Genera]
was then taken on a tour of the various departments of the
Squadron, ending with a short demonstration of the main H .Q.
complex laid out on the square. He visited the Sergeams'
Mess for a pre-lunch drink before lunching with the Brigade
Commander, members of his staff and the Squadron Officers.
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.\.nd s o 111" crlckot too
At Episkopi we recently held our Inter-Troop cricket competition, with te~ entered from East Troop, West Troop,
Q.M. and 3rd Lme West, S.H.Q. and Engineering Troop.
Although th~ standard of play, or for that matter the umpiring,
wc;:re not quite up. to M.C.C. standards, the players enjoyed the
cricket and all enioyed the buffet and drinks in the R.R. bar
at the end of play.
Organisation for the day was provided by Staff Sergeant
George Le~per, ~roop S~aff ~ergeant, West Troop, who not
only orgamsed pitches, kit, drinks and buffet, but also stood
calm and cool weathering all insults as one of the umpires.
The eventual winners were West Troop, with the Q.M. and
3rd Line West side runners-up.
I:inally we welcome W.0 .11 (S.S.M .) Cyril Courtenay wbo
arrives to take up the post of Squadron Sergeant-Major, and
bid farewell to W.0 .11 (S.S.M.) John K elly who departs for
the wilds of Tidworth.
Tlaank y ou
Finally, special mention to thank the 'permanent staff' Superintendent Nickaolovic and his M.S.0. men who took
over most of the chores from us, and the cooks, Sergeant
Constable, L ance-Corporal Spencer, Privates Harris, McMillan
and Jones, who fed us very well indeed.
We now look forward to October of this year when a number
of the Squadron are returning to the M osel to pick grapesnews of which in our next WIRE notes. In the meantime we are
working up to the autumn exercises, but that is yet another
story !

BO RDER PATROL
Sergeant Mick Palmer with his patrol of 20 Armed Brigade Signal Squadron (Frontier Force)

Cha11gP of f a ces
Our O.C., M ajor D udley Carnie, M.B.E., was suddenly
whisked away in June to be educated at the Joint Services'
Staff College. We wish both be and his wife the very best
and a pleasant stay in England. Major ' Paddy' Vernon has
ucceeded him at shon notice and is fast becoming well established. We bid him and his wife a very warm welcome.
Very shortly afterwards W.O.I (R.S.M .) Mercer took off for
England too, and his replacement, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Arnold

4 Guards Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron i(204) B.F.P.O. 17
SIDBIER

CAMP

Hill and wine
RIED ERN, in the Mosel Valley, could have been Holland
with hills and wine. The area we had chosen for our
summer camp in July turned out to be popular as a Dutch
holiday reson which was good news for us as, quite unplanned,
each week's activities became Anglo-Dutch in flavour. Of
course we had to do our battle P .T. tests and a couple of preplanned events including a ' getting to know the area ' exercise
which, judging by some of the places we had to find, gave
us the impression that Captain Rydin g must have had a most
interesting recce.
Top marks for initiative during the camp must go to
Lance-Corporal Restan, Sign alm a~ Toole and Signalman
Keegan who, when walking across a bridge on the ' getting to
know the area' exercise were spoken to by M r. Vest from a
four-ton truck. As the truck moved off to visit other check
points they jumped into the back and completed the exercise
in sryle, finally leaving the truck 100 metres from camp.
We were fortunate to have a Dutch holiday camp just around
the corner which gave us the opportunity to try our talents
a~ football a!1d volleyball by day, dancing and barbeques by
night. To rebeve the monotony of one excitement afcer another
mere was always fishing or a quiet trip in one of our four
recce boat,

B
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arrived, leaving no one in any doubt as to whom the Brigade
square really belongs.
Stop Press!
We would like, in addition, to congratulate you on being
selected for the exalted rank of L ieutenant-Colonel, Major
Carnie.
You may have noticed that these notes cover a long period;
they appear to have lain in a few 'in ' trays for correction,
editing and sub-editing!

F i shing h a s its setbacks
King of the fishing scene w~s Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Hazelgrove who turned up on the second week with kit used for
barracuda fishing. His trouble was that nobody could find him
a worm big enough for his hooks which had last seen service
off Singapore. Undaunted he changed to smaller hooks and set
about fishing; his impressive array of tackle included various
glass fibre rods, etc. To bis diagrin he didn't catch enough fish
to cover the bottom of a Mess tin.
An M.S.O. fishing next to him kept catching huge fish with
a bamboo rod, string and a bent pin! Bitten by the fishing
bug (and the thought of hours doing nothing) Sergeants Gatehouse and Carim went to the local town and bought themselves a ' complete angling kit' each for DM4.00. First time out
they had a casting competition which ended in a dead heat,
as neither angler managed to reach the water! To everyone's
amusement the rods were four foot long and the reels had only
six foot of line.

F o1ul nae mor ies!
Everyone bas his own memories of summer camp. Among
these are Mr. Vest's midnight attempt to remove his thumb;
the M.S.O. cooking the most incredible assortment of local fish
and actually eating them!; the cherry trees surrounding the camp
which were in fruit; the Anglo-D utch sports day and dance in
the evening; the wine bottling factory; the wine festivals in the
area; the beautiful scenery; and the barbeques by the river at
which we taught the locals a few songs (mostly unprintable)
which we gather are now being sung at wine festivals up and
down the valley. What a pity it all had to end.
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S1•ort
T he Squadron bad a successful year by winning the 4th
D ivision M inor Units Athletics and coming second in the
B.A.O.R . Final.
T he notable athletes were Corporal Murray, 400 metres, who
never lost a race all season, and Trooper Reeve, who after a
long illness produced h is best to win the 200 metres in both
the 4 Division and B.A.0 .R. events. Other athletes were LanceCorporal Moore, Lance-Corporal Restan, Lance-Corporal
Holmes, Guardsman Chenery, Lieutenant Vest, Corporal
Walton, Captain Walker, Sergeant Richardson and Guardsman
Minnis.

KODAK LIMITED - HARROW, MIDDLESEX
SHIFT ENGINEER (Electronics1Electrical)
Between 25 and 40.
Preferably served an Engineering
Apprenticeship. 0.N.C./H.N.C. in
Electronics or Electrical Engineering. Has some knowledge of
Pneumatic Hydraulics and two or
three years' practical experience of
supervising.
To direct and work with a small
The Job:
team of tradesmen on shift performing maintenance, fault finding
and rectification of electronic equipment in a production department.
Candidates should be available
Availability :
early next year.
Initially £1,800 per annum plus
Salary :
allowances. It is anticipated that
after training, the first year's earnings will be £2,050 and the second
year's earnings will be £2,550. This
job would be suitable for a Foreman of Signals or Artificer.
Company Benefits: Contributory pension fund. Annual
bonus. Sickness benefit scheme, etc.,
and three weeks' annual holiday
per year.
Please apply in writing to:
M r. J. B. Firth, Senior P ersonnel Officer,
Industrial Relations D ivision, K odak L imited,
Wealdstone, M iddlesex.

Age :
Qualifications:
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19 Airportable Brigade
Signal Squadron (209)
Colchester

·T HEagainSquadron
has now returned from block leave and has
entered the swing of military life after the pleasant

months spent in Malaysia. All Troops are fully committed on
exercises and have changed their jungle green for combat suits.
'A' Troop lost Lieutenant Gerry Maddren and Staff Sergeant
Marr and the new management sign on the door reads:
Lieutenant Cliff Walters and Staff Sergeant Birmingham. In
fact there has been a great turnover of ' A ' Troop members
and it would be impossible to name them all. However, those
who read this column after leaving us should know that we
appreciated their friendship and wish them every success in
meir new jobs. T he Squadron O.C. finally managed to rid
Cherry Tree Camp of Sergeant Chisholm, even if it is only for
four months in N. Ireland, when he will be back once more.
' J ' T roop has also lost and gained many members. Our
thanks go to those who have left and our ' welcome ' to newcomers has been said. The biggest event outside of exercises
has been the marriage of Lieutenant David Strudley. We wish
to extend o ur warmest congratulations to him .and Mrs.
Strud1ey; may they be blessed with a happy life together and
numerous ' harmonics.'

Large turnover of b o d ies
' Q ' Troop, ' M' Troop, L.A.D., M .T ., ' D' and 'E'
Platoon and of course S.H.Q. all struggle on despite the large
turnover of bodies. The list of le.avers is too large for comfort
but all newcomers have quickly settled in. The Squadron Office
seems very d:J.anged without the toothless grin of O.R.S.Q.M.S.
Smith and the loud blue shirt of the Admin. Officer, Captain
John Heason. Both are missed and we envy them the duty-free
' fags ' of B.A.0.R. Our ' Kings Man' is replaced by Captain
D on Stokes, who still finds our jargon difficult to understand.
Given a couple of years and he will be added to our list of
educated infanteers.
Perhaps the biggest block turnover has been in the ' D ' and
' E ' Platoon. Not only has Staff Sergeant Clapperton left us,
but also eight other ' chunkies.' To their replacements we can
only say, " Do as well as your predecessors and you'll be O.K."
M .T . and L.A.D. are these days rarely seen without a pot
of paint in their hands. The Squadron vehicles are all being
painted to look like trees. "The M.T.O. always looks like a
tree,'' was one remark heard by the R.C.T. contingent.
E xerci se • Crys tal Palace '

The whole of Brigade Headquarters deployed for the
exercise, which coincided with the break in the good weather!
All new arrivals found the whole thing puzzling-the night
moves, the camouflage, the orders shouted in the dark. Few
had much sleep and many found themselves dealing with new
equipment. The sudden appearance of unusual vehicles and
' thin~s' from 3rd Signal Regiment added excitement to the proceedings- not to mention the hours spent by the F. of S.
and his boys in trying to sort out one particularly stubborn
circuit. It was all quite different from Tebrau and the Sky
Hotel, even the books are different!
Othe r

even ts

So far we have shot, been gassed, ' ha bed ' 10 miles, learnt
first aid and had a pretty hectic September. The next few
week will see us under the microscope when U.E.I. team
descend upon us and we prepare for the F.F.R in D ecember.
One thing is certain, it cannot get any worse-as a certain
soccer team said when the Squadron was leading 10-0.
Finally a word of thanks to all who have been po ted out of
the Squadron. The list of names is long and everyone contributed his bit to the Squadron efficiency regardle s of bis cap
badge, and we are indebted.
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M.E.L. keeps you

on ste11. aliead in
Military

Elecfron1cs•••
in Military Radio for exa111ple.
CRICKET ... GLORIOUS CRICKET!
The score stood at 142 for 9-one more run meant dEfeat. Then a miracle catch and 11 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron had won the BAOR
Cricket Final. It was a thri lling climax to a memorab le and exciting cricket season for the Squadro n. They had played fourteen games in a row
without defeat
The victory team, bock row, left to right : Sergeant Briggs, Corporal Parker, Sergeant Peacock, Corporal Collens, Signalman Preece, Private
Townsend, Lance-Co r poral Gillett, Lance-Corporal Barnes
Front row, left to right: Corporal Crook, Captain Holt, Staff-Sergeant Weir, Major Corden (O.C.), Captain Brown, Sergeant Borton, Signalman
Hudson

M.E.L. specialise in the production of Military telecommunications equipment, their
principal
contribution lying in
1
1 the H.F. range with special em"-- ~hasis oi: mobil~ and transport~
:-~
·Me~actical eqmpm t.

-

I ~ -

11th A rmoured Brigade
Signal Squadron (211)
B.F.P.O. 29

C'ric>kc>t

01;R

SPORTL~G

WORLD

The Squ:idron has just completed a rru!y memorable season.
Apart from Staff Sergeant Weir and his ream enjoying the
ggme they have brought pleasure co mgny spectators through
the ~ummer wiM the exciting cricket that has been played.
The season started in May and the first two games, when
the ream was taking shape, were both lost. Ho'Never, since 20th
May the Squadron played 14 matches, including playing
against Ma;or Units, Divisional Headquarters and cup matches,
without defeat. Only on one occasion did any team manage
to bowl the Squadron out.
Fielding and team spirit p:ayed the major part in the successful season and this gave confidence to the bowlers and batsmen
to rake the wickets and get the runs.
The climax of the season was on Friday, 4th September,
when the Squadron played 17 B.V.D. in the B.A.O.R. final,
having already won the 1 Division cup. With 143 for 9 on the
board it looked as though we had scored enough. However,
17 B.V.D. were soon 141 with two wickets left. Then 142 for 9.
Sergeant Briggs was bow:ing and it looked odds on the batting
team winning by one wicket. However, instead of waiting for
the odd si ngle the batsman hit Sergeant Briggs hard and high.
The ball seemed to hang in the air as the batsmen crossed for
the first run. None of the fielders relished the idea of
' volunteering' to make the attempt for such a viral catch. As
the batsmen started on their second run, confident Sergeant
Briggs was seen to be wiping his hands on his trousers and
calling "Mine." To a tremendous shout from the rest of the
team he held the catch and the Squadron had won the B.A.0.R.
trophy by one run.
T•nni

Having been runners-up in the Divisional Major Units final
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THE TENNIS CHAMPIONS
11 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron 's tennis team which convincing ly won the Divisional Major Units Championship-the first
t im e a minor un it has done so
Bock row, le ft to right: Lance-Corporal Horman, Private Townsend,
Major Trinkwon, Sergeant Borton, Staff-Sergeant Francis
Front row, left to right : Captain Brown, Brigadier T. M. Creasey,
O .B.E., Major Corden

last year we hoped to do better this year. Fortunately we did
so on 20th September by convincingly defeating 1 Div. H .Q.
and S:gnal Regiment, to become the first Minor Unit to win
the Divisional Major Units Champions11ip.
As with the cricket team the tennis team had depth and the
reserve pair would have played in most other unit teams. The
pairings were:
1st pair, Brigade Commander and Major Trinkwon; 2nd pair,
Major Corden and Staff Sergeant Francis; 3rd pair, Captain
Brown and Lance-Corporal Horman; reserve pair, Sergeant
Borton and Private Townsend.
On the way to the final the ream defeated Hildesheim
Garrison and 7 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
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· M.b:.L. Mobile H.F. Hmlio is wid<'ly
U!!<'<i for British and ~·Ql'<'ign Military
applications and i• im-orporntcd in
many comb11t nnd sujlport vrhirh>:<.
including the Saladin, Ferl'l'!, Surnoon
And Grenadier.
.-1

.. ~

__,_

'

Currently produced sets such
asJ the Cll, Cll(SSB), and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
il'} constant use in many counties throughout the world.
1 M.E.L. are also actively en~aged in developing a wide range
~f military radio equipment for
j.lse in t.he '70s and '80s . . . one
f;uch equipment is the UK VRC¥~21 H.F. Combat Radio, being
peveloped for future use by the
British Army.

Thi equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
stations for forward and
rear units.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.
~ftA The ~l.E.L. Equ1~mentCo. Ltd.,
w~v Man<1rRoyal, ruwlt!y.SuSS(·X.

12 Mech. Bde. Signal Sqn.
(212) B.F.P.O. 36
Squadron nfhh•tics
Squadron athletics wa won mis year by ' A ' Troop.
I
tar performers who won the variou events were as
follows:
200 metre , Signalman Engering, ' T ' Troop; 800 metres,
Signalman Thompson, •A' Troop; high jump Lance-Corporal
Ru ell, 'B Troop; javelin, Lance-Corporal Worth, 'A' Troop;
hot, Corporal Smith, L.A.D.; 1500 metres, Signalman Thompson, 'A' Troop; 400 metres, Lance-Corporal Russell, 'B'
Troop; long jump, Signalman Ellis,' B ' Troop· discus, Corporal
Smith, L.A.D.
The tug-of-war was won by 'Bravo' Troop.

rnHE

1•.n..E.
The P .R.E. has now passed-sighs of relief from everyone!
Our photographs show Signalman Davenport putting the finishing toudles to his vehicle and Corporal Gavillet with LanceCorporal McFarlane servicing the AFV 439.

• .\ • Troo1• (Hills .\ngels)
' A ' Troop have voiced a plaintive cry that as they comprise
the largest part of the Squadron, they should be included in
the act.
Airborne " ' andeltocht
Twenty-four members of the Squadron went to Oosterbeck
on 12th September on the 28 km. commemorative march of the
Battle of Arnhem. We were very well looked after by the Dutch
Army and we returned, rewarded by a large cup, a plaque,
and a medal each.

Mostly they ca n only be described as ' non events • and the
old China hands are heard to say that typhoons now are not
what they u ed to be.
The Jack of major exercises has led us to take part in
community relations schemes and searches for escaped prisoners
and a Squadron picnic. We have also devoted time to swimming
and water polo. The Brigade water polo side is mainly British
but the inter-Troop standard is improving quickly. Thi is
mainly due to the experience and enthusiasm of the Officer
Commanding, Major Livingstone.

Swimming successes
The Squadron swimming team has enjoyed great success this
year. It was led and encouraged by Lieutenant John Stokoe
who has since left for U.K. to do a course and collect the
Whistler trophy.
On 19th August the Squadron won the 48 Gurkha Brigade
Minor Units Championship. The following week, on 26th
August, the Squadron won the Royal Signals Hong Kong InterSquadron swimming gala. It also had a good win in the water
polo match. No doubt 252 Signal Squadron, who usually do
well in this, will be after us next year. Meanwhile we are
looking for someone to make up for the loss of the 0.C. when
he goes home in April, 1971. As usual he says this is his last
year in competitive swimming.
On Wednesday, 2nd September, the Squadron pulled off
rlle hat-trick and won the Hong Kong Land Forces Minor Units
Swimming Championships in the 48 Brigade pool at Sek Kong.
This was a very exciting day and the competition was only
won on the last medley relay race.

RADIO TROOP 222 SIGNAL SQUADRON (SHARJAH)-THEY REALLY GO PLACES
Standing, (back row): Corporal Durrant, Signalman Bolton, Signalman Martin, Lance-Corporal Newman, Corporal Wood, Signalman Harrison
Lance-Corporal McCrandles, Corporal Thorne, Signalman Mockford, Lance-Corporal Perkins, Signalman Graham, Signalman ~irbeck
Standing, (Second row): Lance-Corporal Cooney, Corporal Mcinnes, Lance-Corporal Robison, Lance-Corporal Howard, Signalman Cooke,
Corporal Crawford, Signalman Ward , Signalman Rylance, Corporal Gibson, Lance-Corporal Turaga
Standing (Third row): Corporal Babb, Signalman Lamb, Lance-Corporal Pearson , Signalman Skillen, Signalman Falconer, Corporal Herbden,
Signalman Galpin, Signalman Lee, Lance-Corporal Green, Lance-Corporal Hussey
Sitting: Sergeant Foulge r, Sergeant Crumbie, Staff-Sergeant Chambers, Captain McCann, Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Kendall, Sergeant Shergold,
Sergeant Threlfall-Searson

222 Signal Squadron :(Sharjah)
B.F.P.O. 64
THE Squadron notes this month feature Radio Troop.

A mere SOO miles is nothbtg

"HELL ANGELS"
A group from A Troop of 12 Mechanical Brigade Signal Squadronthey call themselves 'Hell Angels'--get in on the act. (For explanation see unit notes)
Left to right: Signalman Wooldridge, Lance-Corporal Glennon,
Corporal Williams, Signalman Warrilow, Captain R. Drew Communications Officer, Signalman Manderson, Signalman Wilson,
Lance-Corporal Shepherd

THEY DID THE HAT-TRICK
48 Gurkha Brigade Signal Squadron 's swimming team have had a
great season and by winning the Hong Kong Land Forces Minor
Un its Swimming championships, they completed a hat-trick of
successes
Seated, left to right : Driver Harkabahadur Gurung, Major T. C.
Livingstone, Lieutenant J. D. Stokoe (Captain), Captain M. P.
Wal ker, Signalman Balser Rai
Standing, left to right: Captain M. Willis, Captain C. Hyland, Signalman Gambahadur Pun, Sergeant Boyle, Corporal Blackwood,
Corporal Carr, C.S.M.I. Bent

The Troop has had many exercises recently, the last being
a Troop exercise called ' Tribal Dance.' During this exercise
we were re-supplied by Andover air drops (for a Troop
exercise); unfortunately the photographer forgot to take bis
lens cover off for we ought to have had a photo of the event.
The exercise area was me East Coast of the Trucial States, also
an ideal spot for a dip. There seemed to be more spear fishing
done than communicating, and the whole exercise terminated
with a school of whale sharks arriving into the bay. We then
left for Sharjab post haste! Detachments have been as usual
scattered far and wide throughout the Trucial States, the run
to Muscat town with 90 Squadron R.C.T. (a mere 500 miles of
rough track) being the favourite with the operators.
On an exercise recce our intrepid aviator Sergeant Geoff
Shergold (passenger) took off in a Beaver from an unprepared

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay)
B.F.P.O. 53
HIS month we feature our Ayios Nikolaos detachment;
we asked them to describe themselves, their unexpurgated
T
reply is printed below:

The mnguifieent seven

48 Gurkha Inf. Bde. Signal Squadron

(246) B.F.P.O. 1
Hong Kong summer
ONG KONG'S long hot summer is now coming to a close.
H
With its heat, humidity and rain there have been several
alert for tropical storms and typtioons. It is significant that
everyone so far has brought us to alen over the weekend.
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~lovements

We welcome Second-Lieutenant Adrian Schuler who bas
come from 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment in Singapore. Sergeant
Boyle has returned from a stay in Nepal as the relief cipher
operator for Sergeant Robertson who went on leave. We also
welcome Corporal Rann on his first tour with us as a cipher
operator, and W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Simpson back into Gurkha
Signals. His arrival now makes our British element, who are
altogether an attribute to the Squadron, complete.
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The Ayios Nikolaos detachment of the· Squadron is one of
the radio relay system link terminals. Our role is to provide
general communications around the island for the Ayios
Nikolaos Garrison.
There are seven of us who maintain the station (and all it
entails), our illustrious leader, Sergeant Steve Harrison, and the
workers being Corporals Dave Trehearn, Joe Lovell and Dave
James, Lance-Corporals Graham Wrigley and Colin Nowell,
and our non-worker Signalpuss Thomas, our tame cat.
We have recently bad an extension built on our humble
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1970

strip through bushes-this was a wee bit .hairy with a ripped
elevator on the Beaver and a very surprised Sergeant Shergold!

Signalling new styl<'-di11ner
..
plate over n
headlamp
Our intrepid sailor (Sergeant Sid Crumbie) took a party of
six on H .M .S. Beachampton for 10 days. Apart from finding his
way round the rum ration problem he now seems remarkably
well versed in the arts of mine sweeping. By pure coincidence
as the mine· sweeper entered the bay at Fujairah, with an unserviceable radio, a party of soldiers was spotted on shore. Our
intrepid sailor flashed a lamp signal, 'Welcome aboard, drinks
now being served.' The soldiers, who turned out t0 be a party
led by F. of S. Potter, from 255 Signal Squadron, replied by
signalling with a dinner plate over the Land Rover headlights.
Much to their surprise a boat was lowered and came ashore,
whemer out of idle curiosity or good communicating we are
not quite sure!
The Squadron had an excellent U .E.I. report, and Radio
Troop, as it is half the Squadron strength, naturally claims all
the credit.
We are now preparing for the Gulf major exercise which
begins in two days' time and will be reported in detail in a
later issue.

shack, to house a 16-ton 'cold gale producer ' whidl is replacing our five small air conditioners. With the two large air intakes
on the roof, we now closely resemble a sea-going type radio
relay station! This is just getting over its teething troubles,
and now we can find ome relief from the seemingly perpetual
heat of the sun. Thank you M.P.B.W .
During our infrequent quiet spells, we can be found slaving
over our hot soldering irons, constructing what the intellectuals
may deem a console. We have another name for it. It is going
to tell us, at a glance, what is happening on each of our
circuits, plus a few orher ' luxury type ' facilities built in.
~Vine

nnd woof

Besides our own individual pursuits out of working hour ,
Sergeant Steve Harrison is busy forming us into an Ayios
Nikolaos detachment wine and woof appreciation society. In
which every so often, we go out and see how much we can
wine and woof in one evening, and still appreciate it in the
morning.
529
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No need for bright spades
to fiddle about with this

The

O .i/c

RECORDS

AVERT YOUR GAZE! THIS IS WHERE
THEY ALL ARE
Foremen of Signals w ith 259 Squadron
Lefc to right : Staff-Sergeant L. Sant, Staff-Sergeant P. Charles,
W .0 .11 J. Lee, Staff-Sergeant G. Brindle, W .0. 1 E. Short, StaffSergeant R. Edwards, W.0.1 M. Kenyon , W .0.11 D. Lanyon

IUSTBILIUT
·1BMI
needs officers

;

For the Combatant Arms and
Services.
Service as Lieutenant, Captain or Major in
the British Army could qualify you for a
short service or permanent commission with
the Australian Regular Army. Desirable
maximum age limit is 32 years (42 years with
special qualifications).

Medical and Dental Officers for
short service commissions.
If you are a medical or dental practitioner
whose qualifications are registerable in the
Commonwealth of Australia, we invite you
to apply for a short service commission in the
R.A.A.M.C. or R.A.A.D.C. Your appointment
would carry the minimum rank of Captain
but it is restricted to male members of the
professions, preferably under the age of
40 years.
~~~~~~~~

If your application is successful, you will be
commissioned in the U.K. and travel to
Australia with your family. You will have
good pay, excellent prospects of promotion
and a generous pension or gratuity scheme.
You and your family can take advantage of
Australia's boundless opportunities and high
standard of living in the world's best climate.

For complete details call or write to:
PROMINENT PERSONALITIES OF 259 SQUADRON
Our Corporal Lovell and our Signalpuss Thomas •

I

!i

Our GA.481 is the only
all-solid-state 100 W
broadband linear amplifier in
full scale production. It covers
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and
can be used with any HF
man pack to form a 100 W
man - portable or vehicle station.

Recruiting Officer,

Australian Army Staff,
Australia House, Strand, London, WC2
01 -836 2435 extension 356

Tlae .Need is llrgent lorMEl\' 'S,

WOMEN•s

AND

CHILDREN'S

CLOTHING
Plt>ase St>nd what yoa. can spare to the
1'-' t>llare Section

It measures 12W' X 12" X 4%"
and operates from its own
battery or from a 24V vehicle
supply, without the need fora
converter. But the big point is
thatthere are no tuning or
loading controls to adjust.
And as it's fully protected

against excessive drive and
cannot be damaged by
mismatches such as broken or
short circuited aerials, there's
nothing much to go wrong.
The GA.481 has already
been supplied to British and
Overseas Armed Forces and is
in quantity production. Now.

Redifon Limited,
Communications Division,
Broomhill Road,
London SW.18.

IREDIFONCI
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation
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The Volunteers

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (V)
Wanstead

-=--=

Exer c i s e Free dom and Celeb rate Royal S ii.t11als
iiOtb Anniversary

Brigadier A. J. Jackson and Brigadier C. C. Fairweat her, C.B., C. B.E., T.D., D.L. join Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Evans, M.B.E. and his officers
for this group photograph of 34th (Northern} Signal Regiment (V) Officers Mess

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V)
Tyne1Teesside & West R iding
Middlesbrough

\

~

! J.•)
·'' \

P ost e runp blues
HE period immediately after annual camp is alway something of an anti-climax, particularly after such a successful camp, and this year it has been made even worse by the
need for a stock check of everything the Regiment possesses
for the imminent handover by the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel P .
J. E vans, M .B.E., to his successor, now Second-in-Command,
M ajor R. M. Stewart. Our indefatigable Q.M., Captain Keith
Rothwell, achieved his ambi tion of involving the entire Regiment in this mammoth operation, which he has now completed.
With this out of the way, everyone can mrn co the more enjoyable aspects of this time of the year-such as preparing for
pre-administrative inspections.

T

, -i s i t b y G.o.c.
The Regiment was visited by Major-General G . T . A.
Armitage, C.B.E., the new G.O.C., Northumbrian District, who
was seeing something of his new parish. He was shown round
the Brambles Farm T. & A.V.R Centre by the C.O. who,
because he is also Station Commander of Teesside, conducted
the G.O.C. around the other units in the area.
E ating bis way out
The C.0 . is now well into the last lap of his marathon of
' <linings-out.' The Brambles Farm Officers' Mess, the ' out
Squadrons ' and detachments, and the Regimental Sergeants'
Mess have all had their farewell dinners, leaving only the
Regimental Officers' Mess, who finally dine him out on 10th
October at Scarborough. In replying to the farewell speeches
and thanking for the presentations, it is difficult to see how
he always finds something new to say. He presented the
Sergeants' Mess with a Vignette etching of the m ore senior
members of the Mess; this very personal gift will have a
place of honour in their ante room. I t is rumoured that
' Picasso ' Evans has a similar treat in store for the officers.

~

,

,.

'"rJ:IE 36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) exercised
Jts F r eedom of the Borough of Red bridge on Sunday
27th September. The Freedom was originally granted by th~
Borough of Wanstead and Woodford in April, 1963, to 45th
(Essex) Signal R egi ment, T .A., which subsequently became
one of the Squadrons of 36th Regiment, on the reorganisation
of the Reserve Army in April, 1967. When the Greater London
Coun cil was created, Wanstead and Woodford merged with
l lford to form Red bridge, and the Freedom was transferred to
the new Borough in 1966.
T•his was the first time the Freedom of Redbridge had been
exercised, and this year was chosen to celebrate the SOth
Ann iversary of the Royal Corps of ignals. There was also
great significance in the fact that Lieutenant-Colonel B. E . M.
Prophet, T .D., T. & A.V. R., taking command of the R egiment on 12th October, from Lieutenan t-Colonel M. L. WiJlway,
as the first Volunteer C.O. of the unit, was the Parade Comma nder.
The vehicle party, of 30 vehicles and trailers, formed up
at R.H.Q. in Wanstead with representatives from the fou r
S9uadrons of the R egiment, H.Q. Squadron, 44 (Cinque Ports)
S ignal Squadron, based in Gilling:1a m; 45 (Essex) Signal
Squadron, based in Brentwood, Colchester and Ilford; 54
(East Anglia) Signal Squad ron, based in Cambridge, Norw ich
and Bedford, with the Regimental L.A.D., R.E.M.E. Scammel
recovery vehicle as ' tail-end Charl ie.' With D .R. outriders
and the police covering all major junctions, the vehicle party
paraded around the borough on a pre-arranged route.
In the centre of Ilford the vehicles were joined by the
march ing party (Regimental Corps of Drums, contingent of
men, contingent of W.R.A.C.) and this party preceded the
vehicles along the High Road, where the sal ute was taken
on the Town Hall step s by his Worship the Mayor of Redbridge. Also amongst the guests at the Town Hall was the
Mayor of Colchester, Brigadier A. J. Jackson, Commander of
12 Signal Group (V}. Colonel R. A. Chell, T.D., Deputy Group
Commander; Colonel Sir Derek Greenaway, Bt., T .D., . D .L.,
the Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, representatives of the
T . & A.V.R. Associations, Borough Deputy Lieutenants and
representatives of industry and youth organisations .
After the parade, guests were entertained in the Officers'
Mess at the Ilford Drill Hall, and there was an 'Open Day'
at the Centre, where a display of the Regiment's vehicles and
equipment was set up, with a demonstration of the Regiment's

Captai n M. M. Ski llen and Staff-Sergeant Trevor, R. A.M.C. , as seen
through t he eyes of the Volunteer Recruits

R. SPENCE & Co.,
IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171/2

R l C HM 0 N D

LTo.

•
Established 1788

*

GAS

Have you placed a standing order for a copy of The Wire?
Why not do so now!
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R egime n tal c o cktail party
On the previous evening, 26th September, the annual Regimental cocktail party was held at the Stationers' Hall in
London. The occasion was marked with a presentation of a
silver salver from the officers of the Regimenr to Lieutenan tColoneJ M. L . Willway and a bouquet of flowers to Mrs.
Willway, with the good wishes of all present for their new
posting to Reading. Lieut enant-Colonel Willway made a farewell presentation to the Regiment of a silver cigar ette box,
which was received by the Honorary Colonel, Sir Derek
Greenaway. Principal guests included M ajor-General W. N.
R. Scotter (Chief of Staff, Southco), Mr. Patrick Jenkin, M.P.
for Wanstead and Woodford; Mr. Ted Cooper, M.P., for
Ilford South; Brigadier A. J . Jackson, Commander 12 Signal
Group (V); Brigadier IL B. Jolly, D eputy Lieutenant of Redbridge; M r. J. W. S. T elford, D eputy Mayor of Redbridge;
Colonel A. N oble, Vice-President, T . & A.V.R. Council;
Colonel G . S. H. Dicker, Chairman, East Anglia T . & A.V. R.
A sociation, and Colonel R. A. Chell, Deputy Commander, 12
Signal Group (V).

The Jle giment does its own thing (by balloon,
c anoe or jus t Rat f eet)

and varied have been the activities of 38th Signal
M ANYRegiment
ince annual camp in June.
(V}

AGENTS
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role. There was also a .22 rifle competition for all visitors over
13 years old, a display by the Regimental Corps of Drums, and
displays of Regimental silver and photographs of the unit's
activities.
36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) with nine
centres throughout East Anglia and South East England, has
an establishment of over 600 men and women and is over 90
per cent recruited. It is felt that with the publicity created
by l"ne parade, the other 10 per cent should not be difficult
to obtain.

38th Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Sheffield

HARD W ARB FOR CA MP MAINTBNANCE
LAW N MOWERS AND GARDBN TOOLS
ELECTRIC W ASfilNG MACHINBS AN D CLEANERS
BBDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MA ITRBSSBS
GLASS AND ClilNA
PRAMS AND CYCLBS

CALOR

36th REGIMENT O PEN DAY
The Mayor of Redbridge chatting with (left to right) : Lieutenant Cassanet W .R.A.C., Sergeant Sisseam W .R.A.C., Lieutenant-Colonel
Willway and (extreme' right} Mayor of Colchester

REDBR JDGE TOWN HALL, DAIS PARTY
Left to right : Brigadi er Jolly, Colonel Sir Stuart Mallinson, Colonel

Sir Derek Greenaway (Honorary-Colonel), Mayor of Redbridge,
Mayor of Colchester, lieutenant- Colonel W illway (Commanding
Officer}, Colonel Chell, Colonel Everingham, Brigad ier Jackson and
Colonel Dicker
THE W I RE , NOVE M BER - D E CEMBER 1970

46 Squadron, mas terminded by Lieutenant Wright and
Second-L ientenant Millar, have been busy provid ing the communications both by line and radio for the Army Canoe Championship s held in Nottingham and in demon trating a DU
link from Leicester to As'nby de la Zouch. tar performer on
the latter occasion was Sergeant Delany with a bogged lineJaying L and Rover.
64 Squadron congratulate M ajor Revill upon h i appointment as Second-in-Command, although hi keen ense of
hum our (particularly between 01.00 and 04.00 hours) will be
533

attacks ' on the city which take place every six months or so.
The latest of these, for the week of 21st September, produced 165 applicants of whom we expect to attest 20%.
The interest. a~oused by the display at the Royal Exchange
was most gra~fymg and we are grateful to 30th Signal Regiment for lendmg us the tent and photo-boards, without which
we would have been stuck.
.\ sJgnificout social event
On the evening of 22nd September we were honoured by a
private visit of the Ch~ef of Defence Staff, Marstial of the
Royal Air Force, Sir Charles Elworthy, G.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
M.V.0., D.F.C., A.F.C., accompanied by the Signal Officer-inChief, Major-General P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., and the
Honorary Colonel, Colonel T. B. Langton, M.C.
There was a full turn-out for the visit and the C.D.S. saw
parachute ground training in preparation for the 'jumps' which
~ake place most weekends, the latest recruits being hammered
mto shape, and the progressive morse and commcen training.
Our guests visited the Lynx Club, where they met such
stalwarts as Corporal Rae Kettle and Corporal Colin Brown
amongst many others of the throng. The Warrar.t Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess al5'0 produced a reception committee headed
by R.S.M. Dave Wood, who at 4 p.m. that afternoon had been
in Stoke-on-Trent taking over the Michelin tyre company.
A buffet supper in the Officers' Mess rounded off what for
us was a most pleasant and memorable occasion.

[Courr<sy: J:Jlackbum 1'1mu

INTREPID BALLOONISTS
93 Squadron contribute to Blackburn show by a running commentary
given by Signalman Ronald Wilson (left) from a balloon during flight

adly missed. The first exercise under the new 0.C., Major
Bradley, went very well. It's title 'Honours Even' appears to
have been very apt.
87 Squadron are very sorry to lose their Admin. Officer,
Captain Jones, to the School's Liaison Team, but wish him well
and hope for many new recruits!
93 Squadron had a very succes~ful appearance at Blackburn
Show where V:1e presence in the Squadron of W.R.A.C. caused
many interest:ng questions and an adventurous volunteer,
Signalman Ronald Wilson, who 'flew ' by balloon. His flight
and radio commentary were widely admired and reported.
A Corps first, surely, in the field of ground to balloon communications? Two experienced ' recruits ' were welcomed in
August, ex-Regulars-W.0.I R R. Hudson and Sergeant Lewer.
H.Q. Squadron, under their new O.C., Major (Q.M.) Ken
Pilley, welcome W.0.I R. Peake as M.T.O., having said farewell to Sergeant Jack.
ew faces have also appeared at R.H.Q., Major (QM.)
Worsley coming from Singapore, as Captain {Q.M.) Stephens
deputs for Hong Kong. R.QM.S. Hammill, from Cyprus, to
replace R.Q.M.S. lzod who retires to a life of leisure. We hope
all these peop:e will be happy in their new habitat.
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Royal Signals, a
grand ball was held in Sep:ember at the Palace Hotel, Buxton.
The Lord and Lady Mayoress of Sheffield, Mayor and
Mayoress of Derby, G.O.C. Yorkshire D istrict, Major-General
The Earl Cathcart, Colonel Grimwood-Taylor and others all
graced the event with their presence. Dancing until 3 a.m. to
the Royal Signals Dance Band, swimming before breakfast, a
most memorable event.

39th (City of London) Signal
Regiment (Volunteers)
Progress
INCE the last notes the Regiment has settled down to its
winter training programme and attendances have been
maintained at a high level; the Drill Hall is packed on a

THE CORPS IN THE HEART OF THE CITY
39th Regiment's recruiting display outside the Royal Exchange did
good business

Abroad again
In just a few weeks, before these notes go into print, we
will have completed Exercise 'Harvest Festival.' Soon detachments depart for Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar and B.A.O.R., the
Parachute Squadron, aided and abetted by the special boat
section, Royal Marines, ' drop, like the gentle rain from
heaven,' all over central Denmark.
To achieve this ' drop ' we travel by RAF and sea ferry to
Denmark, get p:cked up and ' dropped ' by 7th Air Commando,
U.S.A.F., and return to U.K. by some means or other; as
things stand at the moment it will probably be five-penny post.
We hope to have some photographs of these exercises and
we have arranged B.B.C. London coverage of the drop.
To all those ex-Corps men and girls who sit around in the
evening watching 'tele ' in London, Tunbridge Wells and
Dundee (where we have Squadrons), 79, Worship Street, E.C.2,
is the address to contact. It's all happening here, why not .join
in?

Brigade, RF.A., they were the first T.A. RegJmcnt to be
mechanised. As 65th Field Regiment, R.A., they fought at
Dunkirk, in North Africa, and in Western Europe. On expansion of the T.A. in 1939, 65th Field formed a second Regiment, 118th Field, who landed in Singapore, 14 days before
the capitulation.
In 1955, the Regiment consisted of six units which, in that
year, were reduced to three. In 1961 rlley were reduced to
one, 265 Light A.D. Regiment, which had originally been
formed as a H.A.A. Regiment in 1947. In 1967 the Regiment
became the London and Kent Regiment, T.A.
The Squadron, commanded by Major C. Robinson, trains
on Tuesday evenings with M.T. Troop at Bromley; S.H.Q.,
Q Troop and T.M. Troop are at BexJeyheath.

NEW AUDIO VISUAL TRAINING METHODS
Trainee Comcen Operators and staff of 32nd (Scottish) Signal
Regiment (V) look pleased with this new approach to keyboard
instruction

UK or European posting?

Step off the plane
a1J_d into a new car !

A brlel hiswry of • • •

H.Q. {265 London & Kent) Signal
Squadron (V)
Squadron was formed in January, 1969, from the
T HIS
London and Kent Regiment, RA., on the disbandment

NOW T RY AND GET AWAY
Sergeant Lincoln and Corporal Ambler getting to grips with two
potential recruits

Tuesday evening and we are fast running out of operator
training places. Fortunately the last few recruits have wanted
to be drivers and cooks so the problem has been self-solving.
We are within sight of having to divide the trainees into two
shifts with one evening each, as opposed to the present system
of Tuesday ' classes,' Thursday ' skills."
They co11tl11ue to pour in
Recruiting has been going well; there is a constant stream
of two or three recruits each week, subsidised by our 'recruiting

of T. &! A.V.R. III. It is the H.Q. Squadron of 7lst Signal
Regiment 01) with R.H.Q. at Bromley, Kent. A cadre retains
the title.
The London and Kent Regiment has its earliest historical
links with the Yellow Company of the London Train Bands
and the Camberwell Association, formed in 1543 to protect
the then Princess Elizabeth. With the Volunteers of the
Napoleonic Wars, there are more tangible links in the form
of property, such as the colours of the St. Paul's and Temple
Bar Association and the drun1s of the Loyal Greenwich Water
Fencibles (known as the Nelson Drums, as they were beaten
at his funeral).
The true history of the Squadron began with the Volunteer
movement of 1858/9, and among its predecessors are those
who after 1908 were called 7th City of London Battalion,
The London Regiment (The Shiny Seventh), 21st and 24th
Battalions, The London Regiment (the 1st Surrey Rifles and
The Queen's), 20th Battalion, The London Regiment, The
8th London Howitzer Brigade, RF.A., and me 4th Battalion
The London Regiment, Royal Fusiliers. Both the Surrey
Rifles and the Shiny Seventh played conspicuou parts in
the battle for High Wood, and in 1916 the 1st Surrey Rifles
won two V.C.s.
Most of the Regiment's predecessors became Gunners via
the Searchlight Battalions, RE. Only the 8th London Howitzer
Brigade, since their formation as Kent Artillery Volunteers in
1859 have been Gunners throughout. In 1926 as 65th Field
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1970
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E x t•rcise ' AU StJr ' ' •
R.H.Q. and the main Commccn were based on R.A.F.
Carnaby, a disused airfield outside Bridlington. We worked C41,
Cll and Dll links to eight other locations spread all over
East Yorkshire.
Communications were good (averaging 92 %) being barely
disrupted by crash moves and night attacks from the recruits.
At the height of the exercise, we were honoured with a visit
from the G.O.C. Northern Ireland, Lieutenant-General Sir Ian
F reeland, K.C.B., D .S.O., who flew from Ulster for the day,
especially to sec the Regiment in action. He had a whirlwind
tour, accompanied by Brigadier A. J. Jackson, our Group Commander, and the C.O., which included a recruit quarter guard
(the R.S .M. nearly had kittens at the suggestion, but it was
really good), a detailed look at tile recruits under training and
the Regiment under field conditions.
T h e li ghte r

G.O .C.'S VISIT WAS A CHEERFUL ONE
The visit of Lieutenant-General Sir Ian Freeland (G.O.C. Northern Ireland) to the 40th Regiment at camp clearly got off to a good start
Left to right: Brigadier Jackson (Group Commander), Lieutenant-General Sir Ian Freeland, Lieutenant-Colonel Hall (Commanding Officer),
Major G ill esp ie
'

As one can imagine with 540 men and women, mostly
' I rishmen,' in Scarborough, it wasn't all work. We had a very
successful all ranks' dance in the first week which gave the
more enterprising invaders some time to consolidate gains.
There were frequent Officers' and Sergeants' M ess p arties and
a lively mid-weekend when we were joined by our sponsored
IIA colleagues from 81 Squadron. The highligh t of this weekend was a drumhead service followed by an Officers v. S.N.C.Os.
cricket m atch, with R.S.M. Crampton doing fearful damage
ro Colonel H all's bowling-26 off tile first over-and 'Farmer'
(Lieutenant) H arry Squa nce scything balls to all boundaries
with a style based more on hurley than cricket.
One s:adder moment was the farewell to O.C. 81 Squadron,
Major Peter Dixon, after 18 years, a nd the S.S. V ., W.0.11 Bob
Gaff, who has served for 10 years. 81 Squadron gave them a
great send off; roll on th e nex t reunion!
In addition to the G .O .C., the Honorary Colonel and
Brigadier Jackson, we were honoured by a visit from Colonel
D. Shearer and Lieutenant-Colonel F. Nangle, from Ulster,
and Colonel Robin Chell, from London. We enjoyed having
them all, and hope th eir memory of Irish hospitality stays
bright.
·
So we said a reluctant fa rewell once more to Major Bevan's
Burniston Barracks and to the bevy of beauty which abounds by
the beaches. We needed that 18-hour journey back to recover
from all our hard work, but there is to be no respite if we
are to be ready for Europe nex:t year-will Europe be ready
for us?

-Xote to the Dress Couunittee

Al\'NUAL CAMP 1970

• I.-ish Peace-keepe.-s in East Riding '

"A

THREE-DAY 'war ' sprang up in the East Riding this
week, with Ulster soldiers rapidly deploying and blending into the surrounding countryside to restore peace.'' Thus
spake the Hull and Yorkshire Times front page on Friday, 18th
eptember. It wasn't quite accurate, we were practising our
B.A.O.R. role, not internal security, but at least the people of
the East Riding discovered why their country lanes were full
of vehicles from Ulster's Signal Regiment.
A ve.-y successful camp

We set out to do three things at camp:
- Bring all our recruits to trained soldier standard.
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-Classify or upgrade as tradesmen all those who were within
reaching distance of a Trade Board.
-Mount a Regimental exercise based on our war role and,
of course, look after all our visitors.

Green stretch slacks are ideal field wear for W.R.A.C. They
keep the girls warm and everyone else awake.

'70 FAMILY MODELS

IRIUMPH~~15%OFF 'wgg~~H
•
2000 £952 •

OR

LIST PRICES '

SLASHED

PEUGEOT

•

ALL 70 MODELS '
DISCOUNT PRICES
"FROM ONLY £636 •

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Specifications, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Call, 'Phone
or Write to:

Mr. P. BRENNAN DUPLEIX
of WA.LTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 < 1 ~!:;~!~ 1 ~)··
IMPORTER -

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

(We have Agents in the U.K. too)

CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or Teleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,253.
Those appointed must accept lia~ility _for shift duf:ies
covering nights, weekends and public ho!Jda_y~ for :vhich
additional allowances are payable. Opportunioes CXJst for
Overseas Service.

Recruits
We have already held three recruit pass-off parades this year,
but even so there were 100 soldiers still in the recruit stage,
five squads of them, making the square at Burniston Barracks
ring with their studded ammunition boots (still standard issue
for T. & A.V.R. in Northern Ireland). It looked and sounded
like the busiest days of National Service, but by the end of
their 14-day course they had classified on two weapons, provided ' enemy ' on the exercise, passed a detailed written
examination, passed the assault course, and provided a quarter
guard for the G.O.C. Northern Ireland.
They passed out, after a skilled demonstration of drill, by
marching past the Honorary Colonel, Colonel J. McCann, who
congratulated them on the progress made.
Trade trainln~
The Trade Training Wing finished camp having qualified 31
as Class III tradesmen, and upgraded 35 to Class II Standard.
All joined their Squadrons for th e high peak of camp- Exercise
' All Stir V.'

-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new:-

s ide

Jn rear : R.S.M . Crampton, S.S. M. Lawson and, hiding himself, Major Campbell (Train ing Major)

40th Ulster
Signal Regt. (V)
Belfast

BAOR • • • • • ?•

All first appointments are temporary but with excellent
prospects of becoming establishe_d (i.e. perynanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.

Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been Briti:ih
since birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to:

AS IF BORN TO IT
The L.A.D. sort out their camouflage in expert style under the
direction of Staff-Sergeant Eaton

Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM,
Glos. GLS2 SAJ.
Telephone: Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270
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HOME OWNERSHIP
Widespread publicity has be n given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans, and would-

be HOME OWNERS who did not make positive plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans

or even the promise of loans.
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan
for hou e purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone
on idering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start,
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the
higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase.
Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where y-0u are stationed, no
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW.

SCHOOL FEES
lo spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Ac ts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially
reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme pr<>vides IM"MEDIATE funds for school fees
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil.

THE PIONEERS AND THE ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) XI
Bae~ raw : J. Taylor, Corporal Gipson (16th Signal Regiment), Staff-Sergeant Moon (2nd Signal Regiment), Lance-Corporal Luckett (13th Signal
Regiment), ~eorge Pope (Derbyshire & England), Don Cutler, Lance-Corporal Drummond (21st Signal Regiment), Tony Pope (Derbyshire),

Mike Hendrick (Worcestershire), Corporal Taylor (7th Signal Regiment), Alf Pope (Derbyshire), Lieutenant Coltman (2nd Signal Regiment),
Rodney Cass (Worcestershire), Glenn Turner (Worcestershire and New Zealand)
F~ont row: Lance-Corporal Kirk (13th Signal Regiment), Sergeant Merrick (13th Signal Regiment), Sergeant Emmott (13th Signal Regiment,
Lieutenant-Colonel Butler (21st Signal Regiment), Lance-Corporal Howells (13th Signal Regiment), Lance-Corporal Commons (HQ BAOR),
J. Lewis (Hampshire), J. East (Hampshire) and J. Abraham

Cricket report from 13th Regiment

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family .Security combined with
Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.10.6 monthly for those liable to tax at 8 /3 in the£ will give
the family man aged 30 next immediate family protection of £39,360 and an anticipated cash sum -0f £35,000
free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65.
We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be on investment. Endowment
assurances on a with profit basis and / or linked with unit trust investments in the equity or property market can
produce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more
important, is the part it can play in providing you financial security in retirement.

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.),
ervices Advisory Bureau Manager.

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD.
17/l'J Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.
Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227

S

EPTEMBER has passed quickly. Our activities have been
varied, as usual, and it is pleasant to record that the sun
shone for most of the time.
However, everyone said that it would probably rain on
14th September-and it did! This was the day on which Royal
Signals (B.A.0.R.) XI was to play a touring cricket side called
the Pioneers, skippered by Lieutenant-Colonel N. A. Butler of
21st Signal Regiment. The Pioneers included many notable
players, as a glance at our photograph will show. Play did
not begin until mid-afternoon, but at least the players found
an enjoyable way of filling their time and exercising their right
arms! When play did get under way, the faithful spectators
were rewarded with a grand display of batting. Glen Turner

(Worcestershire and New Zealand) scored a very rapid 72.
The Pioneers declared at tea with their score at 103 for 4,
despite excellent bowling from Corporal Bert Taylor, LanceCorporal Dave Luckett and Corporal Robin Gipson.
The Signals XI batted after tea, and Lieutenant Steve Coltman (2nd Signal Regiment) did extremely well to score 26
before being caught on the boundary. The Signals were determined to go for the runs, and valiant efforts by Corporal John
Howells (13th Signal Regiment) and Lance-Corporal Percy
Drummond (21st Signal Regiment) pushed the score to 58 for
5 before stumps were drawn at 18.00 hours.
The Signals XI acquitted themselves well, and we hope
that this is me rebirth of Corps (B.A.0.R.) cricket.

Royal Signals Yacht Club (B.A.O,R.)

The result, of course, gave Royal Signals a comfonable
victory and so we are the first holders of the Hadrian's Cup.
The latter was presented to Staff Sergeant Kitchen by
Lieutenant-Colonel Atkinson, Chairman of R.E.M.E. Sailing,
amid me usual sailors' post mortem in the club bar.

After one abortive attempt to sail the annual dinghy match
against R.E. ' .E. a re-sail was arranged at the British Weser
Yacht Club. These are not the best waters in which to sail
an inter-Corps match but circumstances enforced this venue.
R.E.M.E. were ' at home ' this year and presented a challenge
cup for the winners of our annual encounter with them. The
trophy was purchased by funds from A.A.S. Carlisle and is
known as Hadrian's Cup.
In the first race we finished narrowly ahead by 1f points.
Having carefully taken note of the course followed by the
' local' in the first round we were better equipped with local
knowledge to sail subsequent rounds. What was most encouraging was the performance of Lance-Corporal Parrotte who comfortably won the first race and came econd in the next. He
was sailing his first-ever Corps representative match.
The two races were separated by a splendid cold buffet
or curry lunch and so we took to the water in the afternoon
feeling replete. This, however, did not deter our performance
and although a R.E.M.E. boat was first across the finishing line
our boats finished in a block- 2nd (Lance-Corporal Parrotte),
3rd (Staff Sergeant Kitchen), 4th (Major Hartnett) and 5th
(Captain Collins).
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Sailing in Cyprus
The August-September issue of THE WIRE gave an account
of the Corps offshore sailing activities in the U.K., with
Skywave and Quicksilver both enjoying a successful season.
Previous issues have given publicity to the Corps yacht in the
Far East - Brigand of Changi, whilst Pecasus still provides
enjoyment to our enthusia ts in B.A.0.R.
To complete the scene we have ome news about Cyprus.
Plans have been going ahead to tran fer Brigand there on the
run-down of forces East of Suez. It is possible that she will be
shipped via Gibraltar tO Malta and sailed from there to Cypru
by some of our lusty sailors stationed in the area.
Meanwhile, t0 satisfy the present lack of a yacht for members
of the Corps on those sun-drenched shores, NEARELF acquired
earlier in the year a second-hand 3!-ton loop named Mhairi.
(A picture and description appeared in ihe October/N<JWmber

'Wire').
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Royal Signals Hockey
Corps trials. 24th

eptcruber

The season opened with the Corps trials held at tbe Central Ground,
Cattcrick. on Friday, 25th eptember. In spite of the number of pl11yers
unable to attend ll \'Ct}' reasonable standard of hockey was achieved and
e\'Cral new names added to the list of possible players.
(Secretary's note:
ext year' trials arc due to be ployed on Fridny,
24th epcember).

SIJ(luds , .• Thistfo.s

Won 1-0

The season opened in grand scyle with an c ·tremely good, open game
-iiainst the Thistles which the Corps won 1-0. (According to the
~tary'
records (1954 onwards) this i the first time the Corps has
won this match).
The mo
impressive feature of the game was the way the players
combined to play Cm con tructive hockey based upon possession of the ball.
Particular mention should be made of Sergeant Allen Coldwell and Captain
Geoff Allen in defence, Corporal Peter Ha\•lin and Captain Jim McLuckie
in auac:k, and Second-Lieutenants Willy Brewin (goal scorer) and John
Cook who played <:Atrcrnely well in their fir t representative match.
Tum: Sergeant Morgan; Second-Lieutenant Cook and Sergeant Coldwell;
Lieutenant Barry, Captain Allen and Major Gregory; Corporal Boardman,
econd-Lieutenant Brewio, Lieutenant Chubb, Captain 1'.1cLuckic and
Corporal Havlin.

6th Signal Reglmeut , .• Thistles

Lost 0-1

A last-minute cancellation b}· the Infantry left the Thistles without a
game for Monday, 28th September, the last day of their tour. Much to
their delight C.O. 8th Regiment (Lieutenant-Colonel Akass) offered to
raise n Regimental side to play them.
Having been fortWlate enough to persuade Sergeant Allen Coldwell to
remain behind, the side was: Sergeant ' Taffy ' Morgan, Sergeant Allen
Coldwell, CaPtain Don Reed, Sergeant 'Andy' Neilson, Corporal John
Boardman, Sergeant ' Paddy ' Hyde, Corporal Peter Havlin , Sergeant
'Dicky' Forster, Staff Sergeant Peter Gilmon.
The match was a good, Cast, open game with exchanges evenly matched,
the only goal coming early in the first halC from a good shot by the
Tbi ties outside-Jc!~. After this both defences tightened-up their play, and
in spite of the Regiment creating several chances, prevented further scoring.
Based upon the strength of the opposition this was an e>.~mely good
result and a great boost for 8th Regiment's hockey prospects this season.

Ignals v. Dor et' A'

Lost 1-2

To assess the potential of play<rs not available for the trial the following
side was selected: Sergeant Green; Secood-Lleutennnt Cook and Sergeant
Caldwell; Lieutenant Barry, Second-Lieutenant Brewin and Major GTegory;
Second-Lieutenant Burnagc, Major Moss, Captain McLuckic, SecondLieutenant Hutt and Corporal Havlin.
Once again the players settled down well and soon had the Dorset
side under JM"es ure which was maintained dtroughout the first half. During
this period an infringement outside the Dorset 'D ' enabled the Corps to
create a scoring chance which was taken by Hun.
Aftu the interval Dorset tightened-up their game and managed to
break the Corps grip of mid-field play, open the game up and score
two good opportwlist goals to take the rrurtch.

Late results
Corps 2, R.A.C. O; Corps 6, R .A.P.C. O; Corps 1, R .A.M.C./
R.A.0.C. O; Corps 1, R.A.M.S. 0.

Corps Canoeists play major part in Army victory
A strong Corps contingent was selected to represent the
Army at the Inter-Services Canoe Championships held at
Grantully, Scotland, on 25th and 27th September.
The following results show the prominent part the Corps
representatives rook in contributing to an overall Army victory.
Sprint Championship<
Kr (Class r) r,ooo metres: lst, Royal Navy; md, Royal Navy;
3rd. Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow (School of Signals); 4th, LanceCorporal D. D. Wink (School of Signals).
K2 (Oass 2) l,000 metres: rst, Royal Navy; 2nd, Lance-Corporal
D. D. Wink/Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow (School of Signals);
3rd, Army (Para); 4th, L=ce-Corporal R. Story/Corporal M. Bull
(School of Signals/ 30th Signal Regiment); 5th, Army (Para).
Re.suits: .Winners, Army, 38 points; runners-up, Royal Navy, 25
pomts; thnd, R.A.F.
Long Dwance Championship• (15 miles)
Kr (Class r): rn, Lance-Corporal D. D . Wink (School of Signals);
2nd, Royal Navy; 3rd, Lance-Corporal R. M. PawlCXY (School of
ignals); 4th, Army (Para).
K2 (Class 2): ut, Royal - avy; 2nd, Lance-Corporal R. Story/
Corporal M. Bull (School of Signals/30th Signal Regiment); 3rd,
Army (Para); 4th, Royal Navy; 5th, Army (R.E.); 6th, Corporal V.
B10gllam/Lance-Corporal S. H. Hebden (both of 2 Divisional H.Q.
and Signal Regiment).
Re.suit : :Winners, Army, 170 points; runners-up, Royal Navy, 169
pomu; third, R .A.F.

Slalom Ch<»npionsl11ps
Kt Team Event (teams of three): th overall (2nd Army), Sergeant
J. Cornforth, 24th Signal Regiment, Sergeant M. A. Brett, School
o{ Signals, Lance-Corporal A. Robinson, 3oth Signal Regiment.
K1 Individual (36 entries): 8th (4th in Army). Lance-Corporal A .
Robinson, 30th Signal Regiment ; 9th (5th in Army), Sergeant M.
A. Brett, School of Signals; 13th (7th in Army), Sergeant J. Cornforth, .24th Signal Regiment .
C1 (Canadian single canoes) : 7th, Sergeant M. A. Brett, School
of Signals.
Results: Winners Royal
avy ; runners-up, Army; third, R.A.F.

Corps Goll

Play on Wednesday finished at 23.30. By this stage two
competitors had made a name for themselves, LieutenantColonel Talbot and Lieutenant-Colonel Patterson, better
known during the tournament as the ' terrible twins.' Obvious
gamesmanship was exhibited by these competitors in that they
addressed each other consistently as ' Colonel.'
On a more serious note, several performances were rather
encoura~ing. Corporal Brown, of 11th Signal Regiment, and
Apprentice Tradesman Sinclair, from Harrogate, Sergeant Salt,
of 610 Troop, and Major Oehlers, School of Signals, were the
semi-finalists. Each had played four singles matches in the day
- quire a feat in itself.

The captain of Corps golf reports:
The Corps team completed its best season for some years
with two good wins in October. The first was against the
Ironsides at Hankley Common G.C. on 7th October, when the
result was 9-3 in our favour. Then on 13th October we defeated
R.A.M.C. by 10-2 at Swinley Forest G.C.
The overall results for me season are: Played 11, won 8,
lost 3.
The Corps Autumn Meeting was held at Woking G.C. on
29th September with well over 30 golfers competing. It was
particularly pleasing to see several players from the Catterick
area.
The annual general meeting of the Royal Signals Golfing
Society was held after the Autumn Meeti.ng on 29th September.
The trophies won at both the Spring and Autumn Meetings
were presented by Major-General Eric Cole. The winners
were:
Spring Meeting: Royal Signals Championship Challenge
Cup, Major R. B. Carroll; Royal Signals Open Championship,
Major R. B. Carroll; Royal Signals Handicap Challenge Cup,
Captain S. Cowan.
Autumn Meeting: Individual Handicap Challenge Bowl,
Brigadier A. J. Jackson; Veterans' Trophy, Major R. T. Newbery; Foursomes' Challenge Cup Colonel D. D. Fairman and
Major J. D. Norfolk.
The election of officers for 1970 was as follows: President,
Brigadier A. J. Jackson; Captain of Golf, Colonel A. T. Scott;
Secretary, Colonel G. D. T. Harris.
The Secretary wishes to inform all golfers that the team to
represent the Corps at the Army Meeting next year will be
decided in general on the results of our own Spring Meeting
at Woking in early March, 1971. Details will be circulated in
due course.

The fight for final pluel11g~
Thursday, 1st October, saw a more relaxed morning's badminton from the organisation point of view. Tension in the
players, however, grew as the fight for places in the finals
cook place.
Captain Price and Y. of S. McLougblin were to play Majors
Oehlers and Moores in the final of the Unit doubles. A repeat
performance was then to rake place for the open doubles.
There had been little cross-pairing because of the lack of
experience within the Corps. Major Oehlers to play a young
Apprentice Tradesman in the men's singles and Mrs. Oehlers
to play Corporal Swailes (W.R.A.C.) for the ladies' singles
title.
Corporal Swailes partnered by Private Farnworth to play
Mrs. Oehlers and Mrs. Smith in the ladies' doubles. Major and
Mrs. Oehlers to play W.0.1 Holland and Captain Smith
(W .R.A.C.) for the mixed titles.
In the veterans Lieutenant-Colonel Talbot and Major Moores
were to meet in combat and the plate would bring together
Lieutenant E. Heasman and Signalman Glendinning.
The finals began at 14.00 and each half-hour saw a new
champion and a disappointed runner-up. A full list of all title
holders and runners-up are given below.
Badminton was not all-the girls were worth watching and
glasses clinked at the bar.
At 17.00 the play was over and Lieutenant-Colonel Newman
presented the cup on behalf of the President of Corps Badminton, Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, who could not attend the
tournament.
The Unit Cup was won by the School of Signals.
In fact the School of Signals Badminton Club took all the
titles at the competition, speaking very highly of the standard
in the club and the facilities available in Blandford.

Swan Centre - Swan Song?
Badrnin.ton. malo.es it.s debut as an. olficiallu
sponsored Corps sport
Major R. S. Clayton, Corps Badminton Secretary, writes:

Good entries
Although this week may have seen the Swan Centre's Swan
Song, a new Corps sport and a new Corps team have arisen
from the dust of the first annual Royal Signals Badminton
Tournament.
The tournament was held on 30th September and 1st
October in t{1e Swan Centre of 30th Signal Regiment. Competitions were held for men's singles, ladies' singles, unit
doubles, open doubles, mixed doubles, ladies' doubles and
veterans. A plate competition was also run for those competitors
losing in their first game of singles.
The original plans for the tournament envisaged the use of
the Swan Centre only but very rapidly the number of entries
grew until the number of courts available had to be increased.
In the Swan Centre there are two courts but we needed over
40 hours' badminton. We had to use 30th Signal Regiment and
School of Signals gymnasia.
lUajor and Mrs. Oehlers hnrtl to beat
Eventually 38 people entered the men's singles competmon
and Wednesday, 30th September, saw 134 matches bring all the
competitions to the semi-final stages. Even at this stage the
name Oehlers was apparent-it was in six of the eight competitions. Major and Mrs. Oehlers were set to attempt a clean
sweep (except in the veterans!).
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Also available: Apricot Brandy, Creme de Cacao,
Creme de ~[enthe, Claeryn Young Genever etc.
Ask for free cocktail-booklet
Erven Lucas Bois, P.O. Box 1575, Amsterdam-Holland
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Results
Men's 1ingle<: Major Oehlers beat A / T. Sinclair.
Ladies' single<: Mrs. Oehlers beat Corporal Swailes.
Open double<: M.ajor Oehlers and Major Moores beat Captajn Price
and Y. of S. McLoughlin.
Mixed doubles: Maior Oehlers and Mrs. Oehlers beat W .0 .1 Holland
and Captain Smith (W.R.A.C.).
Veteran<: Major Moores beat Lieutenant-Colonel Talbot.
Ladies' doubles: Mrs. Oehlers and Mrs. Smith beat Corporal Swailes
(W.R.A.C.) and Private Farnworth (W.R.A.C.).
Unit doubles: Schools of Signals (Maior Oehlers and Major Moores)
beat 244 Signal Squadron (Captain Price and Y . of S. McLaughlin).
Plate: Signalman Glendinning beat Lieutenant Heasman.

The tournament would have been impossible without the
willing help of many people in Blandford and elsewhere, and
we are grateful to them all and to the competitors who came
and gave alJ to produce a highly competitive tournament played
in a very sporting atmosphere.
However, the challenge is now there--can any Royal Signals
Unit topple the School in 1971?-the more the merrier.

First Corps mat<~hes
The team was: Captain Price and Y. of S. McLoughlin;
Major Clayton and Signalman Glendinning; Major Oehlers
and A/T. Sinclair; and Corporal Brown as reserve. Corporal
Brown did play in two matches.
The results were: Royal Signals 4, Sappers 5; Royal ignals
5, R.E.M.E. 4.
To come out of this first encounter with even honours augurs
well for the future of Corps Badminton.
Altogether a most successful start-now all we need is more
support from YOU!
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ROY AL SIGNALS COLOURS
BLAZER BADGES
TIES
Silk 15/Terylene 15/Wire 55/Silk 25/Wall Shields 38/Cuff Links 68/Car Badges 4-0/Crested Tankards
63/- & 84/Items made to your own design (by quotation)
U.K. Post Free

-

Overseas Po t/Packing Ties{Badges 2/0tber items S/-

17 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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Obituary------=
S. Q.M.S. H. F. Smith

234 1gnal quadron (Malta) write :
It i with regret that we have to record me death at Aldershot,
on 23rd eptembcr of Mr. H. F. Smith, ex 231S77S S.Q.M.S.
Mr. mith enlisted in the Corps in 1923 as a trumpeter. He
was one of three brothers, all of whom have erved in Royal
ignal . He was with the B.E .F. in France and wa evacuated
from Dunkirk and had since served in Malta, Italy and
Germany. He was discharged ~n ~9S2 as S.Q.M.S. an:d ~ad
ince been engaged in commumcat1on work for the Nigerian
Army.

Colonel T. S. Foster
· Tom· Foster entered the Corps from the ' Shop ' in
January, 1939. From 1940-43 he served in North Africa with
H.Q. Signals up to and including Operation 'Husky' - the
capture of Sicily. He then transferred to XXX Corps Signals
and embarked for the U .K. On 7th June, 1944, he di embarked
with that unit in France, having spent a week aboard ship at
Ipswich as part of the ' Overlord ' forces. He was Second-inComrnand. He was mentioned in despatches in Sicily and in
~orth West Europe.
After V.E. Day he spent three years as Chief Instructor of
150 0.C.T.U. In 1948 he was posted to Singapore but returned
alrno t immediately for a Staff College Course, from which he
emerged as a D.A.Q.M.G. in the War Office. In 19S2 he went
to Singapore on a three-year posting, returning to U.K. to
join c1e J.S.S.C. After a period in both 6th Armoured and 4th
Infantry Divisions in B.A.0.R., he was appointed to command
:?.3rd Regiment from 19S9-1961. Two years on the British
Atmy Staff in U.S.A. followed. He became the U .K. member
of the E.M.C.C.C. as a Colonel in 1963. He then served on the
Defence Signal Staff until 1967 when he was appointed
Inspector of Trade Training. He retired in 1969.
Tom was of a warm-hearted, genial disposition and both he
and his wife, Doreen, made many friends wherever they went.
Her death a year ago was a sad Joss to him which be bore
bravely.
Tom died suddenly on 23rd September at the early age
of SL The deep sympathy of the Corps is extended to their
three children.

Colonel P.H. Keeling, M.C., T.D.
' Phil' Keeling was born in 1884 and was educated at
Giggleswick. He enlisted in the London Electrical Engineers ·
in 1908, and was commissioned in Southern Atmy Troops
ignal Companies in 1914. From the Atmy Troops Comp3nies
the Signal Service Training Centre was formed in Bedfordshire
in 1914.
In 191S 'Phil' Keeling took SX Cable Section to Gallipoli.
He became 0.C. Signals for the ANZAC Corps heavy artillery
and won the M.C.; throughout his long life be looked back
with tremendous pleasure to the two years he spent with the
Australians. He visited their country three times and used to
ay he loved them all-male or female.
He commanded 7 Divisional Signal Company in France and
Italy in 1917-18. He finished the war in command of the 1st
Atmy Signal School.
In 1920 he joined 48th Divisional Signals, becoming C.0.
in 1924. During this time be invented a carrier for wireless
sets which was in general use until horse transport, with its
bumps, faded out. He was a fine horseman, a member of the
, ortb Warwickshire Hunt, and no T.A. unit had a better
standard of horsemastership than did 48th Divisional Signals
during hi tenure of office. He was promoted Colonel in 1929
and was Honorary Colonel from 1944-49. Competition was
fierce in 48th Divisional Signals. During World War II this
unit fathered one Brigadier, three Colonels and nine LieutenantColonels.
In civilian life P'nil was a manufacturer in Birmingham.
In retirement he lived in the country and drove himself around
in a pony trap. At the age of 80 he still fed and groomed his
pony himself. He remained very young in his outlook and was
good company. He died on 6th October at the age of 86.

Major J. Witlgery
His many friends in the Corps will learn with deep regret
of the death of Major Jim Widgery at the age of 68.
Hi service with the Corps and the T.A. stretches back over
30 year , entering boys' service with R.E. Signals in 1916,
being trained at Fenny Stratford and Maresfield. From 1920
to 1926 he saw service in Egypt and then served in India for
a further five year . In 1937 he became P.S.I. SOth Divisional
ignals and on the outbreak of war he was R.S.M. He was
with the B.E.F. in France and was in the Dunkirk evacuation.
Later he served in the Western Desert and in 1942 he was
commissioned. Retiring from tl1e Regular Atmy he later served
with the T.A.
To Major Widgery fell a singular experience when, on interception duty in November, 1918, he picked up the message
announcing the signing of the Armistice.
Major ' Jim ' possessed many sterling qualities which made
him a very popular man and earned him wide respect.
He was an annual member of the Catterick Branch of the
Association.
To his family sincere sympathy is expressed.

Lieutenant-Colonel R. (. B. Stuart
Robin Stuart, who died on 27th August, transferred to the
Corps from the Lincolnshire Re~ent having first become
known to us during attachments in Jabalpur in 1928 and in
Egypt Signals in 1929. After a 'Q' course he returned to India,
serving in Karachi, Secunderabad and Peshawar.
In the early stages of the war he was in Egypt Command
Signals and the 4th Indian Division, with whom he served in
the Sudan. On return again to India he commanded • B '
Corps, 36 Indian Divisional Signals and 201 H.Q. Signals in
S.E.A.C. He spent nearly two years in England from 1944-4S
and then commanded Kohat District Signals.
He was a professional C.O. and after only a short time as
A.A. & Q.M.G. in 1st Indian Armoured Division he commanded Northern Command Signals, Singapore District
Signals and No. 1 War Office Signal Regiment. He retired in
19S6 but kept bis connection with the Corps, being employed
for some years as an R.0. with the 14th Signal Regiment.

W.0.11 P.A. Matthews, M.M.
It is with regret that we report the death of Patrick Augustin
Matthews on 13th September.
' Paddy,' as he was known by those who had served with
him, enlisted in the 2nd Manchester Regiment in 1910 and
served in Ireland. At the outbreak of the 1918 war he went
with the B.E.F. to France and in 191S he was awarded the
N .M. Not long afterwards he transferred to the R.E.s and
served with them to the end of the war.
In the 1920s he joined the 42nd (E.L.) Divisional Signals,
T.A., and on the embodiment of the T.A. in 1939 he was
posted to Catterick. He also served at Thirsk and Prestatyn.
W.0. Matthews will always be remembered for his
enthusiasm for P.T. and sport generally. He was an understanding man and was always ready to give help and advice
to others. Many are tl1e recruits who owe a debt of gratitude,
helping them by his example and an understanding of their
problems, and helping them to become efficient soldiers.
' Paddy ' left his medals to the Royal Si~als Museum and
it is hoped that in time they will be put on display at Blandford.
Great sympathy is expressed to his son and family in their
sad loss.
·

Mr. D. Roberts
The news of the death of Mr. D . Roberts, of 20, Ring
Road, Boughton, Chester, will be received by his wide circle
of friends with much regret. Mr. Roberts was SO.
-During the war he, served with the Corps at Western Command Signal Company, later taking part in the Algerian and
Italian campaigns with 1st Atmy Signals. Afterwards he maintained his keen interest in the Corps with the local T.A. Signal
Unit in which he held the rank of R.Q.M.S. until 1966, and
he always displayed an enthusiastic interest in the work of the
Association in Chester.
For many years he was on the staff of the Cheshire County
Council, and in 19S8 he was appointed Senior Administration
Assistant in the special services section of the departmenta post he held until his death.
Great sympathy is expressed to his widow and son.

Association News --

-

Cart/ill Branch
Hon. Secretary: M. H. Jones, 42, Cartwright Lane, Fairwater,
Cardiff, CFS 3DB.
Death of Mr. John Fear
We record with deep regret the recent death of Mr. John
Fear, an Associate L ife Member of this Branch and an ardent
worker for the Regiment and for us. John will be sadly missed
by all who experienced his great interest m all our affairs
and his many valuable contributions to Regimental and Branch
functions.
Our thoughts are also with Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bolton at this
time. Gwen suffered a serious illness whilst they were on
holiday. We are happy to know that good progress is being
made and we trust Gwen's recovery will be rapid and complete.
The Corps Jubilee Year-Our thanks for
everything?
It would be remiss if we did not record a vote of thanks for
the grand hospitality accorded members who took part in the
Salisbury /Blandford and Catterick Reunions. Both events were
most memorable and were thoroughly enjoyed. We would thank
the committee and members of Bristol Branch for their kind
co-operation with us for the Salisbury /Blandford trip.
Our Catterick trip was marred this year with transport
problems. Forty miles from Cardiff the arm of the law stopped
our coach because of rear lights failure. All efforts to repair
the fault failed, as did our efforts to obtain a replacement
coach.
Five hours later a chilled, jaded and gloomy party saw dawn
break and we resumed our journey, our late arrival at Catterick
being the cause of some concern by our hosts. The welcome
we received from them very soon dispelled our gloom and our
disappointing journey became an amusing topic.
We were fairly strong in our representation of Founder
Members in the persons of Frank Gock) Matthews, Vic (Golly)
Oliver and Glen Stevens. Also present was our Honorary Life
Member Ted Whitfield.
Our departure, as usual, was delayed by our annual search
for George Brown. Panic reigned until he was unearthed and
prised from bis pint. Our coach lighting fault had not been
rectified and we bad arranged to meet a relief coach in Birmingham. We made it-just!
We are now busily occupied with plans for a concert, to be
staged on 8th October, 1971, when we will be doubly honoured
with the presence of the Corps Band and the Treorchy Male
Choir. Our first venture in this field was so successful that
requests for a repeat flooded in. We learned much from that
event and hope to put this knowledge to making this an even
more successful occasion.
MANCHESTER

COMMEMORATIVE SERVICE AT MANCHESTER CATHEDRAL
The preacher was the Rev. R. J. Birchett, T.D., M.A., late padre of
the 42nd Division Signal Regiment T.A.

organisations and the Oldham and Manchester Branch Standards) were paraded to the altar and the Branch Standard was
accorded the honour of being laid on the altar itself.
The beautiful singing of the Cathedral chojr and the message
conveyed by an inspiring sermon will remain in the memory
of many for years to come as will the Last Post and Reveille
sounded in Old Cavalry style during the Act of Remembrance.
The appreciation of all present must go to the Cathedral
authorities in regard to all the arrangements they made for the
service itself and to Mr. Young and bis committee for all the
other organisation necessary on an occasion such as this. The
Branch would particularly like to thank those good friends who
subscribed towards the expenst:s.
On the conclusion of the service a well-attended reception
was held at the Newman Road T.A.V.R. Centre and a memorable day ended at about 7.30 p.m.

BRANCH

Ho/tis Commemorative Service in Manchester
Cathetlral
To mark the Silver Jubilee of the Branch and the Golden
Jubilee of the founding of the Corp , the Manchester Branch
held a commemorative service on 27th September in Manchester Cathedral. The occasion was attended by some 150
members and friends of the Branch and the Corps. The service,
which was of a multi-denominational character, included in the
congregation · representative of other ex-Service organisations
and denominations.
The lessons were read by Mr. Aubrey Erstling (Chairman of
Manchester Jewish ex-Servicemen's A sociation) and Colonel
R. Ollerenshaw, E .R.D., T.D., D.L.
The Lord Bishop of Manchester, who himself had served
in the Corps, welcomed the congregation and pronounced the
final Blessing. The sermon was preached by the Rev. R. J.
Birchett, T.D., M.A., one- time Padre of 42nd Signal Regiment.
The words of Remembrance in re oect of the fallen were read
by Mr. Young, Branch Chairman. At the opening of the service four Standard (two guest
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PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxur)' Saloon Coaches

A v a i]!i b I e j o r Mi 1it a ry
units at short notice
THLSPHONB:

RJCHMOND 2)48

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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3rJ Ho/Jing Battalion anti Mob. Centre

Colonel A. W. Roberts, M.C.

Reunion Dinner

His many· friends will be pleased to know that 'Robby'
has been back from S. Africa holidaying in the U.K. for
several months, and his usual cheerful self. He . sends best
wishes to all who knew him. His present address 1s: Ogmore,
Albcrtyn Road, N uizcnborg, Cape Pr~vince, .and he hopes
that anyone in the Corps who finds hrmself m <;;ape Town
will get in touch. He is the only Colonel Roberts m the local
telephone directory.

The 25th annual Reunion dinner and dance of the 3rd
Holding Battalion and Mob. Centre, held at Kirkburton, .on
aturday, 26th September, was a very memorable evemn.g
indeed. Over 120 guests and friends were present. The Chair
was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel L. D. Goddard, supported
by the Vice-Pre ident, Colonel T. M. Niven, C.B., T.D., D.L.,
and the chief guest were the Lord Bishop of Wakefield, M .B.E.,
and Brigaclier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., General Secr_etary of the
Roval Signals As ociation. Among the messages received regretting inability to attend were those from Colonel A. W. Roberts,
M.C., a Vice-President, and Mr. Terry Thomas, the stage and
film star who has been a member of the Club for some years.
Durio~ ilie evening a Royal Signals plaque .was presented to
the Bishop of Wakefield as a mall expression ~f thanks for
his great interest in the Centre. The opportumty wa also
taken to present the ecretary, Mr. W. V. Scales, with a gold
watch and an illuminated address to mark the Centre's appreciation of his devoted and valuable service as Honorary Secretary for 25 years, and Mrs. Scales was presented with a gold
necklace as a small tribute for her devoted help and the
un paring service sbe had given her husband over the years
in the Centre's service.
On the following day-Sunday-a service was held i~ the
Kirkburton Parish Church. The lessons were read by Michael
Lyne, whose father, the late Major E. F. Lyne, 0.B.E., M.M.,
was the original founder of the Club, and Mr. Scales. The
sermon was given by Canon John Barton, a past Padre of the
Club. Later, at the annual general meeting, Mr. Scales, after
much discus ion, was persuaded to carry on as Hon. Secretary
for another year. Mr. Scales' address is: 100 Si'll.'lh Cross Road,
Twickenham, Middlesex.

East LonJon Branch

ID!iJS!iJlJ
Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

T.A. Centre, Gordon Fields, Ilford, Essex.
To all ex-Signalmen of Royal Signals and R.E. Signals in
the East London, Es ex and North Kent area.
Please note the new address of the above named branch and
for all information on dates and times of monthly meetings
please contact the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Harry W. Doze. 84,
Clacton Road, Wakhamstow, London, E.17 (home telephone
01-520 3783 after 1 p.m. daily).
Come along and support this Branch if you can and try and
·make it, once more, a lively go-ahead Branch.

Nepal Cup
Once again for the fifth time Gurkha Signals have won
the Nepal Cup, competed for by all units in the Gurkha
Brigade. Unfortunately pressure on space preclud~s
publishing a full account and photograph. These will
appear in the next issue of ' The Wire.'

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
presentsalaryto:-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

P E R S 0 N N E L M A N AG E R

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD· BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND
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Over a Century-old Partnership
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These and all other

PARSONS
AND

famous drinks
are obtainable

CROWN

through N.A.A.F.I.

CROWNS

OF

PRINTING

I

••

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time taking
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaini ng, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link. with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advjse and assist in the production
of their journals.

LIEBFRAUMILCH

Mt7i-

.·,· ,EL ctn

Amontillado Sherry

Deliciously Different
I

Offer your
friends
South African
Sherry
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F. J. PARSONS LTD
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill, Lewes and Seaford

December-January 1970/1971

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operator in 1971 and in subsequent years.
Specialist training cour e lasting approximately eight month are held at intervals. Applications are now
invited for the cour e starting in eptember, 197!.
ALARY SCALES
During training with free accommodation provided at the Training chool:
Age 21
£848 per annum
22
906 "
23
943 "
24
,,
981 '
25 and over 1023 ,,
"
On succe sful completion of course :
Age 21
£1023 ,,
22
1087 "
23
1I50 "
"
24
1214 ,,
"
25 (highest
1288 ,,
"
age point)
then by six annual increments to a maximum of £1,749 per annum.
Excellent conditions and aood prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally "he under 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two
year's ·operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given to those who also have G.C.E. '0'
level or similar qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1971.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21492 Ext. 2270.

MINISTRY OF DEFE NCE
(I AVY DEPARTME rT)

Electronics, Radar and Radio
There
Hawthorn,
and varied
equipment.

are vacancies in the Workshops and Test Rooms of the R.N. Store Depot, Copenacre,
Wiltshire, near Bath, for Radio Electricians and Electrical Fitters. The work is interesting
and concerns the repair, modification an:.i testing of- aval electronic and electro-mechanical
There are good prospects of advanceme~t.

Rate of pay on entry will be £21 15s. Od. per week.
Applicant must have served an Electrical Apprenticeship or have had at least five years' experience
in the trade.
Rates quoted are for a five-day week of 40 hours net.
Benefits include paid sick leave entitlement (after 26 weeks), paid public holidays and three week '
paid annual holidays. Recreation and welfare facilities are available.
Tran port is available, at special rates, from Bath and Chippenham, with allowances for employees
u ing their own vehicles on routes not covered by the special transport.
Applications should be addressed to Ministry of Defence, Director Weapons Production (Naval),
R. . Store Depot, Copenacre, Hawthorn, Wiltshire (telephone Hawthorn 711, extension 7285).
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AT REDUCED FARES
TO ENGlAND !i~:~:;•nce

e At least 2 SAILINGS EVERY DAY
from Zeebrugge and up to 4 sailings a
day during June, July, August and Sep·
tember e Reduced fares for British and
Commonwealth Forces and dependants,
and attached civilians
e Economical
catering and bar prices aboard e Go on
the shorter sea crossing at lower rates
with your family and car for home leave.

<lCbristmas ;ffiessage from .:ffiajor ~eneral
t ~. QE. jJN, ~rablep, <CJ/9 .. ([ j/j.Qf., ]!}.~ . © ..
~aster of ~ignals, to uU ranhs of tbe ([orps

.
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" JAM sure General Sir William and Lady Scott would
join me and my wife in expressing especially warm
wishes for Christmas and the New Year to all past, present
, and future members of our Corps and their families.
Your enthusiasm and support has been of particular •
value to both Sir William and myself during the 'jubilee
Year. We are most grateful to all those who organised
and took part in the many highly 5uccessful events.
We of Royal Signals now have fifty years of solid
achievement behind us and can look forward to a great
future, building upon the firm base that has been estab- '
lished.
God Bless you all. May you have a very happy
Christmas and a most successful New Year in 1971."

CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc.
taken for ONE HALF of NORMAL
CHARGE from OCT. to MAY incl .

GET FULL DETAILS FROM

.:.
....---.
I

to Aachen
I

DR IVE-ON
DRIVE-OFF

CALDER

>

CAR FERRIES

BROKER

MI LAT R AVE L Offices, Local Travel Agents,
G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., Gral-Adolf-Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4.
Furness Shipping Line, Groenplatts 42, Antwerp,
or Townsend Car Ferries Car Ferry Terminal,
Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. Travel on a
British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE LINE.
U.K . Bookings through your nearest Motoring
Organisation, Travel Agents or the Townsend offices
at:

127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.I or
P.O . BOX 12, DOVER.
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YOUR SECURITY AND INVESTMENT PLAN
Male Life 21 next birthday

il0,000
Sum
Ass ured
£500
£1 ,000
£5,000
£3 ,500

£ 10,000
NOTE :

INITIAL COVER FOR ABOUT

10/- per week

Endowment , W ith Profit , to age 65 (Esti mated Mat urity Valu e £2,27 1)
Whole of Life , Non Profit, Ass urance ......
......
......
......
.. .. ..
Initial Sum Assured for Family Income Benefits of £250 p.a. for 20 years
Convers ion Rights for 25 years ......
......
......
......
......
.. ....
Gross Annual Prem iums
Income Tax Relief (if obtainable)
Life Cover for an Annual Net O utlay of

Normal
A nnual
Pre mium
£ 13 5 0

£9 2
£3 5
£5 19
£31 II
£5 4
£26 7

0
0
0
0
0

0

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th
OF THE MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 24/-; single
month, 2/-).

Rates vary with age and t he Plan may be ad justed to su it your needs. An id eal
composite plan with conversion rights wh ich may be used fo r House Purchase.

Telephone
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A Great Year
AS this edition of THE WIRE is published, 1970, Golden
Jubilee Year of the Corps, will be drawing to a close.
All will agree that it has been an outstanding year and one
in which we can all take a legitimate pride.
Throughout the units of the Corps, both Regular and
Volunteer, and in many branches of the Association, special
functions have been held to mark the occasion. A number of
ceremonies and gatherings have also been sponsored by the
Corps itself, and many will remember over the years to come
the inspiring and splendid reunions held at Blandford, Catterick,
and more recently, at Perth in Scotland.
Most will agree that the moving and colourful Service of Rededication, he:d in Salisbury Cathedral, was the outstanding
event of this very special year. The packed congregation, composed as it was, of a cross-section of the Corps, from young
serving soldiers to founder members of the 1920's, the simple
dignity of the Service, the sp:endid music of the Corps Band
and Fanfare Trumpeters, and the 5oldierly bearing and pride of
Corps of all, particularly founder members, as they marched past,
will be a memory that must surely remain over the next 50 years.
Another event that made this an outstanding year was the very
welcome visit of Her Royal Highness The Princess Anne to the
Corps at Blandford, and in THE WIRE we were privileged to
publish what is probably one of the most charming and delightful
photographs taken of her, talking as she was with smiling animation to two Corporals and their wives.
Nor must we forget the colourful and inspiring ceremonies
which marked the conferment of the Freedom of the City of
Birmingham on the 35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment (V)
- a great honour to our Volunteer Corps.
Another landmark in Corps history was the completion
of the tour of duty of our first Master of Signals, MajorGeneral Sir William Scott, who had held this appointment
since 1961, and had erved the Corps with much distinction
since its earliest day in 1920. He was very appropriately
succeeded by ano:her distinguished Corps personality, Major{('ontlnrwd on nt>xt pngt>)

EDITORl.~(coatinued

from prN•ioris page)

General P. E. M. Bradley, whose father before him had
made hi mark as a senior officer in the Corps.
In the world of port, training and enthusiasm brought
their reward ver fittingly in 1970. The success of the Corps
in a wide range of events was most notable. Outstanding
amongst these were the remarkable performance of Corps
mark men at Bisley and the 21st Regiment's fine win in
the Army Team Athletics Championship.
Finally, mention must be made of that excellent publication 'Through to 1970,' which so vividly traces military
ignalling and Corps history from the very earliest days.
On this note we would wish all our readers a very
happy Christmas and the best of good fortune in 1971.
We thank them for their loyal support, which has been a
ource of much encouragement to us. Nor must we forget
our printers, Messrs. F. J. Parsons Ltd., with whom we
have had a very happy relationship for over 30 years.

corrc~ pond at one time. Plea c a~k him to get in touch if
he is still around.
There were quite a number of Londoners in 'F ' Division,
and although we are all getting a little old in the tooth, it
is quite likely that some of them are still around and are
members of the Indian Signal Branch. I would be very
happy to hear from anyone who can remember me. My
memory is good and group photographs and snaps are always
a reminder of happy days.
I became a Life N ember of the Association in February,
1923, and I regard this as an honour and privilege.
With best wishes to all old friends of the Corps and colleagues of the As ociation on this special occasion.
Yours faithfully,
Len Wallace,
(More familiarly known as Wally I).
7, C:>leman Court, Moonah,
r. Hobart, Tasmania.
P.S.-Ex-Major W. T. Wagg (known as Wally II) was also
with me in 'F,' at that time a Lance-Corporal. I still correspond with him. He is a Congregational Church minister in
Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Our Cover Picture

An evening long to be rememheretl

We hope our readers will detect a slight flavour of
Christmas in our front cover picture of the Choir of
Anny Appremices' College Harrogate.
INGING in the Choir of St. Alban's Garrison
Church, Army Apprentices' College, is a voluntary
hobby open to Apprentice Tradesmen, and includes 35
of them, together with some permanent staff and their
families.
The Choir is affiliated to the Royal School of Church
Music and a high standard of music is maintained. New
recruits generally have little experience of choral singng, but they soon find themselves tackling quite complicated anthems, which is a tribute to the skill and patience
of the joint choirma ters, Captain R. E. Buckee, R.A.E.C.,
and Mr. John Platford, a civilian lecturer at the College.
The Organist is Eric Whitfield, a nursing supervisor.
Besides singing at the Sunday Services, the choirmen practice twice a week and are occasionally invited
to lead worship in parish churches around Harrogate.
As a club, they enjoy a number of other social activities
together, Indeed, one can judge by their unangelic expressions that they are all healthy extroverts, and take
part in other hobbies as diverse as gliding, sailing and
the college rugby team.
Despite the usual problems with broken voices (everyone has a periodic voice te t) there is always a waiting
list for choir membership.

Sir
Last Saturday evening I had the very good fortune to go
to the British Legion Festival of Remembrance at the Royal
Albert Hall.
To my great pleasure, as part of the Army programme
in the Services display, we were treated to a very nostalgic
SO years of Royal Signals, thence to the Trumpeters and
the Corps Band, under the direction of Captain Boulding. To
see Royal Signals made my evening, quite apart from the
brilliance of the Festival altogether. Earlier this year, at Newport Pagnell, I met Captain Rowe and the Motor Cycle Display Team, so Saturday evening has made the SOth Anniversary even more splendid to me.
Would you please be kind enough to convey to Captain
Boulding and the members of Royal Signals who took part
on Saturday evening my very sincere salaams-they were
wonderful-it was all too nostalgic for words-and took me
back to 1942, when I was a lad joining 3 STC and SOTB at
Slaithewaite. I fear we are getting old now, but it really was
fine to see Royal Signals. I was also very interested to see
the new quarters of the Household Cavalry at Knightsbridge-somewhat different to ours at Slaithewait!
However, jolly good luck to the Army-for my part, nothing is too good for them, and I only hope that Royal Signals
get equal living accommodation.
Yours sincerely,
Alec Morgan
41, Spring Lane, Olney, Bucks.

S

C. Signals, returning to the U.K. in 1948 for service with
the Territorial Army. In 1952 he was posted to Cyprus and
served with 3 G.H.Q. Signals. Thereafter, he saw further
service with the Territorial Army, this time with 54th (East
Anglian) Division Signal Regiment. In 1957 he was promoted
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) and in 1959 was awarded a wellearned O.B.E.
.
On retirement from the Active List, in 1961, he joined
Royal Signals Records, and during the last nine years has,
with great distinction, looked after the destinies and interests
of the Warrant Officers and Staff Sergeants on the Regimental
Duty, Yeoman of Signals and Supervisor Radio rolls.
In all, Freddie has served over 45 years, and we wish him
and Mrs. Spearpoint a long and happy second retirement.

Lalone Day Memorial Service
The Middlesex Yeomanry (0.C.A.) (Duke of Cambridge
Hussars) Military Band led the Middlesex Yeomanry Old
Comrades' Association and the 47 (Middlesex Yeomanry)
Signal Squadron (V) in a march through the City of London
to the Church of St. Martin-within-Ludgate on 25th October,
for the traditional annual Remembrance Service in memory of
Major A. M. Lafone, V.C., which has also become recognised
as a Memorial Service for members of the Middlesex Yeomanry.
This year the attendance surpassed that of previous years,
many of those attending were accompanied by their families,
and after the service, the congregation, again led by the Band,
formed a procession to St. Paul's Cathedral, where a wreath
was laid on the Regimental Memorial in the Crypt.

A second Engagement for Laurence and Rhonda

Best wishes from an oltl timer
Sir,
Many congratulations to the Corps on attaining its Golden
Jubilee! Did you have any special celebration to mark the
occasion?
It is also my 'Golden Jubilee,' insofar as it is SO years
since I joined the Corps. I was very proud to have been
in Sergeant Joe Shenton's special No. 8 Squad. What a fine
man he was and an inspiration to all youngsters who came
under his influence.
After enduring six weeks of Tommy Hewitt, in the riding
school, and a Lineman's Course in ' D ' Company, Maresfield, I was posted to Crowborough and embarked for India in
1921. There I was posted to 'F' Divisional Signal Company
at Jubblepore and later at Kohat. I played centre-half for
the Combined Signals football team, both at 'Jub' and 'Pindi.'
Brigadier F. J. A'len (I believe he is President of Indian
Signals Branch of the Association), was my Company Commander at Kohat, and I feel sure that he will remember me
a~ Sergeant Wallace (this was Indian Unattached List rank
- I wa Lance-Corporal on the Corps Roster). Ex-R.S.M.
Costello wa~ also a Sergeant with me at Kohat. We used to
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One could be forgiven for thinking that the ceremony taking
place in tbe picture was a wedding at a Registrar's office. The
uniforms are, of course, a giveaway, but there is romance in
the air nevertheles~.
The fact is that Miss Rhonda Lesley Clark and her fiance,
Mr. Laurence John White, are entering into a further engagement togethe.r, this time to serve as Volunteers with 866 Sub
Regional Signal Troop, 37th Signal Regiment (V).
Rhonda's fat'ler, W.0.11 T. W. L. Clark, B.E.M. (R.H.A.),
of the Plymouth Army Information Office, is there to point
with an experienced hand to the ' sign here ' space at the foot
of an AF E 7545. But this is no 'shotgun engagement' for, in
volunteering, Rhcnda is following the advice of her younger
sister, Glenda, who joined the Troop in February.
So Glenda, W.0.11 Clark and Captain E. G. H. Tucker, the
O.C. of the Troop, watch a family tradition take a further step
and wish the young couple a happy engagement-in fact, two
happy engagements.
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MRS. S. LANCASTER
Mrs. S. Lancaster, now living at 21 Taunton Way, Seartho,
Grimsby, Lines., the widow of Corporal ' Burt' Lancaster, of
21st Signal Regiment, and her children Robert and Susan, send
through THE WIRE best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year to all her friends wherever they may be.
She writes: "We do miss all our friends in the Corps so much
and THE WIRE is the only way we can keep in touch with
them." She adds that Robert is hoping to join the Corps as
soon as he is old enough. Mrs. Lancaster would like to get in
touch with Mrs. Jean Brooke, wife of Corporal Brooke, who
was her daughter's godmother. So please, Mrs. Brooke, if this
catches your eye get in touch with Mrs. Lancaster at the
address given.

Number of cases assisted financially in
October
37
Number of clothing parcels sent
48
Amount spent in grants and loans . . .
£1,155 15 9

Lieutenant-Colonel ((!.M.) F. S1•earpoi11t, 0.B.E.,
of Royal S1~nals necords
HERE must be very few members of the Corps who
have not during their service met Freddie Spearpoint,
who relinquished his appointment of RO.III at Royal Signals
Records on 30th September,
having reached the age
limit for retirement.
Freddie enlisted in 1925
and was posted to the
Training Battalion for training as a lineman. He was
appointed Lance - Corporal
in 1927 and in 1929 left
' A ' Corps Signals, Aldershot, for India, where be
remained until 1933. He
then started a tour of duty
as a drill instructor in the
U.K. at the Depot Battalion
and returned to India in
1938. He was commissioned
Lieutenant-Colonel (QM) F. Spearpoint,
Lieutenant (Q.M .) in 1942.
o.s.e.
After commissioning, he
returned to India to serve
with the Signal Training Centre, Rawalpindi and 'Z' L. of

T

207 (Kensington) Signal Squadron, 190, Hammersmith
Road, London, W.6., arc looking for an adult instructor-an
ex-Corps man, or .someone who is leaving the Corps as his
time has run out. This is a very interesting and worthwhile
job. " The man we are looking for," says the 0.C., Lieutenant
J. V. H. Sharman-Courtney, T.A.V.R, "will hold the same
rank as he held in the Regular forces, and if he is a Sergeant
he will hold the rank with pay allowances for weekend duty
and summer camp. The Squadron has 26 in number, all of
whom arc interested in the work of Royal Signals, and he
will have a grand mess life with 31st (Greater London) Signal
Regiment (V), who help us in every way."
The Squadron has its own radio sets--all 19 sets, and, of
course, the usual 88's. So anyone who fits the bill and wishes
to carry on, and at the same time become a civilian, here's
the right job .for you.
Please contact Lieutenant Sharman-Courtney, at 207 (Kensington Signal Squadron (Cadets) at 190, Hammersmith Road,
London, W.6.
Parade nights, Monday and Wednesday evenings, from 7.45
to 10 p.m.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\VN

RETIREMENT

--From our "In" Tray-

An interesting joh awaits you with 207
Kensington Signal SquaJron (Catlets)

[Photo by kind pcrmissio>1 Wcsttrn Momil1Jf News Co. Ltd.

Standing, left to right: Captain E. G . H. Tucker O .C. 866 Signal Troop
(V), Private Glenda Clark W .R.A.C., W.0.11 T. W. L. Clark B.E.M.
(R.H.A.)
Sitting, left to right: Mr. Laurence John White, Miss Rhonda Lesley
Clark

One of the Month's Cases
IGNALMAN, served 1939 to 1946. He has been a
S
sick man for the last 11 years as the result of a
stroke. His wife looks after him, and their 16-year-old
daughter, who has just started work, does the best she
can to help her parents. In spite of all their effort , rent
arrears had mounted up, and the Association made them
a grant of £50 to put them straight. The wife's letter i
printed below.

One of the Month's Letters
"'IXTHEN we received your letter we had to read it
l' l' twice, as it was like a miracle to us. We realise
it was a very large sum, and my husband and I will
always be indebted to the Royal Signals, which my
husband wa proud to serve in. We had only you to
turn to, as no one else wanted to know us since my
husband's illness started. I can't expre s our sincere
gratitude enough to everyone concerned for the help.
You have given my husband a new l~a e of life.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\VN
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of l\en1en1brance

WESTMINSTER ABBEY, 5th NOVEMBER
The Field of Remembrance was officially opened by Her
faje ty Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother, at 12 noon on
Thursday 5th November.
A con idcrable gathering of retired and serving members
of the Corp assembled for the opening of the Royal Corps
of ignals' p!ot, at a ceremony conducted under the arrangcmems of Mr. A. E. Stead, prior w the official opening of the
Field by the Queen Mother. Those in attendance at this
ceremony were: Brigadier W. G. Tucker, Brigadier P. M. P.
Hobson, Brigadier H. R. Firth, Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. S.
Gray tBoumemouth Branch) Lieutenant-Colonel D. P. GarnonsWilliams (C.S.O., London District) Major N. C. CleveJey,
Major F. R. Fletcher (36th Signal Regiment (V)), Major
L. S. J. Chalke and Captain J. R. E. Way (Croydon Branch),
W.0.1 (R.S.M. ) B. S. Howie (36th Signal Regiment (V));
Messrs. D. Greenbrook and A. E. Stead (A sociation H.Q.),
A. V. lent (AJdershot Branch, D. E. Wrenn (Torbay Branch),
L. Pollard (Leed Branch) J. T. Dexter, H. Gillibrand and R.
G. Wilkinson ( orth London Branch), and C. F. Maltby.
Cro es were planted in the plot, for and on behalf of: H.Q.,
Royal
ignals A sociation; Signal Officer-1n-Chief and all
ranks; 11th Signal Regiment (Depot); 52-85 Association
(Glasgow and Belfast) and the following branches of the
Association: Alder hot, Cardiff Blackpool, Catterick and
District, Coventry, Hartlepool, Hull, Leeds
orth London
and Sheffield.
After the official opening, the Queen Mother walked around
the garden talking to representatives of the Services who were
in attendance. During her tour she took time to speak to
members present representing rue Corps, and in particular
congratulated Mr. A. E. Stead on what she described as the
beautiful and colourful display of the Royal Corps of Signals
plot. She also commented on the pleasure it was for her to
see familiar faces each year and also a number of new faces.
It i good to know that our fallen comrades are not forgotten
and, indeed by our repre entation each year never likely to
be forgotten.
D.G.

A. Barry and H. G. S. Burkitt. Next morning, before the
Sympo ·ium commenced, they saw No. 29 Foreman of Signals
Cour e at work on projects.
The opening lecture on ' The Role of the Services in the
1970s,' was given by Major-General J. K. I. Douglas-Withers,
C.B.E., M.C., G .O.C., outh West Di trict. This was followed
by presentations on ' The Role of Royal Signals' and ' A
Career in Royal Signals,' in the second of which, Sergeants
D. R. Heyes and J. M. Smith, on courses and W.0.11 D. W.
L. Crisp, of 30th Signal Regiment, took part.
R.S.M. J. Rayner and W.O.s and Sergeants entcrcained the
visitors to lunch in the Mess. Afterwards, Lieutenant-Colonel
A. D. Inglis introduced an exhibition of modern signal equipment provided by 14th Signal Regiment, 30th Signal Regiment and the Sc•hool of Signals, as well a the Quicksilver
Display. Colonel F. M. S. Winter and Lieutenant-Colonel I.
M. 1'.ose were also present. Brigadier C. G. Buttenshaw, C.B.E.,
D.S.O. (Retd.) acted as Conducting Officer. The day was concluded with a ' Qiz and Discussion Period ' and tea in the
Mu eum.
The aim of the Symposium was to inform the visitors about
Royal Signals, and the opportunities for a career in the Corps.
Those attending were most impressed, not only by the hospitality they received, but also by the trouble taken by the
Corps to give a good and useful training and to plan their
careers throughout their service.

Royal Signals Association & Benevolent FunJ
The following donations were gratefully received during October, J970:
Officer Commanding, 2.8ch (B.R.) Signal Regimenc (NORTHAG)
Commandant, School of Artillery
...
.. •
...
. ..
...
Chaplain's Branch, SHAPE
.. .
.. .
. ..
...
. ..
Officer Commanding, 234 Signal Squadron (Malta)
...
Officer Commanding, 83rd (London) Signal Squadron (V)
Mrs. E. H. Eversley
.. .
. ..
...
...
...
.. .
Brigadier R. G. Miller, C.B.E. (in memory of Colonel T. S.
Foster)
. ..
..
..
Lieucenant-Colonel R. V. Lester
L. H. Morse, E q.
E. C. Partridge, Esq.
.. .
. ..
Br:gadier Sir Ralph Rayner, M.B.E.
H . W. Vaughan-Thomas, Esq.
Sergeant E. G. Bird . . .
Various small donations

''Schools Symposium" at the School of Signals
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M.E.L. keeps you
one ste11. aliead in

Military
·Electronics•••

in Military Radio for exa111ple.
M.E.L. specialise in the production of Military telecommunications equipment, their
principal contribution lying in
''the H.F. range with special em{">Jiasi.s on mobile and transport~aMe tactical equipm t.
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16
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Currently produced set ·uch
asJ the Cll, ClHSSB), and radio
telegraph adaptor equipment are
in constant use in many countrie throughout the world.
r M.E.L. are also activelv en&"aged in developing a \Yi.de range
of military radio equipment for
u e i11 the '70s and '80s ... one
uch equipment is the UK VRC~21 H.F. Combat Radio. being
peveloped for futme use by the
·
Bl"i.tish Army.

CLOTHING
Since the beginning of August, gifts of clothing, toys, books,
etc., have been gratefully received from the following:
Major-General M. D. Price, Mrs. E. Rowley, Major H.
Marjoram, Staff Sergeant and Mrs. M. A. White, Mrs. R. M.
Goddard, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. E. G. Day, Corporal
and Mrs. J. Clarke, Major M. H. Priestley, Lieutenant-Colonel
G. M. Welsford, Mrs. N. R. Wheatley, Major L. A. Harry,
Major B. C. Complin, J. H. Sowden, Esq., Miss Eversley, Mrs.
Newson, A. Stokes, Esq., Corporal and Mrs. K. Patterson,
Mrs. A. Martin, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. P. F. W. Gahan,
/1 1 rs. S. S. Spiers, Colonel G. J. C. Moss, Mrs. M. Poile,
Captain R. E. Barber, Mrs. M. S. Wheatley, Brigadier C. E.
Page, Major and Mrs. D. J. D. McKail, A. E . Stead, Esq.,
Mrs. Vandyck, Mr. and Mrs. F. Stockdale, Major-General R.
J. Moberly, Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Strawn, Lieutenant and Mrs.
V. F. M. Thom, Mrs. D. E. Elease, lv'rs. B. M. Woods, Thrift
Shop, Blandford Camp, Mrs. D. Lycett-Gregson and the ladies
of Hildesheim Garrison, Miss S. R. Douthwaite, Sergeant J.
A. Lund, Major G. W. Young, Major and Mrs. J. Donne, Mrs.
W. R. Smijth-Windham, Lieutenant-Colonel W. H . L. Gordon
and Major K. Kirkby.
PUTTING IT ACROSS
Corporal J. R. Davy, a Terminal Equ ipment Technician.demonstrating
Mufax equipment using a map trace

Royal Signals Yacht Club
Annual General Meeting

LEVE
headmasters and careers maste.rs from schools
E
in the outh West of England, with nine careers officers
from the Ministry of Employment and Productivity attended

The annual general meeting of the Royal Signals Yacht Club
will be held at 10.30 hours on Tuesday, 12th January, 1971,
in Conference Room 254 (second floor) of the Old War Office
Building. All members are invited to attend. Will those wishing to do so, please notify the Hon. Secreary, Signals 35b, Old
War Office, Whitehall, S.W .1 (Tel. ext. no. 0172).
Members will also be interested to know that the International Boat Show at Earls Court is from 6th to 16th January,
1971.

the second ' Schools Symposium ' on 8th October. Five of
the vi itors stayed overnight in H.Q. Officers' Mess, where
they were met on arrival and entertained by the Symposium
staff, including Brigadier J. R. Cubberley, Lieutenant-Colonels
M. S. Jarrett, N. G. Gallyer, J. L. Akass, B. A. Beattie, D .
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' M.KL. Mobile H.F. lladiu is wid~ly
u.,~d fnr Rritish and ~"or,•iscn Military
itpplications and i:; inc.·nrp1lrtttl'<l in
nrnny combat nnd ~upport

vt.•hic•h·~.

induding the Saladin. F1•rrt•L. Snmc~n
and Crenaclier.

-

........

...

Thi.· equipment is designed
specifically for tactical roles, in
combat and signals vehicles, and
for transportable command
tati.ons for fonvard and
rear uni.ts.
M.E.L. leadership in Military
Electronics also extends to OptoElectronics, Radar and Radar
Interception equipment.

~~A
The~U: L. E<1ui1,m1·ntCo. l.t<J .•
~VV Man··r J<..,yaI, r·r.twh.y.su...... x.

Royal Signals Scottish Golt/en Jubilee Reunion was a great success
300 gather at Perth to renew old friendships and to remember past friends

Three oft/ timers prominent at Perth
Leftito rig.ht : Sapper T. D. Moir (R.E. Signals 1914-19), Driver T. Watt (R.E. Signals 1914-19) and Driver J. Marriott (R.E. Signals 1914- 18). Driver
Joe Marriott, who was a guest of honour, is famous for cycling to reunions from his home at Chesterfield having visited both Salisbury and Catterick by this method earlier in the year. It was noted that his bicycle was with him at Perth too!

The Master al Signals poses with the Honorary Colonel anti the Commanding Officer al 32ntl
(Scottish) Signal Regiment (VJ anti Officers who Commantletl Scottish Units from which the
present Regiment is tlescentletl

The Old Comrades and serving members, male and female,
of both Regular and Volunteer Forces from the High131'1ds
and Lowlands, met at the Salutation Hotel, where the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants and their ladies, under the direction
of R.S.M. J. CampbelJ, had a most enjoyable dinner. The
guest of honour was that inveterate reunioner, ex-Driver Joe
Marriott, late of 49th Division R.E. Signals, 1914-18, who
had only been prevented from cycling all the way from his
Chesterfield home by an over-extended holiday.
The Officers, Retired Officers and their ladies ' took over '
the StatiOJ:? Hotel and, ,with the Corps Band and trumpeters,
together with. Drum:Ma1or Robertson and Pipe-Corporal MolJe,
of 32nd Regrment, m attendance, dined and danced well into
the Scottish sabbath without a murmer of complaint. Even
with the spine-chilling Piobereachd 'McCrimmon Will Never
Return ' ringing in the assembled ears, the Corps Band stole
the S';10w. During the evening one very d istinguished old
ge~tleman was apologetic that his First World War diary,
which he recently presented to 32nd Regiment, had stopped
suddenly at the Battle of Cambrai.
During the evening, congratulatory messages were read out
from the S .0.-in-C., the Commander, Training Brigade, and

~e Chairman and General Secretary, Royal Signals Associat10n.
Next .morning, assembled in the City Hall of Perth, before
the Regrmental Drums of the 32nd, draped in the tartans of the
old 51st, 52nd and 61st Signal Regiments, the gathering took
part in a moving and inspiring serv;ce conducted by the Rev.
Ken Hughes, at which the N. aster of Signals read the Lesson.
I!J the afternoo_n, a concert by the Corps Band provided a
vanety of entertamment wmch must be unique in the Army.
Although earlier many had recalled Mr. Ricketts (founder of
the Band), by the end of the afternoon even the most partisan agreed that today's youngsters, under Captain Keith
Boulding, have little to learn.
At the clo.se of the day, as the reunion came to an end, and
e".eryone, ured but supremely satisfied, said farewell to
fy1ends, bo,~ old a~d newly made, the question on everyone's
bps was
When is the next reunion?" It is doubtful if
Scotti h members will wait another 50 years.

(Photographs published by courtesy of Alex C. Cowper,
40, South Methven Sireet, Perzh).

Back row, left to right : Colonel H. E. La ng (52nd (L) Sig. Regt. T.A. 1959-63), Colonel R. Linton (52nd (L) Div. Sigs. T.A. 1945-46, 1956-59), Colonel
J. Cochran (51st (H) Div. Sigs. T.A. 1943-45), Colonel E. Birnie Reid (Slst (H) Div. Sigs. T.A. 1934-39)
Second row, le~ ta right: Colonel W. A. Dalziel (82nd Regt. A.E.R. 196 1-6S), Lieutrnant· Colonel G. Loudon (Slst (H) Sig. Regt. T.A. 1966-67)
Colonel G.D. G. MacKinnon (Slst (H) Div. Sig. Regt. T.A. 19S6-60), Colonel T. P. E. Murray (51st (H) Div. Sigs. T.A. 1939-40, 1947-S3), Colonel
T. M. Niven (52nd (L) Div. Sigs. T.A. 1938-39), Brigadier H. N. Crawford (60th H.Q. Sig. P-egt. T.A. 1949), Lieutenant-Colonel H. Scarborough
(13th A.A. (M) Sig. Regt. T.A. 1948-S2), Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. Cattermull (Present C.O. 32nd (Scottish) Sig. Regt. (V))
Front row, left to right: Colonel T. B. J. McMain (Slst (H) Sig. Regt. T.A. 1960-64), Colonel T. D. Childs (6!st (City of Edinburgh) Sig. Regt. T.A.
19S8-60), Major-General P. E. M. Bradley (Master of Signals), Major-General A. M. W. Whistler (Hon . Col. 32nd (Scottish) Sig. Regt. (V) Brigadier
Sir J. S. Muirhead (Highland Div. Sig. Coy. R.E. T.F. 1917-19 S2nd (L) Div. Sigs. T.A. 1922-29), Lieutenant-Colonel G. E. Gill (61st (City of
Edinburgh) Sig. Regt. T.A. 1966-67), Colonel I. M. Wotherspoon (5 1st (H) Sig. Regt. T.A. 1964-66) and Colonel W. H. Oliver (82nd Regt.
A.E.R. 1956-61)

Under the direction of Brigadier W. P. W. Robertson,
0.B.E. and organised by Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. Cattermull and staff of the 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V)
a most successful gathering of Royal Signals (Scotland), past
and present, was held in Perth on 24th and 25th October
to mark the Corps' Gold Jubi'ee year.
At Perth, beneath the bold ramparts of the Grampians
and hard by the ancient Palace of Scone, the Royal Engineer
ignal and Royal ignal~ veterans of two world wars and
half-a-hundr _d almost forgocten campaigns, gathered to exdtange greetings, memories cf the pavt and to remember absent
friends.

This being a reunion of Scottish Signals, it was epitomised
through 32nd (Scotcish) Signal Regiment (V), the linear des::endent of such proud units as the 1st Lanarkshire R.E.
Volunteers, 1st Aberd eenshire R.E. Volunteers, 51st Highland Divisional Signals, S2nd Lowland Divisional Signals, 15th
Scottish Divisional Signals, 61st City of Edinburgh Signal
Regiment, and many others of no little repute.
Honoured by the presence of the Master of Signals, MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley, and a host of former Honorary
Colonels and Commanding Officers, covering the period 19171967, the reunion, presided over by Brigadier H. N. Crawford,
had the relaxed convivial air of a family gathering, as indeed it
was.
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Our Scouish correspondent writes:

PLENTY OF SMILES AS THE MASTER OF SIGNALS COM1•1t:1\ICED
TO DRAW THE WINNING RAFFLE TICKETS
Major-General Bradley, as Colonel Gurkha Signals, making the
draw for the 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V) Raffle in aid of the
Gurkha Welfare Appeal. Also in the picture- Captain Boyle, O.C.
52 (L) Signal Squadron (V) who organised the raffle, Drum Major
Robertson and Corporal Molle. (The raffle raised £31 S)
THE WIRE, DECEMBER-JANUARY 1970-1971

YOUNGER ELEMENT ENJOY THEMSELVES AT PERTH
Probable starters for the Centenary Celebrations!

JANUARY - FEBRUARY 'WIRE'
FEATURE
Royal Signals in Pakistan Flood Relief.
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\t·.o.s and SertJt'l&nls
W.O.I (Y. of S.) E. Bell
...
A / W.O.I (Y. of S.) J. P. Beasley
W .O.II J. R. Murkham .. .
W .0.TI T. M. Martin ...
...
.. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Thom
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. A. G.
Allen
Staff Sergeant (P. or S.) A. Tomlinson
Staff Sergeant (P. of S.) M. J. D.
Groom
Staff Sergeant F. Atkins
ergennt K. D. Donaldson
Serge~~t T. Jarrett
Sergean t F. C. Brown
Sergeant M. Scou . . .
. ..
Sergeant G. S. Spcarpoint
Sergeant B. P . Pettifer ...
Sergeant P. R. Wagstaff
Sergeant A. V. Lamb
Sergeant M. A. Brett
Sergeant T. Crawley
Sergeant H. G. Houston
Sergeant J. A. Murphy
Sergea-:it J. H. Young ...
Sergeant G. A. Pritchard
Sergea ·n C. H. Hollander
Sergeant P. A. Sinclair . . .
.. .
Sergeant A. R. Threlfall-Searson
Sergeant C. D. Thorburn
Sergeant G. E. Saxton ...
Sergeant J. R. Atkinson
Sergeant T. Halfenden ...
Serge!l'Ilt J. E. Dickenson
Sergeant P. Gorman
Sergeant A. G. Neilson
Sergeant D. C. Toller

DEPARTURE FROM DHARAN (See a :count below)
A cheerful party saw th e Master of Signals and Colonel of Gurkha Signals off. In centre of back row General Bradley can lJe seen almost submerged in the trad iti ona l farewell garlands

Master ol Signals and Colonel Gurkha Signals
in Nepal
Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. Davies, A.A. and Q.M.G.,
Gurkha L of C., writes:
thi , our Jubilee Year, we wer~ priv~eged to have a
visit from General Bradley, wearing his double hat of
Master of Signals and Colonel Gurkha Signals. During his
shon stay, we hope we did not cram in too much, but the
opportunity only arises once in a lifetime, and those of us
on the British Gurkha L. of C., were deli~ted that he had
been able to visit us. Io the course of his stay, he received
a full briefing on what we do and why we are here and, as
always with General Peter, the timetable was full, not only
by what he had to see, but by his intense interest in the
people that he came into contact with.
He presented the Long Service and Good Conduct Medals
to W.0.11 Tankabahadur Rai, Staff Sergeant Damberbahadur
Limbu, ex-Staff Sergeant Asbahadur Lama.

"J;:-.;

In addition to this, he presented Sergeant .Robertson ~ith
the Meritorious Service Medal. His interest m our hospital,
the work by the Welfare Officer and the Resettlement. Course
made everyone on the L. of C. comme~t. on what an mteresting and delightful General we were . ~nvileged t~ have at ~ur
head. Time only allowed a short v1s1t to ~1e hills, .but t~e
to hold a rod, hopeful that a mahseer would bite. This
would undoubtedly have caused great controversy amongst
past and present members of Gurkha Signals, but our Permanent Cadre Quartermaster said that anything less than 15lb.
had to be returned, fortunately it did not arise.
General Bradley left us to return to the United Kingdom,
full of vim and vigour, as we have known him for years in
the past, to attend the Scottish rell?ion i~ Perth. I hope. that
my old Regiment and all my frm_Jds m S~otlan~ en1oyed
having him as much as we have enjoyed havmg hrm on the
British Gurkha L. of C. We may be in the outback of beyond,
and we may get a lot of visitors, but we really appreciate
visitors like General Peter, who made us all feel that everything we did was so worthwhile."

Movements
Officers
Second-Lieutenant J. D . Ambrose ...
Captain C. D . A. Blessington
. ..
bior J. B. Booth
...
Lieutenant P. J. Bowk
Captain P. J. Brunton
Captain C. E. Byrom
...
:\ujor B. C. Can>enter
Lieutenant I. N. Carruthers
Captain P. E. A. Chaddock .. .
. ..
Lieutcna.,t-Colonel W. T. A. Collyer
Captain D. W. Coo'<
..•
LieutC"'.lant G. R. Elliott
. iajor (Q.M.) W . G. Finch
Lieutenant L . G. French
Captain J. L. Golding
:\ia1or N. C. Granon
Lieutenant K. fudfield
Capta.n I. J. Hamilton
Lieutena·n J. D. M. Ingram ..
Lieutenant-Colonel S. P. Irwin
.l\.1aior (T.O.T .) F. Iveson
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To 24 M.S.C. Regt. R.A . Sig. Tp.
,, 8 Irf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
., 1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
,, 1 Jth Reg:meot
,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
,, 13th Regiment
1 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
,, A.A.C., Harrogate
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, nth Regiment, to retiJ:e
19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
r Gordons
.. 21st Regiment
r rth Regiment (Course)
,, 40 Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.,
as Major
,, School
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt .
,, School
,, H.Q. AFCENT (227 Sqn .)
,, U.S. Army Sig. Cen. & School
., M.O.D. Signols 36

Captain (Tfc.) W. R. S. Kennedy
Major K. Kirkby

,, 3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
nth Rcgt. (HS) for special ducy
as Lieutenant-Colonel .
Captain P. R. Maynard
,, B.D .L .S. Canberra, as Major
Captain R. J. L. Middleton
,, Mintech (E.Q .D.)
Lieutenant D . F. Moir .. .
Trucial Oman Scouts
Cap:ain W. C. Nicoll .. .
Mintech (E.Q.D.), as Major
Lieutenant M . D. Pll'ttcrson
26 A.Y.T., as O.C. Team
Major D. Pitkin
...
,, 7 1st Regiment
Captain T . B. Scarff
,, 22nd Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel E. .. O. ..Smith, ,, Dte. of Military Operations
M.B.E.,

Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Captain J.
Captain R.
Lieutenant
Lieutenant

D.C.M.

A.

. ..

J. Spillane

J. R. Stuart .. .
M . Sweeunan
D. K. Thompson
C. R. Treeby
Q . Vigurs ...

Captain (T .O.T.) K. J. West
Major P. J. F. White .. .
Lieutenant P. Williams .. .
Lieute nant R. F. Willshcr

,, 19th Regiment, as Captain
J.T.R., Rhyl
,, 14th Regiment
,, School
,, 222 Squadron
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.,
llS Captain
,. 253 Squadron
,, 8th R egiment
,. 83 A.Y.T.
,, J ungle Warfare School , as
Captain
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Sergeant G . A. E. Marshall
Sergeant B. A. Hulme ...
Sergeant M. W. F. Snook
Sergeant R. T. Howe
Sergeant C. A. Arundel
Sergeant C. E. Biggs
Sergeant G. Harris
Sergea,t R. V. Tuite
...
Serge!l'Ilt M. P. Thomas
A / Sergeant B. P. McGerty
Sergea:it T. R. Mallabone
Sergeant M. A. Thurgood
A / Sergeant A . H . Wilcox
Sergeant J. Crannage
Sergeant P. W. Edwards
Sergeant L . J. Dicker
Sergeant D . G . Edmond
Sergeant J. Spink
Sergeant P. J . Crowe
...
Sergcw1t M. L. N. Chaloner
Sergeant P . C. Grat an
A /Sergeant J. D. Welch

..

To 1 uh Re~iment , 2 Squadron
,, 8th R cgunent
1nh Regiment
,, 39th Regiment (V)
10th Regiment
36th Regiment (V)
13th Regiment

,,

,, 8th R egiment
21st Regiment
., 6 Armd. Bdc. Signal Sqn.
255 Squadron
222 Squadron
26 t Sq uadro'.1
253 Squadron
9th Reginent
,, r4th Regiment
., 252 Squadron
,. 8th Reg:mcnt
,, 7th Reg '. ment
,, 255 Squadron
2 D iv. S:gnal Reg;ment
,, 22nd Regiment
259 Squadron
,. rrth Regiment, 2 Squll'dron
8th R eg ment
I Di v. S!gnal Regiment
227 Squadron
,, School of Sgnels
,, 222 Squadron
252 Squadron
261 Squadron
,, 21st R egiment
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment
,, SHAPE H .Q. Command and
Support
,. 7th Regiment
252 Squadron
,, 14th Regiment
,, School of Signal s
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment
,, 13th Regiment
,, 20 Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn.
,, I I Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn.
,, 222 Squadron
,, 7th Regiment
,, 253 Squa'Clron
,, 21st Regiment
,, 11th Regiment
2 Div. S:gnal Regiment
., 653 Troop
,, 30th Reg!ment
., 30th Regiment
,, 4 Div. S;goal Regiment
u

222

Squadron

D iv. S:g"al Regiment
,, Truda! Oman Scouts
,, 6 Armd. Bde. Signal Sqn.
,,

I

A National Serviceman Returns
Colonel John North, now retired, but still serving the Corps
as Project Liaison Officer for the rebuild of Vimy Lines in
Catterick Camp, recently received a long letter from an exN.S. soldier who had served under him and who bad made a
pilgrimage to revisit the scenes of his early days in the Corps
in 1951.
Space prevents the publication of this letter, written in
reminiscent mood by Mr. R. G. Bowker (ex-Signalman
22603966) but below we publish some extracts:
" I searched for me once-familiar things that would stir my
memory and complete the picture of 18 years ago. Directly
behind me was the old NAAFI (now the Corporals' Club)
and I recalled that cold October afternoon of 1951; how I
stood feeling very sorry for myself, a small, insignificant youth,
in an equally insignificant group. A Troop marched smanly
past, arms swinging, heads high, completely oblivious of our
presence. We were informed by a deep-throated ramrod of a
man that two weeks hence he would leave us in that condition. Unbelievable, I thought, but so was everything else that
day."

*

*

*

*

A few short steps, and I now faced *what had once been
your office. I still, even now, gazed at it with a certain kind
of awe and recalled that I had only visited the 'Holy of
Holies ' on one occasion. Even then, the privilege of being
spoken to personally by the Colonel was denied me, as I
again formed part of a group and heard you wish us well
on our return to civilian life.

*

Returning in time, I crossed to and fro over the square,
unable to accustom myself to the remarkable quietness that
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prevailed. I accepted the noise of lhe building project in clo e
proximity to Mc square, but the deep-throated roar of the
drill sergeant, the disciplined tread of boots and the harsh
snap of rifle drill was singularly noticeable by its ab~cnce.
Reluctantly, I now walked away, pausing momentarily in
front of the now-derelict guard room and accepted, as we all
m~st, that progr~ss is inc_vitablc, changes are engendered from
this and nostalgic reflcct1ons cannot and mu~! not hinder if
we are 10 move forward.
Gaining the road once more, I turned wistfully to offer a
silent farewell and fate, as if in answer to my thoughts, offered
n:ie a link with the past. There, on the notice board, and
nghtfully so, was the name of you, sir, proclaiming your
task of Project Liaison Officer. There and then I vowed I
would take (pcr:1aps, I hope, a forgivable liberty) of writing
to you and to wish you well in your present task.

* Bowker* to visit *Catterick once again
An invitation to Mr.
this time with an official escort to show him around, was soo~
despatched from Colonel North and Lieutenant-Colonel F. C.
Lockwood, Commanding Officer of 11th Signal Regiment.
Mr. Bowker spent a complete day under the wing of Captain
R. W. Simmons, B.E.M., getting a closer view of the modern
Army, and in particular how a recruit's life today compares
with that of 1951.
Mr. Bowker left 11th Signal Regiment with his views on
the Army changed somewhat, as can be seen from the letter
written to Lieutenant-Colonel Lockwood.
" Dear Colonel Lockwood,
In writing this letter of apprec1auon, I hope that, in some
small way, I can discharge my debt of gratitude to you and
your Regiment for a most memorable day.
In my previous letter to Colonel North I spoke of a certain
amount of trepidation as I approached Catterick Camp. I
must confess this feeling was again apparent until I was placed
in the most able hands of Captain Simmons. From that moment
however, the courtesy, charm and expen manner in which thi
officer conducted my ' tour of inspection,' alleviated any further apprehensions I might have developed.
Du~ing the walk round the Regiment Captain Simmons was
most informative and enlightening in his outline of the image
the modern army portrays in today's society.
I was very pleased, and frankly surprised, when I was
allowed to speak to the new recruits in our visit to the barrack
roo!lls. I . was permitted, nay invited, to question the men on
the!C various reasons for joining the service. The discussion
was frank, concise and the manner in which Captain Simmons
interposed drew interesting points of view from both sides.
I would be failing in my duty if I overlooked my inspection
and. subsequent lunch in. the Regimental Mess. The cleanlines ,
cho1.ce of fare and seaung arrangements are deserving of the
highest praise. The food wa admirable and cenain re taurants
in Manchester would do well to model them elves on this. The
invitation to lunch was, to me, yet another salient point in a
most memorable day.
The culmination of my visit was, in my view, the invitation
to meet. you, sir,. and in our shon talk I was impressed with
the obvious genwne approach and humanitarian way in which
the Army now faces its problems.
· Before my visit I, in common with most ex-National Servicemen, had (what I now admit unfairly) been the perpetrator of
a certain amount of brain-wa~hing of the modern youth. Tale
of barrack room ' bull ' and other unqualified remarks about
our service days had probably kindled the first flames of doubt
in the erstwhile recruit's mind.
ow, _in the sho~t time '!IY visit permitted, I was slowly and
surely dtSpelled, without b1as, of my defunct ideas of military
life.
I have no doubt at all that the modem army, with all the
technological ben.efits it bas to offer, be reciprocated in full by
the outlook and ideas that today's youth can provide. The two
equated will, I feel sure, strike an excellent balance of maturity
and forward-looking vision that will be of material benefit all
round.
It only remains for me to say how grateful I am for the
most cordial way in which, even as an ex-Signalman, I was
received and treated by 11th Signal Regiment, Royal Signals.
Please convey my personal thanks to Captain Simmons for
his contribution to my most enjoyable day, and to you, sir,
for your kind permission to visit your Regrment.
Yours sincerely,
R. G. Bowker.
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WARRANT OFFICERS, N.C.O.,sbring your skills and rank
to Australia

A Dl3 DETACHMENT OF 14th SIGNAL REGIMENT IN JORDAN-SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1970
Spo rting their Red Cross " uniform " are :Standing, Staff-Se rgeant (F. of S.) P. Hodson , Lance-Corporals R. Dudd ing and B. Brebner, Captain T. T. Hallchurch and Corporal T. Sobey
Sitting, Lance-Corporal E. Pic ke rin g, Corporal T. Lees, Signalman S. Blow and Sergeant C. Bonwick

Furt/Jer Report from Jortlan
Ca11tain Hallcluircli, O.C. Royal Signals contingent, in a late des11atcli, rvriies:

Is this you?

You may be leaving the Briti~h Army-or .have
left in the last twelve months.You 11 have achi~ved
N.C.0. or Warrant Officer rank and acqui~ed
specialist skills. You'll have status and pay which
you wish to retain-and improve on. Y.ou'll be u~der
42 and may be married with a family. G_ertamly
you'll be looking for a new career that will make
the most of your experience and offer plenty
of scope.

This is us!

Come and talk things over with the Australian
Army Staff in London-or post the coupon for
all the facts.

----------:-i

$!)

r;;ease send details of careers in the Australian Army·

I
I

Name__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address_---- - - - - - - -

'~(\~~-. ============

The Australian Army has many vacancies in
specific trades. We offer you a car~er in the .
country of sunshine and opportumty. You will almost certainly keep yo~ i::ank and pay, ~
and by signing on in Bntam you.
:'f4:.~-,,.
receive pay from the day you enlist
, ·
and you and your family travel to
Australia free. The minimum engagement is for six years. All service qualifies
for a pension or gratuity.
Don't leave it any longer!
Your trade may be included in those ~
, ..Ji ·
available and this could ~e the
.. ~ __... ~ .... : W' q,
chance you and your family
.<~
·•.•, _____
are looking for.
,.: ;,; ,
..... 11-

ca:J

Age _____ Married/Single_ - - - -

":'

9

Ran k.. _ _ _ _ _ Corps -- - - - -

Trade_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

____

1
I

1'1

I

Anticipated Discharge Date _ _ _ _ _ _

, ... .

To: Captain J. R. Godwin,
Recruiting Officer,
Australian Army Staff,
2nd Floor, Australia House,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356

I
I
_JI

.*<ii!"~------- .
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On 30th September, the order to go was given, and the
force suitably dressed in civilian clothes, complete with the
Red Cross adornments, flew into Amman from Cyprus. On
arrival, we set up a field hospital iµ the nearly-completed
King Hussein hospital at Wadi-Es-Sir, about eight miles outside Amman. The hospital, near th e King's palace, is in an
area found then to be encircled by Jordanian Army Centurion
tanks, which made us all feel a lot safer. By the morning
of 1st October, the hospital received its first patients, mainly
old cases that had lain in houses since the shooting, and who
were in a very bad way. The Dl3 link was set up to 12
Signals Unit in Cyprus, whilst the Al3s were used as a link
to th e airport.
Next day it was realised that the International Red Cross,
which was ' organi ing' and co-ordinating the various medical
team~, bad no communications. To restore the po ition, a
radio detachment of 262 Signal Squadron, under Sergeant
Banks, as well as more men and equipment, including a
40/160 telephone exchange from 30th Signal Regiment, joined
the force.
In addition to. setting up a telephone exchange in the
British hospital, with line to the American field hospital and
the Jordanian Army, a complete radio net was established to
provide International Red Cross with communications. Thi
net, serving a multitude of nations, was entirely Royal
Signals manned.
The various teams that communications were provided for
reads like a United Nations list. At the height of the operation, links were provided to the International Red Cross Headquarters; the Danish team at Jewel Ashrafaya Hospital, in
the middle of the Commando-controlled territory; the Russian
team at the Palestinian Red Crescent Hospital, al o at Ashrafaya; the German team and Swiss teams at Wadi-Es-Sir the
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Sweetish team (oh those nurses!) at Jerash (once the Roman
capital) about 120 miles north of Amman; the Italian hospital,
in the town, plus telephone links to the French and American
hospita ls and telephones at the airfield.
Lots of other tasks were undertaken by the Royal Signals
e!ement, from fixing lights for the operating theatre, wiring
up skin graft machines, to producing a daily news sheet,
transcribed from the B.B.C. news, received via the Dl3
monitor.
On one occasion, a 262 Squadron Land Rover had to be
used as an ambulance, with Lieutenant Chris Grant in attendance, when three boys had been badly injured when a mine
went off. Although one died, the other two, we are pleased to
say, are now fit and well, thanks to the speedy action of the
radio detachment.
· AU the force got on very well with the Jordanian people,
especially the army and one day I was able to have tea with
some guerilla corrunandos in the Roman ruins at Jerash.
The hospital itself, with a basic 50 beds, u ually had over
60 patients. During our stay, over 250 major operations were
carried out by the Field Surgical Team under Major Adrian
Boyd, R.A.M.C. The hospital had many distingui hed visitors,
including King Hu sein, members of the royal family, and
the Briti h Ambassador. Before leaving Jordan, the government invited the whole force to the Intercontinental Hotel for
lunch, an everyone was pre ented with medals bearing the
in cription "A Token of Gratitude."
The DI
etachment, under Foreman of Signals Pat Hodson,
who are veterans of Libya, Gan, Virgin Islands, Northern
Islands, etc., provided con tant and reliable teleprinter communications to the outside world throughout Operation
' Shoveller.' All the Royal Signals personnel will have happy
memorie of Jordan, with sympathy for the Jordanian and
Palestinian people.
One cannot complete a report on the operation without
thanking Captain Tony Gatward and his men of the Airfield
Troop at Akrotiri for all the help, not only when in Cypru ,
but also in sending out to Jordan such e sential supplies as
KEO and Vat 69 when they were o badly needed.
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A Trip to the States (I)
By Lieutenant Keith Rowbory, Royal Signals
An t-xtendt•d tour of ib

r.s.

NE advantage of being stationed at the Royal Military
College of cicnce is that the _degree course. officer has a
lot of time available to do something useful durmg the fourmonth ummer vacation. Being a scientist as opposed to an
engineering tudent I was not obliged .by the_ Corp to spend
any of that period in the f?rm of al? mdu tnal attachment. I
oon arrived at the conclu ion that It would be profitable to
devote the bulk of the period to making an extended tour ?f
the U.S.A., reaEsing that this could well be the last chance m
the fore eeable future of having the opportunity for uch an
adventure.
.
Being a member of the British Officers' Christian . Union I
contacted our American counterparts and offered them my
ervices for whatever time I was able to spend out there. I
was unable to be more precise about the dates because I had
decided, in ri.1e interests of expense, to travel there and back
by R.A.F. Indulgence. That mrned our very well and I was
able to make the two trips across the Atlantic for only £ 10.
The American O.C.U. let me know that they'd be willing
to have me along, and would I kindly come prepared to run
the ' Teen Program ' at their Family Summer Training Camp.
ot knowing quite what was in store for me I agreed, and
promptly forgot the whole business as once again our muchdreaded examinations began to approach.

On to the llockies in Colorado
After taking a week off in mid-June to recover from the
aforesaid examinations, camping in the Lake District, I returned
to College and, in four days, found myself boarding an R.A.F.
Comet at Lyneham. Six hours later, after a short but pleasant
top at Gander, we touched down in Andrews A.F.B., Wa~ing
ton D.C., in the middle of a hot (85°F.) and humid summer
afternoon. I stayed on base that night in the hope of catching
a lift with a U.S.A.F. flight west, since I had discovered that
the O.C.U. camp was in the Rockies, Colorado. This was
impossible, however, so I hopped onto a ~ms. which_ took me
into the capital, and spent a pleasant day s s1ghtseemg there.
That evening I caught a Greyhound bus, and two days (and
2 000 miles) later found myself in Denver, Colorado. There I
~as met by an O.C.U. staff member and his wife, and spent
24 hour at their apartment recovering from the trip. We then
drove down to the Camp-some 130 miles south-west into the
mountain -by way of the Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs. This was very impressive, very modern, and bc:autifully
situated, nestling as it does into the foot of the Rockies.
For the next eight weeks I was fully involved in my work
with a daily changing crowd of American boys and girls, aged
between 11 and 15. Not having spent much time with youth
before, this wa to prove something of an experience - an
intensely rewarding and satisfying one too.
Cam1ting in an ideal site
The camp itself is set into the si?e of a steeply walle~,
heavily wooded canyon 9,000ft. up m the Rockies, and ~s
surrounded by peaks rising to above 14,000ft. The property 1s
completely enclosed by
ational Forest, which ens~es
privacy. It comprises a large central lodge, able to cope with
SO or so people for meals and quite a few more than that for
general meetings. A number of outlying chalets and log cabins
provide most of the living quarters. The mountain stream
flowing r:uough the camp provides a plentiful supply of very
pure, very fresh water. The three small Jakes beneath the
lodge are well stocked with trout (delicious for breakfast) and
provide excellent sport for the fishermen and canoeist-as does
the mall river flowing alongside (called a 'creek'). At 42°F.,
the water is really too cool for swimming but the ' kids ' were
very keen on tipping their ' Mad Englishman ' out of his ship
-however, I always succeeded in dragging a few in with me.
pace doesn't permit me to go into much detail concerning
the programme there. Members of the 0.C.U. and their families
would stay at the camp for anything between a week and a
fortnight and, on arrival, would slot into the normal weekly
programme, run continuously from the end of May to the
first week of September. Mornings were usually spent in the

KEITH ROWBORY AND HIS GANG
The kids warming themselves around the breakfast fire after a very
chilly night under the stars

form of Bible studies and discussions, with the emphasis on
discovering what the Bible bad to say concerning practical
Christian living within the Armed Services, and learning how
to apply it. In the afternoons families would be free to do as
they liked. Some of the activities offered were:
Taking a jeep up the steep, rough mountain trails through
the beautiful scenery.
Scrambling up to the mountain peaks.
Swimming in seme nearby hot springs.
Visiting ghost towns, disused mines and tunnels in the area.
R iding.
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llighlights
At Seattle, I caught a Greyhound bus (these were to be my
home for the . next two weeks) and I steadily made my way
around Amenca. I met the most interesting and friendly
peC!pie, and saw a large slice of the terrific variety of scenery
which the country has to offer. Some of the highlights of
the tour were:
Two crowded days sightseeing in Sacramento and San
Francisco.
An afternoon and evening in Disneyland (another ab~olute
must).
A restful weekend in San Diego-right on the Mexican
border.
A flying visit round the NASA Space Centre at Houston
A day's water ski-ing in Florida, plus a trip to Marinela~d
to see the dolphins and whales do their fantastic tricks.
My .t~ip ended in Washington, D.C., where I spent two
~ays g1vmg a <:loser look to what I had glimpsed on my way
m. I was lookmg forward to making a three-day trip to New
York, Boston, Niagara Falls, and back, when my plans were
shattered by the R.A.F. offering me a flight out the next day.
~asty farewells to the kind people looking after me in Washmgton were followed by a four-hour bus ride to New York
where I immediately caught another bus out to Kennedy Air~
port and clambered aboard the Hercules. I soon fell asleep
on top of the MFO boxes, and remained that way for much
of the nine-hour trundle across the waves back to Lyneham.
In retros1tect
This brought to a rather quiet end what had been for me a
very h_appy holiday in America. The pleasantness of my
memones, of both country and people, is matched only by
~y eagerness t? return. I . strongly urge any fellow signaller,
1f the opi;>ortunny presents itself, to make the journey and find
out for himself the trum about the States, sadly misrepresented
as it is by. the bulk of the press over here. If you go with
an open ~md, prepa~e~ to accept so~e of the different ways
they do th:ngs, and willmg to put up with the few less pleasant
aspects of life over there, you will be greatly rewarded.

A Trip to the States (II)

A weekend off

After a fortnight or so of being immersed up to my eyebrows in American teenagers, the camp director deemed it
advisable to allow me a weekend off. This enabled me to
travel further afield, see more of the country, and stay with
some of the friends that I had quickly found there. More
than once, I found my way over to Aspen, a key winter sports
resort. In !'he summer it attracted a very large number of
'hippies,' and they were all over the place, with their long
hair, colourful dress, and reeking of ' pot.' There I was able
to attend one of the performances held by the International
Music Festival in an enormous tent set up for the purpose.
The standard was very good.
Cn another occasion I drove 800 miles down into Ariz0na
to take two children home. Driving a large Chrysler saloon
(350 h.p. Dodge) through vast stretches of desert (temperatures well up into me lOO's) it says much for the standard of
American roads, and vehicles, to realise that the journey took
only 14 hours in all. And that still allowed us an hour and-ahalf at the Grand Canyon (plus other shorter stops for food,
'gas ' etc.). Despite all the pictures and descriptions of it
that I had seen, I was just not prepared for the immense
size, colour, and sheer grandeur of the thing; it was breathtaking.

i::r

By Second-Lieutenant Hugh Hancock
(Note: Hugh is the son of our own Major-General Mike
Hancock, and is currently studying at London University
under an Anny Cadetship, prior to joining the Corps.Editor).

I.

HAD six weeks in which to see some of the world. North
America was an attractive proposition, and I applied for
indulgence passages, which were kindly handled by LieutenantColonel Garnons Williams in London and by Colonel Dare
in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, who was also my contact
address in the U.S.A.
I flew by Comet IV via Gander, Newfoundland to New
York's Kennedy Airport on Sunday, 16th Augu;t having
spent a night in the transit hotel at Lyneham before' take-off.

Sad to leave
After eight weeks at Spring Canyon, I was rather sad to
•nave to leave, but time was passing, and it had been decided
that I ought to spend at least three weeks touring the country.
The first week saw myself and an OCU staff member driving
up to Seattle, the Washington State capital, situated in the
extreme north west of the country, on the Canadian border.
We went by way of the Yellowstone/Grand Teton National
Parks, which were great fun and well worth twice the time
we were able to spend there-an absolute must for all visitors
to the country-hot springs galore, geysers, waterfalls, wildlife, mountains, lakes and forests.

Im1n·essio11s of New York
It was after four in tJ:ie afternoon when I left Kennedy Airport and eventually arnved at the New York West Side Bus
Terminal on Manhatten Island. I had a long wait until the
bus for. Toronto left. New York: Toronto was the first leg
of the )Ourney to Vancouver. I inspected the bus terminal
area of rhe city and came to the conclusion that New York is
definitely not a city that I would choose to live in. The skyscrapers made people eem insignificant ants in a vast, scruffy
nest. The tops of the skyscrapers were getting lost in the
smog, while at their feet the streets and pavements were littered
with waste-paper, consisting largely of the last seven sections
of the 'New York Times.' On the street corners men who
stood gazin~ vacantly at the world going by, were watched
by vast pohce~en, made ungainly by swinging holster and
billy-clubs hanging down to their knees.
I left New York in the gathering darkness and slept most
of the way to Toronto. Toronto was a relief after New York
for. it had a freshness about it, which was enhanced by wate;
sprinklers .and glorious sunshine, undimmned by smog. The
well-conceived new City Hall and other buildings in the down-
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town area, together with the incredible cleanliness of the streets
were evid~nce of the civic pride of its people.
,
It was in Toronto that I encountered the technicalities of
the N~>rth Am~ican breakfast. I asked for fried eggs. However, 1~ transpired that there are at least four different ways
of fry1~g eggs, ~~ I settled for ' sunny side up,' which
matenahsed as Bnush standard fried eggs.
An unusual travell ing companion
From Toronto to Sault Ste N arie, on the Canadian side
of the neck of Lake Superior, I travelled in the company of a
very pl_e asant Red Indian, who started by telling me that he
was gomg to look for a job in Sault Ste Marie, as it was near
where he grew up. About half way there, the bus made one
of its regular stops for meals in a small town. The Indian
and I rejected the bus terminal cafeteria as distinctly unsavoury and chose a different, and rather more pleasant one,
further u~ the street. As we sat down to our hamburgers and
French fnes, he pulled out an official-looking document and
said " I was l~t. out of j~il this morning." He explained that
he had been Jailed for six months for committing an assault
~hen he was drunk, and was about to begin two years' probauon. He had been in jail twice before, once for another
assault and _once for what he called ' teft.' His story seemed
to accord with the theory mat Indians coming off the reservations are very susceptible to drink.
Bound for the Far West
I checked my belongings as he left the following morning,
and then ~ettled back to watch the scenery go by. The bus
was luxur1?us by . European . standards, for it had reclining
seats and unted wmdows, which provided relief from the sun.
We averaged 60 m,p.h. regularly. The countryside changed
from rocky, pine-covered hills to the rolling plains as we
passed from Ontario into Manitoba.· Winnipeg, the p~ovincial
cap~tal, is rhe only inland city I have seen come up over the
horu:on. It seei;ried attached to the bus by a long grey ribbon
of h ighway which stretched from horizon to horizon in a dead
straight line.
The crossing of the ~lains took two-and-a-half endless days,
24 h_ours a day, 60 miles per hour. Across the province of
!v1amtoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and past such interestmgly-nameel, but. mundane towns of t.!'1t: Canadian Mid-West,
Moose Jaw, Swift Curr.em and Medicme Hat. Calgary sits
on rhe edge of the plams, overlooked by the Rockies. The
r?ad suddenly dips into the Bow River Valley and then quickly
rises o~t of Calgary to the stark and forbidding line of the
~ountams that stretch from the Yukon down into Mexico and
gives the Rockies their name. The name which i used' as a
blanket term for the ranges of mountains on the west coast,
denotes the narrow band of stark rocks that Jong ago were
the aiming point of the wagon trains as they moved west, to
be seen for days before the wagon trains readied them. It is
only a narrow band of rocks, and we were quickly through into
the vast forested mountains of Banff National Park.
. Vancouver

It was 6.30 on Friday morning when I decanted into Vancouver, . the major city-though not the capital-of Briti h
Columbia. Vancouver 1 by far the most pleasant of the cities
I vi ited in North America. It is well laid out and clean
has some very beautiful modern buildings, and al o som~
older building . which give the city a character that some other
cities lack, wirh their impersonal, shiny, modem down-town
areas. Within 20 minutes drive of the city it is p~ssible to see
some of the most stunning vistas the Pacific coast can offer.
. The Pacific ational Exhibition was in progress while I was
in Vancouver. To me, the most interesting exhibit was a lumberjacJ<; display, ':"'hi~h took the fo_rm of a co~te t involving logrolling, tree-chmbmg, axe-throwmg, log-curung and tree-felling.
The speed was incredible-a 12 inch thick pine tree being
felled in just over 32 seconds.
I was taken to ee a football match between the British
Columbia :i.-ions and the Ottawa Roughriders. I found Canadian
and American foo~ball very annoying as it is a stop/start sort
of game. It consists of four quarters, each of 15 minute
and each quarter is stopped twice for television commercials'.
Cheer leaders in shiny, fringed bathing suit and white boots
ran l!i'trough their routines, and at half-time, a vast band som~
hundred plus, gave an exhibition of marching. The 'latter,
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plu the novelty of the game made it all worth seeing at least
once.
I had now been in Vancouver nearly two weeks and left
on the evening of Thursday, 3rd September, going due south
to Seattle and then ea t to Chicago. While travelling from
cattle ro Chicago, I at next to a number of young Ameri~n
who gave me a very good idea of what the youth of Amer_1ca
really thinks. It was surpri ingly different from the. impress~on
gained from the newsp3pers. None of them really mmded gomg
ro Vietnam, none thought of the radical protesters as more
than a vociferou minority and they were all shocked by the
bombing of me U.S. Army Mathematical Resea~ch Centre in
Madi on, Wisconsin. They were, however, seething about the
judicial system, which recently took three weeks to select two
jurors, and which allows ca es to drag on for years before
reaching final decisions.

Som.- ignorance
I was amazed, too, by some of the ignorance displayed. I
wa informed that Britain still ruled Canada and that the
Queen was considered to hold the same executive power as
the President.
The route was dotted with small and uninteresting towns,
whicfl consisted of box-like buildings, rarely rising above two
stories and inevitably festooned with wires.
Arriving at Chicago in the pouring rain, I summed up the
city as like New York only worse. It does, however, have

**

We publish below a verbatim account, as received from
Har ry Rose of the Bahamas News Bureau

Atla nta Space and Rocket Centre
The base of the first stage of the Saturn V moon rocket

l&ritish Tommies '"'joy Bahamas winter sunshine
. NASSAU, Ba.hama~ ·-:As jet-setters wing in for the glittering
high season m this island holiday resort Lieutenant Chris
Dakin, ?f Worcester, is enjoying, with the' 34 British soldiers
under !:us co~and, some of the things in sun, sea and sand
that the tourists pay for.
~akin is Officer Commanding 'E' Troop, 14th Signal
R~g1m~nt, normally based at Norton Barracks, Worcester.
His wife who, he says, outranked h im as a captain in the
W.RA.~. when he was stationed in Singapore, is now a
housewife.
On 21st September the Troop flew into this sundrenched
resort capital by R.A.F. Air Support Command Hercules aircra~t for about seven weeks of satellite communications exercises-and a measure of de luxe rest and recreation during
off-duty hours.

A 'Moon Buggy'-one of the designs submitted to N.A.S:A.
[B ahamas Ntws Photos by Frederic Maura

A Street in Chicago

the street level of the city is a detailed reconstruction
of city streets before the car ruined them. The streets are
cobbled and the bars and shops have on old-time flavour,
which is strangely false in an American setting.

A FARAWAY PLACE IN THE SUNSHINE
Living under canvas in this sunny island holiday resort capital "is a
bit_of alright", vote men of "E" troop, 14th Signal Regiment from
Worcester. They are here for a satellite communications exercise.
Shown (left to right) are : Sergeant Peter Hill, Corporal David Tankard, Corporal Peter Towns, Corporal Frederick W . Hodsoll,
Lance-Corporal Rodger Williamson

:\loon museuna
An hour's drive from Tuscumbia is Huntsville, which is ihe
home of the Marshall Space Flight Centre, the Redstone
Arsenal and U.S. Army Missile Centre. Also at Huntsville
is the Alabama Space and Rocket Centre, which houses almost
every rocket which the United States has taken off the secret
list. In rile outdoor display there are, amongst others, a
German V-2, an Honest John and a complete Saturn V. The
aturn V is 360 feet long and is displayed on its side in order
to be een properly. The rockets of its first stage develop seven
and-a-half million pounds of thrust, and each of the five nozzles
is ten feet across. Inside the museum is a comprehensive collection of engines, satellites, capsules, moon buggies and
working models.
From Tu cumbia, I went to Atlanta, Georgia. Built under

Washington- deep contrasts
Atlanta to Washington D.C. was accomplished in 16 hours.
The City of Washington is one of deep contrasts; the northwest, largely the diplomatic and government district, is a
shining example of an American suburban area. But drive five
miles east, and you are in one of the worst ghettoes in America,
negroes just stand idly on street corners; car doors should be
locked before driving through; garbage lies for days because
of a seemingly inadequate collection system; and an atmosphere of fear can be felt all over the ghetto.
Washington alw has rile world's best museums. American
efficiency means that in them all is very well arranged and
described. The vast capital expenditure has meant there is
little overcrowding, but being so new a nation, everything over
200 years' old has been brought from Europe, and Europe has
been loathe to release its greatest treasuers. This is particularly
noticeable in the National Gallery of Art, where, although
the works of many great painters are on show, the actual
pictures are usually minor works, bought from private collections in the great boom of selling paintings to America in
the twenties and thirties. Lord Duveen, a major art dealer,
was largely responsible for bullying Andrew Mellon, a multimillionaire, into donating the gallery to the nation.
From Washington to New York was a mere four hours.
The second half of the trip had taken a fortnight, of which I
spent five days in buses. The whole trip was over 8,000 miles.
The final leg home was nine hours stretched out on packing
cases in the hold of a Hercules. We landed in the early hours
of Friday, 18th September.

Lieutenant Dakin says that since he joined the British Army
five years ago, he has travelled to 14 different countries. About
Nassau, with its waving palm trees, crystal clear, iridescent
sea and swinging nightlife, he said: "The men like it here.
It's a bit expensive, but everybody's glad they chose the
Bahamas."
The location for their communication exercises had to be
somewhere at least 3,000 miles from Britain, he said, and it
happened to be Nassau this time. Last year the Troop went
to Honduras.
Since the Troop started living under canvas on what once
was Nas au's international airport and is now the Queen
Elizabeth Sports Centre, they've been invited to sail on catamaran cruises to the sea gardens, swim in the warm coastal
waters and take part in sports contests with the i land's teachers'
training college.
They've also shown their rifle prowess by shooting with
Nassau's coppers at the Police Training Centre.
" All of us have served in many parts of the world," said
Dakin, " but we . don't get the chance to come out this way
very often, especmlly to a tropical paradise like this."
Burly Staff Sergeant Robert Paterson, of Alloa, Clackmannanshire, turning a bright red in the Nassau sun, observed:
" It's certainly different from swimming in Aberdeen!"
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the saving grace of its lake frontage, which has been watched
over with care. From Chicago I moved south, via Indianapolis and ashville, to Tuscumbia, in North-West Alabama.
TU5Cumbia is a small, typically southern town. It is affluent,
has a majority of whites and is p'nysically, but not socially,
totally integrated. The town's claim to fame is that it is the
birthplace of Helen Keller who, at the age of one year lost
her sight and hearing. She ran wild until a teacher eventually
made contact by ' writing ' into the palms of her hands. Helen
Keller went on to obtain a degree and spent her life helping to
found and run schools for the blind until she died a few
years ago.

_Daki.n, ori&i!lally. from Thral?ston, Northamptonshire, served
w.1th his captam-w1fe at Cattenck, Yorks., after returning from
Smgapore, where they first met, following her being posted
to the same Regiment he was in.
. Ot~er N .C.0.'s serving in 'E' Troop on the Nassau miss10~ mclude another Scotsman, Sergeant Jim Armstrong, of
Edmburgh, and W.O.I (F. of S.) Reginald Banham of Londonderry, Nortthern Ireland.
'
The Troop will return to Worcester early in November.
ICeelaiming hundreds of square miles ol farmland
from the sea

The Dutch Po/tiers
By Sergeant B. Anderson, 13th Signal Regiment

E

ARLIER this year, Lance-Corporal Houghton and I went
to Northern Holland to study land reclamation. We
found the subject very interesting, and so thought a brief
article might be of interest to readers of THE WIRE, especially
those stationed in Europe.

Wresting fanuland from the sea
Whilst every other country in Europe has rernained-geograph ically speaking-as it always was, Holland has wrested
much of her land from the sea. She bas woo no less than 600
square miles of farmland, and there is more to come. Over
80 p7r cen~ of this land .is used for agricultural farming, the
remamder 1s pastoral, with small townships. The reclaimed
Ian~ is leased t~ young, go-ahead farmers, who apply for
thelf tenancy agamst very strong opposition.
In modern rimes, Dr. Lely has been the main instigator of
the schem,e to reclaim land from the Zuider Zee, and .in 1932,
an enclosm~ dyke, seven years in the building, was completed.. T!:us turni:d the Zuider Zee into the Ijsselmeer-a
large1 inland, non-tidal, fresh water lake. Having been newlyreclauned from the sea, this lake was not fresh water in the
first instance, but in the course of time the salt sea water
has gradually bee~ drained .off and the lake replenished with
fresh. water from nvers, such as the Dutch Rhine. Large areas
of this fresh water lake were dyked off and reclamation started,
The dyking process
A word about the actual dyking process: to build the dyke
tons of boulder clay, which, incidentally, is found at the botto~
of the Ijsselmeer itself, are literally dumped along the course
of the proposed dyke. Then it is reinforced with concrete
and a ?yke wall built. Usually, the dyke has a road along the
top of It.
After an area of water has been dyked off, channels are
dredge~ along the sea bed to provide a temporary transport
ro~te mto the Polder, as the reclaimed land is called. Once
thl~ Polder has bi:en pumped dry l;>Y huge pumping stations,
which surround It, special dredgmg machines known as
' Ladies with big feet,' widen the draina~e ch~els. These
now serve the purpose of maintaining dramage, as well as if
the need arises, providing sufficient irrigation.
'
So far, tw? Polders have been fully reclaimed and are being
farmed; a thtrd Polder, the South Flevoland, has been drained
and will, in the very near future, be opened. The final Polder,
the Maarkerwaard, is due for completion in 1980.
All these Polders, with their proposed capital of Lelystad,
a:e doing w_onders for Holland's national economy. They provide a c_oos1de;1"8ble amount of work, both in industry and, of
course, m agriculture. Dutch experts are, naturally, in great
demand for other reclamation schemes around the world.
If you like the outdoor life

For those people who like the outdoor life, the area of

~olland embr~ci1_1g _the Polders is the place for you. Camping

sites abound; 1t 1s impossible to go more than a few hundred
yar~s without seeing omebody with a fishing rod
itting
pan~ntly <?~ the bank of one of the many canal , hoping for
a bite; sailing appears to be second nature to all the Dutch
people, and every town worthy of the name has excellent
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Exercise 'Surf'
AST month's notes from 14th Regiment reported that one
L
of their two TSC-500 satellite stations had gone to Singapore for various trials under the title of Exercise ' Surf.' Major

wi.mming facilitie · in the shape of both indoor and outdo?~
pools There i even the open ea for tho e who prefer it.
for those people who have never been to Northern
0
Holl~nd and are attracted by the facilities offered, take your
family ~ext ummcr. You'll . have a lot. of fun: For those
people who, like me, prefer ruce lazy. holidays with the occasional sightseeing trip, take your family ~e.'\1: summer as well.
Take a trip to Hardcrwijk and, for the J?rICe of two beers, you
can tour the Zuider Zee land reclamation works by pleasure
-reamer. The trip takes an hour and the boats are frequent;
in the summer they leave Harderwijk quay every hour on the
hour.
· · an d t h e comparison
·
Harderwijk itself is well worth a v1sn,
of the quaint houses and shops to be found ~ere, and the
bright modernity of the new towns of the Folders 1s rem~rkable.
I have tried to convey a little of the beauty and mterest
of Northern Holland in thi brief article. Perhaps you are
tempted to go and see for yourself. If so I'll see you next
summer.
From. 18th Signal Regiment

DevoteJ servants al the Corps
To the many hundreds of members of ~he Cor.p \"'.ho have
passed through the Princess Mary Officers Mess 10 Smgapore
the faces of Mr. Wong Heap Yew ('Chad: ') ~d Mr. Kartar
Singh will be familiar indeed. De~pite therr quiet appearance
both have enough experience of excitement to keep a good
novelist in business for years. There are, of course, many others
with similar stories to tell in the Regiment.
l\lr. Wong Heap Yew
Born in China in 1920, Wong made his way via Hon& Kong
to Singapore in 1933. His first job on arrival was w1.th the
British Army as deputy house boy to a Sergeant-MaJor on
the island of Blakang Mari (now called Sentosa). Ht; recaps
the day when the Japanese arrived. The Sergeant-Ma1or said,
"You leave now and I'll see you when the Japanese have
left." He spent the war working in the Singapore General
Hospital. As soon as the war ended he sough! employment once
again with the British Army. He was recruited as a storeman
but was employed as a barman. He joined G.H.Q. Signal Regiment (one of our founder Regiments) in 1946 and it was the~e
that he acquired the nickname ' Chad ' that has stuck t<? this
day. He is so small that boxes had to be arranged for bun to
stand on to see over the bar.
In 1948 he moved with the Regiment to the new Officers'
Mess in Tyersall Park and in 1959 he was made o. 1 barman
at the newly built Princess Mary Officers' Mess. What of the
future· 'Chad' does not know anyway that there is a future.
His ocly thought now is to continue serving the officers of the
Regiment as he has served so many over the years.

KARTAR SINGH
Officers Mess Manager-known to hundreds of officers who have
served in Singapore

:O.lr. Kartar Singh

Kartar Singh was born in Punjab 54 years ago, the son of a
First World War Sikh Infantry Officer.
Shortly after his 18th bir~day a combi_nation of fatherly
influence and personal enthus1asm landed him at the ~ates .of
the Signal Training Centre, JubbulP<?re. He se~ved with distinction in rile Indian Signals Corps, m such umts as Peshawa
District Sigpals - where at one time he served under a
Lieutenant P. E. M. Bradley, now Master of Signals-' A' Corps
Signals, S.T.C. Bangalore and 8 Technical Training Battalion
in Salikotu.
.
In May, 1946, after a job well done~ he collected his demob
suit and disability pension from the depot Jubbulpore, and
stepped back into civilian life.
After a few years of gleaning a very modest living from the
16 acres of land awarded to him by the Indian Goyernment,
he decided to seek better prospects elsewhere and so, in March,
1952, he sailed for Singapore, leaving his family to rurt the
plantation.
Shortly after his arrival, Kartar Singh found wor~ as a w~tch
man with G.H.Q. Signal Regiment., Howeve.r'. tus experience
with the Pay Section of Number 3 Signal Trarnmg Centre soon
became known to his superiors, and he was quickly elevated
to the post of Officers' Mess Account.
Now the Accountant of Princess Mary Officers' Mess, he has
given over 30 years of loyal and efficient service to the British
- the greater pan of which has been connected with Royal
Signals.
.
.
.
An imposing figure, with a magnificent rron-grey beard and
twinkling eyes, Kartar Singh is Jiked and respected by all who
know him.
Before retirement catches up with him, he hopes to fulfill a
life-long wish by visiting and working in Britain. We hope his
dream comes true.

"CHAD"-ALIAS WONG HEAP YEW
A great character. Well known to very many Corps officers who have
served in Singapore

Footnote
For the benefit of those young soldiers who are content to
remain Class II or III tradesmen, we would point out that
Kartar Singh held a top rating in the following trades:
Operator telegraph, Operator visual and line, Lineman, Driver,
Despatch rider.
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Basil Complin, who commands the Squadron holding these
equipments reports:
" Recently, 3 Squadron carried out tropical trials in Singapore with one of its two mobile satellite earth stations, the
UK/TSC-500. This was a particularly significant event, as it
was the first occasion the equipment has ' flown ' and also
been removed so far from its logistic support. The site chosen
for the trial was at R.A.F. Amoy Quee, Singapore, alongside
the permanent Skynet R.A.F. satellite station, and the honour
fell to ' T ' Troop, commanded by Captain Peter Brunton, to
provide the trials station. The Troop flew out in Hercules
and Belfast aircraft, and although aircraft unserviceability delayed their arrival somewhat, rile station was erected and
working to the other station in Worcester more or less on
time. At this stage I joined the Troop as Trials Director.
During the five weeks of continuous operation, 3 Squadron
claimed some notable Skynet 'firsts,' including establishing
traffic circuits between Commcen Singapore and the TSC-500
with its associated Commcen at Worcester, and also into the
U.K. network at R.A.F. Stanbridge through the U.K. earth
station at R.A.F. Oakhanger.
The trial was a success, but it was not without its headaches. However, thanks to the technical expertise of W.0.1
(F. of S.) J. H. Lawrence and the ability of the ED's under
Corporal M. F. Reynolds to coax the liquid nitrogen plant into
producing, we remained ' through.' Back in U.K., sterling
work was done by Lieutenant Roger Barry, commanding ' S '
Troop, and W.0.I (F. of S.) J. A. Coxon in obtaining urgent
spares.
The presence of two side-by-side earth satellite stations,
at times working a link together, attracted the attention of the
'Straits Times' which ran an article under the heading 'How
to talk to your neighbour across 45,000 miles of space!'
Exercise ' Surf' was interesting and enjoyable, and we particularly welcomed the opportunity of using our two stations for
real, thereby making our name in Skynet circles."
TllAINING BRIGADE UPGRADING COURSES,
JANUAllY, 1971
Serial
Course
Class
From
To
1/42 Technician TE
II - I
19 Jan.
23 Sept.
1/81 Rad io Operator
II - I
5 Jan.
19 Mar.
1/82 Radio Operator
II - I
19 Jan.
2 Apr.
1/51 Comcen Operator
II - I
5 Jan.
2 Apr.
1/41 Driver, R. Signals
II - I
12 Jan.
19 Mar.
1/30 Electrician Driver
II -I
5 Jan.
12 Mar.
1/18 Clerk Technical
II - I
12 Jan.
12 Mar.
1/29 Radio Relayman
II - I
19 Jan.
4 Mar.
2/57 Electrician Driver
III - II
5 Jan.
26 Feb.
2/34 Comcen Operator BIII
to Cipher Operator Bil
III-II
19 Jan.
2 Apr.

u
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News from Regiments
7th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15
llu~b:"·

TJTH the eason now well under way, our team is developing very sati factorily. Several new faces 'have
emerged and are now playing regularly: Second-Lieutenant
Malcalm Sinton, econd row Craftsman 'Taffy ' Owens, full'back Corporal Trevor Johnson, prop, and Lance-Corporal
Gordon Bennett, wing-forward. Fonunately we still have a
hard core from last season-Captain Chris Melhuish, who is
kippering the team again; Lieutenant Roger Whitehead,
working hard on the admin. ide; Lieutenant Ian Wilson,
Corporal Bert Taylor, Lance-Corporal Cagilaba, LanceCorporal Alan James, Corporal Sam Mosedale, Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) George Hall, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Barry Hassal,
Signalman Pat Lee and Lance-Corporal Dave Higgins.
We have now completed the first two rounds of the Army
Cup, beating 1st R.H.A. 83-3 and 13th/18th Hussars 48-0.
The next round is against 27th Regiment R.A., in midNovember; but our eyes are set presently on a friendly match
again t the Welsh Guards earlier in the month.
::\lemories of summer
While on summer camp in the Mosel Valley, 2 Squadron
played a game of soccer against the local village team of
Noerterhausen. They were handsomely defeated by the
handsome margin of 7-2, but obviously made friends in
the process. They invited their opponents to Herford for a
football weekend, and the invitation was accepted.
Having travelled 270 miles, our guests were perhaps not
at their best when they faced the Regimental side on Saturday afternoon and lost 6-1. There then followed the usual
entertainment that evening, and our guests gallantly turned
out the following morning to face the 2 Squadron side. Having
suitably softened up the opposition, 2 Squadron triumphed
5-2. However, the scores probably matter very little; 2
Squadron have made some good friends and hope to renew
acquaintances next summer.
Running
As a 'warmer-up' for the Page Trophy Cross-Country
Competition, we held an inter-Troop 'round-the-houses' relay race. Teams consisted of 20 (including one officer and
two seniors N.C.O.s) and the course was a gruelling 1,000
yards, finishing uphill and up a flight of steps.
The race was started by the C.0. and Hotel Troop took
an early lead. Their later runners couldn't hold off challenges from ' Foxtrot,' ' Kilo ' and ' Papa,' who seemed to b.e
battling for the leadership. However, when the last lap started,
it was Captain Paul White, for Reece Troop, who had a lead
of about 100 yards over Sergeant Geoff Chaloner of 'Foxttot'
Troop; he held on to his lead and the Troop were duly presented with the crate of beer.
A befits a star, Sergeant Geoff Chaloner had his personal
revenge in the cross-country race proper on 16th October.
He covered a very hilly five-mile course in 28min. 20sec.n minutes ahead of his nearest rival, Lance-Corporal ' P.J.'
Probin. In this event the value of training was clearly shown.
' Kilo ' Troop won hands down, their eight men having an
advantage of nearly 100 points over their nearest rivals. Second
and third places were keenly contested, and went to ' Oscar'
and Reece Troops respectively.

Ser~...:111ts• ~fess

Another ' Major' event came to pass on Friday, 23 October,
when we invited our Commanding Officer, eight Majors and
O.C. L.A.D. to join us for dinner.
It was no mean ta k for W.0.11 Eric Simpson (P.M.C.),
W.0.11 'Boots' Cockcroft and Sergeant Ken Cheetham to
prepare the Mess so that 130 of us could be seated for the
occasion. After grace had been said by Major the Rev. Bernard
Hale, the atmosphere quickly warmed up and many were surprised at the potency of our grapefruit de menthe. After a
jolly good dinner, the R.S.M., W.0.1 M. E. Wilson, made a
speech of welcome to our guests, and farewell and good wishes
to W.0.1 M. Dunmall, B.E.M., w:10 now leaves us to become
R.S.M. of 20 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
Finally, the R.S.M. invited the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Birtwistle, to address the ' backbone of 7th Signal Regiment '-a phrase which brought long
and loud cheers. The C .0. thanked us for a pleasant evening
and said how pleased he was to see us all so happy.
Later on, we were treated to some ' bare facts ' of entertainment, which had secretly been arranged by W.0.11 'Titch'
Howker (P.E.C.) and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian Meachin.
The show was so good that 3 Squadron were immediately
elected as the permanent entertainments committee.
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Gus Gurr produced a bicycle in the early
hours of the morning, and the C.O. departed on his unusual
steed, it having been converted in the meantime to a unicycle!
Motor cycling
It had to happen some day. Yes, we lost the B.A.O.R.
Championship after a period of eight years. No excuses. 10th
Regiment, R.C.T., produced the first and second teams-<>ur
' A ' Team came third. They then proceeded to win the Army
Championships at Borden, so undoubtedly the best team won.
Congratulations.
Our riders did very well, and all except Signalman ' Scouse '
Weeks completed the trials. He, in the cross-country section,
seemed to think he was on the West Ham Speedway track,
and only the tree that stepped out and hit him stopped him
from breaking the record. He's now recovering from a dislocated shoulder, but is sure to be back in the saddle soon.
The ' A ' team members were Sergeant Vic Jinks, LanceCoq~oral ' Mick ' C~rrigan and Signalman ' Jock ' Hampton.
Thelf performance JD the observed sections and the crosscountry was very creditable, but the less said about the mapreading the better. Final placings were 13th, 22nd and 14th
respectively. 'B' team member were W.0.11 (Y. of S.)
Vaughan Raynor, Corporal Harry Bishop and Signalman
' Scouse' Weeks--whom we have already mentioned. Yeoman
Raynor clea:ed a couple of sections that the Army champion
came to grief on, which made it all worth while, and ' Old
Faithful,' Corpora Harry Bishop, who can be relied on to
finish any trial he enters, did so yet again.
Signalman Jock ' Hampton leaves the Corps this month
to transfer to the Sappers. Good luck-we'll see you again next
year, no doubt.
Finally, a note for all ex-members of the 7th Signal Regiment team, which has been so successful in past years. Before this year's championship, the Chairman of B.A.O.R.
~otor Cyc~ing, Brigadier . P. Plunt. M.B.E. G .M., kindly gave
his perm1ss1on to the Regiment to present a new cup. This was
competed for this year for the first time-the old one now
belongs to us and can be seen in its accustomed position.

h~ad

and is ?OW undergoing training as an Electrician Driver.
Signalman Sunpson, selected for Commcen Operator training
comes from Maidenhead.
'
J•as~·off

1mrade, 21st October-6 and :i Troops
Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Akass, Royal Signals Officer Com~a.nding 8th Signal Regiment, took the salute' and met the
~ISltors afte! the parade: He had a special word of congratulations for Signalman Wills, best recruit of 6 Troop, and for

Signalman Wills -

Best Recruit

Signalman Thackray -

Best Recruit

Signalmaµ .Thackray, best recruit of 5 Troop. Both of these
young soldiers have now taken part .in the Satisfied Soldier
recruiting scheme.
Welcome to •
C~~tain Alan Browne, who has taken over Continuation
TraJD1_ng Troop at Catterick, Scarborough and Stirling (we hope
he enioys the travelling). Also to Major H. A. J. Alexander
who comes to us from 224 Signal Squadron and has taken over
H.Q. Squadron. Corporal Salter, Lance-Corporals Scott and
Dagnall have fitted into their various slots within the Regiment; a warm welcome to all.
Farewell to • • •
W.0.11 Ma~eson, .Sergeant Crook and Sergeant Tambling,
all moved on, m t'he1r separate ways; we wish them well in
their new stations.
Army Cup Foot.ball
The Regimental soccer team, under the management of
W.0.11 B. Styl~s and captaincy of Lance-Corporal Hedges,
ttavelled to Edinburgh to play 1st Bn. Queen's Own Highlanders in the first round of the Army Cup. With the score
of 2-1 down at half-time there was still a chance of a draw.
Although the Regiment was finally beaten 5-2, a score of 3-2
down ten minutes before full-time was a very creditable effort.
Both our goals were scored by Corporal Dorman, with Corporal
George and Lance-Corporal Mudie naving an excellent game.
It must be noted that the opposing team have been playing
together for the past seven seasons and are holders of the
Infantry Cup. This match was good value as our team is in
training for the forthcoming Army Minor Units Challenge Cup.
Pres,mtntion to Sergeants' ~less
In May this year the Regiment were hosts to the National
Police Dog Trial . Several presentations were made by the
Police to the Regiment. Superintendent de'Tute presented a
mounted truncheon and badge on behalf of the Metropolitan
Police Dog Section.

OriPnt-ring
The Regimental orienteering team, fresh from their success
in the 4th Division championships, left in high spirits for the
.K. and the Army Championships. This took place in the
New Forest on 26th October. The team consisted of SecondLieutenant Graham Hand, Staff Sergeant Jim Bowman,
Sergeant Geoff Chaloner, Corporal Roger Burrows, LanceCorporal ' P.J.' Probin and Lance-Corporal Mick Lee. Here
they met some very tough opposition, including several
naoonal rcpre ematives. They finished fourth in the major
unit competition; all finished the course inside the allotted
time, and Lance-Corporal Mick Lee, finishing 19th, was our
be~t performer. Well done, all of you.

I•ass-off palt"ade, 9th October
HE Inspecting Officer at this parade was Brigadier C. E.
Tonry, 0.B.E., B.G.S. Signals. Troops passing-off were
1 Troop and 7 Troop commanded by Lieutenant S. D. Galpin
and Lieutenant N. C. Fairley respectively.
Best. recruits were Sign:iiman Gerdes, 1 Troop, and Signal•
man Simpson, 7 Troop. Signalman Gerdes comes from Birken•

Leaving the Corps-Captain Jack Crlch
In 1942, the Royal Corps of Signals gained a young recruit
called Jack Crich, a reluctant recruit, is how he describes
himself.
However, after three years' war service in Europe, and
trade training as an Electrician Signals (now Technician), Jack
signed on as a professional soldier.
During the period 1945-1947 be was attached to the Indian
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1 1th Signal Regiment
Catterick Camp

T

Poli~e

to help . the~ wi.th their transition from pigeons to radios.
(I did not belleve it either but the records show it to be true).
From 1947 until 1950 Jack served with ' user trials Troop'
School of Signals, Catterick.
'
He then travelled widely: 1951, Gold Coast Signal Squadron
as S~rgcant; 1953, 7 T.R., Catterick, as S.Q.M.S .; 1955, Signals
Eq~p~ent Troop, T1dworth; 1965, 6 Armoured Division (now
2 D1v1s10n), Germany, as S.S.M.; 1958, Cyrenaica Signal Troop
~hen it rc-forll_led in 1:-ibya; 1959 as R .Q.M.S . to Malta, buildmg ComCai:i mst~ll?oons at T.R.C. 'Bringemma '; 1960 to
Cyprus, agam building T.R.C.s at ' Paramali.' In 1962 Jack
returned to England as R.Q.M.S. to 14th Signal Regiment;
after a few months he was promoted R.S.M. and returned to
2 Division in Germany.
Jack remained with 2 Division until he was commissioned
in. 1965; he was then posted to 30th Signal Regiment as
Lieutenant. He spent the next four years between 640 Signal
Troop and 30th Signal Regiment.
Those who know Jack well will also know that since 1967
h~ has suffered !rom a. spinal injury. As a result of this injury
h1.s doctors advised hlID to leave the Army. Not giving in
wuhout a fight, Jack stayed on and in 1969 joined us at 11th
Signal Regiment as Second-in-Command of 1 Squadron. He
becan_ie w~ll known for his wealth of information. Supported
by . ~1~ wife, Joan, Jack took an interest in all Regimental
acoviues.
This August Jack decided to accept his doctors' advice and
leave rile service. Now, having completed his resettlement
course with Barclays Bank, Jack has started a second career
'
in banking, with one of Barclays northern branches.
. The ~est. wis.hes of all those he served with go with Jack and
his farruly JD his new venture, after 28 years with the Corps.

18th Signal Regiment
e/• G.P.O. SINGAPORE
HE climate in Singapore is conducive to outside activities
T
all the year round. One of the many clubs that flourish
within the Regiment is the ' Hot rods.' Nothing to do with
motor sport, in fact quite the reverse. They are the Regimental
anglers.
Tiu' • Hot Rods '
Every Sunday morning, very early, a party of some 25
members gather for a competition of some sort. Inter-Unit
matches are held alternate weekends and our record is excellent.
Unbeaten so far this season, most of the fishing is in artificial
fish ponds. They are well stocked with Java and Carp (both
common and grassy). The club, under the Chairman Corporal
' Ricky ' Rodgers, placate the long-suffering 'Fishermen Widows'
by sponsoring social activities in the Princess Mary Club from
time to time. At these, the prizes for past successes are presented. Recent winners include Corporal Pete Balby (heaviest
fisb) and Corporal Pat Marshall (heaviest net and combined
net).
Golf
This year the Royal Signals FARELF autumn meeting was
on the Bukit course of the Singapore Island Country Club. This
international course is 6,550 yards long with a rating of 71. The
Regiment's exponents of 'Hockey at the halt,' as the honourable and ancient pastime was recently described, had considerable success. The Millichip Cup and the Tomtel Trophic
were both won by F. of S. Tony Bateman of 249 Squadron.
The main team event, the Au tralian Signals Cup, was won by
the Regimental trio of Captain Ray Windmill (the Adjutant),
Captain (T.0.T.) Norman Walker (1 quadron) and F. of S.
Tony Bateman.

Det•pnvnll
Always the highlight of the Regimental social calendar this
year's party was no exception. The Indian community within
the Regiment, under the chairmanship of Sergeant Alagu,
organised a memorable evening. An unusual feature this year
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Kemp, had grand fun all day. Ably assisted by Lie~tena~t
Moir he roamed the dirce camps that make up our locations m
Dover Road, announcing himself variously as " A group of 20
school children bent on mischief," " A displaced man with six
kids, a dog and two pet snakes" or "A _howling mob of 200."
Whilst simulating the latter he got a particularly harsh response
from Staff Sergeaot Eddie Canale, who turned the fire hoses
onto him.

was that the Deepavali Dance was performed by a char~
10-year-<>ld Chinese girl who has been adopted by a Hindu
family.

SUCCESSFUL FISHERMEN (AND WOMEN)
Le~

to right: Corporal Pat Marshall, Mrs. Alice Johnson, Corporal

UNIT DISCOTHEQUE
Signalman ' muscles' Mclough lin really ' goes ' in the disco

Pete Balby, Staff-Sergeant George Johnson, Mrs. Jenny Spencer

Soccer social
If the team had played as well as they celebrated the end
of the soccer, they would have been unbeatable. The social in
the P.M. Club was an excellent evening. Major Terry Canham
was presented with a plague inscribed ' The most frustrated
supporter ' by ' Muscles ' McClouglin, our assistant ' Robbie
Burns.'

St.art
But enough of this preamble; what would you like to hear
abouc' first? . . . Sport, perhaps? . . . This alway holds a
high place in any unit, and we are far from the exception.
At soccer, under the captain, Sergeant Terry Lowes, we won
the R.A.F. Changi League, the McClean Tro(Y'ny, and were
third in the Singapore District Division II. To name all the
players would take too long, but there are two worthy of
particular mention, and they are Sergeant John Harvey and
our goalie, Lance-Corporal Johnny Gumbs. Five of th~ team
played for the Corps side an~ two for the Army, one being rpe
Army team captain. Captam Gordon Issom, as Officer-.mCharge Shooting, proved ~e team's prowes~ at the ~a!Jmg
plate by winning five upnght cup~ out, of. six competlti?ns.
At swimming, we won the Royal Signals Smgapore Meeting.
We supplied half the Corps sailing team, which beat the Royal
Artillery and Royal Engineers.

n.q.,

V~sit

Singapore District, closes down
The rundown in the Far East, scheduled for the end of
1971 has had little visible effect on the Regiment so far.
' Thi'nk boxes ' have been working overtime and voluminous
plans have, and are, being prep~red. The firs_t real man!fes?ltion of the rundown was the closmg of H.Q., Smgaporc D1stnct,
in Tyersall Park during October. The residue of the District
Headquarters staff have m?ved into the J:I.Q. FARELF comi;>lex
in Tanglin. The ' Park ' 1s now occupied by the Australians
and New Zealanders.

Wives' Club
Deepavali was an appropriate time for the wives of the
Regiment to hold an Indian morning. Over 50 of them were
enthralled by tales of India told by Mrs. Jumabhoy .. She
explained the intricacies of Indian jewellery and the ritu'.lls
that are associated with it. She also unfolded the mysteries
of Sari wearing. We look to see if her talk will have any effect
on the • fashion scene ' within the Regiment.
Halloween Party
Continuing the social round-up, the Prin~ess Mary .Officers'
Mess held a rally-cum-party on the ~ppropnate day. Singap?re
has never seen so many witches, devils or hobgoblins scurrying
round the city. The organiser, Lieutenant David Moir, ~iterally
walked away with the prize. This party was almost his swan
song for he shortly leaves us for Trucial Oman.

SUCCESSFUL GOLFERS

Left to right: Lieutenant John Mclean, Lieutenant-Colonel Henry
Hiid (C.O.), Foreman of Signals Tony Bateman, Captain Norman
Walker, Captain Ray Windmill

Princess lUary Club
The Princes Mary Club has gone 'mod.' To compete with
the expensive local attractions of the big city we now have
our own air conditioned discotheque. It was installed by self
help as part of t'he general face-lift of the club. The decorati<?ns
are oriental, one wall is alive with a fearful fire-breathmg
dragon.
Lieutenant Cheryl Collier (W.R.A.C.)
We said a fond farewell to Lieutenant Cheryl Collier on
retirement. For the past 12 months she has been O.C. Exchange
Troop and, from time to time, administration officer of 1
Squadron. Her sparkling personality will be missed fro~ the
Tanglin complex but she will still add charm to the Regiment
for her husband, Lieutenant Clive Collier, is with us until
March, 1971.
Inter-Squadron Cross-Cowatry
The sun was hot and the going across Colombo Heath quite
heavy when some 70 runners took off for this year's race. The
3}-rnile course included three gravel hills, a jun~le track and a
Kampong with a pack of quite ferocious dogs. First back to the
Dover Road sport field was Signalman Palany, closely followed
by Sergeant Lord. The final team places were first 249
Squadron, second 1 Squadron, third H.Q. Squadron.

PLENTY OF SWING AT THE DEEPAVALI PARTY

In the foreground: Lieutenant (Retd.) Collier W . R.A.C. with Signalman Arhmalagan

19th Signal Regt.
c1o G.P.O. Singa11ore
Notes bf/

~111jor

A. P. Fielding

Sorely pressing problems
IFE in the sun is not as ideal as some may think; you
take your clothes off and you get burnt, pu~ them on a!ld
you sweat arrange a compromise and the mosqwtoes home m;
the amotdit of variety necessary in clot~ng now makes your
tailor's bill exceed your pay and poverty is upon you.
With all these sorely pressing problems it has been n_eccss'.lry
to take our minds off such thing~ in fact, our success m domg
so has now given us a retrospective problem in not only
wondering how we fitted everything· in but, of all the many
things, what should be recounted.

L

Cricket--of a sort
We 'could, for example, mention ~e Officers. and Seniors
cricket match against 18th Signal Regiment; h~w 1t was p!ayed
under the exacting handicap of a c;an of T1ge_r per wicket,
catch and six (plus one for ~e umpire extraord.mary_, Colo!lel
D. A. Polley), even to the point of R.S.M. Speight mform!-Dg
the Adjutant that in the farmer's opinion the latter, on droppmg
a catch was "A prize nit, sir!" (make due note of 11le deference
shown~no charge was possible under AA 33(1) ), but we won't
mention it, other than to say rain stopped play when Sergeant
Colin Wood, disguised as a small black. cloud, brought the
match to an end with a fire bucket and stirrup pump.

Exercise ' Silk Nose '
The Regimental Jungle Exercise 'Evergreen' over and the
verdigris removed from equipment, it was time to look to
internal security in anticipation of an island-wide exercise that is
imminent. Our newly joined training officer Lieutenant Charles

What is it?
Having not mentioned the cricket m~tch it would .hardly be
fair to mention the ' arrers ' match agamst 17;11 Regi!llent .and
how they narrowly won. the '~pper Trophy -a uruqu~ lt~m
of silver with a most curious ongm; reI?ute,dly a Roman dn~k~g
goblet until it was hurled at Hanmbal s, elephants, ffi!SSmg
Hannibal but not the elephant right marker s foot. There 1s the
other school of thought that believes that Sergeant 'Andy '
Watson sat on it-our historians are at logger-head~. ;May~e
some of our readers can enlighten us; the description 1s:
Height, lOin.; breadth, 8in.; width, in.
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ironi the ~laster of Signals
We were honoured by the visit of the Master of Signals,
Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., on 1st
October. The Master himself set the tone on what was a very
happy day by delighting Sergeant Taib and the Regimental
quarter guard by talking to them all in Malay. Eve~ Air
Traffic Control saved all the day's drama for the ten minutes
the Master was there-a VC-10 landed, two aircraft were
picked up on the tracking radar, and there was a non-practice
crash alert, fortunately not needed in the end.
Camp in the Cameron Highlands
Then there was the Regimental camp in the Cameron Highlands, in Malaysia, a delightful part of the world. The ca~p
was arranged in two nine-day periods, and a good proporuon
of the Regiment managed to attend one part or the other.
The first period was run by Captain John Bingham and
Captain John Roberts, O.C. Changi Troop. Q.M.S.I. Don
Patterson provided an unlimited variety of early-morning P.T.,
and the weather an unlimited variety of mist drizzle and
downpours. T'he heavy rain caused innumerable landslides
along the 30 miles of winding road th:1'ou~ the hi~~land~,
and although it did not prevent the daily Jungle traming, 1t
did cause many problems on getting equipment dried out. The
cookhouse was the only source of continuous heat, a system
which worked remarkably well. Dripping muddy clothes
tended to enhance the ' brown Windsor,' but gave a curious
' manly ' tang to the scrambled eggs.
Captain Alan Harfield and Captain Gordon Issom ran the
second period; of course, the former being the Quartermaster,
he had naturally indented for good weather. Unfortunately, h_e
did not 'red star' it, so it was a couple of days before 1t
came through. With the better weather came longer 'ulu
marches ' snakes and higher beer sales. Captain Issom took a
party for' a night out. It was not quite what. t~e party had
in mind when they found themselves basha building: aod mosquito swatting as the sun _went down, b~t they ~d a~ least
discover that things don't JUSt go bump m the rught m the
jungle. The most distinct noise was alleged to have come
from Sergeant Hugh Meikle when he sat on a snake; the rest
of his party claim the snake made the noise. It was the only
case of race relations in the whole camp; Sergeant Meikle and
the snake put 100 yards between them in a matter of seconds.
All the camp personnel have now returned to Changi clutching blow pipes, Rajah Brooke's, and stories increasing in
colour as they decrease in accuracy.
The beginning of the end
ow we move into what may very well be the last Ramadan,
Hari Raya, Christmas and Chin~se New Year period of t~e
Regiment-a sad thought o~ .which to conclude, but we will
do our best to keep our spmts up.
A short footnote: Signalman Sheik Ibrahim, a lineman of
Tengah Troop has just been discharged from the Army after
seven years' s~rvice. ~ui:ing..this tin;e he ha? rep~esented ~he
Regiment Corps, District and Jomt Services in athletic~,
and has ~on no less than 450 trophies! Can anyone beat that
record?

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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21st Signal Regiment (Air Support)
B.F.P.0. 42
is with deep regret that we record the death of Lieutenant
ItheT.Corps,
Guy Waters on 15th October. With 25 years' service in
including boy's service, he had many friends all
over the world . A full tribute to his devotion appears on
page 579, written by a brother officer who knew him as
' Boy Waters.'
The funeral, at his home town of Uxbridge, was attended
by representatives of his fellow officers, his Troop and the
R.A.F., with whom he served for the last six years. We
extend our sympathies to his wife Pauline and ch ildren
Carolyn and Timothy.
A month of autumn exercises
Overshadowed by this sad event has been a month of
autumn exercises and preparation for our FFR inspectionthe second in nine months I The ' Snow Queen ' winter camp
is being prepared at Oberjoch, and the winter sporting season
gets under way.
Sport
Quite apart from our orienteering successes, Regimental
spore has never been more active than at present. The concentration of the unit in the Wildenrath area has produced
larger numbers for teams to be selected from, and results all
round arc good.
The cross-country team train every lunch-time during the
week and also on Sundays. Their schedule, under R.Q.M.S.
'Mick' Hall, is positively frightening, but it is certainly having
the desired effect. A very closely-contested inter-Troop crosscountry run was won this year by R.H.Q., who do not include any of the Regimental team. Sergeant George Holden
was once again the individual winner in an excellent time.
The hockey team has been playing well and is still in the
Army Cup. The basketball team is showing considerable
promise.
There is also a lot of soccer talent and we have scored a
large number of goals. Unfortunately, we were knocked out
of the Army Cup by 3-2 in a very exciting struggle with
28th Signal Regiment, who deserved their win, but we reckon
they will have trouble in beating us when we have had more
time to develop as a team. Signalman Jeff Ruffer and Craftsman Brian Saberton are both playing very well and have
earned B.A.O.R. trials.
Small bore shooting
The preliminary stages of the Army Rifle Association Winter
Postal League having been shot, we find ourselves in Division
2 as the top Corps team, with the Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate team as company.

ORIENTEEIUNG
Second in Major Units Army Championship, 1970.
Team: R.S.M. Matthews, Sergeant H olden, Corporals Storer,
Woodford, Roissetter, McMillan.
This started out for some of the cross-country squad as a
break from the lunchtime training sessions! On winning the
Rhine Area Championships, the bit was between our teeth
and snowballed into a phase of preparing to do battle against
the U.K. professionals (if the tales we heard were only half
true). We are grateful to Captain Coeshot, R.A.0.C., the
Rhine Area individual winner, who kindly came and gave us
a talk on the method and tactics of ' real' orienteering, thus
assisting us in our success.
After a ' warmer' in the B.A.O.R. Cross-Country Trial on
Friday, the team did a 'Cook's Tour' to U.K. on Saturdaybus to Gutersloh, Britannia to Birmingham, train to Salisbury, and 'air-conditioned' three-conner to Larkhill. Sunday
was spent in the game of nonchalance-along with all other
competitors-with many a furtive look at the ' Silva ' compass to ensure it still pointed the same north as your neighbour!
Monday morning, 7.30, saw us gathered at the School of
Artillery to be transported by coach to the RV. After a shorter
'Cook's Tour' (the driver not being oriemated) we found the
start area (near Verwood in the New Forest). It was then
we found the course handicap-the girls of the W.R.A.C. were
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tarting from the same place as us, but following a different
course. Throughout the race it was noticeable how the soldiery
kept close on the tail (to coin a phrase) of the lady conte tams.
The weather was warm and sunny, the course twelve kilometre (for some!) with four teen checkpoints, over undulating
coun try of fores L plantation and a bit of swamp. As the
time went on and r unners came in, our elation stead ily grew;
we were up with the leaders!
We got tran port back to the final R V, showered and

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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changed, then gathered in the NAAFI co watch the results
being collated on a master board. Eventually the results were
through and we were well beaten into second place by S.E.E.
8th Signal Regiment had some bad luck in not fighting us for
our place and finished fourth; S.E.M.E. were third. Our congratulations, too, to the ladies of 24th Signal Regiment in
coming first and second in the W.R.A.C. competition.
This was our first season, and we are learning fast. By
next year we intend having a lot more knowledge and experience co better our position-bluebells beware!

H.Q. UNFICYP, B.F.P.0. 667
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Live O ak, SHAPE, B.F.P.O. 26
News from SHA.PE
related in
• Stop Press '
form by
W.O.I P. Drown

L THOUGH there are only
A
12 Royal Signals Staff in
Live Oak, it is amazing the num-

ber of things which have occurred
since my notes in the August/
September WIRE. However, before I give you to ' Stop Press '
from Live Oak, I would like to
insert a note of farewell to our
Staff Communications Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. 0. Smith,
and his good lady.
At the time of writing, the result of a farewell party will
not be known, but to ensure our best wishes arc printed in
good time, they arc inserted early (see editor's note last
edition).
Lieutenant-Colonel Smith has been not only a good boss,
but a very good friend to us all-leaning, pushing, growling,
persuading and congratulating at the rig11t selected moment.
He leaves us to take up a post in the part of the M .0.D. where
bowlers are of importance, and his pip e will be of a vety
special luxury. We all hope that he never forgets his lighter,
baccy or bowler, as decisions are hard to make without them,
also that he can continue his Wednesday afternoon recces in
true British style. Our best wishes to you and your family,
sir, and remember, whenever you ar e short of paper-clips,
memo-pads, Selotape or coffee, there are plenty at L ive Oak.

•S top Press'
Newcomers. -W e welcome our new Staff Communications
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel I. E. Simpson, who will have been
in the chair but a few weeks, bu t is assured of our full suppor t.
Also si nce our last notes, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) K. McRae
a nd family and Sergeant J . Hume and fam ily.
Aebieveme nts
Corporal Rooney.-In his first season as a squash player,
he entered the B.A.0 .R. Royal Signals Tournam ent and
finished a very creditable finalis t in the Plate Competition,
his opponent having to drop out injured. W ell done!
T o top this occasion, his wife presented him with a second
daughter, so great credit and congratula tion s to them both.
Corporal Beresford.- In his firs t SHAPE athletic meeting
since his arrival, h e surprised us all by taking second place
in the individual high jump and third p lace in the long jump,
a very good p erformance against other nationalities. Well
done!
SIG NAL O FFI CERS O F UN FICYP
Standing, left to right : Captain R. Horne, C Squad ro n Th e Roya l Scots Greys, Captain P. W ilson, M.P. Company, Captain P. Boule, 644 Signal
Troo p. Inspecto r S. Sandstorm, Civil Police, Ca ptain H. Sul zgruber, Austrian Field Hospital , Lieutenant P. Koch, Danish Contingent, Lieutenant
C. Jegr eus, Swedish Contingent, Lieutenant J. Thewl is, 644 Signal Troop
Seated, left to right : Captain S. Jansson, Swedish Contingent, Lieutenant R. Le Fleming, British Contingent (3U), Captain G. Wh itehead, Canadian
Contingent, Co mmandant P. Purcell, G2 Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. Ranft, C.S.O ., Lieutenant-Colonel I. Bondeson, Chief Operations
O ffi cer, Captain G. Finney, 644 Signal Troop, Captain J. Kookla, Finnish Contingent, Lieutenant R. Dunne, Irish Contingent

Si g nallers e x<~ ha11ge ide a s
.,HE ' Signal Officers' Convention ' is a monthly event
wh ich is organised by each national contingent in turn.
L ast week the convention took place at H.Q., UNFICYP,
and the morning was devoted to a demonstration of mobile
rear link communications as used by l'he different national
contingents.
Each Signal Officer presented his own detachment demonstrating how all the sets are inter-operatable and how they can
be worked through rebroadcast and control stations at Troodos.
These monthly conventions have proved to be an excellent
forum for fostering greater co-operation between all contingents.

Corporal Siggs.- ' B ' Pass in h is upgrading cour c Comcen
Op . Bl congratula tions.
Corporal Wells.- ' B ' P ass in his M .P .T.C. Class I Course,
congratulations; h e is now looking forward to hi posting to
3 Division, having got all his qualifications.
Corporal Brown.-Away on his C Op. Bl cour e, and the
' Grapevine ' tells us he is doing well; look sharp ,they are
missing you in the rugby team.
Cricket.-Alas ! After holding the Inter-Departmental Cricket
T rophy for two seasons, we conceded defeat to the M.T. and
Workshops, but this will make us even keener than las t year,
when the season opens again.

' IJCnals Inter-Conting ent S wimming Gala
On Friday, 18th September, the UNFI CYP Signals InterContingent Swimming Gala took place at the U.N. pool,
Nicosia. Competitors from Britcon, Cancon, D ancon, Fincon,

Treon, Swedcon, the Force Reserve, and 644 Signal Troop
participated . The final result was in doubt right up to the last
race, with the eventual winners, 644 Signal Troop, narrowly
defeating Swedcon.
Individual mention must go to Staff Sergeant Baunkaer
(Dancon) in the plate d iving competition, who retrieved 20
plates from the bottom of the pool in one dive ; Corporal
L eveque, of Cancon, in the SO yards freestyle; Signalman R.
F ousert, of 644 Signal Troop, in the SO yards breast-stroke,
and Lieutenant Jegreus, of Swedcon, in the SO yards backstroke.
The afternoon entertainment was not complete without a
novelty event, in which teams competed against each other
by racing in plastic boats. The winner of this free-for-all has
still not been decided!
T he Ch ief Signal Officer's Cup for swimming was presented
by M rs. D . D . Ranft, the wife of the Chief Signal Officer, to
Sergeant J . Annear, of 644 Signal Troop, the captain of the
winning team.
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CYPHER VACANCIES
Government Communications Headquarters
Vacancies exist for Men and Women (particularly
ex-Service personnel) for Communications Centre work.
Recent experience in Cypher or T eleprinting desirable.
Appointments are paid on a scale rising to £1,2S3.
Those appointed must accept liability for shift duties
covering nights, weekends a nd public holidays for which
additional allowances are payable. Opportunities exist for
Overseas Service.
All first appoin tments are temporary but with excellent
prospects of becoming established (i.e. permanent and
pensionable without Superannuation deductions). There
are also prospects for promotion.
Civil Service leave, hours and sickness benefits apply.
Candidates and both parents must have been Briti.h
since birth.
Applications with full details of qualifications to :
Recruitment Officer (CY-OP 6),
Government Communications H eadquarters,
Room A/1105,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM,
G los. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone : Cheltenham 21491
Ext. 2270

·---·-----·• ~·-~--

'

I

Cornish
Wafers

That's the lat for this time, but watch the WmE for more
news from Live Oak in the N ew Year.

ODE

TO

• \ V IRE ,

Compact notes
A certain way
And come the
For you, good

C ORRESPO N D ENT S

and photos clear,
to bring us cheer,
day you visit h ere,
friends, a pint of beer.

Such spready biscuits for butter, so ready for cheese!
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News from Squadrons
4 Guards Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron {204)
EXEHCISE

' HUNCDBACK

I '

,ta Impression by Corporal D. Cramp
quick thinking
T 19.00 hours on Wednesday, 2nd September, all personnel
taking p3rt in this exercise were to meet in the Training
Room for, what we thougbt, was to be a final briefing. When
we were formed up in our respective detachments everyone
was quite happy-but then things started to go wrong, for us.
One by one the detachments were disappearing through a door
and not being seen again. What a way to conduct a briefing.
Briefing-who said anything about that? Behind that door was
our ' glorious ' Intelligence Section ably helped by a few
members of the Sergeants' Mess giving us and our kit the once
over. Money, sweets and 'liquid refreshment' was their order
of the day-and they were really enjoying it. It was our turn
now and in we went, but although we lost our sweets and
liquid, some quick thinking saved our money and we got
through with DM120. (Our thanks to the driver of our 3-tonoer).
Alas-no conununicatlons
After the search we were bundled into our respective
3-tonoers and taken for a grand tour of Munster before heading
in the direction we were supposed to be going. About two hours
later out we got, supposed to be lost, but somehow it's quite
easy to see out of 3-tonners when it's closed up. We soon
established our position and with four radio operators in my
detachment, namely Lance-Corporal Jimmy Simpson, Signal•
men Chris Harman, Robbo ' Robinson and • Chippy ' Clancy,
I thought we'd have no problem in setting up communications
with base. Through no fault of the radio operators we just
could not get through, although they tried every conceivable
way. In sheer desperation we sent Chris Harman climbing,
with aerial, up the nearest tree, but even that gave us the
now familiar crackle on the set. No comms.!
warm welcome from the locals
There was only one thing left to do-make tracks for the
nearest village, which was about Skms. away, and hope one of
our roving • Highway Patrols ' would find us. As we arrived
at the village green we were almost knocked down by Lieutenant
Vest and bis 'sidekick' Sergeant K. Webb. After a few tests
Lieutenant Vest agreed that our set was •kaput' and that we
were to stay in the village for the night and make for base next
day. Now we were doomed to a miserable night on the green
alongside the church with a clock that was chiming on the
hour every hour, but then we heard music coming ftom around
the comer. We had stumbled on a Schutzenfest and there
ended our long night on the green. We were made very welcome
by the locals and needless to say a very good time was had
by all, much to the envy of the other detacbmeots scattered
all over the nearby countryside. We still spent a cold five hours
on the green, but that clock didn't spoil our very comfortable night.
A

feet. When this started there was only one thing to do, and
here our thanks go to the German lorry driver with the empty
trailer who saved us a long walk and gave Chris Harman's feet
a rest.
Home at last
I wonder how many of you readers have been driving along
a road and seen a body stretched out at the side of the road?
Now plea e spare a thought for the poor gentleman who wasn't
confronted with one body but four of them, all sound asleep.
He obviously thought there had been an accident and was all
set to administer first~aid, but fortunately I managed to save
bis embarrassment by convincing him they were only sleeping.
Then came the call we had been waiting for, the final race to
the R.V. Once again along came Lieutenant Vest in his beloved
Land Rover and in about five seconds flat we were in the back
and heading for a point about lkm. from our actual destination. He could not take us right in as that would be cheating
but we found out later that he had been sent out to look for
the group that was farthest from the R.V. (which was us), and
bring them in.

rou

Another Exercise ' Hunchback '?
At long last we arrived and after being welcomed in by
R.S.M. B. G. Green we were glad of the 'bottle ' that was
passed around.
Exercise ' Hunchback I ' was over and once again we
assembled in the Training Room to hear how the other detachments had fared and for the debrief, then away, for a very
welcome bath and good night's sleep in a comfortable bed.
We have heard on the grape vine that since we enjoyed this
exerci e so much, the R.S. 111 . says we can look forward to
'Hunchback II.'
Association Football
The Squadron side have made a good start to the new
season. In an unashamed bid to achieve fame we entered the
Munster Garrison Minor Units League and at the time of
writing are the current league leaders. Our greatest acquisition
in the close season was Signalman Laurie Lawrence, our
inside-right, who we are told is not a bad radio operator to
boot! Captain Michael Vest, our newly promoted communications Captain, has been celebrating his , elevation by showing
'goodwill to all men.' Tragically this has included several
opposition forwards, and as our goalkeeper his premature
Christmas spirit has not been entirely welcome! We have been
drawn against 20 Armoured Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron
in the first round of the Army Cup (for the second year running) and this promises to be an interesting encounter. They
have ground advantage but we hope at least to earn a replay
in Munster. Our team captain, L/Sergeant • Ginge' Lister, is
convinced we can gain revenge for our defeat at their hands
last year. Whatever the result, football will continue to be a
major part of the Squadron sporting programme, and we hope
we will be able to report continued favourable results in the
months that remain this season.

Once again, no con1munications-and the reason
why
The next day we set off and after meeting the Duty Technician we decided to try again and make contact. Success. We
got through and at last everything was beginning to look
brighter. Half-an-hour later we were due to call again, and this
time we got absolutely nothing, not even a crackle. Still, we
put this down to being half-way up a pretty steep hill, so
Jimmy Simpson and myself decided to press on to the top and
try from there while the others took their time in corning up.
Once again nothing. After we had all assembled again we set
off along the road to our next point. About 2kms. along this
road we stopped again for there in front of us was the reason
for our set packing up-the Americans had decided to have a
radio station built there. Once past it the set worked perfectly
and there was no more trouble from it, only the cases of sore

report
Lance-Corporal ' Andy ' Hunt has rejoined us after a
successful TU Course at Catterick. Once again the Corporals'
Mess bar profit is soaring as he gets back into the form that
has spread his fame far and wide. Sergeant Jim Morrison has
brought his football team out from U.K. and is now settling
down to the good life. With the training season upon us upgrading course Q test preparation had produced the usual vast
number of definitions of Ohms Law-the best, probably this
one from an unnamed Signalman: "If amps flow in a wire,
then there must be a current or voltage in it.'' To the relief of
all concerned we must sadly wish him goodbye when he leaves
us shortly for Sharjah. News of another welcome move is that
of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Gerry O'Sullivan, who is being sent,
for some inexplicable reason, to A.A.C., Harrogate-perhaps to
join the basics class. Finally a message from all to LanceCorporal G. Waite, at present in training at 8th Signal Regiment: "Tought luck, lad.'' He joins us in March, 1971.
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Choosing the · right insurance
scheme. We'll advise you on all
forms of insurance, including life,
personal effects, household and
motor policies. It's especially important that your possessions are
insured when you're posted overseas.
Makingyol;lr money work best
for you. You need to make the
most of your spare cash. And we'll
help you- with advice on the right
form of saving, such as National
Saving Certificates, UnitTrustsand
stocks and shares.

Settling your bills. Have you
ever forgotten a payment? It need
never happen again. We'll take
care of all your regular m9ney
commitments, such as subscriptions, insurance premiums and
hire purchase instalments.

The man to contact is
Mr. D. P. Gardin"e r, who is specially
concerned with liaison between
H. M. Forces and the Bank. Write
to him, using the coupon and
he'll send you full details of all our
services to the Services.

r---------1
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To.Mr. D. P. Gardiner, T.D., Services
Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited,
Cox's and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall,
London, S.W.l.
Please send me full details of a}J your
services.
Name...••.•...•......-·········-···········································-

Rank. .............•............................................. ·-············-

Address .. ·-··········-···················-·········-·····-···········-
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················-···· ·· · ···········-···········--·············-·············- I
Lloyds Bank helps you to plan L.::::··=··=··=··=·=·=··=··=-=
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7 Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron (207), B.F.P.O. 37

By ' King Rat '
" JUST done it, just going to do it or just finished sir"
. . . then " B-- check it and check it again."
The e words still echo in my head, A newcomer to this
famous Brigade I was made aware very quickly that the
infamous Exercise 'Triangle' was upon B.A.0.R. again. After
a week in Soltau I became aware that the soles of the hoes
that floated past me daily belonged to our Communications
Officer Captain Austin, and F. of S. 'Tash• Tricker, but
their efforts paid off.
After a trying three weeks (oh, it was rough) to find out who
were the Adjutant and R.S.M. who shared a double bed, and
whether the O.C., Major T. Rigby, shared a private room with
a suit of armour, and who was that blonde Lance-Corporal
Kelly?
Communications were good, the weather fair, the food let's forget the food-but the aim was achieved, ' Triangle '
finished with praise all round and our Commander's words
ummed it up: 'I could not ha·;e done it without good
communications."
Classic remark from the e~ercise, a Staff Officer was heard
to say to his driver, "Follow that helicopter." 'Jock' Craig
was made a P .O.W. twice with his water trailer but was
always freed; thank you 11th Brigade. In one night we lost
our Y. of S. f un Rayment, F. of S. 'Tash' Tricker and the
A.S.M. Tony Jacques who became bogged down on their way
to a Rebro (the A.S.M. thinks F. of S. should be banned from
driving). Credit must go to Corporal Pete Coathup and LanceCorporal Roy Pope who had just recovered all the line from a
rather spr:iwling v~age when Brigade H.Q. returned to spend
anorher 01ght. Pra1se to Lance-Corporal Eaton and Signalman
McCarthy for operating a Rebro from an almost 90-degree
angle. Good wishes go to Corporal Frank Coleman who asked
for his posting to be postponed so that be could stay for the
largest exercise of the year.
Back in barracks the leaves are falling and Christmas
approaches, but much work lies ahead, the F .F.R. is a few
weeks away. Captain ' Tiny' Reoch, R.C.T., our M.T.O., is
muttering P.R.E.
Plans are well. ahead for Christmas so until the ' Rat' puts
pen to paper agam.
. Our best wishes for Christmas to all ex-7tn Brigade and
mdei;d ~ the Corps, a Merry Christmas and a good commumcanng New Year.

227 Signal Squadron

{AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18
F ootball
AVING all of our major exercises behind us for 1970 the
Squa9-ron is passin~. thro~ a P<;riod of intense activity,
re-configuring and re-wrrmg vehicles m an effort to improve
our standards and eradicate the faults discovered. This, however, does not <><;cupy our members all day and every day so
the more energetic or adventurous members have been availing
themselves of facilities afforded within AFCENT.

H

W.O.I (R.S.M.) Tom Burke has been busy ·doing a Matt
Busby on the Squadron team and his spartan training programme has achieved results. The team is now top of the
league and_ must be favourites to come out winners. The recent
match a.gamst the German Company had all the thrills, spills
and national fervour of the World Cup series and ended in a
win for the Squadron by five goals to two.
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Snilln!f
The Squadron dinghy has been refurbished and a new
enthusiasm for sailing has been apparent since the arrival of
R.Q.M.S. Colin Johnson. In company with Corporal Geoff
Adams and Lance-Corporal Bill Gale, Colin can be found
mo ·t weekends sailing at Ohe-En-Laak.
These expeditions ccm to be fraught with hazards for Colin.
Whilst crewing for Bill Ga'.e the mast snapped and made much
better time down the Maas than the dinghy. Bill gazed at mis
phenomena with open-mouthed admiration and when he turned
to remark .on it .he di covered that Colin had been submerged
for some little time and was not functioning at his best.
Some weeks later, and with a new mast, Colin proved he
~vas not deterred by his ducking by crewing for Geoff Adams
rn. an _attempt to ail up the Maas. After managing only three
mil~s m three hours they turned . round· the boat capsized and
Colrn descended to the sub-aquauc realms. He informs me that
he definitely heard Geoff shout " Capsize " as he surfaced for
the third time. If this continues we foresee him being the only
yachtsman sailing regularly in scuba gear.
Sedentary bobbies
Staff Serg_e ant (Y. ?f S.) Dere~ Moat has recently emerged
as our leadrng aquanu~ enthusiast after purchasing tropical
fish from. Coq~or~ Charlie Peach. The deal was finally clinched
by Charlie pomting out that the Angel fish had just laid 200
eg~, and at three guilders per fish Derek stood to make 600
guilders on the eggs alone.
Alas, after emulating the feat of so many pools winners
and planning what he would do with his new-found wealth
his. hopes of instant riches were dashed by the adult fish eating
the1r own eggs. H e now reckons that be has two Angel fish
worth 303 guilders each.
Since this setback he has been disillusioned on a number of
occasions in a similar manner. All the more obvious remedies
have failed to thwart the cannibalistic instincts of his fish. We
feel that if all else fails he will don flippers and get into the
tank to defend the offspring. Meanwhile watch this space for
bargains in tropical fish.
Permissive society
The hippie cult and the urge to divest garments seemed to
have reached AFCENT in this last week. W.0.1 Yeoman Colin
Heaps called Sergeant Jeff Williams up to the office to discuss
the crypto account. Within minutes of entering the office Jeff
leapt up and frantically tore off his trousers, threw them on
the fl<?Or and procee~ed t? dance a frantic jig on them.
Whilst he was acting like a demented dervish the Yeoman
wa~ coweri~g behind his desk with his mind wo;king overtime
trymg to thmk of a plausible excuse should the O.C. walk in.
~en Jeff eventually ceased his mad gyrations and collapsed
m an exhausted _heap the Yeoman ventured to ask the cause
of the unusual display. Jeff's reply was, "I've been bitten." A
search revealed a much mangled wasp, an insignificant source
for such a show of power.

234 Signal Squadron {Malta),
B.F.P.O. 51
1nemories
UR last summer in Lintorn Barracks is now over for in
June, 1971, the Squadron moves to Mtarfa (past ~embers
of the now-disbanded 235 Signal Squadron D.C.N., please note
that the Corps will be making its home in Malta in your old
abode!); It has been a good summer. In June and July we had
something for everyone to celebrate our SOth Anniversary-all
the events were held on our tennis court, duly decorated for
the purpose. T.M. Troop excelled in producing working models
of the Shutter Telegraph and Gamble Telegraph, and Signalmen Victor Attard and Lewis Spiteri produced paintings from
'Through to 1970,' including
'Through ' itself. Later on
in July Installation Troop
ran an excellent dance at
Mtarfa, raising some £91
for the R o y a l Signals
Benevolent Fund.
In the sporting world
Sergeant Ted Woodley was
awarded his Army Coleurs
(Malta) for the season 196970 our congratulations
to him. Also congratulations
to our water polo team on
SERGEANT TED WOODLEY
winning the Joint Services'
Awa rded Army Colours for football
Water Polo League; they
1969/70
were also tipped as winners
of the knock-out competition to retain the shield from last year, but the final could not
be held due to water pollution-it would have been a good
fear:1er to have won both, something not achieved before.
S 11111m ~r

O

Autumn

The arrival of the cooler weather was marked by two welcome
visits. The first by Colonel J. N. Burrell, M.B.E., A.A.G. A.G.11,
no stranger to Malta, whom we all enjoyed meeting and listened
to with interest as he told us of that great world outside Malta.
He was followed by Colonel E. H. Davis, Colonel Tels./A.D .P.,
to whom.. we related our tales of woe-" he spoke into an evil
black box and now we find that the evil black box is producing
results "-we look forward with confidence to being told just
how one is meant to terminate submarine cable on to buoys (a
problem that has been with us for many moons!).
Our annual Fitness-for-Role Inspection was carried out by
the Army Commander in Malta, Brigadier P . S. Ward, C.B.E.,
A.D.C., on 22nd October. We were able to visit almost all our
parish thanks to the Joan of a helicopter for the morning by

Sprachen zic D e u tsche
. L ieutenant Allan Pearce is delighting the German element
m. AFCE~T ~ith his version of Deutsche as it is fractured.
His tech01que .1s to prefix English words with 'G' and intersper~e these with odd, very odd, German phrases.
His vocabulary of colloquial Deutsche has recently increased
~y tenfold as a result of a slight disagreement with a Citroen
m A~chen. He assures us that he is in the right as he jumped
the lights on amber whilst the German jumped them on red·
we can only hope that the insurance companies agree.
'
Di-lingual F . A .C.
As a result of his recent F.A.C. course at Ramstein Air Base
the O .C., M ajor Bill Morgan, now reports that he is fully
capab!e of carrying out this task in both English and
Amencanese.
ODE

TO • WIRE ' C ORRESPON D ENTS
Compact notes and photos clear,
A certain way to bring us cheer,
And come the day you visit her e,
F or you, good friends, a pint of beer.
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H.M.S. Ark Royal. We think (and hope! ) it wa a good day.
The autumn also saw the opening of the David Bruce Royal
Naval Hospital at Mtarfa-an event of concern to u a we
have ha~ to pr?vide a~ the telephone requirements for it. It
~as . an mteresting proJ~ct flashing night lamps to replace
nngmg telephones-patients' telephone service and even a
telephone in the lift (though we do not guarantee anyone will
complete a conversation before the lift reaches the required
floor-presumably one just carries on lift-riding!).

w 'e tcome and farewell
Unfortunately too many have arrived and left for us to name
0~m. All we do say is sincerely welcome to those who have
101ned us, and to those who have left, " Good n ight, good luck,
God bless you."

661 Signal Troop (LPD )
H.M .S. In trepid
B.F.P .0. Ships
Outward bound
INCE we last appeared in THE WIRE, we have been literally
half-way around the world and visited no less than nine
countries. We joined the Army to see the sea. Bidding England
a fond farewell on 3rd July, we made our way to Casablanca
and a four-day run ashore in Africa. Culture in Casablanca
took the shape and form of genuine Bedouin belly dancers and
we left reluctantly for the remainder of the passage to Singapore.
Next stop was Capetown, a haven after the battering received
on the way down, and leaving it five days later we had a tricky
time getting out of harbour. The Indian Ocean proved kinder
to the 16 Army sailors, and on arrival at Mauritius the Troop
went ashore to visit the R .N. Commcen. We were very
impressed by the W.R.N .S. who help to keep the Fleet in touch
when sailing the oceans of the world. Briefly stopping to give
assistance to the Fleet Clearance diving team working on the
wreck of the RF.A. Ennerdale, we arrived in Singapore on
15th August. Once more the Troop provided the guard on the
flight deck and it is amusing to see the frightened look on the
sailor's face when be is confronted by an armed Signalman in
No. 3s.

S

On sta tiou
Two weeks in Singapore meant that it was time to get the
ship painted in preparation for the arrival of our new O.C. We
said goodbye to Captain Andrew Briggs and hope that he
doesn't languish in 3rd Division. No doubt the M ess will soon
get used to " There was a force nine blowing and I turned
to the first mate ... " Our new O.C., Captain Jeremy Miller,
arrived to be greeted by the Yeoman wim a packet of Q uells,
bequeathed with relief by bis predecessor.
Wasting no time in Singapore, Intrepid was soon on her way
to Borneo and Korea where we did an exercise with the R.O.K.
W arines. Communications, they say, are international but they
did not seem so to L an ce-Corporal ' Scouse ' McCarthy and
L ance-Corporal 'Paddy ' King as they endeavoured to fill in
their operator's logs in fluent Korean. They hardly had time
to learn how to ay "O.K ." in Korean before we were off
again, this time to Japan and a visit to Hiroshima. H iroshima
has only been visited by three British warsnips since the war
so we were made quite a fuss of. Six hundred am bassadors
arrived in Japan on 24th eptember and 600 fans left on the
29th.
But all is not diplomacy and we had to leave for Hong Kong
and a Joint ervice cxerci c. Managing to vi it 48 Brigade H.Q.
and Signal quadron for a day the. matelot were reduced to
tears when they were offered the tot by Captain (Q.G .0 .)
Prembahadur. Our stay in Hong Kong and the exercise were
disturbed by I ris, Joan and Kate, not as you might expect local
inhabitants but typhoons. R unning from the latter your
correspondent vainly struggles to keep the typewriter on the
desk. " I said to the first mate ... "
Singapore i two days' ahead and the Troop is looking
forward to three weeks of sport training with 18th ignal
Regiment and resp ite from the cruel and unrelenting sea.
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The Volunteers - -- - - ·

35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment
(Volunteers), Birmingham
Relax? No?
NCE again, with the ' Freedom ' parade behind us, we
moved into a very busy month, which included trade
and recruit training preparation for the technical inspections
laying the line communication for the National Scout Regans
and assi ranee to 33rd Signal Regiment 01) during The
Merchant Taylors School Services' Day, at Crosby. Amid all
this activity we still managed to enter two competitions, with
ome measure of success.
The West Midland District Patrol Conapet.ltion,

1970
By Second-Lieutenant R. Heginbotham, 48 Squadron
Having only just applied to join 48 Squadron in July of
this year, I was so obviously in line to lead the 48 Squadron
team in the competition that hardly had I met the O.C. before
he was mentioning ic! But my team, and that from H.Q.
Squadron, got down to some useful training before the event,
but even so, it was with some trepidation that we motored
up to Swynnerron on the morning of 10th October.
After lunch, the teams, less their officers, had to do a day
patrol including visits to various stands to test basic internal
securiry drills, first aid and general knowledge, while I and
the other officers recced the ground for the night patrol and
wrote our orders. The drivers were also being tested in
servicing skills fault finding, and documeutation. A reasonable performance in the day patrol, including the obstacle
cour e, and an excellent result by the drivers, saw that we
starred the night operations in the overall lead .

competition was to be fought out. We needed 150 points out
of 160 to win, but in the event, only scored scored 138, but
still winning the rose bowl for the best non-infantry team. Our
drivers spent the morning on safe driving and manoeuvring
tests, to such good effects that hey eventually came second (by
two points) to a team from the R.C.T.
One of the most enjoyable parts of the competition was
watching the consternation produced in the various Infantry
team by a team of 'mere' Signallers! The various cups,
including ' our ' rose bowl-which was presented by our predecessors, 48th Signal Regiment, in 1961-were presented by
Lieutenant-General Sir Napier Crookenden, K.C.B., D .S.O.,
0.B.E., G .O.C.-in-C. Headquarters Western Command.
After Sunday lunch we rushed back to the Squadron bar to
start fi~i~g the bowl with beer-a fining end to an enjoyable
compctmon.

\\Testern Command Driving ChampionshJp, 1970
Exercise 'Black Dragon '
This championship, for which 120 teams entered, started at
Saighton Camp, Chester, and comprised of six tests. The unit
entered five teams, of which three teams finished, and two
teams were disqualified through being late at a checkpoint and
for speeding over a timed road stretch.
The six tests were: Vehicle scrutiny; documents check; a
night navigation drive over about 240 miles in North Wales;
a further vehicle scrutiny; navigation, highway code, map reading, written tests; advanced driver tests.
Of the three teams completing the course, the W.R.A.C.
team came 6lst, the 95 (SY) Signal Squadron team came 13th
and the combined H.Q./48th Signal Squadron team came overall
Zt:id, winning the Hermes Challenge Cup for the best Royal
Signals entry and the Aston Stedall Trophy for the 2nd placing.
This team consi ted of: Sergeant D. Brenni (navigator) of H.Q.
Squadron and Corporal J. Chambers (driver) of 48 Squadron.
Departures/ Arrivals
The 12th September, 1970, saw W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Eric Robinson's last day in the Regiment as he left on his first commissioning, or in his own words, " Back to sleeping eight in a bivouac."
He had previously been presented with a sword from the
Officers of the Regiment and during a social evening in the
Sergeants' Mess he was presented with a silver cigarette box.
We were sorry to say farewell to Eric Robinson after his comparatively short tour in the Regiment, but delighted that he
left for such a commendable reason! H is cheerful commonsense
c?mments will be missed, as will his ability to appear in the
right place at what to some was definitely the wrong time!
We welcome to the Regiment W.0.I (R.S.M.) P. A. Noble,
Staff Ser2eaot Mabbot, Staff Sergeant Sankey and Staff
Sergeant Oliver.

THE WEST MIDLAND DISTRICT PATROL COMPETITION 1970
Left to right: Second-Lieutenant R. Heginbotham, Signalman C. P.
Walsh, Lance-Corporal W. J. Clarke, Signalman M. A. Gold, Signalman R. W. McGowan, Corporal D. H. Manders, Signalman A. E.
Evans, Staff-Sergeant D. J. Newby

flo1•erunners

ol 68

(Inns

of

Court

and

City

Yeomanry) Signal Squcidron

A Short History of The Inns of Court
anti City Yeomanry

The night patrol was set in ' Internal Security ' type situation.
It involved moving cross-country for about one mile over the
most rubble-strewn area imaginable, lying in wait at a disused
building and then snatching ' Sheamus Mustapha O'Boot,' a
notorious terrorist, when he appeared to keep bis rendezvous
with an accomplice. He was then taken back to camp for
interrogation. Poor Sheamus, he was captured 16 times during
aturday night! The drivers also were quite busy, they had an
80-mile night rally which involved some tricky navigation and
accurate time-keeping. A considerable number of marks had
been allocated to the night operations, and we were very
plea~ed to gain enough of them to remain in the lead.
Sunday morning dawned overcast, but being last away on the
forced march at 11.00 hours, it was (of course!) raining steadily.
The march of about five miles included an assault river crossing, but even so we, like everyone else, were early on the
objective-the 25-metre range where the last phase of the

The Inns of Court Regiment (The Devil's Own)
NJ?ER various des.ignations £!1e Regiment can trace its
history back to Elizabethan times. From then until 1859
the four Inns of Court, in times of national crisis, raised bodies
of men for the defence of the country, but these were disbanded
on each occasion on the return of peace. In 1584 me Inns
formed associations to defend the country against the threatened
Spanish invasion. Gentlemen from the Inns also formed part
of the Royalist Army in 1644 and, in 1745, were called out
against the Jacobite invasion of England. Again, in 1780, they
helped restore order during the Gordon Riots and, at this time,
Pitt was in the Lincoln's Inn Company. During the Napoleonic
wars all the Inns raised Companies, the best known of which
was the Bloomsbury & Inns of Court Volunteers. At this time,
The Law Association, whose drums are still in the museum,
was nicknamed ' The Devil's Own ' by George III at a Royal
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Review in Hyde Park in 1803; this name has clung to the
Regiment: ever since. The Colours of the Temple Association
are also in the museum.
The continuous history of the Regiment dates from 1859.
A detachment was sent to South Africa in 1900-1901 but it was
in the 1914-18 War that the Regiment carried out one of the
most important roles in its history. In four years it trained and
commissioned no less than 11,000 officers; it continued to act
as an Officer Training Unit between the wars, during which
period it was designated a Cavalry Regiment with one Squadron
of cavalry and two of mounted infantry.
At the outbreak of the Second World War the Inns of Court
provided the staff for two O.C.T.U.s but, in 1940, it was reformed as an Armoured Car Regiment. From 1943 until the
invasion of Europe it was under the direct command of 1 Corps,
the assault formation of 21 Army Group. On D-Day, 'C'
Squadron landed in France and went into action; the remainder
of the R egiment followed soon afterwards and, a month later,
joined the 11th Armoured Division. The Inns of Court was
continuously in action, from Gaumont to the Seine, to Antwerp,
and finally from the Rhine to the Kiel Canal. After the German
surrender the Regiment! occupied a considerable area of
Schleswig-Holstein.
After the war, in May, 1947, the Inns of Court became the
Armoured Car Regiment of 56 (London) Armoured Division
but, when this became an Infantry Division in 1956, it was
converted to a Reconnaissance Regiment.

The City of London YeomaJll"Y (The Rough
Riders)
The Regiment was raised in 1900 as the 20th Battalion
Imperial Yeomanry, and was part of the City Imperial Volunteers. In 1901 it was renamed the City of London Yeomanry
and also took the name ' Rougti Riders ' after a body of volunteer horsemen who fought under Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
in the Spanish American War of 1898. From 1907 to 1914 the
Regimental Headquarters were in Finsbury Square, the funds

being raised from the City of London and from the Livery
Companies.
In the 60 years from its formation to its amalgamation with
the Inns of Court Regiment the City of London Yeomanry
changed its role no less than seven times. It was in turn
Cavalry Machine Gun Corps, Royal Horse Artillery, Field
Artillery, Light Anti-Aircraft Artillery, an Armoured Regiment
and Infantry. One of its outstanding achievements between the
wars was to win the King's Cup (open to all R.H.A. Regiments in the Territorial Army) on the two occasions on which
it entered, in 1928 and 1933.
The Regiment spent the early years of the Second World
War in this country, along with many other Territorial Regiments. Later it saw active service both in the Mediter,ranean
area and in North West Europe.
After the war the City of London Yeomanry became an
Armoured Regiment, equipped with tanks, but, in 1956, it
became Infantry and was affiliated to The Rifle Brigade.

The Inns of Court and City Yeomalll"Y
On 1st May, 1961, the Inns of Court Regiment and the
City of London Yeomanry amalgamated to form The Inns
of Court and Ciry Yeomanry and became the Reconnaissance
Regiment of 54 East Anglian Division. On 14th June, 1963,
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, the Royal
Honorary Colonel, presented the Guidon at a Regimental
Parade in the gardens of Inner Temple. Upon the contraction
of the Reserve Army in March, 1967, the Regiment was
reduced to one Squadron which formed part of the London
Yeomanry & Territorials. Many serving members of the Regiment transferred to the Royal Yeomanry Regiment on its
formation, and the Band of this Regiment was provided by
the Inns of Court & Ciry Yeomanry.
On ls r April, 1969, the Regiment formed 68 (Inns of Court
& Ciry Yeomanry) Signal Squadron of the 7lst Signal Regiment. The long-standing association with the Royal Armoured
Corps is maintained by the Inns of Court and Ciry Yeomanry
Cadre.

LIFE ASSURANCE
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also th!! best possible long-term investment,
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums.
For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the£ this means 16.5% . Thus, a net outlay of £83 10s. a year provides a premium of £100
a year, which is 19.76% increase.
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems.
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk.
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay.
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you
can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
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No need for bright sparks
to fiddle Gboutwith this

GURKHA SIGNALS-WINNERS OF TH E KEENLY CONTESTED NEPAL CUP
Standing, left to right: Major P. J. Row land (0.1.C. Football), Signalman Bupal Thapa, Partap Limbu, Rukbahadur Pun, Lance-Corporal Damabahadur Pun , Signalman Manbahadur Rana, Signalman Suresh Pradhan , Signalman Ratnabahadur Pun
Sitting, left to right: Signalman Birendra Limbu, Staff-Sergeant Lalkaji Gurung, Lieutenant-Col_on~I A. C. Dexter, Secon~-Lieutenant I. A. Noble,
Major (Q.G. O .) Harkabir Gurung, M.V.O ., Sergeant Ranbanadur Sah1, Signalman jhalakman Ra1

The Nepal (up 1970
By Second-Lieutenant I. A. Noble

Our GA481 is the only
all-solid-state 100 W
broadband linear amplifier in
full scale production. It covers
the 1.5 to 30 MHz range and
can be used with any HF
manpacktoform a lOOW
man-portable or vehicle statio n.
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It measures 12W' x 12" x 4%"
and operates from its own
battery or from a 24V vehicle ,
supply, without the need for a
converter. But the big point is
thatthereare no tuning or
loading controls to adjust.
And as it's fully protected

against exeessive drive and
cannot be damaged by
mismatches such as broken or
short circuited aerials, there's
nothing much to go wrong.
The GA.481 has already
been supplied to British and
Overseas Armed Forces and is
in quantity production. Now.
Redifon Limited,
Communications Division,
Broomhill Road,
London SW.18.

IREDIFONll
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Organisation
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For the fifth time since the introduction of this competition
into the Brigade of Gurkhas, Gurkha Signals have won the
Nepal Cup.
The Cup was donated in 1949 by His Highness Maharajah
Mohan Shamsher Jangabahadur Rana to be played for between
the units of the Brigade. Previou winners of the cup have been:
1 Bn. 2nd Gurkhas, five times; 2 Bn. 2nd Gurkhas, twice
1 Bn. 6th Gurkha Rifles, four times· 1 Bn. 7th Gurkha Rifles,
three times; 2 Bn. 7th Gurkha Rifles, once; Training Depot
Brigade of Gurkhas, once; Gurkha Signals, five times.
This year, the build-up started after Exercise 'Bersatu Padu'
and the move of the Regiment from Seremban in Malaya to
Nee Soon in Singapore, and Lieutenant G. S. Gordon having
got married since playing the previous year, yours truly was
nominated to captain the team.
The rules of the competition are as laid down by the Army
Football Association except that each team ha to include a
British or a Gurkha officer as team captain. Being orientated
towards hockey rather than soccer, it took me a while to not
bring my stick to practic:es; it alw took a fe.w week.s .to g.et rid
of the extra stone in weight I had put on smce arnvmg m tl1e
Far East with its Saheb-like way of life. We trained twice a
day for one-and-a-half hours, and for us ir has payed off.
The first match was played against l'he Transit Camp, Brigade
of Gurkhas, on 15th July. Normally a middling side, they
occasionally get some good players passing through their hands.
After lunch on the day, the heavens opened, and a torrential
downpour soaked the pitch. The game started in overcast
weather conditions, and before 10 minutes had gone past, the
heavens again opened, and the rest of the match w~s played
in a tropical rainstorm. The res1:1lt was a wet 4-0 victory for
Gurkha Signals.
We therefore went on to meet the Depot, the Brigade of
THE WIRE,
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Gurkhas, in the quarter-finals on 1st August. This game was
played at the Dover Road Stadium, Singapore, on a typical hot
afternoon and our football also went • hot' as we won 7--0,
playing excellent attacking football.
So, onwards to the semi-finals. We are to play 1 Bn. 2nd
Gurkhas, who had arrived at the same stage with a bye and
victory over the Gurkha Parachute Company by 3-0. We knew
they were a different proposition from the two teams we had
already played and beaten.
We again played at Dover Road Stadium, on another hot
afternoon, and scored two quick goals within ten minutes. The
game then proceeded at a fast pace for the rest of the first half,
1 Bn. 2nd Gurkhas replying with a penalty. In the second
half, we again scored quickly and retreated into defence with
the score at 3-1. The Gurkhas threw everything at us and scored
three minutes from time to make the score 3-2, but it was
just a little too late for them and we ran out close winners in
a hard match.
Now began the long trek to Sungei Patani. The final wa
played on 27th August and the team and myself went up on
the 18th to get ready for the match, against 2 Bn. 2nd Gurkha .
To those who don't know where Sungei Patani is, if you
look at the map of Malaya, it is right in the top left-hand
corner, and al o on the same map you will see that Singapore
is ome 550 miles to the outh.
Problem 1. How do you move a Regiment 550 miles without
di rupting Regimental routine?
Problem 2. How do you get them back the next day to
carry on as normal?
If you want the answer, write to Captain A. F. Carter,
Gurkha Signals.
The · final of the
epal Cup is alway played in Brigade
Week at l'he Depot; thi is the afternoon after the pa sing-out
parade of the recruits. As a result, the spectators included the
Major-General Brigade of Gurkhas Commandant Malaya
( Contintted on page 578 )
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Area, and all the C.O. with their wives. There were over
1,500 spectators and B.F.B.S. set up their radio in a commentator box, the commentary being done by LieutenantColonel J.P. Cross, M.B.E.
After both teams had been presented to Major-General
Hor fold, I tossed the coin with Lieutenant A. MacNeil, of
2 Bn. 2nd Gurkhas, and won, for a change. 2/2nd had, we knew,
arrived at the final, having beaten Gurkha Transport Regiment
and the Gurkha Engineers both good teams.
We started badly, 2/2nd scoring after five minutes. This
eemed to wake us up and we equali ed almost immediately
and scored again to take the lead. With our tails up, we had
territorial advantage for the rest of the first half but could not
score. We opened the second half with a goal in sLx minutes,
and the 2/2nd came back with a goal 10 minutes later. The
game flowed back and forth for the ne.xt 15 minutes until we
scored again, and finished tile game off with a hard 25-yard
hot by our inside-right for our fifth goal. L ieutenant-Colonel
Cr oss was the first to tell us that this is the highe t margin
by which the Nepal Cup has ever been won.
So ended the football and so began the celebrations which
went on Jong into the ne.xt morning.
The team this year had a young average age with two
' burros,' Staff Sergeant L alkaji Gurung, with 15 years of Nepal
Cups behind him, and Sergeant Ranbahadur Sahi with 11
years. The rest of the team included six ex-St. John's schoolboys, five of whom are on their way to 8th Signal Regiment
.B. 8th Signals Football Officer).
for the Technicians course
In 1964 Major (Q.G.O.) Birendrasing Gurung presented the
Bijaising Memorial Cup to the R egiment for the players who,
in the opinion of the Commanding Officer and the Gurkha
Major, gave the best and most consistent performance in the
competition each year. This year it is to be presented to
Sergeant Ranbahadur Sahi, our left-back, who unfortunately
for the R egiment goes on pension on 6th September.
We look forward to reporting another victory next year.

Corps Tennis
This year, for the first time, the School of Signals won the
Southern Command Inter-Unit Lawn Tennis Knock--0ut
Competition. The competition was divided into four sections,
by districts. In winning the S.W. District section, the School
first played the School of Artillery (this proved to be the
hardest match of the competition), and then the Sherwood
and Worcester Foresters. In the Command setni-final, victory
was achieved against the R.A.0.C. Training Centre in a SO
m.p.h. gale. The School team moved on into the final against
H.Q., Southern Command.
This match was played at Buller Barracks, Aldershot, on
29th September, in perfect weather conditions. The School
team surpassed themselves, and in spite of some very close
games, ran out comfortable winners by six rubbers to nil.
Representing the School were M ajors Bamber and Oehlers,
L ieutenant-Colonel Lowe and Captain Gordon, L ieutenantColonel Brown and Captain Cornforth, with Major L e Hardy
as reserve.

Barracks but the harbour is very crowded and rather inconvenient and so we became members of the sailing club at
Hartlepools.
However unsalubrious as a town, Hartlepool contains an
extremely useful harbour which can be entered at any state of
tide or weather and offer both dinghy and deep-water
moorings including a considerable area of locked-in water. We
put two of our three Albacore dinghies there and were able
to take part in weekend and midweek racing since it is possible
to get rhere in under three-quarters of an hour.

D,ringing •Skywave' north
At about this time the Northern Command Regatta was
held. The results were indicative of the sailing strength of the
Brigade a we carried off the individual trophy (Major Bird),
the best novice (Corporal Girdwood) and were runners-up in
the team prize. For this competition the Apprentices' College
entered a separate team and Catterick two teams.
The next event of the year was the bringing of Skywave
no1th using the trailer designed for her predecessor, the Stella
Lyra. On 1st July she was lowered into the water from 'C'
jetty of Union dock just astern of a large Russian freighter.
The same crane assisted in the raising of her mast and the
afternoon was spent getting her ready for sea. Her first crew,
which consisted of all the skippers, closed up at the weekend
and a short weekend cruise followed. Over the following month
she was sailed by six different crews and visited various
harbours on the coast between Blyth and Scarborough. She
sailed in all approximately 400 miles and was at sea for 17
days. It was on one of these cruises that Lieutenant Charles
Kemp earned his G.O.C.-in-C's commendation for rescuing
two men who had become trapped on a cliff face north of
Scarborough. However, other than this mild alarm, no
nautical hazards, apart from a whale seen by an Apprentice
from Harrogate, were encountered; the wind bad blown consistently from the west, and the month passed without ' wrecks
or anyone drowned, in fact notfiing to laugh at at all." The
dock strike caused us to take the boat to Whitby as the industrial cranes of Hartlepool were out of action, but the narrow
streets of Whitby were successfully negotiated by that wellknown sailor-driver Corporal Fred Baughan, and the boat
safely returned to Marchwood.
A Brigade team was entered in the Cowes-Dinard race.
Sailing in Skywave, we had a pleasant race and even more
pleasant cruise back. This was done via Sark whose beaches we
found to be somewhat oil polluted during a foray ashore for
'duty free.'
Caught up in a gale force n.ine
Dinghy sailing continued throughout the summer in Hartlepool and as the earlier regatta had been so successful it was
decided by Northern Command to hold a second one in the
autumn. This time we carried off the team trophy and managed
a second and third place in the individual and single-handed
races respectively. At the same time the second period of deepsea sailing was taking place, this time in the south where we
chartered Skywave _for a month. A total of five cruises were
held in which much valuable experience was gained (including
the exact amount that Skywave draws) and several trips across
the Channel made. During the course of one of these the yacht,
commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Lockwood, was caught out
in a gale of up to force nine severity and came through unscathed although other much larger boats received considerable
damage.
It is now the season of mists and the laying up of boats.
Apart from three members of the Brigade who are attending
a seamanship course in November, sailing is over for the year.
We are, however, looking forward to repeating the programme
in 1971.

this time 'Peter ' became Assistant Editor of Rockcliffe magazine. (The magazine is produced by handicapped patients).
He also became an expert on traction engines and had several
articles published in the 'Northern Echo.'
Mr. White (' Tich ') an ex-Boy (October '42) will be remembered by many who served with him in Egypt in 3 G.H.Q.
Signals Regiment. He held the rank of Sergeant until leaving
the Service. Afterwards he became a civilian instructor with
1 Training Regiment (S.T.C.) Cauerick Camp, in 1956. During
the same year he contracted polio.
' Peter ' was an Honorary Life Member of the Catterick
and District Branch of the Association, and had been visited
by our Welfare Section no less than 200 times.

It is with regret that we record the death on Sunday, 18th
October, in a London hospital, of Major Carrington Worrin,
la~e Royal Signals. ' Tigger,' as he was known to his many
friends, was born in 1910 in Davos, Switzerland. He joined
the Territorial Army in 1931 and served with it until 1939,
from which date he was granted a Regular Commission. In
1946 he was awarded the Territorial Decoration.
He went with the British Expeditionary Force to France on
29th September, 1939; on 27th May, 1940, he was wounded
and taken prisoner while leading his cable section of 48th
Divisional Signals, which was in action at Dunkirk.
He returned to the United Kingdom in 1945, and there served
until 1947, when he went to FARELF and N alaya. Returning
again to the U.K. in 1950, he held a variety of staff and
training appointments until his retirement from the Army on
25th April, 1959.
He joined the staff of the College as a retired officer on 1st
January, 1960, holding the posts of Assistant to the Chief
Instructor and, latterly, Assistant Adjutant.
A Fellow of the Zoological Society, Major Worrin was a
keen naturalist and ornithologist; he was Honorary Secretary
of the Army Birdwatching Society.
In June, 1964, he was appointed Honorary Secretary of the
Claro Division of S.S.A.F.A.-a post he held until July of
this year.
Deep sympa~1y is offered to his wife, Peggy, and to their
two sons.

M r. W. Rigden, of the Catterick and District Branch of the
Association, writes:
The death, at the age of 42 years, of Mr. White, on 1st
October, at St. Cuthbert's Hospital, Croft, Co. D urham, is a
sad loss to the hospital, where M r. White, known as 'Peter,'
had been a handicapped patient for over 10 yea rs. During
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A look bac k o ve r the y e ar

Sailing in the Training Brigade
1970 Season

' T HE"isonethegreat
disadvantage of Catterick," we were told,
fact that there is no slliling nearer than the

Obituary~

Ex-Sergeant G. P. White

HUDDERSFIELD BRANCH
Hon.

Secretary: Mr. Tom Mellor, Lea House, Shepley,
Huddersfield.
Over SO people sat down to a choice menu at the annual
dinner/dance on Friday, 6th November, at the Central Restaurant, Cleckheaton.
The secretary, Tom Mellor, gave the Loyal Toast. This was
followed by a toast to the Branch by the principal guest Mr.
Bill Bevan, secretary of the Harrogate Branch. The branch
chairman, Mr. Ken Hiley, responded; welcoming Mr. and Mrs.
Bevan, he quickly closed the speech-making and launched us
on to the dance floor.
To an efficient band, M.C. Giles Harrison led the dancing,
mixing with fun and games.
A happy rime was enjoyed by all and thanks are due to the
committee for the excellent organisation-a successful function_
ODE
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Compact notes
A certain way
And come the
For you, good

C ORllESPOIVDEN TS

and photos clear,
to bring us cheer,
day you visit here,
friends, a pint of beer.

UK o r European posting?

Step off the plane
and into ·a new car !

Lieutenant Guy HowarJ Waters

Lake District." As Yorkshiremen, we knew that the sea was
there, but by all accounts encompassed by dangers and covered
at all times by short steep waves created by gales that blew
continuou ly from the Arctic. In 1970, however, our hand was
forced; Ullswater Sailing Club refused to have Service members
and we began to look around for fresh waters.
At the same time we were considering the feasibility of
ailing a keel boat in the north. Scarborough was considered
a a site because of the proximity of the S.T.C. at Burniston

Corps Football

Association News

Major C. Worrin, T.D.

It is with deep regret that the death is announced of
Lieutenant Guy Waters, who died suddenly whilst on duty at
Dusseldorf on 15th October, whilst serving in 21st Signal
Regiment.
The funeral service was held at St. Margaret's Church,
Uxbridge, on 22nd October, followed by interment at Hillingdon Cemetery.
Guy Waters joined the
Corps as a boy in September, 1945, and commenced
his apprenticeship in the
operator trades. This training was discontinued as the
school-leaving age was raised
and all boys serving at this
time pursued mainly academic studies. During his
three years with Boys'
Squadron Guy appeared in
1947 and 1948 at the Royal
Tournament with the Royal
Signal Display Team; this
was to decide much of his
future in the Corps. He
joined the ranks in SepLioutenant Guy Howard Waters
tember, 1948, being one Of
the final output of ex-Boys
from Catterick, and commenced training as a Despatch Rider.
Following this training, he joined the cadre of 5th Training
R egiment as a D .R. instructor, where he continued to encourage
others with his tremendous enthusiasm as a m otor cyclist.
A great p art of G uy's service was spent with the R.A.F.
He was one of the fo un der members of Gan Siimal Troop
and of late was R. S.M., 19th Signal Regiment, Changi. It
was here that his experience and understanding did much to

R.A.P.C. 2; Corps 1.
R.C.T. l; Corps 5.

foster excellent relationships with both the Royal Air Force
and the indigenous personnel.
Guy was a keen sportsman and took an active interest in
cricket and hockey. He wa a Corps standard marksman and
will be remembered for his regular appearances at Bisley. He
will be missed by his many friends in the Corps, the R.A.F.
and T.A. & V.R.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to hh widow, Pauline,
and his children, Caroline and Timothy.
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HOME OWNERSHIP
Widespread publicity bas been given to the acute shortage of funds for house purchase loans, and wouldbe HOME OWNERS who did not make positiv plans well ahead found it almost impossible to obtain loans
or even the promise of loans.
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone
con idering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start,
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Pla_n is in force the
higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase.
Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO N OT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW.
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Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for :-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive pos1t1ons for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

SCHOOL FEES
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially
reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil.

LIFE ASSURANCE

+

PERSONNEL MANAGER

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD• BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND

INVESTMENT

Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes
We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined with
5ound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £12.10.6 monthly for those liable to tax at 8/3 in the£ will give
the family man aged 30 next immediate family protection of £39,360 and an anticipated cash sum of £35,000
free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65.
We can arrange equally attractive Plans where the accent is required to be on investment. Endowment
assurances on a with profit basis and/or linked with unit trust investments in the equity or property market can
produce a highly satisfactory tax-free appreciation of capital. Each Plan incorporates full life cover but, more
important, is the part it can p1ay in providing you financial security in retirement.

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager.

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD.
27/ 2~ Greyfrtars Road, Reading, Berks.
Associated Insurance Brokers
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces
Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227
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Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
present salary to :-

THE WIRE, DECEMBER-JANUARY 1970-1971

Over a Century-old Partnership

PARSONS
AND

I

I

I

Like the Servic'es, we have a tradition
to uphold, at the same time takfng
advantage of scientific progress in
this age of mechanisation, yet maintaining, through a special department,
a personal and helpful link with our
customers, whom we are ever willing
to advise and assist in the production
of their journals.

F.J. PARSONS LTD
The Adelphi, John Adam St., London, W.C.2 ·Tel: 01-839 7151
Works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhnf, Lewes and Seaford

RADIO OPERATORS
There will be a number of vacancies in the Composite Signals Organisation for experienced Radio
Operators in 1971 and in subsequent years.
Specialist training courses lasting approximately eight months are held at intervals. Applications are now
invited for the course starting in September, 1971.
ALARY SCALES
During training with free accommodation provided at the Training School:
Age 21
£848 per annum
22
906 "
"
23
943 "
24
981 "
"
25 and over 1023 ,,
On successful completion of course :
Age 21
£1023 ,,
"
22
1087 "
"
23
II50 ,,
"
24
1214 "
"
25 (highest
1288 ,,
"
age point)
then by six annual increments to a maximum of £1,749 per annum.
Excellent conditions and good prospects of promotion. Opportunities for service abroad.
Applicants must normally be unde.r 35 years of age at start of training course, and must have at least two
year's operating experience OR PMG qualifications. Preference given 'to those who also have G.C.E. '0'
level or similar qualifications.
Interviews will be arranged throughout 1971.
Application forms and further particulars from:
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
Telephone No. Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2270.

CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES MEANS
•

••
••
•

SALOON HUNTERS, WAGON HUNTERS, FAST G.T. HUNTERS, THOSE AVENGERS,
PROVEN IMPS, RAUCOUS RAPIERS, SUMPTIOUS S<;EPTRES

ALL SUBJECT UP TO

171/20/0

Dl~COUNT FROM U.K. BASIC

SPECIAL FORCES FINANCE AND INSURANCE SCHEME
FAST FOR FORCES PRIORITY FACTORY HELD STOCKS
DELIVERY U.K. OR WEST GERMANY
MODELS TO OVERSEAS POSTING SPECIFICATION
TRAINED STAFF WITH YOU IN MIND

THAT'S WHAT CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES MEANS

REALLY, CAN YOU SETTLE FOR LESS?

Tell me what Chrysler Military Sales means

r.:IN;;;;;N~;;~,;-H~Q-;;;;-;.:=·=·=·=·=;:=·=·~1
MILITARY SALES LTD.,
1 HalkinCHRYSLER
House, Halkin Street, London, S.W.1.
I
I 0 Telephone 01.235.6484.
I =~: ;:,:::;,a~K~e•J~~;~e;;~~; ~- T~~ ~~;d ~~;ep~~~~ . : .:: : : . : : :: : :::.: : : : : :: :
1

Address .................. · .... · ...... · .. · .... ·.. .. ..
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